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THE

UNITED SERVICE MAGAZINE.

THE SOVEREIGNTY OF THE SEAS.

A SALUTE FOR 1842.

That it may please thee to suppose

Our actions are as good as those

That gull the people through the nose,

Quammua te, &fc.

We are not here going to insist upon the absolute and exclusive right

to the sovereignty of the British Seas, as dwelt upon in the Mare

Clausum, although the claim is sanctioned by the usage of eighteen or

nineteen centuries, and justified—according to our jurists—by the law

divine, natural, and civil. On the contrary, leaving the weighty cogni

zance of the several rights of equipment, fisheries, and marine prosecu

tions of every degree—with a sigh for the dormant honours of the

" veiled bonnet"—to the sages of the Admiralty Court, we mean only

to notice, in general terms, certain matters which still hazard our sea-

dominion. But we will at once show our colours, that there may be no

mistake, by the broad assertion, that upon the right management of our

naval means depend the honour, security, influence, wealth, and

strength of the British Empire. And this is only to be effected and

maintained upon true Conservative principles ; by which we understand,

not merely the bye-word of a party, but that happy medium between a

superstitious reverence for the wisdom of our ancestors, and a mole-eyed •mania for innovation,—a medium so seldom struck upon by partisans.

In carrying canvas on this tack, although we eschew the charge of

depreciating our present maritime capabilities, we will fearlessly point

out what we deem to be culpable and remiss, in the hope of aiding to

maintain a becoming energy in our naval administration. Such are truly

our rules of action ; yet, when we were lately impelled to decry some

ill-judged reductions and almost criminal neglects, certain slang-

whangers of the Press dubbed us detractors of the Government, and

what not. But we are happy to add, that the rod was kissed by more

sensible people, and many beneficial proceedings resulted from the

admonitions and suggestions thrown out, from time to time, by our

selves and others. Since those well-intended diatribes our dockyards

have been resuscitated ; an experimental substitute is placed on the site

of the abolished Naval College ; a grand improvement is effected in the

troop-ships ; the lazarettos, convict-hulks, and other lumber on the Navy

List, have been swept off ; and the mighty arm of national prowess is

rendered more efficient for sudden emergency, by augmenting the peace

establishment thus :—

U. S. Mag., No. 158, Jan., 1842. B
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Including
Boys.

FIRST BATE.

Caledonia 820 66

Royal Frederick, orQueen 785 66

Princess Charlotte. . . . 725 .... 66

SECOND RATE.

Rodney 695 60

Asia and Vanguard . . 645 .... 60

THIRD RATE:

Revenge 590 53

Edinburgh 540 53

Boscawen 570 .... 53

FOURTH RATE.

Barhnm 445 47

Portland 395 47

FIFTH RATE.

Madagascar 290 39

Resistance 280 39

Belvidera 265

Pique 305

SIXTH RATE.

Carysfort 205

Curacoa 210

Calypso 185

Andromache 165

Dido and Daphne .... 160

SLOOPS.

Nimrod 130

Modeste 125

Rover 125

Harrier 120

Columbine 115

GUN BRIGS.

Alsrerine 60

Brisk 55

Schooners and Cutters 40

Including

Boys.

... 39

... 39

33

XI

33

33

33

24

24

24

24

24

10

1(1
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The commencement of 1840 found us with the following officers and

seamen afloat ; and the number has since been very considerably aug

mented :—

Flag-officers • 12

Commodores 4

Captains 63

Commanders 73

Lieutenants 423

Masters 115

Pursers 107

Second Masters 107

Master's Assistants 140

Mates 387

Midshipmen 488

Volunteers .

Secretaries .

Clerks . . .

Chaplains 224

10

2!>!1

36

Surgeons 133

Assistant-Surgeons 195

Warrant Officers 673

Engineers 64

Naval Instructors 53

Petty Officers 4,779

Seamen and Boys 14,620

andAt the same time our mercantile fleet, the nursery of the Navy,

the main artery of Britain's prosperity, stood thus :—

Vessels Registered. New Vessels Built.

Vessels. Tonnage. Men. Vessels. Tonnage.

England , 15,245 1,880,733 107,791 857 127,096

Scotland . . 3,279 351,223 24,933 192 27,542

puerusey ... 98 10,025 725 13 1,320

Jersey . 241 20,338 2,222 11 1,560

\1an . • ■ 273 6,912 1,403 34 1,324

British Plantations 5,697 469,842 31,226 343 45,811

Total. 24,833 2,739,073 168,300 1.450 204,653

These numbers must be wormwood to the rabid readers of the

Courrier Fran^ais, whose laughably absurd Anglophobia is displayed

in its daily ebullition of froth and gall. By studying them deeply, both

they and their hogen-mogen admirers—les braves Beiges—will be

made to know that the English, when they please, can be -masters at

sea ; and that it is only by sufferance, and the questionable policy of
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speculative doctrines, that the bands of our famous Navigation Act

have been so loosened, that foreigners are admitted to a temporary

rivalry. To these people, and all such optimists as

Through mazy systems of Utopia range,

Despise what's solid, cry aloud for change ;

While, this the burden of their cuckoo-song.

Whatever is, or has been, must be wrong,—

we may give some gratification, by adding that our peace-establishment

for the current year is 8 three-deckers, 23 heavy two-deckers, 40

frigates, and 112 sloops, troopers, and brigs, besides 64 steamers of war,

and 20 armed packets. For their further information, we may say that

the total weight of metal thrown by a discharge from our first-rates is

4056 lbs., or 2028 lbs. at a broadside, from the following rows of

teeth :—

Lower-deck J" 4 88-Pounders-
i^wer-oecK " * \ 28 32-pounders.

Middle-deck . . . J ?o6„8-P0un<1?rs-

|_ 32 32-pounders.

Upper-deck ... 34 32-pounders.

Quarter-deck and forecastle . 20 32-pounders.

We have also the satisfaction of asserting, that our ships are of more

imposing structure, carry more provisions, possess greater stability, and

have more spacious quarters than of old ; and, moreover, that the gun-

exercise has been materially improved. But there are numerous points

of the personnel which demand the grave attention of all who would

preserve our naval preponderance. The manning of the Navy has

received much consideration, in which we ourselves have taken a part ;

but we regret to perceive that the difficulty of completing the crews still

continues, in spite of the great advantages offered to volunteers. We

mention this, because it assuredly calls for some remedy which should

prove effectual. The number of registered seamen is about 1 70,000 ;

but the invitation to enter the Service is so feebly responded to, that we

fear—however odious and difficult the step may be— that impressment

must again be resorted to in emergency, unless some modification can

be devised. Nor is it before the mast only that we are to look. The

spur to the emulation of the younger branches of officers has been

broken off, by the astounding system of preferment adopted by the no-

patronage Ministers and Cantwell reformers, who have latterly played

upon the fiddle : that, order of things in which the supremacy of Trea

sury influence, and the sacred obligation of electioneering debts, was

carried to a degTee never before known, though in its essence illegal,

and in its form unnatural. What can be thought of men who entered

office with a rudent cry against their predecessors, expressly to lop

away former abuses, receiving candidates of merit with an air as chill

ing as the ice-cold blast which precedes an avalanche, and reserving all

the rewards delegated to their trust for political purposes and family

influence ? Connexion and wealth were assumed as sole proofs of

bravery, zeal, and cultivated intellect. And as if "Justice to Officers"

was to be a motto of mockery, when it was asked in Parliament, last

February, whether an Admiral, on whom a high place had been con

ferred on the above grounds, had ever been engaged with the enemy,

the First Lord of the Admiralty—though a relative—was reluctantly

B 2
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obliged to acknowledge that be " did not know ! " In this awkward

dilemma the Prime Minister advanced to his rescue, and scrupled not

to pour forth a manifesto of abysmal bathos, that " fighting with dis

tinction does not entitle officers, in either Service, to places of honour

or emolument." Laud we the gods !

We are in hopes that all this will now be looked to, since our princi

pal men are men of principle ; and they have taken the places of others

who, whatever their notions of right or wrong might be, had entered

upon duties some fathoms too deep for their comprehension. At all

events, we trust, that service and wounds will be a stronger claim than

election-votes ; and that gallant bearing will be preferred before mob-

wheedling and tavern-spouting.

On the whole we must admit, since we last lucubrated on the same

topic, that the policy of our measures, and rapid, though stealthy, naval

improvements, have advanced that warlike front which insures peace.

Ostendite bellum, pacem habebitis'^siiA. Manlius to the people of Rome ;

and it has long been a synonimous saw, that " one sword drawn keeps

another in the scabbard." Oliver Cromwell, who was no fool upon a

march, struck his Pax qumritur hello in 1658, to acknowledge the force

of a principle now almost in abeyance, under the paltry plea of retrench

ment ; a retrenchment which made an enemy exclaim in surprise of our

nation, " Si grande a la foil et si mesquine ! " But the propriety of

the steps taken of late are obvious to the meanest capacity. Vattel tells

us that individuals may, and are bound to carry the principle of Chris

tian forbearance to its utmost practicable limit ; yet a nation which does

not show itself jealously alive to the protection of its public honour,

invites aggression and injury, and ultimately war.

It will be seen that, however formidably we advise being prepared to

chastise an insolent or unjust foe, we are true advocates for Peace; but

though we are fully conscious of the civilization, refinement, and mani

fold blessings which follow in her wake, we have not yet graduated in

the Society to exterminate War. The benevolent efforts of this associa

tion are entitled to the highest praise, as they must eventually soften

some of the rigours of hostility ; but we must not be blind to the dis

agreeable truth, that, in times of no danger, many take the tiller who

are notoriously ignorant of the workings of cause and consequence.

Though some of these dreamers may be well intentioned, there are

others who cultivate the passions of a set as reckless as David's desti

tute Adullamites, for party ascendancy ; and such ought not to be

allowed in their plotting and tergiversation, to endanger the national

safety. The importunity of these men, in pressing for place and pre

ferment, is only to be equalled by their incapacity to discharge the

duties they seek. Such were the Puritans ; such are the Utopians.

When in office, being seldom, to use the words of Baxter, sick of the

disease called tenderness of conscience, or scrupulosity, and never

checked by diffidence, they split a nation into intolerant and selfish

sects, and hazard the whole. Indeed, whatever palpable truisms the

bland votaries of dove-eyed Concord may advance, we cannot altogether

deny the beneficial influence which war, despite of all its woes, has

exerted on our race.

" The hostility of animals, mankind not excepted," says the philoso

phic Smellie, "gives rise to mutual improvement;" and it is clear that
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attack, defence, observation, experience, and invention, are thereby

taught in all their modifications ; while, on the other hand the indolent,

incurious, and lamentably stupid habits of those whose attention and

talent has not been excited by animosity or self-defence, must be con

fessed. Nay, more—the enervating influence, and political peril inci

dent to a stagnant peace, have been recognised by moralists of all

ages. Lord Karnes is positive that man, by constant prosperity and

quiet, degenerates into a mean, impotent, and sensual animal ; and

Juvenal, in contrasting the virtues and industry of warlike Rome, with

the degenerate days of longce pads mala in which he lived, says—

Now all the evils of long peace are ours ;

Luxury, more terrible than hostile powers,

Her baleful influence wide around lias hurled,

And well avenged the subjugated world.

Such being the dicta of really good men, and the so-so class not

being averse to warfare, we fear those visions of a millennium indulged

in by the magnates of the Peace Society, will not be realized till it shall

come to pass— That sucking pigs shall sing in every grove,

And oysters fatten in a Rumfurd stove.

Tt is true, there are those who theorize that war, in every form and

under every circumstance, is opposed to the genius of Christianity; yet it is

to war that our altar owes its prosperous stability. We are no advocates

for frivolous hostility ; but as nations must be strong in order to be

respected, we pray that our power and resources be vigilantly attended

to ; and even Mons. Jourdain would admit, if Moliere had questioned

him, that there is something more to learn than music and dancing, for

keeping time and making no false steps. We are, however, glad to

record that we make a broad difference between guerres de rot and

guerres ttitat, and would rather fight for security than for conquest.

In this view we but echo the feeling of the majority of the United

Services, notwithstanding they are collectively assailed as " dogs of

havoc," by those whose words, though sharp, are unpolished. Indeed,

as a proof of what we state, there is not a member of our Legislature

who recognises more the value of peace, or is more warmly attached to

it, than that illustrious warrior, the Duke of Wellington. With such

an experienced pilot at the helm, we have no apprehensions of Europe

being harassed to desolation, by flippant squabbles, little wars, or acri

monious differences from mere ambition, vanity, family compacts, or—

worse than all—religious compulsion. We hope, as earnestly as can a

herald of peace, that the day has probably passed, when—

Force and might,

Do make a tytle where there wanteth right.

The present Cabinet know full well, that every war of aggression or

aggrandisement, is an evil both hateful and demoralizing; but they will

also perceive the necessity of preserving right and integrity in all our

relations ; for Justice, as well as scales, carries a sword. Till there

shall be an actual insurance against war, it will probably prevail for

many ages—whatever may be said or sung—even were some permanent

supreme tribunal, like that of the Amphictyonic Council, to control the

oppressions of the greater powers, and the jealousies of the weaker,
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and adjust all international difficulties. Let us, therefore, look on the

face of an evil which is inevitable, and recollect that, as a compensation

in some measure for the dreadful derangements it causes, war calls forth

valour, honour, patriotism, generosity, resolution, intellectual energy,

and other elevated qualities. The Prince de Ligne, showing that war,

with all its evils, is a school of many virtues, said, " II ne faut pas se

faire un rnomtre du plus beau des malheurs la guerre''

The sturdiest growlers about these calamities are the English. Yet,

in this fortunate island, by the bravery of our forces, we have happily

been exempt from the worst effects of warfare ; and the integrity of our

soil, our property, and our families, has been preserved inviolate. Ia

the other countries of Europe, both person and substance have been

most ruthlessly demanded, and thrown to indiscriminate havoc ; but here,

the hardest fate of the non-combatants, is the paying of those who

guard them,—Qui non licit in persona, luit in crumena.

From these premises, we hope it is seen, that to preserve the pur

suits and habits of peace, we must be constantly prepared for an

exigency ; and we are bound to infuse a moral and physical animation

among our forces, which cannot without injury be alloyed by faction or

party. To ensure a solid and brilliant prosperity, demands a states

manlike infusion of the splendour and energies of war, into the main

tenance of peace. We are more stringently hound to this course than

most nations, having a restless neighbour, whose exaggerated calomnies

politiques are bandied about to the infinite annoyance of the well-

meaning lieges. It were devoutly to be wished, that the rivalry between

England and France could be confined to science, manufactures, or any

thing else which would induce emulation rather than animosity ; and

that the examples of Athens and Sparta, of Rome and Carthage, were

allowed to operate as a warning. We believe there is a large and influ

ential class of French who regard us with esteem ; but though the

serpent of " natural enmity'' is scotched, it is not killed, and the base

passions of the Badauds were lately roused by every art of envy, hatred,

and malice. And a novel method was hit upon to get up the war -steam,
by the publication of a c' New Litany," wherein our many victories over

them were brought into a single focus, as it were, and every "good

Frenchman" was exhorted to make it his creed. This, however, reveals

such a lesson, and must so mortify the vanity of " every good French

man," that we question the policy of divulgation, even though the

Quadruple Treaty goaded the author to distraction. As a sample, we

will retort a specimen on them, just as a piece of artillery taken in

battle, is turned against those who brought it into the field :—

By the massacre of Evreux, war with England.

By the battle of Poictiers, war with England.

By the treaty of Bretigny, war with England.

By the battle of Agincourt, war with England.

By the battle of Rainilies, war with England.

By the combat of Oudenarde, war with England.

By the affair of Malplaquet, war with England.

By the death of Louis XVI., war with England.

By the massacre of Quiberon, war with England.

By the fight of Aboukir, war with England.

By the battle of Trafalgar, war with England.

By the assassination of Kleber, war with England.
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By the pontoons of Cadiz, war with England.

By the invasion of 1814, war with England.

By Waterloo, war with England.

By the tortures and death of Napoleon, war with England.

By the outrage of the 15th of July, 1840, war with England.

Such are the lively sallies which the present sagacious King of the

French has to battle the watch with, and which he has effected with

such consummate wisdom, that he seems to have providentially filled the

throne at this critical juncture. He well knows the English nation to

be steady in its pursuits, and from necessity a great and commercial

state ; and that maritime strength is not the growth of a day, as well as

that it is not possible to retain it, even when acquired, without the most

unwearied attention. Whereas the nautical enthusiasm of the French

has only occasionally burst forth, and is not consistent with the natural

bent and genius of the people. If France, therefore, attempts to rival

England in this respect—and she has latterly been at a prodigious

expense about it—she will mistake her road to power. Instead of

artificial means of forcing her navy, let her look at home, and bestow

every attention on her agriculture, manufactures, and domestic trade, as

the true course dictated by her situation and her interest. The for

tifying of her metropolis, and the prodigal augmentation of her mari

time peace establishments, are not symptomatic of subsided agitation ;

and in their last official Report on the Naval Estimates, wherein they

assert the navy to be the most vital element of their forces, we meet

with this Napoleonic bit of gasconade : though forced to admi tthat

" there is pne power which is able to fit a larger number of sailing

vessels than France," yet this disadvantage may be compensated by " an

increase of force in steam navigation, which the genius of France

may and must create." And again, iu a bombastic lamentation over

the probable disarming of their fleet, by the wise measures of our

present ministers, it is described as a force, " whichfor three years had

caused England to tremble"

But while we thus advise our loving neighbours, we are not blind to

the beam in our own eye. Since the meteor of Reform dazzled and

bewildered a large portion of the people, several dislocations have raised

many complicated difficulties in the political working of our constitution.

We allude to the destroying spirit which then gained the ascendant, and

goaded energy by peddling and parsimonious pseudo-economy. Such

conduct brought the efficiency of our forces into peril, and proved that

old Feltham was right, when he resolved,—" It is from where there is

no judgment that the severest judgment comes."

A careful retrospect of latter times gives ground for disquiet, since

the agents now excited by trafficking agitators and a dangerous press,

may be finally impelled to movements, not at all contemplated by the

original inflators. " I cannot admire the understanding of that person,"

says Pitt, " who while thinking to erect a new edifice, is only razing an

old one." We have, however, lived in troublous days. At no period

of time, has the moral and political world been subject to such con

vulsions, as during the existence of most of our dramatis persona.

Records in general, seldom offer more than recitals of elevation to

power, subsequent declension, and the blood spilt in the struggle ; but

amidst the shock of our modern contests, the cause of humanity has

undeniably been advanced.
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Here, however, we cannot but weigh the difference between mea

sures of melioration and fickle interference. We are taught by

Machiavelli, that every change lays the foundation of another ; and

we are alarmed to note, in the altered tone of our public councils, how

true the remark is, that though we gain the benefit of collected wisdom

in Parliament, the public weal is «lso clogged by the weight of their

collected prejudices and interests. Laws and customs have a dislike to

sudden change. The intemperate and incoherent steps of opinionated

ignorance have lately intermixed so largely in our legislatorial discus

sions, that we dread the result of more alteration,—for " les extremes

se touchent." Nor do we witness, without alarm, the altered tone of

what ought to be the voice of England, a country essentially maritime,

and where the largest portion of its population exists by the ocean.

Thus, instead of liberally rewarding naval, military, or scientific merit,

the late favours of the Crown have been profusely showered on the

" forked counsel" of the Qui Tarn and Quo Minus class,—among

those who pull no oar, and keep no watch, but whose trade is that

pernicious philological legerdemain which is wont to confound right

and wrong, and make the worse appear the better side. Hence, we

have been doomed to see simple and comprehensive truths impeded by

the specious wiles, demurs, impotent quibbles, and mean advantages of

special pleading.

So far back as April, 178*2, Lord Fortescue called attention to this

growing evil. He remarked :—

That what he had long feared was at length come to pass. From the

profusion of lawyers introduced into that House, it was no longer a House

of Lords ; it was converted into a mere Court of Law, where all the solid

and honourable principles of truth and justice were sacrificed to the low and

miserable chicanery used in Westminster Hall. That once venerable,

dignified, and august assembly, now resembled more a meeting of petti

foggers than a House of Parliament. As to the Learned Lord on the

Woolsack, who had now for some years presided in that House, he seemed

to be fraught with nothing but contradictions, and distinctions, and law

subtilties; and it filled his breast with indignation, when be beheld their

measures day after day thwarted and opposed by men, who resembled more

a set of Cornish attorneys than members of that Right Honourable House.

The large proportion of these men, together with trading politicians,

and the rabid though more honest Destructives, are certainly subjects

of inquietude. What the country and the Services have to be most

apprehensive of is the arrogant Utopianism of the day : and, as " com

ing events" usually " cast their shadows before," we beg to record our

opinion of the several bearings of the questio vexata, with which

Demus hopes to embarrass the Government. We might appeal to

authorities both sacred and profane, but we are aware that, with the

spouting race, there is an utter contempt for all who have preceded

them. A Noble and Learned Lord stigmatizes history as an " old*

almanac," while another huge personage cries, "Bah! I'histoire,—nous

la faisons!" Now, everybody knows, that, as the almanac-maker

collects from old calendars the materials necessary to form a new one,

so any botcher learns to concoct the story of his hour from former

writings : and men of this class are so far useful, that what they lose

in dignity and extent they gain in detail and fidelity. But real history

is to be considered . in a more exalted light: it is a mean by which ten
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fathom the depths of time and obtain the lessons of experience ; there

fore, it is one of the most important branches of human inquiry. To

develop the progress of existence, by reasoning from cause to effect,

renders recollections of the past a code of instruction for the future ;

and the study posters and strengthens patriotism, philanthropy, and

detestation of crime. We trust that the poetry of life will not be quite

run hull down by steamers, railways, manufactures, and Utilitarianism;

and that Democracy, with its brute strength, Lynch law, and hatred of

worth, may still reside with those who admire her sway. Indeed, we

shudder at such a forced fraternal embrace, as did those who were

compelled to endure the punishment of Mezentius.

The grand bugbear of the agitators is the national debt ; and the

flowers of mob-oratory are nearly exhausted, to show that this is the

cause of all misfortune. As if the sums represented in figures had a

real existence in gold sovereigns, the deluded are told, that it would

suffice to build a house for every individual in the land, make the whole

nation a garden, and carry off all the seeds of idleness, vice, and dis

tress. We, however, attribute the development of our resources chiefly

to the existence of the national debt and the invention of the steam-

engine. A friend of ours, whose name we do not feel at liberty to

reveal, in speaking of the alarming panic at the bank-stoppage in 1797,

makes the following sensible remarks :—

The strength of our commerce, and the abundance of our exports, came

to the rescue of our national credit on every emergency of impending ruin ;

and, iwlnle all the world looked upon us as being on the brink of bank

ruptcy,—an opinion widely spread also amongst ourselves,—a few months

were sufficient to dispel the alarm, and to diminish, if not entirely remove,

the danger. Free trade principles, had they been in those days as fashion

able as they are now, would certainly have been the cause of our destruc

tion, as there is not the slightest reason to doubt that the excess of our

exports over our imports prevented us from being drained of our last

guinea. The magnitude of these exports usually corresponded to that of

our loans. We find, accordingly, that our exports to Germany, which in

the year 17»2—a time of peace—had amounted only to £1,900.000, sud

denly rose to £8,000,000 in the following year of war. The reader may

judge, from this circumstance, whether, in the event of free-trade prin

ciples becoming the tine qui non condition of commercial intercourse1

between nations, we should be able to keep up for any length of time any

spirited contest of war, either by land or sea, into which we may at any mo

ment be plunged against our will.

At the close of the contest of American Independence, our debt had

already far exceeded the limits that several speculative authorities had

fixed to our means ; and it increased rapidly during the long and

arduous war against revolutionary France ; yet the country, unhurt by

the pressure, advanced by gigantic strides to wealth and power. This

paradoxical development seems to be owing to occult causes, of which

the tendency was not even suspected. But, however startling the

assertion may be, it is grounded in fact,—and the coincidence between

the increase of the national debt and public prosperity cannot be his

torically denied. The conditions of this are before us, and have

nothing to do with the contra sneer,—" The greater the debt, then,

the greater the prosperity,"—since the actual amount of debt which

by circumstance can be borne by the nation, is not here under con

sideration.
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One of the chief reasons which contributed to convert so unpro

mising a burthen as the public debt, into an element of prosperity, is the

protection subsequently extended to our agriculture. The Corn Laws

became a necessary appendage of our financial system ; and to tamper

with the one, must necessarily lead tampering with the other elemeut of

our condition. A shock in this quarter, would carry with it dismal

consequences for a time, to the general depreciation of property and the

ruin of the public creditor ; while the diminution of income must neces

sarily, as with individuals, be attended with a diminution of expendi

ture also. In the mean time we look with hope, since we have a

substantial and real capital in land, minerals, manufactures, and com

mercial establishments ; while our weightiest taxes are mostly indirect.

It is true, that the cost of maintenance is higher in this country than in

any other, referring to absolute weight of metal; yet everything is

more within the means of the general mass of the people. Cheap aud

dear are, therefore, words of difficult definition ; and plenty becomes

absolute or relative according to the numerical value, weight, or func

tions, of the circulating medium.

On the whole, we esteem the National Debt as a means which has

prodigiously tended to unite the interests of the nation, and to increase

our prosperity. But though a State bankruptcy would, for an age,

rend us from clue to earing, we do not look for England's annihilation

in a fall of the Funds. We will, therefore, turn to the other ignis

fatmis, and see what to make of Free Trade, the injudicious meddling

in which may largely affect our sovereignty of the seas.

Sir John Burroughs, who treated on our Maritime Rights in 1686,

thought no man so despicably ignorant as to deny our just claim to the

British waters ; for, he says, to leave every part of the sea and shores

to an arbitrary and promiscuous use, is to make " men of the like con

dition with the fishes that live therein, of which the greater do usually

devour and swallow the less." He, therefore, arraigns the spouters de

Mari Libero, and thinks Princes ought to disdain being wrangled, by

sophistry, out of the rightful regalities annexed to their Crowns. Now,

we are inclined to think that the celebrated Navigation Act of the

Rump Parliament—though not wholly politic with regard to the

Cabinet which formed it—is quite justifiable against the complaints of

other nations. It is true, that our ancestors, unaware that the real

interest of land-owners was intimately connected with the balance of

trade, wished to transfer the burthen of taxes as much as possible from

estates, by setting heavy impositions upon commerce. The conse

quence was hurtful to both; the one in its fictitious rents, and the

other from the artificial value on our goods hindering them from sale

abroad. The Navigation Act, as a State policy, was unquestionably

beneficial, although confining our imports and exports to a particular

point was not unattended with inconveniences. Still it formed the pal

ladium of English Trade. It repressed foreign industry in one respect

only,—that of excluding the carrying vessels from one of the principal

markets ; in every other the commerce of Europe remained unmolested

by it. It was a wise regulation, inasmuch as it directly encouraged—

though at the expense of the ordinary principles of political economy—

a branch of national industry which contributed to the security and

independence of Great Britain. It was answerable to no other Power :
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and as to the prohibitive commercial statutes which rode upon the

Navigation Bill, they were schemes of mercantile policy which have

prevailed in every country.

We should here observe, that Navigation Laws are too 6ften con

founded with the maritime code ; but they belong to our political rather

than our mercantile system, being adopted, not for the augmentation

of wealth, but for public security. The principle is defensible and

sound, though a departure from the general principles of freedom may

be involved. Laws for the peculiar support of the shipping interest

are of high political value ; but all protection beyond the point of

necessity is generally injurious, by the depression of other branches of

industry. But a pause is absolutely necessary, before we admit the

counsels of those who convert single cases into axioms, and never per

mit a doubt to cross their minds, to allow of British labour being com

peted with in our own market under our heavy duties. Yet we are

called upon to give commerce a universality hitherto unknown ; and we

are told that Free Trade is the plain duty and the plain interest of the

human race. The disciples of Marphurius tell us to level all barriers

to unrestrained exchange—cut up the system of restriction root and

branch—and open every port on earth to every product, as the office of

enlightened humanity, and a glorious illustration of the philosophical

tendency of our age.

Free Trade, the magical but specious name for the sweeping con

demnation of the wise and well-adapted commercial policy of our prede

cessors, has been biting at the hook for some time. That free bottoms

make free goods, was an axiom first broached by the immaculate Cathe

rine of Russia, the instigator of the far-famed armed neutrality among

the Northern Powers.

When Governor Pownall dictated that Britain ought to " cultivate

uniformly, justly, fairly, and openly," a common intercourse of naviga

tion and commerce, an inlercursus communis, he was merely giving

one of the problems of theoretic rather than good-sense philosophy ;

and was only following in the wake of Tom Paine, whose opinion was,

that England should be " a free port to all Europe at large." But the

democrat appended a consideration, which those who have adopted his

views seem to have overlooked, " and, in reciprocity, claim a free market

in Europe."

Free trade may be right in principle, but wrong when suddenly

reduced to practice ; for sudden changes violate faith in proportion to

the extent and suddenness of the change. And no subject intimately

connected with the prosperity and station of the country ought ever to

be measured by probabilities.

The authors of the new system were men of some experience, and

considerable intelligence, though misled by a plausible theory ; but they

had the candour to admit that the success of the system must, after all

that can be said in its favour, depend on its adoption by continental

States, and their co-operation with us in the mutual protection and

admission of those articles of produce and manufacture, which each

could furnish on the most advantageous terms. The most obvious

objection to the measure was, that it struck a severe blow at national

independence ; but this, the innovators flattered themselves, was rather

imaginary than real, and they fancied that the experience of a few years
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would bring the Cabinets of Europe to the same way of thinking as

themselves.

There has, however, been a considerable misconception as to the

extent to which our navigation code has been repealed, and our laws

respecting exports and imports abrogated. Abolition of these has been

implied, when relaxation only was the fact. This relaxation was, perhaps,

unavoidable, and the freights—feeling the measure—fell so low that

many ships turned out to be unprofitable speculations, and ship-building

declined. But the whole of the circumstances which affected the ship

ping interest, can hardly be attributed to the Reciprocity Act, since

some of them were in operation long before 1823. The consideration

of these points is attended with all the difficulties belonging to questions

Of degree. Huskisson himself, when he promulgated his principles on

free trade, never entertained the wild notion that protection was alto

gether to be dispensed with. The signal success of some experiments in

this way, filled the minds of many with opinionative arrogance, and led

to a blatant clamour for the abolition of the Corn Laws. This has

become a question of politics rather than of political economy, and we

fear is still to be made a topic of violent controversy, by those who so

discreditably brought it forward in the late Session. As to the vaunted

sliding scale of duties, it really seems capitally adapted to defeat the

professed object of its operation.

We well know, and feel, the advantages likely to accrue from a free

and open trade ; yet, by this expression, we do not mean that unlicensed

abuse which has neither salutary- nor necessary restrictions. Some of

the late interferences have had the effect of making our trade and colo

nies arithmetically decline, while those of rival nations are geometrically

progressive. The establishing of wholesome laws for the security of

our commercial rights and properties at home and abroad, gradually

coinciding to existing circumstances, conformably to the dictates of

those excellent directors, usage and experience, is worthy of mature

deliberation. But this must be rather a national than a party question;

and, in its discussion, all considerations of trade and money, must give

way before reasons affecting the safety of the State.

The necessity of a nation trading upon its own bottoms is of the

greatest importance. A ship, for instance, may cost 20,000/. in her

fitting for a voyage, and the gain is only 1 7,000/. ; the ship with what

remains may sell for 3000/. Here the persons concerned gain nothing ;

but the nation is benefited equal to the gain of the voyage : for had the

same persons traded on a foreign bottom, neither they nor the nation

had got a shilling of this. From such an instance, the beneficial policy

of our Navigation Act is clearly evinced, and the Act ought to have

been held more sacred than it was.

But the principle of maritime reciprocity was assumed as a matter of

absolute necessity, and brought forward entirely on that ground. As a

formidable league, called the Zollverein, all but embracing the whole of

Germany, was systematically proceeding to retaliate, as they termed it,

upon our manufactures, a relaxation of our system was deemed unavoid

able. The old Navigation Act, justly held by our best historians, and

a host of political economists, as the foundation of our naval power and

commercial prosperity, could hardly be enforced without a declaration

of war, as other nations evinced a disposition to neutralize its influence
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on their trade, by the enactment of similar regulations; and, in 1823,

Prussia imposed a heavy discriminating duty upon the entry of our ton

nage into her harbours. Under these circumstances, a fair competition

was certainly preferable to mutual exclusion. The fears which that

change inspired were somewhat exaggerated, and our shipping even

increased, in spite of the untoward event ; but, it must be confessed,

neither fact nor theory warrant that it was calculated to promote

increase. Still our neighbours, knowing our stake in manufactures, com

merce, and shipping, cannot thoroughly develop our political economy,

and much less understand our late abandonments. But the French—

whose hereditary feelings of rooted hostility are embittered by so many

signal defeats—saw they could reap all the profits of the reciprocity

scheme, if they kept out of it, and therefore they repulsed the embraces

of our meta-political advocates. M. Thiers, that England-foptflg- minister,

derided our free-trade doctrines as interested or chimerical suggestions ;

and told the Chambers that he would ever sustain that system of pro

tections and prohibitions, under which, he asserted, England herself

acquired her opulence.

The reciprocity system cannot be treated on, without recollecting the

important communication made by command of His Britannic Majesty

to his minister at the Hague. In the month of January, 1826, Sir

Charles Bagot, our ambassador in the Netherlands, received a despatch

in cipher from Mr. Canning, very short, but accompanied by every

indication of urgency and importance. Unfortunately, he had not with

him the key of the cipher; he was kept in a state of great anxiety

during the interval occupied in procuring it ; at last, the letter was deci

phered, and the following is a literal copy :—

In matters of commerce, the fault of the Dutch

Is giving too little and asking too much ;

With equal advantage the French are content,

So we'll clap on Dutch bottoms a twenty per cent.

Twenty per cent.,

Twenty per cent.,

Nousfrapperons Falck with twenty per cent.

The true media* res of this question is of the gravest import to our

maritime efficiency. Many well-meaning but weak-headed senators,

have allowed encroachments upon what they consider a mere money and

luxury consideration. Enormous error ! Money, we are taught, is the

root of all evil; yet, for the sustenance of all good, must it be obtained.

Money is the measure of value to facilitate the interchange of what men

possess for what they desire ; and it is, therefore, the source of industry,

skill, and enterprise. As for luxury, in the more remote ages of civili

zation, it was invariably stigmatized as a degrading vice ; but this cen

sure must certainly have been in allusion to lavish extravagance, depra

vity of taste, and gross sensuality. The whole doctrine is now far other

wise, and the wisdom of our former leges sumptuarice, or penal enact

ments against expensive apparel, furniture, and cibary indulgences, are

very justly impugned. Luxury increases with cultivation, and the

refined gratification of the senses promotes knowledge, and supplies both

employment and support to vast multitudes of families. Were it not

for the great variety of our wants, and the ability to produce as well as

consume numberless articles, of which our ancestors had no notion
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whatever, it would be impossible, from want of occupation, to maintain

the dense population of civilized nations. Hence, Voltaire said, that if

luxury sometimes proves the ruin of a small community, it upholds a

large empire.

Let such as put a drab-colour on these matters, look at our produce,

manufactures, merchant-fleets, and bonded goods to the amount of

many millions in our docks ; as well as to the tea, coffee, sugar, wines,

and other articles of daily consumption throughout the land, though

brought from the most distant quarters of the globe.

There are, however, those who still think we have too many ships

and sailors, and would direct the whole energy of the country to the

production of what are termed the necessaries of life, instead of the

production of luxuries. These men may be actuated by the purest

motives, but they are now unwittingly following the noisy Movement

Parti/ in the Corn Law agitation—a specious bubble, by which British

agriculture is to be sacrificed in the free admission of foreign bread-

corn ; and the surplus fanners are to be absorbed in the swollen fac

tories, where hardy ploughmen thrown out of employment will become

squalid weavers. We place the highest value on our machinery, as

well as on our artisans of every degree, and we have an honest pride in

the superiority of their workmanship over that of all foreign compe

titors ; but we own to a rooted dislike of the pregnant evils of over

production and excessive rivalry—and still more of the destructive

projects of a ruthless squad of iron-kings, machine-despots, trade-

autocrats, and millionnaircs, each having their own engrossing interests

in view, without regard or mercy to those of their fellows. Burke,

seeing the risk of rendering our enormous population dependent on the

supply of food from abroad, said, " It is a perilous thing to try experi

ments on the farmer;" and our excellent friend Mr. Jacob, than whom

we have not a more competent authority, has declared that, for the last

twenty years, there has been an average deficiency of four weeks' con

sumption of bread-corn ; and that if, owing to bad weather, it should be

deficient one-tenth more, all the world would not easily supply that

deficiency at any price.

Yet, exaggerated pictures of the universal happiness and advantages

that are to follow cheap bread and free trade, are the false lights by

which the Adullamites are to be roused, just as the jibber-kibber rig

whilome attracted ships to the beaches of West Barbary. But such dan

gerous and erroneous doctrines must be stemmed, or we may send our

seamen to sing ballads, and sell the superfluous ships' to lucifer-match-

makers. In this conviction we open our fire. We are harshly threatened

with that which debases the soul and enervates the body of man, merely

that manufactures may flourish with a rapacity only to be brought up

by a glutted market. Forbid it, Common-sense ! Unrestricted com

merce is now but a cry for unrestricted wickedness; nor is it to be

endured, that the brazen falsehoods of party should impede the progress

of humanity, by exciting public odium against those who steadily endea

vour to cure the existing difficulties. We devoutly hope that those at

the helm will steer steadily, preserving inviolate what is pure, and

reforming palpable abuses ; and this is principally to be effected by

recalling the constitution to its principles. If remedies are to be applied,

may they be only to the extent of the evil, and therefore unlikely to
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cause evils of a far greater dye. Armed thus with integrity and inde

pendence, may they pursue their path, regardless of the darts which fall

upon their bucklers—imbelle sine ictu.

Let us pause. We are highly favoured in the bounties of Providence,

and rich with whatever is appropriate, useful, and valuable in the pro

duce or manufactures of every other country upon earth, as well from

the torrid as the frozen regions. Every flowing tide wafts a surprising

mass of wealth into our ports, and every ebb returns it back, to be

dispensed in supplying the necessity and convenience of almost every

people in the four quarters of the globe ; in fact, whatever demagogues

may assert to the contrary, Great Britain was never more wealthy,

prosperous, and powerful than at the present moment. It therefore

follows, that a vigorous and judicious application of her means, will

easily maintain this glorious kingdom as the emporium of the whole

earth, and the proper throne for the supremacy of the seas. Long

may the Genius of Albion appropriate the well-earned title—

Imperator maris, trrr^b Dominus.

THE BRITISH ARMY, PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE.

In commencing a new year—the fourteenth since the establishment

of this Journal—we are naturally prompted by the season to devote

some consideration to the condition and prospects of the British Army:

whose best interests it is equally our duty and desire to promote, and

whose good cause, we are proud to believe, has often not ineffectually

been advocated and maintained in our pages.

If at this juncture then, casting back our attention to the steady

course of improvement both in the science of our officers and the con

dition of our troops, which has been continually progressive since the

crowning glories of Waterloo ushered in the long leisure of peace :—if,

contemplating the admirable order and efficiency which at present per

vade every branch of our military service, we remark just and unde

niable grounds for the confidence that the British Army, to the extent

of its limited numbers, was never so well prepared at all points to

avouch and enhance its ancient reputation, it may well excite our sur

prise, not unmingled with some stronger feelings, to observe also that at

no period have more unceasing efforts been made within its own ranks

to disparage its constitution and qualities. It has been discovered that

our officers are without science, and our language without works of

tactical information ; that our troops are miserably armed, instructed,

and disciplined ; that our system of promotion is the worst in the

world; and that the claims of service and merit are altogether post-

to the demands of wealth and interest. The present decline and

ruin of our military power must be logically inferred from these

premiers. But it is not alone upon the present and future, that such

denunciations are dealt : they are equally applied to the past. The

condition of our Army was always wretched amid its brightest triumphs.

Nay, even the reality of those glories is questioned : the victories of the

protracted war which delivered Europe from bondage were mistakes,—
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the combinations of our statesmen and generals were a long tissue of

blunders,—their successes accidents,—and the renown of our arms a

mere unsubstantial delusion !

Much of this absurd and mischievous tone of depreciation indeed, is

readily to be traced to its true sources : to the overweening pretensions

of superior sagacity ; to the poor vanity which seeks indulgence in the

easy notoriety of asserting, that "whatever is, is wrong;" to the un

meaning admiration and preference of foreign fashions and institutions;

to the discontent produced by the neglect or inadequate reward of

fancied merits; and to the envy which preys upon the superior success

of others in the struggle for advancement and honours. Such motives

have been sufficient to unite in one cuckoo note of censure the whole

host of critics and grumblers, of " sophists and calculators." To

convince minds of this stamp against their will, to combat their

passions and prejudices with reason, however dispassionate and

impartial, would be an attempt equally hopeless and unprofitable.

Neither are we disposed to engage in any controversy of mere words

and opinions against the various systems and theories which have of

late been put forth with an imposing parade of originality, and even

with some real array of talent that might have been better employed.

Our object will be only, by a plain and simple appeal to facts and

results, to remove those detractions from the past achievements and

existing efficiency of our military force, which we know to be both

unfounded in themselves and injurious in their tendency ; and to the

common sense and good feeling of the great mass of our brother-

officers we address ourselves more particularly, with an entreaty that

they will discountenance the misjudged efforts which have become

prevalent to undervalue every institution of our service. They may be

assured that what is written among ourselves is eagerly read abroad,—

that statements impugning the former deeds and present efficiency of

our Army are gladly received among foreign enemies and rivals, who

cannot be aware of their fallacy, and willingly believe what they wish ;

and that declamations of the kind are equally calculated to lower the

well-earned reputation of our arms in other lands, and the high spirit

•and confidence which should justly fill our own ranks. Men are ever

too prone to credit that which they continually hear repeated ; and the

soldier, who in our days reads like the rest of the world, may be told

that he is ill armed and ignorantly led, until he will at last learn to

believe assertions which no one takes the pains to refute. In military

affairs, to doubt the means of success, is the first step to defeat. Expe

rience has shown that the officers of any army, whose concentrated and

instructed intellect should animate the mighty mass, may not them

selves be proof against the dispiriting influence of such impressions :

but from the hour in which the British soldier is taught to lose his

confidence in his weapons and his leaders, he will as infallibly lose with

it the high sense of superiority and the proud assurance of victory.

Happily the reputation acquired by our arms during the last general

war, is built upon such sure foundations, that among ourselves the

attempt to shake it can be deemed little less than an act of suicidal

madness. The contest in the Spanish Peninsula, the " Seven Years'

War" of our times, in itself a perfect epic,—with its righteous cause,

its adverse opening, its continuous action, its laborious vicissitudes, and
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its glorious consummation,—will stand forth an imperishable monu

ment to the genius of its hero and the prowess of his followers. His

tory, wherever " our annals be written truly," will record that this

contest was commenced, against experienced leaders and veteran troops

habituated to victory, by an army of far inferior numbers, without

practice in the field, without an organized staff or commissariat, desti

tute alike of all sufficient camp or siege establishments. And yet, by

the sheer force of moral and physical energy, by patriotism and

courage, by the resources of a master mind, and the intrinsic qua

lities of the men whom it guided, this army, at the outset so imper

fectly constituted, under all disadvantages and difficulties, in seven

campaigns fought its way from the shores of Portugal to the walls

of Thoulouse ; defeated, in many a ranged battle, the victors of

Europe ; equally in open positions and behind intrenchments of

admirable construction repulsed all attacks ; in their turn as assailants

triumphed over all the expedients of defensive art ; foiled the boasted

tactics of the French school in the field ; and reduced a chain of for

tresses held by engineers who were heretofore deemed the best in the

universe. Shall we then in this day, when' our troops are still led by

men formed in such a school, when the lessons of such experience have

been applied to the improvement of every branch of our Service, shall

we be told either that these triumphs were accidents, or that the fruits

of their experience are naught ?

They, indeed, who now labour to depreciate the glories of that war,

have not even the small merit of originality in detracting from the

national honour. They are but the echo of the Parliamentary party

which, throughout the whole struggle, ever murmured discouragement

and predicted defeat. We are old enough to cherish in lively remem

brance the ominous forebodings of that faction. When the Duke of

Wellington swept Soult out of Portugal in 1809, they feared it was

rashly done : when he soon after broke the concentrated efforts of the

French Marshals at Talavcra, his advance had been desperate, and its

result would be ruinous : when he prepared to defend Portugal in the

following year against the overwhelming numbers of the French armies,

he must infallibly be driven into the sea: when his baffled opponent

recoiled before the lines of Torres Vedras, Lisbon and the mere nook

of territory which he had preserved were not worth the heavy cost of

defence. Nay, even when the frontier fortresses of Almeida, Ciudad

Rodrigo, and Badajos, were successively recovered, when the glorious

field of Salamanca was won, and the streets of the Spanish capital poured

out her thousands to welcome their deliverer, even then the same incur

able, unnatural faction still laboured to disseminate their whispered fears

of ultimate failure—the " wish which was father to their thought." The

reverses of the ensuing autumn, the retreat from Burgos and Madrid,

revived a short-lived exultation of bad hopes. But when the tide of

war ».s rolled back to the Pyrenees by the utter rout of the French

arms at Viiviria—when the prophetic eye of Canning already saw the

vision which his eloquence embodied, " the towers and domes of ancient

institutions rising again through the mists of revolutions,"—then, indeed,

at last, was the voice of faction hushed for a season, but to be swelled

anew in a full yell of kindred sympathy for the fallen and captive tyrant

of the world.

U. S. Mao., No. 158, Jan., 1842. C
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That this unnational and unpatriotic spirit at home should have

found a responsive voice in the revolutionary ranks abroad was perfectly

natural. If ever wounded pride might be received as an apology for

falsehood, great excuse would not be wanting for the artifices by which

the French writers of all classes have striven to alleviate the mortifica

tion of defeat in the Peninsular War. If one writer gravely asserts that

the Allies were 80,000, instead of 40,000 strong, at Salamanca, in order

to prove that the victors were two to one, instead of only even num

bers with the beaten army : if another with equal veracity maintains that

Soult was victorious at Thoulouse, we may as readily forgive either

pretension as we can refute it. But it is not so easy to hear with

patience the crude and ill-judged speculations of British officers them

selves on every scene of the war : to be told of each victory, that it

was won by chance, or ought to have been lost through error ; of each

exploit of our arms, that it was performed against all tactical rules, and

in despite of all violations of science ; to find it discovered that the

army which had crowned itself with glory in seven hard-fought cam

paigns was alike deficient in discipline, in endurance, and in skill.

It is not a little remarkable that some of these morbid discussions

have been extracted from the soundest elements : as, in the physical

constitution of man, disordered and atrabilious functions sometimes per

vert the wholesomest food to poison. If ever there were historical

documents calculated to exalt the reputation of a leader and his troops,

such evidence is to be found in the recent publication of the voluminous

Despatches of the Duke of Wellington. They show in every page

how the herculean difficulties of the struggle were surmounted with

herculean patience and energy. They teem with proofs of the lofty

principle, the single-mindedness, the perfect straightforward integrity

of the man, as well as the calm fortitude, the clear foresight, and the

vast comprehension of his genius. They show continually, when he

felt that the right moment for action was come, how unbounded was

his confidence in the qualities of his officers and men. At other times,

with no weak motives of concealment, and with many necessities to

urge, he is equally unsparing in his exposure of the wants, the defects,

and the disorders, inherent in all military organization. What other

army was ever so bared and anatomized to its minutest structure, as in

the details of the Duke's letters ; and what other army could so have

borne the disclosure ? Imagine if the whole mechanism of any of the

French armies on the same Peninsular theatre could have been equally

exposed to view, if any one of the French Marshals could have darea

to correspond as candidly with the War Minister and other official

functionaries, what scenes of horror and rapine, of frightful excesses

and incontrollable licence must have been dragged to light. Of these

things the contents of some intercepted despatches have left us little

difficulty to judge. But, because the Duke had no reservation in his

censures and complaints, his outbreakings of excited feelinfr have

been carefully collected to detract from the merits of th° system and

the excellence of the troops, while the manly simplicity of his declara

tion is as carefully forgotten,—that <* he frit that, with such an army

as he commanded at the close of the Peninsular War, he could have

done anything."

But we have said that the Peninsular War was commenced by the
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British Army under many wants and disadvantages. The best reply to

all the exaggerated representations of its existing deficiencies will be

contained in a brief comparison between its present and past state,—as

regarding the science of its officers; the instruction, discipline, and

armament of the troops ; the completeness of the artillery and engineer

departments ; and those general features of the whole system which

influence the condition both of the officer and the soldier.

With respect to the comparative state of military science in this

country, now and before the Peninsular War, a sufficient illustration

might be offered in the one striking fact that, when the late Duke of

York, as Commander-in-Chief, wished to establish colleges for the

instruction of officers for the staff and cadets for the line, not a single

man in the British Army could be found capable of directing the pro

fessional studies of the new institutions. In order, therefore, to organize

a scientific course of education for the staff, Government were glad to

avail themselves of the services of an able Frenchman of the revolu

tionary school, General Jarry, who, after having had the direction of a

similar establishment in Prussia, under the Great Frederic, had finished

his military career as chief of the staff to Dumourier. But not only

was the director himself a Frenchman : every teacher, in every branch

of military science, was necessarily a foreigner also ; and we believe

that, at that juncture, not a native British subject could have been pro

cured really competent to teach even the familiar science of fortification, or

the art of delineating or occupying ground for military purposes. How

different is the case now, it is almost needless to observe. Neither in

the direction nor details, of instruction at any of our national military

colleges is it any longer necessary to employ a single foreigner, except

for the continental languages. The general charge of these institutions

is committed to British officers, for the most part distinguished either

by practical service or scientific attainments ; and, for all the subordinate

professorships in the military branches of study, there is the most eager

competition among a host of highly-qualified and experienced officers,

themselves the former pupils of the same institutions.

From these establishments also have emanated a large and increasing

body of well-educated officers, thoroughly conversant with the princi

ples and practice of engineering and of delineating ground, and, there

fore, wanting nothing but that experience which a long peace has

denied, and which actual service only can complete, to render them

equal to every duty required of staff-officers iu the field. We will

boldly affirm that no army in the world, either past or present, ever

contained finer or better prepared materials for the composition of its

staff than the British Army at this hour. In the higher ranks are still

to be found all the invaluable experience of the Peninsular school ; and

among the younger officers a mass of trained science and intelligence,

which waits only the first summons of need to start into the most

efficient action. Of these young men many indeed have been forced,

from want of professional employment, into the line of civil engineers

and surveyors ; and the improved style of topographical delineation,

observable in connexion with recent public works, would of itself be

sufficient to attest the beneficial effects of their education. Many

pupils, also, however, of our military science, are more appropriately, if

not more usefully to themselves and their country, employed ou coloiijal

C 2
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duty in surveys and as assistants in the engineer departments ; while

others have most laudably, even when without encouragement in the

public service, still persevered in the course of self-improvement, and

occupied the leisure of quarters or half-pay in professional or scientific

studies and enterprises.

Among these latter we mayjust now particularize Capt. Grey, whose

merits have honourably raised him, at an unusually early period of life,

to the charge of a colonial government, and the publication of whose

researches in Australia at this moment, may entitle us to mention his

name without any invidious distinction. Bearing in its simple and

manly style a stamp of truth which it is impossible to mistake, his work

exhibits throughout the high qualities of sound judgment and uncon

querable resolution under the severest trials ; and while his personal

narrative of real adventures and perils possesses a charm only inferior

to the delightful fictions of De Foe, his laborious topographical surveys

in Australia, his patient inquiries into the condition of her aboriginal

people, and his researches into her animal and vegetable productions,

must number him among the most valuable contributors of our times to

the cause of geographical discovery and natural history. The Service

in general, and Sandhurst especially, may well be proud of such a pupil ;

but we cite him here particularly because he is only a superior specimen

and an exemplar of the whole modern class of our scientific young

officers.

If we were to ascend to the works of the elder officers of the same

school, who have illustrated both general and military science, the cata

logue would be likely to outgrow our limits. Suffice it to name, in

physical philosophy, Sabine, Kater, Drummond, Reid, Murchison ; in

geographical discovery, Denham, Livingstone Mitchell, Burnes, Chesney,

Alexander ; and in statistics, Major Tulloch, whose reports on the mor

tality of troops in various parts of the world are not only invaluable as

military works, but of immense importance in a more enlarged study of

the effects of climate upon human existence. In military history, we

have, among many others, Napier, Gleig, and Sherer. In fortification,

we have Sir Howard Douglas, of which accomplished officer more anon ;

Sir John Jones, beyond question the first living engineer in Europe, the

notes to whose relation of the Peninsular sieges, and of the construction

of the lines near Lisbon, are a perfect storehouse of scientific experience ;

General Pasley, whose numerous works on the siege operations and

experiments carried on in the practical engineer school at Chatham,

form an era in the art of attacking and defending fortresses ; Colonel

Reid and the other able contributors to the Professional Papers of the

Royal Engineers ; Captains Straith, Macaulay, and Jebb, whose elemen

tary courses of instruction abound in various merit ; and Lieut.-Colonel

Prosser, whose valuable essays on the history of the art have enriched

our own pages.

On the science of artillery, the highest name in the catalogue of our

military writers is, of course, that of Sir Howard Douglas, of whose

Naval Gunnery it is sufficient to say that it is the most valuable present

which the maritime service ever received from the hands of a landman ;

and it is only to be regretted that its worth is full as well appreciated in

foreign navies as in our own. The fruits of its use as the text-book of

our school of gunnery in the Excellent, have already been triumphantly
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proved in the beautiful practice of our war-steamers and ships of the

line off St. Sebastian and against Acre ; and really, when Sir Charles

Napier was pleased, in the course of a debate on the Naval or Ordnance

Estimates, to startle his parliamentary hearers—almost as much as he

is wont on a fitter element to astound our enemies—by his lively broad

side on the incapacity of military officers to comprehend the business of

naval armament, and the consequent necessity of composing the Board

of Ordnance exclusively of naval men, we do much wonder that it did

not occur to any one in the House to ask the gallant and eccentric

Commodore whether Sir Howard Douglas knew aught of such matters.

Among the living artillery officers of our Service, who have also ably

illustrated the science by their writings, may be adduced Major-General

Sir John May, now we believe the acknowledged author of the excellent

essay on the employment of the heavy artillery in the Peninsular sieges ;

Capt. Simmons, on the use of heavy ordnance and hollow shot by and

against ships of war ; Capt. Spearman, the compiler of the British

Gunner ; and Capt. Griffiths, whose most useful and well-arranged little

work recently published, entirely fulfils the promise of its title as the

" Artillerist's Manual."

In trigonometrical operations, the great ordnance survey of England

and Ireland, commenced by General Boy, and continued under his suc

cessors, General Mudge and Colonel Colby, is rivalled by no foreign

undertaking of its kind, and attests the superior science and skill of

our officers : while, both in the Colonies and in India—where a degree

of the meridian was first admirably measured by Colonel Lambton—* «

the officers of the Boyal and Company's Armies have vied with each

other in similar labours. In military surveying, for the most complete

course of elementary instruction which has yet appeared in any

language, we are indebted to Major Basil Jackson, an officer educated

at the Royal Military College, and whose experience, like that of many

other pupils of the same school, was accumulated by his service in the

Staff Corps during the Peninsular War ; and the splendid series of

plans, illustrative of the battles and strategical operations of that war,

recently published by another staff-officer, Sir Thomas Livingstone

Mitchell, the present Surveyor-General of Australia, may without

exaggeration be declared to exhibit, both in beautiful execution and

accuracy of detail, the nearest approach to perfection, which the art of

military topography has yet attained in any country. Sir Thomas

Mitchell's work, moreover, places before the eye, in continuous graphic

representations, all the combats, marches, and movements of the

hostile armies, from the landing of Sir Arthur Wellesley on the shores

of Portugal, in 1808, until the victory of Thoulouse. The clear

delineation of every feature of the ground makes each plan a complete

tactical and strategical lesson ; and, in this point of view, the interest and

value of the study are not a little enhanced by the fact that the troops

have been put in, and their marches and positions traced, under the

immediate direction |of Sir George Murray, whose station and high

reputation, as Quartermaster-General of the Peninsular army, must

ever associate his memory with the renown of his illustrious Chief.

On another most important branch of professional science, Sir

Howard Douglas's celebrated " Essay on Military Bridges," in which

the rules for such constructions are based upon the best principles

■
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both of pure mathematics and practical mechanics, has been translated

into several languages, and become the manual of foreign armies as

well as of our own. Now, when, with such books as these before

us, we are told that there is not in the English language a single

work on the science of war, we are at some loss to understand the

implication. If such discussions, on the causes of failure or the amount

of supplies required in siege operations, as are to be found in Jones's

Journal,—if the clear and connected view of every movement of the

conflicting armies which is exhibited in Sir T. Mitchell's plans,—if the

critical acumen with which the merits of every operation are vigorously

investigated and balanced in General Napier's spirited and masterly

history,—if Sir Howard Douglas's numerous illustrations of the

manner in which that most important and arduous achievement, the

passage of great rivers by armies in an enemy's face,—if such things as

these do not appertain to the science of war, we are certainly free to

admit that we possess no better means of military instruction in our

language. Of formal books on tactics, indeed, whether by such are

meant didactic essays or fanciful theories, our Service has fortunately

produced few, and not one worth the mention ; nor can we say that we

entertain any profound veneration for either the pedantries of rule or the

speculations of self-constituted tacticians. On the contrary, we believe

that more sound knowledge of the principles of our profession is to be

gained by the attentive perusal of a few pages of such works as those of

Jones or Pasley, Napier or Douglas, than from the study of whole

volumes of professed tactical essays or declamatory lectures.

But the whole subject of the " Grande Tactique" will never be

taught or learnt from mere books, and may better be left by the puny

race of objectors to the care of those few mighty spirits, who seem born

in almost every age of civilized intellect, to figure, not in the closet, but

' the field, as masters of the art of war. The proper though humbler

business of tactics in real practice is the placing of armies in battle array,

before which can be done they must be trained to uniform exercises and

movements ; and this—having said so much of the science, past andpresent,

of our officers—brings us to the next point of comparison, the instruction,

discipline, and armament of the troops. When the Peninsular War com

menced, the British infantry had been thoroughly well disciplined in the

manoeuvres which Dundas had borrowed from the Prussian system : a

system, by the way, traditionally recorded to have been itself founded on

the practice of our own Service under Marlborough. We are far from

desiring to maintain that this system was the best possible. With much

of the solidity, it was marked also by the slowness, both of which are

thought characteristic of the German mind. But such as it was, it

sufficed, under British application, to overthrow the more loose and

rapid tactics of the French revolutionary school; nor was there any

occasion in which the two methods were fairly brought to the trial, that

did not prove our superiority. Much of this, no doubt, is ascribable to

the national qualities which rendered our men more calm and steady

under fire : but not a little was also due to their excellent training.

Great pains, we must say, have been taken since the peace to improve

these advantages ; and the revised regulations have succeeded in intro

ducing ease and celerity of movement without sacrificing precision,

compactness, and firm order. The cavalry exercises, carefully recon
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sidered, and composed by a board of experienced officers, tl ough they

have not escaped the criticism to which all changes are open, are

generally acknowledged, we believe, by competent authority to possess

very high merit. To these improvements may truly be added that the

organization of field-batteries has given to the movements and fire of

those portions of the Ordnance service destined to act with infantry, a

rapidity little inferior to that of our old horse artillery, whose celebrity

needs no eulogium ; and it may confidently be predicted that the three arms

have thus altogether attained a power of combined action, which, when

ever tried on the great scale, need leave no anxiety for the result.

The proper mode of arming troops, and of the infantry in particular,

has of late undergone much discussion ; and the question, in our poor

opinion, has been argued entirely on false principles. Whatever may

be thought and advanced to the contrary, the long growth of experience

in three centuries has proved that between disciplined troops the fate

of battles must mainly be decided by fire-arms alone. In the ancient

days of close combats, no doubt the pike was the " queen of arms for

the infantry ;" and the Swiss, who, in the fifteenth century, first among

modern troops revived its use, successfully opposed their serried and

bristled front both to the gallant chivalry and the wretchedly-armed

footmen of their times. But even the slow and clumsy matchlock was

soon found to tell with distant and deadly effect against the firmest

phalanx ; and the lament of Montluc, one of the last exemplars of the

old chivalry, was louder against " those vile guns," than against push of

pike. It was not, we may be satisfied, without sufficient cause that, in

the seventeenth century,—the age of "great generals and small

armies," which made Europe one vast battle field, and produced

such men as Maurice and Spinola, Wallenstein and Gustavus, Monte-

cuculi and Turenne,—the martial practice of all nations gradually in

creased the proportion of fire-arms, and lessened that of the pike, until

the latter weapon was utterly discarded from the ranks. We never

looked to sec any design gravely propounded for its restoration, since

the ruthless hand of fate sent to oblivion our ancient and lamented

camarado, Major Humphrey Ravelin, and deprived the world of his

long-promised " Treatise on the Pike."

With even, indeed, the small advance towards perfection yet made in

fire-arms, no array of men can stand and live before their cool and

deliberate and continuous discharge. Of two lines of hostile infantry,

between which there is anything approaching to an equality of courage,

that must first waver and yield, upon which the most exterminating fire

is poured. The bravest men, says a great historian, have little appetite

for wounds which they cannot inflict in return. The musket in the

hands of the British soldier, as the Duke of Wellington was once heard

to observe, is " a little cannon ;" and distinguished French officers have

described the rapid and steady fire of the British infantry in the last

war as something insupportable. The proposal to ami one half of a

regiment with pikes, to diminish by one half the amount of such fire,

cannot, therefore, be entertained for one instant. What would have

been the result at Albuera, where the French column, when resolutely

advancing, was unable even to deploy, notwithstanding the efforts of its

gallant officers, and was compelled to break and fly under the tempest of

shot poured from the British line, if that fire had lost half its effect ?
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Would the result have heen better for the French, if half their

column had been pikemen ? So of a thousand other examples that

might be cited.

Seeing, then, the paramount necessity of retaining fire-arms for the

whole number of men in a corps of infantry, we. say that the question,

which has been raised about the bayonet, has been argued entirely on

false principles. That the bayonet affixed to the musket is a weapon

in itself equal to the pike for close combat, it must be absurd to main

tain ; that the bayonet has ever done much slaughter in the open field

may even safely be doubted : but the want of execution is precisely for

this reason,—that the overwhelming effect of fire-arms almost invari

ably decides the struggle before it is possible to bring an enemy

within the touch of " cold steel " in any form ; and this proves the

very point at issue, that no arme blanche can be made an useful sub

stitute for the musket. The question is thus narrowed to this,—not

whether the bayonet is intrinsically a better or worse weapon in itself,

but whether it is the best which can be joined with the musket, in case

of need, for close quarters and to resist cavalry. We have never

heard any suggestion which would provide so good a weapon for brist

ling the front of a battalion or a square, without' abandoning the

musket. The sword, which has sometimes been proposed, must be

useless to the foot soldier against horsemen ; and if, in encountering

a body of their own arm, infantry so equipped were, like the High

landers at Prestonpans, to throw away their muskets after the first

volley, with the cry of " Down musket, and out claymore ! " there can

be no doubt that the steady and continued fire of a hostile line would

prostrate or scatter the assailants before they could come near enough

to decide a second and still dubious question,—whether swordsmen

could, after all, penetrate a firm line with advanced bayonets in close

order ? The enthusiasm which animated the victors at Prestonpans,

and the surprise and panic which disgracefully seized the Royal troops,

at the Highland mode of combat, were the causes of the rout,—not

any real superiority in the rude tactics, of the clans; and, at all

events, the result would prove nothing against the better discipline

and more rapid fire of the European infantry of our days. We,

therefore, hope and entreat, in the name of common sense, that no

wild schemes may be permitted to deprive the British soldier of

" Brown Bess," his victorious weapon in a thousand fights ; and that,

until a better adjunct to that trusty companion can be found, it may

not be separated from the bayonet,—which gives him confidence in his-

power, either to repulse the onset of cavalry, or to meet his adversaries

in close combat on foot; the point of which is at least no contemptible

auxiliary to the bullet, if needed at all ; and which is only seldom

needed as such an auxiliary, because the principal weapon is sufficient

for most occasions.

Whether, indeed, the musket is all that it ought to be and might be

made, is a very different consideration ; and one on which no labour or

expense should be spared, to give the greatest range, lightness, and

truth of aim, that can be combined in one piece. Whether even the

new percussion musket, though we hear it highly spoken of, unites

these advantages in the most attainable degree, may be doubted ; but it

is very honourable to the Ordnance Department, that some thousands.
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of the new pattern were prepared and shipped for service in China, in

an incredibly short period after the confusion incident upon the calami

tous fire in the Tower. However, Mr. William Greener, the author

of an excellent treatise on " The Gun," recently published, himself a

practical man, and we believe a manufacturer of fire-arms, has addressed

some letters to the Editor of the Times, impugning the whole construc

tion and qualities of the new musket ; and, as whatever proceeds from

a person of so much experience is entitled at least to consideration, we

hope that the proper authorities in the "small arms department" will

hear and investigate his opinions. But, without intending any dispar

agement whatever to Mr. Greener, we are conversant enough in such

matters to be aware that, if men in office sometimes want " practical

knowledge," practical men as often have interests which render it

necessary to receive their opinions with caution. Still, the attention

of the scientific committees of Ordnance officers cannot be too much

alive to every suggestion for improvement, come from what quarter it

may ; and, in this particular instance, every syllable written by Mr.

Greener is well deserving of patient examination.

From small arms proceed we to great guns. And here, in treating

of our artillery constructions, we have to claim a proud and singular

distinction for this branch of our Service. In all matters pertaining

to the improvement of ordnance, unlike other points of military

science, we have been, not the pupils, but the instructors of Con

tinental nations. Even as early as the commencement of the Penin

sular War, while our staff and engineer establishments were yet in

their infancy, our artillery equipments were already superior to those of

the enemy. Hear the confessions of a distinguished French scientific

writer on this part of our subject :—

En 1815, lorsque les troupes Anglaises vinrent camper aux Champs-

Klysees et sous les murs de Faris, un de nos plus habiles otiiciers d'artil-

lerie, le chef de bataillon Parizol, fit une 6tude speeiale des pieces de cam-

pagne amenees par ces troupes. 11 lesexamina atteiitiveinent, a plusieures

reprises ; et parvint, malgre toutes les dirhculies, a relever les mesures les

plus essentielles. Ces donnees lui sutlirent pour composer un tnemoire

plein d'intereL Nous devons a famine de 1'auteur, la communication de

ce turmoil e que nous allons transcrire tidulemenl, et qui donuera ccrtaine-

ment une haute idee du jugement solide, et de la rapide intelligence d'un

tel observateur.

Division des matiirei.—Le nouveau sysleme d'artillerie de campagne,

adopte par les Anglais, parait avoir sur fartillerie Frangaise les avantage*

suivans : 1°, Une tres-grande siniplicit6 dans les rechanges; 2°. Une

grande facilite pour se mettre promptement en batterie, et pour remettre

1'uilm sur l'avanl-train ; 3°. Un roulage plus facile ; 4". (Jbaque voiture de

ce systeme sert de wurst; 5°. Une grande facility pour femmagasinement

de munitions ; 6°. Un tres-beau systcme d'altelage, qui p^rmet de passer a.

volonte, del'attelage a deux cbevauxde front, a celui par file eta linionifire:

on peut dire que cet attelage est la solution complete du problcme propose

dans VAide-Mimoire du General Gassendi, pages 838 et 1199, 4e 6dit.—

(Dupin, Force Mililaire de la Grande liretagne, vol. ii., p. 143-4.)

The same authority tells us, that advantage was also taken by the

French artillery officers to study the construction of a brigade of British,

guns, which had been landed in La Vendee for the aid of the Koyalista

in 1815, and left there after the peace. And again :—
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Un officier general, rendant compte des grandes manoeuvres faites en

1818ten presence des Souverains Allies, s'exprinie ainsi: 'J'ai observe, avec

beaucoup d'attention, les manoeuvres d'artillerie des diverses puissances :

j'ai 6te frappe de la beautd et du luxe de toutes les troupes qui composaient

l'armi'ie, de l'ordre et de la precision de leurs mouvemens et de leurs

manoeuvres ; mail les Anglais tout les premiers sous tout les rapports'

Both during the war and since its conclusion, the invention or appli

cation of various new missiles—such as the Congreve rocket, the

Shrapncll shell, and hollow shot, together with the improvement of

fuses and tubes,—attest the activity and ingenuity of our artillery

officers. The palm of merit in the introduction of ordnance of large

calibre for hollow shot has been disputed between the French General

Paixhans and General Miller : but the long howitzer, justly named

after the latter officer, and which is likely to cause a revolution in the

siege practice of artillery, is his undoubted invention ; and our Ordnance

service is largely indebted, among many other obligations, to the experi

ments in the range and practice of the new guns promoted in his official

capacity, as chief of the artillery staff, by the late lamented Sir Alex

ander Dickson. To the memory of that officer belongs the glory of

having been selected by his great leader—and of having triumphantly

justified that selection—to command, while only a regimental captain,

the whole ordnance force of several thousand men attached to the army

of the Peninsula and Waterloo ; and he may justly be considered, alike

by his actual services in the field and his high attainments in science, as

the first artillery officer of our times.

Sir Alexander Dickson has left many worthy emulators of his career

in the corps; and the recent experiments with percussion shells show an

undiminished activity, from which we augur well, that whatever changes

may be at hand in the application of projectile force, our artillery will

not fail to maintain its superiority in scientific and practical skill. That

important changes will arise in this respect, seems highly probable : but

the great problem of combining increased explosive power with safety of

transport, remains to be achieved. This, we doubt not, will prove the

great difficulty in using Mr. Warner's invention, respecting which there

has been so much mystification. In utter ignorance of its nature, and

without prejudging its merits, on which however so much laboured con

cealment is calculated only to forecast suspicion, we may venture to

conjecture, that the enormous explosive power claimed for it can only be

produced by some of those detonating chemical agents and combina

tions, which, as far as our knowledge of them yet extends, are dangerous

to compose and to employ, either in carriage or projection, just in the

ratio of their violence.

With respect to our engineer establishments, it would perhaps be

difficult to name any occasion, on which a modern European army took

the field so utterly destitute of efficient means for conducting siege ope

rations, as were the British troops at the opening of the last war. At

this moment, on the contrary, no army in the world possesses engineer

officers and soldiers better instructed in all that relates to the science

and practice of their branch of the service. We have heard one of the

ablest and most experienced of those officers declare that, when he was

first called upon to take part in some siege operations at the very outset

of the war, he had never seen a gabion, nor was there a soldier in the
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force who knew how to make one. To carry on a sap, or drive the

gallery of a mine, was alike an impossible attempt. The Army had

neither a single sapper, miner, or pontoneer ; and a few drunken and

worthless " military artificers," as they were called, formed the only

engineer troops.

Without practical instruction or experience, it was astonishing what

the zeal and native intelligence of a gallant and high-spirited body of

men, such as our engineer officers then were, as they still are, taught

themselves and others to perform. Nor was it among the least of their

difficulties, that they had to act with officers of the line, profoundly

ignorant of the elements of fortification ; who despised the slow pro

cesses of an art whereof they knew nothing ; who equally with their

men were repugnant to the mechanical labours of working parties; who

would and could render no effective aid in the progress of a siege ; and

who were ever loud in censuring failures, in no small degree produced

by their own inaptitude. The engineers were compelled therefore to

purchase at once their own experience and honour, and to pay for the

ignorance of their coadjutors, with their blood. How freely they

exposed their persons, how lavishly they staked their lives, may be

learnt at a glance from the official returns of the disproportionate num

ber of engineer officers killed and wounded at every Peninsular siege.

The lessons of experience thus dearly bought, have not been acquired

in vain. The practical engineer school at Chatham, organized and long

directed by Colonel Pasley, has produced a corps of sappers and miners

equal to any in Europe. Their exercises on the Medway have given

that corps likewise all the qualities of excellent pontoneers ; and without

attempting to decide a vexed question, or to discriminate nice shades of

merit between the pontoon equipments proposed by Sir James Colleton,

Col. Blanshard, and the Director himself, it is enough to observe that

each, or a combination of all three, may afford an admirable train for

the passage of rivers in any future operations of our arms. The recent

appointment of Sir Frederic Smith to succeed General Pasley, on the «

latter officer's promotion, is a sufficient warrant that the engineer esta

blishment at Chatham will be maintained, and increased by new experi

ments, in all its efficiency.

But without a corresponding attention to the education of officers of

the line, the skill of our engineers in the field would lose its best sup

port. Accordingly the instruction of the cadets at the Royal Military

College has, for many years, been pursued with no less zeal both in the

principles of fortification, and in the actual formation of various field-

works, saps, and military bridges ; and this practical course first taught at

Sandhurst, has successively been adopted both at Addiscombe and

Woolwich. There are now, therefore, young officers, in every regiment

of the Service, capable of assisting the engineer department in sieges,

and on all other occasions in the field ; and, if our engineer officers are

wise in their generation, they will suffer no needless fear of rivalry, or of

interference in their own vocation, to prevent their earnestly encourag

ing studies, of which they will themselves reap the benefit, whenever they

require to be well seconded in their own arduous duties by their brethren

of the line.

We have lastly to speak of those general features of our military

•ystem which influence the condition of the officer and soldier: but
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here our limits warn us to be brief ; and we can do no more than touch

upon two or three points of the greatest importance. The circumstances

most nearly affecting the interests of the officer are the means afforded

him of maintenance and advancement ; or, in other words, pay and

promotion. It is scarcely necessary to remind our readers how much

has been done in our own times to improve the condition of officers of

all classes in the former respect. The abolition of arrears and fees of

commission, the establishment of unattached pay for general officers,

the consolidation of captains' pay and allowances, the increased rates to

adjutants and lieutenants of seven years' standing, the improvement in

the half pay of all ranks, and the creation of pensions for wounds,—are

only a few of the advantages immediately occurring to our recollection,

among the many which have been bestowed upon the Service since the

commencement of the last war. So also, with respect to promotion, the

grant of brevet rank, both in the general gradation of long service, and

also as special rewards for actions in the field, has not only quickened

the sluggish current of advancement throughout the Army, but opened

likewise strong encouragement to the claims of distinguished merit.

This expedient of brevet promotion, and the regulations compelling

every officer to serve a certain time in each rank before he can purchase

a higher, have done much to remove every real objection to that anoma

lous, though ancient practice of bartering commissions in our armies.

Of the system generally of promotion by purchase, to which its recent

discussion in other quarters has induced us to devote a separate paper,

our opinions have been formed upon experience rather than theory. It

is sufficient for us to be convinced, in a practical view of the subject,

that, like many other old usages in this country, the custom of purchase

in the Army is one, which has become too closely interwoven with the

whole civil as well as military constitution of society, to be eradicated by

anything short of a political revolution. But the history of the times

has taught us to know, that it is not all which is anomalous that is hurt

ful, any more than that all reform is improvement. Like some other

old anomalies, we contend that the system of purchase has its substantial

advantages to the Service itself and to the country ; that it fills our

lanks with men from those classes who have the highest stake in the

preservation of the rights of property and of constitutional order ; that

it neutralizes the inherent evils of all standing armies, which are dan

gerous to freedom in proportion as they are composed only of profes

sional adventurers ; and that, uuder due regulation, it can be no real

injury or grievance, and is very often a positive benefit, to the portionless

officer. In the ordinary course of things, the practice of purchase in a

regiment stirs the stagnant pool; and the moved waters at least bear up

the officer without money to the top of his rank. If he cannot purchase,

he still obtains farther promotion, at least as soon as if all had been

compelled to await the same routine : nay sooner, because the induce

ment of realizing for a family the price of his commission, tempts many

an old officer to retire, who must otherwise necessarily remain to

obstruct all promotion. And in his own turn, when the inroads of

climate and service on an exhausted frame, when advancing years and

weariness of spirit, make the unendowed officer yearn for retirement, it

is no small boon to him to be able to obtain permission for some aspiring

and wealthy junior to solace his age with the only provision, which he

can ever hope to acquire.
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All this, it is true, cannot soothe the mortification with which an

officer, while in the pride of strength and spirit, and conscious of his

own deserts, finds himself superseded by some comrade, or even some

stranger, whose only superiority may be in the weight of his purse.

The natural excitement of such feelings is the worst consequence of the

system. But, then, the perfect understanding, that the right of purchase

is general and open to all who can afford to exercise it, removes any

sense of disgrace, injustice, or personal affront, in being superseded;

and the loss of promotion is far more lightly borne, than if produced by

invidious selection through patronage or interest. In fact, the officer

who is too poor to purchase is only, in this respect, exposed to the same

mortifications which must dog his steps, not only through every stage

of his own profession, but through every scene of society in that or any

other condition. He must be exposed to feel the contrast between his

own poverty and the wealth of his neighbour : a contrast doubtless any

thing but agreeable, yet which it is the mark of a little mind to resent,

and of a right and manly spirit to endure with equanimity and content.

A man mav as reasonably quarrel with a brother officer for keeping a

horse while he walks, as for purchasing over him a step of rank, which

he cannot himself afford to claim.

But we care not to defend the system of purchase in itself : we only

mean to show, in opposition to much outcry lately revived, that it can

not be got rid of, and that it is in practice anything but the worst in the

world. Without purchase, then, there can be but two modes of promo

tion—by routine or by selection. Now, the evils of a routine system

are shown in the Royal Artillery, in the Royal Marines, and in the

East India Company's Service, in all which the promotion is much

slower than in the Army generally ; and so grievously is this felt in the

Company's Service, that a custom has been of late largely introduced

among its officers—whether formally authorized we know not, but at all

events public enough—of " buying each other out," as it is called, or

making up a purse to induce senior officers to retire. Of promotion by

selection, we shall only say that we fervently hope we may never live

to see such a system introduced into the British Army. If the reward

of merit be either the shallow pretext or the honest Utopian design, the

practice in a country like this, where political interest is often irresistible,

must be equally liable to degenerate into favouritism and jobbing ; and

it requires only a little observation of what has been passing in the

Navy, until recently, to comprehend to what purposes a corrupt admi

nistration may convert a system of select promotion.

But advancement by purchase has been held up specially to reproach,

as if it threw into situations of command men less competent than

others. Now the regulations which provide that every officer shall

serve two years as a subaltern before he can attain the rank of captain,

and six in all before be can become a field officer, are quite sufficient

to prevent abuse on this head : for we will venture to affirm that, if a

man cannot qualify himself for discharging the duties of a field officer

by six years' practice in subordinate ranks, he never will be fit to com

mand at all ; nor can there be a greater mistake than to suppose, that

protracted service in the same rank has any other effect than to extin

guish zeal and paralyze exertion. Short as the life of man is, the

period of his capacity for active military service is yet shorter. The
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opinion of Napoleon would limit that period to the close of the eighth

lustre ; and though many of us may begin to see good private reasons

for combating that dictum of authority, we believe that, after the age

of boyhood, men can hardly rise too rapidly to military command. It is

a remarkable fact, stated in evidence before the last Commission of

Military Inquiry, that, with one exception, all the British general

officers in the Peninsular War were men under fort}7 years of age; and

it might be proved, if the citation by name were not invidious, that the

most active and distinguished of the number, were those who had early

acquired rank by the much-reprobated system of purchase.

With respect to the interests of the soldier, which are entitled to not

one jot less consideration than those of his commanders, we need only

appeal to every regimental officer to declare how anxiously and effec

tively, within his own memory, and especially by the paternal care of

Lord Hill's administration, the condition both of non-commissioned

officers and privates has been improved: in the regulation of justice; in

the prevention of arbitrary or excessive punishments ; in the quality of

medical attendance and medicines secured to the hospitals, for which the

best drugs that the world can supply are now sought in the London

market, without any limitation of price ; in the arrangement of clothing,

diet, and quarters ; in the provision of facilities for healthful and manly

recreations, both bodily and mental; in the effort to infuse a higher

spirit of intelligence and feeling ; and in the encouragement of moral

and religious instruction. On one point, however, we grieve to say,

we can be no parties to any eulogy of the conduct of Government

towards the soldier in late years. Yielding to the mean and base

clamour originated bv that man in the House of Commons, who has

branded his brazen front with a bad notoriety, his only fame, for

erroneous arithmetic and spurious economy, they have been induced

to wring from the poor "broken soldier" one-half of the pittance,

which the legislation of a more patriotic and generous period had

solemnly devoted to support the infirmities of his old age or wounds.

But we gladly forbear to pursue a subject of national reproach, to which

we rejoice to learn that the present Secretary-at-War, every way quali

fied as he is by gallantry, by splendid services, and by honourable

wounds, to sympathize with the soldier, has applied his consideration ;

and we trust that the whole system of soldiers' pensions is now, by his

able direction, about to be permanently placed under arrangements, and

t'pon a scale at once prudential and liberal, which are alike demanded

by true humanity and sound policy.

Having thus closed our comparative review of the condition, past

and present, of the Army, we may be asked whether, in so much to

approve, we find nothing to condemn ? Whether we are sufficiently

wedded to the system, the excellencies of which we have been advo

cating, to believe that it neither needs correction, nor is susceptible of

improvement ? We are as far as possible from holding any such

bigoted opinions. Our object has been only to raise our own protest,

and to appeal to the right feelings of our brother-soldiers, against inju

rious attempts to depreciate the qualities and exaggerate the defects of

our Army. It is not because we see much in our military system to

regard with just pride and affection, and very little to regret, that we

therefore can observe no room for amelioration. The destruction and
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depreciation of nothing, the improvement of everything, should be the

motto of our Service. That, in our opinion, for example, the organiza

tion of the Army is capable of greater perfection, may be gathered

from a former paper in this Journal*. We also think that greater

encouragement should be given to young officers to qualify themselves,

by scientific studies, for staff-employments ; that, with this view, such

employments should be given to officers who pass distinguished examina

tions at Sandhurst ; that no individual who has not already served on

the staff should hereafter receive any such appointment without having

at least obtained the ordinary certificate of qualification at either depart

ment of the Military College ; and that general officers, while still per

mitted to make the selection of their own staff, should be required to

confine their choice, except, perhaps, for the least important office of

aide-de-camp, within the great body of officers thus qualified. Again,

we are of opinion that the system of purchase, the objections to which

must be further weakened by these very rules for the selection of staff

officers, might be altogether put under a few other regulations, which

would render it as extensively beneficial and as little obnoxious as pos

sible. Such are a few of the points to which we would direct attention,

as tending to the future advantage of the Service :—but these are mat

ters beyond the object which we proposed, of vindicating the reputation

and efficiency of an Army, which need fear no enemy, as long as its

members are true to its honour and their own.

PROMOTION BY PURCHASE.

Much has of late been written on the subject of promotion by pur

chase, without any great novelty in the arguments on either side. We

do not. expect at this advanced stage of the discussion to throw much

additional light on so trite and threadbare a topic, but it seems necessary

we should advert to it, lest our silence be construed into disregard of a

subject in which the interests of our profession are so materially

involved. If we can induce a wholesome spirit of contentment among

a few of those who might otherwise fancy themselves aggrieved by

the operation of the system, we shall conceive our labours to have

been well bestowed.

When we reflect on the high military reputation our nation has

acquired during the present century, and that now, even after twenty-

seven years of peace, during which the military energies of a commer

cial people might well be expected to slumber, the British Army yields

to none either in appearance, efficiency, or discipline, we are certainly .disposed to look with no small degree of respect on the institutions

under which such satisfactory results have been obtained, and to

view with corresponding distrust the theoretical innovations of men

who are ever prone to change, though reckless of the effect which

these changes may ultimately produce on the system they profess to

improve.

* April, 1841, p. 433.
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Nothing' is more easy than to find fault with any abstract principle :

nothing more easy than to reiterate the assertion, that to sell the power

of commanding brave men is objectionable and unworthy of a powerful

and wealthy nation ; but, before condemnation, it is necessary to follow

out the working of the principle in all its bearings—to see it providing

for the families of old and deserving officers who would otherwise be

left destitute—to see it advancing the professional prospects even of

those who have no money to purchase—to see it securing to the Army

a young and effective class of officers in the junior ranks, without which

it is impossible that the duties devolving upon our Army, particularly

on foreign service, could be adequately or satisfactorily performed. All

these and many more compensating advantages are left entirely out of

view by those who advocate the necessity for a change. They will not

go beyond the very threshold of the controversy, and forget that argu

ments quite as strong as any they make use of against the principle of

purchase, might be brought against many of those institutions and cus

toms which Britons are most accustomed to cherish and to venerate.

What, for instance, appears in the abstract more objectionable than that

the honours and privileges conferred on an individual for services ren

dered, perhaps, centuries ago, should now be enjoyed by persons having

no claims whatever on the public, while hundreds, who have deserved

well of their country in the present day, aspire to similar rewards in

vain ? What seems in the abstract more unjust than that one son, with

less merit, or perhaps infinitely more demerit than his fellows, should

succeed to vast estates, merely from the adventitious circumstance of

his being the first born, while his juniors are consigned to comparative

poverty ? Yet these two principles, apparently so objectionable in the

abstract, are found to be more than counterbalanced by the advantage

of possessing a hereditary nobility, to form a bulwark round the throne,

and a powerful landed interest, to shield our institutions from the

inroads of democracy. Can anything appear in the abstract more

objectionable than the principle of forcing a person, under all the penal

ties of ecclesiastical law, to contribute to the upholding and propagating

of a faith which he conscientiously believes to be erroneous?—yet

have the moral, social, and political advantages, of an Established

Church, been held sufficient to counterbalance this objection; and to

that circumstance are we indebted for the religious institutions of our

country.

The objection to the principle of promotion by purchase we hold to

be of a similar nature, valid and unanswerable if viewed in the abstract,

but of comparatively little avail when the working of the system is

investigated, and its advantages taken into consideration.

First in importance of these, is the privilege an old officer has of

selling out for the benefit of his family. We need not inform the mili

tary portion of our readers that, notwithstanding the position which,

officers hold in the scale of society, a very considerable portion of them

are men of limited fortune—many, particularly the sons of officers, have

none. Yet as Mars and Venus are ever in conjunction, most of them,

however limited their means, find themselves, towards the close of their

military career, burdened with a family, for whom, out of their limited

income, it is impossible to set aside any provision. When the hour
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of sickness approaches, or the symptoms of a broken constitution

become manifest—as is too often the case after a long course of service

—what resource has an officer thus situated, if the privilege of sale

be taken away ? Suppose him even one of the happy few who can

obtain a full-pay retirement, the state of his health is probably such

as to render it doubtful whether he will enjoy it for many months,

far less years, and when he dies, his family must be left destitute.

By the operation, however, of the much-abused system of purchase,

he is enabled to obtain the value of his commission, the interest of

which supports him during his life, and provides for his family after his

decease.

Even where there is no family in the case, to render the sale of the

commission an object of so much importance for rescuing the offspring

of an officer from penury, it must be taken into view, as a strong

argument for the privilege of sale, that, owing to the unhealthiness

of our colonies, many officers return every year the victims of disease,

which must ere long bring them to an untimely grave. To offer these

men, on retirement, the half pay, or even the full pay of their rank, as

a reward forftheir service, would be a species of mockery, when the

duration of their life may not probably exceed a few months. By

allowing them the option of selling out, however, a more equitable com

pensation is obtained for their sufferings, as the officer of damaged

constitution thus receives the price of his commission—he whose con

stitution is unimpaired, the retired or half pay.

In these two instances then, and they embrace a very large proportion

of what actually occur, an officer, though he has never bought a step,

derives a very great advantage from the system of promotion by pur

chase. Suppose him a Captain with eighteen years, or a Major with

thirty-two years, full-pay service, he would receive, in the one case,

1800/., in the other, 3200/., even at the Regulation price, for his com

missions; thus ultimately realizing, on an average, 100/. for every year

he has served, in addition to his pay ; and if he sells above the Regula

tion, as is very likely to be the case, he might realize half as much

more. '

This it must be admitted is no inconsiderable advantage to the poor

officer ; but he derives another which, as regards his professional

advancement, is of still more importance. From the day he enters the

Service till he becomes senior, or nearly senior, of his grade, every one

above him who purchases paves the way for his promotion. Originally

he is the junior of twenty-one subalterns, of whom on an average from

fifteen to sixteen are for purchase. Had all these officers to wait

for death vacancies ere they could attain promotion, as would be the

case but for the system of purchase, thirty years must elapse, at the

very least, before the Junior Ensign would become Senior Lieutenant,

whereas at present he usually does so in from twelve to thirteen years,

and is then eligible for the first death vacancy. Thus, even to the non-

purchasing officer, the effect of the system complained against is to

render his advancement more than twice as rapid as it would other

wise be.

It is, no doubt, true, that when an officer has thus become senior, or

nearly senior, of his rank, he is occasionally subject to the mortification

U. S. Mac, No. 158, Jan., 1842. D
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of being purchased over, and the most violent opponents of the system

are g-enerally to be found among this class ; but a moment's reflection

must convince even the most obtuse, that they have little reason to com-

plain-of the working of a system by which, without any expense or

exertion on their part, they have attained their present position in half

the time that would otherwise be required. It is only when the num

ber who purchase over them exceeds the number who purchase out of

their way (an event which very rarely occurs) that they can with con

sistency deem themselves aggrieved ; and, even then, they must bear in

mind, that, but for the opportunity of sale enjoyed by the retiring

officer, there would be no step at all ; the vacancy would be filled up

from half-pay, or he would give up his intention of retiring ; and they

would merely have that " dog in the manger" species of satisfaction, of

preventing others from being promoted, if they could not be so them

selves, and for which paltry gratification they would deprive an old and

deserving brother-officer of a sum on which the future comfort of him

self and his family mainly depended.

Having thus reviewed the operation of the purchase system as regards

those officers who have not the means of availing themselves of it, let

v us next consider the question as it affects the purchasers.

These, in our humble opinion, are the parties who have really the

best cause of complaint, the advantages derived by purchase being in

the present day by no means commensurate to the outlay. During the

late war, and for some years thereafter, when purchasers in our Army

were comparatively few, and the opportunities of advancement in that

way exceedingly frequent, an officer of ample means might run through

all the regimental grades in the course of five years ; but now the

case is very different,—the purchaser has not only to give his money,

but many—very many years of service, too. Except in a few corps

where a great run of promotion has suddenly taken place, it rarely

happens that an Infantry officer gets an opportunity of purchasing

till he has been so long in the Service that he would be considered

eligible, even without purchase, had there been a vacancy. Indeed,

we not unfrequently find purchase arrangements cancelled, in con

sequence of the party having, a few weeks before, attained his pro

motion by a death vacancy of which intelligence- had not reached

Head-Quarters at the time he was gazetted. All that a purchaser

gains, therefore, in the present day, by the outlay of the whole or

the greater part of his fortune, is the attainment, a few years sooner,

of that promotion which would have been his undoubted right, without

any such expenditure, had he waited patiently for it.

The eagerness with which money is expended on promotion can

readily be accounted for during a period of warfare, when promotion to

the rank of General officer is exceedingly rapid, and the highest

honours this country can bestow are conferred on those who distin

guish themselves in that grade. Brevets then succeed each other

so rapidly, that every year which can be anticipated in the rank of

Field-officer is most essential to future advancement ; but now, pro

motion in the higher grades is so slow, that, unless that rank can be

attained at a very early period of life indeed, there is scarcely the

remotest prospect of ever becoming a General officer. Yet, how often
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do we see men, upwards of forty-five years of age, and with twenty-

five years' service, paying the regulated difference of one thousand three

hundred pounds for promotion from the rank of Major to that of Lieut.-

Colonel, though well aware that it must take twenty-five years, or

perhaps more, before they can, in the ordinary course of brevets, attain

the rank of General officer, and that in the mean time all the increase

of pay or half pay they are ever likely to receive by their dearly-

purchased promotion is from one shilling to one shilling and sixpence

per day.

Considering the remote probability that a Lieut.- Colonel of forty-

five will ever attain the age of seventy, to be thus promoted, and the

still more remote probability that he will survive a sufficient number of

years thereafter, to benefit materially by the pay of Major-General, it

must appear almost a species of insanity for officers of comparatively

limited incomes to throw away their money on so unprofitable a specu

lation ; but, fortunately for our country and our profession, there is in

the Army a high and chivalrous feeling which sets at nought con

siderations of this kind, when put in comparison with the attainment of

military rank ; and thus, by the machinery of the purchase system, the

means of the wealthy officer is made to afford a provision in old age for

him who has none, while the steps purchased in succession throughout,

the corps serve to bring forward the juniors of each rank, who have,

perhaps, no means of paying for their advancement.

Considering the large sums generally paid beyond the Regulation, and

without which, in most corps, it is vain to look for opportunities of

purchasing, we may safely venture to assert that not one officer in ten

receives in increased pay so much as the interest of the money which

he has expended in his commissions. In fact, he is not only giving the

public his services (and, in many instances, arduous and dangerous

service, too) for nothing, but he is actually paying a considerable sum

annually for permission to do so. Those who are ever ready to sacrifice

the whole or the greater part of their fortune on such an object can

not certainly be called lukewarm members of the military profession ;

and we may safely venture to conclude that the same feeling which leads

them to part with their money under such disadvantageous circumstances,

merely to gain a step of rank, will generally induce the much more easy

sacrifice of bestowing the time and application necessary for acquiring a

thorough knowledge of their duties.

We fear that some of those who have of late been declaiming against

the present system of promotion by purchase, as tending to bring " hosts

of uneducated young men" into the Army, as "arresting education,

checking the progress of knowledge, &c," have left the Service at a

time when it was very differently constituted to what it is in the

present day. In consequence of the demand for officers during the

war, many boys from school were thrust into the ranks, whose education

and habits would have been materially improved by remaining for

some time longer under the lash of the pedagogue. Unfortunately,

too, the little that they had learnt was soon forgotten in the spirit-

stirring events of active warfare ; but now that class of men are fast

passing away, and those who receive commissions are much older,

and join their corps with their education finished, and their habits and

D 2
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manners completely formed. Many have taken their degrees at Oxford"

and Cambridge ; many have been educated at military schools on the

Continent, and a large proportion at the Military College of Sandhurst.

Who will venture to stigmatize the majority of our officers, whether

purchasers or non-purchasers, as uneducated, when it can be shown' thai

the latter institution alone sends into our ranks from sixty to seventy

officers annually, the majority of whom have distinguished themselves

by the highest mathematical and professional acquirements, and all have

gone through a course of education which eminently qualifies them for

every description of service on which they are likely to be employed ?

This improvement, too, has been going on for more than thirty years,

so that, supposing the average duration of an officer's service in the

Army to be only fifteen years, there must be at the present moment,

in the regiments of the line alone, nearly 1000 who have gone through

the curriculum of that institution, and of these it may be assumed the

great majority are purchasing men, from the circumstance of their

parents having been able to afford the heavy expenses of education there.

We fear, if there exists any just ground of complaint regarding the

want of education among those entering the Army, that it will be found

to apply rather to the non-purchasers than the purchasers ; and for this

obvious reason, that in the present day a good education involves

greater expenditure than could readily have been met by the parents of

the former, who being in most instances officers, and liable to be fre

quently moved from station to station, must have had a difficulty in

giving their children the regular course of study so essential to success

in all educational pursuits ; especially as we need scarcely inform our

readers, that upon a Subaltern's or Captain's pay it is by no means

likely a separate establishment could be kept up by the parent at home

for that purpose.

As to a knowledge of the ordinary routine of regimental and profes

sional duty, we hold it absolutely impossible, considering the strict

system of drill and discipline in most corps, that a purchasing officer

can be ignorant in that respect when it comes to his turn for promotion

by purchase. Most foreigners who canvass this subject, and we believe,

also, the great mass of civilians in our own country, conceive that as

certain prices are fixed for certain ranks, nothing more is to be done but

to pay down the money, and that the rank will forthwith be attained,

without any reference to whether the party has had time to make him

self master of the duties which it entails. If this was the practice it

would certainly deserve all the abuse lavished on it ; but military men,

who watch the working of the system, know otherwise, and that though

the regulated period a Subaltern has to serve ere he can purchase his

company is only three years, the candidates are so numerous that the

average period they have to serve is from nine to ten years ; nay, there

are in the Service Subalterns of fourteen years' service, and upwards,

who are ready for purchase in their corps and cannot obtain it. Again,

though the regulations only require five years' service previous to pur

chasing the rank of Field Officer, the average period which actually

occurs is from fifteen to twenty, and many, very many, of even more

than twenty years' service, would gladly pay their money for that rank

if it could be obtained.
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Is it to be supposed, then, that any officer can, for so long a series of

years, be daily, hourly, and continually going through the routine of

his regimental duty, without becoming so far master of it as to be ade

quate to the duties of the higher rank when an opportunity for purchase

offers ? We believe most military men will say not ; particularly those

who recollect that confidential reports are annually called for, regarding

the qualifications of each officer, and that at general inspections it has

for several years past been the practice to call out indiscriminately any

Captain to drill the battalion, and any Subaltern to drill his company,

who, if found deficient, would most likely receive a hint to quit the

Service. Indeed, it must still be within the recollection of many of our

military readers, that, in consequence of a deficiency of practical know

ledge in this respect, nearly all the officers were some years ago removed

from a cavalry corps. The dread of so severe a penalty keeps all parties

on the alert ; and, as no small degree of blame would attach to those in

command where an officer was found so far deficient in professional

information, means are generally taken to get rid of him before his want

of capacity is officially noticed. Under these circumstances, the mere

fact of having passed through several years' service, and some dozen

inspections, without any defect of this kind being discovered, may be

assumed as a pretty fair proof of a regimental officer being thoroughly

versed in all the duties which usually devolve on him, and that no

objection can be taken to his promotion, either with or without pur

chase, on that plea.

We should be sorry to dwell so long on these particulars, which must

be well known to most of our 'readers, were it not that some officers

who have been long unemployed appear still to be founding their prin

cipal arguments against the present system of promotion on alleged pro

fessional incapacity in the purchasers, which, in the existing state of the

military regulations, can rarely, if ever, occur. One writer in particu

lar, whose rank and experience should have insured greater' accuracy,

objects to the system of purchase because it asks " for money alone, and

leaves the rest to fortune;" whereas, had he paid the same attention

to his facts as his arguments, he would have found that not money

alone, but so many years of service are required, as to qualify even the

most obtuse, for the duties of the rank they wish to purchase : and that

this service, too, must have been faithfully and creditably performed,

otherwise the officer would not have been allowed to remain so long in

the Army, much less advance himself in it.

Since no objections can be taken then to the purchasing officer on

the ground of professional incapacity, nor on the want of educational

acquirements, and since in almost every instance he renders such an

extent of service as would be sufficient, were the means of promotion

more ample, to entitle him to the rank even without purchase, we really

cannot see any valid reason for raising such an outcry against a system,

the operation of which has been shown to benefit the poor officer quite

as much as the rich. Foreign writers, and even those in our own

country who are not professionally acquainted with the subject, seem

always to take it for granted, that if the promotion was not given to the

purchasing officer, it must necessarily devolve on the non-purchasing

one ; that the former, in fact, is making use of his superior wealth, to
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take away what would otherwise become the reward of the latter ;

whereas the truth is, (and it should ever be borne in mind, in discussing

this question,) that if the system of purchase did not exist, there would

be no step at all, the officer who wished to sell must either remain and

continue to serve, or exchange to half pay with an efficient officer, who

would take his place, leaving the seniors of each grade in the same

position as before.

The only case in which the privilege of sale can be said really to

inflict injury on the senior officer, is where the health of the seller

is in such a state, that death is likely to ensue within a short period;

and here, it must be observed, the authorities who regulate these

matters, are placed in a dilemma which involves a certain degree of

hardship, in whatever way they decide. On the one hand, an officer

■ whose constitution has been destroyed in the service of his country, will,

if the privilege of sale be refused, leave his family destitute ; on the

other,_ the senior officer, if he has no means of purchasing, will be sub

ject to the annoyance of having a junior promoted over him. With

the view of protecting the interests of the latter, and still leaving the

privilege of sale to the former, if he applies in time, the practical rule

has been established, that death-bed resignations are not accepted of;

but if the officer survives six weeks after sending in his papers, the sale

is valid.

So much for the privilege of sale as it affects the rights and prospects

of both classes of officers ; we must now look at the question as if?

affects the interests of the soldiers, the more especially as a great deal of

unnecessary sympathy seems to have been expended on the alleged

criminality of selling " the blood and bones of the soldier," as if these

were not likely to be just as dear to the purchasing, as the non-

purchasing officer.

We apprehend, that the soldier who sells his own "blood and bones''

for the trifling bounty of three guineas, is not likely to give himselfmuch

trouble as to whether they are subsequently placed at the disposal of a

purchasing or a non-purchasing officer, especially as we have already

shown that such a period of service is always exacted from the former;

and his aptitude for the ordinary duties of his profession, and all points

of internal economy in particular, are so repeatedly tested in the

course of that time, that it is next to an impossibility he can be

otherwise than fitted to hold the rank to which he is promoted,

at least so far as these qualifications are concerned. It is true,

there are other qualifications, of temper, judgment, firmness, and

discrimination, eminently essential to the successful command of men,

in which such a purchasing officer may be defective, because these can

not so readily be tested ; but are not precisely the same defects likely

to exist, and the soldier to be just as great a sufferer from them, if

commanded by a non-purchasing instead of a purchasing officer?

how, therefore, would he be benefited in this respect, even if the

whole system of purchase was forthwith abolished ?

To prove that the discipline, the interests, and the comfort of the

soldier are just as likely to be attended to under a well-regulated system

of purchase, as where that mode of obtaining promotion does not exist, it

is only necessary to refer to the condition of the Foot Guards—a corps
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which has always held a proud pre-eminence in our Army, whether as

regards steadiness and rapidity in military evolutions, internal economy

in quarters, or that well-tried courage and conduct which has turned

the tide of battle in many a well-fought field—yet in this corps almost

every step of promotion is obtained by purchase, and that within a

shorter period than is usual in regiments of the line. Let this arm of

the Service be put in comparison even with the Artillery, that much-

lauded corps in which no purchase exists, and we would willingly peril

the whole question on the result proving most satisfactorily that the

former was in no respect inferior to the latter.

Having now considered all the bearings of the question both on

officer and soldier, we next come to look at it as regards the Army

generally, particularly in that most important item—its efficiency.

In an army of which the service and the duties are so peculiar as

the British, it requires no demonstration to show, that every rank

and grade should be so constituted, as to insure their possessing

the utmost vigour and efficiency—efficiency not merely as regards the

military duties they may be called on to perform, but in contending

against that enemy which to our Army proves the most fatal of all,

viz., climate. In continental armies, the duties being confined prin

cipally to the defence of their native country, it matters little, in time of

peace, how far advanced in age company officers may be ; and in war

the vast augmentations which take place, speedily raises them to a rank

better corresponding to their years ; but the British Army is ever

engaged in war in some quarter of the globe or other, and each

individual, in the junior ranks especially, must be of such an age,

vigour, and constitution, as will enable him to encounter all the toils and

privations of warfare, under the most baneful of climates, and the most

arduous of circumstances. One year, an officer may be hunting refrac

tory negroes in the swampy forests of Demerara, in the next chasing

the savage Caffres across the arid frontiers of the Cape of Good Hope,

while a third year may be passed in a toilsome march of nearly 2000 miles

from Calcutta, to the remotest portion of our Eastern dominions, leaving

the scorching heat of IJengal, to plant the British standard on the

snow-clad forts of the Himalayas. Service such as this, and it is but

a homely example of what is every day demanded from our Army,

requires the health, the vigour, the ardour of youth, particularly for

those regimental grades on which devolve the greatest bodily fatigue,—

the greatest perils of climate. . We need scarcely inform our military

readers, therefore, that it is not by a body of Subalterns, most of whose

ages would range beyond forty, or by Captains upwards of fifty, that

duty of this kind can be successfully performed, the more especially

when it is borne in mind that persons at that period of life are gene

rally burdened with a wife and family, who, in default of the means of

a separate maintenance, must accompany them.

But for the system of purchase, our Army must necessarily, in time

of peace, be thus constituted, as death-vacancies would then become the

principal, if not the only, source of promotion. It has, indeed, been

contended, by one of the most prominent advocates for the abolition of

purchase, that, as many officers succeed to fortunes, and others marry

fortunes, which render them independent of the Army, they would, if
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there were no means of selling out, rather give up their commissions,

without receiving any equivalent, than follow out their profession,

particularly on a foreign station. We must confess, however, that

our expectations of promotion from this source are by no means

sanguine, particularly while there is a half-pay list to retire to ; and it

must be borne in mind, that to deprive these officers of that alterna

tive, would be tantamount to precluding all who are at present on it

from ever being brought into active employment,—a measure which

certainly could not be justified either on the plea of necessity or

economy.

When the half-pay list is exhausted, of which there is at present but

a very remote prospect, the alternative of quitting the Army without

receiving any consideration for their commissions, might with more

propriety be insisted on, and possibly such a measure might have

the effect of causing a few of the junior commissions to be vacated,

which could be filled up without purchase ; but in the rank of Captain,

and upwards, where promotion would be most required, we fear but

little could be expected from this source : for, except in Cavalry, we

have rarely known an officer succeed to estates of sufficient magnitude

to warrant the sacrifice of that rank without any equivalent ; and we

may safely conclude that there are comparatively few who, after

attaining it, would be inclined entirely to abandon their profession, for

the purpose of becoming pensioners on their wives' bounty.

With due deference also to the ingenuity of the writer who has

suggested this new species of military poor-rate, we are strongly

inclined to doubt whether, if the system of purchase was abolished, he

would find ladies with fortune quite so willing to bestow themselves on

members of our profession. Even in matrimonial arrangements there

is generally a quid pro quo expressed or understood ; and we believe

the object of many ladies of fortune, in marrying military men, is the

hope that their husbands may, by the aid of that fortune, attain for

them a rank and position in society which in another profession would

probably have been beyond their reach. It would be quite another

matter, however, when they found that, instead of advancing in rank,

their husbands intended to abandon the Army if ordered to a foreign

station, and that, too, without receiving as an equivalent even so much

as would keep them in pocket-money.

We may safely venture to assume, then, that promotion in the Army

is not likely to be materially increased by prizes in the matrimonial lot

tery, especially if officers have to sue informa pauperis. In the event

of purchase being abolished, therefore, the only promotion which can

reasonably be relied on is that arising from death-vacancies ; to deter

mine the probable extent of this, and how far it would be sufficient to

keep the Army efficient, we have been at the trouble of preparing the

following Tables, from the Gazettes, Army Lists, and other authentic

sources of information, to which we request the attention of our

readers :—
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Table showing the Death-Vacancies which have occurred in each of the following ranks

in the Infantry Regiments of the Line, during a period of Twenty Years, from 1818 to

1837 inclusive.
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Table showing the Death-Vacancies of each Rank which have occurred in the Cavalry

and Household Troops, in a period of Twenty Years, from 1818 to 1837 inclusive.
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Taking the first of these documents for our guide, let us now see what

would be the extent of the promotion in the Infantry ofthe line, supposing

each of the death-vacancies to create a promotion, which is not always

the case, many, with a view to economy, being filled up from half-pay.

First, there would be vacancies for 59 Lieut.-Cols., to replace those

who died on full-pay, so that one Major in every two corps would

obtain promotion in twenty years—no very flattering prospect, certainly.

Among the Majors there would be 84 vacancies by death, and 59 by

promotion, to the rank of Lieut.-Col., making in all 143 vacancies,'

which, divided equally among 103 battalions, would afford somewhat

less than three Majorities in every two corps, so that, in numerous

instances, he who was Second Captain twenty years before, would now

have attained no higher than to be senior of that rank, a prospect suf

ficient to wear out his patience, even were he gifted with antediluvian

longevity.

Among the Captains there would be 143 vacancies by promotion to

the rank of Major, and 407 by death, making in all 550, being between

5 and 6 in each battalion of the line ; so that the officer who was Junior

Lieutenant about twenty years ago could not now have attained his com

pany. Indeed, unless particularly fortunate, he would not be more than

half-way up the list.

Among the Lieutenants 689 would die, and 550 be promoted to the

rank of Captain, making a total of 1239 vacancies, or about 12 to every

battalion of the line in the course of twenty years, so that all the

Ensigns would be promoted in the course of that time, and some of

them might even have advanced a little in the rank of Lieutenant.

This calculation has been made on the supposition, however, that

the whole of the death-vacancies could be divided equally throughout

the Army, an arrangement obviously impracticable, seeing that it must

necessarily give rise to the greatest discontent, if those who are bearing the

toils and dangers of foreign and tropical service were to derive no greater

advantage from it than if they remained at home. This is particularly

applicable to the East Indies, where, if such a system was pursued, the

whole of Her Majesty's officers would speedily be superseded in rank

by those of the East India Company. Before arriving at anything like

practical conclusions, therefore, it is necessary to deduct the deaths
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among the eighteen battalions in the East Indies, the right of succes

sion to which must be considered as belonging to the officers serving

there. The rest of the promotion available to the remaining eighty-

five battalions would then be as follows :—

Total Deaths of
Officers Deduct those

Available for

Army,Colonels and Lieut.-Colonels 59 31

Promotion to thethroughout the
lu East Indies. rest of the Army.

28

Majors 84 32 52

Captains . 407 189 218

Lieutenants . 689 350 339

Ensigns 232 86 146

These death-vacancies, and the steps in succession, would then only

afford promotion to 28 Majors, or about one in every three corps, to

80 Captains, or about one per corps, to 298 Lieutenants, or from three

to four per corps, and to 637 Ensigns, or from seven to eight per corps.

Thus, he who was junior Ensign twenty years back would have

advanced no higher than to be senior of that rank now, the officer who

had then newly attained his Lieutenancy would still have a very remote

prospect indeed of a company, while the second Captain in every corps

would only have advanced to be senior. Let any one compare this'

state of things with the professional advancement which has been

attained in the course of the last twenty years, even by the most unfor

tunate of the non-purchasing class, and he will soon be convinced how

important is that system of promotion, even for those who only benefit

indirectly from its operation.

If we look to the vacancies among the Cavalry and Foot Guards,

contained in the second Table, the promotion from that source will be

found still worse than in the Infantry, particularly when we deduct the

large proportion of the deaths which took place in the four Cavalry1

corps serving in the East Indies, and which, for the reasons before

stated, would require to be kept for the officers of these corps. After

that deduction the available promotion for those serving at home would

be as follows :—

• Total Deaths In Deduct those In Remain available
Twenty Years Force serving for Promotion
In Cavalry and in the to those at
Household East Indies. Home.
.Troop*.

Colonels and LieiJt.-Colonels 14 4 10

Majors 10 5 5

Captains 42 13 29

Lieutenants . 67 38 29

Cornets and Ensigns 37 9 28

On distributing the vacancies in the last of these columns equally

among the twenty-two cavalry regiments not in the East Indies, and the

seven Battalions of Foot Guards, one Major would be promoted to a

Lieut-Colonelcy in every three corps, fifteen Captains would be pro

moted to be Majors, or one in every two corps, forty-four Lieutenants
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to be Captains, or about three in every two corps, and seventy-three

Cornets or Ensigns to be Lieutenants, or between two and three in

every corps ; thus in no instance would the Cornet or Ensign who

entered the Service twenty years back, have yet advanced to the rank of

Lieutenant, the second Lieutenant twenty years ago would still, in many

instances, be only senior of his rank: and of those who were senior

Captains then, not above one-half would have attained the rank of

Major.

These results afford even less hope of promotion than in the Line.

A rare set of jolly old Subalterns we should certainly have to perform

the active duties of Light Dragoons, in the event of warfare. Nor is

this slow rate of promotion to be wondered at, considering that their

service is confined almost entirely to this country, where the mortality

between the ages of twenty and forty among the most select class of

lives, is even so low as one per cent, annually, being much the same as

the average among these officers.

As another illustration of the advantage of the system of purchase,

even to an officer who has no means to avail himself of it, we would ask

whether any Cornet of Cavalry, or Ensign in the Foot Guards, can be

pointed out who has continued in that grade for twenty years, or even

the third part of that time ? whether on the contrary they have not, in

most instances, attained in that time the rank of Captain, without

expending a farthing, solely by their seniors purchasing, and leaving

their less wealthy juniors to reap the benefit of death-vacancies ?

Except in a few rare instances, where promotion went through

these corps in consequence of the Lieutenant-Colonel attaining the

rank of Major-General, we are aware of no other source of promotion

by which the non-purchasing officers could have got forward ; so that if

they do not owe their present improved position to the indirect opera

tion of purchase, we should like to know to what it is really attributable.

Were the system of purchase abolished, the only means of securing

efficient officers would be the unlimited right of retirement on full pay

after twenty-one years' service, as in the East India Company's Army ;

but this would involve such a cost, that we believe even the most violent

opponents of the purchase system would shrink from so expensive a

remedy. That this boon does not prove very burdensome to the finances

of the East India Company is owing to the mortality there being so

high, that comparatively few outlive the period when they can claim

their pension ; and besides, there are so many wealthy appointments to

tempt officers as they advance in rank, that most of the survivors

remain in the prospect of realizing a fortune, and perish ere they attain

that object of their ambition. But in the British Army, where there are

no such temptations, and little prospect of promotion, the retirement

■would be eagerly grasped at so soon as the requisite service had been

performed ; and as the duration of life after going on half pay would

much exceed the period served on full pay to attain it, the non

effective would rapidly exceed the effective force of officers, and the

increasing burden of the retired list would soon demonstrate the

necessity for more economical arrangements, even at the expense of

In estimating the promotion which the death-vacancies in the Army

would be likely to yield in the course of twenty years, we have pro

ceeded on the assumption that the whole would be given on the prin-
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ciple of seniority; but according to the views of those who oppose the

present system of promotion by purchase, a part of these death-vacancies

are to be given according to merit; consequently, in supposing that all,

or nearly all the Ensigns might be promoted to Lieutenantcies in the

course of twenty years, and possibly half the number of Cornets in the

same period, we have greatly overrated the rapidity of promotion, for of

course whatever advancement takes place by merit, must necessarily

diminish the number of steps which remain to be distributed according

to the rule of seniority.

None, however, of the many who have theorized on this subject,

seem to be fully agreed as to how this merit is to be determined. If

left to the Commander-in-Chief, or Head-quarter Authorities, there is

avowedly the danger, particularly in a representative government where

parliamentary influence finds its way into every Department, that interest

may ultimately supersede merit ; besides, the Head of the Army would

be more apt to discover merit in those who enjoyed opportunities of

personal intercourse with him, than in officers at a distance, whose

merits could only be determined by the report of others ; and thus his

own relations and friends would in all probability be rapidly promoted

to the prejudice of those who are bearing the toil and burden of service

in foreign stations. Who ever heard of the brother, nephew, or even

the far-distant cousin of one of the Lords of the Admiralty, being

destitute of the degree of merit requisite to attain Post Rank, within a

few years after passing for Lieutenant ?

If, again, the merit-promotions arc to be intrusted to a committee,

the chance of undue influence is increased tenfold, for each has relations

whose merit he is anxious to bring prominently forward; and friends who

would use every means to bias his decision either in favour of them

selves or of parties for whom they were interested. If the promotion by

merit is left to the Commanding officer, as abroad it must necessarily be

in many instances, the result would probably be still more unsatisfactory,

different officers having such different ideas of what constitutes military

merit ; and all would be so much more disposed to see merit in their

own relations than elsewhere, that we fear there would be little chance

of ever attaining a Company, save at the expense of a matrimonial

alliance with the niece or daughter of a Commanding officer. Many,

very good and valuable men too in their way, are perhaps, from defect

in early education, incapable of appreciating the higher branches of

military and mathematical science, and would be liable Jto be imposed on

by pretenders on the one hand, or to fail of recognising real talent on

the other.

Theorists who are obliged to abandon this mode of testing merit as

unsatisfactory, propose resorting to Military Examinations, little dream

ing of the difficulties which would attend such a measure in an Army

scattered as ours is, over the whole face of the globe. At home, exami

nations might be practicable, though, as we shall hereafter show, they

are far from being a satisfactory test of military merit ; but it must be

remembered, that the greater part of the vacancies occur abroad, and at

remote stations, where perhaps no officers are fitted or willing to under

take the delicate task of examination. At all events, a sufficient number

of examiners are never likely to be found in the corps in which the

vacancy occurs, particularly if that vacancy is in the rank of Captain or
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upwards, when it is presumed the examiners must be of superior rank

to the examined. Now, in many, very many of our foreign stations, we

have only one corps, sometimes only half a corps, and there is none

other within many hundred miles. Let us suppose, for instance, a

vacancy to occur in the European corps at present stationed in Cabul ;

is the candidate or candidates to be marched 1200 or 1500 miles to the

nearest Presidency to undergo examination ? or is a Board of officers to

be marched up for the purpose of carrying on the examination there,

with the chance of the same course having to be gone through in conse

quence of another vacancy, perhaps as soon as they have returned ?

Suppose a vacancy to occur on the eastern frontiers of the Cape, 600

miles from head-quarters ; are examiners to proceed forthwith from

Cape Town, or are the candidates to be forwarded there, and who is to

pay the expense of these journeys ? Take the case of a vacancy in the

wing of the corps at St. Helena—in the force on the West Coast of

Africa—in the corps stationed on the Burmese Coast, or among the

troops serving in Van Dieman's Land, New Zealand, or Western

Australia; what is to be done in all these instances? a whole army of

examiners or candidates would require to be constantly on the move ;

and after all, we fear with very little benefit ; for how is it possible to

submit to the test of examination, the various qualities which constitute

a good officer, viz., prompt and ready obedience to the orders of his

superiors, attention to the comfort and internal economy of his men,

strict justice and impartiality in his decisions, a kind and cheerful disposi

tion, and that courage which never quails either before the deadly foe

or the still more deadly pestilence,—which holds nothing too difficult to

attempt—nothing too dangerous to execute. Is all this, and many

years of long and trying service also, to give place to mere book-learn

ing, which alone can be made the test of examination ? Do the crack-

brained tacticians who propose this measure consider for a moment who

are the parties that would infallibly bear away the palm of merit, if

awarded under such circumstances ?—not certainly the poor duty officer

who entered the Army in early life, and has since been pursuing the

toilsome and thorny paths of his profession in tropical climates, exposed

to all the perils which such service necessarily involves. No ! what

ever might be his practical knowledge of all the essential duties he is

ever likely to be called on to perform, he would have no chance, because

in those remote quarters of the globe to which his services had been

confined there were neither books, instructors, nor facilities for the

studies by which his merit is to be tested ; or if they did exist, he pro

bably possessed not the means of paying for them. Though there

is certainly no royal road to mathematics, yet every tyro is aware how

much the all-powerful influence of wealth, by furnishing the appliances

necessary for study, can facilitate the progress ; and we may safely

venture to affirm if an acquaintance with that branch of science, the prin

ciples of tactics, and such subjects, is to be made the test of merit, that

the whole promotion on that score will ultimately be engrossed by the

officers of the Dragoon Guards and Household Troops, for by having

tutors at their elbow, they would speedily read-up all that was necessary

for their examination, and thus be promoted over the heads of that

portion of the Army who, being almost constantly on foreign service,

must pursue similar studies under greater disadvantages. If examina
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tion is to be made the test of promotion, it is essential that all should

have equally fair opportunities and facilities for preparing themselves;

these can readily be obtained in Continental armies, but in the British it

is impossible. A thorough knowledge of all the practical military

duties which, as a Subaltern, a Company, or a Field Officer, the candi

date for promotion is ever likely to be called on to perform, is all that

can fairly be demanded; and this we have already shown is amply

secured by the existing regulations of the Service.

That the present system of promotion is susceptible of some modifi

cations, we are perfectly free to admit; as also that it would be a decided

advantage, and at the same time a credit to our profession, if promotion

were more frequently given for great and prominent instances of merit,

particularly where the Government, by availing themselves of it, showed

that the talents of the individual had really been conducive to the prac

tical improvement of his profession. But we trust we have, by this

time, satisfied our readers, that the abolition of the present system of

promotion, without some better means of keeping the Army efficient

than has hitherto been devised, would, in a Service such as the British,

not only be in itself inexpedient, but would materially injure the advance

ment of those officers whom it is intended to benefit.

HISTORICAL DETAILS RELATIVE TO THE MILITARY FORCE OF GREAT

BRITAIN, FROM THE EARLIEST PERIODS TO THE PRESENT TIME.

BY HENRY MARSHALL, ESQ.,

DEPUTY INSPECTOR-GENERAL OF ARMY HOSPITALS.

[Continued from p. 331.]

Having concluded a chronological sketch of the means employed in

England for raising a military force, I have next to submit a few facts

and observations on each of the following subjects :—

1. Enlistment. 2. Physical and Moral Qualities of Recruits.

3. Better Class of Recruits. 4. Vices and Virtues of Soldiers. 5. Du

ration of Engagement. 6. Education. 7. Urbanity. 8. Suicide.

9. Pensioning of Soldiers.

1 . Enlistment.—By the 36th clause of the Mutiny Act, any person

who has received enlisting money from a military man employed on the

recruiting service, is considered as having enlisted. After the lapse of

twenty-four hours from the time of such enlistment, but not later than

four days, Sunday not included, he may be brought before a magistrate,

when, if he declares that he has voluntarily enlisted, the magistrate is

directed to put certain questions to him concerning his name, age, &c,

and then to read to him the Articles of War relating to mutiny and

desertion; after which, the following oath is administered to the

recruit:—
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I do make oath that the above questions

have been separately put to me ; that the answers thereto have been read over to

me ; and that they are the same that I gave, and are true.

I do also make oath, that I will be faithful and bear true allegiance to Her

Majesty, Her Heirs, and Successors, and that I will, as in duty bound, honestly and

faithfully defend Her Majesty, Her Heirs, and Successors, in Person, Crown, and

Dignity, against all enemies, and will observe and obey all orders of Her Majesty,

Her Heirs, and Successors, and of the generals and officers set over me.

So help me God.

Witness my hand,

Sworn before me, at "I Signature of the Recruit.

this day of I

One Thousand Eight f Witness present.

Hundred and J

Signature of the Magistrate,

The justice or magistrate then gives the officer a certificate, attesting

that all the forms prescribed by the Act have been duly complied with,

and hence this document has obtained the name of an attestation. If a

recruit refuses to take the oath within four days, he may be imprisoned

until he does so. It is, I believe, a very rare circumstance for a man to

be confined for declining to take the oath, but instances of refusal have

sometimes occurred, in which case the refractory individuals have been

forwarded to the regiment into which they enlisted without being attested.

A recruit cannot be legally attested later than four days after he

accepts the symbol of enlistment—enlisting money. By the 79th clause

of the Mutiny Act, it is enacted, that any person taking a false oath, in

any case wherein an oath or declaration is required to be taken by this

Act, shall be deemed guilty of perjury, and liable to the pains and

penalties which may be in force at the time, against persons who are

convicted of corrupt perjury.

A case of.this kind happened in April, 1841. A man enlisted in the

Artillery, and swore, when he was attested, that he had never served in

the Army or Marines; but it was subsequently discovered that he had

served in the Marines, and had been discharged in consequence, as

alleged, of "palpitation of the heart." He was brought before a

Justice of Peace, who committed him to jail as a rogue and vagabond

for fourteen days, which punishment might have been extended to three

months. " A recruit who has been duly enlisted and sworn, is not to

be dismissed the Service without a discharge granted in compliance

with the general order on that head, which may be in force at the time

of granting the discharge," (Rules and Articles, 114.) Consequently,

when a man has been attested, a Justice of the Peace has no longer any

power to liberate him.

But as the young and simple may be inveigled by illusory promises,

or persuaded, when deprived of judgment through inebriety, to enlist, it

is provided by the 37th clause of the Mutiny Act, that if a recruit

wishes to withdraw from the engagement into which he has entered, he

may, when taken before a magistrate to be attested, declare his dissent

from such enlistment; and upon making such declaration and returning

the enlisting money, and also paying the sum of twenty shillings, to

gether with the full amount of subsistence and beer money which may

have been incurred on his account, he is to be forthwith discharged, and

set at liberty. He may declare his dissent to the magistrate, and if after
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so doing, he pay the requisite expenses within the space of twenty-four

hours, he is to be discharged in presence of the justice. He has by

this means twenty-four hours for deliberation, after having declared his

dissent to a magistrate. Should a recruit fail to pay such money as

aforesaid, he is to be deemed and taken to be enlisted as effectually as if

lie had given his assent before a magistrate.

In the 3rd clause of the Mutiny Act, it is stated, that no man who

has enlisted as a soldier is liable to be arrested on account of any pro

cess for leaving a wife or child chargeable to a parish, or on account of

any debt under 30/., or by any process other than for some criminal

matter. Dr. Burns, Justice of the Peace, observed, in one edition of

his work, that he thought a soldier could not be apprehended by a

justice-warrant for begetting a bastard child, and committed to abide the

order of the justices ; but since that time the contrary has been deter

mined on appeal by several decisions of the English courts. In one

case, Lord Kenyon delivered the opinion of the court as follows :—

" The case King v. Archer was decided on grounds perfectly satisfac

tory to me. There can be no doubt that incontinence is a crime, and it

has always been considered as such in the ecclesiastical courts. Now,

this clause in the Mutiny Act is clearly confined to civil actions."—

(East, 5 v. 156.)

The enlistment of foreigners is permitted, provided that in every

regiment, battalion, or corps, their number shall not exceed the propor

tion of one to fifty of natural-born subjects.—( 1 Vict. c. 29.)

At present (1840), the bounty which a recruit for the cavalry receives,

in cash and necessaries, is 3/. 9*. 6d; infantry, 3 J. 17*. Gd. Neither of

these sums is adequate to purchase the necessaries which he requires;

and hence he is frequently in debt for a year or more ; and while he is

so, his surplus pay, after paying for provisions, seldom exceeds one

penny per day. A soldier's kitt will cost about 5/., and many a recruit

deserts on account of his surplus pay being much reduced.

2. Physical and Moral Qualities ofRecruits.—Since the beginning of

the present century, much care has been taken that none but able-bodied

men should be admitted into the Army. As an evidence or measure of

strength and efficiency, recruits are required to be between the ages of

eighteen and twenty -five, the miminum height being seldom below five

feet five and a half inches ; and I believe that, for a long period, no

recruit has been admitted into the Army without being examined and

approved by a medical practitioner, and generally by a medical officer.

A code of instructions to medical officers, in regard to the inspection of

recruits, was officially promulgated by the Adjutant General, in 1821,

and another, from the War Office, on the 30th July, 1830.

In the general order which was issued in regard to the recruiting

department, (July, 1839,) the General commanding in chief intimated

to inspecting field officers and surgeons of recruiting districts, that he

will not fail to notice, in the strongest and most effectual manner, any

inattention to, or disregard of the instructions with respect to shape,

activity, and stamina. I do not recollect having seen any specific

instructions to officers on the recruiting service upon these points. The

words shape, activity, and stamina, so far as I know, were first employed

with reference to the selection of recruits, in a general order bearing

U. S. Mag., No. 159, Jan., 1842. " E
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date 1st October, 1823, but unaccompanied with any remark or expla

nation, to assist either a military or medical officer to comprehend their

practical import.

The essential qualifications of a recruit are health, strength, and a

soundness of the functions of the various parts of the body ; as to his

mind it is considered sufficient if he be deemed capable of being taught

the duties of a soldier. No inquiry is made in regard to intellectual

culture, and none, in general, with respect to moral conduct. Moral

delinquencies have not hitherto disqualified recruits for the Army. As

has been stated in the Report on Military Punishments, when any

number of recruits are wanted upon an emergency, great nicety as to

character is evidently impracticable ; and, therefore, the usual practice

of omitting to make any inquiry as to the moral character of a man is,

perhaps, an expedient measure—every recruit who is physically fit for

the Service being supposed to have a sufficiently good character for the

Army. It would serve no good purpose to desire a man to give himself

a character, or to ask him to detail his delinquencies, unless it was

intended that they should have some influence in disqualifying him for

the Service. When Sir John Macdonald was asked by the Chairman

of the Commission on Military Punishments, whether any pains were

taken to ascertain the previous character of a recruit, he made the

following reply—" No pains can be taken. The number of recruits

required to keep up the establishment of the Army is so great * * *

that it would be utterly impossible to make previous inquiries into the

habits, conduct, or general character of every recruit."

For a period of twenty-four years, or from 1806 till 1829, enlistment

for a limited period was sanctioned ; but, even while that permission

existed, the great mass of recruits, who never reflect, preferred enlisting

for an unlimited period—in fact, for life.

However revolting it may be to individuals of the middle and higher

classes of the population to surrender irretrievably their independence

for life, and tacitly and implicitly to submit to the will of others,

recruits, who belong chiefly to the labouring or poorer classes of the

population, appear to think little on the subject ; or, at any rate, they

seem to contemplate a permanent loss of personal liberty without con

cern or with great indifference. Folly and misery, the usual precursors

of enlistment, are almost incompatible with prudence and consideration.

" In nine cases out of ten," says Col. Middleton, " it is necessity which

induces men to enlist'' (Evidence on Military Punishments, Quest. 3195).

The lower we descend in the social scale, the greater is the recklessness

of conduct, and the less is the regard to future consequences : no class

of the population dread poverty so little as the indigent.

In France, the law does not sanction a voluntary surrender of liberty

for an unlimited period, or during life, as, by the Civil Code, " it u

forbidden to anv one to contract an obligation by which his independ

ence and liberty are alienated'' (Vide Articles 1131, 1133; 1780).

The late Dr. Jackson, who had a long and intimate acquaintance with

the habits of soldiers, says, " If the British people be actually free to

dispose of themselves, no people in Europe give up the power of doing

so, for a bribe of money, with so much readiness as the peasant or

artisan of the United Kingdom." " The English army," says Bulwer
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(Monarchy of the Middle Classes, vol. ii. p. 245), " is recruited by

volunteers from the working class of England—that is to say, it is from

the most destitute of a class, the great bulk of which is in a miserable

state, and removed almost altogether, as well from the habits as the

feelings of their country, from rising much above their native condition.

A soldier," he adds, " is exposed to a life of much hardship and much

constraint : to this he submits if he is paid, because, as a peasant, he

mould also have been subjected to severe toil and much constraint."

The middle classes often suffer much from their improvidence and

vices, and the poor are too depressed or too inert to make a great effort

materially to better their condition : they seldom duly estimate the value

of civil liberty. The colliers and salters of Scotland were bondmen

-until the year 1775, and they felt no gratitude upon being emancipated;

they were not, indeed, sensible of the benefits conferred upon them, and

attributed the kinduess of their former masters, in promoting their libe

ration, to unworthy and interested motives.

Orphans, or infants at fourteen years of age, may enlist for life in the

English army ; and a considerable number of recruits are procured

from the boys in the Royal Military Asylum at Chelsea, and the Royal

Hibernian Military School at Dublin. During the War there were

upwards of 1250 in the Military Asylum, and upwards of one-half of the

boys went into the Army. A late order on this subject directs that

boys enlisted into the cavalry or infantry must, in every instance, be

attested for unlimited service. " Fourteen years is the prescribed age

for the admission of boys, except under very special circumstances."

Dr. Kay, in a Report upon the Amended Poor-Law, says, " If the

Army and Navy were recruited by the workhouse children, it is evident

that it would be the interest of the State to rear a race of hardy and

intelligent men, instructed in the duties of their station, taught to fear

God and honour the Queen ; but," he adds, " it may be questionable

how far it would be proper to permit the pauper children to volunteer

for service in the Army and Navy." I cannot help thinking that it is

an unwarrantable perversion of liberty to permit an infant of fourteen

or fifteen years of age, whether with or without the sanction of his

parents or guardians, to contract an obligation by which he surrenders

his independence for life.

Napoleon says (Memoir dictated to the Count Montholon) that the

" soldiers of the British army are of such a description that only mid

dling non-commissioned officers can be drawn from the ranks, whence

they are obliged to multiply their officers beyond all proportion," As

men, the soldiers of the British army are, perhaps, unrivalled, but

certainly much cannot be said for their scholarship. Armies which are

recruited by conscription uniformly receive a considerable portion of the

respectable and educated class of the population. " The conscription in

France," says Colonel Campbell (Army as it was, ,is, and ought to be),

" brought more knowledge into a single French regiment than there

was to be found in a whole division of the English army." What is

most to be regretted is, that the inefficiency of the soldiers, in as far as

education is concerned, is not sufficiently recognised or acknowledged,

so as to lead to adequate measures for remedying the evil. As a large

portion of the men who enlist are quite capable of being taught, it may

. E 2
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be asked, why are means not adopted to teach them, so as to qualify

them to be efficient non-commissioned officers, and eventually useful

and intelligent members of society. We complain that it is difficult to

get good non-commissioned officers, and still we take no effectual steps

to give a majority of the men the requisite instruction to qualify them

for promotion. Hence non-commissioned officers are selected chiefly

because they have acquired the mechanical art of writing, not in conse

quence of their native talents, integrity, and trustworthiness. Every

regiment contains a number of good men, excellent soldiers, who are

deemed unfit for performing the duties of non-commissioned officers

solely from a want of education, and who can never expect to be any

thing but privates. But such is the value of native intellect, honesty,

and industry, that men are sometimes appointed to the rank of non-com

missioned officers who are so illiterate as to be unable to write.

Considering the class of the population from which the Army is

chiefly recruited, I am disposed to believe that from 30 to 50 per

cent, of the men who enlist are unable to read with profit and satisfac

tion, or, at any rate, without much difficulty. This conjecture is ren

dered highly probable by the following statistical facts regarding the

degree of scholarship of several classes of the population. . It has been

ascertained, by reference to the Registrar General's returns, that of 100

men who marry in England, the number unable to write is 33 ; among

100 women, 49 ; the mean number being 41. Their inability to write

is assumed from having affixed their mark, instead of their signature, to

the registers in which their marriages are recorded.

It has also been ascertained that the degree of instruction among per

sons charged with offences in England, for the year 1837, has been-,

per cent., as follows :—

1836 1837 1838 1839

33 35 34 33

52 52 £3 53

10 9 9 10

Instruction superior to reading and writing. .

2 2 2 2

The uniformity of the results in different years in this statement is

very remarkable. The county which shows the lowest degree of scho

larship is Hertford, where 55 of every 100 persons committed can

neither read nor write. Westmoreland shows the highest,—only 12

per 100 can neither read nor write.

As a considerable portion of the recruits for the Army are enlisted in

Ireland, it may be proper to state, as far as can be ascertained, tho

degree of instruction which obtains in that division of the United

Kingdom.

The number of persons charged with offences in Ireland, in the year

1836, amounted to 23,891.
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Degree of Instruction.

Total Centesimal

Number. Ratio.

10,030 42

4810 21

7234 30

1817 7

23,891 100

Thus it appears, that among 100 persons (men and women) who

marry in England, 41 are unable to sign their names; and among 100

individuals (men and women) committed for trial in Ireland, 42 are

unable to read. The same absence of education among criminals of the

lower orders is shown by the following statement for the Metropolitan

District, where a better- instructed class might be expected.

' Number taken into custody . . . 70,717

Unable to read 23,938 or 33-8 per cent.

Able to read and write imperfectly . . 37,551 ,, 53"1 „

Able to read and write well . . 8,121 „ 11"5 „

Superior instruction .... 1,107 ,, 1*6 ,,

70,717 „ 100-0 „

As a general result, it has been found that in Liverpool, Manchester,

Birmingham, and a number of other large towns in England, about 1

person in 12 received some sort of daily instruction, but only about 1 in

24 an education likely to be useful. In Leeds only 1 in 41, in Bir

mingham 1 in 38, in Manchester 1 in 35.

Education in the factories seems to be better attended to than among

some other classes of the labouring population, and as a number of

recruits are procured from this class of operatives, the result of an in

vestigation into the state of education among them is subjoined.

Numbers taken from the Returns. Proportion in the Hundred.

Read.
Cannot

Read.
Write.

Cannot

Write.
Read.

Cannot

Read.
Write.

Cannot

Write.

Scotland. .

England . .

Belfast ..

28,256

43,327

1,473

1,230

7,170

155

15,794

21,488

725

13,692

29,009

903

96

86

90

4 53

43

44

47

14

10

57

56

These returns show that a large proportion of the working classes in

towns where factories are chiefly established can read, but where so

very large a proportion is totally unable to write, it may be feared that

more than 30 per cent, cannot read with case or advantage, and,

consequently, have little or no taste for reading, or for intellectual and

moral improvement.—Report on the Factories by Dr. Mitchel.

On a general view of this object, we cannot help concluding that the

state of popular education is wretchedly deficient among the classes

from which the Army is recruited in this country, that a large portion

of the recruits have made little or no progress in the acquisition of the
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first elements of knowledge, and that there is great room for improving

their condition in this respect after they enter the Army.

3. Better Class of Recruits.—Many military officers object to the

present mode of recruiting, and allege that those who are employed upon

that service are not sufficiently careful to inquire into the previous con

duct and character of the persons when they enlist, and that by this

means men are admitted into the Army who commit frequent delin

quencies. No doubt objectionable recruits, in as far as regards morals,

are enlisted ; but how is that circumstance to be prevented ? Certainly

not by issuing instructions to inquire into the habits of recruits, or by a

show of investigating character. A little practical experience would

easily show the fallacy of much that is stated and believed on this

subject. For example, a young man of good appearance presents him

self for enlistment. Of whom is the recruiting Serjeant to inquire in

regard to his character ?—he may be unexceptionable in every respect,

but having made his escape from his friends he does everything he can

to conceal his former history. Again, what degree of moral delinquency

would warrant a recruiting party to reject an efficient recruit ? What

is generally called a good character, namely, a character for morality

and good behaviour, such as. would be required for a servant or an

office of trust, does not appear to be essentially necessary in a recruit.

What grade of immorality would entitle" a Serjeant to consider a recruit

a " confirmed bad character," and sanction his being rejected ? Was

there ever a recruit rejected solely on account of alleged moral delin

quency, unless he was known to have been convicted?

But the recruits who now enlist are, in fact, abetter description ofmen

than those who enlisted during the war ; the population being generally

tetter instructed, in consequence of the measures which have been

adopted to diffuse education among the people, and this improvement

we may hope to increase in proportion as civilization and intelligence

extend. We are not warranted, however, in assuming that, under the

present regulations, volunteer recruits will ever be of a class of the

population superior to an average of the lowest grade of society. The

Army offers no adequate encouragement or inducement to the educated

sons of individuals in comfortable situations of life to enlist. " My

impression is," says Sir John Macdonald, (Evidence on Military Punish

ments, Question 71,) " that the soldier's life is wholly unsuitcd to what

are termed the better classes of society in this country ;" " few of the

better classes of young men enlist in this country, except from quarrels

with relations ; " and when they do become soldiers, they are presumed

by their friends to commit moral suicide.

Experience, in my opinion, completely demonstrates the fallacy of

expecting to exclude what are called troublesome men from the Army,

by investigating moral character. Who will say that a wild, uncon

trollable, wicked youth may not become a gallant, excellent soldier ?

By the recruiting law in France, no substitute is to be approved, unless

he produces satisfactory certificates that he has not lost his civil

privileges, as also that he has never been convicted of theft, swindling,

abuse of confidence, or any outrage against good morals.

Beaupre (Sur le Clioix des Hommes, &c.) informs us, however, that

this specific regulation has not been successful in preventing very

exceptionable men from being enlisted. As a measure for ridding a
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commune of idle, profligate youths, the Mayors are commonly willing

enough to grant the requisite certificate, hy which means the design of

Government to exclude had men from the Army has been so far

defeated ; and we may presume the same would be the case in the

British Army, if similar precautionary measures were adopted.

The Duke of Wellington expressed a very decided opinion in regard

to the subject of a " better class" of recruits being induced to enter the

Army, in his evidence before His Majesty's Commissioners for Inquiry

into the System of Military Punishments, question 5806:—

Has any mode ever suggested itself to your Grace, by which a better

class of persons might be induced to enter into the Army, under the present

mode of voluntary enlistment?

I should say not. The objection to entering into the Army, in my

opinion, is the severity and regularity of the duty, the regularity of the

discipline, and the life which the soldier is obliged lo lead, and which you

must oblige him to lead,—the climates to which he is exposed, and the

constancy of the service in those climates. I do not think that a better

description of persons would be induced to enlist than at present, volun

tarily, not even for any bounty, because the amount of the bounty is no

consideration I do not think any bounty would procure the

service of a better description of men than is enlisted at present.

The Army is unpopular in this country, not so much in consequence

of the severity of military punishments as on account of the necessary

restraints upon the habits of the man who becomes a soldier, and on

account of the severity of the service and duties which he performs,

namely, service for life, at very moderate pay,—far from home and

friends,—in unhealthy climates,—with great risk to health and life.

Count Alfred de Vigny, himself an old soldier, thus describes the

condition of the Army:—

The paid man, (says he,) the soldier, is a glorious pauper, victim, and

executioner,— a scape-goat daily sacrificed to the people and for the people,

which plays with him ; he is a martyr at once ferocious and humble,

whom power and the nation, ever at variance, bandy from one to the other.

With the exception of the Native Army in India, wherever troops

are levied by voluntary enlistment, the ranks are chiefly recruited by

the least prudent and most destitute class of the population. Military

pay being usually lower than the wages of common labourers, and far

below the wages of artificers, industrious respectable persons rarely

enlist. In India, however, this state of matters is reversed. The pay

of a Native soldier being from two to three times the amount of an

agricultural labourer, admission into the ranks becomes an object of

competition, and dismissal one of severe punishment.

There are many circumstances inseparably connected with the con

stitution, discipline, and services of the British Army, which must ever

effectually deter respectable, industrious, and tolerably well educated

men from enlisting. Military discipline, fcr one thing, it is alleged,

must be rigorous among British soldiers, they being excessively prone

to commit offences, from their spirit of independence and the numerous

temptations to which they are exposed> Inconsiderate lads, who enlist

with the hope of being exempt from cares, or of gratifying their appe

tites, demand that the discipline should be strict and unremitting.
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Discipline, to be good, must be habitual : there must be no relaxation,

even at times when the soldier is not afraid of being seen by a com

missioned officer.

War has become less barbarous than it used to be, but the ambition

or the fears of Governments have tended to perpetuate the thraldom of

armies. The regulations, customs, and usages of the military force of

the different States of Europe, are almost all nearly stationary ; while

the population is in a progressively improving state, gradually becoming

more civilized, and enjoying a more extended and better guaranteed

share of the blessings of civil liberty.

The Army is a mixture composed of the good, the bad, and the

indifferent,—the orderly and the disorderly. The thoughtless youth,

who enlists for the purpose of resisting parental authority, is obliged to

associate, in the same barrack-room or tent, with individuals who may

have become soldiers to escape the consequences of a criminal or civil

process ; yet, these men, though differing materially in their habits and

conduct, must all be placed under the same degree of restraint. The

system of control or coercion cannot be greatly relaxed, to meet the

cases of those whose conduct as soldiers has been irreproachable or

praiseworthy. Whoever becomes a soldier must yield implicit, unques

tioning obedience to his superiors, of whatever rank ; he must subject

himself to a total abnegation of self-will ; in fine, he must submit to the

discipline of the Army.

In addition to the circumstances already noticed, which may deter

respectable young men from becoming soldiers, another may be stated,

namely, the degraded and isolated position in which a young man is placed

upon entering the Service. " Condemned and despised," says a Non

commissioned Officer in the Naval and Military Gazette, " by the

associates whose society he has been accustomed to from earliest

intimacy, shunned by his relatives, and the fond and doating mother,

the kind and affectionate sister, looking upon him in much the same

light as it has been my unhappy lot to witness a mother and sister

parting from an embarking convict." So long as soldiers are viewed in

a degrading light by the community in general, " in vain," says he,

" may we look for young men of character and respectability entering

the ranks, while it is known that, the moment they do so, they are out

of the pale of society. The parting from home, and everything

valuable and endearing, may be endured,—the prospect of ending one's

days in a tropical clime, or midst the din of batfle,—all these are con

tingencies which can be and are daily borne by hundreds—nay,

thousands of soldiers. Of these he dare not complain ; but the

haughty contumely, the exclusive, unmerited contempt, that he daily

receives, stings him to the very soul, and deeply does he feel his

degradation. No wonaer, therefore, that, under such galling circum

stances, so many men relieve themselves from its burden by the pur

chase of their discharge. At this outlet escapes the most valuable and

moral class of our young soldiers."

[To be continued.]
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No. XIX.

[Continued from No. 156, page 338.]

THE MONARCH. NO. I.

All who have ever visited the Small Arm Armoury in the Tower of

London, as it until lately stood, will not fail to remember the " Naval

trophy of war" which was on the right hand side before ascending the

stairs. The most prominent object in the trophy was the real figure

head of the " Monarch," described (but erroneously) as " a ship of 100

guns." The keel of this ship, it is further stated, was " laid down in

J 760, on the day that the good King George III. ascended the throne,"

which would make it October 26th. Underneath the fine, strong-

featured, and somewhat rubicund expression of countenance, was a

" shield," or board, on which was painted a slight outline of her ser

vices. " In the centre of the trophy," says the guide, was " part of the

topmast of the Pearl* frigate, singularly injured, having no less than

twenty-four shot-holes in it, some of the shot still to be seen." To the

left of the mast was the steering-wheel of the Victory ; and a " huge

anchor," taken at the battle of Camperdown, reclined against the mast.

As most of your readers will, doubtless, feel interested in anything

tending to preserve a record so gratifying to the feelings of English

men, we have taken some pains to trace the services of the ship, the

valorous deeds performed in which gained for a portion of her, and her

name, so proud a position.

The Monarch was of the following dimensions, viz.:—Length of

gun-deck 168ft. 5 in., keel 138ft. 3 in., breadth 46ft. 10in., depth

19 ft. 9 in., tons 1612; and was launched from Deptford Dockyard,

under the superintendence of builder A. Hayes, in 1766, the year after

that which, if we may be allowed the expression, gave birth to the

renowned Victory. The established armament of the Monarch at this

period was as follows :—On the lower-deck twenty-eight long 32-

pounders, upper-deck twenty-eight long 18-pounders, quarter-deck

fourteen, and forecastle four long 9-pounders ; and her original comple-

* It may not be out of place to give some account of the above action. On the

14th September, 1779, the British 32-gun frigate Pearl, (apned as follows:—main-

deck twenty-six long 12-pounders, and six long 6-pounders on the quarter-deck and

forecastle,) Capt. George Montagu, while cruizing off the Azores, gave chase to a

strange sail, which, at 9h. 30m. a.m., she brought to close action. After a very smart

contest, in which the Pearl had twelve men killed and nineteen wounded, the

stranger hauled down her colours, having sustained a loss in killed of thirty-eight

men, and had forty-five wounded. The prize was the Spanish 30-gun frigate Santa

Monica, commanded by Don Manuel de Nunez, armed similarly to the Pearl, but

of much greater tonnage, (the former measuring 956, and the latter only 683 tons,)

and possessing an advantage in the number of her crew. The Santa Monica was

added to the British Navy under the same name, and classed as a 36-gun frigate, in

which capacity she continued actively employed until the conclusion of the war in

1783. Ten only of the Pearl's crew had ever served before in a ship of war.
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ment of men was 650, but reduced in 1783 to 600, and in 1793 to 590.

The nature of our understanding with foreign powers, however, did not

call the Monarch's services into requisition, and it was not until Novem

ber 1 2th, 1776, that she was brought forward, when Capt. Joshua Rowley

commissioned her for the home-station.

When the grand fleet was fitted out which was placed under the com

mand in chief of Admiral the Hon. Aug. Keppel, the Monarch was one

of the ships composing it, and, on the 12th June, 1778, sailed with the

fleet from St. Helens. Capt. Rowley, being the senior captain pre

sent, was appointed to lead the fleet on the starboard line of bearing ;

and actually led the fleet in the action of the 27th July, 1778. Pre

viously to this, however, the Monarch was despatched, with the Valiant

and Arethusa, in chase of the far-famed Belle Poule ; but the Arethusa

outsailing the line-of-battle ships, arrived up with and engaged the

frigate single-handed. The manner of the French Admiral's attack

was such that the first four or five ships of the British line of battle

received less of the fire of the French fleet than the centre and rear ;

and, consequently, the loss sustained by the Monarch was only two men

killed and nine wounded. Her sails were very much cut, her foretop-

sail-yard shot away, and the foremast and bowsprit badly wounded.

On the 8th December, 1778, Capt. Rowley was succeeded by Capt.

Adam Duncan, afterwards the renowned hero of Camperdown, under

whom the Monarch continued attached to the Channel fleet, commanded

by Admiral Sir Charles Hardy. Towards the end of December, 1779,

the Monarch, still in command of Capt. Duncan, sailed with a fleet of

twenty-one sail of the line, under Admiral Sir George Bridges Rodney,

for the relief of Gibraltar. Before reaching Gibraltar, however, the

fleet, on the 8th January, 1780, fell in with a Spanish convoy of sixteen

sail, laden with naval stores and provisions, from St. Sebastian, bound

to Cadiz, under the protection of a 64-gun ship and four frigates ; the

whole of which were captured.

On the 16th of the same month the Monarch had an opportunity of

gaining distinction, of which her captain gladly availed himself. Being

off Cape St. Vincents, the fleet got sight of a Spanish squadron of eleven

sail of the line and two frigates, under Admiral Langara ; and towards

the close of the day Sir George Rodney making the signal for a general

chase, the Monarch was at liberty to quit her formal place in the line

of battle, and to crowd all sail after the flying enemy. The ships

sheathed with copper, of which the Monarch was one, quickly out

stripped the other ships, and at 9h. 30m. p.m., the Monarch succeeded

in getting up with three of the Spanish ships, whose united fire she sus

tained till llh. 30m., when one, the St. Augustin, surrendered; but the

other two escaped. Six sail of the line were taken, but only four

(Phoenix, 80 guns, and 70-gun ships Monarca, Principe, and Diligente,)

were preserved, the Monarch's prize and another having gone on shore

in the gale of wind which succeeded. One ship blew up with all on

board, and the remainder escaped into Cadiz much shattered.

The Monarch lost her foretopmast ; her rigging and hull were much

injured, and three of her men were killed, and twenty-six wounded.

After relieving Gibraltar and Mahon, Sir George Rodney sailed for

the West Indies ; but the Monarch returned to England in the squadron

of Rear-Admiral Robert Digby.
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On the 1st October, 1780, Capt. Francis Reynolds (afterwards Lord

Ducie) succeeded Capt. Duncan, and shortly afterwards the Monarch

sailed, in company with the Alfred, for the West Indies, to reinforce the

fleet of Admiral Sir George Rodney. On the 27th January, 1781, the

Childers arrived out, bringing intelligence of the rupture with Holland,

and orders for the Admiral to make an immediate attack upon the

Dutch possessions in the West Indies. The island of St. Eustatius

was selected to commence with, and, accordingly, the troops, under

Gen. Vaughan, being embarked, the squadron sailed from Gros Islet

Bay, St. Lucia, on the 30th January, their destination being kept as

secret as possible. So sudden and unlookcd for was the summons which

the Admiral and Gen. Vaughan sent in to the Governor of St. Eusta

tius, on the 3rd February, that no resistance was offered ; in fact, it is

said that the officer who delivered it was at first scarcely believed to be

serious.

The wealth found in the island was so great that it excited the utmost

astonishment. The whole place seemed one vast magazine, and not

only were the storehouses (a range of buildings which extended for up

wards of a milo,) filled with various commodities, but even the beach

was covered with hogsheads of sugar and tobacco. Their value was

estimated, on a very moderate calculation, at three millions sterling; in

addition to which the shipping found in the port numbered 150, many

of which were richly laden. The ships of war were the 38-gun frigate

Mars and five others of from fourteen to twenty-six guus, ready for sea,

and which Sir George Rodney immediately commissioned for the Nivy.

The neighbouring islands of St. Martin and Saba, dependencies of St.

Eustatius, also surrendered without opposition.

Sir George Rodney, having received information that a fleet of thirty

large ships, with full cargoes, had sailed from St. Eustatius, only thirty-

six hours previously to his arrival, under convoy of the 60-gun ship

Mars*, Admiral Krull, despatched the Monarch and Panther, with the

Sybil frigate, in pursuit of them. Capt. Reynolds was fortunate enough

to overtake the convoy on the next day, and at lOh. a.m. the Monarch,

ranging up alongside the Dutch Admiral's ship, ordered the colours to

be hauled down. This being refused, *a smart action ensued, and

Admiral Krull being killed, the Mars surrendered ; several of her crew

being killed and wounded, and three of the Monarch's people being

wounded.

By the activity of Capts. John Harvey f and Lord Charles Fitz

gerald, of the Panther and Sybil, the whole convoy was captured ; and

such was the expedition used, that, on the next day, Capt. Reynolds

rejoined the Admiral at St. Eustatius. The Mars was a fine ship,

mounting 60 guns, many of them brass, and was added to the Royal

Navy, under the name of Prince Edward. The body of Admiral Krull

was buried at St. Eustatius, with all the honours of war.

Further operations against the Dutch islands were stayed by the

intelligence which Sir George Rodney received respecting a French

squadron, reported to have been seen by Capt. John Linzee, of the

* It is singular that the Dutch should have possessed two ships of the same name

at the same time—but such is the fact.

t This officer is the Capt. John Harvey, of "Brunswick" celebrity, killed in

Lord Howe's action. •
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Santa Monica ; but the real force of the enemy was not known for some

weeks afterwards, when it was ascertained that a fleet of twenty sail of

the line, convoying two hundred sail of merchant ships, had been

despatched from Brest for Martinique, under command of the Comte

de Grasse. Before this was known, however, Sir George Rodney had

despatched Rear- Admiral Sir Samuel Hood, in the Barfleur, with the

Monarch and a few other ships, to reinforce the squadron cruizing off

Martinique, under Rear-Admiral Francis Drake.

Sir Samuel Hood, on arriving off Fort Royal Bay, joined and took

command of the Fleet, which then amounted to eighteen sail of the line.

The Monarch was stationed the next ahead of the Barfleur. At 7h.

a.m., on the 28th of April, the Amazon, at this time to windward of

Point Salines, reported a large fleet ; upon which the signal was made

for a general chase. The pursuit of the enemy's fleet, which was

clearly made out to consist of nineteen sail of the line, continued

throughout that day and night ; and, at about noon on the 29th, the

French Admiral, (with his fleet augmented to twenty-four sail of the

line), allowed the British to close within long-shot distance, and an

action commenced, but which was principally confined to the leading

ships. The Monarch does not appear to have sustained any loss upon

this occasion, as the French ships were enabled to haul off at pleasure,

owing to their superior sailing. The Russell, Shrewsbury, Centaur,

Intrepid, and Torbay, bore the brunt of the action, and the former was

severely injured.

The French successes were becoming alarming, but they were hap

pily stayed after a short time. The enemy being in too great force to

be attacked in a body, Admiral Rodney detached Commodore Edmund

Affleck, with the Monarch and four other ships, to cruize for the

protection of the trade from the French cruizers. Intelligence was at

length brought that Comte de Grasse had quitted Martinique; and Sir

George Rodney, rightly conjecturing that his destination was North

America, and his own health being too much impaired to proceed

thither, ordered Sir Samuel Hood to New York, with all the ships

except the Sandwich.

On the 28th of August, the Monarch, in company with the fleet,

arrived at New York, where they were joined by Rear-Admiral Thomas

Graves, who was the senior officer; On the 5th of September, the

British fleet, in number nineteen sail of the line and six frigates, arrived

off Lynn Haven Bay, in which Comte de Grasse, with twenty-four

large line-of-battle ships, was at anchor watering ; but who, on per

ceiving the British, immediately got under way, and stood out to meet

them. In the action which ensued, the Monarch was in the rear divi

sion, under Sir Samuel Hood, and as the firing was confined almost

exclusively to the van and centre divisions, the Monarch again escaped

without losing a man.

The great force of the French having rendered the presence of the

British fleet useless for the time, Sir Samuel Hood returned to the

West Indies, where he considered his presence would be of greater

consequence. Thither he was quickly followed by Comte de Grasse ;

and while Sir Samuel was refitting his ships at Barbadoes, intelligence

was brought that the French had commenced an attack upon St. Chris

topher's, and had landed a large body of troops, which were supported
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by thirty sail of the line. The British fleet, of which the Monarch still

formed a part, at this time consisted of only twenty-two sail of the line,

and these, for the most part, were ships very much in need of repair.

Sir Samuel Hood, however, whose anxiety to afford succour to the

British garrison on Brimstone Hill was great, immediately determined

on proceeding thither, and at least make an attempt to throw in supplies.

The manner in which Sir Samuel Hood proceeded on this occasion

has generally been held as a chef'd'wuvre of nautical skill, and we may,

therefore, be pardoned for giving some details in explanation of it.

The Rear-Admiral's first intention was, to make an unexpected attack

on the enemy's fleet at their anchorage in Basse Terre Roads ; and had

this not been frustrated by an accident, an action, equal in decisiveness

to any ever fought, would in all probability have been the result. As

of course every ship was of the utmost moment where the disparity was

already so great, the design was prevented from being put in execution

in due time, by the Alfred's running on board the Nymph frigate,

whereby the former sustained so much injury as to oblige the fleet to

bring-to while it was repaired, which occupied a whole day. In the

mean time, Comte de Grasse, having received intimation of the approach

of the British fleet, immediately put to sea, rejoicing in the opportunity-

afforded him, by the supposed temerity of Sir Samuel Hood, to crush

at once the British power in the West Indies.

On the 25th of January, 1782, in the morning, the two fleets came

in sight of each other, the British being abreast of the island of Nevis,

and, by the able manoeuvres of Sir Samuel Hood during the night, to

windward of the enemy as soon as the sea-breeze set in. Sir Samuel

Hood then made the signal for the line of battle on the starboard tack,

upon which he was able to lead into Basse Terre Roads. Owing to the

imperfect nature of the British code of signals at that time in use, Sir

Samuel Hood was under the necessity of ordering a frigate to convey

his instructions to the leading British ships ; and the fleet, having

brought-to in the mean while, the French fleet was enabled to arrive

within gunshot to leeward, and opened fire upon the British ships as

they rounded the point of Nevis. Eager to prevent the execution of the

design of Sir Samuel Hood, which the French Admiral had now disco

vered, every exertion was used to cut off the British rear, in which the

Monarch was stationed ; and at 56 minutes past noon he commenced tho

action. So smart was the fire, however, which the rear ships kept up,

that the French were compelled to give up the prospect, and at 2h. p.m.

the van of the British anchored in the roadstead only recently quitted

by the Freneh fleet. The Monarch, following in line of battle, anchored

in her proper station, at 4h. 30m., having had one man killed and one

•wounded by the enemy's fire.

The British fleet was most skilfully placed, and the ships extended

from the Saltpans, at the head of the bay, as far as the outer roads of

Basse Terre. The van ship was moored so near the shore that the

enemy could not pass ahead, and so close to the edge of the bank that

there was no anchorage for a ship outside. The fleet was also beyond

the range of Fort Basse Terre, which, being in possession of the French,

might otherwise have caused some annoyance.

The chagrin of Comte de Grasse, at finding himself so completely

out-manoeuvred, is described as having been very great, and this was in.
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no degree lessened by the subsequent failure of his attacks. On the

morning of the 27th, at 6h. a.m., the French fleet stood in, the flag-ship,

Ville de Paris, of 1 10 guns, leading, and at 8h. 30m. opened fire upon the

British line. The action soon became pretty general from van to rear,

the French ships passing along the British line, and firing at each ship

in rotation *.

At lOh. a.m. the action ceased, the British ships having suffered very

little in loss of men, and the Monarch having sustained no further loss

than one man killed and one wounded; but the ships were for the most

part damaged aloft. The French fleet stood out to sea, with the effects

of the British cannonading visible in their hulls, spars, and sails ; but ■

having repaired their principal damages, the French Admiral determined

on making another effort to regain the anchorage.

In the mean while, Sir Samuel Hood had strengthened the rear with

some fresh ships, and moored it in a sort of crescent, convexing, we

imagine, to seaward. At lh. p.m. the action recommenced, but with as

little success as before ; and the French Admiral was obliged to haul

off, and seek another anchorage to repair the damages his fleet had

sustained.

The number of troops which prevented Sir Samuel Hood's throwing

in supplies, however, rendered all the skill and bravery of this talented

Admiral of no avail, and the colony capitulated on the 13th of February.

The French General then turned his attention to the British fleet,

and commenced erecting batteries which, in conjunction with the French

fleet, at this time cruizing in the offing and increased by two sail of the

line, would have made his position a very dangerous one ; but the same

skill which had gained the advantage also enabled Sir Samuel to escape

from the difficulties surrounding him. On the night of the 14th of

February, the whole fleet got under way ; and, with such good order

were its movements conducted, that, at daylight next morning, Comte

de Grasse looked for it in vain.

As Sir George Rodney was hourly expected in the West Indies with

a reinforcement, Sir Samuel Hood proceeded immediately in search of

him, and was fortunate enough to join him off Antigua a few days

afterwards.

The French and Spanish Governments having concerted a joint

expedition against Jamaica, the whole French force was concentrated

at Martinique, in readiness to act against that island. The fleet of

Comte de Grasse consisted of no less than thirty-one line-of-battle

ships, of which the following is an analysis:—one ship of 110 guns,

six of 80 guns, twenty of 74, four of 64, and four 50-gun ships, and

armies en flute. Total guns, 2526. .

On board this fleet were embarked a large number of troops, under

the Marquis de Bouille, and every other requisite for reducing Jamaica.

Having so large a body of troops on board, it was clearly the French

Admiral's interest to avoid risking an engagement with ships whose

decks were unencumbered; and this he might have avoided, from the

superior sailing of his ships.

To counteract the great preparations of the enemy, Admiral Sir

• A very clever picture, representing this attack, painted by Pocock (the gift of

Lord Gambier), is deposited in the Fainted Hall of Greenwich Hospital.
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George Rodney was lying in Gros Islet Bay, with thirty-six sail of the

line, and seven frigates, and only waiting for the French Admiral to

put to sea. The British fleet was composed as follows :—five 90-gun

ships, twenty of 74 guns, ten of 64 guns, and one 50-gun ship. Total

guns, 2620.

On the morning of the 8th April, information was conveyed to the

British fleet, that the enemy had put to sea ; and at about noon, every

ship was under way, and clear of the bay.

At 6h. p.m., the French fleet was in sight from the mast heads of

most of the ships; and the chase was continued under all possible sail

during the night. The Monarch, of which we must not, however, lose

sight, occupied her usual station in the division of Sir Samuel Hood,

and had the honour of being the Barfleur's next-astern. This division

at the time formed the British van ; and it will be seen that the van

division became on the next day very importantly engaged.

At daylight on the 9th, the French fleet was again seen, but con

siderably scattered; two ships bearing flags, with fourteen or fifteen sail

of the line, being in the passage between the Saintes and Dominica;

while the remainder, with the transports, were becalmed in Prince

Rupert's Bay. One ship was becalmed, and a long distance astern of

her fleet, and not far from the van of the British, some of the ships of

which were overhauling her very fast.

At 7h. a.m., the British van ships were feeling the effects of the

sea breeze, with which they continued standing to the northward, leaving

the centre and rear divisions far astern, and becalmed, under Dominica.

Comte de Grasse, who by this time had opened Point Jaquet with

the body of his fleet, observing the isolated position of these eight

British ships, could not resist the temptation, and with fifteen sail of the

line bore up, and attacked them. The British ships, formed in a com

pact line on the starboard tack, with their main-topsails to the mast,

boldly awaited the enemy's approach. The French Admiral's attack

was a peculiar one, and far from wanting in the cleverness of its con

ception. Each French ship, as she arrived within the desired range of

the British squadron, braced sharp up on the starboard tack, and firing

at each ship in succession, stretched on until some distance in advance of

the headmost British ship, when tacking, she ran down on the larboard

tack, and wearino1, round, formed in the rear of other ships, and again sailed

along the British line, (which as the ships were lying-to, was practi

cable,) firing as before the larboard broadside. By this skilful mode of

attack, the British ships were constantly engaged ; and for two hours

maintained an animated fire, without the possibility existing of their

receiving succour from the centre and rear divisions. Whether it was

owing to the respectful distance observed by the French ships, or to

the unsteadiness of their firing, however, it is clear that they made a

very slight impression upon the gallant eight ships ; and finding this to

be the case, and that the British Admiral was just feeling the sea

breeze, Comte de Grasse crowded all sail on a wind, and in a short time

regained the position he had previously occupied, on their weather-

beam.

The van being still far ahead of the rest of the fleet, was a second

time attacked by the French fleet ; but finding the Admiral advancing

to its assistance, Comte de Grasse again hauled his wind, and declined
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further action. In her two skirmishes, the Monarch had two men

killed, and three wounded, in the forenoon; and one killed, and ten

wounded, in the afternoon : making her total loss in the day's work,

three killed, and thirteen wounded. The damages to her sails and

rigging were quickly made good, and the van division was as ready for

a renewal of the engagement as any ships in the fleet. The Admiral,

however, ordered the rear division to take the place of the van in the

subsequent proceedings, those ships not having been in action at all.

The chase of Comte de Grasse lasted, as is well known, till the 12th

April, on which day the celebrated action was fought, about half-way

between Guadaloupe and Dominica. Upon the detail of this complete

victory, which for its consequences, was of the utmost importance to

the existence of our West India possessions, we cannot at present enter,

and must be satisfied with stating, that the Monarch, as the supporter

and next astern of the distinguished Barfleur, performed her part in the

most creditable manner. But, in consequence of her repeated actions,

the Monarch's ammunition was expended before the French fleet had

bore up to escape, or we may be assured that Capt. Iieynolds would not

have been far from the Barfleur during that ship's action with the Ville

de Paris. The Monarch received a supply of powder from the Andro

mache frigate, while in pursuit of the enemy ; but this supply was very

soon expended, and her firing of course ceased.

The Monarch's loss on this glorious day was more severe than that

of the majority of the ships, amounting to thirteen men killed, and two

mortally, and eighteen severely and slightly wounded, which, with her

previous loss on the 9th, makes up the number stated in the official

account, namely :—sixteen killed, and thirty-three wounded*. This ship

continued on the West India station, until the termination of the war, in

1783 ; after which, she returned to England, and was paid off at Ports

mouth, by Capt. Reynolds, (who had so gallantly commanded her for

the space of three years,) on the 1st July, 1783.

At the time of the Spanish armament, in 1790, and the Russian, in

1791, the Monarch was commanded by Capt. Peter Rainier; and at the

breaking out of the war in 1 793, was commissioned by Capt. Sir James

Wallace.

On the 24th March, 1793, the Monarch sailed in the squadron des

patched under Rear-Admiral Alan Gardner, to the West Indies, and

was one of the ships employed in the ill-timed and unsuccessful attack

upon the island of Martinique. In the month of October, the Monarch

returned to England in company with the same squadron.

On the 18th February, the Monarch, bearing the broad pendant of

Sir James Wallace, (Frank Sotheron, Esq., Captain,) who had been

appointed Commodore of a small squadron, sailed on a cruize off the

French coast; but shortly afterwards, Sir James Wallace being pro*

* The following are the names of the Lieutenants and Master of the Monarch at

this period: Lieutenants, Edward Olive Osborn, First; Archibald Young, Henry

Lawrie, Edward Rotheram, and Edward Killwick; Master, Thomas Rainy. It is a

singular tact, that all except the First Lieutenant were only acting, and were con

firmed, at the following dates, Archibald Young, 20th November, 1782; Edward

Killwick, 10th December, 1782 ; and Edward Rotheram, 19th April, 1783. What

became of Henry Lawrie we are unable to determine.
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moted to his flag, hoisted it on board the Monarch, and sailed in her for

Newfoundland.

Sir James having shifted his flag to the Romney, the Monarch

returned home under the command of Capt. John Cooke*, and was

immediately afterwards selected to bear the flag of Rear-Admiral Sir

George Keith Elphinstone.

On the 3rd April, 1795, the Monarch sailed with a squadron from

Spithead, on an expedition to the Cape of Good Hope ; and in July

arrived in Simon's Bay, where, being joined by the 64-gun ships

America and Stately, the squadron consisted of the following :—

Gno Ships.

{Monarch (Vice Ad. (blue) the Hon. Sir George Elphinstone, K.B.{Captain John Elphinstone.

Victorious „ William Clark.

Arrogant ,, Richard Lucas.

g. (America ,, John Blankett.

| Stately ,, Billy Douglas.

SI (Echo , Temple Hardy.

™ I Rattlesnake , John William Spranger.

In addition to the above, a number of India ships, having on board a

detachment of the 78th Regiment, under Major-General Craig, joined

company.

Immediately on the arrival of the squadron at Simon's Bay, the

Dutch Governor, General Sluysken, was summoned by Sir George

Elphinstone to surrender the colony to the British, in trust for the Prince

of Orange ; but this being refused, measures were resorted to in order

to enforce compliance. ,

The Dutch forces were at this time intrenched in a strong position at'

Muysenberg, and were well furnished with artillery. On their right

was a steep mountain, and on the left was the bay ; but owing to the

shoalness sf the water, and heavy surf, they were difficult of approach

on this side. Notwithstanding all the impediments, however, it was

determined on to attempt gaining possession of this important post ; and

preparations were made accordingly. A gun-boat, and the launches of

the fleet were fitted with heavy carronades ; and two divisions of

seamen, to the number of 1000, were appointed to land under the com

mand of Capts. Hardy and Spranger.

On the 7th August, favoured by a light breeze from north-west, a

signal previously concerted with Major-General Craig was made from

the Monarch, upon which the land forces were put in motion, and the

America, Stately, Echo, and Rattlesnake, under Commodore Blankett,

got under way. The gun-boats and armed launches moved on 500

yards in advance of the troops, to cover their approach ; and the Echo,

in command of Lieut. Andrew Todd, of the Monarch, gallantly led the

squadron. The shoalness of the water prevented the large ships from

co-operating with much effect ; but the Echo and Rattlesnake anchoring

in fifteen feet water, opened a very effective fire, particularly the former.

In a few minutes afterwards, the Dutch were obliged to abandon the

camp in great confusion, carrying with them only two pieces of cannon;

and at 4h. p.m., Major-General Craig took possession of the post, after

a very fatiguing march over heavy sandy ground.

* Killed in command of the Bellerophon at Trafalgar.
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The surf was so heavy that no boat could land near to the place of

attack. Sir George Keith Elphinstone, in his official letter, mentions,

in high terms of praise, the conduct of the Commodore and Captain

Douglas, and also of Lieutenants Andrew Todd (commanding Echo)

and Edward Ramage (commanding Rattlesnake), and Mr. Charles Adam,

Midshipman,—all of the Monarch. The latter had charge of the

gun-boats. The loss on the occasion was two men killed, and four

wounded, in the America; and four wounded on board the Stately.

In the bay were found five Dutch East Indiamen,—three from Batavia,

with valuable cargoes,—which all fell in the hands of the captors.

On the 8th, the enemy made an effort to regain possession of the

post from which they had been driven, and, drawing out their whole

strength from Cape Town, with eight field-pieces, made a vigorous show

of attack. They were, however, repulsed in every direction. Captain

Hardy, and Lieut. Francis Holmes Coffin, of the Rattlesnake, crossed

the water at the head of the seamen, and Major Edward Hill with the

marines of the squadron, and are described to have manoeuvred with

the regularity of veteran troops.

No further operations of any consequence took place until the 4th of

September, (although the Dutch were evidently making preparations

for a fresh attack,) when the squadron was joined by fourteen sail of

India ships, having on board a large body of troops under the com

mand of Major-General Alured Clark ; and, upon receiving this

accession of strength, Sir George Elphinstone determined to make an

immediate attack upon Cape Town. The troops were accordingly

disembarked, and, on the 14th September, the expedition moved on,

each man carrying four days' provisions, and the volunteer seamen

from the Indiamen dragging the cannon through a deep sand.

At Wyneburg, a post at a small distance from Cape Town, the

Dutch had planted nine pieces of cannon, and collected all their forces

to make a firm stand ; but the steady advance of the British quickly

compelled them to abandon their position. At about the same time,

Commodore Blankett having been despatched with three ships, made

his appearance in Table Bay ; and the Dutch Governor, considering

further opposition useless, held out a flag of truce. After twenty-four

hours' deliberation, terms were agreed to, one thousand regular troops

surrendered, and the valuable colony of the Cape of Good Hope was on

the next day in possession of the British. The utmost cordiality sub

sisted between the land and sea commanders, which is specifically

expressed in the official letters of Generals Clark and Craig.

The value of this colony to Great Britain was very considerable, and

its loss was most severely felt by the Dutch.

This conquest being finally secured, the Monarch departed for the

Indian seas, and commenced operations for distressing the enemy ; and

so rapid and well laid were the Vice-Admiral's plans, that the island

of Ceylon*, Cochin, Malacca, and the Moluccas, surrendered to the

British arms.

* Columbo, in the island of Ceylon, and its dependencies, submitted to a small

squadron detached under the command of Captain Alan Hyde Gardner; and the

spices and merchandise found in the warehouses were estimated at .£300,000

sterling.
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But, in the midst of his successes, news reached the Vice-Admiral,

by means of a spy at Tranquebar, that a Dutch squadron was shortly

expected to arrive at the Cape of Good Hope, with the design of

attempting1 its recapture. Upon the receipt of this important intelli

gence, Sir George instantly departed, and was fortunate enough to

reach Simon's Bay before the arrival of the enemy. Here the

Monarch's main-mast was found defective, and obliged to be shifted ;

and, while this was performing, information was brought that a number

of ships had been seen on the night of the 2nd August, 1796, off"

Saldanha Bay. The delay occasioned by the dismantled state of the

Monarch, and the tempestuous weather, prevented the squadron from

proceeding in pursuit of the strangers until the 6th, at which time

further intelligence was brought that a number of strange ships had

been seen the night before in the offing, near False Bay; and the

Monarch and squadron accordingly made sail, steering south-west.

The squadron continued cruizing, without seeing anything of the

strangers, during a succession of heavy gales, in which the 64-gun ship

Ruby, Captain Jacob Waller, sprung a leak, which rendered it neces

sary for the squadron to return to Simon's Bay ; and, on the 12th of

September, the squadron reanchored there accordingly.

Here the Master-Attendant came oif with information that the

squadron seen consisted of nine sail, and that they had put into Sal

danha Bay on the 6th, where they had ever since remained. The

signal was then made to weigh, but the wind blowing heavily from the

south-east, and the Crescent, Captain Edward Buller, having got oa

shore, the ships were unable to proceed. On the next day it blew a

heavy gale, in which the, Tremendous parted two cables, and was

in great danger of total loss. On the 15th, however, the squadron

succeeded in getting out; and on the 16th, at sunset, arrived off Sal

danha Bay, and the Crescent—which ship had been despatched ahead

to reconnoitre the strangers—acquainted the Vice-Admiral, by signal,

that they consisted of three sail of the line, three frigates, and other

ships, moored in the Bay.

The British squadron, consisting of the following—

64Gun-ships.

Monarch f Vice-Admiral the Hon. Sir George K. Elphinstone, K.B.,

' ' I Captain John Elphinstone,

Tremendous' "~"Ad»™1 J11,0"188 Prin«le-

1 Captain John Aylmer,

f America .... Commodore John Blankett,Stately .... Captain Billy Douglas,

Ruby ,, Jacob Waller,

Sceptre .... ,, William Essington,

^Trident .. „ „ Edward CHiver'Osborn,

SO Jupiter .... ,, George Losack,

36 Crescent.. .. Edward Buller,24 Sphynx .... „ Andrew Tod,

' Moselle „ Charles Brisbane,

16 ' Rattlesnake .. ,, Edward Ramage,

Echo .. .... ,, John Turner,Sloop Hope .... ,, Thomas Alexander,

—stood into the Bay, in the order of sailing ; but, night coming <mr

and the rear being at some distance, Sir George determined to anchor

r 2
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within gun-shot of the enemy, and wait for daylight to bring on an

action. Observing, however, on a nearer approach, that the enemy's

ships were of very inferior force, the Vice-Admiral, as an act of

humanity, addressed a letter to the Dutch commanding officer, with

which he despatched Lieut. Francis Holmes Coffin, of the Monarch,

under a flag of truce. A verbal message was returned, to the effect

that, a decisive answer should be given at daybreak. This not being

quite satisfactory, fears being entertained that the Dutch would destroy

the ships in the meanwhile, Lieut. Coffin was again despatched with a

letter, desiring a pledge that no damage should be done to the ships,

which was given in a letter from Rear-Admiral Lucas. On the fol

lowing morning terms were agreed to, and the Dutch squadron, con

sisting of the following ships, were taken possession of in the course of

the day, viz.—.

Guns,

gg J Dordrecht,

\ Revolutie,

54 Admiral Tromp,

44 Castor,

Maria, store-ship.

Gong.

40 Braave,

28 Bellona,

26 Sirene,

18 Havilc.

The above squadron had only on board one thousand nine hundred

and seventy-two men, so that the surrender was attended with no dis

grace to Rear-Admiral Lucas, under whose command it was.

The above ships were all added to the British Navy,—the Revolutie

under the name of Prince Edward, (in lieu of the Prince Edward for

merly taken by the Monarch,) Admiral Tromp under that of Van

Tromp, Castor under that of Saldanha, Bellona under that of Vin

dictive, Sirene under that of Daphne, and the Braave, Dordrecht, and

Havik, under their Dutch names.

Leaving Rear-Admiral Pringle in command of the squadron at the

Cape, Sir George Elphinstone, in the Monarch, taking with him

the Daphne (late Sirene), quitted for England in the month of

October, and arrived at Crookhaven on the 22nd of December. Here

the Vice-Admiral was informed that a French fleet had been upon the

coast, and that the ships had all separated in a gale of wind. Every

exertion was consequently made to get the Monarch ready to go

in quest of them ; but, before this could be effected, the French ships

had either fallen into the hands of the British cruizers, or regained

their own shore. The Monarch reached England shortly afterwards,

and underwent the repairs she needed, which were considerable.

On the 7th of March, 1797, Vice-Admiral Elphinstone was raised to

the Irish peerage by the title of Lord Keith, for his important services

in capturing the Cape of Good Hope. In the month of May, Lord

Keith was appointed to superintend the naval preparations making to

reduce the mutineers in the fleet to subjection ; but, fortunately, the

disgraceful ties which held those men dissolved, as it were, of their

own accord, and discipline was once more restored. The Monarch, in

the mean while, commanded by Capt. John Elphinstone, cruized with

the Channel fleet under Lord Bridport, but Capt. Elphinstone was, on

the 10th July, superseded by Captain Edward O'Brien, for the flag of

Vice-Admiral Richard Onslow.
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HISTORICAL YARNS AND SHAKINGS.

BT A TAR OF THE OLD SCHOOL.

Introductory Chapter.

Come, messmate, and tip us your flipper,

Whilst I knot all my yarns up together.

Here's yarns for the flag-snip and Skipper,

And yarns of fresh gales and foul weather ;

Here's yarns of the barge and each boat ;

Here's yarns when the foe cried "peccavi;"

Here's yarns for the Jollies afloat,

And a gallows tough yarn for Old Davy.

Prom Hervey's Meditations, or tome other Work.

Brother Blue Jackets, I need say nothing to you as to what I

mean by " Yarns and Shakings,"—you are well acquainted with both—

but the uninitiated reader may require some explanation relative to the

terms, and, as I wish all hands to profit by my labours, why I must say

a few words on the subject ; for though no one will apply the significa

tion of " shakings" to tremulous emotion through fear in our brave lads

of the ocean, or ever suspect them of joining in the song,

We're all nervous, nervous, nervous,

We're all nervous in our house at home,

yet the landsman may as well be informed of the fact.

Cables, hawsers, and most kinds of rope, are made of yarns twisted

up together, and which, after doing their allotted service, are cut up

into lengths of four or five fathoms, and these lengths are called junk.

The strands of the junk are unlaid and opened out by two men, who

stand at each extreme, and beat them on the deck, shaking them at the

same time, so that the yarns that have been chafed or rubbed through

may fly off in small pieces. The long yarns are then drawn out and

knotted together, to convert into spun-yarn or twice-laid. The short

pieces are collected under the denomination of " shakings," and are

picked into oakum for the caulker.

Now for many years I have been spinning my long and tough yarns

pretty handsomely—here and there working up a few shakings by the

way—and it has occurred to me that, as I cannot expect to hold on by

the ground-tackle of life much longer, I ought to spin a few more, to

keep alive the remembrance of our gallant tars that are gone, so as to

induce those who follow to emulate their example ; and, as there is no

one thing useless or unconvertible on board a ship of war, so I have

thought that a collection of shakings from the naval history of my

country might, when well picked, serve to caulk up the seams and sides

in places where former historians had left them somewhat leaky ; and,

if my readers should find the oakum rather stiff and tough, why they

are perfectly at liberty to pull it to pieces for themselves, ad libitum.,

as my old friend Bill Huggins says. And that's all fair, shipmates,

any how. Not as I am certain that Bill is aware ad libitum is Latin—

I rather suspect it is Greek to him ; but he is a hearty fellow, and

chaws his 'bacca like an angel.
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I dearly love to peruse the memorials of our hardy tars—(shipmates,

I am one among you)—and, thank God, there are many yet living who

can remember the exploits of British seamen—Englishmen, whose

hearts glow with honest pride whilst looking over the records of those

noble achievements which placed the union-jack of Great Britain Com

mander-in-Chief over every other flag in the world. But where are

they now—those sons of the ocean—who braved the raging of the

«lements and the thunder of battle undismayed ? Ah ! where are they

now ? for, by what I hear, scarcely a line-of-battle ship can be manned

in any of our ports. Is it, indeed, correct, as Captain Marryatt states,

that twenty thousand British seamen are in the service qf America?

There must be something rotten at the core to cause so great a defalca

tion in national spirit. But Jack never liked humbug—he was a man-

of-war, and they have long been striving to reduce him to a peace esta

blishment*.
What England really was in the infancy of navigation the pages of

history afford but small information. What England is now, in the

proud station which she occupies as chief among the nations, is mainly

owing to her Navy. Not that I would wish to depreciate the efforts of

the gallant soldier—not by no manner of means—the two Services are

a part and parcel of each other ; but England being insular, her main

■dependence must at all times be upon her fleets. In fact, England has

been compared to a huge marine animal, whose ports were its mouths,

and whose ships were the claws by which it gathered sustenance. Now

the fact of its having been formed with mouths of no very meagre

■dimensions must have early taught the necessity of claws ; but it was

long before the inhabitants of the " sea-girt isle," or, as it has other

wise been termed, the " green spot in the ocean," made use of the means

which natural instinct suggested. The Northmen ranged the waters,

and ravaged Britain ; in fact, they were very seldom successfully coped

with on the element they had chosen as their own peculiar theatre of

action. The art of navigation was then unknown to the natives of our

isle, and even foreigners, whose navies were composed of vessels of no

great magnitude, propelled by oars and a single square sail, crept along

shore, sheltering themselves in bad weather in the nearest haven or

port. But avast, shipmates, let us have no dry detail, but at once get

afloat for an illustrative yarn—and so here goes.

WHO WAS THE FIRST BRITISH ADMIRAL?

" Believe me, Ella, I grieve that our ships should lie listless in our

havens, whilst these fell destroyers sweep the seas. It is a stain upon

our manhood, and does dishonour to the God we serve."

" And yet, Edwin, bethink thee of the danger would betide to meet

these dreadful men, whose pastime is the battle, and their drink the

blood of their enemies. Who are they, Edwin ; whence do they come,

and wherefore do they seek to despoil our homes and lay waste our

lands ?"

* One thing, however, has recently been done which is well calculated to give

them encouragement, and that is the continuing of their pension whilst serving.

Hie old plan was most ridiculous, and I have more than once had an opportunity of

overhauling a few words about it in this publication.
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" Truly, dearest, thy questioning is manifold, and yet, for the love I

bear thee, I will strive to answer, although the matter be scarce seemly

for thine hearing. Thou askest who they are ; and I will tell thee.

They are the bravest of the brave—the most cruel of the inhuman—

spreading desolation and destruction wherever their keels touch the

strand—at sea a sweeping blast—on land a devastating pestilence,

sparing no sex, nor infancy nor age—dwellings in flames mark their last

spot of visitation, and their progress may be tracked by bloody carnage.

These—these, ray Ella, are the fearful beings who move like the arrow

on the water, and as a scourge upon the land."

" Have they no wives, no damsels that they love, no homes ? "

" Wives they have, obedient as slaves ; for love must be but a fierce

guest in the breasts of such barbarians : and, as for their homes, Ella,

they have no other territory than the ocean wave?—no dwelling but their

ships for home. Their proudest boast is that they never sleep beneath

a smoking roof, nor quaff the goblet over the hearth-stone. No, no,"

and the speaker shuddered, "human flesh and human gore is their

choicest banquet."

" Oh, this, indeed, is horrible, and almost exceeds belief. But thou

hast not told me, Edwin, whence they come, and wherefore they seek

to injure those who never did them harm."

" Art thou not over-curious, dearest ? But yet I will satisfy thee

even on these points. There are nations of the East whose practice is,

on the accession of a new monarch to the throne, to put to death all

who by the ties of consanguinity might be urged by ambition or by fc?ud

to dispute the sovereignty of the realm ; but in the northern regions,

on the shores of the Baltic and the adjacent ocean, when a king is

gathered to his fathers, one of his sons is chosen to succeed him—the

rest take the seas for their inheritance, fit out their rude vessels, and,

calling themselves Sea-kings, traverse the wide waters in the search of

prey. These fertile shores of our native land, my Ella, offered too

tempting a harvest for these freebooters to pass us by unnoticed and

unattacked ; and, though our brave countrymen have manfully resisted

the invaders of their soil, yet, my Ella, our island-coasts are everywhere

accessible, and experience has taught us that those who are masters on

the ocean may also rule and ravage the land. Such are the Vikingr—

they acknowledge no laws but of their own creating—they have no fear

but that of dying a peaceful death. Their hand is against every man,

and every man's hand is against them. Oh! it grieves me to the heart,

Ella, that our galleys should remain idle, with their banners drooping,

and their men supine and slothful, drinking and diccing, whilst Albion's

foes insult her to the face, and do shame to the children that she

cherishes. See for thyself, my Ella, yonder lie our galleys, well pre

pared ; and hark, the druuken shout and noisy revelry tell of the ill

condition of those men who should be our best defenders. Where is

our King—oh ! where is Alfred now ? His voice might rouse their

sluggish souls to meet the adventurous barbarians on the element they

call their own. Alas I he is either dead or sunk into dark obscurity."

" But, Edwin, our enemies have not lately visited these shores ; and,

if they were to come, thinkest thou those rugged natives whom thou

chidest have no hearts within their breasts ? They have wives, they

have children, they have homes ; and yet, should these fail to fill theui
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for the fight, I, Edwin,—weak and ignorant of the art of war—yet I,

Edwin, would buckle on the harness, and by thy side would call upon

the women of England to set example to their husbands."

Such was the conversation between a youthful pair, as standing on

the ramparts of a castellated fortress, built by the Romans, on the chalky

cliffs of Dover, they looked down upon the broad haven which ran far

up the valley into the mainland. Their dress bespoke them of elevated

rank, and the frank fearless look of the man was admirably mated with

the beautiful but determined countenance of the female. It was the

gorgeous evening of a resplendent summer's day—.the clear, glistening,

and unruffled waters were descending with the tide of ebb between the

rocky barriers that bounded the shores of Gaul and the shores of

Britain—the sun was throwing his last bright flash upon the chalky cliffs

between Calais and Boulogne, and, excepting here and there the coracle

of a fisherman, no object was visible upon the surface of the sea. The

deep valley which formed the extensive haven had numerous watch-

towers erected for the use of mariners, acting in the double capacity of

shelter to the men and security to the vessels ; the cables of the latter

being passed around them, or made fast to iron ringbolts in the walls.

And there laid the galleys, made of stout oak timber, and many of them

pulling sixty oars, together with smaller vessels for the purposes of

commerce, and boats with wooden frames and sides of wicker-work,

over which was tightly stretched the tough bull-hides, impervious to

water. On one cliff, three hundred feet above the level of the sea,

stood the castle erected by Julius Caesar, and looking like an iron crown

upon the brow of Time. Sloping inwards, in graceful descent, were the

corn-fields, rich with the ripening grain down to the very verge of the

haven. On the opposite eminence were a few scattered habitations,

whilst lower down, almost suspended in mid-air, appeared a straggling

town, with its busy inhabitants. Beyond, as the view was directed

down the Channel—was that famed cliff which Shakspeare has since

immortalized, lifting its head into the very heavens, and frequently

capping itself with clouds. But now it rose in the clear blue sky, and

whilst the part of the peak next to the sea was in the shade, the inland

portion was glowing in the brightness of the setting sun. No sound

was heard but the voices of the boisterous mariners taking their evening

cheer—the face of creation seemed joyous in its beauty, and all was

still and passionless.

The boast of Ella excited no smile upon the countenance of her

husband, but the tinge of shame spread itself upon his cheek. He felt

for the degradation of his country, that could arouse the delicacy of

woman to the hardihood of the hero.

" My best beloved ! " he replied, with mingled fondness and energy,

" oh I would to Heaven the wives of our chiefs were all like thee ! I

know thou valuest my affection, Ella, but thou lovest my honour more,

and I do prize the proud distinction in ray heart. Before the symbol

of man's redemption I have knelt in the dark watches of the night, and

prayed that the arm of Omnipotence might be unbared to smite these

rude barbarians, whose gods are gods of blood and slaughter, so that

my countrymen may be made the instruments of their chastisement.

But see, my Ella! there are travellers wending their course this way,

perchance to shelter for the night. I must to the warder's post, and.
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welcome them with hospitality befitting the high station which I

occupy. Don thyself with smiles, love ! and shed thy mournful looks,

which ill become thy beauty. Oh, Ella! life without thee would be

the death of hope to my heart ; and though the prospect of leaving thee

behind is maddening torture, yet would I peril my existence to serve

my country."

The travellers approached the well-defended gateway, and requested

admittance, which, after some preliminary inquiries, was granted. One

of them was a man apparently about twenty-five or thirty years of age, of

rather fair complexion, of noble countenance, blue eyes, and light auburn

hair. The other was what in those days was called a stalwart man, of

ponderous make, and gigantic limbs, indicating the possession of great

strength. Both were habited in the doublet of the peasant, but the

latter evinced a reckless impetuosity in his manner that evidenced

acquaintance with a martial life, as one accustomed to command.

" Most noble Earl," said he, addressing Edwin, who stood ready to

receive them, " we come to claim thy hospitality. I, as an old soldier,

assuming the garb of peaceful occupation ; and this, my companion,

who for many a weary mile has acted as my guide to thy stronghold.

For myself, the roughest food, moistened by a cup of ale, will be

dainty fare ; but for this, my comrade, who hath been faithful in the

midst of peril, let him have gentler feast."

" I need it not, my noble master," said the guide, respectfully but

firmly ; " hard and coarse has been my sustenance for many a day, and

I am inured to toil. I would but crave to share thy meal, or, if that

should be considered too great an arrogance, I can, in the depths of my

humility, rest contented with what thou canst spare."

" I venerate the brave, old warrior!" returned Edwin, "and I

respect the faithful. Both shall be my guests ; for this is no time for

rank, however elevated, to shrink from contact with honesty, however

humble. Come, then, my friends,—the best the castle can afford shall

be at your behest ; and, as you seem to have travelled far, perchance

you may inform me of the state of distant parts, and whether our brave

King Alfred has collected any forces to drive the murdering Northmen

from our shores."

" Thy welcome shall be duly honoured, most noble Earl," uttered

the veteran soldier, " for though I can endure rough fare, yet does my

palate relish dainty viands, if so be there is enough to satisfy the crav

ings of my hunger ; and as for the ale or mead, my throat is of a

thirsty soil, that requires frequent moistening. The news I have shall

be told to thee, for it is for this especial purpose I have sought thee out."

" Come, then, my friends, and I will marshal you to fair refresh

ment and to gentle rest!" exclaimed Edwin, as he turned to lead the

way into the inner keep.

'* And yet, most noble Earl, I must crave thy indulgence for brief

space," urged the disguised soldier. " Dust and toil have soiled my

skin, and I would fain perform ablution ere I enter thy sky-like dwell

ing. Of a certes, this place is strong," added he, casting a rapid glance

around : " the Roman Eagle knew full well the spot to build his lofty

nest, and with a few stout hands and gallant hearts, thou mightest hold

the eyrie here for ever."

The strangers cleansed themselves by washing in icy-cold water,
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drawn from a well some four hundred feet in depth, and then followed

their host, who commanded the fortress, into a spacious hall, where

the board was spread with substantial fare ; and the retainers having

taken their places, the old soldier and his guide were invited to take the

post of honour near the Earl. This the soldier promptly accepted, and

his companion also advanced, but, as if checked by sudden recollection,

he turned abruptly round, and took his station lower down. When the

repast was over, and the ale began to circulate,

"And now for thine information, Sir Knight?" demanded Edwin,

" for well I wot that though thy corselet is not upon thy breast, nor

the helmet on thy brow, thou hast carried banner in the field."

" Ay, and upon the ocean, too," returned the other proudly, as he

raised his athletic arm, in fancy that he was still grasping his weapon

in the midst of the melee: "my axe hath cleft the Bkull of many a

northern bear, and it was by this hand that the Sea-King Hubba met

his death."

This was uttered in an off-hand, careless manner, as a matter of

fact, and not as an empty boast. The questions and observations of

the young commander of the garrison had been distinctly heard

throughout the hall, for he had spoken loud, and instant silence was

the result. In fact, so little communication was kept up between dif

ferent places in the island, that very little was known of what was

actually transpiring even in adjacent neighbourhoods. Rumours had

reached the castle, though they had been concealed from the Lady

Ella, that the Northmen were ravaging the shores of the Thames, and

expectation wa3 rife that they would advance upon the Cinque Ports.

This it was that silenced every tongue. There was an almost breath

less anxiety to hear the reply ; and, as not a word was lost, its effects

were instantaneous. There was a clang of armour as the soldiers arose

hastily from their benches. A shout—a deafening shout—rung through

the spacious apartment, and every eye glistened with the warrior's

delight, as their welcome was poured forth,—" Waes-hael to the Earl

of Berks !—Alfred and Wessex to the rescue ! "

" Forgive me, noble Thane," said Earl Edwin, rising and tendering

his seat at the head of the board to the veteran, for his bravery was

well known though his person was not : " forgive me, that 1 should

have been so dull as not to feel an intuition of thy rank, and that I

should thus unseemly have had no better reception for thy worth and

dignity. As my guest, I would not question thee touching thy name

and title. Thou didst require food and rest in the name of an old

soldier "

" And right frankly, as a young and noble Knight, didst thou freely

give them to me," returned the venerated nobleman, interrupting him,

and, taking the extended hand, which he grasped with fervour, added

—" Thus have I met thy father's pledge, Sir Earl, when cased in mail;

and soon I trust to hear my gauntlet clash with thine, and ring a death-

knell to our enemies."

Then, turning to the soldiers, he uttered with energy—

w Yes, my gallant friends! I am the Earl of Berks, come from a

desperate conflict and a bloody field. Our inveterate foes have landed

on our shores, and triumphed ; and this old carcase should have been

.eft lifeless among the slain, but that I hoped our misfortunes might be
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retrieved, and I might yet wreak my vengeance on the Danes. My

guide reports that, flushed with victory, their fleet is coasting round,

and soon will pass these hoary cliffs. Bethink ye, friends,—shall not

our galleys meet them in the fight ? Will ye not aid to launch the

warlike keel, and show these robbers that the Saxon blood still flows in

purple veins?"

There was at first a slight response of approbation made to this

appeal, but it soon subsided into murmurs, for the rumoured approach

of the dreaded Northmen had cooled down many a courage which

would otherwise have been uproarious in expressions of defiance. The

King, Alfred, had been missing several mouths ; and, as no tidings had

been heard of him, conjecture had given him over unto death. Still no

other Prince had arisen to claim the crown ; and the soldiers, consider

ing themselves without a sovereign head, were drooping in their

courage, and supine in their actions. The Earl of Berks had admitted

that the Saxons were defeated, and the tide of battle was now rolling

towards Dover,—the galleys' men had shrunk with alarm from the

prospect of coming in contact with the Danish rovers,—in fact, the

want of spirit was becoming general ; and even the Thanes openly con

demned the humanity of Alfred, who had temporized with the barba

rians at the very period in which he might have exterminated them.

The two nobles with pain beheld the degeneracy of the men, and wrath

began to kindle in their hearts.

" What 1 " exclaimed the veteran Earl of Berks, in a loud tone of

contempt, " does your courage quail before the invaders of your soil ?

Will you patiently witness the desecration of your homes,—see your

babes impaled upon the spear's point, or their tender flesh gnawed by

these sea-wolves ? Look at your towns in ashes,—your churches pro

faned and in ruins,—your harvests spoiled or plundered ! Will not

suffering urge you to avenge your wrongs ? "

The soldiers listened in sullen silence to this appeal, though there

was a fierceness in their looks and a restlessness in their manner that

evidenced it h$d not been made in vain. At last one of them arose :—

" Where is the King ? " demanded he. " What ! are we to do battle

for a crown upon a dead man's head ? "

" Ay,—where is the King ? " repeated several voices ; and, the

silence once broken, the confusion of harangues threatened to become

general.

" You', yourself, most noble Thane, have been driven from the field

by these marauders : the flower of Wessex has fallen : how, then, could

we resist so formidable a band ? Raise your pennon, Earl of Berks,

and tell us for what are we to fight?"

" Ay,—for what are we to fight ? " passed from mouth to mouth, in

noisy discord, as the soldiers listlessly drooped their heads, or looked

round the board for companion-like approval.

" For what are ye to fight !•" repeated the veteran Earl, as he

swayed his huge body to and fro in anger. " Dastards !—nithing !

Dare ye put such questioning to me ? Is not this your native land ?

Are ye not fathers—brothers—husbands—sons ? Have ye not home

steads and hearths—wives— children—mothers—sisters? And dove

ask for whom are ye to fight? Mow, by Him who hung upon the

accursed tree I "
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But the wrath of the Earl was stayed. The malediction he was

about to utter was checked whilst yet upon his tongue, for the white

garments of the Lady Ella flashed in the torch-light, as she stood like

a sudden apparition by the side of her husband. There was a deep

flush upon her cheek, but not of feminine delicacy or womanly modesty,

—it was the red hue of indignation. Her brow was contracted and

stern, her eye vivid and piercing, as she threw contemptuous glances on

the men-at-arms. Close behind her appeared a female attendant, bear

ing a highly-polished steel breastplate, and a youthful page with a

helmet of the same material, having for its crest, in frosted silver, a

white hart at bay. The armed men looked down, abashed, as the

undaunted lady boldly presented herself to their view, and thus

addressed them :—

" Soldiers!'- said she, "which of you will return a despised man to

his home ? if any, let them rise and depart." She paused a moment,

but there was no response. "Oh, no!" continued she, "for it is

better to sink under the weight of death, than to live and bear the

burthen of disgrace. Which of you will tremble to meet the enemy?

If there is but one, let him doff his armour, and break his spear, and

hide within the caverns of the castle." Again she stopped a short

interval, and then went on. " There are none; for the shrinkings of fear

are continuous, and the pangs they cause must be more horrible than

the sudden death of honour. The children of Christianity will not

crouch like licked dogs before the worshippers of demons. Why, then,

this moody reservation ?" She was once more silent; but though some

few gazed upon the beautiful woman with stern pride, not unmingled

with pleasure, no voice was raised in reply. " The tongues of men—of

warriors, cleave to their mouths ; they are dumb before the feebleness

of woman." She turned to her attendant, who buckled on the breast

plate ; and then taking the helmet, she placed it on her head. " Here,

then, will I array myself in martial guise, and now listen to my vow."

She raised an exquisitely carved ivory representation of the Crucifixion

above her head in front, and continued, " Upon this sacred emblem do

I swear never to relinquish these trappings, till by my husband's side I

meet death in defeat, or life in victory ;" and bringing the cross to her

lips, she fervently kissed it.

Like a well-sculptured statue of Minerva did the fair heroine stand,

immoveable as the vow ascended up to Heaven, and was recorded in the

presence of the Deity. The young Earl, her husband, gazed upon her

with tenderness and admiration ; whilst those of the soldiers who had

caught her inspiration, loudly shouted, as they struck their mailed hands

together, " Death in defeat, or life in victory !"

The hall was cleared—the night moon rose and shed its pale lustre

upon the dark-blue waters—not a sound was heard but the gentle wash

ing of the mimic wave upon the shingly beach. Alone, upon that

hoary cliff, where the Roman eagle spread his bannered wings, stood a

human being, communing with his own sad heart.

"God of light and life," said he, "give me thy guidance and sup

port in this trying time of difficulty and peril. Thy hand hath been

heavy upon me, and my strength is consumed because of thine anger.

Mine enemies revile me, and even those who were my friends, have

fallen from me, whilst many hunt for my very life. What is the.
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infirmity of man, that Omnipotence should punish it ? I have erred in

my mortal judgment, for hard is it to counsel or to judge aright. But

will the Immortal strive with frail mortality !—will the Eternal set his

everlasting power to struggle with perishing dust ? King of kings, I

prostrate my spirit before thy awful throne, and call upon Thee to hear

and to answer my cry." For several minutes he remained with folded

arms, his eyes directed to the bright heavens above, and his lips moving,

as if in secret prayer. At length, he again spoke, as he looked with

earnestness on the waters below. " How calm is everything around ;—

nature reposes beneath the silver lamp which God hath bung on high,

to show his goodness and his providence ;—all but the heart of man, for

whom these things were made, is still. Wonderful are the works of

the Creator, and in wisdom doth He govern them." Once more he

paused, as his keen sight was directed towards the headland, now known

as the South Foreland. He bent himself upon his knees, arched his

hand above his brow to shade his eyes, and then, as he resumed his

former position, he uttered :—" I am deceived—it is but the misty

vapour of the night ! And yet by morning light we shall see the white

foam of their oars, and hear the wild war-song as they dare us to the

battle. Why did the nobles forsake the standard of the king ? Where

fore did they turn their backs and flee ? And thou too who didst share

my joys and sorrows ;—where art thou ? A beautiful and a holy thing

is the love of woman ; and though all the world abandon me, still wilt

thou be found faithful among the faithless. But ," he turned short

round, as the sound of approaching footsteps were heard, and beheld the

bulky form of the Earl of Berks.

"How now, Sir Guide!" exclaimed the noble, addressing the watcher;

" hast seen aught to warrant the correctness of this report?"

" There is not a sail upon the ocean, nor a moving thing upon the

earth visible, besides ourselves," returned the guide, who had on the

previous day conducted the Earl to the castle.

" Then happily the rumour was but idle breath vainly spent,"

exclaimed the Earl.

" Nay, most noble Thane," returned the other; "it is my hope not

vainly spent, since it hath brought thee hither; and surely thy pre

sence must arouse these sluggish mariners from their stupor; and with

thee to lead them on, they may yet be induced to meet the enemy. The

Dane is drugged with conquest : he reposeth in the confidence of

victory, and will not dream of an opposing force to contest his passage

to the West."

" Thou utterest but the truth, Sir Guide," replied the Earl; " and were

yon droning slumberers like thee, we might awake these plunderers from

their living sleep, to plunge them in the sleep of death. But what

availeth murmuring? we will try those mariners on the first opening of

the day. . Earl Edwin, our brave host, hath already warned them to the

muster; and with the Lady Ella—now Heaven defend that noble

woman—will draw out his men-at-arms, and bear us company. Yet

what availeth, when the free spirit of man sinketh into the abject sub

jection of fear I Were the king but known to be alive, it would be

something to stir them up."

" Is there then such power in the name of king ?" asked the guide.

* Will not the leading of a brave old warrior like thyself suffice to
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draw them to a combat in defence of all that the God of nature has

made precious to the soul ?"

The Earl gazed upon the enthusiastic speaker with doubt and per

plexity ; the sound of the voice had frequently struck upon the chorda

of his memory, as they had journeyed together the day before, and pro

duced a thrilling sensation in the heart ; but where he had before heard

it, or whether he had ever previously listened to its accents, he could

not tell. And now, when with such energy he spoke in language

wholly unsuited to the peasant's garb, busy thought again endeavoured

to trace analogies, but remembrance was once more at fault.

" I tell thee what, Sir Guide—for by thai title I suppose it behoveth

me to address thee, although my guess is shrewd that thou art other

than thou seemest, yet, I tell thee what,—the very name of Alfred

would be a rallying cry to urge them on to fight. Would he were here

himself ! but beshrew the churls whose coward hearts betrayed him,

and fled like chaff before the first rush of the invader. Oh ! had I

then have known him, and he would have listened to the counsel of a

plain old soldier. But retrospect is useless; traitors swarm the land, and

those who call themselves noble, have bent their knee in humiliation to

the Dane."

" What thou sayest, hath also reached my ears," returned the guide;

" as well that the price of blood hath been set upon the royal head.

May not this prevent the king from quitting his concealment ?"

" Would to heaven I knew the spot that shelters him," exclaimed the

Earl ; " he should find one heart and one sword firmly devoted to his

cause. But, hark'ye, Sir Guide, what sayest thou ? Should our lives

be our own, and our limbs be free, after the events of the coming day,

wilt thou join me in a pilgrimage to search for the king's retirement-—-

though beshrew my folly, I know him not ; hast knowledge of his

person, friend?"

" He hath been seen by me," returned the guide ; " yet would I not

pledge my faith to recognise his features. As for that same pilgrimage,

Sir Earl, if thou wilt let me 'tend upon thee in the journey ."

" Tush, tush, man, we will care for each other," responded the grey

headed noble. " What are titles, or what is blood, when the brother

hood is honour ? But the night is waning apace ; thou hast been

watching long ; go seek thy rest, and my old eyes, though somewhat

dim, will naturally by instinct see these robbers, should they round yon

point."

The guide hesitated.

" Nay, nay, it shall be so, or here we break our league ; thou to thy

couch, I to my sentinel duty."

The morning broke bright and fair, and gave promise of a lovely day.

At an early hour, the Earl of Berks repaired to the armoury, where he

selected martial harness, though with difficulty, on account of his huge

bulk. The guide was readily supplied in a suit of Earl Edwin's. The

men-at-arms were drawn out in full array ; but there was no cheerful

compliance with the military commands of their chief, who, with Lady

Ella, rode at their head as they deseended the steep passage to the

haven in the valley. The gathering of the mariners had been prompt,

for the orders were imperative ; and their light shields and chain-mail

glistened m the rising sun as they moved actively about, preparing their
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vessels for the open sea. The bright pennons floated on the gentle

breeze ; and the dark brown sails, contrasted with the silvery stream,

gave a rich colouring to the picture;

The whole of the inhabitants had assembled to witness the martial

array, for rumours of expected fight with the Danes had been swift

in their circulation; and curiosity, perhaps mingled with better feelings,

had drawn together a large concourse of expecting witnesses. At

length, the cavalcade halted, and the sailors saluted the leaders with a

cheer ; but there was no response—a settled gloom lowered on the brow

of the soldiers, and the infectious sullenness was soon communicated to

the mariners.

" My friends, my gallant friends !" exclaimed Earl Edwin, when all

had collected within the compass of his voice ; " information hath

reached the castle, that the cruel Northmen are about to pass our

shores on a plundering expedition in the West ; and should they suc

ceed, wot ye that we are safe ? Besides, brave mariners, have we not

one common country, and one common cause? Let us then, my frieads,

meet these robbers on the element, whose dominion should be yours

alone !—the day is propitious—for it is the festival of that holy saint

■who first preached the Gospel of Christianity on these shores, and

taught us the true religion for the redemption of man ! We will raise

our voices to him in earnest supplication, that he will intercede with the

God of Battle to give us the victory ! Haste, then, my intrepid men-at-

arms, haste, then, to embark ;—and ye brave mariners unmoor your

galleys, and invigorate your hearts. A swift messenger has gone along

the coast to ascertain the whereabouts of those our enemies. And see,

my friends, he comes I" The Earl pointed to a horseman, whose fleet

steed was descending the hill at the imminent risk of his rider's neck.

" Yes, he comes, waving the promised signal which tells us of their

approach. On board then, soldiery, the veteran Earl of Berks will be

your leader ; and by God's good will, we will this day show them deeds

that will gladden our fellow-countrymen, and rally them together, till

we sweep the invaders from our land."

A feeble shout was the only response to this appeal. The recent

defeat of the troops had been spread abroad with numerous exaggera

tions, and it was evident that but few hearts were eager for the affray.

Nevertheless, the orders were sullenly obeyed, and the soldiers com

menced embarking, when an uncouth being, with long matted hair, and

habited in a loose gown of coarsest texture, suddenly rushed before the

Earl. " Stay—stay them, noble Thane !" shouted he, " else are they

as sheep appointed to the slaughter."

" What madman art thou ?" demanded the Earl of Berks, as he drew

close to the speaker ; " canst thou prophecy or good or evil. Peace,

or the gag shall stop thy brawling !"

" I am no madman, Sir Knight," returned the man ; " my blood doth

flow as coolly in my veins, as thy blood doth in thine."

There was a whispering and a shuddering amongst the mariners, who

recognised in the uncouth being a noted soothsayer of that time ; and

they resigned their labour to gaze upon him. But at this moment, the

messenger arrived, and reported that the ships of the Danes were

slowly advancing between the two headlands, being nearest to that which

was most distant, (since called the North Foreland), and that in less

than a couple of hours, they would be abreast the haven.
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" Hasten, then, my gallant friends !" exclaimed Earl Edwin, im

pressively, and with earnest gestures ; " let us give our enemy battle."

" Thine efforts are but a useless mockery of the Divine art," uttered

the soothsayer ; " thou wilt sacrifice thy men, and "

Here his further speech was stayed by the almost breathless haste

of a venerable man, clad in the habiliments of a priest, who, rushing

forward, reared a massive silver crucifix in the air, and faced the

people. For several minutes he could not get his utterance ; but no

voice was raised, scarcely a sound was heard but the deep breathing of

the assembled throng, who bowed down their heads in reverence of the

sacred symbol.

" Get thee behind me, Satan I" at length exclaimed he to the sooth

sayer. " Depart from hence, lest I should curse thee."

" I fear not thy bans, proud priest," responded the individual

addressed; " nor will the sign thou bearest daunt my spirit. Thou

wouldst counsel to destroy, whilst I would strive to save."

" Dastard and traitor I" exclaimed the Earl of Berks, as he partly

unsheathed his sword and then thrust it back with violence into the

scabbard, as he said, " And yet 'tis almost as dastardly to notice thee,

thou miscreant ! who hast thus bearded the holy priest of our religion."

" Nay, do not hesitate, most gallant warrior," calmly uttered the

uncouth-looking being ; " thy falcon is ill bred, and will fly at every

prey. Hast thou not heard the famed tradition? Thus saith the

oracle—

Until the oak shall thickly grow,

A wall to compass Britain's shore,

Her sons must fly before the foe,

> Her soil be reddened with their gore.

* Look for thyself, most valiant soldier,"—and he threw his arms and

body quite round—" where, where, are those mural oaks that are to

form a barrier to the enemy ?"

The mariners and the men-at-arms heard the tradition, and it did not

tend to lessen their distaste to meet the Danes. They looked around

them with a distrust of their own strength bordering on dismay : even

the veteran Earl of Berks felt the tincture of superstition darken his

mind, and Edwin, with regret and anger, beheld the pernicious effects

that had been produced. The soothsayer saw his advantage, and was

about to follow it up, but the priest again erected the crucifix, and

smote him to the ground—a corpse.

Fierce were the looks of the soldiers, yet they dared not approach

the sacred symbol, the cross arms of which were stained with the blood

of the fallen man. Swords were plucked from their scabbards, and

dagger-hilts were handled—the tumult was running high—when the

venerable Prior of the monastery advanced in his sacerdotal robes,

and putting the crowd aside on either hand, grasped the crucifix,

exclaiming,

" Men and brethren! wherefore is this dishonour to our holy church ?

The impious hath been laid low, and will ye doom your immortal souls

to everlasting misery ? Kneel, kneel, my children, and implore the

pardon of the Most High, lest His wrath be kindled and His arm be

outstretched to destroy ! Delay not to implore forgiveness, and I will

plead in your behoof."
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The deep sonorous voice of the Prior, as he raised the cross above

the inanimate body of the soothsayer, had its full effect, and in a few

minutes every knee was bent, every head was uncovered, and every eye

was fixed upon the venerable man. With a look of pride, he cast an

eagle glance around, and his voice was about to be lifted up in fervent

prayer, when his sight fell and became rooted upon the countenance of

the humble guide of the Earl of Berks, who had taken a solitary station

—his head bare, and thrown back, as, unconscious of all before him, he

was earnestly engaged in silent devotion.

" God of Mercy! I thank thee," exclaimed the Prior, " for Thou

hast responded favourably to the petition of Thy servant, and I shall

die content." He then advanced towards the guide, and holding the

crucifix over his head, he uttered—" Manifold are Thy forbearances,

who sitteth on Thy throne in glory : here manifest Thy love to these

frail children of the dust, and whilst thou stayest their presumption,

oh ! pardon their iniquities. Instil into their hearts a desire to serve

Thee ; nerve their arms that they may smite the coming foe, and for

Thy great name alone achieve the victory. Sovereign of Heaven and

Earth ! and Thou who leddest captivity captive and overcame the

grave ! raise up for us an arm of might, a tower of strength !"—and

then, in a voice that echoed amongst the cliffs, he shouted to the amazed

multitude, as he directed their attention to the guide—" Soldiers and

mariners, and ye whose peaceful occupation must now be laid aside to

encounter coming danger, behold your King !"

The guide looked placidly around, and then bowed his- head before

the holy sign ; but not so the assembled groups of warriors and sailors.

At first, surprise and respect had kept them silent, whilst many of them

doubted, till at length the guide himself addressed them.

" Yes, my brave friends, you see your Monarch here before you—I

am Alfred!"

Then arose loud shouts of welcome—then were heard the enthusiastic

cheers of loyal subjects ; but Alfred waved his hand, and silence was

again restored.

f Brief space we have for greetings now, my friends ; and you, my

noble lady and most worthy thanes, one and all, I thank ye. But let

us loose our galleys and to the fight: away, away, my gallant friends.

And as for yon poor remnant of mortality"—he pointed to the body of

the soothsayer—" his riddle is already read."

He waved his hand towards the galleys, and went on—

Our oaks when launched upon the seaWill guard our native coast,

And England's wooden walls shall beHer best defence and boast.

So saying, he sprang on board the nearest galley, crying " On, on,

and follow your King !"

Both soldiers and sailors promptly caught the allusion to the ships as

wooden walls : it seemed, with the presence of the Sovereign, to have

aroused all the lion of their nature. The greatest enthusiasm prevailed;

not an instant was lost; the embarkation was now as rapid as it had

before been tardy : the women caught the feeling of the moment, and

urged and encouraged the men. The vessels were getting into motion,

when there arose a shout in that which held the King—" The standard—
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the standard—the royal streamer !"—but there was none to be found; and

still the tumult increased, though Alfred himself vainly strove to repress

it. The Prior had been spreading forth his hand? to impart his blessing

on the expedition : he heard the cry—he felt the danger of delay, and

impressed with the importance of inspiring the men with courage, he

firmly grasped the crucifix, and fastening to its apex a small red flag,

he boarded the royal galley, ascended the turret in the prow, and, rais

ing the symbol in the air, exclaimed, with solemn emphasis, " Behold

your banner—the standard of eternal safety I Away, away; ply well

your oars, nerve all your arms ; look to the cross, red as it is with

recent sacrifice, and victory is ours !"

Grand and glorious was the spectacle, as the well-manned galleys

swept down the haven ; their crews answering to the cheers of those

who remained on shore. The Lady Ella had kept her vow, and she

stood by her husband's side in a conspicuous part of one of the galleys,

her countenance stern but beautiful. Yes, there she stood, with the

shield upon her arm, like some fair goddess, ready to throw protection

round her hero. Brief time elapsed before the armament was moving

on the open sea, and making for the point round which the unsuspecting

Danes must come. And come they did ; not in a compact body, but,

lulled into confidence by recent victory, their ships were straggling

hither and thither. The galleys bore down upon them with irresistible

force : the conflict was sanguinary and desperate ; but the largest ship3

of the sea-rovers were carried before the others could come up : the

Danes would take no quarter, and almost to a man were killed. Ably

did the archers play upon the enemy, and bravely did each mariner and

soldier perform his bloody duty. Throughout the battle, the Prior

retained his lofty station unharmed, though the missiles flew thickly

about him. There he retained his conspicuous and sacred standard,

nearly six feet in altitude, so as to be visible to every eye : it invigorated

the Britons, whilst the bearer, by his harangues, instilled fresh courage

in their hearts. The King inspired his warriors by his own acts of

Talour ; the brave old Earl of Berks, his battle-axe gleaming in the sun,

carried death wherever he came ; and the Lady Ella, rising superior to

the weakness of her sex, not only fought by the side of her noble

husband, but more than once, by her quick perception, warded off blows

that might have proved fatal to him she loved.

Loud rose the shouts of the bold mariners, amidst the yells of the

barbarians, and desperate were the attacks of the latter upon the galley

of the royal Alfred for the purpose of tearing down the sacred standard ;

but every effort terminated in defeat ; it still rose high and triumphant

in the air as a rallying-point for the children of conquest.

The aged and the women and the children, from the lofty cliffs,

beheld the contest, and frequently the sound of their ardent shouts

were borne upon the waters to the ears of fathers, and husbands, and

sons, whose quick blows upon the enemy evinced how inspiriting was

the acclaim. At length, after a three hours' fight, the Danes were

conquered, and sixteen of their vessels remained in the hands of the

conquerors as trophies of their triumph. The Britons returned to

shore exulting in their conquest; and though there was wailing and

lamentation amongst the widows and orphans, yet even these were silent

when the Prior, standing upon the spot from which they had that
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morning embarked, reared his holy emblem, and offered up thanks to

the Deity who had given them the victory.

The standard of Alfred—ruddy as it was, and with its pennon

attached, was deposited on the high altar of the chapel at St. Rada-

gund's Abbey, about five miles from Dover, and from that time the

red-cross became the badge of honourable knighthood and the banner

of the kingdom.

Alfred was the first English monarch who led a royal fleet against

the enemy ; and now, I ask, can it be any longer a matter of doubt as

to WHO WAS THE FIRST BRITISH ADMIRAL?

ON THE BIRTH OF THE PRINCE OF WALES.

From thy green vales and city-studded plains,Baronial towers and time-encrusted fanes ;From thy wide shores and gallant fleets that sweepIn pride of empire the unbounded deep—Lift up, oh, Britain ! thy imperial voice,And in the advent of thine Heir rejoice !

For, lo ! he comes, yet not in strength and power,

But frail and gentle as the spring-time flower,

Hail'd by a world to majesty and fame,

Yet scarcely conscious of the vital flame-

Wake, Britain ! wake ! the unsullied dawn behold,

Ere the bright day its gorgeous beams unfold.

And thou ! oh, Cambria ! from each towering height,

Greet the new jewel in thy crown of might ;

Long years have sped since thy romantic land

Viewed the fresh glories of a Prince expand,

And in the promise of his cherished name

Forgot each former dream of wrong or shame.

Memories of England ! Heroes, Sages, fled

To swell the phalanx of the illustrious dead-

Spirits of those who live not now, but still

With more than mortal spell our pulses thrill,

Look down on the new Heir of triumphs wrought

By the blent force of valour and of thought.

Inspire his mind with all that virtue loves,

Genius adores, or guardian Heaven approves ;

May mightier Powers his earthly course direct,

His sway preserve, his country's weal protect ;

And centuries yet to come see Britain boast

This Prince the noblest in her sceptred host.

November 9th, 1841. J. W. W.

G 2
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FORCING THE DARDANELLES.

PASSAGES IN THE LIFE OF A SAILOR.]

>No. IX.

The wind continued adverse until the 19th, (Feb., 1807,) when it

shifted to the S.W., and, early on the morning of that day, the squadron

weighed, and formed line ; then, leaving the Glatton to watch the wreck of

the Ajax and the entrance of the strait, steered for the Dardanelles. As

well as I remember, our order of sailing was thus—the Canopus, with

the flag of Sir Thomas Louis, led, followed by the Repulse, Royal

Augustus, Windsor Castle, Thunderer, Pompee, Standard, Endymioit

and Active frigates, and Fury bomb.

As soon as the leading ship was supposed to be within gunshot, the

Turks opened their fire upon her from the Castles of the Dardanelles,

situated on Capes Greco and Janizary, and supposed to command its

entrance ; but we found that few of the shot crossed each other—none

of the large stone shot, I should say. No notice was, therefore, taken

of them, and the squadron passed on without firing a gun.

To me, the Dardanelles, or Hellespont, bore the appearance of a.

broad river, quietly flowing between banks of a yellowish-grey colour,

the European side being considerably the more elevated and precipitate

of the two. Sometimes those banks opened into bays, often the sites

of villages, and, being furnished with trees, and other signs of life and

cultivation, presented a pleasing contrast to the nakedness and aridity of

the surrounding scenery. An occasional shot from a battery placed on

some projecting eminence, as it whistled over our heads, would recall,

from time to time, our attention from the contemplation of such objects.

A strong adverse current, and but little wind to stem it, made our pro

gress slow, so that it was nine o'clock before a bend in the course of the

channel gave us the first view- of the fortresses of Sestos and Abydos.

For some time, these fortresses appeared to touch each other, and to be

thrown across the channel so as to completely block it. No opening

seemed left by which the ships could pass, until another gradual bend

in the stream displayed an opening three-quarters of a mile wide, and,

nearly at the same instant, both batteries opened their fire on the leading

ship. In advancing upwards, my station on the poop as signal-midship

man enabled me to have a good view of both shores ; but as soon as the

firing commenced, the smoke, which the light wind could not disperse,

hung around the ships, and prevented me from having a clear sight of

the fortresses with which we were engaged. As well as I could see,

these fortresses presented a triple tier of guns, the heaviest and lowest

being nearly on a level with the water, and flanked by towers of great

solidity and strength. As soon as her guns would bear, the Royal

Augustus opened her fire from both sides ; and as the light wind fell

lighter when the firing became general, the ships did little more than

stem the current, and it took more than half an hour to pass the forts.

During this time, and amid all the roar and din, the coolness and per

fect self-possession of the Greek pilot were admirable, his only thought

and anxiety seeming to be to conduct his charge in safety ; no easy
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matter, considering the obscurity of every object, enveloped as we were

in a dense smoke.

The enemy's fire was far from rapid, while his guns were pointed so

low, evidently with the design of hitting the ships between wind and

water, that generally the shot, after striking the water, in the bound

few harmless over the ships. That from the squadron was vigorous

and well-sustained ; but whether any execution was effected by it, could

never be ascertained. Having passed the castles of Sestos and Abydos,

we opened the Bay of Nogera, in which was anchored a Turkish squa

dron in form of a crescent. This squadron consisted of one ship of 64

guns, four frigates, and four ship-corvettes, their position and force

being greatly strengthened by a battery en barbette, of thirty heavy

guns, on Point Nogera, the north-eastern boundary of the bay. The

Admiral was aware that this squadron had been anchored in the position

above described, and had given the necessary orders for its attack and

destruction, should it have the temerity to await his arrival. Without

altering their course, the four leading ships gave this squadron their

broadsides in passing, which was feebly and ineffectually returned by

the Turks ashore and afloat. These ships, retarded for some time by

the still feeble wind and strength of the current, having at length

rounded Point Nogera, immediately anchored. Mean time, Sir Sidney

Smith in the Pompee, followed by the Thunderer, Standard, and two

frigates, had hauled in for the Turkish squadron, which, after a show

of resistance, all but one frigate cut their cables, ran ashdre, and were

immediately deserted by their crews. The frigate, having contrived to

aet her topsails and foresail, steered for the opposite shore, closely fol

lowed by the Active, which stuck to her quarter, pouring into her a

most' destructive fire, which was only returned by a gun now and then

from the Turk. On reaching the European side, the Turkish frigate

took the ground, when she was immediately abandoned by the crew and

taken possession of by the Active, whose men were ascending one side

before the last of the Turks had left the ship on the opposite.

As men could not be spared from the squadron to man the prizes, an

order was given immediately to blow them up ; and in this work of

demolition, Sir Sidney was assisted by the boats of all the squadron,

when Lord Burghersh and Capt. Blackwood were zealous volunteers.

The destruction of the Turkish ships being complete, with the exception

of one corvette, a strong party of seamen and marines was landed,

which, advancing at once to the battery on Point Nogera, found it like

wise deserted, when the guns were spiked and otherwise rendered

unserviceable. All was finished by half an hour after four in the after

noota—boats hoisted in, and the squadron under weigh ; when, leaving

the Active with the prize corvette, to watch proceedings in the channel,

we steered for the Sea of Marmora.

In the day's operations, the Royal Augustus had four seamen and

marines killed, and one midshipman, and twenty-five seamen wounded.

As well as I remember, the rest of the ships suffered in rather a less

proportion, and none had her rigging damaged to any extent. In our

progress upwards there was no more work to be done. The channel

widened every mile we advanced ; and as the day closed in soon after we

made sail, we had little opportunity of observing its appearance, or the

features of the scenery which spread along its banks.
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On the following day, the squadron passed within sight of the Island

of Marmora ; and in the evening anchored seven or eight miles south

east of Constantinople, off the small island of Prot6, one of the group

called * Prince's Islands." The Endymion was ordered to anchor a

couple of miles from the town, as well to watch and report the Turk's

preparations for our reception, as to serve as a medium of communica

tion between the Admiral and the shore.

On the morning of the 21st, the wind was too light, I think, to

enable the ships to stem the current, which, coming from the Bosphorus,

ran past them at the rate of two knots and a half per hour. Early in

the morning, a Lieutenant from the Royal Augustus was sent to Con

stantinople with a flag of truce; but the purport of the message or

letters with which he was charged, this historian is unable to say. He

returned about noon, and I am alike ignorant of the rejoinder which he

brought back. It was evasive and temporizing, or mayhap smacked of

war and defiance ;—for on the morning of the 22nd, much to the joy of

ambitious passed Midshipmen, and expectant First Lieutenants, whose

left shoulders had long yearned for additional weight, the squadron

exhibited undoubted symptoms ofpugnacity. Soon after breakfast, there

being no appearance of anything coming from Constantinople, the

quarters were cleared, an additional quantity of shot got upon deck, the

cable shortened in ; and at 11 o'clock the ship's companies of the

squadron dined by signal. There was now a commanding breeze from

the southward, everything looked as it ought, and as if we were going at

it in right earnest. But, alas ! for all human hopes—all sublunary

expectations. It proved no go ; for before the men had dined, a signal

from the Endymion announced that a boat had left the harbour, and

was pulling in the direction of the squadron. The truth of this

sad announcement we could soon verify with our own eyes. And soon

after noon, an elderly gentleman, " hight Isaac Bey," with a grave and

solemn aspect, and a more than common length of grizzled beard,

shawled and turbaned as became a functionary of his rank and import

ance, slowly ascended the Royal Augustus' side, followed by his drago

man or interpreter. These worthies were received by the Admiral with

all due honour and ceremony, and then ushered to his cabin, where,

with Mr. Arbuthnot, the ambassador, (who, by the way, had been sick

from the day he embarked in the Royal Augustus, and confined to his

bed the greater part of the time,) they remained in conference for an

hour and a half ; at the expiration of which time, the Turks departed

with the same ceremony with which they had been received. The

nature of their communication, or the discussions and deliberations

thereupon did not transpire ; their effect, however, was soon visible.

Our warlike preparations were stayed—guns secured—decks cleared,

and we once more veered to a whole cable. Meantime our friends on

shore were not idle ; every moment's delay on our part was a gain to

them, and they were not slow to take advantage of it. For once the

proverbial tardiness of the Othman was laid aside. The old sea

defences were repaired and strengthened, and new ones in the most

eligible situations thrown up under the able and indefatigable direction

of General Sebastiani, the French Ambassador. Equally active was

the stir among the shipping. On the morning of the 23rd, two ships

of the line, and two frigates, came from the Bosphorus, and joining
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themselves to the squadron already outside the harbour, anchored in a

position to give their support to the defences on shore.

Seeing that it was not a difficult matter to mystify the British Am

bassador, and deeming their preparations not yet sufficiently advanced,

Isaac Bey, attended as before, again made his appearance on board, on

the 23rd. The British and Turkish chiefs remained in deliberation for

a couple of hours, when Isaac Bey again took his departure, but now no

more to return. ■

After letting slip the opportunity of the steady, commanding breeze

of the 22nd and 23rd, had we been so minded, it would have been im

possible to move the squadron towards the town. For several successive

days afterwards, the wind proved so variable and light, that it would

have been vain to think of making head against the current. All this

time, the Turks did not relax their preparations for defence. Their

fleet moved outside the harbour already considerably outnumbered ours.

Every salient point and available situation bristled with cannon ; and

they became so far emboldened as to throw a party of soldiers, with some

field-guns, across from Point Fener on the Asiatic shore to the island of

Prote, in the night of the 26th and 27th. In the morning, as soon as

the boats busy upon this service, were descried passing to and fro

between the island and the main, those of the squadron were sent in

pursuit; but they succeeded in capturing only one, which, retarded by

the weight of two brass field-pieces, was unable to effect her escape,

which the others, from their extraordinary swiftness in rowing, were

enabled to do.

At noon, the boats returned to their ships. Later in the day, Sir

Thomas Louis having observed some men on the island busy in

throwing up a field-work, sent the boats of the Canopus to interrupt

their labours and dislodge them. Upon seeing the boats approach the

shore, the Turks quitted their employment, and betook themselves to a

Greek convent, that crowned one of the highest points of the island.

The party from the Canopus landed ; and, seeing the newly-begun work

forsaken, ascended the hill, and advanced towards the convent unsus

pectingly, and without precaution it would appear ; for no sooner were

their heads seen on a level with the platform upon which the building

stood, than a volley from its walls brought several to the ground, killing

the Captain of Marines and -two or three seamen outright, and wound

ing several others. A rush was instantly made towards the gate by the

rest of the party; but its strength and solidity were such, that, unpro

vided with implements fit for the purpose, it was found impossible to

force it. Several attempts were then made to set fire to the gate, which

proving also ineffectual, the officer in command at length drew off his

men ; and placing them under shelter, sent a boat with the killed and

wounded men to the Canopus, and a statement of how matters fared

upon the island. This statement was communicated to Sir Thomas

Davenport, when the signal was immediately made for the ships nearest

the shore to send boats manned and armed to the island. Those from

the Royal Augustus, under the command of the Third Lieutenant, Wil-

loughby, now Capt. Sir Nisbett Willoughby, were, in a few minutes, all

stretching out for the shore, with the exception of the launch, of which

Jock Russel, another of the Lieutenants, had the charge. With the

calculation and forethought, which long experience, and much service of
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a somewhat similar nature bad given him, he judged that a carronade

might be required on shore, and very useful in .opening a way into such

a building as the convent, and therefore that materials for its transport

up so steep an ascent would be necessary. Before these indispensable

addenda to his equipment could be procured, some little delay took

place, at which the Captain, not knowing, I presume, the cause, flew

into a most towering rage.; but while he was fuming and stamping at

the boat's detention, Jock, heedless of the storm, continued lustily to

sing out for a couple of capstan bars, and two pair of bale slings, to

enable his men to shoulder the iron pot, as he facetiously called the 32-

poundcr carronade. Scarcely were they in the launch, when she was

toiling after the lighter boats, which now nearly touched the shore.

Willoughby, but partially informed of the enemy's position, and not

at all apprized of the necessity of approaching1 it with caution, as soon

as he landed, advanced quickly up the hill; and the first intimation he

had, when he gained its crest, was from a fatal discharge of musketry

from the convent, by which he received two balls in the face ; Lieu

tenant Belli, next in command, and the chief boatswain's mate,

were killed, and two Midshipmen, and several men wounded.

The rest of the men now sheltered themselves from this murderous

fire ; and when Russel, soon after, joined the party, a single glance

showed him that the only way to gain an entrance to the building was

by means of the carronade. Orders were, therefore,' instantly given

for its transport up the steep, which was accomplished with much

labour and difficulty,—and a spot two or three hundred yards in front

of the gate offered the convenience of a natural embrasure to plant it on.

Before this could be completed it was getting dusk. The wounded

officers and men had been removed to their ships, and the Admiral, not

wishing to risk the further loss of life in an enterprise of such little

moment, and also unacquainted, I must conclude, with Russel's pro

ceedings for the speedy reduction of the little Turkish garrison, gave

orders to withdraw the men from the island for the night. These

orders reached Jock just as he had brought the "iron pot" to bear

upon the gate, when, after a low growl, and a " blessing not loud but

deep," and one shot to say farewell, he gave directions to move the

carronade, with all its furniture, back to the launch. This was

effected happily without further loss ; and, by eight o'clock at night,

the boats and men had returned to their respective ships. On landing

again, next morning, it was found that the insignificant party of Turks

had made good its retreat from the island, though boats from the

squadron rowed guard all night to prevent such an occurrence. As

the look-out was chiefly directed towards that port of the island which

faced the main, most probably it escaped from, some other port, and so

reached a neighbouring one in safety.

Thus terminated this ill-arranged and ill-fated affair, the result of

which reflected so little credit upon the squadron, causing it a greater

loss in officers and men than forcing the redoubtable Dardanelles

themselves.

A report, I know not by what means, or through what channel, had

reached the squadron that a number of rafts and fire-vessels were

preparing in the harbour, with the intention of being launched against

the English ships, to which was added another on the 28th, that ten
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thousand of the Faithful had sworn hy the heard of their Prophet to

destroy the Christian dogs and their ships, or win Paradise in the

attempt ; and sufficient credit and importance seemed to be attached to

those rumours to cause an order to be issued, that each ship should

keep a guard-boat ahead during the night in the direction of the town,

and that the utmost vigilance should be observed throughout the

squadron.

The morning of the 1st of March was dark and lowering, and the

wind, which for several days had been light and variable, sprang up

fresh from the north-east. On that day, before noon, the squadron

was under sail, and, having formed line, stood in a warlike attitude

towards Constantinople. This celebrated city, and the extraordinary

beauty of its situation, have been so well and so often described by

others, that, if I were competent to the task of doing justice to their

surpassing majesty and loveliness, the attempt, even then, might be

thought a work of supererogation : and, besides that many years have

rolled over my head since I beheld them, causing their images to wax

fainter and fainter on my memory, numerous objects around and in the

back-ground were on that day shrouded in clouds and vapour, which, if

seen, would have lent an additional charm to,, the picture. Still, I can

call to mind that Constantinople, embracing a wide sweep of its match

less bay, swells gradually upwards from the margin, expanding as it

rises, and offering to the eye of him who views it from the sea, a succes

sion of white shining houses, amid which domes, and kiosks, and slender

minarets, rear their glittering heads, the whole diversified and relieved

by the dark green foliage of innumerable cypress-trees, that seem to

impart shade and freshness to all quarters of the city. But it is not

by the unrivalled beauty of its site, or the charm of its surrounding

scenery, that Constantinople chiefly recommends itself to our notice.

Possessing the advantage of a most serene and happy climate, and

seated on the confines of the two most important and civilized quarters

of the globe, in a region teeming with all the necessaries and most of

the luxuries of life, having the keys which open and shut the entrance

to two vast inland seas, it ought, one would suppose, to be the empo

rium of the world's commerce,—the mistress of a mighty empire,—the

queen of cities,—where arts, and arms, and all that gives grace and

dignity to man, might flourish, and find a secure and fostering abode.

Such was the noble destiny which its great founder beheld for it in

perspective ; and such, no doubt, was the lofty eminence to which it

would have attained, had Constantine's' successors been as wise, and

brave and politic ns himself, and its inhabitants an enterprising, indus

trious, and energetic race. No wonder, then, that a city combining

such rare advantages should excite the cupidity of an ambitious neigh

bour, nor that other Powers should continue to prop its crumbling and

decaying strength, and guard such a prize with jealous care from a

keen, crafty, and grasping rival.

The threatening and bellicose attitude which the squadron assumed,

and maintained throughout the day, was but a feint : for, soon after

dusk, the ships' sterns were presented to the Golden Horn. Urged by

a fresh northerly wind, the squadron was soon many leagues distant,

and, on the eve of the 2nd of March, anchored at Gallipoli, where we

found the Active with the prize corvette.
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Early on the following morning, the squadron was once more under

weigh, being formed in the same order of sailing in which it had

entered the Dardanelles, something less than a fortnight before. A

fresh wind and favouring current hurried the ships along ; and, when

sufficiently near to Point Nogera, the Canopus had orders to try how

far a salute would have the effect of keeping the batteries quiet, and

lull them into the belief that matters were all peaceably arranged again

between the two countries. But the Turk was not so easily to be

cajoled ; for, the moment his guns would bear, a sharp, ringing shot

was the answer to the Canopus's friendly salutation. Passing rapidly

the Point and Bay of Nogera, the ships were soon in the channel that

divides Sestos and Abydos. We now found that the enemy fired with

much more precision than upon our ascent ; for, though we were borne

along with great velocity, the squadron was struck more frequently,

and suffered more than it did upon its upward passage. By noon it

had cleared the Dardanelles, and soon after anchored between Tenedos

and the main.

The Royal Augustus had three men killed, her First Lieutenant and

twenty-seven men wounded, iu the descent of the passage. These

casualties were chiefly caused by a huge stone-shot, that struck the

upper sill of the third quarter-deck port from forward, and, with the

surmounting hammocks, swept every man from the gun, and tearing

away, in its course, the whole of the bulwark between the two opposite

guns, expended its remaining force in the water. I watched this

monster-shot almost from the cannon's mouth till it struck the ship ;

and, so little swift was its flight, that, had it come in the direction in

which I stood, I should have had time to avoid it. Indeed, the whole

scene on shore more resembled the bursting of some mountain's side,

which, vexed and torn by the throes of a labouring volcano, vomits

forth, in fire and smoke, fragments of rock and iron, than the sharp,

quick fire of a well-served battery. No very enormous shot was

found, after the action, on board the Royal Augustus,—the largest one,

of stone, weighing not more than five hundred pounds, and onev of

iron, ninety-eight pounds. The Windsor Castle was struck by one

which weighed eight hundred and fifty pounds, and measured in

diameter twenty-seven inches and a half. It entered between the

middle and main decks, and, glancing upwards, dismounted a gun, and

cut two-thirds through the main-mast. The Active likewise received a

shot in one of the bows that weighed between seven hundred and eight

hundred pounds.

On the 7th a Russian squadron, of six or seven sail of the line,

arrived, under a Rear-Admiral, whose unpronounceable name I cannot

even attempt to spell. (Why did not they arrive sooner ; and whose

was the fault that the junction was so late and so ill-timed?) At first

they would scarcely credit our having passed and repassed the Darda

nelles, without exhibiting more appearance of damage, the Windsor

Castle being the only ship that showed any. When, however, it was

found to be no joke, and that this formidable strait had been forced

without much loss, the Russ waxed valiant, and proposed that the com

bined squadrons - should proceed once more against Constantinople.

But such an attempt was considered now rather late in the day. The

proposal was declined, and four or five days passed in mutual civilities
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between the chiefs of the friendly squadrons, which were humbly imi

tated by their subordinates.

At length a brig arrived from the southward, when, leaving the

Russian squadron to look after matters at the mouth of the Dardanelles,

the Windsor Castle having been previously sent to Malta for a new

mainmast, Sir Thomas Davenport proceeded with the remainder of the

squadron, on the 13th, for Egypt.

For two days after our departure from Tenedos the wind proved light

and variable, and our progress among the islands was slow ; but on the

morning of the 15th it freshened up from the southward, with an angry

and hazy atmosphere. To beat against such a wind with a squadron

was useless, and, as the pilot said that the anchorage in the Bay of

Patmos, then under our lee, was secure and good, the Admiral bore up

for it, resolved to ride out the gale there. The Bay of Patmos is pro

tected from southerly winds, the only winds that can affect it, by a

small flat island and numerous rocky shoals. Two passages conduct to

the anchorage—one to the southward, amidst the before-named shoals,

the other to the N.W. of the flat island. The former was the one by

which we steered, and as we led in, trusting alone to the knowledge and

fidelity of our Greek pilot, it was rather nervous to observe how closely

we brushed the rocks, and how small appeared the distance which sepa

rated the ship's keel from the bottom, that glittered clear and distinct

through the medium of the bright blue waters. Patmos, in appearance,

differs little from the numerous small islands that spring up and gem

the bosom of the jEgean. It is a lone and solitary spot, whence the

jarring interests, and countless busy cares, that distract the world, seem

for ever excluded ; but where the pious thoughts and heavenly com

munings of a holy man may find undisturbed exercise and constant

aliment. Around the little bay, not deeply indented, were scattered a few

low-roofed white cottages, seemingly the abode of fishermen or sailors,

whose boats and small vessels were drawn up on the beach ; while high

upon a crag, overhanging the village, was reared a strong square build

ing, that served the double purpose of an abode for Caloyers, or Greek

monks, and a place of strength and security in the event of invasion

and attack by an enemy. During the night the wind increased so much

that by twelve o'clock the ships were riding with two cables on end and

topmasts struck. In the morning it was observed that the little brig,

the Hirondelle, had dragged her anchors and gone ashore. By the 1 7th

the gale had moderated, and on that day the Hirondelle was hove off

into deep water by the aid of our men and boats, without any damage.

On the following day the squadron proceeded for Alexandria, where it

arrived on the afternoon of the 22nd. We found the Tigre, Capt.

Hallowell, and the Apollo frigate, outside the harbour, which was occu

pied by a large fleet of English transports. When Sir Thomas Daven

port was despatched to batter Constantinople, and awe the Sultan into

the surrender of his fleet, Capt. Hallowell was sent to Messina, to

superintend the embarkation of a division of troops under the command

of Major-Gen. Frazer, and after convoying them to Alexandria, with

the assistance of the Apollo, co-operate in an attack upon that town.

All this had been happily and successfully accomplished, and two days

before we made our appearance Alexandria had surrendered to the

British forces. Thus, of three feeble expeditions,—though meant to

fulfil great ends,—directed at the same time against three separate
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divisions of the globe, viz., Constantinople, Egypt, and Buenos Ayres,

one only in the outset promised success, ending, like the other two, in

.failure and defeat. Our troops held Alexandria, it is true, for some

months. Further, however, they never penetrated ; and after the dis

astrous attempt upon Rosetta, followed by the rout and capture of poor

Colonel M'Leod's detachment, the British General was fain to evacuate

Egypt,—a step which would have been attended with little credit had

it not been for the firm interposition and salutary counsel of Capt.

Hallowell. We now remained in a state of inaction for several days.

No one, except an officer sent from time to time to communicate with

the General, was suffered to visit the shore. Thus we had ample

leisure to ruminate upon those occurrences of which Egypt, at different

epochs of her eventful history, had been the busy theatre. This state

of inactivity lasted until the 29th, when we were once more under

weigh, and leaving the Canopus, Tigre, Apollo, and a brig, in charge

of Sir Thomas Louis, who was in future to direct the operations of the

naval part of the expedition, bade adieu to the parched and barren sands

of the desolate-looking coast of Egypt. This charge Sir Thomas Louis

was not destined long to hold : in a few weeks after we sailed an inflam

matory illness consigned him suddenly to the grave, when the command

once more devolved upon Capt. Hallowell.

A passage of ten days, during which nothing worthy of note ■ took

place, bore the squadron to Syracuse, where it anchored on the 8th of

April. The Admiral's object in visiting Sicily was the more speedily

to obtain pratique, which could not be procured at Malta in less than

twenty days.

The entrance to the harbour of Syracuse is narrow ; but once in, it

presents a noble sheet of water, capable of holding several sail of the

line, circular, and completely land-locked. All around the shore is

fringed to the margin with vines and olive-trees. Once the chief of

Sicilian cities, embracing within its walls a circuit, I believe, of twelve

miles, Syracuse, miserably shorn of its vast proportions, has dwindled

to a paltry town, limited to the quarter formerly called Ortygia. Until

you cross the drawbridge, which connects modern Syracuse with the

main, nothing now exists, save the poetic fountain of Arethusa, to

recall the memory of classic days. Beyond are the remains of a theatre

and amphitheatre, with some fragments of buildings, and faint but suf

ficiently-visible traces of walls may be seen, which mark the extent to

which they formerly reached. One short and hurried visit of eight or

ten hours to the shore, besides a glance at these objects, and listening

to the surprising echo in " Dionysius's ear," which is oft-repeated and

deafening, though it may well .be doubted whether it ever had the

faculty of conveying a whisper to a concealed person, enabled me, like

wise to descend into the Catacombs, and view this subterranean city of

the dead. They differ little from others of the kind that are found in

various parts of Italy and Sicily. Perhaps the galleries and alleys,

which are numerous, are loftier and better ventilated,—a circumstance

that may account for the rude paintings, all of scriptural subjects, with

which they are profusely decorated, being fresher, and in better pre

servation, than others that I have seen.

We left Syracuse on the 14th of April, and anchored in Malta Har-

lour on the afternoon of the following day.
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anecdotes or kodney's fleet.

One of the greatest Admirals of the last century, who appeared to

follow in the track of his valiant predecessor Hawke, was the late Sir

George Rodney. This intrepid commander, it is well known, had the

good fortune to capture and destroy the greater part of the French

fleet, which was destined to attempt the capture of Jamaica and other

West Indian islands.

In the year 1782, the French, joined by the Spaniards, had already

taken St. Kitts' and other of the British possessions in the West

Indies, and at this period there remained no other islands in possession

of the British than Barbadoes, Jamaica, Antigua, and St. Lucia. It

was a very critical period, and they were considered in extreme danger,

as the Count de Grasse, (one of the best commanders in the French

navy,) was cruizing in the Caribbean Sea, while the Spaniards were in

great strength at Cuba and Hispaniola, the two Powers having no less

than sixty ships of the line, together with a powerful army.

Sir George Rodney having obtained information of the intentions of

the enemy, proceeded to Barbadoes, where he arrived on the 1 9th of

February, having twelve sail of the line, and formed a junction with the

squadron of Sir Samuel Hood. His principal object was to prevent the

Count de Grasse from forming a junction with the Spaniards; and his

comparatively small force being soon reinforced by three ships of the

line, which were despatched from England, he determined to intercept a

French convoy which had sailed from Brest the previous week with

naval stores, artillery, and ammunition intended for Count de Grasse,

who was then lying at Martinico; but failing in his object, and not

being able to meet the convoy, he put into St. Lucia, having altogether

thirty-six ships of the line.

Count de Grasse endeavoured to avoid an engagement, until he could

effect a junction with the Spanish force. He therefore remained at

anchor till the 8th of April, when he sailed from Fort Royal Bay with

a large convoy, but cautiously kept close under the islands, in the hope

of avoiding an encounter.

Admiral Rodney having received intelligence of this movement, lost

no time in weighing anchor, and under a press of sail got sight of the

French fleet the same night off Dominica.

The sight of the long-looked-for enemy diffused general joy through

out the British fleet, and was hailed by a hearty cheer. The French

Admiral, on the contrary, was not altogether pleased with this sudden

and unexpected visit, which he had endeavoured to avoid; however, as

there was no alternative, he made the best disposition which his

judgment suggested, and formed his line of battle to windward, under a

hope that his convoy would thus have an opportunity of proceeding to

its destination, in spite of British interference.

Admiral Rodney had hoisted his signal to form the line early in the

morning; but the greater part of the British fleet were becalmed under

the highlands of Dominica, while the French, who were nearer to Guadeloupe, had the benefit of the breeze. However, as soon as the British

van could feel the wind, they closed with the French ; but their rear and

centre were still becalmed.
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Capt. Burnet, in the Royal Oak, had the honour of commencing the

attack, seconded by Capt. Bayne, in the Alfred, and the Montague;

nothing could exceed the skill and bravery with which these ships con

tinued the attack. The whole division was soon in close action, and

sustained the honour of their country against a superior force for up

wards of an hour.

Sir Samuel Hood, in the Barfleur, displayed prodigies of valour ; at

one time he had no less than seven vessels opposed to him, and seldom

fewer than three; but the British were invincible, and kept up a steady

and well-directed fire. At length, the wind increased sufficiently to

enable some of the leading ships from the centre to come up to the aid

of the van, which had withstood this extremely unequal combat ; and

were quickly followed by Admiral Rodney, in the Formidable, of

90 guns, while the Namur and Duke, of the same rates, followed in his

wake. The fire of these ships was tremendous, and the enemy soon

showed proofs of the havoc they had committed. Capt. Bayne, of the

Alfred, (one of the three ships which commenced the attack,) was

mortally wounded, and nobly fell while cheering his men to the attack.

A few minutes before his death, he resigned his sword to his Lieutenant,

and exhorted him to fight the ship as long as she would float ,—a com

mand which the gallant Lieutenant and his brave associates most strictly

fulfilled ; indeed, nothing could surpass the devotion and the enthusiasm

with which the crew were animated. The manner in which the guns

were served, although the crew were severely galled by a destructive

fire, reflected the greatest honour on the British. The shot from their

numerous assailants poured like hailstones on their devoted heads, yet

not one flinched from his duty ; death had no terrors for the Alfred's

crew, and as at intervals a shot sent its victim to his long home, his

place was instantly supplied by another.

The honour of the French flag was signally sustained by the Captain

of a seventy-four in the rear of the line, who backed his main-topsail,

and steadily received the fire of these three ships, and returned them

successively, without attempting to stir from his station,—a line of

conduct which excited the highest admiration in the British, who con

ceived it an honour to combat with such a brave enemy. The fight,

which had hitherto been unequal on the part of the British, was now

rendered more fairly balanced by the coming up of Admiral Rodney ;

well might they call his ship the " Formidable," it was indeed so in

every sense of the word : his guns were served with most murderous

effect, nothing could withstand the incessant raking fire. De Grasse

availing himself of the wind, and the well connected state of his fleet,

kept a cautious distance, where he thought he could do sufficient execu

tion, without hazard to himself. This distant mode of firing was kept

up for nearly two hours ; and Rodney, who had tried every effort to get

to close quarters with De Grasse, was obliged to give up all hopes, in

consequence of being kept back by the calms under the Island of Domi

nica. This gave De Grasse an opportunity of withdrawing his fleet, and

evading all the efforts of the British Admiral to renew the action ; and,

spite of all exertions to prevent it, the enemy had gained such a distance

by the following morning, that the main body of their fleet was nearly

out of sight.

Rodney and his partisans, however, kept a sharp look-out, and hoping
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that a stiff breeze might yet spring up, was fully prepared to take

advantage of it. He knew the temper and capabilities of his officers,

and was convinced that, the crews of his fleet were composed of the real

bull-dog breed—those who could look death in the face without faltering

—those to whom danger was more an illusion than a reality. But, as

is often the case, many of these men, so brave in the hour of" battle—so

exemplary in their display of courage—were wofully deficient in other

respects : among these failings were the love of liquor, and the unruly

conduct displayed by them whenever a relaxation from duty allowed

them a turn on shore. Among this class might be noticed one Joseph

Purcell, who acquired the cognomen of " The Fire-ball," from his

having a remarkable red carbuncled nose, chiefly occasioned by exces

sive hard drinking. What made matters worse was, that Joe was very

apt to be fuddled at busy times, and in the midst of an action he was

sure to be " three sheets in the wind," as the crew jocosely termed it.

He had often been severely rebuked by his superiors for this breach of

discipline, but he had been spared further punishment in consequence of

the determined courage and ability he displayed when the hour of

danger arrived, till at last his conduct became so glaring that, for the

sake 'of example, Joe was obliged to have three dozen by way of a

monitor. But even this had but a momentary effect ; for a very few

days after, Joe was at his old tricks, and having been reported to the

Captain, he was ordered aft. Joe guessed there was something amiss,

but as he had received a severe wound in the recent action, and the

Captain being aware that he had received it in consequence of seizing

a shell which had fallen on deck, and thrown it overboard before it

exploded, meant to let him off as easy as possible, although he had

resolved to address him in a tone of the utmost severity, and lead him

to suppose that his conduct would be visited with extreme punishment.

At length Joe, according to orders, went aft : he moved slowly on, and

his eyes were fixed on the ground : his arm was in a sling, and a large

black patch was placed across his forward, in consequence of a lacera

tion occasioned by a splinter. A pause ensued : at length the following

colloquy took place. The Captain, eyeing Joe from head to foot, in a

stentorian voice called out—

" Hold up your head, Sir !"

" Please your honour, I can't," replied Joe.

" Why not ?" inquired the Captain.

" Because," replied Joe, " I'm ashamed to look your honour in the

face ; I can face the enemy without blinking, but I can't meet my Cap

tain's gaze."

There was a dead pause. The Captain and officers looked at each

other in surprise, not anticipating such a reply from Joe, and a favour

able feeling began to take possession of them ; but Joe's evil genius

intervened, for, as he stooped with his chin sunk upon his breast, the

neck of a pint-bottle most unfortunately peeped out of his jacket pocket.

The sight, however, instead of exciting the anger of his officers, had a

different effect, and they had some difficulty in restraining themselves

from laughing outright ; for even as it was a tittering ran along the

ship's side, which Joe mistaking for an expression of ridicule in conse

quence of his awkward situation, raised his head, and, glancing a look

of eontempt towards the crew, ejaculated—
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" What have you got to laugh at, ye swabs ?" But Joe in a moment

recollecting where he was, qualified the expression by adding, " Beg
yourxhonour's pardon—forgot I was on the quarter-deck."

The transition of Joe's countenance, and the sudden alteration of

manner, had a most ludicrous effect, and the Captain was obliged to

take a turn or two before he could proceed. At length, making a sudden

stop, he met Joe's eye, and, looking stedfastly in his face, exclaimed,

with a tone of severity—

" So, sir, you have been at your old tricks again : if you do not alter

for the better, I shall be obliged to introduce the cat to your acquaint

ance once more. You are a drunkard and a disgrace to the Navy :

mark you, Joseph, I do not say you are a bad sailor, nor a coward; but

you must leave off drinking or else you will kill yourself."

" Please your honour," mumbled Joe, as he fidgeted with the rim of

his hat—" Please your honour, if I was to leave off drinking I should

die, 'cause a man can't live without drinking, no more nor he could with

out eating."

" Ay, ay, that's all very well," said the Captain ; " but I mean

drinking to excess."

" Please your honour," said Joe, " I never drank to no such person—

I only drinks success to the Navy of Old England and her brave com

manders, and there's such a lot of 'em that it takes a good pull to get to

the end of the list."

The Captain bit his lip, and turned away to hide the smile that was

mantling on his countenance.

" But if your honour will only look over it this once, I promise I

■won't touch another drop. I'll try to do without it : there an't no

knowing what a man can do till he tries. I've gone many a day short

o' provision when it's been banyan-day among us, and thought nothing

on it, because I had got manured to it."

" What is that which I see peeping out of your pocket ?" said the

Captain, as he darted a piercing look at Joe's jacket. Joe cast his eyes

downwards, and the startling evidence stared him full in the face.

" Please your honour, it's a bottle."

" Is this the way you intend to keep your promise of sobriety ?"

" Please your honour, I wasn't agoing to drink it—I was agoing to

throw it overboard."

Nay, you need not do that—I cannot encourage waste on board my

ship. But remember, Joseph, you must mend your conduct, or I'll

bring you to a court-martial, and report you to the Admiralty as an

incorrigible drunkard, unfit to serve in His Majesty's Navy. You may

go now, but have a care you do not offend again, or I will keep my

word, and you shall smart for it."

Joe made a speedy retreat from the deck, and congratulated himself

on the escape he had. His messmates, however, did not spare him ;

and they run their rigs upon Joe most unsparingly. The bargemen

told him that he was a dangerous article to keep on board ; for, if his

fiery nose was to come in contact with the powder-trough, its heat

would set it alight, and blow up the vessel ; while another swore,

that if he were to put his head in a pail of water, the heat of his nose

would make it hiss, as if a hot iron had fallen into it.

" Avast with your jibing and jeering," cried Joe ; " I shan't do
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nothing o' the kind. My Captain has threatened to bring to a.' court mar-

shional, and report me to the Admiraltree as a corrigable drunkard;

but if I gives him another chance, I'll be d—d,—that's all. And yet

it's cursed hard that poor Joe Purcel should be threatened to be flogged

and disgraced because he burnt his lingers by throwing a hot shell over

board, and took an extra glass to celebrate the event."

" Well done, Joe," said his companions ; " we thought you'd make a

good finish of it. But you must go down below,—the Doctor has got

summat to say to you."

Joe descended, but, knocking the bottle against the hatchway, and

fearing it might get broke and spilt, took another swig, " to prevent

"waste," as he said. At this moment the Doctor's Mate caught a

glimpse of him.

" What have you got there ? " said he.

" A bottle," replied Joe.

" Not an empty one, I'll be sworn," said the Mate.

" No," said Joe ; " but it would have been, if you hadn't come

athwart hawse at the moment."

Joe surrendered his bottle, and went to the Doctor to be overhauled.

The Doctor, after examining his state, said,

" You will do well, provided you leave off drinking, and will soon be

able to go to your duty. I will give you plenty of medicine, and you

shall receive every attention, but I must stop your grog, Joe."

" Stop my grog ! " exclaimed Joe as a look of surprise and horror

overspread his features. " Stop my grog, your Honour I No, no,—

you can't mean it ! You may board me with your importation knives,

and cram me with gallipots and bolusses, and blister and bleed till you

make a skeleton of me ; but stop my grog, and you send me to Davy

Jones in the turning of a handspike."

But Joe's rhetoric was lost on the Doctor, who, by three simple

words,—" stop your grog,"—did more towards keeping Joe sober than

the united reasoning and threats of the Captain and officers.

Admiral Rodney having kept a sharp look-out, observed, towards

noon, that two of the enemy's ships which had received some damage

dropped to leeward. A breeze springing up, the British fleet pushed

forward, in order to cut them off. But De Grasse perceiving their

intentions, bore down to their rescue, followed by the whole of his fleet,

by which means the object of Admiral Rodney was obtained, as the

result was that it brought on a general engagement. The opposing

fleets met upon opposite tacks. Sir George Rodney here first tried

the manoeuvre of breaking through the enemy's line, which has since

been practised with such signal success by British commanders. Ad

miral Drake led to action, and received the fire of the whole enemy's

line, which he returned with surprising effect, and gained the highest

honour by his gallantry and excellent seamanship. Captain Penny, of

the Marlborough, (his leading ship,) particularly distinguished him

self. At close quarters, he received the first fire of twenty-three ships

of war, which he most gallantly returned, and was so fortunate as to

have only three men killed and sixteen wounded. This was mainly to

be attributed to the superiority of the English tactics, and the ineffec

tual system of the French in serving their guns. The signal for close

U. S. Mao., No. 158, Jan., 1842. H
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quarters had been thrown out at the first onset, and it was most rigidly

observed by the British, who formed their line within a cable's length.

As each British ship came up, it ranged along the enemy's line, close

under their lee,—indeed, so near, that every shot took effect, and the

French ships being crowded with troops, the effect of the raking fire

was prodigious. Sir George Rodney's ship, the Formidable, with Sir

Charles Douglas as his Flag Captain, was a very awkward customer

among the hostile fleet, as he fired no less than eighty broadsides ; and

it may be readily supposed that many others followed his example, as far

as opportunity would allow. Many of the seamen declared, that the guns

became so hot that it was almost unsafe to load them. About noon,

Rodney made up his mind to put his grand manoeuvre in practice, and,

supported by three other ships, broke through the enemy's line, near

the spot where De Grasse commanded in the Ville de Paris, of 1 1 2

guns ; and, being followed by those ships which lay astern, he wore,

and cut the French rear off from the rest of the line.

This seemed to paralyze them, and threw them into the utmost con

fusion. The manoeuvre was so unexpected, and unprecedented, and

was executed in such a masterly style, that it decided the fortune of the

day, although the enemy continued to fight with exemplary valour till

the setting sun and almost sudden darkness put an end to the contest.

To record the signal acts of heroism exhibited by both nations in this

gallant action would fill a volume. Great victories have been achieved

more recently by Howe, St. Vincent, Duncan, and Nelson : yet it

would be unjust to say that they had surpassed Sir G. Rodney, either

in judgment, bravery, or decision. A few instances will suffice. The

Centaur, 74, commanded by Captain Inglefield, engaged the Caesar, 74.

At this moment both ships were free from injury, and their men were

fresh for mischief. A most gallant action took place ; and, although

the French Captain had the disadvantage, he still disdained to yield.

Two other British ships came up successively to the attack, but the

Frenchman's courage was undaunted : his colours were shot away, but

with his own hand he nailed them to the mast. Fain would the British

Captain have made him prisoner, and thus preserved a brave man's life ;

but fate ordained it otherwise,—he fought his ship until her masts, bow

sprit, and ensign, were shot away, and then refused to strike, till death

completed his overthrow. When she was taken possession of, she had

not a foot of canvass without a shot-hole.' This ill-fated vessel sliortly

after blew np, with a Lieutenant and fifty British seamen on board.

The Glorienx also fought brarvely, and did not strike until her Captain

was severely wounded, the greater part of her crew disabled, and the

sbip rendered a complete wreck. The Canada, Capt. Cornwallis, bore

away for the Ville de Paris, which had been most severely battered,

and attacked her most resolutely ; but the Count de Grasse seemed

determined to sink rather than strike : his men were hardly able to work

their guns, from the havoc made by the destructive fire of the Canada,

which strewed the ports with slain.

At length Sir S. Hood came up, at sunset, in the Barfleur, and

poured in such a tremendous fire that sixty men were at once destroyed

by it. Still the Count de Grasse stuck by his favourite ship ; he could

not bear the thoughts of losing her : and he withstood this destructive

*
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fire for nearly half an hour longer, until all hope of saving her was

over, and then, with a heavy heart, he struck his flag, and surrendered

to Sir S. Hood, who received his sword with the greatest respect, and

immediately returned it, at the same moment expressing the highest

admiration at his exemplary bravery. The loss of men on board the

VhMe de Paris was most unprecedented, being supposed to be greater in

number than the loss experienced by the whole of the British fleet.

Thirty-six chests of money, destined for the pay and subsistence of the

invaders of Jamaica, were found on board of her ; but she had been

reduced to such a complete wreck that she never reached England.

An action sustained against an enemy so determined, and so reso

lutely brave, must, as a matter of course, have made some impression

on the British force, and although not a single ship was lost oa our

side, yet many brave commanders and officers fell while honourably

sustaining the glory of the British flag. It has been already stated that

Capt. Bayne, of the Alfred, who so nobly seconded Capt. Burnet when

be led the attack in the Royal Oak, gallantly fell in this action. Capt.

Blair, of the Anson, also fell dn this memorable day. He was the

same officer who distinguished himself, under Sir Hyde Parker, in the

North Sea, when he fought his ship, the Dolphin, against the Dutch,

and covered himself with glory.

Lord Robert Manners, of the Resolution, 74, was severely wounded,

but hopes were entertained of his recovery, until he was seized with

locked-jaw, while on his passage to England, which carried him off.

His loss was universally lamented both by the Service and the nation.

He had not reached the prime of life when he died ; and had been

greatly distinguished in several brilliant actions against the enemy.

After the defeat Sir S. Hood, with his division, pursued the flying

enemy, and came up with them, and captured two ships of the line and

two frigates in the Mona Passage.

This decisive victory put an end to all thoughts of invading the West

India Islands. Sir G. Rodney was received at Jamaica, with every de

monstration of joy and gratitude, as its saviour. The officers and crews

were handsomely entertained and loaded with presents. The City of

London and several of the principal towns in England were sponta

neously illuminated on the arrival of the glorious intelligence. And

when Admiral Rodney and his brave associates returned to their native

shores they were everywhere received with the greatest enthusiasm.

It may be naturally supposed that in such a victory the prize-money

would be of large amount. Our tars, on receiving their first payment,

amounting to upwards of eighty pounds per man, had never been accus

tomed to the possession of such a sum, and the most ludicrous scenes

took place on shore during their leaves of absence. A sailor could not

be satisfied with having a hackney-coach to drive him about during the

day. No ; Jack must needs have no less than three coaches,—the first

for himself, the second for his lady, and the third, which brought up

the rear, contained a blind fiddler and a keg of rum. One of these

mad-caps hired the London stage-coach, intending to take a trip to

London with his lady. At this time there were not many public con

veyances, and Jack having taken the entire coach to himself, it was

natural to suppose that there would be a deficiency in the number of

ft
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conveyances for passengers on that day. Just as the coach was about

to start an officer came up, and requested the coachman to open the

coach-door.

" The coach is full, Sir," said the coachman, as he touched his hat

and smiled.

" How can that be ? " said the officer. " You have only two pas

sengers."

" True, your honour," replied the coachman. "It is one of the crew

of the M , and he has engaged the entire coach for himself and

his party."

" Oh, if that's the case," said the Lieutenant, " only let me see

him, and I'll soon settle the business." Whereon the Lieutenant made

no more ado but opened the coach-door, and would have entered, but

Jack, who had got his grog abroad, hailed him,—

" What ship, hey ? Where the devil are you steering to ? Don't

you know that I'm the Captain of this here craft ? "

" I know it, Jack," said the Lieutenant, " and you must give me a

berth aboard to London ? "

" I'll be d—d if I do, though," says Jack. " This is my ship, and

nobody shall come aboard without I says the word."

The coachman here spoke to Jack, and said, " It is Lieutenant

G wants to take a berth in your cabin."

" 111 be d—d if he shall, though," replied Jack. " He never axed

tne into the cabin aboard the M . Howsomever, tell him he may

go upon deck if he likes ; and I hope he'll look after you, and see that

you are steady at the helm, and don't sarve us the same as one of you

land-lubbers did about three years ago, when he run foul of one of the

landmarks, and pitched us all overboard."

The Lieutenant heard Jack's reply, and, taking it all in good part,

mounted the coach and rolled away to London.

Soon after Admiral Rodney's return to England he was presented to

His Majesty, who created him a Peer, with a handsome pension for

life: while Sir Samuel Hood was created an Irish Peer, and Admiral

Drake and Commodore Affleck were made Baronets. On Sir G.

Rodney paying a visit to Hull the horses were taken from his carriage,

the town was illuminated, and a grand entertainment given to celebrate

the splendid victory of their townsman,—a victory that laid the founda

tion for those unerring tactics which have rendered the British Navy

the wonder and envy of the world.
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GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE.

TO THB EDITOR OF THE UNITED SERVICE JOURNAL. 1 1

England and the French Press.

London, 1841.

Mr. Editor,—During a late tour of some months on the Continent, my

attention was forcibly struck by the spirit of bitter hostility towards England

which pervades the French Press. I seldom took, up a French journal,

Parisian or provincial, without finding an angry invective or a sneering

attack upon the British nation. If, on the other hand, I had the good for

tune to find an English paper, how great was the difference ! The calum

nies of the French Press on our national character and honour were met by

gentle expostulation and mild reproof, or by compliments, which, even if

merited, were certainly ill timed.

As an Englishman, I could well afford to smile at the wrath of our Gallic

neighbours ; indeed, when I considered that military reputation is the tender

point with Frenchmen, I felt the abuse which arose from certain recollec

tions on this point to be rather complimentary than otherwise. But the

tone of our own papers, I own, did annoy me—I thought it unworthy of

England—a nation which certainly has as little to fear from war as France

has. Shall I confess it, Mr. Editor? I felt, also, a little disappointed at not

seeing some paper in the United Service Journal giving expression to the

genuine feelings of an Englishman, who, if he knows what is due to others

and respects their feelings, requires, in return, a similar regard for his own.

I know that it does not enter into the plan of the U. S. J. to notice the

language of the contemporary Press ; but on a great politico-military ques

tion, when all Europe rung with the menaces of France, directed especially

against England, it might have been well to have placed on record the

sentiments of calm disdain with which I firmly believe every Englishman

regarded this foolish outbreak. Such, Sir, are my motives in now address

ing you ; and as your pages are chieHy intended for the Sister Services, I

do not conceive you will consider yourself bound to imitate the diplomatic

caution of the daily Press *.

A word en passant on that cautious policy to which it has been said we

mainly owe the continuance of peace. It is certainly very possible that, had

our Press retorted on the French in the same tone, the feelings of that sen

sitive people might have been goaded into an irresistible desire for war.

The insults of French writers fell harmless on the victors in the last trial of

strength, but the taunts with whioh England could have replied, coupled

with references to certain past events, would have fallen with insufferably

stinging effect on the unhealed wound of French national vanity. There

is, however, a 'medium between insult and flattery, which it would have

been more dignified to have pursued, and, I venture to .think, more condu

cive to the preservation of a permanent peace.

The malady under which France laboured at the time of the Treaty of

* Our own comments, during the period in question and to the present time, have

been in perfect unison with the feeling above expressed ; but in reproving the inso

lent and impolitic tone of the French Press and canaille through the pages of this

Professional Work, which enjoys a flattering share of consideration on the Continent,

we have been anxious to discriminate, and to avert rather than quicken a collision

which, while we might rely on a repetition of former triumphs to our banner, would

be of more certain injury than benefit to either country and to the peace of Europe.

—Editor.
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July, 1840, was an access of inordinate and overweening vanity. She had

imagined that her individual will was to prevail over the united resolutions
of Europe • ! Now, will any doctor, physical or metaphysical, assert that

the proper medicine for vanity is flattery? Surely not; and had it not been

for the corrective effect of Lord Palmerston's firmness, I believe the language

of our Press would have led to a war by conveying the happily erroneous

impression that we feared it.

Nor were the arguments of the British journalists better judged than

their language. France, in the true spirit of a gambler, was ready to rush

into war to win back what she had lost. Now, it may be very well to talk

to a gambler about the impropriety and bad moral tendency of gaming, but

the first argument to be used should be the probability of loss and total

ruin. But this was just what our writers never suggested to the French;

they never told them that, in seeking to " recover the Rhine," they might

lose the Rhone—a very probable termination to another war, in which the

ambition of France should happen to involve Europe.

Fifteen months have now passed since England gave mortal offence to

France by presuming to differ with her on the Eastern question : upon that

question, four Powers out of five were agreed, and France alone dissented.

In private life, if five persons discussed some affair, and four out of the five

were agreed, while one only dissented ; if that one threatened the rest with,

his displeasure, he would be thought very arrogant, or, perhaps, a little

mad. Yet such was the conduct of France in this famous question.

This time, however, John Bull was not in one of his yielding moods: he

remained deaf to threats and abuse. The wrath of Thiers, the fury of the

Press, the intonations of the Marseillaise, were unheeded by him; the

levies of soldiers and sailors, the preparations for war, disturbed him not:

he felt he was right, and he persisted. A man who goes coolly and reso

lutely to the point is seldom battled ; and John Bull, having carried his

resolutions into effect, sat down in peace.

Ever since that date, however, the French press, Parisian and provincial,

has poured forth its rage in measureless abuse of " England and the Eng

lish." There is no vice with which her national character has not been

charged—no crime with which her past annals have not been said to abound

—no misdeeds which her Government was not actually perpetrating or

preparing. The English were going to seize upon Syria, upon Egypt,

upon Candia; and when, to the affected surprise of these writers, she did

nothing of the sort, new causes of jealousy were found; and when those in

turn disappeared, the spirit which created them only gained strength and

bitterness. And what is that spirit which fills the French Press with the

vilest calumnies, the foulest aspersions, on the honour and probity of Eng

land? Whence their sneers on her generosity and magnanimity, so ill

becoming the mouth of a Frenchman? The answer is simple—it all pro

ceeds from exaggerated vanity and the filing recollections of the past; the

long list of defeats sustained at our hands ; the crowning victory of Waterloo

—and, above all, the three years' occupation of France !

Hieret lateri lethalis arundo.

Unless we could reverse the history of these events (which, in the case of

Waierliw, somt» French writers do not despair of), and blot out the names

(alas! too many), of our victories, there can be no hope of forgiveness.

Were there even some signal victories by land or by sea to set off against

our successes under Wellington and Nelson—had there been a Marengo,

* As an illustration of this feeling, the popular caricature of the day in Paris was

a four-headed giant stopped by a man in the uniform of the National Guard, who calls

out (while he runs to the charge), "Amoila France!" Unfortunately, however,

the giant walked on, and the National Guard, of course, walked off.
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an Austerlitz, or a Jena, gained over the English lust war—it would be

something to fall back upon. Our victories by sea might have been over

looked, as Buonaparte had been pleased to assign that element to us as our

natural dominion, but to beard the invincible legions of France by land, and

upon their own soil ; to defeat Marshal after Marshal, and make them

stepping-stones to victory over their mighty Sovereign, whom England

alone refused to acknowledge, and would never vield to; to plant the

"meteor flag" of England on the sacred walls of Paris, and to send the

Emperor, for whose ambition Europe was too small, to pine and fret

in an insignificant islet of the Ocean Queen ! It was too much, espe

cially for la Jeune France, who, periectly satisfied of the invincibility of

French troops, could see nothing but treachery in the natural course of

events : the oft-told tale of ambition meeting with a downfall—the reflux of

victory. They (the children of la Jeune France) never troubled themselves

about history or her lessons; their mind was made up on the point years

ago; France in their ideas represents all the military virtue, all the exulted

courage, all the grandeur of soul, to be found in tins nether world. War is

her peculiar province, victory her prerogative; and any other Power who

interferes with these French affairs, a base interloper. For all other

countries tliey have a supreme contempt. In Russia they see nothing

but winter embodied, a country fortified by frost and snow, and only for

midable in its climate. Austria is to their imagination the same inert and

helpless mass as in days of yore, the slave of an antiquated system, and.

utterly unfitted for modern warfare. Prussia is only thought of in conjunc

tion with Jena and Friedland, subsequent events being, by general con

sent, lost sight of. England — " Perlide Albion," is a more awkward

subject to deal with : her long and brilliant career of victories by sea and

land, her steady and successful resistance to the ambition of the Corsicans,

are too much matters of European history, and too closely connected with

the present state of France herself, to be denied. It is too soon as yet to

raise a monument to the French victory of Waterloo, though the thing was

done at Thoulouse, amidst the jests of the beholders, and the laughter of

Europe. But England might be sneered at in paragraphs, and honoured in

the eyes of the world. That which the sword of Nupoleou could not effect,

the French Press did not shrink from undertaking. The British genius

was found to be unfit for war ! her successes were due to " gold," or to her

"Punic faith," or her "audacity,'' or her "diplomacy!" (We had always

supposed our diplomacy to be our weak point) By sea, indeed, the number

and skill of her seamen had sometimes prevailed in general actions, though

in single ones, the superior courage of the French, (as our writer had the

matchless effrontery to declare,) had always prevailed. That is in the pro

portion of one victory to every eighteen defeats throughout the war ! but by

land, the daring courage, chivalrous bravery, &c., &c., of France, knew no

equal. England in fact was only a commercial, not a military nation,—a

•^nation of shopkeepers," as Napoleon, who subsequently knew them better,

declared.

Her military character being thus disposed of, sneers were to be directed

at her good faith, generosity, magnanimity, etc., the qualities impugned

being the very ones which, towards France at least, were carried to an extent

more conformable'to the laws of chivalry than of diplomacy. But national

vanity was stronger than gratitude or prudence either in the French writers*

They' saw not the crushing retort to which they exposed themselves, when

they accused England of wanting generosity, or showing rapacity. The

moderation of the English Press spared the feelings of the French public;

but as it is mv wish to place on record what 1 know to be the sentiments of

the warlike profession, I will give a brief answer to the calumnies of the

French Press.

1st. As regards the military character of England, I admit we are not
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naturally so military a nation as the French. The genius of the French is

essentially military, and a great majority of her population have a taste for

the arts of war, even those who never enter the array, and perhaps are not

adapted for it. The love of glory is stronger among the French than among

ourselves, and more pervading ; with them it reaches the lowest classes, with

us it is confined to the higher. There is also more of patriotism, (though I

think of a mistaken kind,) among the masses in France, and a greater feel

ing of individual concern in the national character and honour. These

sentiments, and a certain indispensable chivalry unknown to the lower

orders of Englishmen, will always make it easier to fill the ranks of the

French army than the British. The same characteristics will make it

easier to preserve discipline in a French army, especially in circumstances

of hardship and privation, than in a British. Of course, we admit a gallant

and daring spirit to be among the virtues of the French soldier. On the

other hand, in this last and most essential attribute, we do not allow the

British soldier to be one whit behind his Gallic rival. To the contrary, in

cool, steady, persevering courage—that courage which decides the final

success of the day, we believe our countrymen to have greatly the advan

tage ; at least we cannot find any other adequate cause to account for the

fact, that when British troops are opposed to French in anything like equal

numbers, they are in four cases out of five victorious. 1 do not of course

speak of battles in which the English formed a fraction only of an allied

force.

Again, though the English soldier wants the love of glory which dis

tinguishes the French, he is actuated by a strong "sense of duty,"—a prin

ciple more to be relied on in the long run, than " I'amour de lagloire." He

has perfect confidence in his officers, and beh'eves himself, according to the

traditional saying, to be "worth two Frenchmen," or any other foreigners: for

all of whom he has but a light regard.

All history seems to show, that an English army, once got into good dis

cipline, (no easy task,) and well commanded, is equal to a French army one-

third stronger. So much for the character of the British soldier. Of the

officers I need only say, they are guided by those principles and feelings

which are included under that comprehensive term, " A Gentleman."

But were the British character less fitted by nature than it is for warfare,

it would still be absurd to deny to England the rank of a first-rate military

(under which I include naval) Power.

Why 1 the empire founded and maintained by her arms, that empire upon

which the sun never sets, speaks to the fact of her warlike prowess. To

deny the martial spirit of Great Britain, while her diadem is set with the

spoils of the mighty, may suit the prejudice and ignorance of Frenclt

writers, but must excite a smile in them who have eyes. " But," said a

Frenchman to a friend of the writers, " that empire you refer to, was con

quered from barbarians unskilled in the arts of war." " Not at all," was the

reply ; " it was founded on the ruins of other empires, established by per

sons as civilized and as warlike, as ourselves." Our Eastern empire was

only established after a long and doubtful struggle with the French, in which

the military genius of Clive was triumphant ; Canada again, our second

colony in importance, was wrested from our Gallic rivals by force of arras,

not without many a hard-fought battle ; but even the military talents of

Montcalm could not resist the impetuous valour of Wolfe. Jamaica again

was torn from Spain, the Cape of Good Hope from Holland. Nearly all

the colonies we hold, and the too many we generously ceded in 1815, tell the

same tale : they are the trophies of the Ocean Queen—

Who won, and well can guard these lands.

They are the visible and speaking testimonies to our military prowess. YesT

though the proud boast of Britain is to be first in the arts of peace and

civilization, she may boldly assert her title as " Nulli secunda" in the art of

war.
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Her victories spread over her whole history, and may boldly challenge

comparison with any other on record ; and if she has not, under a Corsican

usurper, devoted half her children to slaughter, and purchased empty

victories at the price of their blood, her successes have been more than-

proportioned to the means employed, and have not been neutralized by

subsequent humiliations. If she has not carried her banners to Vienna

and Berlin, neither has she seen the Tricolor wave over the walls of

London. If she has not tilled her palaces and museums with the plun

der of lair and helpless Italy, neither has she had the bitter humiliation of

seeing these unlawful spoils torn from her walls, to be returned to their

lawful owners I

Having thus, as I conceive, vindicated the claim of England to a firstrank in point of military prowess, I pass to the

2nd. False assertions of the French Press-

It is often said, or rather hinted,—for the thing is too unfounded forpositive assertion,—that our successes are due to " treachery" and ill faith.

Now, a general charge of this sort, without facts or dates assigned,admits but of a general answer, and there can be no better one than wasgiven by an English gentleman to a Frenchman, who had attributed a longlist of British victories to treachery :—

" That the French, like all others, should be subject to reverses, I canbelieve ; but that they should always be the victims of treachery amongthemselves, would argue them the greatest rascals in existence, and that Iwill not believe."

It would, indeed, be a melancholy and, for France, a hopeless fact, if

she were always liable to be betrayed by her own sons. But, in truth, there-

is no shadow of truth in the assertion. In the Revolution, as in other civil

wars, there were desertions from the side of the established Government;

but in the wars of Napoleon, the Spanish war, and of course by sea, there

was no case of treachery in any way influencing the fate of battles. The

origin of such a belief (or rather assertion) may be found in the vanity of a

nation, who would not believe that other Powers should obtain their suc

cesses in the same manner as the French themselves had so often done,—

by honest, hard fighting. Thus, when Napoleon found himself defeated at

Waterloo by the superior stamina and unflinching courage of the British

troops, (to which Foy and Soult had borne witness in a warning voice,) he

invented a clumsy fable about the "Moyenne Garde" being mistaken for

the " Vieille Garde," and a panic (spread by traitors) having seized the

French troops m the moment of victory! Had Napoleon written in less

haste, he would doubtless have seen the gross improbability of any troops,

and still more of French troops, naturally so sanguine, being seized with

panic in the moment of victory. But this improbable figment was eagerly

received by the French troops, and served to confirm that belief in their

own invincibility, which is peculiar to " La Grande Nation" and the Celestial

Empire of China.

Now, it is unfortunate for the French themselves, as well as for the

future peace of Europe, that such a monstrous theory should prevail among

them. Unfortunate for themselves, as greatly adding to the sting of past

sorrows, by representing them as due not to the fortune of war, but to

circumstances of a singularly exceptional nature. Other nations console

themselves for their losses by reflecting on the proverbial mutability of

fortune, or, to speak more justly, on the irresistible decrees of Providence.

And this view tended to preserve peace, by suggesting the probability of

loss as well as gain. But the successes of Napoleon turned people's heads

in France; and she is probably destined to learn humility in future and

more fatal calamity. She forgets that Corsica does not produce a Napoleon

every year, and that the new system of warfare, of which she derived the

whole benefit, is now known to all Europe, as it was near the end of the

last war.
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The year 1812 was the turning point with Napoleon. Up to that time

he had been victorious, but thenceforward his decline commenced. Though

the decisive day of Waterloo threw all other reverses into the shade, it was

not the first nor the fourth defeat Napoleon had met with. In his own

style of speaking, his star was on the wane,— waning as regularly as that

of Wellington was waxing bright and approaching the zenith. There was

nothing out of the common course of events in the defeat of Waterloo. It

was the natural climax and denouement of the grand drama. Those

"fatalites inconcevables," "eveuements inexplicables,'' &c, &c, which

play the part of Homer's gods, whenever victory is to be snatched from its

lawful owners, the French, will be translated into plain English thus, by

impartial men :—"The courage of the French was more impetuous, but it

could not wear out the cool resolution and unflinching endurance of the

British."

An impartial observer of events, especially a believer in the overruling

hand of Providence, might have almost anticipated the result of that final

conflict between the two greatest Generals of the age. Providence, which

had sent Napoleon into the world to be the scourge and oppressor of

Europe, had, in the same year, sent Arthur Wellesley to be its deliverer.

The bane and the antidote were thus given together. Each in distant

lands for a time pursued his separate course, like two bright stars moving

in their respective orbits. At first the star of Napoleon, emerging above

the horizon of Italy, and growing brighter as it rose above the fields of

Marengo, Austerlitz, and Jena, filled all Europe with its lurid glare. Then

it was seen to pale beneath the influence of a Northern sky ; and another

shining star rose above the mountains of the Peninsula. It was the star of

Wellesley, of Albion, and of Victory,—of a purer and a brighter name,

for Duty, and not Ambition, kindled its fire. In 1813 and 1814, the star

of Napoleon grew dim, and dimmer, while that of Wellington, no longer

confined to Spain, Hashed in glory over the plains of France. Now, it

might have been thought the rival orbs would have met in mid heaven :

hut no ! The star of Napoleon set in gloom. The usurper was hurled

from his throne; but it was not the fated hand of Wellington which had

laid him low. This time it was not the "evil genius" of Napoleon,—the
mysterious " homme rouge •" who " met him at Philippi." Hut mark, the

course of that Providence, which seems to have assigned to Great Britain

the duty of curbing the pride and baffling the ambition of France, and

which opposed a Wellington to Napoleon, as it had, a century previous, a

Marlborough to the encroaching Louis XIV.! Napoleon had fallen,

indeed, and was virtually a captive in Elba, where, in the beautiful words

of Byron,

The Captive Usurper,

Hurl'd down from his throne,

Lay buried in torpor,Forgotten and lone ;I broke through his slumbers,I sever'd his chain,

I leagued him with numbers—He's tyrant again !

With the blood of a million he'll answer my care,

With a nation's destruction—hi*flight and despair.'

Like the dead from his tomb, Napoleon once more appeared upon the

scene, as if to give to England, his constant and unswerving foe, the whole

glory of his fall. He was soon at the head of an army, and as soon was his-

destined and unguarded hastening to the encounter. Napoleon, as he left

* The well-known story of the vision of a " red man" haunting Napoleon is of

Trench origin, and related by many of his biographers.
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Paris, observed, not without some misgiving, " I go to measure swords,

with Wellington." Yes! for Fate -impelled him. I have said the result

might have been anticipated. Of the two Generals on whom the eyes of

the world were fixed, both had evinced first-rate military talent; but while

one had recently experienced nothing but reverses, the other had never been

defeated. I do not say that this could be considered a strictly logical

ground of conclusion, but in practice we are all guided by such reasoning,

and soldiers, above all others, attach importance to the fortune of their leader

—a sentiment which Ceesar himself participated, ("CtDsaris fortuna,')J and.

Napoleon always cherished.

The result proved the " star" of Wellington and Albion in the ascendant.

The star of Napoleon sunk to rise no more, and a consummation, glorious

beyond the hopes of the victors, crowned a struggle of a quarter of a cen

tury between England and Franco.

It was but natural that French writers should seek to lessen the merit of

this victory, and accordingly they discovered that had the Prussians not

come upjutt when they did the French would have gained a victory. It is

difficult to deal with a past tense of the potential mood, as what might have-

been, or could have been, is beyond mortal ken ; but it would seem Napoleon

employed his six hours' fighting with the British but badly, if success was

only obtained when it came too late. Latterly a new version of this story

has been given, though, certainly, on no very high authority. The French,

we are told, did gain a victory ; and one furiously-patriotic writer in a

French journal (1 regret having forgotten which) claimed two victories in

the same day ! This is clearly a plagiarism from Lord Byron's advice to

unfaithful spouses in Don Juan.

"Tis to retort with firmness, and when he

Suspects with one, do you retort with three.

These pretensions, ridiculous as they are, will probably gain ground some

years hence, and our sons may see a monument to the French victory of

Waterloo, to rival the amusing testimonial of French vanity on the field of

Thoulouse, Unless, indeed, some ill-natured reviewer*, after the example

of the Quarterly, should demolish the claim with French contemporary

authentic t

It is fortunate for us, however, that "gesta" as well as "scripta manent,"

and that all the ink of the French Press cannot blot out the past. No, nor

the meditated achievements of la Jeune France ; for, even were the Tri

color unfurled above our capital, and the Treaties of 1815 inverted against

su, still, in the words of the Spanish ballad,

Although our arm be weakened, although our hairs be gray,

The hard-won praise of other days cannot be swept away.

No : should the fatal day ever come when proud Albion had to stoop to

the foe, and the foreigner trod her " sacred shores," unproLned for a thou

sand years, still, in the dark gloom of that period, the names of Trafalgar

and Waterloo would but shine more brightly amidst surrounding dark

ness. ,

A few words on the want of a " love of glory" with which we are charged.

There is some truth in the accusation. We have little national enthusiasm

even for our most glorious deeds. The total absence of public monuments

• I would recommend this eeemingly superfluous task to some of your corre

spondents.

*»* We have already demolished the fable, and placed the facts on authentic

record, in an article, (with an accurate plan,) which appeared in this Journal for

October, 1838, immediately after Marshal Soult's visit to this country, when the

question was most hotly agitated in France.—Editor.
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to our greatest heroes is a proof of it. In France, besides the various public

monuments to Napoleon and his victories, there is not a house without a

statue or a bust of him, and bis likeness stares at one from every plate and

disb, every wash-hand bason and . In England, where we have the

conqueror of Napoleon, the hero of a hundred fights—to whom we owe no

subsequent reverses and humiliations—there is no national monument to

this matchless warrior ! And Nelson, who would have been deified in

France, has nothing but his tomb to show a nation's gratitude. So far the

censure is just ; yet, while we regret this want of proper spirit, we prefer it

to the absurd bombast of French exhibitions. What a spectacle does France

now present to other nations ! Performing a posthumous triumph, (or

funeral, 1 know not which to call it,) in honour of the man who contemned

and ruined her—"consecrating" a column at Boulogne*, to commemorate

the invasion of England, which did not take place. Raising a monument

at Thoulouse, to the defeat of her army, and another at Tunis, to Louis IX.,

who died there 600 years ago, in an abortive and bungling attempt to take

it. While, as a climax, a young Prince receives an ovation in honour of

successes yet to come, his only recorded victory being over the dysentery,

and due to the doctors ! Such are the amusements provided for that volatile

people, whose present passions seem to be admiration of Napoleon and

hatred to England. »

The Napoleonism of France is to me utterly unintelligible. To see a

proud nation bowing down to worship a Corsican, who only made their mili

tary spirit a tool for his own elevation and that of his family—who, after

shedding the blood of her sons profusely in a hundred battles, and receiving

proofs of fidelity which would have called forth gratitude from any less

selfish heart—treated her with a scorn and contumely unknown to her most

despotic princes. When told by his Ministers of the wants and wishes of

France, what was his presumptious answer? "La France! c'est moi.''

And, again, " France has more need of me than 1 of her." Such was the

answer of a man who owed everything to France, who rose by French

valour and French blood, freely shed, from Corsican insignificance to a

throne, and then, dazzled by his own selfishness, could only see himself, his

own Imperial " mot," and counted for nothing the nation who had raised

him 1 For a constitution he gave them despotism—for liberty an. iron sway.

And when his ambition had been gratified to the utmost by the etforts of

his troops, repaid their devotion by leading them to slaughter ; and, in

return for his own .elevation, worked the ruin and humiliation of his country.

Yet this is the man to whom France awards an Apotheosis. Alas ! poor

human nature ! I do not think the French even see the few good points in

Napoleon's character ; they seem to think his successful wars a sufficient

title to admiration, and to see merit only in good fortune. This is a vulgar

idea of true glory and heroism, and one which would accord no honour to

the constant and unyielding, though unsuccessful hero.

1 had intended to say a few words on the often-quoted taunt of Napoleon

about the " nation of shopkeepers," which the French Press delights in, but

space is wanting. I may just observe, however, that it is less applicable to

us than the French. " A nation of merchants" would have been truer,

" whose merchants are princes and the hoiiuurablcs of the earth." Yes;

* An anticipatory monument, similar to that at Boulogne, was raised at Coblentz

on the Rhine, to commemorate the success the French meant to achieve in Russia.

The Russian General, on seeing it, simply added, " Seen and approved by us, 1814,"

to the inscription.

Some wag at Boulogne, hearing the statue of Napoleon was to be placed " facing

England," scratched two letter Ws in the eyes, as much as to say, " If you do look

that way you will only see Wellington and Waterloo," two names which, as the sage

Prefet wrote in four doggerel lines, meant to be very cutting, were "odious" to

France. Of course they are, and that was the point of the jest attributed to an

Englishman.
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and a more honourable, hospitable, or generous class of men, nor more

enlightened, I do not know. Their character stands as. high above the

French vender of " nic-nacs" and immoralities abroad, (who assumes the

name of merchant,) as honesty does above fraud. In fact, petty shopkeepers

swarm in France, and they have no great merchants, manufacturers, or

capitalists. E. W.

Napoleon's Wound.

Mr. Editor,—Your ingenious contributor of the " Confessions of a Spy "

takes some pains to prove that Napoleon was wounded at Toulon—a fact of

which there is no doubt. Sir Walter Scott, in his Life of Napoleon, describ

ing the sortie, headed by General O'Hara, from Toulon, says, " There was

a warm skirmish, in which Napoleon himself received a wound in the thigh,

by which, though a serious injury, he was not disabled." Sir Walter Scott's

authorities are Sonnini, torn. iv. p. 223 ; Toulongeon, torn. iv. p. 88 ; Napo

leon's Memoirs, vol. i. p. 25 ; and Rivington's Annual Register for 1 795,

p. 415. Let me add, for the information of your contributor, that Couthon,

the Terrorist, had lost the use of his legs : that he always carried a small

spaniel in his bosom, and was hugging it during the scene in the National

Convention which terminated in the downfall of himself and his party.

I am, &c. Virtus.

CORRESPONDENCE FROM THE PRINCIPAL PORTS AND STATIONS.

Portsmouth, Dec. 19, 1841.

« " Mr. Editor,—The Royal George Yacht has been paid off by Capt. Lord

Adolphus Fitz Clarence, and recommissioned again by his Lordship ; ono

reason was, to detach the Rapid brig as tender, and substitute the Nautilus

brig in her place. The Rapid will now be fitted for foreign instead of home

service.

The weather has been so very tempestuous all the month, that little or

nothing has been done in the way of fitting. The ships for China that went

from Portsmouth, viz., North Star, Apollo, Sapphire and Serpent, were at

Plymouth on Friday, detained by foul winds. The Dido has since arrived

from the eastward on her way to join them, and will do so about Monday or

Tuesday.

1 The Warspite and Vindictive are fitting with all expedition, and will be

two of the finest men-of-war, of their class, in the Service. It is expected

that they wall go to sea together, and will winter at Bermuda ; so that,

should their services in that quarter of the globe be required in the ensuing;

spring, they will be handy.

The Belvidera has gone to the Mediterranean in charge of her First

Lieutenant ; Capt. the Hon. George Grey had permission to go overland to

Genoa, to attend to the remains of his sister, the late Countess of Durham.

Capt. Grey would join the ship at Leghorn.

■•" Vice-Admiral Sir Edward Owen has desired that the Queen shall go to

Spithead this week, and the officers are preparing to do so, if practicable.

She is very short of seamen ; possibly a number will join when she gets out

of harbour. The ship cannot go to sea without a draft of 250 or 300 good

men ; but the sooner she is out of harbour the better.

The Carysfort, 26, is ordered to be commissioned here, by Capt. Lord

George Paulet.

The Powerful, 84, with the flag of Vice-Admiral Sir J. A. Ommanney,

K.C.B., is hourly expected from Malta. The Admiral will strike his flag at

Spithead; but at present there are not any orders relating to the ship;

having been originally fitted at Sheerness, it is probable she will be paid off
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there. The Conway, 26, with the specie from China, is also dailv looked

for. The money she has on board belonging to Government, the Treasury

department have authorised their agent to take] charge of on the Conway's

arrival, land it, and convey it to London. This releases the Captain from

all responsibility after getting to Spithead.

The Hastings, Ganges, and Implacable, 74-gun ships, are ordered home

to be paid off. The Implacable will go to Plymouth, the Ganges and

Hastings to Portsmouth.

The Admiralty contemplate an alteration in the Pursers' department of

the Navy. The system now adopted of remunerating that class of officers

by a per-centage on what they issue in the shape of victualling, is not a good

plan, although it has been in operation many years. Some Pursers make,

and many have made, large sums of money out of small ships ; while others

in ships of the line cannot do so. To obviate this, it is expected that all

Pursers will hereafter be paid by salary, or pay, as other officers are ; that

the stores placed in their charge shall be regularly accounted for; and every

means of saving and economy be adopted. This must be more beneficial to

Government, and less troublesome and irksome to the Purser; for, at pre

sent, it is like keeping a shop—the more men victualled the greater the

profit. If Pursers of first-rates were paid a salary of 800/. per annum,

instead of the precarious mode'of getting about 1000/. in the shape of tenths,

per-centage on slops and tobacco, savings out of necessary money, and the

paltry pay of 90/. a year, the Government would benefit thereby and the

officers be better off. The Clerks of the ships should also be placed on

another footing.

The Mates of H.M.S. Excellent, studying at the Naval College, com

menced their half-yearly examination for the Lieutenant's commission last

week, and will not have concluded it before next week; so that the name of

the " fortunate youth " who obtains his promotion cannot be announced by

you this month. The subjects they have been examined in are—Arith

metic and Algebra, Field Fortification, Mechanics, Trigonometry, Nautical

Astronomy, Hydrostatics, Differential and Integral Calculus, &c. ; Gunnery,

Theoretical and Practical ; Steam.

The following thirteen Cadets for the Marine Corps, viz.: H. Spratt, G

E. O. Jackson, F. A. P. Wood, T. V. Cooke, G. H. Ormond, L. S. Reeves,

M. Spratt. G. B. Puddicomhe, H. S. Buck, J. W. C. Williams, E. P.

Usher, C. Onslow, and J. Bunce, who are living on board H.M.S. Excel

lent, have also undergone their first half-yearly examination, and will be

classed, according to their attainments, in the course of the ensuing week.

The subjects in which they have been examined are, Mechanical Drawing,

Arithmetic Algebra, up to Simple Equations, Euclid, books 1, 2, and

Practical Drill, i. e„ musket, sword, and great gun exercise. The Admi

ralty have allowed all the Mates and Cadets a month's vacation ; and they

will resume their studies about the latter end of next month,

P.

P.S. The Snake and Heroine brigs have arrived from the eastward, and

it is expected they will be sent to Plymouth, to join the China Expedition. .

" Plymouth, Dec. 90, 1841.
m Mr. Editor,—JThe gales which usual! y visit us at this season of the year

have prevailed, accompanied by heavy rain, with scarcely a day's intermis

sion, for the lust three weeks, greatly to the inconvenience of •sbipB outward

bound, and to the detriment of those fitting out at this port. The Spartan,

26, Cant. Hon. — Elliott, sailed on the 23rd ultimo for the North American

and West India station before the tempestuous weather had fairly com

menced ; but several men-of-war, whioh have since attempted to proc(

i have been compelled to put back in consequence of
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of weather. The Malahar, 72, Capt. Sir George Snrtorius, has twice

returned into port. She sailed, first, on the 25th ultimo, and came back

Again on the 30th. She again took her departure for her destination (the

Mediterranean) on the llth instant, and made her appearance again in the

Sound on the 13th. The Madagascar, 44, Capt. John Foote, sailed on the

'26th ultimo for the Cape of Good Hope, but was obliged to return on the

30th. She made another attempt on the 14th instant, but was driven into

Falmouth. The Harlequin, 16, Commander Hon. G. F. Hastings, left on

the 25th ultimo, and re-anchored in the Sound on the 29th. She made

another attempt on the 14th instant to proceed to her station (China), but

was under the necessity of putting back on the 1 6th instant. The Isis, 44,

Capt. Sir John Marshall, arrived on the 26th ultimo from Chatham, and

came into harbour on the 1st instant, to make good her defects, having

experienced very severe weather, from which she received much damage,

on her passage round from the eastward. She is now ready for sea, being

detained only, like many other ships, by adverse winds. The North Star,

28, Capt. Sir E. Home, arrived on the 26th ultimo from the eastward. She,

too, has required to have her defects made good by the dockyard.

We have had four ships paid off since I last wrote you, and two commis

sioned. The Crocodile, 28, Capt. A. Milne, was paid off on the 28th nit,

and has since been taken into dock (13th instant) to undergo a slight repair,

preparatory to being re-commissioned. The Scorpion, 10, Lieut.-Com.

Gayton, was paid off on the 30th ult., the Ferret, 10, on the 30th ult., and

the Lapwing packet on the 7th of this month. The Ferret was re-com

missioned on the 1st inst. by Commander Jos. Oakes; and the Minden,

fitting as a hospital-ship for China, was commissioned on the 3rd inst. by

Capt. Michael Quin. The Minden is to have the same complement of

men (280) as the Belleisle, with the addition of thirty belonging to the

medical department. Mr. Tucker is to he surgeon both of the hospital and

ship's company : she will have twenty guns, as Belleisle, and he masted

similarly.

Three troop-ships—namely, the Belleisle, Apollo, and Sapphire—have

been detained in the Sound, with nearly 1800 troops on board, for the last

fortnight by foul winds. The two latter arrived from Portsmouth on the 9th

instant. The Belleisle, Capt. Kincome, has on board the 98th Regiment,

about 800 strong, and a party of Artillery consisting of 52; the Apollo,

Commander Frederic, has detachments Of the 26th and 55th Regiments,

about 420 of the former ond 110 of the latter, also about 50 of the Artillery ;

and the Sapphire, Mr. Bellamy, Master, has on board detachments of the

18th and 49th Regiments, amounting to between 300 and 400 men. As

soon as the weather shall have assumed a sufficiently settled appearance,

they will all start in company for China.

Another troop-ship, the Resistance (a 42-gun frigate) is being fitted at

this dockyard with as little delay as possible : she is to be provided with

Dr. Reid's ventilating apparatus—so, also, is the Minden ; and that gentle

man is daily expected here (possibly has now arrived) to give his personal

superintendence to the fittings ; thereby ensuring the adoption of his own

views, for the satisfaction of himself as well as the Board of Admiralty. In

my next communication, it may be in my power, perhaps, to give you some

account of the principal details of Dr. Reid's method of ventilation.

Rear-Admiral Sir Samuel Pym, K.C.B., has been appointed Superin

tendent of this Dockyard, to supersede Vice-Admiral Warren, whose term

of office. Jive years, would have expired in April next, had he not, at the

present time, become ineligible to retain his situation by the rank he has

attained by the recent brevet promotions. The retiring Superintendent

appears to be much esteemed in the Dockyard ; for he possesses, in an

eminent degree, a kind and gentlemanly demeanour, combined with an

undeviating principle of discipline. Like his predecessor, (Rear-Admiral
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Ross,) it may be said of him, "many men have lost a friend, but none an

enemy."

The Sny schooner was grounded at the Dockyard on Saturday (18th inst.),

to examine and repair Ihe cooper on her bottom, which had been slightly

injured. Her Commander, Lieut. Potbury, who was to have taken her to

the Coast of Africa, will, it is said, be appointed as Flag-Lieutenant to Sir

Samuel Pym. in the dockyard.

The Powerful, 80, Rear-Admiral Sir John Ommanney, arrived yesterday

morning (Sunday) from the Mediterranean: she saluted the Hag of the

Port-Admiral, and is now in the Sound.

The ships in the Sound, are the Malabar. 72 ; North Star, 28 ; Belle'rsle,
■20, troop-ship ; Apollo and Sapphire, troop-ships ; and Powerful, 80. Com

missioned ships in harbour:—Caledonia, 120; San"Josef, 1 10 ; Isis, 44;

Minden, 20; Bramble, schooner, 3; Ferret, 10; Spy, 3; and Prospero,

steamer, Lieut.-Com. Keane. Building, as stated in former communica

tion. In dock:—the Resistance, troop-ship; Canopus, 80, will be ready to

undock, after a large repair, next month ; the Bellona, fitting out as a

receiving ship; Crocodile, 28; and Wolf, 18, nearly finished her repairs.

D.

P.S.—The Serpent, Com. Nevill, arrived on Saturday (18th inst.) from the

eastward, and the Powerful, 80, Rear-Admiral Sir John Ommanney, yester

day morning, from the Mediterranean. The Isis has gone out of harbour

this morning at 8 o'clock; and the Belleisle, Apollo, and Sapphire have

sailed.

Milford Haven, 1 7th Dec, 1841.

Mr. Editor,—The weather has been so intensely severe during the past

month, that there has been little movement among Her Majesty's or any

other vessels in the port. The Tortoise lighter, Mr. Kennard, Master, after

several* ineffectual attempts, proceeded on her voyage to Plymouth on

the 14th. On the 6th, the Prospero mail-steam-packet, Lieutenant Keane,

R.N., Commander, put in for coals, on passage from Plymouth to Liverpool

for volunteer seamen. On the 9th, when proceeding on to the latter port,

she fortunately fell in with the Pigmy mail-steamer, Lieut. Autridge, R.N.,

Commander, having carried away the main shaft of her engine, while on

passage the preceding evening with the mail for Waterford. She was then

in tow of a schooner, being unable to unship her paddles for sailing. The

Prospero took her in tow, and brought her safely into this Haven. She

must go either to Holyhead or Liverpool for repairs. In consequence of

her breaking down, the Prospero has been detained to assist in the mail

department, and went with last night's mail to Ireland. Mr. Pritchard,

late Second Master of the Prospero, has been promoted to the rank of

Master in the Royal Navy, and has consequently left that vessel. The

Lady Grey, in the late gales, slipped her cable and was driven on shore up

at Pembroke dock, and received such injury as to require a discharge of her

cargo to undergo a repair, for which purpose she was towed down here to

day by the star Steamer. No other accident of any serious nature took

place among the shipping here, notwithstanding the intensity of the gales.

Capt. Jackson, Superintendent of Pembroke Yard, has not yet been super

seded by his successor, Sir Watkin Pell, but it is expected he will be so by

the 6th of January next. This is the only change that will take place

throughout the whole garrison consequent on the late Naval and Military

promotion. 6.

Jamaica, 26th October, 1841.

Mr. Editor,—When I addressed you in April last, giving a detail of

the losses of the 82nd Regiment from yellow fever up to that date, it was

in the hope (hat the worst of a bad season had nearly passed. I regret to

say, my anticipations hare been sadly disappointed; for the pestilence
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■which formed the subject of that letter has spread far and wide since I

wrote, and added largely to the melancholy catalogue of deaths within the

last half-year.

The inhabitants of Jamaica have suffered in proportion ; sickness has

spread in all directions, even into the hilly districts, hitherto celebrated for

their salubrity; so that the year 1841 has, already, before its expiration,

taken a place amongst the unhealthy epochs of the island.

Port Royal, which, up to the end of March, had been exempt, was

attacked in the beginning of April ; between which time and the end of

June it lost three officers and fifty-six men, out of a garrison of two

hundred and thirty-five. The three officers who died had just arrived with

a new company of Artillery from Europe; and of ten others, composing

the garrison, one only escaped fever ; he was providentially the medical

officer in charge.

But it was subsequent to the arrival of the 60th Regiment, in the early

part of June, that the work of devastation commenced in earnest, when that

regiment lost its Lieut.-Colonel and one hundred and thirty- five men within

the short space of ten weeks. To which number may be added—Lieut.-.

Colonel Sly field, who died at the Island of St. Thomas, on his way to

England, but who must have contracted the disease at Fort Augusta, where

his detachment suffered severely.

The observation which I made in my last letter has been confirmed by

further experience, and is corroborated by the testimony of a medical man

of some practice, who, in speaking of the fever at Port Royal, says,—

" Good steady men suffered as much, if not more, thau those who were

the reverse ; and although, in many cases, I consider the disease to have

been much aggravated by the previous intemperance of the patient, I do

not believe it to have been caused by guch intemperance in any one case."

No experiment was left untried to stay the fever. Change of place, a

favourite specific with civil practitioners of long experience in the island,

was resorted to ; the troops were constantly moved ; and a small encamp

ment was formed on the Pallisades for the garrison of Port Royal ; but

without any good effect, for sickness continued unabated until the end of

July, as will be seen from the following detail of deaths within the half-

year :—

Details of Deaths amongst the Troops in Jamaica, from April 1st to

30th September, 1841.

Strength of White Force on the Island 1250.

Regiment. April. May. Jane. July. Aug. Sept. Total.

16 24 . . 3 t m 43

, . 29 63 43 3 138

1 . . 1

28 24 11 9 10 4 86

2nd and 3rd W. I. Regts. . . • • 16 •• •• • • 16

284

To which are to be added eleven officers, viz. :—

Lieut. Alston, R. A.

Capt. Slade, R. A.

Lieut. Tytler, R. A.

Lieut. Randolph, R. E.

Lieut. M'Lachlan, 82nd Regt.

Lieut.-Col. Marshall, 82nd Regt.

Whose names are set down in order as they died.

U. S. Mao., No. 158, Jan., 1842.

Assist.- Surg. O'Hara, Medical Staff.

Assist.-Surg. Oaks, Medical Staff.

Lieut.-Col. Ellis, 60th Regt.

Lieut. Harvest, 2nd "West India Regt.

Lieut. Le Mesurier, R E.
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Of this list every officer, and 272 non-commissioned officers and soldiers,

died offever.

Of the 43 deaths in the Artillery, 25 occurred at [Port Royal, 2 Fort

Augusta, and 16 Up Park Camp.

Of those in the 60th I cannot give so accurate an account; hut the

regiment was distributed between Port Royal, Fort Augusta, Camp, Stony

Hill, and the new mountain station at New Castle.

The 82nd lost as follows :—Camp 19. Stony Hill 11, Fort Augusta 5,

Port Royal 25. Lucea 6, Falmouth 1, Maroon Town 17, Montego Bay 2.

The 2nd and 3rd West India Regiments lost sixteen men between Camp

and Spanish Town.

After having given so gloomy an account of the last half-year, it is a

relief to be able to turn with more cheering hope to a better prospect in the

next. The general health of the troops already shows signs of improve

ment. The new establishment in the mountains, at New Castle, promises,

I believe, to fulfil all the General's expectations, and Maroon Town, having

at length purified the 82nd Regiment from the lowland fever, is now as

healthy as ever.

I believe that there is no question of the advantage which the mountain

ous districts of Jamaica possess over the lowlands in regard to the effects of

their respective climates on the health of Europeans. Nor does it require

much acuteness of observation to mark the contrast amongst the natives

themselves,—between the tottering shadow of the cane-fields and the

robust coflTee-planter of the hills. How desirable, then, would it be, were

it compatible with the duties which may be required of them, to

have all the white troops in Jamaica stationed in those healthy districts,

where, though fever may sometimes penetrate, it is not indigenous, and

where the immense saving, not only of life hut of constitution, would render

ten times more efficient any force that might be quartered in the island,

and the ill-judged economy of one branch of the Public Service, which

(were its orders strictly adhered to) would crowd the same number of men

into the same space at the Equator and the Pole, be rendered innoxious ;

hut, " ne sntor ultra crepidam," I have ventured too far in leaving facts for

speculations, so let me retrace my steps, and conclude by expressing a

sincere hope that I may never again have so many painful facts as are con

tained in this letter to communicate. |. P. W. V. j

REVIEWS AND CRITICAL NOTICES.

A Code of Signals for the Use "of the Mercantile Navy. 'By

Lieut. B. I. Walker.

This useful and handsomely-printed endeavour to quicken time and

space is rather to be consulted than reviewed ; but we bear testimony to the

care and attention bestowed upon the subject, and its claim to extensive

utility.

The first volume contains the alphabet and terminations, together with a

geographical table, &c., to the amount of no fewer than 40,000 combinations

of numbers. These may be represented either by the portable semaphore

or by flags ; and both methods are distinctly described, and illustrated by

neat and appropriate figures.

The second volume is a Shipping List, and contains the names of all

Her Majesty's vessels of war, and of 12,000 merchantmen. This is drawn

up with much method ; but we own that in another edition we would like to

see both volumes brought into one.

»
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Thoughts on Physical Astronomy. By Frances Barbara Burton.

Second Edition.

This is an ingenious theoretic essay, in which it is endeavoured to

advance Physical Astronomy as a prognosticatory science upon (he atmo

spheric fluctuations. It is not the first appearance of the authoress in this

department; and both in this treatise and her " Astronomy Familiarized,"

there is a strong conception of the power and majesty of Omniscience.

The theories respecting planetary influences on our atmosphere, in its

various component modifications, were held to be rather imaginative and

astrological ; and as they were not borne out by fact, the nature and degree

of such supposed celestial tendencies upon our mass of gaseous substances,

could not be developed. In this state ofthe question, our authoress advances

a new proposition, viz., that a conjoint agency of relative course action, and

aspectal influence, will be found sufficient to account for atmospheric

vicissitudes.

Such is the substance of the argument of our authoress, and she argues

with earnestness and tact. But we confess that the great differences of the

seasons and weather in the reciprocating areas, and their alternating among

each other, are serious obstacles to the astro-meteological theory. But it

way be well tested at the singular meeting of the planets on the 9th, 10th,

and nth of this month, {January, 1842.) We hope the " Earthites" of

talent and observation will be at their posts.

We understand that the various communications of this writer have been

received with such gratification by the Meteorological Society, that she either

has been or is to be elected a member of that body.

Notes on Military Law, Proceedings of Courts Martial, &c, 8sc,

ByCapt. F. A. Griffiths, R.A.

Amongst real professional desiderata, of far more practical use than

tactical abstractions which are fitter for the study than the field, may be

considered such a manual as the " Notes on Military Law," of which wecan-

not refrain from offering a brief notice, proposing to return to the subject on

another occasion. Although it is the dnty of every officer to make himself

acquainted with the general rules of military law, of which he must, in his

own person, be from time to time an administrator, yet, as several works,

including the elaborate Treatise of Capt. Simmons, exist on the subject, to

which he may not have access, and as all men are not equally competent to

form a right judgment on the import and bearing of technical rules and

precedents, it is obviously desirable that he should possess some safe guide

to the general forms and features of military law. Such a guide is that

which is now offered to the Service by an officer whose competence for tha

task is attested by the complete success of his former compendium, "The

Artillerist's Manual,'' which has been adopted as a standard work by official

recommendation. Capt. Griffiths, having derived great, assistance from

the " Notes'* which he had thrown together for his personal guidance, has

been induced to publish them in the form of a manual, equally remarkable

for its condensed informal ion, as far as it professes to go, arrangement, and

neatness. We strongly recommend it to the Service ; it should be in every

officer's possession. Hereafter we shall resume this subject more in detail.

Fiva Yxars in India. By Henry Edward Fane, Esq.

The late warlike movements on the Indus have naturally given birth to

many " Journals" and " Sketches'' of events in that quarter, and have

aroused many a slumbering pen to bestir itself in oriental affairs, picturesque

and political. Mr. Fane, a Lieutenant of the 17th Regimenf, who served

I 2
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on the Commander-in-Chiefs Staff, has, amonsst others, printed his Diaryr

which is a light and evidently faithful personal narrative, going over

much beaten ground, but depicting other scenes and regions less familiar ;

as, for instance, the route to Peshawer from Cabul by the Kyber Pass, and

descent of the Indus from Attock. The advance from the Indus toGhiznee-

is painfully described ; the privations of the army were most severe, their

losses immense, and the time most critical. Lucky Lord Keane!

Two Expeditions of Discovkry, in North-West and Western

Australia. By Captain Grey, &c.

For our opinions of this remarkable production and its writer, we refer to-

the article on " Trie British Army," in our present Number.

TO READERS AND CORRESPONDENTS.

Much confusion, as well as discredit to this Periodical, having arisen from the

similarity of the title assumed by a scurrilous Weekly Newspaper, (the United

Service Gazette,) it has been found necessary, in order, as far as possible, to pre

vent future mistake, to modify the name of this Work by a simple transposition of

its double Title, so as to make a broader distinction between it and a print with

which, it ought to be needless to say, The United Service Magazine can have no

sympathy or connexion. We have, therefore, to request that our Correspondents

will be particular in addressing their communications in conformity with the Title

this Publication will henceforward bear—namely : The United Service Maga

zine, and Naval and Military Journal.

In answer to a correspondent, respecting an expression, that Anson was First Lord

of the. Admiralty at the " murder " of Admiral Byng, we reply, that the assertion is

substantially correct, though it may admit of a legal torsion. Byng received his

orders from Anson ; and one of his chief complaints was, that his despatches were

garbled by the Board ; while the public in general declared the fleet, as ordered by

that Board, to be inefficient for its object.

The impugned officers arrived in England on the 26th July, 1756, and Anson

remained at the head of the Admiralty till the 19th of November following, by

which time the gun was loaded, and those who pulled the trigger were most unwil

lingly employed. At the change of Administration, which took place on the 20th

November, two violent parties were excited—the new Ministry for, and the retiring

one against Byng. In this storm clamour prevailed over justice. But scarcely

had the execution taken place when Anson returned to the helm of the Admiralty.

We beg our correspondent to refer again to our Notices of Anson, where he will

find that we have duly lauded his character,—but we still think that the strange

detention of the letters of Voltaire and Richelieu—as well as the great anxiety evinced

by Anson to get Byng 6ent from Greenwich Hospital to the Tower, lest he should

escape—do certainly cast a shade upon his otherwise busy and useful career.

We are much obliged to A Subscriber"—the subject will not be overlooked.

We cannot insert the Circular of Mr. L 1, Engineer.

Mr. W. B. H. is thanked ;—authentic communications of a similar kind will be

duly considered, and, if not anticipated, included in our Foreign Intelligence.

The observations of " Verax " shall appear, we hope, in our next—he will see

that the subject is discussed in our present Number. " Lamda" ditto.

We do not think that the publication of the case submitted to us by Mr. G. W.

J would be prudent—the object is more likely to be attained by a private or

official appeal to the proper parties.

" Photograph's " pendant for " Quilp " is happy; the portrait may yet be sus

pended in a new " Curiosity Shop."

Mr. T. B—i—w's Plan is under consideration. Coromandel '! late.
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OR,

NAVAL AND MILITARY REGISTER.

AFFAIRS AT HOME AND ABROAD.

Parliament has been further prorogued to Thursday, the 3rd of

February, then to meet for the despatch of business.

It was not to be expected that an occasion like the present should

pass without rumours of change in the highest Military Offices ; and,

accordingly, speculation has been equally busy in that quarter as with

the inferior Departments in which the Brevet has occasioned actual

vacancies. Lord Hill, say the quidnuncs, wishes to retire, and sundry

shiftings of office are to be the necessary consequence : we cannot,

.however, trace these reports to any authoritative source, and must con

clude that they owe their existence to simple probabilities and the

general spirit of change. In the case of the present estimable and

popular Commander-in-Chief, it is easy to understand that the toils and

bondage of so responsible a post may induce the Veteran Soldier of a

hundred fields to desire relief from duties which he has so long and

honourably fulfilled ; the question then arises—to whom are we to look

as the worthy successor of so excellent a man ? Names have been

bandied from mouth to print with a freedom only justifiable on public

grounds and by the extreme interest of the matter itself. We must

ourselves plead this justification in adverting to the conjectures in

vogue, and to the personages rumour is pleased to name or whom

popular feeling indicates.

Sir George Murray and Sir Henry Hardinge have been mentioned—

the former as successor to Lord Hill at the Horse Guards, the latter to

Sir George Murray in the Ordnance, vacating the War Office. It

appears to us, however, that both of these eminent officers are so appro

priately placed that they might not feel disposed to transfer their services

from Departments which are likely to benefit so largely from their

presidency, and which it is so desirable to have administered by military

men, within whose province they properly come. In running our eye

■down the list of Generals, the first name which arrests us is that of

Lord Anglesey, than whom no officer combines superior pretensions to

the appointment, did his health and inclination permit him to accept it.

Lord Lynedoch comes next,—but, laden with years and stricken with

partial blindness, this glorious and venerable soldier could ill endure

the weight of office. Sir Edward Paget follows, and here all speculation

must stop ;—the career and character of that officer point him out as

in every respect qualified for the office of which we are discussing

the contingent succession; and in adverting to those services and

qualities for which he is distinguished, we simply have recourse to the

evidences that attest his eligibility to the Horse Guards, should circum

stances and the choice of his Sovereign call him to that post. It may
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be superfluous to recall those popular exploits which in early manhood

gave celebrity as an officer to Sir Edward Paget ;—we briefly point to

Egypt, where, at the head of our old comrades " The Slashers," he

pe rformed a feat memorable in our military annals ;—to Corunna,

where, having commanded the Reserve and covered the march of

Moore, he was honoured by the praise of the dying hero*;—to Oporto,

where, foremost in advance and last in retreat, he forced the passage of

the Douro with the loss of his right arm. Sir Edward was afterwards

second in command to the Duke of Wellington in the Peninsula, and

has since commanded in chief in Ireland, in Ceylon, and in India, where

his firmness at a most critical moment probably saved our Empire.

In the list of Generals, then, it is impossible to pass over such a

name as that of Sir Edward Paget, a younger man in years and

strength than any below him of rank at all approaching to his own.

Add to all, that, wherever he has either served or commanded he has

borne the same noble character for impartial justice and high-minded

integrity; and to supply the loss which Lord Hill's retirement at any

time must cause, there is, we are convinced, no officer whose selection

by our gracious Sovereign to succeed to the command of the Forces

would be hailed by the voice of the whole Army with more general

satisfaction than Sir Edward Paget.

In the opening papers of our present Number the various topics,

connected with the Services, of most interest at the present season,

and which have lately attracted public attention, will be found impar

tially discussed. Without prejudices at either side, our object is now,

as it has ever been, to place these subjects in the light nearest the

truth, and to vindicate what is useful in our Military and Naval Insti

tutions, discriminating that which appears susceptible of amelioration,

and suggesting such remedies as experience warrantsi or the case

admits. Such we consider the proper course of a Professional organ

enjoying the confidence and consideration with which, we are proud to

say, this Work is honoured by the United Service and the country ;

and, having no other object in view than the welfare and honour of both,

we are enabled to pursue that course without dependence or deviation.

Having felt it our duty to assert the present efficiency of the Army,

we are happy to cite a case in point, passing before our eyes, and offi

cially noticed in deserved terms : we allude to the instance of the 98th

Regiment, commanded by Lieut. -Colonel Colin Campbell, which recently

embarked for China at Plymouth, in the Belleisle, after a voyage from

Ireland, in the highest order and spirits, without the loss of a man (if

we except one—a stranger who volunteered from another depot,) by

desertion, or on the sick list, out of 720 ! The 98th did duty in

the garrison down to the eve of their embarkation The following order

of General Ellice renders unnecessary any further comment on facts

so creditable to Colonel Campbell, his Regiment, and the Service.

The Belleisle, also conveying Lord Saltoun, a nobleman uniting the

best qualities of a British officer and gentleman, got under weigh

on the 20th ult., and sailed for her distant destination amidst universal

good wishes.

* " la Paget in the room ?" On being told he was not, he resumed—" Remember

me to him: ne is a hue fellow."—Lale of Sir J. Moore, by his brother.
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District General Order.

Government House, Devonport, Dec. 13, 1841.""

The embarkation of the 98th Regiment being completed, Lieut.-General fillice

takes this opportunity of expressing to Lieut. -Colonel Campbell, the pleasure it has

given him to see the y8th Regiment under arms, and to record his opinion of its

admirable efficiency in every respect for service.

The excellent order in which the Regiment disembarked, and has re-embarked for

foreign service, the absence of the too common crime of desertion, and the soldier

like conduct of the men while in the garrison, are alike proofs of the good feeling

existing in the corps, and of its high state of discipline.

The Lieut.-General requests Lieut.-Colonel Campbell will make known to the

officers and men of his regiment, the satisfaction it has aiforded him to have had the

98th Regiment under his command.

He offers his best wishes for their prosperous voyage, and will continue to feel

great interest in their future welfare.

(Signed) C. Hervey Smith, Major Brigade.

By order of Lieut.-Gen. Ellice, Commanding Western District.

It was obviously impossible that the French army could be main

tained on the enormous war establishmentrto which it had been swelled

by M. Thiers towards the close of 1840; the more sober and patriotic

successors of that political quack have consequently felt it their duty to

advise the reduction of its numbers to nearly the original force, in itself

sufficiently vast for a country without colonies, excepting the very

expensive conquest—Algeria. A Royal Ordonnance, founded on an

able report of Marshal Soult, directs that the reduction resolved upon

shall be carried into effect in the manner pointed out ; but we under

stand the actual mode to be adopted is the discharge of ten men per

company, with a proportionate number of officers to be draughted, or

reformis. The number of the latter being very considerable, it was

proposed, in order to lessen the dissatisfaction of so large a body, to

recommend an increase to their retired pay ; but the idea, we believe,

was abandoned under an apprehension that the Chambers would not

adopt the War Minister's recommendation. With the exception, of

course, of the innocent sufferers by the madness of M. Thiers, who have

thus been tantalized by a few months' enjoyment of full pay and regi

mental rank, this reduction, we are informed, has given more general

satisfaction in France than might have been expected from the popular

tone. Its amount will be about 90,000 men, still leaving over 300,000

as the establishment of the French army, of which, however, it takes

full 60,000 to keep the African provinces in subjection. It must be

borne in mind that this diminution merely brings down the forces of

France to their former strength before the freak of M. Thiers clapped

on the excrescence now lopped off ; and we may further observe that the

mere superflux here struck off from the colossal army of our non-colo

nial neighbours equals in amount, with the exoeption of the Royal

troops in India, the whole disposable force of Great Britain, upon whose

dominions the sun never sets. Next month we shall give the official

documents, for which we have not room at present.

The works for the fortification of Paris have been suspended in con

sequence of an awkward dilemma. The contracts for the execution of the

separate works were taken at the rate of labour and materials existing

at the time of commenciug them ; but, it appears, prices have nearly

doubled since then, and the contractors cannot fulfil their engagements
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without ruin—all therefore remains at a stand till some fresh arrange

ment shall be made; in the mean time, the environs of Paris as we

learn from a recent visitor, are so cut up and be-mired in all direc

tions, that an invading army would find some difficulty in pene

trating through the " fifth element" by which the French capital is

now defended.

After a lapse of two months from the occurrence, we only advert to

the unfortunate conflagration at the Tower of London, in order

to place the fact ou record, and to register the official docu

ments which bear such high and honourable evidence to the exem

plary conduct of the officers and troops who garrisoned the Tower

on that deplorable occasion. The fire, breaking out near the Long

Armoury which was consumed, was observed from the exterior about

half-past 10 o'clock on the night of Saturday, the 30th October, by

Serjeant Edwards of the Fusilier Guards, who instantly gave the alarm,

when all was done that it was possible to effect by energy and presence

of mind on the part of Major Elrington, ex officio in command of the

Tower, by the promptitude, activity, and daring of the officers, and the

admirable steadiness and zeal of the soldiers of the Scots Fusilier

Guards. Most important service was also rendered by Major Mac-

bean's company of Artillery, forming part of the garrison, who cleared

the magazine under the White Tower, which was actually scorched by

the flames, zealously assisted in working the fire-engines, and exhibited

throughout the perfect efficiency and intelligence for which that noble

corps is distinguished. Amidst a scene the most awful in its nature,

and the most serious to those responsible in authority and personal

exertions for the safety of the proud old fortress and its precious contents,

a picture was presented of alacrity, discipline, and devotedness, from

the Commandant to the sentinel, in the highest degree creditable to

themselves and the Service. In fact, to the vigilance of Major Elring

ton, and extraordinary efforts of the garrison and warders, whose conduct

was most praiseworthy, it is owing, that any portion of the Tower worth

preserving, has survived. The supply of water was found unexpectedly

and seriously deficient—a defect for which the grave experience of the

present calamity will, no doubt, produce a future remedy. It is also to

be hoped that the anomalies existing in the control of this fortress, in

the shape of various imperia in imperio, will be corrected.

We are happy to find that the loss in the destruction of arms, &c,

has been greatly exaggerated; and that the consequences, as far as

regards the fire-arms in store and burned, may be ultimately beneficial

to the Service, by the necessity thus caused for the introduction of a

weapon of better sort and manufacture. May we long see Brown Bess

and the bayonet in the hands of the British soldier !

i The following documents, which we give in series, relate the prin

cipal events of the conflagration, and comprise the official acknowledge

ments of the meritorious conduct of the officers and troops.

Oct. 31, 1841, half-past Four a.m.

Sir,—In compliance with your request, I hasten to inform you that the alarm of fire

in the Tower took place at about 20 minutes before 11 p.m. last night. The garrison

was on parade in a few minutes. The fire I observed first over the Long Armoury,

and it appeared to issue from the Bowyer Tower, and with great rapidity communi

cated to the roof, about the centre of the Long Armoury. The water was obtained
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with some difficulty from the tanks immediately in front, but the height of the

building prevented it reaching the flames for some time. An entrance was immedi

ately made by Capt. Davis, the Adjutant of the 1st Battalion, at the great door in

the centre of the Long Armoury, with a view to see the possibility of saving the

arms, &c. ; but in a very short time the heat obliged his party to leave that portion

of the building, and entrances were made at each end at the windows, whereby a

considerable number of new arms have been saved. The wind blowing from the north

west, and the fire increasing greatry, and threatening to communicate with the Jewel

Office, it became necessary to remove the Regalia and Crown Jewels for further

safety to the Governor's house. The whole of the Long Armoury is at present con

sumed, and the fire still raging in the lower rooms ; but there is every reason to hope

that it will not extend.

The powder from the magazine has been removed for greater security, under the

directions of Capt. Macbean, Royal Artillery.

The White Tower and the records are uninjured j the wind shifted to the south.

The supply of water from the ditch and by the floating engines is now good, and the

garrison is assisted by the fire brigade and parties from the regiment at the West-

end. (Signed) G. M. Eoen,

Captain and Lieut. -Col. Scots Fusilier Guards.

Major Elrington, Governor of the Tower.

(Regimental Order.) Orderly-room, Scots Fusilier Guards, Nov. 4, 1841.

The Commanding Officer has great pleasure in promulgating the following copy of

a letter from the Adjutant-General relative to the meritorious conduct of the officers

and men of the regiment at the fire in the Tower on the 30th ultimo :—

Horse Guards, Nov. 3, 1841.

Sir,—Field-Marshal the Duke of Wellington, Constable of tne Tower, having

brought to the notice of the General Commanding in Chief the meritorious conduct

of the troops (as represented to his Grace by Major Elrington), who assisted in

checking the conflagration which unfortunately took place in that fortress on the

night of Saturday last, the 30th ultimo, 1 have Lord Hill's command to desire that

you will be pleased to convey to the portion of the brigade of Guards employed upon

that occasion the gratification which his Lordship feels at receiving this report of

their exertions, and of the great service which they rendered, not only in stopping

the progress of the flames, but in saving the public property which was then threat

ened with destruction.

Lord Hill anticipates the additional pleasure which the Guards cannot but expe

rience from the circumstance of this report of their conduct having emanated from

the Duke of Wellington. I have, &c,

The Field Officer in Brigade Waiting. (Signed) John Macdonald, A.-G.

F Orderly-room, Scots Fusilier Guards, Nov. 8, 1841.

Sib,—The letters herewith transmitted to you are to be entered in the order-books

for a permanent record of Her Majesty's most.gracious approval of the faithful ser

vice of all the troops at the calamitous fire which broke out in the Tower on the

night of the 30th ult.

You will be pleased to publish the contents of these letters in the nsual manner on

parade, to the battalion under your command, which furnished above the half of the

whole number of troops who were employed upon that occasion, when, from being

quartered within the Tower, its soldiers were the earliest and longest called to exer

tion. I have read all the high official testimonials of their conduct with great pride

and satisfaction, arising from the conviction in my mind, from what I have also been

told, and have seen of it, that all that has been said in its praise has been truly

deserved.

That conduct from the time of the commencement of the fire up to the present

has been remarkable for the absence—the almost total absence—of irregularities,

inebriety, and offences ; and if it be continued, as there is no doubt it will be, and

the forbearance observed in public, which can so well be afforded by soldiers, con

scious as those of the 1st Battalion may be of having done their duty, it will soon

cause their countrymen to render full justice to their characters, and put all their

calumniators to shame. I have the honour to be, Sir, your most obedient servant,

John Aitchison, Colonel,

Lieut.-CoL commanding Scots Fusilier Guards.

To Lieut-Col. Colville, commanding 1st Battalion

Scots Fusilier Guards, the Tower.
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Horse Guards, 5th Nov., 1841.

Sib,—Referring to my letter of the 3rd inst., in commendation of the conduct of

that portion of the brigade of Guards who assisted in checking the progress of the

late fire within the Tower—

1 have the honour herewith to transmit to you Lord Hill's orders, and to desire

that you will be pleased to communicate to the officers, non-commissioned officers,

and soldiers, employed on that occasion, a letter, and inclosure which have been

received from the Home Department, whereby it will be seen that the conduct of the

troops has been reported to the Queen through the Secretary of State for the above

Department, and that Sir James Graham has been commanded by Her Majesty to

make known to the troops comprising the garrison of the Tower during the tire, and

to the Warders, through the Duke of Wellington, Constable of the fortress, Her

Majesty's high approbation of the faithful service rendered by them.

I have likewise the honour to transmit the copy of a letter which the Duke of

Wellington has addressed to Lord Hill, together with a copy of Major Elrington's

report therein referred to, wherein Captain Walker, Captain and Adjutant Davis,

and Captain De Salis, Scots Fusilier Guards, are specially named as having blended

personal gallantry with their zeal in endeavouring to save the contents of the Long

Armoury.

You will be pleased to intimate to these officers that this report of their gallant

conduct has gratified the General Commanding-in-Chief ; and you will also be

pleased to intimate to Assistant- Surgeon Bowling, of the Scots Fusilier Guards, that

Lord Hill has observed with great satisfaction the handsome allusion made to that

medical officer's services in Major Elrington's report.

I have the honour to be, Sir, your very obedient humble servant,

John Macdonald, Adjutant-General.

The Field-Officer in Waiting of the Brigade of Foot Guards.

(Copy.) Whitehall, Nov. 4, 1841.

My Lord,—I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your Lordship's

letter of this date, respecting the conduct of the military on the occasion of the fire

in the Tower, and beg to inform your Lordship that 1 have received reports from the

Duke of Wellington upon the subject, which I have had the honour to lay before

the Queen, and inclose, for your Lordship's information, a copy of a letter which I

have this day by Her Majesty's command addressed to His Grace, expressive of Her

Majesty's approbation of the conduct of the officers, 8tc, who were on duty within

the Tower of London.—Yours faithfully, &c,

The Lord Hill, &c. (Signed) Jambs Graham.

(Copy.) Whitehall, Nov. 4, 1841. }

My Lord Duke,—I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of various

reports transmitted to me by your Grace, from the officer in command of the

Tower, detailing the conduct of the garrison and warders on the occasion of the late

fire. (

I have lain these reports before Her Majesty, and the Queen has been graciously

pleased to command me to make known to your Grace, Her Majesty's high approba

tion of the faithful services of the officers, troops, and warders, who were on duty

during the fire; and Her Majesty desires that your Grace will notify to them this

expression of Her approbation.

(Signed) J. R. G. Graham.

His Grace the Duke of Wellington.

London, Nov. 5, 1841.

My seas Hiix,—After I had written to you on the 3rd, I received a further

report from Major Ellington, in which he mentions particularly the conduct of

Capt. Walker, Capt. de Salis, and Capt. Davis, the Adjutant of the Scots Fusilier

Guards, on the night of the 30th October.

I inclose a copy of the report sent by Major Elrington.

Ever yours, &c,General the Lord Hill, G.C.B. Wellington.
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Tower, Nov. 3, 1841.

Sir,—In compliance with your wishes, conveyed through Colonel Aitchison,

commanding the Scots Fusilier Guards, to me as the officer in command of the 1st

Battalion Scots Fusilier Guards at the late fire, I have to report the gallant conduct

of the officers especially employed in the Long Armoury, viz., Captain Walker,

Captain Davis, the Adjutant of the 1st Battalion, and Captain De Salis, who, on

receiving the Governor's orders to save all that was possible, forced an entrance

through the principal door, and rushed up the staircase ; but, finding the landing

and entrance to the Armoury untenable, from the suffocating smoke, returned, and

effected an entrance by a window from the leads in the rear, accompanied by a party

of men; and, on reaching the centre of the Armoury again, Captain Davis, being

aware of its interesting history, ordered the beautifully chased gun, which stood

there, to be saved at all risks, got it unlimbered and lowered from a window in the

rear, near the Jewel-Office, when Mr. Bowling, the Assistant-Surgeon, actively

assisted in the opeiation.

Captain Davis also directed the late Duke of York's sword and sash to be saved;

and this was done by Private William Forsyth, his servant, who dashed his hand

through the glass pane in which it was kept, and also saved an old stand of colours

and a drum.

The windows were thrown open by Captain Walker, on their first attempt to get

into the Armoury, which enabled Captain Davis, himself, and Captain De Salis to

employ themselves actively until the last moment, in saving the most valuable arms

that could be selected at such a moment, viz., the rifles and new percussion muskets.

After forming a communication of men to pass down the arms at each extremity of

the Armoury, they continued so engaged until a few minutes before the roof fell

in, and were, during this interval, exposed to showers of melting lead, which fell

from the roof, fortunately without greater injury to them than spoiling their clothes,

with the exception of Captain De Salis, who continued his exertions, although in

great pain from the burning lead pouring down his back. They effected their

escape, having seen their men all out, by a ladder near the Jewel-Office.

The remainder of the officers were actively employed in the White Tower and

without, and together with every individual of the battalion exerted themselves to

the utmost, and successfully prevented, with the assistance of the fire brigade under

Mr. Braidwood, the farther spreading of the fire which, at half-past twelve o'clock,

threatened the White Tower and Chapel with destruction.

(Signed) G. M. Eden,

Captain and Lieut.-Col. Scots Fusilier Guards.

Major Elrington, Governor of the Tower.

A Court of Inquiry having been held in the Tower, to investigate

the grounds of a complaint brought by Mr. Meehan, a reporter, against

the Serjeant and sentry on duty at the Spur Gate, for unnecessary vio

lence to him, in the execution of their orders, on the night of the fire,

the Court found that the accused had acted in strict obedience to their

orders, and in the execution of their duty. At the close of the pro

ceedings, Colonel, now Major-General, Aitchison, the Brigadier Com

manding the Fusilier Guards, made the following pertinent observa

tions :—>

Colonel Aitchison said be confirmed the opinion of the Court, and would

now offer some observations, in addition, upon the matter. The Tower of

London was, in all respects, in a position very similar to that of a royal

palace. It differed from every other fortress in this particular, that it was

held direct from the Crown, and in it no other authority, save that which

came direct from the Queen, was recognised. The Governor was respon

sible alone to Her Majesty. No other authority, nofr even Lord Hill him

self, cou Ul give any orders to contravene the orders of the Governor ; which,

on the night of the fire, were, at first, peremptory to allow no persons what

ever to come within the gates, except persons on duly or who belonged to

the Tower. But directly the time arrived when, in his opinion, strangers
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might be admitted, the Governor ordered the admission of all reporters for

the Press, and that they might be allowed to go wherever they wished to

view the fire, in order that true accounts of it might be given to the public.

This indulgence was confined to reporters only. The time when they

might be admitted it was for the Governor alone to decide, and Mr. Meehan

had no right to claim admittance, and no ground to complain, or feel irri

tated, unless he had found, what was not the case, that other reporters

had been admitted before him. There was no point of discipline in which

he (Colonel Aitchison) was more decided, than in requiring from Serjeants

that they should strictly act up to the orders given to them. He left not

•the slightest discretion in their power. The orders which a Serjeant on duty

might receive he dare not disobey, without incurring severe penalties, the

extent of which would at once be seen on referring to the Mutiny Act.

It was the same with an officer : he also had no discretion when an order

is positive. Colonel Aitchison gave full credit to the Serjeants of Police

for not intending to transgress orders, but for kindness to Mr. Meehan, in

helping to get him admitted at the time they did ; and he gave full credit

to Lieut. Sinclair for having also acted from good motives. But while he

said this, he must, at the same time, express his private opinion, that Mr.

Sinclair had failed in his duty in passing* on Mr. Meehan after he had.

forced himself within the gates. He was a young officer, and, seeing that

Mr. Meehan had got himself hart, allowed his feelings of humanity to

overcome those of duty. He again repeated, that Lieut. Sinclair had failed

in his duty, and (addressing Captain Davis) he must be instructed for the

future, that he also had no discretion when an order is positive. Lieutenant

Sinclair, if he had, on the night of the fire, followed the orders of every

fortress, and of [those especially of the Tower, with respect to persons who

force themselves within the gates, ought at once to have placed Mr.

Meehan in the guard-room, and kept him in imprisonment, until the case

had been reported to the Governor, and his order obtained. (Mr. Meehan

here expressed himself as extremely grateful (o Lieut. Sinclair for the

assistance he had rendered him, and appeared much grieved that that

officer should have censure passed upon him for his offices of kindness.)

He (Colonel Aitchison) believed that Mr. Meehan felt this, for he had

exposed himself to great danger in forcing a sentry, even to the danger of

losing his life by it.

Mr. Meehan said, all he complained of was, the unnecessary harshness

which in his opinion had been used towards him.

. Colonel Aitchison considered it entirely Mr. Meehan*s own fault. The

musket did not go to his head, but his head to the musket. He was not

struck outside of the gate, in which case Mr. Meehan might have con

sidered the act aggressive, although that was within the bounds of the

Tower, but on the inside of the gate. Upon a future occasion, when the

Press require admission, it may probably be refused ; and, if that should be

so, then the blame will be with the Reporter, who persisted in forcing him

self in, and complained of the treatment which he had brought entirely upon

himself from so doing. Mr. Sinclair had expressed his regret to Mr. Meehan

that he had been hurt, and the Serjeant had made an apology for the hasty

words that had fallen from him. This Colonel Aitchison considered was all

the reparation which any reasonable person could fairly expect under

the circumstances, and that Mr. Meehan might have been satisfied with it

in his cooler moments, and having learnt the orders given to the guard.

He had not been aware that the Serjeant had made an apology ; in doing

so he acted also erroneously, as he had only done his duty in keeping out

Mr. Meehan, who ought not to have pressed himself in, after having been

told'that he could not be admitted. A portion of the press had unfairly

attacked the military, and thrown great blame upon them for irregularities

committed in houses that were in danger of being burnt, while they also

.complained of them for the strict manner, in which they carried into effect
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their orders to prevent strangers coming into the Tower. It was a fact

within his (Col. Aitchison's) own knowledge that a number of the mob had,

in defiance of the vigilance exercised, gained admission on the night of the

fire, and that well dressed strangers, in plain clothes, were seen busy in the

bouses reported to have been plundered, for which the soldiers and their

wives were blamed. He, as commanding officer, could not allow Mr. Mee-

han or the police to judge of the necessity of soldiers on guard using force

in the execution of their orders. It was shown by the evidence of Mr.

Meehan himself and of the two police-serjeants that he had been refused

admission at the wicket-gate again and again, and yet he persisted, by the

help of the police, in trying to get in at the large gate, at a time when the

police state they had great difficulty"in keeping back the mob of five hun

dred persons. There were but six soldiers at the Spur Gate, where they

were pushing in, and force became quite necessary when words were useless.

If, under the circumstances of forcing the post, Mr. Meehan had been killed,

and however the sentry who struck him might have been prosecuted by the

civil power for the commission of a murder, still the military law would not

have held him in any Vay guilty, as he was merely acting in obedience to

orders, which he dared not to disobey under pain of death.

A meeting was held, on Tuesday, the 9th November, at the Thatched

House Tavern, St. James'-street, for the purpose of presenting a testi

monial of respect and gratitude to John Narrien, Esq., F.R.S., by his

pupils of the Senior Department of the Royal Military College at Sand

hurst. The friends generally of Mr. Narrien having been invited to

attend, Colonel Chesney, Commander of the Euphrates Expedition,

who had been acquainted with Mr. Narrien for many years, and two

Naval officers, Commander Charlewood and Lieut. Fitzjames, R.N.,

connected with the same expedition, availed themselves of the opportu

nity of expressing their obligations to Mr. Narrien, and requested per

mission to be allowed to unite in the object in view.

The chair was taken by Lieut.-Colonel Clarke, Scots Greys ; there

were present, also, Major Tulloch, Major Charles Head, and several

other officers, who had studied at the College. Communications were also

laid upon the table from various officers unable to attend, but all laudatory

of their esteemed Professor and friend ; and there is little doubt that many

others, acquainted with his merits in raising the character of the mili

tary service for general and professional information, and in laying a

solid foundation of knowledge which it rests with the students them

selves to improve and cultivate in after-life, would have been happy to

attend, had they not considered that their doing so would have altered

the character of the meeting, which was intended to be exclusively com

posed of Mr. Narrien 's pupils.

Lieut.-Colonel Clarke, Scots Greys, opened the proceedings

as follows :—

You are aware, gentlemen, that the present meeting (to the presidency

of which you have done me the honour thus suddenly to appoint me) is one

of subscribers to a fund, which has for its object the conveying to John

Narrien, Esq., Professor of Mathematics at the Royal Military College of

Sandhurst, the sense entertained by his pupils, not so much of his rare

talents and profound acquirements, as of the patient labour, the undeviating

kindness, and consummate skill with which he conducts the studies of those

officers of the Army who have the privilege of being under his tuition at the

Senior Department of the College.
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I will not venture to enlarge upon this theme, as everything connected

therewith will be far more efficiently set before you by those gentlemen who

have kindly undertaken to propose and second the resolutions of this

assembly.

I may, however, avail myself of this opportunity individually to acknow

ledge the grateful remembrance I entertain of mv intercourse with Mr.

Narrien during the two years I had the happiness to be his pupil, and fur

ther to declare, though four years have since intervened, that, unlike the

ordinary acquaintances of the world—my recollection of his kindness, my

respect for his character, and my gratitude for his instructions, are as vivid

as at the moment they were first called into existence ; and I need hardly

assure you, gentlemen, that similar sentiments 1 have invariably met with

in all those officers whom I have ever heard mention the name of Mr.

Narrien.

I will no longer occupy your time, but merely observe that the subscrip

tions having attained a sufficient amount for the accomplishment of our

object, the present meeting has been called for the purpose of determining

our further proceedings.

Major Head will be kind enough to propose the first resolution.Major Head, in moving the First Resolution, felt his task comparatively an easy one. He was to propose a measure that would be gratifying

to every gentleman there. Nearly all present had studied under Mr.

Narrien, and to do so was to notice his superior attainments, and his claim

to their regard ; and no one 'had formed his acquaintance without seeing

his good qualities, and without leaving him their friend. The object of the

resolution was to confirm the above, by conferring some lasting testimonial

of their approbation.

Major Head considered it would be unnecessary to dwell on the well-

known character of Mr. Narrien ; but there was likewise a duty beyond

that of a discharge uf personal gratitude, which they would perform by

their act this day. They would record an unanimous vote of approbation

for services at the Senior Department of the College for a long series of

years; and would likewise show that a faithful discharge of public duties

would meet an honourable and faithful acknowledgment. The list on the

table of subscriptions to the proposed testimonial contained names of offi

cers in almost every colony and place occupied by British troops, and

spotting the world ; but, when it was suggested that a token of respect

should be presented to Mr. Narrien, distance seemed as nothing, so

quickly and anxiously was the proposal met. Major Head observed, that

a long peace had prevented the full application of Mr. Narrien"s profes

sional instructions; and he mentioned exploring expeditions, statistical

and other information, which his pupils had furnished beneficial to this

nation, to commerce, and to the great cause of civilization. *

Extracts were read by Major Head from a letter of Mr. Narrien, showing

the high value set by him on this expression of their seuse of his services

by his pupils of the Senior Department, where he had long applied himself

with all his mind and energies.

Major H., in conclusion, spoke of the labours of Mr. Narrien, his writ

ings, &c, for the benefit of the profession, generally ; and observed, it would

be a source of happiness to his pupils, and an encouragement to merit, at

some future day, when his labours ended, to see Mr. Narrien enjoying a

full compensation and reward for his long and useful employment. He

then moved—

" That this meeting fully concur in opinion, that some mark of ths

esteem and attachment of his pupils should be presented to Mr. Narrien, in

testimony of their sense of his valuable services in promoting the advance

ment and efficiency of the Senior Department of the Royal Military College

for a long series of years."
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.'Seconded by Captain" Jones, Royal Canadian Rifles, and carried unani

mously.

Major Edward Harvey, in proposing the Second Resolution, stated

that, after the eloquent address they had just heard, he should confine

himself as much as possible to the resolution he had undertaken,—a reso

lution which enabled him to point out to the meeting the innate simplicity

of character, and absence of all thought of self, which distinguished Mr.

Narrien. It had been proposed by many of his friends, and much desired,

that a portrait should have been painted of him ; but, on being consulted on

the subject, he considered himself too humble an individual to be elevated

to such an honour ; and his own idea was, that if he was to receive any

present at all, it should be one of which he might make an offering to the

College, in which all his thoughts were centred, and on which the names

of his pupils were to be engraved. An astronomical instrument first sug

gested itself to him ; but this the fund subscribed did not admit of. And

then he thought of some silver ornament, which might make its appear

ance on the writing-table of the Commissioners, on the high days of State,

termed the Board Days, or Examination Days , but he could not be

brought to consent to- the idea of the hanging up of his own picture.

Mr. Narrien's whole soul is devoted to the advancement of the College in

public estimation, and to the benefitting his country by means of the

information which he spreads throughout a large body of officers of the

Army. During the time that he has conducted the studies of the Senior

Department, he has materially raised their character, by advancing beyond

the threshold of geometrical and analytical science, and by his lucid commen

taries and explanations he has conducted his pupils by easy steps through

considerable portions of some of the most difficult and abstruse mathematical

works both of this country and the Continent. Taking them by the hand, he

has threaded with them the mazes of modeinanalysis, unfolding to them the

wonders of Newton and La Place. He has placed the College on a par

with the learned Universities in point of science, and left little to be envied

in the famous Polytechnic School of Fiance.

It is a gratifying testimony to the progress of the College, that at the late

examinations, a General Officer, (Sir Howard Douglas,) one of the Com

missioners, and well competent to judge of these matters, very handsomely

and distinctly stated his opinion of the great improvement which had taken

place under Mr. Narrien ; and announced his intention of encouraging the

efforts made by the pupils of this establishment, on every occasion that fell

within his power.

Major E. H. then moved the Second Resolution, to the effect,—"That the object of the meeting will be most effectually obtained, by pre

senting Mr. Narrien with a piece of plate."Seconded by Capt. Balck, and carried.

Major Tulloch, in moving the Third Resolution, begged to call the

attention of the meeting to the varied branches of science, both military and

civil, which the qualifications of Mr. Narrien enabled him so admirably to

convey to the officers of the Army, and the importance of the acquirements

thus attained to themselves and their profession. One of the preat advan

tages resulting from the different topics which were thus presented as

objects of study at the Senior Department was, that each pupil in after life

followed out that branch which he found best adapted to his own taste, and

the nature of his acquirements. Major Tulloch stated, that he was happy

to have this opportunity of expressing his obligations to Mr. Narrien, for a

course of education which had first directed his attention to that branch of

military science in which he was at present officially employed ; and con

cluded, by stating his conviction, that any event which deprived the College

of so able a professor, would be found a serious loss to the British Army. It

was now ten years since he first became a pupil of Mr. Narrien, and he

trusted a friendship of that standing, and a conviction of Mr. Narrien's
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merits, warranted his expressing himself in the warm terms he had done ;

and he was happy to find so many officers participating in those feeling), as

evinced by their attendance on this occasion.

Major Tulloch then moved,—

" That in consequence of the very general desire entertained by parties

to promote the above, and the amount of subscriptions already received by

Messrs. Cox and Co., a Committee be now appointed for the purpose of

carrying the object contemplated into effect; and of communicating to Mr.

Narrien the high estimation in which his public and private character is

held, as unanimously expressed at this meeting, and in the numerous com

munications read this day, from his pupils in various parts of the world."

Seconded and carried.

The Fourth Resolution was moved by Colonel Chesney, prefaced by a

few observations to the effect contained in the accompanying letter:—

3, Down Street, Piccadilly, Nov. 9, 1841.

Gentlemen,—I shall not trust myself to speak of Mr. Narrien as a private

friend, although I have had the pleasure of an intimate acquaintance with

that gentleman for many years, even previously to his joining the Military

Collez? ; but I hope I may be permitted to do so on public grounds. I

revert with pleasure and gratitude to the kind advice and valuable assist

ance given me by Mr. Narrien at the time when the Expedition to the

Euphrates was in preparation ; not only generally, but in the careful instruc

tions bestowed in preparing some of the officers for this Service. In

grateful recollection of this circumstance, I venture to hope that you will

kindly permit myself, and two of the officers alluded to, viz., Commander

Charlewood, and Lieut. Fitzjames, Royal Navy, to become subscribers to

the proposed testimonial.

I have the honour, &c.

F. R. Chksnry, Captain R.A., and Brevet Lieut.-Col.

To the Committee of the Narrien Testimonial, &c.

The Fourth Resolution was to the following effect,—

"That the Committee be empowered to appropriate the money already

received, as well as any further subscriptions, to the purchase of a piece of

plate, on which will appear an appropriate inscription, together with the

names, of the subscribers to this testimonial ; and that a sketch of the

design fixed upon, and a report of the proceedings, be communicated to the

subscribers.

Seconded and carried.

Captain Balck, late 93rd Regiment, moved, as a Fifth Resolution,— "" That the subscription at Messrs. Cox and Co. be continued open for the

present."

He stated, that there was every reason to believe that many letters

addressed to officers who had formerly been students at the Senior Depart

ment, had miscarried. Others, now serving in distant parts of the globe,

would be much disappointed in being prevented from attending the present

proceedings ; and it was highly desirable that on their return home they

should find a fund in existence, and a Committee ready to co-operate with

them in giving effect to those feelings of gratitude and attachment in them

which now influence us.

Carried.

Sixth Resolution.

Major Head proposed the thanks of the meeting to the late Committee,

two of whose members were no longer able to give their attendance thereon.

Major Harvey returned thanks for himself and Lieut.Cope, late Rifle Brigade,

who in the early stages of the business had taken a most active and ener

getic part in it, but had now left the Army and entered the Church, and

had other imperative duties to attend to, at a distance from London. Nearly

ISO/, has already been subscribed.
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Lieut. Macdougal expressed the delight and readiness of the Senior

Department R.M.C, in co-operating in the objects of the present meeting.

The following Committee was then nominated :—

Major Charles Head; Lieut.-Col. Clarke; Lieut Dance, 71st Regt.;

Lieut. Hubbard, 8th Hussars. And the meeting adjourned.

A half-yearly examination of the Gentlemen Cadets, educated at the East

India Company's Military Seminary, took place on Friday the 10th of

December, in the presence of the Chairman, G. Lyall, Esq., M.P., the

Deputy-Chairman, Major-General Sir James Law Lushington, G.C.B., some

of the members of the Honourable Court of Directors, and the following

visitors, viz.:—

The Earl of Eldon.

Major-Generals.—Pyra, C.B., R.A. ; Sir John Doveton, K.C.B. ; Caul-

field, C.B., Bengal Cavalry; Nicolls, R.E.; Macleod, Bengal Engineers;

Welsh ; Innes, C.B. ; Burton, Madras Artillery ; Alexander ; Hogg.

Colonels.—Streton, C.B. ; Lacy, R.A.

Lieut.-Colonels.— Sir F. K. Smith, R.E., (Director Royal Engineer

Establishment, Chatham,) ; Sargent; Hutchinson, College Civil Engineers;

CM. C.S. Smith, C.B. ; Salmon ; Angelo ; Hearsey; Hay.

Majors,—Sandham, R.A. ; ShirrefF, Madras H. A.

Captains.—Williams, R.E. ; Wilford, R.A. ; Faber, Madras Engineers ;

Buckle ; J. H. Bell : Goodwyn ; W. Montague, Instructor in History and

Geography, Royal Military Academy.

Lieutenants.—Harness, R.E.; Nicolls, 65th Foot; W. I. Eastwick;

Creed; Scott Phillips; Ditmas; Treraenhere, Bombay Engineers.

Messrs. S. Cristie, M.A., F.R.S. (R.M. Academy), P. Melvill, A. Easton,

J. B. Yzarn, H. Dickinson, the Rev. Messrs. Coles, Lindsay, Randolph,

and Snelson.

Of thirty-four Cadets brought forward for examination, six were selected

for the Engineers, viz. :—

W. A. Crommelin ; A, De Lisle ; G. P. Hebbert ; S. E. Sneyd ; F. H.

Rundall ; J. E. T. Nicolls.

Twenty for the Artillery, viz. :—

R. M. Paton ; S. P. Woodcock ; C. W. Timbrell ; T. Biggs ; J. A.

Manson; E. A. C. D'Oyly : S. Rippon ; S. W. Stokes; C.J. Walton;

W. A. Mackinnon; W. S. Hatch; J. W. Barwise; W. K. Fooks; W. B.

Marshall ; H. W. Porter ; E. A. M. Macgregor; E. O. Bradford ; C. V.

Bowie ; E. H Couchman ; H. L. Gibbard.

And the remaining eight for the Infantry, viz.:—

G.N. Cave; J.Dawson (2nd); G. Birch; J. N. P. D. Mackellar ; J.

Dawson (1st) ; T. T. Piers; J. S. Brock; F. Schneider.

The distribution of prizes was as follows, viz. :—

FIRST CLASS.

W. A. Crommelin.—2nd Mathematics ; 1st Fortification ; Civil Draw

ing ; Latin, and the Sword for general good conduct.

A. De Lisle.—2nd Fortification; Military Surveying; French; and 2nd

good conduct

G. P. Hebbert, 1st Mathematics : C. W. Timbrell," Military Drawing ;

J. E. T. Nicolls, 2nd Hindustani ; R. Paton, 1st Hindustani.

SECOND CLASS.

W. Chapman.—Mathematics ; Fortification ; Military Drawing ; Civil

Drawing ; French ; Hindustani ; 3rd good conduct.
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A. G. St J. Mildmay, Military Surveying; D. M'Neill, Latin.

THIRD CLASS.

G. Walker, 4th good conduct.

The examination in Mathematics commenced with several propositions in

Geometry, which were demonstrated with great clearness and precision, by

the lower part of the Class. Major-General Pasley, C.B., then proceeded to

examine some of the other Cadets in Algebra, and the application of Trigo

nometry to Surveying, and the construction of heights and distances. He

afterwards proposed several questions in the different sections of the cone ;

and finally concluded this part of the examination with a number of propo

sitions on the composition of any number of forces situated in the same

plane—the centre of gravity, and other parts of statics.

General Pasley apologised to the Chairman for not being able, from want

of time, to examine the senior Cadets in the differential calculus and the

higher branches of mathematics ; but he stated, that he was quite satisfied

with their attainments, as he had devoted four active days to their private

examination.

IN THE FORTIFICATION' DEPARTMENT,

There was exhibited in the block-bouse, a model in moist sand, of two

fronts of the modern system, laid out by squads of Cadets, from various

classes : the scale a quarter of an inch to one foot. The attack against

these works was shown from the third parallel to the fall of the place. The

polygon being high, the two ravelins and their redoubts were first reduced,

ere the bastion between them was taken. Gent. Cadets Sneyd and Rippon,

(who were chiefly engaged in conducting the attack,) explained the details of it

to the Chairman and Committee with great clearness. It is needless to go

through the process here : it is sufficient to say, that several lively and new

features presented themselves in this attack. The model is most beauti

fully and correctly executed, and is well worthy of a high place in the

record of the series of instructive models executed at Addiscombe. It com

pletely fills a block-house, thirty feet by twenty-two.

The mode of defilading field-works on an elevated platform of wood, by

means of sand models, was well explained by Gentleman Cadet Walton,

who illustrated his subject by the case of a square redoubt commanded in

three points by a neighbouring range of hills.

The day was too wet to show the sand-model of a mud fort, called Norva,

which was attacked and captured under peculiar circumstances in 1819.

The fort and the operations against it had been beautifully modelled by

Cadets Nicolls, Woodcock, and Biggs (in an octangular redoubt in the

grounds), but the heavy rains of the season had washed away most of this

work. Gentleman-Cadet Woodcock, however, explained, on a plan, the

whole of the work done, before the Chairman and Committee, by the direc

tion of Major-General Pasley. In the examination hall, the following sub

jects were explained by the Cadets who had studied them (after completing

their regular course of field and permanent fortification and artillery) :—j

Attack on the beautiful and complicated system of M. Choumara, by

Cadets Crommelin and De Lisle.

Attack on Lieut. Kaye's system ; Cadet Hebbert.

Attack on Dufour's system ; Cadet Paton.

Passage of the wet ditch of a fortress, as lately executed at Chatham by

order of Major-General Pasley ; Cadet Rundall.

The class, consisting of thirty-four Cadets, were then examined by Gen.

Pasley in their regular course of fortification and artillery, by a series of

questions from the treatise which they study.

The beauty of the plans drawn by the Cadets during the term, especially

of the elevations, isometrical and perspective, representing the works in

every form from an elevation up, to 90°, attracted much of the attention of
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the scientific officers present—especially one plan executed by Gentleman-

Cadet Chapman, whose accomplishments in every department bid fair to

make him a first-rate officer. Capt. Norton was good enough to come down

from London to exhibit his ingenious contrivances. He exploded a small

charge of gunpowder by his rifle shell, in order to show the use of this for

midable missile in blowing up tumbrils and ammunition-waggons. He also

explained his new metal fuzes for the purpose of causing shells to explode

the moment they strike an object.

MILITARY DRAWING DEPARTMENT.—FIRST CLASS,

Mr. Timbrell (Prize)—Position of Guards, &o., and a plan of Sagonte,

Mr. De Lisle—A skilful sketch and drawing from the fine model of St.

Helena. Mr. Nicolls—A most beautiful drawing in shade from the same.

Mr. Crommelin—Rolica. Mr. Paton—Plan of Peniscola, and a beautiful

penwork drawing from a survey of part of the Addington Hills. Mr. Sneyd

—Battle of Corunna ; shade. Mr. Birch—Foz Daruce ; very freely done.

Mr. Rundall—Tarragona. Mr. Hebbert—Tarragona. Mr. Bowie—Plan

of Sagonte. Mr. De Havelland—Plan of the Battle of Maida. Mr. Gib-

bard—Plan of Sangerhaussen and country. Mr. Couchman—Plan of the

Fort of Doropesa. Mr. Mackinnon—Almeida. Mr. Manson—A superb

penwork drawing of the Cape of Good Hope. Mr. Stoke—Castle of Burgos.

Mr. Cabe—Fort St. Philippe. And many others of great merit.

SECOND CLASS.

Mr. Chapman—Showing the position of the advanced guard of the French

at Pombal ; most beautifully and accurately executed. Mr. Allen—A splen

did drawing in shade from the model of St. Helena. Mr. Mildmay—Battle

of Vittoria ; shaded in pencil and well executed. Mr. Biggs—Pombal. Mr.

Birch—Penwork drawing of part of Wales. Mr. Maeneil—Plan of Lerida.

Mr. Johnson—Plan of Peniscola. Mr. Douglas—Pampeluna. Mr. Jones

—Condeixa. Mr. C. W. D'Oyly, Redinha. With many drawings from

models of ground and surveys.

LANDSCAPE DEPARTMENT.

The drawings by the Gentlemen-Cadets of the First Class have fully borne

out the expectations formed at the last examination, and altogether made

an excellent and pleasing display. The first prize was awarded to Gent.-

Cadet W. Crommelin for a large view in Switzerland, effective and well

wrought throughout. A sea-piece, of a deep grey tone, by Mr. Barwise,

indicating a strong gale of wind. A wood scene, by Mr. Hebbert, in which

the road winds through in very good perspective. A distant view of Mount

Ararat, by Mr. Manson ; and a view of Byland Abbey, Yorkshire, by the

same Cadet, claimed much of our attention. Two drawings, by Mr. George

Birch, viz., fishermen enjoying a rest under the rocks of a bold shore, and

gypsies playing at cards, are both very good in drawing, colour, and effect.

Another figure-piece by Mr. Cave from a scene in Macbeth, of a] sombre

style, agreeing with the dreary heath represented, is exceedingly well

managed both in colour and energy of expression in the figures. A view on

the Downs above Brighton, by^Mr. De Lisle, possesses that delicate haziness

of atmosphere seen only in the finest summer weather.

Many other drawings deserve commendation, but we can only enumerate

some of them, viz., a large Swiss view, by Mr. D'Oyly ; a large sea-coast,

by Mr. Sneyd; Bunster Dale by Mr. Rundall; Cows, by Mr. Rippon;

Loch Lomond, by Mr. E. Couchman; a view of Durham, by Mr. Nicolls,

&c,—all Cadets of the First Class.

The prize for the best drawing [in the' Second Class was adjudged to Mr.

Chapman. We noticed, also, a large beautiful drawing by Mr. C. D'Oyly

—a view in Dovedale.

The specimens of lithography were much admired, particularly one of

three heads by Mr. Allen, and another of spaniels hunting, by Mr. G.

D'Oyly. Cows, by Mr. Chapman,—an excellent specimen of zincography.

K 2
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DISTRIBUTION OF THE ARMY ON THE 1st JAN., 1842,

AND REFERENCE TO THE FOREIGN SERVICE OF REGIMENTS.

Regiment* and
Corps.

Stations of
Troops or Service

Companies. Stations of
Dep6ts.

Year of
going on
Foreign
Service.

Year of
return
ing from
Foreign
Service.

Whence
returned.

Agents.
British Ic Irish
Establishment.

1st Life-gds. Regent'sPark 1816 France .... Collyer

2nd do Hyde Park. . .... 1816 France Cox & Co.

Rl.Horse-gds. Windsor. . . . • ■ • • 1816 France .... Cox & Co.

1st Drag. -gds. Canada .... York 1838 .... Cox & Co.

2nd do Sheffield.. .. .... , a 1818 France .... Hopkinson

3rd do Nottingham • • ■ . . • 1814 Spain .... Hopkinson

4th do Dundalk. . . . .... 1813 Portugal . . Col. & Cane

5th do ■ • ■ • 1814 Spain .... Cox & Co.

6th do Newbridge. . . • . • 1808 Buen. Ayres Cox & Cane

7th do Bailincolltg .... 1799 Holland .. Cox & Co

1st Dragoons .... 1816 France .... Cox & Co.

2nd do Brighton . . 1816 France .... Hopkinson

3rd do Bengal .... Maidstone . . 1837 .... Cox & Co.

4th do Bombay.. .. Maidstone . . 1822 Hopkinson

6th do Birmingham .... . . 1816 France .... Cox & Bor.

7th Hussars Canada .... 1838 .... Cox & Co.

8th do Manchester .... 1823 Bengal .... Cox & Co.

9th Lancers Dorchester. . .... 1813 Portugal .. Collyer

10th Hussars Dublin .... 1828 Portugal . . Cox & Cane

11th Lt. Drag. Hounslow .. .... 1838 Bengal .... Kirkland

12th Lancers Dublin .... .... 1828 Portugal .. Col. & Cane

13th Lt. Drag. Ipswich .... .... 1840 Madras.. .. Cox & Co.

14th do Bombay .... Maidstone . . 1841 , . Cox & Co.

15th Hussars Madras .... Maidstone . . 1839 .... Cox & Co.

16th Lancers Bengal .... Maidstone . . 1822 • • • • Cox & Co.

17th do Piershill.... .... . . 1823 Bombay . . Cox& Cane

Gr.Gds.lstbat. St. John's W. ...» 1828

, , .... f

Portugal 1

„ 2d bat. Canada .... ■ . • • 1838

France . . 1„ 3d bat. Portman B. . . 1818

Coldstflstbat. St. Geo. Bar. .... 1814 France .. ' Cox & Co.

Gds. 1 2d bat. Canada .... .... 1838 ....

Sc.Fu.ilstbat. Tower .... • • ■ • 1814 France ..

Gds. 1 2d bat. Wellington B • ■ • • . . 1828 Portugal

IstFr Jlf>tbat- Gibraltar .. Waterford .. 1839 Cox & Bor.
lstFt,i2dbat.

Canada .... 1836

, . ....

Cox & Bor.

3rd do

Bombayf .. Chatham . . 1825

. (

.... Lawrie

4th do Madras ....

Bengal .... Chatham . . 1822 .... Cox & Co.

5th do Cephalonia. .

Tilbury Fort 1832 .... Cox & Co.

6th do Bombay ....

Athlone .... 1831 .... Hop. & Bor.

7th do Gibraltar . .

1821 ... a Cox & Co.

8th do Nova Scotia*

Dover .... 1839 .... Cox & Bor.

9th do. • • • • Bengal ....

Kinsale .... 1830 .... Cox & Co.

Cox & Co.10th do

Glasgow ....

Chatham .. 1832 ....

11th do Newport . .

.... . . 1837 Ionian Isl. Cox & Co.

12th do Mauritius ..

.... 1840 Canada. . . . Cox & Co.

13th do Bengal ....

Snnderland 1837 .... Cox & Co.

14th do Canada . ...

Chatham . . 1822 .... Cox & Co.

15th do Woolwich . .

1836 .... Dow. & Bor.

16th do Winchester. .

. . ■ • 1840 Canada.. .. Cox & Co.

17th do Bombay .... Chatham . .

* « • • 1841; Bengal .... Kirkland

1830 .... Lawrie

18th do. China Chatham 1836 Cox & Co.

* Ordered Home. t On passage Home.
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Regiments and
Corps.

Stations of
Vear of
going on
Foreign
Sen-ice.

Year of
return
ing from
Foreign
Service.

Whence
returned. Agents.

British* Irish
Kstabllshment.

19th Foot....

Service
Companies. Stations of

Depots.

Gosport .'. . . 1840 Cox & Cane

20th do Bermuda . . Fermoy .... 1841 .... Cox & Bor.

21st do Bengal .... Canterbury 1833 . . . •' Cox & Co.

Bombay. . . . Chatham . . 1841 .... Cox & Co.

23rd do Canada .... Carlisle .... 1838 .... Cox & Co.

24 th do Devonport . . , , 1841 Canada Collyer

25th do Brecon .... 1839 • • a • Cox & Co.

26th do Canterbury 1828 • • • . Cox & Co.

27th do Cape ofG.H. Galway .... 1835 • ■ • • Cox & Bor.

28th do N. S. Wales Chatham . . 1835 .... Cox & Co.

29th do Belfast ....

Mullingar ..

.... . . 1838 Mauritius. . Cox & Co.

30th do Halifax, N.S.

Chatham . . 1825

1834 • • • a Cox & Bor.

31st do Bengal .... • • • • Price & Son

Portsmouth .... , , 1841 .... Cox & Bor.

33rd do Barbadoes . . Buttevant .. 1836 .... Cox & Co.

34th do Portsmouth ....

18*37

Canada. . . . Cox & Co.

35th do Mauritius .. Carlow ....

Cashel 1830

• a • a Cox & Bor.

36th do New Brnsw* .... Price & Bor.

37th do Halifax*.... Ncnagh .... 1830 • • a • Lawrie&Ca.

38th do Hull 1840 Cox & Bor.

39th do. Madras .... Chatham . . 1827 • • • • Cox & Co.

40th do Bombay .... Chatham . . 1824 .... Cox & Co.

41st do. Bombay .... Chatham • . 1822 .... Cox & Co.

42nd do Corfu Stirling .... 1840 Cox & Bor.

43rd do Canada .... Londonderry 1835 Hop. & Cane

44th do Bengal .... Chatham . . 1822 ■ at* Cox & Co.

45th do Dublin ....

Clonmel. . . .

.... 1838 Madras. . . . Cox & Bor.

46th do Gibraltar .. 1837 • a . * Cox & Co.

47th do Barbadoes .. Birr 1834 . a • a Cox & Atk.

48th do Gibraltar** Guernsey . . 1838 .... Cox & Bor.

49th do Canterbury 1821 .... Cox & Co.

50th do Bengal .... Chatham . . 1834 .... Cox & Co.

5 1st do N. S. Wales Chatham . . 1838 . . ■ a a a Kirkland

52nd do Brit. Guiana Longford . . 1836 Kirk & Cane

53rd do Edinburgh . . .... 1840 Ionian Isl. Cbx & Co.

54th do Weedon ....

Canterbury. . 1821

.... 1840 Madras. . . . Cox & Co.

55th do a . a • Cox & Co.

56th do Canada .... Armagh .... 1831 . . • • Cox & Bor.

57th do Madras .... Chatham . . 1825 Lawrie

58th do Dublin

Jersey ....

.... 1839 Ceylon . . . . Cox & Bor.

59th do Antigua .... 1834 Cox & Co.

60thdo.lstbat Bolton .... 1840. Ionian Isl. Cox & Co.

„ 2d bat. Jamaica. . . . Dublin 1835 . . .... Cox & Bor.

61st do Newcas.-on-T. 1840 Ceylon.. .. Cox & Co.

62nd do Bengal .... Chatham . . 1830 .... Lawrie

63rd do Madras .... Canterbury 1829 .... Collyer

64th do N. America Templemore 1834 .... Cox & Cane

65th do Plymouth . . . , 1841 Canada. . . . Cox & Co.

66th do ^Manchester .... 1840 Canada. . . . Cox & Co.

67th do Canada .... Templemore 1831 .... Cox & Bor.

68th do. .. .. Canada Chester .... 1834 .... Cox & Co.

69th do New Brnswk. Tralee .... 1831 .... Cox & Atk.

70th do Canada .... Youghal .... 1834 • • . • Cox & Cane

71st do Canada .... Youghal .... 1838 • • a . Cox & Co.

72nd do Windsor . . .... . , 1840 Cape G. H. Cox & Co.

73rd do Portsmouth .... 1841 Canada.. .. Cox & Co.

74th do Canada .... Limerick . . 1834 •• Kirk & Bor.

• * Ordered to West Indies.
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Regiments and

Corps.

75th Foot. . . .

76th do

77th do

78th do

79th do

80th do

81st do

82nd do

83rd do

84th do

85th do

86th do

87th do

88th do

89th do

90th do

91st do

92nd do

93rd do

94th do

95th do

96th do

97th do

98th do.

99th do

I RifleB-{2d bt.|

| 1st West Ind.

Regiment. .

2nd do

3rd do

Ceylon Rifle

Regiment. .

Cape Mnted.t

Riflemen . . )

R. Canadian

Rifle Regt. /

| R.Newfound-i

landVeteran \

Companies

Royal Malta

Fencibles

Stations of
Service

Companies.

Stations of

Dep6ts.

. I Year of
,*«r°f Iretnrn-
|going on | from
Foreign Forei
Service. | Servlc°ei

CapeofG.H*

Halifax, N.S.]

Malta

Dublin

Gibraltar . .

N. S. Wales

Trinidad

Jamaica ....

Canada ....

Limerick . .

Canada ....

Corkt

Mauritius*. .

Malta

Canada ....

Ceylon ....

Cape&St.Hel

St. "Vincent. .

Canada ....

Bombay ....

Ceylon ....

N.S. Wales .

Corfu

China

Chatham . .

Malta

Bermuda. . . .

Demerara, &c.

Jamaica ....

Sierra Leone

Ceylon ....

Cape of G. H.

Canada

Newfoundland

Chatham .

Enniskillen

Sheerness .

Paisley . . .

Chatham .

Kilkenny .

Boyle

Athlone . . .

Buttevant .

Spike Island

Hull ...

Castlebar

Drogheda

Birr ...

Templemore

Fort George

Dundee . .

Chatham

Chatham

Chatham

Chatham

Plymouth

Dublin .

Dover. . .

Malta.

Agents.

Cox & Co

Cox & Co

Kirkland

Kirkland

Kirkland

Kirkland

Kirkland

Kirkland

1830

1834

1837

1840

1837

1836

1836

1834

1836

1831

1840

1835

1835

1835

1833

1838

1838

1838

1841

1841

1840

1841

1837

1838

1837

1836

1837

1837

Whence

returned.

Ceylon .

Jamaica

West Indies!

Ceylon . . .

Mauritius.

Agents.
British & Irish
Establishment

Cox & Co

Cox & Bor.

Lawrie

Cox & Co.

Lawrie

Lawrie

Dwnes&Bor|

Law.& Bor.

Cox & Bor.

Cox & Bor.

Cox & Bor.

Cox & Bor.

Lawrie

Cox & Bor.

Cox & Cane

Cox & Bor.

Bar. & Atk

Cox & Co.

Cox & Co.

Cox & Co.

Cox & Co.

Lawrie

Cox & Cane

Cox & Bor.

Col. & Bor.

Cox & Bor.

Cox & Co.

REGIMENTAL AGENTS.

Atkinson, John, Ely-place, Dublin

Barron& Smith, Up.Charles-st.Westminstj

Borough, Sir Edwd.R., Bart.,Armit& Co.

Leinster-st. , Dublin

Cane, Richard, & Co., Dawson-st. Dublin

Collyer, G. S., Park-place, St. James's

Cox, Hammersley, & Cox, Craig's-court

Downes & Son. ,14,Warwick-st.Ch. Cross]

Hopkinson, Barton, & Knyvett, Regent-st.l

Kirkland, Sir J., (Gen. Agt. ,) 80, PallMall|

Lawrie, J., 10, Charles-st, St. James's

Price & Son, 34, Craven-st., Strand

Stoddart & M'Grigor, 17, Charles-streetJ

St. James's-square

GENERAL AGENTS FOR THE RECRUITING SERVICE.

Great Britain—Sir John Kirkland, 80, Pall Mall.

N.B.-»-A reference to the List of Agents will explain the Abbreviations.

• Ordered Home. t Ordered to Cape of Good Hope.
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With the Years when Built, and Datet of Commission of the Officers in Command.

Acheron, St., 1838, Lt.-Cni.Kennedy,181S,Wch.
Acorn, 16, 1838, Cm.Adams,(4.) 1837,C.ofAfrlc.
Actseon,26, 1831, Cpt. Russell, 1836, South Am.
Adder, 1 , st. , Mast. Hammond, (act.) Pemb.
Advice, 1, St., Lt.-Com. Darby, 1828, Pemb.
Algle, 24, 1801, Cpt. Lord C. Paget, 1839, Med.
Alfred, JO, 181 1, Commod. Purvis, 1809, Sheer.
."Etna, 6, 1824, U.-Com. Wlllion, 1819, Sheem.
Alban, l,st.,1826. Mast. King, (act.) part. ser.
Albert, st., 1840, Capt. Trotter, 1826, disc. aer.
Alecto.st., 1839, Lt.-Cm. Hoseason, 1826, Med.
Algerine, 10, 1829, Lleut.-Com. T. H. Mason,

1841, China.
Alligator,26, 1821, Cpt. A. L. Kuper, (act.) 1841,

China.Andromache,28, 1832, Capt. R. L. Baynes, C.B.,

1828, Cape ofGood Hope.
Apollo, tr. 1809, Mas.-Cm.Frederick,1829,Chlna.
Ardent, at. 1841, Com. Russell. (4) 1840, Brazils.
Ariel, st. Mast. Smithitt, (act.) Dover.
Arrow, 10, sch., 1823, Lt.-Com. W. Robinson,

1837, Cape of Good Hope.
Asp, 1, st. Lt.-Com. Oke, 182.'), Portpatrlck.
Astrtea, 6, 1810, Captain A. Ellice, 1831, Sup. of

Packets, Falmouth.
Athol, 28, tr., 1820, Mas.-Com. C. P. Bellamy,

1824, Portsmouth.
Avon, 52, Lt.-Com. Jenkin, 1829, Plymouth.
Basilisk, 6, 1824, Lt.-Com. Gill, 1812, S. Am.
Beacon, 8,sur.v., 1823, U.-Com.T.Graves, 1827,

Mediterranean.
Beagle, 10, sur.v., 1820, Com.J. L. Stokes, 1837

Australia.Beaver, st. Lt.-Com. R. Mudge, 1815, Dover.

Belletsle, 72, 1819, tr., Capt. Klngcome, 1838,
China.

Belridera, 38, Cpt. Hon. G. Grey, 1834, Plym.
Benbow, 72, 1813,Cpt. Stewart, C.B., 1817, Med.
Bittern, 16, 1840, Com. Hon. B. Cary, 1835,

South America.
Blaser, st.,1834, Lt.-Cm.Steane, 1815, \V. Ind.
Blenheim, 72, 1813, Capt. Sir T. Herbert,

K.C.B., 1822, China.
Blonde, 42, 1819, Ct. Bourchier.CB., 1827, China
Bonetta,3, 1836, Lt.-Com. Au«ten,1830, C.ofAf.
Brisk, 8, 1819, Lt.-Cm. Sprigg, 1839, Brazils.
Britomart, 10, 1820, Lt.-Cm. Stanley, 1831, Aus.
Buzzard, 3, 1834, Lt.-Cm. Levinge, 1839, C. ofAf.
Calcutta, 84, 1831, Cpt. SirS. Roberts, 1815, Med.
Caledonia, 120, 1808, Admiral Sir G. Moore,

O.C.B., G.C.M.G.,Capt. Eden, 1827, Plym.
Calliope, 28. 1837. Capt. T. Herbert, C.B.. 1822.
Cambrian,36, 1841,Cpt.Chads,C.B.,1825,China.
Cambridge,78, 181 7, Capt. Barnard, 1817, Med.
Cameleon, 10, 1814, Lt.-Cm. Hunter, 1828.E. 1.
Camperdown, 104, 1820, Vice-Admiral Sir Edw.

Brace,K.C.B.; Cpt. F. Brace, 1827, Slimse.
Carron, 2, st. v., tender to Illustrious, Bermuda.
Carysfort, 26, 1836, Cpt. Ld. G. Paulet, 18.13, Port.
Ceylon, 2, 1810, Lt. Com. R. Mends, rec. sh.,

1835, Malta.
Champion, 18, 1824,Cm. Byron, 1836,C.ofG. H.
Charon, st. Sec. Mas. Rntter, (act.) 1837, Dov.
Charybdls, 3, 1831, Lt.-Cm. De Courcy, 1838,

West Indies.
Childers, 16, 1827, Com. Halsted, 1836, China.
Cleopatra, 26, 1835, Capt. Wyvlll, 1832, W. Ind.
Clio, 16, 1807, Com. Freeman, 1836, S. America.
Cockatrice, 6, 1832, Lt.-Com. Oxenham, 1826,

South America.
Columbine, 16, 1826, Capt. Clarke, 1841, China.
Comus, 18, 1828, Com. Nepean, 1828, W. Ind.
Conway, 28, 1832, Capt. Bethune, 1830, China.
Corawallis, 72, 1813, Vice Admiral Sir W. Parker,

K.C.B., Capt. Richards, 1828, China.
Crane, 1839, Lt.-Com. J. Hill, (a.) 1810, Falm.
Crescent, rec.sh. 1810, Lt..Com. M. Donellan,

1808, Rio Janeiro.
Cruiser, 16, 1828, Capt. Gilford, 1841, China.
Cuckoo, st. Lleut.-Com. Parks, 1816, Weym.
Curaooa, 24, 1809, Cpt. Jones, 1828, C. of G. H.
Curlew, 10, 1830, Lt.-Cm. Rolf, 1839, <

Cyclops,6,st., 1839, Cpt. Austin,C.B.,1838, Med.
Cygnet, 6, 1840, Lt.-Cm. Wilson, 1824, C. ofAf.
Daphne, 18, 1838, Capt. Dalling, 1828, Med.
Dasher, st. Mas.-Com. White, (act.) Weym.
Devastation, st. v., 1841, Cm. Henry, 1838, Med.
Dido, 20,1836, Capt. Hn.H. Keppel,1837, Plym.
Dolphin, 3, 1838, Lt.-Com. E. Littlebales, 1828,

C. of G. Hope.
Dotercl, st. Mas.-Com . Grey (act.) Holyhead.
Dover, St., Mast. Com. Lyne, (act.) Dover.
Driver, •., 1840, Com. Harmer, 1837, Woolwich.
Druid, 44, 1826, Capt. Smith, (a), 1829, China.
Dublin, 50, 1812, Rear.Admiral R. Thomas,

Capt. Tucker, 1838, Pacific.
Electra, 18, 1837, Com. Goatling, 1838, W. Ind.
Emerald, ten. to Rl. George yacht, 1820, Sec.

Mast. W. MiUs, Portsmouth.
Endymion, 38, 1797, Capt. the Hon. F. W. Grey,

1828, East Indies.
Erebus, dls.sh. 1826,Cpt. Rosl, 1834, voy. ofdls.
ExceUent, 1810, Cpt. Sir T. Hastings, Kt., 1830,

Portsmouth.
Fair Rosamond, 2, Lt.-Com. Bulman, 1828.N.A.
Fantome, 16,1839, Cm. R. Sharpe, 1826, C.ofAf.
Favourite, 18, 1829, Cm. Sullvan, 1840, E. Ind.
Fawn, Lt.-Com. J. Foote, 1836, Cape of G. H.
Fearless, st. v. Capt.F. Bullock, 1838, Woolw.
Ferret, 10, 1840, Com. Oake, 1827, Plymouth.
Firebrand. 6, St., Mas.-Cm. Cook, 1835, Woolw,
Flrefiy, st. 1832, Lt.-Cm. Wlnnlett, 1821, W. I.
Fhuner, 6, st. 1831 , Lt..Cra.Bobson,1830, W. I ,
Fly, 18, 1831, Capt. F. F. Blackwood, 1838, Pirn.
Formidable, 84, 1825, Cpt. Sir C. Sullvan, Bart.

1814, Sheerness.
Ganges,84, 1821, Cpt. Reynolds.C.B., 1812, Med.
Gleaner, I, st.1839, Lt.-Cm. Jeayes, 1S25, W. I.

Gorgon, St., 1838, Capt. Henderson, C.B., 1838,
Mediterranean.

Grecian, 16, 1837, Cm. Smyth, 1837, C. of G. H.
Growler, 1841, St., Com. Buckle, 1836, Llmeh.
Harlequin, 16, 1836, Com. Hon. G. F. Hastings,

1838, China.
Hastings, 74, 1818,Cap.J. Lawrence, C.B.,1817,

Mediterranean.
Hazard, 16, 1830, Com. C. Bell, 1830, Portsm.
Hecate, St., 1840, Com. J. H. Ward, 1838, Med.
Hecla, st., 1839, Lt.-Com. Cragg, 1828, W. Ind.
Herald, 28, 1823, Capt. J. Mas, 1835, China.
Heroine, 10, 1841, Cm.T. D. Stewart, 1815, Ply.
Hornet, 6, 1831, Lt.-Com. MUler, 1837, W. I.
Howe, 120, 1815, Capt. R. Smart, K.H., 1837,

Mediterranean.
Hyacinth, 18, 1829, Com. G. Goldsmith, 1841,

China.Hydra, St., 1838, Com. Murray, 1840, N. Amer.

Illustrious, 72, 1803, Vice-Admiral Sir C. Adam,
K.C.B., Capt. Erskine, 1838, N. America.

Implacable, 74, 1806, Cpt. Harvey, 1811, Med.
Impregnable, 104, 1810, Cpt. Forrest, C.B. 1809,

Malta.Inconstant, 36, 1836, Capt. Michell, 1830,Med.

Indus, 84, 1839, Cpt. Sir J. Stirling, Knt., 1818,

Mediterranean.
Iris, 26, 1840, Cpt. W. Tucker, (act.) C. of Afr.
lais, 44, 1819, Capt. Sir J. Marshall, Knt.,

K.C.H., 1814, Plymouth.
Jaseur, 16, 1813, Com. W. A. Willis, 1829, Gib.
Jasper, *t., Mas.-Com. Rose, 1823, Pembroke.
Jupiter, 38, tr. sh., 1813, Mas.-Com. R. Fulton,1814, China.

Lark, 4,sur. v., 1830, Lleut.-Com. T. Smith, (i.)

1833, West Indies.
Lame, 18, 1829, Cpt. P.J. Blake, 1841, China.
Lightning, st., 1823, Sec. Mas. J.Tucker, Wool.
Lily, 16, 1837, Com. J. J. Allen, 1832, C. of Af.
Lizard, st., 1840, Lt.-Cm. Estrourt, 1827, Med.
Locust, St., 1840, Lt.-Com. Lunn, 1829, Med.
Lucifer, St., 1825, Capt. Beechey, 1827, sur. ser.
Lynx, 3, Lt.-Com. Burslem, 1838, Lisbon.
Madagascar, 44, Capt. Foote, 1827, S. An
Magicienne, 24, 1 8 1 2, Capt. Warren, 1 83
Magnificent, 4, 1806, Com. Boxer,1826, J
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Magpie, 4, cut. 1830, Lt.-Cm. Brock, 1827, Med.
Malabar, 72, 1818, Capt. Sir G. Sartorius, Km.,

Medit.

Mastiff, 6, but. v. 1813, Mas.-Com. G. Thomas,
1808, Woolwich.Medea, 4, at., 1833, Com. Warden, 1838, Med.

Medlno,st., 1840, Mas..Cm. 8mithett, (act.) Liv.
Medusa, 2, at. 1839. Lt.-Cm. PhlHpps. 1815, Liv.
Mcgicra, at. KS7, Lieut. -Com. Goldsmith, 18011,

North America.
Merlin, 2, st. 1839, Lt.-Cm. Townley, 1806, Liv.
Meteor, st. 1824, Lt.-Com. Slater. 1837, pt. serv.
Minden, 72, 1810, Capt. Quln, 1837, Plymouth.
Modeste, 18, 1837, Cpt. H. Eyres, 1841, China.
Monarch, 84, 1832, Cpt. Chambers, 1812, Med.
Monkey, st. Sec. Mas. Saunders, (act.) Ports.
N lagara, 20, 1 8 1 2, Capt. Sandom, 1825, Lks. Can .
Nightingale, 6, 1814, Lt.-Cm, John Barnes (a.)

1813, Plymouth.
Nimrod, 20, 1828, Com. Glasse, 1838, China.
North Star, 26, 1824, Capt. Sir J. E. Home, 1837,

China.Ocean,80, 1805, Cpt. Peter Fisher, 1841, Sheern.

Otter, st. v., Lt.-Com. Jones, 1814, Holyhead.
Pantaloon, 10, 1831, Lieut. Lapidge, 1824, Ports.
Partridge, 10, 1829, Lieut.-Com. J. T. Nott,

1810, Cape of Good Hope.
Pearl, 20, 1828, Cm. Fraukland, 1825, C. of G. H.
PeUcan, 16, 1812, Com. Justice, (5) 1824, China.
Persian, 16, 1839, Com. Eden, 1836, C. of Af.
Fhamlx, 4, st., 1 832, Com. Richardson, (5.) 1839,

Mediterranean.
Pickle, 5, 1827, Lt..Cm. Montresor, 1835, W. I.
Pigmy, st.v.,Lt. C.Autridge, 1815, Pemb.
Pike, 1, st. Lieut.-Com. Day, 1808, Portpatrlck.
Pilot, 16, 1838, Com. Ramsay, 1837, W. Indies.
Pique, 36, 1834, Capt. Forbes, 1819, Bermuda.
Pluto, St., Lt.-Com. Blount, 1824, C. of Africa.
Polctlers, 72, 1809, Cpt. Sup. W. H. Shireff,

1809, Chatham.Polyphemus, St., 1840, Lt.-Com. Evans, (6.)

1826, Mediterranean.
Powerful, 84, 1826, Ct. M. Seymour, 1826, Ports.
President, 50, 1829, Rear-Adm. C. B. H. Ross,

C.B. Capt. W. Broughton, 1831, Pacific.
Prometheus, st.1839, Lt.-Cm. Spark, 1812,Med.
Prospero, St.. 1829, Lt.-Cm. Keane, 1815, Pemb.
Pylades, 18,1824, Cpt. T.V. Anson, 1841, China.
Queen, 1 10, 1839, Cpt. G. F. Rich, 1823, Portsm,
Racehorse, 18, 1830, Com. J. C.Fltsgerald, 1829,

West Indies.
Racer, 16, 1833, Com. T. Harvey, 1840, W. I.
Rapid, 10, 1829, Lt.-Com. Earle, 1813, Portsm.
Rattlesnake, tr.sh., 1823, Master-Corn. Brodie,

1814, China.
Raven, 4, 1829, Lt.-Cm. J. P. Roepel, 1814.
Redwing, at., 1834, Com. Bevis, 1829, Liverpool.
Revenge, 76, 1805, Capt. Hon. W. Waldcgrave,

(a) C.B., 1811, Mediterranean.
Rhadamanthus, St., Mast. -Com. Laen, 1812, W.
Rodney, 92, 1833, Capt. R. Maunaell, C.B., 1812,

Mediterranean.
Rolla, 10, 1829, Lieut. C. Hall, 1815, C. of Af.
Romney, depot, Lt.-Cm. Hawkins, 1807, Havan.
Rose, 18, 1821, Com. Christie, 1827. Plymouth.
Rover, 10, 1832, Com.C. Keele,1826, W. Ind.
Royal George, yacht, 1817, Captain Lord A.

Fittclarence, 1821, Portsmouth.
Royal Sovereign, yacht, 1804, Captain Sup. Sir

Watkin O. Pell, Knt., 1813, Pembroke.
San Josef, 110, 1783, Cpt. Borgoyne, 1815, Plym.
Sapphire, tr. ah., 1827, Mas. .Com. G. H. Cole,

1812, (act.), China.
Sappho, 16, 1833, Com. E. J. Parrey, 1830, W. I .
8avage, 10, 1830, Lt.-Cm. Bowker, 1815, Ports.
Scout, 18, 1832, Com.T. Carpenter, 1841, Med.
Scylla, 16, 1809, Capt. T. Blackwood, 1838, Ply.
Seafiower, 4, cutt., 1830, Lieut.-Com. N. Ro-

blllard, 1818, Guernsey.

Serpent, 16, 1832, Com. Nevlll, 1825, Plym.Shearwater, st. Com. Washington, 1833, pt. ser.

Siren. 16, 1841, Com. Smith, (5) 1826, China.Skylark, 6, 1826, Lt.-Cm. Wright, 1813,pt.serv.

Snake, 16, 1832, Com. Hon. W. B. Devereux,

1836, Portsmouth.Snipe, 8, cutt., 1828, Lleut.-Coni. T. Baldock,

1813, particular service.
Soudan, St., 1840, Cm. B. Allen, 1838, disc. ser.Southampton, 50, 1820, Rr.-Ad. Sir K. D. King,

K.C.H., Cpt.T. Ogle, 1838, C. of G. H.Sparrow, 10, 1828, Lt.-Cm. Tysaen, 1832, Cape.Spartan, 26, 1841, Capt. the Hon. C.G.J.B. El

liot, 1841, West Indies.Speedy, 2, Lt..Com. Beaufoy, 1821 , Chatham.Spider, 6, 1832, Lt.-Com. J. O'Reilly (<0, 1815,

Cape of Good Hope.
Spitfire, st.,1831,Lt.-Cm.Trlngham,1826,W.Ind
Sprightly, St., Alas. Moon (act.), Holyhead.Spy,3,1841, Lt.-Com. Potbury, 1823, Plymouth.Starling, 1829, Com. Kellett, 1841, China.

Stromboll, 4, st. 1840, Com. Louis, 1838, Med.St. Vincent, 120, 1815, Adm. Sir E. Codring-

ton, G.C.B., Capt. H. I.Codrington, C.B.,
1836, Portsmouth.Styx, St., 1841, Capt. Vidal, 1825, Portsmouth.Sulphur, 8, 1826, Capt. E. Belcher, 1841, China.Swallow, st. Mast.R. Sherlock (act.), Dover.

. Talbot, 26, 1824, Cpt. R. F. Stopford, 1840 Med.
Tartarus, St., 1834, Lt.-Cm. Smith, 1826, W. Ind.Termagant, 10, 1837, Lt.-Com. Seagram, 1833,

Coast of Africa.Terror, 10, 1813, Cpt. Crosier, 1841, voy.ofdisc.

Thalia. 42, 1830, Cpt. Hope, 1826, Portsm.Thunder, 6, sur. v. 1829, Com. E. Barnett, 1838,

West Indies.Thunderer, 84, 1831, Cpt.Prlng, 1815, Mediter.Tortoise, 18, Com. Wood, 1813, N. S. Wales.Tweed, 20, 1613, Com. Douglas, 1827, N. Am.Urgent, st. Mas. J. Emerson, 1810, Liverpool.Vanguard, 80, 1836, Capt. Sir D. Dunn, K.C.H.,

1614, Mediterranean.
Vernon,50, 1&12, Capt. Walpole, 1819, Medit.

Vestal, 26, 1833, Capt. Parker, 1838, W. Indies.

Vesuvius, st., 1840, Com. E. Ommanney, 1840,
Mediterranean.

Victor, 16, 1814, Cm. C. C. Otway, 1839, N. Am.
Victory, 104, 1765, Capt. Henderson, 1838, Ports

mouth.
Vindictive. 60, 1813, Capt. J. T. Nicolas, C.B.,

1815, Portsmouth.
Viper, 6, Lt.-Com. Carter, 1815, South America.
Vixen, St., Com. Boyes, Woolwich.
Volage, 26, 1825, Cpt. SirW. Dickson, 1837, Ply.
Volcano, St., 1836, Lieut.-Com. Featherstone,

1826, Woolwich.
Wanderer, 16, 1835, Com. E. N. Troubridge,

1841, Coast of Africa.
Warspite, 60, Capt. Lord John Hay, C.B., 1815,

Portsmouth.
Wasp, 16, 1812, Com. Hon. H. A. Murray, 1838,

Mediterranean.
Waterwltch, 10, 1832, Lt.-Com. H. J. Matson,

1836, Coast ofAfrica.
Weasle, 10, 1822, Ueut.Com.-W. Edmonstone,

1829, Mediterranean.
Wellesley, 72, 1815, 1814, Capt. T. Maitland,

1837, Eaat Indies.Widgeon, St., Lt.-Com. Scrlven, 1822, Dover.

Wilberforce, Lt.-Com. Allen, 1836, disc. ship.
Wildfire, st. Lt.-Cm. Petch, 1828, (act.), Weym.
William and Mary, yacht, 1807, Captain Sir

F. Collier, Knt., 1808, Woolwich.
Wincheater, 52, 1822, Capt. T. A. Carter, 1833,

West Indies and North America.
Wizard. 10, 1830, Lieut.-Com. SomerviUe, 1821,

Cape of Good Hope.
Zephyr, St., Lt.-Cm. Jas. Small, 1825, Holyhead.

HKR MAJESTY'S PACKET BRIOS AT FALMOUTH:—Alert, Lieut. Ed. Jennings.

Crane, Lieut. J. H1U, (a.)
Delight, Lieut. W. Lory.
Express, Lieut. E. Herrick.
Hope, Lieut. Snell.
Lapwing, Lieut. Drew.
Linnet, Lieut. Coghian.

Lyra, Lieut. E. Collier.
Magnet, Lieut. 8. Griffith.
Pandora, Lt. Morgan.
Penguin, Lieut. W. Leslie.
Peterel, Lieut. W. Crooke.
Pigeon, Lieut. T. James.

Ranger, Lieut. J. H. Turner.
Seagull, Lieut. J. Parsons.
Sheldrake, Lieut. Passingham.
Star, Lieut. Creser.
Swift, Lieut. G. Douglas.

Tyrian, Lieut. Griffin.
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ADMIRALTY, Nor. SO.

Her Majesty bos been graciously pleased to
appoint the four officers under-named to be
Naval Aldes-de-Camp to Her Majesty:—

Capt. Sir Charles Napier, K.C.B.; Captain
Sir Nisbet Joslah Willoughby, C.B„ K.C.H. ;
Capt. Sir Thomas Fellowes, C.B. ; and Capt.
Edward Henry A'Court, vice Captain the Hon.George Pouleit; Captain the Hon. Sir Anthony

Maitland, C.B., K.C.M. and 6. ; Capt. Sir E.
T. Troubrtdge, Bart. ; and Captain the RightHon. Lord Radstock, C.B., promoted to the

rank of Rear-Admirals.

ADMIRALTY, Nov. 27.

Errata In the Supplement to the London
Gazette of November 23, page 3016, column 2,
line 24 :—
In the List of Mates to be Lieutenants—

For "Mr. William H. John Lome," read
"Mr. William H. John Lowe." And, line 89,
—For "Mr. Charles F. Callett," read "Mr.
Charles F. Collett."

[The following article should have appeared

In the London Gaietle of 15th Oct., 1841 :—]

DOWNING.STREET, Oct. 14.The Queen has been pleased to nominate

and appoint Captains Edward Belcher, Wil
liam Warren, Harry Eyres, and Charles An-
struther Barlow, of the Royal Navy, to be
Companions of the Most Honourable Military

Order of the Bath.

PROMOTIONS.

Captain—Henry Stroud.
Commander—John Steane.
Lieutenants—W. R. Smith. Alan H. Gard

ner. John Cashman. H.' M. Kinsman.

J. Giles.
Masters—Messrs. Paflcoe and Garner, of

Rhadamanthus. John Tucker, of Lightning.
W. Mills and H. B. Harris, or Royal George.
H. Davis, of Seaflower. — Wells, Act. Master
of Mastiff. J. Prltchard, of Prospero mall,

steamer.
Surgeons—Robert M'Lean (H.M.S. Tene.

dos). G. W. Prltchett and A. G. G. Tucker.
Heury D. Shea. J. McBaln (1827). Pag>,
Carroll, and Stevenaon. Jehn Andrews. K.

Davtes. H. F. Osman. W. White. W.
Chartres. J. H. Carruthers. O'Nell Fer

guson.
The following Surgeons have retired as

Inspectors of Hospitals and Fleet* :—
B. F. Outrun (1796), Sir George Magrath

(1797), R. Purkls Hlllyard (18O0), and D.

Quarrier (1804).

APPOINTMENTS.

Vice-Admirat—Sir Edward Brace,. K.C.B.,
to be Commander in Chief at the No re -, Rear-
Admiral the Hon. Joceline Percy to be Com
mander In Chief at the Cape of Good Hope ;
Hear. Admiral Sir Samuel Pym, K.C.B., to be
Superintendent of Plymouth Dockyard.

Captains—Francis Brace (1827) to Camper-
down. Phtpps Hornby, C.B. (1810), to be

Comptroller-General of the Coast-Guard ; Sir
Francis Collier, Knt. (1808) to be Captain
Superintendent of Woolwich Dockyard ; Lord
G. Paulet (1838), to Carysfort. Peter Fisher
(1814) to be Captain Superintendent of Sheer-
neas Dockyard. Sir Watkln Pell (1813) to be
Captain Superintendent of Pembroke Dock
yard. John Carter (1815) to be Superinten
dent of the Royal Clarence Victualling-Yard,
Portsmouth, and the Royal Hospital, Haslar,
M. Quin (1837) to Minden. Henry Forbes
(1819) to Pique, vice Yates, invalided. Lord
Adolphus Fitzclarence (1824) to Royal George
yacht (recommissloned). F. F. Blackwood
(1838) to Fly. Sir Chas. Sullivan, Bart., (1814)
to Formidable.
Commanders—J. G. Gordon (1815) to De

vastation, vice Henry, sick. C. H. M. Buckle

(1836) to Growler. John Hallowea (1837* to
St. Vincent. George Goldsmith (1841) late
Druid, to Hyacinth. W. A. WlUis (1635) to
Jaseur. Josiah Oakes (1827) to Ferret. John
B. P. Hay ,(1839) to Queen. W. Nevill (1825)
to Serpent. T. Carpenter (1841) to Scout ; R.
Sharpe (1826) to Fantome. E. J. Carpenter
(1827) to Geyaer steamer. N. RobiUiard (1841)
to Seaflower (new establishment). A. Darley
(1827) to Electra. P. G. Haymes (1815) to
Fantome. E. J. Parrey (1820) to Sappho.
Lieutenants—Seymour Brown (1836) to Ser

pent. W. Howat t.1826) to Vanguard. J.
Inglls (1826) to Victory. H. J. Robins

(1840) to Apollo. John Cheere (1836) to St.
Vincent. W. Bailey (1814) to Minden
hospital-ship. C. J. Featherstone (1825) to
command Volcano. Charles F. Shadvvell
(1838), to Fly. Octaviua Cumberland (1841)
to Madagascar. J. Elliott (1840) to Minden.
Hon. J. W. S. Spencer (1841) to Isls. G. R.
Halliday (1841) and W. H. Bridge (1841) to
Alfred. J. W. Dorville (1841) to Minden.
John Borlaae (1841) to Cornwall!!. R. Moor
man (1841) to Excellent. W. S. Sanders
(1841) to Growler. H. M. Kinsman (1841) toWarspite. John T. Nott (1810) to commandPartridge. George Edwin Petey (1813) toCaledonia. R. K. Jenkins (1839) to Ferret.John Elliott (1840) from Minden to North

8tor. G. L. Norcock (1841) to North Star,vice Phllllpps, commission cancelled. Thos.Crofton (1821) to Minden. E. C. Earl (1818)

... . ... . Wm_St.Georges (1838) to St. Vincent. C. J. Hoff-

roeister (1841) to Bellelsle. W. K. Hall
(1841) to Indus. F. Blair (1830) to St, Vin
cent. W. Tottenham (1841) to Dido. Hum
phrey J. Julian (1840) to Minden. T. Ste
phens (1834) from Inconstant to Howe. —
Johnson from Impregnable to Rodney. L.
P. Burrell (1840) from Tyne to Daphne.
Charles E. Powys (1131) to ApoUo. J. Ne-
pean to the Peninsular Mall Agency, vice
G. L. Woolley to Astnea. Edwin Peel to
Volage. J. M. Boxer (1840) to Bellelsle. J.
R. L. StoU (1822) to Fly. C. H. Lapidge
(1824) to Pantaloon, vice Crotier. J. B.
Branch (1841) to Warspite. J. H. Gennys
(1838) to Apollo, vice Branch. H. S. Hawker
(1838) to Royal George. J. McNeill Boyd
(1841) additional to St. Vincent. J. B. Kins
man (1841), C. Knighton (1841), and H. T.
Smith (1841), additional to Caledonia.
Masters—W. S. Stole to Apollo. Thomas

Hancorn (1841) Act. to Minden. John

to Rapid. J. C. Johnston (1827) to W
spite. G. W. Wilkinson (1841) and H.
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Tucker to Growler. — Bradley to Bellelsle.
W. Mills (acting) to Minden. F. W. Bate-
man (1837) to Thalia. R. Godden to Volage.
S. Hele (acting) to Apollo, vice Heather. T.G. O. E vans to Fly.

Motet—J. K. Hancock (1839) to Bellelsle.
Edward Hardy to Aigle. T. C. Gill to Fly.
Henry Craven (1838) to Siren. C. Hoblyn
(1836) to Belleiale. W. Hay Wardrop (IS40)
to North 8tar. Robert W. Clark (1836) and
Francisco Lingo Tremlett (1836) to Cale
donia. Richard Chambers to Malabar. Thos.
J. Smyth (1836) 'to Caledonia. F. T. Chet-
ham (1838) to Queen. M'Leod B. Cockraft
(1840) from Wllberforce steamer to Bonetta.
A. C. ^Gordon (1838) and G. H. H. Greathed
(1840) to Queen. Edward 3. Voules (1837) to

Caledonia. R. H. Dalton (1837) and C. J. F.
Ewart (1835) to Queen. C. Compton to North
Star. C. M. James (1835) to Apollo. H. R.
Foote (1836) to Madagascar. E. A. [ngleneld
(1830) to Illustrious. — McLeod to Queen.
D. AJrd (1839) to Fly. G. Klngsley (1841) to
Harlequin. J. A. L. Wharton (1836) to Cale
donia. T. C. Bruce to Queen. H. F. N.
Rolfe (1838) to North Star. J. Franklin (1836)
to Queen. W. T. Lowes (1837) to Excellent.
T. Berry to Serpent. R. Wilcox (1839) to
Alfred.

Second Masters—J. D. Taylor to Mada
gascar. G. Harwood to Vindictive. W. H.
Mallard and T. Pitt to Rhadamanthus.
George Fox to Royal George. J. M. Part
ridge to Pique. G. Filmer (acting) to Illus
trious. F. H . May and John 'Belam to Cale
donia. David Welch from Inconstant to
Thunderer. H. Hunter to Athol. G. H.
Bower to Lightning. James Milton to Sap
phire.
Midshipmen— G. Whale to Excellent. E.

A. Porcher to Queen. Hon. R. S. M. Byng to
Belvidera. F. Egerton to Belvidera. G.
Winthorpe to St. Vincent. J. Harobly to
Belvidera. H. Haggart to St. Vincent. C.H. Stanhope to St. Vincent. G. T. F. Hornby

to Growler.
Volunteers First Class—Georke Parker from

Powerful to Pique. W. Leader to Mada
gascar. Beville Grenville Wyndham Nicolas
to Vindictive. C. H. C. Langdon Tregcar to
Howe. C. Cunne to Revenge. H. M. Bing
ham to Formidable. C. C. Day to Thunderer.
— Seawell to Pique. W. H. Corneck to Cale

donia.
Surgeons—John Read (1840) to Iris. A.

Nlsbett to Greenwich Hospital, vice Wilson,
M.D., appointed to Minden, as Inspector of
Hospitals in China. James Wilson (6) to
Caledonia. Joseph Pllmsoll (1840) to Childera.
R. (in lain (acting) to Iris. A. Tucker (1841) to
the Minden hospital-ship for China. A. Muir-
head, M.D. (1898) to Fly. John Stewart, (»)
(1814), additional to Cornwallis. W. Folds
(1830) to Pique, vice Munro. H. Llddell (1841)
additional to Cornwallis. John McBain to

Assistant. Surgeons — R. D. Pritchard, J.
Patrick, Robert Beith, and E. D'Auvergne, to
Cornwallis. A. J. Little to Queen. W. Brice
to Apollo. James Mitchell to Atholl. Dodwell
Brown Whipple (1840) to Minden. W. Malt-
land to St. Vincent. A. Adams to Haslar
Hospital. C. R. Brten, M.D., to Royal George

' ' M.D. (18.Wyacht. David Thompson, (c) M.1
John Henderson (additional act.) to Caledonia.
Archd. Sibbald, M.D. (1841) (add. act.) to Fly.
John Campbell, c (1836), to be Assistant-
Surgeon of Greenwich Hospital, vice Page,
promoted. Sidney Burnard to Caledonia.
Edward Heath to Bellelsle. J. Caldwell (1838)
to St. Vincent. M. Burton, M.D. (1841) to
Madagascar. A. Patterson (1811) to Poictlers.
H. Rogers to Ferret.
Pursers—Edward Owen (1830) to Volcano.

Geo. Thorn (1801) to Ganges, vice Tuckfield,
Invalided. John H. Cook (1814) to Minden.
J. Mllner (1839) to Growler. J. Bell (1821) to
Fly.

Chaplains—Rev. E. O. Morgan to Vindic
tive. Rev. E. S. Phelps (1836) to Bellelsle.

Clerks—W. H. De Carteret to Belvidera.
Charles Slaughter to Alfred, as Commodore

Kent. Purvis's Clerk. — Deare to Volage. T.Miller
to Fly. J. D. Gilpin to North Star. James
Spark and Chas. Howes to Aigle. —Chamber
lain to Alfred. C. N. Wright to Royal George.
John Doyle to Apollo. Francis Munday (in
charge) to Ferret. J. Hayward to St. Vincent.
C. Jones to Warsplte. W. H. Bateman to
Pantaloon. Thomas Woodman, Esq., to be
Secretary to Vice-Admiral Sir Edward Brace,
K.C.B., at the Nore.
Naval Instructors—W. S. Harvey to Mala

bar. — Brand and — Russell to Excellent.
F. C. Halsted (1839) to Queen.

ROVAL MARINES.

First Lieut. Samuel Hawkins is promoted to
a company at Chatham. Sec. Lieut. J. L.
Bralmertobe First Lieutenant, and reappointed
to Woolwich. Sec. Lieut. L. W. R. Denman to
be First Lieutenant, vice Hawkins, promoted.
Second Lieut. H. H. M'Carthy, Chatham Divi
sion, to First Lieut., and appointed to Plymouth
Division, vice G. Phillips, dec. Dr. J. Irvine is
appointed Surgeon to PortsmouthDivision, vice
Quarrier, retired. Mr. George Magrath Pasroc
Is appointed a Second Lieutenant at Plymouth.

COAST GUARD.

To te Chief Officers—Lieut. Richard Good-
ridge (1819). Lieut. J. R. R. Lilburn (1829).
John Davles c (1815). Mr. J. Froth Words
worth has been ordered to remove from How-
strand to Penarth (South Wales). Lieut.
Macnamara from the Cockbush to the Lancing
Station, vice John Hills, promoted. Charles
Moss to Wickham. C. G. Clarke (1826) to
Nimble.

WAR-OFFICE, Nov. 26.

6th Dragoons—Cornet John Elphlnstone
Fleemlng to be Lieut, by purch., vice ArchdaU,
promoted ; Whitehall Dod, Gent, to be Cornet
by purch., vice Fleemlng.12th Light Dragoons—Cornet Richard Hugh

Smith Barry to be Lieut, by purch., vice Wood,
who retires ; Charles Sabine Augustus Thet-
lusson, Gent, to be Cornet by purch.f vice

2nd Foot—Lieut.-Col. Redmond William
Brough, from h.p. Unatt., to be Lleut.-Col.,
vice Sir Thos. Wiltshire, Bart., K.C.B., who
exchanges.
52nd Foot—Gent. Cadet Henry James Mason,

from Royal Military College, to be Ensign
without purch., vice Archdall, deceased.

60th Foot—Ensign Douglas Jones, from
7Srd Foot, to be First Lieut, without purch..
vice O'Grady, deceased.
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"3rd—Gent. Cadet Charles Hoghton, from
Royal Military College, to be Ensign without
purch., vice Jones, promoted In 60th Foot
. 74th—Major Eyre John Crmbbe to be Lieut.-
Col. without purch., vice Mafia, dec. t Brev.-
Major John Casemlr Harold to be Major, vice
Crabbe ; Lieut. Duncan Fraser to be Capt.,
vice Harold) Ensign Charles Aylmer Coates to
be Lieut., rice Fraser ; Spencer Henry Hut-
chins Edwards, Gent., to be Ensign, vice

Coates.
83rd—Gent. Cadet George Henry Caxalet

from Royal Military College, to be Ensign

without purch., vice RUey, appointed to 52nd
Foot.
83th—Eniign Charles Dople Patterson to be

Lieut, without purch., rice J. R. Macdonald,
deceased, Oct. 4; Gent. Cadet Macartney
Hume Oldfield, from Royal Military College, to
be Ensign, rice Patterson.
Unattached—Major Redmond Wm. Brough,

from 2nd Foot, to be Lieut. .Col. without
purchase , Lieut. Merrln Archdall, from 6th
Dragoons, to be Capt. by purchase.
Memorandum—Capt. Connelt James Bald

win, Unatt., has been allowed to retire from the
Army with the sale of his commission, he being
about to become a settler in Canada. The
names of the Assistant-Surgeon appointed to
the 63rd Foot, on 6th Oct., 1841, are Jt»hn

Edward Stephens, M.D.
Erratum In the Gazette of 16th of Nov.—

6th Dragoons—For Gent. Cadet Henry Blun-
dell Leigh, from Royal Military College, to be
Cornet, &c, read Henry Blundell Leigh, Gent.,

to be Comet, &c.

WAR-OFFICE, Nor. 26.

Memorandum—The promotion of Captain
Simon William Mayne, on h p. 19th Light
Dragoons, to be Major In the Army, (which
was Inserted, by mistake, in the Supplement

to the Gazette of 23rd Nov., 1841) nas been

cancelled.

WHITEHALL, Nov. 27.The Queen has been pleased to direct letters

patent to be passed under the Great Seal,
granting the dignity of a Knight of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, unto

Col. Richard Doherty.

OFFICE OF ORDNANCE, Nov. 27.

Royal Regiment of Artillery.—To be Colonels
—Brev.-Col. Peter Margetson Wallace, vice
Pym, removed as a General Officer ; Brev.-Col.
Richard Jones, vice Brough, removed as a
General Officer ; Brev.-Col. John Edward
Jones, rice Bredin, removed as a General
Officer ; Lieut.-Col. Thomas Alston Brandreth,
rice Power, removed as a General Officer ;
Lieut.-Col. Thomas Hutchesson, vice Young-
husband, removed as a General Officer | Lieut.
Col. Edward Charles Whinyates, vice Craw
ford, removed as a General Officer; Lieut.-Col,
John Mlchell, vice Webber Smith, removed as
a General Officer ; Lieut.-Col. Hamelin Tre-
lawny, vice Sir Hew D. Ross, removed as a
General Officer; Lleut.-Col. Arthur Hunt, vice
Sir Robert Gardiner, removed as a General

Officer.
To be Lieut.-Colonels—Brev.-Major James

Gray, vice Wallace ; Brer.-Major James Fogo,
vice R. Jones; Brer.-Major Hon. William
Arbuthnot, rice J. E. Jones ; Brev.-Major
Henry Blachley, vice Brandreth ; Brev-Mojor
James Archibald Chalmer, vice Hutchesson ;
Brer.- Lieut..Col. Forbes Macbean, rice Whin
yates; Brev.-Major William Henry Stopford,

rice Mlcbell i Brer.-Major Lloyd Dowse, vice
Trelawny ; Brev.-Major George John Belson,
vice Hunt.
To be Captains—Sec. Capt. Evan Morgan, v.

Gray; Sec. Capt. Richard Gasden Bowen Wil
son, vice Fogo ; Sec. Capt. Burke Cuppage,
vice Arbuthnot ; Sec. Capt. Robert Burn, vice
Blachley; Sec. Capt, Richard Beaumont Bur-
naby ; Sec. Capt. John Hungerford Griffin, vice
Chalmer; Sec. Capt. Thomas Arscott Leth-
bridge, vice Macbean; Sec. Capt. John Somer-
ville, vice Stopford ; Sec. Capt. R. Longtield
Cornelius, vice Dowse; Sec, Capt. Lewis Edw.
Walsh, vice Belson.
To be Second Captains—First Lieut. Wm.

Baird Young, vice Morgan; First Lieut. Wm.
Harrison Ask with, rice Wilson; First Lieut.
Franklin Dunlop, vice Cuppage ; First Lieut.
Francis Dick, vice Burn: First Lieut. Alfred
Tylee, vice Griffin ; First Lieut. Charles James
Dalton, vice Lethbrldge ; First Lieut. William
Henry Forbes, vice Somerville ; First Lieut.
David Edward Wood, vice Cornelius ; First
Lieut. Hugh Manley Tulte, vice Walsh.
To be First Lieutenants—Sec. Lieut. Samuel

Hood Stovin Inglefield, vice Young ; Sec. Lieut.
Edward Mourner Boxer, vice Askwith j Sec.
Lie\it. Charles Scudamore Longden, vice Dun
lop ; Sec. Lieut. William Alexander Mlddleton,
vice Dick ; Sec. Lieut. Roquier John Cannon,
vice Tylee ; Sec. Lieut. William Cookson, vice
Dalton * Sec. Lieut. James Robert Gibbon,
rice Forbes ; Sec. Lieut. John Richard Ander
son, vice Wood ; Sec. Lieut. Percy Francis
Gother Scott, vice Tulte.

Corps of Royal Engineers—To be Colonels—
Brev.-Col. George Judd Harding, vice Pasley,
removed as a General Officer; Brev.-Col. Sir
George Charles Hoste, vice Smith, removed us
a General Officer j Brev.-Col. John Ross, vice
Elllcombe, removed as a General Officer ; Brev.-
Col. Griffith George Lewis, vice Goldfinch, re.
mored as a General Officer; Brer.-Col. Wm.
Cuthbert Elphinstone Holloway, vice Arnold,

remored as a General Officer.
To be Lieut..Colonels—Brer.-Major George

Forbes Thompson, rice Harding; Brev.-Major
Robert Sloper Piper, vice Hoste; Brev.-Major
Sir George GIpps, rice Wright; Brer.-Major
Philip Barry, rice Lewis j Brev. Lieut.-Col.
Wm. Reld, vice Holloway.
To be Captains—Sec. Capt. William Paris,

vice Thompson ; Sec. Capt. Edward Bullock
Patten, vice Piper; Sec. Capt. Fred. Henry
Baddeley, vice GIpps ; Sec. Capt. Charles Burt,
vice Barry ; Sec. Capt. George Charles Degen

Lewis, vice Reid.
To be Second Captains—First Lieut. John

Chaytor, vice Paris ; First Lieut. Joshua Cod-
drington, vice Patten; First Lieut. Charles
Bailey, vice Baddeley; First Lieut William
Thos. Dennlson; First Lieut. John Williams,
▼ice Burt; First Lieut. Edward W. Durnford,

vice Lewis.
To be First Lieutenants—Sec. Lieut. Wm.

Francis Drummond Jervols, vice Chaytor Sec.
Lieut. Thomas Lionel John Gallwey, rice Cod-
dringtnn ; Sec. Lieut. Charles Stewart Miller,
vice Bailey; Sec. Lieut. Anth. David Cralgie,

vice Williams.

OFFICE OF ORDNANCE, Nov. 27.

Corps of Royal Engineers—Sec. Lieut. Chas.
Cunliffe Owen to be First Lieut., vice Le Mesu-

rier, deceased.
Memorandum— The date of Lieut. John

Bayly's commission has been altered to IGlh

Sept. 1841.
Erratum In the Gazette of the 28th of Sept.

—For Sec. Capt. T. C. Luxmoore to be Capt.
vice 'Baron, retired on " half pay," read Sec.
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Capt. T. C. Luxmoore to be Capt. vice Boron,

retired on "full pay."

WHITEHALL, Dec. 2.

The Queen hu granted unto Captain James
Nathaniel Rind, of the 37th N.I., in the service
of the East India Company, on the Bengal
Establishment, permission that he may accept
and wear the insignia of the third class of the
Order of the Doorauee Empire, which His
Majesty Shah Sbooja-ool-Moolk, King of Aff-
ghanistan, hath been pleased to confer upon
him, in testimony of His Majesty's approbation
of the services, from time to time, rendered by
him during the campaign in Afghanistan.

WAR OFFICE, Dec. 3.

4th Drag. Guards—Capt. E. C. Hodge to be
Major by purch., vice Makepeace, who retires ;
Lieut. F. Meynell to be Capt. by purch., vice
Hodge; Comet M. K. Tynte to be Lieut, by
purch., vice Meynell ; H. A. Allen, Gent., to be

Cornet by purch., vice Tynte.
7th Drag. Guards—Lieut. J. C. Kennedy to

be Capt. by purch., vice Hunter, who retires ;

Cornet J. Crofts to be Lieut, by purch-7 vice
Kennedy; A. D. Wigsell, Gent., to be Cornet
by purch., vice Crofts.
3rd Light Drags.—Brev.-Col. G. Middleton,

from h.p. Unatt., to be Lieut.-Col. without

purch.
16th Light Drags.—W. B. L. Sleigh to be

Cornet by purch., vice Routh, who retires.
3rd Foot—Capt. A. A. T. Cunynghame, from

60th Foot, to be Capt., vice Austin, who exch.
8th—Assist.-Surg. J. Maitland, M.D., from

83rd Foot, to be Surg., vice P. Frascr, who
retires upon h.p.
9th—F. Sievewright, Gent., to be Ensign

without purch., vice M'Caskill, promoted.
11th—Gent.-Cadet W. D. Lord Kimbolton,

from Royal Mil. Coll., to be Ensign without
purch., vice Wellings, dec.
13th—Ensign J. F. P. C. Scott to be Lieut,

by purch., vice Hughes, promoted in 80th Foot.
14th — Ensign Hamilton to be Lieut, by

purch., vice Holmes, whose promotion has
been cancelled, Nov. 16.
18th—Lieut. W.T. Colman, from 55th Foot,

to be Capt. without purch., vice Dillon, prom.
23rd—Sec. Lieut, and Adj. T. Ellis to have

rank of First Lieut.
26th— Brev. Lleut.-Col. T. S. Pratt to be

Lieut.-Col. without purch., vice James, dec;
Brev.-Major G. Hogarth to be Major, vice
Pratt; Lieut. R. Thompson to be Capt., vice
Hogarth, Aug. 28; Ensign C. H. Rhys to be
Lieut., vice Thompson ; Ensign C. J. S. Wal
lace, from 41st Foot, to be Ensign, vice Rhys.
41st—Lieutenant G. S. Montiiambert to be

Adj„ vice Vaughan, promoted.
42nd—Lieut. Lord C. L. Kerr to be Capt. by

purch., vice Kinlock, whose promotion has
been cancelled, Nov. 16.
47th—Gent.-Cadet G. Phillips, from Royal

Mil. Coll., to be Ensign without purch., vice
Clarke, promoted.
55th—Ensign R. Wilton to be Lieut, without

purch., vice Colman, promoted In 18th Foot;
Gent.-Cadet J. Lloyd, from Royal Mil. Coll., to
be Ensign, vice Wilton.
60th—Capt. G. I. Austin, from 3rd Foot, to

be Capt., vice Cunynghame, who exchanges.
66th—Lieut. F. Smythe, from 95th Foot, to

be Lieut., vice Godby, who exchanges.
74th—Ensign G. C. Fittgerald, from 46th

Foot, to be Ensign, vice Edwards, appointed to
98th Foot.
80th—Lieut. R. G. Hughes, from 13th Foot,

to be Capt. by purch., vice Raitt, promoted.

83rd—J. Macbeth, M.D., to be Asstst.-Surg,
vice M;ut land, promoted In £th Foot.

95th—Lieut. C. H. Godby, from 66th Foot,
to be Lieut., vice Smythe, who exchanges ;
Colour.Serj. John Holt, from 29th Foot, to be
Quartermaster, vice Rogers, appointed to 98th
Foot.
98th— Lieut. T. H. Lovett to be Copt, by

purch., vice Wallace, who retires; Ensign J.
H. Albouy to be Lieut, by purch., vice Lovett ;
Ensign S. H. H. Edwards, from 74th Foot, to
be Etislgn, vice Albouy.

3rd West India Regt.—Assist.. Surg. J. Ton-
nere, from the Staff, to be Assist.-Surg., vice
Foulis, promoted to be Staff-Surgeon of the
Second Class.

Rl. Mill. Coll.—The Rev. H. L. Chepraell to
be Chaplain, vice Wheeler, deceased.

Hospital Staff—Assist.-Surg. A. Foulis, from
3rd West India Regt., to be Staff-Surgeon of
the Second Class, July 2.
To be Assistant-Surgeons to the Forces—J.

R. Ffennell, Gent., Nov. 20. J. Trench, Gent.,
Dec. 3. D. Stewart, Gent., Dec. 3.

Brevet—Major R. C. Pollock, onh.p. Uunatt.,
to be Lieut.-Col. in the Army, Nov. 23.
Capt. L. C. A. Meyer, Riding-Master at the

Cavalry Depot at Maidstone, to be Major in the
Army, with local and temporary rank while so
employed, Nov. 23.
Mem.—The Christian names of Ensign Hur-

ford, appointed to 65th Regt., in the Gazette
of Nov. 19; are James Thomas.

The commissions of the undermentioned
officers, in the 50th Regt., to be antedated from
June 18th to April 1, 1841, viz., Lieut.-Col. J.
Anderson, Major W. Turner, aJd Capt. W.
L. Tudor.
Erratum in the Gazette of the 17th Sept.,

1841.—For Brevet-Major James H. Serjeant-
son to be Major, vice Turner, " whose promo
tion has been cancelled," read Brevet-Major
J. H. Serjeantson to be Major, vice Turner,
"deceased."

Herts Yeomanry (Cashlo Troop)—T. P. Hal-
sey, Esq., to be Capt., vice Grimston, resigned,
Nov. 6.
Northamptonshire Regt. of Regular Militia

—The Hon. G. A. F. J. Fane to be Lieut.,
Nov. 6.

Dorset Regt. of Yeomanry Cavalry—H. J. R.
D. Darner, Gent., to be Cornet, vice King, pro
moted, Nov. 17.

WHITEHALL, Dec. 7.

The Queen has been pleased to grant unto
Sir Robert Henry Sale, Knight, Colonel In the
Army, Lleut.-Col. 13th (1st Somersetshire)
Regt. of Foot, and serving with the rank of
Major-General in Afghanistan, her Royal
license and permission that he may accept and
wear the insignia of the First Class of the Order
of the Dooranee Empire, which His Majesty
Shah Shooja-ool- Moolk, King of Afghanistan,
hath been pleased to confer upon him, In testi
mony of His Majesty's approbation of the ser-
vicesfrom time to time rendered by him during
the Campaign in Afghanistan ; and that he
may enjoy rights and privileges thereunto
annexed.

WAR-OFFICE, Dec. 14.

1st Drags.—Lieut. John Yorke to be Capt.
by purch., vice Brev.-Major Owen, who retires ;
Cornet Walter Barttelot Barttelot to be Lieut,
by purch., vice Yorke ; Thomas Thornton,
Gent., to be Cornet by purch., vice Barttelot.

10th Lt. Drags.—Surg. Denis Murray, M.D.,
from 13th Foot, to be Surg., vice William Rey
nold Rogers, who retires upon h.-p.
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7th Foot—Lieut. Thomas St. Vincent Hope
Cochrane Troubridge to be Cnpt. by purch.,
Tice Bernal, who retires.
8th—Ensign William Bayly to be Adjutant,

Tice Holmes, promoted.

13th—William Felix Pounsett, Gent., to be
Ensign by purch., vice Scott, prom.j Assist.-
Surg. John Robertson, M.D., to be Surg., vice
Murray, appointed to 10th Lt. Drags.; Thos.
Goldle Scott, M.D., to be Assist. -Surg., vice
Robertson.
28th—Lieut. Henry Holsey Lake, from 3lst

Foot, to be Lieut., vice Thomas Bunbury, who
retires upon h.p. 54th Foot.

31 it—Lieut. John Lucas Wilton, from h.p.
Mth Foot, to be Lieut., vice Lake, appointed
to 28th Foot.
46th—Asslst.-Surg. James Archibald Duncan

M'Bean, from the stud', to be Assist.-Surg.,
vice Cowen, promoted to be Staff-Surgeon of
the Second Class.
92nd—Lieut. James Cox to be Capt. by

purch., vice Bayly, who retires ; Ensign James
Charles Gordon to be Lieut, by purch., vice
Cox ; Charles Gordon, Gent., to be Ensign by
purch., vice J. C. Gordon.
2nd West India Regt. — John Cornelius

M'Pherson, Gent., to be Ensign without purch.,
vice Clarke, deceased.
Brevet—Lieut.-Colonel William Hay, h.-p.

Unatt., to be Colonel in the Army ; Capt. Wil
liam Fothergill, 50th Foot, to be Major in the
Army.

OFFICE OF ORDNANCE, Dec. 11.

HI. Regt. of Artillery—Sec. Capt. Edward

Fitxherbert Grant to be Adjutant, vice Dupuls,
who resigns the Adjutancy only.
Corps of Rl. Engineers—Sec. Lieut. Richard

Burnaby to be First Lieut., vice Durnford, pro
moted.

Cambridgeshire Militia— William Huntly
Campbell, Esq., to be Capt.
Queen's Own Royal Yeomanry — William

Briscoe, Gent., to be Cornet, vice Izon, re
signed.
Sherwood Rangers—Clumber Troop : Gran

ville Harcourt Vernon, Gent., to be First Lieut.,
vice Edward Unwin, deceased. Morsneld
Troop : Edmund Wright, Gent., to be Cornet,
vice Charles Colville, promoted.

DOWNING-STREET, Dec. 16.

The Queen has been pleased to appoint
Lleut.-Col. George Macdonald to be Csptain-
General and Governor-In-Chief of the Colony
of Sierra Leone and Its dependencies.

WHITEHALL, Dec. 16.

The Queen has been pleased to grant unto
Surgeon James Atkinson, of the Bengal Esta
blishment, permission that he may accept and
wear the Insignia of the Third Class of the
Order of the Dooranee Empire, which His
Majesty Shah Shooja-ool-Moolk, King of
Afghanistan, hath been pleased to confer upon

him, in testimony of His Majesty's approbation
of the services from time to time rendered by
him during the campaign in Afghanistan.

WAR OFFICE, Dec. 17.

1st Foot—Major G.Pipon, from h.-p, Unatt.,
to be Major, vice D. M'Nlcol, who exchanges,
receiving the difference ; Capt. G. Goodall to be
Major by purch., vice Pipon, who retires;
Lieut. A. C. Sanderson to be Capt. by purch..
Tide Goodall j Ensign C. E. Poole to be Lieut,
by purch., vice Sanderson ; F. Carter, Gent.,
to be Ensign by purch., vice Poole.
8th—Paymaster B. Hartley, from 48th Foot,

to be Paymaster, vice Lucas, appointed to a
Recruiting District.
41st—Ensign and Quartermaster W. Burnt

to be Ensign, vice Young, appointed Quarter
master, Dec. 16 ; J. R. D. Matthews, Gent., to
be Ensign by purch., vice Burns, who retires;
H. W. Dennie, Gent., to be Ensign, vice Wal
lace, appointed to 26th Foot, Dec. 18 ; Ensign
W. Young to be Quartermaster, vice Bums,
appointed Ensign, Dec. 16.
46th—E. Bythesea, Gent., to be Ensign by

purch., rice FitxGerald, appointed to 74th Foot.72nd—D. Dumbreck, M-.D., from Staff-Sur

geon of the Second Class, to be Surg., vice
Clarke, promoted on the Staff.
89th—Capt. J. D. Blythe, from h.p. Unatt.,

to be Capt., vice M. Pule, who exchanges.
Unatt.—Brevet Lleut.-Col. S. R. Warren,

from 66th Foot, to be Major without purch.;
Lieut. T. E. Hodges, from Ceylon Rifle Regt.,
to be Capt. without purch.
Staff—Col. T. F. Wade, h.p. Unatt., to be

Dep.Adj.-Gen. to the troops serving In Ireland,
vice Major-Gen. D'Aguilar ; and Col. P. Baln-
brldge (Permanent Assist. QuartermasL-Gen.)
to be Dep. Quartermaster-General to the said
troops, rice Major-General Sir G. Campbell,

Not. 24. ,
Hospital Staff—Surg. T. Clarke, from 72nd

Foot, to be Staff-Surg. of the First Class, vice
S. Jeyes, M.D., who retires upon h.-p.: Assist.-
Surg. A. Thorn, from the Staff, to be Staff-
Surg. of the Second Class t Asslst.-Surg. P.
Anglin, M.D., from the Staff, to be Staff-Sur
geon of the Second Class, July 2.
Brevet—Lieut.-Col. R.B. Coles, h.p. Unatt.,

to be Col. In the Army, Nor. 23, 1841. Major
G. Pipon, 1st Foot, to be Lieut.-Col. in the
Army, June 28, 1838.
Mem.—The Christian names of Ensign Fltz-

Gerald, 74th Foot, are George dimming, not
George Canning, as previously stated.

OFFICE OF ORDNANCE, Dec. 17.

Royal Regiment of Artillery—Second Lieut.
Somerville M'Donald Colder to be First Lieut.,
vice R. P. Jones, resigned.
Mkm.—The date of Lieut. Inglefield's pro

motion has been altered to 17th Not., 1841.

Royal Westminster Middlesex Regiment of
Militia—The Right Hon. Henry Chas. Cadogan,

Viscount Chelsea, to be Colonel.
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BIRTHS.

July 27th, at Fort Louis, Mauritius, the Lady
of R. Y. Cummins, Esq., Acting Assistant-

Surveying General, of a daughter.
Nov. 5th, at St- Day, the Lady of Lieut.

Zaccheus Andrew, U.S., of twins, a son and

daughter; the son since dead.
Nov. 6th, at Whitmore Hall, Staffordshire,

the Lady of Capt. Rowland Mainwaring, R.N.,

of a son.
Nov. 15th, at Yarmouth, Isle of Wight, the

Lady of Lieutenant H. N. Atkinson, H.N., of

a son.
Nov. 16th, at St. John's. New Brunswick,

the Lady of Lieut.-Colonel Taylor, C.B., of a

son.
Nov. 17th, at Watllngton, Norfolk, the Lady

of E. G. H. Heagren Gibbs, Esq., late 48th

Regiment, of a son.
Nov. 17th, at Sunderland Barracks, the Lady

of Ensign Laurence, 12th Regiment, of a
dautrhter ; and at 7 p.m. on that day, the same

Lady of a son.
Nov. 21st, at Newbold Comyn, Leamington,

the Lady of the Hon. Capt. SomervUle, H.N,,

of a daughter,
Nov. 23rd, at the Royal Naval College,

Portsmouth, the Lady of Capt. Wilson, Royal

Artillery, of a daughter.
Nov. 25tb, at Guernsey, the Lady of Major

the Hon. St. Vincent Saumarez, Rifle r '

of a daughter.

i Brigade,

Nov. 30th, at Cheltenham, the Lady of Capt.
Edward Stopford, R.N., of a son.
Dec. 8th, at Summerland-place, the Lady of

Captain Beverhoudt, late of 58th Regiment, of

a son.
At Cove, the Lady of Dr. Strath, Staff-Surg.,

late 86th Regiment, of a daughter.
At Elm Grove, Ranelagh, the Lady of Majar-

General Hamertoti,C.B., of a son.
At Fort George, N.B., the Lady of Lieut.

W. B. Gardner, Royal Artillery, of a son.
At Kingston, Upper Canada, the Lady of Col.

Foster, Assist.-Adjutant General to the Forces,

of a daughter.
At Kinsale, the Lady of Lieut. E. G. Elliott,

R.N., commanding H.M.'s revenue cruiser

Hornet, of a daughter.

MARRIAGES.

July 6th, at Hobart Town, R. J. Wallace
Dunlop, R.N., Acting Commander of H.M.S.
Favorite, eldest son of Capt. R. J. W. Dunlop,
K.N., to Eulalia Hayes, second daughter of
the late James RosB,Esq., Lightlnfantry Depot.

Sept. 21st, at Graham's Town, Cape of Good
Hope, Peter Maclean, Esq., Royal Artillery,
fourth son of Col. and Lady Margaret Maclean,
to Elizabeth Frances Harriett, eldest daughter
of Colonel Somerset, K.H., and grand daughter
of the late General Lord Charles Somerset,

Oct. 30th, at Ashton Lodge, Jersey, Capt. T.
Henderson, R.N., to Frances Maria Day,
eldest daughter of Captain J. Day, of the Royal

Artillery.
Nov. 13th. at Eyrecourt, Thomas Freer, of

Clonmovian, Esq., eldest son of Major Freer, of
BaUinasloe, to Bessie, second daughter of the

late John Allman, Esq., J. P. Captain 48th

Regiment.
ivn-. 15th, at Limerick, Captain Michael

Gavin, 98th Regiment, to Miss Gallwey.
Nov. 22nd, at Camberwell, Edward Charles,

eldest son of the late Major Charles Howard
Fitimayer, of the Royal Artillery, to Mary Ann,
daughter of Joseph H. Hardwick, Esq., of

Weybridge.
Nov. 22nd, at St. George's, Hanover-square,

Capt. Barry Thomas, 61st Regt., to Catherine
Emily, eldest daughter of the late Major G.

Colclough, 33rd Regt. m
Nov. 23rd, at Tor Church, L. Maltland, Com

mander R.N., to Henrietta Louisa, widow of
the late W. Northage, Esq., jun.f and daughter

of the late Sir J. H. Newboit.
Nov. 29th, at Clewer, Windsor, Lieut.-CoI.

Robert Melville Glenle, late of the 60th Royal

Rifle Corps, to Mary Ann, relict of J. Glynn,
Esq., Dep. Commissary -General.I

Dec. 1st, at Canterbury, Capt. G. Gray,
H.E.I.C. Service, to Maria, only daughter of

Mr. James Burney, of Faversham.
Dec. 2nd, at Selkirk, Win. Brydone, Purser

R.N., to Miss Veitch, of Green Bank, Selkirk.
Dec. 2nd, at Feversham, Lieut-Col. W. M.

Burton, Royal Marines, to Charlotte Ann, only
daughter of the late Jamea Shepherd, Esq.,

Solicitor, of Feversham.
Dec. 2nd, at Ashtead, near Epsom, C. J. F.

Denshire, Esq., late Capt. 4th Regt., son of the
late Major Denshire, 7th Hussars, to Elizabeth
Mary Anne, only daughter of Nathaniel Smith,

Esq., of the Bengal Civil Service.
Dec. 2nd, at Stonehouse, R. B. Hinds, Esq.,

to Martha, eldest daughter of Lieut.-Colonel

M'Cullum, Royal Marines.
Dec. 7th, at Monkstown, M. H. Mahon, Esq.,

86th Regiment, to Louisa Blake, daughter of

Captain R. Bourne, R.N.
Dec. 8th, at Downturn, Norfolk, Capt Forde,

Scots Greys, to Let ilia Jane, daughter of the
late William Jones, Esq., of Woodhall, Norfolk.

Dec. 8tb, at Carlton-street, St. Bernard's,
Lieut.-Col. W. Borthwlck, Madras Army, to
Miss Maria Anne Maxwell, daughter of the late

D. Maxwell, Esq., of Broomholm.
Dec. 14th, at St. James's Church, Capt.T. F.

C. Mainwaring, R.N., to Cecilia Charlotte, only
daughter of the late Dean of Durham.
Dec. 15th, at St. George's, Hanover-square.

Sir Arthur Brinsley Brooke, Bart., M.P., to the
Hon. Henrietta Anson, late Maid of Honour to
the Queen, and youngest daughter of General

Sir George Anson, G.C.B.
At Wrentham, C. Rayley, Esq., Commander

R.N., to Mary, relict of J. Robinson, Esq. of

Southwold.
At St. George's, Hanover-square, Edward

Houndle, Esq., of the Adj .-General's Office,
Horse Guards, to Emily Christine, daughter of

the late General Sir Samuel Hawker, G.C.H.

DEATHS.

May 12th, on board the Asia, Lieut. Half,

18th Foot.
June 19th, at Hong Kong, China, Lieut.

Wilson, (Adj.) 18th Foot.
June 6th, Paymaster Lutsens, h.p, 3rd Drag*

Guards.
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Aug. "th, In Upper Sclnde, Capt. Bedingfield,
41st Foot.

Aug. ]7th, at Bombay, Lieut. Bowles, 94th
Foot.
Aug. 21st, at Ceylon, Major Suckling, 90th

Foot.
Aug. 27th, on passage to Europe from China,

Lleut.-Col. James, 26th Foot.Aug. 27th, Lieut. Gordon, 92nd Foot.Sept. 2nd, Lieut. De Winton, 52nd Foot.Sept. 10th, at Negapatarn, Madias, Capt.

Bate, 67th Foot.
Sept. 10th, at the Cape of Good Hope, Ensign

Bfcltnell, 76th Foot.
Sept. 17th, at Jersey, Lieut. Simoneau, h.p.

Meuron's Regt.

Sept. 22nd, at Quetta, of liver-complaint,
-Surg. Menster, 41st Foot.

Sept. 24th, Lieut. Follett, h.p. 71st Foot.
Oct. 1st, at Ere Leary Barracks, Demerara,

deeply lamented by her family and friends,
Mary Rawson, the beloved wife of Lleut.-Col.
Bush, K.H., commanding the 1st West India
Regimen

Oct. 3r
Foot.

3rd, in Canada, Lieut. Macdonald, 89th

Oct. 7th, at Cannanore, after six days' illnessof fever, Capt. R. M. Beebee, 94th Foot. He

was son-in-law of Dr. Thompson, of the same
corps.

Oct. 8th, at sea, in the West Indies, of yellow
fever, Lieut. Hugh Colvill Goldsmith, Com
mander of H.M. steam-vessel Megwra. The
deceased was the second son of the late Henry
Goldsmith, Esq., formerly of the 54th Regt.,
who died in Canada whilst Assistant Commis
sary-General there, and was the Senior Lieut,
serving afloat.

Oct. 21st, at Ramsay, Isle of Man, Lieut
Pilcher Ralfe, R.N.

Oct. 25th, at Hamburgh, the w ife of Lieut.
Nathaniel Ratsey, R.N.
Oct. 26th, at Dundee, Lieut. Scott, h.p. 8rd

Garrison Battalion.
Nov. 2nd, at Edinburgh, Assist.-Surg. Hogg,

h.p. 41st Foot.
Nov. 6th, at Brussels, Robert Crosbie, Com

mander, K.N.
Nov. 6th, of yellow fever, six hours after

leaving St. Thomas's, Lieut. R. Morgan, com
manding H.M. packet Sheldrake.
Nov. 8th, at Tamworth, aged 84, Capt. W.

B. Hulme, late Acting Quartermaster-General
in Jersey.
Nov. 9th, at Ealing, Lieut. Westropp, 65th

Foot.
Nov. 10th, at Villa Atoccia, Malta, Jane,

eldest daughter of the late Ad. Sir Jn. Knight,
K.C.B., and widow of the late Rear-Admiral
Alexander Shippard, who died at Malta, 4th
April, ld4l.

Nov. 17th,lAnne, the beloved wife of Cap

tain John Enoch, of Coleshill-street, Eaton-
square.
Nov. 14th, at Burnley, Lieut. O'Grady, 60th

Foot. (Barbarously murdered by Private Robt.
Morris.)
Nov. 19th, at Hampton Court Palace, in his

26th year, the Hod. George Graves, Lieut. 14th
Light Dragoons.
Nov. 19th, at Bath, in her 26th year, Geor

giaa Favell, daughter of Vice-Admiral Sir R.
L. Fitzgerald, K.C.H.
Nov. 24th, at Inverness, William Maclean,

Esq., of Dock-garrock, late Capt. and a veteran
Celt of the Old 73rd, or Macleod Highlanders,
aged 80.
Nov. 25th, at Cromer, Margaret, the beloved

wife of Commander J. King, R.N., Inspecting-
Commander of the Coast Guard.

Nov. 26th, In Dublin, General Sir Thomas
Molyoeux, Bart., of Castle Dillon, Armagh.

Nov. 26th, at Cheltenham, after an illnesswhich commenced In Halifax, Nova Scotia,

where he was employed on the Staff of Major-
General Sir Jeremiah Dickson as Assistant
Military Secretary, and In consequence of a
recent cold contracted on his journey to Chel
tenham, G. P. O'Malley, Esq., late Capt. In
H.M. 88th Regiment.
Nov. 28th, at Plymouth, Commander Wil

liam Styles, in his HOth year. He entered toe
Naval Services In 1776, was one of the few
surviving officers 'and followers of the late
Admiral Sir G. Rodney, and served under
that officer at the capture of the Spanish
fleet, under the command of Admiral Don Lan-

gara, &c. His late Majesty, King William
the Fourth, being present on that occasion, to
whom he was personally known, bestowed on
him, when Lord High Admiral, the out-
penslon of Greenwich.
Nov. 30th, at Portsea, In her 11th year,

Margaret Eliza, the youngest daughter of
Major Whylock, Royal Marines.
Nov. —, at Boley, near Rochester, Lieut.-

Colonel Henry Cuyler, late of 46th Foot.
Dec. 2nd, at Plymouth, Retired Commander

Henry Dawe, In his 82nd year.
Dec. 4th, at Skreens, the Lady Louisa

Harvey, relict of the late Admiral Sir Ellab
Harvey, aged 84.
Dec. 4th, at his residence. Stoke, Devon-

port, Colonel Jennings, aged 71 years.
Dec. 8th, at Queen Charlotte-row, New

Road, aged 70 year*. Captain F, Newcombe,
B.N., C.B.
Dec. 9th, at Stonehouse, aged 80, Margaret,

the widow of the late Lieut. -Colonel George
Fearon, of Her Majesty's 81st Foot, and
mother of Major-General R. B. Fearon, De
puty Adjutant-Genera) in India, and of the
late Lieutenant-Colonel P. Fearon, 6th Cac>-
dores.

Dec. 9th, at Belfast, Eleanor, wife of Captain
Hans S. Elsmere, R.N.
Dec. 11th, Mary, second daughter of Richard

Phlbbs, Esq., 48th Regiment.
Dec. 12th, in her 59th year, Miss Margaret

Fowke, youngest daughter of the late Major
T. T. Fowke, Royal Marines, and sister of the
late Rear-Admiral G. Fowke.

Dec. 14th, at 3, Avenue Road, Regent's
Park, C. G. Kett, Esq., late of the Royal Ar
tillery, in his 47th year.
Dec. 16th, at Woolwich, Lieut.-General G.

W. Phtpps, aged 81.
Dec. 18th, at Portsmouth, Capt. R. Steel,

H.M. A. He had attended his parade duties in
the highest health and spirits, when a few
minutes afterwards, whilst walking the streets,
he was seized with a fit of apoplexy, and In less
than two hours was a corpse. He was a Knight
of St. Fernando, and had been present In the
following actions with the enemy:—"Captain
Steele was the officer of Marine Artillery, in the
/Etna bomb, In Basque Roads, at Lord Coch-
rane's action In 1809, also in the bombardment
and siege of Flushing, and other operations in
the Scheldt In the same year; commanded the
Artillery In the defence of the Island of Anholt,
March 27, 1811 j Adjutant to the brigade of
Marine Artillery serving under Sir Sydney
Beckwith, on the coast of America, and at the
taking of Hampton, &c, afterwards to the end
of the war in Canada ; served in the north of
Spain from April, 1836, to March, 1838 j took
part In all the operations, Including the battle
of Hernanl."—Hart's Army List.

Dec. 20th, in Sloane Square, Chelsea, Lieut. -
Colonel Robert Wood.
Dec. 21st, at Petersham, Vice-Admiral Sir

George Scott, K.C.B.At Bath, aged 77, William Corben, Esq.
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formerly Paymaster 17th Regiment, and man;

years Barrackmaster at Dublin.
At Great Yarmouth, Louisa, relict of Lieut.-

Colonel Dickens, Royal Engineers.
In the West Indies, Assistant-Surgeon Scott,

of H.M.S. Fair Rosamond; and Assistant-
Surgeon Maclean, of H.M.S. Rover.

At Stonehouse, Lieutenant James Somerville,

R.N. (1814), aged 48.
Lieut. H. Hopkins, R.N. (1809).
Mr. I.T. ('rout, Master R.N. (1808).
On the Coast of Africa, Mr. W. B. Marshall,

Acting Surgeon of the Soudan steam-vessel.
At Fortarlington, William Thwaites, Esq.,

in hla 77th year, late Major i 1st Regiment.

DEATHS. [jAN.On the Coast of Africa, Mr. Nightingale,

Assistant-Surgeon of the Albert steam-vessel.
At Loughbrickland, Cant. J. B. Boyd, R.N.
At Clogheen Barracks, Jane Augusta Somers,

daughter of James Charles Yorke, Lieutenant

6th Dragoon Guards.
At the Asylum, Haslar Hospital, Lieutenant

A. G. Rothery, II. .N.
At Demerara, the Lady of Major P. D.

Stewart, R.A.
At Braywick-grove, near Maidenhead, aged

33, Lady Philllmore, relict of Sir John Phuli-

more, C.B.
At the Naval Hospital, Malta, Lieutenant

Phillips, R.M. of H.M.S. Inconstant.
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BRITISH ARMS, AS THEY WERE, AND AS THEY ARE;

COMPARED WITH THE OPINIONS OP FOREIGNERS.

A chield's amang ye takin' notes,

And, faith, he'll prent it.

No. I.

Verily our Bombardiers must "prepare for action," and return the

blank-cartridge salute of the authors of the "Examen critique des dif

ferences essentielles qui existent entre le3 Armes a feu Franchises et

Anglaises," and the " Etat actuel de l'Artillerie de campagne en Europe."

Until a more worthy competitor enters the field, and exchanges literary-

shots with Monsieur C. Schlimbach and Lieutenant G. Jacobi, we take

the liberty of scrutinising their report of the present state of the British

arms, especially those of the artillerist, and the matiriel with which he

is expected to " do the State some service."

We must first, however, premise that much valuable information or

well-grounded opinions could scarcely emanate from the desultory, hur

ried, and occasionally clandestine, inspections of foreigners, who in all

probability were not perfectly conversant with our language, and espe

cially with the notes appertaining " to the music of the cannon's roar."

In addition to which, the initiated can readily discern that a great

portion of the acquired knowledge has been derived from an inferior

and impure source, those who are at the fountain-head not deeming it

advisable to enter too minutely into the detail of the subject, for the

gratification or elucidation of every idle or prying stranger, who may

think fit to visit the emporium of " the deep-throated engines, chained

thunderbolts, and hail of iron globes." Some benefit may, however, be

derived from the open acknowledgment of our perfections, and exposure

of our imperfections, as the Authorities (especially the Chief, than whom

a more competent never regulated the Ordnance branch) may thereby

be induced to exert themselves to endeavour to persuade our present

Ministry to be less parsimonious, and no longer to cripple an arm

which, by its poverty-stricken appearance, has ceased to be the dread,

and bids fair to become the derision, of foreigners. " Look here upon

this picture and on this."—At the inauguration of the monument on the

field of Borodino, the strength of the artillery consisted of nine

batteries of horse and twenty-four of foot artillery. Again, at the

inauguration of the Column of Alexander at St. Petersburgh, two

hundred and forty-eight pieces of ordnance were in the field. What a

contrast to this is manifested in the Lilliputian reviews exhibited at

Woolwich for the amusement of " princes, potentates, and warriors I"—

the imposing force of artillery actually amounts to eighteen pieces of

ordnance, three troops of horse artillery, and three field batteries !

Previous to entering into any disquisition on the present state of

British arms, or implements of warfare, we must turn our attention to

the bygone times—and what a vast and engaging field of inquiry opens

on the view ! Are we to trace our way in the science of war gradually,

step by step, from the first interesting portion of our military history as

Britons, namely, the invasion of this country by Julius C»sar? or are

we to begin our examination from the period of William the Conqueror ?

or, discarding altogether the reminiscences of the valour of our ancestors,

U. S. Mao., No. 159, Feb., 1842. L
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whether clad in skins of wild beasts, or encased in armour, shall we com

mence our military scrutiny with the good old times of Marlborough,

from whose day to the present the continental Powers have frequently

experienced to their cost that the Briton's successful element of battle-

strife is not only on the wide unbounded sea, but also on the tented field ?

Engaging and agreeable as would be the study of our primitive mili

tary history, we feel that, in the present instance, it would not be advisable

to trace back beyond the glorious days of Marlborough, though, in thus

naming the starting-post, our busy thoughts will " take a last long

lingering look behind," and express their disappointment at being

debarred the gratification of giving vent to their sentiments in recording

the deeds of the Britons in the proud days of chivalry ; and also the

gradual changes in the mode of warfare which ensued from the adoption

of fire-arms—the employment of which destructive weapon has almost

precluded the possibility of exhibiting individual daring deeds of emprise,

similar to those which so distinguished our valorous forefathers. In

ancient times, battles were often won by the courage and strength of

arm of a few bold and powerful men, but victories can now only be

gained by the combined exertions of bodies of troops, whose various

energies are called into action, and judiciously brought to bear on the

points of attack, by the guiding master-spirit, who no longer trusts to

individual prowess for securing a victory, but to the effects of discipline,

combined with the due employment of each arm of the Service.

Let us turn our attention to the work entitled " Examen critique des

differences essentielles qui existent entre les Armes a feu Franchises et

Anglaises, et qui doivent etre considerees comme la cause principale de

l'inferiorite des Francais dans leurs derniers combats contre les Anglais."

The author thus commences.—In the wars "carried on between the

French and English during the reigns of Louis the Fourteenth, of the

Regent, and of Louis the Fifteenth, victory sometimes attended the

French, at others the English, generally favouring the forces commanded

by the most able Generals. On the Contrary, during the reign of Louis

the Sixteenth, the Revolution, and the Empire, the French have experienced

an almost continued series of defeats on every occasion in which they

have engaged in a pitched battle with the English." To what, then, is

this decided inferiority to be attributed?—to the weapons; to the com

manders, who knew not how to use their tools to the best advantage;

or must the blame attach to the deficiency of moral and manly courage

developed by the soldiers themselves?

To endeavour to arrive at a fair conclusion on this subject, and to

decide whether the success of the British is chiefly to be attributed to

tes armes d feu, let us refer to the destructive effects produced by the

joint co-operation of the three arms of the Services ; from which, how

ever, a deduction must be made on account of the men put hors de

combat by the cold steel both of cavalry and infantry. Perfect accuracy

cannot be expected from the reports and bulletins of the casualties

which take place in an engagement, both conquerors and conquered

being frequently anxious to conceal the true statement; but the following

may be considered a fair average of the losses sustained in battle by our

armies, and by those of our opponents. With reference to the reported

casualties of the latter, one of the historians of the Peninsular cam

paigns asserts that, throughout this war, the remark made some three
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centuries since by the Flemish historian, Meyer, was verified, that " res

suas Galli non majore solent scribere fide, quam gerere."

In order that some degree of confidence may be placed in the following

remarks and statement of losses in the various engagements, we adduce

as our authorities the undermentioned works, vir. :—Memoirs of the

Duke of Marlborough ; Life of the Duke of Marlborough ; Annals of

the Peninsular Campaigns; History of the Peninsular War ; Dispatches

of the Duke of Wellington; History of Europe; Battle of Waterloo.

Campaigns in Bavaria, Swabia, Brabant, Flanders, and

Hainault.

Battle of Schellenberg.—The losses of the British and their allies

were reported to have been 5500 men, and those of their opponents

9500. In announcing this success to the Queen, Marlborough ascribed

it "to the particular blessing of God, and the unparalleled bravery of

the troops. It was because the British thought that nothing could

stand before them, because they felt and knew themselves capable of

doing whatever could be done by determined courage, that they won the

victory."

Battle of Blenheim—The losses of the British and their allies were

12,000 men, but the casualties of the French were not less than 40,000,

including the deserters. The battle was well fought: the French,

however, for the sake of palliating the defeat, depreciated the conduct

of their unsuccessful General.

Battle of Ramillies.—The enemy lost 13,000 men, but the British

and their allies only 3633. The French thought themselves sure of

victory, because of their numbers and the character of their chosen

troops ; but the moment that confidence was gone a panic came upon

them.

Battle of Oudenard.—The losses of the British and allies were 3500

men, and those of the enemy 6000. Scarcely any artillery was used on

either side—the fate of the battle having been decided by musketry.

Battle ofMalplaquet.—The loss of the conquerors was greater than

that of the French, the former being 18,250 men, and the latter only

14,000. This was the most murderous action of the whole war, and

the best-fought battle in which the French were defeated. Every one

was at his post, and the troops engaged with cheerfulness and resolution.

There remained no cause to palliate, no subterfuge to cover, the defeat

which the French had sustained. They could not impute it to want of

confidence in their commander, or want of skill ; to want of conduct or

of courage in the army, or in any part of it ; nor to any error of any

kind. They had stood "their ground well; men, officers, and their com

mander had done their best; the only blunder committed was by the

Dutch; and, owing to that and the advantage of their post, the French

had inflicted a loss greater by nearly one-third than what they had

sustained, notwithstanding which they had been beaten. The conse-

quei.ee was that they never afterwards ventured to meet Marlborough

in the field.

We know not from what historian M. Schlimbach may have formed

the opinion by which he has been induced to attribute the success of the

British and their allies, in the foregoing actions, to the superiority of

their armes dfeu. This, no doubt, materially assisted; but the perusal

L 2
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of the brief remarks on the foregoing and the subsequent battles will

distinctly manifest the chief causes which contributed to the victories,

namely, the skill of the commander; his thorough knowledge of the

moral and bodily courage of his subordinates; the implicit confidence of

the troops; and, above all, the effects of discipline; by a combination

of which, the British arms could almost ensure success.

The manner in which Marlborough, without any extraordinary seve

rity, made his army a model for its discipline and good behaviour, will

not be considered the least remarkable nor the least meritorious part of

his character. In his first interview with Eugene, that Prince expressed

his admiration at the appearance of the men. He had heard much of

the English cavalry, he said, which was reviewed before him, and he

found it to be the best appointed and the finest that he had ever seen :

money, of which there was no want in England, could buy clothes and

accoutrements, but nothing could purchase the spirit which he saw in

their looks ; and that spirit was an earnest of victory.

Campaigns in Spain, Portugal, and France.

Battle of Vimiero.—The loss of the British was 700 men, and that

of the enemy 3000. The French advanced like men accustomed to

victory, but suffered severely, especially from Shrapnell shells, at the

commencement of the action ; subsequently from the charge of the

bayonet, which weapon, invented by the French, was made for British

hands. The French came to the charge bravely, and stood it for a

moment: in that moment their foremost rank fell " like a line of grass

before the mower." The bodies of about 300 French grenadiers, who

had fallen in this charge, were counted upon the field.

Battle of Corunna.—Loss of the British 800 men, and that of the

French 2000. Never was any battle fought under heavier disadvan

tages. The French force exceeded 20,000 men ; the British were not

15,000 strong. The superiority in artillery was equally great. If the

moral and physical state of the two armies be considered, the disadvan

tages under which our soldiers laboured were still greater : the French,

equipped with the stores which they had overtaken on the road, elated

with a pursuit wherein no man had been forced beyond his strength,

and hourly receiving reinforcements to their already superior numbers ;

the English, in a state of misery to which no army, perhaps, had ever

before been reduced till after a total defeat—having lost their military

chest, their stores, their baggage, their horses, their sick, their wounded,

their women, their children—everything but their innate, indomitable

courage.

Battle of Talavera.—Loss of the British and Spaniards 6268 men,

and of the French 8794. The losses of the former are chiefly to be

attributed to the close and well-directed fire of the French artillery,

which would have produced more serious effects had not the different

brigades been ordered to lie down on the ground, under the crest of a

ridge, to cover themselves from the full action of the guns, until the

approach of the attacking columns of the enemy. The batteries,

mounting fifty guns, at one period made fearful chasms in their ranks ;

and the English guns, greatly inferior both in number and weight of

metal, could make no adequate reply. The loss of the French was in

some measure caused by their system of attack in close column, the
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inherent vice of which hecame at once apparent. The British regiments,

drawn up three deep, kept up an incessant rolling fire on the front of

the enemy, while those on either side, inclining forwards, and directing

their fire against both flanks of the column, soon occasioned so frightful

a carnage that even the intrepidity of the Imperial veterans sunk under

the trial, and the whole broke, and fell back in confusion. " This

battle," says Jomini, " at once restored the reputation of the British

Army, which during a century had declined. It was now ascertained

that the English infantry could dispute the palm with the best in

Europe."

Battle of Busaco.—Loss of the British and Allies 1300 men, and of

the French 4800. Though the British guns, on the left of the position,

were worked with extraordinary rapidity and effect, yet nothing could

stop the undaunted advance of the French troops, until the bayonets of

the 43rd and 52nd Regiments sparkled in their sight. The head of the

French column fired, but in vain ; both its flanks were overlapped by

the English line, and three terrible discharges, within a few yards' dis

tance, drove them headlong back with prodigious slaughter. The

attack on the British right met with no better success, notwithstanding

the ardour and gallantry of the French, who, undismayed and unbroken

by the fire of twenty pieces of ordnance, made good their advance into

the English position, and were beginning to deploy to the right and

left. General Picton, with the Third Division, supported by Leith,

with the Fifth, however, charged them with such vigour, that the

enemy, after a desperate struggle, were hurled back in wild confusion.

Battle ofBarrosa.—Loss of the British 1200 men, and that of the

French 2000. The enemy, as usual, came on in column, preceded by

a cloud of daring light troops, who concealed the direction of the attack

by a rapid fire. Laval's division, unchecked by the admirably well-

directed fire of the British guns, reached the British line, when they

were broken and driven back by the gallant and determined charge of

the 28th and 87th Regiments. A bloody contest ensued on the other

side of the position ; the fire of musketry and artillery from the heights

occasioned great loss to the British; but at length the French were

forced back with dreadful slaughter, for the best troops of France have

never been able to stand against the British bayonet.

Battle of Fuentes d'Onore.—In this engagement, the casualties on

each side amounted to 1500 men, and neither could claim decided

advantages. Nothing could exceed the skill and boldness with which

the Horse Artillery manoeuvred, thereby contributing materially to the

support of the infantry. At one period of the attack, England's sun

of victory was partially obscured, but the tactics of her chief, and the

indomitable valour of her soldiers dispelled the passing cloud, and

added fresh lustre to their country's glory. Slowly, and in perfect

order, did the unflinching and well-disciplined squares of British in

fantry retire for many miles, flanked by the impetuous cuirassiers, and

pressed in rear by the columns and batteries of Ney. In vain their

thundering squadrons swept round the serried bands of British, and

concealed for a time the watchful and self-confident bayonets : again did

the unbroken and undaunted squares emerge from the blaze of French

cuirasses, pursuing their steady way amidst a terrific fire, until they had

finally taken up their ground, where they stood firm as a rock to receive
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their antagonists. From the attack, however, of such an enemy as he

had now encountered, Massena recoiled, and the gallant British

retained their well-earned position. In the village of Fuentes d'Onore,

the French were driven through the streets with great slaughter by a

charge of the 71st, 79th, and 88th Regiments, when the bayonets

crossed, and the Imperial Guards (some of whom were lifted from the

ground in the shock, and borne backwards a few paces,) were forced to

give ground before the Highland regiments. This action severely

mortified the French General : he had been beaten by an army nume

rically inferior to his own, and weaker in cavalry, upon ground which

was favourable for that arm, and which the Duke of Wellington would

not have chosen had circumstances permitted a choice. It was an

action in which the skill and promptitude of the British commander, and

the gallantry and steadiness of the Allied troops had been evinced

throughout.

Battle ofAlbuera.—Loss of the British and Allies 6032, and of the

French 8000. The manoeuvres of Soult before, and during the battle,

were bold and masterly. He seized at once on the vulnerable point of

the position, and refused to relax his grasp while it was possible to retain

it. The issue of the day seemed at one time more than doubtful; and

nothing but the most determined and devoted courage saved the Allies

from a defeat, of which the consequences would have been worse than

the immediate slaughter. All seemed lost ; for not only were the

heights, the key of the position, taken, and crowned with the enemy's

infantry and artillery, but the British brigade which had advanced to

retake them, had almost all perished in the attempt. But amidst all this

confusion, the courage of the British, by a kind of natural instinct, led

them to the enemy, and retrieved the fortune of the day. Neither

party would recede, though the fire was maintained within pistol-shot.

A deep gully which ran between the combatants, prevented the use of

the British bayonet, and at this awful crisis ammunition, from the

.rapidity of the discharges, began to fail. The fate of the day was at

last changed, and the victory won by the critical advance of a division

which was still fresh, and also of a reserve brigade. Marshal Soult is

stated to have observed, " There is no beating these troops, in spite of

their Generals ; I always thought them bad soldiers, but now I am sure

of it ; for I turned their right, and penetrated their centre : they were

completely beaten ; the day was mine, and yet they did not know it, and

would not run."

BattleofSalamanca.—Loss of the British and Allies 5200 men, and of

the French 14,000. By a false movement of Marmont, the left wing of

the French army was entirely separated from the main body; on perceiving

which, Wellington's resolution was immediately taken, and he emphati

cally exclaimed, " At last I have them." The onset fell on the French

disunited, scattered, and partly in march, and exemplified another

instance of success attending the oblique mode of attack, when applied

by a skilful General, and falling on an unwary adversary. The British

troops rushed towards the enemy amidst a storm of bullets, which

seemed to shear away the very surface of the earth over which the

soldiers moved. Undaunted by this, as well as the rapid fire of the

artillery, they continued to advance. Their opponents resisted man

fully ; but at one point, pressed by the British bayonets, and astounded
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by a successful and murderous charge of cavalry, the French were

routed : at another point the tide of battle was turning against the

British and Portuguese, who were suddenly surprised by French masses,

galled by a rapid fire from the infantry, and subjected to a desperate

charge of cavalry, who rushed upon them in all the pride of victory.

The crisis of the battle had arrived, and terminated gloriously for the

British : reserves were judiciously brought up to the centre by their

Commander, who was in every part of the action where danger required

his presence : the unflinching British were swept down by hundreds, but,

notwithstanding the iron hail, marched steadily forward, and regained

the lost ground. On every favourable point, where the enemy attempted

to stand, they were charged and repulsed by the bayonet ; and, as dark

ness obscured the horizon, the proud British ascended the summit of the

dearly-contested height, and found that the enemy, taking advantage of

a forest, had rapidly disappeared, and left the victors undisputed masters

of the field.

Battle of Vittoria.—Loss of the British and Allies 4914 men, and

of the French 8000. The commencement of this action was the attack

of the heights held by the French, and as usual, the British bayonets

would take no denial. The enemy having retired, and the Allies having

crossed the river Zadorra, the contest was maintained with great

obstinacy, the enemy retreating, but keeping up a hot fire from their

artillery : the Allies advancing by echellons of battalions in two or three

lines, according to the nature of, the ground, and the French retiring

before them in the most orderly manner, and taking advantage of every

favourable opportunity to make a stand. At length, being attacked

successively at every point, they were so rapidly repulsed, and finally so

totally routed, that they were unable to hold any position long enough

to enable them to withdraw their artillery and baggage. Never was an

army, even of raw volunteers, reduced to such a state of total wreck.

Battles of the Pyrenees.—Loss of the British and Allies 6000 men,

and of the French 8000. During the attack and defence of the various

positions held by the two armies, great ability was manifested on both

sides. Seldom indeed has the art of war been displayed with such skill,

and upon such difficult ground; but foot'by foot did the British overcome

their determined foe ; and lowering the confidence of Marshal Soult, made

him feel how little he could expect to succeed against such troops and

such a commander. Never was the aid of the British bayonet more neces

sary than in these actions : numerous and brilliantly successful were the

charges ; on one day every regiment in one division charged with the

bayonet, and four of the regiments even four times. In vain did the

French, with cries of" Vive I'Bmpereurf" advance with the fruitless hope

of penetrating our position : calmly did the Fourth Division await their

approach, reserving their fire till the enemy had advanced within a few

paces, then pouring in a murderous volley, they charged their opponents,

and drove them headlong back with prodigious slaughter.

Battle of Orthes.—The loss of the Allies amounted to about 2300,

and that of the French to about 14,000, the greater part of the latter being

by desertion ; the conscripts during the rout having thrown away their

arms, and taken this opportunity of escaping from compulsory service.

The tide of success at one period of the attack flowed in favour of the

enemy, and the fire from the French artillery was fearfully destructive.
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The crisis was urgent, and the Duke of Wellington, with the greatest

promptitude, at once decided on changing the plan of attack. His

orders having been communicated to the Allied troops, they advanced

steadily under a heavy fire ; every regiment in the Third Division was

hotly engaged : they however drove the French from height to height,

and finally gained the summit of the main position. There a severe

struggle ensued ; on no former occasion had the enemy fought so well

when opposed to British troops : it was the only action in which they

came fairly to the bayonet; but the determination which brought them

to that sure trial, could not support them in it; and, giving up all hope

of a successful resistance, they commenced their retreat, formed squares,

and continued to retire in admirable order; and though warmly pursued,

and suffering severely from the British guns, they took advantage of

every favourable position which the ground afforded. Marshal Soult,

in whom nothing was that day wanting which could be required of a

commander in the field, was compelled to withdraw his wings when the

centre had thus been forced, and to order a general retreat. Their

movements quickened as soon as they perceived the Second Division

and a brigade of cavalry moving towards a point that would cut off their

further retreat. The march by each party was accelerated until it

became a run ; and the French at last broke so completely, that no re

semblance of a column was remaining. An eye-witness stated, "that in

the battle the French met the charge like lions, but that the pursuit was like

hare-hunting; prisoners were literally caught by the skirts as they ran."

Battle of Toulouse.—Loss of the British and their Allies 4700, the

loss of the enemy was not known ; but, from the circumstances of their

position, they are believed to have suffered less than the Allied troops.

At the commencement of the action the leading divisions were exposed

to a heavy cannonade from all the guns of the enemy's works ; and

those guns throughout the day were served with great spirit and correct

ness, Toulouse having been an artillery school since the Revolution.

A well-directed fire of grape threw the Spaniards into considerable con

fusion, and the enemy, taking advantage of this circumstance, made a

general attack, in which they were partially successful. This was not the

only period in which the fortune of the day seemed propitious to the enemy.

In attempting to carry the tete du pont at Pont Yumeau, the British

were repulsed, and suffered severely. In the meanwhile, Marshal

Beresford was more successful at the other extremity of the line. The

Sixth Division, notwithstanding a severe fire from the enemy's artillery,

steadily and boldly advanced ; and, finally carrying the principal redoubt

on the right with the bayonet, established themselves on the crest of the

position. The Fourth Division was similarly fortunate ; and, driving

their opponents beyond the intrenchments, took up ground on the left

of the Sixth Division. The British Artillery, which could not be

brought earlier into the immediate scene of action, in consequence of

the state of the roads, having now arrived, the movement of the troops

was continued along the ridge. Marshal Soult conceiving that advan

tage might be taken of the interval between the divisions, directed a

powerful attack to be made on the Sixth Division. Instead of waiting

to receive the assault of the enemy, this gallant body of men moved

boldly forward to meet the foe, and by a most courageous charge at

ence routed them. This success was vigorously followed up ; in vain
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did the resolute and able tactitian Soult change his front ; the bravery

of the victorious division, by its practice, set at defiance all theory, and

the enemy, not considering it prudent to be assaulted in their remaining

works, withdrew from the struggle, leaving their intrepid adversaries

masters of the field.

Battle of Waterloo.—We had purposed to have passed over this

glorious battle, which affected the destinies of the whole civilised globe,

feeling assured of the total impossibility of our being able to compress

sufficiently any account of the several engagements which took place

during this multitudinous battle, as it may justly be designated ; but, as

our author has alluded to it in various parts of his work, we feel ourselves

called upon thus briefly to notice this memorable epoch in a soldier's

reminiscences—this Battle of Giants. Never was there an attack more

tremendous, nor a resistance more firm, unshaken and triumphant.

The French army fought from first to last with the desperation of mad

ness, but they could not wrest victory from the hands of the British.

Never was there a more bloody affair : the dead on both sides could not

be numbered ; and, though a day of glory, it was likewise a day of

sorrow for Britain ; if we triumph in it as the proudest, we must alsoto have said, " These English fight well, but they must soon give way."

Soult replied, " That he much doubted if they would ever give way."

" And why?" said Napoleon. Soult answered, " he believed they would

sooner be cut to pieces." The Duke of Wellington stated, that he con

sidered Buonaparte did his duty, and fought the battle with infinite skill,

perseverance, and bravery ; and, in ascribing the victory to the superior

physical force and constancy of British soldiers, he added, never had

he fought so hard for victory, and never from the gallantry of the

enemy had he been so nearly beaten. During the action, the gallant

Duke was everywhere to be found, encouraging, guiding the troops,

and, like the genius of the storm, borne upon its wings, directing its

thunder where to burst. This contest raised the glory of England to

the highest pitch, and gave the last and most decisive proof, that in

every age and every country, under every disadvantage of numbers and

situation, from the days of Cressy and Agincourt to the present times,

by land and sea, the British have ever been victorious over their ancient

and presumptuous foes.

The French had persuaded Europe, as well as themselves, that

Buonaparte was the greatest military genius of past or present times ;

that his Generals were all perfect tactitians ; and that the troops of the

Grande Nation were the best in the world. This opinion was at its

height when the Duke of Wellington commenced his glorious and

unparalleled career in Portugal and Spain ; but every operation of the

British army under his command tended to remove this film from the

eyes of our too vain antagonists ; and also satisfied our own troops, as

well as the whole world, that the dormant energies and innate courage

of British soldiers needed but the proper stimulant, and a fair field

to enable them to react the valiant deeds of their ancestors, who had

emblazoned in the pages of immortality the actions of Cressy, Poitiers,

and Agincourt, as proud beacons for their posterity, who have proved

themselves apt scholars in acquiring military fame, and can with satis

faction and exultation point to the record of the victories of Marlborough

 

Buonaparte is reported
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in the last age, and also to those in the present century of his uncon-

quered and perfect successor, who never attacked the trench without

defeating them ; who, in retreating, retired in such order as neither to

raise the hopes of the enemy nor to abate those of his own troops ; who

never gave an opportunity, and never lost one ; whose movements were

so rapid as even to deceive and astonish the active French ; who foiled

General after General, defeated army after army, captured fortress after

fortress ; and who exhibits to an admiring world and a grateful nation

the rare union of a true Christian, ever victorious Commander, and

upright statesman—the immortal Wellington. Truly, indeed, may the

talented historian assert, " His campaigns were sanctified by the cause ;

they were sullied by no cruelties, no crimes ; the chariot-wheels of his

triumphs were followed by no curses ; his laurels are entwined with the

amaranths of righteousness ; and upon his death-bed he may remember

his victories amongst his good works."

Having thus briefly surveyed and brought forward a few of the lead

ing points which we have considered requisite to be adverted to in the

campaigns of Marlborough and Wellington, to manifest the true cause

of the victories achieved by these talented Commanders, and their well-

disciplined and courageous troops, let us revert to the work of Monsieur

Schlimbach, in which he boldly asserts that the principal causes of the

reverses to which the French had become subject in the battles with

the English, from the reign of Louis XVI. to the grande finale at

Waterloo, were to be attributed to the superiority of the effect of the fire

of the British artillery and musketry. He also states that the battles

of Vimiero, Corunna, Talavera, Busaco, Albuera, Fuentes d'Onore,

Salamanca, Vittoria, Orthes, Toulouse, and Waterloo, furnish an irre

fragable proof of the veracity of this assertion, and he observes, more

over, that the veteran troops of Napoleon, habituated to victory in other

fields, commanded by his best Generals, and even finally by himself,

were vanquished in these encounters.

Let us examine the solidity of the argument advanced by the Ex-

Officier d'Artillerie Pi-ussienne, to prove that victory attached herself

chiefly to the British banner in consequence of the inferiority of the

French in their mode of using fire-arms :—

t. " Whence comes this superiority that has existed but sixty years, which

ought to excite to the utmost the attention of the French? for it is this

which has deprived them of their transmarine possessions ; it is this which

precipitated Napoleon from his throne, and overwhelmed France with mis

fortunes in 1815. It cannot he attributed to chance, for several consecutive

battles could not be lost by chance; nor to the superiority of the English

Generals over those of the French nation : for, without uttering an absur

dity, it cannot be asserted that the British Commanders who engaged the

French army in the Peninsula, were endowed with more talent than the

best Generals of the Empire, and than Napoleon himself. There must,

then, have been another unvarying cause, not brought to light until now,

which produced the astonishing phenomenon alluded to, and against which

combinations of science fell powerless. The victorious tactics practised by

Napoleon, and doubtless taught by him to his Generals, may be thus ex-

plained. After having decided on what he considered the principal point

of attack, the key-stone of the enemy's position, he endeavoured by a false

attack to draw their forces from this point, thus to. weaken and prepare it

for the final purpose he had in view. When the auspicious moment for

striking a blow, which would decide the destiny of the battle, had arrived, he
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prepared his columns of attack ; at the same time bringing the united fire

of the artillery to bear on the fated point, to break through the lines of the

enemy, and to open a passage for his troops, thus to facilitate the disorgani

zation, and thereby to cause the entire destruction of his adversary. Pre

vious to the battle of Waterloo, in the wars with the Austrians, Prussians,

and Russians, these tactics had almost always succeeded to his utmost

hope, because these antagonists fought with arms better fitted for parade

than the field of battle. There is little doubt that, in consequence of the

brilliant results attending his system in the wars with these nations, the

Emperor had formed a calculation by which he could ascertain the precise

moment at which his columns of infantry could attack the disordered lines

of the enemy with all but certainty of success. This calculation, however,

generally found correct when acted on against the continental armies,

proved very erroneous when applied to the English, whom he had never

personally encountered, and whom he knew but imperfectly: from this

cause his troops at Waterloo, notwithstanding the extraordinary bravery

which they exhibited in this sanguinary battle, were repulsed on every point,

and unable to recover their lost ground. Withdrawing from our view the

Swedish artillery, the most perfect ofall countries, the British may be con

sidered the highest in the scale with respect to precision of fire, and the

French the lowest. By comparing in the same manner the musketry of

the two nations, that of the French is similarly inferior to its rival. The

principal cause of the defeats experienced by the French when opposed to

the British is then to be attributed to the superiority of the fire of the latter,

and this may be proved by incontestable facts ! With reference to the

quantity of missiles projected during the war, it has been ascertained by

calculations, which may be depended upon, that to put hors de combat one

soldier, his actual weight in lead, and ten times his weight in iron, was

required.

The various troops who have been opposed to the French agree in stating

that the fire of their artillery has been directed either too high or too low,

and that the majority of their shot have not produced the desired effect.

What conclusion can be drawn from this assertion? St. Aubin, in his

Treatise on Artillery, says, ' Artillery does more harm than good when its

fire is ineffective, as it then encourages, instead of alarming, the enemy

against which its fire is directed.' Such was the effect produced by the

French artillery at Waterloo. The English lines were little broken by it ;

their moral strength scarcely, if at all, weakened ; on the contrary, it must

have been strengthened when they saw the fire of their own guns making

fearful havoc in the French columns, which advanced to overthrow them;

whilst these, influenced perhaps by the calm and intrepid appearance of

their opponents, were subjected to a contrary feeling. This will appear

more entitled to credit when we consider the difference of character of the

French and English soldier ; and view the latter, emboldened by the

slight effect produced by the French guns, confidently trusting to his own

bodily strength and his arms, steadily, calmly, and silently awaiting the

advance of his enemy : the quick perception of the former causing him

thoroughly to know and appreciate the danger of his position. The result

of these opposite feelings was that, during tlie heat of the action, instead of

vigorously continuing the attack which they had commenced, several of

the French columns hesitated, shook, and eventually dispersed at the

decisive moment.

To enable my readers to enter fully into the justness of my assertions

respecting the principal cause of the French defeats during sixty years, it

will be necessary to pass in review the various steps towards perfection in

the science and materiel of artillery, thus laying bare the mysteries of an

arm hitherto enveloped in a scientific cloud, inaccessible and impervious to

the eyes of the uninitiated." ,
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For a full account of the invention, and progressive improvement in

the construction, &c, of ordnance, reference may be made to an Ele

mentary Treatise on Artillery, in German, by E. Decker, or translated

into English by Capt. Back, of the Madras Artillery ; but the following

brief summary may be considered necessary before entering into a

scrutiny of the mode in which these destructive engines have gradually

been made available for attack, and defence.

The effect of gunpowder once known, imagination soon contrived

machines affording the possibility of using this extraordinary force to

throw bodies of considerable weight to great distances. The first piece

of ordnance was nearly of the same form as mortars are at present ;

and as these guns were intended to throw large blocks of stone, and

thus produce the effects before obtained from the balista, it followed

that these machines, at that time called bombards, were very heavy and

difficult to manoeuvre. Subsequently, to insure pieces of ordnance being

lighter, and more easily used, they were constructed simply with bars of

iron soldered together lengthways, and reinforced at equal distances by

hoops of the same metal. This method was followed until it was

observed that pieces were liable to burst easily, which led to the employ

ment of other materials to obviate that inconvenience : and after suc

cessive and various trials their fabrication by casting was at length

resorted to, using iron at first and afterwards brass. It is generally

believed that the Venetians used guns in their wars with the Genoese

in 1380, and that those employed' by them on that occasion came from

Germany. But these pieces were so heavy and difficult to place in

position that but few rounds could be fired from them daily. More

than an hundred years elapsed from the invention of gunpowder ere the

science of artillery had made any sensible progress. Guichardin relates

that brass guns were attached to the French army in Italy in 1494,

which could even then be loaded with considerable expedition, and fired

oftener in a few hours than they had been before in many days. If,

then, the honour of the invention of powder and guns should be ascribed

to the Germans, the French cannot be denied that of having first per

fected their use : till of late, indeed, they have been the best artillerists

in Europe, but it may now be safely affirmed that they have in some

respects allowed other nations to surpass them. The English, in

availing themselves of the inventions of other countries, are very

successful in carrying them to the highest degree of perfection and

utility ; which gives them a decided superiority over every other nation,

and has occasioned the proverb, " The Germans invent and the English

improve."

In the reign of Louis XIV., at a period when so many eminent men

of every profession at once shone forth, artillery, like the other branches

of military service, arose in France to so great a degree of perfection that

all other nations were forced to exert great efforts to keep pace with it.

It was not conceived possible to use pieces of ordnance in battle ; nor had

such an idea ever been entertained until that period, their use being con

sidered impracticable otherwise than in sieges. When once the conviction

of the utility ofguns in the field was established, their number was greatly

increased in armies, and artillery divided into battery, siege, or garrison

guns, and field-pieces. The former consisted of culverins, called car-

thouns, of forty-eight pounds' calibre, and demi-carthouns, of twenty
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four pounds'. The latter were thirds, fourths, and eighths of carthouns,

or guns of sixteen, twelve, and six pounds' calibre ; and also field-cul-

verins from thirty to forty calibres in length, which carried very far ;

and pieces of two pounds' calibre, called falcons and falconets.

During the last century important improvements were made in artil

lery, and the Seven Years' War presents a memorable epoch in the

history of that science; but one extreme was soon fallen into from

another : the number of pieces of ordnance was increased beyond mea

sure, and consequently became very cumbersome to armies, slackening

their marches and impeding their movements. The attaching guns to

regiments of infantry carried this mania of increasing the number of

pieces to the highest pitch. At a later period, by the suppression of

artillery attached to regiments, the opposite fault was again committed

of having too few guns in armies ; and it was only after groping along

in this manner that the present proportion between the two extremes,

fixing the number of guns at two for 1000 infantry, and four light

pieces for the same number of cavalry, was at length adopted.

When artillery had improved sufficiently to enable its materiel to

follow the ordinary movements of other troops, either en route or in

the field of battle, endeavours were made to render it still more move

able, so as to accommodate it to follow the rapid evolutions of cavalry,

and this led to the invention of light or horse artillery, which was sys

tematically introduced, for the first time, into the Prussian Army by

Frederick the Great.

In reverting to our original author, Schlimbach, we shall refrain from

entering too minutely into the detail of a subject which would only

prove interesting to true bombardiers ; and we shall, therefore, pass over

his remarks on the construction of ordnance, charges, windage, origin

of field-artillery, &c, with the exception of the following amusing

expose of the poverty of England.

"If the English Artillery were occasionally practical, the ranges of their

guns might be deduced from the tables of practice; but this artillery has

no data of this nature, for the simple reason, that practice is not carried on,

the ground for this purpose not being sufficiently extensive; moreover,

being perpendicular to the Thames, every ball that is not arrested by the

butt passes on to the river, and kills some unfortunate and unsuspecting

sailor. This has frequently happened, et comme la pauvrc Angletetre n'a

pas de \quoi acheter tin champ de tir plus convenable, practice cannot be

carried on, and powder is economised."

Not content with affixing this stigma on poor poverty-stricken Eng

land, our author even ventures to assert,—" que les officiers d' Artillerie

Anglaise ecrivent peu, et ' lisent encore moins ; a ce que Ton m'a

assured" Alas for the British Artillerists !—banished from the field of

literature, both as authors and scholars, by the sarcastic pen of the ex-

Officier d'Artillerie Prussienne. Fortunately, the poor Gunners may

instance the works of Adye, Douglas, Sabine, Simmons, Spearman,

Eliot, Back, Congreve, &c, &c, &c., as evidence of their writing pro

pensities ; and, for the reading, the voluminous and unequalled military

library at Woolwich will vouch for itself, and furnish an unanswerable

proof of the error of Monsieur Que Von m'a assure.

It is, however, some consolation to find that our neighbours also

come in for their share of our critic's lash, who subsequently enacts the
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part of prophet, and foretells—" that, if France does not reform its

artillery, the first battle will probably prove a second Waterloo."

Proceedings of Committees are not permitted to pass scatheless :—

" How many millions might be saved, the destructive force of artillery

being at the same time increased, if this arm were but allowed to quit the

leading-strings in which it has been confined from its childhood. But to

effect this it is indispensable above all to dissolve the committees,—those

corporations misnamed scientific, who sleep with their eyes open, and accord

ing to a celebrated modern author, are from their birth enemies to the

progress of truth. Men to whom the end and the means are not clearly

perceptible will grope for ever in darkness, and will generally judge of facts

as the blind of colours."

We must now conclude the first portion of our author's work, the

examination of Artillery, which, ■ from the nature of the present pub-

remark :—

" The first portion of the inquiry is now finished. It is a melancholy truth

to be obliged to confess that the superiority of the British Artillery over

that of the French is only due to the ignorance of the first founders of

English ordnance, to the small weights of this country, and to the

unchangeable opinions of its committee: whilst in France, all the attempts

which have been made to ameliorate this arm of the Service, have but

caused it to retrograde, because false principles have ever been acted on."

*' In comparing these arms we find,—

1st. That they are nearly the same length, the English being but two

inches shorter than the French.

2nd. That the balls of the French are twenty to the pound, and of the

English fourteen and a half.

3rd. That the windage ofthe French is 0'6 of aline, and of the English 0'9.

4th. That the charge of the French is one-half and of the English one-

third the weight of the ball.

5th. That the velocity of the French is 1409 and oftheEnglish 1250 feet.

By the above charge and windage, the French balls in quitting the barrel

receive more oblique and numerous impulsions, a greater and more variable

angle of departure, a greater velocity, and, from the foregoing cause, less

precision of fire ; but, moreover, these differences of charge and of windage

cause the bullets to lose their spherical form, and thus not only induce

uncertainty in the ranges, but are also the origin of lateral deviations, a

new objection more powerful than the preceding. Allowance, however,

being made for these irregularities, and admitting that the velocity of the

French bullet exceeds the English by one hundred and fifty feet, neverthe

less the latter, although larger, offering to the air resistance relatively less,

would yet have a range and precision of fire greater than the first.

Moreover, the reduced charge of the English causes the barrel to become

less foul, thereby diminishing the chances of the piece not going off: the

recoil being also much less, the soldier has no hesitation in firing. The

concomitant result of all these circumstances gives to the British soldier

full confidence in his arm, and consequently in himself, whilst to the French

his musket produces the contrary effect. The French, imagining that the

above-mentioned velocity of their musket-ball was not sufficient, have lately

increased it to one thousand five hundred and forty-five feet, thus expecting

to improve the precision of fire ; but in this, as in other instances, they are

woefully deceiving themselves. Accuracy of fire increases, it is true, with

 

French and English Muskets,—1821.
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the velocity, if, according to the data of mathematicians, the ball quits the

barrel parallel to the axis of the piece, and if also the bullet is not altered in

its form by its flight through the barrel. But as the nature of circum

stances do not always conform to the calculations of mathematicians, in this

instance the contrary effect takes place.

Conclusion.—The English, in the time of the Republic, notwithstanding

the superiority of their fire arms, were constantly defeated, which was

entirely to be attributed to the want of talent of the English Generals, and

the overpowering enthusiasm of the French at this period. The success of

the latter during the wars of the Empire induced them to imagine that

they were indomitable. Napoleon and his Generals had so often impressed

on the minds of the Infantry, that there was no position which could not be

taken with cold steel, that at last the soldiers believed they were sure of

routing their opponents, and this belief gave them a moral courage which

rendered the victory almost certain. But affairs assumed a very different

aspect when these soldiers had to face, in Portugal, Spain, and finally at

Waterloo, troops armed at all points, whom their commanders could direct

to the best advantage,—when they had to oppose Infantry whose strength

was based on the superior physical effect, which each soldier had learnt to

appreciate by his individual experience,—and when they had as rivals

artillery whose well-directed fire could turn the tide of war even on them

selves. Had the French fire-arms been as efficient and as well levelled as

the English, it is very probable not only that Blucher would have arrived

too late at Waterloo, but that this battle would never have been fought. In

fact, all Napoleon's battles would have been more quickly gained, would

have been less destructive to his troops, and, consequently more so to those

of his enemy, whose defeats would thus have been rendered more complete,

more decisive, and more advantageous to the Emperor. The result of this

amelioration in the fire-arms themselves, and the employment of them,

would have been incalculable to the French nation. If Napoleon, notwith

standing the inferior quality of his arms, has constantly defeated his

opponents, this is entirely to be attributed to the particular talent with

which he was endowed, namely, that of combining and employing with

consummate ability the imperfect instruments placed in his hands. It is

self-evident that talent and circumstances being equal, he will be most

successful who has the best tools. It is also evident, that he is not perfectly

master of his art who knows not the full power and use of each of his

instruments, and who cannot combine their various effects in the most

advantageous manner. Therefore a General cannot be considered to

understand thoroughly the science of war, until he is not only perfectly

master of each arm of the Service, but also of the combination of them ; so

that he may, according to circumstances, be able to obtain from them their

maximum effect. If, independent of these circumstances, a General had

the talent to increase, directly or indirectly, the effect of each arm, and to

bring it to perfection, that man would truly be considered the beau ideal

of a commander of an army."

We shall not follow our author through his final tirade against com

mittees, which can only be interesting to the authorities, and those

against whom his venom is directed, the former of whom are doubtless

satisfied with " une corporation qui forme d'une maniere palpable une

veritable non-sens dans notre si6cle, et qui compromet l'honneur, et

l'existence des nations ;" and shall conclude with his parting admonition

to our late antagonists :—" Puisse surtout la France bientot ouvrir les

yeux que lui a fermfies un orgueil nationel mal entendu en ne cessant

de lui r6p£ter que son Artillerie est la meilleure du monde."

Having thus completed the review of this critic's examination of our

thunderbolts of war, we must beg leave to express our humble opinion of
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the causes to which the defeats if the French are mainly to be attri

buted in their wars with the British, viz. :—

1st. The inferiority of their weapons, and especially their want of

skill and courage in using them.

2nd. The superiority of our Generals Marlborough, and Wellington.

3rd. The pre-eminent bravery, patient endurance of hardship, and

superior discipline of the British troops.

First.—With respect to the arms and armed :—

From the statement of Monsieur Schlimbach, and from the evident

effects produced at various times and places during the actions

alluded to, the superiority of our fire over that of the French may

readily be admitted. In granting this, however, to our author, we

cannot coincide with him in attributing the inferiority of the French

principally to the weapons : on the contrary, we venture to assert,

that any impartial critic, who will scrutinize the campaigns of

Marlborough and Wellington, will be satisfied that the British soldiers,

individually and collectively, manifested not only more tact in using

their various weapons, but also more animal and moral courage, the

combination of which gave each soldier a manifest advantage over his

opponents.

Second.—With reference to the commanders :—

To treat this subject judiciously, it would be necessary to examine

minutely the Tactics and Strategy* of the commanders of the rival

nations ; and, having done so, to endeavour to form an opinion of the

merits of each. This would, however, be a task which could only be

satisfactorily performed by the matured judgment of an actor in these

scenes of strife, who would require to be a perfect tactitian, equal at all

events to those Generals whose acts he presumed to scan, and, above all

he must be divested of all prejudices. Until such a phoenix appear, we

may, without boasting, fairly assume that all our commanders were

equal in talent to those of the French nation,—and who will venture to

deny the superiority of the " hero of the hundred fights," the uncon-

quered Wellington ! !

Third.—With reference to the bravery and discipline of the

troops :—

To these we are chiefly indebted for the glorious and successive

victories achieved by the British. Our very opponents have admitted

that an English soldier knows not when he is beaten, and will not

retreat. Let the annals of Greece or Rome be searched, and can they

produce stronger instances of courage and confidence, both in a General

and his troops, than is manifested in the following anecdotes.

The Duke of Wellington, in riding up to a regiment which was hard

pressed by the enemy at Waterloo, called to them, " Soldiers, we must

never be beat ; what will they say in England?"

Several remonstrances from General officers were sent in to the

Duke of Wellington to retreat. His question was—

« Will they stand?"

* Every battle necessitates a movement, but every movement does not necessa

rily relate to a battle ; both together form what is designated a military operation.

But the part of military science which treats of movements belonging immediately

to battles forms Tactics; whilst everything concerning movements that only relate

to battles in an indirect or mediate manner is denominated Strategy.
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" Till they perish," was the reply.

" Then I will stand with them to the last man."

It is needless to bring forward additional proofs of the bravery and

patient endurance of the British soldier,—the records of the Peninsular

War teem with them ; and it therefore only remains for us to close our

argument by asserting our firm conviction, that all true soldiers will

admit that the predominant cause of the victories of the British over

their antagonists is mainly to be attributed to the superiority of the

discipline of the British troops, which, emanating from their com

manders, pervaded from rank to rank through the whole Army, instilling

the most perfect confidence in their leader, and an heroic determination

on the part of every individual to exert himself to the utmost, and leave

the issue of the battle in the hands of a just, all-seeing, and all-wise

Providence.

We cannot better finish this portion of the subject than by recalling to

memory the laconic and soldierlike reply of the Duke of Wellington,

who, on his return from the Peninsula, being asked his opinion of the

army he had so lately commanded, thus stamped on his followers praise

beyond all price :—" With such an army I felt I could go anywhere, and

do anything."

We must no longer dwell on a theme which has become more interest

ing as we advanced, and we therefore close our remarks on " Examen

Critique des Armes a Feu" with the following quotation from an elo

quent historian :—

France had conquered Europe by assailing virtue with the [powers of

intellect, guided by the fire of genius, and stimulated by passions of wicked

ness ; but Wellington conquered France by raising against it the resources

of wisdom, sustained by the constancy of duty, and directed by the princi

ples of virtue.

THE WRECK OF THE WAGER.

SHEWING THE IMPROVED STATE OF NAVAL DISCIPLINE OF

LATE YEARS.

The Wager mounted 28 guns, and was manned with 160 men ; and

though dubbed a frigate, and named in compliment to Admiral Sir

Charles Wager, was in reality only an old Indiaman, purchased into the

service on this occasion, and converted into a store-ship. She was

therefore deeply laden with the necessary supplies for refitting the rest

of the squadron, as well as with the bale-goods and merchandize, which

the so-called agent-victuallers were to barter for provisions. Thus

burthened, she accompanied Anson's squadron till the night of April 23,

1741, when she separated from her companions in a tremendous gust of

wind, about ten leagues to the westward of Cape Horn. A short time

before this happened, she had carried away her mizenmast, by a violent

roll of the ship, which of course gave her a bodily leeward drift, upon a

coast with which they were all but unacquainted.

Having thus separated from the squadron, Captain Cheap stood on

U. S. Mao. No. 159, Fbb., 1842. , M
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for Huamblin, or Socorro, which Anson had selected as a rendezvous,

from whence it was plotted to give the Spaniards an unexpected blow at

Valdivia; and as the Wager carried the artillery and military stores

necessary for the attack, he knew that his junction was of paramount

importance to the expedition. But though they were all aware of

Narborough's being there in 1 670 *, they did not seem well to under

stand where to look for ft ; the Anna Pink having made the land in

46° 35' south, and the Wager in 47°; whereas they ought to have kept

an offing to about 44° 50'.

Such was the state of affairs when, on the 14th of May, land was

suddenly seen, and at a moment when the chart led to a belief that the

coast of Chili lay in a north and south direction, which they could draw

from at any time, with the south-east gale. They had, however, run

far into the Gulf of Penas, where they were actually embayed ; and all

their endeavours to claw off were in vain, in the crazy condition of the

ship, and the sickly state of the crew. And it happened most unhappily,

at this critical moment, that as the Captain was exerting himself, he fell

down the after-ladder and dislocated his shoulder, by which accident he

was rendered incapable of keeping the deck. His acknowledged utility

as a thorough seaman was thus lost when most required, and the conse

quence was fatal. Even Alexander Campbell, the unfortunate Midship

man, though irate with Cheap when he published his Journal, says of

the casualty—" This was the more unfortunate, as it happened at a

juncture when his skill, care, and authority were most wanted. Pro

bably, had he not been thus disabled, the ship had never been lost ; for

not a man in her ever doubted his abilities both as a commander and a

sailor, and his authority, had he been capable of exerting himself, would

have kept every one to the duty of his station."

This was the crisis at which Capt. Cheap was carried to the Surgeon's

cabin ; but he gave orders to crack on as much sail as the weather would

allow, as she was then standing to the S.S.W. under her courses only.

Towards the following morning, her head fell off to west, but it being

considered that this point was directly from the land, no danger was

apprehended ; when all at once she struck, but without being brought

up. Campbell says, that he ran upon deck, and was told by the Master

that the shock was only from " a great sea under the counter ;" but this

was no sooner spoken, than she again struck, and more violently than

before. The Captain directed an anchor to be let go, but before the

order could be executed, the forcible beating of the hull on the reef

broke the tiller, and forced the flukes of a large anchor which had been

stowed in the hold through her bottom. For a time she lay nearly on

her beam-ends, till a mountainous wave hove her off the rock, and she

was again afloat, but fast filling. They therefore endeavoured to run

right in for the land, steering as well as they could by the sheets and

braces, and at the dawn of day they providentially stuck fast between

two great rocks, about a musket-shot from the shore, where she bilged.

Every person that could stir was now on the quarter-deck, and many

were alert who had not showed their faces above the hatchways for above

two months before, while several poor wretches, who were in the last

" Narborough landed at Ypun, the isle just north-east of Socorro, and took formal

possession of it, according to the solemn ceremony of cutting a turf.
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stage of the scurvy, and who could not get out of their hammocks, were

immediately drowned ; some, redueed by long sickness, were dismally

bandied about by the motion of the ship, without exerting any efforts to

help themselves ; for so terrible were the foaming breakers around, that

one of the bravest men on board could not help expressing his dismay

at the scene, saying it was too shocking a sight to bear. Byron says,—

In this terrifying and critical juncture, to have observed all the various

modes of horror, operating according to the several characters and com

plexions amongst us, it was necessary that the observer himself should have

been free from all impressions of danger. Instances there were, however, of

behaviour so very remarkable, they could not escape the notice of any one

who was not entirely bereaved of his senses ; for some were in this condition

to all intents and purposes, particularly one, in the ravings of despair brought

upon him, was seen stalking about the deck, nourishing a cutlass over his

head, and calling himself the king of the country, and striking everybody

he came near, till his companions, seeing no other security against his

tyranny, knocked him down.

We may here remind the reader, that the crew of the Wager con

sisted of men pressed from long voyages, to be sent, against their

inclinations, upon a distant and hazardous undertaking ; while the land

forces were nothing more than a poor detachment from Chelsea Hospital,

desponding under apprehension of the perils they were inhumanly sent

to encounter ; and some of the ablest of the hands became lawless and

desperate, because they deemed the Captain's authority at an end with

the loss of the ship. But it is refreshing to find, among such a series

of mutinous wickedness, that heroic coolness and manly presence of

mind occasionally gleamed :—

The man at the helm, though both rudder and tiller were gone, kept his

station; and being asked by one of the officers if the ship would steer or

not, first took his time to make trial by the wheel, and then answered with

as much respect and coolness as if the ship had been in the greatest safety,

and immediately after applied himself with his usual serenity to his duty,

persuaded it did not become him to desert it as long as the ship kept

together.

Mr. Jones, Mate, who now survives not only this wreck, but that of the

Litchfield man-of-war upon the coast of Barbary, at the time when the ship

was in the most imminent danger, not only showed himself undaunted, but

endeavoured to inspire the same resolution in the men, saying, " My friends,

let us not be discouraged ; did you never see a ship amongst breakers before ?

Let us endeavour to push her through them. Come, lend a hand : here is a

sheet, and here is a brace ; lay hold : I don't doubt but we may yet stick her

near enough to the land to save our lives.'' This had so good an effect, that

many who before were half dead, seemed active again, and now went to work

in earnest. This Mr. .lones did, purely to keep up the spirits of the people

as long as possible ; for he often said afterwards he thought there was not

the least chance of a single man's being saved.

The furious grinding of the ship induced them to cut away the masts

and anchors to ease her. Capt. Cheap, although confined below, gave

the necessary directions for landing the crew, commencing with the

sick ; but such was his anxiety to see every man out of the ship before

him, that no entreaty could urge him to attempt his own safety, till,

when night approached, finding that the Boatswain and others had flown

to the desperate resource of pillage and inebriation, and being in no

M 2
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condition to enforce his authority, he suffered himself to be nelped out of

his bed, put into the boat, and carried on shore. " I had been with

him," says Mr. Byron, " very often from the time the ship first struck,

as he desired I would, to acquaint him with everything that passed ; and

I particularly remarked that he gave his orders at that time with as

much coolness as ever he had done during the former part of the

voyage." Mr. Campbell also went to the Captain, and expressed his

apprehension that the ship would soon part ; but, instead of regarding

his own safety, that officer answered, " Go and save all the sick, and

don't mind me."

The land on which the Wager's crew were cast was hilly, with

precipices, but well wooded ; and though there were no inhabitants, two

or three Indian wigwams denoted that occasional visits were made there.

These huts were not large enough to admit the whole of the people, and

some had no other shelter than what the trees afforded. To enumerate

the privations and dangers to which they were now exposed, would be a

detail of the most aggravated distress and unparalleled hardship. Their

deliverance from immediate destruction, by gaining the shore, was

wonderful, and to men on the point of perishing, was, for the time, the

attainment of their highest wishes. But the sea still rolled in with

appalling fury, and before them lay the wreck, containing all they had

to subsist on, beating to pieces. The night was cold and tempestuous,

the rain poured down in torrents, and they were all huddled together

without distinction, anxiously awaiting the light of day ; but no allevia

tion was thereby experienced, for the desolate land was without sign of

culture, or any means of affording even a temporary supply to the

cravings of hunger. Even the sorry meal they now made, of a sea-gull

cooked with biscuit-dust and wild celery, occasioned retchings and

swoonings, from the bread having been swept into a bag that had before

contained tobacco. In this dismal plight, a Lieutenant of the land

forces and two other men died during the night.

On the 16th the sea ran high, and the infatuated men, who, obsti

nately deaf to all admonishment, had remained on board, now feared the

vessel would go to pieces, and, inflamed by their riotous insubordination,

they fired a quarter-deck gun at the hut wherein their Commander was

sheltered, because the boat, which they had before rejected, did not put

off to their assistance the instant they made the signal for it. " The

Captain," says Campbell, " did not like that they should send cannon-

balls on messages to him," but he ordered all the people to be brought

from the wreck ; and we learn from Bulkely, that when the Boatswain

came on shore, arrayed in a suit of laced clothes, Cheap called him

" rogue and villain, and felled him to the ground with his cane."

The Wager was visited as often as the weather permitted, and what

could be removed of the provisions and stores—without which they

must all inevitably have perished—was lodged in a tent erected for the

purpose, over which the petty officers were ordered to keep watch in

turn during the nights, to prevent pillage. But so unprincipled was the

disposition of the majority, that a proper husbanding of the stock was

out of the question, for there was nothing but frauds, concealments,

thefts, and bitter discords among them. In these disputes, Capt.

Cheap insisted to the refractory, that he was still by rightful authority

their commander, and that by obeying his lawful directions they would
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be entitled to their pay. Here, however, he was rather out of"sound

ings, for, as we shall presently show, such was not actually the fact; and

Alexander Campbell remarks, " I did not afterwards find it so, for

I received pay only till the day the ship was wrecked. The Captain,

however, had sufficient influence over the crew to make them for the

present obey him as their commander."

The bearings of the Admiralty Code were so lamentably imperfect in

this respect, as to occasion most of the subsequent disagreements and

disappointments. Capt. Cheap has been impugned for harshness of

demeanour, and for unwarrantably stretching his power, so as to alienate

those under him. Thus, it has been represented, while the shipwrecked

sufferers considered that the change in their circumstances levelled the

great distinction which had been maintained on board, that the Captain,

from a jealousy of his prerogative, inflamed them to mutiny by destroying

the life of a fellow creature. Now, however deplorable was the killing of

Cozens, the act assuredly was not wanton, as it has been termed. The

charge is of the gravest naval importance, and therefore merits deep

consideration. We have alluded to the lawless practices which obtained,

and should add, that a party of the most abandoned men had deserted

from them, and were never more heard of. The separation of these

wretches was not to be regretted ; they were a desperate gang, and there

was great reason to believe that one of them, James Mitchell, had per

petrated no less than two murders,—the first on a person found

strangled on board, and the second on the body of a man who was

discovered among some bushes, stabbed in a shocking manner. On the

day of their desertion, they plotted blowing up i the Captain in his hut,

but were with difficulty dissuaded from it by one less wicked than the

rest ; and half a barrel of powder, together with the train, were found

actually laid. It was shortly after this, that the unfortunate event hap

pened, which inflamed the people, already too much disposed to mutiny,

to the highest degree. We allude to the fatal case of Mr. Henry

Cozens, the Midshipman.

This unhappy young officer being foremost in the refractory brawls,

had already become a dangerous man, and an associate of the most

turbulent of the crew ; he, moreover, messed with the Boatswain, to

whose demerits we have just borne testimony. Such a character could

scarcely fail of being what is called popular, among his worthless

adherents. On the 6th of June, he got drunk, and was so insolent to

the Captain, that he was placed in durance. Among other things on

this occasion, Bulkely relates, that Cozens rated his Commander about

the noted Shelvocke ; and " after he was in confinement, I heard him

tell the Captain that he had come into those seas to pay Captain Shel-

vocke's debts;" and he insolently added, "though Captain Shelvocke was

a rogue, he was not a fool, and by God you are both 1" Exasperating

as was such insolence, Cheap directed him to be released the same

evening ; but a day or two afterwards, he quarrelled with both the

Surgeon and the Purser, with the former of whom he came to blows;

but the Doctor had the advantage of the Midshipman, and tied his hands

behind him.

On the 10th, this headstrong man, irritated at a lazy fellow's wine

being stopped, impudently took upon himself the office of reformer, and

abused the Purser in the store-tent. After much scurrility and high
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words, the Purser discharged a pistol at him, which however was struck

aside by a bye-stander, at the instant of its going off. The Commander

hearing the report, with cries of "Capt. Cheap! here is Cozens come to

kill us ;" and " Mutiny ! the dog has pistols ;" believed a concerted

plan had been made; and thereupon snatching up a pistol, he discharged

it at Cozens, and mortally wounded him in the head.

By a quiet fireside, it is not difficult to pronounce that this fatal act

was too precipitate ; but Capt. Cheap, from the actual circumstances

which preceded it, saw that calamity was so deeply aggravated by crime,

as to endanger his personal safety, and the general preservation. His

version of the event is not now obtainable, or we should probably find

that such was the conscientious conviction under which he judged

promptitude to be vitally necessary. The truth is difficult to establish

from the published statements, for reasons which, on consideration of

the respective ranks of the writers, must be obvious. Byron, who cer

tainly put his signature to Bulkely's mutinous manifesto, and did not

think proper to give his narrative during his Commander's life, reflects

harshly upon him in his account of the last moments of the " poor

wretch." Campbell says, " The unfortunate Midshipman languished

several days after, and then died ; who, when sober, was erne of the

best-natured men I ever knew." The factious Bulkely declares, that

proper care was not taken of him—that he was left to the Surgeon's

Mate—and that the Captain would not permit the principal Surgeon- to

dress the wound ; but Campbell notices this serious charge, and

remarks, that such a circumstance was never intimated to him, except

by Bulkely's journal.

The prevalent mutinous disposition, put the proper management of

the stores saved from the wreck out of the question ; for though death

continually stared them in the face, improvidence and recklessness were

triumphant. Hunger, with all its attendant horrors, compelled them to

feed on vile and putrid substances; and when such filthy food ran short,

some were suspected of eating parts of the bodies of their dead ship

mates, that were constantly washing upon the rocks. As to the

savoury dish concocted from the sea-weeds called slaugh, and tangle,

fried in the tallow of dirty candles, it was reckoned, according to

Bulkely, " exceedingly good eating."

In the mean time, efforts were being made towards enabling them to

quit these inhospitable shores ; but there was a momentous difference of

opinion as to the measures to be pursued, in the exigency. The reso

lution of the malcontents was to lengthen the long boat, and, accom

panied by the two other boats, to pass through Magellan's Straits,

and regain the Coast of Brazil, whence, it was presumed, they would

easily find a conveyance to their own country. Capt. Cheap's views

were of a quite different tenor: his intention was to fit up the boats in

the best manner possible ; and to proceed with them to tho northward,

where, as he had still above 100 men in good health, he was pretty

certain of meeting and' overpowering some Spanish vessel, in which he

could rejoin the Commodore. This was an officer-like project ; and,

had the crew possessed a particle of the spirit which usually pervades

men-of-war's men, they would have hailed such a proposition with

hearty cheers. Hence, some months afterwards, after seeing a large

ship from Lima anchor at Chiloe, Mr. Campbell remarks, that " if the
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ship's company of the Wager had stood by their Captain, they would

have been masters of Chiloe, and of the Lima ship into the bargain."

The Gunner, forsooth, together with various critics, here blame Cheap

for not consulting his officers upon this matter ; but it seems that he

made no seeret of his intentions, and as he never had any doubt or

irresolution upon the subject, it could not be necessary to seek counsel.

Moreover, we learn both inferentially from the several recitals, and

positively from the " Narrative by an Eye-witness," that Lieut. Beans,

and Mr. Clark, the Master, who ought to have been the ablest people

in the matter, were both men of weak intellect ; and we see that, besides

those two worthies, the Purser, Gunner, Boatswain, Carpenter, two

Master's Mates, three Midshipmen, and the Surgeon's Mate, joined the

refractory seamen,—as well as Capt. Pemberton, of the land force, his

two Subalterns, and his Surgeon. Think of that, Master Shallow !

The discussion occasioned much altercation, for the Captain adhered

to his own plan, though he acquiesced in lengthening the launch. This

state of the. question continued until about the middle of October, when

the boat being almost ready, the affair of Cozens was adopted as a plea

for depriving the Captain of his command, placing him under arrest,

and threatening to carry him to England for trial, by Bulkely and his

confederates. It being agreed to surprise him in his bed, they set upon

him at daybreak, and bound his hands behind him. " Gentlemen," said

the Captain, " you have taken me napping, and you are a parcel of brave

fellows, but my officers are scoundrels." The Captain's own courage

was so well known, that Bulkely says the terror ot his aspect, on one

occasion, so intimidated Lieut. Beans, that " he looked like a ghost."

This step was taken in the utter hopelessness of bendiDg the Com

mander to their will, for dreading the risk in which they would after

wards be involved, the Bulkleyites never really intended to embark him;

they therefore, when ready for sea, gave him the option of remaining

behind with one of the boats, or being carried off a close prisoner ; and

he chose the former. To the yawl thus given, the barge was afterwards

added, because the people on board her were prevailed on to return

back ; but, as their portion of provisions was left in the launch, they

were reduced to the most urgent necessity. Much of this, however,

ought to have been anticipated; for so far back as August, the Captain

was served with a document, subscribed by forty-six people, setting

forth,—" We, whose names are under-mentioned, do, upon mature con

sideration, as we have met with so happy a deliverance, think it the best,

surest, and most safe way for the preservation of the people on the spot,

to proceed through the Straits of Magellan for England." To this the

Chief answered, their project was not only inconsistent with reason, but

was dishonourable, as it would be shamefully turning their backs to the

enemy. He then insisted on the folly of navigating such boats to a

high latitude ; and dwelt on the almost certainty of making prizes by

proceeding northward. But his rhetoric availed nothing before the

counter-statement of the confederates, of their being made prisoners

and sent to the mines for their lives, if caught upon the coast. A very

small number then sided with the Captain, and Bulkely grumbles,—" I

being reckoned the projector of the scheme for going through the Straits,

was threatened to be shot by Richard Noble, the Quartermaster."

The Captain, and those who chose to partake of hi* fortune, being
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thus left to their own resources, many attempts were made to double the

Cape of Tres Montes ; but they were constantly baffled by furious

winds and hideous breakers, and compelled to return to linger out their

miserable lives at Wager's Island*. The agonizing distresses they

endured, are too numerous to be dwelt upon here ; but the consequence

was, that men were put on shore at different places, and there left to

perish, while others fell away through toil and famine. They had been

visited by Indians, but they were only half a remove from brutes : at

last, a Cacique, from the neighbourhood of Chiloe, undertook to convey

them from this dreadful place. Accordingly, the attempt was once

more encountered, and was again followed by the most heart-rending

fatigue and misery ; but they now made progress from their desolate

location. Having landed one day, and made an ineffectual search for

food, six of their men and the native guide, on their return, advanced

before the officers, jumped into the boat, and pushed off from the shore,

leaving Capt. Cheap, Lieut. Hamilton of the Marines, Surgeon Elliot,

and the Hon. J. Byron, and Mr. Campbell, Midshipmen, to bewail this

unwarrantable treachery. Every thing they possessed was in the barge,

and they were at once deprived of all hope, lamenting their present condi

tion as more dismaying than anything they had yet gone through. In the

midst of this despondency, the Indian who had undertaken to carry

them to Chiloe, and who had been away fishing, returned with his canoe,

and led them a complicated and laborious passage to the northward, by

land and water, stopping occasionally for rest and food.

The weather in the Gulf of Penas, is not described with more dread by

the Wager's narrators, than by the recent surveyors ; and the tragical

fate of Capt. Stokes, in 1828, was evidently brought on by the intense

anxiety he went through in that "horrid place ;" where the wind, rain,

hail, sea, and surf, were those in which " the soul of man dies within

him." Poor Stokes adds, " and, as if to complete the dreariness and

utter desolation of the scene, even birds seemed to shun its neighbour

hood."

On one occasion they put ashore towards the evening, near several

wigwams, into one of which the Indian conducted Capt. Cheap ; bnt

Mr. Byron, exhausted with hunger and fatigue, was left to shift for

himself. Rendered almost desperate by his sufferings, he crawled on

his hands and knees into another wig-wam, in which were two women,

who stared with astonishment at seeing such a figure. Byron sat down

by the fire to dry his rags, without any apology, but not without appre

hensions of seeing two or three men enter, and thrust him out at the

least ; for he was not always fated to escape being kicked out and

beaten. In the present instance his better genius prevailed. One of

the women was young and handsome for an Indian ; the other old, and

as frightful as it is possible for anything in the human shape to be.

Having stared at him for some time, they quitted the hut ; perhaps to

confer with the Cacique ; they then returned and made up a brisk fire,

with evident marks of good humour. Hunger, however, was the most

poignant craving of Byron, and these poor creatures dressed their only

• On returning to their scene of misery, the first thing the men very seriously set

ahout, was to bury the corpse of the murdered man alluded to : for to having

cegUcted this necessary tribute, they assigned all their late ill success.
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fish to satisfy his appetite. They then strewed some houghs, and the

weary sailor laid himself down to sleep; but awakening three or four

hours afterwards—

I found myself (he Bays) covered with a bit of blanket, made of the down

of birds, which the women usually wear about their waist. The young

woman, who had carefully covered me, whilst sleeping, with her own

blanket, was lying close by me ; the old woman lay on the other side of

her. The fire was low and almost burnt out; but as soon as they found me

awake, they renewed it, by putting on more fuel. 'What I had hitherto eat

served only to sharpen my appetite ; and 1 could not help, therefore, being

earnest with them to get me some more victuals. Having understood my

necessities, they talked together some little time; after which getting up,

they both went out, taking with them a couple of dogs, which they train to

assist them in fishing *. After an hour's absence, they came in trembling

with cold, and their hair streaming with water, and brought two fish, which

having broiled 'they gave me the largest share, and then]we all lay down as

before to rest."

This affecting instance of compassion and humanity, forcibly recalls

Lediard's beautiful description of the invariable hospitality, and kind

assistance, which he ever found in his various wanderings the softer sex de

lighted to supply. In the case before us, Mr. Byron was chiefly indebted

to these women for support; for though their brutal husband returned

soon after, and maltreated the youngest, yet they constantly endeavoured

to devote, by stealth, some portion of their hard fare, to administer to

the wants of the stranger. The vaunted " Lords of the Creation," in

that part of the world, certainly suffer by comparison. Their Cacique,

who hailed for Christianity, was not remarkable for "doing as he would

be done by."

' He and his wife" had gone off at* some distance from the shore in their

canoe, when she dived for sea-eggs; but, not meeting with great success,

they returned a good deal out of humour. A little boy of theirs, about

three years old, whom they appeared to be doatingly fond of, watching for

his father and mothers return, ran into the surf to meet them. The father

handed a basket of sea-eggs to the child, which being too heavy fur him to

carry, he let it fall ; upon which the father jumped out of the canoe, and,

catching the boy up in his arms, dashed him with the utmost violence

against the stones. The poor little creature lay motionless and bleeding,

and in that condition was taken up by the mother, but died soon after. She

appeared inconsolable for some time, but the brute his father showed little

concern about it:

About the middle of March, 1 742, they again embarked on their

wretched voyage, and, shortly after, Mr. Elliot, the Surgeon, died,

being miserably starved to death ; and, indeed, from the deplorable

state to which the survivors were reduced, they all bid fair to follow ;

and, to add to their distress, they were so swarming with vermin that it

was impossible to rest :—

But we were clean in comparison to Captain Cheap, for I could compare

his body to nothing but an ant-bill, with thousands of the insects crawling

over it; for he was now past attempting to rid himself in the least of this

* Byron, Bulkely, and others, mention the Indians being aided by dogs in their

fishing. So at the Ogmore, in Glamorganshire, do they attack the salmon and

sewin, on their descent to the sea.
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torment, as he had quite lost himself, not recollecting onr names that were

about him, or even hi* own. His beard was as long as a hermit's, that and

his face being covered with train-oil and dirt, from having long accustomed

himself to sleep upon a bag, by the way of pillow, in which he kept the

stinking seal. This prudent method he took to prevent our getting at it

whilst he slept. His legs were as big as mill-posts, though his body

appeared to be nothing but skin and bone.

This, as well as other allusions to the Captain's stock, make us

regret, that the excellent naval regulation which forbids an officer's

taking whole allowance while the men are at short, should have been

forgotten. But it may be said, in mitigation, that the laws of the

Service could not apply to their desperate situation ; and probably the

extremity of misery had rendered each callous to the distress of" the

other.

Among these difficulties and hardships, they fell in with a party of

painted Indians, from whom they heard, that during all the time of

their distress, the Anna pink was safely anchored in a port at a small

distance from them. It was lamentable not to be aware of this ; for,

being a fine roomy ship, she could easily have conveyed the whole of

the castaways to the Commodore. While mentioning the proximity of

this vessel, we cannot but note a singular circumstance. " At different

times," says Walter, " several of the people belonging to the Wager

heard the report of a cannon, which could be no other than the evening

gun fired by the Anna, more especially, as the guns heard at Wager

Island were at that time of day." Now, the distance from Mount

Misery to the Anna pink being thirty-seven leagues, it must be left to

conjecture whether the sound was that of a small piece of ordnance or

an occasional throe of San Clemente, Yanteles, or any of the other

ignivominous giants of the Cordilleras. The assertion has, however,

been a staggerer ; for Bulkely describes the report as having been

heard in the night, and from the offing, while the date he gives—July

18th—must have been about the time the Anna discontinued firing

her evening gun, by which she ostentatiously aped mau-of-war-ism.

Walter suspects that the parties must have been nearer each other

than the estimated thirty leaaues ; and Kerr sums up, that if the lati

tude of the Anna's anchorage was in 46° 30' S., and the wreck of the

Wager in 47°, then there would be only ten marine leagues between

them,—Q.E.D. But full daylight has been thrown on the matter by

recent explorations, and thus run the numbers :—

Anna Pink Bav.. Lat. 45' 47' S Lon. 74° 55' W.

Wager's Wreck Lat. 47" 39' S. ...... Lon. 75* 06" W.

and on the survey it appears that the pink's anchorage and the huts of

the Wager's crew were, as nearly as possible, in one meridian, and one

hundred and ten miles apart.

After proceeding to the northward by slow degrees, our toilworn

mariners at length reached Chiloe, where the compassionate Indians

supplied their necessities with everything immediately requisite. They

were delivered, as prisoners of war, into the hands of the Spaniards,

among whom, after the first formalities had subsided, they received the

most humane attention. Here Mr. Byron recovered his health and

appearance to such a degree, that he captivated a damsel, whose rich
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uncle made the preliminary overtures to him, and displayed his

treasures by way of inducement, and to enhance the value of the bride.

Among other tempting- articles he produced a bolt of linen, which he

said should be immediately made up into shirts,—and this proved

almost too great a temptation to the ragged tar. But, escaping this,

and a variety of other perils, he was sent with his companions to Val

paraiso, which, after their late dismal scenery, must really have

appeared a " Vale of Paradise." Such sensations, however, could only

have been from the anchorage, for, on landing, they were, through the

timidity of the Governor, confined in the filthy dungeon of the fort.

From this Captain Cheap and Lieut. Hamilton were soon liberated, as,

having saved their commissions, they could prove they were officers ;

but Byron and Campbell were left behind, uutil, in consequence of the

earnest representations of Cheap, they also were sent for to St. Jago,

the capital of the province.

At St. Jago they were treated with the utmost hospitality ; for

modern refinement has so far softened the ferocity of war, as to admit

an intercourse of courtesy and kindness between parties who profess to

seek each other's destruction. Of this Byron gives an anecdote, which

is too honourable to the Spanish to be omitted:— *

Two or three days after our arrival, the President sent Mr. Campbell and

me an invitation to dine with him, where we were to meet Admiral Pizarro

and all his officers. This was a cruel stroke upon us, as we had not any

clothes fit to appear in, and dared not refuse the invitation. The next day,

a Spanish officer, belonging to Admiral Pizarro's squadron, whose name

was Don Manuel de Guiror*, came and made us an offer of two thousand

dollars. This generous Spaniard made this offer without any view of ever

being repaid, bui purely out of a compassionate motive for relieving us in

our present distress. We returned him all the acknowledgments his

uncommon generous behaviour merited, and accepted of six hundred dollars

only, upon his receiving our draught for.that sum upon the English Consul

at Lisbon.

After a residence of nearly two years, on parole, in Chili, Cheap,

Hamilton, and Byron, embarked on board the French frigate Lys,

where they were joined by the celebrated Don Jorge Juan, whose

operations with Don Antonio de UUoa, for the measurement of the

Quito degree, had been interrupted by the arrival of Anson in the

Pacific. Campbell having become a convert to the Romish faith, and

captive to a Spanish girl, separated from his caste, and afterwards

returned to Spain with Pizarro. In January, 1745, the Lys joined three

other French ships, the Louis Erasme, the Notre Dame de Delivrance,

and the Marquise D'Antin, all which, with a treasure of not less than

five millions of dollars, were taken by the English ; the Lys being

probably only preserved from the same fate by having sprang a leak,

which compelled her to bear up for Valparaiso. The injury repaired,

they again put to sea, and, after a tedious and dangerous voyage,

arrived at Brest : from whence they were permitted to take their

passage to England in a Dutchman, and happily reached their native

land in safety. One occurrence, however, of this period of the eventful

* Wo hare been unable to trace the subsequent career of this worthy officer. At

that time he was the First Lieutenant of Pizarro's ship.
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expedition, nas given us much real concern, because, upon earnest

inquiry, we can find no adequate palliation. The Delivrance, in which

the scientific and gallant Don Antonio de Ulloa embarked, was cap

tured by the Sunderland and Chester, two of Commodore Warren's

squadron ; and a valuable prize she proved, having money and goods

on board to the amount of six hundred thousand pounds*. Now,

Ulloa complains of the treatment which he received on the occasion as

more intolerable than the loss of effects. " I shall bo excused," he

says, " from mentioning the particulars of such cruelty, because I am

not fond of recalling the melancholy occurrence. It will, therefore, be

sufficient to declare, in gereral, that, from the first officer to the lowest

cabin-boy, we were all stripped stark naked, and examined in the most

humbling manner." To this reproach, from a gentleman remarkable for

his candour and veracity, we have nothing to oppose but the known

high characters of Captains Brett and Geary, and the possibility that

some flagrant attempt at concealment warranted the rigour. Indeed,

had we the counter-statement, this would very likely appear to be the

case, since this was the condition of the cargo :—

 

18 srrons, each 65 pounds, of fine gold.

15,399 double doubloons.

153 gold snuff-boxes, equal to 918 oz.

214,400/. in pieces of eight.

764 ounces of virgin silver.

9 silver boxes.

31 pounds of silver ore.']

877 serons and ;U6 bags of cocoa.

203 serons of Jesuits' bark.

191 tanned hides.

181 dozen of fans.

36 bales of Carinenian wool.

But the etceteras, which probably occasioned the mischief, consisted

of a massy gold-hilted sword, a gold watch, a five-moidore piece,

thirty-six pistoles, two silver flagons, six pairs of diamond ear-rings,

two diamond rings, six pairs of solitaires, two stone roses, and two

diamonds set in gold.

To show the Wager's disaster to 'its full extent, it now remains to

return to the main body of the crew, who sailed for the Straits of

Magellan, and of whom some got to England, others were left on shore

at different places, and many perished by the way. Of these events,

Bulkely, the principal actor, has given a narrative, evidently intended

to disarm the Admiralty on his return. It is dedicated to the then

popular Admiral Vernon, and bears, as a motto, Waller's lines :—

Bold were the men who on the ocean first

Spread the new sails, when shipwreck was the worst ;

More dangers now from man alone we find

Than from the rocks, the billows, and the wind.

Bulkely was a good sailor, but also a crafty sea-lawyer ; and, to

lighten his responsibility, previous to parting company he drew up a

paper, and got it attested, certifying that Captain Pemberton, of the

land force, had confined Captain Cheap and Lieutenant Hamilton, the

former for killing Henry Cozens, and the latter for misdemeanours :

that, afterwards, on a consultation, the officers and people were of

opinion it would endanger the safety of them all, if they carried

prisoners in their small vessels on so long a voyage as they were about

to undertake ; and that it was also in compliance with the request of

* The other two ships yielded seven hundred thousand pounds, and the treasure

was pompously paraded through London to the Bank.
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Captain Cheap and Lieut. Hamilton that they were left behind, and the

Surgeon remained with them at his own desire.

The schooner-rigged long-boat, and the cutter, with seventy-three

men on board, finally quitted the solitary island, October 13, 1741.

But they were a worthless crew, and displayed none of that readiness of

expedient, so admirably shown by good seamen in distress ; and though

they continually saw seals, penguins, and birds, seven men died of

hunger while they were in the Strait. The ringleader himself declares,

that there were not above half a dozen that gave themselves the least

concern about the preservation of their lives, but that they were "rather

the reverse, being ripe for mutiny and destruction;" and we quite, agree

with the narrator, that, among such a set, it was a miracle there was

not more bloodshed. They had lost the cutter, with her boat-keeper ;

but, though the shores abounded with wood, and the season did not

require them to be in haste, they never attempted to build a boat. Hav

ing now seventy-two men in the launch, it was resolved to make room

by beaching a few as sacrifices to the rest ; but the cautious mutineer

cunningly contrived a document, to inform the Lords of the Admiralty,

that these victims were only landed at their own earnest entreaty.

Still, the strong gales and heavy seas they encountered were almost too

much for the craft; and Bulkely, in the joy of his heart at having

threaded the Strait of Magellan, authoritatively exclaims—" Any one

who has been a witness of these providential deliverances, and doubts

the being of a Supreme Power, disqualifies himself from any title to all

future mercy, and justly deserves the wrath of an incensed Deity."

Bulkely often displays his ignorance. An inspection of the splendid

surveys of those regions by Malaspina, King, and Fitz-Roy, excite a

smile at his confident assertion, in recommending the chart and descrip

tion of Sir John Narborough*, who, he says, " is so just and exact,

that we think it is impossible for any living to mend his works." It is

remarkable, however, that he is the first who mentions the Patagonians

as equestrians.

At Port Desire, these turbulent fellows insisted that the soldier-

officers, and " such people as cannot assist in working the boats, shall

have but half the allowance of the rest ;"—accordingly, twenty men

were thus doomed. Soon afterwards, Harvey, the Purser, whose

squabble with Cozens occasioned such rancour, died,—an occasion

which draws from Bulkely the waggish sneer, that probably this was

the first King's Purser that ever perished with hunger. On the 12th

of January, 1742, the schooner neared the coast of Paraguay, when

fourteen of the crew swam to land in quest of meat and drink, and one

man was drowned in the surf. Those who got on shore found fresh

water and seals ; besides which they shot a horse and a wild dog, and

caught four armadilloes. As the wind blew fresh, but little could be

got off that day ; but the next morning they embarked the casks of

water, the carcase of the horse, and a quantity of seal's flesh. They

then stood off, and made all sail, leaving eight of their companions on

shore ! Here, again, as usual, Bulkely got up a justification, duly

* Narborough was sent to survey the Straits of Magellan ; and Charles II. was

so interested in the result, that, having intelligence that he had passed the Downs on

his return, his Majesty went himself in his barge to Gravesend to meet him.
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signed, to quiet the Admiralty, showing1 that extreme necessity causedthis inhuman act.

The fifth day after this, the schooner entered the Rio de la Plata, and

from thence arrived at the Rio Grande on the 28th, whence the thirty

survivors obtained passages home. Though Bulkely and some of his

companions were detained at first, it does not appear that they were

subjected to any judicial ordeal. Nay, what is notable, the refusal of

that factious crew to obey lawful commands did not constitute mutiny

in the then defective state of naval law ; it being deemed that, from the

time a ship's company ceased to be entitled to pay, as in the case of

wreck, all right of command in the officer ceased also. But in -conse

quence of the severity of the Wager's case, it was established that every

person entering into the Royal Navy should be entitled to the pay and

maintenance of his station, until he should be regularly discharged by

order : and we learn from Sir John Barrow that it was Anson himself

who got the Act 21 Geo. II. passed, in 1748, for " extending the disci

pline of the Navy to the crews of H.M. ships wrecked, lost, or taken,

and continuing to them their wages on certain conditions."

Among the eight men who were abandoned on the coast of Paraguay

was Mr. Isaac Morris, a Midshipman, who published a narrative of

what befel the party who had risked their lives by swimming on shore

for supplies, for the preservation of those who might easily, " if they

had thought fit," have re-embarked them. After a harassing residence

of some months, during which ineffectual efforts were made to get

towards the Rio de la Plata, Morris -went with three others to hunt

seals ; but on returning, what was their affliction to find their tent rifled,

two of their companions brutally murdered, and the other two carried

off, without a trace of the perpetrators ! What added to the horror was

the utter mystery, for no traces of human beings had been seen ever

since they were deserted. This terrible blow drove them to further

exertions, and they set off once more, accompanied by sixteen dogs and

two pigs which they had tamed ; on which, together with seals, arma-

dilloes, and horse flesh, they afterwards subsisted. In this route they

were intercepted by a party of Indians, or, as Morris expresses it, they

had the happiness of being taken prisoners. Their captors sold them

to other Indians, who conducted them to Buenos Ayres, where the

Spaniards redeemed Morris and two others for about thirty dollars

each; the other man, John Duck*, a Londoner, happened to be .so

swarthy that he was taken for an Indian, sent up the country, and never

afterwards heard of. They were then confined above a year on board

the Asia, under very inhuman treatment ; but the ship being refitted for

Admiral Pizarro's flag, they returned to Europe in her. Morris

describes Orillano's daring mutiny, and his account is copied almost ver

batim in Walter's narrative. From Spam he and his two companions

landed safely in England, in July, 1 746.

Such is a rapid sketch of the very eventful story of the Wager's

wreck, in which the sufferers underwent as much misery as the human

body is capable of enduring without an actual extinction of the vital

spark. When Capt. Dandy Kidd, who took the Wager out, was on his

* This is the poor fellow of whom Bulkely relates that when Byron lost his hat

in squally weather, Duck took his own from his head, and endeavoured to force it

upon the officer.
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death-bed, lie predicted that, instead of the renown and profit his com

panions expected to reap by this voyage, it would end in poverty, vermin,

famine, death, and destruction. As superstition was not then in abey

ance, this presage must have added weight to the general despondence.

Indeed, Byron, the writer of the most interesting of all the narratives

which this catastrophe gave rise to, was so little favoured by fortune at

sea, during a career of acknowledged merit, that he was looked upon as

a sort of Jonah, under the soubriquet of Foul-weather Jack.

The impressive interest of this event induced our friend Capt. King

to make a rigorous scrutiny respecting the locality of the wreck. In

April, 1828, a large beam of English oak was found, the dimensions of

which corresponded with the tonnage of the Wager, and the conjecture

was strengthened by the circumstance that one of the knees, that had

attached it to the ship's side, had been cut, which occurred when her

decks were scuttled for provisionsi The exact spot of the wreck was

ascertained to be at the north-west end of the eastern Guaianeco Island.

What is remarkable, as connecting that time with our own, they met an

aged man at Chiloe, Pedro Osorio, who remembered Don David {Cheap),

Don Juan (Byron), and their companions: he died in 1832. It is

striking that the wild potato is found on, the Guaianecos, but entirely

escaped the notice of the famished castaways ; but as puerile objections

then restricted their cultivation from being so general as it soon after

wards became, and seamen are not critical botanists, they were over

looked. In noting this, it cannot be forgotten that potatoes were once

denounced as engendering leprosy and fevers ; and the Puritans decried

their use, because they are not mentioned in the Bible. But even in

our own days, we have seen Cobbett—a popular writer—in a furious

rage upon this topic, and one of his softest denunciations is stigmatizing

them as " infernal roots."

Capt. Cheap has been severely animadverted upon, as having designed

to go upon the Spanish coast for pickings, previous to the arrival of the

rest of the squadron ; a cupidity to which the loss of his ship was

imputed. But no part of his conduct countenances such an assertion.

He was actively and zealously pursuing his instructions, as given in

Anson's Voyage, b. L c. vi., with a rigid adherence to orders and the

discharge of his duty, which, as Byron says, " begot in him a stubborn

defiance of all difficulties." Knowing the high importance of the stores,

artillery, and ammunition, he had on board, though the old Wager was

little capable of resisting the violence of such a continuance of stormy

weather, yet he resolutely persisted in attempting to reach the appointed

rendezvous, even after the Severn and Pearl had borne up. It is now

known—notwithstanding the accusatory statements of the Lima Almanac

of that time, quoted by Admiral Burney—that, according to the chart

then in use, Capt. Cheap was quite warranted to run in and make the

land, according to the given persuasion. There can be no question as

to' his fortitude, bravery, and sterling qualities as a commander, because

there is sufficient testimony to be gathered in evidence, from the details

of Walter, Byron, and Campbell ; and Bulkely himself, the presses of

discontent, says, when all hope of his being alive had died away—" This

was the last time I saw the unfortunate Capt. Cheap. If he never

returns to his country, it is but justice to his character to declare that

he was an excellent seaman ; and that no misfortunes could dispirit or
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deject him, and fear was a weakness he was entirely a stranger to."

The Captain did however return, and after writing an indignant letter

to Anson about the "poltroons" his shipmates, was appointed to a

cruizing frigate, and realised a round sum of prize-money.

Had Capt. Cheap been wrecked in the present day, the chances are

that he would have saved his crew to a man ; and been recorded, as a

Murray Maxwell hath since been, for enforcing the strictest discipline

under every privation, and maintaining that true courage which per

ceives the extent of danger only to apply a proportionate remedy. But

our marine laws were not then adapted to meet the contingencies of a

hazardous service. Twenty-five years after this, when Capt. Wallis,

who succeeded Byron in the command of the Dolphin, discovery-ship,

arrived at Batavia, he gives so truly affecting a description of the

distressful situation of the warrant officers of H.M.S. the Falmouth, of

50 guns, that both the sensibility and indignation of a professional

reader, at the present time, must be powerfully excited. The hull only

of this vessel was found remaining, lying in the mud in a rotten condi

tion, with many of her ports washed into one, her stern-post quite

decayed, and there was no place in her where a man could be sheltered

from the weather ; whilst the few people who belonged to her were in as

bad a state as their vessel, being quite broken and worn down, and

expecting to be drowned as soon as the monsoon should set in. On the

5th of December, 1767, Wallis says:—

I received a petition from the warrant officers, representing that there

was nothing for them to look after ; that the gunner had been long dead,

and his stores spoiled, particularly the powder, which, by order of the Dutch,

had been thrown into the sea; that the boatswain, by vexation and distress,

had lost his senses, and was then a deplorable object in a Dutch hospital ;

that all his stores had been long spoiled and rotten ; that the carpenter

was in a dying condition, and the cook a wounded cripple. For these

reasons, they requested that I would take them home, or at least dismiss

them from their charge. It was with the greatest regret and compassion I

told these unhappy people it was not in my power to relieve them, and that,

as they had received charge of stores, they must wait orders from home.

They replied, that they had never received a single order from England

since they had been left here, and earnestly entreated that I would make

their distress known that it might be relieved. They had, they said, ten

years' pay due, in the expectation of which they were grown old, and which

now they would be content to forfeit, and go home sweepers, rather than

continue to suffer the miseries of their present situation, which were indeed

very great. They were not suffered to spend a single night on shore, what

ever was their condition, and when they were sick, no one visited them on

board ; they were, besides, robbed by the Malays, and in perpetual dread of

being destroyed by them, as they had a short time before burnt the Siam

prize. I assured them I would do my utmost to procure them relief, and

they left me with tears in their eyes.

This distress and banishment were, however, not yet terminated, for

these wretched men—whose last service had been at the important cap

ture of Manilla—were doomed to linger in that pestilential place two

years and a half longer, when the Dutch happ ly relieved them by selling

the remains of the once-proud ship at public auction. It is difficult to

believe that such official callousness existed so near our own times.

It is impossible to break from the tale of the Wager, without recalling
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the recent wreck of a man-of-war, near the same spot, in which the

difference from our improved naval life and method are in strong oppo

sition. A few words and we have done.

In May, 1835, H.M.S. Challenger, commanded by Capt. Michael

Seymour, in standing along the western coast of South America, was

lost on the Moquilla Beach, a place between Concepcion and Chiloe, in

the country of the "unconquerable Araucanos." At the dread instant

of striking, while the ship was oppressed by the foaming breakers of

heavy rollers, and her timbers making fearful crashes, the excellent

conduct and good discipline of all on board merited admiration.

" Although," says the narrative, "every heart must have felt the hope

lessness of our situation, there was evinced that steady attention to the

orders which were given, free from confusion or the slightest disobe

dience." As they were encamped on a mound of sand about 200 yards

from the wreck, and were threatened by hostile tribes of Indians, who

had, in very recent instances, manifested a passion for blood as well as

pillage, it became necessary to prepare for the worst. Therefore, after

all the difficulties of landing were surmounted, and the whole ship's

company in the camp, the following arrangement was adopted to ensure

the general safety :

The seamen were divided into four quarter watches— three of them com

manded by a Lieutenant, and the Master in charge of the fourth. A fair

and equal division was made of the fire-arms : those who had no musket

had a pistol, cutlass, or pike. Each quarter watch had their appointed station

to form in when called out under arms. The marines formed in the centre

of the camp, and intended to act, as necessary, in support of the weakest

point. It was understood that silence was to be strictly kept, and not a shot

fired until orders were given from the Captain. All were regularly mustered

under arms every night before supper, the arms discharged and reloaded,

and the necessary steps taken to ensure their readiness for use. The two

boat carronades were each in charge of a quarter watch. At night every

body slept with their arms by their side. Besides the sentinels, who called

out the half hours throughout the night, a watchword was established, and

an officer and Midshipman were constantly moving about the encampment

and visiting the posts. Such were the precautions used in our endeavours

to secure our camp.

Hence, by applying proportionate remedies to threatened dangers, it

could not but follow as a consequence that, during the period of their

remaining on a wild and inhospitable coast, the lives and health of the

seamen should be preserved, and that they should be ultimately saved.

In this light, the loss of the Challenger affords an excellent illustration

of the advantages of discipline and union in the hour of distress ; and,

while it forms a very memorable contrast to the crisis of the unfortunate

Wager, it also yields a decided proof of the amendment which a single

century has witnessed in naval discipline.

U. S. Mag., No. 159, Feb., 1842. N
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HISTORICAL DETAILS RELATIVE TO THE MILITARY FORCE OF GREAT

BRITAIN, FROM THE EARLIEST PERIODS TO THE PRESENT TIME.

BY HENRY MARSHALL, ESQ.,

DEPUTY INSPECTOR-GENERAL OF ARMY HOSPITALS.

[Continued from page 56.]

4. Vices and Virtues of Soldiers.—Hitherto it has been too much

the practice for officers to characterize the men who volunteer for the

Army as the very dregs of the population,—ignorant, vicious, and idle.

A kite writer designates them as " the rabble of England,—all that is

vile and despicable in the three kingdoms,—the very scum and refuse

of society." Now, T do not think that recruits are, as a body, more

ignorant, more vicious, or more idle, than the majority of the class

from which they are taken, although it must be admitted that some of

them become more disorderly after enlistment. But, in my opinion,

it is very unseemly for officers to traduce and depreciate the character

of the men who enlist. What purpose can it serve, to vilify and

degrade them, except as an excuse for addressing them with asperity,

or treating them with harshness. In proportion as they are ignorant,

let measures be taken to instruct them ; make the Service more

desirable, and military delinquencies will be less frequent. Desertion,

which is the besetting sin of the Army, will, in proportion to the

improvement effected, become a rare occurrence. Good men may be

made bad, but bad men will not be made good by degrading .and

depreciating them.

With reference to the grade of society of those who commonly enlist,

I have been informed that from about fifteen to twenty per cent, in

Scotland obtain a relief from enlistment by paying the smart-money of

one pound, from which it may be inferred, that in that part of the

kingdom, recruits do not generally belong to a very destitute class. In

London, the number of recruits who pay smart after enlisting into the

East India Company's Service is about four per cent. The folly or

inconsiderateness of youth, and the difficulty of procuring the means of

subsistence, are the real causes which fill the ranks of the British

Army. It must, however, be admitted, that the Act which remits all

debts under thirty pounds is an encouragement to dishonest men to

enlist for the purpose of defrauding their creditors. Great delinquents,

or criminal offenders, rarely become soldiers ; and, when persons of

this class do enlist, they commonly soon desert. The alleged vicious

propensities of soldiers are commonly acquired after the individuals

have entered the Army, and are not taken into the Service^ with them.

A similar result is said to occur in the Navy ; for it has been observed,

that men taken from the Merchant Service with a good moral character,

after having been in the Navy, though but for a short time, become

more or less corrupted, so much so that they have afterwards great

difficulty in obtaining employment in the Mercantile Service. In the

Army, it must be recollected that temptations to vice are infinitely

more frequent than in the Navy ; and, wherever temptations are great,

and opportunities easy, not a few of the educated, as well as the unedu

cated and ignorant, will fall into error, and ultimately into vice. The
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constitution and usages of a standing Army are unfavourable to

morality, or to the decorum and prudential virtues which more or less

regulate civil associations, inasmuch as nearly all the men must live in,

a state of celibacy. Moral turpitude frequently leads to breaches of

military regulations, and ultimately to punishment. " I know not," says

Sir James Turner, " by what authority, for what reason, or by what

instinct, men who follow the war assume to themselves a greater liberty

to sin than other mortals do, as if the entering themselves in a militia

did let them loose from all civil bonds and ties of human society ; and

that which in a commonwealth is a capital crime, were but a venial

peccadillo in an army."

As soldiers, the men of the British Army cannot be surpassed ; but

the usages of the Service tend to deteriorate rather than to improve

their intellectual and moral qualities. In India, the soldier is liable to

peculiar disadvantages,—inaction, the depressing effects of the climate,

the frequent recourse to stimulants, and the abundance and cheapness

of spirituous liquors. But there is still another cause of the moral

contamination peculiar to the Army of India, whose strength is, as

Lord William Bentinck states, annually recruited by the reception of

the most profligate and worthless characters from the regiments pro

ceeding to Europe in the order of relief. Hitherto, he states, corporal

punishment has been more frequent in India than in any other military

command. Need we wonder, then, that men situated as soldiers are,

and knowing that unexceptionable conduct leads to little or no reward,

should often become reckless, and fall into bad habits and low

debauchery, thereby affording an apology, or a sufficient reason, for

inflicting punishment.

For the purpose of contrasting the relative number of offences in the

Army with the number which occurs in civil life, in as far as the

different circumstances and conditions of the two classes of the popula

tion will permit, the following numerical statements are submitted :—

Establishment of the British Army, from 1825 to 1834, inclusive; together

with the Number of Persona tried by Courts Martial, and the Proportion of

Offenders to the Strength :— ,

Year,. Strength.
Number tried by

Courts Martial.

Proportion of

Offenders. \

, 1825

1826

1827

1828

1829

1830

1831

1832

1833

1834

The general 98,946

111,058

111,107

110,918

103,747

103,374

103,413

103,572

103,527

103,063

4708

5524

5340

5314

4782

5946

7438

8780

962810,212

1 in 21

1 in 20

1 in 21

1 in 21

1 in 21

1 in 17

1 in 13

1 in 11

1 in 11

1 in 1«

1 in 16-6

This statement, it will be observed, does not include that numerous

elass of petty delinquencies which the Command ing-Officers of Regi

ments and Dep6ts are directed to investigate, an d, when necessary, to

N 2
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award certain minor punishments. I may here observe that the num

ber of offences against military law is necessarily much modified by the

number and nature of the offences created by law, and that it is not

every military legislator, or Commanding-Officer, who knows when to>

stop making laws.

Comparative View of the Number of Persons charged with Offences in London,

Dublin, Liverpool, and Glasgow.
No. of Offencei In

Years. Proportion to the Population.

1839.—London, within the Metropolitan Police District . 1 in 244

1839.—Dublin, „ „ . 1 in 7

1838.—Liverpool and Suburbs . . . . 1 in 16

1839.—Glasgow, within the Police Bounds . . 1 in 22

State of Crime in Glasgow, ly Captain Miller.

On the 1st July, 1834, Mr. Ellice, the then Secretary-at-War, stated

in the House of Commons that one inJive of the British Army at home

had, in the course of the previous year, been confined in the public gaols as

a punishment for crimes. This is obviously a very high ratio of delin

quency ; but if the Mutiny Act and Articles of War are referred to, it

will be found that a great proportion of the military offences enumerated

therein would not in themselves be considered moral crimes, although

highly dangerous to the discipline and efficiency of the Army, and conse

quently to the country. The existence of a considerable degree of delin

quency and insubordination in the Army may be easily accounted for,

without attributing any unusual moral depravity or propensity to vice in

the men who enlist as recruits. When a youth enlists he is removed from

parental care and solicitude, and any other moral restraint to which he

has been accustomed ; he is at the same time frequently exposed to bad.

example and evil communication, by which means he becomes more or

less familiarized with vice. The Army presents easy opportunities and

great incentives to licentiousness, together with numerous concomitant

irregularities. For the purpose of enabling the reader to estimate the

general character of the offences for which soldiers are tried by courts

martial, I have subjoined an abstract of the number of soldiers, belong

ing to regiments and depots in Great Britain and Ireland, who suffered

imprisonment during the year 1839, showing the nature of the offences

in classes for which that punishment had been awarded, and the num

ber in each class ; also the longest and shortest period of confinement,

and the average period for each class of offences.

Numberof
|Menwhosuf

feredImpri

sonment.

Confinement in Days.

OFFENCES. Longest
period

awarded.

Shortest
period

awarded.

Average
period of
each Class.

Desertion .... 1180 365 10 70

Violence to superiors—insubordination 159 730 14 100

Disobedience .... 67 450 7 48

Quitting or sleeping on post 73 224 10 68

Drunkenness on duty . . . 289 152 7 43

Habitual drunkenness . . 414 336 7 37

Disgraceful conduct . . 157 365 20 81

Absence without leave . . 930 224 3 27

Making away with necessaries , . 630 365 5 26

Miscellaneous—Articles of War, 53 & 70 413 365 6 32
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In civil life, the desire of gain is the great motive to crime, and con

sequently the law has a principal reference to offences against persons

or property ; but in the Army the chief delinquencies, as appears by

the above abstract, arise from a love of liberty, or an impatience of

restraint, want of due obedience to superiors, and an inordinate indulg

ence in sensual gratifications. Hence the Articles of War have a

special reference to enforce obedience,—a virtue which comprehends the

leading injunctions or principles of military law. Military offences

being in general very different in their nature from the crimes which

obtain in the non-military classes of society, many of them being neither

offences against the person nor property ; and, as a natural consequence

of this difference or dissimilarity, recruits or young soldiers may be

punished for errors committed in ignorance. " It is harsh," says Dr.

Jackson, " though it may not be, strictly speaking, unjust, to punish a

soldier for forgetfulness ; it is unjust and barbarous to punish him for

ignorance." Would it not be a wise and humane measure to render it

an imperative duty in the Captains of Companies to instruct their men,

or to cause them to be instructed by the Subalterns, so as to make them

understand the meaning and purpose of the Articles of War ? Were

this branch of duty rendered compulsory, officers would in some mea

sure become responsible for many of the errors to which young soldiers

are liable, more especially for those individuals who err from want of

that information which ought to have been communicated to them. In

connexion with this subject, I take leave to observe that much care

should be taken not to punish crimes of a very different enormity with

the same degree of penalty ; for no circumstance is more likely to render

great crimes in a community as common as the more venial. " The

moral judgments of men," says Mr. Macdiarmid, " are in this manner

confounded, and crimes which receive the same punishment come to be

considered the same in guilt."

I am well aware that, in even the best-regulated regiments, there are

commonly a few individuals who are ever and anon in some broil or

other,—who, by long indulgence in vicious propensities, appear to lose

all regard to the injunctions of officers ; but, fortunately, this class is

sot numerous, and more generally the culprits tend to excite feelings of

commiseration rather than a sentiment of vindictiveness.

Notwithstanding the indiscriminate admission of recruits into the

Army, in as far as moral character and education are concerned, and

notwithstanding the bad example to which soldiers are frequently

exposed, and the temptations to which they are liable, every regiment

contains many excellent and deserving individuals,—men who have in

their limited sphere distinguished themselves by their talents, their

integrity, and trustworthiness.

Nowhere have I met with more honourable or more excellent men,

than I have found in all ranks of the Army. The manual labour class

of society are endowed with similar capabilities of observation with the

class above them,—with similar faculties for the acquisition of know

ledge, and the exercise of the moral virtues ; but where the temptations

to vice are great, and where the opportunities for intellectual improve

ment are few, moral excellence deserves to be held in high estimation.

We may naturally expect most lapses where there is most temptation ;

hut, on the other hand, a greater amount of virtue is exercised or called
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into being by resistance to temptation. I shall make no apology for

subjoining Col. Napier's excellent estimate of the British soldier:—

It is doubtless fitting that there should be some amongst us, who look

forward to, and propose to prepare men's minds for, that happy time when

war shall cease among men. It is also proper that there should be others,

who, regarding the world in its present slate of hostility, seek to raise, as

much as our nature will permit, the character of that necessary institution,

an Army (necessary, however much we may deplore the necessity,) and to

render it a school of honour, of noble aspirations, and generous and exalted

sentiments. Few have laboured in this vocation more steadfastly or more

successfully than Col. Napier; and no sentiment evinced throughout his

work does him greater honour, than his generous sympathy for the patient,

hard-working, brave, but obscure soldier, without whom, and his rough

virtues, the General would vainly hope for glory, or his country's safety.

On no occasion does the historian seek to palliate or to hide the faults of the

soldier ; but admitting all that can be fairly charged against him, he still

challenges for him the highest place, as his just due forthe soldierly virtues

which, when rightly formed and properly commanded, he invariably evinces.

Time is required to form the habits absolutely necessary for the soldier ;

these habits are virtuous habits; just so much as a man acquires them, he

becomes a good soldier—and exactly in the same degree is he the opposite

of a villain. A mere burst of valour, the daring recklessness which might

lead a villain to rush into action, and perform therein great deeds of courage

—this is not that sedate and steadfast habit which is necessary for the

veteran soldier. Any bold bad man may fight through one day of battle ;

but a well-trained soldier can alone, with honour to himself and utility to his

country, perform the arduous duties attendant on a long campaign. Short

sighted is the policy that would seek to degrade this character. The interest

of all would teach us to exalt, ennoble, and purify it; to foster that enthu

siasm which flings a radiant glory over the path of the soldier, and to make

him feel that honour, his chief reward, is attainable by all ; and then most

surely to be won, when by great deeds most deserved. If, without this

exciting hope, the British soldier has performed those feats of valour here

recorded, how great must be his spirit, how quick of impulse to good, how-

patient, how forbearing ! Let no gross natures measure his worth by their

own. To those who fancy that plunder and pay are his coveted reward, his

daring must appear madness, his patience folly ; but there are uoble natures

among the poor who fight for a glory not given by a Gazette ; and love their

country's honour, even though that country be ungrateful.—Edinburgh

Jtiview.

S. Duration of Engagement.—Ever since the establishment of a

Standing Army in this country, recruits have been commonly enlisted for

unlimited service,—in other words, for life. The object of government

rn engaging recruits for life, is obviously for the purpose of being able

to command the services of men, under all circumstances, to the last

hour of their existence ; while it reserves the right of dismissing or

discharging them at pleasure, when their services are not required, or

when they are deemed unfit for the active and laborious duties of a

military life.

Now, I beg to suggest the following important question as a matter of

grave inquiry, namely, whether it would not be as economical a measure,

if not more so, to enlist men for limited as for unlimited service? There

can be no doubt that it would be an infinitely more humane one. I aa

myself disposed to think that, in a financial point of view, it is perhaps

more expensive to engage recruits for life, than to enlist them for *
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specified number of years. This opinion is, however, admitted to be

only a surmise ; to arrive at a definite conclusion on the subject, would

require an elaborate investigation of materials, which are beyond my

reach. Volunteers for the Army, soon discover that the hardships and

privations of a military life are much greater than their imaginations

had pictured them to be, and that the thraldom of discipline is more galling

than they had anticipated. A desire of emancipation frequently, indeed

commonly, follows enlistment ; and various means are adopted by indi

viduals for the purpose of returning to civil life, particularly desertion

and the feigning of disabilities. By the time that soldiers in infantry

corps have reach forty years of age, or have served twenty years,

95 per cent, have commonly died, deserted, or been discharged

in consequence of alleged infirmities, or by purchase. Of the troops

serving in foreign stations, only from 2 to 3 per cent, are above

forty years of age. That a large portion of the disabilities on account

of which the men have been discharged, are not real, or at all events not

calculated to shorten life, may be inferred from the circumstance, that

the annual ratio of mortality among the pensioners, as appears by the

numbers annually struck off the list, is only about 4 per cent.—(See

Appendix III.) The Pension List, which amounted in 1838 to about

83,861 pensioners, comprehends, it will be recollected, all the veteran

invalids, and those soldiers who have been discharged in consequence,

as presumed, of the more disabling infirmities,—men whose tenure of

life is deemed the least secure, This ratio of mortality, namely, four

per cent, or 40 per 1000, is only a very little higher than the mean

ratio of the mortality of the active army—37 per 1000—comprehending

the young and the healthy ; whereas pensioners are all presumed to be

worn out by age and long service, or to be labouring under disabilities

of a permanent character.

I have no adequate materials to enable me to state the mean duration

of service of the men who enlist for the Army ; but 1 am disposed to

conjecture that it is not much, if at all, above ten years. It has, I believe,

been ascertained that the average length of service performed by the

men now on the permanent. Pension List, is about fifteen or sixteen

years. Upon these grounds, I conclude that enlistment for life, as a

means of obtaining an average length of service of more than from ten

to twelve years, is a fallacy ; and consequently I submit, whether it

would not be an advisable measure to abolish enlistment for an unlimited

period, and to adopt a regulation whereby a soldier might have the

option of being discharged after a certain length of service, say ten

years. As was formerly remarked, there is much probability that were

recruits engaged for a limited period, soldiers would serve cheerfully and

willingly ; that there would be a great diminution in the number of

desertions, and fewer men discharged for alleged disabilities, inasmuch

as the men would be infinitely less disposed to allege that they are unfit

for service, and commanding officers would probably be less anxious to

discharge petty delinquents, troublesome men, or men whose disabilities

aire doubtful, or not of a very important character.

I am opposed in principle to the life-bondage of soldiers, which no

doubt differs from hereditary slavery, inasmuch as the progeny of indi

viduals arc not slaves ; but slaves enjoy some advantages to which

soldiers have no claim. A soldier who is discharged, at his own request,
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under twenty-five years' service, is not entitled to any pension or means

of subsistence ; and under twenty-one years' service, a soldier may, by

the Warrant of 1833, be discarded, as a contractor discards his labourers,

without any annuity or provision for life. In countries where slavery

obtains, a master is not warranted in turning away a slave, even although

his conduct has been highly reprehensible, without making a provision

for him—the delinquent must be subsisted. It may be laid down as an

axiom, that engagements are seldom well fulfilled where the benefits

resulting from them are not reciprocal, or for the immediate or prospec

tive advantage of both of the contracting parties. Life-bondage has, I

believe, the effect of suppressing individual improvement—of, in some

measure, stultifying the human mind. Why are we tenacious of liberty,

but because it gives us an open field for that exertion of our minds and

bodies whence alone pleasure can proceed?—and divinely is it instituted

that the activity of our faculties should constitute our happiness, whilst

what blesses the individual enriches the species. A recruit who enlists

for a definite period, or whose contract entitles him to claim and obtain

his discharge after a term of years, reserves the right of resuming, at a

given time, the place he occupied among his fellow-citizens, and thereby

reserves some portion of natural liberty. His whole period of service

is cheered with the reflection that he may have it in his power to retire

from the army with credit and respectability—a hope that he may

resume the employment of his early years, and regain the right of

thinking and acting for himself. " In former times," says Lieut.-Col.

Campbell ("A British Army as it was, is, and ought to be "), " a soldier

could not commit a greater offence than to presume to think or act for

himself ; and I remain," he adds, " still in doubt when, or at what rank, an

officer was supposed to be capable or had a right to think ; and as for

education, many entertained the strange notion that, beyond reading and

writing, which were allowed to be useful to non-commissioned officers,

the less soldiers knew the better."

The late venerable and humane Dr. Jackson states, in his excellent

work on the Formation of Armies, that " the soldier has no liberty to

exercise his mind; and as no man can be great, or even good, without

exercise of mind, it is worthy of the consideration of the wise to deter

mine how much intellectual liberty may be permitted to the soldier

without danger to the sovereign authority."

Were recruits enlisted under such terms as would give them a claim

of right to be discharged from the Service within a moderate period, I

have every confidence that the measure would contribute materially to

prevent desertion, which is the prevailing delinquency of the British

Army at home. The annual loss by desertion, during the war, .

.amounted to rather more than one-half of the loss by death, or about

three per cent ; and, during the year 1839, no fewer than two thousand

one hundred and ten soldiers suffered punishment on account of deser

tion, or being absent without leave. When so considerable a number

as two thousand one hundred and ten deserters were restored to the

service, the number of desertions must have been very great. Al

though numerous individuals desert from thoughtlessness, or from

some temporary cause, there can be little doubt that a great proportion

of the soldiers who desert take this step because they dislike the

Service, but more especially to get quit of an engagement which has
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no visible limit, and to obtain better wages. It is not very surprising

that soldiers should run considerable risks to exchange a weekly allow

ance of seven shillings and sevenpence for one of from fifteen shillings

to thirty shillings,—they having no claim of right to be discharged

after any period of service. There is nothing easier than for two par

ties to keep or to dissolve a contract, when keeping or dissolving the

engagement becomes the interest of both ; but a contract is preserved

with great difficulty which it is the interest of one party to keep and the

other to break. Desertion will, in all likelihood, continue unabated,

unless the Service becomes more generally desirable, more nearly equal

in remuneration and respectability to the situation of artificers, and

until the duration of engagement is rendered a specific and moderate

period.

The subjoined return of the desertions which took place in the

British Army, for the ten successive years comprehended by the docu

ment, will show the prevalence of desertion, and the extent of the evil

which it is presumed enlistment for a limited period would help to

remedy.

Adjctant-Genebal'r Ofhcb, November 13th, 1813.

Number of Number of

Years. Desertions. Years. Desertions.

1803 . 4404 1808 . 6611

1804 . 5468 1809 . 4901

1805 . 7081 1810 . 4729

1806 . 5748 1811 . 5026

1807 . 3878 1812 . 5918

The annual number of recruits required for the Army at present

may be estimated at from 10,000 to 12,000 men; consequently the

desertions ,in 1812 were equal to half the number of recruits now

levied.

THE WEST INDIES.

St. Lucia.

On quitting Barbadoes, we run directly to leeward to regain our

former northerly course, which we resume to the southward of St.

Lucia. None of the West India islands present a more beautiful

aspect on approach in this direction : the picturesque appearance is

greatly heightened by two perpendicular cones (in colonial French,

pitons) that rise from the sea ; they are feathered to the summit with

the evergreen foliage of the tropics, and seem to stand as sentries to

guard the entrance of a beautiful cove, having a village at its further

extremity. This attractive scenery is backed by large masses of fan

tastic-shaped mountains, that run through the island from north to

south, and give almost endless variety to the views along the coast until

we arrive at Castries.
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None of the West India colonies has undergone more changes, or

been liable to greater vicissitudes than St. Lucia. Settled originally by

the English in 1635, it was by the Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle declared

neutral, and afterwards alternated in the possession of the French and

English. At the conclusion of the Seven Years' War in 1763, the

island was ceded to France. At the commencement of the American

War, an armament was -sent against St. Lucia under General Meadows,

with a squadron under the command of Vice-Admiral Barrington, con

sisting of two ships of 74, two of 64, two of 50 on two decks, and

three frigates, to act with the army. During the operations on shore,

this small fleet was at anchor in the Grand Cul de Sac to the southward

of the Carenage. The French Admiral d'Estaing, who was at Marti

nique, and had under his command ten line-of- battle ships and four

frigates, thought this a favourable opportunity of attacking the British

squadron, so inferior in numbers ; he therefore sailed from Martinique,

and coasted along the lee side of St. Lucia. Admiral Barrington,

healing of his intention, had taken the necessary precautions: his ships

were moored head and stern across the entrance of the bay, the jib-

boom of one ship overhanging the taffrail of the one ahead ; and in this

position he waited the approach of the enemy, who came down under

easy sail. It was understood that the Frenchman hoped that a chance

■shot would cut the cable of some ship, and thus make an interval

through which his ships could pass; but in this he wis deceived, and

suffered much loss from the superiority of the fire of ships" at anchor.

He passed along this floating battery, then tacked to gain the wind, and

returned) with equally fruitless results, to another attack of the same

kind. He afterwards anchored in a bay, at no great distance from the

British squadron ; but, hearing of the arrival of Admiral Byron at Bar-

badoes, he embarked the French troops and returned to Martinique.

This action was fought on the 15th of December, 1778, and is remark

able as the only attack on a fleet at anchor previous to the battle of the

Nile—with what different results it is needless to mention. It would

appear that the idea never struck the French Admiral of passing round

the headmost or sternmost ship of the British line; the very thing

in similar circumstances that ensured a victory to Lord Nelson. The

island was restored to France at the peace of 1783.

At the commencement of the revolutionary war of 1793, and after

the disastrous campaign of Flanders, an expedition was sent out in 1 794

to the West Indies, under Sir Charles Grey and Sir John Jervis, which

met with some delay in the outset, but were at last enabled to attack

Martinique with perfect success. As soon as that object was accom

plished, the troops were re-embarked and proceeded to St. Lucia, where

tbe operations immediately under the direction of Major-General Dundas

rapidly gave us possession of the island with trifling loss.

In the year 1 795 that active French partisan, Victor Hugues, had

sent his emissaries to all our possessions, particularly those which had

formerly belonged to France, to foment discontent and create insurrec

tion. In St. Lucia he was particularly successful : the greatest part of

the old French inhabitants having joined with the blacks and people of

colour in an outbreak. They gained possession of all the island, except

the fort on Morne Fortunee, which may be called the citadel of the colony,

and the forts at the Carenage, establishing their head-quarters at the Souf
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friere. General Stewart, who commanded the British troops in the island,

proceeded to attack the insurgents in their position ; but on his march

he fell into an ambuscade, from which he only extricated himself by

great zeal and exertion, and with considerable loss. On the 22nd of

April he attacked the enemy intrenched on the Souffriere ; but, after a

desperate struggle, was repulsed with the loss of several officers and

200 men : this reduced his small force so much that he was obliged to

confine himself to the forts ; and in the month of July following, tbe

island was evacuated by our troops. In 1796, St. Lucia was retaken

by as, and again ceded to France by the Treaty (or truce) of Amiens.

On the 21st of June, 1803, a British expedition appeared before Cas

tries, and summoned the island to surrender, which was refused. The

troops were immediately landed, and as apprehension was entertained of

the commencement of the rains, it was resolved to attempt the capture

•of Morne Fortunee without loss of time. This attack immediately took

place, and fully succeeded, after a gallant defence and considerable loss

on our part. Since that period, the island has remained in British

possession, our title to it being confirmed by the treaties of 1814 and

1815.

in the last attack, the naval force was under the command of Com

modore Hood, and the troops under General Grinfield, who continued

■their successful career in the capture of Tobago, and what is now

British Guiana. The General, who was an excellent soldier, and a

man of great decision, was no less remarkable for a very close adherence

to punctuality and a strict allotment of every portion of time. When

he was subsequently Lieutenant-Governor of Gibraltar, he told the

garrison chaplain that he must strictly confine himself to one quarter of

an hour in the delivery of his sermon.

* Certainly, Sir," said the reverend divine, " I shall bring my dis-

-course to a termination within that period, as well as I can, consistent

with my subject and argument."

I know nothing about subjects or arguments," rejoined the man of

~war ; " but this I know, if you do not finish your sermon within the time

prescribed, I shall order the men out of the chapel."

With this threat hanging over his head, it may be easily imagined

that there was not much time to cultivate the ornamental portion of

pulpit oratory : it was a regular race, not against " th' inaudible and

-noiseless foot of time," but against the audible timekeeper ticking in

the commanding officer's hand.

When the General came to England, he had the command of one of

the inland districts, where the troops attended Divine service at the

parish church : as he could not exactly turn the vicar out of his pulpit

■when he wished, he did the next best thing—as soon as the fifteen

minutes were expired, he rose himself, and marched out of the church as

stiff as a drum-major.

In the introduction to these papers, I had occasion to remark the

Btrange anomalies and numberless contradictions that were constantly

occurring in the government of our colonies by the want of some

uniform system in the administration of the laws, which are a mixture

of the codes of all nations in all their original deformity. Nowhere can

there be a mare striking example of the truth of this statement than is

afforded by St. Lucia—a sort of hybrid colony, sprung from two parent
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States; British by possession, and French in population, customs, and

feelings. It would be unfair to assert that the whole of the French

population are inimical to our sway: many of them, especially those

who possess property, are aware of the value of British protection, and

are good and loyal subjects ; but a considerable portion of the population

would be glad of any change—either a return to the dominion of France

or restoration to the former state of neutrality. The discontents of

this portion of the colonists are fostered and kept alive by the mixture

of some degenerate sons of Britain, who gain a disgraceful notoriety by

pandering to the worst passions of the Creoles, and by inventing mali

cious slanders against the authorities, which find vent through a menda

cious and malignant press, of which some of these unworthy Englishmen

gain the management. There is unfortunately no power in the law, as

at present administered, to protect the most innocent from its attacks.

The colony, far from imitating the example of both its mammas, who

have adopted the trial by jury, adheres to the ancient and defective prac

tice of trying libel causes, as well as others, by a court composed of three

judges and three assessors ; people holding those situations officially

independent of public opinion, and, as matter of course, liable to sinister

influence. Is it not discreditable to our Government that such a state

of things should exist in one of our colonies after thirty years' posses

sion ; and that no step should have been taken of any consequence to

remedy so absurd an anomaly, or get rid of such foolish prejudices,

which the longer they are indulged in become the more the more obsti

nate? We may take, for example, the proceedings of these rococo

courts of law, which have been hitherto carried on in the French

language ; and because our Government has given directions that the

pleadings should be in English, several families, as I understand, are

about to quit the island, as if some great calamity was hanging over

their heads. This change is to take place in January of this year 1 842 :

perhaps it will not be too much to say that those who migrate from

such a cause will be no loss to the colony. It may be easily imagined

that the control and management of such a society can be no sinecure ;

in fact, the Government could get no civilian of any character who

would risk his peace of mind and health in such a climate for the sake

of a salary of 1500/. a year, in an expensive place: it was not even

bribe enough to tempt any parliamentary hanger-on or courtly dependant,

unless there might be found such of those classes who, overwhelmed

with debts, would be glad to run his life against the insurance offices,

to keep off the duns, and sport the great man for a time. What did the

late Ministry do in this dilemma?—They threw the burthen of the

government on the senior Queen's officer ; and to recompense him for

the toil and anxiety of such a task, foreign to his tastes and habits—to

«nable him to keep a table, and meet the libellous attacks to which he

was sure to be liable—they allowed him 500/. a year—about equal to

300/. in England. This arrangement might be freely translated thus :

We can find no gentleman of respectability in private life who will

undertake the government of St. Lucia for 1500/. a year, nor even any

of our claimants for place that will run the risk of the climate for such

a compensation ; let us then throw the task on the senior field officer,

without asking him anything about it ; he will be glad of being called

His Excellency ; and we can give those fellows as little as we please,
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say 500/. a year. How gratifying and complimentary to the Army and

its officers ! And this is called economy I The habits of promptitude

and decision grafted on military men by their profession, as well as the

experience they gain, by service in the colonies, of the manners, habits,

and even prejudices, of the inhabitants, render them well adapted to a

government of this peculiar character. Granting this to be the case,

is it not invidious, and even insulting, to make so wide a difference in

the remuneration granted to them and what is bestowed on civilians,

•who have much to learn before they can fulfil their functions ? The

state of this island demands immediate attention from the Colonial

Department, to remedy some of the social vices under which it labours :

a small population, divided into factions, further separated by religious

animosity ; living under an obsolete code of laws, long since exploded

in the country from whence they originated : all call for investigation

and moral reform. It is almost unnecessary to remark how much such

a state of things must act on the military defence of the colony. It

would be a libel on the most respectable portion of the French inha

bitants not to say that they were loyal subjects, and well satisfied with

their actual position; but there is a considerable portion of the Creole

population whose allegiance may be more convertible, and in taking

precautionary measures for the security of the colony, the events of

1 795 should never be lost sight of.

One portion of our colonial government that has been hitherto the

most neglected is that of conciliating the inhabitants of our different

settlements, securing their friendship, and inviting their affection and

attachment. If this duty is called on in the management of what are

strictly called our own colonies, how much more imperative it is in

those which we have conquered from the enemy, such as St. Lucia.

When so many obstacles exist against the amalgamation of the two"

races,—and nowhere, perhaps, are the duties of Governor of a small

population more difficult than here,—it requires both a strong hand and

delicate touch to produce harmony in such a discordant body, and bring

its elements to act together for the public benefit. When such a man

is found, whether in the ranks of the Army or among civilian diploma

tists, is it honesty, or even sound policy, to cut down his income to the

lowest possible figure?

That the colonists should be brought to entertain opinions in favour

of our dominion is essential to their own comfort and tranquillity. It

will save the Colonial Office endless trouble with respect to references

on all subjects of legislation and jurisprudence, and will have the most

powerful influence on the military defences of the island. These in

themselves are sufficiently powerful. There are two companies of

British infantry, as many of one of the black corps, and a detachment

of artillery. There are two battalions of militia,—the northern batta

lion, including officers, non-commissioned officers, buglers, and privates,

amounts to five hundred and fifty-seven ; and the southern, five hun

dred and fifteen ; together, one thousand and seventy-two. There is

also what is called an alien corps, consisting of about four hundred,

formed of refugees from Martinique, who, however, are not armed.

The country abounds in military positions, including the Souffriere.

Pigeon Island stands as an advanced guard, watching the approaches

from the side of Martinique ; the Carenage, and all possible landing
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are defended by forts and batteries ; and these are crowned by

Forlunie, the citadel of the island, overlooking Castries. Yet

what would be the value of all these means of defence, if an enemy

should be within our own walls ? or what confidence could a Governor

place in his defensive measures, if he had any doubt in his mind of the

allegiance of the militia under his command ? The introduction of a

better system of laws, fairly and equally administered, with an impar

tial, firm, and at the same time conciliatory line of conduct, will soon

dissipate these apprehensions, and St. Lucia will become what its-

position and natural advantages promise—one of our most valuable

settlements ; strong, not only for its own defence, but furnishing

aggressive means in case hostilities should arise in that portion of the,

world ; as, standing in the midst of our colonies, its possession is essen

tial for their general safety, and it can produce its own quota of

offensive means. The Carenage, as its name expresses, contains three

places of careening ships, with extensive anchorage, where the ships

destined for any expedition might have their rendezvous. The

entrance is narrow, and defended by strong forts- The anchorage

between Pigeon Island and the north end of St. Lucia, which is

extensive, might also furnish a point of assembly for a large fleet, from

whence ships could run down to Martinique in a few hours.

Pigeon Island is about half a mile in length and a quarter in breadth;

an abrupt precipice to the west, and "sloping gradually down towards

the east, where there is a barrack and hospital. Independent of its

value as a fmilitary post, it forms an excellent convalescent station.

Being open to the uninterrupted action of the trade-wind, it is Tery

healthy, and 'contrasts strongly in this point with Basseterre, or the

lower and leeward division of St. Lucia, which, owing to the prevalence

of morasses and stagnant water, is in general unhealthy. It may be

imagined that a good system of underdrainage, well carried out, might

obviate or neutralize this drawback on the health of the island; but

how is it to be effected ? From the causes I have already stated, it

may be imagined the inhabitants do not pull well together ; and they

are now in that transition state, from slave to free labour, that would

render it nearly impossible to undertake a public work of that nature,

the value of which might be uncertain? There can. be little doubt*

however, from the great abundance of rain that falls in the island, if

proper channels were formed for carrying it off, the health of the inha

bitants would be benefited. In Capisterre, or windward portion of the

island, the hilLs are lofty, and the valleys or ravines are picturesque.

They are not much frequented by man, but are said to abound with

poisonous snakes, which render them dangerous to travel in. They

tell of three sailors, who set out with a determination to scale one of

the pitons, who all perished by the way from this cause : therefore, on

such an excursion, a man ought to be armed like Moor, of Moor-Hall,

when he went forth to fight the dragon of Wantley.

There is also great dread among the people of colour of coming in

contact with an animal called a wood-slave, which frequents these

parts, the touch of which, they think, produces leprosy. I have heard

a great many wonderful stories about this animal, many years ago, at

Gibraltar. It is said to attach itself, by its claws, to the flesh with

such tenacity, that it must be cut away piecemeal. It is of the lizard
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species, of grey colour, and resembling in its shape a toad. In placo of

the usual feet of the lizard, it has claws, intended, most likely, for the

seizure of the larger class of insects, on which all the tribe of lizards

exists. It may have happened that one of these animals has dropped

on the naked flesh of a man, and, to keep itself from falling, secured its

hold by its claws : the man would naturally kill it directly, and ini sa

doing, deprive the creature of the power of withdrawing its talons,

which he would have to extract piecemeal. On no broader foundation

have half the superstitions and wondrous tales of the world been

founded.

It would seem, by recent accounts, that the focus of the earthquakes

that used to afflict Caraccas has moved to the eastward, as this year,

1841, St. Lucia has felt the effects of these visitations to some extent.

Martinique.

Although this island is in all respects a French colony, yet, having

passed several times through our hands, it deserves a little notice ia

this place.

In the month of February, 1762, towards the close of the Seven

Years' War, so glorious to the British arms, Martinique fell into our

hands, by a force under General Monckton. It was restored at the*

peace in the succeeding year. The island remained in possession, of

France until 1794, when it was attacked by our combined forces under

Sir Charles Grey and Sir John Jervis. The fleet sailed from Carlisle

Bay, Barbadoes, on the 3rd February, appeared before Martinique in.

the course of a few days, and effected a landing. Some time was

expended in disembarking artillery and stores: but, such was the

activity in all branches of the Service, that the whole island, with the

exception of the Fort Bourbon, was in our possession on the 1.6th of

March. This fort was immediately invested and besieged. It is by

position remarkably strong, and was gallantly defended by General

Rochambeau. The difficulties attending its capture were very formid

able. By the mere strength of men's arms, and simple means used to

procure a purchase, the sailors succeeded in carrying up our guns to

situations considered previously inaccessible. When the fire opened it

, was irresistible. In Sir Charles Grey's despatches he says, " In the

Fort Bourbon there was scarcely an inch of ground untouched by the

shot and shells of tho besiegers." So gallant a defence merited generous

terms : the garrison was sent to France, not to serve uutil exchanged.

Martinique was restored to France at the truce of Amiens.

In 1809, an expedition under Lieut.-General Beckwith and Admiral

Sir A. Cochrane was directed against Martinique, and arrived off the

island on the 29th January. The resistance expected against the attack

may be judged of, by merely enumerating the force sent against the

island, which consisted of two divisions,—the first, under Sir G.

Prevost, of two brigades. The first of these, under Brigadier-General

Houghton, consisted of the 7th and 23rd Regiments, and five com

panies of the 1st West India Regiment ; the second, under Brigadier-

General Colville, consisted of the 8th and 13th Regiments, and four

companies of the 1st West India Regiment ; the reserve, under Colonel

Blackwell, formed of the third and fourth battalions of the 60th, the
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4th West India Regiment, and flank companies of the 25th Regiment.

The second division, also of two brigades, was under the command of

Major-General Maitland. The first brigade, commanded by Lieut.-

Colonel Barnes,—the 63rd Regiment and York Rangers ; the second

brigade, under Lieut.-Colonel Riall,—the flank companies of the 15th

and 46th Regiments, the 15th Regiment, the York Light Infantry Vo

lunteers, and 8th West India Regiment ; the reserve, under Lieutenant-

Colonel M'Nair,—the 90th Regiment and 3rd West India.

When we add the artillery light and heavy, with the ships and sailors

in the fleet, this might be called an overwhelming force directed against

an insular colony ; yet, notwithstanding this display of force, the

French showed no disposition to surrender, but offered a gallant resist

ance throughout. On the morning of the 30th January, the armament

separated into two parts. That portion of the fleet in which was

embarked the first division, together with the Commander in Chief, was

led by the Acasta frigate, and came to anchor in the cul de sac Robert,

on the north-east side of the island. In the evening, the first brigade

of the first division,—well known afterwards as the Fusilier brigade of

Albuera,—under the orders of Sir G. Prevost, and commanded by

Brigadier Houghton, landed on the shores of the bay, and advanced

into the country, followed by the second brigade, with the Commander

in Chief. This last brigade sent a detachment to Trinity, on the north

side of the island, which was taken possession of the following day.

I have already noticed some of the nomenclature of colonial French,

Pitons, Mornes, &c. In speaking of a bay, or inlet of the sea, they

call it a cul de sac. This word, or phrase, which used formerly in

France to express a lane or street where there was no thoroughfare,

such as Downing-street or old Suffolk-street, has now been changed

into impasse; but the old and not over-decent expression is still used

in the colonies.

The Bay of Trinity, which is large and deep, is of triangular shape,

of which the sea forms the base, and is much more like the shape of a

salt-basket than the bottom of a sack. Whilst the first division were

on their march in the direction of Bruno and Sourrein, Major-General

Maitland had landed on the 30th at St. Luce, on the south-east side of

the island, only separated from Fort-Royal Harbour by the Diamond

Peninsula. A part of the force was detached, to take possession of

Cape Salomon, and to attack the post of Ramiro, or Pigeon Island, at

the entrance of Fort-Royal Bay. This was carried into effect, although

the island made a stout resistance, sixty of their men being killed and

wounded during the bombardment. It surrendered at discretion on the

4th February. In the mean time, General Maitland had advanced to

the village and plain of Lamentin, situated on the right bank of the

Lesarde River, that falls into the cul de sac de Copee, (the head of

Fort-Royal Harbour,) while Major Henderson, with his party, crossed

the harbour by water down to Caso Naviere, and took possession of the

heights above it.

The Commander in Chief, with the first division, had been moving

forward, engaged in constant skirmishes with the enemy on the march,

which assumed the character of a more general action when our troops

endeavoured to gain possession of the heights of Sourrein. They

repeatedly charged our troops, and were forced back at the point of the
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bayonet. They were at length driven from this position, which in a

certain degree commands the Fort of Bourbon, and retired within the

fort. The advance of the other portion of our troops from the south

and south-west, completed the investment of the fort. Batteries were

established with infinite labour and trouble : the bombardment com

menced, and, after a gallant defence, which would have been no longer

available, the fort, and with it the whole colony, surrendered to

our forces. During the operations our troops met with no annoy

ance from the inhabitants : the capital, St. Pierre, even sent in its

submission before the fall of Bourbon was accomplished.

I have made this rough sketch, with the view to show the amount

of the force that it was thought requisite to employ for the conquest of

the colony, and the way it was distributed, by marching from different

quarters on the same point, to effect the investment of Fort Bourbon,

the citadel of the island. It would not be fair to quit the military

notice of Martinique without mentioning the Diamond Rock, called so

probably from its shape. It gives its name to the promontory to the

southward of which it stands, and also to a village a little further to the

north-east. It is quite insulated, and at no great distance from the

main land : in shape it may be compared to a pine-apple, with the

green head cut off. When cruizing on this station during the last war,

Captain Morris of the Navy visited this rock, as a matter of curiosity,

when, finding a natural platform on the top, he thought it could be

converted into a post to annoy the coasting trade of the island. As

there is good anchorage close to the base of the rock, he brought his

ship in, and, having hoisted a 32-pounder to the topsail-yard-arm, he

had it transferred from thence to the rock. Having landed ammuni

tion and provisions, with twenty men for garrison, the gun soon

became the terror and annoyance of all the coasters. The French sent

out several ships to bombard these wild-fowl of the sea, but they might

as well have fired at the moon. As there was no possibility of escalade,

to get rid of the nuisance the French turned the siege into a blockade,

so that, after some time, when Jack's prog was exhausted, he was

obliged to surrender.

At the peace of 1814, Martinique was restored to France. In

the following year, when Buonaparte escaped from Elba, an insur

rection took place in his favour at Martinique. The Royalists being

reduced to a minority, and in some difficulty, they applied to us for

succour ; a detachment of troops was sent to their relief from St.

Lucia, which soon restored the authority of Louis XVIII. This is but

one out of a thousand acts of friendship and generosity shown towards

this section of the French population; and what has been the return?

When France was ready to run a muck against all Europe, under the

profligate and reckless measures of Thiers, no portion of the public

press was more loud in its hostility to England than that conducted by

the legitimists. If these people, who had received all they were ever

worth at our hands, which they lost by their own folly and imbecility,

could be actuated by bad feeling towards us, how little have we to

expect in the way of friendship from the remaining population that has

just received the reverse of favours at our hands?

When our Army was in Paris in 1815, and nothing we had chosen to

ask for in the way of colonies would have been refused, we again gaveU. S. Mao., No. 159, Feb., 1842. O
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back to the Bourbons Martinique and Guadalotrpe, with small thanks, I

believe, for our pains. There was some grumbling in this country at

the time, that these colonies were not retained, as some indemnification

for our enormous expenses during the war; but the policy would be

questionable that would deprive France of all her colonies. With an

unsettled and demoralised population, rendered more warlike in their

propensities by past, remembrance, and the fractional division of pro

perty, it would not be prudent to bar the outlets of its overflow. In

this light I consider the discovery of Algiers by the Polignac ministry

as a very happy stroke of policy : it has proved a safety-valve not only

to the dynasty of Orleans, but to all the frontier neighbours of Louis

Philippe.

During the threatened political crusade already alluded to, under M.

Thiers, I saw it stated, and never contradicted, that there were lying in

Fort-Royal Harbour ten large class frigates, ready to pounce on the

weakest of our colonies in case of war.

Dominica.

This island was discovered by Columbus on his second voyage, m

1493, being the first land he made on that occasion, after a departure of

three weeks only from the Canaries. From that period, although

claimed by France, Spain, and England, and peopled by colonists from

each of these countries, it remained in a sort of neutral state until the

Seven Years' War, when it was taken possession of by Great Britain in

1759, and was confirmed to us by the treaty of peace in 1763. During

the American War in 1778, the island was taken possession of by the

French, with a large force under the Marquis de Bouille. On this

occasion, the inhabitants made so gallant a resistance, that it procurred

for them very favourable terms, which were neutralized by the extreme

and capricious tyranny of the governor, Duchilleau. Amongst others of

his acts, he is said, out of pique against the inhabitants of Roseau for

having opposed some of his caprices, to have instigated incendiaries to

set the town on fire on Easter Sunday, 1781. From the effects of this

disaster it had not recovered, before another calamity of the same kind

visited the island.

In the year 1805, a large French force landed m Dominica; but by

the prudent measures taken by Sir G. Prevost, and the gallant conduct of

the 46th regiment, aided by the inhabitants, the principal object of the

expedition was frustrated; the colony was preserved, but Roseau was

plundered and burnt, and has never yet recovered its fallen state, stand

ing as a memento of the reckless barbarity of the invaders, and of the

self-devotion and unbounded zeal of the colonists. For their distin

guished conduct on this occasion, the 46th have since borne as a badge

on their colours, the word " Dominica." The island was ceded to us at

the peace of 1783, and ha3 remained with us undisturbed, except by the

incursion mentioned above—the insurrection of 1795, and the mutiny

of the 8th West India Regiment in 1 802. This was subdued after two

days of skirmishing by the Royals and the 68th ; a large portion of the

black corps having perished in the affair.

If St. Lucia, by its position, is obnoxious to invasion from Mar

tinique, Dominica has a double chance, lying between that island and
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Guadeloupe ; therefore, its warlike means are to be considered entirely

of the defensive kind, although Prince Rupert's Bay might furnish a

rendezvous for the collection of an armament of any extent. Beside the

detachment of British troops and artillery, there are, including officers,

1100 militia, who may be considered equal to any body of the same

kind at home or abroad : their loyalty, courage, and zeal, have been put

severely to the test, and they have stood the proof. The fortifications

that cover Roseau, Young's Fort, Fort Demoulin, Melville's Battery,

and Morne Bruce, are all well situated, of considerable strength, and

kept in good order. It would be well to say as much for the barracks

for the garrison of the last-named position ; possibly something may

have been done lately for their amendment, but not long since these

barracks were in a most infamous state, run up by contract in the most

slovenly way : they were pervious to the weather, and were scarcely

better secured from the elements than a cattle shed. This is the general

character of barracks in the West India islands, but those of Morne

Bruce are pre-eminently wretched ; it is to be the more regretted, as

th« situation is elevated and airy, and with weather-tight barracks

would probably be one of the most healthy stations of troops in the

west. Prince Rupert's Bay is on the north-west side of the island,

capacious and safe for ships of the largest burthen : it is defended by

Fort Shirley, and the mountains called the Cabretas, which surround the

bay, might be made military positions nearly impregnable. The other

forts and batteries, are Scot's Head, Magazine Battery, Hospital

Battery. There is also a station and barracks for troops at Douglas

Bay.Dominica is of volcanic formation, rising into high and abrupt moun

tains : these give rise to many rivers and streams of water that tumble

down cascades in various parts of the island; the ravines are clothed to

their head with all the variegated vegetation of the tropics, among

which the coffee plant, with its dark foliage and white blossoms, bears a

conspicuous part. The great abundance of trees may be the chief

reason why the island is visited with heavy rains; and perhaps the

affinity of the electric fluid in a volcanic soil to that of the atmosphere

may increase this effect. There is, about six miles from Roseau, and

on the summit of a high mountain, a fresh water lake of considerable

extent, and of unknown depth, occupying, almost without a doubt, the

extinguished crater of a volcano. With a little care and trouble,

Roseau might be made to have that cool and refreshing appearance now

peculiar to St. Pierre's, Martinique, where streams of water flow in

channels through the streets. The capital of Dominica is within half

a mile of a river, a portion of which might be turned into the town,

and, with the help of iron pipes, poured into every tea-kettle and wash-

tub in the place.

O 2
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SCENES IN AMERICA.

PROM A TYtto's NOTE-BOOK.

Having a few leisure hours in the present gloomy weather, and

being infected with the cacoethe* scribendi, I purpose following the

example of some of my comrades, who, " in these piping times of peace,"

while away many a listless hour by describing, for the amusement of

their friends, the scenes of bygone days, when the adventures, which

befell many a sailor and soldier in a few months, or even weeks, would

spin out into yarn that might suffice for the thread of life of myriads of

the present race of heroes—who, for want of more meritorious and

soul-stirring military employment, have been obliged to content them

selves with the buccaneering species of warfare carried on in Spain.

How many bold and restless spirits have been tempted to engage in

this anti-English conflict, with the vain hope that the very locality and

proud reminiscences, attached to the soil where Wellington and his

gallant followers gathered unfading laurels, would in a second harvest,

afford at all events a few gleanings of glory to repay them for the sacri

fice of health, and for the hardships and indignities endured in this

mercenary warfare ! Alas I how miserably disappointed have been the

expectations of these aspirants to military fame I Not one—however

high the rank he may have held in the Legion, and whatever scintilla

tion of warlike science or pigmy success may have attended his efforts—

can venture to allude to the page in which is recorded the late deeds of

the British in Spain, without a pang, in reflecting that he was an instru

ment and participator in a service which repayed its agents with disap

pointment, penury, and inglorious wounds.

Similar remarks cannot, of course, be applied to the " little wars" in

Syria and China; but even in these scenes of strife, the few remaining

campaigners of the memorable days of Wellington look in vain for the

pitched battle, or more enduring, though not less glorious siege ; when

the vanquisher and vanquished were worthy of each other, and when the

conjunction of heads, hearts, and hands was required to snatch the

laurels from the brow of men who never fell ignobly.

Lest it should be imagined that, in thus alluding to the heroes who

have " fought the good fight," I am reserving for myself a niche in the

temple of Fame, I must confess I am no real campaigner, having com

menced my military career when the Peninsula was freed from the

hated presence of the French ; and having been employed on the other

side of the Atlantic pond when the worthy competitor of Wellington

risked his fortune and his military fame on the field of Waterloo.

If, however, I cannot boast of having been an actor in these brilliant

scenes, I have at least the pride of knowing that the men who did these

daring deeds were my friends and comrades, ere the rust of peace had

dimmed the lustre of their well-achieved trophies of valour ; and their

success made me hope that the time might arrive when I should have

an opportunity of proving myself worthy of being a disciple of the

Wellington school.

Having thus, to a certain extent, introduced myself to my readers, I

shall turn to the first volume of my soldier's life, and describe a few
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incidents which occurred during the brief period of my passage to and

from Sydney, Cape Breton, to which, and some other Posts around the

coast, I had been ordered on a special duty.

On landing at St. Peter's from a brig-of-war, in which, through the

kindness and hospitality of the Captain, I had obtained a passage, I

forthwith proceeded to the house of Mr. C. (who, in those days, from

his wealth and influence, in that thinly-inhabited and scarcely-cultivated

part of the world, was known by the distinctive appellation of King C.)»

to deliver a letter from a brother officer, requesting him to make me

acquainted with the best mode of crossing the Bras d'Or Lake. Unfor

tunately, Mr. C. was from home, but the object of my visit having been

irade known to his wife, she kindly caused a canoe to be engaged for

me ; and, with the usual hospitality of the family, took every precaution

to prevent my being starved on the passage to Sydney.

For the information of those who have neither visited nor read a full

description of that magnificent sheet of water, the Bras d'Or Lake—

which, however small in comparison with the gigantic lakes in Canada

and the United States, must still, in the eyes of Englishmen, be consi

dered deserving the appellation of an inland sea, I must now premise

the account of my passage across it by the following notice of the lake

itself.

The Bras d'Or Lake is connected with the Atlantic Ocean by two

passages facing the shores of Newfoundland, which are separated from

each other by the Island Boulardrie, the larger entrance being the

Great Bras d'Or, the smaller the Little Bras d'Or, and the interior

space the Bras d'Or Lake. The Great Bras d'Or diverges at the

western end of Boulardrie, and shoots up to the interior of the Great

Lake, with an average width of two miles. The channel then contracts

to a very narrow strait, and again opens out into a fine sheet of water,

called the Whycocomagh Basin, at the head of which it terminates,

forty-two miles from the sea, at the entrance of the Great Bras d'Or.

Passing through the Narrows, or Straits of Barra, the splendid Bras

d'Or Lake opens on the view, with its innumerable creeks and promon

tories— displaying at one time a magnificent expanse of water; at

another, winding its course in a narrow zigzag channel through a variety

of picturesque islands, until it finally reaches the isthmus of St. Peter,

the head of which is distant fifty miles, in a straight course, from the

north-east entrance of the Bras d'Or.

Having safely deposited myself and my light baggage—which sad

experience told me ought to have been heavier by the addition of a

blanket—in the centre of the canoe (no easy matter to the uninitiated),

I began to examine the Indians who were to conduct me across the

lake. To my surprise, I found I was to be indebted, in some measure,

to the services of one of the fair sex ; a squaw, of about twenty-two

years of age, being one of the paddlers, and a lad of eighteen the other.

After traversing a small portion of the lake, two canoes approached,

in one of which was an Indian, who forthwith came to close quarters

with us, and a noisy dialogue commenced between him and my squaw.

From his vehement language and signs, I ascertained he was the for

tunate husband of the nut-brown matron, and was also the owner of the

canoe in which we were. Finding this piece of intelligence made no

impression on me, in broken English he told me, I should neither take
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possession of the one nor the other. As far as the lady was concerned,

I could screw up my courage to endure the bitter parting-, but I was in

no mood to submit to the transfer of myself and appendages from the

one rickety canoe into the other, without previously landing. The angry

husband having at last agreed to approach the shore, I endeavoured, by

fair means and badinage, to induce him to do what neither a bribe of

extra dollars, nor threats of the displeasure of King C. could effect.

Having ascertained that one of the causes of his objecting to attend me

was the risk of catching the smallpox, at that time raging in Cape

Breton, I promised he should not be called upon to land, without my

first doing so to inquire whether the dreaded complaint was in the

immediate vicinity; and, should it prove to be so, I would not then

allow him to proceed further with me. Even this would not remove

the scowl from his brow ; and I therefore had recourse to a little quiz

zing, thinking that, although Bruin was found not to understand a joke,

his neighbour, the Indian, might be more susceptible to mirth and good-

fellowship. I therefore astonished him by telling him I applauded him

for his wise resolution, the real motive of which I began fully to com

prehend—that it was not the smallpox he dreaded, but that he was

jealous and fearful of leaving his pretty squaw among better Indians

than he was, well knowing she could not resist temptation, and would

quickly supply his place.

His squaw and some of the other spectators, seeming to enter into

this raillery, laughed at the hesitating husband, and the joke being

catching, even he at last banished the ugly scowl from his gloomy coun

tenance, and substituted an attempt at a smile. Finally, I brought him

to consent to accompany me, provided he had food supplied him, and

that forthwith, as he had just returned from an unsuccessful hunt.

Having satisfied him on this point, I gladdened his heart by bestowing

a loaf and some cheese on his squaw, to assist in supporting her during

the time his strong arm would be employed in my service. The treaty

being thus amicably concluded, he and his squaw changed places in the

canoes, and again we bounded lightly over the beautiful lake, the scenery

of which became more and more picturesque. At one spot we passed

oyer a bed of oysters, the bottom of the light canoe almost touching

them, and the water being as clear as crystal. Epicure, or no epicure,

I could not submit to this without an effort to gratify my palate by

tasting them fresh from their native bed. I therefore contrived to

obtain some, but could not induce the Indians to partake of this, to me,

tempting fare, but to them indifferent, or even worse. I must mention

that, by this time, I had ascertained the name of the senior Indian to be

Andrew, and the junior, James. The life of the former had been an

incongruous mixture : at one time a very Indian, subject to the vicissi

tudes attendant on a savage existence ; one dav glutted with food, chiefly

of course animal—the next, and perhaps the following, all but starved :

shortly afterwards serving in a coasting vessel, mixing with British

sailors ; and subsequently attacked by fever, and removed to a hospital

at Halifax. On his recovery, Andrew led a half civilized, half Indian

life in the vicinity of that town ; but at last returned to Cape Breton to

enjoy the state of existence most congenial to his nature and feelings.

I was much amused by the following story he told me to exemplify

the kind manner in which, on one occasion, he had been treated by
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some of the warm-hearted inhabitants of Halifax. The proprietors of

the steam-boat, which was then in the habit of crossing the harbour

several times daily, had considerately consented that the Indians should

be transported to and fro almost gratuitously, a very small fee being

taken weekly from each. It was, of course, very difficult for the col

lector of the fares to remember every individual Indian, and on one

occasion he abused Andrew (who had refused to submit to his demand,

as he had paid him the last time he crossed over), calling him liar,

cheat, &c; and, to crown all, the collector spat in his face. This

latter indignity made the Indian's blood boil; instinctively he doubtless

felt—

I dare bear all that may become a man,

Who dares bear mure is none ;

and forthwith, with a maddened savage yell, he pursued the cowardly

runaway collector, and seized him by the neck, before the alarmed

spectators could interfere; when, to the surprise of all, he calmly said

to the offender,—" You bad man, you call Indian liar, I speak true ;

you spit on him, I could kill you, I shall not ; take that,"—at the same

time giving him a kick, which sent him away, rejoicing at being so

easily quit of his enraged antagonist.

A crowd had assembled while this was taking place; and Andrew

concluded his story thus :—" One gentleman come up, and say, ' You

good Indian, take that,' giving me dollar ; another give me halt' dollar;

other men give me coppers, and so Andrew at last have almost four

dollars."

While this was being related to me, we approached Chapel Island,

where a number of Indians were encamped. After exchanging a few

words with them, we glided on ; and Andrew alluded to his father's life

and circumstances, which at one period were more prosperous than

usually fall to the lot of Indians : he having had several cows, and a

portion of ground on the borders of the lake under cultivation. But,

alas ! the Indian's Upas blighted all his bright prospects : he tasted the

■wild man's deadly poison—rum ; and to enjoy this, he not only sold all

his cows, but also by degrees bartered away every piece of furniture,

and other comforts of civilized life, with which he had decorated his

wigwam, that then almost resembled the cottage of an European. For

tunately, every possible impediment is thrown in the way, to prevent

improvident or cajoled Indians from selling or disposing of, in any man

ner, the modicum of land reserved for their support, so that we may yet

hope, ere this race shall be quite extinct, some individuals may prove

themselves sufficiently enlightened and industrious to become agricul

turists, and to exchange the savage for the civilized life.

My attention was directed by Andrew to a sequestered part of the

lake, where an unfortunate Red Indian was deliberately murdered by

some of the Micmac tribe, to which my pilot belonged. It appears

there has been from time immemorial, a deadly feud between these

tribes; and that the Red Indian, whose location is chiefly at Newfound

land, being the most warlike and courageous, is much dreaded by the

Micmacs.

I shall endeavour to relate the murderous event, in the words of

Andrew himself, who seemed rather to glory in the stealthy and suc

cessful manner in which it was perpetrated ; and in reply to my ques

tion, if he did not think he was a wicked Indian, and acted contrary to
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his religion, (then Catholic,) merely said,—" What for had? Red Indian

come spy ; if he go hack, he bring more brothers, and kill us all. No,

no ! One day canoe seen just there with Red Indian ; our Indians all

come, bring plenty guns ; go round Red Indian and shoot, shoot, till he

fall in canoe ; then go nearer, shoot till he quite dead ; then bring big

stones, and sink him in canoe to bottom of lake ; so then other Red

Indian no find 'em."

Without doubt, the predominant feeling in Andrew's tribe, namely,

that of self-preservation, was not a little directed to its sanguinary pur

pose, by the legends of slaughter committed on their race by the Red

Indians ; and some allowance must be made for the almost untutored

savage, whose reason may be partially directed by the faint glimmering

of religion instilled by the priests, but whose revenge is not yet

appeased, according to their ideas as savages, or obliterated as it should

be, according to the Christian's code, for the murder of their forefathers.

The following Speech, delivered by Tecumseth—a famous North

American Chief—at a Council held at Amhersburg, in 1813, will show

the feelings of pride, satire, and determination evinced by the Indians

during the war with the United States :—

" In the name of the Indian Chiefs and Warriors, to the Representa

tive of their great Father and King.

" Father ! listen to your children, you see them all before you. The

war before this, our British Father gave the hatchet to his red children,

when our old chiefs were alive—they are now all dead. In that war our

Father was thrown on his back by the Americans, and our Father took

them by the hand without our knowledge ; and we are afraid our Father

will do so again now. The summer before last, when I came forward

with my Red brethren, and when we were ready to take up the hatchet

in favour of our British Father, we were told not to be in a hurry, that

he had not yet determined to fight the Americans.

" Listen ! When war was declared, our Father stood up, and gave

us the tomahawk, and told us he was now ready to strike the Americans ;

that he wanted our assistance, and that he certainly would get us our

lands which the Americans had taken from us.

" Listen I You told us at the same time to bring forward our families

to this place : we did so ; and you promised to take care of them, and

that they should want for nothing whilst the men would go out and

fight the enemy. You said that we were not to trouble ourselves with

the enemy's garrison, that we knew nothing about them, and that our

Father would attend to that part of the business. You also told your

Red children, you would take good care of the garrison here, which

made our hearts glad.

" Listen I When we last went to the Rapids, it is true we gave

you little assistance ; it is hard to fight people who live like ground

hogs.

" Father I listen ! Our fleet has gone out, we know they have fought;

we heard the great guns ; but know nothing of what has happened to

our Father with the one arm *. Our ships are gone away, and we are

very much astonished to see our Father laying up everything, and pre

paring to run away without letting his Red children know what his

* The officer who commanded the fleet.
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intentions are. You always told us to remain here and take care of our

lands : it made our hearts glad to hear that was your wish. Our great

Father the King, is the head, and you are to represent him. You

always told us you never would draw your foot off the British ground;

but now, Father, we see you drawing back ; and we are sorry to see our

Father doing so, without seeing the enemy. We must compare our

Father's conduct to a fat animal that carries its tail upon its back ; but

when affrighted, it drops it between its legs, and runs off.

" Father ! listen ! The Americans have not yet defeated us by

land, neither are we sure they have done so by water: we therefore wish

to remain here, and fight our enemy should they make their appearance ;

if they defeat us, we will then make our retreat with our Father.

" At the battle of the Rapids, last war, the Americans certainly

defeated us; and when we retreated to our Father's fort at that place,

the gates were shut against us : we were afraid it would now be the

case ; but instead of that we see our British Father preparing to march

out of his garrison.

" Father I listen I You have got the arms and accoutrements which

our Great Father sent for his Red children ; if you mean to go away,

give them to us, and you may go and welcome ;—for us, our lives are

in the hands of the Great Spirit ; we are determined to defend our

lands, and if it is his will, we wish to leave our bones upon them"

Finding we could not arrive at the point of the lake, from whence a

road leads direct to Sydney, much before sunrise, and the Indians being

worn out by their exertions, at 1 1 o'clock I agreed that we should land,

and look out for a roof, however humble, under which we might shelter

ourselves, and rest till daylight.

With some trouble, my guide Andrew succeeded in finding a cottage,

in which, with his family, resided a very Gael. After thundering at

his door for some time, we were admitted ; and a miserable light

having rendered visible the darkness and wretchedness of the habi

tation, I attempted to make known our wants, requesting the Scot to

supply us, if possible, with some meat, bread, potatoes, or in short

with any thing for the support of the inward man. To all these

demands he provokingly replied,—" Na, na." I thought our case

was hopeless, and that we must content ourselves with merely the

shelter of his roof ; but friend Andrew stepped forth to act as interpre

ter, saying, " I shall speak to him, Sare;" and right well did he perform

his new part; for after, to me, an unintelligible jargon, he contrived to

obtain potatoes to boil, fresh fuel for the fire, plenty of milk, and clean

Btraw to lie on. We were not long in cooking and devouring our frugal

repast; and stretched on the straw, by the faint light afforded by the

burning embers, I remained awake for some time, examining the cottage

and its inmates, musing on the strange companions a man meets with in.

his pilgrimage, and the scenes his restless disposition causes him to

• witness. Here was I, a stranger among strangers, and an untaught

savage was obliged to make known to one Briton the wants of another:

people of one soil and nation not able to render themselves intelligible

to each other. Only for the superior knowledge of Andrew, we should

have too much resembled the inhabitants of the Tower of Babel, and, in

consequence, with empty stomachs, have lain our tired limbs on bare

boards. Let me advise our modern tourists to take warning from my

ignorance, and amongst their study of languages, include that of Gaelic.
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On waking in the morning, the first object which caught my attention,

was the young Indian performing his devotions in a most solemn man

ner, and it added considerably to the good opinion I had began to form

of him, to find that, unobserved as he imagined by mortal eye, he was

earnestly directing his prayers to that God, whose attributes were

scarcely made known to him; but whom, even in his partial glimmering

of religion, he fervently worshipped.

I had some difficulty in making known to the young Christian, that I

had heen a spectator of his religious ceremonies; but with Andrew's

assistance, I made him aware of the gratification I had derived from

witnessing his devotion ; and I begged him, on his arrival at Sydney, to

call on his priest, and tell him that an officer directed him to inform him

of his correct and Christian-like conduct. In the warm expressive look

on James' countenance, I read his gratitude, and felt sure no pecuniary

reward 1 could bestow upon him, would have pleased him so much as

this approving message to the teacher, who evidently had already

obtained great influence over the thoughts, words, and actions of the

juvenile religionist.

On inquiring from Andrew the cause of the Indians in that neigh

bourhood being generally Roman Catholics, he told me,—" First Pro

testant priest come : he talk to Indian, teach him pray, but he stay

very short time,—he no like place. Catholic priest then come ; he

talk, too. Indian turn Catholic,—what for no ?"

There is little doubt that the pageantry and ceremonies displayed in

a Catholic chapel are, in some measure, the causes which induce the

alternately listless and enthusiastic Indians to prefer the Catholic to the

Protestant religion. But I cannot refrain from adding my fears that

too many of our well-educated clergy " no like place," and leave the

Indian ground of religion to be tilled by more zealous, though perhaps

not as perfect, theologians.

The sun had scarcely risen ere we were again in the canoe ; and,

after a few hours' coasting a shore which momentarily exhibited fresh

natural beauties, the marks of incipient cultivation being " few and far

between," we arrived at the point of the lake, from whence a tolerable

road, for that secluded part of the globe, leads to Sydney-

Leaving the Indians, I lost no time in proceeding to this station ;

and, having performed the military duty on which I had been ordered,

I rejoined my Indian crew, and ensconced myself in my former snug

berth in the centre of the canoe, on a bed of small boughs of the

spruce-tree, which I found not only afforded a comfortable couch for

the body, but also exhaled an agreeable perfume, far preferable to the

artificial scents of a crowded ball-room.

Our passage across the lake had been tolerably calm, but on our

return I witnessed the rapidity with which this magnificent sheet of

water could substitute the frown for the smile. My pilot, Andrew,

however, boldly braved the gale in our frail bark, and, as the wind was

favourable, by the assistance of his old blanket for a sail, and a paddle

worked at the head as well as at the stern of the canoe, we managed to

make a tolerable run of it for some time ; but, at length, finding the

waves were occasionally washing over us, I thought it high time to

lower our cumbrous sail, especially as my outer garments were tole»

rably well saturated. This proposition did not meet the approval of
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Andrew, who forthwith doffed his Indian coat to shelter the English

wanderer, with an understanding that, if another sea broke over the

canoe, my open knife should do its duty, and sever our make-shift

halliards.

Scarcely had this determination on my part been expressed, when an

ugly wave burst over the canoe, and, for a moment, I thought my bold

pilot had deserted his craft ; but I was rejoiced to hear him exclaim,

with a spluttering voice, almost before I could distinguish him, " Never

fear, Sare ! never fear ! " Pity it was no sea-painter was at hand to

catch the idea of a mermaid—or, rather, a merman—from Andrew's

reappearance from the spray ! His gaunt form,—striking counten

ance,—long, black, matted hair,—and, in short, his tout-ensemble was

such that, if he were not actually a merman, he approached so nearly to

this n on -biped, that it would have puzzled any London critic to have

found out the difference.

When the sail was lowered we were out of immediate danger ; but

as, after some time, notwithstanding the laborious exertions of my

paddlers, we made but little way towards the termination of our voyage,

I expressed my wish to land.

I had previously been satisfied with the skill and courage of my

crew, but now came the tug of war, for a surf was running which made

the beaching of the canoe a very hazardous affair ; as, if she unfor

tunately scraped an unseen rock, or was struck by a sea immediately on

reaching the shore, good-b'ye to my chance of arriving at St. Peter's

by water,—and I must have had a long and dreary march through an

unfrequented path. When we came within about twenty or thirty

yards of the shore, the Indians spoke to each other in an earnest

manner, and we remained for a few seconds poised on the water, like a

hawk ready to drop on its prey. At last, Andrew, who was watching

the coming waves most intently, made an exclamation, at which both

i were worked most vehemently, and the light bounding of the

on the shore, the springing out of its live contents, and the

taneous porterage, by all hands, of the fragile bark, before a rude

wave should have injured its delicate form, was the work of a moment.

As soon as the gale had moderated, we again embarked, and, being

anxious to obtain an insight to the Indian's mode of life, and the habits

of this partly civilized tribe, I entered into " a long talk " with Andrew

on the subject,—young James, from his want of knowledge of the

English language, being unable to contribute his share to the conversa

tion. I shall not attempt the description in the very words of ray

Indian comrade, but the following brief account of some interesting

passages in our dialogue will not, I trust, be considered unworthy the

notice of the "White Man," who has never seen "his Red brother" on

his own native and unpolluted soil.

An Indian's corporeal life, from his cradle to his grave, is comprised

in one word—hardship. In his cradle he is lashed in an upright posi

tion, either strapped on his unfortunate mother's back during her

wanderings, or stuck up against a tree, or any other convenient prop.

As soon as he can crawl, he is released from this bondage ; but his

boyhood is passed in all but sloth, want, and bodily suffering, occa

sioned by the deprivation of food and the vicissitudes of the climate.

On reaching a more advanced age, his strength of body is severely
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tested. He wanders solitary through the woods for days together in,

search of food, sometimes successful, but at others so attenuated by

fatigue and hunger, that he can scarcely reach the encampment to make

known his bad success to the enduring squaw and starving children in

the wigwam.

An Indian contrives to exist for three days—I may almost say with

out food. If unsuccessful the first day, he merely tightens his belt,

lies down, and " hopes for the morrow." Strengthened by rest, he

again commences his perambulations, and occasionally plucks a berry

with which to cheat the craving of his stomach. If again doomed to

disappointment, his belt is called upon to become a closer friend. He

lies down, with the vain expectation that sleep may supply the place of

food ; and, the following morning, gloomy, dispirited, and exhausted by

fatigue and hunger, he wends his way back to his tribe, with the

anxious hope that a fellow-Indian, having been more fortunate in his

search for food, will charitably share it with his famishing brother.

The Indians do not, however, trust entirely to the land for susten

ance. Occasionally they spear salmon and other fish, as well as

lobsters ; but. they seem to spurn the character of fishermen, who come

under the designation of " a stick and a string,—a hook at one end and

a fool at the other."

Like many of the more civilized and educated race, the poor Indian

cannot enjoy prosperity with moderation ; and if his bag—or, rather,

his back—is well laden when he returns from his journey, gluttony is

the order of the day, and little thought is bestowed on providing for the

wants of the morrow.

The life of the fair sex is not more enviable than that of the being

in this instance misnamed " the lord of the creation." Though not

called upon for intense bodily fatigue, she, too, has her full share of

labour ; and Eve's curse—" in sorrow shalt thou bring forth children "

—must be deeply felt by the poor, suffering squaw, whose occasional

intercourse with her White sisters, in the towns and villages, must

too often cause her to draw comparisons between her wretched exist

ence and their comfortable life.

There may be, and doubtless are, some bright spots 'in an Indian's

pilgrimage, but the above account is, I fear, too faithful a portrait of

the general state of the few scattered remnants of the Micmac Tribe,—

at one time, lying gorged, listless and happy, in the sunshine ; at

another, the picture of misery and want.

In the midst of these alternate fluctuations of joy and grief, an

Indian's heart can yet burn with the hope of pleasing " the much loved

one," and, passing through the courtship ordeal, the ceremony of mar

riage is duly performed by the priest. Though the male Indian, in

general, is not proof against the tempting seduction of rum, the sin too

common amongst the lower order of European nations cannot be justly

attributed to the young females ; and the Red Benedict, in taking his

squaw to his wigwam, feels assured his future companion was unsullied

at the time she linked her fate to his. I must draw a veil over the

latter part of the lives of the frail sex ; for, alas ! at that period, they

too often lose the chief virtue of the female character.

Next to spirit, the most acceptable gift to an Indian is tobacco ; and

Andrew, having been loud in the praises of each of these stimulants,
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concluded by saying, " Tobacco make Indian strong, but rum make his

heart leap."

Considerable sagacity and perseverance is manifested in the pursuit

of every description of game ; but the following ruse, which the

Indians adopt in shooting wild geese, deserves to be recorded in the

pages of the Sporting Magazine. About the time at which these birds

are expected to make their appearance, the Indians select a large open

lake, over which they anticipate the flight of the geese will take place.

On the border of this lake some very small huts are constructed, with

blocks of ice and snow, only sufficiently capacious to contain a man in a

crouching posture. Some trees are then felled, cut into blocks about

the size of a goose's body (which are afterwards charred) ; and pieces

to resemble the head and neck being stuck in, a wooden bird is thus

constructed, sufficiently attractive for the intended purpose.

A flock of one or two dozen being manufactured, and placed on the

ice, (a leader advanced a few yards in front,) within gunshot of the

snow huts, the Indians' quick eyes then search the horizon, and, on the

appearance of any geese, they screen themselves within the huts, utter

ing the peculiar cry of the wild geese ; on hearing which, the flock

generally fly suspiciously and circuitously round the wooden birds,

gradually diminishing the circumference, until they approach quite

close to the false flock, at which moment every Indian selects his bird,

and " marks him for his own."

An officer joined one of these wild-geese parties with a short double-

barrelled fowling-piece, which excited the ridicule of the Indians, they

not believing that a gun so dissimilar in form to their long unwieldy

muskets was suitable for such work. To their astonishment, however,

as the flock swooped past the double-barrel, two birds received their

death-warrant : on seeing which the Indians almost devoured the

fowling-piece, exclaiming, " Good little gun,—kill goose,—very good

gun I Maybe sell em gun ? Me give six dollar,—eight dollar. No

sell em good little gun ? "

Asa contrast to the cunning art displayed by the Indians to induce

wild geese to approach within gunshot, the following succinct account

of the simplicity of the partridge, when under fire, will no doubt be

condemned by our English sportsmen, who will consider such sport

" tame, flat, and unprofitable."

In America there are two distinct species of these birds, the spruce,

and the birch, so named, I presume, from their roosting-places (credat

Judceus). The first resembles both the English partridge and grouse ;

the latter approaches nearer to the pheasant, and is occasionally found a

pound and a half in weight. These birds are either discovered, by the

quick eye of the Indian, perched on trees, or else they are tracked and

barked up to their perches by some cur. When steadily settled, (pro

vided the intended victims have not previously undergone the fiery

ordeal, and been more frightened than hurt), the whole covey may some

times be shot by the experienced gunner first selecting the lower bird,

and then gradually elevating his murderous weapon, each successive

shot, until he has thus ruthlessly destroyed the whole flock. Every

allowance must, however, be made for the savage, to whom the impro

vident expenditure of powder and shot is a serious loss, and who literally

shoots for the pot ; as no sooner does the partridge reach the wigwam
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than poulterer squaw enacts her part in the tragedy, and completes the

scene by sousing the tame game into an iron pot, with any heterogeneous

compound of food she may previously have collected or hoarded up.

Spearing salmon and lobsters is conducted in a more orthodox sports

manlike style ; generally at night, when a brilliant illumination is

effected by means of a torch, composed of birch bark, affixed over the

head of the canoe. This nocturnal sport would, I am confident, be

highly approved and valued by every Nimrod, great skill being required

in managing the frail bark, much dexterity in striking the fish, and the

very scene itself more exciting than I can describe—to be felt it needs

but to be seen. A graphic description of the variety of the tints of the

foliage, the changing and ever-beautiful scenery, the clearness of the

water, (for this sport can only be carried on in a calm,) which seems

to act as a brilliant varnish to all beneath its surface, the shoals of fish

of every species swarming around the canoe, wondering what moveable

sun is traversing their waters ; and, though last, not least, the discovery,

by the searching eye of the keen sportsman, of the salmon or lobster he

purposes to strike ; these, aye, and more than these, can only be duly

appreciated by those who will exchange a few brief hours of drowsy for-

getfulness and recumbency on their enervating couch, for the full

enjoyment of Nature's richest beauties, and the exhilaration of manly

sport and exercise.

The salmon-spear resembles that used in our country ; but the lobster-

spear is formed from a young pine-tree, being about eighteen feet long,

and tapering from two inches in diameter to four or five. The larger

end is split open in the middle about a foot, and a small piece of wood

inserted, fixed firmly, to prevent the slit closing, the inside of which is

hollowed out a little till within two inches of the bottom, thus leaving a

slight projection on each inside, so that the fork being struck dexter

ously over the lobster, on raising the spear these projections, with the

assistance afforded by the wooden spring, may prevent the prey drop

ping out.

For the benefit of my sporting friends especially, I now give publicity

to the following valuable receipt,—not to be found in the pages of Meg

Dodds, Dr. Kitchener, or any other famed professor of the science of

gastronomy.

To cook a beefsteak—au Sauvage.—Select a large piece of loose

granite, or any other rock, with a flat surface, chop down trees with

your axe, (at which work every sportsman in America ought to be a

proficient,) cut off the branches, and strew them around the stone; set

fire to the pile, and heat sufficiently this substitute for jack, frying-pan,

or oven. Then remove the stone from the smoke, lay the steak on the

almost red-hot flat surface, and even an epicure will admit that this

natural fire-place has concocted a most inviting dish to a hunter, after a

hard day's work. Birch bark will supply "plats a la nature;" and the

pocket-knife, aided and assisted by the delicate fingers of the hungry

sportsman, will soon astonish the steak, which, according to epicurean

phraseology, " has been done to a turn."

Just as I had completed my gleanings of Indian customs, we reached

the termination of our voyage ; and having ascertained the departure of

the brig-of-war, which I had hoped would have still been at anchor off

St. Peter's, I expressed my anxious wish that Mr. C would hire for
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me a small vessel, in which I might embark that evening, with the hope

of reaching the brig before she passed through the Gut of Canso.

My kind host endeavoured to persuade me to defer my departure until

the following morning : but, finding he could not do so, he at last offered

me one of his own schooners, provided a crew of four men could be

obtained. As he could only succeed in finding two Frenchmen, I pro

posed to my late pilot, Andrew, that he should accompany me as a

sailor ; but my anger was roused by his demanding, " What you give

me ? " As I had bestowed upon him considerably more than the sum

agreed for his services in crossing the Bras d'Or Lake, 1 told him I

would not allow him to accompany me in the schooner on any terms ;

and that J was annoyed at finding, after all, Andrew was a greedy bad

Indian. This, apparently, stung him to the quick, and he then insisted

on going without any payment. To this I would not consent, adding,

I would wait for a better man. Subsequently, however, by the advice

of Mr. C , I embarked with the two Frenchmen and Andrew, fate

seeming determined that my mother-tongue should be at discount while

on this tour. The senior Franqais " had but one eye, and that was a

piercer," and his countenance, of which smiles could never have softened

the rigidity since it was first moulded, bore a striking resemblance to

those wooden Dutch figures which " the children of Holland find such

pleasure in making (query), and the children of England such pleasure

in breaking" (certain). As for young Charles, he was French every

inch of him, and, the night being brilliant, the weather agreeable, and

the coasting scenery very interesting, I whiled away the hours in listen

ing to some of his tales, told partly in broken English, and partly in a

sort of Patois, entering especially into his feelings, when, as the sun

rose nntinged by a cloud, he joyfully exclaimed, u This night I shall

see my dear littel wife;" from whom, by the bye, he had been parted

but the brief space of four days. Here was a lesson for Benedicts on

our side of the " great pond."

On passing a cove the blackened ruins of a cottage were pointed out

to me, in which but a short time previously a fisherman resided, with

his wife and several children, blessed with every comfort his heart

could desire. Having started one day on bis usual avocation, he was

detained by foul winds longer than he anticipated, and, returning late at

night, he looked in vain for his homestead. For some time he fancied

he might have erred in his landmarks ; but at last, quitting his boat, he

proceeded to the site of his late habitation, and found his domestic

hearth a he3p of ruins, and not one of his beloved family spared to tell

the mournful tale. Alas ! all had been victims to the devouring ele

ment—no friendly hand could come to the succour of the wretched

inmates of the" solitary cottage ; and the bereaved, broken-hearted hus

band and father, after -weeping over the ashes of his loved family,

deserted the spot which reminded him too bitterly of his former happi

ness and present misery.

I had heard much of true American squatters, but the cool manner

in which they take possession of land they have not the shadow of a

claim to, was well imitated by one of the Sister Isle, who had selected a

very pretty little property for himself, burnt down trees, erected his

house, laid out his potatoe and garden-ground; by his industry gradually

accumulated money sufficient to purchase a cow, pig, and some poultry;
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and was then living comfortably, with a wife and two children, on, as

he thought, his own little bit of property, which he could enlarge to his

fancy by cutting down the surrounding timber, and clearing the land.

When told that some fine day the real lord of the manor would come

and take possession, he exclaimed with vehemence, " Turn me out—is

it me—after all the trouble I've had ; sure, and haven't I a right to

what I've made ? Indeed and he won't, and can't turn me out."

I know not whether it was the liberal sea-stock provided by my kind

friend Mr. C , or the thoughts of meeting his young wife, that, as

we approached the termination of our voyage, had raised the spirits of

young Charles up to concert-pitch, to which he gave vent in some lively

songs. As he suited the action to the word, I proposed he should allow

his heels to have their enjoyment also ; to this he was nothing loth, but

said he could not dance alone. The staid Andrew being roused from

his sleep, and challenged to join the festive scene, a most amusing pas

de deux was performed, such as was, perhaps, never before exhibited on

any boards,—"the most polished nation under the sun" in a dancing

partnership with the most savage, and John Bull for an audience. If

their steps were neither pas de zephyr, pas de basque, or any other pas

practised by the London or Parisian corps de ballet, they were, at all

events, in unison with the orchestra's natural melody, and their pas de

caur was far preferable to the fashionable pas sans caiur exhibited in

a ball-room.

I, at that period of my life, had a light heart, and could fully enjoy

the gleams of pleasure beneficently allowed to gild the passing hour,

without permitting the bitterness of disappointment of the past, or the

fears of the future, to damp the present happiness : in short, as the

record of the foregoing brief hours of my juvenile days will have already

made tolerably manifest, I was, to a certain extent, a disciple of Sterne,

—as, indeed, all travellers ought to be who would prefer a flowery to a

thorny path ;—and, whether my wanderings were circumscribed to my

native, or adjoining Sister Isle, or extended to the forests in America,

where human foot seldom trod, verily, I could not " travel from Dan to

Beersheba, and exclaim, ' 'Tis all barren.' "

Having fortunately reached the Gut of Canso previous to the depar

ture of the brig of-war, I lost no time in quitting my motley crew, and

in availing myself of the hospitality of my former kind friends in the

brig : but, in parting with Andrew, he clearly showed the wounds that

bitter words can inflict, even in the heart of a half-civilized savage.

On giving each of my companions a couple of dollars for their assist

ance, the indignant Indian spurned the gift, saying, " No, you call

Andrew at St. Peter's bad Indian. He not bad man ; he not greedy

Indian ; he not take your money." Finding he was resolute in declining

to receive it from my hands, all I could do was to leave the dollars for

him on the deck of the schooner, with these parting words, which

seemed to have some effect in softening the unfriendly look depicted on

his sullen countenance : " Farewell, Andrew, give the money to your

squaw, to buy something to remind her of the young officer who crossed

the Lake with you, and tell her I shall never forget Andrew, the good

Indian."

Portfire.
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A MARCH AND DETACHMENT IN IRELAND,

WITH OTHER MATTERS APPERTAINING.

[Concluded from page 509, No. 157.]

Pat is, indeed, sometimes a most perverse being ; and his obstinacy,

displayed during the prevalence of the cholera, showed that, when

resolved to have his own way, it is in vain to try and persuade him,

even to his own good. The neighbouring gentry immediately around

our village had congratulated themselves on having been almost

exempt from a visit from this disease, although pervading the country

nearly from one end to the other. Several miserable wigwams and

cottages round about, at a short distance, had been attacked by the

infection ; and, with concealment of the disease, disbelief of the exist

ence of a new complaint, and alarm and anger at the least hint of the

approach of the doctor, together with the practice of howling over, and

waking the dead,—which practice nothing at first could persuade them

from,—it made sad work. Some few hovels, a short distance off, were

said to contain, " in their smoky cribs," the dead, the dying, the

infected, and the healthy, all huddled together ; and, in some instances,

no assistance afforded in shape of medicaments or attendance, (for

none would have been received,) and scarcely anything in the way of

food. Thus, almost all who eventually did not bolt off, took the

disease in such close quarters, and died. Accident only discovered

such scenes of misery, which no one, however desirous, (except in some

few instances,) could render much assistance in.

At last, our village had a taste of the disagreeables attendant on a

visit from so unwished-for a guest, and apparently it was furnished by

contagion. A miserable, half-starved, and ragged son of Thespis, one

evening asked admittance at our door, and, being ushered into the

room, at once disclosed himself in character, as we sat at dinner.

" Forbear," cried he, " and eat no more,

Till I and my affairs are answered ;

I almost die for food, and let me bare it."

Then, making a sidelong movement, and a dancing-master's bow, at the

same time descending to common parlance, he begged a trifle to eat

and drink, and, in return, humbly hoped he should be permitted the

high honour of " audience for awhile," and he would recite " ./Eneas'

tale to Dido," to amuse our festive board. We received him with a

hearty welcome, cheered his heart with a flagon, and filled him to

repletion. He played Cassio drunk to the life, danced harlequin,

threw somersets as clown, and tottered the old pantaloon,—fancied

himself offended at the laughter of a gentleman of our party, and chal

lenged him on the spot,—and, having played his " fantastic tricks," and

flustered himself with poteen, he was, with some little difficulty, got to

his lodging in the village. His wife, who had accompanied him, was

seized with cholera, and quickly died, on which he was violently

expelled his lodging as a " dangerous fellow ;" and, the news quickly

spreading, he was thrust from every door he attempted entrance at, and

again made another appearance at our quarter, and, hunted out as he

U. S. Mao., No. 159, Feb., 1842. ' P
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was, begged (for Heaven's sake) to be allowed to enter. A more

miserable-looking and dejected outcast it was impossible to contemplate.

The starved apothecary was caricatured in his presence : " the world and

the world's law " bore harder even than upon Mantua's practitioner. He

had nothing to sell, not even a black draught, but, carrying disease and

death in his rags, and a mob at his heels, he was being driven from the

habitations of man, to carry his poisonous carcase to the bogs and

hills ; and, if he was fortunate enough to reach another village, and get

entrance, so much the better for himself, and (most likely) the worse

for his entertainers. The owner of our lodgement saw him making for

the door, and, quick as thought, banged it in his face, then, thrusting'

his pate out at the window above, bade him begone, or he would shoot

at him like a common robber.

" Vanish, seek shelter, pack ! " quoth he, *' 111 no swaggerers here,

nor cholera either, if I can help it.'

For once in his life the actor played his part without " o'erstepping

the modesty of nature," unless, indeed, (which is more than probable,)

he had played before (in life's drama) an equally unhappy and desti

tute character. He raised one hand to heaven, clapped the other before

his face, and the big round tears coursed one another from between his

fingers in piteous chase.

The ireful visage of mine host at the window, the figure of the

rueful tatterdemallion in the road, and the hovering crew in the

back-ground, formed a complete scene.' We procured a dispensation

(for awhile) in his favour ; and, with food in his paunch, and some coin

in his pocket, he departed,—his wife, meanwhile, having been quickly

buried. At night, however, he ventured to return, and (despite the

vigilance of the sentry) craved harbourage, and was received by our

men, and secreted in their market-house apartment. Your soldier is a

thoughtless, generous animal, and will at any time face the chance of

disease and death, even with the chance also of a rowing for his pains,

to lend a hand to a chap in trouble. And thus the unfortunate shared

their rations and their roof, whilst the authorities supposed his infec

tious carcase and pestilential influence was well out of their neighbour

hood. At last he was discovered one day by our commander, and sent

off- once more from the village, having conferred upon our circle the

remains of his wife, and apparently the Corporal Forbis (cholera

morbus), as the soldiers termed it.

The elegant, sensible Pope—as the larking Widow Belmore (so

sensibly) terms him—observes ("very wisely"),

What great effects from trivial causes spring !

and, if the coming of the "poor player" was the introduction of the

disease of cholera into our happy valley, really we may say he " speaks

by the card ;" and, albeit he himself made anything but a good appear

ance, at any rate he gave the town a tremendous benefit ; and in a few

days afterwards they found it out,—for, touched up with an unknown

and incomprehensible malady, which completely baffled them to make

out, and which they still refused to allow as cholera, and rejected the

existence of any such disorder, because they knew of it now for the first

time, and attributed to some evil influence, they did everything they

could to give the disorder the better chance of catching them upon the
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hip. At first they refused all entrance of the leech within their dwell

ings, keeping1 guard against and vowing to fee him with the shilelagh if

he intruded, until at last they were driven to sue for his attendance ;

and, even then, they fancied their friends were being dosed and sent

out of the world with some " leprous distilment." In a few days the

increased state of disease made it necessary to find some place to turn

into a sort of hospital, for the sick and dead being hovelled together,

the constant running in and out of the curious, and the parties formed

for the waking and howling ceremonies, made matters go on most

swimmingly ; and a decent-sized cottage was ordered to be cleared out

by the police for the reception of patients. Immediately the boys

assembled in force to prevent the measure. They liked not their

townsmen being spirited away out of their sight, and put to sleep they

knew not how, nor the appropriation of the house for the purpose,—

and the police returned without managing the matter ; during which con

troversy and uproar it was resolved that the house in question, at any rate,

was not worth contending about, as it was now not large enough for the

purpose, and the Catholics (who swore it was only a weak invention of their

enemies, the Protestants, for their own sinister purposes) were allowed

their way. The authorities then bethought them of a Protestant school-

house just without the town, close beside the old church, and ordered

it to be forthwith prepared for all patients who could be got into it.

Hereupon the Protestants began (like Peter Bullcalf of the Green) to

roar out lustily, and immediately to congregate, and roundly swore that

would be striking them root and branch ; and the deprivation of the

school the very thing of all others their Catholic enemies had been long

watching, wishing, and manceuvreing for. A body of yeomen ran to

their houses, and, snatching down their firelocks, hastily donned their

accoutrements, threw themselves into the school-house, barricaded it,

and prepared to resist its appropriation by sustaining a regular siege.

This again queered the business, and matters were once more at a stand.

My servant, who had been a good deal fascinated with the talents of

the poor player, and very attentive to him whilst strutting amongst us,

suffered for his good nature apparently, and, on the sudden, was seized

with illness after coming in from a march, and in a very few hours

died. We had orders to move off when the disease made its appearance,

and return to the head-quarters ; but some of the neighbouring gentry

wished for our remaining at hand, and a ruinous mansion, half a mile

from the village, was offered as a barrack. Accordingly, we shook the

dust from our shoes, and proceeded to our new quarter.

Situate on a beautiful spot, and just without the walls of the park of

a nobleman, stood the remains of what had once been the chateau of

some Irish squire, and doubtless, in its day of pride, many a jolly

carouse had made the old pile ring again. At present, it was the north

side of a jovial and comfortable-looking residence:—

Like some lone Chartreux stood the good old hall,

Silence without and fasts within the wall.

A shattered ruin, in some parts without roof, it however contained

rooms that were tolerably habitable ; the windows had here and there

a pane, and some of them even a fragment of a shutter; the doors

flapped with the blast, for locks they had long been long unconscious

of, and even the fore door of the mansion was sprawling for lack of

P 2
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hinges. The stabling and other offices were thrown down, and the

ground, cambered with the ruins, scattered far and wide into a wilder

ness of long dank grass, weeds, gooseberry bushes, fruit trees, and

flowering shrubs, where once the well-kept walks and parterre had

flourished. Further in rear the grounds were beautifully and wildly

wooded, leading down and terminating in a vast Serbonian bog, which

led " God knows where." If you unhappily trusted your errant foot

steps upon its treacherous surface, peradventure you would find the

Master of Ravenswood and his stabled steed somewhere down below ;

at any rate, as fat Jack says, " if the bottom were deep as hell, you

would down, and that too with an uncommon alacrity in the sinking."

Two several times it has been my luck to nearly make shipwreck of my

person by plunging into a slough of despond of this disagreeable nature,

and each time I escaped by miracle from suffocation. The first time

almost of placing foot upon the heather was on occasion of a shooting

excursion in bonnie Scotland, somewhere on the moors near Old Mel-

drum, beyond the gude town of Aberdeen. A pretty large party had

wandered into these wilds in search of game, and following our leader

- of the ploy on this occasion (an uncommonly funny and original native),

towards the latter part of the day we traversed a sort of moss, and the

continual file firing kept up at the myriads of hares starting up in every

direction from under our very feet, was quite incomprehensible to a

cockney sportsman's understanding. " I cannot liken it—I never saw

the like :" it really appeared to me that every hare north of the Tweed

must have been at a gathering just at that precise spot and time, and

that we had opportunely arrived and surprised them, red-handed (as the

saying is), and in the fact. At all events, we caused as much confusion,

dismay, and slaughter, as Claverhouse and his red-coats suddenly

coming upon a hillside conventicle of prick-eared Whigs. We were

obliged to leave them in little lots, as we skirmished onwards, to be

reclaimed on our return.

In the ardour of the action, I had pushed forwards, and having driven

the contents of two barrels into an unfortunate beast, found myself

standing to reload on " a trifling spot of earth," most curiously isolated

in a treacherous sea of black-looking coffee-grounds. All the shooters

had, for what I knew, got into equally disagreeable situations ; one only

was within hail, and I roared for him to draw near, and give advice as

to what manoeuvre was likely to bring me off without going a journey

to the Antipodes. He, treacherous as his native morass, roared out to

try the green spot ; and, sinking ripe where I stood, I searched round

about for the most verdant-looking spot I could spy. Luckily I carried

my weapon after the same fashion a performer on the slack wire carries

his pole (all athwart), and, " accoutred as I was, I plunged in." The

greedy slough received me like a quicksand, and I should have sounded

its depths like an angler's plummet, had it not been for my Manton,

each end of which resting on a hardish tuft, I held on, stretching down

my toes in vain endeavour to feel the bottom ; in which efforts getting

flat on my face, I wormed myself onwards and out of the mess towards

terra firma. My friend stood looking on, and dying with laughter at

the situation ; and afterwards told me (as I scraped the infernal slush

from my clothes) that the countenance of horror I had presented to him,

and dreadfully-convulsive efforts to get out, was the best thing he had

ever witnessed ; I thought it about the worst performance ever enacted.
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The next mishap of the sort happened in traversing a desolate region

towards a Siberian place of detachment, in a " worm-eaten hold of

ragged stone," called the Castle of Corgarff, situate in Strathdon. After

a wearisome mountain ride of nearly fifty miles—

Through heather, moss—'mong frogs, and bogs, and fogs—

'Mongst craggy cliffs and thunder-battered hills :

gradually winning on through deep glens, and past gigantic crags,

beyond ridges of succeeding hills, each mountain barrier ushering into

a yet wilder and more desolate scene, and introducing a successor, like

the rhymes in the House that Jack Built ; whilst cursing the raw, cold

winds and overcharged clouds of a Scottish day in December : and at

length, as twilight came on, seeing from the top of a hill the dark

ominous-looking ruin, far, far away, looming large " like an Indiaman

in a fog," and surrounded by stony and savage hills, on which, appa

rently, the heather almost refused to take root, with this haven in

view, I thought fit to venture to deviate from the winding rocky road, in

order to cross thereto in a more straightforward manner, and thereby

found access to a black bog of tremendous extent, and full of curious

quaggy places and deep holes. Driving the spurs against the panting

sides of the poor jade I rode, as these difficulties came on—for, like

Macbeth, having " stepped so far, returning was as tedious as go o'er"—

somewhat on the sudden we floundered downwards into a regular sea of

muck, and drove in so far that the nag, plunging head foremost, rolled

over, whilst I threw myself off on one side, and stuck fast " as the monu

ment on Fish-street Hill." The brute floundering round, blowing like a

grampus, groaned in his horrible fright, and seemed smothering beside

me, whilst, unable to move an inch, I could only, with a sort of prepare-

for-cavalry feeling, go through the whole sword exercise in cuts at his

head with my riding-stick, to keep him at a decent distance till he had

quite exhausted himself and settled down ; at which I felt uncommonly

rejoiced, fearing his driving my unfortunate body quite under him.

Nothing was to be heard but the distant beat of the " hollow drum"

from the forlorn castle, as the wind brought it across the dreary morass,

accompanied by the deep .cry of the bog bittern, and I began to say to

myself, " Now I am sold for ever," when I espied in the distance two

rustic mountaineers wandering along, and roared for succour most lus

tily. I saw them hold on their course without apparently hearing, and

began to be troubled with an " all round my hatish" sensation, staring

into the countenance of my companion in misfortune without recognizing

a feature in his face. At length, giving a last despairing cry, (like the

mariner of the Indian shawl on the raft,) I beheld them stop and turn ;

then screaming like a bird of prey, and flourishing my stick at no allow

ance, they espied me out, but stood fast, and stared with wonder ;

doubtless they supposed such an apparition, at such time and place, was

some water-kelpie trying to lure them to their undoing, for the pre

sence of a travelled stranger in that region was an event seldom wit

nessed. At last, as I was getting numbed and stagnated with the icy

bath and exhaustion altogether, they condescended to manage (with dif

ficulty) to pluck me out by the ears, as a body may say, and helped me

to a mud hut, where experiencing the hospitality of a Highland crone of

near a century's age, and drinking full-proof whisky, to bring vitality to

my body, I gradually recovered, and went on my way ; the horse, also,
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having been lugged out with a rope, and the assistance of another hand

or two in the operation meanwhile.

Matters remained in a state of confusion in the unlucky village, to

which we returned after having seen our company properly bestowed

in the old chateau, planted sentries, and done everything needful ; made

a guard-room of what had, peradventure, been the snug bower of some

dark-eyed lass of Erin, and a dozen stalwart Highlanders sprawled and

lounged about the little fire-grate, whereabout had glided with tiny feet,

and haunted in time gone by, perhaps, the reigning toast of the county.

The sometime elegant withdrawing-room contained a squad of men-at-

arms, the dining-parlour, where

Shouting, bellowing, dancing, drinking,

Breaking glasses, hiccuping,—sinking,—

Ever drinking—never thinking—

Lived the rakes of Mallow,

or some other such blades, also had its fill of red-coats ; the best bed

rooms rattled and clattered with the sound of arms, the nursery was

filled with overgrown babies, and their playthings and toys, such as

knapsacks and shoulder-belts, were tumbling through the broken floor

ing on the heads of their playfellows below ; all were put in requisition

and tenanted : and I question whether, in its best and most hospitable

day, the mansion had contained a larger assemblage of guests. We

returned ourselves at night to the village of the plague to sleep, with

the intention of being out with our men with the morning's light.

Matters there had not mended ; what with the contested election for an

hospital, the two adverse factions of Protestant and Catholic,

Still so perverse and opposite,

As if they worship'd God for spite,

the feeling against the Doctor, hatred of the interference of the peelers,

altogether the gentlefolks who were trying to do their best found it dif

ficult to say what was best to be done. " Rich men looked sad, and

ruffians danced and leaped," the disease running after and catching them

by the back. Altogether it was like the confusion of Agramonte's

camp. Those gentry whose houses were in the immediate neighbour

hood, not choosing to expose their homes and families to destruction,

placed regular sentries at their gates, and patroles in their grounds, and

shut out all comers. Police, also, from other parts beginning to draw

round and occupy the outlets of the village, to keep the inhabitants

from leaving, we betook ourselves to our solitary quarter. The

police-barrack, next door on the right, was infected with the disorder,

and a little old arithmetician, who kept a day-school next us on the left,

was also in trouble. The knights of the school-house were again

eutreated to resign their fastness, (pro bono publico,) and again refused.

The chastisement of our force was threatened to be given them, for the

purpose of serving an ejectment upon them, and they boldly defied the

assault, saying they would die to a man in defence of their rights.

Do but start an echo with the clamour of your drum,

And even at hand a drum is ready braced,

That shall reverberate all as loud as thine.

Thus another night set in dark and ominous ; meanwhile, the disease

increasing, marched into their bowels without impediment, (as a body

may say,) for many poor souls had nothing to put in their mouths iu
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shape of food ; till at last Pat became (as it were) a convertite to the

existence of a complaint, before unknown thereabouts, of very late im

portation, and called by the name of Asiatic cholera. He also began to

change his opinion as to its being better to perish under the disease

Heaven had sent than send for the doctor ; in fact, Pat became panic-

struck. In one quarter a long-drawn howl announced another death,

and ere long, at the other end of the village, a similar wailing cry,

" piercing the night's dull ear," gave dreadful note of the progress of

the mortality. Pat faces death with alacrity in the battle-field ; second

to none is he in rushing into the cannon's mouth ; the very elements of

contention seem mixed up and amalgamated with the good nature and

heartiness of his composition in a most curious manner. In his most

gay and happy hour he throws up and catches his shillelah with the

feeling of a want of something to complete the satisfaction of the mo

ment. That want is soon supplied where all are equally inclined for

the fun, and a broken pate given and received takes off the fidgetty

feeling he is troubled with. But I am not quite so sure that he can

look with the same unconcern at a formidable attack of disease ; he has

a horror of a prostration of strength in a sick-bed. The boys were

aghast at the "imminent deadly" disease which had so suddenly intro

duced itself everywhere amongst them, and by whole companies they

took to their heels in the night and fled from the town. All night long

they continued to make off in small parties, some of them abandoning

their sick relatives and friends to the care of whoever chose to remain

behind, and even to the treatment of the doctor. At our quarter lived

two or three younkers, servants of " mine host," and labourers in his

little farm, and a flying party assailed our door, demanding their com

pany out of town. The fellows refused attendance, crying out to them

to be gone, as they preferred remaining and taking their chance with

the master, and it was with difficulty we beat them off, and sent them

"over the hills and far away." A plentiful rout of ribbonmen and

caitiffs thus cut our village circle ; a most beneficial thing, at any rate

taking their evil influence and portion of disease to other places. The

outrecuidance of the household troops of the school-house gained them

their ends too I fancy, as the magistrates did not take any measures to

unkennel them, aud another place was at last found and converted into

a hospital.

The appearance of the town was lamentable : a pestilential atmosphere

seemed to hang about, and all living beings and things to have left it ;

the inhabitants were fearful of venturing without their doors, or opening

them even, if they could possibly help it; communication with other

places there was none; the town had so evil a reputation, no one would

pass through it ; a cart would sometimes come, (on charitable errand

sent,) from some neighbouring village, and shooting its load of potatoes

(about a quarter of a mile off) in the road, trot off again in a hurry.

One street was nearly depopulated, and door after door padlocked up,

showed that at last nearly all the inhabitants had either bolted or fallen

victims. The carriers of the dead had taken possession of one of these

empty hovels; and some of the folk disliking their vocation, and wish

ing them located elsewhere, and, I suppose, thinking to get rid of the

infected street altogether, set fire to the houses, and peelers and magis

trates were well employed in getting the flames extinguished, or perhaps
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in a short time the whole town would have flared up altogether. For

ourselves, we experienced something of a change in our way of life: we

found it difficult to get wherewith to furnish forth a decent repast; and

shut out from communication with our hospitable friends and neigh

bours, and identified of course as the infected, we did not attempt to

hold acquaintance with any one of the town ; and had we tried a visit,

the watchmen stationed would have challenged (very properly) the pro

priety of its being paid; at the same time the gentry around devoted

themselves most manfully to do their utmost for the assistance of the

poor and the afflicted; and I have seen a man of high rank and large

fortune, after carefully locking the little postern which admitted him

into the village, and shut it out from his domain and park, walk into

the town, and standing alone in the empty square, where even a peasant

would not come to fetch water, (so much did they dread the interior,)

look round about him, and consider where he should begin his endea

vours at rendering assistance, and giving direction, to those who needed

and would accept it, although he would not have allowed his meanest

servant to have run the risk by communication. Our circle, therefore,

was limited to the doctor attendant, and the captain of the peelers :

there were also two or three sporting acquaintances who generally

assisted in an otter hunt or a day's pike-fishing ; but they ceased to make

their appearance, and we found that the enemy had employed and dis

posed of them. Indeed, you would not unfrequently salute a passing

townsman who was skirting the backside of the village, and at night

hear him named as one of those who had been seized with the disease,

undergone the doctor's best efforts, and been transferred to the hands

and last care of the carriers of the dead. Our circle, therefore, was

limited enough, and the time hung on our hands rather heavily* when

not engaged in keeping our detachment in a state of employment, in

order to make them forget their numerous visiting acquaintances, and

who they had for the present cut as dangerous society ; for which pur

pose, the game of foot-ball and other little diversions were set afoot.

Though, notwithstanding all our endeavours, some slight intercourse

was kept up.

" Quick," said my commandant, one morning to me ; " be Mercury,

set feathers to your heels ; fly to our chateau, and see our merry men

all ; the Sergeant reports me several fellows on the sudden somewhat ill,

and I suppose we shall quickly have our old ruin yonder converted into

a cholera hospital. You sir, (to his rear-rank valet,) fetch hither my

shooting-boots from where you left them to be cobbled yesterday. ' I

will myself with my personal eye look to it.' "

Whilst donning my toggery, the servant returned. " So please ye,

the folks are very sick since yesterday in the shoemaker's house; some

are dead there ; I have brought back your honor's boots, but ye had

better not put 'em on, for I got 'em amongst the rags and filth of the

sick folks."

" Hand 'em here, sirrah, and bear a hand to put 'em on."

He sallied to the chateau, and I for the doctor. Not being able to

find him, I left the town, and bent my steps to the old barrack.

" The leech, the leech, where's the leech?" cried my commandant,

meeting me in the plantation which belted the old mansion; " we want

assistance here; go back, and don't bring yourself here again without

him—
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" A skilful leech is better far,

Than half a hundred men of war."

" The doctor, an't so please ye, is not to be had just now ; they are

catching the disease everywhere ; the doctor himself is ' scoured to

death with infinite motion,' dead beat, and 'tis much feared himself hath

taken the disorder ; half a dozen sequent messengers have been sent

post to Dublin for another professional, and every thing but the cholera

morbus, seems to have come to a stand still in the town."

" D—n it, man, we're catching it here ; I tell ye, our fellows, despite

all care, have been getting out in the night, and into the town amongst

the sick, and be d d to 'em. Jack FalstafF had but a shirt and a

half, 1 shall have but a man and a half in all my company, if we do

not look out here."

Thus it was necessary to be on the alert, for the men (as they

always are on such occasions,) were possessed of the most wayward dis

positions, and whenever they could, would evade us, aud be off to for

bidden ground, and the cottages and society of those in trouble and

misery. A roll-call was established frequently during the night, for the

dilapidated mansion afforded so many ways of escape, that the attractive

remembrance of the lasses made these gallants determined (since they

could not enjoy society by day,) to escape by stealthy pace, " during

night's silent reign," and whisper their flattering tales, and drink

" healths five fathoms deep" with their doxies. Indeed, the adventurous

blades were as determined to get among the sick and infected, as we

were to keep them away. When, therefore, a batch of cavaliers were

found to have stolen from their truckle-beds, and threading their way

with stealthy pace amongst their thickly-lying camaradoes, made egress

by some dashed-out window ; and alighting among the rubbish in an

area, would dive into the vaults below, steal out at the other side of the

building, and, watching the sentry's turn, clamber up and into the covert

of the tangled shrubs of the sometime kitchen garden, and so into the

town,—when such gents were absent, it was easy to conceive they had

housed themselves amongst some " bona robas" of the village, who,

despite all warning of disease and danger, continued to keep up their

spirits, and daffe the world aside as jollily as ever. Pretty well guess

ing their whereabout, with two or three from the court of guard, it was

necessary to reclaim them if possible.

" Who's bating my door to paces there ?" roared an edition of the foul

witch Sycorax, ' with age and envy grown into a hoop,' (and who resided

in a sort of cottage in the street that had been fired a few days before,)

as we sat down before her dwelling, in order to make regular seizure of

some escaped gallants, and whose mirth we could hear fast and furious

within ; " Who's that, I asks ye agin, waking me out of my sleep ; and

what are ye's wanten there?"

"It's Corporal Donovan from the ould house, that's knocking ; and

I'm wanting M'Fin, M'Vittie and Co., that I hear so merry within

there."

" To the devil wid ye, Corpolar ; how dare ye's come here after my

gals wid your dirty excuses ? its not here you'll be received, (may bitter

bad luck attend ye for a blaguard schemer wherever ye go,) for you've

no shame in ye, Corpolar ; didn't ye bring a poor gal all the ways from

Portshmouth, trailing after ye, and lave her here for me, you blaguard,
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to support and take care of ? lave my doors, I tell ye, for you sliant

enther them, if you stand knocking there till the moon burns down to a

farthing rushlight."

The ingenuity of the pleaders in this discussion, (which to have

listened to, might have made the hearer fancy himself present at one of

those debates which frequently occur at Billingsgate,) was cut short

usually by a thundering visiting rap from the butt-end of a guardsman's

firelock, which, shaking the door to its foundation, endangered the

stability of the whole fabric ; and after a short and rapid skirmish, the

captured delinquents were restored to their domicile and truckle-beds.

REMINISCENCES OF A LIGHT DRAGOON.

No. XIII.

[Continued from No. 153, page 518.]

I PURSUE MY JOURNEY—DOMESTIC BRAWL A SUTTLER—GERMANY—DUSSEL-

DORF CHANGES OF FORTUNE.

Our march from Bourdeaux carried us by easy stages through a very

beautiful country, the whole surface of which was covered with vine

plantations. We halted, likewise, for one night in a large town, of which

I have forgotten the name, but which, from its general aspect, and the

business in which the inhabitants were engaged, reminded me very much

of Birmingham. By-and-by we reached Orleans, still famous for its

statue of Joan of Arc in the market-place, and well filled, at the period

of which I now speak, with English detenus. I cannot, however, pre

tend to give any description of a city in which my sojourn extended not

beyond a single day ; nor, which was at the moment still more mortifying

to myself, did I on that occasion visit Paris at all. For, though the Count

had gone before us to the capital, his instructions to us were, that we

should turn short by the road to the lihenish provinces, without touch

ing on the great city ; and we, albeit sorely mortified at the circumstance,

had no choice except to obey. Accordingly, we journeyed on, leisurely

and very pleasantly, through a rich country, and under the influence of

a genial sun ; taking care to halt, whenever the opportunity offered, at

some pleasant village for the night, and always meeting from the villagers

a very friendly reception.

We (I mean the Count's domestics and baggage) were attended

throughout the march by a small escort of Polish dragoons. I mention

this fact, because the wife of one of this party acted as a sort of suttler

to the cavalcade, and by the oddity of her appearance, as well as the

strangeness of her proceedings, was the occasion of a good deal of mer

riment and some wonder. She was singularly short, and happened to

be in a state when women in general avoid horse exercise. Yet there

she was, day after day, mounted cross-legged on a brute at least seven-

■ teen hands high, and laden with eggs, bottles, and glasses, out of which

she dispensed, with a liberal hand, cogniac to such as required it. One

day we missed her from her accustomed place. The cavalcade set

. forward, and she went not with it ; ay, and more extraordinary still,
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when the halting hour came, the Circular Pole, as we called her, failed

to make her appearance, so we were forced to get our schnaps, sorely

against our will, at the auberge. In like manner the march of the

following day began, without restoring to us our Hebe ; and something

like anxiety was rising among us, when all at once there was seen in the

rear a tall horse at a swinging trot, and a human form, or else that of a

baboon, perched upon its back. The question of humanity did not,

however, remain unsolved long after the apparition arrived within ear

shot ; for the old cry, " Boire, un gout, Monsieurs, ein glass brande-

wine," soon told us that our old friend was still in the land of the living.

Nor did she come alone : strapped upon her back, like a bundle of rags,

was a thumping hoy, which in the stable of the last halting-place had

first seen the light; and which, as well as its mother, showed that it was

sound in wind, whatever might be the case as to limbs. I confess that

I was astounded ; yet what will not Nature do when circumstances make

extraordinary demands on her ?

In this manner we passed the fortresses of Cambray, Valenciennes,

and Avesnes, at the latter of which my fellow-servants and I came to

an open rupture. They had never forgiven me the favour which our

common master showed me, and here they made up their minds to let me

feel the extent of their vengeance. It happened, either by accident or

design, that the coachman, after washing the carriage, placed it exactly

across my stable door, so that I could neither get access to the horses

nor lead them out to water. I could not suppose that there was design

in the matter, neither did I care to put his good humour to the test by

begging him to remove it ; so I wheeled it on one side with my own

hands, and proceeded to arrange the horses. My work was yet incom

plete, when forth from the house rushed my comrades : the valet took

the lead, and a volley of abuse was instantly heaped upon me. At first

I kept my temper wonderfully. I asked them what was wrong, and

received in reply only fresh abuse ; till, by-and-by, my anger was in its

turn kindled, and I told the valet that, if he were not an old man, I

would wring his nose from his face. " Would you ?" cried he, " we'll

-see." So saying, he ran aside, armed himself with a sword, and

advanced towards me in a menacing attitude. I was very much irritated,

and dashed into the stable, got a good broom-handle, and, rushing out,

prepared to do battle ; but, lo ! my enemy was gone. 1 searched for

him everywhere, but in vain ; till at last a thought striking me that he

might have ensconced himself in the carriage, I wrenched open one

of the doors, and he leaped out through the other. Away he ran

across a meadow, still carrying with him the naked sword, and away I

set in pursuit ; till, coming up with him, I knocked the weapon out of

his hand, and laid him sprawling on the grass. He now cried for

quarter, and I gave it ; as, indeed, after soundly rating them all, I

extended my forgiveness to the rest of the household ; and it is but fair

to add, that, having amply apologised, and promised better behaviour in

the time to come, they conducted themselves towards me ever afterwards

with the greatest good feeling and attention.

We did not enter Paris, but, leaving it on one side, took the road by

Liege, and through Brabant, towards Aix-la-Chapelle. It seemed to

roe as if a perpetual carnival were established. The villages, as we tra

versed them, were all alive with the gaieties and dissipations of a fair ; and,
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strange to say, the occurrence of each festival seemed to keep pace with

our arrival at the scene of the merry-making. 1 was greatly pleased

with all that I saw, and enjoyed both the bustle of Liege, where there

are extensive iron-works, and the monastic gravity of Aix-la-Chapelle,

where Napoleon's mother kept, in my day, a species of court, and

divided with the tomb of Charlemagne the notice of strangers. The

people did not speak in very favourable terms of her whom they described

as the Empress-mother. On the contrary, they represented her to be

avaricious in the extreme ; so much so, indeed, as to visit the market in

person, and cheapen the articles that might be needed for her own

household consumption. But the circumstance which most of all gave

to Aix-la-Chapelle its claims upon my notice was, that here the Count,

who had rejoined us near Paris, met, for the first time after three years'

absence, his wife and family. And a very joyful greeting it was ; for

the Countess came, with her two daughters and her sister, to welcome

her lord to his home, and a happier group it has seldom been my for

tune to witness in any part of the world which I have visited.

We spent a couple of days at Aix-la-Chapelle, in order that the

Count and Countess might, according to etiquette, pay their respects to

the Empress-mother ; after which we proceeded to Brael—for such was

the name of my master's chateau, and of the grounds attached to it.

The former was a baronial castle, moated and drawbridged as in ancient

times, of prodigious extent, and confronted by stabling and coach-houses,

where a hundred" horses with a dozen of carriages might have been

bestowed. The farm-yard was also capacious, and contained draught

horses, cows, bulls, pigs, poultry, and all the usual appliances of a

country-house, in abundance. So also the gardens, the orchards, and

the woods were extensive ; yet over the whole hung an air of neglect

and desolation, such as bespoke a family in decay, or suffering from

extreme mismanagement in its affairs. I have reason to believe that to

the latter cause, rather than to the encroachments of time or public

calamity, the dilapidated condition of Brael was owing ; for the late Count

had, it appeared, nominated his widow to be the guardian of the property

during his son's absence ; and the widow, being a woman of very irre

gular habits, cruelly abused the trust. The consequence was, that,

when making a tour of the castle, I found myself wandering from one

unfurnished room to another ; the very pictures themselves having been

removed from the walls and sold, in order that means might be provided

for the indulgence of her passion for gaming. I never shall forget the

expression of the Count's face when this scene of waste and desolation

opened upon him. Not even the consciousness that he was again in the

bosom of his family seemed for a while to afford him any relief : indeed,

I was half tempted to wonder that he did not apply to be sent back to

his regiment, that, in the excitement and hurry of active service, his

private mortifications might be forgotten.

The Count was too little satisfied with his dilapidated and unfurnished

castle to make there any lengthened stay ; yet a strong sense of duty

urged him to visit his mother, who dwelt in another chateau, likewise

his property, at the distance of five leagues from Brael. It was called

Bolingdorf ; and thither, at the expiration of a few days, we proceeded.

The old lady, eccentric in the extreme, gave us but a cool reception. . We

abode with her, nevertheless, upwards of a week, and greatly delighted the
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peasants and retainers by our display both of pomp and liberality : for the

Count, arraying his domestics in new liveries, rode to church in state,

and gave a grand supper, to which a ball succeeded, in the largest of

the barns that adjoined the mansion. Going to church in state, however,

and still less feasting the lowly, was not at all in the old Countess's

way ; so she and her son were not slow in discovering that one house

would be too small to contain them both. Wherefore our family

removed to my master's town-house in Dusseldorf ; and there, not

unpleasantly, about a year of my existence was spent.

Having now merged the soldier in the condition of a domestic in a

private family, my readers will probably agree with me in opinion, that

our wisest course will be, not to adhere any longer to the form of a

connected narrative, but simply to describe such occurrences as from

time to time befel—to which at the moment some measure of interest

was attached, and of which the remembrance is still cherished. Let me,

then, begin by stating that the year which I spent in the neighbourhood

of the Rhine was that which witnessed the infliction of the first great

blow upon the colossal empire of Napoleon. The Russian campaign

was begun, and the drain of men and horses, not upon France alone,

but upon all the States subject to French influence, was terrible.

Among other districts, the duchy of Berg, of which Dusseldorf is the

capital, received orders, early in 1813, to supply the Grand Army with

a reinforcement of five thousand infantry and five hundred cavalry.

Instantly the conscription was called into play. Berg had already been

pretty well denuded of the stoutest and most active of its youth ; but

the present demand was peremptory, and was carried out in total disre

gard of mercy. Accordingly, the names of all the male inhabitants

between the ages of fifteen and fifty being already in the keeping of the

proper authorities, a sort of lottery-drawing took place, and forth from

the city went the gens-d'armes in every direction to secure their prizes.

It was shocking to see the poor wretches brought in, twenty or thirty

in a string, tied round the neck with one cord, the end of which was

fastened to a mounted policeman's saddle. And then for their lodging

they had a particular barrack, being well and rigidly guarded by a body

of old French soldiers, every effort to corrupt whose fidelity proved as

fruitless as were the endeavours to elude or deceive their vigilance.

Once, and once only, a band of conscripts contrived, by rising suddenly

upon the guard, to break through the barrier, of whom about two hun

dred effected their escape. But even these, after wandering some days

in the woods, were glad to give themselves up again ; for the authorities

having taken care to register each conscript as he came in, noting down

the exact name and residence of his father and mother, the conscript

himself became from that instant a mere instrument in their hands.

Had he deserted, they did not care so much as to look for him ; but

they sent a patrol to his father's house, seized the old man, threw him

into prison, and kept him there till his son came back to his standard.

There was not one of all the two hundred fugitives who was not by these

means recovered : for filial duty was in those days an active principle

in Germany, nor was its power to influence the behaviour of individuals

ever more clearly shown than in the case of which I am now speaking.

Such was the process by which five thousand men were in the space

of a few days brought together. To collect the horses a device not less
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summary was adopted. Wherever the police agents saw within the

Duchy an animal which seemed to be fit for military service, they,

without inquiring into its age or capabilities, seized it. The proprietor

might complain, but who regarded him ? He received, in compensation

for the loss of his beast, an order upon the treasury for seven pounds

sterling, which, in ninety-nine instances out of a hundred, proved to be

worth its value in paper, and no more.

The men and horses being gathered together, the next thing was to

officer and drill them ; the former of which measures was carried out, at

least in the cavalry, by breaking up the skeleton of a lancer regiment

which had served in Spain, and distributing the troopers, as Captains,

Lieutenants, and Sub-Lieutenants, throughout the newly-raised levy.

With respect again to the infantry, I believe that an attempt was made

to place them under the command of those of their own countrymen to

whom in civil life they had been accustomed to look up ; but it very im

perfectly succeeded. Be this, however, as it may, three short weeks

were all that could be granted for organizing and training the recruits ;

at the termination of which the whole were pronounced fit for service,

and received the rout to march into Russia. Surely there never took

the field such a body of cavalry ; for the men were incapable of sitting

their horses, and the horses unbroken to obey the bridle, far less the

sound of the trumpet ; and as to the infantry, they could prime and

load, certainly, and fire, and load again ; but of the evolutions of a

common company's parade they knew nothing. Still the cry for men

was great at head-quarters, and- the order was issued for the Bergers to

march, after their officers should have presented themselves at a grand

entertainment which General Travier, the individual appointed by the

authorities at Paris to superintend the equipment of the levies in this

quarter, had determined to give.

I was present at the dinner, my master, Count Golstein, having pur

posely desired me to wait upon himself ; and a scene more perfectly

ludicrous, more unlike to everything of the sort which I had ever wit

nessed before, never, I must admit, passed under mv observation. At

the upper table, where sat General Travier, my master, the civil and

military authorities of the place, and several men of rank from the

neighbouring districts, matters went forward pretty much as at public

dinners they are wont to do ; but among the gentry who crowded the

long tables that stretched from one end of the hall to the other, a

widely different state of things prevailed. There was scrambling and

pushing while the viand* were before them,—one was heaping an entire

dish of vegetables on his plate, another seizing, and keeping possession

of, a joint or a stew. This gallant Captain upset a butter-boat in his

neighbour's lap,—that newly-fledged Lieutenant poured a jug of gravy

over the shoulder of his friend beside him. It was everywhere " make

sure of what you can reach, and never think of asking whether anybody

would like to share it with you." And then, when the process of giving

toasts began, surely no caricaturist, even in the most extravagant flight

of his fancy, imagined aught so grotesque. General Travier, to be

sure, pledged the Emperor with great spirit ; and, though not one in

twenty understood a word of what he said, was greeted, till he sat down,

with cheers. Then followed " Success to the Grand Army," which was

prefaced by an assurance that " the gentlemen whom he had the honour
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to address were fortunate men, inasmuch as they were about to march to

certain glory, of which the fruits would be a speedy advancement to

rank, distinctions, and wealth." That, too, was cheered, not least voci

ferously by those who could not comprehend a syllable of the argument

which the eloquent speaker laboured to establish. But by-and-bye

wilder and louder words were heard. The gentlemen at the lower

tables, conceiving that time was precious, helped themselves in bumpers,

and soon got drunk ; whereupon the occupants of the high table with

drew ; and even my disposition to laugh gradually exchanged itself for

a sense of deep disgust, and I, though nowise required to do so, fol

lowed my master.

Next morning, at seven o'clock, five thousand Berger infantry, and

five hundred cavalry, began their march towards Russia. It was a

piteous spectacle that,—for wives, and mothers, and sisters threw them

selves wildly into the ranks, and the sound of lamentation rose high

above the notes of martial music. But what availed it ? The decree

had gone forth,—the ill-fated conscripts held their way,—and few, if

any, ever returned to tell how it fared with them amid the snows and

frosts of Muscovy.

As the act of organizing this corps kept Dusseldorf in a state of

extreme bustle, so the stillness that prevailed after the troops had

marched struck me as something awful. You saw no human beings in

the streets, except women and children. Even the old men were few in

number; for the conscription, like the standard of height, was often

stretched ; and they, like the women, seemed to be fairly bowed down

with sorrow for the loss of their offspring. Every occurrrence, there

fore, which promised in any way to break in upon the gloom of total

inaction was hailed, at least by me, as a relief ; and two there did occur,

very different in themselves to be sure, yet both so striking that I can

not think of passing them by unnoticed.

The first was the execution of a woman and her paramour for the

murder of the husband of the former. The deceased had, it appeared,

by frugality and ceaseless labour, contrived to amass some money as a

maker of brooms, which brooms he was in the habit of cutting in a

wood not far from the city. He, therefore, finding years increase upon

him, hired a man to assist him, and his wife proceeded to form with that

person an illicit connexion. They say that Love is blind, and, with

out all doubt, he showed himself, in this instance, to be at least

fearfully short-sighted ; for while the frail fair one was really a hand

some woman, the gallant, if not absolutely deformed, was but by a hair

breadth removed from deformity. Nevertheless he had charms in the

eyes of the broom-maker's wife ; so irresistible, that at last it was

agreed between them that the husband should be put out of the way.

The poor man wa3 missed ; but as his wife represented him to have

gone on a visit to some relatives at a distance nobody inquired further,

and for several weeks all went on smoothly. At the termination of

this interval, however, a body was found, very much decomposed, yet

distinguishable as that of the broom-maker, floating on the surface of a

pond or small lake, which lay deep in the forest whence his besoms

used to be drawn. It was immediately conveyed into the city, and the

woman and her lover being arrested, arrangements were made for

putting them on their trial. How closely does the eye of Providence
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watch over the life of man ; and how rarely are they who shed man's

blood permitted to escape. Two children, the eldest only eleven years

old, had, as it now came out, been spectators of the butchery. They

saw the old man—for he was full sixty years of age—come, with his

journeyman and his wife, to his accustomed spot, and stoop down, as

he was wont to do, for the purpose of cutting the heather where it was

longest. He was thus employed when his servant stole behind and

felled him to the ground with a blow from a bludgeon. The blows were

repeated till his victim ceased to struggle ; and then he, with his para

mour, dragged the body to the edge of the pond and threw it in. But

life, as it appeared, had not been extinguished ; for the guilty pair turn

ing round, after they had proceeded some way from the spot, beheld

their victim dragging himself towards the shore, by means of the bull-

rushes which grew in large quantities round the edges of the pond.

Instantly the woman turned back, and, seizing a broom-handle, she

pushed her husband back into the water, and held him under till he

expired.

These facts having been proved at the trial, there could, of course,

be no doubt as to the nature of the sentence. Both criminals were con

demned to be guillotined ; but as it was necessary in those days to get

the sentence of death confirmed at Paris, several weeks elapsed ere the

wretched pair were taught that with them the business of the world was

ended. The woman, I was assured, made very strenuous efforts to

obtain, if not a pardon, at least a commutation of her sentence. She

offered to pay as much as ten thousand dollars into the imperial treasury..

Yet the Emperor, or his representatives, though sorely pressed for the

sinews of war, refused, point blank, to have any dealings with her.

Accordingly the day was fixed, and at the time appointed she and her

partner in crime were brought from the prison to the scaffold, each in

an open cart, and each attended by a priest, who seemed, to do him

justice, most assiduous in the discharge of his duty. The wretched

woman looked to her spiritual comforter with attention. Her whole

demeanour, likewise, was that of one who knows that it is the reverse

of a light matter to die ; whereas the man, either from ignorance, or

because he was more master of himself, exhibited no symptoms at all

of concern. Both were, however, firm ; nor did she, even when the

executioner stripped her to the waist, shrink from her doom. But I

must not go on. It is a horrible species of punishment. Easy it may

be to the delinquent, when compared with strangulation ; but on the

spectator the effect is far more disgusting : for there is something

frightful in the literal shedding of blood, especially as by the guillotine

it is shed—in torrents. Let me, then, be content to state, that in three

seconds after they had been fastened to the machine they lay before us,

successively, headless trunks ; while we, or at least I, turned away,

utterly sickened by the spectacle of which I had been the witness.

The second anecdote which I undertook to repeat has reference to a

phenomenon on which, for aught I know the contrary, may be founded

the legend which records the destruction of a tyrannical chief in his own

castle, near the Rhine, by an inroad of rats. The country about Dus-

seldorf is subject to periodical visitations from myriads of field-mice.

These tiny marauders advance in such numbers, that every effort to

destroy them fails ; and wherever they go they mow down the standing
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wheat before them, as surely, and wellnigh as quickly, as a band of

reapers. They feed entirely on the roots of the stalk ; and, grubbing

for their food, while the- stalk is yet green, they utterly destroy as they

go forward. Moreover, they can neither be arrested nor turned out of

their direct rout ; but forward they go, like the hurricane, in a straight

line, and their operations are scarcely than the hurricane less destruc

tive. I tried to persuade the people, that, if they would only dig a deep

and wide trench across the field, the small marauders would be

stopped ; but they paid no attention to me. And ther consequence was,

that, throughout a space of several miles,—on a plateau not very wide,

to be sure, but exceedingly fertile,—all the labours of the seed-time

were rendered profitless, and the husbandmen entirely cheated of their

harvest. At last the army of foragers reached a running stream, which

they could not pass ; and I believe that, in their efforts to do so, they

all perished.

The people of Berg are very superstitious, and, in one sense of the

phrase, extremely philosophical. No sooner were the mice gone, than

they set about collecting the damaged grain, laying it up as forage for

the cattle during the winter. And, while they shrugged their shoulders,

and declared that the visitation came from God, and could not, there

fore be avoided, they comforted themselves by the anticipation of a

crop, ten-fold [more abundant than that which had been lost, on the

following autumn. I '.have reason to believe that the calculation in

question never fails them. Whether it is that the mice manure the

land as they go on, or that the removal of the grain by the process of

mining spares the soil more than if it were reaped, I cannot pretend to

say ; but experience has shown, that the season immediately succeed

ing that of a visitation of the sort is invariably more prolific, by many

degrees, than the seasons usually are. So bountiful is nature in all her

arrangements, even when she seems at times to have declared war

against us.

Time passed ; and each new week—I might have said each new day

—beheld detachment after detachment arrive from the interior of

France, halt to organize itself, and provide horses for the conveyance of

the baggage, and then push on, as the event proved, to certain destruc

tion. Every animal that could move or carry a load, be it ever so

trifling, was, of course, taken up, and my kind master, among others,

parted with all his stud, leaving me, for the first time since I joined

him, entirely destitute of employment. It was under these circum

stances, and with his entire approbation, that I consented to transfer my

services to an English family, called Grainger, then resident in the

place, and with them for a while I lived in great comfort, albeit cer

tainly not in idleness. But the crisis had come, on which, at a period

not remote, he would have been accounted insane who should have
reckoned ; and bands of stragglers, making their way back to therr

homes, told us of the entire overthrow of the Grand Army. The

battle of Leipsic was fought ; and the wreck of the combatants

might, it appeared, be expected in full retreat for the Rhine, which

they desired to interpose between themselves and their pursuers.

Moreover, the vigilance of the French in guarding their prisoners, as

well on the German as on the opposite side of the river, seemed to

relax ; and, one after another, the captives regained their freedom,

U. S. Mag., No. 159, Feb., 1842. ' Q
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though not, without the endurance of much suffering. I remember one

bitter cold day, in the depth of the winter of 1813-14, going out early

in the morning for the purpose of washing the carriage, and encounter

ing at the yard-gate a spectacle which greatly interested me. It was a

young man, dripping with wet, from whose person the icicles were

han°ring, and who earnestly besought me to tell whether there was not

an Englishman in the place. After a little discussion, I made myself

known, and learned that he, a countryman of my own, had, with three

others, escaped from a depot of prisoners on the other side, and, swim

ming the Rhine, were now all but dead from cold, having crouched toge

ther throughout the night in a gravel pit. I took them in, as may be

supposed, carried them into the servants' hall, lighted a good fire in the

stove, and from my own wardrobe supplied them with a change of

dress. My master likewise behaved to them with great kindness; and,

concealing them for a while, we eventually contrived to pass them on,

by a route which secured to them a good chance of reaching England

in safety. They had, it appeared, been mates of merchant-vessels, in

which capacity they were taken ; and the name of one was Robinson,

from Tooley Street, in the Borough. I cannot recal to my remem

brance the precise channel through which, intelligence of their safe

return to London reached me ; yet I know that they did escape in a

smuggler from Holland. I hope that they have since prospered.

The Englishmen were scarcely gone, when evidences, more and more

conclusive, of the turn which affairs had taken at Napoleon's head

quarters, began everywhere to exhibit themselves. Rumour after

rumour came in of fresh disasters sustained, and of a universal disposi

tion to rise exhibiting itself throughout the whole of the Rhenish pro

vinces against the iron yoke under which they had so long lain. The

people, indeed, were everywhere eager to be led against their oppressors ;

but chiefs to direct the insurrection were wanting, and the consequence

was, that an outbreak which occurred at Elberfeldt was put down, with

great loss to the insurgents. It was determined, also, by the victors to

make an example of four of the ringleaders, by putting them publicly

to death in the four most populous towns in the district ; and one, an

unfortunate weaver, was brought to Dusseldorf, that he might there

undergo the sentence which a court-martial had awarded. I went to

the great square, for the purpose of witnessing his execution ; and a

very shocking sight it was. The poor man, who had been wounded in

the battle, was carried upon a sort of litter, by four French grenadiers,

and laid down in the market-place, scarcely if at all conscious of what

was going on. A coffin had already been prepared for him, and he was

thrown on the ground beside it ; in which attitude he was shot, I verily

believe, after the breath had gone forth from the body. Neither this

barbarous act, however, nor many more of a like nature, sufficed to

stem the tide of events, which swept irresistibly onwards. The period

of French domination was come, and the lapse of a few days made all

parties, whether friends or foes, aware of the fact.

While I was looking, like all around me, for what each new day

might bring forth, I chanced, once upon a time, to pass through

the market-place, where I encountered a man leading a mule by the

halter, whom I felt myself irresistibly compelled to examine closely.

My surprise may be imagined, when I recognized, in the squalid object
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before me, the same Joseph, who, on my first capture in Spain, had

behaved to me with so much kindness. He had, it appeared, followed

his master all the way to Moscow, and shared in the hardships of the

subsequent retreat, at some stage in which the General was wounded,

and sent on, with others in a similar plight, to France. Joseph, how

ever, did not accompany him, but marched with his mule, throughout

that inclement season, which cost the invaders of Russia so many lives,

and utterly destroyed the "French army. I took him to my home, of

course, and strongly urged his making his way to England through

Holland ; but he refused to act on my advice. " The mule is loaded

with my master's property," said he, " and I cannot bear the thought of

wronging him of one fragment of it. I will take my chance, penetrate

into France, and, having delivered it up, return home as I best can."

There was no blaming him for acting on a principle of such perfect

honesty, so I contented myself with giving him a share of my worldly

goods, and, recommending him to keep well ahead of the retreating

army, I saw him to the edge of the Rhine, and there took leave of him.I had just parted from Joseph, when I learned from some market

people that a corps of French troops was in full march towards the

town. About noon they arrived, some six or seven hundred in number,

bringing with them two 8-pounders and a howitzer. They encamped

outside the barrier, whither, with many more, I went to see them.

Never have I beheld troops in such a pitiable plight. Their arms, I

believe, were serviceable enough, but their clothes were all in tatters ;

and their frames, emaciated from constant fatigue, and the absence of

regularity in their diet, seemed altogether unequal to any further

exertion. Their morale, likewise, appeared to be affected almost in an

equal degree with their physical powers, for the very name of a Cos

sack made them shudder, and they were evidently incapable of showing

any steady front, if attacked. Nor, indeed, was it intended that they

should attempt a stand on this side of the Rhine, the object of their

movement on Dusseldorf being to get possession of the flying bridge,

and to carry that, with every boat and barge that lay near, out of the

reach of their pursuers. Accordingly, after a halt of a few days,

during which period Buonaparte with his staff and body guard arrived,

—and a regiment of cavalry with some more infantry joined them,—

the whole moved off, without having offered to the town the slightest

molestation, and established themselves in a camp which had already

been formed along the farther bank, and from which both they and

their leaders hoped to guard effectually against the passage of the Rhine

by the Allies.

[To be continued.]
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" The joy I experienced at seeing Louise, was considerably damped

by the restraint I was compelled to endure, either through the treachery

of my guide, or my own precipitancy, My suspicions were strongly

fixed upon the former, as the man had from his earliest years been an

honoured domestic of the Court, and cherished a feeling of almost

deadly antipathy against everything unconnected with aristocracy; in

fact, I have my doubts whether the affair of the dagger was not entirely

emanating from himself, for the purpose of getting rid of me, who had,

from some cause or other, become obnoxious to him, why or wherefore,

it would be useless to conjecture.

" The father of Louise, from his strong likeness to the Bourbons,

was evidently one of the family, but which I could not then discover;

and when I indirectly put the question to his daughter, she did not

attempt to evade it, but solemnly requested that I would neither make

inquiry, nor use any endeavours to ascertain.

" Louise had intended our meeting to have been private, and without

the knowledge of her relatives, which might have been easily accom

plished; for such was the terror of the family with respect to the Re

publicans, that the slightest rumour of danger would have kept them in

their places of concealment for days ; and in fact, something of the kind

had been put in practice, but had been defeated through the intriguing

of my guide, who, by some frivolous pretext, sent the aunt of Louise to

the room in which I was, instead of that lady herself.

" Our interview was not of very long duration, and it was rather

mournful than otherwise; for though we talked of former days of

enjoyment and happiness, when in the innocency and delight of youth

we rambled over the hills of Dover in company, yet the fearful scenes

that had intervened, whilst they heightened the endearing remembrances

of past pleasure, yet cast too fearful and too dark a shade over the pre

sent and the future, to produce tranquillity or gratification. Louise and

her friends were suffering severely from the pressure of adversity, and

the want of proper nourishment, but still more so from perpetual alarm

and anxiety ofmind. She was much attenuated in figure, and her features

betrayed deep traces of sorrow ; her complexion, once so beautifully fair and

transparent, and through which the warm glow of health was so quickly

diffused, now looked pale and wan ; and her smile, that was accustomed

to excite an irrepressible response from all who beheld it, though it still

retained its sweetness of expression, yet was so indicative of melancholy,

that it provoked to tears rather than mirth.

" I inquired in what way she became acquainted with my being in

Paris, and learned that she had herself for a short time been a resident

in the very house near the Place des Victoires, to which I had «ndea
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voured to gain access for the purpose of executing the commission that

had been intrusted to me in England. She had seen me lingering

about the place, and had repeatedly made efforts to communicate with

me, but without avail, as fear for the safety of her friends compelled the

utmost caution.

" Whatever may be said to the contrary by the cold calculators of the

world, who have but small acquaintance with human sympathies, I am

well satisfied that there doe's exist a communion of spirit—a sort of

preternatural combination between those whom friendship or love have

rendered dear to each other. I had, whilst watching near that house,

experienced peculiar sensations and thoughts, sometimes resolving them

selves into a sort of dreamy vision, but always bearing some connection

with Louise de Foe, and not unfrequently the strangest influences

would creep over my faculties, that 1 could not, and perhaps did not

seek to account for; but when informed that I had often been the

object of her attention, as she viewed me from between the curtains of the

windows, I at once attributed the fascination to the fact, that her eyes

were fixed upon me. I love to cherish such thoughts : they may be

erroneous, but still they are amiable, and serve to connect affections

which time and distance may have separated.

" Notwithstanding the horrible atrocities of Robespierre and his

sanguinary associates, it is undeniable, that by his prudence and severity

—though no doubt the latter was the most effectual—he caused a suffi

ciency of food to be supplied to Paris. It is true there was a scarcity

in the kingdom, as compared with former years ; but the stagnation of

commerce and the want of money had rendered this scarcity more

galling to the people; for the possessors of grain and the necessaries of

life, unable to obtain a required price for their articles, hoarded them up,

and would not bring them to market ; another cause arose from fear,

lest the exigencies of the people should induce them to plunder.

Robespierre issued an ordonnance, commanding the farmers to bring

their produce to the city, under the penalty of death and confiscation,

if they refused. This had the desired effect, though not to the extent

that was needed, for the destitute poor were unable to purchase bread,

and consequently suffered the extremes of hunger and deprivation.

" The ruffian Marat had recommended the populace to hang a few

whom they considered forestallers, over the doors of their granaries, and

put the system of equalization into practice, by helping themselves from

the shops to what sustenance they wanted. To a certain class of the

lower orders this advice was extremely welcome, and they were not long

in following it; so that the shopkeepers, dreading a recurrence of such

predatory visitations, forbore to lay in stock, of which they might be

plundered at any time that the rabble chose to single them out as

objects of attack. To supply the exigencies arising from the want of

cash, the houses of the supposed wealthy received domiciliary visits in

order to seize upon plate and money; and all who were desirous of

escaping the suspicion of concealing it, sent in their valuables for the

use of the State, though it certainly is not unreasonable to suppose that

immense quantities were buried, a great portion of which most probably

is still remaining under ground.

" After the death of Robespierre, the ordonnance was neglected, and

as a matter of consequence the dearth of provisions, especially bread,
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became dreadfully severe; and in order to tranquillise the working

classes, it' was decreed, that this essential to existence should be divided

daily amongst the population ; a labouring man to be entitled to one

pound and a half of bread; those in a superior station to only one

pound, as it was supposed the latter were enabled to obtain other neces

saries; but such was the smallness of supply, that even the most

wealthy could scarcely obtain food at any price. Famine had before

ravaged Paris, producing the most frightful excesses ; for nothing is so

calculated to cause a fiendish and tiger-like ferocity as hunger, so that

added to the present scarcity, there was the continual dread that fresh

scenes of outrage and slaughter would present themselves. Those who

had relations residing in the country were the best off; for though the

attempt was hazardous both to property and life, yet food was surrepti

tiously sent in to friends or relatives; and several of the bakers had the

temerity to manufacture for those who could pay, a loaf of finer flour

than that used for distribution amongst the sections : if this had been

discovered, their lives would have been sacrificed. The troops had a

somewhat better sort of bread than the population, for though it was

coarse, yet it was sweet, which could not be said of a considerable—

perhaps the most considerable portion of the other, which was bad and

unwholesome, producing after it was eaten, as I well knew from experi

ence, an internal fermentation, that was particularly distressing.

" It was indeed a horrible spectacle to witness the progress of starva

tion amongst thousands of human beings, but more especially its bane

ful effects upon women and children; whilst, to increase the calamity,

the Revolutionary bravoes who survived of the Jacobin Club, and who

laboured hard for the re-establishment of terror, employed the vilest

means to diminish the scanty supply, for the purpose of arousing popular

fury and goading the people into vengeance against the moderates of

the Convention. Hunger is a hard and cruel enemy to contend with,

and here it presented itself in many an appalling shape ;—the country

round Paris was infested with brigands and plunderers—the police force

was no match for them—the soldiers gave them encouragement, and

shared the spoil with their officers, for the very worst of characters were

admitted into the ranks, and but few of the old regime remained in

commission. Yet notwithstanding all these things, the theatres were

crowded, and balls were again reviving, graced by beauty ; certainly the

assemblages were extremely mixed ; and it often happened that a sur

viving member of the old and proud noblesse would be sitting side by

side with one had risen from amongst the canaille; but the curious

observer could easily detect the disgust experienced by the former at the

supposed contamination. I am perhaps, however, rather outspeeding the

course of my narrative.

" Louise de Foe and her friends were amongst the number of those

who suffered greatly from privation and want of bread, for as the

inmates of the building were under concealment, no claim could be

made for them, and famine was gnawing at their very vitals. I have

often shuddered, and felt a sickness come over me at the remembrance

of these things; for though I acted in conformity to my instructions,

yet I could not blind myself to the fact, that much of the misery had

been caused by our efforts to produce convulsion and discord by the

restoration of the Jacobins, in order to distract the existing government,
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and render it powerless. Nor was I solitary in this, for there were

other English agents in Paris similarly employed, and more than one

forfeited his life. I knew most of these men, though very few of them

knew me, and I believe none were fully acquainted with the exact

character that I bore ; for with the exception of two, all the rest wero

employed and paid by private sources. Some were the instruments of

the Bourbons, others of the exiled priests and noblesse, and a few were

engaged by certain high parties in England, (unconnected with the

Government,) who were favourable to the cause of monarchy, and hoped

by its re-establishment in France, to roll back the tide of revolutionary

principles which threatened their own country, and was already spread

ing in Holland and Flanders, where the confederacy of the Allies was

proclaimed by French-hired demagogues to be, ' A union of kings to

enslave the people.' And here I may remark how much mischief has

been effected and perpetrated by such characters, wherever they are

employed. It may be supposed that they are useful accessories to a

government for the purpose of detecting conspiracies ; but in nine

cases out of ten, the victims of their treachery are poor unfortunates,

who, goaded by the pangs of poverty, suffer their judgments to be

blinded, and their passions inflamed by plausible and pernicious

harangues. On the other hand, it was fully experienced in Holland and

other parts, that those who listened to and followed the councils of the

French orators were amongst the first to feel the subsequent degrada

tion of their country ; for nearly the whole of those democrats who

joined in the shout for liberty, and the downfal of monarchy, became

food for powder, and were the means of elevating Napoleon to the

Imperial dignity. What a strange compound of contradiction is man !

" My "first care for Louise was to try and procure a greater quantity

of food, and this I was partly enabled to effect through Madame

Fontenay, and afterwards by a communication from Louise to a person

whose name I forget, but who I remember was proprietor of a wax

work exhibition on the Boulevard du Temple. I found him an

extremely cautious man, advanced in years, but highly respected for his

talent and integrity. My application was not at first attended to; for

he had enemies, and he suspected mo ; but I subsequently learned, in

one of my brief interviews with Louise, that her request had been com

plied with.

" Paris was now to me a home of enjoyment, though I fondly hoped

to prevail upon Louise and her friends to try to quit it and find shelter

in England. For this purpose I framed a plan, which I have every

reason to believe would have been successful, but the extreme timidity

of her father and her aunt could not be overcome. 4 They had

remained in Paris thus far secure, and they feared that a removal

would necessarily involve them in danger.' Louise would not leave

them : the pious daughter determined to run all hazards with her

venerable father, and my scheme was consequently abandoned.

" Madame Fontenay became the wife of Tallien. What could have

led to this union has always been a mystery to me, except it originated

in gratitude. The Deputy did not possess a single personal recom

mendation to induce her to separate from her husband—which I

believe was the case—and to marry Tallien. She wa3 singularly

beautiful, but jiot over-delicate in her manners, and her dress was
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generally of a description to show her fine frame to the best advantage.

She was rich and generous, and during the winter led the bon-ton of

Paris in all the gaieties, which sprung, with renewed splendour and

vigour, from the confinement in which they had been held during the

first progress of the Revolution. Tallien had risen from the lower

orders, was poor, and, from his general habits and manners, was about

the last person in the world I should have supposed capable of attract

ing a being like Madame Fontenay. But there certainly is no account

ing for these things.

" I never visited Madame Tallien after her marriage. I did not like

to meet her husband, but I saw her occasionally at the residence of

Madame Beauharnois, who had removed to a more convenient house in

the Hue Capucine, but lived in quiet retirement, seldom appearing

abroad, but devoting her time to her children. In the presence of this

fascinating woman I was always contented and happy. She seemed to

have the faculty of rendering persons self-satisfied. Her finances

appeared to have much improved : her apartments were furnished with

taste ; but there was an air of quiet comfort about them that contrasted

strangely with the stormy scenes out of doors, and rendered the abode

a perfect paradise to those who loved tranquillity.

" The winter was very severe : hundreds perished by famine, and

many more were victims to the sanguinary strife which almost daily

took place in the public streets. During these contests, I had several

times seen Napoleon Buonaparte a quiet spectator. He was now only

a private citizen ; his name had been erased from the list of. Generals,

and he wandered about, as if watching the progress of events. He was

rather remarkable for the slovenliness of his dress : an old grey great

coat, which descended to his shoes, and was buttoned up to the top, so

as to conceal every vestige of a shirt,—a stiff black stock, and a round

hat, with rather broad brim, generally pulled down over his forehead,

so as just to leave space for the use of his eyes. For reasons I need

not mention, I constantly avoided him. He was mostly alone, though

sometimes Junot was in his company. He seemed to be almost

unknown : scarcely any one noticed him, and his solitary habits and his

taciturnity were not likely to excite attention.

" I had received several communications from head-quarters at

home*; and about this time directions came for me to proceed to the

South and Weskof France, for the purpose of ascertaining the general

feeling in that part of the country, which had stood a severe struggle

against the Republican forces. But the Royalists were greatly dis

pirited by defeats, and overtures were made for the purpose of restoring

peace in Bretagne, comprising the departments of that peninsula formed

by Morbihan, Finisterre, Cote du Nord, and Ille-et-Vilaine. To

these were added the department of the Loire and La Vendee. And

here it was that, by judicious management, the Royal Family of France

might have concentrated their influence and power, with every prospect

of success, against the Revolutionary troops. Had the Bourbon

* The means of correspondence are indirectly hinted at, but I have deemed it

prudent to refrain from giving them publicity, as involving some schemes of the day

connected with the mode of obtaining intelligence of the movements of the enemy,

and not being essential to the narrative.—The Naval Officer.
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Princes possessed energies equal to their ravenous appetites, their

cause might have been retrieved,—and it was here that the blow should

have been struck. But Louis XVI. lost his life through the love of

his dinner*, and the whole of the Bourbons preferred the trencher to

the trenches. Besides, they were split into different parts of the world,

where each held his petite court, and by their supineness gained the

contempt, mingled with pity, of the rest of Europe.

" My instructions directed me to repair to Nantes ; and it was some

what singular that I had just renewed an acquaintance I had formed

about two years and a half before, at Bourdeaux, with a gentleman who

owned considerable vineyards on the banks of the Garonne,—had a

residence at Nantes,—and at that time was desirous of engaging my

services to travel for him. I now resolved to avail myself of this

circumstance, and endeavour to turn it to advantage. Hitherto I had

been, comparatively speaking, idle, having no fixed profession, but

occasionally assuming one character or another to deceive the police,

whose vigilance it was very difficult to elude. Numerous were the

disguises I was compelled to use. Sometimes I wore the dress of the

satis culottes, at others shone conspicuous as one of the ' golden

youths,' and no extremes could be greater. With respect to the

former, I recollect once being at the private residence of an Under

Secretary of State in England, who had—I should say injudiciously—

informed his family who I was, and, as the massacres of the Revolution

were exciting universal sympathy, he pointed me out to his children as

capable of rendering them considerable information on the subject.

There were two fine girls, of the respective ages, as well as I could

guess, of seventeen and twelve,—and three lads, two of whom were

between the girls, and one younger. They were related to a nobleman

of the highest rank, who had manifested great interest in the affairs

of the French Royal Family, and continued their stedfast friend.

" These young people made me the object of much attention, but

there was an air of forced condescension about them which offered a

striking contrast to the freedom I had been lately accustomed to in

France ; for in the latter place I was admitted into society on terms of

equality, but here they seemed to look upon me in a degraded situation,

and that I ought to consider it an honour to be allowed to sit in their

company. I merely mention this to show how much the mind becomes

assimilated to circumstances. During my recital to this eagerly-listening

circle, I often used the term sans culottes ; and the younger boy, who

was making some progress in the French language, translated it ' with-

* I suppose this is in allusion to the circumstance of Louis, when attempting to

fly from Paris, having insisted on remaining at a post town to get his dinner, by

which he was not only recognised, but the delay prevented his reaching a place of

safety amongst his friends. It is a curious coincidence, in corroboration of the

gastronomic powers of the Bourbons, that, whilst the battle of Waterloo was fight

ing, Louis XVIII. was indulging in the extreme luxuries of the table. It was my

lot to come down to Ostend with a detachment of French prisoners from the field,

and Marshal Macdonald, who was then in attendance upon Louis, conducted me to

the presence of the Monarch, as he sat at dinner. A more perfect picture of the

gourmand could not well be seen : he could scarcely speak for his voracity, in keep

ing his mouth constantly filled ; and I well remember the disgust that came over

me, when I called to mind the privations and hardships our brave soldiers were

undergoing to reseat this man upon a throne.—The Naval Officer.
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out breeches;' and one of the cider immediately inquired whether it

was really a fact that the populace had utterly discarded the use of this

article of dress. I could not forbear laughing, but ascertained that

such was the general belief amongst them ; and I have since conversed

with many grown-up persons who entertained similar ideas, and which,

even on explanation, they did not readily relinquish. According to

the old regime, the breeches were only worn by the noblesse and

the higher class of bourgeois, the labouring population almost inva

riably appearing in pantaloons or trousers, but chiefly the latter.

When distinctions in rank were levelled, there was a corresponding

assumption of the trousers, and the culottes were discarded as a marked

sacrifice to the popular sway. Thus the sans culottes, in the first

instance, merely designated those who wore trousers, and it was not till

some time after the commencement of the Revolution that the term

became allied to all that was sanguinary and terrible. The ordinary

habiliments of this class were—a short jacket, with trousers,—a round

hat, or red cap,—the handkerchief knotted loosely round the neck,

something after the fashion of our men-of-war's-men,—the shirt collar

open, and lapped over the handkerchief,—hair cut quite short, and

without powder : buckles about the person were exploded, and the shoes

were fastened by strings. The ' Golden Youths' were a class who rose

up after the fall of Robespierre. Their dress was unique and elegant,

and they affected merely to patronise and control the fashions, though

eventually they were the chief instruments in subjugating the Jacobin

Club. Their first appearance was at the Theatre Feydeau, and their

numbers were but small ; but they very speedily increased, and were

frequently engaged in the desperate encounters which took place

amongst the sections.

u I must own, that I did not like the idea of leaving Louise, and for

some time hesitated about obedience. . She was unacquainted with my

real character, but looked upon me as a voluntary agent, using my best

exertions for the restoration of the Bourbons, and she earnestly

entreated me to fulfil my mission ; so that, at length, through her

persuasion, I prepared myself for the task. Our interviews had not

been many, nor of long duration, but, as the heavy hand of the

denouncers now fell powerless, I cherished hopes that, at my return,

all concealment would be unnecessary, and we should pass many happy

hours together : nay, more,—I sometimes pleased myself with brighter

and better hopes, and thus we parted. I also bade farewell to Madame

Beauharnois and her children, and that lady procured for nie letters of

introduction from Madame Tallien to several families in the South.

" The wine-merchant received me very graciously, and on learning

that I was going to Nantes, offered me a seat in his own vehicle —a

sort of berlin, that was then coming into use as a travelling carriage.

From him 1 learned that the origin of the Vendean war was first in

defence of the throne and the altar, which had been desecrated, and

numbers of glorious men had become martyrs, sealing their faith with

their blood. In fact, the whole history of that war presents such scenes

of heroic daring and wonderful valour, that it appears more like a

romantic tale than actual reality. Army after army of the Republic

were defeated and destroyed by bands of peasantry, whose rallying cry

was • God and the King !' Some of the finest troops of France fell
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before them ; and had the English Government, ever over-cautious and

tardy, sent aid in time, Paris would have been wrested from the fiends

who controlled it ; the blood and treasure lavished by England during

a long war might have been spared : but the succours under Lord

Moira did not reach the French coast till several days after the

appointed time, and the cause was lost. Even when the brave Charette

had taken Noirmoutier, and opened a communication with the coast, not

an English ship appeared to afford encouragement or defend the place: it

was retaken by the Republicans, and, as in most others of their victories,

the whole of the inhabitants were slaughtered by the conquerors, under

a determination to exterminate, root and branch, the unfortunate Ven-

deans. Bodies of troops—appropriately termed ' infernal columns —■

were employed in the work of devastation : towns, villages, even lone

houses, were made a prey to the flames ; women and children were

immolated in the most savage manner ; and the men, being hunted to

desperation, became, like the Guerillas of Spain in after times, avengers

of their wrongs. Then came the revolutionary tribunal of Nantes,

which, under the direction of the monster Carrier, committed the most

atrocious wholesale murders for the purpose of seizing upon the pro

perty of the condemned. Horrible indeed were the accounts I heard of

the drownings in the Loire, where the refinement of cruelty was prac

tised in what Carrier termed ' republican baptisms ' and ' republican

marriages:' the first was sinking women and children in boats; the

other, fastening a man and a woman in a state of nudity together, and

throwing them, after exposure, into the river.

" I say—and I say it advisedly—that England has much to answer

for in not timely preventing, as she might have done, these horrible

calamities. The fact was, that the British Government was too much

awed by the leaders of popular opposition to act effectively : the baneful

seeds had become planted on their own soil, and they did not seem to

be sensible that, by promptly crushing republicanism in France, it

would be stifled in all other parts of the world. The alliance with the

northern Powers was at best but a doubtful speculation, and ultimately

proved abortive : it was in the south and west of France that organised

troops and experienced generals would have soon decided the matter.

" My companion had at the outset united himself with fervour to the

constitutional party : the atrocities which had been committed, together

with the death of the King, had led him to execrate republicanism.

He was a well-informed and communicative man ; and, without being

acquainted with my adopted country, he strongly inveighed against the

impolicy of England in being so tardy. He had remained in Nantes

during the whole of the massacres, and had with difficulty preserved his

life from the monsters who sought it—his wine and brandy had, how

ever, been constantly at their disposal free of cost." During our journey, we visited some of the largest towns on the

route, and we scarcely found an instance in which the death of Robes

pierre was not hailed with satisfaction : the glut of blood had disgusted

alL After passing Angers, the country presented one scene of desola

tion, which was heightened by the rigours of winter. The villages

were in ashes, whilst around the levelled ruins of former homes, a few

women and children were hovering, all nearly naked, and perishing

through want ; but there was scarcely a man to be seen—the whole
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had either joined the bands of Charette in harassing the Republicans,

or else had been marched off as conscripts, to swell the Armies of the

North or the Pyrenees ; and, whilst travelling, we frequently encoun

tered straggling parties of conscripts and volunteers proceeding to their

different destinations.

" I had witnessed many spectacles of human wretchedness, but those

now presented exceeded all 1 had hitherto beheld ; and I could scarcely

forbear joining with my companion in denouncing the mistaken and

blind policy of my country. ' Had,' said he, ' an English force been

landed in Morbihan, which might have readily been done, the ports of

the coast would have stood open for supplies ; the Peninsula, the Loire, La

Vendee, the Charente, all the South of France, would immediately have

risen, and the constitution could soon have been established upon a

solid basis : the Bourbons would have been but too happy to guarantee

it, as the means of pacification on their return.'

" One object of my mission was to obtain an interview with Charette,

and I was entrusted with instructions from the secret committee of

Royalists in Paris, who were, in fact—at least, according to my estima

tion—a contemptible and vain-glorious set, full of boasting and gas

conade, without a single attribute that entitled them to confidence.

They carried on an intriguing correspondence, principally with Polignac,

that had not the slightest weight with it ; and I have reason to believe

that a member of their own body occasionally betrayed their plans.

Another correspondent was a noble Duke in England, from whom they

derived considerable resources through his own immediate agents, but

they grossly deceived him as to their influence and exertions. I had

never ceased exposing their unworthiness to my employer, and now

schemes were in progress for inducing the Minister to send an expedi

tion to La Vendee, which, had it been undertaken at first, must have

proved successful, but now gave very small promise of advantage,

particularly as the indefatigable and energetic Carnot had commenced

negociations with the Vendean chiefs for tranquillising that part of

France. It was to ascertain the intentions of Charette, as well as the

popular feeling, that my journey was undertaken.

" Throughout our whole progress we experienced but little obstruction

from the authorities, for though they were principally composed of

individuals from the lowest ranks in life, who had gained appointments

by their atrocities, and one was actually a felon, who had escaped from

the galleys at the evacuation of Toulon, yet the milder proceedings of

Robespierre's successors had caused a cessation of the extreme rigour

which had heretofore been exercised. On a nearer approach to Nantes,

however, we had to pass numerous small encampments that had been

formed under the direction of Qeneral Hoche, and various interroga

tories were put relative to our passports, but there was none of that

harshness which had previously characterised the officials ; in fact,

Hoche was endeavouring by conciliation to do away with the strong

feeling of hostility which severity and cruelty excited. We were also

stopped on one occasion by a roving band of Chouans (as the residue

of the Vendean army was termed), who would have plundered us had

we possessed anything worth stealing, and probably would have taken

our lives, but that my companion recognised in one of their officers an

old acquaintance. These men were hardy, determined, ferocious-looking
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fellows, having no regular military uniform, but principally clothed in

blue, some with broad-brimmed hats, but the chief part having their

heads bound up with cotton handkerchiefs ; their arms were of all

descriptions, and their mode of attack was by surprise. In appearance

they were ruffianly, and by no means so picturesque as the Guerillas,

that afterwards committed such havoc amongst the French forces in

Spain : the officers wore a white sash and a white cockade.

" Whilst waiting at Angers, where my companion had some business

to transact, I had an opportunity of witnessing the destruction caused

by the struggles for that place ; but on the afternoon of the day of our

arrival, a carriage, with a handsome escort, drove up to the hotel.

From it alighted an officer, splendidly dressed in Royalist uniform, and

who was received by a Republican General with marked politeness and

attention. It was curious to observe the contrast between the two—the

Royalist, anything but prepossessing, full of shrugs and grimaces, and

throwing his body into all sorts of contortions, as his tongue rattled on

almost without ceasing; the Republican quietly listening, and, whilst

seeming to defer to the other, was in fact watching him with intense

eagerness to take cool advantage of his manners and language. The first

was the Baron Cormatin, who was negociating the terms of a pacifica

tion he did not mean to keep : both parties were, in fact, endeavouring

to delude each other for the purpose of gaining time—the other was

the wily and cautious General Humbert, who had been deputed by the

Commissioners to meet the Royalist and accompany him on his visits to

the Vendean chiefs.

" Cormatin was one of those with whom I was to communicate, and

I vainly endeavoured to catch his attention, for he sat in public and

assumed the state of a petty prince. At length I got a note conveyed

to him, requesting a few minutes' private interview ; but he paid no

attention to it, and was even negligent enough to lay my note open upon

his table, which to me, accustomed to the suspicion that was engendered

by the most trivial circumstances in Paris, caused no very agreeable

sensations. Still determined if possible to carry my point, I addressed

a second note to him, and placed in a conspicuous part a private mark

that was used in the correspondence of the Royalist committee. This

attracted his attention for the moment, but, in a seeming pet, he tore it

up and threw it into the fire.

" The room he occupied was much crowded by officers and civilians,

who had come to see a man that was considered celebrated, and he

appeared to be highly gratified by their visit. He was, in fact, a vain,

pompous charlatan, who laid claims to honours and courage that did

not belong to him. After his public exhibition, he retired to a private

room, and I set about devising a fresh scheme to gain an interview with

him, when the person to whose care I had entrusted my notes for deli

very touched me on the shoulder, and, beckoning me with his hand, I

promptly followed him to the presence of the Baron, who was disen

gaging himself from his travelling dress, preparatory to dinner.

" ' What is it, my friend—eh ?—ha ! From whom is it that you have

come ?' demanded he, with great rapidity of utterance.

'"We must be alone—entirely alone—Citizen Cormatin,' said I,

' before I can reveal my errand to you.'

" ' Hey I ha !' uttered he, giving me a keen look. ' Hem I Citizen,
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too! Not yet, not yet; no, my friend, I am still Monsieur le Baron I'

he added in a whisper, ' and mean to keep so if I can.'

" ' Well, then, Monsieur le Baron,' responded I, bowing with becom

ing gravity, ' my communication is for your own private,. ear.'

" ' Eh bien !' said he, returning my bow with a skip like a dancing-

master ; ' it is important, then, I suppose—eh ?—ha I My friend, we

will be alone directly.' He gave his attendant some directions, and the

man withdrew. ' Now, then, what is your business ?'

" ' I am from the Royalist Committee at Paris, Monsieur,' said I,

again bowing, 'and am instructed to inquire what your intentions are.'

"'Eh! ha! oui—oui!' returned he, somewhat embarrassed; ' but I

do not know you ; where arc your credentials, eh ?—ay, where are your

credentials ?'

" I uttered the password, but he was not satisfied ; and I then showed

him a small profile portrait of the deceased monarch, done in frosted

silver, about the size of the buttons that had been worn in those days :

it was a pretty device, on black velvet, and was a secret symbol amongst

the Royalists. This, however, did not wholly content him, and I

inwardly resolved not to betray my connexion with England, or my

knowledge of the English tongue.

" ' You are difficult to believe, Monsieur,' said I, ' but it is not of

much consequence ; I can obtain what I wish to know from General

Charette.'

" ' You are going to him, then ?' remarked he. I nodded assent. * I,

too, wish to see him, and am now on my way. The cause is noble, mon

ami—peace—peace—eh—ha—we must have peace—that is,' he added

in a whisper, ' it will be best to temporize till succours come from

England. Have you heard anything about them ? '

"I replied in the affirmative, and that preparations were in progress

for sending an armament, as soon as matters could be arranged and

organized with the Royalist chiefs.

" ' Ha—eh—it is well,' said he, ' keep your own counsel. I will see

you again ; yes—to be sure I will. Where are you to be found ? '

" I gave the address of my companion at Nantes, together with the

name I had assumed, and withdrew. The wine-merchant was too busily

occupied amongst his customers to have any knowledge of my actions,

and I consequently escaped all questioning. In the evening I walked

forth in the streets, which were nearly deserted by human beings,

except where sentinels held their post, near the many guard-houses, and

it was only in their immediate vicinity that anything like revelry or

noise was heard ; although early evening, the city in most parts was like

the city of the dead. I had approached the stupendous chateau, the

ancient residence of the Dukes of Anjou, when my progress was arrested

by a picquet-guard of Republicans, who demanded ' Who and what I

was, and whither I was going ? ' I told them that I was a stranger to

the city, and had merely strolled out to look about me. This answer

did not satisfy them, and I was conducted a prisoner to their officer, a

Captain, whom I at once recognised as a Serjeant at the taking of

Toulon. I was at first fearful that he would recollect me, and, pro

bably, some of the circumstances connected with my history whilst in

the French army ; but he did not evince the slightest knowledge of my

person. I produced my passport, and whilst he was awaiting its peru
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sal by a civilian, some soldiers marched up to the entrance of the guard

house with a detachment of English prisoners from the coast, consisting

of a Midshipman and twelve men; and, from the execrations that

resounded the moment the fact was announced, I felt pretty certain their

condition must be most pitiable. My old acquaintance of Toulon was

both a brave and a generous man, and he rebuked the soldiers for their

brutality ; but there was very little subordination or discipline there,

and his remonstrances were disregarded. The Midshipman was called

in, and a more deplorable-looking object, or one more calculated to

awaken human sympathy, I had seldom seen. He was nearly naked,

having nothing on but a dirty rag of a shirt and a pair of old coarse

blue trousers—he had neither hat, shoes, nor stockings, and his feet

were bleeding through wounds caused by the sharp ice and stones on

the road. The soldiers reviled him in the most cowardly and outrageous

manner, whilst they uttered the bitterest imprecations against the

English generally. The young man, apparently about nineteen years

of age, appealed to the Captain for protection—declared that both he

and his men were starving, and claimed to be treated as a prisoner of

war ; and, though almost crushed by the weight of calamity, he did this

with becoming spirit, and with a fair knowledge Of the language. One

of the sub-officers, exasperated at his boldness, drew his sword, and

struck him with it, but the next instant the sword was wrested from his

hand by the Midshipman, who snapt it across his knee, and threw the

fragments on the floor. * Poor youth,' thought I, ' his fate is cer

tainly sealed,' and I was involuntarily moving towards him, when a

burst of applause made the guard-house ring, and the words ' Brave

garcon' were uttered by almost every voice, whilst the ruffainly assailant,

picking up the fragments of his sword, and after looking round him

with a most malicious glare, slunk away, muttering threats through his

gnashing teeth. The daring and reckless act of the young Englishman

not only saved him from further insult, but the whole detachment were

called in and supplied with black bread and brandy. On being interro

gated, it was ascertained that they belonged to a frigate cruizing off the

mouth of the Garonne, and had been sent away in a prize, which was

wrecked, during a gale of wind, near St. Jean de Monts ; from whence

they had been marched to Nantes, and thence to Angers. They had

saved nothing, and had been most cruelly used in their progress, espe

cially at Nantes, to which place the captured vessel belonged.

" My passport and replies to interrogatories were deemed satisfactory,

and a Corporal was directed to accompany me to the hotel, to make

assurance doubly sure. I now spoke to the Captain in favour of my

unfortunate countrymen, but I did so cautiously, and offered, with his

permission, to supply them with a comfortable supper, if he would

allow it to be brought from the hotel, and I threw down a couple of

gold pieces for the guard ; but they positively refused it till I assured

them it had no connexion with the prisoners, whose nation I abhorred,

bnt was solely as a token of regard to themselves. This had the desired

effect, the Captain complied with my request, and I enjoyed the satis

faction of returning to the guard-house with a wholesome and substan

tial repast. An inner apartment was prepared for them, and the very

men who had been so virulent against the Midshipman now sat down

with them, and, though they would not share their meal, they joined in
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libations, whilst, with the usual recklessness of the old man-of-war's

men, the sailors, in the indulgence they were allowed, forgot all their

troubles, and laughed and joked over their grog as if they had been in

their comfortable mess-berth on board the frigate. They had a good

fire, and clean straw was spread for them to lie upon. I contrived to slip

some money into the hand of the Midshipman, whose grateful look I

shall never forget, and I left them to seek repose ; though one of the

poor fellows, in the gladness of his heart, was near getting himself into

trouble, by proposing they should wind up their jollification with ' Rule

Britannia.' Now, but for the act of their young officer, (who afterwards

rose to eminence in the Service,) the chances are that the unfortunate

seamen would have been thrust into a dreary dungeon, without a morsel

of food. I kept my own counsel, and did not mention the occurrence

even to the wine-'merchant.

" The next day we proceeded on our journey—the road was hard from

the frost, the atmosphere tolerably clear, and we could distinctly trace

the extensive devastations that civil war had caused—trees cut down—

hedges rooted up—ditches filled in—banks levelled, and chateaus and

houses in ruins. It was on the second day from this, in the afternoon,

that we drew near to Nantes. A thick vapour hung over the earth—

there was no wind, and the sun, descending to the western horizon, was

of the colour of blood—the eye could gaze steadily at it without blink

ing. My companion related to me many melancholy incidents that he

had witnessed, and pointed out the spots, as we passed along, where they

occurred. Dead bodies were still being continually thrown up on the

banks of the river, where so many thousands had perished, amongst

whom were not less than two thousand children. Human nature

shudders at such atrocity. The Noyades were described to me as of the

most horrible description—almost every night the air was filled with

the piercing shrieks of the wretched victims, who were frequently

dragged from their beds to be plunged into eternity. In one night not

less than four hundred young children, some of them mere infants who

could scarcely walk, were sunk in the Loire ; and yet the wretch Carrier,

the Commissioner who ordered these horrible murders, professed him

self to be a friend to humanity. From what I could learn there was

but a small force in Nantes at the time, and even the soldiers grew

averse to these sanguinary proceedings ; but, though no one could tell

who would be the next victim, for an expression of grief—a tear—was

sufficient to consign individuals to death—though men saw their wives

and tender offspring torn from their houses, and, what was still more

calculated to excite resistance, their wives and daughters ravished before

their eyes, as a prelude to destruction—yet they possessed neither

energy nor spirit sufficient to rise and redress their wrongs, or sacrifice

their lives. I had an opportunity, during my stay at Nantes, to see one

of the boats in which the dreadful drownings, or ' noyades,' as they

were termed, were perpetrated. It was a long flat-bottomed barge,

something resembling the English canal-boats, and, I believe, had been

reviously used to bring cargoes from the larger craft lying at Paim-

ceuf, in the mouth of the Loire, whose draught of water would not allow

of their coming higher up the river. Round the gunwales were a suc

cession cf ring-bolts to lash the victims to, and in a sort of well in
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amidships, something resembling a fisherman's well, was a hatch or trap

door, opening upwards. This was kept closed till they attained the middle

of the stream, and then the bolt which held it was withdrawn by means

of a piece of cord, the water rushed in, the murderers were taken off by

a small boat, and the unhappy sufferers left to perish. Another kind, I

was informed—for I did not see it—was a decked vessel of a similar

construction, but having two traps, like ports, one out on each side,

fcelow water-mark, so as to be hauled up when required. The victims

were forced in under the deck, sometimes lying at full length upon each

other, and crammed together in an almost solid mass—at others their

limbs suffered to be at liberty, but the hatches covered over them to

prevent escape or resistance. The ports were raised when at a sufficient

distance from the shore, and the vessel sunk with her living freight.

There were, besides these, two or three smaller boats, for the private

murder of those who had become personally obnoxious to the Commis

sioner and his infernal executioners ; and many a beautiful young girl—

many a lovely female—after satisfying the brutal lusts of these mon

sters, was consigned to a watery grave. Amongst the most touching

and affecting incidents which I gathered from my friend were the fol

lowing, which made too deep an impression upon my mind to be

effaced *.

" I did not learn the whole of these particulars at one time, but much

was communicated to me previous to our reaching Nantes, and it may

be supposed that my feelings were much excited on entering this ancient

place, where, within only a few months before, not less than ten thou

sand individuals had been murdered ; and I could not help fancying, in

the gloom that hung darkly over the town and river, that the spirits of

the murdered might yet be hovering till vengeance on the tyrants

should appease their manes. As we passed through the streets he

pointed out many houses utterly deserted, from which whole families

had been swept away at one stroke, and several places where he himself

had seen the moveable guillotine stop in front of a dwelling, and the

inmates, without any form of accusation or trial, brought out and deca

pitated. Sometimes this instrument of death would remain for a day or

two in the same spot, and then the kennel in the middle of the street

ran with human gore ; and he mentioned one instance in which, being

out after nightfall, and having to pass one of these sacrificial places,

near his own residence, from which the guillotine had, however, been

removed, he found, on his return home, that every footmark on the

floor was traced in blood, from having incautiously crossed over the

scene of indiscriminate slaughter.

* As there is not sufficient space to insert these interesting but mournful details

in the present Number, I have preferred deferring them, so that they mar come in

a collective form.—The Naval Officer.

U. S. Mag., No. 159, Feb., 1842. R
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LAND OPERATIONS BEFORE CANTON.

BY AN OFFICER OF THE FORCE.

[Concluded from page 538, No. 157.]

Great anxiety was now entertained for the fate of the missing'com

pany. The food of the Sepoys had just been cooked, when the order

arrived to fall in ; and such was the anxiety of the men to close with

the soors who had been the means of bringing them from their own

country (an expression the Sepoys were often heard to make), that they

preferred leaving everything untouched, saying they would have a better

appetite on their return ; consequently, none of them had taken any food

since the previous day at noon. They had been exposed, too, for the

whole day to very harassing duty, at one time under a broiling sun, and

at another under drenching rain ; it was therefore very natural to sup

pose that by this time they were considerably fatigued.

In a small force like our own—at least, small compared with the

numbers opposed to us—the loss of even one company of sixty men

would be severely felt. But Providence had destined it otherwise. An

occasional musket-shot was heard by the Marines in search, and on

advancing towards the spot from whence it proceeded, a distinct

" hurrah" was heard to follow each report. The Marines also fired a

few shots and returned the " hurrah," and, before the men were aware of

it (for at this time it was quite dark and continued to rain), came

suddenly upon a large body of Chinese, who scampered off as soon as

they saw our men approaching, and exposed to view the lost party,

drawn up in form of a square. A feu dejoie was fired by the Marines

in the direction of the flying enemy, after which the whole party turned

homewards, the Marines carrying such as were wounded. It was

about 9 p.m. when the men reached the lines, where many hearty con

gratulations passed on all sides.

It now appeared that this company commenced retiring about the

same time with the rest of the force composing the advance, and that

after they had proceeded a few hundred yards, their rear was assailed in

the same manner as the rear of the 26th, and before assistance could

reach them, one of the rear rank was pulled over and cut to pieces.

Young Berkeley, with half-a-dozen men, rushed forward to try and save

this poor fellow, but it was too late, though he struggled hard for his

life ; and even when surrounded by numbers, and deprived of his

musket, made good use of his bayonet, until, covered with wounds, he

could resist no longer. The musket was picked up by one of the

enemy, who, fixing his eyes on the officer (for he had by this time

returned to his place in the square, which at the moment had been

suddenly formed), and stepping behind a bush, deliberately rested the

musket on a branch, and coolly turning over the wet powder in the pan,

apparently not at all understanding the use of the flint and steel, applied

his own slow match to the powder, which, on exploding, lodged the ball

in Mr. Berkeley's right arm. At this time not a musket would go

off, and little resistance could be offered against the enemy's long

spears. The men, after remaining in this position for a short time,
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were enabled to advance to a more defensible one, where too they

were soon surrounded by thousands of the enemy, who, had they

possessed the slightest determination, could have at once annihilated

them. The rain ceasing to fall for a time, enabled a few of the men to

discharge their muskets. The enemy was not removed above fifteen

yards, and every shot told as a matter of course. Many of the Sepoys,

after extracting the wet cartridge, very deliberately tore their pocket

handkerchiefs, or lining from their turbans (the only dry thing about

them), and baling water with their hands into the barrels of their pieces,

washed and dried them. They were then enabled to fire a few volleys

in succession, and as each shot told with great effect in the crowd, the

enemy was forced to retire. Our small party were then enabled to pro

ceed a considerable way homewards, followed, however, though at a

respectful distance, by the enemy. The rain again returning, encou

raged the Chinese to advance ; nothing, therefore, was left for our men

but a third time to form a square, in which position they made up their

minds to remain until morning ; but they had not been there more than

two hours, when the Marines came up.

During the whole ofthe period this small party was incessantly harassed,

and no body of men could possibly have been steadier or behaved with

greater coolness or bravery. The eagerness with which they obeyed

the orders of their officers, their agility in warding off blows and resist

ing the sudden rushes on the square, their determination in saving the

lives of their comrades, who more than once all but fell into the hands

of the enemy, and their steady conduct throughout, reflect not only

credit on themselves, but also on the Army they belonged to, and

deserve to be recorded in the annals of British India, as a proof of what

can be effected by discipline and bravery. The loss this company

sustained was one private killed, one officer and fourteen men severely

wounded. It was commanded by Lieut. Hadfield, an old and experienced"

officer.

The party had hardly quitted their position, when the enemy opened

a fire upon them from a small gun which they had mounted on a neigh

bouring rising ground, but the shot fell short.

The next day, Major-General Sir Hugh Gough issued the following

general orders, referring to this affair :—

General Orders.—No. 3.

Head Quarters, Fort Yung-Kung, May 31st, 1841.

To the wing of the 26th Cameronians, the company of Royal Marines, three com

panies of the 37th Madras Native Infantry, and detachment of Bengal Volunteers,

who were engaged yesterday in repelling the advance of a large body of the enemy,

Major-General Sir Hugh Gbugh offers his best thanks for their steady and spirited

conduct, which was as satisfactory to the Major-General, as it was creditable to

them.

By order. (Signed) Armine J. H. Mountain,

Lieut.-Col. and Dep. Adj.-Gem

On the 31st May, the enemy again appeared, collecting in large num

bers, and the troops were again under arms ; but from yesterday's

experience, we knew it would be lost labour to pursue them. The

Major-General, meantime, suspecting that this assemblage of troops was

a preconcerted arrangement of the Chinese authorities in the cityi

intimated to the latter, that unless all hostile show on their part was

R 2
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removed, he should immediately storm and take possession of the city.

Such was now the alarm of the Kwang-chow-foo, and of Yang, " the

rebel-quelling general," that they advanced with an escort, and held an

interview with the officer commanding the Chinese troops outside, and

they dispersed on the following day.

Five millions of dollars having been received, and security procured

for the remainder, the force left the heights above Canton, and returned

to their ships, leaving this great city, a second time, a record of British

magnanimity and forbearance.

The following is an extract of a letter from an officer serving with the

Expedition, at the attack and capture of Amoy :—

" We got to Amoy on Wednesday evening about sunset ; ran in past

the islands that were fortified outside, and anchored out of gun-shot of

the batteries. The Chinese have not been idle ; from the town to the

beach running along it, for one mile, is a low stone fort, with a hundred

guns ; the stone is all covered, except the embrazures, with mud, which

gave the Alligator the idea it was only mud ; beyond this there is a

range of forts extending about two miles farther, with batteries, some of

twenty guns, some of thirty. The Island of Kolongso, opposite the

town, is fortified with different batteries of heavy guns, about eighty ;

the north-west side of the bay, is defended with a long range of

forts, extending about two miles ; these, by the bye, were out of

range from the ships, but not when the Blonde, Druid, and Modeste,

passed them, to engage the Island of Kolongso. The Chinese shot from

this fort passed over our ships, but our's did not reach the shore. As

the light squadron advanced, the Wellesley and Blenheim ran along the

whole line of forts, about 400 yards from the shore, and 500 or 600

from the batteries ; these did not fire, although the Chinese gave it them

pretty briskly, cutting away a good deal of their rigging, but doing no

other material harm. The two line-of-battle ships then anchored by the

stern, commenced firing, and soon knocked over the few batteries made

of stucco ; but as to the stone ones, we made but little impression, from

their immense thickness, except now and then turning over some guns

and opening one or two small breaches, although the firing, every one

agrees, was admirable. You will hardly believe that the Chinese stood

to their guns to the last, and only started when the soldiers entered the

fort at the outside angle, and the Marines at the other. One Mandarin,

that I had watched all the time, walked quietly down to the beach, and

drowned himself ; another cut his throat, as he saw our men in posses

sion of the batteries. The Chinese, men, women, and children, ran

lelter-skelter over the hills, leaving everything behind.

" We are only now waiting to proceed to Chusan and Ningpo, as we

have a north-east wind.

" The troops are all ready and embarked. We sail at daylight on the

5th September, leaving 500 men on the Island of Kolongso, which we

shall hold until the business is settled, and Druid, Pylades, and Algerine.

" When the Chinese were asked to ransom the city, no Mandarins

being there, they said we might destroy it if we liked, they had no power

of giving money, but that they would put themselves under the protec

tion of the English, if we would protect them. The Plenipotentiary is

>on board the Blenheim.

" P."
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RHEIN LIED.

Ms. Editor,—1 send you a copy of the celebrated Rhine Song of Nicolas

Becker, which is so popular in Germany, and has attained for its humble

author the notice and patronage of the King of Prussia. It was universally

sung when the cry of " France to the Rhine V was lately raised by their

restless neighbours. It is quite impossible to render into any other language

the homely pith of the original, but an imitation has been attempted which

is at your service. ,

I have the honour to be, &c,

Von Thal.

RHEIN LIED.

Sie sollen ihn nicht haben,

Den freien Deutschen Rhein,

Ob sie wie gier'ge raben

Sich heifer durnach schrei'n :—

So lang es ruhig wallend

Sein grünes kleid noch träg't,

So lang ein ruder schallend

In seinem wogen schlag't.

Sie sollen ihn nicht haben,

Den freien Deutschen Rhein,

So lang sich herzen laben

An seiner feyerwein :—

So lang in seiner ströme

Noch fest die felsen steh'n,

So lang sich schöne dime

In seinem Spiegel seh'n.

Sie sollen ihn nicht haben,

Den freien Deutschen Rhein,

So lang dort kühne knaben

Am schlanke dirne frei'n:—

So lang die flüsse hebet,

Ein tisch auf seinem grand,

So lang ein lied noch bebet

In seiner sänger niund.

Sie sollen ihn nicht haben,

Den freien Deutschen Rhein,

Bis seiner fluth begraben,

Des letzen mann's gebein.

Gedicht von Nicolas Becker,

in'* Heilenkirchen.

IMITATED.

No, never shall they have it,

The free, the German stream,Although like greedy ravens

They hoarsely for it scream.

Not while its quiet waters

Shall wash the green-clad shore,

Not while those waters shajl resouDd

The stroke of plashing oar.

No, never shall they have it,

The free, the German Rhine,

Not while its vintages rejoice

The heart with generous wine ;

Not while the rolling current

The rooted rocks shall lave;

Not while the pretty maidens make

A mirror of its wave.

No, never shall they have thee,

Thou free, thou German Rhine \

Not while fair maids are courted

By those gallant sons of thine.

No, never while a single fish

May swim its waves among ;

No, never while a Bard may raise

The notes of German Song.

No, never shall they have it,

The free, the German wave !

No, never till that wave shall prove

Its last defender's grave.

FOREIGN MISCELLANY.

AUSTRIA.

Ths Naval department is of very recent origin: it dates its existence fro ra

the permanent annexation of the State of Venice and of Dalmatia to the

Imperial Crown, and became a political desideratum' in consequence of the

great insecurity by which the navigation of the Adriatic and Mediterranean

Seas have been attended ever since the Greeks have shaken off the yoke of

Turkey. When the port of Venice was finally transferred to Austria, ii>

1816, the naval force then in the harbour consisted of 8 ships of the liney
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and 7 frigates : the former have been reduced to a single razee, converted

from a three into a two-decker, and employed as a guard-ship for the port

of Venice. The Naval Department was at first placed under the control of

the General Military Board at Padua; but this arrangement was set aside

in 1824, and a Naval Board (Marine-Ober. Commando,) organized on an

independent footing, which was annexed to the Council of War in Vienna.

The present strength of the Austrian Navy, is 3 frigates of the second class,

2 sloops, 3 brigs, 3 galleys, and 46 lesser ships of war ; forming an aggre

gate of 57 vessels, carrying 510 guns. Part of its duties is the prevention

of smuggling along the coasts of Venice and Dalraatia. The- Staff is com

posed of 2 Vice-Admirals, with the rank of Lieutenant-Field-Marshals ; 1

Rear-Admiral, with the rank of Major-General ; 4 Captains of ships of the

line, with the rank of Colonels ; 4 Captains of frigates, with the rank of

Lieutenant-Colonels ; 8 Captains of sloops, with the rank of Majors ; 20

Lieutenants of ships of the line ; 29 Lieutenants of frigates, and 62 Ensigns.

The several corps attached to the Navy, are the " Marine Artillery," con

sisting of a Lieutenant-Colonel as Director-General, 2 Captains, 11 Lieute

nants, and 931 men; the "Engineers," having a Lieutenant-Colonel, 6

Engineer-Shipwrights, and 7 of the same rank as subordinates ; the "Corps

of Seamen" or "Corpo Marinari," head-quarters at Venice, composed of a

Commandant, selected from among the Lieutenants of frigates, 1 Captain,

and 2326 men ; the "Marines," officered by a Major-Commandant, 6 Cap

tains, 12 Lieutenants, 6 Ensigns, and 16 Cadets, and 1236 privates strong.

The total nnmbers of these corps are about 4500; with the exception of the

Artillery, they are recruited exclusively in the governments of Venice and

Dalraatia. There are two commands besides the head command at Venice;

one at Trieste for the coasts of Illy ria and Hungary, and one at Zara for

those of Dalraatia, the latter having a subordinate command at Kagusa.

The principal arsenal for the navy is at Venice, and comprehends 35 slips

for ships, (Schiffswerfte), 5 cannon foundries, 54 smithies, and the requisite

esiablishments for making canvas and ropes ; in all these works, from 1370

to 1400 hands are employed. There is a " Naval College" for Cadets at

Venice, in which from 40 to 60 pupils pursue a course of five years' study,

30 of them being maintained at the expense of the Crown ; after they have

completed their education under its roof, they are either drafted into the

naval service afloat, or appointed to the department of naval construction.

promotions, &c.~

r? The promotions in the Austrian Army, from the ranks of Ensign and

Cornet to that of Captain, are vested in the commanders of regiments; but

all appointments above the rank of Captain, are made directly by the

Emperor upon the report of a branch Board of the Council of War, or the

Adjutant-General, to whom the superintendence of the personalia of the

army is intrusted. The rank of officer is not strictly confined to the noblesse,

though the aristocracy give the preference to army appointments for their

younger sons, and the majority of the officers are of noble blood, and anxious

that their sons should follow a military career. It is not of unfrequent

occurrence, however, for individuals of the lowest classes to raise themselves

to the highest posts in the service by their distinguished bravery, or other

eminent qualifications. The lower grades, from the Lieutenant to the Cap

tain, for instance, are more than half of them filled by officers of plebeian

birth ; and the proportion is much greater in the corps of Artillery and

Engineers. The domestic life of the soldier is designedly fenced within

very narrow limits. Every officer, who is desirous of marrying, is compelled

to find security, by paying a sum of 4000 tlorins, (about 385/.) at the

least, and even of 11,000 (about 1060/.), according to his rank and

the branch of service to which he is attached. The money thus raised, goes

to provide a pension for his widow, which she cannot claim from the State,
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unless her husband has fallen in battle, or has been incapacitated and carried

off by severe wounds, or dies while in active service. In spite of this pre

caution, the average payment annually made to the widows and orphans of

officers, inclusive of an inconsiderable number of officers pensioned off, is not

less than 2,000,000 of florins, or about 200,000/. The amount of the secu

rities so deposited in the Treasury of the Council of War in Vienna, in the

year 1837, was 28,000,000 of florins, or about 270,000/. Among the privates,

even after fourteen years' service, the proportion who are allowed to marry,

does not exceed 4 in every 100 of the infantry, and 8 of the cavalry ; and

even this is coupled with the condition, that the wife shall live with her

husband, and occupy the same quarters with him, without charge to the

State. There are but few towns in which the soldier is housed in barracks;

he is mostly billetted in private houses, the owner being obliged to supply

him with lodging, firing, light, and wood for cooking, for which he is not

allowed more than a kreuzer (about id.) per diem for each man. The pay

of the soldier is very small, for it does not exceed 2d. or at the utmost,

3d. a day, either in the infantry, or even the cavalry, orartillery.

HANOVER.

A fresh organization of the army, which will need the sanction of the

States-General, is much talked of. This will be the third that has taken

place during the last ten years. With the view of diminishing the public

burthens, William IV. had much simplified the military arrangements. In

his time, the twelve regiments ofinfantry were reduced to sixteen independent

battalions ; and the eight regiments of cavalry, composed of lour squadrons

each, were brought down to four, of six squadrons each. Yet, even on this

limited scale, the efficiency of the contingent required to be kept up under

the regulations of the Germanic Confederation was maintained. A new

organization was introduced by the present Sovereign in 1837; the numbers

of the regiments were in general restored ; the cavalry was again formed into

eight regiments, but of three squadrons each only; and the list of Staff-

Officers was, consequently, much augmented.

FRANCE.

FRENCH INFANTRY. CHASSEURS A PIED.

The changes introduced among the chasseurs d pied, as detailed in the

following notice,will most probably be adopted throughout the French infantry,

and they evidently are capable of being so ; for, as Napoleon has remarked,

" There is but one kind of infantry." Should this be the case, it is likely

that their troops will possess greater accuracy of fire, celerity of manoeuvre,

and endurance in marching, than other soldiers not similarly trained. Such

advantages would, at the commencement of a campaign, give prodigious

influence to the party endowed with them, and might go far to place in

jeopardy the undeniable pre-eminence which the stern and steady valour of

the British soldier has earned for him. It is true, that in a campaign or

two the contending parties would be more upon an equality ; but, besides

the moral effect attendant on first success, it is to be borne in mind, that the

development of modern science, and the interests of communities, will all

tend to render warlike operations, when undertaken, short and decisive; and

a nation suddenly plunged into war, may find too late that it has not time

for the precautions which should have been adopted during peace.

C.

Ten battalions of chasseurs d pied were organized by an ordonnance dated

from St. Cloud, the 28th September, 1840.

These battalions are recruited like the rest of the French army, by means

of 'voluntary engagements and by the conscription. One-fourth of the effec

tive number of each battalion, consisting of sub-officers, corporals, soldiers
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and trumpeters, may be of the first class, and receive under this designation

the additional pay (live centimes, or one halfpenny English, per day,; which

is given in the other infantry regiments to the men belonging to the com-

pagnics d ilite. The privates become members of the first class upon the

same conditions as regulate the admission to the compagnies dilite—six

months' service and good conduct. They wear a distinguishing mark of

worsted lace.

The battalion of Tirailleurs de Vinccnnes, which was first organized, has-

become the first battalion of the chasseurs u pied.

The sub-officers and privates of these battalions were drawn from the

regiments of the line, and the following were the conditions of admission.

They were required to be alert, vigorous, and good pedestrians, of the

middle height, well made, and of good constitution, to be able to read and.

write, and to have two years of service to complete. The preference was

given to such soldiers as had undergone fewest punishments. Men born in

Corsica, or in mountainous districts, and those who by their occupations

before entering the service had acquired some skill in the use of fire-arms,

were first selected, provided they fulfilled the other conditions.

The various detachments drawn from the regiments of infantry stationed

in the interior, arrived at St. Omer between the 1st and 20th November,

1840, where the Duke of Orleans, as Lieut.-General, was charged with the

organization of the battalions. The camp of St. Omer was broken up

between the 15th and 18th of April. The ten battalions of chasseurs were

immediately afterwards transferred to Paris, and reviewed in the Place da

Carrousel, on the 4th May, when they received their colours. Three days

afterwards they went through a series of grand manoeuvres at Vincennes-

Five of the battalions were sent to Algiers, and the remainder placed in

garrison at Metz, Strasbourg, Besancon, Toulouse, and Vincennes. These

places appear to have been selected because they offered facilities for the

constant exercise of the troops in ball practice. Thus, in five months, the.

ten battalions were organized, equipped, and trained, and were in a condition,

to enter the field.

The creation of this new corps seems to have' had for its object to keep

the French infantry on a level with the rest of Europe, most foreign armies

having selected bodies of riflemen.

The greater part of the manoeuvres of the chasseurs i pied are performed

at the pas gymnastique. The length of the step in ordinary time (pas

ordinaire) is 6S centimetres (25i'ff inches English measure), counting from

one heel to the other, and 76 of these are made in one minute ; the quick

step (pas accelerc) is made at the'rate of 1 10 per minute ; the length of the

pas gymnastique is 83 centimetres (32^ inches English measure), and it is.

made at the rate of 165 per minute. Under pressing circumstances, the

time of this step may be raised to 180 per minute. Thus a league of 4000

metres (or 4375 English yards) is passed over in 27 minutes, which is at the

rate of rather more than 5} miles English in the hour. This innovation in

the rate of marching, which is now attempted to be introduced into a great

many regiments of infantry of the line, enables the troops to execute with

extraordinary rapidity deployments upon the greatest scale, changes of front

or movements in retreat, for the purpose of rallying.

The chasseurs a pied perform also des courses dites de velocitS, which they

execute at the greatest possible speed. In marching and running, they are

recommended to breathe as much as possible through the nose, keeping the

mouth shut. Experience has shown, that by adopting this principle, they

go over the ground with less fatigue. The men are also exercised in leaping,

both perpendicularly and horizontally.

The battalions are armed with rifles and light muskets (de carabines de

munition et de fusils de rempart allig(s); these latter are employed in each

battalion, in the proportion of 8 to 1 of the former.

The range of the carabine de munition is 500 to 600 metres (from 550 to
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660 English yards;, and that of the musket from 250 to 300 metres, or 275

to 330 yards. The pieces are furnished with sights, which regulate the

levels to be used for different distances, and facilitate accuracy of fire.

The pouch containing the cartridges is fixed to a waist-belt of black,

leather, and is so arranged that it may be brought in front or to the side

when in use, or placed behind during the march.

The rifles and muskets are armed with a sabre-bayonet, having an iron

scabbard, the blade being in the form of a yatagan ; the handle is of brass,

and one branch of the guard contains a round hole, through which the

muzzle of the piece passes, and to which it is fixed by means of a spring.

The total length of the sabre-bayonet is 0'5934 metres, or 23} English

inches ; it was invented by M. Thiery, commandant of artillery.

In the battalions of the chasseurs a pied, a new principle of firing has

heen adopted, by which, after the word present has been given, each soldier

fires independently, without waiting for the word of command—fire. As-

each man thus takes his aim before pulling the trigger, their fire is seldom

thrown away. They are accustomed to take aim in all positions; seated on

the edge of a ditch, lying on the back or upon the chest, and they reload

without change of posture, and with almost incredible rapidity.

With these troops, as with the English light infantry, it is the bugle which,

directs the manoauvres, instead of the drum; but experience having shown

that the signals given by the bugle to a line of tirailleurs, in irregular

ground, are not always heard in the midst of a hot fire, particularly when the-

wind is contrary, the officers and sub-officers are furnished with whistles,

upon which they can repeat five distinct signals.

The chasseurs a pied wear the pointed beard, with long moustachios,

which, with their costume, give them a foreign air. In Algiers, the Arabs

have named them les soldats de la mort.

GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE UNITED SERVICE MAGAZINE.

Capt. Norton on Arms.

Mr, Editor,—In your Magazine for this month, page "26, alluding to-

percussion shells, is this passage, " That important changes will arise in

this respect seems highly probable : but the great problem of combining

increased explosive power with safety of transport remains to be achieved."

I beg leave to say that I have achieved it, and that I have taken steps to

explain the means to the proper quarter.

Allow me, while writing on the subject of arms, to observe that the

English war-bow recovered from the wreck of the Mary Rose, sunk in 1545*

and presented to the United Service Institution by H. Langley, Esq., Ord

nance Storekeeper at Portsmouth, is made of yew, and measures six feet

two inches in length; its probable strength was seventy pounds. Such 3

bow, in the hands of a practised bowman, would cast an arrow, to do execu

tion, to the distance of three hundred yards. I have seen many archers of

the present day use bows of greater strength ; but the usual strength for

target practice is about fifty pounds.—Yours, &c.

J. Norton, late Captain 34th Regt.

Junior United Service Club, 6th Jan., 1842.
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Statistics of the Recruiting Department

Mr. Editor,—In two of your late Numbers you were good enough to

insert some tables of a statistical nature respecting the Recruiting Depart

ment at Glasgow. Below are Ivro more, compiled with considerable care,

exhibiting a view of the height, and capacity of the chest at various ages, of

1400 recruits, enlisted at Glasgow between the 1st of January and the latter

end of December, 1841, which, I trust, to inquirers, and your military

readers, will appear sufficiently interesting to merit publication. I could

easily, by extending these tables, have been much more minute, but they

seem sufficiently explicit as they are for every useful purpose.)

Respective Height and Age op 1400 Recruits Passed at Glasgow

in 1841.

Years of Age.

neigiu.

18. 19. 20. 21. 22. 23. 24. '

Total.

5 feet 5 inches. 251 79 44 21 15 19 21 450

5 .. 6 .. 158 60 38 38 19 18 31 362

5 .. 7 .. 66 47 52 31 16 13 27 252

5 .. 8 .. 35 34 27 25 11 11 15 158

5 .. 9 .. 20 14 10 6 10 6 14 80

5 .. 10 .. 4 13 12 8 11 7 4 59

5 .. 11 .. 2 8 2 6 7 4 29

6 .. 0 .. •• 2 1 4 2 •• 1 10

536 249 192 135 90 81 117 1400

Respective Age and Circumference of Chest of 1400 Recruits Passed

at Glasgow, in 1841.

1 cars*

Inches Circumference of Chest.

Total.

31. 32. 33. 34. 35. 36. 37. 38. 39.

18 93 147 139 88 52 8 5 1 533

19 43 69 67 48 1« 4 1 1 248

20 32 34 46 39 25 13 2 1 192

21 12 18 44 33 17 6 4 1 134

22 10 12 25 20 11 7 3 2 90

23 8 9 20 21 i; 5 1 1 82

24 •• 3 16 42 22 21 9 6 •• 118

Total. . 93 255 297 332 235 nr. 49 18 6 1400

EXPLANATORY REMARKS.

In the table, all who did not measure 5 feet 6 inches' are returned as 5

feet 5 inches,—though many of them measured 5 feet 5§ inches, or even 5

feet 5j inches,— and in like manner are classed all who did not come up to

the next higher figure. Those classed 5 feet 5 inches were only eligible for

the East India Company's Service and regiments serving in India. Some

of those returned as 6 feet exceeded it by an inch or more.

Under the head IS years, a few are included who had not attained that

age, and all who were under 19 years,—and under the head 24 years all

who were not 25, besides some for the East Company's Service, who were

between that and 30 years of age, but those were not many.

A few of those returned as measuring 31 inches circumference of chest
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only measured 30$ inches ; but, unless under 18 years of age, a recruit not

measuring more than 30 inches, unless otherwise very promising, I would

consider ineligible for the Service. The place of measuring the circum

ference, as practised by me, is about a couple of inches below the nipples

anteriorly, and immediately below the scapula posteriorly.

Though not immediately connected with the above tables, I may state

that, of upwards of 1500 recruits, passed at Glasgow, in 1840, seven measured

39 inches round the chest, two measured 40 inches, and one 41 inches.

This last recruit was 5 feet 1 1 inches in height, 21 years of age, and was

for the Scots Fusilier Guards; in circumference of chest he exceeded all

I had ever measured ; but, as it is not enjoined by the regulations, it is little

more than two years since I began to do it in every instance.

If a weighing machine was furnished to each of the recruiting depots,

and the weight of each recruit ascertained and registered on passing, as

also his age, height, and circumference of chest, it would be advantageous

in forming a better estimate of his fitness.

5 ^John Lightbody, Surgeon to the Forces.

Jdger and Rifle Corps in Foreign Services.

Mr. Editor,—-The attention of the military public has been of late much

directed to the subject of efficiently arming the various branches of the

Service; and now while the subject is being discussed, a few words on the

mode of arming the rifle corps on the Continent of Europe may not be out

of place.

The Tyrolean rifle corps in the Austrian service has, I believe, an

European renown ; but few are acquainted with the mode in which this so

justly celebrated corps is armed.

Before proceeding further, however, I must premise that the rifle corps in

ftie Austrian service are not all Tyrolese, as many English officers have been

led to think. The Tyrol furnishes one regiment only, which consists of four

battalions, each battalion of six companies, with 200 privates or jager: this

regiment is called the Emperor's Jager Regiment, and was well known in

the French War as Fenner's Corps. There are, in addition to this, twelve

battalions of jager recruited in Austria, Bohemia, and the other provinces ;

of these, the best are the Bohemians and Upper Austrians, particularly the

former, Bohemia being a country where wood-craft is much valued and

cultivated. The organization and mode of arming the regiment and the

twelve battalions are the same.

These jager corps, indeed the Austrian infantry generally, are formed in

three ranks; the third rank was intended to be employed in skirmishing;

the first and second remaining in line as supports, the third rank faced to

the right and left, passing to the front round the wings of the battalion. If

the line advanced, the skirmishers fell back to the right and left, forming as

a reserve behind their battalion. If not employed as skirmishers, the third

rank of the regiments of the line loaded the muskets, and handed them to

the first and second ranks when engaged in platoon-firing, or formed ia

square or masses.

Although this system of skirmishing has been some time exchanged

for that of sending companies to the front, as in the English service, the

formation in three ranks still remains. From what follows, it will be seen

that it was necessary to premise this in order to understand more clearly

THE MOOK OF ARMING THE JAGEll CORPS.

It is a great mistake, and one into which most people fall, to believe that

the jager corps are armed exclusively with rifled euns, or "stutzen," as the

Germans call them : all the non-commissioned officers, and but one-third of

the privates, are armed with this weapon, which is so efficient and valuable
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when of very superior quality, and placed in very efficient hands—but, wo

will add, then only. What has been said with regard to the third rank will

at once point out the men composing it as those who are armed with rides,

the remainder having long carbines with bayonets, while to the rifle is

adapted a long and broad bayonet, called " fascinen messer," I. e., fascine

knife.

It has been found matter of experience that, amongst the Tyrolese and

Bohemians, who are almost all, even as peasants, celebrated for their superior

shooting, that not more than one-third of these men can use the rifle with

greater effect than a good carbine ; and let us recollect that, in Austria, the

conscription affords facilities for picking men, which are not elsewhere found ;

all the woodsmen of Austria, Bohemia, Moravia, the mountainous parts of

Gallicia, in addition to the chamois-hunters of the Tyrol, being drafted into

these corps. Nor will this small proportion appear strange to any one who

has practised rifle-shooting ; such persons will easily understand the neces

sity of a steady eye and hand, capability ofjudging distances, the influence

which the state of the atmosphere and position of the sun have in estimating

these; again, the influence of the wind and the conformation of the ground

over which the ball passes, have on its flight.

All these things must be taken into account; and will any one assert

that more than one-third of the class of men, usually obtained as recruits,

possess the natural capacity for attaining all these minutiae?—We may safely

say not.

Let us consider this question again from another point of view. Would it

be desirable to arm the whole of a corps with rides, supposing all the men

to be capable of using them to the greatest advantage ?—-Certainly not ; and

for these reasons. In the first place, after a very few shots have been Bred

from a rifle, the dirt which accumulates from powder soon puts it on a level

with the carbine in point of shooting; besides which, if the rifle be properly

loaded with the greased rag and a tight ball, and unless it be so loaded its

superiority over the carbine is merely imaginary, it requires much more

time to load than a carbine, and this causes the firing to slacken ; now, it is

evident that, in a great majority of cases (that is, within a certain range), in

actual service, a sharp, welt-sustained carbine fire would be more effectual

than even the best slow rifle practice—and slow it must be, comparatively

speaking. It is, therefore, clearly a disadvantage to arm a corps " exclu

sively " with rifles, even supposing all the men to be capable of using them;

and when we recollect that experience has shown that not more than one-

third of a population celebrated for their shooting has been found eligible to

use the rifle, how much is this disadvantage increased! In addition to this,

a bad rifle costs more than a good carbine, and is much heavier to carry.

A shot from a rifle should never be thrown away on chance; and, accord

ingly, the Austrian jager who is armed with a rifle never throws a shot

away on chance, as he knows that by so doing he impairs the efficiency of

his weapon.

There are other infantry corps in'the Austrian service, which are partially

armed with rides, and to which I beg briefly to call attention : these are the

frontier troops, who have been for many years celebrated as amongst the

best light troops in Europe; they are very ofteu called Croatians, although

this is an error, as only a few regiments of them are really so—of this, how

ever, more at another time. We find these Croats introduced by Schiller in

his Wallenstein's Lager, in the beginning of the seventeenth century ; and

it was by a ride ball from one of these borderers that General Marceau felL

at Alterskirchen on the Rhine.

These troops, who so often led the advance and closed the retreats of the

Austrian armies in their long campaigns, had been armed with the same

proportion of rifles as the jager corps, and notwithstanding their distin

guished services, which were frequently acknowledged, they were deprived

of a large proportion of their rifles, in consequence of its having been found
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that their efficiency was impaired by a too ereat number of rifles for the pro

portion of men found capable of using them skilfully. Let me remark that,

notwithstanding this, they very often beat the Tyrolese in shooting ; as any

one who was present at the manoeuvres of the Austrian army in Italy, in

1833 or 1834, may recollect. At present, they have only twenty rides a

company (200 men strong), and these are given, not only as a distinction of

the best shooting, but, cceteris paribus, of the best conduct also—the men

armed with them being exempted from certain duties, and being ordered as

sentries always on the post of honour.

In the border regiments these men are distributed on the wings of sections

and subdivisions of each company, thus forming the pivots.

In some of the German States, amongst others Bavaria, a system proposed

by General Count Bismark has been adopted in the organization of light

troops. His proposal was, that each infantry regiment should have a batta

lion of schiitgen, or marksmen, picked out of the other battalions of the

regiment, and each cavalry regiment a squadron selected in the same way:

accordingly, Bavaria has her schiitzen battalions—they are, however, armed

as the Austrian jager corps.

It may be asked, Is the Austrian system perfect? I believe it to be the

best yet proposed ; and I know of only one fault, which attaches rather to

the mode of its being put in execution than to the system itself—namely,

that in Austria, as elsewhere, injudicious economy, with regard to the quality

of the riHe or stutzen, has been allowed to have undue effect, as I believe

that the best (I do not mean the most expensive) rifle should be employed,

or not any.

I have been induced to give this sketch of the Austrian light infantry

corps, with the view of calling the attention of officers connected with this

branch of the British Service to the subject. I would suggest a considera

tion of the following changes in the actual organization of the corresponding

British corps :—

In the first place, no pains should be spnred (or, within reasonable limits,

expense) in furnishing a very superior description of rifle.

iSecondlv, all the non-commissioned officers, and but one-half, at ,the

utmost, of the privates of the present rifle corps should be armed with a rifle,

the remainder with an efficient carbine, of which, it is said, a very good

description has been issued to some branches of the Ordnance Department.

It might be advisable to place those armed with rifles in the rear rank, on

account of the advantage which may be derived from this arrangement in

forming to receive cavalry.

Thirdly, to arm all the non-commissioned officers, the whole of the flank

companies, and sixteen men of each of the other companies of the present

light infantry regiments, with the same rifle as the rifle corps.

Fourthly, I conceive that the light companies of all regiments of the line

should he armed with the rifle, being in the proportion in each regiment of

one man in ten.

By these arrangements, I consider that the efficiency of not only the light

infantry, and other regiments of the line, would be increased, but also of the

rifle corps themselves, and the expense to the nation very trifling absolutely,

and not to be reckoned in comparison of the advantages gained.

I need scarcely add, that a powder-horn, to contain a better description of

powder, together with a measure adapted to each rifle individually, should

be issued with them: a ramrod, furnished with a wooden top for the hand,

should, if possible, be detached from the rifle, and'carried slung to the belt;

this not only lightens the rifle, but very much facilitates the loading.

In connexion with the foregoing, I shall allude briefly to a proposition of

General Count Bismark, on the subject of improvements in the mode of

arming the heavy cavalry. This officer, one of the most distinguished

cavalry tacticians of the present day, and one whose system of cavalry move*

Menu forms the basis of those of many countries in Europe, although his
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name is seldom heard, has proposed, amongst other things, that the heavy

cavalrv should be armed with lances. This idea has been followed up by

both Prussia and Russia.

The cavalry soldier of Prussia, when he has completed his time of serving

in the line, is transferred to the landwehr, the whole of the cavalry of which

are lancers, and heavy. There has been as yet no opportunity of testing

this, or, indeed, any other part of the new Prussian military system, practi

cally.

In Russia, each regiment, whether huszar, dragoon, or cuirassier, has its

squadron of lancers. This is, however, not carrying out the exact idea of

Count Bismark, who suggested the adoption of a lance twelve feet long for

the cuirassiers, but in the front rank only—the rear-rank man covering and

seconding his front file with the sabre. This appears worth attention. I

believe that this idea of Count Bismark, if realized in the regiments of

British Life and Horse Guards, would furnish the best means of deciding

the question not long since so warmly canvassed, of cavalry versus infantry

squares; these troops should of course then lay aside their carbines.

It has been always considered a matter of necessity to furnish the dragoon

with a carbine, although I think the doing so only justifies Dr. Johnson's

definition of the word dragoon. A dragoon may be supposed sometimes to

fight on foot, and therefore require a carbine ; but I believe that a cuirassier

could be very rarely required to do so ; further, no cavalry officer of the pre

sent day would think of awaiting a charge of cavalry stante pede, and reply-ing to it With a discharge of carbines, and these are the only uses which a

cuirassier seems likely to make of a carbine.

The Austrian cuirassiers have eight short rifled carbines per squadron of

134 men ; something like this might be adopted, if there must be a carbine,

and the men armed with them placed in the rear rank.

Mr. Editor,—As the attack and defence of our system of regimental

appointments and promotions by purchase seem to be still carried on in the

daily prints, and as I should be glad to lend my feeble aid to one of the par

ties, perhaps you will kindly allow me to enter, without purchase, into one

of your columns allotted for the defence.

It appears to me that our present promotion system, like the Constitution

under which we live, is a mixed one, and opens a door for all, and with encou

ragement for all, to enter—from the ranks up to the peerage—without pur

chase, and also by purchase. If any one obtain advantages afterwards by

his ability to purchase, still promotion is open to all without purchase, in a

variety of ways, without infringing the customs of the Service ; such as— ,

By selection from one regiment to another.

By selection to unattached and subsequent restoration to full pay.

To all regimental death vacancies by seniority. .

By Brevet for distinguished services*.

By Staff appointment.

In succession, by seniority, to officers of long service allowed to retire on

full pay. And

By a general Brevet, as exemplified on so liberal a scale in the Gazette of

the 24th ultimo. In that Gazette, and others since, we have seen the pro

motion of seven Majors, at least, to be Lieutenant-Colonel of their regiments

* Towards the close of the last war, Capt. Rainy, of the 21st Fusiliers, an officer

entirely without, what is called, interest, held in the brief space of three months the

three grades of Captain, Major, and Lieutenant-Colonel; promoted to be Major in

June, and Lieutenant-Colonel 29th September following.

January 7th, 1842. F.D. D.

Army Promotions by Purchase.
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without purchase, and the senior officers of all the inferior grades, with the

exception of only one of these regiments, also promoted without purchase *.That purchase assists the advancement of the individual is as certain as

that it advances the juniors of the purchaser also, since each advances a step

by every move. In purchasing A.'s company, B. may step over the heads

of one, two, or even more Lieutenants, but if A. cannot sell, he will hang on

till forced to retire at length upon half pay, and the Lieutenants, by his not

• selling, will remain as they were. " A happy mixture of men of quality

with soldiers of fortune is always to be wished for; the former are an addi

tional security to the kingdom from foreign or domestic slavery."

If the scions of our nobility—the young and ardent spirits of the hospi

table halls and mansions of our gentry—the sons of the wealthy, enterprising,

and scientific of our towns—the dignitaries of the Church—the distinguished

of the law and of our fleets and armies—enter the Service, they may be

supposed to bring with them generally the spirit, the manners, and the

bearing of gentlemen, and many of the adornments, courtesies, and graces

of polished life, with minds tolerably cultivated by a liberal education. The

presence of such in a British army will ever be desirable ; and may not the

privilege of purchase and of sale be a great inducement to such to enter the

Army ? It affords a readier entrance, quicker promotion often, and an

easier exit, if circumstances call them to other duties in after life. 'Tis a

good school in the interim ; and in retirement the Yeomanry will invite

them into its ranks, and in emergency the Militia would rejoice in giving

them a welcome.

The argument against purchase most strenuously insisted on is that, by

means of their money, incompetent officers gain undue promotion. Now,

the Regulations require that the Quarterly Regimental Purchase Returns

should be certified in writing by the commanding officer in the following

words—" That of the individuals so returned as purchasers, A. B. C, Sir..,

are in all respects deserving of promotion, and those whom he would not

hesitate to recommend, whenever any vacancy shall offer, as fit for the

duties of the higher and more responsible commission." Moreover, the

same Regulation enjoins as follows—" The General Officer who makes the

Half-yearly Confidential Reports, is directed to state in such Reports his

opinion of the correctness of this certificate." By-and-by the regiment is

removed to another district, and another General must report—a further

guarantee and check still.

To proceed.—Whatever the effect to the Service of purchase may be, that

of sale is at least an individual convenience and a public saving. A youth

has entered the Service by purchase ; it is unfitted for him, or he for it ; or

other circumstances in the course of time force or invite away; he sells, and

another, anxious to serve, steps into his place : there is no retiring upon

half-pay here. An old officer—a Lieutenant-Colonel or Major, perhaps—

whose long services in exhausting climates have ruined his constitution, but

acquired for him the option of retiring by the sale of his commission, or

upon half pay—he prefers the former, having a family to provide for, and

the few thousands he may receive will enable htm to do so in a quiet way:

Abolish sales, and such as he must enjoy half pay for the residue of their,

perhaps, few remaining days; and then, God help the poor widow and

children—their poor pittance becomes what is called a burden on the public

—a dead-weight: a sale would have placed the family in comparative com

fort, and saved a nation's purse.

TRR MERIT SYSTEM.

On the other hand, a system of appointments and promotions based solely

on merit may sound well ; but in peace, particularly, by what process is the

* Regiments alluded to—Scots Fusilier Guards; 2nd, 9th, 18th, 26th, and 47th

Regiments, and Rifle Brigade.
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merit to be discovered and tested ? 'Merit is a modest flower—a eem serene,

oft deeply buried. Are periodical reports from commanding officers to be

the medium of bringing it to light? Their quarterly certificates, in regard,

to purchasers, seem hitherto to have been considered by the anti-purchase

party as so much waste paper ; if in favour of their own hobby, will they be

as holy writ? Or, shall a board of the three senior officers, at their annual

inspection of the regimental appointments and accoutrements, be instructed

to make a simultaneous return of the good, repairable, and unserviceable

intellects of their junior brethren ? Or, rather, must deputations of military

commissioners be appointed to rove from regiment to regiment, garrison to

garrison, colony to colony—through right wings here and left wings there,

and detachments everywhere—to examine into the acquirements of officers

separately, or in classes, whenever the latter is practicable ; ordering one

tip and another down, and finally recommending Dux for promotion, or the

■select Hit.

Turn the matter as we may, the great stumbling-block to a general lyitem

of promotion by merit alone, would, I fear, be found in the impossibility,

-where thousands are concerned and scattered so widely over the globe, of

adequately testing merit, so as to exclude the reality, suspicion, or conviction,

in too manv cases, of favouritism, prepossession, prejudice, interest, or imma

ture decisions.

The leaders of our armies and the subordinate Generals have always been

appointed by selection. Here, the motives for selecting wisely and well

have ever been of the most overwhelming importance to the fame of the

Army and the glory of England ; and yet the selections of our Generals

have not always been reckoned fortunate—so fallible is human judgment—

so weak and wayward the nature of man, and alas ! so frail. Although or,

a small scale promotions for merit are manageable, vet a large scale mie'.t:

oppose a deep difficulty, and a universal one an impracticability. Ftare

merit is but of rare growth ; and the degree of merit requisite to justify u>

the many a promotion over the many, is consequently to be met with only

occasionally ; and it has already been shown that the General Commanding

in Chief is armed with powers to succour conspicuous merit. Are his powers

too small ?—He is the best judge of that. Has ho asked for more extended

ones and been refused ? How then shall he be able to obtain powers, were

lie willing, to monopolise, or centralise, in the Horse Guards, whollv and

solely by its own selection, every future regimental promotion in the British

army? Who and what may a future Commander in Chief be?

The amour propre of an officer is not now wounded by a purchaser pass

ing him ; but if the plea for promotions be the superior merit of the pro

moted, how often may it be indignantly doubted or denied by the many

Captains or Lieutenants whose inferiority will thus be gazetted to the

world—or, let a vacant Majority lie filled up from another regiment, may

not the whisper run through the ranks, " We have not a Captain fit to be a

Field-Officer."

Could we place at the head of our Army a Bonaparte, with a vast know

ledge of his profession and of human nature, with an uncontrolled power

in and over the promotion of its officers, and influenced at the same time by

the most powerful motives which can act on selfish and ambitious roan—to

link his armv to himself—to increase its efficiency, to fire it, inspire it, the

more determinedly to wade through blood from conquest to conquest, and,

as a mean to these ends, prowling about with a lynx-eve in search of those

best fitted by their daring, devotion, military attainments, consummate

finesse, or scientific skill, to further his unrelenting designs—armed with

a power peremptorily to refuse solicitations, no matter from what quarter

they came—to supersede, recal, disgrace, or ruin at pleasure,—could we

place at the head of our Army such a dictator, then might a general system

of what he would esteem merit be easily carried out—he alone being most
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deeply interested in its successful working—and he at same time supreme

—unquestioned and unquestionable.

Yet, after all—the British Army, under Wellington, who, while its

Leader in Spain for years, never made a tingle promotion—that army

officered under our mixed system of promotion by purchase, seniority, and

merit; each class, insensibly perhaps, alluring, encouraging, inciting the

ethers onward in the paths of honour, fame, and duty—this army, so

officered—but so led—finally rolled back upon France and Bonaparte his

defeated legions ; and then, amid the habitations of our long-embittered

foe, Wellington found the discipline of the British Army complete: and he

fcas since recorded it as then perfect. And what would England more?

13lh December, 1841. Vkrax.

Nelson.

Mr. Editor.—Having accidentally, a few days since, taken up your

Miscellany for April last, I met with some observations relative to our im

mortal naval hero, Nelson. These brought to my recollection the circum

stance which more immediately led to the distinguished fame which he

afterwards acquired.

In the autumn of 1796 he was Captain of the Agamemnon, under the

command of Sir John Jervis, in the Mediterranean, and. in consequence of

the ship requiring repair, was ordered home. At that time the Captain, of

74 guns, was commanded by Capt. John Samuel Smith, and. as he was in

a very indifferent state of health, Sir John Jervis advised him to change

■with Nelson, and take the Agamemnon to England. This arrangement

Smith consented to, and Nelson was consequently removed to the Captain.

In February following: the action off Cape St. Vincent took place, which

established that fame for distinguished bravery which was ever afterwards

attached to the character of Nelson. Now, such are the chances attending

the career of naval and military men, that it is not improbable that Nelson

owed his fame to the accidental circumstance of his being transferred to the

command of the Captain, which was the cause of his being engaged, a few

months afterwards, in the glorious battle to which I have adverted, and for

his services in that action was made a Knight of the Bath.

Had Smith, therefore, continued in the command of the Captain, Nelson,

on the 14th February, 1797. would most likely have been in England on

balf-pav : for the Agamemnon, on her arrival, was soon afterwards paid off.

The arrangement, therefore, of his having changed with Smith—which was

a mere matter of accident—afforded Nelson an opportunity of distinguish

ing himself in the first general action, as a Captain, in which he was ever

engaged, and which led to those distinguished commands with which he
■was afterwards entrusted.

I have the honour to be, Sir, your obedient servant,

Rochester, 24th Dec, 1841 Jas. Smith.

Tribute to Sir Rich ird Doherty.

Mr. Editor,—On Colonel Sir Richard Doherty's resigning the Go

vernorship of Sierra Leone, and leaving that colony, a large number of the

inhabitants, European as well as native, subscribed the liberal sum of two

hundred and forty-one pounds, and remitted it to me, with a request, that I

would purchase such pieces of plate as he might approve of and, present the

same to him in their names, with the following inscription :—

Presented to Colonel Richard Doherty, late Governor of Sierra Leone, by a

Tery large portion of its European Residents, Nova-Scotian Settlers, Maroons,

Liberated Africans, and other coloured inhabitants ; and intended to commemorate

U. S. Mao., No. 159, Feb.. 1842. S
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their deep sense of the advantages secured to the settlement by his general exertions

for its improvement, as well as the high respect and esteem entertained towards hinv.

for the uniform support in particular which he afforded during his Government to

the cause of Education, Religion, and Morality.

This very agreeable duty I had the pleasure of fulfilling on the 19th

ultimo; and I venture respectfully to request, that you will give publicity

to the occurrence in your widely-circulated Journal, as alike honourable to

the gallant Colonel and to the subscribers.

I have the honour to be, Sir, your most obedient servant,

127, Cheapside, 3rd December, 1841. Wm. Hamilton.

CORRESPONDENCE FROM THE PRINCIPAl"pORTS AND STATIONS.

Portsmouth, Jan. 20, 1842.

Mr. Editor,—The India Mail brought the conclusion of the Narrative of

the Operations of the Naval and Military Force against Canton, which I

sent you a few days ago.

l- On the 23rd of last month, Vice-Admiral Sir J. A. Ommanney, K.C.B.,

late Commander in Chief in the Mediterranean, arrived at Spithead in

H.M.S. the Powerful, and two days afterwards struck his (lag. The

Powerful went in the harbour to be paid off, which was done by Captain

Michael Seymour on the 6th instant. The ship has been inspected, and

reported on, and was to have been recommissioned, but those orders were

cancelled yesterday, and she is now to go up the harbour and be placed in

ordinary.

The Hastings, 72, and Conway,' 26, have also'arrived from foreign

service. The Conway, as most of your naval readers know, brought to

England part of the specie received from the authorities at Canton for the

ransom of that city. So soon as the Conway's arrival at Spithead was

reported at the Admiralty, an officer from the Treasury came down to take

charge of the money and convey it to Loudon. The Conway was towed

into harbour, and placed alongside the dockyard jetty, and the packages,

amounting to upwards of four hundred, were then landed. Several of the

boxes required repair, which was done by the artificers of the yard ; and,

the whole being completed, this money, weighing about seventy-five tons,

was placed in eight waggons, and, under an escort of an officer and detach

ment of the 32nd Regiment, was moved, on Sunday morning, the 9ih

instant, to the railway terminus at Gosport, and conveyed from thence to

Vauxhall. In the course of the week the Conway was paid off.

The Hastings came from the Mediterranean,—last from Lisbon. She

had been expected some time, and found orders for her to proceed to

Sheerness to be paid off. After being at Spithead six hours, she sailed

thither.

This port has been cleared of a number of vessels since I last addressed

you. The following have sailed :—

to the East Indies,

Mediterranean,

Brazils,

Coast of Africa,'

to Barbadoes and Jamaica with troops,

Thalia 421

Dido 20 L...

Hazard 18 J

Snake 16

Vixen steam-frigate

Heroine 10 l
Pantaloon 10 J •""

Athol troop-ship . .

and the Warspite and Vindictive, of 50 guns each, to the Downs, to form
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part of the squadron ordered to attend the King of Prussia on his crossing

from Ostcnd to England.

The Warspite has been fitted for the reception of a diplomatic person,

and there is little doubt but the Right Hon. Lord Ashburton and suite will

be sent to North America in her. when her present service is over. The

Warspite is a most perfect man-of-war, and, when she gets to America,

cannot fail to excite the admiration of all persons capable of forming a

judgment of what a man-of-war should be. As various accounts of the

armament of this ship have been published, it may not be out of the way to

state it correctly. The Warspite carries on her

Total 50

The crew consists of 530 officers, seamen, and marines, and she will pro

bably have 20 supernumerary boys. Considering the weight of metal which

she carries, and the size of her sails and spars, the foregoing numbers are

no more than she should have.

The Vindictive, 50, is also a noble man-of-war of her class; she is not a

a razee, like the Warspite, and not of so great tonnage. She will also return

to Spilhead for final orders when the King of Prussia has landed. Both

ships will avail themselves of trying their rates of sailing and other qualities.

It is probable the Admiralty may order the Vindictive to the West Indies,

as the squadron has been reduced by the Seringapatara and Crocodile,

already in England, and the daily expectation of the Winchester and Vestal,

and only one frigate, the Spartan, has been sent out to Vice-Admiral Sir

Charles Adam since he has been in the command; the Pique is merely

gone with disposable supernumeraries, and will return in a month or two.

The Winchester, on her arrival, is to be paid off all standing at Chatham,

and re commissioned immediately for the Has? of the Rear-Admiral ap

pointed to supersede Vice-Admiral Sir E. D. King in the command at the

Cape of Good Hope.

Her Majesty's ship the Queen, 110, is still remaining at Spithead : that

ship will rehoist the Hag of Vice-Admiral Sir E. Owen on the 27th instant,

and she is ordered to be manned and got ready by that day. There is a

report in.the dockyard that His Majesty the King of Prussia, with some of

his suite, will visit Portsmouth, and, of course, go on board the Queen :

there are directions for the ship to be in readiness by the day above named.

No judgment can yet be formed of her sailing qualities, for the best of all

reasons, there has not been a trial ; so that any statements about her being

crank and pitching and rolling must be valued at their worth. The Queen

was towed to Spithead by the Vixen and Echo steam-vessels the early part

of the month.

As the Powerful is not to be brought forward again, it is now believed

that the Vengeance, a new 84-gun ship, launched about a year ago at Pem

broke, and brought here to be fitted, will be substituted. The Vengeance

has her masts in and lower rigging set up, and some of her internal fittings

are complete ; she is what is termed a demonstration ship, and was ordered

last year to be prepared for commission, but affairs in the Mediterranean

did not render it necessary.

There are but three vessels fitting at Portsmouth, viz., the Carysfort, 26,

and Rapid and Nautilus brigs ; the Carysfort's destination is not determined

on. The Rapid will go to the Coast of Africa ; and the Nautilus is fitting

as the tender of the Royal George Yacht.

A second class steam-trigate, called the Thunderbolt, was launched from

this dockyard on the 13th instant:

Main-deck

Quarter-deck

and Forecastle

 

S 2
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Her extreme length was 180 feet.

That of keel 155 „

Breadth 36 ,,

Depth in hold 21 „

Tonnage 1055

She is in dock to liave her copper put on, and be prepared for her machinery,

engines, furnaces, &c. On the slip she left, another steam-vessel is ordered

to be constructed, but she is to be a first-class vessel, something like

Gordon and Cyclops.

Mr. Braidwood, from London, has been sent by Government to inspect

the fire brigade in this dock, and see the arrangements made in case of con

flagration. There is a plan of the water-works, drains, plugs, &c, which

has been submitted to him : and before he quits, eertain engines will be

called forward and manned by the trades, or departments, in the dockyard;

and Mr. Braidwood will then be enabled to judge if the arrangements in

force, in case of a, calamity occurring, are effective, or if capable of improve

ment, P.

' Plymouth, Jan. 20, 1842.

Mr. Editor,—We finished the year forty-one by fitting out, at this port,

the Belleisle troop-ship, upon an improved plan, calculated to afford every

convenience and comfort to the troops conveyed by her to China; and we

are beginning the yearforty-two, by preparing the Minden as a hospital-

ship, also upon an improved plan, which promises to give much satisfaction.

I expressed a hope in my last communication, that it would now be in my

power to send you some account of the general arrangements of the Minden;

I shall therefore do so, to the extent to which I have been enabled to gather

information on the subject.

The Captain and officers of the ship are provided, (as on board the Belle-

isle,) with cabins under the poop-deck. The main-deck, as far aft as the

after-hatchway, is appropriated to the seamen, providing ample space for

berthing and trussing them. The after part of this deck is partitioned off

from that occupied by the ship's company, by an "open" bulkhead, for the

sake of keeping the crew distinct from the cabins abaft, set apart for the

Inspector of the Hospital (Dr. Wilson), the Surgeon of the ship and hos

pital (Mr Tucker), the dispensary, and the convalescents who may happen

to be under hospital care. The next deck below, viz. the gun-deck, is

entirely a hospital-deck. There are in the gun-room, which is inclosed by a

lattice bulkhead, six cabins; and at the extreme fore part of this deck, there

is an inrlosure containing a bathing and washing-house, also a dead-house.

All the rest of the deck will be occupied by cradles for the patients. The

orlop-deck is appropriated, abaft, to cabins and store-rooms, according to the

usual mode of disposing of the after-cockpit of a ship-of-the-line ; and the

three warrant officers' store-rooms, forward, are thrown into one, but upon

rather a diminished scale, suitable to the accommodation necessary for

reduced quantities of stores. A new sail-room has been built over the fore-

magazine, leaving a passage on either side of the sail-room, between it and

the warrant officers' cabins, as entrances to the store-room. The former

sail-room, situate between the main and fore-hatchways, is fitting up as a

medical store; and finally, hanging cable-tiers, for hempen cables, have

been built in the main-hold. In other respects, the holds and store-room

are similar to those of other line-of-battle ships.

Dr. Reid's ventilating apparatus is an object of interest, both on account

of its novelty on board a man-of-war and its expected value to a hospital-

ship. It consists, in the first place, of an iron trunk (one-eighth of an inch

thick), of a rectangular form (thirty-two inches by nine), placed against the

front of the orlop shelf, and in contact with tlie underside of the orlop beams,

.extending through a space of about one_hundred feet on each side of the
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ship. These trunks are [intended to serve as a drain for drawing off the

foul air between decks, both upon the hospital and orlop decks, the latter

being intended tor an auxiliary hospital, it' wanted. About ten vertical

tubes, nine inches square, are attached to the large horizontal trunks, at

equal distances apart, on each side of the ship. These tubes, (which will

he closed by a cap at the top,) will be provided with suitable valves, twp to

each deck, so placed that they may be used separately, either for extracting

foul 'air or introducing a pure atmosphere. The large horizontal trunks

communicate, by means of branch trunks, with a fanner fitted at the after-

part of the after-hatchway, upon the orlop-deck, whence a delivery trunk

passes upwards to the quarter-deck, through an opening on the fore-side of

the capstan. When complete, which will be about the middle of February,

she will be a very complete ship. She is fitting with Harris's lightning

conductors.

The naval news of the past month does not afford much variety. There

have been a few arrivals and departures, and two small craft paid off. The

Espoir, 10, Lieut.-Cora. J. T. Paulson, was paid off into ordinary. The

Heroine, 10, Lieut.-(Jom. E. D. Stewart, was paid wages in advance on the

27th ult„ and sailed on the 2nd of this month tor the Coast of Africa. The

Pantaloon, 10, Lieut.-Com. C. H. Lapidge, arrived on the 27ih ult., and

sailed on the 29th ; she also is destined for the Coast. The Dido, 18, Capt.

Hon. H. Keppel, recently fitted out at Sheerness, arrived in the Sound

from Portsmouth on the 27th ult., and is still here : she is bound for China.

The Alban steamer, Mr. King, Master, arrived on the 27th ult., from Bristol,

with volunteers tor ships fitting out : after remaining three days in port, she

sailed again on the same service on the 30th ult. The Spy schooner, Lieut.-

Com. Potbury, who is to be Flag-Lieutenant to the Admiral-Superintendent,

Sir Samuel Pym, C.B., sailed on the 28th ult. lor Bristol, in search of sea

men : she returned on the 17th of this month, and sailed again on the 18th.

The Nightingale, 6, Lieut.-Com. Barnes, arrived on the 28th ult. from

Bristol with volunteers : it was reported she would be paid off, and her

crew transferred to the Ferret ; but that is not correct, for the Ferret has

sailed, and the Nightiiigle went to sea on the 6th of this month.

The Meegara steamer, Lieut.-Com. W. N. Hastie, arrived on the 29th

ultimo from Barbadoes, and came into harbour on the following day for a

supply of coals : she sailed for Portsmouth on the 2nd instant, having on

board the late Superintendent (Admiral Warren) and family. This vessel

left Barbadoes on the 26th of November, and brings but sad accounts of

prevalent sickness in the West Indies. Having been four years in commis

sion, during nearly the whole of which time she has been employed in the

Mediterranean, she has been ordered round. to Woolwich to be paid off,
■when her machinery will undergo a thorough examination and repair.

The Alban steamer arrived on the 27th ultimo, and sailed again on the

30th, to the eastward, with stores. The Sheldrake packet, Lieut.-Com.

Passingham, arrived on the 27th ultimo from Falmouth, and came into

harbour on the following day to be paid off, which took place on the 10th

instant. Another packet, the Pandora, Lieut.-Com. Innes, arrived from

Falmouth on the 1st of the month : she came into harbour on the 5th, and

having had her defects made good, was paid on the 14th instant, and has

since sailed. The Vixen steam-vessel, Lieut.-Com. Boyes, arrived on the

2nd instant from Portsmouth, and returned on the i<Hu.

On the 3rd instant, the Commander in-Chief (Sir Graham Moore)

inspected the Isis and Dido : the former was paid wages on the following

day, and sailed on the 5th for her station. South America. The Ferret, 10,

Commander Josiah Oake,went out of harbour on the 3rd instant, and sailed

on the 17th. The Avon steamer, Lieut.-Cora. Jenkins, arrived on the 5th

instant from Milford, having on board volunteers obtained at Dublin and

Liverpool. This vessel has had a miraculous escape from being destroyed

by tire, at^sea, said to have been occasioned by spontaneous combustion,
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originating in the larboard coal-bunker," when about seventy miles to the

northward of Milford Haven. She was taken into dock, at Devonport, on

the 15th iustant, and, when opened, presented a frightful spectacle of the

precarious condition in which she must have been placed, until the dexterous

exertions of the otticers and crew had succeeded in subduing the fire.

The Resistance troop-ship was undocked on the 10th instant, and is now

fitting alongside the jetty ; it is expected she will be Completed about the

middle of next month. The Minden was docked on the 12th instant, and

turned out again on the Nth, the Avon taking possession of the same dock

on the following day. The Implacable, 74, Capt. Harvey, arrived on the

17th from the Mediterranean, and came into harbour on the 19th; she got

aground on coming in, between the island and the main, and was detained

about three hours, but is not considered to have sustained any injury.

The Bramble, tender to the Fly, fitting for a surveying expedition in

Torres' Straits, was commissioned on the 18th instant by Mr. Yule.

ID-

'.Milford Haven, 17th Jan., 1842.

Mr. Editor,—I wish you, Sir, a happy new year. On the 30th the

Rochester Dockyard lighter arrived with stores for the dockyard. On the

1st inst. Captain Superintendent Sir Walkin Owen Pell having read his

commission on board the Royal Sovereign yacht, look charge of the Dock

yard, relieving Rear Admiral Jackson, promoted. The officers having been

introduced to him, he mustered the workmen, the whole of whom passed

before him, as is customary on such occasions.—3rd. The Avon steamer

was towed into port this day by some merchant-vessels, having caught fire

off the Smalls, while on passage from Liverpool to Plymouth, with volunteer

seamen for the Navy, She ran up to the dockyard, where she underwent

some slight repairs, sufficient to enable her to proceed on her voyage the

following day. She also took in a supply of coals there. It required the

greatest exertion of officers and crew to subdue the fire. In fact, it had all

but penetrated the vessel's side.—4th. Rochester lighter sailed for Sbeer-

ness, taking with her a number of supernumerary shipwrights, who had

entered for the first dockyard to which they mijjhl be ordered. This seems

quite the depot for that class of mechanics; for as many have been obtained

lately as were requned, not only for the arsenal in this port but for the

eastern yards in general. On the 6th, Capt. Superintendent Pell went on

public leave. On his return he will remain on board the Royal Sovereign

yacht until his residence is prepared for his reception. The duties of the

establishment are carried on by Commander Higgs during his absence. It

is rumoured that the packet station at this port is to be broken up, but the

report is not credited, seeing the great superiority of this to any other place

for communicating with Ireland. There is not any weather scarcely that

stops the regular daily passage of the mails by this route. Lieut. Rea, of

the marine detachment at Pembroke, having applied for active employment,

has been ordered to divisional head-quarters, and it is supposed will be sent

to China. He left on Saturday, and is to be relieved by Lieut. Onslow.

The recruiting party at Pembroke, under Capt. Smith, are not idle. They

pick up a good many Taffies occasionally. The Diligence naval transport,

Martin, Master, with Admiral Jackson's furniture, will leave for Southamp

ton in a day or two. The Admiral and family left the neighbourhood yes

terday. Wind W.—fresh breeze, and showery.
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reviews and critical notices.

Notes of a Half-Pay in Search of Health. By Captain Jesse'Unattached.

We have read these volumes with much interest. They are from the pen

of one who has made good use of his travels " in search of health ;" for this

we learn from the title was Capt. Jesse's principal motive tor roaming in

"Russia, Circassia, and the Crimea." "At sixteen," he says, "1 found

myself at the mess-table of a regiment in India. My brother-officers soon

initiated me into their habits, and 1 lost no tune in adopting hot tiffins, and

imbibing Hodgson's pule ale, claret, cup, bishop, sangaree, and other beve

rages, which hot winds and no end of drill, rendered almost excusable. If

I add to this, snipe-shooting, under a meridian sun, in paddy fields, up to

the knees in water,—two levers, the cholera morbus, and a residence of some

months in a cantonment several feet below the level of an adjoining river,

where the frogs in the barrack square were constantly hopping through the

Venetians into our bed-rooms,—1 think lew of my readers will deny that I

have enumerated causes more than sufficient to send me home, six years'

after, a confirmed dyspeptic." He soon, however, shook off his dyspepsy

when once on his travels, and returned, set up tike a recruit in health, not

withstanding the risks he seems to have run, of losing the very object of

which he was in pursuit. " Before lea\ing Kertch,* he says, " 1 had very

nearly fallen a sacrifice to my curiosity, having been rash enough to take

some of the cold soup called Balvinia, at the Governor's table. This atroci

ous mess is made of salt fish and onions, pickled cucumbers, ice, and quass,

and—a Russian alone knows what besides." An atrocious mess indeed !

Our space being limited, we can do little more than recommend the

perusal of these lively and amusing volumes to our readers, confining our

selves to a few extracts. The account Capt. Jesse gives of the Russian

Army will be read with interest. He bus spared no pains in obtaining the

most accurate information as to the actual strength of the military forces of

Russia, their state of discipline, pay, &c. It is well known that the soldiers

are employed on .the .public works,—chiefly, perhaps, to find employment

for some "eight hundred and twelve thousand souls, of whom, including

the Cossacks, their Army, according to Marmont, consists ;" but which, by

the best information Capt. Jesse could collect, may be more correctly stated

at about six hundred and Uni ty thousand. The Russian soldier, however,

makes but a poor artificer, as may be gathered from the following statement

respecting those Capt. Jesse observed on the works at Sevastopol. Speak

ing of the docks, he sa>s that "the difficulties of such undertakings in

Russia are considerably increased by the scanty number of good artificers,

the principal part of those employed being soldiers, who, originally serfs,

and not brought up to any trude, make but poor workmen, even when

employed for the most ordinary purposes. This 1 saw strongly illustrated

in the removal of the hill, on the site of which the Admiralty is to be built.

Upwards of four thousand men, taken from the garrison, were at work to

effect this. Very few had e\en hand-barrows; the majority were carrying

away the earth in their coat-tails, and in bags about as large as those used

hy hackney-coaebmen in feeding their horses. Their movements were slow

and spiritless, and they seemed to be almost incapable of greater exertion.

Those who are entirely under Colonel Upton's control, and obliged louse

the wbeel-barrows he has bad made, could with dilhcully be brought to see

the benefit of them ; but, once satisfied on the subject, these useful articles

were regularly fought for, as they work by task. The want of common

energy exhibited by these men is easily understood. The Government

allowance of Ad. a day, which they are supposed to receive, is put mlo the
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stock-purte, from which few of them ever reap any benefit ; at any rate, the

prospect of doing so on discharge is too remote to be a stimulus to their

exertions, whereas, if the money was paid into^ their hands at the_time, it

would be an incentive to their industry.

" The pumps which clear the cotter-dams at the Admiralty-quay were

worked by deserters. All persons travelling in this country wittiout pass

ports are considered as vagabonds, and are also liable to be so employed !"

" About fourteen thousand men,'' continues Capt. Jesse, " are encamped

at Sevastopol during the summer: when on parade, they look in good order,

—in their tents, wretched, everything being dirty and in confusion. In the

winter they go into the barracks here and at Simpheropol, or are quartered

in the villages in the neighbourhood. Ophthalmia was very prevalent

amongst them, principally owing to their being employed, during the great

heats, on the public works, when the glare and dust are insufferable. The

sick amounted to nearly four thousand. Cataract is a very common disease

in the Crimea."

t In conclusion, we are bound to say, while complimenting Capt. Jesse on

the general merit of his volumes, that our own information, from various and

competent quarters, does not permit us to adopt his unfavourable views of

the present Emperor of Russia and his Government. The delects observed

Ly the author are referable to the vicious system of former times, and more

or less interwoven with the habits of all semi-civilized nations ; but it is

generally allowed, that no Monarch can be more actively or zealously engaged

in correcting abuses and advancing the civilization ot his subjects than the

Emperor Nicolas.

We also derive from these "Notes" confirmation of opinions we have

long formed and maintained,—namely, the absurdity of an effective invasioa

of our Indian dominions by Russia. The wretched failure of the Kuivan

Expedition has.settled that question in anything like a practical sense.

The late Expedition to Syria. By W. P. Hunter, Esq. '

The principal portion of this spirited ^production having appeared in the

pages of this Magazine, we naturally wish it all the success to which its

animated and faithful descriptions entitle it.

TO READERS AND CORRESPONDENTS.

Much confusion, as well as discredit to this Periodical, having arisen from the simi

larity of the title assumed by a scurrilous and unprincipled Weekly Newspaper, (the

Vnited Service Gazette,) it has been found necessary, in order, as far as possible, to

prevent future mistake, to modify the name of this Work by a simple transposition of

its double Title, so as to make a broader distinction between it and a print with

which, it ought to be needless to say, The United Service Magazine can have no

sympathy or connexion. We have, therefore, to request that our Correspondents

« ill be particular in addressing their communications in conformity with the Title

this Publication will henceforward bear—namely : The United Service Maga

zine, and Naval and Military Journal.

" A Reader of the U. S. Bfagazinc" is right in concluding that the ship mentioned in the " Pas
sages in the Life of a Sailor," No. 9, under the name of " The Royal Augustas," was the Royal
George ; but our correspondent might have observed that the gallant author of those papers has.
in all cases chosen to disguise the real names of the vessels, and their Commanders, In which
and under whom he served, for the obvious purpose of preventing personal identilication.

An "Eye Witness," who inquires respecting the calamitous explosion at Salamanca, in July,
1812, Is referred to the 5th volume of General Napier's History of the Peninsular War, in which.
Book 18, chapter 2, and page 142, he will dnd it stated that " the principal powder-magazine at
Salamanca exploded with hurt to many."

Many articles and letters are under consideration or in type ; and various reviews, Sec, are
deferred for want of room.
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EDITOR'S PORTFOLIO;

OR,

NAVAL AND MILITARY KEGISTKU.

AFFAIRS AT HOME AND ABROAD.

The ceremony of Christening the Infant Prince of Wales was

performed with great pomp and solemnity in St. George's Chapel at

Windsor, at one o'clock on Tuesday, the 25th January. His Majesty

the King of Prussia stood Sponsor for the Prince, and the Archbishop

of Canterbury performed the sacred and interesting rite, which has

admitted to the bosom of the Christian Church the Heir Apparent to

the Throne of these Realms, by the honoured names of Albert

Edward, in the fulness of time to reign as Edward the Seventh.

After the ceremony, a Chapter of the Garter was held, and the

King of Prussia was invested by Her Majesty with that noble order..

A Banquet in St. George's Hall, never surpassed in magnificence, closed

a day of deep concern and happy augury to the Royal Line and loyal

people of Great Britain. The manifestations of attachment to the

throne and institutions of the land, on this occasion, were such as be

come a nation which enjoys and appreciates true liberty. The con

course of illustrious visitors and dignitaries of the State heightened the

interest of the scene to the well-ordered spectators, who were further

entertained by the spirited strains of the regimental bands in attendance.

The troops on duty were the Royal Horse Guards, the 1st Battalion

Grenadier Guards, which proceeded from London to Windsor and

returned by railway, the 72nd (Highlanders), and Horse Artillery.

On Wednesday, the day following the Christening, new colours were

presented to the 72nd, drawn up in the Quadrangle of the Castle, by

the Duke of Wellington, in the presence of the King of Prussia, Prince

Albert, and other distinguished persons, Her Majesty looking on from

a window of the Castle. We must defer the particulars till next month.

The King of Prussia landed from the Firebrand war-steamer at

Greenwich, on Saturday the 22nd ult. His Majesty was most cordially

received by Prince Albert, the local Authorities, several members of

the Government, and a vast concourse of spectators, who united in

testifying to the King the hearty welcome with which they greeted his

arrival in this country, and how deeply they appreciated the purpose of

his visit as well as those personal qualities which render His Majesty

so justly popular amongst his own subjects. These honest and creditable

demonstrations of respect to the Ally, relative, and guest of our So

vereign, have been repeated, wherever the King has appeared, with a
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warmth augmented by the personal demeanour of the Monarch, who is

distinguished for the kind and manly bearing which characterises his

illustrious House. The public and scientific Institutions of the metro

polis have been eager to compliment His Majesty, and enrol him

amongst their members. The Royal Society, as became that body,

took the lead in offering their homage to the enlightened Monarch of a

cultivated nation, by electing him a Fellow of their ancient and eminent

Society; and, to confine ourselves to our special province, we are proud

to record that His Majesty, at the thoughtful solicitation of The United

Service Club, through its Committee, has done that association the

honour to become a member, ratifying his acceptance of this mark of

respect from the veteran officers of the British United Service, by an

early personal visit, most considerately announced beforehand, to the

Club, where his Majesty remained some time inspecting the building,

courteously receiving a number of the members who were presented by

his command, and winning golden opinions by a deportment the most in

unison with the frank character of the Profession of Arms.

The double honour thus conferred by His Majesty on The United

Service Club was becomingly acknowledged by the Committee in the

following Resolution, which was forwarded the same evening, by the

Chairman, Admiral Sir William Gage, to the Chevalier Bunsen, the

Prussian Minister, to be laid before the King.

" Resolved,—That a communication be. made to Chevalier Bunsen,

His Prussian Majesty's Minister, to express to His Majesty the grati

tude of the members of the United Service Club for the honour that

His Majesty has conferred upon the Officers of Her Majesty's Service,

by becoming a member of the Club ; and by honouring the Club by a

ersonal visit this day, hallowed by being the anniversary of the birth-

ay of his illustrious ancestor, Frederick the Great.

" 24th Jan., 1842."

Thus has the son and successor of a stedfast and patriotic Sovereign

of that League which overthrew the most grinding despotism the world

ever saw, graciously completed the connexion of the Prussian and British

Services, by adding a social link to La Belle Alliance.

The despatches from China, which we record this month, bear

testimony to the continued gallantry and success of our forces by sea

and land ; but it does not appear that the object in view was nearer

attainment after the capture of Amoy than it was before that dashing

feat. The converse of " a good beginning being half the work " is

manifest in our protracted hostilities with the crafty Chinese, who have

profited by our first faults to evade conclusions. The force was pro

ceeding northwards for the purpose, amongst other objects, of retaking

Chusan, which had been so hastily abandoned ! The victors of Canton

must console themselves for the tardy military results of their achieve

ments, by the fair share of prize-money allotted to them out of the

" ransom" of that city, which has been appropriated by the British

Government as a droit of the Crown.
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We are concerned, though not surprised, to learn the failure of The

Niger Expedition, which proceeded from the Thames to its destination

two months after the fitting period originally appointed for its departure.

It appears that, after ascending the river for three or four hundred

miles, making treaties with the Negroes, and settling what is quaintly

called a "model farm" on a bit of land adjoining the stream, Captain

Trotter, in consequence of the deplorable sickness and mortality, which

reduced the Expedition to the brink of annihilation, was forced to with

draw every European, and make the best of his way to the mouth of

the river, and thence to Fernando Po, with the Albert and Soudan

steamers,—Captain William Allen, in the Wilberforce, having pro

ceeded to Ascension. Captain Bird Allen, of the Soudan, and a large

proportion of his companions, had perished, and "all hands" were sick

more or less. We conclude that local pestilence was aggravated by the

suffocating atmosphere of the steamers, which, however convenient in other

respects for a service of this nature, must be objectionable in such a

climate for that reason. We have heard curious accounts of a jobbing

origin to this unfortunate Expedition, which, except as affording a vent

for enterprise and a means of distinction, in these "piping times of peace,"

to a few gallant spirits, had little of practical good to recommend it.

Captain Trotter, the Commander of the expedition, we find has

arrived in London, having landed at Liverpool.

We have already, on various occasions during a course of years,

exhausted the arguments in favour of a War Decoration, and feel dis

gusted, if not dispirited, at the fruitless issue of our representations,

zealously supported as they have been in other quarters, and recom

mended by justice, gratitude, aud good policy. At the present moment

there are peculiar considerations which lead us to point attention once

more to this popular subject—though, we confess, with little hope of a

more favourable result than experience has taught us to anticipate; and

having, as we have said, discussed the question in all its general bear

ings, we quote from the Naval and Military Gazette a spirited letter

applicable to the present special occasion, and originally intended for

this work, but transferred for earlier appearance, which was obviously

desirable, to the ready columns of our zealous fellow-labourer. To

furnish, at the same time, a concise view of the case and claims of the

War Subalterns, we reprint, from our closing Number for the year

1840, the following

Petition to the Quken from the Undecoratrd Officers

OF THK LATK War.

To the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty.Madam,

The surviving Officers of the late War, who remain undistinguished

by any Badge of Service, take advantage of the present moment of rejoicing

in the realm, to approach jour Majesty with an huml>le petition.

Tiie first attributes of a British Soldier are patriotism, loyalty, and obedi

ence ;—his highest reward is honour. In return, it is the gracious privilege

of the Crown to stimulate the former by a just distribution of the last. The

principle of such rewards, inciting to noble actions is universally recognised.
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Throughout the greatest of modern wars, the British Army, like the

Navy, did its duty as England expected; and its duel's received, in the

shape of honourable distinctions, tiie well-earned meed of glorious service ;

but, with a single and invidious exception, those who, in subordinate ranks,

triumphantly seconded their leading, have, contrary to the juster practice

of holh friend and foe, been excluded from all honour save their scars.

It is grievous, Madam, and mortifying to your petitioners to see decora

tions lavished on British subjects who serve foreign countries, while the

recompense most dear to a soldier's pride is denied to him who has defended

his own.

In venturing thus to bring before your Majesty their humble claims to

some honorary mark of Royal and national approbation, they respectfully

disclaim all leelings of presumption, or an unbecoming intrusion of their

pretensions on the notice of their Sovereign or country ; but, in truth, the

War Subalterns, disappointed in their hopes of attaining this favourite

object through the support and advocacy of their natural leaders, feel reluct

antly constrained to appeal, as a last resource, directly, but with all sub

mission, to the fountain of justice and of honour.

They, therefore, pray that your Majesty may deign to exercise this high,

prerogative in their lavour, in whatever mode may suit your Majesty's

pleasure.

By bestowing on the remnant of Old Soldiers, whose dutiful address is.

here embodied, a "boon so ardently desired and so coldly delayed, your

Majesty will superadd to their habitual devotion to your illustrious House,

a debt ol special gratitude to your Majesty's sacred person.

Sir,—Ti e battles for the Brevet and a Service decoration, which have

been tuught in your instructive pages, and in those of that " great gun" the

Vuited Service Journal, have been successful so far as relate to the Brevet,

which, by-the-by, would have been quite satisfactory had it been a little less

bountifully/leali forth to the youths on whom the Brevet of Major was con

ferred, auu been extended in the superior grade, so as to have promoted the

grey-headed veterans, the Majors of '30—most of whom were Captains in

the Peninsula and at Waterloo— to the rank ol Lieut.-Colunel: 1UUU/. a year

might judiciously have been saved in this way (a wrinkle for the ex-calcu

lator, Joey Hume). This "instalment" recognition of our claims, for which

we are indebted to the gallant and high-minded H ardinge, should stimulate

us to a vigorous keeping up of our peaceful agitation utilil complete success

has beeu the result. It is universally admitted that the solemn and inte

resting event of the christening of H.R.H. the Prince of Wales will be a

fitting opportunity for gracefully acceding to the wishes of that deeply-

ali routed class of officers, wuo held the ratiks of Subalterns and Captains

throughout the Peninsular campaigns, and who as yet possess no distin

guishing marks of their services and sufferings but such as their wounds,

and shattered limbs, and ruined constitutions exhibit. Common sense, good

policy, gratitude, the purest and the must worldly feelings of our nature,

alike require that this grave injury should be redressed. When we behold

a man luiemost of the field throughout a hard and brilliant day's hunt, do

we expend all our admiration on the skill and courage of the rider, and do

we not reserve some approbation and sympathy lor the generous and high-

blooded brute which has carried him over held, and fence, and Hood, without

once swerving, till the laurelled "brush" adorns the brow of the fortunate

rider (fortunate in the possession of such a steed), and who, m the intoxica

tion ol his triumph, fancies the achievement all his own y—*' Mihi houores;

adsum qui feci." Will that great Potentate about to visit our shores, that

Sovereign of the most martial nation on the face of the earth—he who

knows belter tban any man living the justice and the advantages of reward

ing the vettraa's services by a decoration, and of thereby stimulating all the
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best qualities of the young soldier,—will be, I say, helipve the existence of

such a state of things as that of which we complain ? Will he believe that

tbe men whose valour, strict discipline, patient endurance of long-continued

hardships and of privations of the severest kind, whose great sufferings and

prodigal effusion of their then young blood, were mainly instrumental in

preparing the way for those great events which restored his father to his

dominions, and peace and liberty to Europe ; will he believe it possible that

such men should be flung away like worthless refuse, whilst on every side

he will behold a countless throng of bestarred and becrossed heroes of every

grade, bearing on their breasts, by authority, the proofs of their services, in

upholding the causes of Paganism, or of Mahometanism, or of the Scarlet

Ladv of Rome and her various Saints,—whilst the poor devils who only

fought for Protestant England, are deemed unworthy of note or mark unless

they happened to have held the rank of Field Officer, or had an adequate

number of quarterings on their shield ?

Let me observe, parenthetically, that there is little doubt that if Her

Majesty's late advisers had continued in office, their Plenipo, Elliot, would

have been instructed to negotiate with the Emperor of China for the estab

lishment of an imperial order of the " Teapot," stipulating for "Teapots" of

the first class for himself and the Home and Foreign Ministers. It was

not "customary for our Generals of the good old times to introduce such

articles in their political negotiations with allies or with conquered foes.

Speaking on this subject the other day with a brother-officer and fellow-

sufferer in neglect) a Milesian, he suggested a way by which we might

sport a medal as big as » plate before the Prussians, and " not one of them

be a bit the wiser as to what it was." His plan is to run over to Ireland on

a short leave, and there join the Temperance Society, and receive " the

blessed medal '" from the hands of Father Mathew: "and sure who would

dare prevent one wearing that ? isn't Father M. better than the fellows

whose crosses and medals half the men one meets are wearing?" I have a

strong notion of adopting his advice, taking the pledge and sporting the

medal, which is a handsome one.

But to resume : Will not his Prussian Majesty, when amidst our brilliant

-Court he is distributing the havresack full of eagles, "black, white, and

grey," which it is said he is bringing over for ~jhe lucky chaps whom

"Kings delight to honour"—will he not ask to have pointed out to him the

Peninsular dccoris, and will he not stare when told that they " have eaten

dirt, and their places are empty?-' I am certain he will not credit the

prevailing idea, which is, that our Military Statesmen, conscious of the

irritation which our Waterloo Medal creates in the diaphragms of the

* Great Nation," and of young France in particular, are afraid that an

extension of decorations for their Peninsular lickings might be construed

by the Thiers party into a legitimate "casus belli;" and * hinc illat

lachrymae."

Suppose, Sir, we address a memorial to the Prussian Monarch, asking

nim to intercede with His General, the Duke of Wellington, in our favour;

for, alas! our applications to our General and leader have been fruitless.

As well might we have applied to the " iron idol*" that squints " for ever and

for ever'' into his Grace's * corner-' windows (I mean that Telamonian mon

ster, the metropolitan Lingam, that terrifies airing children, and excites the

curiosity of the uninitiated maiden who frequents the Park). Doubtless his

■Grace is too wise and just to have withheld this boon without the strongest

and most prudential reasons for so doing ; but until these reasons are made

known to us, we may be pardoned for our "ignorant impatience" under the

invidious distinction which exists between us and men whose conduct we

presume to think was not more meritorious than ours, or more deserving of

the favourable notice of Old England.—Your friend,

U. S. Ci Jan. 15. " Ihb kgo qui quondam."
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An essential point has been overlooked by the advocates of a radical

change in the existing system of military promotion,—namely, the

idiosyncracy of the British Service correlative with that of The Nation.

The following observations, from the able columns of the Times (20th

Jan.), are as strictly applicable, mutatis mutandis, to the one as to the

other:—

■The lower classes of this country, though very democratical in some of

their theories, are doggedly aristocraticnl in their habits. They are jealous

of their superiors, but they are much more jealous of their equals.

They do not much like to be governed at all ; but if anything so odious as a

Government is perforce to be endured, it must be one conducted by persons

who were born to it. They entertain, indeed, a very indifferent opinion of

those who hold power by :rank and wealth ; but they think worse yet of

those who hold it only by personal merit. For rank and wealth are positive

things, capable of measure and value ; and there is nothing degrading to

one"s own self-love in the admission that one's family was never ennobled,

or that one has not the acres or the Consols which belong to one's neigh

bour. But to admit that a man who has no higher rank and no longer

purse than one's self is entitled to a share in the rule of the State on the

ground of his ^personal qualifications, is tacitly to acknowledge one's self

unequal to him in judgment or in knowledge, or in some other talent or

merit of which there is no gauge, and in which, therefore, one's inferiority

cannot be proved so long as it shall but be resolutely denied. These are

causes which, in a free slate, will always work disadvantageous^ to the

aspirations of men unfortified by birth or fortune : and the more general

among any people shall be the spread of that education which lessens the

distance between the talents of one individual and of another, the more will

be the competitors for advancement, and the greater will be the unwilling

ness of all to admit the pretensions of any. All this tends obviously to

strengthen the natural monopoly of the titled and the rich.

CAPTURE OF AMOY.

(official notifications.)

Calcutta, Satitbday Night, November 20, 1841.

Fort William, Secret Department, Nov. 20, 1841.

The Right Honourable the Governor-General of India in Council bas the highest

satisfaction in publishing, for general information, the annexed copies of despatches

from the Military and Naval Commanders in Chief of Her Majesty's Forces in

China, reporting the capture, on_ the 26th August, of the town and fortifications of

Amoy.

By order of the Right Honourable the Governor-General of India in Council.

(Signed) J, H. Maddock, Sec. to Government in India.

Head-quarters, ship Marion, Amoy Harbour, Sept. 5, 1841.

To the Right Hon. the Earl of Auckland, G.C.B., Governor-General, &c, tec

My Lord,— I am happy to be enabled to report to your Lordship the complete

success of the operations against Amoy, with very trifling loss ; my anticipations in

regard to the preparations of the enemy have been fully realised, but I did not calcu

late on so feeble a resistance.

2. The expedition left Hong Kong harbour on Saturday, the 21st August ; but,

in consequence of light winds, the fleet did not clear the Lemma Passage until

Monday, the 23rd, and on the evening of the 25th we arrived in the outward

anchorage of Amoy, a few shots only having been fired as we were running through
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a chain of islands which form the mouth of this anchorage, and most of which the

Chinese had fortified. As it was blowing very fresh, I could not get on board the

flag-ship until the following morning, when I accompanied their Excellencies Sir H.

Pottinger and Admiral Sir W. Parker in the Phlegethon steamer, to reconnoitre the

defences, with a view to the commencement of immediate operations. The enemy

allowed us to do so without firing a shot, and the plan of attack was at once decided

upon, a summons having been previously sent in, requiring the surrender of the

town and island of Amoy to Her Majesty's forces.

3. The enemy's defences were evidently of great strength, and the country by

nature difficult of access. Every island—every projecting headland from whence

guns could bear upon the harbour, were occupied and strongly armed ; commencing

from the point of entrance into the inner harbour on the Amoy side, the principal

sea line of defence, after a succession of batteries and bastions in front of the outer

town, extended for upwards of a mile in one continuous battery of stone, with

embrasures roofed by large slabs thickly covered with clods of earth, so as to form

a sort of casemate, and afford perfect shelter to the men in working their guns.

Between some of the embrasures were embankments to protect the masonry, and

ninety -six guns were mounted in this work, which terminated in a castellated wall,

connecting it with a range of precipitous rocky heights, that run nearly parallel to

the beach, at a distance varying from a quarter to half a mile. Several smaller

works were apparent at intervals 'amid the rocks.

3. The entrance to the inner harbour is by a channel about six hundred yards

across between Amoy and the island of Koo-Iang-soo, upon which several strong

batteries were visible, and some of these flanked the sea line and stone battery. It

appeared expedient, therefore, to make a simultaneous attack on these two prominent

lines of defence.

4. It was proposed that the two linc-of-battle ships, with the two large steamers,

should attack the sea-defences on the island of Amoy nearest the town, and that

some of the smaller vessels-of-war should open their fire to protect the landing of

the troops, which was to be effected below the angle formed by the junction of the

castellated wall with the sea line, while the remaining vessels should engage several

flanking batteries that extended beyond these works.

5. At the same time the two heavy frigates and the Modeste were to run in and

open their fire upon the works of Koo-lang-soo, where I instructed Major John

stone, with a company of artillery, and the three companies of the 26th Regiment,

supported by one hundred and seventy marines, under Major Ellis, to land in a

small bay to the left of the batteries, which they were about to take in reverse.

6. About half-past one o'clock the attack commenced, the enemy having pre

viously fired occasional shots at the ships as they proceeded to their stations. Sir

William Parker will, no doubt, communicate to your Lordship the very conspicuous

part taken by Her Majesty's ships on this occasion. From the difficulty of getting

the boats collected in tow of the steamers, the troops did not land quite so soon as I

could have wished, notwithstanding the judicious arrangements of Captain Gilford,

of Her Majesty's sloop Cruiser, who conducted the disembarkation. The 18th and

49th Regiments, however, landed about three o'clock, with very little opposition.

The former regiment I directed to escalade the castellated wall, while the 49th were

to move along the beach, and get over the sea face, or through the embrasures.

These two operations were performed to my entire satisfaction, and the greater part

of these corps were soon in position within the works, and rapidly moved along the

whole line of sea defence, the enemy flying before them. Upon reaching the out

skirts of the outer town, they were joined by a party of marines and seamen, whom

Sir W. Parker most judiciously landed in support, and whom I directed to occupy a

rocky hill in our front, in the neighbourhood of which firing was still heard. This

duty was promptly and ably performed by Captain Fletcher, of H.M.S. Wellesley,

and Captain Whiteomb, of the Royal Marines.

7. While these operations were going on upon the Amoy side, the island of Koo-

lang-soo was ably attacked by the frigates, and the troops landed. Major Elba,

with some of the marines and Cameronians, who first landed, climbed up the rocks

to the left of the easternmost battery, and, gallantly driving the enemy from the

works on the heights, which were defended with some spirit, continued his progress

to the north side of the island, while Major Johnstone, who closely followed up with

the rest of the troops, proceeded across it, and carried the remaining works, thus

putting us in possession of this very important position. Major Johnstone reports
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that Brevet-Captain Gregg had an opportunity of distinguishing himself in driving a

large body of the enemy from a battery, upon which he came unexpectedly with a

detachment of twelve men.

8. On Amoy, a chain of steep rocky hills, running from the range already men

tioned transversely to the beach, still intercepted our view of the city, though the

outer town lay beneath my advanced post. The guns having been landed by the

exertions of the artillery and sappers, and brought on far enough for support, had a

strong force opposed our advance, I decided upon forcing the position in my front,

which appeared extremely strong, and well calculated to be held during the night.

Having made the necessary disposition, I directed the 18th Regiment to advance up

a precipitous gorge, where the enemy had two small works, while the 49th were to

pass through the outer town by the road to the same hills, extending their left, after

gaining the pass, to the works above the beach, so as to open a communication with

the shipping. This movement was also executed with spirit, the enemy merely firing

off their guns and flying ; and at dusk I found myself in a position close above the

«ity, and perfectly commanding it.

9. Owing to the boisterous state of the weather, and the delay in the return of

the steamers, the 65th Regiment had not yet landed ; but this was effected at day

light the following morning,—I regret to say not without loss, a boat having been

swamped, and five men unfortunately drowned. Thus reinforced, I pushed strong

parties of the 18th and 49th Regiments down to the outskirts of the city, in the

north-eastern quarter of which, upon irregularly rising ground, and closely sur

rounded by a dense mass of buildings, appeared the walled town or citadel. Having

carefully reconnoitred the place, I satisfied myself that, although there was a con

course of people passing and repassing at the northern gate, the walls were not

manned. I, therefore, thought it advisable to take advantage of the prevailing

panic, and having sent a small party with Captain Cotton, the commanding

Engineer, to reconnoitre the approach to the eastern gate, which he promptly

effected, I directed, upon his return, the 18th to advance, having the 49th in sup

port, and the 55th in reserve. The advanced party of the 18th escaladed the wall

by the aid of ladders found on the spot, and opened the east gate, which was barred

and barricaded from within by sacks filled with earth and stones. The remainder of

the regiment passed through it and manned the other gates, the enemy having pre

viously abandoned the place, leaving it in possession of the mob, which had already

T>egun to plunder the public establishments.

10. I occupied the citadel with the 18th and sappers, placing the 49th Regiment

In an extensive building without the public office of the Intendant of Circuit, from

whence they could give protection to the northern suburb, and command the com

munication to the interior by the only road on this side the island. The artillery I

placed in a commanding position upon the top of a pass between the city and the

outer town, with the 55th in support, occupying a range of public buildings, in

which the Sub-Prefect of Amoy held his court.

11. Amoy is a principal third-class city of China, and, from its excellent harbour
•and situation, appears to be well calculated for commerce. The outer town is

divided from the city by the chain of rocks I have mentioned, over which a paved

road leads through a pass that has a covered gateway at its summit. The outer

harbour skirts the outer town, while the city is bounded in nearly its whole length

by the inner harboui' and an estuary, which deeply indent the island ; including the

-outer town and north-eastern suburb, the city cannot be much less than ten miles

in circumference j and that of the citadel, which entirely commands this suburb,

and the inner town, though commanded itself by the hills within shot-range, is

nearly one mile. The walls are castellated, and vary, with the irregularity of the

ground, from twenty to thirty feet in height ; and there are four gates, having each

in an outwork a second or exterior gate at right angles to the inner gate. The

citadel contained five arsenals, in which we found a large quantity of powder, with

store of material for making it ; gingals, wall-pieces, matchlocks, and a variety of

fire-arms of singular construction. Military clothing, swords of all descriptions,

shields, bows and arrows, and spears, were also found in such quantity as to lead

to the conclusion that these must have been the chief magazines of the province.

Within the sea-defences first taken there was a foundry, with moulds, and materials

for casting heavy ordnance.

12. All these have been destroyed, and so much occupied my time, considering,

too, how much the troops were harassed by patrols to keep off Chinese plunderers ,
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and by other duties incident to the peculiarity of our situation, that I abandoned my

intention of visiting the interior of the island. These plunderers flocked into the

city and suburbs, to the extent, as the Chinese themselves reported, of many

thousands, and I regret to say that several gangs penetrated into the citadel and

committed much devastation. Indeed, with the prospect of leaving Amoy so soon,

I doubt that our marching through the island might rather have frightened the

peaceable householders, and led to further plunder by the mob than have been of

any advantage. Such, indeed, was the audacity of these miscreants, that I was

in some cases obliged to fire in order to disperse them ; but I am glad to say but 1 ittle

loss of life occurred.

IS. I am most happy to be enabled to state that the conduct of the troops has

been exemplary ; some instances of misconduct have, no doubt, occurred, but when

it is considered that they were in the midst of temptation, many of the houses

being open, with valuable property strewed about, and many shops in every street

deserted, but full of shara-shu, it is matter of great satisfaction that these instances

were go few.

14. During our stay upon the island I did all in my power to prevail upon the

respectable merchants and householders, who had so much at stake, to aid me in

protecting property, which tbey readily promised ; but their apprehension of appear

ing to be on friendly terms with us was so great, that 1 could obtain no effectual

assistance from them, and was unable even to get a Chinese to remain with the guards

at the gates and point out the real owners of houses within the citadel, for the

purpose of granting them free egress and ingress.

15. Our departure being determined upon, I could take no measures for perma

nent occupation ; and as the wind was strong against us, we were kept on shore four

days in a state of constant watchfulness, until yesterday at half-past two p.m., when

the preconcerted signal for embarkation was given by the Admiral. By half-past six

o'clock every soldier and every follower had been embarked (without a single instance

of inebriety occurring) on board the steamer, which transferred the troops on board

their respective transports during the night.

16. The three companies of the 26th Regt. have remained upon the island of Koo-

lang-soo, which Her Majesty's Plenipotentiary has determined to hold for the

present; and I have strengthened Major Johnstone, who is in command, with a

wing of the 18th Regt. and a small detachment of Artillery. This little force,

amounting to 550 men, will, I trust, together with the ships of war also left behind,

be sufficient to hold this small but important possession.

17. To the commanding officers of corps and detachments, Lieut -Col. Craigie,

55th Regt., Lieut.-Col. Morris, 49th Regt., and Lieut.-Col. Adams, 18th Regt. ;

Major Johnstone, 26th Regt.; Major Ellis, Royal Marines; Capt. Knowles, Royal

Artillery, Capt. Anstruther, Madras Artillery ; and Capt. Cotton, Com. Engineer,

my best thanks are due ; and I have received the most cordial and active support

from the officers of the general and my personal Staff, Lieut.-Col. Mountain, Dep.

Adj.-Gen., Capt. Gough, Act. Dep.-Quarterm -Gen., Major Hawkins, Dep. Com.-

Gen., Dr. French, Superintending Surg., and Lieut. Gobbett, my A.D.C.

18. I cannot too strongly express to your Lordship, in conclusion, my sense of

obligation to his Excellency Rear- Admiral Sir W. Parker, for his ready support and

judicious arrangements upon every occasion, as well as for having given me, at the

disembarkation and embarkation, and during the whole period of our stay at Amoy,

the able assistance of Capt. Giflard, to whom my best than'cs are due.

19. I have the honour to inclose a list of ordnance captured, and a return of the

wounded on our side upon the 26th ult., and have no means of correctly estimating

the killed and wounded of the enemy, but it must have been severe, and we know

that several Mandarins were amongst the former.—I have, Sec.

(Signed) H. Gough, Maj.-Gen.,

Commanding Expeditionary Force.

Return of Ordnance mounted on the Defences at Amoy, when stormed and captured

on 26th Aug. 1841.—Batteries on the Island of Amoy, extending from the

suburbs of Amoy, nearly opposite the east end of the Island of Golong-soo, along

the shore in a south-east direction.

The guns were all of Chinese manufacture, except 16 English, which were old,

but without any date. Five iron guns bad burst, when fired by the Chinese. One

U. S. Mag., No. 159, Feb., 1842. T
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hundred and fifty-three iron guns, not mounted, were found, principally of small

calibre, from three to six pounders.

Geneiial Abstract.Island of Arnoy .... 211

Island of Golong-soo ... 76Batteries on south-west side of Bay - 4 1

Little Gonne .... 15

Total - - - - 343

Guns not mounted - - - 157

Grand Total - ... 500

(Signed) J. Knowlks, Capt. Royal Artillery.

N.B.—Fifty pieces of ordnance, of small calibree, captured in the Citadel, not

included in the above.

(Signed) Armine S. H. Mountain, Lt.-Col., D.A.G.

Expeditionary Force.

Return of Killed and Wounded of the Force under the command of Major-General

Sir Hugh Gongh, C.B., &c, on 26th Aug. 1841, at the capture of the Batteries,

Heights, Citadel, and City of Amoy :—

Head-quarters, Amoy Castle, Sept. 1, 1841.Rank and File.

18th Royal Irish, wounded - . - 2

49th Regt., wounded ... 7

Total wounded - - - 9

(Signed) Armine S. H. Mountain, Lt.-Col.

Dep. Adj.-Gen. Expeditionary Force.

Major-Gen. Sir H. Gongh, K.C.B., Com. -in-Chief,

Expeditionary Force, China.

To the Right. Hon. the Earl of Auckland, G.C.B., &c. &c

Wellesley, in the Bay of Amoy, Aug. 31, 1841.

My Lord,—It is with mnch gratification that I have the honour of announcing

to your Lordship the capture of the city of Amoy and the island of Golong-soo

(which forms the west side of the harbour), together with their strong lines of bat-

teries and sea defences, mounting above 228 guns, by the combined forces of Her

Majesty, after a short but vigorous attack, on 26th inst., with very trifling loss on

our part.

The expedition, comprising the ships of war hereafter named, and twenty-one

transports containing the land forces, military and victualling stores, &c, under the

command of His Excellency Major Gen. Sir Hugh Gough, sailed from the anchorage

of Hong Kong on the 21st, and fortunately arrived off the islands at the entrance of

Amoy Bay by sunset on the 25th. It was then beginning to blow strong, but,

favoured by a fair wind and good moonlight, with the advantage of the local know

ledge of Capt. Bourchier, of the Blonde, the fleet were pushed into the bay, and

anchored in security for the night.

A few shots were discharged at Her Majesty's ships as they passed between the

fortified islands, but no mischief was done.

It blew too hard during the night to admit of any boats leaving the ships to sound

or make observations j but no time was lost after daylight in reconnoitring the

Chinese positions, in which the General and Sir Henry Poltinger did me the favour

to accompany me in the Phlegethon steam-vessel.

We found the batteries and works of defence on the entire sea face strengthened

by every means that the art of these active people could devise ; presenting a succes

sion of batteries and outworks, from the extreme outward points of this extensive

bay until within about three-quarters of a mile of the entrance of the harbour, where

a high barrier wall was constructed from the foot of a steep and rocky mountain to a

sandy beach on the sea ; and from this Utter point a strong casemated work of

granite, faced with soil, and occasional small bastions with parapets of stone, to
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afford flanking defences, wa3 continued to the very suburbs and entrance of the

harbour, from whence were masked batreries with sand-bags, until opposite the

north-east point of Golong-soo island, altogether 152 guns.

On the island of Golong-soo, which is the key of Amoy, strong batteries, mounting

in all seventy-six guns, were also placed in every commanding position for flanking

the approach to the harbour (which is scarcely half a mile wide at the entrance), and

protecting the accessible points of landing.

As it was with a view to ulterior operations, and the advanced period of the present

monsoon, that we should be delayed as short a time at Amoy, it was determined that

the batteries within the barrier wall and on the island of Golong-soo should be

immediately attacked by the squadron, and the troops landed within the barrier as

soon as it might be practicable, to take the batteries in the rear. For this object, the

Wellesley and Blenheim were ordered to anchor against the strongest batteries on

Amoy, and as near the entrance of the harbour as possible, leaving the Cruiser,

Pylades, Columbine, and Algerine to engage the extreme point of the line, and cover

the landing of the troops, flanked by the heavy guns of the Sesostris and Queen

steam -vessels, the Fhlegethon and Nemesis being appointed to receive the troops and

tow in the boats for landing them.

The attack of the island of Golong-soo, where we h»d reason to apprehend the

water was shoaler, was assigned to Capt. Bourchier, of the Blonde, with the Druid

and Modeste, 150 Marines under Capt. Ellis, and a detachment of the 26th Regt.,

under Major Johnston.

Pending the necessary preparations for disembarking the troops and moving the

ships into their appointed positions, a communication was received from the shore,

to which the answer No. 1 was returned.

About a quarter past one, a steady and favourable breeze having set in, the squa

dron weighed, and proceeded to their stations. The Sesostris being the most

advanced, received a heavy fire before any return was made. She was soon joined by

the Queen, and both commenced action with good effect.

The Wellesley and Blenheim, after ranging along the line of works on Amoy under

a smart fire, were anchored by the stern about half-past two p.m., admirably placed

by Captains Maitland and Herbert in ten fathoms water, within 400 yards of the

principal battery, precisely in the position allotted to them, and the Cruiser, Pylades,

Columbine, and Algerine took their stations with equal judgment.

The Blonde, Druid, and Modeste reached their positions against the batteries on

Golong-soo a few minutes earlier ; but their Captains found such difficulty, from the

shallowness of the water, in placing them satisfactorily, that to effect this object they

very spiritedly carried their ships into almost their own draft.

The Bentinck had been appointed to sound the channel ahead of the Wellesley as

we ran in, which Lieut. Collinson very skilfully performed, and then gallantly

anchored the brig within the entrance of the harbour, where she was joined by the

Sesostris, which was placed by Capt. Ormsby in a very judicious situation for

relieving her and the other ships from a flanking fire.

The fire of the Chinese soon slackened under the excellent gun practice of the

squadron. At half-past three I had the satisfaction of seeing the Marines and the

26th Regt. land on the island of Golong-soo, and the British colours planted on the

batteries. The Modeste and Blonde then weighed and stood into the inner harbour,

and, after silencing, they passed the town batteries, which were out of our reach,

they anchored completely inside, and abreast of the city, taking possession of twenty-

six war-junks, with 128 guns on board, in a state of preparation for sea, deserted by

their crews.

About the same time the first division of troops were landed under the able direc

tion of Commander Giffard, of the Cruiser, and headed by their gallant General, Sir

H. Gough, escaladed and took possession of the works at the barrier wall.

An outwork beyond this point (which had been previously silenced) was also

entered, and the British colours hoisted by the crew of a boat from the Phlegethon ;

and the batteries immediately opposite the Wellesley and Blenheim being nearly

demolished, a party of seamen and marines were landed from those ships, under the

command of Commander Fletcher, and the officers undermentioned, by whom the

Chinese, who had taken shelter in an adjoining building, were put to flight, after

discharging their matchlocks, and possession taken of the works. Wellesley—Act.

Lieut. Carmichael, Lieut. White, Royal Marines ; Mates, Lord A. Beauclerk, S. S.

T 2
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L. Crofton, L. 6. Halsted ; Midshipman, W. F. F. Jackson. Blenheim—Capt.

Whitcomh, Royal Marines ; Mates, R. C. Revern, T. A. St. Leger.

The General having cleared the intermediate space of such of the Chinese as

remained, pushed forward and occupied the heights immediately above the town for

the night, every point being thus completely in our power.

In detailing this service to your Lordship, I have the highest satisfaction in

reporting the gallantry, zeal, and energy which has been manifested by every officer

and man of H.M.'s Navy and Royal Marines, as well as those of the Indian Navy

under my command. They have vied with each other in the desire to anticipate and

meet every object for the public service, and are fully entitled to my best acknow

ledgments, and the favourable consideration of the Board of Admiralty and Indian

Government. I have no less pleasure in witnessing the anxiety which pervades all

ranks to go hand in hand with our gallant companions of the army. His Excellency

Sir H. Pottinger and suite were with me on board the Wellesley during the opera

tions of the 26th.

Capt. Bourchier's own report will best describe the proceedings of the little:

squadron placed under his orders for the attack of Golong-soo, which was admirably

executed ; and I can only add my meed of praise on this additional instance of the

gallantry of Capt. Ellis and the officers and men of the Royal Marines under his

command, as well as of Major Johnston, and the detachment of the 26th acting with

them.

The accounts we have received of the force of the Chinese for the defence of Amoy

vary from 5,COO to 10,000 troops ; and it is with sincere pleasure I am enabled to

transmit to your Lordship so small a list of casualties amongst the crews, and masts,

and rigging of the squadron. The resistance made by our opponents, would have

justified the apprehension of greater injury. Under the protection of their well-

constructed casemated works, they stood on Borne points firmly to their guns. We

have no knowledge of their actual loss. More than sixty bodies were, I believe,

found in the batteries ; but nearly all their wounded, and many of the slain, were

carried off by their countrymen.

His Excellency the Commander of the Forces will probably give your Lordship

an account of the munitions of war and Government stores which have fallen into our

hands, including a large quantity of gunpowder, and a foundry for cannon, where

some guns of very large calibre, newly cast, have been discovered.

We have been constantly employed in destroying the guns, and, as far as it has

been practicable, the batteries taken on the 26th. The last two days Commander

Fletcher, with a party of seamen and Marines, has been also detached in the Nemesis,

and, with very commendable zeal, has completely disabled the guns on every battery

on the north-east and south-west sides of the bay, and the fortified islands at the

entrance, of which your Lordship will find official returns inclosed.

The superiority of the bay and inner harbour of Amoy has much exceeded our

expectations. The anchorage in the former appears excellent ; and the latter, as far

as our hasty surveys have gone, affords perfect security for ships of any class, and to

a great extent, with a reasonable prospect of proving a healthy situation. Sir Hugh

Gough and myself have, therefore, entirely concurred with his Excellency Sir Henry

Pottinger in the expediency of retaining possession of the island of Golong-soo, which

will at any time give us the command of Amoy, until your Lordship's wishes, or the

pleasure of Her Majesty's Government, is known. For this purpose a sufficient

garrison will be placed on the island by the General, and I propose to leave Capt.

Smith, of the Druid, with the Pylades and Algerine, for their support.

The wind is unfortunately at present adverse, but your Lordship may be assured,

that the expedition will proceed to the northward the moment it is practicable, in the

further execution of our instructions.—I have, &c

(Signed) W. Parker, Rear-Admiral.

No. 1. On board H.M.S. Wellesley, off Amoy, Aug. 26, 1841.

The undersigned, Sir Henry Pottinger, Bart., Her Britannic Majesty's Plenipo

tentiary ; Sir William Parker, commanding in chief the Naval Forces ; and Sir Hugh

Gough, commanding in chief the Land Forces of the British nation in these parts.
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To his Excellency ihe Admiral commanding in chief the Naval Forces of the

Province of Fukieen.

There being certain differences subsisting between the two nations of Great Britain

and China, which have not been cleared up, the undersigned Plenipotentiary and the

Commanders-in-Chief have received the instructions of their Sovereign that, unless

these b« completely removed, and secure arrangements made, by accession to the

demands last year presented at Ticatsin, they shall regard it as their duty to resort

to hostile measures for the enforcement of these demands. But the undersigned

Plenipotentiary and Commanders-in-Chief, moved by compassionate feelings, are

averse to causing the death of so many officers and soldiers as must perish, and

urgently request the Admiral commanding in chief in this province forthwith to

deliver the town and nil the fortifications of Anioy into the hands of the British

forces, to be held for the present by them. Upon his so doing, all the officers and

troops therein will be allowed to retire, with their personal arms and baggage, and

the people shall receive no hurt ; and whenever these difficulties shall be settled, and

the demands of Great Britain fully granted, the whole shall be restored to the hands

-ef the Chinese.

If these terms be acceded to, let a white flag be displayed from the fortifications.

(Signed) H. Pottinger, Her Majesty's Plenipotentiary.

Wm. Parkkk, Rear-Admiral.

Hugh Gough, Major-General.

His Excellency Rear-Admiral Sir Wm. Parker, K.C.B., Commander-

in-Chief, He, &c, East India Station.

H.M.S. Blonde, Inner Harbour of Amoy, Aug. 27, 1841.

Sir,—The operations of the force you did me the honour to place under my com

mand for the attack of the island of Golong-soo, were so immediately under your

observation, that little remains to me beyond the agreeable duty of bringing to your

Excellency's notice the admirable conduct of every officer and man I had the honour

to command.

The squadron was led into action by Capt. Eyres, commanding H.M.'s sloop

Modeste, with the most perfect skill and gallantry. The Blonde and Druid fol

lowed, and were placed as near as the shoalucss of the w ater would admit, to the three

principal batteries, which they succeeded in silencing after a fire of one hour and

twenty minutes, when the Marines, under the gallant Capt. Ellis, were landed, and

•carried the heights with their accustomed bravery.

The distance of the transports prevented the 26th (Cameronian) Regt. from being

sent on shore at the same moment with the Marines, but they were promptly after

them ; and the detachment of that distinguished corps, under Major Johnston,

assisted in clearing the remaining batteries and dispersing the enemy.

From Capt. Smith, of H.M.S. Druid, I received the most able support. That

ship was placed with excellent judgment, and her conduct snch as was to be

expected from her high state of discipline. This island being now completely in our

poastssion, 1 left the Druid to protect it, and pushed the Modeste and Blonde into

the jnner harbour, silencing their war.junks and batteries on the opposite shore as

we passed ; and I have herewith the honour to inclose a return of the vessels cap

tured , and ordnance destroyed. The officers and crew of this ship merit my highest

praise, as well as the party of the Royal Artillery serving on board under the com

mand of Lieut, the Hon. R. E. Spencer. I should be wanting in justice were I to

■clcse this letter without bringing to your notice the merits of Lieut. S. Frederick

Nicholson, first of this ship, to whose valuable assistance I am much indebted ; and

I must also beg to name to your Excellency the senior Mates of this ship, Messrs.

Walker, Holland, and Anderson, young officers of much promise.

1 have great pleasure in adding, that this service was performed without loss

of life on our part, although the ships have suffered considerably in their masts,

Bails, and rigging.

Ihe Captains of the Druid and Modeste speak in the highest terms of their officers

and ships' companies. 1 inclose the report of Capt. Ellis, of the Royal Marines.

(Signed; T. Bocbchikr, Captain.
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(Inclosure in Capt. Bourchier's Letter.)

To Capt. Bourchier, R.N., &c., Stc., H.M.S. Blonde.

Military Quarters, Royal Marines, Island of Golong-soo, nearAmoy, Aug. 27, 1841.

Sib,—Having yesterday received your directions to land from H.M.S. Blonds

and Druid, under your orders, the detachments of Royal Marines of the ships Wel-

lesley, Blenheim, Blonde, Druid, and Modeste, and drive the enemy from the strong

battery of Golong-soo, you had previously engaged, 1 have the honour to acquaint

you, for the information of Rear-Admiral Sir William Parker, K.C.B., Commander.

in-Chief, that, in furtherance of that object, I landed with them on a sandy beach to

the right of the battery, and, after some difficulty in climbing rocks and other impe

diments, succeeded in gaining the ridge, and the flank of the Chinese position. The

enemy, before we had gained the level, opposed courageously, attacking us with

matchlocks, spears, and stones ; but we soon drove them before us, cleared the

battery, and dispersed them, the garrison retreating to the rear, many of whom

effected their escape by boats on the beach of Amoy opposite. Several men were

killed in and about the battery. In following the retreating party (some ofwhom also

were wounded) I made a detour of this large and populous island, and discovered at

its western extremity a sand-bag battery of 9 guns, and a few gingals ; they were

also loaded, but did not appear to have been recently discharged. No other armed

party of the enemy was fallen in with. 1 am happy to add, that in these operations

no casualty happened to the detachment I have the honour to command ; moreover,

I have great pride in reporting to you that all the officers, non-commissioned officers,

rank and tile, throughout the day conducted themselves, individually as well as col

lectively, with a courage, zeal, and perseverance, far beyond my power to express.

J. B. Ellis, Capt. Royal Marines.

Field State of Battalion Royal Marines, Island of Golong-soo, Harbour of Amoy,

Aug. 27, 1841.

Sub. Serj. Fifer. Rank and File. Total.Wellesley .... 1 1 0 42 44

Blenheim .... 2 1 0 31 34

Blonde 2 2 1 26 31

Druid 2 2 1 42 47

Modeste .... 0 1 0 15 16

7 7 2 156 172

Officers.—First Lieut. Hewill, Blonde ; First Lieut. Maxwell, Druid ; First Lieut.

Ussher, Wellesley; Lieut. Whiting, Blenheim : Lieut. Harmar, Blenheim; Lieut.

Pickard, Druid ; Lieut. Polkinghorne, Blonde ; First Lieut. Maxwell, Algerine ;

Assist.-Surg. Smith, Wellesley ; Assist.-Surg. Stanley, Blonde.

(Signed) S. B. Ellis, Capt. Royal Marines.

A return of Killed and Wounded on board H.M.S. and vessels, and the Hon,

E.I. Co.'s steam-vessels, under the command of Rear-Admiral Sir William Parker,

K.C.B., in action with the batteries and defences of the islands of Amoy and

Golong-soo, Aug. 26, 1841 :—Blenheim—killed, W. Barlow. Wellesley—wounded.

S. S. L. Crofton, Mate, severely ; John Duncan, severely ; Henry Jurner, boy first

class, severely, since dead. Modeste—wounded, one slightly. Bentinck—wounded,

Charles Johnstone, ordinary, dangerously. Phlegethon (sU)—wounded, W. H.

Ryves, Acting Lieut. Indian Navy, severely. Nemesis (st.)—wounded, Henry

Steer, armourer, slightly.

(Signed) W. Parker, Rear-Admiral.

H.M.S. Wellesley, at Amoy, Aug. 27, 1841, appointed by Commodore

Sir J . J. Gordon Bremer.
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STATIONS OF THE BRITISH ARMY ON 1ST FEBRUARY, 1842.

[Where two places are mentioned, the last-named Is that at which the Depot of the Regiment

is stationed.]

1st Life Guards—Regent's Park.
2nd do.—Hyde Park.
Royal Horse Guards—Windsor.

 

1st Dragoon Guards—Canada ; York.
2nd do.—Sheffield.
3rd do.—Nottingham.
4th do.—Dundalk.
Mb do.—Cahfr.
6th do.—Newbridge.
7th do.—Ballincollig.
1st Dragoons—Leeds,
2nd do.—Brighton.
3rd do.—Bengal ; Maidstone.
4tb do.—Bombay ; Maidstone.
0th do.—Birmingham.
7th Hussars—Canada ; York.
8th do.— Manchester.
9th Lancers—Dorchester.
10th Hussars—Dublin.
11th Hussars—Hounslow.
12th Lancers—Dublin.
13th Light Dragoons—Ipswich.
14th do.—Bombay; Maidstone.
16th Hussars—Madras; Maidstone.
16th Lancers—Bengal; Maidstone.
17th do.—Plershill.

Grenadier Guards [1st bat.]—St. John'sWood.
Do. [2nd battalion]—Canada.
Do. [3rd battalion]—Porimuu Barracks.
Coldstream Guards [1st batt.]—St. George's B.
Do. [2nd battalion]—Canada.
Sc. Fusilier Guards [1st batt.]—The Tower.

Do. [2nd battalion]—Wellington Barracks.
1st Foot [1st batt.]—Gibraltar -. Waterford.
Do. [2nd battalion] Canada ; Kinsale.
2nd do.—Bombay; Chatham.

3rd do.—Bengal; Chatham.
4th do.—Madras; Tilbury Fort.
6th do.—Corfu ; Athlone.
6th do.—Canterbury.
7th do.—Gibraltar ; Dover.
8th do.—Cork.
9th do.—Bengal; Chatham.
10th do.—Glasgow.
11th do.—Newport.
12th do.—Mauritius; Sunderland.
13th do.—Bengal; Chatham.
14th do.—Canada , Newry.

)6th do.—Woolwich.
16th do.—Winchester.
17th do.—Bombay; Chatham.

18th do.—China; Chatham.
19th do.—Malta; Gosnort.

20th do.—Bermuda ; Fermoy.
2lst do.—Bengal ; Canterbury.
22nd do.—Bombay ; Chatham.
23rd do.—Canada; Carlisle.
24th do.—Devonport.
26th do.—Cape of Good Hope; Brecon.
26tb do.—China ; Canterbury.
27th do.—Capeof Good Hope ; Gal way.
28th do.—New South Wales ; Chatham.
29th do.—Belfast.

30th do.—Halifax, N.Scotla; Mullingar.
31st do.—Bengal ; Chatham.
32nd do.—Portsmouth.
33rd do.—Barbadoea -, Hutu van t .
34th do.—Portsmouth.
36th do.—Mauritius; Cailow.
36th do.—New Brunswick; Casbel.
37th do.—Templemore.

, 38th do.—Corfu ; Hull.
39th Foot—Madras ; Chatham.

40th do.—Bombay; Chatham.
4 1 Mt do.—Bombay. Chatham.
42nd do.—Cephalonia ; Stirling.
43rd do.—Canada; Londonderry.
44th do.—Bengal; Chatham.
45th do.— Dublin
46th do.—Gibraltar; Clonmel.
47th do.—Barbadocs; Birr.
48th do.—Gibraltar; Guernsey.
■I'.'th do.—China ; Canterbury.

50th do.—Bengal; Chatham.
6lHt do.—New South Wales; Chatham.
62nd do.— British Guiana . Longford.
53rd do.—Edinburgh.
54tb do.—Weedon.
65th do.—Chiua; Canterbury.
66th do.—Canada; Armagh.
57th do.—Madras; Chatham.
58th do.—Dublin.
5lfthdo.—Antigua; Jersey.
60th do. [1st batt.]— Bolton.
Do. [2d bt.] Jamaica ; Dublin.
61«t do.—Newcastle- on-Tyne.
62nd do.—Bengal ; Chatham.
6;trd do.—Madras; Canterbury.
64th do.—America; Nenagh.
65th do.—Plymouth.
Gfith do.— Manchester.
6~th do.—Canada; Templemore.
6rtth do.—Canada; Chester.
6yih do.—New Brunswick ; Tralee,
70th do.—Canada; Youghal.
71»tdo.—Canada; Aberdeen.
72nd do.—Windsor.
73rd do.—Portsmouth.
74th do.—Canada; Limerick.
76th do.—Cape of Good Hope; Chatham.
76th do.— Halifax, N. Scotia; Euniskillco.
77th do.—Malta; Sheeruess.
78th do.—Dublin.
79th do.—Gibraltar j Paisley.
80lh do.—New South Wales ; Chatham.
81 »t do —Trinidad; Kilkenny.
S2nddo.—Jamaica; Boyle.
83rd do.—Canada; Athlone.
84th do.— Limerick.
86th do.—Canada ; Buttevant.
86th do.—Cork ; Spike Island.
87th do.—Mauritius ; Hull.
88th do.—Malta; Castlebar.
89th do.—Canada ; Drogheda.
90th do.—Ceylon ; Birr.
91st do.—Cape and St. Helena ; Naas.
92nd do.—St. Vincent; Fort George.
93rd do.—Canada; Dundee.
94th do.—Bombay; Chatham.
95th do.—Ceylon; Chatham.
9fith do.—N. S. Wales ; Chatham.
97th do.— Zante ; Chatham.
98th do.—China; Plymouth.
99th do.—Chatham, for New South Wales.
Ride Brig. [1st batt.] —Malta; Dublin.
Do. [2nd batt ]—Bermuda; Dover.
1st West India Regiment—Demerara, &c.

2nd do.—Jamaica.
3rd do.—Sierra Leone.
Ceylon Rifle Regiment—Ceylon.
Royal Canadian Rifle Regiment—Canada.
Cape Mounted Riflemen— Cape cf Good Hope.
Royal Newfoundland Companies. — New

foundland.

This Document being prepared exclusively for the U. S. Journal, we request that,

its source may be acknowledged.
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STATIONS OF THE ROYAL NAVY IN COMMISSION, 1ST FEB., 1842,

With the Years when Built, and Dates of Commission of the Officers in Command.

Acorn, 16, 1838, Cm. Adams,(6.) 1837,C.of G. H.
Actseon, 26, 1831, Cpt. Russell, 1836, South Am.
Adder, l,st-,M.-Cm. J. Hammond, (act.) Pemb.
Advice, 1, »t., Lt.-Com. A. Darby, 1828, Pemb.
vKtna, 6, 1824, Com. J. Willson, 1815, Sheern.
Aigle, 24, 1801, Cpt. Lord C.E. Paget, 1839, Med.
Alban, I, at., 1826, Mast. J. King, (act.) Woolw.

Albert, St., 1840, Capt. Trotter, 1835, disc. ser.
Alecto.st., 1839, Lt-Cm. Hoseason, 1826, Med.
Alfred, SO, lull, Capt. J. B.Purvis,lS09, Shecrn.
Algerlne, 10, 1829, Com. Mason, 1841, China.
Alligator, 26, 1821, Capt. Pritchard (act.) China.
Andromache,:'*, !832,Capt. R. L. Baynes, C.B.,

1828, Cape ofGood Hope.
Apollo.tr. 1805, Com. C. Frederick, 1829, China.
Ardent, st. 1841, Com. Russell, (A) 1840, S. Amer.

Ariel, St. Mast. Luke Smithitt, (act.) Dover.
Arrow, 10, sch., 1823, Lt..Com. W. Robinson,

1837, Cape of Good Hope.
Asp, 1, st. Lt.-Cm. V.J. Oke. 1825, Portpatrick.
Astr«ea,6, 1810, Captain A.Ellice, 1831, Sup. of

Packets, Falmouth.
Atholl, 28, tr. sh., 1820, Mas-Corn. C. F. Bel

lamy, 1824, part. serv.
Avon, St., 1825, Lt.-Com. Jenkin, 1829, Woolw.
Basilisk, 6, 1824, Lt. J. C. Gill, 1812, S. Am.
Beacon, 8, sur.ves., 1823, Com.T. Graves, 1841,

Mediterranean.
Beagle, 10, mr. v., 1820, Com. J.L. Stokes (act.)

1837, Australia.
Beaver, st. Lt.-Com. R. Mudge, 1815, Dover.
Bellelsle, 72, 1819, tr. sh., Capt. J. Kingcome,

1838, China.
Belvidera.38, Cpt. Hon. G. Grey,1834,Mediter.
Benbow, 72, !813,Cpt. Stewart, C.B., 1817, Med.
Bittern, 16, 1840, Com. Hon. B. C. F. P. Cary,

1885, Cape of Good Hope.
Blazer, St., 1834, West Indies.

Blenheim, 72, 1813, Capt. Sir T. Herbert,
K.C.B., 1822, China.

Blonde, 42, 1819, Ct. Bourchier.CB., 1827. China
Bonetta,3, 1836,Cm. F.W.Austen, 1830.C. ofAf.
Brisk, 3, 1819, Lt.-Cm. G. Sprigg, 1839, S.Am.
Brilomart, 1 0, 1820, Com . Stanley, 1831 , Austral.
Bussard, 3, 1834, Lt.-Cm. Levin gc, 1839, C. ofAf.
Calcutta, 84, 1831, Capt. Sir S. Roberts, Knt.,

C.B., 1815, Mediterranean.
Caledonia, 120, 1808, Admiral Sir G. Moore,

G.C.B., G.C.M.G.,Capt. Eden, 1827, Plym.
Calliope, 28. 1837, Cpt. A.L. Kuper,l822,China.
Cambrian, 36, 1 84 1 ,Cpt. Chads.C.B., 1825,Chlna.
Cambridge,78, 1817, Capt. Barnard, 1817, Med.
Cameleon, 10,1814, Lt.-Cm. Hunter, 1828. E. I.
Camperdown, 104, 1820, Vice-Admiral Sir Edw.

Brace, K.C.B., K.C.H. ; Capt. F. Brace,
1827, Sheemeas.

Carron, 2, St. v., tender to Illustrious, Bermuda.
Carysfort, 26, 1836, Cpt. Ld. G. Paulet, 1833,Port.
Ceylon, 2, 1810, rec. sh., Lieut. W. R. Mends,

1835, Malta.
Champion, 18, 1824, Cm. R. Byron, 1836, S. Am.
Charon, St. Sec. Mas. Rutter, (act.) 1837, Dov.
Charybdis, 3, 1831, Lt.-Cm. M. De Courcy, 1838,

West Indies.
Chllders, 16, 1827, Com. Halsted, 1836, China.
Cleopatra, 26, 1835, Capt.WyvlU, 1832, W. Ind.
Clio, 16, 1807, Com. Troubrldge (act.), E. Ind.
Cockatrice, 6, 1832, Lt.-Cm. J. Ozenham, 1826,

South America.
Columbine, 16, 1826, Capt. Clarke, 1841, China.
Comus, 18, 1828, Capt. Nepean, 1828, W. Ind.
Cornwallis, 72, 1813, Vice AdmiralSlr W. Parker,

X.C.B., Capt. P. Richards, 1828, China.
Crane, 1839, Lt.-Com. J. Hill, (a.) 1810, Falm.
Creacent, rec. ah. 1810, Lt..Com. M. Donellan,

1808, Rio Janeiro.
Cruiser, 16, 1828, Cpt. P. G. Giffard, 1841, China.

Cuckoo, st. Lieut..Com. A. Parks, 1815, Weym.
Curacoa, 24, 1809, Cpt. J. Jones, 1828, S. Amer.
Curlew, 10, 1830, Lt.-Cm. Ross, 1839, S. Amer.
Cyclops, St., 1839, Cpt. Austin,C.B.,1838,Med.
Cygnet, 6, 1840, Lt.-Cm. Wilson, 1824, C. ofAf.
Daphne, 18, 1838, Capt. Dalling, 1828, Med.
Dasher, st. Maa.-Com. R.White, (act.) Weym.
Devastation, St., 1841, Cm. Gordon, (act.) Med.
Dido, 18,1836. Capt. Hn.H. Keppel.1837, Plym.
Dolphin, 3, 1838, Com. E. Littlehales, 1828,

Coast of Africa.
Doterel, at. Maa.-Com. J. Grey (act.) Holyhead.
Dover, St., Maat. E. Lyoe, (act.) Dover.
Driver, a., 1840, Com. Harmer, 1837, Woolwich.
Druid, 44, l82*,Capt. H.Smith, (o) 1829, China.
Dublin, 50, 1812, Kear-Admtral R. Thomas,

Capt. J. J. Tucker, 1838, South America.
Electra, 18, 1837, Com. A. Darley, 1827, W. Ind.
Emerald, ten. to Rl. George yacht, 1820, Sec.

Mast. G. Alien, Portamouth.
Endymion, 38, 1 797, Capt. the Hon. F. W. Grey,

1828, East Indies.
Erebus, dis.sh. l826,Cpt.J.C.Ross,1834,pt.sv.
Excellent, 1810, Cpt. Sir T. Hastings, Kt., 1830,

Portsmouth.
Fair Rosamond, 2, Lt.-Com.Bulman, 1828.N.A.
Fantome, 16, 1839, Com.Haymes, 1815, 8. Am.
Favourite, 18, 1829, Cm. Sulivan, 1840, E. Ind.
Fawn, 3, Lt.-Cm. J. Foote. 1835, Cape of G. H.
Fearless, st. v. Capt. F. Bullock, 1838, Woolw.
Ferret, 6, 1 840, Com . J . Oake, 1827, C. of Africa.
Firebrand, 2, st., 1831, Cm. Nott, 1837, Woolw.
Fireny,2,st. 1832, Lt.-Cm. Wlnniett. 1821, W.I.
Flamer, 6, at. 1831 , Lt..Cm.Robson, 1830, W. I .
Fly, 18, 1831, Capt. F. P. Blackwood, 1838, Pirn.
Formidable, 84, 1825, Cpt. Sir C. Sulivan, Bart.

1814, Sheerness.
Ganges,84, 1821, Cpt. Reynolds,C.B.,1812,Med.
Geyser, 6, St., 1841, Cm. Carpenter, 1827, Chath.
Gleaner, 2, st. 1839, Lt.-Cm. Jeayes, 1825, W. I.
Gorgon, 6, st., 1838, Capt. W. H. Henderson,

C.B., 1838, Mediterranean.
Grecian, 16, 1837, Cm.W.Smyth, 1837,C.G. H.
Growler, 6, st., 1841, Com. Buckle, 1836, Chath.
Harlequin, 16, 1836, Com. Hon. G. F. Hastings,

1838, China.
Hastings, 74, 1818, Cap. H. W. Bruce, 1821,

Sheerness.
Hazard, 18, 1837, Com. C. Bell, 1830, E. Ind.
Hecate, 4,st. 1840, Cm. J. H. Ward, 1838, Med.
Hecla, 1, at., 1839, Lt.-Com. Cragg, 1828, W. I.
Herald, 26, 1823, Capt. J . Nins, 1835, China.
Heroine, 6, 1841, Lt.-Cm. Stewart, 1815,C.of Af.
Homet, 6, 1831, Lt.-Com. Miller, 1837, W. I.
Howe, 120, 1816, Rear-Ad.Sir F. Maaon, K.C.B.,

Capt. R. Smart, K.H., 1837, Med.
Hyacinth, 18, 1829, Com. G. Goldsmith, 1841,

China.
Hydra, at., 1838, Com. Murray, 1840, N. Amer.
Illustrious, 72, 1803, Vice-Admiral Sir C. Adam,

K.C.B., Capt. J. E. Erskine,1838,N. Am.
Implacable, 74, 1805, Cpt. Harvey, 1811, Plym.
Impregnable, 104, 1810, Capt. T. Forrest, C.B.,

1809, Mediterranean.
Inconstant, 36, 1836, Capt. Mlchell, 1830,Med.
Indus, 84, 1839, Cpt. Sir J.Stirling, Knt., 1818,

Mediterranean.
Iris, 26, 1840, Cpt. W. Tucker, 1840, C. of Afr.
Isis, 44, 1819, Capt. Sir J. Marshall, Knt.,

K.C.H., 1814, South America.
Jaseur, 16, 1813, Com. W. A. WIUIa,1835, Med.
Jasper, St., Mas-Corn. E. Rose, 1823, Pemb.
Jupiter, 38, tr. sh., 1813, Mas.-Com. R. Fulton,

1814, China.
Lark, 4, sur. v., 1830, Lieut.-Com.T. Smith, (d.)

1833, West Indies.
Lame, 18, 1829, Cpt. P.J. Blake, 1841, Chin*.
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Lightning, 2, st., 1823, Sec. Ma«. Howen, Wool.
Lily, 16, 11)37, Cm. G. Baker, 1822, C. of G. H.
Lliard, ;t,n.,lMi>, Com. Eatcourt, lb41 , Medit.
Locust, 3, at. 1840, Lt.-Cm.J.Lunn, i.-::...Vrd,
Lucifer, 2,st. 1825, Cpt. Beechey, 1827, C.oflrld.
J.w.x. 3, 1833, Lt..Com. Burslem, I838, Lisbon.
Madagascar, 44, Capt. Foote, 1 027, C. of Africa.
J: agtcienne, 24,18)2, Capt. W anen, 18c9, Med.
>. agnincent,4, 1606, .Jamaica.
Magpie, 4, cut. I830, Lt.-Cm. Brock, lr.27. Med.
Malabar, 72, 1818, Capt. Sir G. K. Sarlorius,

Knt., 1814, Mediterranean.
Mastiff, II, sur.v. 1-1.",, Mas.-Com. G. Thomas,

1808, Orkney Islands.
Medea, 4, at., 1833. Com. Warden, 1638, Med.
Medina, 2, st.,1840, Mas.-Com. Smithett,(act.)

Liverpool.
Medusa, 2, st. l»;:», Lt..Cm. PhiHpps, 1815, LIT.
Mtrcury, tender, Sec. Mast. J. Scarlett, Ports.
Merlin, 2, st. 1839, Lt.-Com. Liverpool.
tUmor, 2, st. 1824, Com. Slater, 1837, Woolwich
M i den, 72, 1810, Capt. Unln, 1837, Pl\ mouth.
Mcdeate, 18, 1837, Cpt. H. Eyres, 184), C.B.

China.Monarch, 84, 1832, Cpt. Chambers, 1812, Med.

Mcnkey, I, st. Sec. Mas. Saundera, (act.) Chat.
Nlagara,20, 1812, Capt. Sandom, 1825, Lks. Can.
Nightingale, 6, 1814, Lt.-Cm, John Barnea (a.)

1813, Plymouth.
Nimrod, 20, 1828, Com. Glasse, 1838, China.
North Star, 2li, 1824, Capt. Sir J. E. Home, Bt.

1837. China.
Ocean, 80, 1800, Cpt.-Sup. Fisher, 1814, Sheern.
Otter, at. v., Lt.-Com. Jones, 1814, Holyhead.
Pantaloon, 10, 1831, Lieut. Lapldge, 1824, C. Af.
Partridge, 10, 1829, Lleut.-Com. J. T. Nott,

1810, South America.
Pearl, 20, 1828, Cm. Stopford, 1830, So. America.
Pebcan, 16, 1812, Com. Justice, (6) 1824, China.
Pelcrus, Com. Chambers, 1841, Port Essiugton.
Persian, 16, 1839, Com. Eden, 1836, C. of Af.
Phanlx,4,st., 1 832, Com. Richardson, (4.) 1839,

Mediterranean.
Pickle, 2, 1827, Lt.-Cm. Montresor, 1835, W. I.
Pigmy, I, ft. v., Lleut.-Com. C.Autridge, 1815,

Pembroke.
Pike, 1, st. Lleut.-Com. Day, 1808, Portpatrlck.
Pilot, 16, 1838, Com. Ramsay, 1837, W. Indies.
Pique,36, 1834, Capt. Forbes, 1819, N. Amer.
Pluio, St., 1801, Com. Blount, 1841, Coast of A.
Pok tiers, 72, 1809, Cpt. Sup. W. H. Shirelf,

1809, Chatham.
Pohphemus, l,st., 1840, Lt.-Com. J. Evans,(5.)

1826, Mediterranean.
President, 60, 1829, Rear-Adm. C. B. H. Ross,

C.B. Capt. W. Bronghton,1831, S. Am.
Prometheus, 1, at.I839,Lieut..Cm. Spark, 1812,

Mediterranean.
Prompt, scb., Aasist.-Surgeon W. M'Dermott,

(act.) Coast of Africa.
Pro'pero, I, St., 1829, Lieut. -Com. Keane, 1815,

Pembroke.
Pylsdea, 18. 1824, Cpt. T. V. Anson, 1841, China.
Queen, 1 10, 1839, V.-Ad. Sir E. W. C. R. Owen,

K.C.B., G.C.H., Capt. G. F. Rich, 1823,
Portsmouth.

Racehorse, 18, 1830, Capt. J. C. Fitzgerald, 1841,
Weal Indies.

Racer, 16, 1833, Com. T. Harvey, 1840, W. I.
Rapid, 10, 1829, Lt.-Com. Earle, 18l3.Portsm.
Rattlesnake, tr. sh.t 1822, Maater.Com. James

Spreut, China.
Raven, 4, 1829, Lt.-Cm. J. P. Roepel, 1841, Sh.
Redwing, at., 1834, Com. Bevis, 1829, Liverpool.
Revmge,76, 1805, Capt. Hon. W. Waldegrave,

(a) C.B., 1811, Mediterranean.
Rhsdamantbus, 2, at., Mast. -Com. Laen, 1812,

Woolwich.
Rodney, 92. 1833, Capt. R. Maunsell, C.B., 1812,

Mediterranean.
Rolls, 10, 1829, Com. C. Hall, 1841, C. of Af.
Roniney, depot, 1815, Lt..Cm. J. O. Bathurst,

1838, (act.) Havanah.

Rose, 16, 1821, Capt. P. Christie, 1S41, S. Am.
Rover, 18, 1832, Com.C. Keele,1826, W. Iiid.
Royal George, yacht, 1817, Captain Lord A.

Fitzclarence, 1821, Porlamouth.
Royal Sovereign, 1804, Capt Sup. Sir Watkin

O. Pell. Knt., 1813, Pembroke.
San Josef, 110,1783, Rear .Ad. Sir Samuel Pym,

K.C.B., Capt. Burgoyne, 1815, Plymouth.
Sapphire, tr. sh., 1827, Mus.Com. G. H. Cole,

1812, China.
Sappho, 16, 1833, Com. E.J. Parrey, 1830, W.I.
Savage, 10, 1830, Lt.-Cm. Bowker, 1815, Plym.
Scout, 18, 1832, Com. Hon. J. R. Drummond,

1H38, Mediterranean.
Seaflower, 6, cutt., 1830, Com. N. Roblliard,

1841, Portamouth.
Serpent, 16, 1832, Com. W. Nevill, 1825. China.
Shearwater, 2, st. vessel. Com. J. Washington,

1833, Woolwich.
Siren. 16, 1841, Com. W. Smith, (») 1626, China.
Skylark, 4, 1826, Lt.-Com. J. A. Wright, 1813,

Chatham.Snake, 16, 1832, sloop, Commander Hon.;w. B.

Devereux, 1836, Mediterranean.
Snipe, 2, cutt., 1828, Lieut.-Coui. G. Raymond,

1815, Coast of Ireland.
Soudun, I, at. ves., 1840, Com. B. Allen, 1838,

Niger Expedition.
Southampton, 50, 1820, Rr.-Ad. Sir E. D. King,Knt., K.C.H., Capt.T. Ogle, 1838, Cape ofGood Hope.

Sparrow, 6, 1828, Lleut.-Com. Tyssen, 1832,

' South America.
Spartan, 26, 1841, Capt. the Hon. C.G.J.B. El.

Hot, 1841, Weat Indies.
Speedy, 2. 1828, Lieut. -Com. Beaufoy, 1821,Chatham.Spitfire, 2, at., 1834, Lt.-Com. Tringham, 1826,

\V est Indies.
Sprightly, I, St., Mas. Moon (act.), Holyhead.
Spy, 3, 1841, Lt.-Com. Potbury, 1823. Plymouth.
St. Vincent, 120, 1815, Adm. Sir E. Codling.ton, G.C.B.. CO., M.G., Capt. H.J. Cod.

rington, C.B., 1836, Portsmouth.
Starling, 1829, Com. H. Kellett, 1841, China.
Stromboli, 6, st. 1840, Com. W. Louis, 1838,

Mediterranean.
Styx, 6, St., 1841, Capt. Vidal, 1825, Portsm.
Sulphur, 8, 1826, Capt. E. Belcher, C.B., 1841,

China.Swallow, 1. at. Mast.R. Sherlock (act.), Dover

Talbot, 26, 1824, Capt. R. F. Stoprord, 1840,

Mediterranean.
Tartarus, 2,St., 1834, Com. Smith, 1841, W. Ind.
Termagant, 3, 1837, Lt.-Com. H. F. Seagram,

1833, Coast of Africa.
Terror, 10, 1813, Capt. Croiler, 1841, par. serv.
Thalia, 42, 1830. Capt. C. Hope, 1826, East Ind.
Thunder, 6, sur. v. 1829, Com. E. Uarnett, 1838,

West Indies.
Thunderer, 84, 1831, Cpt. Pring, 1815, Mediter.

Tortoise, 18, st. sh., Mast.-Com. Wood, 1813,

N.3. Wales.
Tweed, 20, 1813, Com. Douglaa, 1827, N. Am.
Urgent, 2, at. Mas. J. Emerson, 1810, Liver.
Vanguard, 80, 1836, Capt. Sir D. Dunn, K.C.H.,

1814, Mediterranean.
Vernon,50, 1832, Capt. Walpole, 1819, Medlt.
Vestal, 26, 1833, Capt Parker, 1838, W. Indies.
Vesuvius, 6, St., 1840, Com. E. Ommanney, 1840,

Mediterranean.
Victor. 16, 1814, Com. C. C. Otway, 1839, North

America.Victory, 104, 1765, Capt. W.W.Henderson, K.H.

1838, Portsmouth.
Vindictive, 60, 1b13, Capt. J. T. Nicolas, C.B.,

K.H.. 1815, particular aervice.
Viper, 6, Lt.-Com. J. Carter, 1816, S. America.
Vixen, 6, at. ves., Com. H. Boyes, 18I6.E. Ind.
Volage. 26, 1825, Capt. Sir W. Dickson, Bart.

1637, Weat Indiea.
Volcano, 2, St.. 1836, Lleut.-Com. C. J. Feather.

, 1825, Woolwich.
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Wanderer, 18, 1835, Com. S. G. Fremantle,

1&36, Ciipe of Good Hope.
Worspite, 60, 1807, Capt. Lord John Hay, C.B.,

l8lb, particular service.
Wasp, 16, 1812, Com. Hun. H. A. Murray, 1838,

Mediterranean.
Watenvitch, lu, 1832, Lt. Com. H. J. MaUon,

1835, Cape of Uood Hope.
Wcaslc, lu, 1822, Com. Wm. Edmonitone,

1841, Mediterranean.
Wellesley, 72, 1816, Capt. T. Mailland, C.B.,

loS7, East Indies.

Widgeon, 1, St., Lt.-Com. Scriven, 1822, Dover
Wilberlorce, 3, at. Com. W. Allen, lt>36, Niger

Expedition.

Wildure, 1, »t. Lt..Cm.C.A. Fetch, 1828, W'eym.
William and Mary, yacht, 1»U7, Captain Sir

F.Collier, Kill., C.B., K.C.H., latw, Wool.
Winchester, 42, 1822, Cupt. 1'. W. Carter, 1831,

West Indies and North America.
Wizard, 10, 183U, Lieut.-Com. J. B. Somerville,

1821, South America.
Zephyr, 1, St., Lieut.-Com. Jas. Small, 1825,

Holyhead.

MAJESTY'S FACKKT BRIOS AT FALMOUTH

Alert, Lt.-Com. Ed. Jennings. Lyra, Lieut.-Com. E. Collier. Hanger, Lt.-Com. J. H. Turner.
Crane, Lieut.-Com. J. Hii!, (a.) Magnet, Lieut.-Com S. Grithth. Seagull, Lt.-Com. J. Parsons.
Delight, Lieut.-Com. W. Lory. Pandora, Lt.-Com. K. W. Inues Star, Lieut.-Com. Creser.
Express, Lt.Com. E. Herrick. Penguin, Lt.-Com. W. Luce. Swift, Lieut.Coin. J. Douglas.
Hope, Com. Peterel, Lt.-Com. W. Crooke. Tyrian, Lieut.-Com.il. Crocker.
Linnet,Ll.-Com. F.lt.Coghlan. Pigeon, Lieut.-Com.T. James.

PROMOTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

ROYAL NAVY.

ADMIRALTY, Jan. 12, 1842.

Despatches have been received at this Office
from Vice-Admiral sir William Parker, K.C.B.,
of which the following are copies or extracts :—

l Wellesley, at Atnoy, Aug. 31, 1841.
Sib,—I request you will lay before my Lords

Commissioners of the Admiralty the accom
panying copy of a despatch which 1 have ad
dressed to the Right Hon. the Governor-General
of India, detailing the proceedings of Her Ma
jesty's squadron under my command, in the
capture of the city of Amoy and the island of
Golong-soo, with all their fortifications and
defences, by the combined forces of the expe
dition, on the 26th inst. ; on which event I beg
to congratulate their Lordships, and reiterate
my entire approbation of the gallantry and
good conduct of all the officers, seamen, and
Royal Marines of Her Majesty's squadron, as
well as those of the Indian Navy and Bombay
Artillery under my command.

1 have the honour, &c,
(Signed) W. Parkkr, Hear-Admiral.

To the Secretary to the Admiralty.

[We have given in this Number the whole
of the Official Accounts, Military as well am
Naval.]

DOWNING-STREET, Jan. 17.

The Queen has been pleased to appoint Capt.
Augustus Leopold Kuper, of the Koyul Navy,
to be a Companion of the Most Honourable
Military Order of the Bnlb.

PROMOTIONS.'

Captain—William Ward Perceval Johnson.
Commander* — John Halliburton Murray.

J. M. Langlry, late Flag-Lieut, to Vice-Admiral
Sir J. A. Uminanney, K.C.B.

Lieutenants — Brooke Young. George Y.
Patterson. Edgar Slade. Arthur Lucas Man-
sell. James Beautine Willoughby, Charles
Bedstoue Read.

Purser—B. W. Farrer, of Conway.

APPOINTMENTS.

Captain*—Charles Eden (1841; to Winches
ter, Flag Ship at the Cape. Sir John Hill,

Knt. (1815) reappointed to the Superinten
dence of Victualling Establishment, Deptford.
N. Lockyer, C.B. (1815) to Powerful.
Commander*—J. S. W. Johnson (1821) to

Wolverine. George Baker (1822) to Lily.
Hon. J. R. Druuimond (1888) to Scout.
Charles Patey (1b2.">) to Powerful. W. Kslly
(a) (1811) to Winchester. J. N. Nolt (1937)
from Excellent to Firebrand Admiralty yacut.
Lieutenant*— F. H. Stevens (1841) from

Powerful to Rodney. John Uussell, r. (1808),
and F. B. Sleeman (1841) to Geyser. Hugh
Berners (1824) to Lightning. G. Y. Palerson
(1841) from Powerful to Ferret. J. J. B. K.
Frere (1838), and W. K. Smith (1841) to Carys-
fort. Thomas A. B. Spratt (1841) to Beacon.
Lord E. Clinton (1841) to Harlequin. Henry
J. Nourse (1841), Gabriel Johnston (1841), and
R. Hill Wharton (1841), additional, to Sou.h-
ampton. Brook Young (1841) to Vanguard.
A. e. E. Wilmot (184U) to Wolverine. Edward
Lee Hoblyn (1841) to Wolverine. J. P. Davey
to Illustrious. H. Courtenay (1815) to War-
spite. Wm. Sydney Thomas (182o) to Royal
George, for service in Nautilus. E. W. San
ders (184U), to ludus, vice Bamber, invalided.
J. A. Lewis (1821), and Augustus Lavie (lo30)
to Vindictive. Thomas Bailiie (lo37), from
Worspite to Isls. G. L. Norcock (1841) to
Warsplte, vice Bailiie. J. M. Potbury (lo23)
to Sau Josef. C. Dyke (1841) to Cambridge.
Le de T. Prevost (1»4I ) to Vernon. H. Bacon
(1841) to Calcutta. E. M. Leycester (1841) to
Indus. E. F. Roberts (1841) to Inconstant.
W. Crawford, « (1841) to Impregnable. J. G.
Bickford (1841) to Rodney. C. J. F. Ewart
(1841) to Monarch. H. G. Austen (1841) to
Maglcienne. M. D. Bourchier (iS41) to
Ganges. J. M. R. luce (1841) to Implacable.
— Uowitt(l84l) to Vanguard. John Bo lose
from Excellent to Cornwall!*. J. T. Caldwell
(1834> to Carysfort. G. Y. Patterson (1»4I ) to
Excellent, vice E. W. Sanders (1840j to Indus.
William Bailey, a (1841), to Vixen steam-
frigate. G. H. Seymour (1838) to William and
Mary yacht, for service in the Firebrand steam-
vessel. John E. F. Risk ( 184U) to Fly. Edward
Little (1837) to Powerful, on recominisslonlng.
P. Blssuu (1026) to Dolphin. Oliver J. Jonea
(lo3») to Calcutta. Chailes Jas. Postle (Isj6)
to Lisard, vice Estcourt, promoted. W. H. J.
Lowe (1814 l to Mindeu. A. Uavies (1808) to
be Emigrant Agent at Hobart Town. E. E.
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Gray (1827; to Bonetta. J. S. W. Grandy
(1841) to Koyal William, fur rank.
Masters—D. Lye (Isuti) to Hoyal George.

George iieather (1&22) to Geyser. Hobeit
Wilson to Ferret. Edward h.illwick Calver
(acting) to Shearwater, vice Brehaut, to Curys-
fort. lUichael J. Burney (1&41) to Blossom, lor
rank.

Ala***- Thomas Miller (1839), P. W. May
(l83e), from Excellent, and Charles Banker-
vilie .1 to Carysfort. Thomas Cochran
(l84v) to Thalia. H. vvillcox (loay; to Alfred.
Edward Morgan (l&3ti) to North Alar. Charles
B. Yule (too/ ) additional to Fly, to take charge
of the Bramble teuder. R. H. Dalton (IboV)
to Queen. H. D. Blanckley . 1 to illus-
tHoua. C. T. Leckie (lo40j to Thalia. W. E.
A. Gordon (lootij from Dido to the William
and Mary Yacht, tor service in the Firebrand
steamer. Hobt. i>. Aldrich ; 1Na> to Caledonia.
Edward B. Kice (iNJyj, to Pelican. P. Berry
to Serpent. Alfred Young (I&34) to St. V lu
cent, W. Grierson to Queen. W, Carroll and
J. Palmer to Koyal George. T. Suiivau to Fiy.
W. T. Turner (ittoti) to Serpent. W. Army-
tage(lS4U) to Dido. B. E. riawke (Gunnery)
from Excellent to Thalia. Frederick E. Forbes
(lttttf) to i*orth Star. ■ H. T. Foster (tStttf)

from Excellent to Warspite. F. H. Vyse
(lBtt] to Carysfort.
Second Masters—G. S. Hall to Rapid. R.

Hartheid, Jun. (Act. Additional), to Victory,
for service in Lively. \V . Barnard to Alhol.
W. Petligrew to Rapid.

Midshipmen—G. Dlgby to Thalia. F. Short'
to Excellent. R. H. JViowbray, C. A. Sunder, to
Thalia. Thomas Andrews to Fly. T. J. Plo-
mer to Vindictive.

Volunteers 1st Class—Thomas II. D. Martin
to Carysfort. N. Jackson and S. Twyioid to
Alfred. — Fox to Formidable. G. B. Tuke,
H. Lister, E. S. Grove, and W. Charlton, to
Illustrious. J. D. Curtis, G. Dickens, and H.
Sheriff, to Queen. D. Spain to Hazard. T.
1>. WUUams to Cornwallis. Grunnet Tyler to
Queen. George Parker, from Pique to Carys-
fort. St. John Coventry to Powerful. T.
bulivau to Fly.
Surgeons—Alex. S. Allen, M.D. (1828) from

Vindictive to Powerful. Sir John Harnett
M.D. (LAB) to Vindictive. W. White (ls4l)
to Ferret. R. Fairservis (1838) to be Garrison
Surgeon at Ascension. J. Greenish . I.--., to
Hoy ui George. G. A. Munro ,is;r to Curys-
fcrt. Robert McLean (l»4)) to Geyser. T.

Corral ( 1841; to Shearwaier.
Avistunt'Surgeons—C. C. R. Kinnear to

Howe. John Ludun to Rapid. Thomas M.
Costello (acting) to Haslar Hospital. D. B.
'Whipple (l©4o; and W. Rogers (6) to Minden.
£. W. R. aaOier (acting) to Miuuen. G. Mac-
kay, M.D. (loooj to uueen. J. B. Nichulson,
M.D., to 'iholia, vice \\ hite, promoted. R.
Douglas to Calcutta. W. D. Kerr, M.D. (lS3b)

to Ferret. R. Anderson (1838) to Rapid.
Thomas Graham, M.D., to Warspile.

Pursers—J. Chimmo (lo3l) to Harlequin.

W. B. Farror (1841) to Royal William. Frede
rick Mundy (aciiug) to Ferret. Thos. Goddird

. I &23J to Royal George. Charles Hillier , i -» . I)
to Geyser. Thouiaa Giles (lead) to Carysfott.

P. O'Connor (l63ef) to Growler.
yavai Instructor—Wn. Kerr (1839)! late of

Powerful, to AIM mi.
Chaplain—J. U. Campbell (1834) to Bel-

videra.
Clerks— J. E. Styles to Carysfort. W. J.

Strain to Warspite. Thomas Hooper Moles-
worth to Wolverine. W. V. Miller to Excel

lent. C. ti. Niblett, from Kaveu, to be Clerk
In Charge of Rapid. James Puuchard to
Snake. W. Batemau to San Josef. John
Chapman, Clerk in Charge to Pautaloon, nea

Butemon,

COAST GUARD.

PROMOTION'.

Commander—Digby Marsh to be Captain.
Lieatenunt—George Davies (June, l82d) to

he Commander.
Mr. John Sumuei W. Grandy (Mate, 1831) to

be Lieutenant,
APPOINTMENTS.

Commanders—Johu Mort Bate (Jan., 163C)
to be Inspecting- Commander, vice Gape, p.o-
muted. Parker Duckworth Bingham (Ap.il,
I to be luspecting-Commander,vice Fancy,
appointed to Sappho. Robert S. Hay (1827) to
be luspecling-Commander in the Coast Guard,
vice Mr. Thomas Dunlop, superannuated.

Lieutenant*—Laurence Dennehy (January,
1824) to be Chief utticer. Wm. Henry to be
Chief Officer, vice George Caswell, resigned.
W. Marshall (oj, Chief Officer at Fortland, to
the command of the Adelaide rev. cr , vice

Earle, appointed to Rapid.

REMOVALS.

Commanders—S. Ramsay, from Sunderland
to Gosport. John W bealley, from Aldboroagb.
to Rottingdeau, vice Digby Marsh, pn
Charles Madden, from Grimsby to Ryde, vice

E. J. Parrey, appointed to Sappho.
Lieutenant* Richards, from Pembroke

to Tenby, vice Bourne, deceased. — Guullett,
appointed to Pembroke. John Kempe, from
'lor Head to Cushendun. J. S. W. Grandy,
(recently promoted,) from Hayllng Island to
Hardway. Richard Combauld, from Langton
to Hayling Island. William Welsh, from

Alum Bay to Langton.
Mr. u . C. Foraylb, Chief Officer, from King

ston to Chichester 11 arbour. ,iir. John Mor

gan, Chief Officer at Hardway, and formerly a
Chief Mate of a revenue cruiser, haa been
appointed to the command of the Lion cruiser,

building at Hastings.

WHITEHALL, Dec. 28.

' The Queen has been pleased to grant to
Ensign George Frederick Augustus Rnxtou,
fiitth Regt., late a Cornet of Lancers in the
British Auxiliary Legion, Her Majesty's royal
license and permission that he may accept and
wear the Ciosh, ol the First Class, of the Na
tional Military Order of San Fernando, con
ferred upon him by the Queen of Spain, in tes
timony of rier Catholic Majesty's royal appro
bation of his services In the .actions of XiHk

and 30th April and 1st May, 1639, at the Bridge

of Belascoaiu.

WAR-OFFICE, Dec. 28.

2nd Dragoons — Lieut. Donald John H.
Macleod to he Capt. by purch., vice Forde, who
retires ; Cornel Luwaid Baxnet to be Lieut, by
purch., vice Atacleod; Henry Thomas Coward
smyth Pigott, Gent., to be Cornet by purch.,

vice Barnett.
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2nd Foot — Brevet-Col. Sir Charles Webb
Dance, from b.p. Royal York Rangers, to be
Major, vice Brough, promoted ; Brev.-Major
George Dnlhousie Joliffe Raitt to be Major by
purch., vice Sir C. W. Dance, w ho retires ;
Lieut. Stanhope William Jephson to be Capt.
by purch., vice Raitt; Ensign George Grant
Webb to be Lieut, by purch., vice Jephson;
Henry Wahab Baird Cleveland, Gent., to be
JEnsign by purch., vice Webb.

4th—Ensign William Crawley to be Lieut,
without purch., vice Palmer, deceased ; Ensign
Paris Louis Grant Anderson, from 88th Foot,
to be Ensign, vice Crawley.

7lh—Sec. Lieut. William Hopson Hopson,
from Ceylon Rifle Regt., lobe Lieut, by purch.,
vice Persse, who retires ; Lieut. Charles W.
Tupper, from 69th Foot, to be Lieut., vice
Graigie, who exchanges ; Ensign Henry Beckett
Bertles, from 34th Foot, to be Lieut, by purch.,
vice Troubridge, promoted.

10th— Ensign John Taylor Gorle to be Lieut,
by purch., vice Cane, who retires; John Tuy-
lur, Gent , to be Ensign by purch., vice Gorle.

16th — Ensign Lempster R. Elliott to be
Lieut, by purch., vice Fairtlough, who retires ;
Robert Lawton, Gent., to be Ensign by purch.,
vice Elliot.

26th— Lieut. John William Johnstone to be
Adjutant, vice M'Donald, who resigns the
Adjutancy only.

47th — Staff-Surgeon of the Second Class
Robert Battersby to be Surg., vice Mair, who
•exchanges.

57th—Lieut. Henry Hill to be Capt. without
-purch., vice Bate, deceased ; Ensign David
Edward Armstrong to be Lieut., vice Hill ;
Ensign LacMaii Nicoll MacLachlau to be Lieut.
Vice Armstrong, whose promotion, 19th Nov.,

1841, has been cancelled ; Lieutenant John
M'Namee to be Adjutant, vice Hill, promoted.
69th—Lieut. Robert Collins Craigie, from

7th Foot, to be Lieut., vice Tupper, who ex-

79th— Lieut. Robert Fergusson to be Capt.
by purch., vice MacDougall, who retires ;
Ensign Thomas John Reeve to be Lieut, by
-purcb., vice Fergusson ; Henry John Gordon,
Gent., to be Ensign by purch., vice Reeve.

S6tb—Capt. Henry Jelf Sharp, from h.p.
Unatt., to be Capt., vice Richard Nugent
JEverurd, who exchanges ; Lieut. Charles Wil
liam Gore to be Capt. by purch., vice Sharp,
who retires; Ensign William Edwards to be
Lieut, by purch., vice Gore; William Henry
Weaver, Gent., to be Ensign by purch., vice
Edwards.

88th— Gent. Cadet Edmund Corbett, from
Rl. Mil. Coll., to be Ensign without purcb.,
vice Anderson, appointed to 4th Foot.
2nd West India Regiment—Ensign Charles

Steevens to be Lieut, by purch., vice Geddes,
who retires ; George Cary, Gent., to be Ensign
by purch., vice Steevens.
Ceylon Rifle Regt.—HenryAgar, Gent., to be

Sec. Lieut, without purch.
Unatcached— Lieut. William O'Neill, from

Stall Adj. ut Edinburgh, to be Capt. without
purch.

Hospital Staff—To be Staff- Surgeons of the
Second Class : Assist.-Surgeon Robert Hope
Alston Hunter, from 2nd Foot; Surgeon John
Mair, M.D., from 47th Foot, vice Battel sby,
who exchanges.

Brevet—Lieut.-Col. George Macdonald, on
h.p. of 16th Foot (Governor of Sierra Leone),
to have the local rank of Colonel on the Western
Coast of Africa; Capt. Henry Jell Sharp, 86th
Foot, t obe Major in the Army.

OFFICE OF ORDNANCE, Dec. 27-5 1

Rl. Regt. of Artillery—Capt. and Brer-Major
Peter Dcsbrisay Stewart to be Lieut-Col., vice
Stopford, retired on h.p.; Sec. Capt. William
How Hennls to be Capt., vice Stewart ; First
Lieut. William Emerton Heltland to be Sec.
Capt., vice Hennls ; Sec. Lieut. William Paul
Pollock to be First Lieut., vice Heltland.

North Somerset Regt. of Yeomanry Cavalry
—Henry Thomas Fitzgerald, Esq., to be Capt.;
John W lllett Eastment, Gent., to be Cornet.

King's Regt. of Cheshire Yeomanry Cavalry
—Arley Troop : Richard Brooke, Esq.. to be
Capt., vice Warburton, resigned. — Tatton
Troop : Thomas John Langford Brooke, Gent.,
to be Lieut., vice Leycester, promoted.

WAR-OFFICE, Dec. SI.

1st Drags.— Asslst.-Surg. H. Drummond,
M.D., from 14th Foot, to be Asslst.-Surg. of
the Second Class.

10th Light Drags.—Lieut. R. R.Wood to be
Capt. by purch., vice Kaye, promoted ; Cornet
and Adjutant G. Webb to have the rank of
Lieut., Dec. 30; Cornet J. W. Robarts to be
Lieut, bypureh., vice Wood; R. G.Townley,
Gent., to be Cornet by purch., vice Robarts.

14th Light Drag*.—Lieut. J. A. Cameron,
from b.p. 13th Light Drags, to be Lieut., vice
Graves, deceased, Dec. 30; Cornet C. Morant
to be Lieut, by purch., vice Cameron, who
retires, Dec. 30; Lieut. G. E. Hillfer, from 62nd
Foot, to be Lieut, without purch., rice Miller,
deceased; R. J. Browne, Gent, to be Cornet
by purch., vice Morant.

1st, or Grenadier Regt. of Foot Guards—
Capt. the Hon. F. G. Hood to be Capt. and
Lieut.-Col. by purch., vice Needham, who
retires ; Lieut, the Hon, R. C. Neville to be
Lieut, and Capt. by purch., vice Hood ; Sir C.
Lindsay, Bart, to be Ensign and Lieut, by
purch., vice Neville.

11th Foot—Ensign J. T. Stanley to he Lieut,
by purch., vice Wolley, promoted In 80th Foot ;
J. A. L. Philipps, Gent, to be Ensign by purch.,
rice Stanley.

14th—J. E. Carter, M.D.to be Assist.-Surg.,
vice Drummond, appointed to 1st Dragoons.
22nd—Lieut. A. H. Russell to be Capt. by

purch., vice Lascelles, who retires; Ensign
A. A. Longmore to be Lieut, by purch., vice
Russell; W. Carrow, Gent, to be Ensign by
purch., vice Longmore.
29th—Ensign R. F. Henry to be Lieut, by

purch., vice Cuninghame, who retires; W. H.
M'Adam, Gent, to be Ensign by purch., vice
Henry.
34th—Ensign H. H. Oxley, from 51st Foot,

to be Ensign, vice Bertles, promoted in 7th
Foot.
36th—Ensign C. W. Carden to be Lieut,

without purch., vice Thistlethwaite, decease:!,
Dec. 1 i Gent. Cadet J. De Montmorency Prior,
from Royal Military College, to be Ensign
without purch., vice Carden.
39th— Lieut. A. Herbert to be Capt. bypureh.,

vice Griffiths, who retires; Ensign E. Hardinge
to be Lieut, by purch., rice Herbert; H. D,
Gaynor, Gent, to be Ensign, vice Hardinge.

4 1st—Assist.. Surgeon D. Stewart, from the
Stuff, to be Ass1st.-Surgeon, vice Minster,
deceased.

43rd—Lieut. J. C. Coote to be Capt. by
purch., vice Pearson, who retires ; Ensign
C. W. George Lord Tullamore to be Lieut, by
purcb., rice Coote; A. G. Woodford, Gent, to
be Ensign by purch,, rice Lord Tullamore.
51st—E.C. Singleton, Geut. to be Ensign by

purch, vice Oxley, appointed to 34th Foot.
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57th—Capt. J. Armstrong, from h.p. 99th
Foot, to be Capt., rice Welman, promoted;
Lieut. A. T. Allan to be Capt. by pnrch., vice
Armstrong, who retires ; Ensign W. Ellis to
to be Lieut, by purch., vice Allan ; Gent. Cadet
T. D. Bray, from the Royal Military College, to
be Ens. without purch. vice M'Lachlan prom ;
R. T. s. Boughtou, Gent, to be Ensign by

purch., vice Inglis.
60th—H. Saunders, Gent, to be Sec. Lieut,

by purch., vice Magan, who retires.
62nd—Ensign J. B. Forster to be Lieut,

without purch., vice Hilller, appointed to 14th
Light Drags. ; A.Murray, Gent, to be Ensign,
vice Forster.

65th—Capt E. Pope, from h.p. 27th Foot, to
be Capt., vice Warren, promoted; Lieut. J.
Halnlng to be Capt. without purch., vice
Noakes, who retires upon full pay, Dec. 30 ;
Lieut. J. A. Drought to be Capt. by purch , vice
Pope, who retires ; Ensign D. Bazalgette to be
Lieut, by purch., vice Drought; It. H. Mac-
gregor. Grot, to be Ensign by purchase, vice
Bazalgette.

80th—Lieut. E. L. Woolley, from 11th Foot,
to be Capt. by purchase, vice Macdonold, who
retires.

88th—Lieut.-Col. S. W. Nicholson, from
h.p. Uoatt., to be Lieut. Col., vice Robert
O'Haa, who exchanges ; Major O. Pbibbs to be
Lieut.-Col. by purch., vice Nicholson, who
retires; Capt. H. Shirley to be Major by purch.,
vice Phibbs ; Lieut. H. fi. Sawrey to be Capt.
by purch., vice Shirley; Ensign J. B. Johnson
to be Lieut, by purch., vice Sawrey; E. G.
Maynit.nl, Gent, to be Ensign by purch., vice

Johnson.
91st—J. D. Cockrane, Gent., to be Ensign

by purch., vice Barton, who retires.

94th—Lieut.. Colonel C. Cadell from h.p.
Unattached, to be Lieut.-Colonel, vice G \V.
Paly, wh<> exchanges; Major H. R. Milner to
be Lieut.-Coionel by purch., vice Cadell, who
retires; Brevet-Major J. W. Randolph to be
Major by purchase, vice Milner ; Lieutenant G.
Maunsell to be Capt. by purch., vice Randolph ;
Ensign F. Estwick to be Lieut, by purch.. vice
Maunsell; Ensign T. H. Ashton to be Lieut,
by purch., vice Dillon, appointed to 97th Foot ;
Ensign W. Roberts, from 99th Foot, to be
Ensign, vice Estwick; J. A. Sykes, Gent., to
be Ensign by purch., vice Ashton.
97th— Lieut. R. Dillon, from 94th Foot, to be

Lieut, vice Padley, who retires.
99th—R. B. Mends, Gent., to be Ensign by

purch., vice Roberta, appointed to 94th Foot.
Ceylon Rifle Regiment—Gent. Cadet A. F.

Colley, from Royal Military College, to be
Second Lieut, by purch., vice Hopson, pro
moted in 7th Foot.

Unattached—Brevet-Major G. L. L. Kaye,
from 10th Light Dragoons, to be Major by
purch.

Hospital Staff—Assistant-Surgeon A. West,
M.D., from 1st Dragoons, to be Staff-Surgeon
of the Second Class, vice Dumbreck, appointed
to 72nd Foot; H. G. Gordon, M.D., to be
Assistant- Surgeon to the Forces, vice Stewart,
appointed to 4 1st Foot.

Brevet—To be Lleut.-Colonels in the Army :
Major G. D. Hall, h.p. Royal Staff Corps, lately
employed on particular service in Canada -,
Major )i. Head, h.p. Unatt., lately employed
on particular service in Canada ; Major T. W.
O. M'Niven, h.p. Unattached, lately employed
on particular service in Syria; Major S. D.
Pritchard, h.p. Unattached, lately employed on
particular service In Canada ; Major E. H. 1).
E. Napier, 4*ith Foot, lately employed on par
ticular service in Syria ; Major E. Harvey, 14th
Light Dragoons, lately employed on particular
service in Syria. To be Majors in the Army :

Capt, E. Pope, 65th Footj Capt. J. Arm- strong, 57th Foot, Jan, 10 ; Capt. G. D, Rot-
tenburgh, employed on particular service in
Canada; Capt. G. C. Swan, h.p. Unattached,
lately employed on particular service in Canada ;
Capt. F. H. Robe, 87th Foot, lately employed
on particular service In Syria; Capt. R. WUf-
braham,7th Foot, lately employed on particular
service in Syria; Capt. C. R. Scott, h.p. Royal
Staff Corps, lately employed on particular
service in Syria ; Capt. E. Aldrich, Royal En
gineers, lately employed in Syria.

Mehoranwm.—The commission of John
Maharg, M.D., 70th Foot, is dated 11th March*
1840, and not 22nd, 1840, as previously stated.
The Christian name of Quartermaster Holt,
95th Foot, Is William, and not John, as pre
viously stated. The Christian names of Ensiga
Cornish, 97th Foot, are Francis Cole, and not
Francir only, as before stated. Major H. Web-
man, h.p. Unattached, has been allowed to
retire from the Army, with the sale of his
commission, he being about to become a settler

In New South Wales.

WHITEHALL, Jan. 1.

Royal Regiment of Artillery—Brevet-Major
Robert Franck Romer to be Lieut.-Col., vice
Sinclair, retired on full pay j Sec. Capt.
Frederick Augustus Griffiths to be Capt., rice
Romer ; First Lieut. G. Innes to be Sec. Capt.
vice Griffiths ; Sec. Lieut. George Neville to be
First Lieut., vice Innes.

WAR-OFFICE, Jan. 7.

Coldstream Foot Guards—Lieut.-Col. the-
Hon. G. F. Upton, 62nd Foot, to be Capt. and
Lieut.-Col., vice Ashburnham, who exchanges.

1 1th Foot—Lieut.-Col. Sir Michael Creagh,.
from 86th Foot, to be Lieut.-Col., vice Derinzy,
who exchanges.
22nd— Lieut. H. F. Saunders, from 3rd West

India Regt., to be Lieut., vice Fitzgerald, ap
pointed to Royal Canadian Rifle Regiment.
37th—Lieut. W. T. Servanics to be Capt.

without purch., vice Thoreau, promoted in the
St. Helena Regiment ; Ensign H. R. Manner*
to be Lieut., vice Servantes ; Serjeant-Major
J. Jones to be Ensign vice Manners.
45th—Gent.-Cadet R. H. Rock, from Royal

Military College, to be Ensign without purch. ».
vice Stack, promoted in St. Helena Regiment.
53rd—Lieut. J. A. O Neill, from h.p. 13th.

Llght Dragoons, to be Lieut, vice Wheatstone,
promoted; Ensign H. M.Atkins to be Lieut,
by purch., vice O'Neill, who retires; C. H.
Dowker, Gent, to be Ensign by purch., vice
Atkins.
60th—Lieut. C. N. North, from 6th Foot, to

be Lieut, vice Beresford, deceased.
61st—Brevet-Major A. M'Leod to be Major

without purch., vice Simmonds, promoted in

the St. Helena Regiment; Lieut. W. H. Vicant
to be Capt. vice M'Leod; Ensign G. E.Cory-
ton to be Lieut., vice Vicars,- Gent.-Cadet
J. P. Redmond, from Royal Military College, to-
be Ensign without purch., vice Jones,promoted,
in St. Helena Regiment, Jan. 7; Gent.-Cadet
W. Maycock, from Royal Military College, to
be Ensign, viceCoryton, Jan. 8.
62nd— Lieut.-Col. the Hon. T. Ashburnham,

from Coldstream Foot Guards, to be Lieut.-
Col., vice Upton, who exchanges, Jan. 8.

73rd—Ensign J. F. Murray to be Lieut, by
purch., vice Carnac, who retires ; the Hon.
W. J. G.Chetwynd to be Ensign by purch., vice
Murray.
75th—Ensign J. F. Gallffe to be Lieut, with*,

out purch., vice Carruthers, promoted in St.
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Hr'ena Regt. s G. F. Berry, Gent., to be Ens.
wi'hout purch., vice Ricknell. deceased ; Gent.
Cer'et W. S. Portal, from Royal Mil. Coll., to
be Ensign without parch., rice Galiffe, Jan. 8.
7Mh—Capt. H. F. Alson. from 99th Foot, to

be Capt., vice Bull, whn each.

ffith—Lieut.-Col. B. V. Derinry, from 11th
Foot, to be Lieut.-Col., vice Sir M. Creagh,
who exch. ; Ser).-Ma|or D. Morrow to be Ens.
without purch., vice Macbean, promoted in St.

Helena Regt.
Slat—Lieut. J. E. Barney to be Capt. with

out purch., vice Barnes, Appointed to St. He
lena Rent. ; Lieut. R. S. Cole, from 6th Foot,
to be Lieut., vice Barney.
9»th—Capt. J. E. N. Bull, from 79th Foot,

to be Capt., vice Alston, who exchanges.
3Td West India Regt.—Ensign G. B. T. Cnl-

ir-an to be Lieut, without purch., vice Saunders,
appointed to 22nd Foot ; J. F. Birch, Gent., to
be Ensign, vice Colman.

Royal Canadian Rifle Regt.—I.ieut. W. H.
FiUgerald, from 22nd Foot, to be Lieut., vice
G. Chapman, who reverts to his former posi
tion on the Retired Ll«t.

St. Helena Regt.—Major H Simmonds.from
filst Foot, to be Lieut.-Col. without purch;
Brev.-Malor Thoreau, from 37th Foot, to be
Minor without purch.

To be Capt*. without purch.—Capt. H. E.
O'Dell. from h.p. f>7th Foot ; Capt. G. Wood-
lard, from h.p. Unatt. ; Capt. G. A. Barnes,
fmm 91st Foot; Lieut W. Carruthers, from
7Sth Foot ; Lieut. F. N. Skinner, from Royal
Newfoundland Vet. Cos.
To be Lieuts. without purch. — Lieut. J.

Keating, from 4th Foot ; Ensign and Quarter
master A. Imlacb, from 1st Foot; Ensign W.
F. Macbean, from 8fith Foot ; Ensign T. Jones,
from 61st Foot ; Ensign F. R. Stack, from 45th
Foot.
' To be Ensigns without purchase. — R. J.
Hughes, Gent.; A. Clarke, Gent.. Jan. 8; T.
P. Stephens, Jan. 9; C. R. Butler, Jan. 16;
G. Thompson, Gent., Jan II. To be Quarter
master—Act.-Serj.-Major W. Miller, 91st Foot.

Mem.—Lleut.-Col. A. T. Maclean, from h.p.
13'.h Light Dragoons, to be Lleut.-Cilon?l of
Cavalry, for the purpose of taking charg* of
the Depftts of the 1st Dragoons, during the
stay of the Service Troops of those two regi
ments in Canada.

Brevet. — Capt. H. O'Dell, of St. Helena
Regiment, to be Maior In the Army, Jan. 10.
The under-mentioned Cadets of the Hon. East
India Co.'s Service, to have the local and tem
porary rank of Ensign during the period of
their being placed under the command of r.t.-
Col. Sir F. Smith, of the Royal Engineers at
Chatham, for field instructions in the art of
Sapping and Mining:—W. A. Cromm-lin,
Gent.; A. De Lisle, Gent.; G. P. Hibb?rt,
Gent. ; F. H. Rundhall, Gent. ; J. E. T. Ni-
colls, Gent.

Commissariat.—Commissions to bear date
24th Dec. 1841 :—To be Dep. Comm.-Oeneral
—Assist. Com..Gen. C. Graham. To be Assist.-
Commiss.-Gen.—Dep. Assist. -Com. Gen. S.
Corr; Dep. Asslst.-Com.-Gen. C. Brldgrn ;
Dep. Assist.-Com.-Gen. G. Adam* ; Dep. As-
sist.-Com.-Gen. J. R. Comper; Dep. Assist.-
Cnm.-Gen. C.Swain ; Dep. As«lst.-Cm..Gen. T.
Walker; Dep. Assist.-Com.-Gen. T. E. Trew ;
Dep. Assist.-Com.-Gen. T. T. Coxworthy ; Dep.
Assist.-Com.-Gen. T. G. S. Swan.

To be Dep.- Assist. Commissaries-Gen. —
Commissariat-Clerk G. A. F. Simpson ; Com-
missnrlat-Clerk J. Tomes ; Commiss.-Clerk
W. Young ; Commissariat-Clerk F. S. Carpen
ter ; Commissariat-Clerk K. Osborn.

Mem.—The promotion of Col. Peter D'Arcy,
h.p. 7th Garrison Batt.,to be Malor-General In
the Army, as stated in the Supplement to the
Gsiette of Nov. 23, 1841, has been cancelled ;
the names of the Assistant-Surgeon appointed
to 14th Foot, on 31st ult., are John Elliott
"Carte." M.D., not "Carter." as previously
stated ; the Christian name of Ensign Mends,
99th Foot. Is " Robert" only, not " Robert
Brony;," aa previously stated.

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS.

BIRTHS.

Pec. Utta, at Brockhurst Lodge, Hants, the
Lady of Unt Welch, R.N., of a son.
Pec. 2Mh, at Richmond Villa, St. Heller's,

Jersey, the Lady of P. L. Powell, Esq., I.N.,
of a daughter, still-born.

Pec. 2ftth, at Plymouth, the Lady of John
Br'rkwood, Esq., Purser of H.M.S. Siren, of
a Mill-born daughter.

Pec. 29th, In Upper Gloucester-place, the
Lrdy of Capt. Thornton, R.N.. ofa son.

Dec. 30th, at Clifton, the Lsdv of Col. H.
Sargent, Madras Army, of a daughter.

.'mi. 1st, the Lady of Commander Newton,
R.N., of a daughter.

Jan. 3rd, In Harley-street, Cavendish-square,
the Lady of Lieut.-General Sir Lewis Grant,
K.C.H.. of a daughter.
Jan. ftth, at Bath, the Lady of N. Duff, Esq.,

Opt. R.N., of a daughter.
Jan. fith, at Barnstaple, the Lady of Major

C. A. Munro, of a daughter.
Jan. 7th, the Lady of Lieut. William Hugh

Kennedy. H.M.S. Illustrious, of a daughter.
Jan. 7th, in Ebury-street, Pimlico, the Lady

of Lieutenant Mould, Royal Engineers, of a

daughter.
Jan. 9th, the Lady of Maior Percy Douglas,

of H.M. 29th Regiment, of a son, still-born.

Jan. 9th, In Eaton-square, the Lady of Col.
M'AlpIne. of a daughter.

Jan. 9th, In Great Coram-street, the Lady of
Lieut. Col. C. Smvth, C.B.,of a son.

Jan. 1Mb., at Kilkenny, the Lady of Lieut.
Wm. Butler, H.M. steamer Ardent, of a son
and heir.

Jan. 20th, at Canterbury, the Lady of Lieut.
Hart, 49th Regiment, of a son.
At Carlingford, the Lady of Lieut. Carroll,

R.N., of a daughter.
At Windsor, the Lady of Capt. W. H. Ro

binson. 72nd Highlanders, of a daughter.
At Frankfort-on-the-Maine, the Lady of

Maior Nutt, E.I.C.S., of a son.
At Woolwich, the Lady of Captain B. B.

M'Cumming, ]5th Regiment, of a son and heir.

MARRIAGES.

June 5th, at Adelaide, South Australia, A, M.
Mundy, Esq., to Jane, second daughter of
Capt. HIndmarsh, R.N., C.H., Lieut.- Gov. of
Heligoland.
Nor. 10th, at Bangalore, East Indies, Major

Henry Prior, 23rd Light Infantry, to Georgiana
Gilford, eldest daughter of Major-Gen. J. Allan,
C.B., commanding the Mysore division of that
Army
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Dec. 21at, at Manchester, J. E. F. Risk, Esq.,
Lieut.. R.N., to Emily, daughter of Major J.
Tudor, of the Ordnance Department.

Dec. 27tb, at Edinburgh, E. Feuton, Esq., to
Georgina, daughter of Col. John Camac, of
Biettenham-purk, Suffolk.
Tec. 28th, at Dublin, Lieut. North, 6th Rl.

Rept., son of the late Capt. Roger North, of the
50th Regt., to Eliiabeth, eldest daughter of
Morgan Jones, Esq., of Russell-place, Mount.

joy-?quare.
Dec. 29th, at Plymouth, Edward Lee Hoblyn,

Esq.. Lieut.. R.N., to Caroline Sarah, third
daughter of John Jeans Esq.. Lieut, of the
Royal Naval Hospital, Plymouth.

Dec. 30th, at Hilllngdon. Captain Murray
Albn, R.N., to Mary, daughter of the late
John Eversley, Esq.

Jan. 1st, at Plymouth, Dr. G. Mackay. R.N.(
to Charlotte, daughter of Lient. J. Jeans, R.N.Jan. 4th, at Cheltenham, Charles Monro,

Esq.. to Elisabeth, daughter of the late Vice-
Admiral LechmeTe, widow of Major Watklns,

9th Regt.
Jan. 6th, at Rougham, the Rev. E. J. Ash,

to Jane Charlotte, third daughter of Col. Ray,
of Fldo House, Bury St. Edmunds.

Jan. 6th, at Portsmouth, the Rev. I. P. Pres-
cott, eldest son of Capt. Prescott. C.B., R.N.,
to Caroline Mary, eldest daughter of the late
Capt. Parke, R.M.

Jnn. 15th, at St. George's, Hanover-square,
Maior Bagot, 60th Royal Hides, to Mathilde.
relict of the late O. Perkins, Esq.

Jan. 18th, the Rev. J. Mansfleld, to Emily,
third daughter of the late Hon. Sir Robert Le
Poer Trench, K.C.B., K.T.S., Lleut.-Col. 74th
Regt.

Jan. 18th, at St. Marylebone, Capt. Francis
Edwards, of Somerset-street, Portman-square,
to Etlen Dawson, widow of the late Capt. E.
Dawson, 12th Light Dragoons.
At Dover, Major C. Hill, 54th Foot, to Mary,

daughter of J. P. Simon, M D.
At Montreal, S. M'Donell, Esq., of Claren

don, to Eimira, daughter of the late Major
Mulr, 41 wt Regt.
At Cork, A. St. George H. Stepney, Esq.,

Lieut. 29th Regt., A.D.C. to Lieut-General
L'Fstrange, and son of the late Col. Stepney,
to Frances Mary, daughter of W. Pennefather,
Esq.
At North Park, Argyllshire, Smollet Mont-

Somerle Eddlngtoo, Esq., 78th Highlanders, to
Ian- Jane, only daughter of Capt. John Flem

ing. R.N., of Mausdale.
In Clonmel, Maior Robert Rowan, Barrack-

master of Nenagh, to Henrietta Marianne,

daughter of M. P. Murphy, Esq.
At Wilton, near Taunton, the Rev. E. Cas-

wall, of Stratford-sub-Castle, near Salisbury,
to LoulBa. daughter of Major-General Walker,
of Whelcfgh House, Somersetshire.

In Edinburgh, J. Denham, Esq., M.D., to St.
Clair, daughter of the late Major F. A. S. Knox,
Rl. Artillery.

Ar Stoke, Lieut. Hugh Kinsman. R.N., son
of the late Major Kinsman, R.M., to Miss
JoFt-phlne Pancoe, daughter of Capt. John
Fascoe, R.N.
At Calrv, Ireland, Capt. Adam Camperdown

Duncan, R.N., to Fanny, daughter of Travers
Hornen, Esq., of Colga, Sltgo.
At St. Leonard's, Percy Dickinson, Esq., to

Eleanor, daughter of Lieut. B. Sheppard, R.N.

Aug. 24th, Lieut. De Bachelle, h.p. 2nd
Light Infantry, K.G.L.

Sept. 15th, at Jamaica, Lieut. Le Mesuxier,
Royal Engineers.

Sept. 16th. Capt. De Wachholts, h.p. Bruns
wick Infantry.

Sept. 17th, Capt. De Becker, h.p. 7th Line,
K.ti.L.

Sept. 27th, at Trincoroalee, Lieut. Jones,
Ceylon Rifle Regiment.

Oct. 7th, at Demerara, Lieut. Lyster, Royal
Engineers.

Oct. 23rd, at Jamaica, Ensign Clarke, 2nd
West India Regt.

Oct. 25th, Capt. Bird Allen, R.N., with the
Niger Expedition.

Nor. 8th, at Poonamalee, Major Bernard,
39th Foot.

Nov. 1 4th. at Dominica, Lieut. M'Carthy, 1st
West India Regiment.

Nov. 19th, at Jamaica, Lieutenant Beresford,
60th Foot.

Nov. 19th, at Malta, Lieutenant Miller, 14th
Dragoons.
Nov. 24th, at Edinburgh, Lieut. Whitehead,

h.p. L3th Foot.
Nov. 30th, Lieutenant Thistlethwayte, 3Sth

Nov. 29th, Captain M'Lean, late 4th Royal
Veteran Battalion.
Nov.—, at Ludlow, Ensign Writings, 11th

Foot.
Dec. 8th, Ensign G. Mackay, h.p. 1st Garri

son Battalion.
Dec. 9th, at Chambly, Canada, Lieut. M'Neil,

56th Foot.
Dec. 22nd, In the Circus, Exeter, in bis 49th

year, Captain James H. Murray, R.N., late of
Trinidad.

Dec. 25th, at rt, John
Vallack, Esq., Purser, R.N. (1804), in bis 88th
year.

Dec. 27th, at Westfield, Capt. Jas. Cheape,
R.N., of Balgrove,

Dec. 27th, at the age of 64, at Youghal,
Justin M'Carthy, Esq., M.D., Surgeon R.N.

Dec. 27th, at Tynemouth, General DUkes.

Dec. 29th, In Bloomsbury-place, Brighton,
Colonel Richard Roberts, K.H., late of 62nd
Regiment, In his 68th year.
Dec. 51st, In Eaton-place, Lady Gardiner,

the wife of Lieut.-Genera I Sir John Gardiner,
K.C.B., and sister of Colonel Wlldman, of
Newstead Abbey.

Dec. 31st, at Knipton Cross, aged 22, Char
lotte Augusta, wife of Captain Worth, R.N.,
and daughter of Capt. Searle, C.B., R.N.

Dec. 31st, at Gatcombe House, Hants, the
residence of her son-in-law, Rear-Admiral Sir
Lucius Curtis, Bart., C.B., Mary, relict of the
late Moses Greetham, Esq., Deputy Judge-
Advocate of the Fleet, In her 84th year.

Dec. —, In Essex, Mr. Serjeant Arabin,
Deputy Judge-Advocate-General.

Jan. 1st, at Alderney, Capt. W. Robtlliard.
R.N., aged 64.

Jan. 1st, at Montrose, in his 87th year, Capt.
Thomas Clark, for many years Adjutant of the
Forfar and Kincardineshire Militia.

Jan. 3rd, in Sloane-street, Katharine, widow
of the late Colonel Bulkeley, of Huntley Hall,
Staffordshire.
Jan. Jird, at Mour

miral Sir Joslah
G.C.M.G.
Jan. 3rd, Fanny Margaret, daughter of Capt.H. A. Colby, Royal Engineers.

At Boulogne, Deputy Inspector-General
Whltelock, h.p.

Jan. 4th, at Stoke, Devonport, Mr. R. W.
Martin, Assist.-Surgeon, R.N. (1838), son of
Mr. Martin, Purser of H.M.S., Calcutta.

Jan. 7th, at the house of her son-in-law,
Capt. Little, R.M., Woolwich-common, In her
87th year, Katherlne, widow of Henry Inman, a
Post Captain, and resident Commissioner of
H.M.'a Navy at Madras.

Campbell, Leitrim, Ad-
owley, Bart., G.C.B.,
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Jan. 17th, at Brighton, Margaretta Sarah.
Lady Morris, relict of Vice-Admiral Sir J. N.

MorriB, K.C.B.
Jan. 18th, at Mount Allyn, near Wrexham,

aired 8S, Anne, the Lady of Lieut.-Col. H. M.

Goodwin.
Jan. 30th, at Dalston,a?ed 59. Capt. Thomas

Moody, late of 4th, or King's Own Regiment,
At Hanover, where he had recently been ap

pointed a Professor of the Royal Military Col
lege, Mr. John Daniel Wilcke, formerly Pay
master 7th Hussars.
At Dumfries, in his 63rd year, Capt. John

Ponsonby, R.N., late or Springfield, Cumber

land.
Lately, at Totnes, W. Bundock, Esq., Purser.

R.N., aged 78.
Suddenly, at his residence, Pensylvania, Capt.

Smythe. R.E.
At Exeter, in his 84th year. Com. War.

Alder, R.N., of Ilfracombe, Devon.
In Wexford, Mrs. Bayly, relict of Capt. John

O'Neil Bayly, 13th Foot.
At Fernando Po, In his 33rd year, Horatio

Collman, Assistant-Surgeon in the Niger
Expedition.

METEOROLOGICAL REGISTER,

KEPT BY CAPTAIN W. H. SMYTH, R.N., AT CARDIFF.

DEC.

1841.

Seir-Re,itt'ne.
Thermometer. 'At 9 A.M.

Morning.

HIGH WATER.

Evening.
WIND.

i t ii
if

Time.

H. M.

Heixbl

PL In.

Time.

H.M.

Hsajal

ft. In.

..•REMARKS.

Si
m m

'a C

il

Direction.

»a
i*
*Q <a £

5 1 53-2 45-3 29-30 52-0 8 0 28 9 8 35 98 C IS- 3 Cloudy, rain. Hyg.-f-l.

V- 2 52-8 44-0 29-38 51-8 8 50 28 0 9 20 27 10 s. 4 Variable breezes. 8.

? 3 51-2 43-2 28-90 53-5 9 40 27 10 9 55 26 8 S.8.E. 4 Cloudy, with ruin 5.

n * 49-4 42-5 29-36 51-7 10 20 26 11 11 10 8 w. 7 Cloudy, with rain. 0.

© 5 50-3 43-2 30-00 51-2 11 35 23 4 0 « 0 _0 N.W. 2 Overcast, but fine. -4- 1.

i 6 51-2 40-5 29-64 51-4 0 10 23 4 0 50 23 's W. 8 Heavy ruin. —5.

rJ 7 52-8 41-7 29-70 52-0 1 20 21 0 1 45 22 s W.N.W. .-. Cloudy, with rain. 0.

5 8 53-3 42-2 29-60 51-7 2 40 22 4 3 0 2.'! 4 W. 0 Overcast weather, -f-2.

V- 9
511-8 40-0 29 88 50-9 3 40 22 2 4 0 24 0 N.W. 3 Frequent rain- 4-8.

2 in 53-4 39-7 29-40 52-0 4 20 24 6 4 40 23 10 W.S.W. 8 Squally weathor. —10.

h " 52-7 40-2 29-96 49-3 5 10 26 4 5 40 25 7 W. 4 Moderate winds. +10.

© 12 520 40-6 29-67 51-2 6 10 26 8 6 20 26 4 WAW, 6 Fresh winds. —8.

> 13 51-4 41-3 39-37 53-3 6 40 27 10 7 0 27 0 W.S.W. S Cldy, with shrs. +3.

c? M 49-0 38-5 29-87 49-4 7 25 26 0 7 0 28 0 N.W. 4 Fine clear weath. -4-8.

5 is 48-7 37-2 29-75 487 8 5 27 3 8 20 22 0 8.W. 5 Very squally —5.

16 47-2 34-3 29 38 495 8 30 25 8 9 0 2.-. 0 S.W. S Variable weather. 0.

2 17 46-8 34-0 29-60 46-8 9 15 24 10 9 35 23 8 N.W. 3 Fr. winds, clear. +4.

\ 18 434 26-7 29-78 41-0 9 45 23 6 10 0 n 2 N. 4 Fine frosty weather. 0.

© 19 34-2 24-5 29-27 40-7 10 10 22 6 10 SO 91 1 E.N.E. 5 Overcast dt squally 0.

5 20 34-6 278 29-27 39-8 10 40 21 2 11 5 20 9 N.E. 2 Fine clear weather. 0.

<J 21 34'8 24-0 29-67 37-0 11 S3 20 6 0 0 0 0 N.W. •
9 Hard frost +2.

§ 22
43-8 287 29-80 41-2 0 5 19 8 0 45 90 (1 W.N.W. 4 Ovcroast weather. —8.

y. 23
474 33-6 2978 45-0 1 in 18 10 1 45 2(1 4 W.N.W. 2 Hazy, with rain. —5.

2 24 47-5 35-8 29-98 47-2 2 15 18 6 3 0 21 3 W.N.W. 2 Dark and hazy. 0.

^ 25 490 39-2 29-70 48-3 3 30 20 8 4 5 22 8 W. 9 Variable weather, -f 2.

©26 42 3 32-0 23-88 45-6 4 30 24 2 5 10 24 3 N.W. * Fine clear frost. +3.

}> 27 41-2 32-0 30-10 450 5 35 24 10 6 10 26 0 N.N.W. 1 Very fine weather -j- 1 .

& 28 4M 36-3 30-12 47-2 6 .10 26 8 7 0 27 il N.W. 3 A beautiful day. —3.

5 29 44-9 38-4 30-13 47-3 7 20 28 G 7 50 ■211 6 N.W. 2 Cloudy, but fine. —1.

Tf\ 30 43 6 38-8 3007 48-0 8 10 28 11 8 45 2!1 6 N.W. 1 Hazy, with rain. —3.

$ 31 42-7 38-6 30-13 46-8 9 10 28 10 9 20 28 6 S. 3 Cloudy, with fog. +a

Jan. 11th, at Cowes, Isle of Wight, Lieut. -
General J. M. Mainwaring, aged 80.
Jan. I4tb, at St. Heller'!, Jersey, Elizabeth

Jane, Wife of Captain H. Downie, 1st West
India Regiment.
Jan. 14th, at Stonehouse, Cosway, second son

of Rear-Admiral Thomas, in his 8th year.

Jan. 14th, at 17, Queen-street. Mayfair,
Elisabeth, Wife of Capt. Edward Chappell,
R.N.
Jan. 14th, at Newland, Gloucestershire, In

her 76th year, Maria, widow of the late Capt.
Stephen George Church, R.N., and daughter of
the late John Tabor Kempe, Esq., formerly
Attorney-General of the Province of New
York.
Jan. 15th, at 2, Southwick-place, Hyde-park,

Lieut. W. Baillie, 47th Regt. Bengal N.I., son
of Lieut.-Col. Alexander Baillie.

Jan. 16tb, at Castletown Barracks, Isle of
Man, William Charles Lockwood Mayne, aged
17 months, only son of Lieut. C. F. Mayne, 61st
Regiment.

Jan. 16th, at Chelsea, In his 80th year, Philip
Burrard, Esq., only brother of the late Lieut.-
Gen. Sir Harry Burrard, Bart.
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ON TELLURIC MAGNETISM.

The heavens declare thy glory, Lord, The dawn of each returning day

Which that alone can fill ; Fresh beams of knowledge brings ;

The firmament and stars express And, from the dark returns of Night,

Their great Creator's skill : Divine instruction springs.

" Chi mal traduce, tradisce !" Though Messrs. Tate and Brady-

have thus traduced the prosopopoeia of the nineteenth Psalm, their

rendering—albeit less faithful than that of Sternhold and Hopkins—

makes it an applicable motto for our lucubration on Telluric Magnetism.

We adopt this term, because, though the earth's rotation may produce

electric currents in its own mass, the occult principle—of which the

attractive, repulsive, and directive qualities form a modification— is

found to pervade the air, the ocean, and probably even space itself, as

well as the earth. Mere terrestrial magnetism, we therefore think,

barely expresses that property which may claim a share in the produc

tion of some of the grandest phenomena in the universe ; and whose

tremendous power is but just developing itself to intellectual man.

We presume that the leading phenomena of magnetism are familiarly

known to most of our readers ; but there must naturally be many who,

from the tenour of their active duties, are not aware of the magnificent

results of recent inquiry, and the actual state of the science. But they

will recollect our announcement of the South Antarctic Expedition *, in

No. 136 of this Journal, and the hopes there thrown out, that important

consequences would follow the meeting of the magnetic congress held

at Gottingen. It is already a pleasing duty to add, that our prognosti

cations are under fulfilment, since the continuous efforts now in hand to

solve the great problem of telluric magnetism have produced facts for

which former hypotheses were not prepared, and which offer fatal

objections to several popular theories. Forming a mere atom of the1

great electric vortex, as our earth probably does, it is vitally interesting

to watch every disentanglement of Nature's arcana by the skill of

Oersted, Gauss, Airy, Humboldt, Christie, Sabine, and other experi

menters, whose names must ever live in the fasti of magnetism. In

compliance with the recommendations of scientific men, the British

Government has established, and liberally furnished, the magnetic

observatories we formerly alluded to, so that the present undertaking is

by far the greatest combined scientific operation, the world has yet

witnessed.

On the 25th of last September, a most extraordinary and cotempo-

raneous disturbance of the large declination-needle, and the magneto

meters, occurred in the admirably-conducted new establishment at

Greenwich, with a convulsive bearing which, in many climates, would

have been viewed as the precursor of an extraordinary tempest or

• We cannot allude to this expedition, without congratulating our readers on the

signal success of Capt. Ross last winter. Zealously pursuing the object of his

voyage, he dashed into an opening in the ice, in about 170° E. long., and had the

satisfaction to discover land, which he coasted for upwards of 400 miles, in a direction

towards the South Pole, up to latitude 78° S., where a gigantic and active volcano,

no less than 12,400 feet high, bade defiance to the eternal frigidity of those regions.

U. S. Mao., No. 160, March, 1842. U
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earthquake. Very fortunately it attracted the attention of Mr. Glaisher,

who has the charge of that department ; and the unusual starts and

pauses, jerks and oscillations, were incessantly watched, with such

perseverance and judgment, that the following unprecedented result was

obtained. Within eight minutes of time, the declination-needle changed

its position more than 2^ degrees ; the vertical force was increased by

more than l-40th of its whole value ; and the horizontal force was

increased about l-30th of the same amount. The Astronomer Royal,

struck with the magnitude of the disturbances, instantly printed and

circulated a letter to announce the fact ; and the most lively interest

was excited among the persons interested in magnetical phenomena.

The prompt diffusion of this announcement has been followed by

important communications from places differing so widely in geogra

phical position, as to embrace nearly a hemisphere of the globe, and yet,

allowing for the difference of longitude, simultaneously experiencing the

same magnetic derangement; while at each of those stations, inde

pendent of the great changes in the direction of the needle, the intensity

of the earth's magnetic power appears to have undergone astonishing

fluctuations, and apparently at the same instant.

These very extraordinary phenomena have induced the British Asso

ciation for the Advancement of Science to issue a pamphlet, intituled

" Observations made at the Magnetic Observatories of Toronto in

Canada, Trevandrum in the East Indies, and St. Helena, during a

remarkable magnetic disturbance on the 25th and 26th of September,

1841." By this very interesting publication, it is directly ascertained

that the fluctuations occurred at Greenwich, Toronto, St. Helena,

Trevandrum, and the Cape of Good Hope, at the same absolute time—

Titan shaking himself, with a vengeance ! Besides these stations,

returns are momentarily expected from Simla in the Himalaya, Van

Dieman's Land, and Chatham Island ; and there is no doubt but further

evidence will flow in, of the sensible instantaneity of the occult fluid.

Science having heretofore had only unconnected glimpses of the vari

ation of magnetism in different parts of the globe, and yet, perceiving

even by these glimpses, indications of an influence most vast and mighty,

it is a source of gladness to every well-cultivated mind, that a body of

cotemporaneous observations should have been at last arranged, so as

to draw together a fasciculus of accurate data towards the final produc

tion of a satisfactory theory : in fact, from a body of effects to discover

a cause. Rudston, in a letter to the talented Harriot, in 1615, asks

whether it is probable that the variation of the needle can be in any

place 180 degrees, so that its poles are decidedly reversed? " AUso,

whether a shippe, sailing right east or west by the compasse, keepes

upon a parallel, as the common received opinion amongst marvners is."

Many of the perplexities of former days have already disappeared before

experiment, but as no power in natural bodies can be rendered subser

vient to all the uses of which it is capable till the rationale of its action

is fully developed, the process of induction must suffer no diminution.

A cognate branch of the occult principle has recently made wonderful

revelations, of which the electro-magnetic telegraph, invented by Pro

fessor Wheatstone, is a most ingenious application ; though, perhaps,

not a neater one than that afforded by the voltaic battery in destroying

the wreck of the ill-fated Royal George, by our esteemed friend
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General Pasley. This ship sunk at Spithead in 1782, and for fifty-

seven years had spoiled the best anchorage of that important roadstead,

the attempts to raise her having failed. In 1838 this intelligent officer

blew to pieces the wrecks of the brig William and schooner Glamorgan,

which had sunk at Gravesend Reach, and were incommoding the navi

gation of the Thames. This was effected by charges of gunpowder,

fired by means of a train led through a leaden pipe with union screw-

joints, containing a small powder hose, which communicated to the large

cylinders carefully placed by means of the diving apparatus. But the

method was attended with so many interruptions and difficulties, that he

commenced a series of experiments, and arrived at the conclusion that

electricity—one of the occult miracles—was fully capable of making

sub-aqueous explosions at any depth of water, and in any current.

After all the trials had been made, the first practical blow was given on

the 20th of September, 1839, when Pasley 's son—a boy of only seven

years and a half—by a mere tap of one wire against another in a boat,

instantaneously ignited a cylinder of gunpowder at the bottom of the

sea, and tore a tenacious and strong mass of wood and iron to frag

ments, at a great distance from, and with perfect safety to, the young

operator.

Such developments only whet inquiry, and the establishment of the

observatories we have mentioned cannot but advance us a step or two,

since watchful sentinels are now planted in all quarters. While simul

taneous time has been adopted over the whole earth, a just tribute of

respect was paid to the originators of this unanimous project for unveil

ing one of the grand mysteries of Nature, by making the mean time of

Gbttingen the standard of all the magnetic stations of the globe.

These observatories are well appointed, and furnished with instruments

as near as possible of the same make and capacity ; and, after an atten

tive examination of those at Greenwich, we cannot but add that, as far

as talent, regularity, and perseverance can go, we have as yet had

nothing on which such implicit reliance can be placed. As authentic

registers will henceforth he enrolled there, we should observe that the

structure was erected at the instance of the Board of Visitors*, in 1838,

on a piece of the ground adjoining Flamstead House, in Greenwich

Park. It is entirely built of wood, and completely insulated. The free

magnet is a bar of hard steel, 2 feet long, 1£ inch broad, and £ of an

inch thick, suspended by a skein of silk fibre, from two pulleys fitted to

a suspension-frame about 9 feet above it. Upon the magnet there slide

two small brass frames, firmly fixed in their places by means of pinching

screws. One of these contains, between two plane glasses, a cross of

delicate cobwebs: the other holds a lens, of 13 inches' focal length and

nearly 2 inches' aperture, which combination serves as a collimator

without a tube, and perfects the adjustment.

With so admirable a starting-point as this forms, we could wish that

particular stations over the kingdom were pitched upon for tracing with

precision the course of the isogonal lines ; and as many of our terrene

formations would be crossed thereby, the results obtainable may point

* It was fortunate for science that His Royal Highness the Dnke of Sussex pre

sided at the Board of Visitors, as his influence overruled certain delicate objections

to encroaching on the Royal grounds.

U 2
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out whether the phenomena of terrestrial magnetism are influenced by

the geological features of a country. By such means, a practical branch

of science, of importance not only to the intellectual character of the

country, but also to some of its most vital interests, would be placed in

a position more in accordance with its utility than it has hitherto been.

For though much has unquestionably been accomplished, yet we can

only view what has hitherto been obtained as the first general approxi

mation towards definite results. This is the more obvious, because,

besides the imperfection of the instruments used till very lately, the

defective state of our knowledge respecting the phenomenon suffered

inaccuracy to pervade the observations. While we thus were only

partially acquainted with certain facts and effects of magnetism, the

cause, of course, baffled inquiry, notwithstanding the great plausibility

of certain hypotheses, which, alas ! like those grievous vexations of

warm-hearted philosophists—squaring the circle, doubling the cube,

trisecting the triangle, the philosopher's stone, and the elixir of life—

. . . . are all

Supposures hypothetical!.

In those times, there were but few who thought it necessary to

inquire into the reasonable connexion of cause and effect ; but it was

customary to assign gratuitous and miraculous powers for every pheno

menon. In the consequent discussions, there were so many who " dark

ened counsel by words without knowledge," that Moliere characterized

the fallacious twisting of facts so often substituted for theory, with—

" Quare facit opium dormire ?—Quia est in -co virtus dormitiva !"

Under such uncertainty, the problem of determining the number and

position of the magnetic poles of the earth has been a subject of

repeated, but uniformly unsuccessful, investigation; nor is it strange

that where even the definitions of a discussion are vague and arbitrary,

the chain of reasonings should be inconclusive, and lead to mistaken

assumptions. The attractive and repulsive power of the magnet, and

its directive and inclinatory faculties, have been known and watched for

some time ; but any true insight into the laws even of these, must be

the reward of days close upon our own. One thing admits of demon

stration. We now know positively that not one of those properties

determines the real centres of force, as had been erroneously assumed

from analogy; and that the actual state of the forces in a common

magnetized steel bar is still altogether unknown. The duality of the

magnetic poles was a received axiom ; but the energetic Halley made

desperate attempts to harmonize the variation of the needle with the

hypothesis of four poles ; first assuming them all as fixed, and after

wards supposing two of them to be changeable in position. His mental

ingenuity, however, could not account for the phenomena he encoun

tered, and he was startled and disconcerted by facts, for which he could

divine no law of connexion. Causa latel, vis est notissima.

Opinions were, however, rife upon the topic. Euler adopted the

doctrine of a magnetic current, which moved the needle by impulsion,

so that, when it came to a quiescent state, it was a tangent to the curve

in which the fluid moved ; but subsequent researches led him to discover

that this assumption was erroneous. Still the mode of explaining the

phenomena, by adopting a permeating fluid, was popular, as shown by

the efflux of Cusanus, the vapours of Costseus, and theformal efficiency
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of Gilbert ; and, indeed, treating it as a physical reality, will account for

many of the results. Beccaria, with much ingenuity, pressed electricity

into the service of magnetism, by assuming the constant circulation of

the whole mass of electric fluid from north to south, thereby causing

polarity. Some contended that the phenomenon was a mere demon

stration of a pervading sympathia and antipathia rerrnn; some had

recourse to the frame and compages of the earth, as possessing various

degrees of magnetic virtue ; while others ascribed the mutations of the

needle to an igneous action within the globe. It is true that our coun

tryman, Michel*, established the law of magnetic action= the inverse

square of the distance : but the ingenious experimenters were at sea

upon every other point, although the persevering Gilbert—who pursued

the method of induction before Bacon—had reduced all the phenomena

to four general facts.

But while profound philosophers were baffled in their investigations

of magnetism, it was fully seen, for ages past, though unexplained by

any theory, that it could be applied to a most important practical pur

pose in navigation. Except, however, in this case, the magnet was a

mere toy. Yet it is by very simple means that the hand of genius

extorts from Nature her choicest secrets. Thus Newton, by means of

a soap-bubble, investigated the magnitude of the component particles of

bodies, on which their colour depends ; the attraction and repelling of

straws led to the brilliant phenomenon of electricity ; and Franklin dis

covered the nature of lightning by flying a kite I So the properties of

the loadstone revealed, to the eye of discernment, a certain occult con

nexion between the electric fluid and magnetism, as exhibited by the

deflecting influence of an aurora on the compass-needle ; and, also, that

particular idiosyncrasy of iron, considered with regard to its electrical

relations, by virtue of which it receives, from the action of the fluid

upon it, the peculiar and valuable tendency to the poles, as well as the

property of magnetical attraction.

On the whole, we may now reasonably infer that the various proper

ties of bodies are owing to the actions which their constituent particles

exercise upon each other, in following the laws of the kindred pheno

mena of the occult principle. Mossotti has shown, that by supposing

matter to consist of two sorts of particles, each of which repels similar

particles, directly as the mass, and inversely as the squares of the dis

tances—whilst each attracts those of the other kind, also according to

the same law—then the resulting attractions explain all the phenomena

of electricity, and there remains a residual force, acting, at all sensible

distances, according to the law of gravity.

A rigorous consideration of the distribution of magnetism throughout

the globe, has led to various satisfactory hypotheses since the time of

Halley, and has demolished many opinions which had been formed on

inconclusive grounds. The late grand experiments in electro-magnetism

have clearly and conclusively indentified the relationship of the three

great ramifications of the occult principle, and aroused a conviction of

* Michel had also the merit of introducing the torsion balance into the method of

experimenting on the law of action of such forces as are too small to be appreciated

by any other means. We speak for the rights of priority—for we admire the

singular neatness with which Coulomb has since wielded the instrument. He

probably read Michel's treatise on Artificial Magnets, 1 750, to some purpose.
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its agency in the rapid and wondrous transmission of the tidal wave,

and other extraordinary powers. Magnetism is associated with elec

tricity by its mechanical analogies and physical influence ; and both are

identified with galvanic agency, under chemical decompositions. The

extraction of the electrical spark bv means of Faraday's helices, and

since from a natural magnet, was sufficient to make any qualified spec

tator feel a tingling about the praecordia, on seeing so beautiful a com

pletion of a most important discovery. From the austral and boreal

fluids of Poisson, the volta-electric inductions of Faraday, the delicate

researches of Forbes, the electro-dynamics of Ampere, and the labours

of Coulomb, Hanstein, Kobison, Kiippfer, Biot, and the many other inge

nious investigators of our age, this branch of science has been receiving

constant accessions, and is daily unfolding. Thus the polarity of the

needle—which useful property so sorely puzzled our forefathers—is but

the resultant of all the magnetic forces to which it is subject ; such

being a mechanical consequence of what we now know,—that electrical

currents influence magnetic bodies, and that heat has an influence on

their intensity. In fact, it is demonstrable that the earth owes its mag

netism entirely to electric currents which move in a direction nearly

east and west ; and also that electricity is the sole cause of the insensible

fibrillae of soft iron, and steel, acquiring the magnetic arrangement. The

experiments of Morichini and Mrs. Somerville show that the refrangible

solar beams, in which the deoxidising rays are most intense, confer a

magnetic property on bodies properly exposed for receiving such an im

pression. The points of coincidence, therefore, between negative elec

tricity, magnetism, and the sun's deoxidising rays, are striking, in repul

sion, attraction, and affinity for oxygen and its compounds, the acids.

While pondering for some adequate cause for such effects, another

startling fact has been announced in Professor Silliman's Journal, in

the audibility of magnetism ! It seems that Dr. Page, of Salem,

making some experiments, heard a distinct noise issue from the magnet

he was using, and—but we will give his own words :—

A long copper wire, covered with cotton, was wound tightly into a flat

spiral. After making forty turns, the whole was firmly fixed by a smearing

of common cement, and mounted vertically between two upright supports.

The ends of the wire were then brought down into mercury-cups, which

were connected by copper wires with the cups on the battery, which was a

single pair of zinc and lead plates, excited by sulphate of copper. When

one of the connecting-wires was lifted from its cup a bright spark and loud

snap were produced. When one or both poles of a large horse-shoe magnet

are brought by the side, or put astride the spiral, but not touching it, a dis

tinct ringing is heard in the magnet, as often as the battery connexion with

the spiral is made or broken by one of the wires. Thinking that the ring

ing sound might be produced by the agitation or reverberation of the snap,

I bad the battery contact broken in a cup, at considerable distance from

the field of experiment : the effect was the same as before. The ringing is

heard both when the contact is made and broken ; when the contact is made

the sound emitted is very feeble, when broken it may be heard at two or

three feet distance. The experiment will hardly succeed with small magnets.

The first used in the experiment consisted of three horse-shoes, supporting

ten pounds- The next one tried was composed of six magnets, supporting

fifteen pounds by the armature. The third supported two pounds. In each

of these trials the sounds produced differed from each other, and were the

notes or pitches peculiar to the several magnets. ^ If a large magnet, sup
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ported by the bend, be struck with the knuckle, it gives a musical note; if

it be slightly tapped with the finger-nail it returns two sounds, one its proper

musical pitch, and another an octave above this, which last is the note given

in the experiment.

The same Journal, in reporting the geology of Maine, gives a very

unique case of natural magnetism. A bed of magnetic iron-ore not

only magnetized so powerfully the instruments used to break it up as to

adhere to theni in large tufts of the fragments of the iron-ore, but a

crow-bar, suspended freely over the iron-ore, takes the position in the

magnetic meridian, and thus becomes a true but gigantic needle I Such

is the universality and power of the principle now under diligent investi

gation, and there can be little doubt of such an important result as to

immortalize some happy discoverer. M. Boze, who formerly hoaxed so

many experimenters, in both Europe and America, by the tale of his

electrical beatification, with a philosophic heroism wished to die by the

electric shock, that the account of his death might furnish an article for

the Memoirs of the Royal Academy of Sciences, and be identified with

the progress of transcendental discovery. How quickly could martyr

dom and a memoir be now furnished him !

To return to the practical and tangible position of magnetism. Though

the dip had been very early discovered, yet it seems to have been

almost uniformly neglected in discussing the phenomena, till Laplace

gave his admirable formula, which connects the intensity in two dif

ferent planes with the actual intensity of the force and actual dip of the

needle. This was well verified by the observations which our worthy

friend Humboldt made in South America, and which were discussed in

a memoir read before the National Institute at Paris, in 1804*. This

is the more satisfactory, as Biot has remarked, inasmuch as Humboldt

was not likely to be warped in his judgment by any hypothesis of his

own, since he could not possibly foresee that Laplace would submit his

observations to so severe a test. This, and the discussions of the

society, or rather club, of Arcueil, brought the dip of the needle into a

new light, and Biot selected it for the basis of his inquiry. In regard

of the essentially-connected phenomenon of the declination and. intensity,

he tells us frankly that we are entirely unacquainted with their laws or

their causes ; " and if any philosopher is so fortunate as to bring them

to one principle, which explains, at the same time, the variation of the

inclination, it will, no doubt, be one of the greatest discoveries ever

made." This very candid investigator does not even consider his own

hypothesis as anything real, but only as a mathematical abstraction

useful to connect results, and proper to ascertain future changes. Yet

it is upon the evidence of an investigation thus characterized, by its

author, that the position of the poles, as concentrated in a molecule at

the centre of the earth, has been generally adopted. Biot's hypothesis

is—that the magnetic forces are situated in two points—that these forces

are equal in intensity, but contrary in their quality— that these forces

vary inversely as the square of the distance of the magnet acted upon

—that these centres of force are situated in the same diameter of the

earth—and, lastly, that they are equally distant from that centre.

* While writing this, (in Febnrary, 1 842,) we are Iwppr to state ?h» veteran

traveller is now in London, in excellent health, as one of the soite of the King of

Prussia. We trnst that, in more respects than one, he will prove of the class termed

hominet centenarii by Scaliger.
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But while many of the elements on which the theory of telluric

magnetism must ultimately rest, were under rigorous experiment, that

which practically is of the greatest importance—the variation of the

needle—has generally been determined with the least accuracy. That

uncertainty should attend operations at sea, taking local attraction and

all circumstances into account, is what might be expected; but extra

ordinary discrepancies are also found to exist when observations are

made on shore. The improved system in hand must reap momentous

results. The change of direction in the needle, which takes place in

successive periods, is a circumstance that invades the efficiency of the

mariner's compass, so long as the laws which regulate that change are

undiscovered. Now, simple as the details appear to be for ascertaining

aberrations of the needle, the registered observations are painfully con

flicting. Yet Dr. Long, among others, endeavoured to arouse attention

to this important point. In his History of Jamaica, he remarks that a

close attention to the variation is of the utmost importance to the landed

property of the island, in regard to the true fixing of boundaries; their

uncertainty having been a constant source of dispute and litigation, ever

since the first settlement was made : and Ralph Walker thought, if a

true meridian were not adopted in surveys, some of the descendants of

the colonists might lose their estates altogether, from the variable laws

of the principle.

In this state of the question, the following statement of the amount

of magnetic variation in and near London, for 250 years, is as worthy

of reliance as any extant; though previous to 1800, its precision cannot

be confided in, not so much from the imperfection of the instruments,

or from the want of accuracy in the observers, as from the different

times of the year, or even of the day, in which the observations were

taken.

Year.

1580 .

1633 .

1657 .

1672 .

1700 .

Variation. Year. Variation.

11» 15' E.

4 05 -

0 0 —

2 30 W.

8 00 -

15 40 —

The most diligent observations in this department, of late, werje made

by Col. Beaufoy, at Bushy Heath, about ten miles N.W. of London.

By this large and exact series, he considered that he had ascertained the

maximum of westerly variation to have occurred about the month of

March, 1819*; but from the discontinuance of his labours there is a

lamentable blank, as we remain unaware of whether the retrocession he

detected, was local or general. We will therefore here insert a letter

which Capt. W. H. Smyth, R.N., addressed to the Secretary of the

Royal Society, from Bedford, October 25, 1834 :—

I intended to have spoken to you before I left town, on the subject of our

last conference at the Council of the Royal Society, respecting the magnetic

variation in London. This is a matter of such deep interest in physical

inquiry, that I would have brought it before your notice ere this, had I been

at all aware of the deficiency of observations, which that conversation

* A writer, in the Quarterly Review, thinks the stopping of the westward varia

tion was cotemporaneous with the great breaking up of the Polar ice, in 1816.
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revealed. Indeed, the exact period and accelerating rate in the alteration of

the needle's direction was a point of such moment, that I took it for granted

it was under able inspection. May I therefore be excused for a few words

on the subject.

The persevering and skilful labours of the late zealous Col. Beaufojy in

this department of science, are so well known, that I need not recapitulate

them, but come at once to his conclusion, that in March, 1819, the variation

had attained its maximum, in the westerly direction, at Bushy Heath, being

then 24° 41' 42" W. The Col.' continued his experiments, and inferred that

from thenceforward it began to decrease at an annual rate of 1' 57"; though,

as he remarked, if the true and magnetic meridians coincided in the latter

part of the Protectorship, or 162 years before the change which he noted, it

ought to have retrograded at an annual decrease of 9' 09".

Having occasion to continue some magnetical inquiries of my own, which

led lo the endeavour of establishing a " Constant" for the daily variation at

the different seasons of the year, I soon suspected that the deviation of the

needle had not gained its maximum at Bedford, in 1828, though the increase

was so sluggish,, as to be almost at a stand. This fact either shows

that some hidden cause has influenced the observations, or that the increase

and decrease of variation cannot be simultaneous at places, but little distant

from each other. Not to trouble you with a circumstantial, and perhaps

wearisome detail of my numerous experiments, I will here present you with

the mean results in a tabulated form.

Years.

1828

1829

1830

1831

1832

1833 Westerly Variation.

8h. 30m. a.m. 0h.30m.p.M. 4h.30m.p.M.

24" 53' 3?'

24 55 40

24 54 50

24 57 18

24 57 36

24 56 33

25°

25

25

25

25

25

03' 25'

04 31

03 46

06 49

05 35

04 10

24°

24

24

25

24

24

56' 00"

57 42

57 30

01 20

59 00

58 27

Diurnal

Difference.

April. Decern.

9' 55"

10 40

35

15

39

8 54

3' 50'

3 37

4 10

4 00

3 423 51

I should add, that the above observations were taken precisely after the

manner adopted by Col. Beaufoy, and with the indentical instrument, which

was kindly furnished to me by Lieut. H. Beaufoy, R.N. It consists of a

brass plate on a triangle of the same metal, having three milled-headed

screws lor levelling it ; on tthis is placed an oblong box covered with plate-

glass to contain the needle, which is moveable by a tangent screw to a

graduated index, reading the amount of variation by a vernier divided to

half minutes. Upon the frame are two brass pillars, supporting a transit

telescope and its altitude circle, and the necessary adjustments for bringing

it into the exact meridian . previous to observation. This was placed upon

an insulated stone pier on a brick foundation in my garden, and is, to all

appearance quite free from external attractions. Two needles were alter

nately used. One is a slender parallelopipedon of steel weighing sixty-

one grains,the other a cylindrical rod of sixty -three grains terminating at each

end in a pointed cone ; and both are balanced, for counteracting the dip, by

a moveable silver counterpoise. At every reading each needle was disturbed

by the application of a piece of iron, so as to make it vibrate and resettle

several times. In January, 1831, the needles were taken to Mr. Dollond's,

and there magnetized to the point of saturation, which may account for the

discrepancy observable in the observations in that year.

Such being the case, I need not impress upon you the necessity of a

further investigation of this very important question ; and should His Royal
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Highness the President view it in the same light, it will be a matter of little

difficulty or expense.

I should not only recommend a rigorous series of experiments being made

in London, but also, if possible, at Bushey Heath, upon the very site of Col.

Beaufoy's point. There certainly ought to be some fixed spot in London,

for the benefit of future comparison; and having asserted that the Royal

Society's rooms are ill adapted for ascertaining the absolute variation of the

needle, I beg to state my reason for saying so was, the constant tremor

occasioned by carriages, and the quantity of iron with which the beams, groins,

and ceilings of those rooms are strengthened.

Should any experiments be directed in two or more parts, may I suggest

that they should be effected by transporting the same instrument to the

several places of observation, since the deductions will then be free from

the doubts that might arise from using needles, dissimilar in shape, weight,

proportions, and materials, and that they may be proportionally affected by

local or other influence*.

From 1 833 there was another hiatus ; for, singular as it may appear,

there was no public establishment, at or near London, where the varia

tion was under scrutiny. Hence a great Northern geographer, request

ing to know its amount in 1836, was astonished to find that it was not

exactly known. But the magnetic observatory we have mentioned,

being added to the Greenwich establishment, has totally changed the

circumstances of the question, as every reliance may be placed on the

capacity of the Astronomer Royal, and the faithful accuracy of his

assistants. The variation observations were taken in hand in 1840,

and the results prove, that the amount of westerly deviation is decidedly

on the decrease at Greenwich. These are the determinations :

1840 23" 23' 30" W.

1841 23 17 40 —

We might here close our remarks, but that in addressing nautical

readers it may be proper to add a word, by way of epitaph, on the

departed method of finding the longitude at sea by the variation of the

compass,—a problem once so stoutly advocated for its infallibility, and

since so roughly branded for its inadequacy. On the assumption that

the magnetism of the earth was equally and regularly disposed, sanguine

hopes were also entertained, that, as the dip appeared little or nothing at

the equator, and increased towards either of the terrestrial poles, it

would afford a ready means of determining the latitude at sea. The

most serious assault, however, was upon longitude. The mechanism of

an internal globe, two mighty magnets, and four magnetic poles, by

which Halley endeavoured to balance the variable anomalies and com

plexities he had to grapple with in his investigations, though too arbi

trary and insecure to admit, strikingly marks the high mental character

of the Captain R.N. But his celebrated chart, being schemed on the

assumption that only one kind of variation would be found in the same

meridian, being altogether incompatible with observation, was speedily

rendered useless for navigation. The hypothesis, however, as it pro

mised facility and dispatch, was very tempting ; whence, about forty

years afterwards, Mountaine and Dobson collated fifty thousand

* This proposition was about to be adopted, and Capt. J. C. Ross, now so ably

following up magnetism in the South Antarctic Regions, was to have made the expe

riments at Bushy Heath; but subsequent employment prevented it.
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observations, and constructed a new chart of the Halleyan Lines.

This was so well patronized by the discerning public, that it passed

through three editions ; but most navigators of intelligence were con

vinced of its utter uselessness, and Vancouver, getting angry upon it,

stigmatized the whole as an absurdity. Still we are so far indebted to

the hypothesis, that we owe to the comparison afforded by these succes

sive charts two extremely ingenious papers, in which the great Euler

established his own views, and answered Halley's objection to the

duality of the magnetic poles. But as a pioneer may be blown up with

his own petard, so subsequent researches led Euler to discover that his

principal assumption respecting the needle was erroneous, and demanded

a substitute. " Men require not wings to be added to their intellects,

but leads and weights," said Bacon, who was well aware that every

theory was subject to error, till reduced by careful experiment and

demonstration.

To conclude : We trust that all the anomalous appearances in the

induction of magnetism are about to be explained ; and we look upon its

recently shown and unequivocal identity with electricity—from which it

so long constituted a distinct branch of physical science—as a very

great advance in the philosophy of nature. The laws of the occult prin

ciple are now under the most diligent and methodical exploration hitherto

devised ; and the present age may yet see the structure, affinities, and

mutual operations of bodies, reduced to the same degree of certainty

as the motions of the planets upon each other. Difficulties, apparently

insurmountable, will no doubt intervene ; but we must recollect that

the lunar actions, the orbits of comets, the alternations of tides, and the

long-sought parallax of the stars, were formerly considered to be so

inexplicable, as to defy all human attempts to reduce them to demon

stration. Forward!

OBSERVATIONS UPON NAVAL COURTS-MARTIAL AND NAVAL

ARTICLES OF WAR.

The naval court-martial at Malta on a Midshipman of the Cam

bridge for sending a quarrelsome letter to Captain Williams, of the

Stromboli, has drawn the public attention to the singular circumstances

which led to the trial, and its ultimate consequences. For the due ob

servance of the naval martial law, upon which the protection of this

vast maritime empire, and its universal navigation and commerce prin

cipally depend—the impartial maintenance of the necessarily strict

discipline of the British fleet—and for the just rights of each individual

in it—the naval community generally must observe and feel the want of

an explicit meaning of the several Articles of War, which admit of

different constructions, and are liable to create doubts as to the legality

of the sentences passed under them.

From the numerous naval courts-martial said to have been illegally

constituted, and the justice of their sentences having been disputed in

consequence, it appears highly desirable that the Admiralty should make
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it their serious consideration to obviate, as far as judicial opinions will

admit, the inconvenience and hardship inflicted upon individuals, the

expense to the Crown, and the delay of the public service, by submitting

the points in dispute to the opinion of the Crown lawyers, or to the

decision of the twelve Judges.

The present case of Mr. Elton, the Midshipman of the Cambridge,

who was found guilty of the offence imputed to him under parts of the

1 9th and 22nd Articles, is so analogous to the case of Finley, a seaman

of the Iphigenia, who stabbed a Master's Mate named Bruton, of the

Ferret (in which case, both the Admiralty counsel and the twelve

Judges decided that Mr. Bruton was not Finley's superior officer in the

execution of his office), that a question arises whether, according to the

judicial and legal decision of the twelve Judges upon Finley's case,

Capt. Williams actually was Mr. Elton's superior officer in the execu

tion ofhis office.

It is here necessary to give a brief statement of Mr. Elton's case to

be compared with Finley's. Mr. Elton, Midshipman of the Cambridge,

was, on the 23rd of November last, tried by court-martial on board

H.M.S. Monarch, in Malta harbour, for having sent a quarrelsome and

disrespectful letter to Capt. Woodford J. Williams, of the Stromboli.

Capt. Williams's charge against him was for " thereby behaving himself

with contempt to, and presuming to quarrel with him, his superior

officer ;" which charge the court considered proved, " but in conse

quence of Mr. Elton's youth, doth only adjudge the said Mr. Edmond

W. Elton, Midshipman, to be dismissed from H.M. naval service, and

to be imprisoned for the space of six calendar months in such of H.M.

gaols as the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty may be pleased to

direct, commencing from the date of the said Mr. E. W. Elton's arrival

in England."

Finley's case is as follows: vide McArthur on Courts-Martial.—

" From the refined constructions often liable to be put upon the penal

statutes in favour of life" (and why not of liberty also ?), " we have an

instance of a person's escaping punishment, though, perhaps, deservedly

adjudged, by sentence of a court-martial, to suffer death. This was the

case of Peter Finley, late Boatswain of the Ferret sloop, who, on the 22nd

of February, 1791, had been tried for attempting to embezzle stores, and

was adjudged to be dismissed the sloop, mulcted of his pay, and to serve

before the mast ; but when ordered, pursuant to the sentence of the

court-martial, to serve as a seaman on board the Iphigenia, he, on his

returning on board the Ferret for his clothes, on the 26th of February,

stabbed Mr. Bruton, the Master's Mate, with a long knife or dirk. For

this offence he was brought to trial, on the 23rd of March, 1791, and

adjudged, by sentence of a court-martial, to suffer death.

" The Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty having their doubts

whether the person stabbed by the prisoner was his superior officer, and

within the spirit, true intent, and meaning of the 22nd Article of War,

notwithstanding the parties belonged to different ships at the time that

the offence was committed, deemed it expedient to lay the case before

Counsel for his opinion, and whether the sentence passed upon the

prisoner might with propriety be carried into execution.

" The 22nd Article of War ordains that ' if any officer, mariner,

soldier, or other person in the fleet, shall strike any of his superior
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officers, or draw, or offer to draw, or lift up, any weapon against him,

being in the execution of his office, on any pretext whatsoever, every

person so offending, being convicted of any such offence by the sentence

of a court-martial, shall suffer death ; and if any officer, mariner, soldier,

or other person in the fleet, shall presume to quarrel with any of his

superior officers, being in the execution of his office, or shall disobey

any lawful commands of any of his superior officers, every such person,

being convicted of any such offence by the sentence of a court-martial,

shall suffer death, or such other punishment as shall, according to the

nature and degree of his offence, be inflicted upon him by the sentence,

of a court-martial.' The foregoing Article, together with a reference

to the 23rd and 36th Articles of War, and the minutes of proceedings

at the trial, were laid before Counsel, in order to enable him to give his

opinion on Finley's case.

" Mr. Cust, the Counsel for the affairs of the Admiralty and Navy,

in his opinion, April 2nd, 1791, observes, the rule of law that penal

statutes are not to be extended by equity is so general, and the cases in

which Judges have scrupulously adhered to the strict letter of such

statutes in favour of life, are so numerous that, from what appears in

the title of the minutes and the charge, as stated in the sentence of the

court-martial, he was of opinion that Mr. Bruton was not the prisoner's

superior officer in the execution of his office, according to the strict

letter of the 22nd Article of War, and that he would not be considered

as coming within that description in a court of law ; but Mr. Cust did

not conceive it possible to form any judgment on the latter part of the

question—namely, whether the said sentence passed upon Finley might

with propriety be carried into execution—as the sentence of the court-

martial did not specify on what Articles of War the adjudication was

founded. He further remarks, that there is no Article applicable to the

present case, in which the punishment of death is expressly mentioned,

but the 22nd, and that there are only two other Articles which can by

any construction be applied to this case : the 23rd Article, if applicable

to it, authorizes such punishment as the offence shall deserve; and the

court-martial might be well warranted in an opinion that the prisoner's

offence deserved the ultimum supplicium, but he knew no instance in

which a discretionary power has been exercised to that extent, where

the offence was not capital by the common law, or made so by Act of

Parliament. He adds, that the prisoner's offence is certainly of such a

nature as to deserve the severest punishment which is authorized by

law : it is what the Parliament have particularly taken notice of, and

passed an Act to prevent, by James I., chap. 8, commonly known by

the title of the Statute of Stabbing, but they did not make it capital, unless

the person stabbed should die within six months. The 36th Article of

War comprehends generally all other offences not capital, and refers to

the usage at sea ; but no precedent is shown, nor is it likely that there

should be any, that a capital punishment has been adjudged for an

offence not capital. There were, therefore, two difficulties in this case,

which appeared to Mr. Cust of the greatest importance :—

" First, the legality of the sentence, which is worthy of the consider

ation of the highest legal authority.

" Secondly, the propriety of carrying the sentence into execution,
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which, as the grounds of it were not disclosed, must be left to the judg

ment of those Ministers who are, as properly observed by Mr. Justice

Foster, to be appointed by the Crown for the ends of public justice.

" In consequence of this opinion, and the legality of the sentence

being questioned, and the case having also been laid before the twelve

Judges, His Majesty was pleased to pardon the offender.

" Had the members of the court been aware of the nice distinction

made by the learned Counsel in this case, the offence clearly proved

against Peter Finley would not have escaped with impunity, as it might

have been brought under the 23rd or 36th Articles, which, by leaving a

discretionary power to the court, would have at least subjected the

offender to the severest corporal punishment."

It is to be inferred from this legal opinion and decision of the

Counsel and the Judges, that Capt. Williams was not Mr. Elton's

superior officer in the execution ofhis office, and that if this was referred

to those high authorities, it would be considered by them as already

decided by Finley's case ; but, unfortunately, if cases do not concern

the life of the prisoner, or the honour or commission of a superior

officer, as in the instance of the late Sir Isaac Coffin, they are not

usually considered by the Admiralty—as the Board intimates that the

members of the court-martial arc alone answerable for their proceedings,

if not according to law.

That part of the sentence upon Mr. Elton, which sentences him " to

six months' imprisonment in such of H.M. gaols as the Admiralty shall

direct," must also be pronounced illegal, if the Admiralty has not juris

diction over any other prison than the Marshalsea, for no Act of Par

liament authorizes a naval court-martial to empower the Admiralty to

incarcerate a naval prisoner in any prison beyond that of the Admiralty

Court. This part of the sentence is, therefore, as novel and unprece

dented as a sentence would be authorizing the Admiralty to hang a

mutineer of the fleet at the flag-staff of such of Her Majesty's forts,

instead of at the yard-arm of such of Her Majesty's ships, as the Lords

of the Admiralty shall direct. It is to be doubted whether the Admi

ralty Counsel would not consider the wording of that part of the sentence

fatal to the whole, even taken separately from the before mentioned.

Capt. Brenton, in his Naval History, mentions the circumstance of

some of the crew of the Carnation 1 8-gun brig, captured by a French

brig in the West Indies, being sentenced (we quote from memory) to

be transported to a penal settlement in New South Wales, and for a

longer term than two years, and observes, it was not ascertained why

this sentence was not carried into execution. The reason was, that the

term of imprisonment was contrary to the Act 22nd Geo. II., c. 33,

sec. 3, and the gaol being beyond the limits of the Marshalsea. If the

prisoner is condemned to suffer death, as lately the Gunner for striking

the Master, his superior officer, and his life be pardoned, Her Majesty

can transport him for life beyond the seas, or incarcerate him in any

prison within her dominions.

The lawyers are talking of objection to the imprisonment being

inserted after, instead of before, the dismissal from the Service, in the

sentence upon Mr. Elton ; but this objection, we imagine, must be over

ruled from its being the invariable form to insert the imprisonment in
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the Marshahea in the latter part of the sentence. We give here, from

McArthur's Chronological List of Trials, the sentence upon a Midship

man for a fracas with a Captain in a theatre, which is much more

severe and degrading than that passed upon Mr. Elton.

" Jan. 20, 1811. Wm. Ailet Woodgate, Midshipman, Tartarus.—

For riotous and indecent behaviour in the theatre at Plymouth Dock,

and grossly insulting Capt. Flinn in the theatre. Charge proved: Sen

tence—adjudged to be publicly stripped by the Provost-Marshal of the

uniform coat he so shamefully disgraced, on the quarter-deck of the

Tartarus, to which he belonged, dismissed His Majesty's service, and

rendered incapable of ever serving again, and to be kept in solitary

confinement in the Marshalsea for the space of two years.—N.B. This

last part was remitted by the Lords of the Admiralty." And why ?

McArthur could answer, because the whole charge was not cognizable

by a naval court-martial—the riotous, indecent behaviour of the Mid

shipman, and the gross insult to a superior officer in a theatre, not

being mutiny, desertion, or disobedience to any lawful command, wbeji

in actual service belonging to the fleet, and therefore not under the 34th

Article of War. This the Admiralty knew, consequently remitted the

imprisonment.

To exhibit and compare by tabular view the guilt of those offences

committed by officers belonging to the fleet, in the judgment of the

members of two courts-martial—we insert also another charge and

sentence, from the same intelligent author, upon naval and military

jurisprudence.

" Nov. 19, 1770. Thomas Davin, Gunner, Glasgow.—For having,

when on shore at Canso, abused Lieut. Jenkins, of the Marines, with

opprobrious language, and made a stroke at him with a large stick.

How proved.—Not cognizable by martial law. Discharged from the

complaint made against him."

The unusual circumstances leading to the court-martial upon Mr.

Elton having been ably discussed and commented on in the Naval

and Military Gazette of the 29th January and 5th February last, a

relation of them is not required to elucidate the subject of this article',

which we purpose dedicating to the showing of the legality and illegality

of the sentences adjudged by naval courts-martial, and the formation of

these courts ; and to a submission of remarks upon some of the articles

of the Naval Statutes for the government and discipline of the British

fleet. We will, however, travel out of the record, to point, and call the

attention of the young sea-officers, to the great indiscretion and injudi

cious nature of a part of Mr. Elton's defence, smacking of the rhetorical

manufacture of the Lawyer's whip *—that would lacerate, if it dare, the

prosecutor to the quick. The naval law says in each article, very com

prehensibly, that, nor declamation, nor argument, nor reflection,

" upon any pretext whatsoever," shall be the yam twisted in the defence

of a prisoner, the inferior, to lash the prosecutor, the superior officer,

before a court-martial. But Mr. Elton would take rope! These are

the most objectionable passages : " Shall he, my accuser, be allowed to

come before a court of honour with that letter (of apology) in his

* Mr. Elton was defended by an Advocate and a Solicitor, and Capt. Williams

was supported by a distinguished naval Captain, versed in sea-law.
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pocket, and crave from the court a sentence ? Shall he be allowed, by

a court of British naval officers, to depart from that court, humiliating

me by holding in one hand my apology, in the other a sentence ; as if

the apology had never been tendered—had never been received ? Is

this honourable ? Is this upright? Is this equitable?" (Is this wise?

Is this tactical? Is this prudent? Mr. Midshipman, before a court of

a Flag-Officer and six Post Captains ?) " An accusation, after repara

tion, has something in it so revolting to the feelings of honourable men,

that it carries with it an evident desire of vilifying, degrading, and

humiliating the object of it beyond what generous feelings can allow."

" Mr. President, and members of this honourable court,—In framing

my defence I have most studiously endeavoured to keep in view what is

due to myself, to my comrades, to this honourable court, and, above all,

to the Service to which I have the honour to belong."

The words in italics insinuate, what is greatly suspected, that Mr.

Elton's is a case, Midshipmen versus Captains. This part, also, of Mr.

Elton's apology is highly inconsiderate : " For no conception ofviolated

feelings would, on mature consideration, have led me to forget the

respect due to your rank." Violated feelings ! these two words were

the active poison extracted from the honey of the apology. It galled

the wound which the unction would have soothed.

Let us compare the general tenor of this defence with that beautiful

one of Mr. Symonds, a youth of 1 7, a Midshipman of the Orion, who

was tried by court-martial, on board the Utile, in Yarmouth Harbour,

in 1810, for beating a man till he jumped overboard, and was drowned*.

" The court was composed of some of the strictest disciplinarians in the

Service. The President was the Captain of the Standard (I believe) ;

the prosecutor Sir Archibald Dickson, Captain of the Orion, who

showed throughout the trial a marked ill feeling and prejudice against

the prisoner. Poor fellow, how we pitied him. He was friendless, and

had not, as now-a-days, a shore-going advocate to defend him,—he did

better without one ; for blasted, still, -is that officer's honour, ashore or

afloat, which is saved only by a ' flaw in the indictment,' or by a lawyer's

quibble ! This young officer trusted his life, or prospects, to the assist

ance of the Judge-Advocate, and to the justice and mercy of his superior

judges. His defence was brief, but to the point. He acknowledged

his disobedience of the orders of the Service in beating the deceased,

even under the most aggravating circumstances. He humbly appealed to

his judges whether they, in their youth, had not known it customary for a

Midshipman to beat his boy for irregularities committed in the mess.

He bore, God knew, the deceased no ill-will. He submitted certificates

of his conduct—his long confinement—the torturing anxiety he had

suffered under the awful charge, that of taking the life of a fellow-

creature—his youth and inexperience—and his unhappy situation, to

the merciful consideration of the court, relying on the honour of his

Captain to give him a character up to the time of the commission of the

offence. ' I know nothing of him,' replied Sir Archibald, throwing out

his arm ; the action, the gestures, and the tone of voice showing con

tempt of the prisoner's only appeal to his honour. ' Then,' said the

Judge-Advocate, ' I submit to the honourable court that is the best

* Vide Tristram's Letter, Naval and Military Gazette, No. 147, 21st November

1835.
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character, under existing circumstances, the prosecutor can give the

prisoner.' As nearly as I can recollect it, thus was the sentence summed

up, ' The court was of opinion that the beating was not severe enough

to make the deceased jump overboard, particularly as, on leaving the

Midshipmen's mess, he could have had immediate redress by appealing

to the quarter-deck : and that it was, therefore, a rash act of the said

John or James Cooper, after the beating, to take his own life, by going

on the forecastle and deliberately jumping overboard. As the said Mr.

Symonds, Midshipman of H.M. ship Orion, did beat the said

Cooper, contrary to the orders of the Service, he is dismissed His

Majesty's Service.' ' The court is dissolved. Haul down the signal,'

said the President. ' I wish I had flogged him, and turned him before

the mast,' said Sir Archibald. * Mr. Symonds,' said the President,

walking towards him, ' your clothes will be sent on board the guard-

ship for you, and your discharge to the Admiral's Office, where you

had better leave your address*. You need not go on board the Orion

again.' Mr. Symonds was dressed in his uniform (white pantaloons

and boots), with singular neatness : he was allowed a chair during the

trial. A death-like paleness on his youthful countenance showed a

great depression of spirits under the awful charge; but he was col

lected, and his voice clear and distinct. His whole deportment under

trial made a great impression in his favour upon all within the court.

Every one left the court firmly convinced that a naval court-martial, as

then (and now) constituted, was, in every act and deed, a merciful,

upright, and impartial court of justice."

Mr. Symonds' defence is marked for its brief simplicity and humilia

tion in its appeal to the merciful feelings of his judges, to consider his

unhappy situation. It produced the most powerful effect in his favour,

—that of winning the heart. Mr. Elton's is noted for its long declama

tion and argument, which, instead of appealing to the feelings of his

judges in his favour, tended to harden the heart against him.

We leave these defences for the young gentlemen of the fleet to

decide, in their own opinion, and for their future guidance, which of the

twain is to be preferred,—Mr. Symonds', that softened the heart of

Justice, or Mr. Elton's, that petrified it.

There is not an Article of War so liable to misconstruction, or to

great hardship which may be inflicted by the sentence passed under it,

as the 34th, except the 35th. The 34th enacts that, " Every person,

being in actual service and full pay, and part of the crew in or belong

ing to any of His Majesty's ships or vessels of war, who shall be guilty

of mutiny, desertion, or disobedience to any lawful command, in any

part of His Majesty's dominions on shore, when in actual service, rela

tive to the fleet, shall be liable to be tried by a court-martial, and suffer

the like punishment for every, such offence as if the same had been com

mitted at sea, on board any of His Majesty's ships and vessels of war."These words of the Act, " mutiny, desertion, or disobedience to any

lawful command," distinctly and separately point out the offence that is

cognizable by naval court-martial, committed on shore by any person of

the fleet. Yet orders have been given by Commanders-in-Chief which

create contempt and evasion, instead of respect and obedience. Allusion

* Very shortly afterwards lie was ordered by the Admiralty tj rejoin the Service,

t S. Mag., No. 160, March, 1842. X
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is made to a Flap-Officer at Plymouth, who issued an order to the fleet,

forbidding the officers belonging to it to smoke cigars in the streets !

Was an officer on shore, whilst on leave of absence, although in his

uniform, smoking a cigar, the fashionable enjoyment of a private gentle

man, in the actual service relative to the fleet ? The law, in its spirit,

and true intent and meaning, declares the contrary. The Commander-

in-Chief at Sheerness, also, about 1 808, gave a most extraordinary order

to the officers of the wardroom and cockpit. At that time, to the dis

grace of those officers it must be admitted, there was a club-stick war

declared between them and the Dockyard Maties, whenever they assem

bled at the theatre. The precedence of place—the call for a song—

the reflection upon the respectability of a Midrfy or a Matey—the smile

or frown of a frail one—was an immediate signal to the belligerents.

Then commenced the indescribable din of war. The " O. P. war," in

the Metropolis, was mimickry compared to that in Sheerness. Shouts

and cat-calls echoed—blows of fists and clubs resounded—dirks and.

chisels clanged—Misses cried and screamed—seats and orchestral

instruments were destroyed—lights extinguished. This performance

not being according to Shakspeare, the lady-manager and the corps

dramatique repaired to the Commander-in-Chief, and made their

theatrical representation, which produced a prodigious effect, and this

Mem.: " Whereas complaints have been made at this office that com

missioned and petty officers, belonging to the ships and vessels under

my command, have committed disreputable acts, in disgraceful fights

and quarrels with the Dockyard workmen, in the public theatre in this

town ; such conduct being unofficerlike, and bringing dishonour to the

Naval Service, any commissioned officer so committing himself in

future will bo tried by court-martial for the disobedience of this order?

and any petty officer so guilty will be sent on board my flag-ship at the-

Nore, as a disposable supernumerary. The petty-officers to obtain

leave to go to the theatre from their respective Captains and Com

manders ; but those belonging to vessels commanded hy Lieutenants

are to ask leave of Lieut. Cockcraft, at this office." Were these scuffles

and broils performed in the actual service relative to the fleet ? The

34th Article of War answers " No." Therefore no commissioned

officer could be tried by a court-martial for disobedience of that order;

nor any Midshipman turned before the mast, if the same law of justice

was extended to him ; the dismissal of the commissioned officer, or

degradation of the petty-officer, resting in the authority of the Admi

ralty, without a court-martial, for any criminal offence committed on

shore, otherwise than those specified in the 34th Article.

During the establishment of the blockade, for fourteen years, con

sisting of parties of officers, seamen, and occasionally marines, from

H.M. ships Ganymede, Severn, Ramillies, Talavera, and Hyperion,

detached along the shores of Kent and Sussex, for the prevention of

smuggling, there was only one instance of a court-martial upon either

officer or man for any offence committed on shore in that service. It

was upon a Serjeant of Marines, named Clark, for disobeying a lawful

order given to him by a Midshipman. There was a Lieutenant removed

from the list by the Admiralty, and very deservedly, after inquiry by

his Captain and brother-officers, for fighting a pistol-duel with his ser

vant on a Christmas Eve,*—after dining and spending the evening with
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his men, d la camarade, in a martello-tower. Several Midshipmen

were discharged the Service for offences for which a court-martial would

have dismissed them. The whole discipline of that anomalous and

amphibious branch of the Navy was maintained, and the offences of the

inferior officers and men punished by the Captains ; but the officers

were reprimanded, or superseded, or dismissed by the Admiralty,—there

being- strong doubts whether the prevention of smuggling, by naval

forces serving on shore, was actual service relative to the fleet, as con

templated by the Legislature which passed the Act for the government

of the fleet, and forces by sea, in the year 1 749.

In the arguments for this Bill, section 10, the particular offences

committed on shore are mentioned as necessarily amenable to naval

courts-martial. " * * * * notwithstanding what has been said, it

was right to extend the jurisdiction of courts-martial to crimes com

mitted on shore by persons in actual service and pay, even in our own

plantations. If, by the crime so committed, any inhabitant of that

plantation should be injured, to be sure, the Admiral or Commander

would give up the criminal to be tried and punished by the civil power

in that plantation ; but when the crime relates only to the Service, or to

those only that are in the Service, it was right to give the cognizance of

it to a court-martial, though committed on shore. And as the men

belonging to a squadron or ship of war must often be employed on

shore, even here at home, as well as abroad, in several sorts of neces

sary service, such as fitting out the ship or squadron, taking in fresh

water or provisions, and the like ; if they then commit any crime, in

which no man that is not employed in the Service has any concern, I

am of opinion that such crimes should be made cognizable by a court-

martial : for otherwise the men, when employed on shore about such

necessary services, might not only neglect or disobey the commands of

their officers with impunity, but might actually mutiny, and beat and

abuse their officers,—and the officers could have no remedy but an

action at law, against fellows from whom they could recover neither

damages nor costs."

There are two instances in the Blockade, in which an officer and a

man were punished by the Admiralty, not by court-martial. The first

was that of the late Lieut. Whitfield, who was superseded by the Lord

High Admiral from the Blockade ship in the Downs, and not to be

employed for two vcars ; for, whilst at his station, the Casemates, near

Dover, firing a musket over the head of a gentleman bathing, against all

decency or shame, under the windows of his residence where his wife,

and the wives and daughters of the seamen lived. If it was an offence

to intimidate the naked, shameless offence of modesty, by firing a shot

over his head, instead of horse-whipping him, the officers should have

answered for the complaint before a magistrate, because it was a civil,

not a martial offence. The other was a case, which every naval officer

supposed was cognizable by court-martial. A Lieutenant, at a station in

Sussex, was anxiously waiting a seaman to complete his galley's crew, to

proceed in chase of a smuggling-boat. He heard a dispute between a

man and a Quartermaster, as to whose turn it was. The Lieutenant,

impatient of delay, ran towards the disputants, and called the man by

name. The latter, being worked to a passion by the Quartermaster, the

more from previous grudges, occasioned by their wives, than from the

X 2
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order to go in the boat, did not answer his officer, but walked on con

temptuously, grumbling. The Lieutenant then laid hold of the collar

of the man's sea-jacket, and asked him, how dare he not stop and

answer his superior officer. The man instantly drew his ship's pistol

from his breast, laid hold of the muzzle, swung it round his head, and

swore he would knock the Lieutenant's brains out, it he did not let him

go. The officer disarmed the man's ferocity, by telling him, that if he

struck him with the pistol, he would hang him; and if he did not

instantly go in the boat, he would put him in irons. The Lieutenant

proceeded after the smuggler, the man pulling an oar ; and a week after

wards recovered his object—the smuggler's cargo—nearly ninety casks

of spirits. This offence, after a fair investigation, was proved as here

stated. The Lieutenant had but lately joined his station, and used no

ill language ; he but crossed the angry viper in his path. The Admiralty

was informed of the serious circumstances, by the reports of the investiga

tion, and the man kept a prisoner on board the Blockade ship to wait

the result. He was not tried by court-martial, but discharged the Service,,

a punishment severe enough, and which example had a good effect upon

his shipmates, when another year would have completed his term for a

long-service pension.

Had this man been tried by court-martial under the 22nd and 34th

Articles of War, for the mutinous act of lifting up a weapon, and.

threatening, by words and action, to knock his superior officer's brains

out, whilst on shore in the execution of his office and duty, sentence of

death must have been passed upon him. Then the question would have

been submitted to Counsel and the Judges for opinion and decision,

whether officers and men belonging to H.M.S. stationed and victualled

on shore like troops, for the prevention of smuggling, were in actual

service relative to the fleet. The spirit and letter of the Articles of

War of 1 749, pronounce the negative. Because, at the passing of that Act

of Parliament, no person on earth thought or dreamt that the Admiralty

would unship seamen from their duties afloat, or that the Legislature

would pay them for services on shore as beach sentinels, for the pre

vention of smuggling, like organized tide-waiters, some seventy or eighty

years afterwards.

If the Lieutenant had shot the man, as Lord Camelford did Lieut. Peter

son, of the Perdrix, in the naval yard at Antigua, for mutinous acts of

resistance to lawful authority, and who was honourably acquitted by

court-martial, he would, in the Blockade Service, have been kept in

agonizing suspense, until the Judges decided whether he was to be tried

for shooting the man, by the civil or by naval martial law. Happily

the awful alternative of the Captain in the dockyard at Antigua was

averted by the self-command of the Lieutenant on the Sussex coast,—

an officer who never permitted emergency, however sudden or critical,

to ruffle a feather of coolness or determination.

The sentence of death which may be passed by a court-martial

upon a subordinate officer, seaman, or marine, for mutinous acts, or

disobedience to any lawful command when on shore within Her Majesty's

dominions—or the utter ruin of an officer and his family by dismissal—

or the punishment of 100 to 500 lashes round the fleet, imperiously calls

upon the Admiralty, as guardians of the naval laws which govern the

British fleet, and of the rights of its officers and crews, who are subject
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to them, to decide by Council, and publish in the Queen's Regulations,

■what offences committed on shore are cognizable by naval court-

martial under the 34th Article. Mutiny, desertion, and disobe

dience of lawful command, when repairing, watering, victualling, and

storing the fleet, surveying the coast, or impressing seamen, or

searching for deserters, are acts clearly within the spirit and mean

ing of the 34th Article, as in this case of the unfortunate Mid

shipman.

" Oct 1 0, 1 755. Thomas Fuller, Midshipman, Chichester.—Great

misbehaviour to the Lieutenant when in search of deserters. Fully

proved. Sentence :—Degraded from the station of Midshipman, ren

dered incapable of receiving any preferment; and to be towed, standing

up in a boat, with his hands tied up to the sheers, and his sentence read

alongside of each ship in Halifax harbour."

But contempt, and disrespect, or even abusive language to superior

officers in a tavern, or theatre, or billiard-room, when the quarrel or

dispute, or improper behaviour, not according to Chesterfield, may have

arisen from a Cyprian's instigation—the influence of the bottle—or

undue familiarity, can never be cognizable by a naval court-martial.

In fact, it is utterly impossible that these Bacchanalian quarrels, thea

trical revels, billiard disputes, or ball-room breaches of etiquette, can be

considered actual service relative to the fleet, no more than an officer's

.sleeping under his superior officer's lady's bower, contrary to the Mar

riage Act, can be so construed.

In 1811, Lord George , in his frigate, was the senior officer of

several sloops-of-war, brigs, and cutters, at Heligoland. His Lordship

liked a dance d la folie, and was the nightly visitor at the dancing-

houses, where the officers and gentlemen of his squadron resorted. A

young Midshipman had engaged the fairest of the fair in the island,

(ball-room beauties in the evening, when bedecked with lace, jewels,

brass head-plates, and silk stockings—but gutters of haddocks on the

-beach in the morning, in red baize petticoats, blue worsted stockings,

and wooden-shoe deshabille,) whom Lord George wished to dance with

himself. " Youngster, go and find Mr. M s, (his Lordship's Lieut.

and Aide-de-Camp,) and tell him I want him : he is only in the lower

town." "I do not know him, my Lord," was the youngster's reply, and

danced off with his partner, leaving his Lordship to bite his lips with

.vexation. Was that disobedience of a lawful command of his superior

officer, in actual service relative to the fleet ?

Military courts-martial take cognizance of all acts between military

•officers on full pay, which are unbecoming the character of officers and

gentlemen. Not so naval courts-martial, of similar conduct, between

naval officers ashore, or even in cases where an officer suffers himself,

through pusillanimity, to be ill-treated, or refuses to fight a duel in vin

dication of his honour, or character of an officer ; the Admiralty, after

investigation, by court of inquiry, exercising their undoubted authority

over officers so offending, or suffering themselves . to be dishonoured.

.M'Arthur gives a case contrary to this opinion.

"Jan. 18, 1763. Thomas Leake, Lieutenant of Marines, Repulse.

—Allowing himself to be kicked out of a coffee-house, exhibited by

several Marine officers. Charge fully proved. Sentence :—Dismissed

the Service."
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But this court-martial may have been held in foreign parts ; for there

is not an Article of the thirty-six Naval Articles of War, that can take

cognizance of such pusillanimous conduct on a home station. The

Admiralty would, however, have dismissed him without a court-martial.

The 35th Article enacts, that " If any person who shall be in actual

service and full pay, in His Majesty's ships and vessels of war, shall

commit upon the shore, in any place, or places, out of His Majesty's

dominions, any of the crimes punishable by these Articles and orders,

the person so offending shall be liable to be tried and punished for the

same, in like manner to all intents and purposes, as if the said crimes

had been committed at sea, on board any of His Majesty's ships or

vessels of war." Under this Article, a sweeping and unwarrantable

latitude has been taken by the Commanders-in-Chief, or senior officers

of Jive or more ships, meeting in foreign parts, to try offences com

mitted by persons belonging to the fleet, on shore in H.M. plantations,

where British judicature exists for the trial of civil offences, as if those

plantations were out of, and not H.M. dominions. Jamaica, for

instance: where at Port Royal, in 1815, two Lieutenants and two Mid

shipmen, ripe for diablerie, found themselves, just at sunset, within

hail and stone-shot of a pig, which became the sportive mark, there

being no wild-boar in view, till the coup de grace was given. After the

wanton killing of the poor animal came reflection ; and it was resolved

nem. con. to bag the game on board.in the evening, to avoid discovery,

till the morning, when reparation was to be made ; and one of the party

did accordingly compensate the owner by explanation, apology, and

payment, and " made all right." Unfortunately, in the interim, a hue

and cry of the pig-slaughter and capture was spread, loud and long, far

and near, till it reached the Victualling Office, the temporary residence

•of the Commander-in-Chief, who made it " all wrong," and ordered the

two Lieutenants to be tried by court-martial, who were dismissed their

ship, and the two Midshipmen discharged the Service, by his owm

authority. Two of the Admiral's followers were promoted to the court-

martial vacancies, and were the first two officers promoted to situations,

from which their predecessors had been dismissed, for lapidating a pig!

In the arguments for the 35th Article, heretofore quoted, are these

words :—" And, notwithstanding what has been said, it was right to

extend the jurisdiction of courts-martial to crimes committed on shore

"by persons in actual service and pay, even in our own plantations. If,

by the crime so committed, any inhabitant of that plantation (Jamaica)

should be injured, (the owner of the pig) to be sure, the Admiral or

Commander would give up the criminal to be tried and punished by the

civil power in that plantation." To be sure, the Admiral did the con

trary, and tried them for a civil offence by martial law, which was, for

this offence, an unlawful tribunal, because the plantation of Jamaica is

one of H.M. dominions, where British law was in active force for the

trial of civil offences. Let the twelve Judges and the law officers «f

the Crown, hold councils of wisdom and justice, to maintain the rights

of civil law ; and the Council for the Admiralty, or the Flag Officers

-and captains of the fleet hold Councils of sea-law, to support the Naval

Articles of War ; those Judges of British law on land must pronounce

that Jamaica is one of H.IV1. dominions, and these Judges of British

naval martial law on water must decide that civil offences, committed
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by naval officers belonging to the fleet, on shore in Jamaica, or other

British plantation, are not cognizable by naval court-martial ; " but

when," (as the aforesaid argument continues) " the crime relates only

to the Service, or to those only who are in the Service, it was right to

give cognizance of it by a court-martial, though committed on shore ;"

then, we continue, the offenders must be tried by the 34th Article, if

those crimes therein specified are committed on shore in any plantation,

or other oversea British dominion, as if the same were committed on

shore, in the main dominions of Great Britain and Ireland ; leaving the

35th Article for all offences committed on shore in any place or places

out of H.M. dominions where the British flag flyeth not ; the British

law hath no jurisdiction.

At Port Royal, Jamaica, also in the same year, a notorious case of

robbery on shore was not transferred to the civil power, for the felon to

suffer, on conviction, a convict's punishment. The Captain, or Com

mander ofa small frigate or ship-sloop, who robbed the Master Attendant's

drawing-room of his chronometer, and then became pro tern, rather too

nun compos mentis to make his defence before a court-martial, was

examined by medical officers, invalided and sent home. His invaliding

ticket being so indorsed, he was, on his arrival in England, removed

from the list of the Navy by the Lords of the Admiralty. The worthy

Commander-in-Chief was, however, right, both in the case of the pig-

lapidation and the chronometer robbery, as his predecessors had so

treated or tried civil offences committed on shore, in all His Majesty's

■oversea dominions, instead of giving up the offenders to the civil autho

rities, as the British law directs. Not long previous to these singular

occurrences, Capt. Stackpole, of the Staiira, was shot on shore in a

duel, by Lieut. Cecil, of a sloop-of-war, opposite the anchorage of Port

Koyal, Admiral Brown, if we recollect right, being the Commander-in-

Chief. The Captain challenged the Lieutenant for the latter's having

unguardedly said in company, when in London, that Capt. S. " drew

a long bow." " This world is not wide enough for him and me,"

was S.'s reply. They met at Port Iioyal, and the death of the duellist

was the result. Cecil kept in private from the civil power. The

Admiral filled up three vacancies,—a Captain's, a Commander's, and a

Lieutenant's commission, silenced the cause of the Captain's death, and

the affair blew over. This duel was decidedly a civil case, as, perhaps,

the Admiral knew, though cognizable by naval court-martial, under the

then general opinion, that Jamaica was not considered one of His

Majesty's dominions within the meaning of the 35th Article. And

had a letter-of-the-law disciplinarian, like Lord St. Vincent, or Sir

William Young, his prototype, held the command at the time, either

Commander-in-Chief, to prevent duelling between officers belonging to

the fleet, would have tried the survivor by court-martial. The 35th

Article would have brought the Lieutenaut under the penalty of the

28th Article, which enacts that, " All murders committed by any per

son in the fleet, shall be punished with death, by the sentence of a

court-martial." No life-loopholes of justifiable homicide, or accidental

manslaughter, are to be found in the naval code. The certain sentence

of death being passed upon Lieut. Cecil, he would be ordered for

execution. On the day appointed, the boats manned and armed from

each ship-of-war present, would assemble round that of the condemned,
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with the signal of death—the yellow flag flying : the crew of each ship

in the rigging : the Marines under arms ; every eye in the fleet upon

the unhappy man, conspicuously standing on the scaffold*, dressed in

mourning, with the yardarm-halter round his neck. He hears the ship-

bell tolling his funeral knell f; then, and not until then, would his

reprieve be read I Behold, what public infamy !—what torture of the

mind !—what racking of the whole humau frame, a misconstruction of

the meaning of the words, " out of His Majesty's dominions," could

have brought upon this mild and amiable officer, for killing another,

who sought to kill him by the law and custom of honour ; instead of

being given up for trial, by jury, that would have acquitted him, as it

• Gratings outside the forecastle bulwark.

t The whole of these solemnities were observed at Lieut. Gamage's execution, in

the Downs, for murder.

General Memorandum.

Impregnable, in the Downs, Nov. 21, 1812.

Lieut. Richard Stewart Gamoge, of H.M.S. Griffon, having been adjudged by a

court-martial to suffer death for having murdered a Serjeant of the Royal Marines of

that brig, the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty have directed that he shall be

executed, on Monday morning next, on board the Griffon.

When the signal for punishment is made, two boats (kept quite ready), manned

and armed, are to proceed from every ship to the Griffon, the officers commanding

them to be directed to obey such orders as they may receive from her Captain. All

works are immediately to cease, and the crew of every ship is to be turned up to

observe the execution ; and that the attention of the officers and ships' companies

may not be diverted from the melancholy scene, nor the salutary reflections to which

it may give occasion be interrupted, no work is to be begun till after the body has

been lowered down.

Soon after the execution shall have taken place, while the body is still hanging,

the 28th Article of War, and so much of the latter part of the 19th Article as relates

to the behaving with contempt to a superior officer, shall be read to the ship's com

pany, and immediately after them the following admonition, with such additional

observations as the Captain may think proper, to impress strongly on the minds of

the officers and all the crew the necessity of a strict attention to discipline, and a

perfect obedience to the laws.

To be read to the ship's company :—" The Commander-in-Chief most earnestly

desires to direct the particular attention of the fleet to the melancholy scene they are

now called to attend—a scene which offers a strong, and, much he hopes, an impres

sive, lesson to every person in it—a lesson to all who are to command and to all who

arc to obey. Lieut. Gamage is represented by every person who knew him, and by

the unanimous voice of the ship's company of the Griffon, as a humane, compas

sionate man, a kind and indulgent officer ; yet for want of that guard which all men

should ever keep over their passions, this kind, humane, compassionate man commits

the dreadful crime of murder ! Let his example strike deep into the minds of all

who witness his unhappy end ; and whatever their general disposition may be, let

them learn from him that, if they are not always watchful to restrain their passion

within its proper bounds, one moment of intemperate anger may destroy the hopes

of a well-spent honourable life, and bring them to an untimely and disgraceful

death : and let those who are to obey, learn from the conduct of the Serjeant the

fatal effects which may result from contempt of. and insolent conduct towards, their

superiors. By repeated insolence, the Serjeant overcame the kind and gentle dispo

sition of Lieut. Gamagc ; and, by irritating and inflaming his passion, occasioned his

own death. The Commander-in-Chief hopes this afflicting lesson may not be offered

in vain—but that, seriously contemplating the awful example before them, every

officer and every man will learn from it never to suffer himself to be driven by ill-

governed passion to treat with cruelty or violence those over whom he is in command

—nor, by disobedience or disrespect, to rouse the passion of those whom it is bis

duty to respect and to obey. (Signed) Wm. Youno.

" The respective Captains and Commanders, Sec."
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did Capt. MacNamara, of the Royal Navy, for shooting Col. Mont

gomery, in a duel that arose from a bone of contention between their

" twa dogs,"—

That whalpit some place far abroad,

Where sailors gang to fish for cod.

The construing of these -words, " Out of His Majesty's dominions,"

by the Commanders-in-Chief, and the members of naval courts-martial

abroad, to mean all places in the world, indiscriminately, beyond the

shores of Great Britain and Ireland, appears the most unaccountable,

from the real meaning being so explicit in the 25th Section of " No.

2, Courts-Martial Statutes," escaping the sagacity of every officer of

the British fleet, and Admiralty Council, since 1749, just ninety-three

years. However, "better late than never," and far better in the time

of peace, that their true meaning in the words of the Act of Parliament

should be promulgated.

" Section 25. Limitation of the powers of this Act.—Provided

always, that nothing in this Act contained shall extend, or be construed

to extend, to take away from the Lord High Admiral of Great Britain,

or the Commissioners for executing the office of Lord High Admiral of

Great Britain ; or any Vice-Admiral, or any Judge or Judges of the

Admiralty, or his, or their deputy or deputies, or any other officers or

ministers of the Admiralty or any others having or claiming any

Admiralty power, jurisdiction, or authority within this realm, [that is, of

Great Britain], or any other the King's dominions, |_that is, plantations,

Jamaica, Gibraltar, Halifax, &c] or from any person, or court whatso

ever, [the Court of Justice in Jamaica, &c] any power, right, jurisdic

tion, pre-eminence, or authority, which he or they, or any of them,

lawfully hath, have, or had, or ought to have and enjoy, before the

making of this Act, so as the same person shall not be punished twice

for the same offence."

Extracting those words from this section of the Act applicable to the

case, pig versus Lieutenants and Midshipmen, and chronometer versus

Captain, we see the law explained in its full meaning, and to its very

letter. " That nothing in this Act contained,'' (in the 35th Article)

" shall extend, or be construed to extend, to take away from any court

whatsoever," (Court of King's Bench, &c.) " within this realm," (Great

Britain) " or court" (of law and justice) " in any other the King's domi

nions," (Jamaica) " the power, right, jurisdiction, pre-eminence," (over

naval courts-martial for trial of offences purely civil) " or authority

which they lawfully had," (to try the offenders for lapidating the pig,

and the robber for stealing the chronometer, on shore in the town of

Port Royal, in the island of Jamaica, one of His Majesty's dominions.)

This section of the Act of Parliament, virtually limits the power of the

35th Article of War, to take cognizance of all "crimes committed by

any person belonging to the fleet, upon the shore, in any place or places

out of His Majesty's dominions," where foreign chief or potentate

reigns, foreign flag flies, or where foreign law, or custom, or justice pre

sides, or in any place or places in the universe, where man holds no

dominion.

The two following cases, from M'Arthur's list of trials, require brief

observations, from the singularity of the charge in the first, and the

sentence in the second :—
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" Oct. 4, 1771. Richard Fynmore, Lieutenant of Marines : Buck

ingham.—Behaving unlike an officer and a gentleman, in receiving

blows from Lieut. Dennis, of the Marines, and refusing to Jight him.

Proved in part, by receiving blows and returning them in his own

defence. Sentence :—Severely reprimanded, as falling under the 23rd

' Article of War. But in regard to the other charges adjudged mali

cious, and that Capt. Titchborne who exhibited them was much more

culpable."

This sentence shows that the charge was worded by a Marine officer,

as if it were to be tried by a military court-martial. In the Army it is

customary to try officers for ungentlemanly conduct; not so in the Navy,

wherein, if the officer behave unlike the gentleman, he is usually tried

for conduct unbecoming the character of nn officer; and the latter part

of the charge, "refusing to fight him," cannot be sustained before a

naval court-martial, as to fight with another in the fleet is contrary to

the 23rd Article of War:—"K any person in the fleet shall quarrel or

fight with any other person in the fleet, or use reproachful or provoking

speeches or gestures, tending to make any quarrel or disturbance, he

shall, upon being convicted thereof, suffer such punishment as the offence

shall deserve, and a court-martial shall impose."

All Marine and land officers, when embarked on board Her Ma

jesty's ships, should especially bear in mind that the naval martial law

is, according to its letter, criminal and vindicatory,—not a law of honour,

in the acceptation of the word, as understood by the military law. If

an officer in the fleet receive the lie, or opprobrious epithet, or even a

blow from another, he is not to demand personal satisfaction for the

insult or injury to his character,—he must represent the circumstances

to his superiors for redress. But, if he tacitly permit his character or

conduct to be assailed, or person insulted, guilt may be implied or sus

pected by his silence, therefore he may be tried by court-martial for not

upholding his character, as an officer should do, by applying to his supe

riors for protection, and to bring the calumniator or offender to explana

tion, apology, or trial.

" Oct. 5, 1771. James Titchborne, Captain of Marines : Bucking

ham.—Treating Lieut. Fynmore, of the Marines, with frequent abuse

and unofficerlike behaviour. Fully proved. Dismissed the Service, as

falling under the 23rd and 33rd Articles of War."

That part of this sentence upon the Captain of Marines, " as falling

under the 33rd Article of War," appears illegal, as he is not a Captain

(of the Navy) to whose rank the 33rd Article applies :—" If any Flag

Officer, Captain, or Commander, or Lieutenant, belonging to the fleet,

shall be convicted before a court-martial of behaving in a scandalous,

infamous, cruel, oppressive, or fraudulent manner, unbecoming the

character of an officer, he shall be dismissed from His Majesty's Ser

vice." The sentence should stand thus :—" Dismissed the Service, as

falling under the 23rd Article of War, and otherwise behaving in a

manner unbecoming the character of an officer." Throughout the 36

Articles of War no other rank of officer is mentioned but that of the

four officers in the 33rd, except the Chaplain in the 1st; because they

are the only officers recognised as commanding officers in the fleet.

Hence the reason all other officers in or belonging to the fleet, of what

rank soever, must be subordinate to them, and cannot attain in the fleet
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an acknowledged rank superior to the Lieutenant, the junior commis

sioned officer,—and also the reason why commissions cannot be given

■to Masters, Surgeons, and Pursers of ships, although Her Majesty can

can grant them Army-rank and precedence superior to their naval war-

Tants, to be fully enjoyed by them when not serving on full pay with

their superior officers, the Lieutenants. But from the superior uniform

fceing given to the Masters, Secretaries, and Physicians of the fleet, to

that worn by their superior officers, the Lieutenants, -circumstances may

arise subversive of naval discipline, by engendering misplaced jealousy

and assumption, and destructive of good-feeling and cordiality ia the

mess, by quibbles of precedence and etiquette. If the Commander's

uniform, save the single-breasted coat, be retained for the Master of

the fleet, Secretary, and Physician, the commissioned officers of the

fleet should be decorated with the badge of their superior office,—a blue

waist-belt *, or an aiguillet, from the Admiral to the Lieutenant. The

badge of office is the seal of the law, without which, where is the awe

of its authority, or respect for the officer it should inspire ? What is a

king, without a crown?—a bishop, without a mitre?—a judge, without

a wig ? Or what, of more consequence, is a naval or military officer,

without his insignia of distinction, to draw every subordinate eye to its

focus of attraction—superiority ?

Mr. Cust, in his opinion on particular cases, given to the Admiralty

on the 13th January, 1791, thus concludes :—" It is a misfortune that

the Act which was made for reducing into one Act of Parliament the

laws relating to the government of the Navy should be imperfect and

defective hi directions concerning courts-martial." And M'Arthnr

observes thereon:—" This last branch of Mr. Cnst's opinion is a fact

admitted by every person conversant in naval laws and discipline ; and

we have, in many instances in the progress of this work, pointed out

defects in the statute regulating naval courts-martial. The variety of

constructions of which several of the sections are susceptible, and the

want of explicitness in the wording of others, have too often left the

minds of the best informed in a state of doubt and conjecture. Hence

the necessity (of which many striking proofs are herein recorded) of the

executive power and members of courts-martial resorting to the opinions

of counsel so frequently since the year 1 749, when the laws relating to

the government of the Navy were consolidated into one Act of Parlia

ment. We cannot, therefore, refrain from repeating a wish, at a period

when so many gallant and meritorious naval officers are members of the

British Legislature, that such imperfections as now appear in the said

statute, and which their predecessors did not foresee or provide against,

may be remedied by an early legislative revision of the laws relating to

the government of His Majesty's Navy."

The legal opinion of Mr. Cust, and the professional one of Mr.

M'Arthur, deserve the particular attention of the Admiralty, with a

view of obviating, by their authority, any informal or illegal constitution

of naval courts-martial, which occasionally exists to this day, contrary

to the express words of the Act itself,—words whose meaning and

import cannot be converted or misconstrued if they are referred to.

Suppose the Admiralty, in the Queen's instructions, underbead " Nwal

* The red silk gash is the badge of distinction worn by the executive officers in
the Army. • •»
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Jurisprudence," were to insert this caution to the Flag Officers and

Captains of the fleet,—" Care is to be taken that no Commander in Chief

of any fleet or squadron of H.M. ships, or detachment thereof, consisting

more than five ships, presides at any court-martial in foreign parts,

agreeably to the 7th section of the courts-martial statutes. The ille

gality of such Commander in Chief so presiding, when he had more

thanfive ships under his command, is proved by the proceedings of a

court-martial in these two cases having been decided by counsel to be

null and void :—

"Sept. 13, 1790. John Cannon, First Lieutenant: Brunswick.—

Neglect of duty, disobedience of orders, and drunkenness. Proved.

Sentence :—Dismissed His! Majesty's Service, but recommended as a

proper object to the Admiralty for half pay.

" Sept. 14, 1790. Edward Power, Gunner: Brunswick.—Taking a

pair of pistols out of the ship with an intent to sell them. Fully proved.

Sentence :—Dismissed the Service, and rendered incapable of ever serv

ing His Majesty, his heirs and successors, and to serve* before the mast

in any ship the Commander in Chief might appoint.

" That no Commander of Her Majesty's vessels under the rank and

degree of Port-Captain is to sit as a member of a court-martial, unless

to make up the number five members, three of whom must be Flag

Officers or Captains, so that, if three of these officers are present, two

Commanders may sit, but, if four, one Commander only to sit. A

court-martial, at Sheerness, upon Commander Symonds, having been

illegally constituted, by two Commanders sitting over the number five.

officers, of or above Post rank, making in all seven members, contrary

to the 14th section of the said Act.

" That no Commander of His Majesty's ships, doing duty as First

Lieutenant under a Captain, is on no occasion whatever to sit as a

member of a court-martial, the Act of 1749 having been passed, when

Commanders held separate commands, to whom only the 14th section

of the Act applies.

" And that no court-martial be held in foreign parts, unless there

arefive ships-of-war present, three of which must be Post-ships."— Vide

sect. 9.

Conscientious doubts existing with many superior officers in the fleet,

whether a Commander in Chief, or senior officer commanding a detach

ment from his fleet or squadron, in foreign parts, can constitute a court-

martial with less thanfive ships present, we, however, submit an opinion,

that such Commander in Chief is fully invested with the same power to

constitute a court-martial as the Lords of the Admiralty at home. For

instance, a court-martial, within the narrow seas, may be composed of

five members from two ships and one sloop-of-war, viz., two Flag

Officers, two Captains, and one Commander,—or from three ships,

with one Flag Officer, and one sloop-of-war. The 14th section not

naming the number of ships, but the number of officers :—" No less

than three, nor yet so many asfive, officers of the degree and denomina

tion of a Post-Captain, or of a superior rank, to be found.'' So that,

if there were three Flag Officers present, and all Post-Captains absent

* This sentence contradicts itself. He is rendered incapable of ever serving His

Majesty, &c> and then in one breath sentenced to serve His Majesty before the

mast. Ever serving as an officer, of course, is meant, but not inserted.
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from sickness, non-appointment, or one being prosecutor, the court may

be composed of three Flag Officers and two Commanders, or four Flag

Officers and one Commander. [The greatest number of Flag Officers

at a court-martial sat at that of the late Capt. Sir Home Popham, viz.,

one Admiral, four Vice- Admirals, and three Rear- Admirals.] We

consider that the 9th section applies exclusively to the senior officer of

five ships, under different commands, which shall happen to meet

together in foreign parts. But as the 7th section enacts that " no

Commander in Chief of any fleet or squadron, or detachment thereof,

consisting of more than five ships, shall preside," thus authorizing him

to preside when there are five, the doubt exists whether he can preside

with two Captains and two Commanders, or three Captains and one

Flag Officer, or four Captains, to make up the number of five members,

as at home.

"In 1810, or 1811, Commander Watts, of Her Majesty's sloop

Woodlark, forwarded a letter from his First Lieutenant to the Com

mander in Chief, Admiral Sir James Saumarez, for a court-martial on

the Purser of the Woodlark, (Mr. Whitehead,) for striking the said

First Lieutenant, but, in consequence of the Commander in Chief,

who was then lying in Wingo Sound, having onlyfour ships with him,

including his own, which also had the Captain of the fleet, said a court-

martial could not be formed there with four ships, as it required five

to constitute a court ; he therefore sent the Woodlark, with the Cressy,

Capt. Sir W. Paton, round to Hano Bay, where there were sufficient

ships to constitute a court, and where the court was convened, Sir W.

Paton being President, and the Purser was tried.*" (and sentenced to

sutler death).

This doubt—perhaps an unhappy one for ever to the peace and con

science of a member of a court-martial, held in foreign parts, sitting

with a Commander in Chief, with other members from in all four ships

and vessels, particularly if the member in doubt should be obliged to

sign a sentence of death, when he is in the minority against it,—this

doubt, we repeat, should be removed by the decision of the twelve

Judges ; for it is awful to contemplate, that an officer, in his own con

science, on his deathbed, may be tortured with the thought of his having

to appear before the Almighty in judgment for having been instru

mental at a court-martial of taking the life of a fellow-creature, (for

having struck or only lifted up a weapon against his superior officer,)

contrary to the spirit, letter, and import of the written law of man.

And we lastly submit, that, as the 4th section of these naval courts-

martial statutes limits the jurisdiction of the " Admiralty to the main sea,

or great rivers only, beneath the bridges of the said rivers nigh to the

sea, or in the haven, river, or creek, within their jurisdiction," naval

martial law upon water, above bridges, within Her Majesty's dominions,

is liable to a quibble.

* Vide a pamphlet published on the court-martial held at St Helena on Mr. J. J.

Hood Lingard, Master of the Brazen, July 17 and 18, 1820.
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LETTERS FROM A QUEEN S OFFICER IN BIRMAH.

Gibraltar, Jan. 11, 1842

Mr. Editor,—In the years 1840 and 1841, I received a series of

letters from an old chum of mine, O'B., now in the 63rd. They pur

port to describe the people and country near Moulmein. I thought

them interesting' at the time I received them ; and, Therawaddy now

appearing' to be serious, others may think them interesting too. Of the

likelihood of this you will be the best judge. Having my friend's per

mission to print his letters, I have naturally been forced to omit some

passages ; but, generally speaking, have only copied his own words.

Yours, very truly, :

The Editor U. S. Magazine. I. W. S.

Moulmein.Dear , When you and I separated, after living together for a longperiod in India, it was with a mutual promise to correspond, and to give

each other such information as might appear useful or entertaining,

relative to any out-of-the-way places where fate might send us. I have

now been for some time at this, certainly, out-of-the-way place; and as

there appears some prospect of a little amusement with the Burmese,

will proceed to give you some account of their king, customs, &c,

which should any thing turn up, will tend to elucidate many of the

military details, and make a purely military journal more interesting and

better understood.

The present ruler, His golden-footed Majesty, King Therawaddy, is

an usurper, having dethroned his brother, murdered his nephew, and

seized the kingdom. Many years ago, when, indeed, there appeared not

the remotest chance of Therawaddy coming to the throne, he was on

terms of intimacy with Mr. B., the Commissioner, and Col. B., who

were then at Ava ; and from his superior intelligence, liberal ideas, and

admiration of all that was English, these two gentlemen have often'

remarked to each other what a blessing it would be to the country, and

what permanence it would afford to our alliance and friendly relations,

should he succeed to the empire. But, as sometimes occurs in the

Army, people's characters, or rather behaviour, change with their rank,

and on his accession, urged by vanity and the adulation of those around

him, he openly asserted his intention of disregarding all treaties and

alliances formed by his predecessor with the English : to resume the

sovereignty of those provinces ceded to them at the conclusion of last

war ; and further, informed Col. Burnes, our Resident at his Court, that

he should no longer acknowledge him in that light : that as a personal

friend he might remain if he pleased ; but that as regarded his official

capacity, he had leave to depart, and that it was not his intention to

receive another person in the same capacity.

Therawaddy usurped the throne in 1 S37 ; and the following is the

Burmese account of the execution of his nephew, the heir apparent ; it is

curious enough :—

" On the third (waning of Tagoo), the Tsekya Prince applied

to his uncle the king, for permission to go next day and make some
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offering's to the Moonee Pagoda. On the evening of the same day, one

of the king's daughters skilled in astrology, having cast a horoscope,

reported to her royal father, that she had. divined that he had enemies.

That same night the Prince of Paghan surrounded the Tsekya Prince's

residence with armed men, carried him off, with his wife and children,

and placed them in confinement, saying that he was about to rebel. At

that time the Princess of Paghan interceded with her brother the king

for ihe pardon of the Tsekya Prince ; but for so doing, she was deprived

of her possessions, notwithstanding which, she took the infant son and

daughter of the prince to take care of. On the morning of this day,

eigbt persons had been placed in confinement, and the day following

were taken out to the two mango trees' burial ground, and there

executed. On the 6th, the Tsekya Prince being bound with cords, and

surrounded bv a party of armed men, was taken out to execution. On

the wav, within the town, he was allowed to wear his sandals ; but on

getting outside, he was obliged to take them off and walk barefoot ; his

two wives and his nurse were taken out at the same time on a cart.

Arrived at the place of execution, the two mango trees' burial ground,

and when about to be put to death, the prince called oat,—' I am not a

rebel ; it is my uncle who is a rebel !' On this he was struck on his

throat with a stick; and his hands and feet being tied together, he was

doubled up, and thrust into a large open chatty, (earthenware jar.)

On this, loud cries of grief and lamentation issued from the surrounding

multitude, which was silenced by the armed men on the ground, who

were sent to cut them down with their swords. During the execution of

the prince, the three women were placed in a posture of supplication,

their faces turned another way. The prince being executed, they also

were struck on the throat with a stick, and their bodies doubled up : the

bodies of the two wives were thrust into pots, and with that of the

prince were carried down to the bank, and thrown into the river, they

being of royal blood. Great was the grief of all the people at Amara-

poora, after this execution ; for ten days none frequented the bazaar,

either to buy or sell, and the town wore a funereal aspect"

Notwithstanding this detailed account, which is the relation of people

who have arrived here from Ava and Rangoon, an idea is still enter

tained that the prince escaped, another person having been substituted

in the execution, and the disturbances in the southern provinces are said

to be rebellions in his favour ; some even say that he is actually at the

head of the army, as in the following' account which occurred at Ran

goon :—" A poor old Kayen man was accused of having furnished the

rebel chief with elephants : he was laid hold of by the hair, and spread

out on his back, and in this position received twelve strokes with a

fish's tail from his chin downwards, and then a second dozen cross-wise.

After this he was re-interrogated, but being unable immediately to

reply, another dozen was administered, when he acknowledged that he

had been forced to join the rebels, who were headed by the young prince.

All he got by this confession, was another dozen across the forehead,

and was then condemned to be a Pagoda slave."

I fear you will not feel much interest in stories of Kayen men's heads

and fish's tails; but as his golden-footed Majesty may one day work us

some annoy, I wish to show you his general character ; and as, should

a war break out, much will depend on his individual behaviour, will
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describe to you the system he pursued to the mission sent to him by the

Honourable Company, which will in a very great degree show his feel

ings towards us, and throw some light on his political line of conduct.

Col. Binney, (late Resident), having interfered by endeavouring to

stop some of the executions consequent on the revolution which placed

Therawaddy on the throne, the king ordered him iiway from his Court.

Col. B. having accordingly taken his departure, the Burmese of Martaban

made a foray into our territory by attacking the island of Pelligeun, and

killing the head-man of the principal village. The island was ours by

the decision of the cocoa-nut, in this way ; on the final separation of our

provinces from those of the Burmese, it was difficult to decide about

the islands situated in the separating river; a cocoa-nut was therefore

thrown in, some distance above the doubtful ground, and the course it

took decided the line of separation. The Burmese Government, whilst

they denied any part in the aggression above alluded to, protecting the

perpetrators, it was considered prudent to augment the force here pre

vious to the Monsoon. With this view, H.M.'s 63rd and 40th N. I.,

with a proportionate increase of commissariat and ordnance stores,

reached Amherst on the 5th and 6th May, 1838, from Madras.

I may here mention, that the Indian Government, anxious, if possible,

to avoid a war, selected Col. Benson to succeed Col. Binney, with the

delicate diplomacy of forcing himself upon Therawaddy, and avoiding

or postponing any difficulties, while all our resources were called for in

an exactly opposite direction. Early in July, 1837, Col. Benson arrived

here, and it was understood that the question of peace or war would

depend upon his reception.

July 12, 1837, Col. Benson left this for Rangoon, accompanied by

Capt. M'Claud, (the Assistant Commissioner,) with an escort of forty-

five sepoys. On their arrival at Rangoon they were received with due

honours, but with an intimation that his Majesty's pleasure must be

known before they could be forwarded to the capital. Various excuses

and pretexts were resorted to for their detention ; and it was the 29th

of August before they were permitted to start, having arrived at Ran

goon on the 17th of July. They were accompanied by a Burmese

man of rank, professedly to forward their accommodation, but who in

reality at each station forbade the people to render the slightest assist

ance to the party, or to sell them provisions; insomuch, that they

would have been in the greatest distress, had they not counteracted this

manoeuvre by sending back a boat to the last stage halted at, where, the

eye of the big man being removed, the villagers willingly sold what was

required.

They reached Prome on the 1 4th of September, and the capital the

4th of October. Here they were met by what wa3 called a deputation

of merchants, namely, their half-caste shopkeepers. They brought no

letter, and the Resident declined receiving them : they accordingly went

away, and the mission had to find its place of residence as it best could.

They eventually brought up at an island or sand-bank, separated from

the town by a back-water about a mile across. On this bank are four

houses, and the entire space is seventy paces by fifty-five. The Woun-

douk having met the Resident at the landing-place, showed him the

houses, and then took his departure, and neither he nor anv other officer

of Government again came near them. By the treaty of Yandaboor
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made at the conclusion of last war, the Burmese provided, that to keep

up a friendly relation, they would receive an English officer with fifty

men, at their capital ; and that an officer appointed hy them, might be

allowed, with fifty armed men, at the Company's capital ; and that either

party might build or buy such a house as they pleased. So far then,

they complied with the treaty, but would not receive Col. Benson as a

Resident.

Things remained in this state until the end of November, when the

Resident obtained an audience from the assembled ministers, by whom

he was acknowledged as the Representative of the British Government ;

but at the same time one of the party writes as follows :—" The mission

continues to be unnoticed and neglected as ever by the Government, and

is cut off from every supply and intercourse with the people ; even the

most common necessaries of life are not to be obtained without difficulty,

and at most enormous prices."

Not the slightest further notice is taken of them, until Col. Benson's

health having suffered, he comes away without an interview with the

king, arrives here on the 28th March, 1838, and sails for Calcutta.

The Resident's back is hardly turned, when the king sends to say that

he will receive M'Claud ; and does so with cordial expressions of

regard, investing him with gold chains, &c. ; and thus he has perfectly

gained his point, insulting our Resident in the grossest manner, and

receiving M'Claud as " the officer with fifty men," which he had all

along agreed to. Our men-of-war are withdrawn from Rangoon, and

the wise people here say there is no chance of war. Now, some people

say that Therawaddy is under restraint as a madman, from the effects

of constant drunkenness.

There are now stated to be 17,000 regular infantry in and about the

capital, armed with English or American firelocks, and drilled by Euro

pean soldiers, who have deserted, of which there are several, as also

many discharged sepoys.

From this you will be enabled to form some idea of the character of

the King of the White Elephant. He is a talented, bold, and ambitious

man, unscrupulous in his means, provided he can attain his end : that,

in our case, he has publicly stated to be, " to wrest from the English

the provinces ceded to them by his predecessor ;" and should we meet

with any serious reverses in Afghanistan, I dare say he will try ; with

what success, is another thing. However, we are quiet for the present,

so I will tell you a little about Moulmein, my present dear quarter.

We anchored off Amherst on the 5th of May, and the arrival of fresh

troops having been signalised to Moulmein, gun-boats were sent down

the next morning for the conveyance of the troops, there not being

sufficient water in the river for the Bombay, a vessel of 1000 tons, to

venture up. Having been sent on shore with despatches, I hurried up

to Moulmein, which I reached the next day about noon in an open

canoe : rained hard all night. The next day the men came up, having

also been exposed to very heavy rain. The gun-boats sent were of two

descriptions—the larger capable of containing 100 men each, that is, if

well and closely packed, and afford shelter to part of them ; the smaller

only containing 50 men, and will not admit them under the deck.

Amherst is situated on a point of land immediately to the southward

of the Moulmein river, and a bad reef of rocks runs out from it nearly

U. S. Mag., No. 160, March, 1842. Y
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to the distance of two miles : a considerable number of convicts are

kept here (at Amherst), with a guard of 80 sepoys under a Subaltern.

The MaBter-Attendant resides here, and several officers have houses

to which they come from Moulmein during the hot season : the distance

is about thirty miles. On our arrival at Moulmein, we found that

barracks had been built for the reception of the men ; but as the accom

modation completed for the officers consisted only of three sheds,

without flooring or walls, one of the men's barrack-rooms was given up

to them. Moulmein is situated on the left bank of the Selween or

Martaban river, at its junction with the Ghyne, into which latter river

the Attaran empties itself about four miles higher up. The course of

the Selween from its outlet at Amherst is nearly north and south for

nearly 200 miles ; but there is also a channel to the sea in a westerly

direction from Moulmein. It is said that the Portuguese had a settle

ment here many years ago, at which time this western channel being

navigable, they sunk large vessels full of stones to destroy the passage.

These impediments have formed a nucleus for sand-banks, and even

tually for islands, so that nothing larger than a canoe can now pass to

the sea in this direction. This channel forms the island of Pelliguen,

which I before mentioned to you, as the place attacked by the Burmese

of Martaban, and which belongs to us by the decision of the cocoa-nut.

I may here mention that Martabun is about two miles higher up than

Moulmein, and on the opposite bank of the river, which throughout its

course forms the boundary between Birmah Proper and our provinces.

The town of Moulmein extends along the river almost uninterruptedly

for three miles, although, twelve years ago, at the termination of the

war, scarcely a house was found on the spot. Its population is now

(1839) estimated at 18,000 persons, of which 500 are Chinese; but as

no census has as yet been taken, this estimate is necessarily very vague.

The principal articles of export are teak timber and rice—the former to

Calcutta for ship-building, the latter principally to the Mauritius, but

it has recently been found a profitable cargo even to America : it is of

a coarse large description, but said to keep particularly well. With the

exception of about a dozen houses, the town is built altogether of wood

and bamboo matting, thatched with leaves, and raised from four to ten

feet from the ground on piles ; which construction is rendered necessary

to guard in some measure against the extreme damp during the mon

soon, and to enable the inhabitants to enjoy, to them the most enviable

situation, namely, immediately over the muddy banks of the river, within

a mile of which runs a chain of hills thickly covered with low jungle.

The highest point of this chain is surmounted by a large pagoda, forming

from every point of view a very picturesque object; and nothing can

be more beautiful than the view of the surrounding country in every

direction as seen from this commanding situation. The cantonment, at

present occupied by H.M. 62nd, 13th N.I., and a company of European

artillery, is situated on a clear space at the northern angle of the town ;

one side resting on the slope of the hill on which is the pagoda, and

surrounded on the other three sides by a high, strong bund, or rampart,

and dry ditch. Although the rampart is now scalable in every part, it

has once been a formidable work. From hence two miles to the south

ward was the spot selected for our cantonment, with the 40th N.I.

about half a mile still further south. Our barracks consist of ten
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detached rooms (105 feetby 25, and 15 feet verandah), the walls being

of bamboo matting, the floors of wood raised about four feet from the

ground, and thatched with leaves. A very excellent hospital, of two

stories, had also been built; and the sheds for the officers, when finished,

afforded quarters for nine, having one room each, three occupying the

same house. Of the other officers, some purchased houses from the

62nd, and some few built small mat-houses for themselves. We were

invited to become honorary members of the 62nd mess, who did all they

could to make us comfortable, and soon got settled and tolerably

satisfied. Besides, we have already found out that the shooting here is

very good indeed. We managed pretty well a short time back: three

of us went out together for ten days' work at deer and hog. We killed

twenty-two head ; and in our cantonment, 1 200 couple of snipe were

brought to bag in the first six weeks of the season : this beats Canna-

nore, where we thought we used to do pretty well. It is said that one

or two woodcocks have been shot here, but not lately ; neither have I

met any one who had seen one here. However, I dare say I shall give

you enough of shooting by-and-by—now, I am anxious to describe to

you a ceremony I was present at yesterday.

I think it better to get acquainted as soon as possible with the cus

toms and religion of the people amongst whom one's lot may be cast : you,

if I remember right, were nearly getting into a scrape in India from not

attending to this sufficiently ; and, particularly, every sportsman should

do so, as he must necessarily in the jungle be frequently brought into

close connexion with half-savage people, who would not pause to discri

minate between an involuntary error and an intentional insult. But to

my tale.—I was present at the ceremony of admitting two boys into the

" poonghy," or priesthood. The boys rode up to the principal " kioum"

(college or monastery attached to each pagoda) in fine embroidered

jackets, and hung with numerous gold chains, preceded by drums and

trumpets, and numbers of women bearing offerings of fruit, flowers, and

household utensils ; also, two rich yellow silks (being the only colour

worn by the priesthood), and accompanied by numbers of men—I sup

pose friends and relations. On reaching the kioum, the whole party

entered : the principal poonghy, with several other priests, were seated

along one side of a spacious room, and the offerings were ranged in a

row before them. Two mats were spread for the boys opposite the

principal poonghy ; the trumpets and drums occupied one corner; and

the rest of the party seating themselves in groups, cigars and chat

appeared to be the order of the day. We were allowed to walk amongst

them : this seemed to excite neither surprise nor ill will—we were

regarded with perfect indifference. They differ much in this respect

from the Hindoos, in that they have no objection whatever to strangers

entering their pagodas. After half an hour had been passed in this idle

way, the boys took off their golden chains, fine coats, and silk plaids,

replacing the latter with plain clothes ; and being taken into the

verandah, their heads were shaved, consecrating them to a life of celi

bacy ; saffron having been then sprinkled on their heads, and having

bathed, they returned to their mats. The whole assembly had now

each a cup set before him, with some soup-like mess in it which they

seemed much to enjoy ; and after a reasonable time allowed for smoke

and chat, business re-commenced by a skein of loose cotton being pre-

Y 2
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sented to the principal poonghy, of which he took the end ; it was then

passed round the boys, who knelt in front of him, and thence, inclosing

the offerings, it was passed to the row of priests, who, each holding it,

passed the continuation of the thread on to the old poonghy—thus typi

fying the admission of the boys within the bond of their sacred order.

A small portion of parched rice was then given to each person present,

which holding between the palms of their hands in an attitude of devo

tion, the whole assembly joined in a long prayer : what appeared to be

a sermon followed, after which a long chant by the priests, which

lasting for about an hour, Jwe came away, but were told that the

ceremony ceases with this hymn, and that to-morrow the boys will

assume the yellow robe.

Kioums are attached to each of the pagodas ; many of them are

extensive, and may be considered as colleges—the younger members

being under a course of instruction, and of the elder a certain portion

take it in turn to travel about the country, gaining statistical informa

tion, the records of which are stored in these colleges, which are

invariably of voluntary erection by the people. A poonghy is not allowed

to possess money, or property of any description ; they subsist on daily

alms, and every article which they can possibly require is presented in

great abundance to them at every festival and religious ceremony.

They may at any time withdraw from the priesthood, but may not

return to it a second time. The erection of a pagoda is considered so

meritorious an act, that the individual who has done so assumes the

title of " Pagoda-Builder," and from thenceforward his character for

sanctity being established, he is not required to take an oath in any

court of justice.

The Burmese are generally shorter than the people of Southern

India, but are very stoutly made, and have an independence of carriage

and manner which is very striking. The dress of the men consists of

a single piece of cloth, or more generally of silk of bright colours in

stripes or plaid, one end of which is folded round the waist, and gathered

up so as to expose half the thigh, whilst the remainder is thrown over

the shoulder. They wear their hair long, which being twisted with a

piece of white muslin, or gay-coloured handkerchief, is wound around

their head, and, being tied in a knot, forms a turban. They generally

wear cloth sandals, and their limbs and bodies are almost invariably

tattooed closely from the knees to the waist.

The women wear a single cloth just sufficiently broad to fold over

above the breasts, and which reaches to the instep. Being open in

front, it exposes the leg in walking above the knee (becoming enough) :

when in full dress, they wear a long jacket over this, generally com

posed of lace. They wear their hair long, drawn off the forehead, and

hanging in a long plait down the back. How do you like them ?
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There is something very sad in the contemplation of such a total

wreck as had by this time overtaken the French armies, however

merited the downfal of the discomfited may be ; and there occurred a

little incident which sufficiently proved that the inhabitants of Dussel-

dorf at least were not insensible to the feeling. After the last of the

boats had been carried across the river, about five-and-twenty invalid

French soldiers, whom their comrades had overlooked, and who

remained in one of the hospitals, discovered that they had been aban

doned, and, rushing out into the streets, exhibited, amid their weakness,

the most distressing symptoms of despair. They ran to the water's

edge, adjured their countrymen to save them, and, in several instances,

made an effort to throw themselves into the river. The citizens looked

on with great compassion for a while, after which they took the poor

fellows to their homes, and, hiding them in places where they had at

least a chance of escaping observation, they fed and nursed them there

with great tenderness. I am glad that it is in my power to add, that

the humanity of the Dusseldorfers was not wasted. The invalids con

trived to elude the notice both of Russians and Prussians ; and, being

supplied with money and other necessaries for the journey, were, on the

recovery of their strength, sent home to their own country.

It was on the 13th of November, 1813, that the last of the French

army passed the Rhine; and the same day, about noon, I learned from

some countrymen whom I met in a wine-house, that bands of Cossacks

were hovering about in the fields, at no great distance. Now, we had

not been taught to think too highly either of the self-denial or the

honesty of the Cossacks ; and I confess that the intelligence rendered

me very uneasy, on account of my mistress and the female domestics of

the family. 1 therefore hurried home, warned my poor mistress—

whose husband had gone from home—of the danger that menaced, and

gave her all the aid which I could furnish, in guarding against it. The

first thing done, was to direct the cook to have an abundant supply of

provisions ready : the next, to get up from the cellars wine and spirits,

enough to cheer the hearts of half a regiment. After this, I persuaded

the Baroness to retreat with her children and nurses up stairs into one

of the bed-rooms, and to barricade the door on the inside, so as to

hinder it from being easily opened. Then, having seen matters

arranged, as far as circumstances would allow, I strolled out, partly to

ascertain how far danger really threatened, partly to gratify the sort of

nervous curiosity by which all men, so situated, are apt to be affected.

It was night when I entered the streets, throughout the whole com

pass of which not a living thing showed itself. The shops were all
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closed, every window was dark, and not so much as the stroke of a

hammer broke in upon the death-like silence'. I wandered on and on,

seeing nothing, and hearing nothing, except the clank of my own foot

steps on the pavement. At last I turned towards a public-house, which

I had been in the habit of frequenting; and finding the door shut, I

knocked. For a considerable space no notice was taken of the signal;

but I knocked again and again ; and in the end, the sound of the bolt with

drawn from its socket reached me. By-and-bye the door creaked on its

hinges, and mine host stood in the very narrow aperture, holding a

candle in his hand, by the flame of which I could perceive that he was

pale as ashes. "What's the matter, Boniface?" cried I; "has any

thing happened ?" " Oh, nothing at all," replied he, drawing a deep

breath ; " I only thought it might be the Cossacks." From this I

learned, that the arrival of these people was momentarily expected ; so,

having drunk a glass of wine, and conversed for a few moments with

mine host, I hurried home.

It might be about nine o'clock when the first straggling party of

Cossacks entered Dusseldorf. Their advance was conducted with

extreme caution ; for they no sooner passed one gate, than they put

their horses to the speed, and galloped helter-skelter through, emerging

by the gate opposite. Having thus satisfied themselves that there was

no garrison in the place, they returned to the gate through which they

had first shown themselves, and there formed. They marched next to

the market-place, where they halted. But though the inhabitants, per

ceiving but a handful of men, ventured to come forth and invite them

into their houses, not one of these wild and wary warriors would quit his

station. They sat down, to be sure, to the tables which were soon

spread for them in the open air, and ate and drank as savages are

accustomed to do, who have long fasted. But though they vociferated

their delight as often as a cry arose, " Long live the Emperor Alex

ander," they steadily refused to enter beneath a roof.

Throughout the whole of that night the Cossacks continued to

receive, by twos and threes, a fresh accession of numbers. At first

not more than twenty or thirty had entered the town; when day

broke, about 200 occupied the square ; and they were soon afterwards

reinforced by about 500 Prussian lancers. These proceeded, without

delay, to obtain billets upon the inhabitants ; and taking quiet possession

of the apartments that were allotted to them, they exhibited no disposi

tion to molest or offer injury to their entertainers. The case was very

different, when a few hours later a battalion of Russian infantry, with a

regiment of horse, entered the town. They did not so much as go

through the form of applying for billets ; but spreading themselves

through the town, they took possession by parties of whatever domiciles

seemed to attract their notice, or hold out the prospect of agreeable

quarters. Neither did they stop here. Whole families were turned

into the street : the grossest outrages perpetrated on the women : horses

put up in the very drawing-rooms, and the costliest articles of furniture

broken up for fire-wood. As to the work of plunder, that went on without

the smallest interruption, and no human being appeared to blush for it.

Among others, our house was visited by two officers of cavalry and a

troop of their men. They knocked furiously at the gate ; and though
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I lost no time in opening it, they overwhelmed me with abuse because I

had kept them waiting. They demanded quarters for themselves and a

superior officer. I showed them into a couple of rooms in the lower story,

where beds had been purposely prepared ; and replied to their orders

concerning dinner, that it should be forthcoming immediately. And

thanks to the bravery of my countrywoman the cook, who refused to

retreat with the rest of the female servants, and stood to her utensils all

day, I was enabled, within ten minutes, to set before them a sumptuous

meal.

The Russians expressed themselves both surprised and pleased at

the rapidity with which their wants were supplied. They drank

copiously, too, from a magnum of white Burgundy, which, having no good

Rhenish in the house, I set before them as choice Markobruner, and

desiring that tea might be ready in a couple ofhours, they walked abroad.

And now began my troubles with the men. So long as the officers

continued on the spot, the privates bore themselves with some show of

moderation ; but moderation was now at an end. They clamoured for

food, drink, everything of which they fancied themselves in need, and

made a rush to storm the kitchen, which the cook defended with great

resolution. At last, however, by dint of expostulation and entreaty, I

prevailed upon them to desist ; and a bountiful supply of black puddings

and gin, soon restored them to good humour.

Meanwhile, flying portions of these savages had wandered all over

the house, trying every door, and entering every apartment to which

they found access. Among others, they had twice or thrice lifted the

latch of that behind which my mistress and her family lay ; but finding

it fastened, they did not burst through, very much to the relief of the

parties within, who were well nigh killed with terror. They were not,

however, so delicate in their dealings with our horses : these they turned

out of the stalls into the streets, putting their own under cover, and

feeding them with our forage. In short, it was a day and a night of

extreme anxiety even to me; of agony and terror to the rest. Never

theless, it passed by with perhaps less of suffering than might fairly

have been expected. And on the morrow, my mistress, perceiving that

no personal violence was likely to be offered to her, ventured to quit her

place of refuge.

Her first step was to wait upon the officers, who chanced to be at

breakfast, and to remonstrate with them against the treatment which her

horses had received. They did not so much as rise when she entered

the apartment ; but asking with a sneer, whether she thought her horses,

or those belonging to the Emperor, of greater worth, they told her,

point blank, that things should remain as they were. She instantly

withdrew, and burst into tears. But tears were of small avail in such a

situation as that into which the fortune of war had brought her, and she

was condemned in consequence, throughout a space of four whole days,

to sustain as she best might, the wrongs and insults to which foreign

soldiers subjected her.

During four whole days this state of things continued, and Dusseldorf

was the scene of indescribable misery. Each new hour brought an

accession to the numbers of the troops that filled it, till by-and-bye not

fewer than from 10,000 to 12,000 must have taken up their quarters there.

Asa matter of course, the inhabitants were expelled from one apart
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ment after another, to make way for men and horses. The streets,

also, were strewed with fragments of broken furniture, beds, chairs,

curtains, cooking utensils ; and the noise of revelry rose above sounds

which told of outrage suffered, and feelings lacerated. But the most

curious figures in that strange scene, were the Cossacks : for a Cossack

accoutred for war, bears as little resemblance to a human being as it is

possible to conceive. His attire consists of an accumulation of rags of

all sorts, fastened about his trunk and limbs, with ropes or bands of

straw : his cloak is not unfrequently a bear-skin, with a hole cut in

order to let his head pass through ; over which again is drawn a red

woollen night cap, so closely, as to leave no part of his countenance

visible, except the small piercing red eyes, or the sharp cheek-bones.

Moreover, the Cossack is so enveloped in swaddling-clothes, that each

limb appears as thick as an ordinary man's waist, and each waist like a

goodly pollarded oak. As to his arms and appointments, these consist

always of a lance, long and stout, and headed with steel ; often of a bow

and a quiver full of arrows, as well of pistols stuck in profusion round

his body. His horse, again, is as rough as a polar bear, small of

stature, yet exceedingly hardy ; and as to the saddle, according to the

height of that, you may judge of each man's personal wealth. For a

Cossack never stuffs his plunder any where but in the croup of his saddle,

which, as he is a capital forager, grows higher and higher, till, towards

the end of the campaign, its shape is portentous. Finally, a Cossack

never undresses till the campaign has ended, nor thinks of sleeping in a

bed. He is accordingly a moving mass of filth and vermin : yet,

withal, hardy, active, acute, and brave—a very locust to the land over

which he sweeps as a conqueror, a very hornet to the flying enemy,

whom it is his business to harass.

Up to the present moment, the French had been in possession of one

bank of the Rhine, the Allies of the other ; yet, by neither party was

an attempt made to break in upon the repose of its adversaries. On

the side of the French this forbearance was purely voluntary, for they

had in battery opposite to Dusseldorf, two 8-pounders, and a howitzer.

The Allies, I am afraid, could lay claim to no merit on that score, see

ing that they were destitute of cannon, and possessed not a single boat

wherewith to try the effect of a passage. But the cannon for which

they had repeatedly sent, came up at last ; and one night, orders were

given to plant eight 12-pounders above and below the town, so as to

throw upon the French camp a cross fire. Having been made aware

of the issuing of these orders, and being desirous of witnessing the

effect of the first discharge, I made interest with the Governor of the

jail, to whom I was personally known, and was by him admitted into a

cell in one of the upper stories, whence an extensive view of the sur

rounding country could be obtained. I took my place beside the barred

window, just as the first gray streaks of dawn appeared in the sky, and

the intensity of interest with which I watched them gradually extend, 1

have no power of language to describe. At last the morning came :

there was nothing remarkable in it for a brief space ; and in the French

camp all seemed security and peace. The huts had been built with

great regularity : they were filled with slumbering soldiers ; not a man

indeed appeared to be awake throughout the whole encampment, except

the sentries ; horses and mules stood picketed in numbers near. In a
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moment afterwards, what a change was there ! The Allied guns

opened. Crash went the huts, down fell horses and mules ; forth from

their sleeping places rushed crowds of men, only that they might the

more expose themselves to the showers of round and grape that fell among

them ; while here and there a human form stretched upon the earth, or

dragging itself along, gave evidence that not in vain had round and

grape sped upon their course. It was a horrid spectacle, for the

wretches thus cut down neither had offered, nor could offer the smallest

resistance ; and their retreat itself, though begun without the loss of a

moment, did not carry them for some time out of the reach of their

destiny.

The French appeared to have been taken so much by surprise that

they made, for a while, no reply to this rude salutation. By degrees,

however, their artillerists recovered their self-possession, and sharply and

well their guns spoke back, sending round-shot into many a house, and

setting fire to more than one store of combustibles. On our side,

however, every possible preparation had been made to meet this

exigency, wherefore buckets and engines were all ready, and the flames

were* soon extinguished. But besides that some lives were lost, more

than one domicile received a mark of what war will do, in the shape of

a round-shot lodged even in its inner chambers, which not to this day,

I have reason to believe, have the Dusseldorfers thought it necessary to

efface.

The firing continued on both sides till dusk, when the Allies, having

levelled the enemy's camp with the ground, ceased, and the enemy with

drew their guns from a position which was no longer tenable. But our

people were not willing to let the matter end there. Having ascertained

that two horse-boats had been scuttled just before the French evacuated

the place, the officer commanding caused them to be raised, and in the

course of half an hour they were repaired and made sea-worthy. Imme

diately one hundred Prussian grenadiers, headed by a brave and enter

prising young officer, volunteered to make a dash upon the town of Eber-

feldt, where it was well known that most of the boats removed from

the Dusseldorf side had been laid up. The offer was accepted, of

course ; and about midnight this handful of gallant fellows shoved off,

carrying with them the best wishes of their countrymen. It appeared

that they managed all things with equal prudence and bravery. They

landed without observation, the French suspecting nothing on that side,

and therefore having no sentries planted. They crept up towards the

gate of the town, and lay down, waiting till the hour of relief should

come round. It struck at last: they heard the relief muster inside;

they saw the drawbridge fall and the gate roll back, and then, without

so much as a cry, they sprang forward. The guard were bayoneted to

a man, and into the town they rushed. What can soldiers do when

thus surprised ? That night a battalion of five hundred men, a General,

and twenty officers of inferior rank, became prisoners to this handful of

grenadiers, who seized them in their beds ; and, when daylight came,

the inhabitants of Eberfeldt were at once astonished and delighted

to see that their town was in possession of the Allies.

The glad tidings soon spread to Dusseldorf, and boats coming over,

crowds of curious persons hastened to ascertain how matters had gone
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with the party. Among others, I must needs visit Eberfeldt, and a

curious scene of revelry and triumph it presented. The Prussians

occupied the gTeat square, the French having been unceremoniously

thrust into the common gaol, and there, with the inhabitants of all

ranks and both sexes, they were carousing. But not to Dusseldorf

alone had tidings of the night's work made their way. At Juliers, a

place scarcely nine English miles distant, a division of six thousand

French troops lay ; and these, made aware of the disaster that had

overtaken their comrades, hastened to avenge it. It was curious to

watch the progress of things. Guns, tumbrils, ammunition-waggons,

military stores of every description, quantities of bullion, of small arms,

and great-coats, were run down to the water's edge, and embarked ;

while, by-and-by, the idlers, whom curiosity had brought into danger,

began to hurry as fast as possible beyond the reach of it. For, strange

to say, though a lodgement was thus made, there existed no intention on

the part of the Allies to hold the ground on the enemy's bank of the

river, and the hundred grenadiers received, in consequence, no rein

forcement. Accordingly, the news no sooner spread that an enemy's

column was advancing, than helter-skelter all ran for the beach ;

and, in a few minutes, it seemed doubtful whether boats enough would

remain to carry back again the handful of heroes who had so well

accomplished the task committed to them.

The Prussian officer, however, was a good soldier in every sense of

the word. He did not neglect his line of retreat : he marched a party

down to the river, which at once took and kept possession of as many

boats as were judged necessary. He then coolly planted his men under

cover of certain houses which commanded the road by which the French

must advance, and saluted the head of the column, as soon as it arrived

within range, with a sharp volley. A smart skirmish followed, in which

the Prussians lost, I think, three men ; but it was not of long continu

ance. The officer had done his duty ; he therefore retreated in excellent

order, and, carrying with him his wounded, arrived on the opposite

shore, amid the enthusiastic shouts of his comrades.

All this while the force of the Allies continued to increase in and

around Dusseldorf. Every farm-house and hovel in the neighbourhood

was filled with troops, who, with their horses, literally licked up every

thing that was fit for food—till, by-and-by, about twenty thousand men

were ready to debouch by the opening which our Prussians had made.

Among other arrivals, I must not omit to mention that of the Black

Hussars—a corps originally raised by a Prussian noble, whom his

master, for reasons of state, had sent into banishment. These men,

with their leader, had long existed by plunder, which they carried off

from far and near, and stored up in their haunts among the Hertz

Mountains. But when the crisis came, the chief of the band made a

tender of his services to the Allied Sovereigns : he was pardoned and

accepted; and the battles of Leipsic and Hennau bear testimony ~to the

reckless bravery which marked his own proceedings and those of his

followers. His men were well mounted : he had equipped them in

black, and they bore upon the fronts of their chakos the same emblems

which our own Black Brunswickers used to bear—namely, the skull

and cross-bones. But though the rumour of their approach excited
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unspeakable alarm in Dusseldorf, I am bound to state that, when they

did come, they conducted themselves with at least as much of regularity

as any other body of armed men in the town. Two of their officers

were quartered upon us, and we found them in all respects civil and even

modest.

The Black Hussars, with the rest of the forces assembled in Dussel

dorf, broke up in due time, and took the road to Paris. Other heavy

columns moved simultaneously with them from Cologne and Coblentz ;

and the newspapers, which circulated freely, told us day by day of some

fresh triumph obtained and some province liberated. Such a state of

things naturally excited in my mind a strong desire to revisit the land

of my birth ; and as spring came on, I only waited the return of my

master in order to carry this natural and cherished scheme into execu

tion. He came at last, bringing with him a letter from my mother,

whom he had seen and informed of my well-being; and who, erroneously

conceiving that I intended to live and die abroad, proposed to sell off

her little property and join me at Dusseldorf. But this kind proposal

only sharpened my zeal to breathe once more the atmosphere which I

had breathed in my childhood ; and suspecting that my master would

throw impediments in the way, I set about making my preparations very

quietly. At last I told him. He was surprised, vexed, and perhaps

somewhat unjust: he refused at first to let me go without three months'

notice, and when I resisted this, he sent me away with less of kindness

than I conceived that I had merited. I did not, however, resent the

injury ; but, retiring to a public-house, packed my little all into as

narrow a compass as possible, and made ready to begin my homeward

journey on the morrow.

Though Dusseldorf had been to me the land of strangers, there were

some kind hearts there which I was loth to leave behind. This was

particularly the case in reference to my first master and friend, Baron

Golstein. Yet it would have been strange, had the consciousness of

liberty recovered not very much outweighed these natural regrets ; and

I am not ashamed to acknowledge that my step was light and buoyant,

as, for the last time, I traversed the streets of that ancient town :

besides, I was not an object of any one's compassion. Two good suits

of clothes I could call my own, besides a watch and thirty old French

dollars in money ; while my travelling companion was a poodle dog,

whose gambols served to while away many a vacant hour, and whose

sagacity was not inferior to that of his kind in general. My first day's

march, which carried me to Gueldres, was performed in the highest

spirits ; and my reception there having been all that the heart of man

could wish, my second began under circumstances nowise less propitious.

It was a fine fresh morning, the 3rd of April, 1814, when this Becond

march began. Having a considerable distance to accomplish, I started

betimes, and was passing over an extensive heath—my pipe in my

mouth, and my dog frisking round me—when far ahead I discovered

the form of a man, and I quickened my pace, desiring to overtake him.

I gained upon the stranger sufficiently to observe that he wore a glazed

hat and a brown coat—the former, at least, affording ground to believe

that he must be a countryman ; so I stepped out lustily, being elated by

the prospect of finding a pleasant companion with whom to converse by

the way. The stranger, however, was evidently suspicious : he looked
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behind, and seeing me stride out, he began to stride also, thus increasing

rather than diminishing the space that was between us. It was in vain

that I sent on my dog, or that the animal, trotting from the one to the

other, strove, as it were, to bring us together : the stranger held his

pace, and I soon found that the hope of overtaking him, unless some

check should occur, was idle.

The chase was thus continued, till a town or large village appeared

in the distance, in passing through which I felt sure that I should lose

my man. Not willing, however, to abandon my own project so long as

the faintest prospect of a different result appeared, I sent my dog for

ward, and desired him to keep the stranger in view till I should come.

I soon lost both man and beast at the entrance of the village ; and not

seeing either of them in the street, I made up my mind to pass on, even

at the cost of my faithful poodle's company. But the dog thought

differently : he suddenly showed himself at the head of a street, lane,

or alley, and having, as it were, invited me to follow, turned round and

waited for me. By these means, I was led to a public-house, in the

taproom of which, sure enough, and ensconced behind the buttress of a

large chimney, I beheld my man. He made every possible effort to

hold aloof from me : I addressed him in German—he could not answer;

I spoke to him in French, and received a reply in a wretched patois ;

after which I held out my hand and called him countryman, desiring

him to keep a good heart, and not to shiver. He looked up like one

who has received a reprieve on the very gallows. He had mistaken me,

it appeared, for a gen-d'arme, and being like myself a liberated prisoner,

trembled at the anticipation of a recapture. As may be imagined, we

became excellent friends in a moment ; and both having our faces turned

towards Holland, we resolved to prosecute the journey together.

My new acquaintance represented himself to me as captain and part

owner of a brig from Halifax : he had been ten years in French prisons,

and having effected his escape with but a slender stock of money in his

pocket, his means of getting refreshment by the way were quite exhausted.

These tidings only made me the more desirous of accepting his compa

nionship during my progress : I compassionated his sufferings, and told

him that he should share the contents of my purse—he giving me, in

return, repeated assurances that my outlay would be more than made

good, so soon as we reached Rotterdam ; and as I could not for a

moment doubt either his inclination or his ability to perform the pro

mise, I made him heartily welcome to the best at each stage where we

halted.

It is not worth while to describe at length the little adventures that

befel us during our progress to Nimeguen. They were such as fall to

the lot of pedestrians in general, with this solitary exception, that at

Nimeguen, my companion not being provided with a passport, would

have found it impossible to obtain admission into the place, had I not

interceded for him. But the Commandant, a good-natured old gentle

man, no sooner heard the particulars of our story, than he gave orders

that both should be accommodated with apartments, and be permitted

to rest in the town three whole days. We then took a trackschuyt,

which in three days more conveyed us to Rotterdam, where, on one of

the quays, at the sign of the Dolphin, we fixed our head-quarters. But
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my money—not very abundant at the outset—was by this time begin

ning to run short, and certain very awkward suspicions of my com

panion's honesty would rise in spite of me, seeing that he made no

effort at all to replenish the purse. Still I hoped the best. I even

went with him to the English Consul's house,—Mr. Ferrier's,—of

whom we together begged a supply, but who told us frankly, that

though he could procure us a passage to England, he had no money at

his disposal for us or for anybody. Accordingly, we were fain to

accept letters to the naval officer in command at Helvoetsluys, and, in

company with two or three more Englishmen, pushed off in one of the

packet-boats for the mouth of the Maese.

In the course of this voyage, as well as during our sojourn at Hel

voetsluys, I was very much indebted to the kindness of one of our

fellow-passengers, a groom in the employment of the Prince Regent,

who had been sent to Holland with a present of two fine horses for the

Prince of Orange. That individual, being flush of money, insisted on

acting as paymaster throughout, and used his best endeavours to get

me away from the party of the Captain, whom he never particularly

admired. But, partly because I was not willing to wrong a fellow-

prisoner, partly because I believed that, being honest, he would pay his

debts, and otherwise befriend me on our arrival in England, I resisted

all the groom's suggestions, and, taking my passage in the same ship

with the Captain, was conveyed safely to Harwich. As we messed in

different parts of the ship, the Captain boarding with the Lieutenants,

and I living with the petty officers, we had comparatively little inter

course during the voyage ; and, when I came to land, I found that my

friend had got the start of me by an hour. I was both provoked and

mortified ; and, being determined at least to tell him my mind, I made

all haste to the London coach-office. But in this particular, too, my

labour proved vain : the coach had started about twenty minutes, and

my friend having ensconced himself on the top, I never saw nor heard

of him again.

The Kilkenny Militia happening at this time to be quartered in

Harwich, I proceeded to report myself to the officer commanding, and

received orders to join one of the messes of the corps till arrangements

could be made for forwarding me to my own regiment. I went to the

room allotted to me ; but the miserable fare of the militia-men—a red

herring and a bowl of potatoes—agreed so little with my notions of

comfort, that I at once made up my mind to have nothing more to say

to them. I accordingly repaired to a public-house, where, with the last

coin that adhered to the interior of my pocket—an eighteen-pence token

—I treated myself, and a soldier whom I found there, to a noggin of

English gin. Moreover, I found there an opportunity of befriending-

four foreigners, strangers at once to the language and the manners of

our island, who had come over in the hope of getting a pension—long

ago granted to them by the Duke of York—renewed. I ordered their

supper for them, became their interpreter, went with them to the coach-

office, and next morning saw them off,—trifling acts in themselves,

doubtless, yet, by persons in their situation, felt and admitted to be

grave favours. And now, being reduced to a few pence, yet resolute

not to return to barracks, I pawned my watch to the landlord for
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five shillings, and sat down in a corner, with ray pipe, not a little

disconsolate.

I was thus circumstanced, when the door of the room opened, and

there entered, with a shout, about a score of seamen, all rigged out in

their best, and all bedizened with knots and streamers of ribband.

They instantly recognised me, for they were part of the crew of the

frigate in which I had crossed from Holland ; and, having informed me

that they had received three months' pay, with three days ashore in

which to spend it, they insisted on my casting in my lot with them. It

will be readily imagined that I neither experienced nor expressed the

smallest reluctance to become their guest. And, sure enough, for the

entire space of time which they had at their command, ours was a life

of revelry and joyance.

The first thing to be done was to provide a fiddler, and an adequate

number of partners for a dance. These were soon procured, and supper,

with an ample supply of grog, egg-flip, and other good things, being

ordered, the ball began in a large outhouse attached to the inn. Nobody

went to bed thafnight ; and though the sailors ate less than might have

been expected, the consumption of liquor was something quite unparal

leled. Next day, hackney-coaches were procured, and, the fiddler playing

all the way, we made an excursion, partners and all, into the country.

There, too, a convenient house of entertainment was found, where, as

in the town, dancing and frolic chased the hours away till evening. A

dinner followed, and we returned to Harwich, with frequent halts by

the way, in order that the crews of the different vehicles might refresh

themselves ; and, that nothing might be wanting to complete the farce,

we did not compass our journey without a fight. One of our party

happening to quiz a Negro belonging to the band of the militia, the

latter grew restive, and Jack and he had a regular set-to, from which

Jack came off victorious. But why continue these details?—the sea

men kept up the fun till the hour arrived when their Lieutenant came

to inform them that their time was expended, after which they returned

cheerfully on board of ship, and 1 was once more left to my solitude.

I was not altogether easy, in consequence of the breach of discipline

of which I had been guilty, in absenting myself without leave from the

barracks, and had made up my mind to return, when a corporal entered

the room where I was sitting, and asked eagerly of the landlord whether

or not he had seen me. I made myself known to the corporal at once,

and was much relieved when he informed me that orders had arrived to

forward me to my regiment, and that he was already in possession of

my marching-money. The watch which I had pawned was instantly

redeemed, my little bundle packed, and at an early hour on the follow

ing morning I began my march towards London.
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THE MONARCH. NO. II.

The Monarch, bearing the flag of Vice-Admiral Richard Onslow,

shortly afterwards joined Admiral Duncan's fleet watching the move

ments of the Dutch fleet in the Texel. An eighteen weeks' cruize off

the Texel succeeded ; and the British fleet having been exposed to a

constant succession of bad weather, a return to port for stores and

provisions was rendered absolutely necessary, and on the 3rd of October,

1796, the Monarch and her weather-beaten companions anchored in

Yarmouth Roads.

On the 9th of October, early in the morning, the exhilarating tidings

were brought by the hired armed lugger, Black Joke, that the Dutch

fleet had put to sea*. Immediately all was bustle and preparation ; and

at noon on the same day, Admiral Duncan, accompanied by his Vice-

Admiral in the Monarch, and nine sail of the line, was under way, and

standing over with a fair wind for the coast of Holland. On the

next day the remainder of the fleet followed ; and, together with those

which had been left to watch the enemy's movements, the British force

under Admiral Duncan's command amounted to seven ships of 74 guns,

seven of 64 guns, two 50-gun ships, one 40-gun and one 28-gun frigate,

and six smaller vessels. Capt. Trollope, who in the Russell had main

tained his post in the teeth of the Dutch fleet, and had continued man

fully to watch their motions, at 7h. a.m., on the 11th of October, got

sight of the British fleet, and made Admiral Duncan acquainted with the

position of the enemy. At 8h. 30m. the Dutch fleet, under Admiral de

Winter, was in sight from all the fleet, consisting of four 74-gun ships,

seven of 64, and four of 50 guns, four frigates, two corvettes, and foure object of the Dutch Admiral in putting to sea was no less than

to fight the British ; and his desire in this particular was fulfilled to the

utmost. In pursuance of this design, he had endeavoured to gain the

British shores, in sight of which so many renowned battles had been

fought by his brave ancestors, but the strong prevailing westerly

winds kept him back. There was probably another motive existing for

this bold proceeding of Admiral de Winter. Intelligence of the unhappy

state of disorganization, which had only recently prevailed in the ships

of Admiral Duncan's fleet, had in all probability reached Holland ; and

however much British valour might have been respected by the Dutch,

yet a fleet manned with discontented seamen was scarcely in a condition

to be feared. U such was the motive which urged on the Admiral, and

we can scarcely conjecture any other which should have induced him to

*■ There seems to have been some misunderstanding as to the manner of the

announcement of the sailing of the Dntch fleet. See a valuable letter on this sub

ject from Mr. J. Hamilton, in the United Service Journal for April, 1840, p. 537,

et teq.
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seek an engagement with a fleet so superior, he had most egregiously

miscalculated upon the extent of the quarrel, which was in fact little

more than a family jar.

When discovered by the British, the States' fleet was off the Wyker-

dens, which bore east, distant about ten miles. The British fleet being

at this time much scattered, the leading ships, at llh. a.m., by signal

from the Admiral, brought-to on the starboard tack, to enable the stern-

most to close. This was not properly effected, when Admiral Duncan

observed the Dutch fleet, which was hove-to on the larboard tack, to be

edging off the wind ; and fearful that the enemy was meditating an

escape, he did not wait to complete his arrangements, but, at llh. 30ra.,

made the signal for the fleet to bear down and commence the action.

At this time the centre of the Dutch fleet bore from the Monarch about

cast-south-east, distant four or five miles, and for this point the gallant

old Monarch steered. Always a very fair-sailing ship, she was now

some distance in advance of the division and of the whole fleet, and had

the distinguished honour of commencing this decisive action.

At about noon the Monarch, setting a glorious example, broke the

enemy's line ; passing under the stern of the Jupiter of 74 guns, bearing

the flag of Vice-Admiral (of the Blue) Reyntjis, and ahead of the

64-gun ship Haarlem. Pouring a tremendous broadside into each, the

Monarch rounded-to, and brought the former ship to close action, and

a most gallant and determined fight ensued. In taking up this position,

the Monarch was raked by the 40-gun frigate Monnikendam, and also

by the Atalanta brig ; and the latter continued her annoyance until

disabled, some say sunk, by the Monarch's fire. About twenty minutes

after the Monarch had thus broken the Dutch line, the Venerable com

menced the action, and in a short time the cannonading was pretty

general.

The Monarch was closely followed and supported by Captains Wm.

O'Brien Drury in the Powerful, and Trollope in the Russell, by whom

the enemy's rear was in a short time completely disabled ; but the ships

ahead of the opponent of the Monarch (with the exception of the Cer

berus, which continued firing upon that ship), having no immediate

antagonists, owing to the unfortunate lukewarmness of some of the

British ships, were enabled to push on to the support of their Admiral,

and, in consequence, Admiral Duncan, and those ships which did second

him, became exposed to a most severe fire.

At about In. 45m. p.m., the Monarch compelled the Jupiter to

surrender, and Lieut. Charles Ryder was sent with a party of men to

take possession of the shattered prize; he soon afterwards returned,

bringing with him the Dutch Vice-Admiral. Shattered indeed was she

in hull; besides which she had lost both main and mizen masts, and

her decks were covered with killed and wounded.

The Dutch had fought well, as indeed they ever have done ; and

although the effects of their fire were not observable in the sails and

masts of the British, yet the lists of killed and wounded proved that

their guns had taken a more fatal aim. The total loss on board the

British ships was 203 killed and 622 wounded. From viewing the two

fleets at a distance after the action was over, the belief would have been

formed that the British ships had had all the firing to themselves ; for

only one ship, the Director, whose foreyard was cut in two, showed any
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proof of their having been fired at. The Dutch ships, on the contrary,

were nearly all dismasted, and their loss in men had been commensurate

with their damages. Out of 7175 men with which this fleet commenced

the engagement, no less than 540 had been killed and 620 wounded.

The Monarch, in particular, had not lost even a topgallant-yard ; but

her hull was very much shattered, and her loss greater than any other

ship's of the British fleet except the Ardent's. It was as follows—viz.,

Messrs. John P. Tindall, Midshipman, and Moyle Finlay, Captain's

Clerk, and 34 seamen and marines killed ; and Lieut. James Retallick,

Second Lieut, of Marines John J. Smith, Messrs. John Chimley,

Master's Mate, George Massey, Benjamin Clement, Daniel Sherwin,

and Charles Slade Moorman, (mortally) Midshipmen, 2 petty officers,

79 seamen, and 12 marines, wounded: total, 36 killed, and 100 wounded.

The Jupiter, the immediate opponent of the Monarch, wanted only

63 tons of being equal in size to the British ship, the one measuring

1612, and the other 1559 tons; and, as regards the number of men and

guns, the ships were as equally matched as they well could have been :

the result, therefore, was most gratifying.

The victory of Camperdown was truly a glorious event, and it was

felt throughout England to be a great national triumph. The recent

proceedings in the North Sea fleet had spread a general alarm over the

country; for those to whom all looked to preserve Britain's shores from

invasion, considered the seamen's disaffection as an augur of what would

be the result of a hostile meeting. The fear was, however, happily

unfounded : deluded as they had been by artful and scheming men,

British sailors only wanted the sight of an enemy's flag to eradicate

from their minds all thoughts of domestic grievances ; and there is little

doubt that, had the Dutch fleet made its appearance, even while the

rebel Parker was in full power, their officers would all have been

recalled, and the enemy would have been fought and conquered by those

very men who, only a few hours previously, had set at defiance their

legitimate rulers.

The gale of wind which succeeded on the night of the action caused

much loss : one of the prizes, the Delft, of 50 guns, sank*, and the

frigate Monnikendam was wrecked: the Monarch rendered all the

assistance possible, herself leaking like a sieve, and the remaining eight

shattered hulks reached England on the 16th. The Jupiter was added

to the British Navy under the name of Camperdown—a Jupiter being

already in the Service ; but she never, it appears, went to sea afterwards,

and was only employed as a prison-ship. Vice-Admiral Onslow's

services on this occasion were recognised by his having a baronetcy

conferred upon him, and by the present of a sword from the City of

London, valued at one hundred guineas.

We must not conclude our account of this battle without furnishing

the names of as many of the officers present in the Monarch on that

occasion as our researches will enable us to do.

* We are tempted to supply a postscript to the "Anecdotes of Camperdown,"

inserted in the United Service Journal for December last, in reference to the prize-

master of the Delft, whose gallant conduct is therein mentioned. The officer in

question was Lieutenant (the present Rear-Admiral Sir Charles) Bullen.

U. S. Mag., No. 160, March, 1842. Z
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Lieutenant*. Seniority.

Charles Ryder .. .. .. 26th August, 1789*.

JohnWinne .. .. .. 19th Oct., 1790f.

James Retallick .. .. .. 5th Nov, 1793.

Thomas Griffiths Allen . . . . 16th May, 1794.

Francis Le Breton . . .. .. 26th March, 1795.

Adam Drummond .. .. 13th Oct., 1795.

Master, Thomas Whiddon ; Surgeon, John Magin ; Purser, Francis

Bennet ; Chaplain, Rev. Samuel Cole ; Gunner, Thomas Lampen ;

Boatswain, William Ireland; Surgeon's Mates, James Robb and Robt.

White; Master's Mates, George Ninis and John Chimley; Midship

men, Thomas Bennet, Joseph Ballard, John Ayres, Benjamin Clement,

John W. Green, Jonathan Dade, Thomas Chapman, Thomas Dick, J.

P. Tindall (killed), C. S. Moorman (died Oct. 22), Charles Langton,

Amos Freeman Westropp, George Massey, and Daniel Sherwin ; and

Volunteers of the First Class, William Ireland, Samuel Donaldson, and

John Wallis. Marine Officers : Capt. Thomas Abernethie, and Second

Lieutenants Richard Trotter, John J. Smith, and George Peebles.

After undergoing the necessary repairs, the Monarch, still bearing

the flag of Sir Richard Onslow, (Capt. Samuel Sutton J having suc

ceeded Capt. O'Brien,) was again attached to the fleet under Admiral

Duncan, and continued cruizing in the North Sea during the year 1 798,

without meeting any service of note. In 1799 Sir Richard Onslow

was promoted to be an Admiral, and struck his flag ; and Vice-Admiral

Archibald Dickson, on the 19th March, removed his flag from the

Monmouth to the Monarch, Captain Archibald Collingwood Dickson

succeeding Capt. Sutton. The Vice-Admiral shortly afterwards shifted

his flag to the 74-gun ship Veteran, and Capt. James Robert Mosse,

on the 1st June, 1800, succeeded to the command of the Monarch.

The great Northern Powers having entered into a coalition to annul

the marine code established by Great Britain, as regarded the right of

search of neutrals for contraband of war, devised the scheme of an

armed neutrality, and determined to oppose the enforcement of this

right with all their strength. The immediate assigned cause of the

misunderstanding is traced to the capture of the Danish 18-pounder

40-gun frigate Freya, by a small British squadron, under the orders of

Capt. Thomas Baker, in the 28-gun frigate Nemesis, under the follow

ing circumstances.

The Freya, Capt. Krabbe, on the 25th July, 1800, having under her

convoy six sail of merchant-vessels, was fallen in with by the Nemesis

and squadron ; when Capt. Baker, hailing the Danish frigate, acquainted

her Captain that he intended sending his boat to board the merchant-

vessels, on the supposition that they contained stores, &c, for the use

of the French. To this message Capt. Krabbe replied that he should

certainly fire into a boat attempting to put this in execution. The boat

was, however, sent, at which the Freya fired ; whereupon an action

ensued, which ended in the Freya's capture. The frigate and convoy

then proceeded to the Downs, where the former, in accordance with the

* Promoted 2nd January, 1798.

f Mr. James has given the name of this officer as having been the First Lieute

nant, whereas Lieut. Whine was not promoted till April 21st, 1799.

J Capt. Sutton's first entry in the Service was on board the Monarch, in 1777.
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orders of Vice-Admiral Lutwidge, kept her Danish colours flying.

This, and another such occurrence in the Mediterranean, rendered some

explanation necessary on the part of the British Government ; and Lord

Whitworth was accordingly despatched to the Danish Court, to place

the business on the most amicable footing.

To give additional consequence to Lord Whitworth's negotiations,

Vice-Admiral Dickson, with his flag on board the Monarch, and having

ten sail of the line, three 50-gun ships, and several frigates, under his

command, accompanied his Lordship to Elsineur ; and remained there

from the 20th August till the 8th September, while the discussion was

proceeding. The affair was arranged to the apparent satisfaction of

the Court of Denmark ; the British Government agreeing to repair the

damages the Freya had sustained, and release her forthwith, leaving the

general question of right of search to be disposed of at a subsequent

period. The Emperor of Russia, although at the time the ally of Eng

land, also took offence at the attack upon the Freya, and actually placed

an embargo on all British property in his dominions, which, however,

he removed three weeks afterwards ; but the capture of Malta again

aroused His Imperial Majesty's ire, and gave rise to the affirmation of

the coalition above mentioned.

Vice- Admiral Dickson having removed, on the 11th March, 1801, to

the Blenheim, the Monarch remained under the command of Captain

Mosse ; and the menacing attitude assumed by the Northern confede

racy rendering corresponding demonstrations necessary on the part of

England, a large fleet, under the command in chief of Admiral Sir Hyde

Parker, sailed from Yarmouth on the 12th March, 1801, of which fleet

the Monarch formed a part.

On the 21st March, the Monarch in company, after cruizing in the

Cattegat, anchored, with the body of the fleet, in sight of Koll Point,

on the Swedish coast ; and remained there till joined by several of the

ships which had parted company during the preceding bad weather.

On the 23rd the Blanche frigate, Capt. G. E. Hammond, joined the

fleet, on her return from Copenhagen, whither she had been with Mr.

Vansittart, in the hope of producing a peaceable result ; but, instead of

receiving the advances made, the British were set at defiance.

Again the distinguished post of leading the British fleet devolved

upon the Monarch. The van division, under the command of Vice-

Admiral Lord Nelson, in the Elephant, on the 30th March, at 6h.

a.m., weighed and entered the Sound. At 6 h. 30m. the Monarch was

fired at from the batteries of Elsineur; the ship returned the fire, but

the distance was too great to permit of her doing much mischief, and at

7h. 15m. the firing ceased.

Keeping as close as possible to the Swedish shore, the fleet passed

the powerful guns of Cronenburg and Helsingen without injury, and

at noon anchored a few miles above the island of Huens, and about

thirteen from the city of Copenhagen. Sir Hyde Parker, Lord Nelson,

Sir Thomas Graves, and Capt. Domett, then proceeded to reconnoitre the

enemy's defences, which they found to be of the most formidable descrip

tion. At the council of war which ensued, however, Lord Nelson cut

the matter very short by publicly offering to destroy the Danish defences

and shipping with ten sail of the line and the small craft. This pro

posal Sir Hyde Parker immediately acceded to, and added two 50-gun

Z 2
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ships to the numher demanded. The Monarch was one of the ships

so selected, and, as usual, fell in for a large share of the shot of the

enemy.
The difficulties of the navigation were very great, and with the igno

rant men, in the shape of pilots, who had the charge of the fleet, would

have led to the entire failure of the attack. Fortunately, however, there

were skilful and enterprising officers, who volunteered their services to

sound the channel leading to the enemy's position, and to them is mainly

due the ultimate success which followed. Capt. Thomas M. Hardy, on

the night of the 1st of April, sounded close up to the Danish line of

battle, and reported accurately the depth of water.

A short description of the enemy which the British fleet was about to

encounter is necessary. The Danish ships, eighteen in number, were, in

point of fact, so many floating batteries. All were moored with chains,

head and stern, abreast of the city of Copenhagen, and occupied an extent

of rather more than a mile. At the northern extremity of the Danish

line, which was nearest the town, were two powerful batteries erected on

piles, called Trekroner batteries, one of which mounted thirty long

24-pounders, and the other thirty-eight long 36-pounders, and they

were provided with furnaces for heating shot. From their position, and

from the description of their guns, it is clear that these batteries were

enabled to do incalculable mischief to any fleet attacking the ships

moored within their range ; and for the security of these important

defences from attack, two 74-gun ships, a large frigate, two brigs, and

several smaller armed vessels, provided with furnaces for heating shot,

were moored in a most advantageous position, close to the harbour's

mouth.
The ships, which formed the principal object of attack, presented a

broadside of 314 heavy long guns, of which 24 were 36-pounders,

180 long 24-pounders, 35 long 18-pounders, and the remainder twelves

and eights ; exclusive of the heavy flanking-guns of the pile-batteries :

and, in point of men, their number was endless, for no sooner were the

ships unmanned than fresh crews came off from the shore, to replace

the killed and wounded.
The morning of the 2nd of April dawned upon the anxious adven

turers, and with it came a fair wind, provided they could round the shoal

called the Middle Ground. The Monarch's intended station was in the

very centre of the Danish block ships, and this position she eventually

took up. At 9h. 30m., (the Monarch's log makes it an hour earlier,)

the signal was made to weigh. The Edgar led, followed by the Aga

memnon ; but the latter ship having anchored too close inshore, was

unable to round the shoal, and, after several unsuccessful attempts at

warping, anchored in five fathoms water. The Polyphemus, there

fore, became next to the Edgar, and the Isis and Bellona followed the

Edgar. The Bellona, however, owing, it is said, to the Master's

unskilfulness or unsteadiness, got on shore on the Middle Ground,

being then about four hundred and fifty yards from the rear of the

Danish line. The Russell, in following the Bellona, also grounded

close to her. The Ardent came next, and then the Monarch.

As it was intended that the three ships mentioned as placed hnrs de

combat should occupy certain positions, and that each, as she arrived

abreast of her appointed antagonist, should anchor by the stern,
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thereby masking the fire of such ship from the next astern, it is evident

that their loss was a matter of the greatest consequence to the

Monarch and Ardent. The Edgar, Isis, and Polyphemus, dropped

anchor in their appointed places ; but, as the Ardent and Monarch had

to pass several unengaged ships, to take up their appointed berths, they

became exposed to a destructive cannonading. Proceed, however, they

did ; and the Monarch, anchoring between the Indosforethen, (an old

condemned two-decker, cut down and dismantled, of 64 guns, with a

crew of three hundred and ninety men,) and the- Holstein, of 60 guns,

and four hundred men, became exposed to a destructive fire from both ; in

addition to which, she was greatly exposed to the fire of the Trekroner

battery. It was nearly an hour before the remaining British ships

could take up their allotted places ; and, when they did, they afforded

little or no assistance to the Monarch. It is not to be wondered at,

therefore, that her loss was greater than that ever sustained in later

times (for we must except the old Dutch wars, where the slaughter was

often truly awful) by a two-decked ship. The battle raged without a

moment's intermission for upwards of three hours ; and Sir Hyde

Parker at about this time was induced to make the signal to discon

tinue the action. Lord Nelson, however, would not see the signal, but

kept that for close action flying at the Elephant's mast-head.

In the early part of the action, Captain Mosse fell, mortally

wounded, and was carried into the stern walk, where he was found to

be dead. The action raged with undiminished fury till about 2h. p.m.,

by which time most of the enemy's ships had hauled down their

colours, upon which Lord Nelson sent on shore his celebrated letter

and flag of truce. At 2h. 30m., the firing entirely ceased from the

enemy's ships, and a boat from the Monarch proceeded to take posses

sion of the Holstein. At 3 h., Lord Nelson, taking advantage of the

cessation of the fire, hitherto kept up by the Trekroner batteries, hoisted

the signal for the Monarch and other ships to weigh ; and, accordingly,

the Monarch cut her cable, and was proceeding down the channel,

when she grounded on a shoal ; but the Ganges striking her in mid

ships, drove her over the bank into deep water, and in the course of a

short time she brought up, out of range of the enemy's batteries.

The tremendous hammering the Monarch' had sustained has scarcely

any equal. Her loss was as follows :—

Captain Mosse, 35 seamen, 12 marines, and 8 soldiers, killed.

Lieutenant William Minchin ; Boatswain William Joy ; Messrs. Wil

liam Henry Swymmer, William John Bowes, Thomas Harlowe, George

Morgan, (died April 3rd of his wounds,) and Philip Le Vesconte,

Midshipmen; 101 seamen; Lieutenant (Marines) James Marrie, and

34 private marines, and 1 Lieutenant, and 20 privates of foot,—

wounded. Making the heavy total of 56 killed and 164* wounded,—

several mortally. Captain Mosse was an officer much respected and

esteemed. Lord Nelson, in his official letter, speaks of his death with

great regret, and recommends his widow and six children to the con

sideration of the country,—a recommendation which was not entirely

overlooked.Having now given the names of the wounded, it remains that we

* The log states the wounded at 184.
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furnish a complete list of the different officers, who shared in this

perilous business, which were as follows, viz.:—

Seniority.

John Yelland, Lieutenant* .. .. 13th March, 1783.

Benjamin Wilkinson, ditto 9th April, 17%.

James Ayscough, ditto . . . . . . 28th Nov.,

William Minchin, ditto 27th Dec,

Alexander Purvis Home . . . . 5th May, 1800.

Master— ; Surgeon—Charles Wallace ; Purser—James Harvey ;

Chaplain—Rev. James Willins ; Surgeons' Mates—Thomas Wilson

and James Hunter ; Masters' Mate—James Harris ; Midshipmen—

Edwin Thrackston, (promoted 25th July, 1801,) William Henry

Swymmer, Owen Owen, John M. Jefferd, John Green, James M'Kain,

William Millard, James Burnett, George Morgan, (died of wounds,)

Thomas Turner, John Ponsonby, James Dennis, Henry Norris,

Thomas Harlowe, Philip Le Vesconte, (promoted 23rd May, 1801,)

Felix Le Neve, and William John Bowes ; Volunteers 1 st Class—

William Kitchen, Charles Stabler, Alfred Luckcraft. Marine officers :

Captain-Lieut. Anthony Stransham ; 1st Lieutenant, James Marrie;

J. C. Urquhart, 2nd Lieutenant.

The damages sustained by the Monarch were very great ; but, as in

the case of her former action, they were chiefly confined to the hull : her

three topmasts being found unserviceable, were replaced by jury spars.

On the day after the action, Capt William Birchall, from the Harpy

brig, took command of the Monarch in room of Capt. Mossef . The

Monarch remained at Copenhagen getting the Holstein ready for sea,

which was the only prize considered worth carrying away,—all the

others, including the Zealand, a fine ship, being burnt by their captors

at their moorings.

On the 15th April, the Holstein being ready for sea, together with

the Monarch and Isis, having on board the wounded men of the British

fleet, quitted the Sound, and, on the 26th, arrived at the Nore. Here

the damages of the Monarch were found so extensive, that her men

were turned over to the 74-gun ship Blenheim, and the ship docked to

repair. The Holstein was purchased into the Navy, and, under the

name of Nassau, performed good service. Captain Birchall was posted

on his arrival in England.

On the 18th of July, the Monarch, being once more ready for

service, was commissioned at Chatham, by Capt. Thomas Peyton, and

attached to the North Sea fleet. On the 2nd of October, Capt. Peyton

died on board the Monarch, and the ship remained under the command

of Lieut. Alexander Shippard for a few weeks, when Capt. Peter Puget

joined and took the command, and continued in it till May 9, 1802,

when the Monarch was paid off at Chatham.

On the recommencement of war in 1803, Admiral Lord Keith being

appointed in May Commander in Chief on the Downs station, hoisted

his flag on board the Monarch, Capt. John Clarke Searle being his

Flag-Captain. Although this service was for the most part without

much interest, the Monarch's officers were a great deal employed, and in

* Made Commander, 27th April, 1801.

■)■ A monument was erected, in 1807, in St. Paul's Cathedral, at the public

expense, in memory of Captains Mosse and Riou.
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particular during the attacks made upon the French invasion flotilla in

Boulogne Bay. Schemers were not wanting in those days, and among

the various ingenious devices put forth to catch the attention and the

money of John Bull was the " Catamaran." This terrific machine, ifit

could only have been brought to the required place alongside an enemy's

ship, would, doubtless, have blown a hole in her side ; but the difficulty

was to get it in that position. A description of these machines, the

effect of which Lord Keith was ordered to prove upon the invasion

flotilla, is given in the Naval Chronicle, vol. xii., by an officer employed

on the service. The catamaran much resembled a large coffin, but was

sharp at both ends. It was in length twenty-one feet, breadth three

feet and a quarter, and about the same in depth, and was constructed of

stout plank, lined with lead, and contained about forty barrels of

powder, and other combustible matter. When thus filled, the whole

was planked over, and covered with canvas, which was then paid with

hot pitch. The weight of the whole, when thus prepared, was about

two tons. The upper edge of the machine, when immersed, was just

level with the water's edge, and it was provided at one end with a tow-

rope, or painter, and at the other with a small grappling-iron, buoyed

up with cork. The intention of this latter was to hook the cable of the

vessel the catamaran was to act against, and thus swing it alongside.

The machinery by which the powder was to be ignited consisted of

clock-work, the main-spring of which, on the withdrawal of a peg

placed on the outside, would, in about ten minutes, draw the trigger of

a lock, and explode the whole.

Due notice was, as usual in such cases, received by the French

Government of the precise nature of these engines of destruction, and

the trial of the experiment was consequently fully anticipated.

On the 1st October, 1804, in the morning, Lord Keith, in the

Monarch, anchored about five miles from the French flotilla in Boulogne

Bay, accompanied by a squadron of large and small vessels. In the

course of the day the Monarch, with three frigates, weighed and stood

closer in, when she anchored just beyond the reach of the guns of the

flotilla and batteries. The French then became aware of the nature of

the approaching attack, and made such preparations as had not previously

been effected. Kear-Admiral Lacrosse's flag was flying on board the

prame Ville-de-Mayence, stationed in the centre of the flotilla, which

consisted of about 150 vessels, moored in a double line. Towards

evening the French Admiral ordered a division of gun-boats and armed

launches to keep a look out for the enemy's approach,' and, if possible,

to grapple with and tow away the fire-vessels. The batteries were also on

the alert, and bodies of troops with numerous field-pieces were stationed

along the coast to be ready to act upon a moment's warning.

On the night of the 2nd, at about 9h. 15m., four fire-vessels, the

Amity, Devonshire, Peggy, and Providence, (curiously chosen names

for such companions), in tow of the launches of the squadron, and

accompanied by about ten of the "catamarans" above described,

departed on the expedition. Lieut. Hew Stewart, of the Monarch, was

in charge of one of the boats, and others were entrusted to Capts.

Donald M'Leod, Samuel Jackson, Joseph Edmonds, Valentine Collard,

Thomas Searle, and other officers of the squadron. Their approach

was quickly discovered and announced by the French videttes, and a
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heavy cannonading was instantly opened upon the explosion-vessels and

boats ; but finding the fire not returned, they became convinced of the

nature of the enemy. The wind and tide rapidly drifted the vessels

towards the flotilla; and although vigorously opposed by the gun-boats

and launches, the fire-vessels were not abandoned, until within the

proper distance of the enemy's line, when the fuzes being ignited, they

were abandoned to their fate.

In the face of a tremendous fire, the vessels broke through the

line of prames. The Providence exploded between numbers 149 and

241, of the inner line, wounding two men in the latter, but doing no

further damage ; but the explosion was awfully loud, and created con

siderable alarm. Shortly afterwards, the Peggy passing through an

opening expressly left for her, exploded in the rear of the line, wounding

one French officer, and two men. The Devonshire exploded about the

same time, doing the same amount of mischief. The Amity being near

the Ville-de-Mayence, the latter veered cable, and allowed the fire-vessel

to drift harmlessly by, and she exploded without doing any injury. The

catamarans next came into operation ; but although some of these were

towed within pistol-shot of the French prames, they effected nothing

beyond making a great noise. One only, and that by chance, was the

cause of any mischief. It appears, that one of the British boats, after

towing a catamaran, was fallen in with by a French peniche, abandoned, and

the crew of the latter boarded and carried off their prize. The peniche

shortly afterwards struck the catamaran, which at the instant exploding,

blew the peniche and her remaining crew of fourteen men into the air.

Thus ended this much-talked-of plan for destroying the French

flotilla. The catamarans only wanted, to render them most destructive

engines, a place beneath the bows of an enemy, and the assurance of the

gun-lock's doing its work. The difficulty, however, was to place them

where required, and to ensure their explosion ; and in consequence of

their being found wanting in these important qualities, the scheme,

like many others of a similar nature, was laid aside.

Lord Keith's flag continued in the Monarch till 1806, when Capt.

Searle being appointed Commissioner of the Victualling, Capt. Richard

Lee took the command of the Monarch as a private ship. Under this

latter gallant officer, the Monarch was attached to the squadron of

Commodore Sir Samuel Hood, cruizing off Rochefort.

It having been determined to attack, with the boats of the squadron,

a large convoy lying at anchor in Verdon Roads, at the mouth of the

Gironde, under the protection of a large corvette and a brig, one from

the Monarch was sent in charge of Lieut. Dalhousie Tait. The expe

dition was under the command of Lieut. Edward Reynolds Sibly, of the

Centaur; and the gallant manner in which the service was executed,

gained for this latter officer, (who was severely wounded), his promotion.

The attack took place on the night of the 15th July, and was desperately

contested; nor was a successful termination brought about without the

loss of nine officers and men killed, and thirty-nine wounded. In the

Monarch's boat in particular, Lieut. Tait was badly wounded in the

groin and breast by a pike, one man was killed or drowned, and seven

men (three badly) were wounded. Although so badly wounded, Lieut.

Tait did not obtain his promotion.

On the 25th September, 1806, at lh. a.m., (wind north by east,) the
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Monarch being in advance of the squadron, and standing in towards

Chasseron light-house, seven strange sail were discovered to leeward, of

which, after making the night signal to the Commodore, the Monarch

proceeded in chase of the strange squadron, steering nearly before the

wind.

At daylight, the strangers were discovered to be five large frigates

and two brigs, one of the former wearing a broad pendant.

At 5h. a.m, the Monarch was seven or eight miles ahead of the

Centaur, (which ship bearing Sir Samuel Hood's broad pendant, was the

nearest ship to her, the others being far astern,) and within gun-shot of

the enemy's sternmost frigate, upon which she opened fire from her bow-

chasers. The Monarch continued to gain in the pursuit until lOh. 15m.,

when she brought the three sternmost ships to close action. A running

fight ensued, and being joined soon afterwards by the Centaur, it was

kept up for near two hours ; at the expiration of which, the two stern

most, (Armide and Minerve, each 18-pounder 40-gun frigates,) sur

rendered. The third frigate, the Gloire, after having been engaged

by the Centaur, hauled to the wind, but was pursued and captured, as

was also the 40-gun frigate Infatigable, by the Centaur and Mars.

The remainder of the squadron effected their escape.

The Monarch's damages aloft were considerable, the endeavour of the

enemy having been to cripple her spars ; but her loss in killed and

wounded was severe notwithstanding, amounting to Mr. William Budgen,

Midshipman, and five seamen killed, and Lieut. John Anderson, Mr.

Peter Duffey, Boatswain, Mr. John Geary, Midshipman, and twenty-five

men wounded. The Centaur sustained a loss of three men killed, and

four wounded, including that distinguished and most excellent officer, Sir

Samuel Hood, who lost his right arm.

The action would have been ended in a much shorter period, had it not

so happened that the Monarch, from the boisterous state of the weather,

was prevented from opening her lower deck ports, except occasionally.

The captured ships suffered very much in loss of men, they having been

very much crowded with troops, but the exact number of their killed

and wounded is not stated.

The Commodore acknowledged the services of the Monarch with his

usual candour. " I cannot," he writes in his official letter, " give too

much praise to Capt. Lee, of the Monarch, for his gallant and officer

like conduct ; but I am sorry to find his loss has been rather severe, the

swell of the sea at times preventing the opening of the lower-deck ports."

The four prizes were very fine ships,—the Minerve measured 1100,

Armide 1104, Gloire 1153, and Infatigable 1157 tons: they were all

added to the British Navy,—the Minerve by the name of Alceste, and

the remaining three by their French names ; but confusion arising from

the similarity of the names of the French Infatigable, and British

Indefatigable, it was, in 1809, found necessary to change the name of

the former to Immortality.

In the month of November, 1807, the Monarch sailed in the squadron

of Rear-Admiral Sir William Sydney Smith, for the purpose of blockad

ing the Portuguese coasts and rivers, the government of that country

having in its weakness been induced by Napoleon to shut their ports

against British vessels. After the blockade had been enforced a short

time, a demand was made by Lord Strangford, the British Ambassador,
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either that the fleet of Portugal should be delivered up to the British.,

or that it should be employed in removing the Royal Family to the

Brazils. The latter proposal was accepted ; and on the 29th November,

the Portuguese naval force, consisting of one 84, four 74 and three

64 gun-ships, four frigates, three corvettes, and one schooner, sailed out

of the Tagus, having the royal standard of Portugal flying on board the

Principe-Reale, which was saluted by Sir Sydney Smith.

Accompanied for a time by the British squadron, the fleet shaped a

course for the Brazils, when, Sir Sydney committing the further charge

to Commodore Graham Moore in the Marlborough, and to Capt. Lee in

the Monarch, returned to his station, when he found Lisbon occupied

by French troops.

The Monarch arrived with the fleet at Rio de Janeiro; and soon after

wards Capt. Lee was entrusted with the command of three Portuguese

sail of the line, and two frigates, with which he proceeded to Rio de la

Plata, and entered into a treaty with the Spanish Authorities for a sus

pension of hostilities, till news could be received from Europe.

The Monarch, on her return home from South America, was employed

in the Walcheren expedition in 1809, subsequent to which she continued

on the North Sea station, under the command of the same gallant

officer.

In 1812, the Monarch, being found fairly worn out, was paid off at

Chatham, where she was broken up, after forty years of constant and

honourable employment. In her various actions with the enemy, this

ship had no fewer than 494 officers and men killed and wounded in her,

to say nothing of deaths from accidents, &c. Her name is preserved by

a fine ship of 84 guns, built at Bombay, in 1817; and as it has never

been disgraced, so we hope it may never be lost while England possesses

a Navy.

HISTORICAL YARNS AND SHAKINGS.

BT A TAR OF THE OLD SCHOOL.

A Chapter on Marine Architecture.

I wonder, I wonder, who first invented ships to swim,

To cross the ocean to and fro, what a happy man was him !

To Virginny for tarbacker, to Lisbon for port wine,

To England for pretty lasses that are so neat and fine.

Old Ballab.

How often have I heard the above words, echoed by the wooden

boundaries of the middle or lower deck, come quavering up the hatch

ways of those proud bulwarks of my country's glory—

Whose march is o'er the mountain wave,

Whose home is on the deep !

and not unfrequently awaking reflection in the young and ardent mind,

so as to lead to inquiry into the rise and progress of Marine Architec

ture. In my last, I think, shipmates, I made it out clear enough who

was the first British Admiral ; and now I purpose spinning a yarn or
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two relative to the origin of shipping, to which England owes her naval

power and the eminent station which she occupies amongst the nations

of the earth.

Strange and curious to the eye of a modern seaman would appear the

ships and vessels of the ancients ; and yet, if we are to trust to old

records and old prints, our ancestors were equally as desirous of dis

playing their crafts to the best advantage as any owner or master of a

yacht in the present day : in fact, the described splendour of some of

the galleys of the Mediterranean almost surpasses belief.

Whether there were dockyards and ship-builders in the ante-diluvian

world—except the formation of Noah's ark—we have no means of

ascertaining ; but if the globe was at that time divided into land and

water, it is hardly reasonable to suppose that its first tenants could be

altogether ignorant of or unpractised in the advantageous mode of

conveyance on the water by means of floats, which, however adapted to

the purpose, were yet unable to resist the Deluge. Be this as it may,

the ark is the only vessel mentioned, and from the translated description,

she must have been constructed more in the shape of the National

Gallery, in Trafalgar Square, than resembling the beautiful structures

of the present day. At all events, she was a sort of " family craft "—

a character which appears to have been kept up in after times, especially

during the last war ; for it was well known as belonging to more than

one ship in the British Navy that carried their third and fourth genera

tions, and even their cattle, male and female, according to their kind :

which puts me in mind of a couple of seamen traversing the grounds of

a marine villa belonging to a gallant Captain who commanded a seventy-

four at Spithead, when one of them threw a stoue at a horse that was

grazing in the paddock.

" my owld trousers !" said his companion, restraining him,

" don't go for to shy shot at that hanimal, Jack—it ud get us both into

trouble for mutiny to a superior officer : I'm if he arn't rated a

quartermaster on the ship's books, and draws the pay and allowance."

But to heave ahead in my yarn.—The precise build of that leviathan

of the deep (Noah's ark) can only rest upon conjecture : its dimensions

have been given—length, 450 feet; breadth, 75 feet; height, 45 feet—

but its exact form can never be correctly ascertained, and therefore it is

useless to waste arguments on the point. One thing is certain, that it

was not rendered water-tight till after the frame was put together ; and,

on this account, the shipwrights of more recent days lay claim to greater

antiquity in their art than the caulkers. Now, after witnessing, the

experiments made to cross the ocean in the Columbus and the Baron of

Renfrew, which it will be remembered came from Canada, the account

of the dimensions of the ark ought not to cause much surprise, built, as

it most assuredly was for an especial service and a peculiar season—

particularly as during the period of its being afloat, it is reasonable to

suppose there was no wind to stir the waters into anger—a heavy, leaden,

sickly calm prevailing throughout the forty days and forty nights, such

as is well known to mariners near and upon the Equator. Indeed, we

read in holy writ that, after a specified time, " God remembered Noah,

and every living thing, and all the cattle that was with him in the ark,

and God made a wind to pass over the earth, and the waters assuaged ;"

which induces a belief that the influence of the solar rays was with
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drawn during the period that " the windows of heaven were opened, and

the fountains of the great deep were broken up," and, consequently,

there could be no breeze of consequence to awaken the swelling flood.

Perhaps, I ought not to have gone back to so remote a date as that

of Noah's ark ; but still, when its important character is considered, as

forming the connecting link between the old world and the new world,

I could not, with any show of justice and propriety, omit to mention it,

especially as several attempts have since been made to build a vessel,

answering in its respective proportions to those of the ark. Another

cause which demanded attention arose from the concurrent testimony of

its existence, and much of the consequent results that proceeded from it

when traditionary lore became intermingled with actual occurrences.

Sir William Jones, and other translators of the ancient records disco

vered in India, assert that they corroborate the Mosaic accounts of the

Deluge, and the remarkable circumstance of Noah's intoxication is not

omitted. The sacred volume says, " And Noah became a husbandman,

and he planted a vineyard, and he drank of the wine and was drunken."

Sir William Jones, in his translation from the Padma-puran, says that

the stuff which intoxicated Noah was " mead," and not wine ; whilst

Capt. Welford states it to have been " a strong liquor, made of fer

mented rice ;" in fact, the " toddy " of the East, as it is drunk at this

very day. With the results of this inebriation, as it affected Ham, the

accounts perfectly agree ; but, I believe, no one is prepared to doubt the

truth of the eventful history, although there may be some ambiguity in

the translation which it has undergone into English. At all events,

shipmates, one thing is thoroughly established—Admiral Noah loved

his daffy.

But there is another matter arising from the Deluge which I must

enter upon, but most probably shall find greater difficulty in persuading

my brother tars of its truth—especially those of the old school, who as

firmly credit the existence of the mermaid as the veteran captain of a West

Indiaman did when he asserted, that, having brought up late one Saturday

night at Barbadoes, he was much surprised, whilst shaving himself next

morning in the cabin to go on shore, by his mate summoning him to the

deck, as " there was somebody alongside, half fish half man, as wanted

to speak to him." Up he went, and, looking over the gangway, beheld

a respectable-looking merman, who courteously took off his hat, and,

after suitable welcomes and apologies said, " I m sorry to trouble you,

captain, but you would confer a great obligation upon me by tripping

your anchor, for you've let it go right against my street door, and I

can't get my family out to accompany me to church."

Ask the veterans of Greenwich, and two-thirds of them have seen

the mermaid combing her sea-green hair with her tortoise-shell fingers,

as she basked upon the bosom of the ocean : they have heard her siren

voice, as she sang her nautical ditties at the witching hour of night ;

and even I myself have been deluded into similar fancies, for there is

something delightfully romantic and poetic in the fiction—as after all,

when brought to the test of sober truth, a fiction it really is. " But

prove it, prove it, sir," says an old blowhard, who has been seal-hunting

in the River Plate ; " don't tell me about figshuns and sich like ; prove

the amagraphy of the thing, and, arter all, what has it got to do with

Noah's ark?" So I will, my boy, and when I have done—so strong are
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early prejudices—you will laugh at me, and swear " it's all gammon ;"

and you will go to your brother veterans, who are ready to attest that

" they have often seen the mermaids pass the ship in a morning watch

with their pails on their arms going to milk the sea-cows."

But now for my evidence. By the Indian narrative, Noah is described

as a monarch ; and certainly the orphan of the old creation, and the

father of the new, might well be designated a king, being in fact the

only ruler on the face of the globe : he had three sons, Shem, Ham,

and Japheth ; and as the families of these latter increased, they, of

course, spread themselves abroad and peopled the earth. Shem and

Ham each had portions, whilst the continent of Europe, the northern

parts of Asia and Asia Minor, together with all the islands of the

Mediterranean and iEgean Seas, were assigned to the sons of Japheth,

who must have had rafts, floats, or boats, to convey them to places

which admitted of no other communication than by water.

In the course of time, the Phoenicians, who inhabited part of the

western coast of Asia, on the shores of the Mediterranean, and forming

its eastern boundary, became eminent as navigators, and their commerce

embraced almost every part of the known world. Now, the Phoenicians

(called in the Scriptures the Philistines) worshipped a graven image

that they esteemed a god, under the title of Dagaun, or, as it is spelt in

the translated Bible, Dagon. The Hebrew word dag signifies a fish,

and the word aun, by the transposition of one letter (common to anti

quity, and of which the Scriptures give frequent examples), may be

changed to nau (Noah); so that the two words become equivalent to

the Dag of Nau, or, in other language, the fish (ark) of Noah.

But what was the figure of this idol ? Why, precisely that which is

calculated to confirm the above idea—it was that of a person having a

triple crown and four arms, issuing from the mouth of a fish, and no

doubt designed to commemorate the departure of Noah from the ark.

As years rolled on, the actual symbol became confounded, and instead

of a figure issuing from the mouth of a fish, it degenerated into a union

of the figure with the fish—the upper part being human, the lower part,

from the hips, piscatory ; and this had, besides, a peculiar allusion to

the habits and practices of the Phoenicians, who allied themselves so

closely to their shipping, that they might be deemed almost a part and

parcel of each other. Ancient hieroglyphics and medals and gems

have been discovered bearing these impressions ; and a want of due

investigation into the matter stamped upon the minds of the ignorant

the fable of the merman and the mermaid : nor are there wanting nume

rous well authenticated accounts of this heterogeneous compound having

been seen at various places and at various times by highly respectable

individuals, who doubtless have mistaken the phoca basking on a rock

for the imaginary mermaid ; and so powerfully has imagination con

firmed the delusion, that they have been ready to set their seal to the

narration.—(Vide several articles in the old Gentleman's Magazine. )

Thus, then, I think I have shown the origin of this fabulous affair;

and though my brother tars may not believe it, yet from precisely the

same source is derived their ancient deity of the ocean—the father of

the deep—Neptune.

" Come, tell that ere to the marines," methinks I hear some veteran

exclaim ; and so I do tell it to the marines as well as to the blue-jackets,
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and they may rely upon its accuracy. Neptune riding on his horse is

emblematical of Noah and the ark, and his trident, like the triple crown

on the figure, is intended to describe the power by which he subse

quently governed his descendants—in fact, Shera, Ham, and Japheth.

So you may see, shipmates, that the ark had more to do with my subject

than at first appeared probable it would.

But to return to other concerns.—Whatever was the first shape of

vessels subsequent to the Deluge—whether they resembled the present

catamarans of Madras (formed of three or four logs of wood lashed toge

ther, and entirely destitute of top-sides)—the balza of Peru (a mere raft of

rough timber, with a mast and sail)—the Chinese junk (a curious com

bination)—in fact, whatever shape they assumed, the motions of the fins

of a fish must have readily suggested the use of paddles as a propelling

power, and the movements of the tail to guide the ship in its coarse

must have afforded a practical illustration of the advantages of a similar

application for the purpose of steering a vessel. The paddles were most

probably originally used as they are in the present day by the New

Zealanders, the Indians, the Esquimaux, catamaran Jack, and others, in

their canoes—that is, merely by strength of arm, without the aid of

pressure on tholes, or in rowlocks, and the first rudders were nothing

more than oars launched out through the stern, or quarters, precisely

in the manner practised in the panchways, and other primitive vessels of

the East—though in some instances, it is narrated, that two or three

and even four were used.

The ingenuity of man in applying scientific principles has progres

sively introduced improvements ; but in many parts of the world, naval

architecture appears to have made no progress whatever—the boats, and

even larger vessels, retaining the same form and construction which the

remotest period of history describes them as possessing : nay, our own

wherries upon the Thames are in effect little else bnt ancient galleys in

miniature. The canoes of the American Indians—particularly the Red

Indians—are nothing more than the trunk of a tree selected for the

purpose, and carefully hollowed out : in fact, this species of canoe is

common to all parts of the world where timber can be procured.

I remember in the year 1807, whilst on the coast of Brazil, near Cape

St. Augustin, but no land in sight, falling in with a raft about twelve

feet by fourteen, and carrying four men, with a light mast and sail : it

was at anchor, and the men were engaged in fishing; the bottom was a

tier of logs, strongly secured together side by side ; six or eight cross-

logs lay at intervals over the lower ones, and upon the cross-logs was

lashed a platform of other logs, without, the least shelter or holdfast for

the people, except a small portion that was lightly railed in, and to

which alone they could cling in a heavy sea ; and yet they were out of

sight of land, and exposed to frequent squalls. We afterwards saw

several others along the coast, and were told that, in these frail and

unprotected embarkations, the men will fearlessly attack, and not unfre-

quentlv destroy, the monarch of the deep—the gigantic whale. No

doubt the cheapness of the material and the simplicity of construction

have been mainly instrumental in preserving the primitiveness of

character which is still to be found in different parts of the world.

But our more immediate business is with the progress of marine

architecture, as it affected England, and, therefore, we must commence
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with the coracle—a light boat, made of wicker-work, and covered with

skins—a practice still in use amongst the Esquimaux. This convenient

sort of punt might easily be carried overland from one place to another,

and even the large vessels of this construction, capable of holding a

hundred men, were easy of conveyance. But when the Phoenicians had

commenced a traffic for tin with the inhabitants of Cornwall, it was but

natural that the latter should derive improvement from seeing the ships

of the Phoenicians ; so that at the period when Julius Caesar invaded

Britain, he found the war vessels of the Britons framed of good substan

tial oak, with bottoms almost flat, to suit the havens and harbours on

the coast. The shape was nearly that of a crescent, as they were much

elevated both at the stem and the stern, because at that time such a

construction was deemed the best to resist the stormy seas; and whilst

the elevations raised the bowmen above their enemies, the midship posi

tion was appropriated to the catapults and engines for throwing stones.

To Isis, who reigned in Egypt about the year of the work! 2230, is

attributed the first invention of sails ; but surely the benefit to be derived

in navigation from taking advantage of the winds must have been very

early ascertained and practised ; so that it is probably from some other

.cause that her name became eminent, though no doubt connected with

maritime affairs, as she was believed to preside over the sea ; and it

afterwards grew into an established custom for seamen who had been

saved from shipwreck, to suspend some testimony of gratitude in the

temple devoted to her worship. The sails, made of skins or thin leather,

were in use in Britain at the time of the Roman invasion, and doubtless

excited attention to the build of vessels best adapted for their spread.

Oars were not then so much in general use : in fact, we are informed

that it was by disabling their sails and rigging that Caasar achieved his

conquest over the combined fleets of Gaul and Britain, and out of two

hundred and twenty ships, so few escaped destruction, that the naval

force of the allies was in that action annihilated, and the supremacy of

the Romans could no longer be disputed in the British seas. The mode

in which the Romans achieved this conquest was by having sharp

lunettes attached to long poles, by which they cut the ropes, made of

plaited hide, and brought the sails down by the run.

Among an enterprising people like the early Britons, especially as

the coasts could muster a hardy race of seamen, it can hardly be sup

posed that the vast improvements presented by the Roman galleys were

lost sight of ; and though it is very probable that the former, in a great

degree, preserved the solid strength of their naval structures, yet they

applied the propelling power, and to some extent imitated the Roman

shape and form. Some of the ancient galleys must have been of prodi

gious magnitude—that of Philopater, for instance, could not have had

less than four hundred oars and four thousand men to work them.

There is no engraving extant which describes more than three tiers

of oars, but mention has been made of a much greater number, though

it is most likely that this has originated in some such error as that

which attributed to Ptolemy's ship, amongst other wonderful things,

such as fountains, gardens, and a theatre, no less than four markets—

the translator having mistaken the words quatuor foros (meaning four

decks) for the plural number of forum, signifying a market. The

three banks of oars did not continue long in use amongst the Britons,
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who found it more convenient with their sails to work a single tier ; but

mention is made of the three tiers at the period of the Crusades, when

the holy sepulchre was retaken by the unbelievers. At this time,

Henry II. made preparations to redeem the pledge he had given to

atone for the assassination of Thomas a Beckett by devoting himself

personally to the war in the Holy Land. With this intention, the King

gave orders to fit out a powerful fleet, purposing to accompany the King

of France to Palestine. But death prevented the fulfilling of his design;

and when Richard of the Lion-heart ascended the throne he found the

naval armament much advanced, and the dimensions of the vessels con

siderably larger than any that had heretofore belonged to England : in

fact, though William the Conqueror's fleet had been more numerous,

yet Richard's was more formidable in the size and strength of the ships

than had ever been seen in this part of the world. It is stated that fifty

of the galleys had three tiers of oars ; and as each, with rowers and

soldiers, must have carried a thousand men, there could have been no

less than fifty thousand men in these vessels alone. Besides those men

tioned there were many smaller galleys and transports. Another

account states that Richard, in 1190, proceeded with a fleet, consisting

of nine ships of extraordinary size and burthen—one hundred and fifty

others, which though of inferior dimensions were all fitted for war—

thirty-eight galleys, and a considerable number of smaller vessels serv

ing as victuallers and tenders.

Here is evidently a marked line of distinction drawn between ships

and galleys, the former I presume being much shorter than the latter,

and more adapted for sailing than rowing. The masts were not more

than two in each ship, and frequently but one (without topmasts,) having

a single square sail slung in the middle of the yard, so that they had to

wait for a fair wind before they quitted port, as the art of balancing and

trimming the canvass to make a course with the breeze before the

beam was then unknown. The ships were about this period not much

larger than to carry a burthen of from 100 to 200 tons. The frame

work or kelson, ribs, &c, were much the same in position as in more

modern times, and the outside planks were clinch or clinker, (that is,

lapped over each other), and fastened with iron nails.

The frequent naval contests in which England was engaged, created

an additional stimulus for improvement in marine architecture ; and

though the naval power of Britain experienced numerous vicissitudes,

yet the insular situation of the country demanded that attention should

be paid to her sea-defences. The Genoese, Venetians, and Spaniards,

were the first to construct vessels of large burthen ; and having very

taunt masts, they placed a round top at a certain height, and spread a

topsail, but the lowermast and topmast were the same stick, the latter

being merely a continuation of the former. England followed the

example, and several large vessels were built, which in point of size,

would make a very respectable appearance even in the present day.

The application of the mariner's compass to the purposes of naviga

tion—the invention of gunpowder, and the consequent use of cannon—

necessarily caused a considerable alteration in the building of ships. It

is true that guns were in the first instance mounted en barbel, that is,

to fire over the top sides; but as the number of dec^s increased, so it

was requisite to form portholes, and by way of protection the top
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sides were built up. The employment of oars was not altogether

abandoned, though they were seldom brought into play, except in very

light winds and calms.

Scotland had made very little progress in forming a navy; but about

the year 1504 they built a ship of war, of which the following descrip

tion has been given :—

" The King of Scotland ringed a great ship, called the Great

Michael, which was the largest, and of superior strength to any that

had sailed from England or France : for this ship was of so great

stature, and took so much timber, that except Falkland, she wasted all

the woods in Fife which were oak wood, with all timber that was gotten

out of Norway ; for she was so strong and of so great length and

breadth, all the wrights of Scotland,' yea, and many others, strangers,

were at her device by the king's command, who wrought very busily in

her ; but it was a year and a day ere she was completed. To wit :—

she was twelve score foot of length, and thirty-six foot within the sides :

she was four foot thick in the wall and boards on every side, so slack

and so thick, that no cannon could go through her. This great ship

cumbered Scotland to get her to sea. From that time that she was

afloat, and her masts and sails complete, with anchors offering thereto,

she was counted to the king to be thirty thousand pounds expence by

her artillery, which was very great and costly to the king, by all the

rest of her orders. To wit :—she bare many cannon, six on every

side, with three great bassils, two behind in her dock, and one before, with

three hundred shot of small artillery, that is to say, myand and

battered falcon, and quarter falcon, flings, pestilent serpenters and

double-dogs, with haytor and culvering corsbows and hand-bows. She

had three hundred mariners to sail her : she had six score of gunners to

use her artillery, and had a thousand men of war by her, captains, ship

pers, and quartermasters."

Such is the account given of this ship ; and as it appears to have been

put together by way of excelling the neighbouring powers, it may be taken

as a very fair specimen of the progress of ship-building. It has been a

subject of dispute whether there was any State Navy previous to the reign

of Henry VII. ; but it is certain that Edward IV. had several ships of

his own, which he employed either in war or commerce as suited his

purpose. Canning's monument in Radcliff church at Bristol, records, that

he (Canning) at one time furnished Edward with 2470 tons of shipping,

among which were the " Mary and John," of 900 tons, and the " Mary

Radcliffe," of 500 tons, being two of the largest ships belonging to any

Englishman at that period, though many of a greater burthen were

to be found belonging to Venice, Genoa, Spain, and Portugal. In 1481,

the same monarch issued an order, which has been considered incontes-

tible proof of the existence of a Royal Navy belonging to the State ;

whether it was so or not, it became much neglected ; and it was not till

the time of Henry VII. that it assumed greater consistency and order.

The internal dissensions and contests of civil war between the rival

roses, had distracted the country, and proved extremely detrimental to

its commercial and maritime prosperity, and equally injurious to the

advancement of science. As soon, however, as tranquillity was esta

blished, the exertions of the Government, aided by the mercantile part

of the community, in a short time elevated Britain to an eminence in

naval affairs, by no means inferior to that of neighbouring nations.

U. S. Mao, No. 160, March, 1842. 2 A
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The contrivance of portholes, (which is attributed toDescharges,aship-

builder at Brest,) and the employment of cannon instead of the ancient

missiles, rendered it necessary that the build and equipment of vessels

of war should undergo a very material change. The first portholes are

stated to have been circular, and so small, that it was not possible to give

the gun either elevation or depression, nor yet allow of its being tra

versed to any angle before or abaft the beam, so that in fact it could

only be fired in one direction point blank. This must have been

extremely inconvenient; and historians state, that the practice was con

tinued for many years ; but in all the representations of shipping that

have been handed down, the portholes are square. This is the case

with the Henri Grace a Dieu, built in the reign of Henry VII., a pic

torial representation of which is in the Pepysian Collection at Cam

bridge, and shows that the improvement of portholes led to the intro

duction of a double tier of guns.

This pictorial representation of the Henri Grace a Dieu, has been

the cause of much dispute, many persons believing it to be the

ship built by Henry VIII., and others, with more consistency, pro

nouncing it to be of prior date, and the parent of the British Navy,

(properly so called,) built in the time of Henry VII. To this latter

opinion I feel the greatest inclination, for certainly it has a most pri

mitive appearance for a man-of-war. Shipmates, if any of you have

seen this delineation of the craft you mu3t have laughed at the pretty

mess of top-hamper for a gale of wind—and then what a beautiful

hull, with a real forecastle, having four tiers of platforms or decks.

If the drawing is a faithful portraiture, (and making due allowance for

the infancy of the art of painting in England, there is but little doubt

of its being so,) a modern seaman would not trust his old shoes in her.

You must have observed her masts, each is but one stick from step to

truck, and there are four of them with courses, topsails, and topgarlands,

for that is the original name for topgallant sails. Her lower deck guns

are probably demi-cannon (82-pbunders) ; her main deck guns cannon-

petronels (24-pounders), and the rest, except the stern-chasers, which are

the heaviest in the ship, are sakers (5-pounders), minions (4-pounders),

or falcons (2-pounders), with falconets resembling our modern swivels.

The aft part of the forecastle has three tiers of guns, the lowest probably

culverins (18-pounders), or demi-culverins (9-pounders), to fire upon the

enemy in case of being boarded. The larger guns were mounted on

rude carriages ; but the sakers, minions, &c, were placed on skids, or im

bedded in blocks of timber hollowed out for the purpose. This ship cost

nearly 14,000/.—a very considerable sum in those days, when the rate of

wages for good workmen was not more than sixpence per day. Her

name was afterwards changed to the Regent; and Grafton gives the

following account of a royal visit to Portsmouth, and the destruction of

the ship in an engagement with the French fleet in the Bay of Britanny,

which is strongly characteristic of the naval manners of the times :—

" The king (Henry VIII.) desiring to see his navie together, rode to

Portesmouth ; and there he appointed capitaynes for the Regent, Sir

Thomas Knevet, mayster of his horse, and Sir John Crew, of Devon

shire. And to another ship royal, called the Sovereigne, he appointed

Sir Charles Brandon, and Sir Henry Guilford ; and with them in the

Sovereigne were put lx. of the tallest yomen of the king's garde, and
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manye other gentlemen were made capitaynes. The king made a great

banquet to all the capitaynes ; and every one sware to another to defend

ayde, and comfort one another without failying ; and this they promised

before the king, which committed them to God ; and so with great noyse

of minstrelsie, they tooke their shippes, which were xxv. in number,

of great burthen, and well furnished of all things."

Such a spectacle in the ages of chivalrous enterprise, must have been

extremely grand and imposing, especially on so important an occasion.

The Great Harry we have already spoken of ; the Sovereign was of

similar description, about 900 tons ; of the rest we have no positive in

formation. Grafton proceeds :—

" The French king heering what dammage the Englishmen had done

in Briteyne, strongly furnished his navie in the haven of Brest, to the

number of xxxix. sayle ; and for chiefe ordayned a carricke of Brest,

apperteinying to the queen his wife, which was dutchess and heire of

Briteyne, called Cordelier, which was a strong ship furnished in all

poyntes ; and they set forward out of Brest the tenth day of August,

and came to Briteyne *Bay (off St. Mach6), in which place the selfe

same day, the English navie was arrived.

u When the Englishmen perceived the French navie to be out of Brest

haven, then the Lord Admiral was very joyous ; then every man pre

pared according to his duetie, the archers to shoote, the gunners to lode,

the men of armes to light, the pages went to the top castell (the round

top) with dartes : thus all things beying provided and set in order, the

Englishmen approached towards the Frenchmen, which came fiercely

forward, some leavying his anchor, some with his foresayle only, to take

the most advantage ; and when they were in sight, they shot ordinaunce

so terribly together, that all the sea coaste sounded of it. The Lorde

Admiral made with (for) the great shippe of Deppe, and chased her still.

Sir Henry Guylford and Sir Charles Brandon beyng in the Sovereigne,

made with (for) the great caricke of Brest (the Cordelier), and layde

stemme to stemme to the caricke ; but by negligence of the master, or

else by smoke of the ordinaunce or otherwise, the Sovereigne was cast

at the sterne of the caricke, with which advantage the Frenchmen shouted

for joy ; but when Sir Thomas Knivet, (in the Great Harry,) which

was readie to have horded the great shippe of Deppe, saw that the

Sovereigne had missed the caricke which Sir Anthony Oughtred chased

hard at the sterne, and bowged (probably bilged,) her in divers places,

and set afire her powder, as some say ; but suddenly the Regent (the

Great Harry) grappled with her (the Cordelier), a long boorde (along

side); and when they of the caricke perceived that they could not

depart they let slip an ancre, and so with the streme the ships turned,

and the caricke was on the weather-syde, and the Regent on the lye (lee)

syde, (that is, in swinging to the anchor the Regent was to leeward

of the Cordelier.) The fight was very cruell, for the archers of the

English part, and the cross-bows of the French part, did their uttermost;

but for all that, the Englishmen entered the caricke : which, seeyng

(or seeing which) a verlet gonner beyng desperate put fire in (to) the

gunpowder, as other say, and set the whole shippe of fyre, the flame

whereof set fyre in (to) the Regent ; and so these two noble shippes,

which were so grappled together that they could not part, were consumed

by fyre."

2 A 2
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Nine hundred men perished in the Cordelier; and Sir Thomas

Knivet and Sir John Crew, with 700 men, were slain or burnt in the

Regent. The French fled, and the English remained masters of the

sea. Henry VIII., on hearing of the loss ofthe Regent, caused another

ship to be built at Erith, of a similar description, but most likely with

improvements; and in 1515, when she was launched, was named the

" Henry Grace de Dieu," of 1000 tons burthen, carrying 300 mariners,

50 gunners, and 350 soldiers. Her armament was, 19 brass pieces, and

103 iron pieces : of these, however, perhaps not more than between

30 and 40 could properly be called cannon.

It is recorded that Hans Holbein painted a picture of this ship sailing

out of Dover harbour, with Henry VIII. on board, to attend a meeting

with the French monarch on the Field of Cloth of Gold, which took

place May 31st, 1520; and in 1756, a man named Allen, published an

engraving of the " Great Harry," which he asserted was copied from

the painting by Holbein ; but this has been strongly disputed. In the

engraving by Allen, the ports are placed immediately under each other

—an imperfection which could hardly have taken place. The picture

of Holbein was preserved in Windsor Castle, and I believe is there

now. It is thus described :—" Her sails are set : she has four masts,

with two round tops on each mast, except the shortest mizen : her sails

and pendants are of cloth of gold damasked. The royal standard of

England is flying on each of the four quarters of the forecastle, and

the staff of each standard is surrounded by a fleur de lis or. Pendants

are flying on the mast heads ; and at each quarter of the deck is a

standard of St. George's cross. Her quarters and sides, as also the

tops, are fortified and decorated with heater shields, or targets, charged

differently with the cross of St. George azure, a fleur de lis or, party

per pale argent and vert, a portcullis or, alternately and repeatedly.

" On the main-deck the king is standing, richly dressed in a garment

of cloth of gold, edged with ermine, the sleeves crimson, and the jacket

and breeches the same : his round bonnet is covered with a white

feather, laid on the upper side of the brim. On his left stands a person

in a dark-violet coat, slashed with black, with red stockings ; and on his

right hand are three others, one dressed in black, another in bluish grey

guarded with black, and the third in red, guarded with black, and a black

jacket slashed. These are evidently persons of distinction : behind

them are yeomen of the guard with halberts. Two trumpeters are

sitting on the edge of the quarter-deck, and the same number on the

forecastle, sounding their trumpets. Many yeomen of the guard are on

both decks. On the front of the forecastle are depicted, party per pale

argent and vert, within a circle of the Garter, the arms of France and

England quarterly, crowned, the supporters a lion and a dragon, being

the arms and supporters then used by King Henry VIII. The same

arms are repeated on the stern. On each side the rudder is a porthole

with a brass cannon ; and on the side of the main-deck are two port

holes with cannon, and the same number under the forecastle. The

figure on the ship's head seems to be meant to represent a lion, but is

extremely ill carved. Under her stern is a boat, having at her head

two standards of St. George's cross and the same at her stern, with

yeomen of the guard and other persons in her.

" On the right of the Great Harry, is a three-masted ship, having her
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sails furled and broad pendants of St. George's cross flying : she has

four royal standards on her forecastle ; and on each side the rudder is a

porthole and a cannon ; on the upper-deck are eight guns on each side,

and on the lower deck two. Her sides and tops are ornamented with

shields, charged with the same arms as those of the Great Harry, with

the addition of one on her stern, viz., party per pale argent and vert, a

fleur de lis or. The forecastle and quarter-deck are crowded with

persons, apparently of the king's suite ; near her stern is a boat with a

single person in it.

" Between these two ships is a long boat or pinnace, filled with a

number of persons, chiefly yeomen of the guard with their partisans.

At the head are two broad pendants, harry of two argent and vert ; on

the one is a union rose, and on the other a portcullis or. Between them

stands a person who rests his hand on the staff which supports one of

the pendants ; at the stern are two other broad pendants, barry of two

argent and vert ; on the one a fleur de lis or, and on the other a union

rose.

" On the right of this last-mentioned ship, near the shore, is another

boat filled with persons, seemingly of distinction. At its head are two

broad pendants, on one of which is a fleur de lis or, and on the other a

union rose. At the stern are two other broad pendants, the one having

a union rose, and the other a portcullis or. A man sits at the head, with

a hat and feather, beating a drum.

" These two ships are followed by three others, each having pendants

of St. George's cross flying : their sides and tops are ornamented with

shields charged like the former. That in the fore ground of the piece

hath four masts ; a sail is hoisted on one of the mizenmasts, and one is

hoisting on the foremast. The sail on the mainmast is furled, but the

top and mizen sails are loose. On her forecastle three royal standards

are visible, the fourth being hid by the foresail. On her starboard side

is a boat, from whence several persons are ascending into the midship

by means of the ship's ladder. On the stern of this ship is painted, on

a ground paly of four, the royal arms of England ; France is coloured

vert, three fleurs de lis or ; the supporters are a lion and a dragon.

Above these arms are three portholes with cannon ; and above them is

a union rose, and a fleur de lis or.

" The next are two three-masted ships, ornamented and decorated in

a manner nearly similar to those already described ; in the stern gallery

of one of them are three persons looking out of the windows ; he in the

centre has a hat and feather upon his head, and is apparently a person

of considerable distinction.

" All these ships have brass and iron cannon, pointed out of the port

holes, and are crowded with passengers, some of whom are looking over

the railings of the galleries, and others out of the cabin-windows.

" Between these ships and the shore, are two boats carrying passen

gers on board the ships. In the stern of one of them is an officer

dressed in green, slashed, holding up an ensign or ancient of five stripes,

white, green, red, white, and green, similar to the colours of the adjacent

ship. Near him sits a drummer beating his drum, and a fifer playing

on his fife."

I have given the foregoing description, because a picture purporting

to be a copy of Holbein's, by Dominic Serres, R.A., is exhibited in the
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Painted Hall at Greenwich Hospital. It was presented by the Hon.

and Right Rev. Shute Barrington, Lord Bishop of Durham, in 1824,

and is No. 1 1 in the catalogue.

The two pictures, however, bear very little analogy to each other; for

the ship at Greenwich is not sailing out of Dover harbour, but is on the

coast of Calais, that town being seen at no great distance on the right.

She is, too, rather a respectable-looking craft, well planked, having two

decks, with ten ports exhibited on her lower-deck, nine on her main-

deck, besides others on the quarter-deck and forecastle : the whole of

the guns are run out. But here, as in the picture given by Allen, the

port-holes of the main-deck are immediately over the port-holes on the

lower-deck. The forecastle is lofty, with a tower on each side of the

aft part, but no flags whatever. The poop is also high, with four towers

(one at each extremity of the break, and one on each side of the taffrail).

There is likewise a tower at the fore-part of the quarter-deck, close to

the gangway, near which the monarch is standing, and the decks are

somewhat crowded with people. She has four masts, each of which is

formed of a single stick. The fore-mast and main-mast carry courses,

top-sails, and top-garlands, with royal pole or flag- staff above all. The

two after-masts have something like lateen sails, but the yards are slung

in the middle, and neither the top-sail nor top-garland interfere at all

with the lower-sail. The aft or jigger mizen has a lower-sail and a top

sail, but the latter is furled. There are no reef-points to any of the

sails, but there is a broad band to the foot, each resembling the lacing

of a bonnet, which probably was removed when they wished to reduce

the canvas. The masts (except the smaller mizen-mast) have two round

tops to each. The bowsprit and jib-boom are but one stick, (rather an

uncommon thing in those times, and for many years after,) and have

both spritsail and spritsail-topsail-yards. The spanker-boom is a fixed

out-rigger. The beak forward projects considerably, and terminates

with a rude lion figure-head. Aloft, on each side of the rudder, are two

guns, one above the other. Over these are the cabin-windows, sur

mounted by the King's arms. The royal standard is hoisted at the

flag-staff and at the main-truck. At the fore-truck aud short mizen-

mast appear the white flag, with the red cross of St. George,—at the

mizen-truck a blue flag, with the united roses in the field. The pendants

are much the same as those described in the other picture. A boat,

without any one in it, is towing under the stern. A three-masted ship

appears under way on the left, carrying a white flag, with St. George's

cross at the staff, and white pennants at her mast-heads : she has only

her fore-sail and two top-sails set ; the main-sail is hanging in the brails,

and the mizca is furled. On the right is another three-masted ship,

lying-to with her head off-shore. In the distance are several vessels.

Mr. Robert Cruikshank made a clever drawing of this ship, which was

purchased by Her Majesty when Princess Victoria, and is now in Her

Majesty's possession. A well-executed etching by the same artist was

taken from the drawing.

Henry VIII. greatly improved his state marine : he was the first

monarch who established a Navy Office, and gave stability aud perma

nency to the royal arsenals and dockyards at Deptford, Woolwich,

Chatham, Portsmouth, and Plymouth. The Great Harry was built (as

has already been stated) at Erith, and most probably by contract, in a
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private yard, as no mention is made of royal slips in that neighbour

hood ; but it is possible that the eligible situation presented by Erith

for building, may have induced the persons engaged to have fixed upon

that spot. The Royal Navy in the reign of this king was devoted

solely to the purposes of war ; and accordingly the ships were furnished

with weapons of hostility used in those days, which being of a numerous

description, must have caused no little confusion. Amongst the muni

tions were bows, arrows, pikes, bills, and lime-pots, these latter having

been repeatedly employed with success to blind an enemy.

The insecurity of such vessels as the Henri Grace de Dieu was

evinced in the " Marye Rose, a ship of 600 tons, which was by to much

follye drowned in the middes of the haven (Portsmouth), for she was

laden with to much ordinaunce, and the ports left open, which were

verye low, and the great ordinaunce unbreeched ; so that when the

shippe should swime, the water entered, and sudainly she sanke. In her

was Sir George Carewe Knight, capitayne of the sayde shippe, and foure

hundred men, and much ordinaunce."

Sir Walter Raleigh, in his account of this calamity states, that the

lower-port sills were not more than sixteen inches from the water ; but

there does not appear to have been any very great improvement of this

evil for many years. A picture on the tapestry (now destroyed) of the

late House of Lords, presented descriptions of different ships of war,

both English and Spanish. One of them in the hull is not much unlike

the Great Harry, though smaller ; and another is of a fine ship, most

probably the Triumph, of 1000 tons burthen, and carrying 700 men.

By this latter picture it was evident that a material alteration had taken

place in the build and appearance; and though the rigging was very slight,

yet for the first time we find that the topmast is separated from the lower-

mast—still the sails are set flying, the whole of the yards being lowered

down upon deck when at anchor. Sir Walter Raleigh speaking on the

subject, says :—" Whoever were the inventors, we find that every age had

added somewhat to ships ; and in my time the shape of our English

ships has been greatly bettered. It is not long since the striking of the

topmasts, a wonderful ease to great ships both at sea and in the harbour,

hath been devised, together with the chain-pump, which taketh up twice

as much water as the ordinary one did. We have lately added the

bonnet and the drabbler to the courses ; we have added studding-sails,

the weighing anchors by the capstern, &c. ;" and to these remarks he

adds a commendation on the practice then newly brought into use, of

raising the lower portholes higher out of the water.

The defeat of the Spanish " Invincible Armada" raised the reputa

tion of the English ; and Elizabeth, who took great pride in her navy,

instead of allowing her conquest to render her supine, was prompted to

fresh exertion. The reign of Mary, her immediate predecessor, had

opened with what at that time was considered an ill omen—the Great

Harry—(its name changed to the Edward)—was accidentally destroyed

by fire, and nothing was done till the time of Elizabeth to replace the

loss. Henry VIII. had granted what may be considered private com

missions to his subjects to equip fighting vessels, which was so readily

accepted and followed up, that Camden, speaking of the time of Eliza

beth, says,—" The wealthier inhabitants of the sea-coast, in imitation of
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their princess, built ships of war, striving who should exceed ; inasmuch

that the queen's navy, joined with her subjects' shipping, was in short

time so puissant, that it was able to bring forth 20,000 fighting men for

sea service."

But, avast ! I have made a long chapter of this, and will therefore

belay the subject for the present.

THE TABLES TURNED :

AN INCIDENT DURING THE PENINSULAR WAR.

On the 10th December, 1813, the 3rd battalion Royals, commanded

by Lieut.-Colonel Stevenson Barns, when engaged near Barrouilhet,

in the South of France, was posted on the right of the 1st Brigade,

5th Division, not far from the Mayor's house,—on the turn and

slope of a hill, which prevented the other regiments of the Brigade

(38th and 9th) from being seen,—with a steep ravine in its front, across

which a smart fire had for some time been kept up. At this moment

an officer of the corps came hurriedly down to tell Brevet-Major Mac-

donald—who instantly reported it to Colonel Barns—that the French

had crowned the hill, and broken through the Portuguese, that the 9th

and 38th had retired, and that the Royals were left alone, surrounded

by the enemy. Colonel Barns ordered the battalion to march by the

right down a pathway through the wood, to the right of the ravine,

with the intention of moving to the rear to regain the Brigade. Whilst

so doing, the rear companies became engaged, and Lieut. M'Killigan of

the corps was then taken prisoner. On emerging from the wood to a

piece of level ground, with a house at some distance on the left, there

appeared, close on the right and front of the Royals, a strong French

battalion, (a drum-boy leading the commanding-officer's horse,) evi

dently intending to cut off the British corps. The French battalion

halted, and fronted the latter, ready to throw in its fire; and the officer

commanding, coming /orward, called out that the British were his

prisoners, and to lay down their arms ; upon which Colonel Barns

replied, " No,—you may see I have a strong party coming out of the

wood,—you are our prisoners!" remarking to Major Macdonald,

that he observed by the French officer's eye that they were so.

Major Macdonald then stept forward, and demanded the French

commanding-officer's sword, which he delivered up to him; upon

which nearly two hundred of the enemy threw down their arms, and

surrendered to the Royals. The rest ran for the house formerly

mentioned, from whence they fired upon the battalion for some time.

The prisoners were then sent to the rear, under the charge of Lieut.

Bell (Royals). The 3rd battalion did not rejoin the Brigade until next

morning, the 11th.
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[Continued from page 56.]

6. Education.—It may, I believe, be assumed, that a large portion of

the British Army have received little or no education, and that private

soldiers are perhaps in many respects inferior in mental attainments or

general information, to an average of the class of artisans, or of the

other classes of the population to whom they originally belonged.

It is well known, that young persons who have learned to read in early

life, frequently lose the ability to do so by want of practice, such as in

the Army, where want of opportunity and want of adequate encourage

ment may be pleaded, for neglecting intellectual cultivation. Without

a certain degree of skill and taste for reading, and without a beneficial

object is in prospect, that portion of early tuition which has been

received in childhood, soon becomes, by residence in a barrack, of no

avail. It is happily the general tendency of our times to diffuse among

the many the improvements once confined to the few; but hitherto

little or rather nothing has been done to extend intellectual and moral

culture to the Army. In the lowest classes of life, many individuals

make considerable progress in improving their minds ; but how rarely do

soldiers devote their attention to self-cultivation.

It may be stated, as a remarkable fact, that of the 214 officers who

returned answers to the following query, which was addressed to them

by the General Commanding-in-Chief, in 1834, only two or three

recommended intellectual, moral, or religious cultivation, as a means of

preventing crime :—" Are you enabled to suggest any means of

restraining or eradicating the propensity to drunkenness, so prevalent

among the soldiery, and confessedly the parent of the majority of

military crimes 9" A great variety of penal enactments were recom

mended, but no one suggested the schoolmaster's drill but Sir George

Arthur, and the late Colonel Oglander. The Colonel's words are:—

" The only effectual corrective of this, as of every other vice, is a

sound and rational sense of religion. This is the only true foundation

of moral discipline. The establishment of libraries and the system of

adult schools, would be useful in this view."

An anonymous author most truly asserts that,—" We discipline the

soldier's body, but take no pains to discipline his mind, and yet lift up

our eyes in astonishment that he should follow the brutish propensities

of his nature, and revel in the lowest debauchery, with the certainty of

the lash, the guard-house, or the hospital, before his eyes. This con

duct our Generals deplore; Royal Commissions are issued, and huge

volumes printed, in the vain hope of remedying it, but none seems ever

to have taken into view that but for the blessings of education, their

conduct might be equally reprehensible. They may start at our asser

tion, but fearlessly do we repeat it ; place them in the same situation as
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a soldier—deprive them of the advantages of that education which

enables them to foresee and reflect on the consequences of their actions,

leave them plenty of leisure time on their hands, without teaching them

how to occupy it, and the results would be the same as in the case of

soldiers." (United Service Journal, January, 1838.)

Much has been said and written about the punishment of military

offences, but little, wonderfully little, has been done towards their pre

vention. No attempt has been made to render a soldier capable of

reflecting upon the immediate and remote consequences of his actions,

none to teach him how to discern good from evil, or to induce him to

seek the one and avoid the other. He has hitherto had no encourage

ment to elevate his own character, or that of his profession, in the

estimation of the public. The Commissioners who reported upon the

system of military punishments in the Army recommended, " That no

consideration of expense within reasonable bounds should be allowed to

stand in the way of attending to the comforts of the soldiers while in

the Service, and of a sufficient pension for the good and deserving man

after that service has been performed ;" but little, if anything, is said in

their report respecting the means of converting an illiterate disorderly

youth, into a " good and deserving man," by moral and religious in

struction. It cannot, I think, be doubted, that it is much easier to

render the ignorant and uncultivated subservient to unworthy purposes,

than the instructed and reasoning man. In regard to the propensity to

drunkenness among soldiers, Sir George Arthur says,—•" The root of

the mischief is ignorance, and a habit of evil. If it be essential, as it is,

that the Serjeant should drill the clumsy lout into an active soldier,

it is equally so that the teacher should meet with the same encourage

ment in giving him mind, that is, he should be equally supported in his

exertions, if mental culture were equally prized with personal appear

ance." But the mental culture of soldiers never has been equally

prized with the art of handling arras. Much, therefore, requires still

to be done before moral and religious instruction be duly valued and

adequately disseminated in the Army. But there is surely no legitimate

reason why the Army should be inferior, in as far as the elements of

instruction are concerned, to any other class of the population. The code

of regulations for the management of prisons in Scotland, direct that every

prisoner sentenced to three months' confinement or upwards, and who is

unable to read and write easily, shall receive instruction in reading and

writing. In the prison of Glasgow, drawing has in some instances been

superadded : this is a valuable example.

Well-informed, liberal-minded individuals are, I believe, almost

uniformly aware, how indispensiblc an increase of knowledge is to the

efficiency, the welfare, and the happiness of mankind ; but it has been

observed, that men of weak intellect and stinted information assert, that

the lower ranks of society are more useful and more virtuous in propor

tion as they are more ignorant. From these lower ranks those judges

of human nature are careful to except themselves; and by a little

attention it may be discovered that the principal reason for keeping the

lower orders in ignorance, is to keep them at a greater distance from

their superiors. " A similar reason," says Macdiarmid, (Principles of

Civil and Military Subordination,) " renders the ignorant and incapable

part of military officers loud declaimers against rendering the privates
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too intelligent. These gentlemen feel, that the privates, if they acquire

the requisite qualities for efficient soldiers, will greatly outstrip them

selves, and become their superiors in those qualities which a shameless

indolence does not permit themselves to attain."

I consider it a libel upon human nature to allege, that giving soldiers

more knowledge and more sense, tends to excite disorder and insubordi

nation, impatience and extravagant claims. The teaching of morality,

in connection with the sanctions of religion, can never, I believe, spoil

men for the right performance of their duties. Men who are so taught,

are more apt to understand what is said to them, more decorous,

respectful, and conscientious, more attentive to orders, more ready to

see and acknowledge the propriety of good regulations, more disposed

to shun low company, and less inclined to ebriety than persons who

have received no education, and been brought up in ignorance and gross

vulgarity.

Mr. Robert Chambers bears ample testimony to this sentiment, when

describing the means which had been adopted to promote education in

Scotland, and the beneficial consequences: " The result," says he, "of

educating the people of Scotland has been, not a greater irksomeness

under a lowly condition, as might perhaps be expected, but a greater

power of enduring it,—not a habit of insubordination to those placed

by Providence in superior stations, but a tranquil sense of the propriety

of a gradation of ranks."—(History of Scotland, vol. ii., 146.)

The corps of Royal Sappers and Miners, consisting of thirteen com

panies, each of sixty-eight men, are, in addition to the elementary

branches of knowledge, taught fortification, the manner of drawing

plans and sections of buildings, and to a certain extent the art of land-

surveying; and it is highly honourable to the men of this corps, that

they have invariably, in whatever part of the world they have been

employed, conducted themselves as intelligent men and steady soldiers.

The superiority of cultivated men is soon apparent : they have been

accustomed to think and to discriminate. Misconduct may be the con

comitant of intellectual attainments, but it is the accident, not the

consequence of information, and as it is the more conspicuous, so it is

the less excused, when accompanied with mental superiority.

I take leave to observe, that to possess the power of reading and

writing imperfectly is not education ; they are merely the means of

acquiring knowledge. Instruction of a proper kind, should include an

elementary knowledge of the principles of morality and religion ; but it

is a great step to teach soldiers to read and write, and to attain some

knowledge of arithmetic : they are by these means qualified to acquire

and to communicate ideas, and to exercise their minds.

Education, in a general sense, means the process of acquiring a

knowledge of ourselves, and of forming habits of activity, so as to

qualify us to perform our parts in life with intelligence and success.

Let soldiers, therefore, be taught those branches of knowledge which

are essential to a due performance of their duties, to their own respec

tability and welfare, and be habitually trained to apply it. Few persons

now entertain, or at any rate few advocate, the absurd idea of rendering

men efficient for the purposes of warfare, by reducing them as near as

possible to the state of senseless machines, or of withholding the means

of acquiring information from them. The more the mind is cultivated,
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the fitter a man becomes for every situation in life. Mental cultivation

renders a soldier more amenable to persuasion and higher motives ; the

mind is improved, the ideas enlarged, and the man reasons more. (Evi

dence on Military Punishments, Questions 1724-1726.) The morality

and good conduct of the Army is of more consequence to the security

of the country than the morality of any other portion of the population.

A soldier who is well acquainted with the nature of right and wrong,

and whose desires are brought under proper regulation, is the person

from whom we may expect the faithful discharge of military duties. It

was a maxim of Napoleon, that in war the moral is to the physical force

as three parts to one.

Much attention appears to be paid to the education of some of the

armies of the Continental States ; for example, in the kingdom of the

Netherlands.

Comme le soldat par sa condition est, (says Kirckhoff,) ordinairement peu

instruit dans la morale, etconsequemment tres-sujet A s'en ecarter ; el com me

rien n'est plus contraire a la culture des moeurs que l'ignorance, on ne doit

pas perdre de vue dans une armee l'utilite de 1'instruction. II serait done

eminemment recommendable d'avoir dans chaque regiment une 6cole d'en-

seignment mutuel, dans laquelle on apprendrait au soldat la lecture, l'ecriture,

l'anthmetique, et la geographie, et il faudrait donner quelques prix d'encou-

ragement a ceux qui s'y distinguent. L'utilite dicoles rigimentaires n'a

pas pu echapper d la sagesse du Hoi do Pays Bas, qui lei a institutes dans

son armie. Et une autre chose digne d'eloges durables au prince eclaire, et

que se me plais a citer et i conseiller, e'est d'avoir fait itablir dans chaque

corps une bibliotheque composee des meilleurs ouvrages militaires, destined

a fournir aux officiers les moyens de g'instruire et d'augmenter leur con-

naissances.

France.—Great attention has been paid to the diffusion of useful

scholarship in the French army, and several of the means adopted for

that purpose highly deserve our imitation. Two special schools are

attached to each regiment. The instruction to be given in the first

class schools (primary schools) is to comprise reading, writing, and

arithmetic, and the studies are to be limited to two hours at a time,

viz., one hour for reading, fifteen minutes for arithmetic on the slate,

and as many for oral examination and tuition, and half an hour for

writing. In the second or higher class schools, the instruction given

embraces French grammar, arithmetic, book-keeping, geography, the

military history of France, the elements of geometry and fortification,

and taking plans. The studies are to be similarly limited to two hours

at a time, viz., half an hour in answering questions bearing upon the

preceding day's instruction, the same time in explanations connected

with the routine of study for the day, and an hour in writing exercises

and correcting them. The management of a primary or first class

school is intrusted to a Lieutenant as director, a non-commissioned

officer as monitor-general, one non-commissioned officer and five cor

porals, or privates, as ordinary monitors. The second class schools are

conducted by the director and monitor-general of the first class, and

the requisite number of pupils of the second class, who are called

monitors.

Various regulations have been laid down for the purpose of exciting

emulation among those who attend the schools. Soldiers who eminently

distinguish themselves are entitled to have their names inserted in
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regimental orders, and thereby acquire a claim for promotion. Sous-

officiers (serjeants) recommended for promotion as officers are previously

to pass an examination in such branches of knowledge as are taught in

the regimental schools. Monthly gratuities are given to the monitors,

and half-yearly furloughs are preferably granted to soldiers who can

read and write, and have punctually discharged their several duties—

circumstances which are no small guarantee that their conduct has been

regular and orderly.

The number of young men on the ballot-lists in 1837 amounted to

326,298. The following statement will show their degree of scholar

ship :—

Number. Per Cent.

155,839 able to read and write . . 47-8149,195 unable to read . . . 45'6

11,784 able to read but not to write . 3*69,480 instruction not ascertained . 3'

326,298 100-

The average number attending the schools in each regiment, in

1837, was as follows :—

Primary Schools. ^fflot

Infantry . . .142 . .48

Cavalry ... 74 ... 21

In 1831 the primary schools of the Army were attended by 27,059 soldiers,

1833 „ „ „ 32,450 „

1839 „ „ „ 35,000 „

The numbers attending the second or higher class schools are usually

about one-third of the numbers attending the primary schools. Much

care is taken by the officers of the French army to induce soldiers to

attend school. They are informed that talents and information confer

a right to command. Since a soldier has duties to perform it is requi

site that he should know what they are. It is also necessary that he

should be aware of the punishments to which he is liable, more espe

cially as he may from ignorance incur punishment for a breach of mili

tary regulation which may not be a moral offence. To avoid com

mitting an offence it is necessary that a soldier should be made ac

quainted with the nature of military delinquencies, and unless that he

can read and write, or have attained some degree of information, he may

from ignorance misapprehend the orders issued for his guidance.

Prussia.—There is a school in every battalion of the Prussian army,

which a Captain superintends, and three Lieutenants, who receive

additional pay for alternately taking a share in the instruction of the

soldiers. At the expiration of his three years' service a soldier is able

to read, generally to write, and to have acquired some knowledge of the

history and geography of his country. As the value of the places given

as pensions on retiring from the service must correspond in a great

degree with the capability of the individuals to whom they are given, a

powerful stimulus is thereby excited to intellectual improvement. Non

commissioned officers who wish to become officers, are to undergo

one examination in geography, history, simple mathematics, and the

German and French languages. At the end of another year they are
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again examined in the same branches of knowledge, and also in algebra,

military drawing, and fortification. If they pass this second examina

tion they become officers. This attention to the mental as well as the

physical strength of an armed man, forms a new era in military and

political science.

Russia.—The regimental schools in the Russian army are said to be

admirable schools for adults, and they are particularly valuable in a

country where, according to the regulations, soldiers are entitled to their

discharge after a certain time of service. Before the schools were esta

blished the disbandment of soldiers was a fearful scourge to the country,

for it turned loose on society a multitude of men trained to immorality,

and unfitted for any useful or peaceful occupation ; now the discharged

soldiers are instructed in the means of becoming valuable members of

society, and the army has thus been changed into a training-school for

civil life. It has been long remarked that the first two or three years

of peace, after a continuance of war, show a great increase in the num

ber of criminals. " War makes thieves," says Machiavel, " and peace

brings them to the gallows." How important is it, therefore, that sol

diers should be instructed in the first principles of morality, and encour

aged to cultivate their minds.

I may here state that the Russian amy is recruited by ballot, from

the serfs, and each proprietor is obliged, in addition to the man, to

furnish his outfit to Government, amounting to 1/. 5*. lOd. The sol

dier becomes free on entering the army, and he is entitled to his dis

charge after twenty years' service, on which occasion he receives 500

rubles (16/. or 20/.) to stock a farm assigned to him on the crown lands.

The armies on the Continent being chiefly recruited by conscription,

a large portion of the respectable class of society become soldiers ; the

sum usually paid for a substitute, in time of peace, in France, being

1200 francs, or 50/., for the Infantry, and from 1500 to 1800 francs

in the special arms of the service, viz., Cavalry, Artillery, Sec. The

intermixture of high and low, rich and poor, educated and uneducated,

which a conscription usually effects in the ranks of a regiment, has a

beneficial influence in regulating the manners, and forming the charac

ter, of soldiers. But in this country, where enlistment is voluntary,

the recruits chiefly come from the labouring classes, comprehending

the dissipated, the disorderly, the idle, the thoughtless, and the

wretched. Hence, in my opinion, arises a powerful argument for our

devoting much attention to the education of soldiers. Men who have

made a voluntary surrender of their liberty and independence for life,

the most valuable privilege of our species, have a powerful claim

upon the liberality, and the kindness of the state ; they ought to be

treated as the children of the community, in as far as their education

should be systematically, not merely casually, attended to. But it is

our interest, as well as our duty, to give them a suitable education, and

thereby to endeavour to elevate them in the scale of society. While it

is admitted that recruits arc generally ignorant, and that ignorance is

the mother of crime, ought we not to consider ourselves bound to

instruct them, and to make them, in short, so far as circumstances

will admit, what we would wish them to be.

The continental governments, as has already been observed, pay

much attention to the education of their armies ; but I take leave to
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state that men who enlist for life have a much stronger claim on the

fostering care of a state than conscripts or substitutes, whose period of

service lasts for only a few years. Soldiers being deprived of most of,

indeed, I may say all, the popular sources of information, Government

should be the more attentive to supply the funds, and to direct the

measures which are required to promote education in the Army. There

are other means of preventing vice than punishment, which has been too

long considered the principal moral specific. Coercion, or corporal

punishment, will not give a man a clearer perception of right and wrong,

nor will it imbue his mind with a love of rectitude ; the utmost bene

ficial effect which it will produce is a fear of offending. He who is well

acquainted with the nature of right and wrong, and whose desires are

brought under such proper regulation that he is on all occasions anxious

to do what he thinks ought to be done, is the person from whom we are

to expect the faithful discharge of military, as well as every other species

of duty.

" Veux-tufaire croitre let merites ? Seme les recompenses." Prizes,

to be generally beneficial, should be popular—all classes should be able

to aspire to them. Now, there is a class of rewards in the Army, and

by far the most important, namely promotion, for which a certain degree

of literary qualification is indispensably necessary ; no man being gene

rally considered fit to be promoted to the rank of a non-commissioned

officer unless he is able to read and write his own language, and this is

the extent of the scholarship of most of the non-commissioned officers

of the British Army.

I would strongly recommend that an adult school should be esta

blished in every regiment, and that the institution should be under the

superintendence of a commissioned officer. He might, as is the case

in the French army, be assisted by a monitor. It is by no means my

intention to enter into detail, or to suggest a plan of a regimental school

establishment, or to recommend any particular course of study ; but it

is obvious that a soldier should, in the first place, learn that which will

best prepare and qualify him for the duties of his station and the situa

tion to which- he may aspire. The chief advantage of education is to

establish such habits of mind as will fit a man for discharging his duty

under all circumstances. There is, however, one branch of knowledge

which I would recommend to be communicated to soldiers—namely,

the conditions upon which health depends, the advantage of cleanliness,

&c. Much useful information might, with great advantage, be commu

nicated to soldiers in regard to the means of preventing disease and

preserving health. So early as 1788, Dr. Chausier, an eminent medical

officer in the French army, recommended to the French Government

to direct the surgeons of regiments to deliver a course of lectures occa

sionally to the officers and soldiers of the corps to which they belonged

upon the best means of preserving their own health as also that of

others. It may be inferred from Dr. Chausier's suggestion that he

approved of addressing soldiers as beings endued with the power of

thinking, capable of intellectual melioration, and that he did not consider

that military discipline would suffer by all ranks being instructed and

their minds cultivated. Soldiers of the British Army are perhaps

treated too much like irrational beings ; they are neither required nor

expected to think, or to do anything for themselves—not even to take
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care of their health, far less to cultivate their minds. Orders respecting

the physical and moral welfare of soldiers should he so framed as that,

in the words of Sir John Pringle, " he himself" (a soldier) " shall not

think them unreasonable and such as he must necessarily obey."

It does not come within my plan to say anything in regard to the

education of officers, although 1 may observe that, to render promotion

from the ranks a boon to individuals and a benefit to the Army, two

things are essentially necessary—the person promoted to a commission

should be so far educated as to fit him for the society of his brother

officers, and he should also be able to maintain himself in his new rank.

In my suggestions, however, for the elevation of the character of sol

diers, I confess I have been more disposed to recommend that the

condition of the Army itself should be raised than that individuals

should be promoted to the rank of commissioned officers. The aristo-

cratical constitution of the British Army is unfavourable to the promo

tion of men from the ranks—unfavourable to the worthy individuals

who may be so raised above their former condition. It is seldom that

a Serjeant obtains a commission under thirty or thirty-five years of age

—which is too late a period of life to commence a new career of service.

The habits of the men in barracks are seldom much calculated to qualify

individuals to associate on a footing of equality with commissioned

officers ; and it is next to impossible that a Serjeant who may be promoted

can equip himself as an officer and live at the mess upon the pay of

his rank. The pay of a Serjeant-Major before promotion is 3s. Id. per

day, or 551. 10s. 5d. per annum, besides clothing; he dines for little

more than 6d., and has not the rank of a gentleman to support : his

pay as Ensign, minus mess and band fees, is 84/. per annum ; he has to

provide his own clothing, and must pay from 2*. to Is. 3d. per day for

his dinner; he must keep a servant, and support the character of a

gentleman. With something like want staring him in the face he

cannot be comfortable, and some degree of comfort is required for the

due exercise of independent and manly virtues. In the event of its

being deemed expedient to raise a meritorious soldier to the rank of a

commissioned officer, I take leave to recommend that Government

should not only present him with a sum of money adequate to fit him

out for his new station, but that the pay of his first appointment should

be raised so as that he may be able to live at mess. The principle of

the measure suggested is not new, although I am not aware that it has

been acted upon in the case of Subalterns. For example, it has been

the usage to raise General Officers, who have distinguished themselves

in the field, to the Peerage, and to award to them, and sometimes to

their progeny for two or three generations, an annual gratuity. An

Ensign is as imperiously called upon to pay his mess bill or his tailor

as a nobleman is to live in the splendour pertaining to his rank.

The subjoined extract from General Observations upon Military

Discipline, and the Intellectual and Moral Improvement of both

Officers and Soldiers, by Major-General Sir George Arthur, de

serves the consideration of the highest authorities of the State.

Sir George " recommends the practical enforcement of a correct

system of rewards and punishments, supported by that high moral

influence dependent upon a judicious selection of officers of high

character and strict moral principle. Unless the good effects of the
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precepts issued by the officer be evident in his own daily conduct, little

can be accomplished ; for the officer possesses a more direct control

oyer the soldiers under his command than the landlord can exert over

the peasantry in his fields, or the manufacturer over the labourers whom

he may employ. The possession of military power should be entrusted

to those most likely to afford the influence of good example. This

applies more particularly to commanding officers. It is essential that

an officer so placed should be thoroughly informed upon matters con

nected with his profession, and possessing, with intelligence, that mixture

of decision and mildness of character which are the fruits of a mind

habitually regulated by religion and moral principle. Soldiers are

generally recruited from the lowest dregs of the community, and are

often allured into the Service by means of dissipation." He recom

mends that what is so bad in principle should at all hazards be aban

doned ; but, till this is done, it is more essential that there should be a

high tone of principle in commanding officers to correct the gross

material of which the Army, generally speaking, is composed. " I

have said that education is essential, as well as moral character, and so

it is ; look into the habits of the officers of almost every regiment in

His Majesty's service—how are they formed ? Do men study at all

after they get commissions ? Very far from it : unless an officer is

employed in the field, his days are passed in mental idleness—his ordi

nary duties are carried on instinctively—there is no intellectual exertion.

To discuss fluently upon women, play, horses, and wine, is, with some

excellent exceptions, the ordinary range of mess conversation. In these

matters lies the education ofyoung officers, generally speaking, after enter

ing the Service." The junior officers should be required to prosecute such

studies as may be best calculated to enlarge their minds and improve their

judgments; and their progress, even in their corps, should be made de

pendent upon their acquirements, professional or otherwise. Admitting

the character of the recruits to be too generally what he has described it,

and that there must be a multitude of characters to be deterred from

crime only by the terrors of punishment, he contends that even in such

men reform to a very great extent might be expected, or crime at least

abated, if preventive measures were resorted to, and these can be hoped

to flow only from a well-regulated corps of officers. " If the officers

were not seen so habitually walking in the streets in every garrison

town, the soldiers would be less frequently found in public-houses."

For the non-commissioned officers he recommends similar measures of

instruction ; and complains of the general incapacity of the Serjeant-

Schoolmaster, who should be a person of altogether higher caste than

any now employed, and should rank with the Quartermaster, so as to

give him more influence. Every commanding officer should be enjoined

to consider the business of the regimental school an object of his daily

regard, quite as important as the duties of the parade. With respect to

the private soldiers, he considers that punishment is unjustifiable, unless

it can be shown that every proper measure for the prevention of crime

has been previously used. " Punishment, I apprehend, is properly

resorted to, not as a just vengeance upon the offender for the crime of

which he has been guilty, but as an example to deter, while he himself

is corrected, other soldiers from transgressing the laws." He holds the

U. S. Mag., No. 160, March, 1842. 2 B
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example of the officers to be the most efficient means of preventing

crime among the soldiers, and of raising their minds above the gratifi

cation of mere animal desires. Unhappily, even at present, although

less so now than formerly, their notions of happiness and their enjoy

ments rise no higher than the debauchery of a brothel or the license of

a public-house. The barracks should be made as comfortable as pos

sible, and encouragement held out to induce the soldiers to take their

recreation within the barrack walls ; the soldiers' wives should be more

comfortably accommodated ; more comfortable provision should be

made for soldiers worn out in the Service ; and recruiting should be

conducted on better principles. The beneficial effects of a careful

apportionment of rewards and punishments, and of an unwearied effort

to bring into operation the various preventives of crime, have been

exemplified most satisfactorily in this country (Van Diemen's Land) in

dealing with the convicts. Punishment, properly speaking, forms no

part of military discipline—it is rather its opprobrium. The lash or

the jail should always be considered as the last resort. The grand aim

should be to prevent the commission of crime, not through the influence

of fear, which is itself degrading to the soldier, but by supplying his

mind with intellectual resources calculated to render him less dependent

for amusement upon animal gratifications.—Appendix to Report of the

Commissioners on Military Punishments, p. 118.

Until the reign of Queen Anne, the benefit of clergy was allowed to

such persons only as could read, and when, consequently, the illiterate

were doomed to die for offences, for which a slight punishment only

was inflicted on those who had received some education. The convict

suffered the greater punishment because the parents had neglected his

education, and by this means the sins of the parents were visited upon

the children. In like manner it may be asked, do not soldiers suffer

from the neglect or inattention of Government, when they are pun

ished for offences which have been committed from ignorance, and

when no attempt has been made to give them a moral principle of

action ?

Early in the present century schools were established in each regi

ment for the care and instruction of the children of non-commissioned

officers and soldiers. The alleged object of these institutions is to

implant in the children's minds early habits of morality, obedience, and

industry, and to give that portion of learning which may qualify

them for non-commissioned officers,—to raise from the offspring of

soldiers, "a succession of loyal subjects, brave soldiers, and good

Christians." Although regimental schools are chiefly intended for

boys, as a nursery for the Army, yet the female children of soldiers are

also allowed to partake of the benefits of these establishments, when

ever the accommodations and other circumstances will permit. Each

regimental school is conducted by a serjeant-schoolmaster, who receives

sixpence a day extra, but not until he has been employed as a school

master for ten years. The Serjeant must be able to read and write,

as also to be somewhat acquainted with arithmetic, but I am not aware

that any other qualification is necessary for the appointment ; and it is

not to be expected that schoolmaster-serjeants have any acquaintance

with the correct methods of conveying religious and secular instruction,

or of the proper mode of conducting the moral and industrial training
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of children. Soldiers are permitted to attend these institutions, hut

attendance at school is not usually considered a part of a soldier's duty,

and the schoolmaster's discipline is, therefore, commonly evaded. A

schoolmistress has lately heen attached to each regiment, who receives a

salary of one shilling1 and eightpence a day, being within threepence of

the pay of the schoolmaster-serjeant. It is hardly necessary to observe,

that neither great talents nor much zeal can be expected in a serjeant

whose allowance is so limited.

So far as my information extends, greater attention has been paid to

the schooling of the children of soldiers in India than elsewhere.

Among the many important measures introduced by the Marquis of

Hastings, when he was Governor-General and Commander in Chief,

one striking instance was the liberal encouragement given to regimental

schools, by the appointment of an assistant-master, and an additional

mistress and assistant, with monthly salaries, to each European corps,

and by calling upon the resident clergymen to lend their active aid in the

superintendence of these useful and benevolent institutions. He also

established barrack libraries at each of the seven European cantonments

on the Bengal establishment. Lord Wm. Beutinck states {Evidence of

Military Punishments), that the soldiers, in considerable numbers,

attend the schools, and make a rapid progress in reading and writing.

" In India," says he, " the regimental libraries of the soldiers generally

contain from five hundred to six hundred volumes of well-chosen books ;

they receive the leading newspapers, and their reading-rooms possess

comforts and convenience. Libraries are of inestimable advantage to

persons who can read well, and who have a taste for reading, but they

are of comparatively little benefit to soldiers who do not. know the

alphabet, or who cannot read without much difficulty,—and, unfortu

nately, the latter class is by far the more numerous in the Army.

Institutions for the intellectual culture and moral improvement of

soldiers should be specially adapted to the unlearned, not to the well-

informed,—to the greater number, and not to the few who have made

some progress in the elements of information.''

7. Urbanity to Soldiers.—Is it essentially necessary, for the pre

servation of military discipline, that soldiers should be treated by officers

with less urbanity than adults in civil life ? " There used," says Dr.

Cheyne, " to be the greatest coarseness and severity in the treatment

of men in hospital ; nay, medical as well as military officers frequently

treated common soldiers as if they belonged to an inferior order of

beings. I have often," he adds* " heard soldiers called the greatest

villains on the face of the earth, only to be kept in subjection by the

lash." This degree of folly and inhumanity is happily now become

obsolete, but there is still room for amendment in regard to the treat

ment of soldiers. During the last century, the commissioned officers

in the French Army appear to have assumed a remarkable degree

of superiority and importance over common soldiers.

"When a commissioned officer, (says Colombier,) is so generally esteemed,

whence comes it that the people have such a dislike to become soldiers, and

whence that contempt which is entertained for their condition ? If to serve

the King and the country with courage,—if to perform distinguished

actions, be highly valued, do we not find these virtues in the soldier ? A

soldier undergoes more fatigue than officers, but should he on that account

2 B 2
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be less esteemed? It may be said that he belongs to the dregs of the

Seople,—the lowest class of the population,—but his original condition and

is services should not be confounded. Should we treat the condition of a

soldier with disdain, because it is subordinate? of what importance is that?

Is it not the object or peculiar duty of the Array to maintain order and

public tranquillity ? I believe I can assign a more conclusive reason, which

is, that plebeian officers, full of self conceit, endeavour to emulate the class

of nobility in haughtiness and the affectation of superiority,— hence, in my

opinion, is the cause of the contempt which they show to the subordinate

ranks anil hence the origin of the popular repugnance to the Army.—Code

de Medicine MHitaire, vol. i., p. 144.

The merits and exertions of private soldiers are often undervalued, or

completely overlooked ; for, according to the popular opinion of mili

tary operations, in defeat we think of the fate and in victory of the

talents and glory of the commissioned officers, more especially of the

Commander in Chief of an army. " Glory and fortune," says an

anonymous author, " are for others—not the common soldier. He

displays his constitutional bravery, without effort, from the dogged

instinct»of his nature. He refuses to be beaten ; but, when his firm

ness and perseverance are at length crowned with success, and he

stands victorious on the bloody field, what is it all to him ? Not one

leaf of that laurel which his sweat and his blood have earned will ever

descend, even by reversion, upon his unhonoured brow."

Discipline may, it is hoped, be supported without harshness and

without severity. There are so many excellent remarks in regard to

the treatment which is due to soldiers by officers in the following

reprimand, which was given to an officer by Lieut.-General Sir Samuel

Auchmuty, who commanded the troops in the Madras Presidency, that

I shall make no apology for transcribing it verbatim:—

Lieutenant B , you have been found guilty (by a court-martial)

of very unolficerlike conduct, in striking a soldier, which your duty to the

Service, your feelings towards a brave man, whose profession would seem to

forbid so ignominious an act, ought to have restrained you ; and the Com

mander in Chief views with great displeasure both the act and the motive.

Your future conduct His Excellency hopes will be more guarded, and that,

with reference to your own feelings, you will learn to appreciate those of

every other soldier, even those serving in the ranks; and that you will

remember, that their valour, their pride, and fidelity to their King and

country, can be maintained only by preserving, with unblemished purity,

the principles that dictate those virtues which enable their officers to reap

honour and distinctions at their head. It is the duty of every officer to

keep in mind that discipline and subordination is to be maintained without

severity ; that the faults of soldiers more frequently arise from relaxation

of discipline than from bad disposition. The remedy, therefore, is not

severity ; it rests with the officers, whose characters are to be traced by the

state of their corps and companies.

The Commander in Chief takes this opportunity of directing that the use

of rattans at drill may be abolished, and that no officer or non-commissioned

officer is ever, on pain of being tried for disobedience of orders, to strike

or cause any soldier to be struck, without the previous sentence of a court

martial.

Much care is taken in the French Army to prevent any indignity

being offered to soldiers of any rank by superiors. In the military-

regulations it is stated, that " an instructor shall not touch a recruit,

even to rectify his faulty position, unless his want of intellect require
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it." " If an officer were to strike a soldier, and the man were to run

him through, I imagine (says a French officer) the soldier would not

suffer for it ; he would, at least, be fully authorized to strike him again.

A superior striking an inferior, makes the inferior his equal."—

Evidence on Military Punishments, questions 4575 and 4576. " Many

cases of what is called mutinous conduct arise from the improper way

in which non-commissioned officers speak or give orders to the men."—

Memorandum: Horse Guards, 24th June, 1830. Non-commissioned

officers are commonly much influenced by the example of their superiors

in the treatment of soldiers. When a commissioned officer addresses a

private with asperity or peevishness in the hearing of a non-commis

sioned, he thereby sanctions, in a greater or less degree, whatever

harshness the subordinate official may inflict.

All men have a right to be treated with courtesy and consideration ;

but soldiers, who have surrendered their independence, have a peculiar

elaim to the kindness of superiors, inasmuch as their wellbeing depends

almost entirely upon the favour and attention they may receive from

those individuals under whom they are placed. Officers who appear to

take an interest in the welfare of soldiers, and who show a moderate

degree of attention to their wants and their wishes, are invariably

esteemed and respected ; and I am convinced that their commands will

be more effectually obeyed than when coercive measures are unintermit-

tingly employed to enforce them. Vituperative abusive language, such

as is described by Dr. Cheyne, applied to a soldier by a medical officer,

or domineering austere conduct in hospital, is very unseemly, and highly

reprehensible. " Harshness to soldiers," says Dr. Hamilton, (Duties of

a Regimental Surgeon considered, 1782,) " is cruelty, more especially in

a medical officer." In the instructions to the medical officers of the

French Army (1831)—"11 est expressement recommende aux officierg

de sante en chef et au comptable de veiller a ce que leurs subordonnes

traitent les malades avec douceur et bienveillance."

But, according to the general regulations of the French Army, the

officers are admonished that circumspection is indispensable, and that

austerity of manner is to be avoided,—that, to exercise an undue reserve

in their intercourse with their subordinates, is to deprive themselves of

their attachment. They are also instructed to be affable, courteous,

and free in their demeanour ; and that they must bear in mind, that

oppression excites and fortifies resistance, while moderation tempers

effervescence, and eventually restores to obedience those who have

offended.

Mr. Macdiermid, who published his work on military subordination in

1806, strongly reprobates a practice which he alleges prevailed when he

wrote, namely, that of officers abusing and ill-treating the soldiers under

their command. " The harsh, brutal, and often unjust treatment," says

he, " which soldiers experience, so very different from what any man

durst use in civil life, sours their minds, and makes them hate a service

which subjects them to such galling distresses."

On this important subject I have much pleasure in quoting the senti

ments of " An Old Officer:"—

' Look upon the soldiers (says he, in his address to officers of the Army)

under your command as servants to the same Royal Master with yourself,

and not as slaves,—a light they are too often placed in by a great number
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of young officers. Consider that without them you would be of no conse

quence, and that their good or bad behaviour reflects either glory or shame

upon you; therefore, make it your study to obtain their obedience by love

rather than by fear ; I know this is considered servile by some,—but be

assured it has no foundation in fact, and that an affable, courteous beha

viour, from an officer to his soldiers, cannot fail of gaining their love and

confidence, which is certainly more eligible than their haired and disesteem,

whatever may be thought to the contrary .... Are they guilty of an

unpardonable crime? then confine them, without insults, and let the mar

tial law take its course. It is no part of duty, either as a soldier or a

Christian, to add insults to confinement. Whatever orders you have to give

them, let it be done in an easy, genteel manner, without oaths; for it is

highly disagreeable to hear a man, because he is my superior in rank, pre

face his orders with " D—n your bl—d, Sir, I order," &c, &c. Be

assured of this, that men love to be used as mon.—{Cautions and Advices to

Officers of the Army, 1760.)

8. Suicide.—Suicide is much more frequent in the Army than among

males of the labouring class of the population, between the ages of

twenty and forty in civil life. Out of 686 deaths which took place

among the Dragoon Guards and Dragoons serving in the United King

dom during a period of seven years, 35, or 1 in 20 of the whole morta

lity, were occasioned by self-destruction. This ratio is at the annual

rate of 1 in 1274 of the strength. In the Prussian Army, out of 1333

deaths which took place during the year 1838, 67 were caused by sui

cide, being 1 in 19 of the mortality, or 1 in 1821 of the strength. The

means employed to destroy life in Prussia were as follows,—by fire

arms, 48; hanging, 13; drowning, 4; cutting the throat, 2; total, 67.

Professor Caspar, in his work on this subject, informs us that suicide

is much more frequent in the Prussian Army than might be expected,

considering the innumerable improvements which it has undergone.

" Notwithstanding these improvements, there is," says the Professor,

" something in the condition of modern barracks, in the fact, that, even,

at present, the majority of common soldiers must remain unmarried,

bound neither by the ties of wife, nor child, nor home, which seems

calculated to lead to disgust of life and suicide." Fear of punishment

is supposed to be sometimes the cause of suicide in the Prussian Army,

and I have reason to believe that the same cause operates in occasioning

suicide among British soldiers. The aim of the Prussian Government

has hitherto been to awaken a high sense of honour in the Army ; but,

says Professor Caspar, " if a soldier must, like a slave, undergo the

most disgraceful punishment, should he steal only the value of a farthing,

we need not be surprised to find many hot-headed young men, under such

influences, destroying themselves, rather than suffer their sense of honour

to be enraged."

In 1835, there were in England and Wales 1044 suicides, which is

about 1 to every 15,320 in the whole population, or 1 suicide for every

340 deaths. The frequency of suicide in military life is thus accounted

for by Mr. Reid (Philosophy ofDeath) :—

Soldiers are (says he) very strictly tied down to their onerous duties,—

duties which are often both very humiliating and revolting, and which they

cannot get quit of in the course of their service, and which, consequently,

must be borne with through the greater part of their lifetime, in tlie gloomy

and depressing prospect of being released at some distant period either by

death or a discharge. It is not surprising that the human mind, under such
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circumstances, should resolve on its own termination, [and' at once put a

period to its miserable consciousness of existence.

"Hope" (says an old Serjeant-Major, with whose sentiments I cordially

concur) is not only one of the chief ingredients in the happiness of man; but

man may be said to live upon hope. Hope for something or other he will.

Some will have no hopes of leaving the Army, but will live upon the hope

of promotion. The number of these must, however, be comparatively small.

The chief hope of the far greater part must always be the termination of the

servitude. Let this hope be built upon a positive engagement, and the sol

dier contents himself therewith, because the foundation is sure, and clear

before his eyes ; but, if he has no such engagement to rest upon, he seeks

for some other foundation, and desertion is (he first that presents itself; for

he must have hope, or he cuts his throat."

THE SLAVER.

FBOM THE NOTE-BOOK. Or AN OFFICER EMPLOYED AGAINST THE SLAVE TRADE.

Her Majesty's schooner Fancy, off the Coast of Brazils.

This is the thirty-first day of our cruize,—no sail to gladden our

eyesight or excite our hopes ! The dolphin refuse the bait,—the turtle

swim deep, and are " wide awake!" The wind still holds to the south

west. How wearily the hours drag their "slow length" along! and

how the little hooker kicks about! Yes, friend,—little I say. Don't

despise her, I pray you ! " We are not all born great,—some achieve

greatness,"—and, though she is but a schooner, she may yet ....

" What does she look like?"

" A small sail, sir, standing towards us."

" One of those eternal fishing-boats, I suppose. Take a look at her

from the foreyard, Mr. Smart."

" A fishing-boat, sir, only," exclaimed Mr. Smart, in a disappointed

tone.

I descended the ladder, not in a very amiable mood.Be to my faults a little blind,

kind reader : I am one of the " new school." I cannot help it,—but

the truth will out. 1 am not (I say again) a war officer, but, in com

parison, a very youngster. I have no stories to tell of

Hair-breadth 'scapes,

Or dangers in the deadly imminent breach.

Ill-used, time-worn veterans ! I cannot share your hardly-earned

honours ; and, although I do not feel with you your heart-burnings,

nor the despair of hopes blighted and withered, yet, believe me, I feel

for you. Don't pretend to despise us. Don't say that we have

degenerated from the gallant tars of old ; for you know you don't mean

it. No,—your sons are chips of the old block. These newfangled

ways of ours have some meaning, after all,—you confess as much.

Well done, old Honesty! then, let me jog on with my note-book.

" Mast-head, there ! Look well round, and come down."

Another day has passed into night,—night again has passed into
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''peep of dawn." It is the morning watch: the sun, about to rise,

gives notice of his approach by the crimson-tinted eastern sky.

" A sail ! a sail ! " exclaim a dozen voices, " and, by St. Paul, a brig! "

I was dreaming of ancient times. I fancied myself Benbow's Flag-

Lieutenant, and he would persist (to my great horror) in making me

chew tobacco. A voice (which I at first mistook for Admiral Benbow's)

vociferated in mine ear,—

" A sail, Sir, bearing due east."

I was on deck in a " quarter less no time."

" Where is she? Ah ! I see. Up with the helm—square the yards,

Mr. Smart. Drop the topgallant-sail, and out reefs, quietly and slowly,

—nay, slovenly, if you will, for he looks a clipper, and stratagem is our

only chance."

Steady—so! I don't think he observes us yet, for it is scarce day

break, and we are to the westward of him. Starboard a little—steady !

Now for a good squint, and let me wipe the damp off my " Dollond."

He appears to be running along the land,—odd, certainly! By Jove!

he hauls his wind towards us. He takes us for a coaster. The long gun

is quite ready?—Good! keep it covered with the tarpauline, and none

of you show your ugly mugs above the gunwale.

" Put the red nightcap on, Sambo, and sit on the top of the fore-

scuttle."

We are nearing each other fast : a fine, taunt, rakish-looking craft

she appears,—three hundred tons, at least. I think she suspects us.

She does, for she edges away, and up go her studding-sails.

" Dealers in human flesh—have at you ! "

Bang! goes the 32-pounder. Before the smoke clears away the

schooner is under every stitch of sail. The breeze freshens,—we are

in hot pursuit. " Mind your steerage, Quartermaster, and keep her on

with the larboard fore-rigging." Steady! Bang! again :—the shot falls

short. Out bed, and let the gun down on the rear-axletree : now, then,

—fire with the rising motion. Bang!

" Slap through her main-sail, sir ! " exclaims a man off the fore-yard.

She still carries on, and shows no colours ; another shot, and another.

She increases her distance ; we shall lose her, by heavens ! " Wet the

sails!"—they draw beautifully, and stand like a board; the hammocks

are hung up, and a couple of shot placed in each. We hold our own.

" He has cut away his stern boat and his anchors ! Villains ! it is all

m vain !" " Take your time, No. 1 ., and bring down some of his flying

kites." Bang ! the smoke clears away ; hurrah ! his fore-topsail yard is

shot away in the stays ; down it comes, studding-sails, and all !—and

—one shot more j—she rounds to ! and up go the Portuguese colours !

—" Out boats I"

" Mr. Smart, go on board, take possession, and send the prisoners

on board the Fancy."

" The brig is hailing, sir."

" She is from Quillimane in the Mozambique Channel," exclaims Mr.

Smart ; " sixty-two days out, 330 slaves, sadly in want of water."

Courteous reader, accompany us, I pray you, on board this slave-

vessel ; come and see the handy works of these blood-thirsty dealers in

human flesh. What a nauseous smell as we approach ; how slippery

and dirty the vessel's side ; what a clamour of voices ; we are on board.
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Look at that cool, villainous-looking scoundrel pacing up and down

the deck smoking a cigar ; his hands are in his pockets ; he appears

totally unconcerned about the number of murders he has committed,

and the horrors that surround him. He is captain of the slaver, and a

Portuguese ; but he declares that he is only a passenger, and that the

captain died at sea. He is even now calculating how much he has lost

by this unfortunate speculation. "Let me sec," says he, " I own twenty

of the healthiest, for my blacks never die I" and he grins,—" that would

have given me twelve thousand cruzadoes, and Don Bernadino was to

have given me four thousand for the trip,—sixteen thousand clean gone I

—diabolo take the English picaroons ! I wish h— would swallow up

that island of their's ;" and ho mutters " curses not loud but deep."

"Well, well, I must be upon my guard now however. Santa Maria!

I wonder if they will rob me of these sixty half doubloons fastened

round my waist ; if they do, may they never receive absolution, the

miscreants." He grinds his teeth, lights a fresh cigar, and continues

walking the deck.

Behold that skeleton form ! the unfortunate breathes ! her pulse still

beats ; her heart even yet echoes faintly to the touch of humanity. A

few days since, an infant hung at her breast ; thrice happy innocent, it

died—it was starved—and, she, the poor emaciated mother, has been

starved too ! she has existed these last sixty days, on a few handfuls of

farina, and two gills of putrid water per day ; she has lived in the after-

hold upon some hard planks all this time ; look at her excoriated flesh !

When she embarked, there were 200 of her sex stowed with her in

bulk I—130 now remain. She might have saved herself, and sacrificed

her child ; but nature gave her a mother's love for her offspring : she

nourished and hugged it to her bosom, until the little corpse was taken

from her by force, and thrown into the sea. Whilst we are looking,

she is dying !—she is dead !—" Oh death! where is thy sting ?"

Friend of humanity, turn to that nest of little ones, all in the last

stage of the small-pox—in the confluent state ; their bodies are one

mass of putrifying sores : their tongues are lolling out of their parched

mouths as begging for water : they cannot speak ; they utter inarticu

late sounds ; but in a few hours they will be quite still,—yes ! they will

be " where the wicked cease from troubling, and the weary are at rest,"

—they will die without a groan ; watch them narrowly as you may, you

will not perceive the transition from life to death ! The black glassy

eye is half open, and almost transparent. It quivers !—it is fixed in

death.

Mark, that living skeleton ! lying with his face to the deck ; one

little month, and that man was a Hercules ; but fearful of his strength,

the villains have kept him in close irons ; this is the first time he has

breathed the air of heaven since he embarked. Look at his lengthy

frame—his sunken eyes—his lank jaws—his attenuated limbs! the

bones seem willing to burst through the frail covering of skin that sur

rounds them ; you may count every rib. He was one of the brave men

of his tribe ; he was doubtless taken fighting hand to hand, defending

his wife, his children, his home ; even the rude hut in the wilds of

Africa; but he was surrounded and taken prisoner, and driven with

hundreds of others, like flocks of sheep, to the sea coast. See, he

moves,—
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He leans upon his hand—his manly brow

Consents to death, but conquers agony,

And his drooped head sinks gradually low.

He is past all suffering : a few hours, and he will cease to exist.

Yonder are some suffering from ophthalmia—all more or less blind ;

one is totally so ; and every now and then he endeavours to throw him

self overboard, and when he is restrained, he mumbles something and

points to his eyes, as much as to say, " Why should I live ? I am of

no use—-can only exist in utter darkness—let me put an end to my

miseries I"

They are serving out the water !—See, what a rush there is to the

after hatchway : men, women, children, how eagerly they watch their

turn to grasp the little calabash which is half filled for each one. It

holds just a pint : with what agony some of the little urchins regard the

process !— afraid, dreadfully afraid—they shall be forgotten. How

they creep between the legs of the taller ones to get nearer the tub !

A dozen hands are thrust in at once : with what envy they regard the

fortunate possessor ! and how they watch every drop that passes down

his poor parched throat, and snatch it from his grasp ere it is quite

empty 1 Main strength here wins the day : they have little respect for

friends or comrades in misfortune ; and no wonder—each is endeavouring

to save his own life !

Hark ! what splash was that ? They have just hove two unfortunates

overboard : their bodies were yet warm, but they were encumbering the

crowded decks ; the flies were swarming around them, and even the air

was becoming tainted : they are now food for the sharks : two of these

ravenous creatures have followed the vessel across the Atlantic : they

have been gorged with human flesh, but they are never satisfied : they

will await the last victim, and then go in search of more.

Nine bodies have been thrown overboard to-day.

Just peep down into the men's slave-room : how close and poisonous

the atmosphere ! only three feet from the planks to the deck above :

they must all squat down in one position ; move they cannot. Immense

leaguers for holding water are stowed away underneath ; some little

fellows manage to crawl between the planks—they find the bunghole of

the casks. Necessity is, indeed, the mother of invention : they tear off

a portion of the rag that is tied round their waist, and is their only

covering, fasten it to a rope-yarn, and lower it into the cask : lo ! they

draw it up, suck out all the moisture, and so again, until their insatiate

thirst is somewhat abated. Some never come up again, perhaps cannot,

and so die beneath the planks, and are not discovered until the confined

air below becomes rank poison, and then a search is made, and a putrid

body found and cast overboard.

1 feel a hot puff of wind from the south-west—that dense cloud on the

horizon is rising fast—a flash of lightning issues from it—it begins to

sputter with rain : this portends a squall. Unhappy wretches ! you

must descend. With what reluctance they go I—the strongest shoving

the weak before them. Look at the forest of human heads with the

faces turned upwards, peeping through the barred-down gratings of the

hatchway I What shoving, squeezing, cuffing, and yelling, to get the

envied berth ! Brute force again carries the day, and the weak squat

down in despair—their breasts heave, and they gasp for a little air.
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A short time before we captured her, they were all battened down in

a gale of wind. Yes, they covered over the hatchways to prevent the

seas that fell in board from filling the vessel. What screams of agony,

what yells must have been uttered, when they were suffocating I The

weather moderated, the hatches were opened, and forty corpses were

passed np and committed to the deep.

Thanks be to Heaven for this fine refreshing fair wind : how the sun

shines and the vessel flies ! The port is in sight, and we shall anchor

ere sunset.

Lo ! we are at anchor. What cries of joy the unfortunates utter as

they leave the dirty, nauseous vessel that has brought them across the

Atlantic ! Those that are dying for a while partake of the joy, and

fancy their sufferings all over ; and, indeed, so they are, for no earthly

aid can save their bodies, and, alas ! they are ignorant of their souls.

And thus they die, casting a last envying look on their comrades, who

" eat, drink, and are merry"—on the cool, clean, spacious decks of Her

Majesty's receiving frigate Crescent. The healthiest are divided into

messes, and are given beef, soup, and farina, and as much water as they

can safely drink.

Some little urchins love to sit all day long by the side of the tank,

and turn the water for every one who comes ; that running stream being

to them the dearest sight earth can afford. The sick are laid on beds,

and have the best medical treatment ; they are given nourishing food to

reanimate their debilitated frames : some poor skeletons would drink all

day long (if allowed), so great is their thirst. By degrees they recover

and get merry, and dance their native dances, and sing their national

songs, and so in time, by care and kind treatment, forget all their past

sufferings. When they have sufficiently recovered another scene takes

place ; one-half of them are again sent on board the slave-vessel ; they

are about to proceed to the British colony of Guiana : for if they remain

in the Brazils they will again become slaves.

How the poor creatures dread another voyage ! How they cling to

the sides of the frigate, as if to save themselves from a certain death !

They recollect all that they previously suffered—the suffocation I the

raging thirst ! the burning heat of their bodies ! comrade after comrade

dying beside them ! But their fears are vain ; happily for them they

are no longer in the hands of the Philistines. 180 are now put into a

space where 500 were crammed on leaving the Coast of Africa. The

water is pure and wholesome, and they are allowed a liberal quantity.

They are all clothed ; for the Guiana Immigration Society not only

liberally provide clothing, but defray all the expenses of their trans

portation. Their provisions consist of hung-beef, salt-fish, farina, rice,

and lemon-juice ; with tapioca, arrowroot, sugar, wine, &c, for the sick.

Each one is provided with a mat, which they take the greatest care of.

The officer who is sent with them is very particular in keeping the

vessel pure and clean, and regularly ventilated, sprinkling chloride of

lime in the hold occasionally, and keeping the negroes as much on deck

as possible. Twenty of the finest and strongest are selected to assist

the seamen in working the ship. They keep regular watch, which they

are proud of.

The passage is long and tedious, but they are merry and free from

care, as the following extract from the prize-officer's private log will

show :—
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■ " The negroes this evening established a band of culinary instru

ments. Such a din I never heard ; kettles, frying-pans, baking-dishes,

tin-pots and spoons, &c, &c, all in concert ! After the dancing a kind

of pantomime was performed, in which the actors imitated all the actions

and stratagems of the elephant-hunter. One stout fellow appeared par

ticularly excited, and for the moment, perhaps, fancied himself again in his

native woods—he handled a stick (his gun) with the greatest dexterity,

loading and firing quickly, and with great minutia of movement.

" The successful shot was attended with a yell of triumph, and a

crash of pots, pans, &c His movements were regulated by a song, in

which all joined."

Thus, evening after evening, they amused themselves. At length

they anchor in the river Berbice; they are landed, and are located near

a plantation. They immediately demolish an acre of sugar-canes.

The men and women are now divided, and made to form a line oppo

site each other ; the men are told to select a wife from the opposite

party, when, if the lady be nothing loth, they are married by a magis

trate, and henceforth are husband and wife. Some are not contented

with one, but want two wives, and appear much disappointed when

refused, especially if the females are the more numerous. One fellow, a

cook by profession, quite an artiste in his way, picked out three, and

sadly wanted to keep them all ; finding it impossible, he took two chil

dren, thus becoming a family man at once.

In a short time they begin to work at the different plantations, and

gain a livelihood, labour here finding a ready market ; they are per

fectly at liberty to change masters when they please ; they are under

the protection of a magistrate, responsible only to the Government ; and

they enjoy as much liberty in every respect as those of our own race.

They become Christians, attend church, and, in the fulness of time,

they depart this world,—not as worshippers of stones and serpents, but

with a hope of everlasting happiness. And thus ends the liberated

African's " strange eventful history."

THE YOUNG OFFICER'S DEATH-BED.

" AN OWER TRUE TALE."

BY THE AUTHORESS OF " RECOLLECTIONS OF AN OLD SOLDIER," &C.

Whom the gods lore, die young.

" Moonlight in a tropical garden by the sea-shore! Can there be

anything more exquisitely beautiful in nature? Does it not repay us

for the sultry noon, and in some measure for the loss of home ?" said

one of our party, as we sat beneath the shadow of the plane trees in the

Governor's garden, one glorious night, at , a colony whose society

is formed by the military garrisoned there. My reason for not mention

ing the name thereof, is that my tale is, as I have observed above,—"an

ower true" one.

We were a large party assembled in that moon-lighted garden.
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" Exiles" we sometimes called ourselves, and with much show of justice;

for although soldiers and their wives choose their career "for better or

for worse," and gain by their vicissitudes a happy knack of looking on

the bright side of things, still we have our yearnings after home.

The scene before us, I allowed was strangely beautiful ; so bright

was the illumination of the moon, that we could have seen to read the

most delicate hand-writing : its light shed a singular radiance on the

countenances of all ; we could see into each others' very eyes as we sat

together ; neither was there a shadow of anything upon the earth. At

certain periods in the tropics this is the case. All was bright and

calm, the quiet of the scene being occasionally broken in upon by the

loud " chap, chap" of the lizard, the occasional " All's well," from the

sentries at their posts close by, or the more distant sounds from the

ships in the harbour getting under weigh, to the cheerful accompani

ment of the sailors' chorussed chaunt. The present calm too, was in

strong relief to what we had witnessed in the early past of the evening.The scene to which I am about to allude, would in a larger sphere have

been magnificent. I must premise, that it has no distinct reference to

the main subject of my tale, beyond its connection in my mind with

young Maxwell, an being the last time I ever saw him. Vividly as it is

thus impressed on my mind, it may have a separate interest with my

readers, and therefore I will describe it. It had been the anniversary of a

festival kept by the Lascars, (a race of men frequently employed about

the shipping at home, as well as abroad), and dedicated by them to their

god. For a month previous, they had been as it were rehearsing,

dancing round their sacred fire, preparing, painting, and decorating the

car which they were allowed to lead about the town, (the idol being fax

it.) Truly to look closely into the detail of the cavalcade, as it

wended its slow way through the street, was frightful. The men were

evidently under the influence of opium : their violent gestures—their loud

song—their whirling dance, all proved this. Up the town they proceeded,

followed by a crowd of all colours, black, brown, white, tawny, straight

and woolly-haired,—Caffres, Chinese, Japanese, Asiatics, Africans, and

English soldiers. To see this crowd, assembled under the light of a bril

liant tropical moon, and the same light rendered most strange by the glare

of ever-moving torches, is a sight of no ordinary description ; but it was

more singular when the crowd were dispersed, the gates of the town closed,

and on the glacis, at the very verge of the ocean, these miserable fanatics

chaunted their wild song, danced their mad dance, and whirled their

lighted torches ; thus carrying on their appalling worship apart from

the Christian world, for their huts are divided from the town by draw

bridges and other barriers. Now and then the sailors' voices from the

ships, or the sentry's steady cry, broke the monotony of the infidels'

wailing chaunt. When their revolting ceremony was over, they

embarked in a large boat, prepared and decorated for the occasion, and

rowing out some distance from the land, still singing, they, with a load

shout, tossed their idol into the deep sea.

We had assembled in groups in the Governor's garden to witness

this. Maxwell was not quite of our party, for now and then, as some

of the more serious ones argued on the subject of the wretched heathens'

worship, he, disliking controversy, would steal away towards a group of

girls, looking strangely out of their element as they sat among the
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heavy guns placed side by side upon the low rampart jutting out

towards the

Ever-sounding and perpetual sea.

Here lounged an officer, with his forage-cap drawn over his eyes,

*' rejoicing in his loneliness," with a cigar in his mouth. There leant

one looking forth upon the vast ocean (seen for many miles from where

we sat) longing, " vainly, oh ! how vainly I" for home and friends, and

dwelling with doubtful pleasure on old memories conjured up by the

calm beauty of the tropic night. Now wandered by one with a young

girl leaning on his arm—her white dress contrasted with his scarlet

jacket forming a picturesque addition to the dark-green shrubs and

overhanging boughs of the graceful Persian lilac, while she, listening

so eagerly to his whispered words, knew nothing of our proximity,

though we, secure in our retreat under the plane-trees and behind a tall

hedge of luxuriant fuchsias, peeped out upon the passers-by, and were

almost the last of the various groups to separate for the night.

In spite of its beauty, there were symptoms of a change : it had been

" too bright to last." We had sat out our welcome with the moon, and

she had already begun, like a coquette chary of her charms, to cast a

veil between them and us. Large drops of rain were falling heavily

and slowly ere we could reach the shelter of our homes. The officers'

horses, standing at the garden gate, already manifested an instinctive

impatience to be off. Some of the young men mounted and rode

steadily away ; but Maxwell, whose exuberant spirits could never be con-»

trolled, sprung into his saddle with a loud cheer, and started off at full

speed, followed by two officers whose quarters lay in the same direction

as his own. We heard them all laughing up the street, and snatches of

old odd ditties floated from them down the mountain side for some

minutes after they had faced it. We, too, stood on our threshold listen

ing and laughing; in tiuth, there was something in Maxwell's laugh

very irresistible, and the last sound I heard that night was his clear

English view-halloo ringing down the valley in which the small town

lies. The next thing we heard of him was, that, soon after he had

given that joyous view-halloo, a gust of wind rushing from a gulley in

the mountain had cast his cloak before his eyes. His horse becoming

frightened, and Maxwell himself rendered helpless by being thus

blinded, the animal turned a corner of the mountain from which abutted

a sharp rock, and, running against it, it scratched his rider's knee.

Confined to his sofa, (for the wound, though slight, and not very

painful, was liable to being increased by exertion in a tropical climate,)

Maxwell was surrounded by revellers, brother-officers, who sang, laughed,

and did all they could to keep up his spirits in his short confinement.

Three days afterwards, these gay young spirits quailed : the Assistant-

Surgeon—Maxwell's intimate friend—foresaw deathfrom lock-jaw !

And thus to die! was it not terrible ? Scarcely in the prime of life,

(he was barely six-and-twenty,) beloved by all for his kindliness of dis

position and joyous temper, there were many volunteers to nurse and

watch him. Poor fellow ! he had done as much for them ; he had sat

up many a night at the bedsides of sick brother officers.

Melancholy was the sight that barrack-room—which had so often

been the scene of boundless mirth and revelry—presented. From the

walls there smiled sweet faces, painted by the young officer's favourite
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sister. Close to his couch was hung—how out of place it looked there !

—the gay portrait of a celebrated danseuse, mocking at him, as it were,

with her chaplet of bright flowers and expanded sylphy wing. Various

articles of elegant bijouterie, the gifts of

Lovely ladies in their prime,

made strange contrast on the tables amid the phials of medicine and the

dressings for the wound, which still to all appearance was trifling. Cap

and sword, and belt, hung idly on the wall beside his sister's paintings ;

and on a chair by his bedside lay his desk, whereon was an unfinished

letter, written, between the snatches of pain, to his mother. Whenever

the spasms subsided for a time, he would thank those around him for

the anxiety they betrayed on his account. Even in his great pain he

expressed no impatience.

There be some who talk terribly of those who, cut off in the bloom

of hope, and health, and strength, have not time at the last hour to

ponder, or even to pray for forgiveness of past error. Let us not ques

tion what God has willed to do in these great matters : let us rather

hope that He hath been merciful in his judgments. Even where reason

and religion teach us that retribution would be just, is it not better to

hope that God hath been merciful, than to feel sure He hath had no

pity ? Instead of entering into controversy among ourselves respecting

the destiny of others, were it not better to " take warnings of sudden

deaths," and for our own sakes profit by them ?

# * * # *

The last struggle was almost over. Those who stood round their

young companion knew that he must be soon taken from them. The

final spasm came on : he was more and more exhausted. He held out

his hands to those who, soldiers as they were, stood weeping about his

bed, and, uttering the words, " Well, well,—so my career ends here ! "

his lips remaining parted, as if with the intention of uttering some final

benediction, -which even his eyes, dim as they had become, expressed,

and, with one more heavy gasp, one more convulsion of the strong

young limbs, as if struggling bravely with death, he fell back over

powered by the conflict. They laid him in his coffin, and all his brother-

officers came in turn to visit him. Solitary he looked, lying there, with

no relations near him. I question, though, if they could have more

deeply regretted him than those among whom he had sojourned for six

years.

And thus, in a week from the night I had heard his joyous voice

shouting for glee on the mountain side, he was dead, and laid out in his

narrow coffin. The soldiers of his company, iron men as they were,

cried like children as they waited for their mournful burden. Then

was there a gathering of troops, a glittering show of plumes and mili

tary paraphernalia, and strangely sounded in that far-off island of the

tropics the wail of the bagpipes, (poor Maxwell belonged to a Highland

regiment,) as the echoes of their lamentations for the dead answered

each other sadly from rock to rock.

Solemn the sound of the measured tread,

As silent and slow they followed the dead.

The grey-haired Governor, who had stood through perils of war, and
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voyages, and climate, closed the procession. There was a deep moral

to be drawn from the sight of the veteran at the head of the young

man's grave. Now and then the heavy drum and melancholy fifes

relieved the bagpipes' wail ; for it was a long procession from his death-

place to the churchyard where they laid him. 'Twas a sweet resting-

place there, among geraniums, and fuchsias, and waving willows, and

dark yews.

But the "three rounds" have been fired over the young officer's

grave, the good old Governor turns slowly and sadly away, one little

boy, to whom Maxwell had shown many favours, can scarcely restrain

his sobs, and his servant is forced from his dead master's grave by his

comrades. All is over. The wailing cry of the pipes has ceased, the

drama are unmuffled, the troops fall into their proper order, and the

dull "Dead March" gives place to a joyous air,—and there remains

nothing to be done but to gather together the effects of the dead, and

send them to his family.

One of us made a sketch of his tomb, with the little church—not

unlike an English village-church—in the background. It was sent to

his mother with the letter he had written between the intervals of pain.

*****

One bright morning, about a month after poor Maxwell's death, the

B man-of-war, in which his brother was a Midshipman, anchored in

the harbour. The memory of the dead was fresh among us. " Who shall

tell Henry Maxwell of his brother's death ?" said one. Each was unwilling

to undertake the office ; but one at last consented, though reluctantly.

He embarked immediately, in order to get on board, and prevent the

youth's landing. As the boat neared the ship he looked up the side,

expecting to see Henry Maxwell standing in the gangway to receive

him. He dreaded the first glimpse of his cheerful open countenance.

The Commander of the vessel stood on its deck, waiting to receive him.

" I feared," said the former, " seeing your uniform, that you were poor

Harry Maxwell's brother. We lost him three days after we left the

Cape. He fell overboard when there was so heavy a sea running that

no boat could have lived in it had we lowered it." * * *

" So perish soldiers and sailors," said the Naval Captain, when poor

Maxwell's brother-officer had related the circumstance which occasioned

his death. " So they perish ; and small account their country takes of

their loss : and smaller care, still, when they have grown grey in that

country's service. Better, perhaps, that these poor boys have been

spared the disappointments attendant on those who choose their profes

sion merely for that profession's sake !"
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HURRICANE Iff THE BRISTOL CHANNEL, AND PERILOUS SITUATION

OF HER MAJESTY'S CUTTER MERCURY.

The gale of the 26th of January was one of the most violent ever experi

enced in the Bristol Channel, where its effects were more severely felt than

en any other part of the coast, the wind blowing from the W.N.W., to which

the entrance of the Channel and adjoining shores is directly exposed. Many

casualties, in consequence, resulted. The commander of the Mischief, which

arrived at Bristol on the 28th, described the Channel as being full of floating

wreck. The greatest apprehensions were entertained for the ships which

had previously departed, in the belief that no vessel could possibly withstand

the violence of the storm, if at all near the coast.

Her Majesty's cutter Mercury had sailed from Bristol on' the 22nd. The

Mercury was tender to the Queen, then lying at Spithead, waiting for addi

tional hands to go to sea. At the time of leaving the anchorage at King

Road, she had on hoard (exclusive of the Master, six men, and a boy)

twenty-two volunteers for the Queen, under the charge of Mr. Montagu

Molesworth, Mate of that ship.

Heavy weather in the Channel impeded her progress, and she had only

reached Lundy Island on the 26th, when the violence of the gale com

menced. On the morning of that day she left the shelter of the island,

where she had been obliged to bring-to, and had made about thirty miles

to the westward by about balf-past two p.m., when a most terri fin squall

came on. She met it gallantly, head to wind, under a storm-jib and close-

reefed try-sail. Very soon it blew a perfect hurricane, and all but the neces

sary hands on deck were obliged to take refuge below, in the berths, from

the violence of the motion.

During the height of the storm, a tremendous sea struck the vessel. The

hatchway, boats, and mainsail were in a moment washed overboard, with

the whole of the crew on deck, the ship lying on her beam-ends, with the

cross-trees in the water, the sea rushing down the hatchway into the cabin.

At this crisis, Mr. Molesworth, who had been obliged to take refuge in

his berth, from the impossibility of standing upright, or of maintaining any

other than a recumbent position, was thrown out with violence to the oilier

side of the cabin on his friend Mr. Francis Peel, 1st class Volunteer of the

Queen, who bad accompanied Mr. Molesworth on the expedition, by per

mission, from motives of personal regard. The first impulse of the two

gentlemen was to gain the deck as speedily as possible. That was forsome

time impracticable, the sea forcing itself down the companion, half-filling

the cabin with water. Happily at last they succeeded, and what a sight

met their view on gaining the deck ! The vessel lay on her side, the sea

making a complete breach over her, without the presence or appearance of a

soul but themselves to witness the awful scene. Happily four of the six

seamen who had been washed overboard shortly afterwards regained the

vessel. The other two poor fellows were unfortunately drowned.

Meantime the situation of the volunteers below, in the fore-part of the

ship, was most alarming. They had been obliged to huddle together,

sitting or lying down in the berths or on the floor. When the vessel

turned over on her beam-ends, the pig-iron ballast burst through the middle-

deck. The iron water-tank, which was full of water, was also forced in the

same direction, tearing the deck to atoms, scarcely a fragment remaining

larger than a sheet of paper. Believing the vessel to be sinking, the

alarmed men made a general rush for the upper-deok, which, after a dread

fully protracted period of horror and confusion, all but two succeeded in

gaining. One of these miserable sufferers was afterwards found dead, and

the other dying, both amongst the heavy masses of pig-iron ballast.
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This was a moment to try the nerves and courage of a British seaman,

and well were they displayed on this appalling occasion. The published

accounts or this disaster, and the general voice of the sympathising inhabi

tants of Bristol, unite in ascribing to Mr. Molesworth's conduct on that occa

sion the preservation of the vessel and numerous lives still remaining on

board. He was gallantly assisted by his young friend Peel, as also by the

Master and other survivors. His example infused itself into others. With,

a promptitude and energy, invaluable at such a moment, be caused all the

spars and out-standing gear to be cut away, the pumps to be manned, and

thewater baled out; and, when by these judicious means the vessel began again

to rise to the wave, and a prospect of escape for the first time offered itself,

the thankfulness and gratitude of the crew can be more easily imagined

than described. To what extent they attributed their happy deliverance to

the exertions and conduct of their young commander, was fully and feelingly

expressed on the inquest which afterwards followed at Bristol on the bodies

of the two unfortunate volunteers killed on board the vessel. The Mercury

was then put before the wind, and, all danger being over, search was made

for those who were missing. Two were known to have been washed over

board from the deck, and two of the volunteers were found below, as before

described.

The condition of the survivors was, however, still far from that of safety.

When the vessel was at length got before the wind, the belief was universal

that they were drawing towards the rugged and dangerous coast of Corn

wall. The anticipated horrorsof shipwreck, under circumstances which must

have been well known to Mr. Molesworth, a native of Cornwall, succeeded

the feelings of joy at their first escape, and a miserable night of anxiety

and uncertainty followed. As the day broke, one of the seamen declared

his belief that he could see U inland Point. This was happily eon&rmed, as

the light became stronger and the coast more visible. The wind was fair

for the Bristol Channel, which they succeeded in entering. The County of

Pembroke steamer happily descried them in a disabled state, and by that

vessel they were reconducted to their anchorage at King Road, m place-

which most had despaired of ever seeing again.

An inquest was held at Bristol on the 28th, on the bodies of the two unfor

tunate volunteers, Aleck Mackay and James Reed, who were killed in the

Vessel.

Joseph Hollis deposed, "that he was in the main-cabin with the two

deceased. They were all lying down, not being able to stand, when a sea,

struck the vessel, and laid her on her beam-ends. The water came through

the skylight, and covered those to leeward. He swallowed a good deal

before he could get out of it. The pig-iron ballast, in lumps of half a hun

dred-weight, and the iron tank, were forced through the deck. He escaped

to the upper-deck, and could not get below again till after dark, in conse

quence of the confusion, when, everything being wet, it was some time

before they could get alight. It was at length procured by means of gun

powder, when he found Aleck Mackay dead amongst the ballast, and also

James Reed, who died shortly afterwards. Mr. Molesworth, by his great

exertions, had undoubtedly saved the ship*."

Joshua Nummin deposed, " that he was on deck at the time the vessel

was struck by the sea, and washed overboard, with five others : could not

tell how he was saved : was under water several times : clung to a spar till

he found himself again on deck : spoke with tears in his eyes of the valuable

assistance rendered by the young otficer, Mr. Molesworth, whose conduct he

described as being beyond all praise, and but for whose judgment and

exertions the vessel must have foundered t."

* Standard, January 29,—account of the inquest,

t Bristol Mirror, ditto, ditto.
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MEMOIRS OF GENERAL AND FLAG OFFICERS RECENTLY DECEASED.

The Late Admiral Sir Josias Rowley, Bart., G.C.B., G.C.M.G.

Admiral Sir Josias Rowley, G.C.B., who died on the 10th January last,

was the second son of Clotwortliy Rowley, Esq., M.P. for the borough of

Downpatrick, and a distinguished member of the Irish Bar. He was born

in I he year I76S, and inherited from his mother, a daughter of Samuel

Campbell, Esq., of Bath, a considerable property, named Mount Campbell,

in the county of Leitrirn, which he enjoyed up till the period of his deceas.e

By bis father's side he was the grandson of Sir William Rowley, an

Admiral of considerable reputation in the early part of last century.

After receiving the usual rudiments of education, he entered the Navy

in 1777, attained the rank of Lieutenant in 1 7Hi, was made a Commander

in 1784, and Captain in the following year; having in the interval distin

guished himself in the Service.

It was not, however, till 1805, that he was present with this rank in any

action of moment; and then it was his lot to witness one of the most un

satisfactory affairs in our annals. As Captain of the Raisonable, 64, he

formed part of Sir Robert Calder's fleet, when that officer, after being two

days in presence of Villeneuve, the combined French and Spanish Admiral,

permitted his enemy to retire with the loss of only two ships. A court of

inquiry severely reprobated the British Commander; though it subsequently

transpired that the Admiralty had exposed him to undue obloquy, by sup-

Sresting part of his advices. The still greater indecision or pusillanimity of

is opponent, who retreated into Cadis, also as completely marred the pro

jected invasion of England, as if he had been defeated ; but in the mind of

Capt. Rowley, the different officers of the fleet, and the country in general,

which so narrowly escaped, the issue gave rise to the most painful

motions.

The next important service in which Capt. Rowley was employed, was in

the reduotion of the Cape of Good Hope, in 1806, when SO00 troops under

the command of Sir David Buird, which had embarked from Madeira in a

squadron commanded by Sir Home Popham, late in the previous year,

arrived in Table Bay, and, after a short but sanguinary encounter with an

equal number of Dutch, chiefly cavalry, obtained possession of that colony.

The landing of the troops on this occasion, was intrusted to Capt. Rowley ;

and notwithstanding the heavy swell, and the formidable means of opposi

tion which the enemy had at their disposal, (no less than 1 1 3 brass guns

and 343 iron pieces of artillery having subsequently been taken from them,)

it was accomplished with the loss of only thirty-five men. On the side of

the Dutch, upwards of 700 fell ; while on that ol the British, scarcely 200 were

killed or wounded ; and Capt. Rowley bad the still greater satisfaction of

capturing, without a shot, the French frigate Voluntairg, which, deceived by

seeing the Dutch colours flying on the fort, and a similar ruse practised on

board his own ship, unsuspectingly sailed alongside without discovering her

error, to the infinite dismay of her crew, and equally unbounded joy of up

wards of 217 British soldiers, who, having been taken in a transport,

remained as prisoners on board.

Capt. Rowley was next despatched with the small squadron under Sir

Charles Stirling and Sir Samuel Auchmuty, which proceeded to the reduc

tion of Monte Video, in 1807. Chiefly by the aid of the naval force which

landed, (the vessels having been prevented by the shallow water from

approaching the town,) the object of the expedition was quickly accom-

2 C 2
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plished: and after a smart attack, during which the British stock of ammu

nition was nearly exhausted, the place surrendered on the 3rd of February.

The navy, however, had little share in the disgraceful operation which fol

lowed, when, after a loss of 2500 British troops, killed, wounded, or cap

tured, in an unsuccessful attack on Buenos Ayres by General Crawfurd,

Whitelocke, who arrived to supersede him, ignominiously consented to

retire, without firing a shot, on condition of receiving the prisoners, whom

Liniers, the Spanish commander, more from compassion to the unhappy

men, than consideration for the pusillanimous General, permitted him to

carry off.

The expedition to South America having thus been frustrated, Capt.

Rowley was detached with a small squadron to protect our commerce in the

Indian seas. Observing that St. Paul's in the Isle of Bourbon had long

been a station for the French cruisers, and that a frigate of that country

was then lying in the harbour with two East Indiamen—the Europe and

Streatham—which she had captured, as prizes, he immediately, on his

arrival, projected a scheme for its surprise; and having communicated with

Lieut.-Col. Keating, the British Commander of Rodrigue, he shortly after

wards carried his design into execution.

On the 16th of Sept. 1809, 368 troops were landed from the latter island;

and being joined by 100 sailors and a body of Marines, which raised their

number to 600 in all, proceeded to the attack. The French, though sur

prised by the sudden appearance of the foe, defended themselves with

gallantry ; but fort after fort was captured. In the course of a few hours

all their guns, 117 in number, with the whole of the shipping in the har

bour, were taken ; and the enemy were permitted to retain possession of the

island, only on condition of surrendering great part of the public property,

with which the British shortly afterwards set sail.

Captain, now Sir Josias, Rowley, having been knighted for this service,

next hoisted his flag in the Boadicea frigate, as Commodore of a small

squadron destined to act under Rear-Admiral Bertie, in the reduction of the

Isle of France; but numerous events occurred before that object was

accomplished.

The newly-appointed Commodore was yet without a fleet ; the frigates

which had been appointed to join him having not yet arrived, and one of

them, the Africaine, having, in consequence of the rashness of her com

mander and the indiscipline of his crew, fallen into the hands of the

enemy. Commodore Rowley, immediately on receiving the intelligence,

repaired to his aid; and next day regained the prize, as well as captured

the Frenoh frigate Venus, to which, and a smaller vessel, the Victor, the

Africane had been constrained to strike. He shortly afterwards retook the

Ceylon, which had been captured under nearly similar circumstances; and

thus reinforced, greatly distinguished himself in the reduction of the Isle of

France, the approaches to which were so intricate, in consequence of the

presence of coral reefs, that the expedition would probably have been baffled,

but for the indefatigable energy with which he undertook and performed

the duty of sounding. This difficult task having been accomplished, the

fleet, consisting of seventy sail, and containing 10,000 troops, reached its

destination with ease ; and after a short engagement, in which the French

were overcome, Decaen, the commander, surrendered the island, with six:

frigates and 209 pieces of artillery, to the British.

For these distinguished services, Sir Josias Rowley was, in 1813, elevated

to the dignity of a Baronet; and in 1815, having been raised in the interval

to the rank of Rear-Admiral, he proceeded, in the America, 74, to the reduc

tion of Genoa. This duty he accomplished with equal enterprise and ease.

Having been reinforced by the Edinburgh, 74, and a frigate, with two

smaller vessels, he compelled the enemy's fleet to take shelter beneath the

- guns of St. Marguerite ; and, aided by a detachment of British troops and

Sicilian gun-boats, he proceeded to the city, which yielded without opposi
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tion to his arms. Four corvettes, and a 74, the Brilliant, (afterwards the

Genoa, in which Bathurst was killed at Navarino,) fell into his hands. For

this service he was created a Knight Companion of the Bath. The rest of

his life was spent chietty on shore, where he was equally distinguished for

the amenity which marked his command when afloat.

In 1821, he was created a Vice-Admiral, a full Admiral in 1837; and he

had only attained the rank of Admiral of the White a few weeks ago in the

recent Brevet, when, after he had been sixty-four years in the Service, death

put an end to his long and meritorious career. We may add, that Sir

Josias was an especial friend of William IV., and also of her present

Majesty, in the household of whose illustrious mother, he held the rank'of

Equerry. In July, 1840, he was promoted to Grand Cross of the Bath.

GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE.

TO THE EDITOR. OF THE UNITED SERVICE MAGAZINE.

'' Commander Pearse on certain Principles in Ship-building.)

f Mr. Editor,—As you are always ready to give publicity to whatever may

prove useful, I beg leave to send for insertion in your Magazine a brief

explanation of a very simple experiment, never yet published, by which

any one who takes an interest in the subject may have a model formed for

making it, and which will exhibit most distinctly to the eye three very

important points, namely, the principle on which stability is founded—the

way in which the centre of motion changes its position in a ship—and the

actual cause of the difference in the angles of the pitching and sending

motions.

The accompanying diagram represents a full-size longitudinal vertical

section of the model I have used, which is quite large enough for the pur

pose ; the breadth being three inches, and the sides vertical. It may be

formed out of a small block of any close-grain wood, and the more perfect

the form and polish of the surface the more freely will it oscillate when put

in motion on a horizontal plane.

 

The contour a t b is formed of two arcs of circles, which join at s. The

distance m s being the radius of the arc s b, and the point m its centre; and

the distance c * the radius of the aro s a, and the point c its centre.

< The upper part of the model must be hollowed out sufficiently that its
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centre of gravity may be situated below the point fit, otherwise it will not

possess stability, and the smallest force cause it to upset when the point w

becomes the centre of motion ; and it will be necessary to apply a little lead

on the inside to balance it, so that when at rest the line c s, which must

be marked on the model, shall be vertical, or perpendicular to the horizontal

plane p e; then the centre of gravity, which in the model I have used is at

g, will necessarily be in the same line; where also the arcs as and b$ meet;

and the model is supported by the plane. And if the points c, m, and g are

marked on the side of the model with pins, their movements will be dis

tinctly seen.

When the model is made to oscillate, and that it moves to the right on the

plane p e, the point m, which is the centre of the arc s b, necessarily becomes

the centre of motion, and moves in the horizontal line mo; while the centre

of gravity g necessarily ascends, and moves in the arc g h round the point

m, which is its centre; during which the weight of the model, acting

through its centre of gravity, operates in resisting and retarding the motion

of the body, which it ultimately overcomes, when the centre of gravity

immediately begins to descend, the force of gravity acting as the mooing

power, and accelerating the motion till the centre of gravity has arrived at

the point g, and when carried beyond that point by the motion acquired,

and as it ascends in the arc g i, the force of gravity again acts in opposing

and retarding the motion which it had previously produced, and which

again it ultimately overcomes. Thus the weight of the body acts as a resist

ing force and a moving power alternately ; and this is the principle of that

internal property called stability, which an oscillating body possesses of

resisting and reproducing motion, and which cannot possibly exist unless

the centre ofmotion is situated above the centre ofgravity, and that the

latter point actually ascends as the body inclines.

When, however, the model moves to the left, the point c, which is the

centre of the arc s a, necessarily becomes the centre of motion, and moves

in the horizontal line cu; while the centre of gravity g necessarily ascends,

and moves in the arc g i round the point c, which is its centre ; and when

the model has again resumed an upright position, and commenced moving

to the right, the centre of motion immediately descends to m, and move*

again in the horizontal line m u; and thus the centre of motion ascends and

descends alternately, and in doing so moves in the line c m, which, pro

longed, passes through the centre of gravity of the model. And as the

greatness of the stability depends on the distance of the centre of motion

above the centre of gravity, and as the distance eg is much greater than

the distance m g, the stability must necessarily be much greater also when

the model moves or rolls to the left than when moving to the right ; and,

consequently, it must roll more freely and deeper in the latter direction

than in the former.

Again, by fixing a small rod longitudinally on the top of the model,

whose ends n r shall be equally distant from the line c «, and consequently

equally distant from the centre of gravity g, suspending a small weight at

r, and marking the inclination it produces ; then, by removing the weight

to n, it will be found to produce much less inclination than when applied at r ;

and this again proceeds from the stability or resistance to oscillatory motion,

or permanent inclination, being much greater one way than the other—

which is a necessary consequence of the difference in the formation of the

two parts of the model. The oscillatory motions of a ship are governed by

the same laws ; and the cause of the difference in the angles of the pitching

and sending motions, or of the bow plunging deeper than the stern, proceeds

from the form of the fore-body differing from that of the after-body, which

produces greater stability longitudinally one way than the other. In fact,

the metacentre, or point of stability, which is the centre of motion, is higher

one way than the other, and in changing its position, moves in a line which,

when the ship is at rest in an upright position, passes vertically through its
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centre of gravity, and in precisely the same way as the centre of motion

moves up and down in the line cm when the model oscillates on the plane.

Consequently, when the model of a vessel is seated in the water, and a

certain force applied at a fixed distance before the centre of gravity, it will

produce a greater inclination than the same amount of force applied at an

equal distance abaft the centre of gravity ; and if the place of the meta-

centre be ascertained when the model is so inclined, and it be then sus

pended out of the water by an axis passing through that point, the same

force will necessarily produce the same inclination. This I have proved

with a perfect model of a vessel which I formed from a drawing; although

the experiment was not necessary, because it is in perfect accordance with

existing and unerring laws; and, consistently with the same laws, a weight

applied at r will produce the same inclination, whether the model be sup

ported by the plane, or suspended by an axis passing through the point m,

and a weight at n produce the same inclination on the plane as if the model

was to be suspended by an axis passing through the point c ; and for this

simple reason, that as the centre of motion is at the tame distance from the

centre of gravity, whether the model is suspended by an axis or supported

by the plane, the stability must necessarily be the same also.

I remain, Sir, &c,

Plymouth, Jan. 1842. John Peaksh, Comm. R.N.

Seamen in the Royal and the Merchant Service.

London, Feb. 10, 1842. '

Mr. Editor,—On perusing the Article (in your valuable Journal foe

February), headed " Historical Details relative to the Military Force of Great

Britain, from the earliest periods to the present time," I find the following—

" A similar result is said to occur in the Navy ; for it has been observed

that men taken from the merchant service, with a good moral character,

after having been in the Navy, though but for a short time, become more or

less corrupted—so much so that they have afterwards great difficulty in

obtaining employment in the mercantile service." Such is certainly not

the case in the present day; for, with few exceptions, men taken from the

merchant service, with good or bad characters, improve under naval disci

pline, and a troublesome or immoral character is very soon discovered, and

(on board most well-regulated ships) set apart from the rest of the ship's

company, and with others of the same stamp—should there unhappily be

any—formed into a separate mess, called the " Galley Mess," from being

confined to that part of the ship, and not allowed to appear on the lower

deck ; besides which all ships of 36 guns and upwards are provided with

Chaplains and Seaman's Schoolmasters. Under which circumstances, it is

highly improbable that the morals of merchant seamen would suffer from

entering Her Majesty's naval Service. If it were so, it says very little for

religious instruction or education. I have known Captains in the Navy

have great objections to enter merchant seamen, as they seldom make good

men-of-war's men from their (generally speaking) loose, uncleanly habits,

and dislike of anything approaching to discipline; and it is a well-known

fact, at least to people conversant with naval affairs, that merchant captains

-always jump at the chance of entering men of war's men—though 1 grant

they are often found troublesome, in consequence of the want of that disci

pline to which they have been accustomed, and from fondness of showing

their independence of the pendant when an opportunity offers. By inserting

this you will oblige,

Yours, &c, A Sailor.
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The Monarch.

Mr. Editor,—Your correspondent, Mr. Allen, in his communication of

"England's Wooden Walls,'* for January, says, that the Monarch continued

on the West India station until the termination of the war in 1 783. He

omits the cause of her remaining there. The Monarch sailed from Jamaica

with that unfortunate fleet when the Ville de Paris and various ships of war

were lost. She got ashore in the early part of the passage, came off with

considerable damage, returned to Jamaica, was hove down at the wharf of

the King's Yard at Port Royal, and repaired. Mr. Forfar, who was the

Master of Sir Hugh Palliser's ship in Admiral Keppel's engagement, was

then the Master Attendant there.

In the early part of 1783, Admiral Rowley, then on that station, hoisted

his flag on the Monarch to receive a visit from the late King, William the

Fourth, then Prince William Henry.

Mr. Allen states that Mr. Rainy was the Master ; he might have been

so, and changed. When the Monarch sailed for England, the Master was

Thomas Riches ; he declined the mess in the ward-room, and joined that of

Thomas Lowton Robins, Midshipman, Mr. French, a Surgeon's Mate, and

the present writer, then in his 24th year, consequently now in his 83rd.

Lieutenant Lawrie's name was Robert, not Henry. Lieutenant Killwick

died some years ago at Southwold, in Suffolk, where he had resided several

years. The Hon. Robert Forbes came home in the Monarch, an acting

Lieutenant ; and Dr. Hunter, a passenger.

In the passase home, the writer remembers that the distance run by the

log one 24 hours was 218 miles, a greater distance than he ever experienced

before or since.

February 15, 1842. N.

Mounted Riflemen in Canada.

Mr. Editor,—Having for a long time past been impressed with a con

viction that serious attention on the part of our Military Authorities to the

above subject might be attended with the most beneficial results, I now beg

the favour of your inserting the following remarks in your next Journal,

which I sincerely trust may fall under the notice of some person of sufficient

influence to lay them before His Lordship the General Commanding-in-

Chief.

The expediency of raising a corps of " Mounted Riflemen" for permanent

duty in Canada, in addition to the infantry regiment recently organized, is

a subject on which I cannot help thinking, all unprejudiced persons who

have carefully examined the nature of that country must agree.

The intrepidity, zeal, and efficiency of our regular cavalry, are too well

understood to require comment ; but let me ask, what could they do when

opposed to a body of undisciplined sharpshooters in an almost inaccessible

country, with plenty of wood to cover them ?

Under such circumstances, I maintain, that carbine versus rifle, is not fair

play ; and our noble fellows, buckled, helmeted, &c, in all their splendid

trappings, would only be like so many targets, and picked off by, to them,

invisible opponents. What I desire is, to give our soldier an equal chance

with his adversary; if each has a rifle, and John Yankee—sympathizer or

rebel—shoots better than John Bull, it is his own fault ; but it would be a

sad stain on our nation to hear of long lists of casualties that might, by a

little arrangement and forethought, have been prevented.

Even as orderlies for conveying despatches, &c, the dress of our dragoons

is too conspicuous, and they are too heavily accoutred.

Every person who has visited America, must be convinced that bush-

fighting will ever be the characteristic feature in Trans-Atlantic warfare,

and it consequently becomes our duty to be prepared accordingly.

I need not trespass at any great length on your valuable pages, for I
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really think the subject'almost speaks for itself ; suffice it to say, that regu

lar cavalry are not the kind of troops for Canada ; but a corps composed of

four strong troops of Mounted Riflemen, so armed and trained, as to be

always ready for cavalry or infantry duty : or in case of sudden emergency

when actually employed, to dismount, picket their horses, and act as light

infantry, is of all others the one for that country; and this, in addition, to

striking a salutary terror into the minds of all classes of disturbers of

public tranquillity, would enable our two regiments of dragoons to be with

drawn.Feb. 17, 1842. . ] One who has served in Canada.

Armaments of British and American" Ships.

Mr. Editor,—A few months ago, being in the United States, through

the kindness of an officer of the American Navy I had an opportunity of

going on board the line-of-battle ship Delaware. She certainly is a noble

ship; but our Rodney, London, and Nile, are quite equal to her, and I

think in some respects superior: the medium guns on their quarter-decks

would be much more effective than her carronades. But I was much struck

with the manner of placing their shell-guns, which are 10-i:ich : instead of

being in the midships, as in our vessels, they are fore and aft, four in the

bow and four in the stern, on the gun and main decks, and, by means of

railways, may be transferred from the broadside to the bow or stern, and

back again immediately. The great advantage of this plan over ours must

be obvious at first sight. In a general action, how often have ships been

exposed to a severe raking fire, without being able to return it effectively !

But by the American plan they would be able to bring their formidable

Paixhans to bear on an enemy in a few minutes, which would settle the

matter much sooner than a few 32-pounders.

I As steamers will play an important part in all future naval warfare, the

necessity of a ship being able to bring her Paixhans guns to bear at any

point is obvious. Suppose one of our frigates chased by several steamers,

and exposed to a continual fire of shells, without being able to return any,

her speedy capture or destruction is inevitable ; for it is well known thatja

solid shot does little harm compared with shells. ^

We have borrowed the principle of shell-guns from the French, and I hope

we are not too proud to learn a better method of using them from the Yankees.I am. Sir, yours, respectfully,

Manchester, Feb. 18, 1842. A Subscriber. 3

Mortality of the Troops iri^hty West Indies. J

Mr. Editor,—The dreadful losses sustained by our troops in the fatal

climate of Jamaica induces me to call your attention to the subject, with the

view of devising some method for alleviating this constantly recurring evil.

Your own Magazine, No. 77, contains an excellent letter from Dr. Fergus-

son, Inspector-General of Hospitals, recommending the substitution of Black

troops in all the lowland districts, which have been found by experience to

be peculiarly inimical to the constitution of Europeans, and stationing these

in the more elevated regions, where the air is healthy and refreshing. The

whole letter, as also two preceding ones, in Nos. 75 and 76, by the same

author, " On the Prevalence of intemperance in the United Service,'' is well

worthy of an attentive perusal.

'< Perhaps five additional Native regiments would be found sufficient for the

exigencies of the Service in our West India settlements, and the supernu

merary White troops might either be reduced or transferred to those stations

where the pressure of duty is found to be most severe.
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I trust, Mr. Editor, that the goodness of the intention will atone for the

faultiness of the execution ; and, without further apology, I shall subscribe

myself, your obedient humble servant,

Ness Castle, Jan. 19, 1842. Edward Fyrbs.

Qualifications for\Promolion.

Mr. Editor,—Much has lately been written on the subject of promotion

by purchase in the Army. I believe, with few exceptions, it is considered

hy military men as being a measure in which more of good than of evil is

inherent, and consequently should not be abolished ; the reasons for which

having been ably detailed by others elsewhere, it is unnecessary to recapi

tulate them here ; but 1 presume its warmest advocates do not deny the

possibility in carrying out its details of introducing some improvements.

Nearly two-thirds of my life has been passed in the Army, for the benefit

and welfare of which, though not personally interested in this subject, I

feel the greatest regard, and being of opinion that a few remarks and sug

gestions thereon, through the medium of your pages, might not prove

unworthy the consideration of our present esteemed Secretary-at-War, Sir

Henry Hardinge, and the other Authorities at the Horse Guards, I am in

duced to submit them, should it please your Editorship, for insertion in your

valuable Magazine.

I am of opinion then, that every candidate for a commission, whether with

-or without purchase, ought previously to obtaining the same, to undergo an

-examination as to bis qualifications and attainments, and that he should at

least be found to possess the elementary principles of a liberal education.

Such a measure may perhaps by some be considered supererogatory; but

«very person conversant with the Service must be aware that instances

-occur, where such essentials have been found wanting; some idle youths

being of opinion, that to fulfil the duties of an officer little else is necessary

beyond sporting her Majesty's uniform, and attending the drills and parades,

which is supposed, by the unitiated, to constitute the whole business of a

military life. In addition to the examination with regard to the mental

attainments of the candidate for a commission, I am besides of opinion that

he should be subjected to another as to his physical fitness ; his stature and

stamina ought to be certified by a competent judge.

'Were such a system adopted, and why should it not? the Service would

be greatly benefited; persons unfit from mental or physical deficiencies,

'would not then occupy the place of better men, which now is not unfre-

•quently the case. Besides, it would tend to prevent others, of a class who

make a convenience of the Service, by adopting it for a time, without any

intention of making it their profession, from being a bar to others differently

inclined.

To proceed with my suggestions : the Subaltern, ere he was eligible to

succeed to a company by purchase, or otherwise, besides having served the

lequisite number of years, ought to undergo the ordeal of another exami

nation, to ascertain the exienl of his progress in the knowledge of military

matters, and other branches of science connected therewith, a scale or

standard of what should be deemed requisite, ought to be established, as in

the nearly parallel case of a Midshipman passing for Lieutenant. Farther,

promotion by purchase, except where there is no Subaltern of sufficient

standing, is at present confined to the corps in which the opportunity occurs,

and frequently occasions the promotion of very junior officers. I would,

therefore, have the right of succession by purchase extended to the senior

Subaltern for purchase, of any regiment on the station where the corps was

serving at the time; if abroad, excluding from the privilege such officers as

were absent on leave, ojr with the reserve companies at home. This would
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tend to keep the service companies effective in regard to officers—no trifling

benefit—a circumstance at present notoriously seldom the case. If such

rules were established, they would affect all alike ; and officers, by serving

abroad, would have an object to gain, which would render " business or

urgent private affairs" of rarer occurrence, and home sickness much less

epidemic.

Another measure which would greatly benefit the Service, and which

justice imperiously calls for, is that Subalterns, after fifteen years' service

on full pay, and properly qualified, ought to have the brevet rank of Captain,

with the increased pay of ten shillings a-day, until an opportunity occurred

of their being appointed to a company in their own or some other regiment.

In Hart's Annual Army List for 1841 there are only 168 Lieutenants in '

the 'regiments of the line who would be entitled to such brevet promotion.

The annual expense would be of little moment to the country, whilst it

would greatly improve the condition of the very worst remunerated class of

officers in the Service.

If Captains were subjected to an examination before they became eligible

for promotion to the rank of Field-officer, it would also prove highly bene

ficial to the Service. Their examination might be so shaped as to demon

strate the extent of the individual's knowledge and talents on general sub

jects, or on any one in particular, in which they possessed superior attain

ment, which might by possibility prove available on emergencies, for which

such officers might be appropriately selected. The advantages derivable by

the Commander-in-Chief and heads of Departments from the possession of

such information, in recommending for employment and promotion must be

obvious.

That this system of periodical examination would be scouted by the gene

rality of officers, I doubt not; but if established, they would have the good

sense to submit to a regulation, whose good effects in promoting and en

couraging a system of beneficial study, and the acquirement of useful know

ledge would, in a few years, be the certain result, whereby the officers and

the Service would be mutually benefited.

In alluding to promotion from the ranks, which has of late been so fre

quently had recourse to, for the purpose of inducing a superior description,

of recruits to enter the Service, I would remark, that the prospect of such

promotion does not enter into the head of one in a thousand on enlisting ;

and its attainment, in the generality of instances, adds but little to the real

comfort or happiness of the, so esteemed, fortunate individual, who scarcely

ever feels, or can feel, on an equality with his brother officers, who have

commenced their career as such ; and the prejudice, however much they

esteem and approve of the individual, against that class exists, and will con

tinue to exist, as long as wealth and pride of birth and family are held in

that degree of estimation and respect, inseparable from the existence and

well-being of a monarchical government,

I would farther observe, in respect to such promotions, that in a majority

of instances, these individuals, who in general possess a certain degree of

cleverness and industry, owe their advancement more to their usefulness and

subserviency to some influential commanding officer who has the recom

mendation, than to any special merit or talent to fit them for the station ;

and this is always sufficiently notorious to their brother officers, who of

course tolerate rather than cordially associate with such persons. When it

is considered proper to make such promotion, it should always be into

another regiment, than that in which the individual has served in an inferior

capacity, when he would have an opportunity, comparatively speaking, of

starting fair; and it is scarcely necessary to add that the qualification of

said individuals, should also be ascertained by a board, previous to a com

mission being granted.

If commanding officers of regiments were required to make an annual

historical report of their corps in a form capable of being bound up in
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volumes at the Horse Guards, they would in time form a most valuable

source of reference. To ensure a certain degree of uniformity, and to render

future consultation easy, a prescribed form might be furnished for these

reports, which should embrace the state of, and changes in, the regiment

during the year—its efficiency or non-efficiency—its component parts—its

internal economy—its various movements—and the means and nature of

transport—its stations—the salubrity and nature of barrack accommodation

—nature and employment of the troops—nature and amount of crime—of

punishments and their effects. A statement of the particular views ofcom

manding officers on any points connected with the Service, such as the

internal economy most conducive on certain stations, or circumstances to the

welfare of the men, messing, clothing, drill, system of rewards and punish

ments, and concise notices of any remarkable or interesting occurrences con

nected with the management or history of their corps. To enable com

manding officers more effectually and fully to do which, a similar report

ought to be exacted by them from every officer in charge of a detachment

during the period. An annual report would, besides, afford to commanding

officers an opportunity of doing justice to any officer who might have in anyway particularly distinguished himself, by placing his name and meritorious

services on record, which would render in some measure, that most unfair

and invidious of all reports, the " Commanding Officer's Confidential"

unnecessary.

It will readily occur to military men, that regimental Surgeons have been

required to furnish annual medical reports, the great value of which, in the

collected volumes, now exceeding one hundred, at the Medical Board Office,

has been often acknowledged.

I fear, Mr. Editor, I may have trespassed to long on your time and space,

but the great interest of the subject must be my excuse. Yours, &c.

Lamda.

CORRESPONDENCE FROM THE PRINCIPAL PORTS AND STATIONS.

Portsmouth, Feb. 16, 1842.

"5 Mr. Editor,—Two more of the Mediterranean squadron have returned

to England and been paid off, since my last, viz., Hastings and Revenge ;

two others are ordered home for the same purpose,—Ganges and Benbow.

The fleet under Vice-Admiral Sir E. C. K. Owen, will this year consist of

the following :— m

Capt. Rich, Flag.

Capt. Smart, K.H., Flag.

Capt. Forrest, C.B.

. Capt. Sir Charles Sullivan, Bart.

Capt. Rob. Maunsell, C.B.

Capt. Daniel Pring.

Capt. Sir David Dunn, K.C.H.

Capt. Samuel Chambers.

Capt. Sir G. R. Sartorius, Knt.

Capt. Edward Barnard.

Capt. Sir Samuel Roberts, C.B.

Capt. Sir J. Stirling, Knt.

With some frigates, sloops of war, and steamers.

The Warspite and Vindictive have both been in attendance on His

Majesty the King of Prussia ; the Warspite returned in safety to Spilhead,

made arrangements for the conveyance of Lord Ashburton and Suite to

New York, and sailed with them on the 11th instant; but finding when she

Queen , • 110 guns

Howe 120 tt
Impregnable 104 If
Formidable 84 II
Rodney . . 92 »
Thunderer .. 84 tt
Vanguard . . 80 tt
Monarch 84 tt
Malabar 72 If
Cambridge 78 It
Calcutta . . 84 %t

Indus 78 It
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got outside the Isle of Wight, that a violent gale of wind was blowing, she

put back and went through the Needles to Yarmouth ; there she was

detained three days, but finally got to sea again on the 15th ; and has had

a fair wind ever since. The Vindictive's return to Portsmouth was not

attended with such good fortune ; in the storm which visited this part of

England on the 26th ultimo, she had the misfortune to get on shore, on the

Dean Sand near Hayling Island,—a very awkward place to be on ; and before

she could be got off this sand, it was considered necessary to cut away her

mizen-mast to ease her abaft; about high-water on the night of the 26th,

she made sail, the wind having providentially shifted a few points, and was

anchored in deep water. She left two anchors and cables, in addition to

the mizen-mast, behind, but all have been recovered. Some idea may be

formed of the violence of the storm, when it is mentioned, that although two

dock-yard vessels were sent to her assistance neither of them could commu

nicate; one of them having an anchor and cable, and a large draft of men

on board, tried to bring up near the Vindictive, but the cable broke, and

finding that she herself was getting into shallow water, she put before the

wind, and actually run to the Downs—the] other dock-yard vessel, being a

steamer, contrived to keep pretty close, but the Vindictive was out of danger

when the weather moderated. On the following day but one, after the acci

dent, the ship was towed into Portsmouth harbour, and put into a dock to

be examined, and instead of serious injury being discovered near the stern

and rudder, where she struck the ground so repeatedly, the damage was

found to be forward, the stem, false, and great part of the main, keel having

been carried away. As the services of the Vindictive were greatly in

request, Rear-Admiral Sir Thomas Cochrane being in the port, when she

was on the ground, waiting to hoist his Flag and proceed to India in her,

orders were sent from the Admiralty that every exertion should be used in

re-equipping the ship again. In two days her remaining masts, the guns,

tanks, stores, and great part of the provisions, were landed, and she was in

dock again, and in the hands of the dock-yard artificers. Tne first work

was to strip the copper, and then determine the external injury ; fortunately

nothing very serious was amiss. On clearing the hold, and searching for

internal injury, hardly any was perceptible, and a very strong party of arti

ficers having been placed to work on her, the Vindictive was floated out of

dock as strong as she ever was, on Wednesday last, the 16th instant. The

officers and crew then commenced rigging her, and she will be ready for sea

next week. Although the saving of this noble frigate from shipwreck is a

most providential circumstance, yet the delay to the Service has been very

great, for if she had not got on shore she would have been well on her

voyage to India witb Sir Thomas Cochrane, who is nominated the second in

command. With regard to the inquiry adopted by the Admiralty relative

to the accident, the Captain was called on for his explanation; this led to

further investigation by the Commander-in-Chief; finally, a court-martial

was ordered to be held on Captain J. T. Nicolas, and it assembled on board

the St. Vincent, on Wednesday, the 16th instant. Tbe officers composing

the Court are as follows :— ...

Sir Edward Wm. C. Rich Owen, K.C.B., G.C.H., Vice-Admiral of the Red,

President.

The Hon. D. P. Bouverie, Rear-Admiral of the Red.

Sir Thomas John Cochrane, Knt., C.B., Rear-Adiuiral of the Bine.

Captain William Willmot Henderson, K.H., C.B, .. H.M.S. Victory.
 

Queen.

Royal George.

Excellent.

Carysfort.

St. Vincent,
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f Captain Nicolas has had the assistance of his brother. Sir N. H. Nicolas,

learned in the law, and a local solicitor of the town. It is quite impossible,

in a letter, to furnish yoa with more than a very brief account of the pro

ceedings. The Court for the first two days were sitting from 9 a.m. until

after 5 p.m., in hearing reports read, and examining witnesses and logs.

On Thursday the prosecution was closed, and the Court adjourned until 12

this day, when they assembled to hear the defence and examine such wit

nesses as Capt. Nicolas might think fit to call. At 6 p.m. the Court was

cleared for the members to hear the evidence read over, and form and issue

the sentence, which you shall have by Sunday's post, (to-morrow being

Saturday.) if not made known this evening in time. To revert to other

matters. The Vindictive has only been selected as the ship for Sir Thomas

Cochrane to take a passage to India in. First the Powerful, and secondly

the Hastings, were named, and intended to be fitted for him, but their

defects will occupy some months in making good, and the Implacable, 72, at

Plymouth, is to be his Hag-ship.

The squadron in India and China, in addition to those named last month,,

will be augmented by the Carysfort, 26, and Wolverine and Ringdove, >6 ;

it is expected that two of the second class steamers will also be

thither, for there are not any Government vessels of that description i

if so, the Geyser and Diver will probably go.

The Queen, 110, is at Spithead, ready for sea; and, as Vice-Admiral Sir

Edward Owen's arrangements are nearly complete, this ship will go to sea

about the first week in March.

A powerful steamer, called the Thunderbolt, has been launched from a

building-slip in this yard, and is now getting in order to go to Glasgow for

her machinery. A day or two after she was launched, the keel of a first-

class steamer (the Firebrand) was laid down, and she iB to be built with all

expedition. She will be an improvement on the Gorgon and Cyclops.

There are not any other movements among the shipping going on. The

Formidable, 84, and Alfred, 50, are on theirpassage to Spithead, but delayed

in the Downs by foul winds. The line-of-battle ship will go to Malta, and

the frigate to Rio Janeiro, with the broad pendant of Commodore Purvis.

By way of extending the benefits to officers of the Navy of the course of

study which is carried on at the Naval College in this dockyard, the Admi

ralty have, during the present menth, allowed six Captains, six Com

manders, and twelve Lieutenants on half-pay, to join, under certain regu

lations, and very considerable advantages,—i.e. more so than those officers

•who were permitted to study in 1829 and 1830 enjoyed.

At the monthly examination of Males and Midshipmen, held this month,

in Navigation, a pretty strong muster appeared, and all got through it,

namely,

Mr. Geo. H. Richards late Starling.

Mr. H. M. Baker

Mr. C. C. A. Kane

Mr. Charles Pechell

Mr. Ch. Rudston Read

Mr. C. G. M'Grujor

Mr. Edward Winterton Turnonr.

Mr. Richard Rob. Quin .......

Mr. Norton Shaw Sulivan Ply.

Mr. James Alexander Dunbar ,

late of the Conway.

" | late Powerful.
Mr. Horatio Foley Elliot

Mr. W. W. Rees late Orestes.

The gunnery examinations on board the Excellent, take place on the

second Monday .after the second Wednesday of the month.

There is a trophy in this dock-yard, brought home by Her Majesty's ship

Conway ; a huge iron bell, taken from Canton dock-yard, or at least from

the Government store there ; it has heaps of Chinese hieroglyphics on it,

and is suspended under the rigging-loft. ,P.
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Portsmouth, February 19, 1842.

The recent disaster experienced by Her Majesty's ship Vindictive, now in

dock at Portsmouth, in consequence of having been on shore near Hayling

Island, and within sight of the garrison batteries, has, by many naval offi- ,cers, been in some measure compared with that of Her Majesty's ship-

Impregnable, a 98-gun ship, wrecked very near the shoal on which the

Vindictive struck, and as numbers of your readers have not heard of the

circumstance, the bringing into notice at this time may not be deemed mis

appropriate.

His Majesty's ship Impregnable, of 98 guns, was reported by the Master-

Attendants of Portsmouth Dock yard, in June, 1799, to be ready to receive

men; she was commissioned shortly after by Captain Jonathan Faulkner,

had other officers appointed to her, and must have been manned and equip

ped with great expedition, for, on the morning of the 6th September follow

ing, she sailed from Spithead in company with Her Majesty's ship Excel

lent, of 74 guns, commanded by Capt. the Hon. Robert Stopford, to join

the Channel Fleet, taking a convoy.

On the 10th and 11th October, a number of merchant-ships arrived at

Portsmouth from Lisbon, having sailed from thence under return convoy or

the Impregnable, and Excellent (the latter, however, had parted company in.

chace of, and subsequently captured, L'Arethuse corvette, of 18 guns, and

160 men, after a sharp ruu of twelve hours.) The remainder of the convoy

passed Plymouth a few days after, and on the 19th October, the Impreg

nable was seen at St. Helen's working up to Spithead ; but owing to the-

badness of the weather, and while standing too far to the eastward, she ran

ashore near the entrance of Langstone Harbour ; at the time she struck, it

blew a violent gale of wind. All her masts were cut away, and it was soon

perceived by the officers that no chance existed of saving the ship, but that

every exertion must be made to save the crew and stores. Vessels from the

Dock-yard, Victualling-office, Gun-wharf, and the boats of the ships at Spit

head, were sent to her assistance, and they were providentially enabled to

preserve all the people, and also a considerable portion of the stores. On

the weather moderating a party of shipwrights and caulkers, &c, from the

Dock-yard, were put on board, to detach and bring away everything that

could be moved ; but in a few days after, and on a day very soon after the

workmen had quitted her, a violent storm came on, and the hull of the

Impregnable upset. The Government then determined to go to no further

expense about her, but sold the wreck by public auction, and it was pur

chased by Mr. Andrew Lindegreen. Thus, within the short period of four

months, a new ship of the line of great value was commissioned, sent to, and

from Lisbon, with a convoy, and was totally lost.

In November following Captain Faulkner and his officers and ship's com

pany were tried by a court-martial for the loss of the ship, and the following

is an extract from the sentence :—

" Pursuant to an order from the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty,

a court-martial was held on board His Majesty's ship Gladiator, in Ports

mouth Harbour, on Captain Faulkner, his officers, and ship's company, for

the losa of His Majesty's ship Impregnable, of 98 guns.

Members of the Court.

Rear-Admiral Sir Richard Bickerton, Bart., President.

Captain M'DouaU .. .. H.M.S. Ganges.

„ Wells .. .. .. Glory.

„ Purvis •• •• •• «•

,, Alms .. .. .. Repulse.

„ Piclcmore .. .. .. Royal William.

„ Boyles .. .. ., Rail

.„ Sir Harry Neale .. .. ..St.
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Captain Whitby . . . . . .

„ the Hon. W. Elphinstone .. ..

„ P. Durham .. ..

„ Wooley .. .. ..

,i Barton

Moses Greetham, Judge-Advocate.

"Theofficers'and many of the seamen having been strictly examined, and

the circumstances attending the loss of the ship fully investigated, the court

agreed that the loss of His Majesty's ship Impregnable was caused by her

running upon Chichester Shoals, whilst in charge of Michael Jenkin, the

Master of her, and afterwards beating a considerable way on the flats, and

it being impossible to get her again off, and that there appeared therein to

have been negligence in the conductor the Master, by his having run beyond

the proper distance before he hauled in for St. Helen's, and not having

anchored the ship at the time there appeared to have been a material dif

ference in the men at the leads : but that no blame was imputable to Capt.

Faulkner, his other officers and ship's company, for their conduct upon that

occasion ; but that the conduct of the ship's company after she ran on shore

was highly praiseworthy, creditable to themselves, and to the discipline of

the ship in which they served ; and the Court did adjudge the said Michael

Jenkin, in consequence of his having been deceived in the soundings and

abd other circumstances only to be dismissed from Her Majesty's Service,

and the said Capt. Faulkner, his other officers and ship's company, to be

acquitted." Admiral Milbanke was Commander-in-Chief. P.

P.S. The proceedings of the court-martial did not terminate until after

8 p.m. on Friday night, not in sufficient time for me to get a correct copy of

the sentence to save that night's post. The President, Sir Edward Owen,

did not get to the Commander-in-Chief with the sentence but a few

minutes before 9. Capt. Nicolas made a very good defence, clear and

brief; he called only two witnesses ; the first, Lieutenant Leary, who was

in the sick listat the time, from an accident, and a pilot: both gave justifi

able reasons for moving the ship, and also for the measures adopted after

she struck. About three hours was consumed by the Court in hearing the

evidence read over, and concocting the sentence, which was as follows :—

" Pursuant to an order from the Right Hon. the Lords Commissioners of

the Admiralty, dated the 14th day of February instant, and directed to the

President, and setting forth that the several statements transmitted to their

Lordships relative to H. M. S. Vindictive having grounded on the Dean

Shoal, on the forenoon of the 26th January, 1842, had appeared to their

Lordships on some points inconclusive and unsatisfactory, and they there

fore deemed it right that all the circumstances attending the said disaster

should be investigated by a Court Martial ; and directing the President to

assemble a Court Martial to investigate the circumstances under which

Her Majesty's said ship the Vindictive grounded on the Dean Shoal on

the forenoon of the 26th January, 1842, and to try Captain John Toup

Nicolas, C. B., the Officers and ship's company of Her Majesty's said ship

Vindictive, for their conduct on that occasion. The Court proceeded to

investigate the circumstances under which Her Majesty's said ship Vindic

tive grounded on the Dean Shoal on the forenoon of the ?6th January,

1842, and to try the said Captain John Toup Nicolas, C. B., the Officers

and ship's company of Her Majesty's said ship Vindictive, for their conduct

on that occasion accordingly ; and having so inquired into and investigated

such circumstances, and having maturely weighed and considered the

whole, the Court cajinot decide with precision on the causes which led to

the disaster. They appear to have rested mainly on'some error in the sup

posed position of the ship when, at anchor, off the Nab, on the morning of

the 26th January last, and in the course intended to be made good whilst

under way ; but it is not proved by evidence that there was any material

Severn.

Queen Charlotte.

Anson.

Arethusa.
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error or deviation in the compasses. Taking, therefore, all the circum

stances into consideration, the Court is of opinion that Captain Nicolas was

justified in the attempt to move H. M. S. Vindictive from the exposed

anchorage she was supposed to hold near the Nab Light ; and Captain

Nicolas having so determined, the Court considers that he put the ship

under sufficient and manageable sail for doing so ; and that, when the buoy

of the Dean was made, and the Vindietive's danger discovered,- the mea

sures most expedient were adopted by him, to prevent her falling on the

shoal, under the circumstances she was placed in, then demanded. That,

when she was aground, and striking, as well as subsequently, the conduct

of Captain Nicolas was marked by propriety and energy, and was such as

to inspire confidence in those around him, and that every possible exertion

was made to save the ship, and to prevent worse consequences than did

occur. The Court doth therefore fully acquit the raid Captain John Toup

Nicolas, of blame on the occasion before referred to, and the said Captain

John Toup Nicolas is hereby fully acquitted accordingly. And, it ap

pearing that every exertion was made by the Officers and ship's company

of the Vindictive, under the orders of Captain Nicolas, and that he had no

complaint to prefer against any of his Officers, or ship's company, with the

exception of two men, who have been already sufficiently punished ; but,

as on the contrary, he has commended their zeal and great exertions, the

Court doth hereby acquit the said Officers and ship's company of H. M. S.

Vindictive of blame on the occasion referred to, and they are hereby so

acquitted accordingly."

The President, on returning Captain Nicolas his sword, did it in a most

complimentary manner. The ship is in a most forward state of re-equip

ment ; the dock-yard artificers have done with her, and her own ship's

company have the assistance of 100 men, to hoist guns and stores on board,

so that the Vindictive will be ready for sea by the end of the month.

The Formidable, 84, and Alfred, SO, are at Spilhead.

Plymouth, Feb. 21, 1842.

Mr. Editor,—The augmentation of the fleet in China heing a subject of

great interest at the present time, my correspondence, like that from other

Of the principal ports, has reference chiefly to the fating out of ships for that

station. In my last communication I gaxe you a brief outline of the general

arrangements of the Minden hospital-ship, which is, at length, ready for sea.

•She will go out of harbour in a day or two, and will probably have left

England before this notice of her movements shall appear in print*. She

will take an immense quantity of stores of various kinds (and ammunition),

for the fleet in China, and will also convey a party of Mnrines, consisting of

2 captains, 6 subalterns, and 120 rank and file. The following are the

officers ordered to embark, viz.. Captains Graham and Pearce, and Lieu

tenants Rea, Farrant, Jones, Pennington, Wilson, and Allen.

The next ship for China, from this port, will be the Resistance, troop

ship; she is nearly completed, by the dock-yard, and will shortly be com

missioned by an officer ot the rank of Coininaiider. Her accommodations

are said to be adapted for the reception of 600 troops, and the arrangements,

generally speaking, are similar to those of the BelleUle, not forgetting that

one is a liue-of- battle ship, while the other is only a frigate. The Agincourt,

72, will then be brought forward with the least possible delay, for the Hag of

Rear-Aduiiral Sir Thomas Cochrane, who is to be chief in command on

the China station, where there will be two flag-officers. The Implacable,

72, paid off in Hamoaze on the 31st ulu, was at first intended for this

* There U a typographical error in my last letter. At page 260, line 30, for

"berthing and trussing," read "berthing and melting."

U.S. Mao., No. 160, March, 1842. 2 D
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service, and was commissioned accordingly on the 2nd inst., by Capt. H.

W. Bruce : but certain defects having been discovered, which might

probably cause greater detention than can with certainty be foreseen, the

Agincourt lias been selected (instead of the Implacable), for the flag-ship,

and it is supposed she wdl be ready for sea before t he end of March.

The Hope, packet, Lieut.-Com. Snell, arrived at this port on the 22nd

ult., from Falmouth : she came into harbour the next day, and was paid off '

on the 31st ult. The Delight, packet, Lieut.-Com. W. Lory, arrived a few

days after the Hope. (2nd inst.,) and was paid off on the 12th of this month.

The Dido, 18, Capt. Hon. H. Keppel, sailed for China on the 23rd

ult. : she has been at this port since her arrival from Sheerness, on the 27th

of December. The Spy, schooner, Lieut.-Com. Potbury, arrived on the

26th ulr. from Portsmouth, with volunteer seamen, and sailed again on.

the 4th instant; the Avon, steamer, Lieut.-Com. Jenkins, emnl ived on the

same service, sailed also on the 4th inst. for Liverpool. The Sylph, tender,

arrived from Portsmouth on the 3rd ult.. and the Alban (steamer), and

Mercury (lender), on the 5th of this month : all bringing supernumeraries

from the eastward for ships fitting out here. The Netley, tender to the

Caledonia, was taken into dock on the 31st ult., and turned out again on

the 4th inst. The Scylla, 16. was commissioned on the 2nd inst. by

Commander Robert Sharpe. The General Palmer, transport, arrived on

the 14th inst. from the eastward, with stores for the Minden, and the

Lightning, steamer, Lieut.-Com. Pearce, on the same day. with Marines

from the Woolwich division, also for the Minden. The Speedy, cutter,.

Lieut.-Com. Beaufoy, also the Avon, steamer, Lieut.-Com. Jennings, arrived

on the 14th, with supernumeraries.

Report says that Admiral Sir Charles Rowley will be appointed Com

mander-in-Chief at this port, on the retirement of the highly respected

present Port-Admiral, Sir Graham Moore, and that the Earl of Munster will

succeed Lieut.-General Ellice, as Commandant of the garrison.

The Implacable is to be removed from the north-dock on Wednesday,

(23rd.) and the Crocodile from the stern-dock on the same day ; the former

will then take the place of the latter, to undergo necessary repairs in the

stern-dock.

The ships in dock are, the Implacable, Bellona, Crocodile, and Wolf.

The ships at the jetties are, the Resistance, troop-ship, and the America,
.r>2. The commissioned ships in harbour are, the Caledonia, San Josef,

Agincourt, Minden, Scylla, Fly, Bramble, Speedy—and the Avon and.

Lightning, steamers.

Milford Haven, Feb. 17, 1842".

Mr. Editor,—On the 19th ult. the Diligence, naval transport, Mr-

Wallace, Master, sailed for Plymouth with unserviceable stores. She had

also on board the furniture of Admiral Jackson, the late Superintendent of

Pembroke yard, for conveyance to Southampton. The Admiral and family

left Pembroke dock on the 22nd ult., for the same place, where he purposes

residing until his country shall again require his services.—20th. The

Camel, lighter, arrived at the dock-yard with stores. The christening of

the Prince of Wales was officially respected throughout the port, as the

importance of the event deserved. Several gentlemen commemorated the

same by dining together at the Nelson Hotel. The Royal Standard was

hoisted at the dock-yard. Salutes were fired by the Royal Artillery at the

fort, and also by the detachment of Royal Marines in the barrack square ;

and all Her Majesty's vessels in port were tastefully decorated. The work

men employed at the fortifications had a holiday, hot those in the dock-yard

were not similarly favoured. In the gale on the 26th, which was one of the

severest ever witnessed at this place, the casualties were exceedingly few.
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Indeed, so completely land-locked is the entire haven, that no wind can

affect it in anv considerable dearee. Among the triflinir occurrences, was

that of the Royal Sovereign Yacht breaking fiom her moorings. Att

anchor, which is always kept at the bow for the purpose, in case of accidents,

■was instantly cast, and immediately brought her up. The mooring-chain,

it appears, had, from continued friction, been worn completely through.—

29th. A mooringhoy from the dock-yard was employed, after the gale,

inspecting the moorings of the Lazarettes, some of which required repairs.

The Advice, mail steam-packet, commanded by Lieut. Darly, braved the

whole of the gale on passage to Wateiford, which she effected, notwith

standing the violence of its opposition. This fact, if borne in mind, must

produce its proper intiuence with the Treasury, when the subject of the

packet station is under consideration. The most powerful steamer could

not have succeeded from Bristol—the port from which theorists would have

those vessels start. The sea in the B; istol Channel was running mountains

high, and could not be faced by anything, while the Advice was making

her voyage—slowly 'tis true— but with certainty. Mr. Soden, Purser in the

Royal Navy, employed a.$ Cleik on board the Royal Sovereign Yacht, at

this port, resigned that situation the early part of the month, having

obtained a situation under the London Steatn-Packet Company.— Cth. The

Adventure, transport, Mr. Roskilly, Master, arrived from Plymouth.—7th.

Carmel arrived.— 10th. Avon, steamer, on passage from Liverpool to Ply

mouth with volunteers, put in for cuals; having been supplied, she left the

same dav.— 1 1th. Tortoise arrived.— 18th. Camel sailed. The same day

Lieut. Keane, R. N , left the Prospero, mail steam- packet, having been

appointed to the Merlin, steamer, employed in conveying the mails between

Dublin and Kingston.— 1 6th. Tortoise, lighter, Kennard, Master, sailed.

The Adventure remains at the dock-yard, taking in old and unserviceable

stores. Lieut. Rea, K.M., employed on detachment duty at Pembroke,

having applied to be actively employed, left the early part of the month, and

has embarked with troops for China: he is succeeded by Lieut. Frazer, who

arrived this morning. Capt. Sir Watkin O. Pell, Superintendent of the

Arsenal, returned to duty from public leave this morning, and resumed his

official occupations. The establishment has been in charge of Commander

Higgs, agent for packets, during his absence. Capt. Ford, Commandant of

the garrison at Pembroke, having been recalled to divisional head -quarters,

be was succceeded to-day by Major Wliylock. Capt. Ford takes w ith him

the universal good wishes of the neighbourood, having endeared himself to

the inhabitants by his mild, gentlemanly, and urbane conduct, during the

period of his command. The Pigmy, steam packet, Lieut. Auti idge, Com

mander, is to be sent to Liverpool for repairs. The Avon is ordered to this

port to tow her there ; she has broken her main shaft. The Advice is

detained in Watei ford, having burst her boilers last trip.

G.

reviews and critical notices.

The Pocket Quintant and Polymeter.This instrument, recently invented by the Rev. Frederick Glover, Rector

of Cbarlton-in- Dover, will prove a most \altial>le acquisition to t tie surveyor

and skeither ol ground, and especially recommends itself to officers employed

on public suivhjs, or otherwise, in the course of ttieir professional duties,

requiring the aid of an instrument of general application as well us porta

bility. The Pocket Quiniant is thus described, in his " Course ot Military

Surveying,'' by Major Jackson, who, with ourselves, was favoured with a

sight of this invention before it was made public:—

2 D 2
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A reflecting instrument, more simple in its construction than the pocket sextant or

reflecting semi-circle, and far more portable than either, as it occupies only the bulk

of a folding foot-rule, has been recently invented by the Rev. Frederick Glover,

Rector of Charlton-in-Dover, which has not yet been made public ; but I trust that

that gentleman will, ere long, have it brought out for the benefit of military men and

travellers, who would find it very useful for other purposes besides taking angles.

To the foregoing opinion of a competent authority we have to add our

earnest recommendation of so useful an aid to science as, we are confident,

the Pocket Quintant will be found. Its construction, uses, and manage

ment, are clearly described by the Rev. and accomplished inventor in a

pamphlet, which may be procured, with the instrument, from Mr. Jones, the

Mathematical Instrument Maker, of Charing Cross.

TO READERS AND CORRESPONDENTS.

Much confusion, as well as discredit to this Periodical, having arisen from the simi

larity of the title assumed by a scurrilous and unprincipled Weekly Newspaper, (the

United Service Gazette,) it has been found necessary, in order, as far as possible, to

prevent future mistake, to modify the name of this Work by a simple transposition of

its double Title, so as to make a broader distinction between it and a print with

which, it ought to be needless to say, The United Service Magazine can have no

sympathy or connexion. We have, therefore, to request that our Correspondents

will be particular in addressing their communications in conformity with the Title

this Publication will henceforward bear—namely : The United Service Maga

zine, and Naval and Military Journal.

We have examined, and think well of Capt. Norton's cartridge for small-arms,

which is now under consideration at Woolwich. It is formed in a mould, so that

there can be no difficulty or irregularity in making it up ; the ball is inclosed in a thin

covering of linen or calico, fitting close, without the slightest crease. The advan

tages of this cartridge are, that there is the least possible loss of power by windage,

and the disposition of the ball to deflect from the line of aim is corrected by its

iitting more accurately the bore of the barrel. Samples of Capt. Norton's rifle and

musket-cartridges are deposited at the U. S. Institution.

With reference to a Narrative of the Action between the St. Fiorenzo and Pied-

montaise, which appeared in a former Number of this periodical, wherein allusion

was made to the capture of an East Indiaman by the French frigate, it appears that

Capt. Larkins, who commanded the Hon. Company's ship Warren Hastings, (not, as

erroneously printed, " Larkins,'') on that occasion, though run through the body by the

Second Captain, Moreau, was not mortally wounded, as his communication happily

attests. The Warren Hastings was direct from China, with a complement of 135

men, and without troops on board. She was boarded from the Piedmontaise, to be

taken possession of, both ships being alongside each other.

" Miles," with the required reply, in our next—only postponed for want of room.

The charge is no doubt false.

" Rice and Curry" form rather a large dish :—to be served when our table is a

little cleared.

We have this month given an extra sheet, in order to bring in the whole of the

Despatches, which have obliged us to omit many Articles, Reviews, Sec.
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AFFAIRS AT HOME AMD ABROAD.

The Session of Parliament was opened on Thursday, Feb. 3rd, by

Her Majesty, in the presence of the King of Prussia and a distin

guished assemblage of illustrious visitors to the British Court.

On Friday, the 4th ult., the King of Prussia embarked in the Fire

brand at Woolwich, having inspected the Royal Artillery and Ordnance

Establishments at that place, and arrived at Ostend early on the fol

lowing morning, having left in this country the most favourable impres

sions and substantial proofs of his kingly courtesy and munificence.

The disastrous accounts from India, embraced in the voluminous

Despatches which we have found means to record in our present Num

ber, unfortunately bear out, to their fullest extent, the opinions and

warnings we have felt it our duty to offer during the last three years.

For those views, and the reasoning on which they were founded, we

must refer to the pages of this Periodical during the whole of that

period, but more particularly to the remarks in our Numbers for Dec,

1838, (page 557, &c.,) and for the same month of the following year

(same page.) In the objections urged against the Affghan Expedition,

at its very outset, we at first stood nearly alone ; and while little was

heard but vaunting of the flashy feat of Ghizni, we ventured to pro

nounce forebodings which it is anything but satisfactory to us to find

realized to the letter.

Our limits, narrowed by a mass of despatches both from India and

China, will not permit us to add, at present, the comments which

naturally arise on the state of our affairs in those quarters, but, in the

meantime, the official accounts tell their own story. To these docu

ments we add extracts from the recent letter of an intelligent officer at

Bombay, which throw light upon the springs of action in the late pro

ceedings, and upon our present position in North-Western India. We

must observe that rumours exist of a junction of our troops, which had

been divided by the insurrection at Caubul, and of a successful attack

on that city by General Elphinstone.

There is one subject of public and private sorrow connected with the

general disasters we have the pain of recording, to which a slight but

lingering hope forbids us yet to advert, except as a report—we mean

the death of Sir Alexander Burnes. Warmly attached to that gifted

individual, with whose personal friendship we were honoured, and inti

mately acquainted as we are with his career, policy, sentiments, and

unworthy treatment by those who had the best reason to appreciate and

spontaneously reward his singular merits, we shall abstain from treating

as though he were numbered with the dead, one who, by the favour of

Providence, may still survive to fulfil a brilliant destiny.
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Bombay, Jan. 1, 1842.

I have no heart to describe to you the sickening scenes of disaster every

where surrounding India, or the utter imbecility, incapacity, and folly in

which the whole has originated. Indeed to the most mediocre understanding,

accustomed to the prejudices, habits, and customs of the inhabitants of

Central Asia, it could not but be perfectly astounding how affairs were car

ried on, and which would bear bui one appearance, viz., as to how far, and

to what extent, the actors miijht succeed through dent of unwearied exertion

in attaching odium to the British name and character. The public journals

will, of course, have made you acquainted with all the events which have so

disastrously occurred, and which seem apparently almost without end, each

successive day bringing accounts of some fresh misfortune; I shall, there

fore, merely offer a slight comment upon them.

It is an old saying, that if in a weak state there are only two parties, a

powerful third will, by dint of talent and ability, subdue both to its interests.

It therefore appears a fact, almost surpassing belief, that among a people

composed of every conflicting passion and principle, whose character for

venality is proverbial, even in the East, and who, since the creation of the

world, have never been united under one Government, except by force, every

sect, and every tribe, has sunk its private feuds, has subdued even the into

lerance of religious difference, to unite in one common cause, and that with

a'secrecy and arrangement beyond all precedent. The general voice now

inquires, whence could have originated such total ignorance and infatua

tion ? and as universally attaches to Sir William Macnaghten the odium of

being the cause of the whole; and, judging from the description given of

him, a more unfit being, however clever he may be on Indian affairs, could

not have been found for his present employment. He is described as a per

son who has a great objection to receiving information which does not

square with his own preconceived ideas, in utter opposition to the astute

statesman's generally entertained maxim, of " hearing all, and every thing ;

for out^of folly, even, something may frequently be obtained." It was this

unfortunate peculiarity, which, as it is stated, prompted him, when warned

by some of his subordinates of what was secretly gathering, not merely to.

discredit their information, but even to reprimand them as unnecessary

alarmists. Again, he is mentioned as surrounding himself with all the

foolery of an Indian Nabob, to such an extent, that admittance to him was

generally impossible; and this in a country where the meanest peasant has

immediate access to the person of his sovereign. How was it possible,

therefore, under such "circumstances, for him to ascertain what was going

forward? You have been long aware of what my opinions on the Expedi

tion have been throughout. They are those entertained, I believe, by one

and all employed in the same service as myself ; and are similar to those

invariably expressed by poor Burnes, and every other person whose know

ledge of the country and people qualified them to judge; but whose advice,

and repeated warnings, were neglected and despised for that of gentlemen

who had never stirred from their desks at Calcutta. Now that all Burnas

foretold has occurred, and experience has shown how correct was the esti

mate he had formed, his services are lost for ever ; and that too at a moment

when he was the only person whose influence, talent, and ability, might

have succeeded in bringing things round. Nor is this all ; for unhappily

with him have fallen, with the exception of two (Majors Outram and Raw-

linson), every officer whose local knowledge and skill might have been

available to the Government at the present crisis. Fearfully indeed has this

unhappy, and ill-fated measure, which wat to give security to our north

western frontier, rebounded on ourselves. Begun in injustice, it has termi

nated in disgrace; and in addition to the stigma it will cast upon our name

among all ranks of Mussuhnen, from the Ganges to the Bosphorus,. has

rendered even our very hold upon India itself less secure. The retrieval of

our military fame, will, of course, not be a work of difficulty ; as in the spring

a force, ai the cost of some ten millions more, will pour luio die country,
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■with which it will be hopeless for its 'inhabitants to contend. But what be

comes of the moral influence, and high name which Great Britain possessed

in Central Asia? and which caused theetes of Mussulmen. of every deno

mination, to be turned towards her as a barrier to Northern injustice, she

who has now established araonirst them a character for Punica fides, which

it will require time to efface. But this is not all ; the course of proceedings

which originally would have prevented all the mischief, and at its com

mencement would have checked it, it is now too late to adopt; and its being

acted upon after our recent disasters, would give it the air of defeat. The

sabre and bayonet, therefore, must ply its work, and that to a fearful extent,

before any other measures can be thought of ; and when that is accom

plished, what line have you to pursue ? A long and intimate acquaintance

with Turcomans, Tartars, Circassians, Toorks, and Koords, and all the wild

tribes of Western Asia, with an attentive consideration of all the infor

mation I have been enabled to collect around me, have led me to the follow

ing conclusion, viz., that one of the two following courses is the only path

open to us. Either that Afghanistan must be retained in perpetuity like

the petty States of India, as a feudatory of the British Indian Empire, at

an annual cost of Ave millions sterling ; or, our name and military character

having been retrieved, we must abandon the country altogether. The

latter course, though the wisest, and the best, is, I admit, not the most glo

rious ; but still the recent change of Ministry in England, and the death

of Runjeet Sing, give us a loophole, however small, to escape, which, I

think, should not be lost; it is well known (for concealment is a farce,)

that we are in for an ugly business ; and the decided opinions of the former,

so forcibly expressed in Parliament when in opposition, with the demise of

the latter, which may be construed into a termination of the treaty entered

into between the two powers, will serve as a pretext, not the most favourable

I admit, for abandoning the affair altogetlier. Let it, however, terminate

as it will, the eyes of all India are turned with confidence towards the

strong and able Administration now in power, in the conviction that*what-ever course they may enter upon, it will be followed up with the energy and

resolution which has ever marked a Conservative Cabinet. On the side of

-China again ; the mischiefs apparent from the system of war on a small

scale, are every day becoming more openly manifest. In addition to the

Chinese actually fiyhting, a phenomenon unparalleled since they became

known to the world, and which could alone have originated in our own

supineness and stupidity, urgent and repeated demands are constantly ar

riving for more troops; but where are they to come from, and "'echo an

swers, Where?" Could you apply such a term to affairs of so serious a

nature, it would he a perfect burlesque to observe how each day, from one

Presidency to the other, comes an application for "troops"—from Calcutta to

Madras, from Bombay to Calcutta, while from China come demands suc

cessively to all three; this one wanting Europeans, the other requiring Sea-

poys. Truly, Lord Ellenborough will have no sinecure when he arrives;

and heaven send he may do so quickly, for never was the presence of an

active, energetic hand at the helm of our Indian Empire more requisite

than at present. J

We alluded in our last to the unfortunate results of the Niger Expe

dition, and the arrival of its zealous Commander in this country. The

last accounts from the Albert and Soudan, when Captain Trotter left

Fernando Po, were of the 27th Nov., and those from the Wilberforce,

at Ascension, of the 4th Jan., at which respective dates the survivors

■were all well or convalescent.

Incorrect lists of the casualties on board those vessels having appeared,

to prevent doubts, and relieve anxiety on account of the survivors, we

give the following statements, which may be relied on as accurate :—
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List of Officers and Men belonging to the Niger Expedition whose deaths occurred after the
departure of the Vessels from England.

Thone marked with an * died of the River Fever, or from Us effects.

H.M.S.V. ALBERT.

D. H. Stenhouse*
Geo. B. Harvey*
W. C. Willie*
Jan. Wooohouse*
F. V. Nightingale*

Lieutenant -
Master ...
Mate - -
Actg. Aasist.-Surg.

Ditto

1841
Oct. 28
Oct. 2
Oct. 18
Oct. 30
Sept. 17

At sick quarters, Fernando Po.
On board Wilberforce, ditto.
At sick quarters, ditto.

Ditto ditto.
At Confluence of Niger and
Tchadda.

W. H.WUmott* -
Albion Lodge*

Clerk - - -
2nd Engineer

Nov. 5
Oct. 8

At sick quarters, Fernando Po.
Between Egga and the Con
fluence.

Drowned himself In
a fit of delirium.

Lewis J. Wolfe* ■
John Peglar*
Geo. Powell*

Seaman's Schoolmr.
Armourer
Cooper -

Sept. 27
Sept. 6
Sept. 11

On board Soudan, Fernando Po.
At Iddah.
Between Iddah and Adda
Kuddu.

John Burgess* Sailmaker's Crew - Sept.U At Confluence of Niger and

John Fuge* Ship's Cook .
Stoker -

Sept. 29
Sept. 17

Tchadda
Near Egga.

Jas. Robertson* - At Confluence of Niger and

Geo. Symes*
Robert Milltrard*
John Waller*
Wm. Mortal*
ti n. M'Millen* .
El.ls Jones*
Wm. Back .

Caulker Oct. 2
Oct. 22

Tchadda.
At Egga.

Purser's Steward -
Corporal Marines
Sapper and Miner
Quartermaster
Rope-maker -
Instrument-maker

At sick quarters, Fernando Po.

fOn board H.M.B. Dolphin,
< on her passage from the
I River to Ascension.

August At the mouth of the River -

At sea.

From effects of cli
mate on a worn-
out constitution.

Samuel Johnson -
John M'Clintock -

C. F. CasUe -
Stoker -

July 3
Nov. 20

Fell from fore-yard.
Fernando Po - Died Inconsequence

of a fall.
Morgan Kinson - Marine - Nov. 6 Ditto ....

At Iddah - - - -

From the effects of
climate.

— Johnson Interpreter - Sept. 6 A liberated African.
Drowned at Iddah
his native pine*.. »

H.M.S.V. WI

1841
Sept. 2.1
Oct. 7
Oct. 2
Sept.U
Sept. 14

LBERFORCE.

Cyrus Wakeham* Purser - At the mouth of the River.

Geo. Cuthbertson*
Peter Fitigerald* -
James Kneebone*
Wm. Rabblin* -

Serjeant of Marines
Stoker -
A. B. -
Sapper -

Fernando Po.
Ditto.

Adda Kuddu.
At the Confluence of the Niger
and Tchadda.

Wm. Allford*
R. James*

Boatswain's Mate
Ordinary

Oct. 1
Oct. / "
July

On passage to Ascension.

Cape Coaat - Coast fever; awool
ly-haired man,born
in England.

John Morley -
— Wiight .

Carpenter's Mate -
Ditto Crew -

June
July

St. Vincent's, Cape de Verds -
On the Coast of Africa -

Drowned.

H.M.S.V. SOUDAN.

Apoplexy.

Bird Allen* -
Wm. H. Marshall*
H. Collman* -

Commander -
Acting Surgeon
Actg. Assist.-Surg.

1841
Oct. 25
Sept. 21
Oct. 6

At sick quarters, Fernando Po.
At the mouth of the River.
On board Wilberforce, Fer
nando Po.

At Sea, off the River.Nicholas Waters*- Clerk in Charge -
Assistant. Clerk and
Seaman's Schoolm.
Commr's. Steward
Carpenter's Clew -
Stoker -
Ditto .
Quartermaster

Sept. 22

Wm. Kingdon* { } Oct.13 Near Iddah.

Wm. Levins.*
James Thomas* -
Christ. Blgley* -
John Kerrens*
John Young*
John Whittaker* .
Jamea Hill*. .

Sept. 9
Sept. 21
Oct. 2

Between Iddah and Confluence.
Near Eboe.
Fernando Po.

Ditto
Gun-room Steward I"

(On board H.M.B. Dolphin,
< on their passage from the
(. River to Ascension.

W. MacLackland* Sail-maker \-
1842

Jan. 20 On passage home - From the effects of

R. Edwarda - Purser's Steward - On the passage from England

River fever.
Drowned at Sea.
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Niger Expedition.
 

ABSTRACT OF DEATHS.

ALBERT. WILBERFORCE. SOUDAN.

Men. Men'. Mis.
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Coast fever - - - 1 1
R ver fever - 7 12 19 1 6 7 .'> 8 u 39
Kneels of climate on I

2worn out constitutions 1"
2 X

Apoplexy - 1 1 1
Casuulties - 2 1 3 1 1 1 1 5

Total - - 7 16 1 24 1 7 2 10 5 9 •■ 14 48

Number of days at the mouth of the River, within

Total number of days in the River At.HKKT. WlLBHRFOKCE. SOODAX.

8
5ti

9
36

9
31

64 45 40

APPOINTMENTS AND REMOVALS.

Edmund G. Fishbourne, Lieutenant of Albert—Acting Commander of the Soudan (and left in
It charge of the Albert during Capt. Trotter's absence;, vice Bird Allen, deceased.

James N. Strange, Lieutenant of Wilberforce—Lieutenant to the Albert, vice Fishbourne.

William H. Webb, Mate of Soudan—Acting Lieutenant of the Albert, vice D. U. Stenhouse, dec.

Henry C. Toby, Mate of Wilberforce—Acting Lieutenant of the Wilberforce, vice Jas. N. Strange,
removed to Albert.

William Forster, Master of Wilberforce—Master of the Albert, vice Geo. B. Harvey, deceased.

W. H. T. Green, Second Master of Wilberforce—Acting Master of the Wilberforce, vice William
Forster, removed to Albert.

T. R. H. Thompson, Assistant-Surgeon of Wilberforce—Acting Surgeon of the Soudan, vice

W. B. Marshall, deceased.

Wm. R. Bush, Clerk of Albert—Actio • PuiBer of the WUbei orce, vice Cyrus Wakeharo, deceased.

Fred. W. Sidney, Mate of Soudan—Acting Lieutenant of Wilberforce, vice II. C. Harston, inval.

Joseph Cross—Acting Engineer, 2nd class, vice Albion Lodge, deceased.

Richard Mouat—Acting Clerk of the Albert, vice W. H. Wilmett, deceased.

Her Majesty having been graciously pleased to permit his Grace the Duke

of Wellington to present new colours to the 74nd Highlanders, the 2fith of

January, the day after the christening of the Prince of Wales, was fixed for

the occasion, which will be ever reinembered by all then serving with the

regiment, as having been honoured by the presence of their Sovereign, and

that of Her Majesty's illustrious relative and ally, the King of Prussia.

The evening of the 25th promised a conlinuance of fine weather, but the

promise was fallacious, as the following morning set in with violent rain,

and was so unfavourable that the parade was countermanded. A little after

12 o'clock the weather appeared to moderate, and about half past 1 P.M., an

order arrived from the Castle for the regiment to parade as quickly as pos
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sible, and at. 2 o'clock the 72nd marched into the quadrangle of the

Castle, through the grand entrance, and formed close column on the right

of the square. Having then deployed into line, as far as was practicable,

the grenadiers. No. 8, and light company, being compelled from want of

room to wheel up on their respective Hanks, the ranks were opened, and in

a few minutes the Duke of Wellington came out of the Clock Tower, op

posite to which was the centre of the line. His Grace was received with the

-customary salute, the baud playing '* See the Conquering Hero comes ;"

and in a short time the Archbishop of York appeared, to consecrate the

new colours, which were placed on a pile of drums in the centre of the

quadrangle; this ceremony wag necessarily short, as the weather was very

boisterous, and the state of the ground was such as to render it dangerous

for an ecclesiastic of so venerable an age as His Grace to remain exposed

to it for any length of time. The King of Prussia bad by this time ap

peared, accompanied by His Ro\al Highness Prince Albert, Prince Ferdi

nand of Saxe Cobourg, Count Hoiberg, General Natzmur, and many other

distinguished foreigners, amongst whom we must mention a name well

known through Europe, the Huron Humboldt. After the general salute,

the "Troop" was played in slow and quick time, and, at its conclusion, the

grenadier company, commanded by Captain Baillie, marched along the

front of the line, preceded by Ensigns Rice and Henry Pakenhain, carry

ing the old colours, until they arrived at the centre, where the two Majors of

the regiment stood, holding the new colours ; these were presented by the

Duke to the Ensigns on their knees, and were then trooped along the line

in the usual manner. Upon the grenadiers regaining their Ibnuer place,

the regiment formed three side^of a square, four deep—the officers forming

three lesser sides of a square within, the fourth side of which was composed

of ihe Duke of Wellington, the King of Prussia, Prince Albert, &c, and the

other distinguished personages who attended to witness the ceremony. His
■Grace, advancing a few paces, and assuming that attitude, which is so

faithfully represented by Lucas, addressed the regiment as follows:—

" Colonel Arbutuunt, and you, Gentlemen, Officers, and you, Non-Com-

missioned Officers and Soldiers of the 72nd Highland Regiment,—I have

attended here this day, in compliance with the wishes of your Commanding

■Officer, and by permission of Her Majesty, to present la you. your new

colours. These colours have been consecrated by one of the highest digni

taries of our Church, and are presented to you in the presence of Her

Majesty, and of her illustrious and royal guest the King of Prussia, of

Prince Albert, and a number of most distinguished personages. They are

composed of the colours of the three nations, and bear the cipher of Her

Majesty, and 1 have no doubt, from your previous character aud your pre

sent high state of discipline, thai you will guard them under every circum

stance, to the utmost of your power. These colours you are henceforth to

consider as your head-quarters, and in every circumstance, in all times of

privation and of distress, you will look to them as your rallying point; and

1 would again remind you that their presentation is witnessed by the mo

narch of one of the most powerful nations in Europe—a nation which boasts

■of an army which has heretofore been a pattern for all modern troops—and

which has done so much towards contributing to the general pacification of

Europe. And I am happy to be able to show His Majesty a regiment in

such high order. 1 have long known the 72nd Highhind regiment: half a

century has now nearly elapsed since 1 had ibe pleasure of serving in the

same arm) with them in the" Plains ot Hindostan, and then they were famous

foribeir high order and discipline; since that penodithey have been entaged

in the conquest of some of the most valuable colonies of the British Crown;

and, latterly, in performing most distinguished services at the Cape of Good

Hope. Fourteen years out of the last sixteen they have spent on foreign

service, and, with only eighteen months at home for their re-formation and

their re-disciplining, appear in tbeir present high state ot regularity and order.
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The best part of a long life has been spent by me in barracks, camps, and

cantonments, and it has been my duty, as well as my inclination, always to

study how best to promote the health and discipline of the troops; and I

have always found it only to be done by paying the strictest regard to regu

larity and good order, and the greatest attention to the orders of their

officers. I address myself now particularly to the older soldiers; and wish

them to understand that their strict attention to their discipline, and respect

to their superiors, will often have the best effect upon the younger soldiers;

and it is.therefore, their duty to set a good example to their juniors by so do

ing : and by these means alone can they expect to command the respect and

rejiard of the community amongst whom they are employed. And I have made

it my business to inquire particularly, and am rejoiced to find that the 72nd

have always commanded that respect and regard, wherever they have been

stationed, to which their high state of discipline and good order so justly

entitles them. You will, I am sure, always recollect the circumstances

under which these colours are now given into your charge ; having been

consecrated by one of the highest diguitaries of the Church, in the presence

of Her Majesty, who now looks down upon yon, and of her royal visitor:

and I give them into your charge, confident that at all times, under all cir

cumstances, whether at home or abroad, and in all privations, you will rally

round th^m, and protect them to the utmost of your power."

To this address Colonel Arbuthnot returned the following reply :—

"My Lord Duke,:—It would be highly presumptuous in me, if I were to

make any reply to the address which your Grace has delivered to us, but I

cannot avoid stating that it is impossible for me, and, indeed, I may add,

out of the power of any one to express, how deeply I, my Officers, Non-

Commissioned Officers, and Men, feel the high honour which has been

conferred on us, by having had our colours presented to us by the greatest

soldier the world has ever seen, and that in the presence of our Sovereign,

His Majesty the King of 1'russia, and Field Marshal His Royal Highness

Prince Albert."

The line, being re-formed, as at first, the King of Prussia, Prince Albert,

and suite, accompanied by the Duke, walked down the ranks, in doing which.

His Majesty frequently expressed his approbation of the appearance and

steadiness of the men. The regiment then inarched past at open and

quarter distance column, and having changed front, by the countermarch of

subdivisions round the centre, wheeled to the rigtit, in quarter distance

column, and then deployed into line; the general salute being given, the

battalion marched past in column of sections, and returned to their barracks.

The weather was uniortunatelv very boisterous, the wind being so high

that tt was next to impossible for many of the officers and men to keep their

bonnets on their heads particularly in marching past, as the divisions were

then met by the full force of the wind, which, whistling in gusts round the

hill on which the keep stands, poured into the court, and actually shook the

column. Add to this the state of the ground, which was such as to soil the

men above the ancles; and it may be imagined that their appearance to the

eye of the non-military spectator was not so pleasing as it otherwise might

have been : but doubtless to the experienced veteran who has witnessed

soldiers tried in all weathers, the steadiness with which the men moved,

despite of the wind and swaying of the bonnet, must have been highly gra

tifying.

The soldiers of the regiment, together with their wives and children, sat

down to an excellent substantial dinner provided by the officers ; and the

non-commissioned officers were leasted at the Castle Inn, together with the

non-commissioned officers of the Royal Horse Guards, Blue, in a style highly

creditable not only to the officers, who defrayed the expense, but also to Mr.

Chayton, who provided the dinner. _—
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OFFICIAL ACCOUNTS OF THE CAPTURE OF CHUSAN, CHINHAE,

AND N1NGPO.

(Notification.—Political Department.)

Calcutta, Monday Morning, Dec. 20th, 1841.

The Right Hon. the Governor-General of India in Council has the highest satis

faction in publishing, for general information, the subjoined despatches, from His

Excellency Rear-Admiral Sir W. Parker, K.C.B., Naval Commander-in-Chief on

the East India Station, and His Excellency Major-General Sir Hugh Gough, G.C.B. ,

commanding the military branch of the expedition, detailing the brilliant successes on

the coast of China of the combined naval and military forces of Her Britannic

Majesty and the Hon. Company ; the results of which have been the total defeat and

dispersion of Chinese armies of far superior numbers j the destruction of extensive

fortifications of the enemy ; the capture of a large quantity of ordnance, of other

munitions of war, and of stores, the surrender of numerous prisoners, and the

occupation, with very trifling loss on the part of the British troops, of the important

and populous cities of Tinghae, Chinhae, and Ningpo. A royal salute will be fired

in honour of these achievements. By order of the Right Hon. the Governor-

General in Council.

T. H. Maddock, Secretary to Government.

To the Right Hon. the Earl of Auckland, G.C.B.

Wellesley, at Chusan, Oct. 4, 1841.

My Lord,—I have much pleasure in reporting to your Lordship that the Island

of Chusan was reoccupied by the combined forces of Her Majesty on the 1st inst.

My last communication from Amoy, on 31st of August, will have informed your

Lordship of our hopes of immediately quitting that anchorage; but a continuance of

bad weather prevented the expedition from putting to sea before the 5th of September.

We were, however, favoured in our progress to the northward with fair but light

breezes until the 13th, when the north-east monsoon set in strong against us, with

thick weather, causing the unavoidable separation of many of the transports, and it

was only by considerable perseverance, and taking advantage of the tides in shore,

which we were enabled by the regularity of the soundings to approach with confi

dence, that we succeeded, on the 21st inst., in reaching the Chusan group of islands,

where I had the satisfaction of collecting several of the missing ships and steam-

vessels, and gained the anchorage off the little isle of " Just in the way" on the 24th,

with the preconcerted intention of making our first attack on Chinhae, and pressing

forward by the Tahese River, to take possession of Ningpo.

The transport in which Sir Hugh Gough and his Staff were embarked having

fallen far to leeward before we got sight of Chusan, the Cruizer was despatched to

convey him to the fleet, and rejoined with his Excellency on the evening of the 25th.

The weather was now too boisterous to approach the exposed position of Chinhae ;

we therefore, on the following day, made a very satisfactory reconnoissance of the

defences of Tinghae and Chusan harbour, in the Phlegethon and Nemesis steam-

vessels, and determined on immediate preparations foi reoccupying the island.

The Chinese have been indefatigable in erecting batteries since the British forces

were withdrawn in February last ; and it is almost inconceivable that so much has

been done by them. From the western extremity, outside Guard Island, to the

eastern termination of their works, which extend half-a-mile beyond the command

ing position of the Joss-house or Temple hill (now greatly strengthened), there is a

continued line of strong battery on the sea-face, principally constructed of mud, com

prising 267 embrasures of guns, and 95 of various calibre, actually mounted on dif

ferent points, independently of 4 1 planted on the ramparts of the city, and numerous

gingals in every direction.

The rapidity of the tides in the different channels to Chusan Harbour is so great

as to render large ships frequently quite unmanageable, even with the assistance of

steam-vessels ; and the chance of placing them in any precise position for action so

uncertain, that it was at once seen our object would be best effected by landing

troops, seaman, and marines, to the westward of the sea-defences, and take them in

reverse. We found a stone-work with eight embrasures, constructed near Guard

Island, to defend the point on which we proposed to disembark the troops, but no

>
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guns placed in it. About 1200 yards above it, on a steep hill, was also a strongly-

fortified (ncampment, in which a large body of Chinese were posted. Capt. Eyres

was then fore detached with the Modeste, Columbine, and Nemesis, to anchor close

to the battery, and prevent its occupation, or any movement of the Chinese to

strengthen their position : this duty was, with the usual zeal of himself, Commander

Clarke, and Mr. Hall, most effectually performed, and a considerable breach made

by the Nemesis's guns in the wall of the fortified encampment.

A continuance of north-east gales, with incessant rain, rendered it impracticable to

move the fleet from the anchorage off Just-in-the-way before the 29th, when we

reached the outer harbour of Chusan with part of the transports.

The Blonde, Modeste, and Jupiter, with the Queen steam-vessel, immediately

proceeded to take up a position on the south side of the Macclesfield and Tromball

Islands, to cover and assist a party of the Royal Artillery under Capt Knowles, in

erecting a battery of one 68 and two 24 -pounder howitzers against the Joss-house

hill and the adjoining works, which kept up a frequent but ineffectual fire ; and this

service was, with infinite labour, accomplished with a celerity that reflects much

credit on all the officers and men employed on it.

The Wellesley was moved as close as possible to the intended point of landing ;

the Cruiser and Columbine were advanced within 200 yards of the beach, and by

occasional well-directed shot from those vessels, and shells from the Sesostris, the

Chinese were completely kept in check.

The remainder of the transports having joined in the course of the 30th, and the

preparations being completed, the disembarkation was ordered on the morning of the

1st instant, in two columns ; the first, about 1500 strong, to take possession of the

heights, and then to move on the city ; the second (to which the Royal Marines and

a party of seamen were attached), altogether 1100 strong, to carry the sea-line of

battery, by pushing round on their right, and proceeding to make a lodgment in the

suburbs to attack the Joss-house hill.

Our resources in boats did not admit of more than one column being landed at a

time, including a portion placed in the Phlegethon and Nemesis, and finding these

small vessels had scarcely power to tow the boats with the troops against the tide, I

was compelled to keep the Sesostris to facilitate their disembarkation. With this

additional assistance, it was nearly half-past ten o'clock before the first column,

under the gallant Commander-in-Chief, reached the shore, when they were assailed

by a heavy discharge of gingals and matchlocks from the heights, but immediately

formed, and, supported by the fire of the ships, the advance quickly ascended the

hill, and gallantly carried everything before them, although a more resolute stand

was made by the Chinese than had been previously experienced in any encounter

with them.

The howitzers on the island were opened simultaneously with the advance of the

troops to the shore, when the Queen endeavoured to tow the Blonde into a favour

able position against the Joss-house and eastern batteries ; the strength of the spring

tide, however, unfortunately baffled every effort to place her satisfactorily, but the

exertions of Capt. Bourchier throughout entitles him to my best thanks. The lighter

draught of water of the Modeste and Queen enabled them to get into good situations,

and by the excellence of their fire, in conjunction with that from the mortar-battery

on Tromball Island, the Joss-house battery was silenced, and the Chinese troops

driven from that post and the batteries to the eastward of it.

The marines and part of the seamen were landed as fast as the boats could return

for them ; but before the second column got on shore the Chinese abandoned the

western end of their sea-defences, which were entered by part of the troops of the

first column, who completely cleared the line of batteries, and took possession of the

Joss-house hill.

The steam-vessels moved into the inner harbour as soon as the troops were landed,

to assist in the reduction of Tinghae, on which the main body was rapidly advanced ;

the walls were escaladed without opposition, and by two p.m. the British colours

were flying in every direction.

Thirty-six new and well cast brass guns are mounted in the batteries, and will be

shipped in one of the transports. I believe a considerable store of government rice

has been found in the city.

I fear the troops have suffered a loss of 1 Ensign and 1 private killed, and about

24 men wounded. The casualties in the squadron arc confined to 1 seaman in the

Cruiser severely wounded (since dead), another slightly wounded, and 1 man of the
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Phlegethon slightly wounded. The Blonde had one of her quarter-deck guns dis

abled, but no further mischief was sustained.

The unremitting exertions of every officer and man of Her Majesty's squadron,

Royal Marines, and Indian Navy, throughout the operations, merit my warmest

commendation. I subjoin a statement of the ships present.

Capt. Herbert, of the Blenheim, whose zeal is always conspicuous, handsomely

volunteered to head the landing party of seamen and marines ; and 1 gladly acknow

ledge the valuable assistance I have derived from the local knowledge and skill of

Capt. Maitland, of this ship, who has conducted her with much ability in the intri

cate and difficult navigation amongst these islands.

Commander Gifiard, of the Cruiser, has been indefatigable in the duty assigned

him of superintending the disembarkation, which he has performed to the entire

satisfaction of the General and myself.

The fire from the ships and steam-vessels covering the landing party did much

execution ; it was, indeed, directed with such precision that two or three individuals

fell by single cannon-shot, at a distance of 700 yards—one of them while in the act

of waving the Chinese banners.

It is out of my province to observe on the movements of the land forces, but I

may be permitted to express my admiration of the gallantry which was throughout

displayed by our companions of the Army, and their distinguished Chief ; and I can

but express my regret that circumstances did not admit of the officers, seamen, and

Royal Marines of Her Majesty's squadron, as well as of the Indian Navy, partici

pating to a greater extent in the operations of the. day.

Sir Henry Pottinger has witnessed all the proceedings of the expedition ; and, con

sidering the lateness of the season, it is a subject of congratulation to His Excellency,

as well as to Sir Hugh Gough and myself, that the reoccupation of this island has

been secured.

Your Lordship may be assured that not a moment will be lost in making the con

templated movement of Chinhae and Ningpo, whenever the state of the weather

renders it practicable.—I have, &c,

W. Parker, Rear-Admiral.

A List of H.M. Ships and Vessels, and of the Steam-vessels of the Indian Navy,

present at the Reduction of Chusan, 1st Oct. 1841 :—Wellesley, 72 guns, Rear-

Admiral Sir W. Parker, Capt. Maitland; Blenheim. 72, Capt. Herbert; Blonde, 42,

Capt. T. Bourchier; Modeste, 18, Capt. H. Eyres; Cruizer, 16, Commander H. W.

Giffard ; Columbine, 16, Commander T. J. Clarke; Bentinck, 10, Lieut. Richard

Collinson ; Jupiter (troop-ship), Master-Commanding Fullon; Rattlesnake (ditto),

Master-Commanding Sprent. Steam-vessels :—Sesostris, 4 guns, Act. Commander

Ormsby; Phlegethon, 2, Lieut. McCleverty, R.N. ; Nemesis, 2, Mr. W. H. Hall,

Master R.N. ; Queen, 6, Mr. Wm. Warden, Act. Master R.N.

W. Parker, Rear-Admiral.

To the Right Honourable the Earl of Auckland.

Modeste, at Ningpo, Oct. 12, 1841.

My Lord,—My despatch of the 4th instant, in which I had the honour of commu

nicating to your Lordship the reoccupation of Chusan by Her Majesty's forces,

would apprise you of the anxiety of Sir Hugh Gough and myself to commence opera

tions against Chinhae, as soon as a change of weather should enable the ships of the

expedition, with common prudence, to approach that exposed position.

On the 7th the wind veered to the desired point, and every preliminary arrange

ment having been made, not a moment was lost in embarking the troops intended

for the expedition. The following day most of the transports were moved to the

anchorage of Just-in-the-way, four leagues in advance ; and the General and myself,

accompanied by Sir Henry Pottinger, proceeded at the same time in the Phlegethon

and Nemesis to reconnoitre the points of our intended attack, where we were fully

informed and found that every preparation for resistance had been made.

The city of Chinhae, which is enclosed by a wall thirty-seven feet in thickness,

and twenty-two feet high, with an embrasured parapet of four feet high, and nearly

two miles in circumference, is situated at the foot of a very commanding peninsular

height, which forms the entrance of the Tahee river on its left or north bank. Oa

the summit is the citadel, which, from its strong position, is considered the key to
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Chinhae, and the large and opulent city of Ningpo, about fifteen miles up the river;

and it is so important as a military post, that I trust I may be excused for attempting

to describe it.

It stands about 250 feet above sea, and is encircled also by a strong wall, with

very substantial iron-plated gates at the east and west ends. The north and south

sides of the heights are exceedingly steep ; the former, accessible only from the sea

by a narrow winding path from the rocks at its base ; the south side and eastern end

being nearly precipitous. At the east end of the citadel, outside its wall, twenty-one

guns were mounted in three batteries of masonry and sand-bags to defend the

entrance of the river.

The only communication between the citadel and city is on the west side, by a

steep but regular causeway, to a barrier gate at the bottom of the hill, where a

wooden bridge over a wet ditch connects it with the isthmus and the gates of the city,

the whole of which are covered with iron plates, and strongly secured. The space

on the isthmus between the citadel hill and the city wall is filled up towards the sea

with a battery of five guns, having a row of strong piles driven in a little beach in

front of it, to prevent a descent in that quarter ; and on the river-side of the isthmus

are two batteries adjoining the suburbs, and mounting twenty-two and nineteen guns

for flanking the entrance; twenty-eight guns of different sizes, and numberless

gingals were also planted on the city walls, principally towards the sea.

The main body of the Chinese forces were posted on the right bank of the river in

fortified encampments, on very commanding and steep hills ; field works and

entrenchments being thrown up in every advantageous position, with twenty-three

guns and innumerable gingals mounted in them to impede the advance of the troops.

The principal landing-place on this side is within a considerable creek, close to the

south entrance of the river, and across this creek we found a row of piles driven.

Four batteries, mounting thirty-one guns, were also newly constructed on this side of

the river to flank the entrance, and about half a mile above its mouth a similar

obstruction of larger piles was carried completely across—space only being left for

one junk to pass at a time. In short, the Chinese had exercised their ingenuity to

the utmost to make their defences secure, and a great amount of treasure and labour

must have been expended in the execution of these works, fully evincing the impor

tance which they attached to this position.

The plan of attack agreed upon by the General and myself was to land the troops

in two columns on the right bank of the river, inside the smill islands called the

Triangles. The main body, under his immediate command (about 1040 strong), to

disembark a short distance beyond the creek above referred to ; the other (about 500

strong) immediately at its entrance, where it appeared to us practicable to put them

securely on shore outside the piles, under the cover of one of the brigs—good anchor

age being found within a few yards of the spot.

The attack of the citadel and city on the left bank of the river was assigned to the

naval branch of the force, strengthened by about 23 of the Royal and 12 of the

Madras Artillery, under Lieuts. the Hnn. F. Spencer and Molesworth ; and 50

Sappers, under Capt. Cotton and Lieut. Johnston, of the Madras Engineers. It was

calculated that the advance of the two columns of troops by different routes would

not only secure every point on the right bank, but cut off the retreat of many of the

Chinese ; and, by a simultaneous bombardment of the citadel and city by the squa

dron, we entertained confident hopes of complete success, which have been happily

realized in every respect.

On the evening of the 9th the whole of the squadron, as per subjoined list, and the

transports, were anchored off Chinhae, in convenient situations for the intended

operations ; and at an early hour on the following morning, the troops proceeded in

the Queen, Nemesis, and Phlegethon steamers, and the boats of the transports, to

the points of debarkation, where the Cruizer, Columbine, and Bentinck most judi

ciously took up their positions, under the direction of Commander Giffard. A few

shot from them cleared the shore of about 300 of the Chinese, who had assembled to

oppose the landing, and by half-past nine o'clock, under his excellent arrangements,

every man was safe on shore.

The Wellesley, Blenheim, Blonde, and Modeste, were appointed to cannonade the

citadel and eastern part of the city walls ; and the Sesostris, Queen, and Phlegethon,

after landing the troops and towing up the ships to their stations, to shell the citadel

in flank, and enfilade any of the batteries in the harbour which their guns could bear
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upon ; the Nemesis to join in the attack on the north side, in rerdiness to cover the

landing of the seamen and marines, as soon as it became practicable.

The citadel hill cannot be approached for an attack by large ships, except on the

north side, and the water in that direction is so shallow that it is only in the calmest

weather that they can be carried with safety sufficiently near to fire with effect. The

day was fortunately everything we could desire, and the Wellesley, as soon as the

tide served, was towed by the Sesostris into an excellent position, where the anchor

was dropped about a quarter' before nine o'clock, in four fathoms, about 1300 yards

from the citadel and town walls. As the water ebbed, she settled imperceptibly into

a bottom of soft mud, and was as steady as a land battery. Commander Ormsby

(with very commendable activity) immediately afterwards brought in the Blenheim ;

the Blonde and Modeste, favoured by a light breeze, took their stations under sad,

and every ship was placed to my entire satisfaction, as close as possible, the Blenheim

and Modeste touching the bottom at low water. The precision of the fire, both of

shots and shells, from all, exceeded my most sanguine expectations ; and the destruc

tion of the works from the commencement of the attack was never doubtful.

As the troops on the right bank of the river moved forward, Commander Giffard

advanced the sloops towards the entrance of the harbour, and the steamers all took

up very good positions, and performed excellent service with their guns ; they were

for a considerable time under a heavy fire from the river batteries, but fortunately

sustained no damage.

About eleven o'clock we had the gratification of seeing the British colours planted

by the troops on one of the batteries on the opposite shore, and within a few minutes

the others on that side were all carried, and the Chinese observed flying in every

direction before our gallant soldiers on the heights.

At a quarter past eleven the wall of the citadel was breached by the fire from the

ships, and the defences being reduced to a ruinous state, the Chinese abandoned their

guns, which they had hitherto worked with considerable firmness, and a large portion

of the garrison retreated precipitately towards the city. Not a moment was lost in

making the signal for landing the battalion of seamen and marines, with the detach

ments of artillery and sappers (the whole under the command of Capt. Herbert, of

the Blenheim). Before noon the boats were all on shore ; every impediment presented by the difficulty of landing on rugged rocks was overcome, and the force

gallantly advanced to the assault, with a celerity that excited my warmest admiration.

An explosion at this time took place in a battery near the citadel gate, and the

remnant of the garrison fled without waiting to close it. The citadel was therefore

rapidly entered, and the union-jack displayed on the walls. Our people had scarcely

passed within them, when another explosion occurred, happily without mischief, but

whether by accident or design is uncertain.

Capt. Herbert, having secured this post, quickly re-formed his men, and advanced

towards the city ; the Chinese still occupying in considerable force the walls of it, as

well as the two batteries beneath the hill on the river-side, against which our troops

had already turned some of the guns taken on the bark. A few volleys of musketry

speedily dislodged them from both positions, and the batteries of seamen and marines

pushed on in steady and excellent order to attack the city. The wall (26 feet high)

was escaladed in two places, and in a short time complete possession was taken of

Chinhae, the Chinese troops having made their escape through the western gates.

While in the act of scaling the city wall, a third and formidable explosion took

place at one of the river batteries, within a short distance, by which I regret one man

■of the Blenheim was killed ; there is strong suspicion that it was caused by a mine,

intentionally sprung ; and considering the number of our men which were assembled

at the time, it is most providential that the consequences were not more disastrous.

The seamen immediately returned on board, for the security of the ships, which,

with the rising tide, were moved into secure berths, Capt. Herbert remaining with

the marines in charge of the town until the evening, when Sir H. Gough arrived,

and a considerable portion of troops were conveyed across the river in the Phlegethon,

to garrison it.

] have sincere pleasure in again bringing before your Lordship's notice the gal

lantry and excellent conduct of every officer and man of Her Majesty's ships and

the Indian Navy under my command.

To Capt. Herbert my best acknowledgments are due for his zeal for the public

service and animating example on all occasions ; and he speaks in strong terms of
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commendation of the gallant support he received from Capt. Bourchier, of the Blonde,

Major Ellis of the Royal Marines, and the officers and men of every description

attached to the force placed under his command ; of which, and of those employed

in the boats, I transmit a list ; and cordially join in every praise that can be bestowed

on them. I must also state, that although Capts. Maitltmd and Eyres were not

directly attached to the battalion of seamen and marines which disembarked, they

landed at the same time, and accompanied them in their operations.

To Capt. Maitland, of my flag-ship, I feel much indebted for the able and zealous

assistance which he at all times affords me ; and my obligations are equally due to

Capt. Eyres, for the invaluable services of the Modeste.

The activity and ardour of Commanders Giffard, Clarke, Fletcher, and Watson,

and of Lieut. Collinson, in command of the Bentinck, have been eminently dis

played on this and every other opportunity ; and I have no less pleasure in bearing

testimony to your Lordship that the same spirit of enterprise and zeal has been con

spicuously evinced by Commander Ormsby, Lieut. McCleverty, Master Hall, and

Master Warden, and, indeed, of every officer and man in the steam-vessels attached

to the expedition.

I may be permitted also to notice that my Flag Lieutenant, Charles Tennant, has

attended me in every operation since I took command of the squadron, and his zeal

and attention are deserving of my highest approbation.

By official Chinese documents found in Chinhae, we have good reason to believe

that the regular Tartar troops, quartered on the 19th in the city and batteries on the

left bank of the river, amounted to upwards of 3,000, of which about 700 composed

the garrison of the citadel or Joss-house Hill : their loss on these points is calculated

at 150 men.

The troops opposed to Sir Hugh Gough were estimated at 10,000, and they have

sustained a heavy loss ; but no amount of force as yet met with in this country can

withstand the gallant band under his command, into which his active and energetic

example infuses unbounded confidence.

The total number of guns which have fallen into our hands amounts to ninety iron

and sixty-seven brass ; the latter will be embarked without delay in one of the

transports, with a large quantity of metal, which has been found in a cannon-foundry

at Chinhae. I have, &c,

W. Parker, Rear-Admiral.

A list of H.M.'s ships and vessels, and of the steam-vessels of the Indian Navy,

present at the reduction of Chinhae, 10th Oct., 1841 :—Wellesley, 72 guns, Rear-

Admiral Sir W. Parker, Capt. Maitland ; Blenheim, 72, Capt. T. Herbert; Blonde,

42, Capt. T. Bourchier; Modeste, 18, Captian H. Eyres; Cruizer, 16, Commander

H. W. Giffard ; Columbine, 16, Commander T. J. Clarke ; Bentinck, 10, Lieut.

Richd. Collinson; Jupiter (troop-ship), Master-Commanding Robert Fulton; Rat

tlesnake (ditto), Master-Commanding James Sprent. Steam-vessels :—Sesostris, 4

guns, Act.-Com. Ormsby ; Phlegethon, 2, Lieut. McCleverty, R.N. ; Nemesis, 2,

Mr. W. H. Hall, Master R.N. ; Queen, 6, Wm. Warden, Acting-Master R.N.

W. Parker, Rear-Admiral.

Artillery :—Lieut. Hon, E. Spencer, 23 Royal Artillery, and two 54-inch mortars,

and 9 and 12 pounder rocket ; Lieut. Molesworth, 12 Madras Artillery; Captain

Cotton and Lieut Johnston, with 30 Madras Sappers.

Officers in charge of boats :—Wellesley : Lieut. Lord Compton and Lord A.

Beauclerk, Mate, in the launch ; Mr. Crofton, Mate, in the pinnace ; Mr. Kennedy,

Mate, in the barge ; Mr. Niblett, Second Master, in the cutter. Blenheim : Mr.

Kevern, Mate, in the launch ; Mr. Denny, Mate, in the barge ; Mr. Konnielar

(Greek), Mate, in the pinnace ; Mr. Pascoe, Second Master, in the gun-boat ; Mr.

Swinburn, Midshipman, in the first cutter; Mr. Gell, Midshipman, in the second

cutter ; Mr. Bencraft, Volunteer First Class, in the jolly-boat. Blonde : Lieut.

Dally, in the launch ; Mr. Hamilton, Midshipman, in the pinnace ; Mr. Anderson,

Mate, in the gun-boat. Modeste : Mr. H. Crofton, Mate, in the pinnace.

J. Herbert, Captain.

W. Parker, Rear-Admiral.

Return of officers who landed with the right column under the command of Capt.

Herbert, at Chinhae, 10th Oct., 1841 :—Capt. Bourchier, commanding the battalion

U. S. Mas., No. 160, March, 1842. 2 E
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of seamen. Wellesley : Lieuts.—Symons, Maitland, Carmichael ; Mates—King,

Halsted, Crouch ; Midshipmen—Birthwistle, Butler, Jackson ; Assist. —Surgeon

Smith—landed with 1st, 2nd, and 3rd companies seamen battalion. Blenheim :

Lieuts.—Hawkins, Matthews ; Mates—St. Leger, Norman ; Midshipman—Dowell;

Volunteer First Class—Adair; ditto A.D.C.—Scott; Assist. -Surgeon Thomas—

landed with 4th, 6th, and 5th companies seamen battalion. Blonde : Lieutenant—

Sir F. Nicholson ; Mates—Walker, Rolland ; Midshipman—Lambert : Messrs. Lyon

and Coke, Mids. A.D.C.—landed with 7th company seamen battalion. Modeste:

Lieut. Birch, and Mr. Pearse, Mate—landed with subdivision of 8th company.

Major Ellis, commanding battalion of Royal Marines. Capt. Whitcomb. Lieuts.

White, Usher, Whiteing, Hewett, Farmer, Polkinhone ; Mr. Tweedale, Assistant-

Surgeon, Blenheim ; Mr. Stanley, Assistant-Surgeon, Blonde—landed 27G Royal

Marines.

To the Right Honourable the Earl of Auckland.

Modeste, oft" Ningpo, Oct 14, 1841.

Mr Lord,—It is with feelings of the greatest satisfaction that I have now the

honour of addressing your Lordship from the anchorage oft" the walls of Ningpo, on

which the British colours are flying.

The progress of the expedition has been greatly favoured by the fine weather,

which enabled it to complete the reduction of Chinhae, on the 10th instant, and to

place the large ships and transports on the following day at a safe anchorage, after

landing the requisite supplies for the Army, for the wind changed to the north-east

on the 12th, and blew strong. The ships, however, were all in security, the Blonde,

with the sloops and steamers, and part of the transports, having found sufficient

water and excellent shelter within the Eahea River, a few of the piles having been

taken up for their admission.

I removed on the 11th to the Modeste, and, that no time might be lost in prose

cuting our further operations, I directed Captains Maitland and Herbert, when the

Wellesley and Blenheim were anchored off " Just-in-the-way," to retain by one of

the steam-vessels, with the boats and 150 seamen from each ship, in readiness to

advance on " Ningpo," and on the 13th I proceeded in the Nemesis to ascertain the

practicability of hooking the large steamers and sloops up the river. We found it

wide, free from shoals, and carried not less than fourteen feet at low water to the

walls of the city, which appeared not only unprepared for resistance, but a general

panic pervading the inhabitants, who were evacuating the town in every direction,

with their goods and families. Sir Henry Fottinger, Sir H. Gough, and myself,

therefore, deemed it expedient to move on it without delay, to check as much as

possible the departure of the respectable portion of the population, and the ravages

which are invariably committed by the lower orders of the Chinese on all property

which is left unprotected.

The whole of the troops (with the exception of a garrison for Chinhae and the

citadel) were consequently embarked on the following morning in the Sesostris,

Queen, Phlegethon, and Nemesis, and the supernumerary seamen and marines were

distributed in the Modeste, Cruizer, Columbine, and Bentinck ; the Blonde being

ordered to remain at Chinhae for the support of the garrison.

Sir Henry Pottinger and the General accompanied me in the Modeste, and the

expedition proceeded up the river soon after 9 a.m., but, owing to some unavoidable

delays, did not reach Ningpo until 1 p.m., when the Nemesis and Phlegethon, which

contained a large portion of the troops, anchored within a few feet of a floating bridge,

which connects the city at its east gate with the suburbs across the river. The men

were disembarked with the greatest facility by stages from the bows of these vessels,

the battalion of seamen and marines, under Capt. Herbert, landing at the same time

in the suburbs on the city side a short distance below them.

The gates of the city were all found secured and barricadoed inside ; but an entrance

was soon forced, when Her Majesty's forces marched in and took possession, without

a symptom of resistance being indicated in any quarter. The mandarins and troops

had all left the city, the latter having, sinre their defeat at Chinhae, refused to fight.

Her Majesty's sloops and the steam-vessels are anchored under the walls of the

city, and his Excellency the General is actively exerting himself in securing all the

Government property on shore, and endeavouring to establish order, and prevent the

pillage of this populous and opulent place, where, I am happy to say, such of the
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respectable inhabitants as have remained evince much less apprehension at the

presence of the English than was exhibited either at Amoy or Chusan.

From the number of large junks found in the river, the trade with Ningpo by sea

feoust be extensive ; but an embargo will be laid on all vessels until measures can be

concerted for our further proceedings. A few war junks and a trilling amount of

naval stores have fallen into our hands. I beg to offer my congratulations to you*

Lordship on the result of our operations, and I have, &c.

W. Parker, Rear-Admiral.

Head-quarters, Ting-hae, Island of Chusan, Oct. 2, 1841.

My Lord,—I feel much satisfaction in acquainting your Lordship that Chusan is

in our possession, notwithstanding the extraordinary exertions made by the Chinese

to strengthen the defences since our departure in February last, and rather a gallant

defence on their part, particularly on the heights west of the city, generally denomi

nated the 49th hills, and along the shore, where, as a defence to the inner harbour

(which was our former part of attack), a new line of battery has been constructed,

presenting so formidable a front, that, with due regard to the peculiarity of the tides,

it would not have been advisable to bring in the ships-of-war.

2. The fleet had passed Chusan, and assembled at an anchorage off Silver Island,

half-way between Chusan and Chinghae, when, after waiting three days, the conti

nuance of contrary winds, together with the lateness of the season, induced his

Excellency the naval Commander-in-Chief to propose a change in the plan of opera

tions, which I mentioned to your Lordship in my last report. I fully concurred with

Sir W. Parker in the expediency of attacking Chusan first under these circumstances,

instead of proceeding to Chinhae and Ningpo, particularly as in a reconnoissance,

which we made in the Phlegethon steamer, with his Excellency Sir H. Pottinger, we

ascertained that two forts were in progress of construction upon the base of the

heights already named. This reconnoissance confirmed me in the opinion which I

had previously formed from the report of officers acquainted with the gronnd, that

this would be the most eligible point of attack. I must add that the fire opened oh

the Phlegethon, as she skirted the harbour, also established that the sea line of

battery was sufficiently armed.

3. I shall leave it to the Admiral to detail the movements of the fleet ; but I

Cannot deny myself the gratification of expressing how greatly I am indebted to him

for his judicious arrangements and the cordial assistance which I have experienced

throughout, anticipating my wishes, at the same time that the arm over which he so

ably presided has been brought prominently forward whenever practicable ; and I

must be allowed to remark that the precision of the fire from the ships surpassed my

most sanguine expectations, and did great execution wherever it could be brought to

bear.

4. The greater part of the fleet assembled in the outer roadstead on the 29th ult.,

and during that night and the following day a battery was thrown up on Tromball

Island, by a detachment of the Royal and Madras Artillery, under Capt. Knowles,

of former corps, aided by Lieut. Bidwood, of the Madras Engineers, for the purpose

of shelling the Joss-house Hill, which the enemy had strongly fortified, following out

the unfinished plan of our own engineers. The remaining ships having arrived in

the mean while, it was determined to make the attack on the 1st instant.

5. I beg to refer your Lordship to the annexed disposition of attack, which will

show what were my intentions. Early on the morning of the 1st, the 1st division,

consisting of the Madras Artillery, with eight guns, sappers, H.M.'s 18th and 55th

Regts., and the rifle company of the 36th Madras N.L, were placed in steamers and

boats in tow of them, and under the zealous superintendence of Capt. Giffard, of

H.M.S. Crnizer, who conducted the disembarkation, were landed as soon as practi

cable, though not without some delay, from the extraordinary strength of the tides

at this point. Finding that the enemy, whose occasional shots from the ships had

hitherto kept under cover, now crowned the heights, and opened a galling fire of

gingals and matchlocks, and that, as some of my men were falling, I deemed it

advisable to push on at once the two flanks and a third company of the 55th that

were first on shore, directing the remainder, who closely followed, to move up in

support. This duty was gallantly performed under the directions of Lieut.-Colonel

Craigie, commanding the column, and Major Fawcet, in the temporary command of

the regiment, and notwithstanding the steepness and ruggedness of the ascent, and a

2 E 2
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heavy and well-sustained fire from an infinitely superior force, this gallant corps

carried the whole extent of the ridge of hills terminating in a fortified camp, and

drove everything before them. Lieut. -Col. Craigie has brought to my notice the

prominent conduct of Lieut, and Adj. Butter, who was with the advance at this

point, and seized the first of the enemy's colours, as also of Capt. Campbell and

Lieut. Tuddy, who led the two flank companies.

6. This movement completely turned the right of the enemy's positions, and gave

us the command of a bridge which lei direct on the flank of the whole line of sea

defence. The 18th and artillery being landed, and the light guns placed so as to

enfilade this line of batteries, I felt it best to change my first intention of attacking

the sea defences by the right column, and ordered the 18th at once to push forward

to the attack on this point. This was executed with equal gallantry by Lieut.-Col.

Adams in the face of a very large force, which contested the whole line with more

than ordinary spirit, apparently led by one of the principal mandarins, who, with

several of inferior rank, was killed on the spot, when the Chinese fled, and the 18th

pushed on and occupied the Joss-house Hill, which the well-directed fire of the guns

on Tromball Island, under the Hon. Lieut Spencer, of the Royal Artillery, and of

the detached squadron under Capt. Bourchier, had compelled the enemy to evacuate.

Lieut.-Col. Adams speaks warmly of the spirited manner in which Capt. Wigston

led the grenadier company of the Royal Irish in this attack.

7. Considering it advisable to support the 18th, I had pushed forward across the

valley the light and another company of the 55th, with Lieut.-Col. Mountain, who is

well acquainted with the country, and most judiciously placed them in a position close

to the west gate of the city, so as to prevent any support being given from the town,

and intercept the enemy in falling back on it. The Rifle company of the 55th

having joined me, I moved on with the remainder of the 55th, covered by the Rifles,

for the heights overlooking the city to the north-west, which we occupied. During

these operations, by the praiseworthy efforts of the Madras Artillery, under Capt.

Anstruther, the light field guns had been brought to the summit of the heights, and

opened their fire on the walls and town. The enemy was now in full retreat through

the north and east gates, although a few guns and gingals, with some matchlocks,

continued to be fired from the walls, and I directed the 55th to proceed to the

escalade, whilst Capt. Simpson, with the Rifles, rapidly passed down to a deep-

wooded ravine to cut off the retreat to the north. The scaling-ladders had been

brought up on most difficult and rugged heights by the great exertions of the Madras

Sappers, and were now gallantly flanked under the direction of Capt. Pears, who was

the first to ascend, and I had soon the satisfaction of seeing the colours of the 55th

Regt. waving on the walls of Tinghae, while those of the Royal Irish were planted

on the Joss-house hill above the suburb. Capt. Anstruther reports that Capt.

Balfour and Lieut. Fowlis had the opportunity of distinguishing themselves in bring

ing up the guns and directing their fire.

8. Although the 49th Regt. and Royal Marines, whom I first ordered, together

with a body of seamen, to form the right column, under Lieut.-Col. Morris, and

attack the sea defences, could not be landed in time for that purpose, I was much

pleased with the promptitude with which those two corps moved on to the support

of the 18th ; the 49th proceeding to occupy the south-gate of the city.

9. The loss of the enemy has been very considerable, both on the sea line and

upon the heights; several of their principal mandarins, it would appear, were killed,

and the Chinese fled in all directions, throwing away their arms and clothing. The

loss on our side, I am happy to say, has been wonderfully small. I have the honour

to enclose your Lordship the return, together with a list of the ordnance captured.

10. On the 2nd, I directed Lieut.-Col. Adams to move westward with the 18th

and Rifle company on Tsing-Kong, to which point the Admiral has despatched two

of the ships-of-war, from whence the Lieut.-Col. is to proceed to-day to Sahoo.

This morning I have moved 300 men, under Major Blyth, 49th Regt, eastward, to

Sinkea-mun, were he will also meet a ship-of-war ; also three companies of the 55th,

under Capt. Campbell, over the northern hills to Pishoon, from whence they will

march to Kanlon and Mowah, returning by a different pass to head-quarters. By

these movements, I hope that every one of the fugitives will be driven off the island

or captured.

11. It is difficult to mete out praise where every man did his duty well; but I

feel it right to express my sense of obligation to the following commanding officers

of columns and corps :—Lieut.-Col. Craigie, commanding left column ; Lieut.-Col.
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Adams, commanding right column ; Lieut.-Col. Adams, commanding 18th ; Major

Fawcett, commanded 55th ; Major Stephens, commanding 49th ; Major Ellis, com

manding Royal Marines ; Capt. Simpson, commanding Rifle company 36th Madras

Native Infantry ; Capt. Knowles, Royal Artillery, senior officer of Artillery ; Capt.

Fears, senior officer of engineers ; Capt. Anstruther, commanding Madras Artillery;

and Capt. Cotton, assistant field engineer.

From Lieut.-Col. Mountain, Dep. Adjt.-Gen., and Capt. Gough, Act. Dep.

Quartermaster-Gen., I have received throughout the whole operations the most

valuable assistance. I must also mention the active services of Lieut. Gubbith, my

Aide-de-Camp.

I have to repeat my thanks to Capt. Giffard, of the Royal Navy, who, after ably

conducting the disembarkation, rejoined me, and accompanied me during the rest of

the day, as did Major Malcolm, the Secretary of Legation. I have, &c.

H. Gough, Major-Gen. Com. Expy. Force.

General Orders to the Expeditionary Force.

Head-quarters, Tinghae City, Oct 3, 1841.

Major-General Sir Hugh Gough has again the pleasure to congratulate the troops

under his command upon their success in the recapture of the island of Chusan and

city of Tinghae on the 1st instant.

2. The conduct of the 55th, whose good fortune it was to land first, and who

gallantly gained and cleared the heights, under brisk and sustained Are from the

enemy, was most creditable to the corps, and gave it the further advantage of being

the first to scale the city wall.

3. That of the 18th Royal Irish who landed next, was equally praiseworthy in

driving the enemy before them, despite of his resistance from the long line of sea-

batteries, until the regiment gained and reoccupied its old station on the Pagoda-hill.

4. The well-directed fire of the detachment of Royal and Madras Artillery from

Tromball Island, and the exertions of the Madras Artillery on Chusan, in getting

their guns over almost impracticable ground, and their fire from successive points,

were alike distinguished.

5. The Major-General was also gratified by observing the spirited manner in

which the Madras Rifle Company advanced in extended order over the hills to the

city, and the active zeal of the Madras Sappers and Miners in carrying the scaling-

ladders over these steep and difficult heights, and planting them against the walls.

6. Circumstances which it was impossible to foresee having hastened the attack,

the 49th Regt. and Royal Marines were not landed in time to perform all that had

been allotted to them, but the Major-General noticed with much satisfaction the

rapidity with which they moved off to support the advance.

7. Sir Hugh Gough addresses himself, therefore, to all, in expressing his thanks

to commanding officers of columns and corps, and to the general and personal Staff,

and directing that his sentiments be made known to all of every rank under their

respective command. Ry order,

Armine S. H. Mountain, Lieut.-Col. D.A.G.

Disposition for landing at Chusan, Sept. 30th, 1841.

Left column, Lieut.-Col. Craigie :—

Officers. Other Ranks.

Madras Artillery, Capt. Anstruther .. .. 8 204

Do. Sappers, Capt. Pears . . . . . . 6 117

H.M. 55th Regt", Major Fawcett .. .. 25 720

H.M. 18th Regt., Lieut.-Col. Adams .. 14 286

Rifle Company, Capt. Simpson .. .. 4 110

57 1437Ordnance.—Four 4 2-5 mountain howitzers, two 5 i -inch brass mortars.

Right column, Lieut.-Col. Morris :—

Officers. Other Ranks.

Madras Artillery, Capt. Moore . . . . . . 2 50

Do. Sappers, Capt Cotton ...... 2 50

H.M. 49th Regt. Major Stephens.. .... 34 435

Royal Marines, Major Ellis 7 201

Royal Seamen Battalion 14 250

60 986
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Ordnance.—Two 9-pounders.

On Tromball Island.

Officers.Royal Artillery ... . . . . 2

Madras Artillery .. .. ... 1

00. Sappers . . . . . . 1

Capt.

Knowlcs-

4

Ordnance.—One 8-inch howitzer, two brass 24-pounders.

By order, (Signed) Akmine S. H. Mountain,

Lieut.-Col., D.A.G.

(True copy) Akmi&e S. H. Mountain,

Lieut.-Col. Deputy-Adjutant General.

Return of officers and men killed and wounded of the fort, under the command or

Major-General Sir Hugh Gough, K.C.B., at the recapture of the Island of

Chusan on the 1st inst.

Tinghae City, October, 1841.

Killed—Sappers and Miners, 1 rank and file. 55th Regt.—1 officer, Ensign

J. R. Duell. Total killed—1 officer and 1 rank and file. W ounded—Sappers and

Miners, 1 Serjeant severely. 18th Royal Irish—1 rank and file, dangerously, 1

Serjeant and 1 rank and file, severely, and 4 rank and file, slightly. 55th Regt.—

3 rank and file, dangerously, five do., severely, and 11 do., slightly. Total wounded

—2 Serjeants, and 25 rank and file. Total—2 killed, 27 wounded.

Akmine S. H. Mountain, Lieut.-Col. Dep. Adj.-Gen.

Return of ordnance captured in Chusan, and mounted on the defences in action

of the 1st Oct. 1841.

Grand total, iron, 100 ; brass, 36 ; gingals, 550, carrying balls from half a pound

to a pound ; matchlocks in considerable numbers laying on the works, but all

destroyed ; gunpowder tubs, 584 ; rockets, bamboo, 30 ; arrow cases, 20 ; balht

leaden, boxes and tubs, 100.

N.B.—The brass guns are remarkably well bored, and although of great thickness

of metal, yet evidently show considerable advance on the part of the Chinese ia.

casting.

. Some of the gun-carriages are superior to those hitherto in use with the Chinese,

particularly one on which a brass gun is mounted ; and the models of gun-carriage*

and sweeps which have been found, prove that the Chinese are quite ready to intro

duce improvements.

J. Knowles, Captain, commanding

Chusan, Oct. 3, 1841. Artillery Brigade. *

To the Right Hon. the Earl of Auckland, G.C.B.

Head-quarters, Oct. 18, 1841.

My Lord,—With feelings of the deepest thankfulness, I have the honour to»

acquaint your Lordship that, under the protection of a gracious and all-wise Provi

dence, perfect success has attended Her Majesty's combined forces in all our projected

operations. Considering the extent of the enemy's preparations, the strength of his

different positions, and his overwhelming numbers, the loss on our side has been

surprisingly small, while that on the part of the Chinese has been almost appalling.

2. My last despatch will have informed your Lordship of our proposed move

ment of Chinhae and Ningpo. On the 8th inst. I accompanied their Excellencies

Sir Henry Pottinger and the Admiral, in a steamer, for the purpose of reconnoitring

the former place. For the period of the moonsoon, upon a lee-shore, the weather

was singularly favourable ; both on this and the following days the enemy allowed

us to come within short range without firing a shot, and the Admiral and I were thus

at once enabled to make our dispositions.

3. The fortified city of Chinghae,. the great military depot of this province, is

situated on the left bank of the.Tahia or Ningpo river, occupying, with its suburb,

the whole space between the river and the sea. The walls are nearly three miles ia

circumference, and their sea face runs for about a mile along a massive stone

embankment, that extends for three or four miles further up the coast. At the
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south-eastern extremity, separated only from the walls by a narrow gorge, a preci

pitous rock rises abruptly from the sea, throwing out a steep and rugged spur, at the

point of which is the entrance to the river. Upon the summit of this rock there is

a large Joss-house, extending along the coast of the ridge, and forming a sort of

citadel, the several buildings being loopholed and connected by castellated walls,

and in front of the outer gate, commanding the spur before mentioned, a battery,

armed with some pieces of heavy ordnance, has been recently constructed. Prom

information 1 obtained, it would appear that the Joss-house was occupied by 400

men, while 3000 held the city and various small encampments without the walls.

4. The same information led me to believe, and the recounoisances confirmed the

statement, that the great body of the troops were strongly posted on the right bank

of the river, upon a range of steep hills overlooking the city and Joss-house with

heavy batteries, armed for the most part with new brass guns, commanding the

entrance to the river, which was staked across. All these heights were fortified, and

presented both a sea defence and military position of great strength, consisting of a

chain of intrenched camps on all the prominent points difficult of approach from the

natural steepness of the hills, which had been further scarped in several places ;

field redoubts crowned the summits, and hill and ravine bristled with gingals. A low

swampy flat, reaching to the shore, and only to be crossed by narrow winding cause

ways, lay in front of the left of this position, which was also protected by a deep

canal, that, after skirting the hills, runs through the flat into the sea ; but I ascer

tained that there were two bridges over this canal.

5. We returned to Chusan the same evening, and the troops which I had ordered

for this service having been previously embarked, as thick as they could stow on

board the transports, selected by the Admiral as fittest, in regard to the extraordi

nary currents on this coast, the squadron arrived the following evening off the mouth

of Tahia river.

6. I beg herewith to inclose for your Lordship's information the disposition for

landing. It appeared to me advisable, in which Sir W. Parker concurred, that we

should make a conjoint attack on both banks of the river, first drawing the attention

of the enemy to the right bank ; and the dispositions were accordingly made for

attacking in three columns, while the two liue-of-battle ships, with the Blonde and

Modeste, were to cannonade the Joss-house hill, and sea line of the city defence ;

the smaller vessels of war and the steamers to cover the landing, and to support,

when practicable, the advancing columns by their fire. Sir W. Parker will detail to

your Lordship the truly spirited manner in which the several ships of war and steamers

took up their positions and fulfilled his orders. It only remains for me to say that the

cordial co-operation and powerful support which I have received upon the present,

indeed upon every occasion, from the ships of war, under the direction of their

gallant chief, is matter of the warmest thankfulness.

7. At daylight, on the morning of the 10th, the left column, consisting of a wing

ef the 18th, five companies of the 55th, the Rifle company of the 3o'th Madras N.I.

a company of Madras Artillery and one of Sappers, in all 1040 men, with four light

howitzers and two 5 j-inch mortars, was embarked in the steamers. This column I

placed under Lieut. -Col. C'raigie, but accompanied myself, and at 8 o'clock the

steamers, having run in close to the shore, the troops were promptly landed, without

any opposition, under the judicious superintendence of Capt Giffard, ably aided by

Lieut. Somerville, of the Royal Navy, at a rocky point, having the low flat and the

canal already mentioned to their right.

8. The centre column was soon after landed about a mile to my right, under a

detached rocky hill, near the mouth of the canal, but on the opposite bank, having

in its front a part of the low flat between it and the enemy's position, my object

being to threaten a front attack, and to deter the enemy from weakening his centre

to support his right, which the left column, under my own superintendence, was

destined to turn. The centre column consisted of the 40th Regt., detachments of

the Royal and Madras Artillery, under Capt. Knowles, of the former corps, and

fifty men of the Sappers, amounting altogether to 410 men, with two 12-pounder

howitzers and two 0-poun<ler field guns, under Lieut.-Col. Morris.

9. Immediately after landing, the left column moved rapidly over a succession of

steep hills that skirted the intervening flat in front of the enemy's position, until it

reached a point from whence 1 had a full view of the whole position, and of the two

Bridges over the canal ; that to my front I ordered the Rifle company to protect, by

eeeupying a few houses on our side, supported ly the ltjth, and 1 directed Lieut.
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Col. Craigie with the 55th, accompanied by Capt. Pears, Commanding Engineer, to

move quickly on the second bridge, which was about a mile further up the flat, cross

it, and push on for the hills beyond, thus turning the extreme right of the enemy's

position, and threatening to cut off his retreat. By this time the centre column had

formed, and showed its head at the opposite side of the flat just out of gingal range,

threatening a front attack. Capt. Simpson very promptly performed the duty

intrusted to him, and I ascertained that the bridge was uninjured, but had been bar

ricaded by a solid w»U of masonry, with merely an aperture so narrow, that soon

after the gate was, with some difficulty, removed, a single soldier could not pass

through without unstrapping his great-coat. Having assembled the 18th at the foot

of the bridge to cover the Rifles, that company passed over in Indian file, in face of

a large body of the enemy, assembled in an advanced redoubt, upon the summit of

an eminence within 150 yards of us, who cheered our advance, but most unac

countably reserved their fire ; having placed the Rifles behind a hill just beyond the

bridge, I directed the 18th to'cross and form, and finding the 55th had arrived at its

point of attack, sent orders for the 40th to advance, which they did with a spirit

worthy of that gallant corps.

10. From the rapidity of these movements and the difficulties of the ground, the

guns could not be brought forward enough to act, but Capt. Anstruther, of the

Madras Artillery, with the usual alacrity of that corps, brought up the rockets,

which now began to play. The moment the advance of the 49th got into action,

the 18th and Rifles rapidly moved forward, and the 55th having crossed the upper

bridge, pressed the enemy's right. I have seldom witnessed a more animated

combined attack ; the Chinese cheering until we got close to them, now poured in a

very heavy but ill-directed fire, and displayed in various instances acts of individual

bravery that merited a better fate ; but nothing could withstand the steady but rapid

advance of the gallant little force that assailed them ; field-work after field-work was

cleared, and the colours of the 49th were displayed on the principal redoubt above

the sea and river batteries j while the 18th, who had charged up a deep gorge to the

left, broke through the central encampment, carrying everything before them. From

1200 to 1500 of the enemy, that had stood longest, were driven down the heights

into the river, their retreat being cut off by the flank movement of the 55th ; many

were drowned in attempting to swim across to the city, others sought concealment on

a rock in the stream, and were afterwards picked up by the boats of the Queen, and

nearly 500 surrendered as prisoners.

11. I feel a difficulty in naming any individual where all so well merit my warmest

meed of praise, but I cannot avoid bringing to your Lordship's special notice, at

having fallen under my own personal observation, the conduct of Capt. Reynolds,

of the 49th, and Lieut, and Adjutant Browne, of the same corps, whose bold

advance up the first hill, the one with his company, the other with a covering party

of his regiment, was most conspicuous. Lieut. -Col. Morris reports most favourably

of the spirited manner in which Capt. Faber, with his light company, covered his

right flank.

12. The operations on the right bank having thus terminated, I had a full view of

the effect of the fire from the ships of war and steamers on the Joss-house hill, and

of the landing of the right column. This column, which consisted of the seamen,

battalion Royal Marines, a detachment of Royal Artillery, and fifty Sappers, in all

about 700 men, with two 51-inch mortars, 1 had intrusted to Capt. Herbert, of

H.M.S. Blenheim, whom Sir W. Parker placed at my disposal, sending with him

Capt. Cotton, of the Madras Engineers. Capt. Herbert was instructed to land at

the extremity of the spur under the Joss-house, and to storm and take it by the

sea front, whenever the fire from the ships should make it practicable, and it was

left to his discretion to push on and take the city, if the effect of a plunging fire

from the hill, aided by a powerful cannonade from the ships of war, should justify

the advance.

13. I had it only in my power, as the flying enemy had carried off every boat

from the right bank of the river, to aid the operations on the left bank by turning

such of the captured guns as our Artillery could at the moment bring to bear upon

the city, and by a well-directed fire of rockets ; but it appeared to me evident that

more aid was necessary, as the admirable fire of the ships of war and steamers

occasioned fearful devastation on the Joss-house hill. The right column landed a

little after eleven o'clock, and the seamen with characteristic spirit dashed up the

face of the nearly precipitous rock, supported by the steady advance of the Royal
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Marines. A magazine in the new battery before the outer gate exploded. The way

was thus cleared, and the column entered, the garrison escaping into the town, and

the union-jack was displayed on the Joss-house walls. Capt. Herbert, with his

usual sound judgment, instantly determined upon taking advantage of the general

panic, quickly followed up the retreating enemy, and cleared the city rampart in his

front by a sharp fire of musketry. At this moment a tremendous explosion took

place in a battery below the hill, by which the Chinese suffered severely, and a drum

mer of the Marines received so severe a wound, that he soon after died. The

column escaladed at the south-eastern angle where the city wall is about twenty feet

high, the enemy flying before it, as it rapidly pushed along the ramparts, and

escaping through the western gates. I cannot omit to mention here that Sir William

Parker accompanied this column, and with the true spirit of a British sailor was

among the first to scale the walls. Thus the fortified city of Chinhae, with the

several shore batteries, as well as the enemy's works and fortified encampments on

the right bank of the river, all of which they had been for the last year busily

employed in strengthening at an immense expense, fell into our possession. Of the

principal Mandarins some are reported to have been killed, others to have destroyed

themselves, and the Chinese army dispersed, the fugitive soldiers throwing away their

arms and military clothing.

14. Capt. Herbert speaks in high terms of the zealous and spirited conduct of

every individual under his command, and particularly calls my attention to the able

assistance he received from Capt. Bourchier, of the Blonde, commanding the battalion

of seamen ; Major Ellis, commanding Royal Marines, and Capt. Whitcomb of that

corps, an old and zealous officer ; and Capt. Cotton, of the Madras Engineers. I

beg, therefore, to bring these officers to your Lordship's favourable notice.

15. The obstructions at the river's mouth having been removed by the boats from

the ships-of-war and the steamers, the latter came in, and I passed over in the after

noon, leaving a sufficient force on the right bank to collect the arms, protect the brass

and destroy the iron guns.

16. I have not been able to ascertain the actual strength of the Chinese Army,

but from the heavy masses collected at different points upon the right bank, from the

numbers I saw upon the walls of Chinhae, as well as from the multiplicity of arms

found over the whole face of the hills, and on the ramparts, and in the streets of the

city, I am led to conclude that my information before stated as to the force on the

left bank was correct, and that from 8000 to 9000 men occupied the works and

position on the right, where the bodies of several Mandarins were found amongst the

killed, while others, supposed to be Mandarins, were seen to drown themselves when

their retreat was intercepted.

17. We found Chinhae to be, I may almost say, one great arsenal, with a cannon

foundry and gun-carriage manufactory in active operation on improved works,

together with warlike stores of various descriptions. In a battery upon the river

one of the carronades of the Kite was found, with an excellent imitation alongside it.

and many of the new Chinese brass guns are very efficient.

18. It having been determined to push on with the least possible delay to Ningpo,

Sir W. Parker proceeded on the 12th in the Nemesis steamer to ascertain the prac

ticability of the river, and actually reached, without the slightest attempt at opposi

tion, the bridge of boats, which connects this city with the opposite suburb. Upon

his returning in the evening, arrangements were made for the attack on the following

morning, lest the enemy, by his apparent submission, should intend to entrap us.

Having left the 55th, with the exception of the light company, 100 of the Royal

Marines, with detachments of Artillery and Sappers, in Chinhae, the rest of the force,

about 750 bayonets, exclusive of the Artillery and Sappers, embarked in steamers, by

8 a.m., on the 13th, and we reached Ningpo at 3 o'clock. No enemy appeared, and

it was evident that no ambuscade was intended, as the inhabitants densely thronged

the bridge of boats, and collected in clusters along both banks. The troops landed

On and near the bridge, and advanced to the cily gate, which we found barricaded ;

Dut the walls were soon escaladed, and the Chinese assisted in removing the obstruc

tions and opening the gate. This little force of soldiers, seamen, and marines drew

up on the ramparts, the band of the 18th playing " God save the Queen!" The

second city of the province of Che-Keang, the walls of which are nearly five miles in

circumference, with a population of 300,000 souls, has thus fallen into our hands.

The people all appear desirous to throw themselves under British protection, saying

publicly that their Mandarins have deserted them, and their own soldiers are unable
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to protect them. I have assembled some of the most respectable aud influential of

the mercantile class that have remained, and have assured them of my anxiety to

afford them all protection consistent with our instructions to press the Chinese Go

vernment. Proclamations have been issued, calling upon the people to open their

shops, which I have engaged shall not he molested. This they have done to some

extent, and confidence appears to be increasing. It affords me very great gratifica

tion to be enabled to report to your Lordship that the orderly conduct of the troops

calls for my warmest commendation, evincing the constant attention of the officers,

and the true British feeling which exists in this little force. ,

19. I have placed the troops in two large public buildings, as comfortable quarters

as 1 could find consistent with security. The duties to guard against any sudden

attack, and to protect the Chinese against gangs of robbers of their own countrymen,

are necessarily very severe. Cholera has appeared, I regret to say, both in Chinhae

and in this city ; in the former six of the Marines have died ; here all the cases have

recovered, and I trust that, by the unremitting attention and judicious arrrngements of

Dr. French, the Superintending Surgeon, the progress of the disease has been arrested.

20. 1 have spoken of the forbearance of the troops towards the inhabitants under

temptations of no ordinary nature, and it is with equal pride that I feel myself called

upon to bring to your Lordship's notice their excellent conduct in the field through

out the operations I have detailed. Every officer and soldier has merited my appro

bation. 1 will, therefore, only further beg leave to name the commanding officers of

columns and corps :—Capt. Herbert, R.N., commanding right column ; Lieut.-CoL

Craigie, 55th, commanding left column ; Lieut. -Col. Morris, commanding centre

column ; Capt. Bonrchier, R.N., commanding seamen battalion ; Lieut.-Col. Adams,

commanding 18th Royal Irish; Major Blyth, commanding 49th Regt.; Major Faucet,

commanding 55th ; Major Ellis, commanding Royal Marines; Capt. Simpson, com

manding Rifles, 36th Madras N.I. ; Capt. Knowles, commanding Royal Artillery

(senior officer of that arm) ; and Capt. Anstruther, commanding Madras Artillery.

From Capt Pears, the Commanding Engineer, I have received every assistance.

Lieut.-Col. Mountain, Deputy Adj. -Gen., and Capt. Gough, Act.-Dep.-Quarter-

master-Gen., have continued their able and active services with unabated zeal.

This despatch, together with plans of Amoy, Chusan, and Chinhae, will be deli

vered by Lieut. Gabbith, of the Madras Artillery, my aide-de-camp, whom I beg to

recommend to your Lordship, and who will be able to afford any further information

you may require.—I have, fitc.

H. Gough, Lieut. -Gen., Com. Expeditionary Land Force.

General Orders.—Head-Quarters H.M.S. Wellesley, Oct. 9, 1841.

The following is the proposed order for landing for the attack of the citadel and

fortified heights of Chinhae :—

The troops, with the seamen battalion, and the Royal Marines, to land in three

Left column, under Lieut.-Col. Craigie, with which Major-Gen. Sir Hugh Gough

will laud.

Madras Artillery and Gun

Royal Artillery

Sappers

55th Regt.

18th Regt. .. .

Total

Ordnance.

4 4 2-5 mountain howitzers 1 DooUe heann ^ ,

2 54-inch mortars )

Centre column, under Lieut.-Col. Morris :—

Royal Artillery . .

[
i Sappers

H.M.'s 49th Regt. ..

Total

Officers. Other Rar

7 114

0 4

4 100

18 i 417

12 280

4 10O

45 1025

ives, to carry shot, 112.

Officers. Other Ran

0 4

1 50

1 40

23 346

25 440
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Ordnance. . . •

2 12-pounder bowiteers) DooUe ^^ ^^ ^ 40.

2 9-pounder field guns )

Right column, under Capt. Herbert, Royal Navy :—

Officers. Other Ranks.

Royal Artillery . . . . . . . . 1 23

Seamen Battalion .. .. .. 15 255

Royal Marines . . . . . . . . 8 230

1 30

Total .. 25 538

Ordnance.2 5i-inch mortars—Doolie bearers and natives, to carry shot, 30.

By order, A. S. H. Mountain, lieut.-Col., Dep. Adj.-Gen.

Return of killed and wounded.—Royal Artillery— 1 private severely wounded.

18th Royal Irish— 1 rank and die killed; 2 rank and rile severely, and 1 slightly

wounded. 49th Regt.—1 rank and file dangerously, 1 officer (Lieut. Montgomery),.

1 Serjeant, 3 rank and tile severely, and 4 rank and file slightly wounded. Royal

Marines—1 drummer killed. 55th Regt—1 camp follower severely wounded. Rifle

company 36th Madras N.I.—1 private killed. Total—8 killed, 16 wounded.

Armine S. H. Mountain, Lieut.-Col., Dep. Adj.-Gen.

Return of ordnance and military stores taken :—

Brass ordnance ., .. .. .. .. .. 67

Iron , 90

N.B.—All the defences on the left bank of the river, as well as the intrenched

heights on the right bank, were covered with gingals, matchlocks, spears, 8tc.

The ordnance, both brass and iron, are nearly all of a very superior description, and

although having great thickness of mortar, yet the arrangements in the foundry and

gun-carriage manufactory show great improvements to be in progress, our carriages

and guns being taken as models.

J. Knowleb, Captain, commanding Royal Artillery.

Lieut.-Gen. Sir Hugh Gough, K.C.B., Commander in Chief, &c, &c.

To the Right Hon. the Earl of Auckland, G.C.B., Governor-General, &c, &c, &c-

Wellesley, at the anchorage of Just-in-the-way, Sept. 25, 1841.

My Loan,—I have the honour to transmit, for your Lordship's information, the

copies of two letters from Mr. Hall, commanding the Hon. Company's steam-vessel

Nemesis, reporting the destruction ofa Chinese battery on the Island of Quemoy, on

the 31st of August, together with three war-junks, within the Harbour of Sheispo,

on the 1 7th instant ; and I have much pleasure in adding my commendation of the

spirit of enterprise and activity which is exhibited by Mr. Hall, his officers and crew,,

upon every opportunity.—-I have, (Sec.

W. Parker, Rear-Admiral.

To Rear-Adniiral Sir W. Parker, K.C.B., &c., See; &c.

H.C.S. Nemesis, Amoy, 31st August, 1841.

Sib,—I have the honour to inform you, in compliance with your orders conveyed

to me through Capt. Fletcher, that after having towed the boats to the respective

forts on the northern shore to be destroyed, I proceeded to reconnoitre the Island of

Quemoy. On my way across I observed three forts on different islands to the south-

westward of us, without any guns in them. After closing the Island of Quemoy at

10 a.m., saw a small round tower fort on the larboard bow, bearing S.E., which I

steered for. As we approached, observing the Chinese soldiers deserting the fort, I

sent the first cutter and first gig, under the command of Mr. Freese, my chief officer,

to destroy the fort. At luh. 25m. the boats returned, having destroyed three guns,

one gingal, and about thirty-five stand of matchlocks, thirty-live cutlasses, and a

quantity of spears and gunpowder ; at the same time observed a sand-bank fort,

mounting thirteen guns, with a number of large junks and an encampment, with

banners displayed in every direction at the entrance of a river, distant about two miles

to the eastward, and close to a tower, apparently of some note, from the appearance

of the buildings and Mandarin-houses, &c. Having fulfilled my orders, 1 1

Capt. Fletcher, and embarked him and his party on board.—I have, Hcc

W. H. Hall, ~
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To Rear-Admiral Sir W. Parker, K.C.B.

H.C.S. Nemesis, Buffalo's Nose, 19th Sept., 1841.

Sir,—I have the honour to inform you, that the Hon. Company's steamer Neme

sis, under my command, was obliged to part company with the fleet, (being light,

and consequently very leewardly,) and tide it up in-shore in smooth water. On the

morning of the 17th instant, being off Shei-poo, the wind being strong against us,

and the weather looking very threatening, and having only one day's fuel left, I

deemed it necessary to proceed to the nearest port to procure wood. Having pro

cured a fisherman to act as pilot, I entered the harbour of Shei-poo, and just inside

passed an island on which were two forts, but which allowed us to pass without firing.

I then had hopes of getting wood without being obliged to proceed to extremities.

I hauled into an anchor upwards of a hundred merchant-junks. As we neared the

anchorage, a fort, situated at the southern end of the town, opened fire on us, which

I immediately returned, my crew being at quarters. I then anchored by the stern

in good position, within pistol-shot of the fort. We soon silenced them, and I then

landed with my crew, the enemy retreating as we advanced. After setting fire to the

barracks, and destroying four guns (two of them brass, nine feet six inches long and

four inches bore) in the fort, 1 returned on board, immediately despatched boats,

manned and armed, to search for wood, and succeeded in obtaining seven boat-loads

(about twenty-five tons), sufficient to fill the bunkers and holds. After completing

our wood, I sent the boats to destroy three large war junks, which they accomplished

by setting fire to them, after having towed them to the opposite side of the harbour,

clear of the town and merchant-junks : one of these junks mounted fourteen guns,

which, as well as a quantity of matchlocks, cutlasses, and gunpowder, we effectually

destroyed. A large body of troops having collected to the southward of the town, I

weighed and steamed close in, and dispersed them with grape and canister. I then

proceeded to the upper end of the harbour, firing at the two forts on the island

in passing, and came to an anchor, to allow the men to get their dinner. After which

1 weighed and proceeded to attack the two forts on the island. When within good

range, opened fire with round-shot and rockets. The enemy not returning the fire,

I anchored and landed with three boats manned and armed. On entering the forts

found the enemy had deserted them. Having destroyed in one fort five guns, and in

the other four guns, I burnt the carriages and tents of the encampment, and returned

on board, weighed, and proceeded out of ,the harbour. During the whole time we

were engaged, thousands of the inhabitants, and nearly all the crews of the merchant-

junks, were unconcerned spectators of the scene, quietly looking on, and appeared

perfectly to understand that we were at war only with the Government. Even a fleet

of merchant-junks thus arrived during the day, passing close to us in beating up the

harbour. I cannot speak too highly of Mr. Auchmuty Fylden Freese (Mate R.N.),

my first officer, and the rest of my officers and crew. I am happy to say this was

achieved without any casualty on our side, although the loss on the side of the enemy

must have been very great. I have, &c.

W. Hall, Commander.

To the Ri'ht Hon. the Earl of Auckland, G.C.B., Governor-General, Ac, &c, &c.

Wellesley, at the anchorage of Just-in-the-way, Sept. 25, 1841.

My Lord,—The accompanying copies of letters from Lieut. McCleverty, R.N.,

commanding the Hon. Company's steam-vessel Phlegethon, will detail to your Lord

ship the treacherous conduct of some of the inhabitants of the town of Ko-kew-so, or

Ko-gi-san, in conveying part of the crew of the Lyra, an English trading-vessel, under

the promise of selling them stock and vegetables, into an ambuscade of Chinese troops,

by which one of the seamen was killed, and Mr. Wainwright, the Chief Mate, after

being desperately wounded, fell into their hands : another seaman was also wounded,

but escaped on board.

As this base proceeding occurred within a very short distance of the village where

Mr. Stead, the late Master of the Pestonjee Bomanjee transport, was murdered in

March last, Lieut. McCleverty promptly determined on landing and attacking the

Mandarin military fort, and supported by the Masters and crews of the merchant-

vessels Lyra and Anne, after gallantly putting to flight a very superior force, he

caused their barracks, as well as the smalltown adjoining the village, where Mr. Stead

was assassinated, to be destroyed.

Intimation has been given of the motives which induced this measure of retribu

tion, and I sincerely hope that it may have the effect of checking similar acts of otro
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city on the part of the Chinese. Lieut. McCleverty, who is on all occasions most

zealous and active, speaks highly of the conduct of Acting-Lieut. Ryves, and all the

party that accompanied him. The latter officer has served long with an excellent

character as Mate in H.M.'s service. He is the orphan son of a most estimable

naval officer, and, I understand, he was amongst the foremost of the party from the

Phlegethon who entered the first battery, which was taken possession of outside the

barrier wall in the late attack on Amoy.—I have, &c. W. Parker, Rear-Admiral.

To Rear-Admiral Sir W. Parker, K.C.B.

H.C. steam-vessel Phlegethon, Kie-two Point, Sept. 17, 1841.

Sir,—I beg leave to inclose for your information, a letter received from Mr.

Hubertson, Master of the brig Lyra, on my arrival at this place, detailing an act of

treachery by the Chinese killing his First Mate and one of his Seacunnies. On the

receipt of this letter, consulting with the Masters of the Lyra, Anne, and Ariel,

who gallantly offered their services, I determined to attack the Mandarin station,

and proceeded for that purpose at daylight on the 16th instant. When we arrived, I

found that it was the village in which Mr. Stead, the Master of the transport Pes-

tonjee Bomanjee, had been murdered. I destroyed the village and took three

prisoners, from whom I learnt that the principal station of the soldiers were in the

town where the Lyra's people had been murdered ; that they mustered 500, and

expected to be attacked. At 11 a.m. I proceeded to the town, having forty British

and eighty lascars. At 12 they opened a heavy fire of gingals and matchlocks,

which failing to do any execution, and finding we were rapidly closing on them, they

retreated up the mountain. We found their barracks and magazines, blew them up,

set fire to the whole town, and totally destroyed it. Having now accomplished the

object of our expedition, we returned on board, and I am happy to say without any

loss. In performing this service, I beg leave to express my thanks to Messrs.

Hubertson, Denham, and Woodman, Masters of the Lyra, Anne, and Ariel, for

their efficient support. It would be invidious in me to praise any, where all behaved

well j but I beg leave to recommend to your notice the First Lieut., Mr. Herbert

Ryves, and Lieut. R. B. Crawford, R.M.. a passenger belonging to the transport

service, who gallantly volunteered to lead, and was of the greatest possible assistance

to me. I have, Sec., Jambs McCliverty, Lieut. -Com.

P.S.—The Chinese sustained a loss of six men killed ; but it was impossible to

ascertain their wounded, as they carried them with them.

To Capt. McCleverty, R.M., steamer Phlegethon.

Brig Lyra, on Singlosau, Sept. 15, 1841.

Sir,—I have the painful duty to report to you, as the only officer present belong

ing to H.M. fleet, a case of the most unparalleled treachery and murder on the part

of the Chinese at the village of Kogisaw, abreast of where we are lying, and beg

you will be kind enough to report the same to his Excellency the Commander-in-

Chief.

I arrived here in company with the Ariel and Anne on the 10th inst., and

anchored off Kogisaw. The following day we all armed our boats, and went on

Bhore to look for fresh water, and endeavour to procure some stock. The natives at

first appeared frightened, but shortly came down to us, and entered on the most

friendly terms, promising to supply us with fresh stock on fair terms ; and on Sunday

morning, the 12th, I went on shore with my launch and cutter, and the same friendly

communications subsisted, and the principal man gave my linguist a written paper,

stating the time he would have what things they could supply us with ready ; in

consequence of which I again sent my launch at noon in charge of Chief Officer Mr.

Wainwright, and who, proceeding to the village and finding no person, returned to

the boat, when his party was surrounded by 200 or 300 soldiers, and fired at with

gingals and matchlocks; and I regret to say Mr. Wainwright was twice wounded,

and either killed or taken prisoner ; and one of my Seacunnies was shot through the

head and killed on the spot, and one man wounded in his side, but escaped on board ;

on hearing which, I consulted with the Masters of the Ariel and Anne. The result

was, that we immediately seized several boats, and by their crews sent chops on

shore, offering Sp. drs. 1000 for the bodies, dead or alive, if not mutilated, but to

which we have received no answer.

I now beg you will be kind enough to use measures as you may deem most neces

sary to procure the release of my officer, if alive. I have, Sec.

6. J. Hubertson, Master of the Lyra.
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DESPATCHES FROM AFFGHANISTAN.

India Board, Feb. 10.

Despatches have been received at the East India House, of which the following are

uopies or extracts :—

From Major-General Sir Robert Sale, K.C.B., commanding 1st Brigade of British

troops serving in Afghanistan, to Capt. Grant, Officiating Assistant Adjutant-

General, Cabnl, dated Camp Bootkhak, October 12, 1841.

Sir,—I have the honour to state to you, for the information of Major-General

Elphinstone, C.B., that the task of forcing the pass of Khoord Cabul, and defeating

the rebels posted within it, has this morning been accomplished.

After fully weighing the whole of the information brought to me at various periods

in the course of yesterday, I came to the conclusion that the main body of the

insurgents was posted behind a breastwork near the middle of the pass, and that they
■would defend it, as well as the almost inaccessible heights on either flank of it.

My plan of attack was therefore arranged as follows :—I determined to employ

200 Jezzailchees, under the well-known Sirdar Jan Fishan Khan, to create a diver

sion by assaulting in flank and rear, the precipitous ridge which forms the southern

side of the Durra, whilst the troops under my command entered its gorge, and

attacked the enemy in front. The force left camp at 6 a.m. The advanced guard

consisted of the two guns of Foot Artillery, under Lieutenant Dawes, two companies

of the 13th Light Infantry under Capt. Fenwick and Lieut. George King, the flank

companies of the 35th Native Infantry under Capt. Younghusband, and a detach

ment of pioneers under Capt. Broadfoot, the whole being in charge of Capt. Sea-

ton, 35th Regiment Native Infantry. The remainder of the 13th and 35th formed

our main body. As we approached the insurgent's position, we found that all the

reports of our spies had been substantially correct, but that the enemy were with

drawing from behind their breastwork in the valley, and occupying the rocky ridges

of the mountains on either side. They opened upon us a well-directed fire, and at

the very commencement of the affair I received a wound from a ball, above the ancle,

which ultimately compelled me to leave the field. Whilst I remained on it, how

ever, I directed two companies of the 13th, and one of the 35th, to ascend the pre

cipices on either hand in face of the enemy; and I must, in justice to them, mention;

the gallantry, activity, and perseverance with which this duty was performed, and

the enemy driven by our skirmishers from point to point of eminences almost per

pendicular. When compelled to retire, I resigned the command into the hands of

Lieut. -Col. Dennie, C.B., and have the pleasure to forward his report, detailing the

further progress and completion of the affair.

I beg to add, that whilst I remained at the head of the force, the conduct of both

officers and men afforded me the highest satisfaction ; and I am greatly pleased with

the spirited and judicious manner in which Lieut. -Col. Dennie brought the matter

to a close.

The exertions of my Brigade Major, Capt. Wade, and of Capt. Havelock, and

Lieut. Airey, of Major-General Elphinstone's personal Staff, who attached them

selves to me as volunteers in this service, demand my amplest acknowledgments.

The last-mentioned of these officers had a horse shot under him. I beg to forward

the casualty return of the Kith; that of the Artillery, Sappers, and 35th Native

Infantry shall follow.

A memorandum of the ammunition expended is also annexed. I am thankful for

the promised reinforcement of two guns ; and if the 37th Regiment of Native In

fantry can also be promptly sent out, it will relieve the troops from a part of a very

harassing outpost duty, in an exposed plain, in the vicinity of mountains-

P.S.—I ought not to have forgotten to mention that Capt. Bellew, Assistant-

Quartermaster-General, who had previously, under General Elphinstone's instruc

tions, reconnoitred the passes occupied by the enemy, accompanied me during my

march from Cabul, and ably aided me until the moment of my being wounded, upon

which he continued to render valuable assistance to Lieut.-Col. Dennie. To Brevet

Capt. Trevor, 3rd Light Cavalry, politically employed on this occasion, I was

indebted for the information obtained at Bootkhak. Upon it my plan of attack was

based, and it proved correct in every particular ; and he was personally active and

conspicuous throughout the engagement.
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From Lieut.-CoI. W. H. Dennie, C.B., commanding 13th Light Infantry, to Major-

General Sir R. H. Sale, K.C.B., commanding.

Camp Bootkhak, Oct. 12, r841.

Sir,—I beg, on my return to camp, to report the details of the progress and

completion of the affair with the rebels in the Khoord Cabal Pass, begun in so

spirited a manner under your personal command this morning.

On receiving over charge of the troops, in consequence of your wound compelling

you to leave the valley, I pursued your plan of operations by pressing the enemy as

much as the nature of the ground would admit on both flanks, and rapidly moving

on the main column and guns, with the intention of dislodging them from their breast-

Works, if still occupied; but this the insurgents had evacuated, though they vsntured

to dispute the possession of the precipitous heights, and to direct a well-aimed fire

against our main force. Disconcerted, however, by the bold manner in which they

were met by our skirmishers, as they scaled the mountain-sides, and by the steady

gress of the advance, they gradually abandoned their first position, and retired to

highest ridges and pinnacles of the Durra.

I had resolved from the first not to allow any lateral opposition to divert me from

the main purpose of clearing the valley, and a little after 7 a.m. 1 had the satisfac

tion of reaching the southern gorge of the pass, and establishing there the 35th Native

Infantry, and the guns in an excellent post, constituted by the walls of a strong and

capacious, though deserted, fort. By this time our skirmishers had everywhere got

possession of the heights, and the Affghan force, nnder Jan Fishan Khan, had also

crowned the mountains, and displayed their banners on its summit.

You are aware that it was part of your original plan that the 13th Light Infantry

should return to their encampment at Bootkhak. Asthe column marched back the

enemy again showed themselves on several points of the defile, and opened a fire, and

some loss was sustained in repelling these attacks, and in withdrawing our flanking

parties.

The troops finally arrived at Bootkhak about 2 p.m., a good deal harassed by the

exertions of the morning. You will see by the returns that the casualties have not

been few, which arose from the great advantage afforded by the ground to an enemy

trained to mountain warfare.

Permit me to add the expression of my admiration of the fearless manner in which

Hie men of the 13th, chiefly young soldiers, ascended heights nearly perpendicular,

under the sharp fire of the insurgents. The sepoys of the 35th rivalled and equalled

them in steadiness, activity, and intrepidity. I am happy to say that no loss what

ever of baggage of the Native Infantry was sustained in traversing this valley of

plunderers.

I have not yet received the casualty return of the 35th Regiment Native Tnfantry,

but have reason to believe that it is in amount about equal to that of the 13th, and

am informed that they have one officer, Capt. Younghusband, severely wounded.

Return of killed, wounded, and missing, of the force under the command of Major-

General Sir R. H. Sale, K.C.B., in forcing the Pass of Khoord Cabul, on the

12th of October, 1841 :—

2nd Company 6th Battalion Artillery.—1 private ; 3 horses wounded.

Her Majesty's 13th Light Infantry.—2 privates killed ; 2 subalterns, 2 sergeants,

16 privates, wounded.

35th Regt. Native Infantry.—2 privates killed ; 1 captain, 1 naick, 8 sepoys,

wounded.

Sappers and Miners.—2 privates killed, and 2 privates wounded.

Total.—6 privates killed j 1 captain, 2 subalterns, 2 sergeants, 1 corporal, 27

privates, 3 horses, wounded.

Grand total.—6 killed, 33 wounded, and 3 horses wounded.

Names of officers wounded :—

General Staff.—Major-Gen. Sir R, Sale, K.C.B., commanding, severely; Capt.

Wade, Major of Brigade, slightly.

13th Light Infantry.—Lieut. Main, severely; Ensign Oakes, slightly.

35th Regt. Native Infantry.—Capt. Younghusband, severely.

H. Wade, Captain-Major of Brigade.
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From Major-General Sir R. Sale, K.C.B., to Captain Grant.

Camp in the Valley near Teezeen, Oct. 23, 1841.

Sir,—1 beg to acquaint you, for the information of Major-General Elphinstone,

C.B., that the force united under my command, consisting of the 1st brigade of

Infantry, No. 6, Light Field Battery, the Mountain Train, the corps of Sappers and

Miners, a squadron of the 5th Light Cavalry, and a Rissalah of the Schah's 2nd

Cavalry, marched from Khoord Cabul towards Teezeen yesterday morning. Lieut—

Colonel Monteath, 35th, commanded the advanced guard, Lieut.-Colonel Dennie,

13th, the main column, and Capt. Oldfield, 5th Light Cavalry, the rear guard, in

each of which troops of the several arms were appointed according to the best of my

judgment. The force felt its way cautiously through the denies of the Huft KotuI,

occupying with skirmishers the hills on either flank, and leaving parties for the pro

tection of our baggage and rear on selected points. Nothing was seen of the enemy

until the advance and main body had halted in the valley of Teezeen. From this low

ground another vale stretches out towards the south-east ; and on the sides and sum

mits of the mountains which enclose the latter were posted in every quarter bodies of

the insurgents, whilst another portion of their force, consisting of foot, led on by

Sirdars on horseback, and their mounted followers, showed a determination to dis

pute with us the possession of a conical hill, which partially closes the entrance of

the branching valley, and barred our approach to Moohummud Ufzal's fort, a large

work backed by gardens, which the rebels still garrisoned. From this eminence the

advanced guard under Colonel Monteath drove them by a combined attack, and I

then directed the 13th Light Infantry and a portion of Capt. Abbott's battery to

advance under Lieut.-Colonel Dennie, and assault the fort itself. The insurgents,

however, abandoned it after directing from it a feeble lire.

I immediately determined to establish in it a depot for my sick and wounded, and

to take it as a point of support for ulterior operations, and an appui to my camp, to

be fixed under its walls ; but as the enemy continued to occupy in force a nearly

circular range of heights, and even boldly to skirmish in a lower part of the valley,

it became necessary to drive them from such segments of the mountain as would, if

remaining in their hands, have given them the power to command our position, and

fire upon the troops with advantage at night. This led to a succession of skirmishes,

which were maintained with great coolness and spirit by several companies of the

13th and one of the 35th, aided by the guns of Capt. Abbott's battery and the

mountain train, and supported by the cavalry. The combat was prolonged until

after dusk, and the ammunition of one of the companies of the 13th having been

expended, it was compelled temporarily to retire, and a very promising officer, Lieut.

Edward King, was killed at its head. A supply of cartridges and a reinforcement

were promptly sent up, and the affair ended by the rebels being pushed off every

part of the steep mountains which we designed to retain. The returns will show

that our loss has been slight, and I have no doubt that the enemy suffered severely

from the fire of our skirmishers and the shot of our batteries. The force bivouacked

in position without an attempt being made upon our line. Morning showed us the

heights everywhere deserted by the rebels, and if a negotiation which they have

opened in very humble terms should not end in their entire submission, I purpose to

attack their principal fort to-morrow.

I regret to have to add, though every precaution was adopted for the security of

our line of communication, a large interval was created between our main body and

rear guard by the circumstance of the latter having to await at Khoord Cabul the

arrival of carriages from the capital for part of the public baggage. A light-armed

enemy, well acquainted with the country, did not fail to take advantage of this, and

I fear that some ammunition and valuable stores have fallen into their hands. I beg

to forward the report of Capt Oldfield, detailing every occurrence whilst he com

manded the rear guard, as also the returns of killed and wounded, and of ammunition

expended.

Return of the killed, wounded, and missing of the force under the command of

Major-General Sir R. H. Sale, K.C.B., in the attack on the enemy's position in

the valley of Teezeen, on the 22nd of October, 1841 :—

6th Company 6th Battalion Artillery.—1 Serjeant, 1 horse wounded.

Squadron 5th Light Cavalry.—1 horse killed ; 1 private wounded.

Her Majesty's 13th Light Infantry.—1 lieutenant, 3 privates. killed ; 1 lieutenant,

7 privates wounded.
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Sappers and Miners.—1 private killed ; 1 lieutenant, 5 privates, 1 mule, wounded.

Mountain Train.—2 privates wounded.

Total.—1 lieutenant, 4 privates, 1 horse, killed ; 2 lieutenants, 1 Serjeant, 1 cor

poral, 15 privates, 1 horse, 1 mule, wounded.'

Names of officers killed and wounded.Killed.—Lieut. Edward King, Her Majesty's 13th Light Infantry.Wounded.—Lieut. Frere, Her Majesty's 13th Light Infantry, slightly; Lieut.

Orr, Sappers and Miners, severely.

H. Wade, Captain -Major of Brigade.

From Major-General Sir R. Sale, K.C.B., to Captain Grant.

Camp, Jugduluk, Oct. 28, 1841.

Sir,—I have the honour to acquaint you, for the information of Major-General

Elphinstone, C.B., that the force under my command reached this place to-day : last

night passed over without the slightest insult to our outposts at Kuttah Sung, but

during the morning's march we descried small parties at a distance on both flanks,

especially near the outlet of the Puree Durree, which afterwards united in a combined

attack on our rear guard. Our loss has been small, and the enemy was everywhere

baffled and held in check by the fire from our guns and skirmishers. Owing, how

ever, to the jaded state of our camels, it became necessary to destroy a good deal of

camp equipage to prevent its falling into the rebels' hands.

The daily repetition of these attacks has given rise to suspicions of the sincerity of

the chiefs in the mind of the Political Assistant, in which I am compelled to partici

pate, though I shall be happy to find that their submission at Teezeen was made in

good faith, and that these petty hostilities are the acts of men not under their

control.

From Major-General Sir R. Sale, K.C.B., to Captain Grant.

Camp Gundamuck, Oct. 30, 1841.

Sir,—Yesterday, the force under my command was again engaged with the

insurgents of these mountains, and the affair was the sharpest which we have had

since penetrating the pass of Khoord Cabul. I experienced little molestation in

my camp at Jugduluk, but observed towards sunset and by moonlight evident indi

cations of the enemy which had attacked our rear-guard earlier in the day being in

the act of moving off over the hills, with a view of concentrating between my force and

Sookhab. Major-General Elphinstone is acquainted with the localities, and will not

have forgotten that the only entrance to the valley at Jugduluk from the eastward is

by a long and winding kotul, overlooked and commanded by a lofty range of moun

tains, partially clothed with bushes and dwarf trees. Ofthese really terrific eminences

the rebels had, as I had anticipated, taken possession, in more considerable numbers

than we have been opposed to since leaving Teezeen. Holding all the salient points

of the hills, and secured by breastworks, they showed a determination to dispute with

the utmost obstinacy the progress of our flanking parties, and to endeavour to prevent

the debouche of our advance and main column. To enable us to effect this I liad to

detach companies from every corps in the force to the'right and left, which, aided by

the artillery, won their way inch by inch up the lofty heights. Much, however,

remained to be done, and the fire of the mountaineers from several of the tallest sum

mits was unabated, and success was everywhere doubtful, when a single company of

the 13th, under Capt. Wilkinson, was directed to advance up the defile itself. It

pressed forward at a rapid pace, supported by all the reserves which remained avail

able, and, to the surprise of the whole force, found that the enemy had neglected to

guard the main outlet. This vanguard, therefore, its supports, and the guns, were

quickly established on the narrow table land, from which they had it in their power

to take the whole of the defences of the rebels in reverse. Our troops commanded

the route to Sookhab, and the enemy seemed to decline all further opposition. The

march was resumed ; but, as the cumbrous train of baggage filed over the mountain,

the insurgents again appearing from beyond the most distant ridges renewed the

contest with increased numbers and the most savage fury. Our rear-guard made the

best dispositions for defence and rescue ; but the suddenness of the onset caused some

confusion, during which, notwithstanding the efforts of the troops, some baggage and

camp equipage fell into the hands of their opponents. Capt. Wyndham, of the 35th,

was killed at this crisis of the affair ; and several brave men of all the corps fell or

were wounded. Soon, however, by the praiseworthy exertions and cool and soldier-

U S. Mao., No. 160, March, 1842. 2 F
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like order and example of Capts. Backhouse and Broadfoot, of the Srhah's service,

and Fenwick of the 13th, confidence was restored, the aspect of the affair changed,

the rear-guard extricated from the defile. It continued in the best order to retreat,

and to repel the enemy, who had followed it up to the point at which the loftier hills

wear away. Our casualties of yesterday and the day before, amount to 130 ; amongst

whom are one officer killed, and four wounded. This loss will not be considered

heavy by those who have seen the heights from which the rebels were driven, and are

acquainted with the habits and character of the mountaineers to whom we were

opposed. I have to-day marched to this place without any interruption worthy of

mention.

From the details of this despatch, the Major-General commanding in Afghanistan

will be enabled to draw his own inferences as to the actual state of our relations with

the refractory chiefs who were admitted at Teezeen into a treaty of reconciliation

with the Government against which they had rebelled. But it belongs more pecu

liarly to my vocation in the field, now that there is a prospect of brief repose in the

vicinity of this cantonment, to report with much satisfaction the cheerfulness, steadi

ness, and perseverance with which the troops have performed every duty required of

them ; since leaving Cabul they have been kept constantly on the alert by attacks by-

night and day; from the time of their arrival at Teezeen they have invariably

bivouacked, and the safety of our positions has only been secured by unremitting

labour and throwing up intrenchments, and very severe out-post duty ; whilst each

succeeding morning has brought its affair, with a bold and active enemy, eminently

skilful in the species of warfare to which their attempts have been confined, and

armed with juzails, which have enabled them to annoy us, at a range, at which they

could only be reached by our artillery. Though compelled by the effects of my late

wound to witness these conflicts from a doolie, I must bear my unequivocal testi

mony to the gallantry of officers and men, on every occasion of contact with the

enemy, and especially in scaling the tremendous heights above Jugduluk. I enclose

casualty return.

I beg to express my sense of the highly able assistance which I have received in

all our attacks and skirmishes, and throughout the operations, from Lieut.-Colg.

Dennie and Monteath, C.B. I have been much pleased with the address and able

management of Capt. Abbott of the Artillery, who has twice commanded the

advanced guard ; and the exertions of Capt. Wade, my Brigade-Major, and of Capt.

Havelock, Persian interpreter to General Elphinstone (temporarily attached to me),

in conveying my orders from point to point, and aiding in the dispositions, deserve

my warmest commendations.

Return of killed, wounded, and missing of the force under the command of Major-

General Sir Robert H. Sale, K.C.B., on the advance to, and storming of, the

Pass of Jugduluk, on the 28th and 29th of October, 1841.

"2nd Company 6th Battalion Artillery.—1 private killed ; 5 privates, 2 horses,

wounded.

5th Regiment Light Cavalry Squadron.—2 horses killed; 1 private, 2 horses,

wounded.

Her Majesty's 13th Light Infantry.—4 privates killed; 3 lieutenants, 30 privates,wounded.

35th Regiment Native Infantry.—1 captain, 2 lieutenants. 2 soobadars, 1 jemadar,

1 corporal, 12 privates, killed ; 1 lieutenant, 1 jemadar, 4 Serjeants, 1 corporal, 25

privates, wounded.

Sappers and Miners.—1 Serjeant, 6 privates, killed ; 1 soobadar, 1 jemadar, 4

Serjeants, 1 corporal, 13 privates, wounded.

2nd Regiment of Schah Soojah's Cavalry.— 1 horse wounded.

Total.—1 captain, 2 lieutenants, 2 soobadars, 1 jemadar, 1 serjeant, 1 corporal,

23 privates, 2 horses, killed; 4 lieutenants, 1 soobadar, 2 jemadars, 8 Serjeants,

2 corporals, 74 privates, 5 horses, wounded.

Names of the officers killed and wounded.

Killed.—Capt. Wyndham, 35th Regt Native Infantry.

Wounded.—Lieut Jennings, 13th Light Infantry, severely; Lieut. Holcombe,

13th Light Infantry, severely; Lieut. Rattray, 13th Light Infantry, severely ; Lieut.

Coombe, 35th Native Infantiy severely.
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From Major-General Sir R. Sale, K.C.B., to Major Craigie.

Head-quarters, dated Jellalabad, Not. 18, 1841.

Sir,—The troops under my command reached this city on the 12th instant. My

line of march on the 11th was no otherwise interrupted than by the attacks of bodies

of plunderers on the baggage, who received signal punishment from our precau

tionary parties.

Lieut. -Colonel Dennie commanded the rear-guard. He retired slowly before the

■enemy, repelling him by skirmishes and cannon as long as the ground continued

abrupt and rugged, but on approaching the plains he commenced to manoeuvre, with

the view of drawing them into an action on the level. Their boldness favoured his

stratagem, and, foreseeing this result, I had despatched the Rissalah of the Schah's

horse to reinforce him. At length the desired moment arrived, and the Lieut.-Col.

■directed Capt. Oldfield, of the 5th Cavalry, and Lieut. Mayne, of the Schah's 2nd,

to make a combined charge against the Ooloose : this was executed with great

rapidity and resolution, and in very compact order, and in a few minutes upwards of

100 Affghan matchlock men were sabred and shot, and the rest driven in irremediable

confusion to the heights. It was ascertained on the spot that the Ooloose had left in the

course of the whole affair 150 dead on the field, and the proportion of their wounded

must have been heavy. After this salutary lesson their efforts to annoy our columns

on their route up to the walls of this place were cautious and feeble. The defences

-of Jellalabad consist of a mud enceinte, of upwards of 2000 yards of weak curtains

and round towers, which have a narrow rampart, but insufficient parapet. On the

northern face the profile is less bold than elsewhere, and there was excellent cover

for an enemy within pistol-shot. On the evening of the 12th our infantry occupied

the gates and the ill-constructed citadel, whilst the artillery and cavalry were dis

persed in the enclosures adjacent to the residences of the King, and Envoy and Mi

nister, without the walls.

On the morning of the 13th, more regular occupation was taken of the place.

Troops were posted on the whole of its bastions, the two infantry corps were estab

lished in the citadel, the artillery in an open space in front of it, and the cavalry in

the Schah's garden. About 250 of the Khyberees had remained steadily in their

allegiance ; the Jezzailchees were emulating the regular battalion in zeal and courage,

and unremitting efforts were made, by plying our intrenching tools and the substi

tution of camel saddles for sandbags, to put the town into a state of decent defence ;

in the mean time a great force had assembled under the walls to the southward and

-westward, whilst other masses came down from the direction of Lughman, crossed

the river, and invested us close to the northward, detaching parties to set fire to the

-cantonment, raised at so great an expense in 1840. It had been in part burnt down

the night before, and was now involved in a general conflagration. The enemy,

masked by trees and old buildings, kept up an incessant fire of musketry against the

walls, at a very short range, for upwards of twenty-four hours, by which our men

sustained some loss behind their growing defences. And, as it was desirable to

tliroinish the consumption of provisions within the city, I adopted the measures—

first cf telling the women and children to withdraw ; next, of excluding all strangers

and suspicious persons ; and, finally, of getting rid, as far as it was practicable, of

the whole male population, excepting the shopkeepers, whose stay was valuable to us.

On the morning of Sunday, the 14th, I determined to attempt to dislodge the

enemy from a part of their position. I placed for this purpose a force, consisting of

300 men of the 13th, 300 of the 35th, 100 sappers, three guns of Capt. Abbott's

battery, the whole of the cavalry, and 200 Khyberees, at the disposal of Lieut.-Col.

Monteath, C.B., and directed him to sally from town, and assail that part of the

enemy's line from which I was most desirous of expelling them. I beg to forward

the report of the very gallant affair which followed, and which I had the satisfaction

of witnessing from the walls. This spirited attack upon not fewer than 5000 mm

has wholly broken up the enemy's investment, and we have from that hour scarcely

seen an armed Affghan in our neighbourhood. We have availed ourselves of this

pause to put the walls into a state of defence, which will, I trust, enable us to defy

the efforts of any Asiatic force, unaided by siege artillery, and are using every exertion

to store our magazines with grain from the adjacent villages. I inclose reports from

Lieut.-Colonel Dennie and Capt. Oldfield, and casualty returns from the 11th to the

14th inclusive.

2 F 2
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From Lieut—Col. Dennie, C.B., Commanding 13th Light Infantry,

to Capt. Wade, Major of Brigade.

Jellalabad, Nov. 14, 1841.

Sir,—As commanding the rear-guard on the 12th inst., I have the honour to report

for the Major-Gen. 's information, that previously to the troops leaving their bivouac,

a sharp tire was opened upon the loading baggage from the hills on our right, which

afterwards was taken up along our rear. The pickets at either point kept the enemy

for some time in check, but as his numbers and confidence increased, I deemed it

advisable to reinforce them. Capt. Oldfield with his troop also pushed those who

had descended into the plain back to the heights, covered by our skirmishers (under

Lieut. Wade, 13th, and Ensign Norton, 35th), extended across the valley, and

crowning the hills; the baggage safely debouched through the gorge in which the

valley is situated, and in about an hour afterwards I gradually retired in the same

order. On clearing its narrow outlet at the other extremity the enemy again pressed

upon us, and were very numerous, completely enveloping our flanks and rear. As

the country, however, soon opened in our front, and as the troops were perfectly

steady and could be fully relied upon, and as I was desirous to disengage them from

the broken and close ground, and the fire of the village and that of a large fort, I

continued to retire, and permitted the confident pursuit of Ooloose until I had drawn

them to the point which 1 had fixed upon in my mind. Here, whilst the squadron

of the 5th Light Cavalry, under Capt. Oldfield, was drawn up in line, I was joined

by a Rissalah of Anderson's Horse, under Lieut. Mayne, sent back by the Major-

General, who had witnessed the heavy firing, and judged that the ground was favour

able to the movements of cavalry. I now directed a combined charge, which was.

instantaneous and overpowering ; bringing their right shoulders forward they swept

the plain, and bore down all opposition; not fewer than 100 fell under their sabres,

and the wounded were in proportion. The cavalrv was ably supported by Capt.

Broadfoot, with his detachment of Sappers, who carried all before them to the right,

and cleared the hills which had been covered by our assailants. The rout was now

general and complete. After the halt necessary for the recal of the cavalry and

reforming my party I resumed my march, which for at least ten miles was not inter

rupted by a shot. On the road then becoming difficult and contracted, a body of the

enemy, encouraged by some Jan Bazes, who had deserted at Gundamuck, again made

their appearance, but they preserved a distance at which their fire was harmless. On

extricating the column from this ground I once more awaited their approach, but,

instructed by the recent lesson, they could not be induced to cross the ravines, and

thence, until we marched into Jellalabad, we saw no more an enemy.

Though the conduct of every officer and soldier in this affair was excellent, I must

be permitted particularly to remark the gallant manner in which Capt. Oldfield led

the charge of cavalry, in which he was emulated by Lieut. Mayne at the head of his

Rissalah, and Lieut. Plowden in command of a troop of the 5th Cavalry ; Capt.

Broadfoot's support of them was most soldierlike and intrepid. The services of

Capt. Backhouse, in command of the Artillery, were very valuable to me, and I

have to thank Capt. Seaton, 35th, senior officer of the infantry, for his able

assistance.

Return of killed, wounded, and missing of the force under the command of Major-

General Sir R. Sale, from 11th to 14th Nov. 1841.

Squadron 5th Light Cavalry—I camp follower, 1 horse killed ; 5 privates, I syce,

7 horses wounded ; 1 horse missing. Rissalah 2nd Regiment Cavalry, Shah Soojah's

Force—7 sepoys, 11 horses killed; 1 deftadar, 10 privates, 4 horses wounded.

Sappers and Miners—1 naick, 1 sepoy killed ; 1 Serjeant wounded. H.M. 13th

Light Infantry—11 privates wounded. 35th Native Infantry—1 sepoy killed; 6

privates, 2 camp followers wounded. Detachment Jeezailchee Regiment—1 havildir,

2 naicks, 19 sepoys, 1 camp follower, killed; 1 Captain (Gerrard), 1 jemadar, 12

sepoys, wounded; 1 havildar, 8 sepoys, missing. Grand total—33 men, 12 horses,

killed; 53 men, 11 horses, wounded; 9 sepoys, I horse missing.

H. Wade, Capt., Major of Brigade.

From Lieut.-Col. Monteath, C.B., commanding 35th Bengal Native Infantry,

to Capt. Wade, dated Jellalabad, Nov. 14, 1841.

Sir,—Having been intrusted with the command of the troops named in the
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margin* by Major-General Sir R. Sale, K.C.B., for the purpose of making a sortie

to dislodge the enemy from the several positions of investment taken up by them

around Jellalabad, I have now the honour of addressing you to report for the Major-

General's information the arrangements made by me towards the fulfilment of his

views.

Having made a reconnoissance of the enemy's posts, as well as the sharp fire upon

the ramparts would admit, I determined, as a preliminary measure, to carry the

walled garden immediately in front of the southern gate, the walled inclosure and

mosque to the south-west of that gate, whence the flank of the sallying column

rauld be assailed in its advance, and the garden immediately in front of the Cabul

gate.

The first of these posts was taken by a party of 100 men of the Khyber corps,

under Lieut. Hillersdon ; the second, by a party of fifty men, of H.M. 13th Light

Infantry, under Lieut. Cox ; and the third by a similar party of H.M. 13th Light

Infantry, under Capt. Fenwick.

Having seen the troops established in these three posts, a sortie was immediately

made with the remainder of the force from the southern gate, for the purpose of

storming the heights in front of that face of the town on which the enemy had col

lected in masses, and which seemed to be considered the head-quarters, from their

standard having been planted there ; but on the approach of the column of infantry

and guns, they immediately fled from them with the utmost precipitancy.

Capt. Oldfield, commanding the cavalry stationed in the Shah Bhag, at the south

east angle of the town, had received my instructions that as soon as he saw the

infantry debouche upon the plain, he was to move forward as expeditiously as

possible, gain the rear of the heights, there form line out of reach of the enemy's fire,

and remain prepared to charge them upon their being driven down by the Infantry.

In order that he might not be impeded by the fire behind the walls during his

advance, a party of 100 of the Khyber corps, under Capt. Bruce, was placed under

his command, to enable him to dislodge any small parties of the enemy so posted.

Circumstances, however, occurred, which completely prevented Capt. Oldfield from

acting in the manner prescribed by me, and which in the end proved of no conse

quence whatsoever. A report of the occurrence which took place in that officer's

quarters is herewith inclosed.

Having occupied the heights from which the enemy had fled, by 100 men of H.M.

13th Light Infantry, and the same number of the 35th Regiment, and placed the

cavalry with one y-pounder gun under Capt. Backhouse, commanding the mountain

train (but who was present as a volunteer), on the plain at a short distance in the

front to watch the movements of the enemy, who, both horse and foot, had again

collected on a distant height, I moved the rest of the troops and guns round to the

right, for the purpose of driving the remainder of the enemy from the western and

northern faces of the town, and, on a well-directed fire being opened by Lieut.

Dawes from the guns on one of their positions, they broke in every quarter and fled

with the greatest consternation, when, I am given to understand, the Jezzailchies

stationed on the northern face sallied in a very gallant manner, and cut up a number

of them.

On seeing the hopeless state of affairs in every direction, the chiefs, with about

300 of the Jan Baz who had deserted our cause at Gundamuk, descended from the

height on which they had in the first instance rallied, and made off in the direction of

Cabul ; but having come within range of Capt. Backhouse's gun, that officer had the

opportunity afforded him of firing some admirably-directed round shot amongst them,

which seemed to create an instant feeling to remove themselves as speedily and as far

from our vicinity as possible.

Having now detailed the operations of the day, it is a most gratifying reflection to

think how much has been gained at so trifling a loss to ourselves, and so consider

able a one to the enemy, 5000 of whom must have been present on the occasion.

As after sallying from the town I had the opportunity of witnessing the conduct of

the cavalry, I have no hesitation in saying they acquitted themselves entirely to my

satisfaction. My thanks are therefore justly due to them, and to that gallant and

meritorious officer, Capt. Oldfield, for the able manner in which he extricated him-

* 300, H.M. 13th Light Infantry; 300, 35th Regt. ; 100, Sappers and Miners;

200, Khyber corps ; 3 guns, Abbott's batt. ; 1 squadron 5th Light Cavalry ; 1 Ris-

salah, Anderson's Horse ; a deftadar and 12 men, Skinner's Horse.
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self from a very critical situation, in the first instance, and for the brilliant manner in

-which he afterwards led his men to the charge, placing himself in that situation that

he was attacked by two Anglian horsemen at the same moment, against whom he had

to defend himself until they were sabred by two of his men.

Lieut. Mayne, commanding the Rissalah of Anderson's Horse, than whom I

know not a more gallant and zealous officer, has also well deserved my thanks for

his conspicuous conduct, and that of Lieut. Plowden, 5th Light Cavalry, has been

mentioned to me by bis Commanding Officer, Capt. Oldfield, ia terms of the highest

commendation.

In regard to the remainder of the troops, viz., the Artillery, H.M. 13th Light

Infantry, 35th Regt., Sappers and Miners, Shah Soojah's force, and detachment

Khyber corps, under Lieut. Hillersden, nothing could exceed the gallant spirit mani

fested by them ; and I have to return my thanks to Capt. Havelock, H.M. 13th

Light Infantry, who volunteered to accompany me as Staff, for the very ready and

zealous assistance he was always prepared to render me ; to Capt. Backhouse, who-

volunteered to take charge of a 9-pounder, left with the cavalry ; Lieut. Dawes,

commanding the Artillery, with the detachment; to Capt. Fenwick, H.M. 13th.

Light Infantry, who took the walled inclosure and mosque ; Lieut. Cox, who took

possession of the garden in front of the Cabul gate ; and Lieut. Hillersden, who

took possession of the walled garden in front of the southern gate.

From Capt. Oldfield, 5th Bengal Cavalry, to Lieut. -Colonel Monteath, C.B.

Camp, Jellalabad, Nov. 14, 1841.

Sir, —I have the honour to report that, in obedienee to orders, 1 formed the

cavalry at mid-day of the 14th inst., consisting of 1st squadron 5th Cavalry, and part

of 3rd squadron of Shah's 2nd Cavalry, under the fort-wall of tlus town, and facing

to the east, ready for sally.

As the Khyberees would not act in our front, I was compelled to give up the line

of march pointed out, particularly after the occupation by the enemy of the mission—

grounds and house. The fire on us was very heavy from our front and right. To

check this, I ordered Lieut. Plowden to the front with the skirmishers, and sounded

the charge ; this frightened the enemy, who soon disappeared from the heights above

mentioned. Lieut. Plowden led the skirmishers gallantly, and rendered me most

essential service.

As I advanced, I directed Lieut. Mayne to clear the ground from left to right, and

join me at South Mission-gate. Here we were again exposed to a very heavy fire,.

but a charge drove the enemy away, and we soon were in the midst of their foot,

whom we cut up right and left.

The enemy's horse being in force on my right, towards the southern gate of the

town, I halted to form my troops. The Janbez fancying they had an easy prey,

actually charged me, and two of their number were killed in my ranks. This was

their last effort. I dashed at and drove them to the hills ; then withdrew out of shot,

covered by skirmishers, and formed in parade order ready for work,—but the enemy

1 ad had enough. I deem it but justice to mention, that the moment I advanced the

Khyberees supported me.

The whole of the troops under my command behaved most gallantly, and I received

the greatest assistance from Lieuts. Mayne and Plowden, and Subadar Sheik Mykhan,

of the 2nd troop 5th Light Cavalry.

Return of killed, wounded, and missing, in the sally made on] the eaemy's positionon the 14th Nov., 1841.

Artillery (Abbott's battery)—None killed or wounded. 1st squadron 5th Light

Cavalry —1 naick, 1 rank and file, 1 horse, wouaded. Rissalah Anderson's Horse

—4 horses killed ; 1 naick, 3 rank and fib, 10 horses, wounded. Detachment of

Skinner's Horse—None killed or wounded. H.M.'s 13th Light Infantry—3 rank

and file wounded. 35th N.I.—None killed or wounded. Sappers and Miners, S.S.F-

—None killed or wounded. Detachment Khyberees—None killed or wounded.

Total—i homes killed ; 2 naicks, 7 rank and file, 1 1 horses wounded.

T. Monteath, Lieut.-Col., commanding Sallying Party.
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From Major-General Sir R. Sale, K.C.B., to Major Craigie.

Jellalabad, Dec. 2, 1841.

Sir,—I have to request the favour of your informing the Commander in Chief,

that the enemy, who had for some days annoyed my garrison by sending forward

parties to open a desultory fire on our soldiers labouring on the works, appeared in

force yesterday morning, closely environed the northern and western faces, and par

tially surrounded the whole place. A desire, under present circumstances, to reserve

our ammunition, would, perhaps, have induced me to tolerate this audacity somewhat

longer ; but, as these continued attacks had at length the effect of compelling our

people to suspend their exertions to complete the parapets, and as the reports of our

spies indicated an intention on the part of the rebels to establish mines under the

scarp of our defences, (a species of operation in which some Khails in this country

are exceedingly skilful, ) 1 determined to remove them by a sally to a more conve

nient distance. I, therefore, formed a column within the Cabul gate, consisting of

300 of the 13th, 300 of the 35th, a detachment of Sappers and Jezzailchees, two

guns of No. 6 Light Field Battery, and the whole of the cavalry. I placed this force

under the immediate command of Lieut.-Col. Dennie, proposing to superintend the

operation myself from the ramparts.

On the gate being thrown open, the column advanced at a rapid pace, and then,

according to my previous instructions, the Sappers, diverging to the left, swept the

whole space in front of the walls in that direction, and moved towards the rocky

mounds on the right of the main road from Cabul. The security of the other Hank

was in like manner provided for, by a company of the 35th being extended facing

towards the river, whilst the cavalry had been ordered to follow the tract of the main

column, then, forming and wheeling to their left, to intercept all fugitives on the

plain in that quarter. These movements were made in uninterrupted succession,

and with great spirit ; and an animating cheer burst from our soldiers the moment

they found themselves beyond the walls. The enemy poured their fire upon Colonel

Dennie's column as soon as it debouched ; but, dismayed by the unchecked speed of

its advancer, broke, and, deserting the ruined forts in the rear, fled across the plain

obliquely towards the river. They were promptly and hotly pursued up to its bank

by the Jezzailchees and the skirmishers of the 13th ; and Capt. Abbott, pushing his

guns at the gallop up to a point which commanded the stream, formed battery, and

completed the de'route. His practice here was excellent, and the enemy suffered

visibly and severely from his round shot and shrapnell. Many of them fell under

hiB fire, and that of the infantry and irregulars ; and many, rushing into the river,

and missing the ford in their consternation, got into deep water, and were swept

away and drowned. The cavalry also successfully sought an opportunity of charging

on the level, and once more found ample employment for their sabres. The Sap

pers, too, surprised by a sudden onset a mass of the Ooloose, which was moving on,

apparently with the intention of operating against the southern front of the walls,

and dispersed them with slaughter. The enemy now were in panic flight on every

aide, and the reserves having been steadily reformed, the work of demolishing the

walls of old forts which had afforded cover to petty assailants was commenced.

The effect of this sudden and unexpected blow has been electrical. The insurgents

have not only fled from the near holds of the Zilne Urbol and two others, in which

the Ghiljee chiefs Useez Khan and Gool Mahomed and Golam Jon, son of the

revolted Urz Bezie, had taken up their quarters, but retired from the whole line of

the Char Bhag Forts, and only rallied at Umr Khail, at the cautious distance of

twelve miles from our ramparts. The latest information is to the effect, that the

rebel commander has demanded a strong reinforcement of horse from Cabul, as an

indispensable condition of his making any further attempts against us. Our loss has

been trifling beyond calculation or hope.
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STATIONS OF THE BRITISH ARMY ON 1ST MARCH, 1842,

[Where two places are mentioned, the last-named is that at which the Depot of the

is stationed.]

1st Life Guards—Regent's Park.
2nd do.—Hyde Park.
Royal Horse Guards—Windsor.
1st Dragoon Guards—Canada; York.
2nd do.—Sheffield.
3rd do.—Nottingham.
4th do.—Dundalk.
Sth do.—Cahir.
6th do.—Newbridge.
7th do.—Buliincollig.
1st Dragoons—Leeds.
2nd do.— Brighton.
3rd do.—Bengal ; Maidstone.
4th do.— Bombay-, Maidstone.
6th do.—Birmingham.
7th Hussars—Canada; York.
Sth do.—Manchester.
9th Lancers—Dorchester.
10th Hussars—Dublin.
1 1th Hussars—Hounslow.
12th Lancers—Dublin.
13th Light Dragoons—Ipswich.
14th do.—Bombay; Maidstone.
15th Hussars—Madras ; Maidstone.
16th Lancers—Bengal; Maidstone.
17th do.—Piershill.
Grenadier Guards [lstbat.]—Wellington Bar.
Do. [2nd battalion]—Canada.
Do. [3rd battalion]— St. George's Barracks.
Coldstream Guards [1st batt.]—The Tower.
Do. [2nd battalion]—Canada.
Sc. Fusilier Guards [1st batt.]—St. John's Wd.
Do. [2nd battalion]—Portmau Barracks.
1st Foot [1st batt.]—Gibraltar i Waterford.
Do. [2nd battalion] Canada; Klnsale.
2nd do.—Bombay ; Chatham.
3rd do.—Bengal; Chatham.

4th do.—Madras; Tilbury Fort.
5th do.—Copenhagen ; Athlone.
6th do.—Canterbury.—A wing at Bombay.
7th do.—Gibraltar; Dover.
Sth do.—Cork.
9th do.—Bengal ; Chatham.
10th do.—Glasgow.
11th do.—Newport.
12th do.—Mauritius ; Sunderland.
13th do.—Bengal; Chatham.
14th do.—Canada; Newry.
15th do.—Woolwich.
16th do.—Winchester.
17th do.—Bombay; Chatham,
loth do.—China; Chatham.
19th do.—Malta-. Gosport.
20th do.—Bermuda ; Fermoy.
21st do.—Bengal; Canterbury.
22nd do.—Bombay ; Chatham.
23rd do.—Canada; Carlisle.
24th do.—Devonport.
25th do.—Cape of Good Hope; Brecon.
26th do.—China; Canterbury.
27th do.—Cape of Good Hope; Galway.
28th do.—New South Wales ; Chatham.
29th do.—Belfast.

30th do.— Halifax, N, Scotia; Mullingar.
31st do.—Bengal; Chatham.
32nd do.—Portsmouth.
33rd do.—St. Vincent ; Buttevant.

34th do.—Portsmouth.
35th do.—Mauritius ; Carlow.
36th do.—New Brunswick; Cashel.
37th do.—Templemore.
38th do.—Corfu ; Hull.
39th Foot—Madras; Chatham.

This Document being prepared exclusively for the U. S. Magazine, we request that, when used.
Its source may be acknowledged.

 
40th do.—Bombay; Chatham.
41m do.—Bombay . Chatham.
42nd do.—Cephalonia ; Stirling.
43rd do.—Canuda; Londonderry.
44th do.—Bengal; Chatham.
45th do.— Dublin
46th do.—Gibraltar; Clonmel.
47th do.— Demerara ; Birr.
48th do.—Gibraltar; Guernsey.
49th do.—China -, Canterbury.
50th do.—Bengal; Chatham,
film do.—New South Wales; Chatham.
52nd do.—Barbadoes ; Longford.
53rd do.—Edinburgh.
54th do.—Weedon.
55th do.—China; Canterbury.
56th do.—Canada; Armagh.
57th do.—Madras; Chatham.
58th do.—Dublin.
59th do.—Trinidad ; Jersey.
60th do. ( 1st batt.]—Bolton.
Do. [2d bt.] Jamaica; Dublin.
61m do.— Newcastle on-Tyne.
62nd do.—Bengal ; Chatham.
63rd do.—Madras; Canterbury.
64th do.—America; Nenagh.
65th do.—Plymouth.
66th do.— Manchester.
67th do.—Canada; Templemore.
68th do.—Canada ; Chester.
69th do.—New Brunswick ; Tralee.
70th do.—Canada; Youghal.
71st do.—Canada; Aberdeen.
72nd do.—Windsor.
73rd do.—Gosport.
74th do.—Canuda; Limerick.
75th do.—Cape of Good Hope; Chatham.
76th do.— Halifax, N. Scotia; Enniskillen.

77th do.—Corfu ; Sheerness.

78th do.—Dublin.
79th do.—Gibraltar ; Paisley.
80th do.—New South Wales; Chatham.
81st do —Antigua ; Kilkenny.
82nd do.—Jamaica; Boyle.
83rd do.—Canada ; Athlune.

84th do.— Limerick.
86th do.—Cunada ; Clare Castle.
86th do.—Cork ; Spike Island.
87th do.—Mauritius; Hull.
88th do.—Malta; Castlebar.
89th do.—Canada; Drogheda.
90th do.—Ceylon ; Birr.
91st do.—Cape and St. Helena; Naas.
92nd do.—Barbadoes; Fort George.
93rd do.—Canada; Dundee.
94th do.—Bombay; Chatham.
95th do.—Ceylon; Chatham.
96th do.—N. S. Wales ; Chatham.
97th do.—Zante ; Chatham.
98th do.—China ; Plymouth.
99th do.—Chatham, tor New South Wales.
Rifle Brig. [Utbatt.]—Malta; Dublin.
Do, [2nd batt ]—Bermuda ; Dover.
1st West India Regiment—Demerara, &c.

2nd do,—Jamaica.
3rd do.—Sierra Leone.
Ceylon Rifle Regiment—Ceylon.
Royal Canadian" Rifle Regiment—Canada.
Cape Mounted Riflemen—Cape of Good Hope.
Royal Newfoundland Companies. — New

foundland.
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STATIONS OF THE ROYAL NAVY FN COMMISSION, 1ST MARCH, 1842,

With the Years when Built, and Dates of Commission of the Officers in Command.

Acorn, 16, 1838, Cm. Adams.(l>.) 1837,C.of G. H.

Actseon,26, l83l,Cpt. Ruwell, l«36, South Am.
Adder, I, at ,M.-Cm. J. Hammond, (act.) Peinb.
Advice, 1, st., Lt.-Com. A. Darby, 1828, Pemb.
Atna, 6, ls24, Com. J. Willson, 1815, Sheen).
Agincourt, 72, 1»17, Capt. Bruce, 1821, Plym.
Algle, 24, IttOl, Cpt. Lord C.E. Paget, 1839, Med.
Alban, I, St., 1126, Mast. J. Ktng,(act.) Woolw.
Albert, St., 1840, Capt. Trotter, 1835, disc. ser.
Alecto.st., 1839, Lt..Cm. Hoseason, 1826, Med.
Alfred, 50, lsll, Capt. J. B.Purvis,ls09, Ports.
Algerlne, 10, 1829, Com. Mason, 1841, China.
Alligator, 26, 1821, Capt. Prltchard (act.) China.
Andromacbe,28, 1832, Capt. R. L. Baynes, C.B.,

1828, Cape of Good Hope.
Apollo.tr. 1805, Com. C. Frederick, 1829, China.
Ardent, st.lo41, Com. Russell, (5) 1840, S.Amer.
Ariel, st. Mast. Luke Smlthltt, (act.) Dover.
Arrow, 10, ach., 1823, Lt.-Com. W. Robinson,

1837, Cape of Good Hope.
Asp, I, st. Lt.-Cm. V.J. Oke. 1825,Portpatrick.
Astrwa, 6, 1810, Captain A. EUlce, 1831, Sup. of

Packets, Falmouth.
Atholl, 28, tr. ah., 1820, Mas.-Com. C. P. Bel.

lamy, 1824, part. senr.
Avon, St., 1825, Lt.-Com. Jenkln, 1829, Woolw.
Basilisk, 6, 1824, Lt. J. C. Gill, 1812, S. Am.
Beacon, 8, sur.ves.,1823, Com.T. Graves, 1841,

Mediterranean.
Beagle, 10, sur. v., 1820, Com. J.L. Stokes (act.)

1837, Australia.
Bearer, st. Lt.-Com. R. Mudge, 1815, Dover.
Belleisle, 72, lsl9, tr. ah., Capt. J. Klngcome,

1838, China.
Belvldera, 38, Cpt. Hon. G. Grey,1834,Medlter.
Benbow, 72, 1813,Cpt. Stewart, C.R., 1817, Med.

Bittern. 16, 1840. Com. Hon. B. C. F. P. Cary,
,815, Cape of Good Hope.

Black Eagle, 2, St., 1831, Cm. Nott, 1837, Wool.
Blater, St., 1834, West Indies.
Blenheim, 72, 1813, Capt. Kir T. Herbert,

K.C.B., Ie22, China.
Blonde, 42, lxiu.ct. Bourchier.CB., 1827, China

Bonetta,3, ls36.Cm. F.W.Austen, 1830,C. of Af.
Brisk, 3, 1819, Lt.-Cm. G.Sprlgg, IK39, S. Am.
Britomart, 10, 1820, Com. 8t»nley,l831, Austral.
Billiard,;), 1834, Lt.-Cm. Levinge, 1839, C. ofAf.
Calcutta, 84, 1831, Capt. Sir S. Roberts, Knt.,

C.B., 1815, Mediterranean.
Caledonia, 120, 1808, Admiral Sir G. Moore,

G.C.B., G.C.M.G.,Capt. Eden,1827, Plym.
Calliope, 28. 1837, Cpt. A.L. Kuper,lB22,China.
Cambrian, 36, l84l,Cpt.Chads,C.B..l825,Chlna.
Cambridge, Ttf, 1817. Capt. Barnard, 1817, Med.
Cameleon, 10, 1814, Lt.-Cm. Hunter, 1828. E.I.
Camperdown. 104, 1820, Vice-Admiral Sir Edw.

Brace, K.C.B., K.C.H.; Capt. F. Brace,
1827, Sheerness.

Carron. 2, st. v , tender to Illustrious, Bermuda.
Carysfort, 26, 1836.Capt.Lord Geo. Paulet, 1833,

Portsmouth.
Ceylon, 2, 1810, rec. ah., Lieut. W. R. Mends,

1b35, Malta.
Champion, 18, 1824, Cm. R. Byron, 1836,8. Am.
Charon, St. Sec. Mas. Rutter, (act.) 1837, Dov.
Charybd!s,3, 1831, Lt. Cm. M. De Courcy, 1838,

West Indies.
Childers, 16, 1827, Com. Halsted, 1836, China.
Cleopatra, 26, 1835, Capt. Wyvill, 1832. W. Ind.
Clio, 16, 1807, Com. Troubridge (act.), E Ind.
Cockatrice, 6, 1832, Lt.-Cm. J. Oxenham, 1826,

South America.
Columbine, 16, 1826, Capt. Clarke, 1841, China.
Comus, 18, 1828, Capt. Nepean, 1828, W. Ind.
Cornwall!*, 72. 1813, Vice Admiral Sir W. Parker,

K.C.B., Capt. P. Richards, 1828, China.
Crane, 1039, Lt.-Com. J. Hill, (a.) 1810, Falm.

Crescent, rec. sh. 1810, Lt.-Com. M. Donellan,
1808, Klo Janeiro.

Cruiser, 16.1828. Cpt. P.G.Gitfard, 1841, China.
Cuckoo, st. Lieut. Com. A. Parks, 1815, Weym.
Curayoa, 24, 1809, Cpt. J. Jonea, 1828, S.Amer.
Curlew, 10, 1830, Lt.-Cm. Ross, 1839, S. An.er.
Cyclops, St., 1839, Cpt. Austin, C.B.,lB38,Med.
Cygnet, 6, 1840, Lt.-Cm. Wilson, 1824, C. ofAf.
Daphne, 18, 1838, Capt. Dalling, 1828, Med.
Dasher, st. Mas.-Com. R. White, (act.) Weym.
Devastation, St., 1841, Cm. Gordon, (act.) Med.
Dido, 18,1836. Capt. Hn.H.Keppel.1837, China
Dolphin, 3, l838,Cm.E.Littlehales,l82B,C.ofAf.
Doteret, st. Mas.-Com. J. Grey (act.) Holyhead.
Dover, st., Mast. E. Lyne, (act.) Dover.
Driver, s., 1840, Com. Hanner, 1837, Woolwich.
Druid, 44, 1825, Capt. H.Smith, (a) 1829, China.
Dublin. 50, 1812, Kear-Admlral R. Thomas,

Capt. J.J. Tucker, 1838, South America.
Electra, 18, 1837, Com. A. Darley, 1827, W. Ind.
Emerald, ten. to Rl. George yacht, 1820, Sec.

Mast. G. Allen, Portsmouth.
Endymlon, 38, 1 797, Capt. the Hon. F. W. Grey,

1828, East Indies.
Erebus, dis. sh. 1 826, Cpt. J.C. Ross, 1834, pt.sr.
Excellent, 1810, Cpt. SlrT. Hastings, Kt., 1830,

Portsmouth.
Fair Rosamond, 2, Lt.-Com. Bulman, 1828.N.A.
Fantome, 16, 1839, Com. Haymes, 1815,8. Am.
Favourite, 18, 1829, Cm. Sulivan, 1840, E. Ind.
Fawn, 3, Lt.-Cm. J. Foote, 1835, Cape of G. H.
Fearless, at. v. Capt. F. Bullock, 1838, Woolw.
Ferret, 6, 1840, Com. J. Oake, 1827, C. of Africa.
Firetty,2,st. 1832, Lt. Cm. Wlnniett. 1821, W.I.
Flamer,6, st. 1831, Lt.-Cm. Robson, 1830, W. I.
Fly, 18, 1831, Capt. F. P. Blackwood. 1838, Pirn.
Formidable, 84. 1825, Cpt. Sir C. Sulivan, Bart.

1814. Portsmouth.
Ganges, 84, 1821, Cpt. Reynolds,C.B.,1812,Med.
Geyser,6,st., 1841, Cm. Carpenter, 1.-27, Chath.
Gleaner, 2, St. 1839, Lt.-Cm. Jeayes, 1825, W. I.
Gorgon, 6, st., 1838, Capt. W. H. Henderson,

C.B., 1838. Mediterranean.
Grecian, 16, 1837, Cm. W.Smyth, 1837,C.G. H.
Growler, 6, St., 1841, Com. Buckle, 1836, Chath.
Harlequin, 16, 1836, Com. Hon. G. F. Hastings,

1838, China.
Hasard, 18, 1837, Com. C. Bell, 1830. E. Ind.
Hecate,4,st. 1840, Cm. J. H. Ward, 1838, Med.
Hecla, l.st., 1839, Lt.-Com. Cragg, 1828, W. I.
Herald, 26, 1823, Capt. J. Nins, 1835, China.
Heroine, 6, 1841, Lt.-Cm. Stewart, lbl5,C.of Af.
Hornet, 6, 1831, Lt.-Com. Miller, 1837, W. I.
Howe, 120, 1815, Rear.Ad.SirF. Mason, K.C.B.,

Capt. R. Smart, K.H., 1837, Med.
Hyacinth, 18, 1829, Com. G. Goldsmith, 1841,

China.Hydra, at., 1838, Com. Murray, 1840, N. Amer.

Illustrious. 72, 1803, Vice- Admiral Sir C. Adam,
K.C.B., Capt.J. E. Erskine,1838,N. Am.

Impregnable, 104, 1810, Capt. T. Forrest, C.B.,
1809. Mediterranean.Inconstant, 36, 1836, Capt. Michell, 1830,Med.

Indus, 84, 1839, Cpt. Sir J. Stirling, Knt., 1818,
Mediterranean.

Iris, 26, 1840, Cpt. W. Tucker, 1840, C. of Afr.
Isla, 44, 1819, Capt. Sir J. Marshall, Knt.,

K.C.H , 1814, South America.
Jaseur, 16, Inl3, Com. W. A. Willis,1835, Med.
Jasper, St., Mas.-Com. E. Rose, 1823, Pemb.
Jupiter, 38. tr.sh., 1813, Mas.-Com. R. Fulton,

1814. China.
Kite, 2, St., Lieut. Com. Gooch, 1827, Woolw.
Lark, 4.sur.v., 1830, Lieut.-Com.T. Smith, (<£)

1833, West Indies.
Larue, IS, 18:'9, Cpt. P. J. Blake, 1841, China.
Light"!"". •> ,t., le23, Lt.-Com. Pearce, 1831,

Woolwich.
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Lily, 16, 1837, Cm. G. Baker, 1822, C. of G. H.
Lizard, :t, m.,1840, Com. Estrourt, 1841, Medit.
Locust. 3, at. 1840, Lt.-Cm. J. Lunn, 1829, Med.
Lucifer. 2,at. 1826,Cpt.Berchey,1827,C.of Irid.
Lynx, 3,1833, Lt.-Com. Burslem, 1838, Lisbon.
Madagascar, 44, Capt. Foot?, 1827, C. of Africa.
Msglclenne, 24, 1812, Capt. Warren, 1839, Med.
Magnificent, 4,1806, Receiving-ship, Jamaica.
Magpie, 4, cut. 1830, Lt.-Cm. Brock, 1827, Med.
Malabar, 72, 1818, Capt. Sir G. R. Sartorius,

Knt., 1814, Mediterranean.
Jtilf, 6, sur.v. 1813, Mas..Com.G. Thomas,
1808, Orkney Islands.

' i, 4. St., 1833, Com. Warden, lrWS, Med.
a, 2, st.,1840,Mas.-Com. Smithett,(act.)

Liverpool.
dusa. 2, st. 1839. Lt.-Cm. Philipps, 1815, Liv.

Mercury, tender, .tec. Mast. J. Scarlett, Ports.
Merlin, 2, at. 1839, Lt.-Com. £. Keane, 1815,

Liverpool.

Meteor, 2, st. 1824, Com. Slater, 1837, Woolwich
Mlnden, 72, 18l0, Capt. Quin, 1837, Plrmouth.
Modeste, 18, 1837, Cpt. H. Eyres, 1841, C.B.

China.
Monarch, 84, 1832, Cpt. Chambers, 1812, Med.
Monkey, I, st. Sec. Mas. Saunders, (act.) Chat.
Nautilus, 10, 1830, tender to Royal George,

Portsmouth.
Niagara, 20, 1812, Capt. Sandom, 1825,Lks. Can.
Nightingale, 6, 1814, Lt.-Cm, Johu Barnes (a.)

1813, Plymouth.
Nlmrod. 20, 1828, Com. Glasse. 1838, China.
North Star, 2li, 1824, Capt. Sir J. E. Home, Bt.

1837. China.
Ocean, 80, 1805, Cpt.-Sup. Fisher, 1814, Sheern.
Otter, st. v., Lt.-Com. Jones, 1814, Holyhead.
Pantaloon, 10, 1831, Lieut. Lapidge, 1824, C. Af.
Partridge, 10, 1829, Lieut.-Com. J. T. Nott,

1810, South America.
Pearl, 20, 182a, Cm. Stopford, 1830, So. America.
Pelican, 16, 1812, Com. Justice, (*) 1824, China.
PeloruH, Com. Chambers. 1841, Port Essington.
Persian, 16, 1839, Com. Eden, 1836, C. of Af.
Pho:iiix,4,st., 1832, Com. Richardson, (6.) 1839,

Mediterranean.
Pickle, 2, 1827, Lt.-Cm. Montresor, 1835, W. I.
Pigmy, I, st. v., Lieut-Corn. C. Autridge, 1815,

Pembroke.
Pike, 1, st. Lieut.-Com. Day, 1808, Portpatrlck.
Pilot, 16, 1838, Com. Ramsay, 1837, W. lndiea.
Pique, 36, 1834, Capt. Forbes, 1819, N. Amer.
Pluto, St., 1801, Com. Blount, 1841, Coast of A
Poictiers, 72, 1809, Cpt. Sup. W. H. Shlreff,

1809, Chatham.
Polyphemus, 1, St., 1840, Lt.-Com. J. Evans,(i.)

1826, Mediterranean.
President, 50, 1829, Kear-Adm. C. B. H. Ross,

C.B. Capt. W. Broughton,l831, S. Am.
Prometheus, 1, st. 1839, Lieut.- Cm. Spark, 1812,

Mediterranean.
Prompt, sch.. Assist. -Surgeon W. M'Dermott,

(act.) Coast of Africa.
Prospero, 1, St., 1829, Lieut..Com.

Pembroke.
Pylades. 18. 1824. Cpt. T. V. AnBon, 1841, China.
Queen, 1 10, 1839, V.-Ad. Sir E. W. C. R. Owen,

K.C.B., G.C.H, Capt. G. F. Rich, 1823,
Portsmouth.

Racehorse, 18, 1830, Capt. J. C. Fitzgerald, 1841 ,
Y\ est Indies.

Racer, 16, 1833, Com. T. Harvey, 1840, W. I.
Rapid. 10, 1829, Lt.-Com. Earle, 18 3.C. of Af.
Rattlesnake, tr. sh.( 1822, Master-Corn. James

Spreut, China.
Raven, 4, 1829, Lu-Cm. J.P. Roepel, 1841, Sh.
Redwing, St., 1834, Com. Bevis, 1829, Liverpool.
Revenge,76, 1805, Capt. Hon. W. Waldegrave,

(a) C.B., 1811, Sheerness.
Rhadumanthus, 2, St., Mast.-Com. Lnen, 1812,

Mediterranean.
Ringdove, Hi, Com. Sir W. Darnell, Knt., 1826,

Portsmouth.
Rodney, 92, Ia33, Capt. R.Maunsell, C.B., 1812,

Mediterranean.

Rolla, 10, 1829, Com. C. Hall, 1841, C. of Af.
Romney, depot, 1815, Lt.-Cru. J. O. Bathurst,

1838, (act.) Havanah.
Rose, 18, 1821, Capt. P. Christie, 1341, S. Am.
Rover, 18, 1832, Com.C. Keele,1826, W. Ind.
Royal George, yacht, 1817, Captain Lord A.

Fitzclarence, 1821, Portsmouth.
Royal Sovereign, 1804, Capt Sup. Sir Watldn

O. Pell, Knt., 1813, Pembroke.
San Josef, 110,1788, Rear.Ad. Sir Samuel Pym,

K.C.B.,Capt. Burgoyne, 1816, Plymouth.
Sapphire, tr. «h., 1827, Mas. -Com. G. H. Cole,

1812, China.
Sappho, 16, 1833,Com.E.J.Parrey,1830, W.I.
8avage, 10, 1830, Lt.-Cm. Bowker, 1815, Plym.
Scout, 18, 1832, Com. Hon. J. R. Drnmmond,

1K38, Mediterranean.
Scylla, 18, 1809, Com. R. Sharpe, 1820, Plym.
Seaflower, 6, cuU., 1830, Com. N. Hobiliard,

1841, Portsmouth.
Serpent, 16, 1832, Com. W. NeviU, 1825.C

Shearwater, 2, st. vessel, Com. J. 1"

1833, Woolwich.
Siren, 16, 1841, Com. W. Smith, (5) 1826, C
Skylark, 4, 1826, Lt.-Com. J. A. Wright, 1813,

Chatham.
Snake, 16, 1832, sloop, Commander Hon. W. B.

Devereux, 1H36, Mediterranean.
Snipe, 2. cull., 1828, Lieut.-Coui. G. Raymond,

1815, Coast of Ireland.
Soudan, 1, st. ves., 1840, Com. B. Allen, 1838,

Niger Expedition.
Southampton, .'•0, 1820, Rr.-Ad. Sir E. D. King,

Knt., K.C.H., Capt. T. Ogle, 1838, Capeof

Good Hope.
Sparrow, 6, 1828, Lieut.-Com. Tyssen, !832,

South America.
Spartan, 26, 1841, Capt. the Hon. C.G.J.B. El

liot, 1841, West Indies.
Speedy, 2. 1828, Lieut.-Com. Beaufoy, 1821,

Chatham.
Spitfire, 2, St., 1834, Lt.-Com. Trlngham, 1826,

W est Indies.
Sprightly, 1, st., Mas. Moon (act ), Holyhead.
Spy, 3, 1841, Lt.-Com. Potbury, 1823, Plymouth.
St. Vincent, 120, 1815, Adm. Sir E. Codring-

ton, G.C.B.. C.G., M.G., Capt. H. J. Cod-
rington, C.B., 1836, Portsmouth.

Starling, 1829, Com. H. KeUett, 1841, China.
Stromboli, 6, st. 1840, Com. W. Louis, 1838,

Mediterranean.
Styx, 6, St., 1841, Capt. Vldal, 1825, Portsm.
8ulphur, 8, 1826, Capt. E. Belcher, C.B., 1841,

China.
Swallow, l.st. Mast.R. Sherlock (act.), Dover
Talbot, 28, 1824, Capt. R. F. Stopford, 1840.

Mediterranean.
Tartarus, 2, st., I K14, Com. Smith. 1841, W.lnd.
Termagant, 3, 1837, Lt.-Com. H. F. Seagram,

1833, Coast or Africa.
Terror, 10, 1813, Capt. Crozier, 1841, par. serv.
Thalia. 42, 1830. Capt. C. Hope, 1826, East Ind.
Thunder, 6, sur. v. 1829, Com. E.Barnett, 1838,

West Indies.
Thunderer, 84, 1831, Cpt. Pring, 1815, Mediter.
Tortoise, 18, st. sh., Mast.-Com. Wood, 1813,

N. S. Wales.
Tweed, 20, 1813. Com. Douglas, 1827, N. Am.
Urgent, 2, St. Mas. J. Emerson, 1810, Liver.
Vangu rd, 80, 1836, Capt. Sir O. Dunu, K.C.H.,

1814, Mediterranean.
Yernon,50, 1832, Capt. Walpole, 1819, Medlt.
Vestal, 26, 1833, Capt Parker, 1838, W. lndiea.
Vesuvius, 6, st., 1 840, Com. E. Ommanuey, 1840,

Mediterranean.
Victor. 16, 1814, Com. C. C. Otway, 1839, North

America.
VIctory,l«4, 1765, Cant. W.W.Henderaon,K.H.

1838, Portsmouth.
Vindictive, 50, 1813, Capt. J. T. Nicolas, C.B,

K.H.. 1815, Portamouth.
Viper, 6. LU-Com. J. tarter, 1815, S. America.
Vixen, 6, st. ves., Com. H. Bjyes, 1815, E. Ind.
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Volage, 26, 1825, Capt. Sir W. Dickson, Bart.

I»37, Wot Indies.
Volcano, 2, at., 1836, Lieut.-Com. C. J. Feather-

alone, 1825, Woolwich.
Wanderer, 16, K>;., Com. S. G. Fremaatle,

1836, Cape of Good Hupe.
Warspite, .On. \m)7, Capt. Lord John Hay, C.B.,

1818, North Amenca.
Wu|>, 16, lol2. Com. Hon. H. A. Murray, 1838,

Mediterranean.
Wateruilch, lu, 1832, Lt. Com. H. J. Mataon,

1835, Cape of Good Hope.
Weaale, 1U, 1822, Com. Win. Edmonstouc,

1841, Mediterranean.

Wellesley, 72, 1815, Capt. T. Maltland, CIS,

1837, East Indiea.
Widgeon, l,st.,Lt.-Com. Scriven, 1822, Dover.
Wiluertoice, 3, it. Com. W. Allen, lo36, Niger

Expedition.
W'ildnre, l,Bt.Lt..Cm.C.A.Petch,1828,Weym.
W illiam and Mary, yacht, lt)07. Captain Sir

K.Collier, Km., C.B., K.C.H., 1»08, Wool.

Winchester, 52, 1822, Cupt. T. W. Carter, 1831,

Portsmouth.
Wiiard. 11), l -. .ip. Lieut..Com. J. B. SoinerviUc,

1821, South America.
Wolverine, lti, 1836, Com. Johnson, 1821, China
Zephyr, 1, St., Lieut.-Com. Jas. Smail, p.- 'J."'

Holyhead.

HER MAJESTY'S FACKKT BRIGS AT FALMOUTH :—

Alert, Lt.-Com. Ed. Jennings. Lyra, Lieut.. Com. E. Collier. Ranger, Lt.-Com. J. H. Turner.
Crane, Lleut.-Com. J. Hill, (a.) Magnet, Lieut.-Com S. Griffith. Seagull, Lt.-Com J. Parsons.
Delight, Lieut.-Com. W. Lory. Pandora, Lt.-Com. R. W. Innea Star, Lieut.-Com. Creser.
Express, Ll.Com. E. Herrick Penguin, Lu-Com. W. Luce. Swift, Lieut.Com. J. Douglas.
Linnet, Lieut.-Com. F.R.Cogn- Pcterel, Lt.-Com. W. Crooke. Tyrian, Lleut. Com.H. Crocker

Ian. Pigeon, Lieut.-Com.T. James.

PROMOTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

ROYAL NAVY.

PROMOTIONS.
Captains—J. N. Nott. John WTashington

(when he has served his time).
Commanders—Geo. Henry Seymour. Hugh

Berners. T. Mitchell. Charles Holbrook. Alex
ander Boyle. H. H. B. Rowley.

Lieutenants—W. E. A. Gordon. Gerard J.
Napier. Alexander Hamilton. M. Connolly.
George Pigot. J. F. Slight.
Musters— li. H. K. Bowen. G. F. Cavell.

[The above Promotions are in compliment to

the King of Prussia.]

Commanders—Peter Fisher. Wr. Whimper

(retaining his out-pension of Greenwich Hos
pital). A. Smith.

Litutenants — George Cleaveland. R. A.

Moore.
Master—W. Woodger.
Surgeons—Geotge 31ackay, M.D. W. H.

Foster, M.D. C. R. Klnnear.
Pursers—Joseph Maddock. W. Drury.

APPOINTMENTS.

Rear-Admiral Sir Thomas Cochrane, C.B.,
to be Second in Command in the East Indies.
Captain—Henry Wm. Bruce (1821) to Im

placable.
Commanders—Robert Harris (1841) to Naval

College, to avail himself of the course of in
struction. H. Mangles Denham 1.1835) addi-
UonaJ to Lucifer, (lor detached surveying ser
vice on that part of the coast of Lancashire
comprising approaches to Morecambe Bay, Pile
Barbour, and Port Fleetwood). Robert Sbarpe
(1826) to Scylla. Sir Wm. DanlelL Knt., (ItrJrj)
to Ringdove. Arthur Lowe (1841) to Excellent,
vice Nott, promoted. Jetfery W. Noble (1841)
%o Indus. P. G. Haymes (1815) to Fantome.

Lieutenants—G. E. W. Hainond (1835) to
Howe, as Hag Lieut. J. H- Cockbom (1840),
to Naval College, to avail himself of the course
of Instruction. J. T. Caldwell (1834) to be
Fug Lieut, to Itear-Admiral Sir T. -Cochrane.
W. Crawford (1841) to Impregnable. John R.
Thompsuu \io*i) voauuguwe. ssuury s ,\sxu*

(1841) to Scylla. Alexander Boyle (1830), of
Queen, and R. H. B. Rowley (1837), of For
midable, to Firebrand—both for promotion.
E. E. Gray (1827 ) to command Bonetla. James
Rawstome (1815) to Implacable. Charles Hoi-
brook (1815), additional to Firebrand. J. H.
Christian (1839). additional to the llag-Bhip on
the East India station. Fitzjames S. M'Gregor
(1838), T. C. O. D. Whipple (1840), James A.
Paynter to Implacable. Thomas Adye Allridge
to Royal William, for rank. A. P. E. Wilmot
(1840), and J. W. Tarleton ( 1835) to Vindictive.
Hon. Mark Kerr (1837) to Formidable. G. G.
Phillips (1838) to Calcutta. E. S. Pearce (1831)
to command Lightning, vice Bemers, promoted.
A. Mellersh, (lo37) to Miuden. F. P. Egerton

(1836) to Implacable.
Masters—John S. Pritchard (1841) to Ring

dove. W. Woodger (1841) to Blossom. M. 8.
S. Burney (1841) to Scylla. John Browning
(1815) to Implacable. R. L. Burnard to Blos
som. W. C. Petligrew (acting; to Ringdove.

— Hodges to Vindictive.
Mates—W. H. Moubray (1837) to Haiard.

H. L. Griffiths (1833) and G. Durban (1839) to-
Impregnable. L. Gibbard (1839) to Wolverene.A. J. Curtis (1837) to Mindeu. G. J. Napier

to Lightning. Alex. Hamilton to Shearwater.
M. Burrows (1839), A. C. Key (1840), and F. I.

McCllnlock (1838), from Excellent, to join
Royal Naval College. H. Kerr (Is41) to Carys-
fort. J. N. Norman (1836) to Minden. Geo.
B. B. Collier (18X7) to William and Mary, for
service in Lightning. C. J. Perkins to Im
placable. Julian F. Slight (1836) and George
Pigot (1835,) additional to Firebrand, for pro
motion. P. F. Shortland (1834) to Excellent.
W. B. O. Johnson (1839) to Wolverene. John

Corbel from St. Vincent to Queen.
Second Musters—Jamen Shadwell (act.) to

Rapid. J. Wilkinson to Carysfort.
Midshipmen — G. Whateby to Queen. F.

Egerton to Warspite. R. Bateman to King-dove. J. B. Hanham to Carysfort. C. Stan

hope to Warspite. Frederick Rich, in Daphne,

to Queen.
Volunteers, First Class—Cordlck to Cares-

fort, j . A. ueudney and James GUI to Queen.
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J. W. Fernandes to Calcutta. W. G. Morgan
to Vernon. V. Roblnaon to Dublin. J. Pack-
wood to Minden. — Atkinson to Queen. J.
R. Veitch to Calcutta. G. £. Pearce to Corn-

wmllls.
Surgeons—Charles D. Steel (1841) to Scylla.

G. Mackay, M.D., to Rlngdore. J. W. Reld
(182ft) tolmptacuble.

Assistant. Surgeon* — L. Martin to Queen.
Robeit Sieel to Caryafort. John Gordon to
Rapid, vice Laffan, appointment cancelled. J.
£. Walah. R. T. Eaaton, W. D. Kerr, and J.
H. Howe, to Illustrious. H. Gamble to Re
venge. W. Maitland (1841) to Rapid. D.
Thompson, M.D., (1840), acting to Minden.
Alexander M'Clatchie to Fly, for service In
Bramble. John Caldwell, M.D., (1835) to
Locust. H.T. S. Beveridge, M.D., (1839), to
W illiam and Mary yacht, vice Foster, promoted.
Alexander L. Kmslie (1841) to Alfred. Robert
Anderson (1838), and R. M. Isbeil (1836) to
Implacable. J. M. Mustard (1838) to Minden.
C. G. Campbell (aci.) to Scylla.
Pvrsers—W. T. James (1808) to Alfred, vice

W. L. Freeman (1833), to Royal Sovereign
yacht. S. Wadland (lb07), from the Packet
Service at Holyhead, to Implacable. C. Fisher
to Ringdove. W. R. Rush, .from Albert to
Wilberforce. W. Morgan to Scylla. W. T.
James (1&08) to Royal George.

Chaplain—Rev. W. S. Parish to Implacable.
Amur/ Instructor— Mr. Patrick Robertson to

Caryafort.
Clerks—James Oxzard to be Secretary's Clerk

In the flag-ship of Rear-Admiral Sir Thomas
Cochrane. J. C. Mottley to Caryafort.

Secretaries—Edward Waller to be Secretary
to Rear-Admiral Sir Thomas Cochiane. G.
Sn 1th to be Secretary to Vice-Admiral Sir E.
Owen. J. M. Hobbs, Purser, (1839), to be

St cretary to Commodore Purvis, on the Coast
of Brazil. W. Dyer, Esq., to be Secretary to
Rtar- Admiral J. Percy, Commander-in-Chief at
the Cape of Good Hope.

ROYAL MARINES.

Admiralty, Feb. 7.—Corps of Royal Ma
rines—First Lieut, and Adjt. James Kenuett
Willson to be Capt. vice Henry Bennett, dec. ;
First Lieut, John George Augustus Ayles to be
Adjt., vice Willson, promoted ; Sec. Lieut.
Lewis William Rowley Denman to be First
Lieut., vice Ayles, appointed Adjutant.

ADMiRAi.Tr, Feb. 12.—Corps of Royal Ma
rines—Col. Sec. Commandant George Beatty
to be Col. Commandant, vice Adair, retired on
full pay-, Lieut.-Col. Edward Smith Mercer to
be Col. Sec. Commandant, vice Beatty, prom. ;
Brev.-Major David Andersone Gibsone to be
Lieut.-Col., vice Mercer, promoted . Capt. S.
Robert Wesley, appointed to the artillery cos.
of the corps, vice Gibsone, promoted ; First
Lieut. William Lee to be Capt., vice Wesley ;
Sec. Lieut. Peregrine Henry Fellowes to be
First Lieut., vice Lee, promoted ; Col. Sec.
Commandant Thomas Adams Parke, C.B , to
be Col. Commandant, vice Connolly, retired on
full pay; Lieut. -Col. John M'Callum to be Col.
Sec. Commandant, v. Parke, promoted; Brev.-
Major David James Balllngalt to be Lieut.-Col.
vice M'Callum, promoted ; First Lieut. Robert
Onslow Bridge to be Capt., vice BalUngall,
promoted ; Sec. Lieut. William Christopher
Parkin Elliot to be First Lieut., vice Bridge,
promoted; Brev.- Major Benjamin Bunce to be
Lieut.-Col., vice Murton, retired on full pay ;
First Lieut, and Adjt. Henry William Parke to
be Capt., vice Bunce, promoted ; First Lieut.
Berney Varlo to be Adjt., vice Parke, promoted ;
Sec. Lieut. Charles William Adair to be First
Lieut., vice Varlo, appointed Adjutant ; Brev.-
Major John Hewes to be Lieut. Col., vice
Walker, retired on full pay ; First Lieut, and
Adjt. Anth. Blaxland Strnn*ham to be Capt.,
vice Hewes, promoted; First Lieut. William
Robert Maxwell to be Adjt., vice Slran*ham,
promoted . Sec. Lieut. Richard Farmer to be
First Lieut., vice Maxwell, appointed Adjt.

Admiralty, Feb. 15.—Corps of Royal Ma
rines—W. G. R. Masters, Gent., to be Sec.
Lieut.; R. Parke, Gent., to be Sec. Lieut.;
J. J. D. Barclay, Gent., to be Sec. Lieut.

COAST GUARD.

Commander—T. Holloway Holman (1841)
to be Inspecting-Commander.

Lieutenants—John Brown (1829) to be Chief
Officer. A. Carroll, from Greenore to Millisle.
vice Lieut. C. J. Postle, resigned and appointed

afloat.

ARMY.

WAR-OFFICE, Jan. 14.

7th Drag. Guards—Cornet W. Hogg to be
Lieut, by porch., vice Dillon, who retires ; A.
Robertson, Gent., tu be Cornet by purch., vice

Hcpg, Jan. 10.
7th Foot- Capt. E.Butler, from h.p. Unatt.,

to be Capt., vice Best, appointed to 57th Foot.
43rd— Ensign 1). C. Greene to be Lieut, by

purch., vice Kennedy, who ret. ; W. Howard,
Gent., to be Ensign by purch., vice Greene.
57th—Capt. R. M . Best, from 7th Foot, to be

Cant., vice Allan, appointed to 63rd Foot.
63rd—Capt. A. T. Allan, from 57th Foot, to

be Capt., vice J. H. Fearon, who retires upon

h.p. Unatt.
64th—Ensign N. T.Williams to be Lieut, by

purch., vice S. H. Smyth, who retires; the
Hon. J. L. Browne to be Ensign by purch.,

vice Williams.

65th—Ensign C. Rhatigan to be Adjutant
(with the rank of Lieut.), rice Halning, prom.

Dec. 30.
74th—J. H. Borton, Gent., to be Ensign by

purch., vice Miller, who retires.
1st West India Regiment—Ensign J. A.

Hanna to be Lieut without purch., vice Mac-
Carthy, deceased. Nov. 15 ; H. Anton, Gent.,

to be Ensign, vice Hanna.
Roytd Newfoundland Cos.—To be Lieu

tenants, without purch. : Ensign J. Fletcher,
vice Saunders, promoted; Oct. 26 ; Ensign J.
Gillespie, rice Skinner, promoted In the St.
Helena Regiment, Jan. 7. To be Ensign, with
out purch. : E. B. Wilson, Gent., rice Fletcher,

Jan. 14.
Hospital Staff—Deputy Inspector-General of

Hospitals F. A. ;Loinswortb to be Inspector-
General of Hospitals, rice Murray, deceased ;
Staff-Surgeon H. Franklin to be Deputy I nap.
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General of Hospitals, "vice Loinsworth ; Surg.
W. R. White, from 16th Light Dragoons, to be
Staff*Surgeon of the First Class, vice Franklin ;

•J. £. Bird, M.D.. to be Assist.. Surg, to the

Forces, vice Kennedy, who resigns.
Brevet—Capt. E. Butler, of the 7th Foot to

be Major In the Army, June 28.

Memorandum.—The Royal Newfoundland
Veteran Cos. to be In future styled 41 The Royal
Newfoundland Companies.'*
The Christian names of Ensign Macadam,

29th Foot, are William Hndieston, and not
William Henry, as previously stated. The
names of the Cornet appointed to 14th Light
Dragoons, on 31«t Dec, 1841, are Robert John-ston Brown, and not Robert Johnstone Browne,

as previously stated.

Erratum iv the Gazkttr of 7th inst.—
For Commissariat Clerk Thomas M4Lean to be
Deputy Asslstant-Commissary-General, read
Commissariat Clerk Thomas M'Cann to be
Deputy Assistant-Commlssary-GeneraL Dec.
24, 1841.

OFFICE OF ORDNANCE, Jan. 13.

Royal Regiment of Artillery—'ient. Cadets
to be Second Lieutenants : C. T. Franklin, vice
Balfour, promoted ; A. C. Hawkins, vice Shake-
Bpeare, promoted; J. M. Hill, vice Alston, pro
inourt; B. I*awson, vice R. H. Crofton, pro

moted; A. Peter, vice Smith, promoted. A.
P. S. Green, vice Wade, promoted ; E. A.
Williams, vice Nixon, promoted ; H. W.
Patton, vice Gardner, promoted; C. H. Morris,
vice Bathurst, promoted; N. M'lnnls M'Kay,
vice H. B. O. Savile, promoted; W. J. E.
Giant, vice Radcliffe, promoted: J. C. Chllds,
vice Knox, promoted; G. V*. Johnson, vice
Ycunghusband, promoted; A. F. Connel, vice
Lyle, promoted ; P. S. Parson, vice Rotner,
promoted, Jan. I.
Corps of Royal Engineers—Gent. Cadets to

be Second Lieutenants : E. F. Bourchier, vice
Gosset, promoted; H. Grain, vice BailHe, pro
moted t J. M. Grant, vice Coltlnson, promoted ;
J. F. Browne, vice Bent, promoted ; FitzRoy
M. H. Somerset, vice Henderson, promoted ;
H. W. Montague, vice Randolph, deceased;
V. T. Malris, vice Sorell, promoted, Jan. 1.

WAR-OFFICE, Jan. 21.

The Queen has been pleased to grant to
Lieutenant Joseph Clayton Jennyr.s, ofthe 15th
(or King's) Regiment of Hussurs, permission
that he may accept and wear the cross, of the
first class, of the National and Military Order
of San Fernando, conferred upon him by the
Queen of Spain, in testimony of her Catholic
Majesty's approbation of his conduct in several
actions In the north of Spain, while serving In
the British Auxiliary Legion.

1st or Grenadier Regiment of Foot Guard*—
EnsignW. D. Lord Kimbolton, from Uth Foot,
to be Ensign and Lieutenant by purch., vice
Sir T. Moncrietfe, Bart., who retires.
Coldstream Regiment of Foot Guards—Lieut.

C. S. Burdett, from fiOth Foot, to be Ensign
and Lieutenant, vice Fraser, who exchanges.

Scots Fusilier Guards—Capt. F. Seymour,
from I'.'th Foot, to be Lieut, and Capt., vice

Byron, who exchanges.
5th Foot—Capt. W. C. Kennedy, from 2nd

West India Regt., to be Capt., vice Jenkins,
who exchanges,

11th—J. T. T. Boyd, Gent., to be Ensign by
purch., vice Lord Kimbolton, appointed to tbc
1st or Grenadier Foot Guards.
19th—Capt. the Hon. G. A. Byron, from the

Scots Fusilier Guards, to be Capt., vice Sey
mour, who exchanges.
37th—Lieut. S. R. M. Byrne to be Adjutant,

vice Lewis, promoted.
60th—Lieut. J. W. S. Fraser, from Cold-

Btream Regt. of Foot Guards, to be Lieut., vice
Burdett, who exchanges.

65th—A. Macdonncll, Gent., to be Ensign,
without purch., vice Rhatk-an, promoted.

1st West India Regt.— Serj.-Major A. Smith
to be Quartermaster, vice Allard, deceased.
2nd West India Regt.—Capt. T. Jenkins,

from 5th Foot, to be Capt., vice Kennedy, who
exchanges.
Royal Newfoundland Companies — H. B.

Chambers, Gent., to be Ensign without purch.,
vice Gillespie, promoted.

Hospital Staff— Assist.-Surg. J. Murtagh,
M.D., from 8th Foot, to be Staff Surg, of the
Second Class, July 2, 1841.
King's Regt. of Cheshire Yeomanry Cavalry

—Tabley Troop : William Worthlngton, Gent.,
to be Cornet, Jan. 7.

WAR-OFFICE, Jan. 20.Her Majesty has been graciously pleased to

permit the 54th Regiment to bear upon its A
colours and appointments, in addition to the IPdistinctions which it has previously obtained, *the word 44 Marabout/' in commemoration of

the gallantry evinced by the regiment at the
assault and capture of that fort, in Egypt, on

21it Aug. 1801.

WAR- OFFICE, Jan. 28.

1st Regt. of Dragoons—Lieut. W. C. Yates
to be Capt. by purch., vice Dalton, who retires;
Comet J. Morris to be Lieut, by purch., vice
Yates; E. Morris, Gent., to be Cornet by
purch., vice J. Morris.

9th Light Dragoons—Lieut.-Col. C. Rowley,
from half pay Unatt., to be Lleut.-Col., vice
James Alexander, P.arl of Rosslyn, who exch. ;
Brev. Lieut.- Col. C. Campbell to be Lieut.-Col.
by purch., vice Rowley, who retires; Brev.-
Major J. A. Fullerton to be Major by purch.,
vice Campbell; Lieut. F. J. Isacke to be Capt.
by purch., vice Fullerton; Cornet A. H. Jen-
ney to be Lieut, by purch., vice Isacke ; R. 8.
Dixon, Gent., to be Cornet by purch., vice
Jenney.

15th Light Dragoons—Capt. J. P. Hickman
to be Major by purch., vice Ptiillipps, who
retires; Lieut. H. B. Higgins to be Capt. by
purch., vice Hickman . Cornet C. E. Steuart to
be Lieut, by purch., vice Higgins.
2nd Foot— E. M. H. Mainwaring, Gent., to

be Ensign without purch., vice Cleveland, ap
pointed to 94th Foot.
3rd—Ensign J. R. Hope to be Lieut., without

purch .vice Hamilton, dec. Oct. 22; J. Raines,
Gent., to be Ens. without purch., vice Hope.

run - R. Darell, Gent., to be Sec. Lieut, by

purch., vice Stephen promoted In 7th Foot.
7th—Sec. Lieut. H. V. Stephen, from 5th

Foot, to be Lieut, by purch., vice Fleming, who
retires.

13th—Ensign T. B. Speedy to be Lieut, with
out purch., vice E. King, killed in action . P.
R. Burrowes, Gent., to be Ensign without
purch., vice Speedy.
Uth—Lieut. A. W. Campbell to be Capt. by

purch., vice Douglas, who retires ; Ensign D.
T. Armstrong to be Lieut, by pu cli., vice
Campbell ; H. S. B. Bruce, Gent., to be Ensign
by purch. vice Armstrong.
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16th— Gent.-Cadet O. A. E. Wall, from RJ.
MIL Col., to be Ensign by purch., vice Bradley,
appointed to 44th Foot.
32nd—-Capt. J. R. Majendte, from h.-p.Unat.,

to be Capt., vice Thomas White, who exch. ;
X.leut. R. Campbell to be Capt. by purch., rice
Majendte. who retires; Ensign J. P. Pigott to
be Lieut, by purch., vice Campbell ; C. P. Sur-
tees, Gent., to be Ensign by purch., rice Plgott.
37th—Lieut. J. B. Stareley, from Ceylon

Rifle Reg., to be Lieut., rice Cook appointed
Paymaster 10th Foot.
44th — Lieut. C Rochfort, from h.p. Rifle

Brigade, to be Lieut., vice Collins, promoted ;
Ensign F. Hackett to be Lieut, by purch., rice
Rochfort, who retires ; Ensign J. Bradley, from
16th Foot, to be Ensign, rice Hackett.
66th—Ensign T. W. Fraser to be Lieut,

without purch., rice M'Nelll, deceased, Dec.
10; H. W. Austin, Gent., to be Ensign, vice

Fraser.
75th—H. T. Metge, Gent., to be Ensign with

out purch., rice Portal, whose appointment has
been cancelled.
82nd—E. N. Elliot, Gent., to be Ensign

-without purch., rice Stoodlev, dec.
87th — Ensign G. B. GodboId, from 97th

Foot, to be Sec. Lieut., rice Ferris, who exch.
94th—Lieut. R. Lewis to be Capt. without

purch., rice Beebee, dec. ; Ensign F. Estwick
to be Lieut., rice Leu is, Oct. 8; Ensign A.
JVloclean to be Lieut, by purch., rice Estwick,

hose promotion by purch. has been cancelled ;
fWnsign H. \V\ B. Cleveland, from 2nd Foot, to
oe Ensign, vice Maclean.
97th—Sec. Lieut. J. F. Ferris, from 87th

Foot, to be Ensign, rice Godbold, who exch.
Ceylon Rifle Reg.—Lieut. H. G. P. Tnckett,

-from h.p. Light Dragoons, to be Lieut, repay
ing the difference, rice Stanley, appointed to
37th Foot ; Sec. Lieut, and Adj. C. A. Cobbe to
be First Lieut, by purch., vice Tuckett, who
retires j Sec. Lieut. R. Watson to be First

Lieut, without purch. ; B. Fenwlck, Gent., ta>
be Sec. Lieut, by purch.. rice Watson, Jan. 2fr.

St. Helena Reg.—J. S. Cannon, Gent, to be
Ensign without purch., rice Clarke, whose ap
pointment has been cancelled ; Sec. Class Sur
geon W. Smith to be Surgeon; H. Julian,
Gent., to be Assist.-3tirgeon.
Brevet—Major W. R. Dickson, on half pay-

New Brunswick Fenctbles, to be L'eut.-Col. in
the Army, Dec. 31, 1841 ; Capt J. R. Maiendie,
32nd Foot, to be Major in the Army, June 28*
1838; Capt. W. H. Askwith, of the Royal
Artillery, to be Major In the Army, Jan. 28,
1842.
N. Somerset Yeomanry Cavalry—G. Mogg,

Gent., to be Lieut.

WHITEHALL, Feb. 1.

The Queen has been pleased to grant to Cap
tain Wm. Berners, Royal Horse Artillery, her
royal lice use and permission that he may accept
and wear the supernumerary Cross of the dis
tinguished Order of Charles III., which the
Queen of Spain hath been pleased to confer
upon him, in testimony of Her Catholie Ma
jesty's approbation of his services at St. Sebas.
tian during the late war; also, unto Captain
John Dickson D. Bean, 23rd Reg. N. Infantry,
In the service of the East India Company,
Bengal Establishment, and Political Agent at
Shawl, permission that he may accept and wear
the insignia of the third class of the Order of
the Doorauee Empire, which H. M. Shah
Shooja-ool-Moolk, King of Affghanlstan, hath
been pleased to confer upon him. In testimony
of H.M.'s approbation of the services, from
time to time, rendered by him during the cam
paign in Afghanistan.

2nd Somerset Reg. of Militia—Thomas Jafl.
Thackeray, Esq., to be Captain.

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS.

BIRTHS.

July 19th, on board the ship Carnatic, at sea,
the Lady of Capt. M. U. Sparks, 49th Regt., of
a son and heir.

Jan. 8th. at Smaley Lodge, Herts, the Lady
of Lieut.-Col. Hankey, of a son.

Jan. 9th, at Madeira, the Lady of George Stod-
<iart, Esq., Her Britannic Majesty's Consul, of

a son.
Jan. 9th, at Lisbon, the Lady of Capt. Sir

James Stirling, of H.M.S. Indus, of a daughter.
Jan. 13th, at Moneyglass. Antrim, the Lady

of Colonel Kennedy, late 18th Hussars, of a

-daughter.
Jan. 15th, in Cork, the Lady of Capt. Stubbe-

man, 8*rd Regt., of a daughter.

Jan. 2Mh, at Florence, the Lady of Major
Storks, 38th Regt., of a son.

Jan. 25th, In Chesham-place, the Lady Arthur
Lennox, of a son.

Jan. 26th, at the Marina, Freshwater, Isle of
"Wight, the Lady of Capt. Crosier, R.N., of a

son.
Feb. 4th, at Southsea, the Lady of Com

mander G. Daries, of a son.
Feb. 7th, at Jura House, the Lady of Capt.

Colin Campbell, 91st Regt., of a daughter, stlll-
■boru.

Feb. 8th, the Lady of Capt. Charles Clarice,
R.N., of a daughter.
> Feb. 9th. at Beaumaris, the Lady of Capt.
George MacCall, of H.M. 20th Foot, of a son.

Feb. 10th, at Stonehouse, the Lady of Major
Mitchell, R.M., of a daughter.

Feb. 16th, at Jesmond, Northumberland, the
Lady of S. R. Streatfield, Esq., late Major bind
Regt., of a son.
At Allvvorth, Queen's County, the Lady of

Major Swan, K. St. F., of a son.
At Balgarrie, Cupar Fife, the Lady of Gen.

Webster, E.I.C.S., of a daughter.
At Plymouth, the Lady of Major Percy

Dougtas. 29th Regt., of a son, still-born.
At Canterbury, the Lady of Major Michel,

fith Regt., of a daughter.

MARRIAGES.

Jan. 10th, at the Palace Chapel, Valletta, W.
Wilkins, Esq., Purser of H.M. steam-frigate
Hecate, to Elizabeth Jane Balcomhe, only
daughterof the late Quartermaster Nagle. 47th
Regt.

Jan. 12th, at Tfrerton, the Rer. F. Jonei,
M.A., to Maria Georgina, daughter of Peter
Robertson, Esq., late Lieut.-Col. 8th, or King's,
and grand- daughter of the late Vice- Admiral
Sir William Parker, Bart.
Jan. 22nd, at St. George's, Hanover square.

Luigi Perret Sagrinl, Esq., to Margaret Marr,
only daughter of Lieut.-Gen. Paterson, K.C.H.,
of Exeter.

Jan. 26th, at Wlnkftetd, Berks, J. Dew,
Esq., son of A. Dewar, Esq., Surg. R.N., to
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Oeorgiona, only daughter of W. Bolton, Esq.,

LJeut. R.N.
Jan. 29th. at Alverstoke, <*. C. Langiey, Km;..

of the Rl. Marines, to Frances Loui*n Hall iday,
eldest daughter of the late Copt. F. A. Halli-
day, R.N.

Feb. 2nd, at St. George's. Hanover-square,
Bear-Admiral Noble, to Jane Ann, widow of
the latp E. Hpettlgue, Esq.

Feb. 3rd, at Portsea, Capt. Woodford J. Wil
liams, late In command of the Stroroboli at
Acre, to Anne, third daughter of the Rev. Dr.
Morgan, Chaplain of Portsmouth Dockyard.

Feb. ! nth, at Chapel AUerton Church. Lieut-

Col. Dunn, RI. Artillery, to Margaret Duncan,
youngest daughter of Wm . W. Brown, Esq., of
Allerton Hall, Yorkshire.

Feb. 14th, at Dover, George R. Stevenson,
Esq., 7th Dragoon Guards, to Anna Maria Den-
ham, eldest daughter of the Rev. C. Burrell
Cookes, of Barbourne and Bentley, Worcester,
ahlre.

At Voughall, George Roche Smith, Et
Assist.-Sure. 99th Regt., to Grace Elii
eldest daughter of Major R. H. Maunsell

nth, Esq.,
Elizabeth,

At Boxley, R. Jesse, Esq., Lieut. R.N., to
Emily, second daughter of the late Rev. G. C.
Tennymon, D.C.L.

At Tulla, Clare, Capt. R. Murray, 20th Regt.,
son of the late Admiral R. Murray, Commander-
in-Chief at Halifax, to Harriet, daughter ofJohn
D. Ellard, Esq.
John Freke Palmer, Esq., Lieut.-Col. Madras

Army, to Catherine, eldest daughter of the late
H. P. Andrew, Esq., of Bodreau.

DEATHS.

May Uth, Capt. Donald M'Intosb, Unatt.
July 7th, at Madras, Major D. Duff, E.I.C.S.
Oct. 21st, at Kurnaul, Lieut. Hamilton, 3rd

Foot.
Oct. 22nd, at Mozambique, Coast of Africa,

Mr. N. B. Pearce, Master of H.M.S. Grecian,
aged .13.
Nov. 1 7th, at Demerara, Quartermaster

Allard, 1st West India Regt.

Nov. 20th, at Jamaica, Ensign Stoodley, 82nd
Toot.

Nov., on board H.M.S. Champion, on the
South American Station, Mr. Ford, Mate, son
of Lieut. Ford, K M.

Nov. 2Rth, Capt. Armstrong, 21st Foot. He
was an officer of great promise, and one whose
loss will he deeply regretted by all ranks of the
Scotch Fusiliers. He arrived at Calcutta, from
Dlnppore, on the 26th Nov., appeared before a
Med'cal Board on the following day, and got
everything arranged to leave on the 1st Dec.;
bur at dinner he was taken III with cholera, and
died on th« night of th* 28th Nov. The funeral,
which took place on the following day, was con
ducted In a neat quiet way, there being no
troops in the Fort to fumUh a tiring party.

Dec. Iflth, at Ascension. Capt. Henry Ben
nett. HI. Mamies, Coimniind.uit Oi that Settle-

-aent-
Dvc. 21st, at Newcastle.on-Tyne. Surgeon D.

. M*G rigor, h.p. Ordnance Medical Depart-

Dec. 26th. Capt. Wily, h.p. 83rd Foot.
Jan. 7th, Lieut.-Col. T. Basset, Governor of

the Military Knights of Windsor.
Jan, 7th, Lient. J. J. Breit, h.p. 30th Foot.
Jan. 9th, at Alnwick, Lieut. Crisp, h.p. 1st

Jan. Uth, at Boulogne- *ur-Mer, Jane Cathe
rine, youngest daughter of Colonel N. Wilson,
K.H., late of 4th Light Dragoons.
Jan. 14th, at Portaferry, S. W. Chermside,

Esq., M.D., UUe burgeon 23rd Royal Welsh
Fusiliers.

Jan. 16th, at Fulham, Mary, eldest daughter
of the late Rear-Admiral R. Smith, and relict
of G. Palmer, Esq., Admiral of the White,
Jan. lHtb. Lieut.- Colonel Charles Egan, late

Royal Artillery, aged 67.

Jan. 22nd, at Cavan, the Lady of Lieutenant
Canavan, 04th Regt.
■Man. 23rd, in hia 34th year, George James
Gordon. late Capt. 79th Highlanders.

Jan. 25th, in Portman-street, Portman-square,
Major-Gen. Sir George Lelth, Bart., of Mel
ville-street, Edinburgh, aged 76.

Jan. 25th, at Newtownlimavady, Lieut.-Col.
Wm. Stirling, H.E.I.C.S.
Jan. 26th, at Brook-house, Cheshunt, Capt.

Henry Hume Spence, K.N., of South Mailing,
Sussex, aged 67.
Jan. 28th, at St. Omer, Capt. John Douglas,

R.N.
Jan. 29th, at BouIogne-sur-Mer, Emily, wife

of Capt. William Webb, R.N., and daughter of
Admiral Sir W. Lake, K.C.B.

Feb. 1st, at Malcotmville, Carlow, Robert
i, Esq., Lient. h.p. 3rd Drag. Gds.

Feb. 2nd, at Drogheda, Lieut. " '
lougb, late of 16th Foot.

Feb, 2nd, at Southampton, Ensign Stratton.

Feb. 4th, at Stonehouse, near Pevonport,
Jane, the Lady of Lieut.-Col. O'Donnoghue.

Feb. 5th, at Croydon, Col. Sempronlus Stret-
ton, C.B., of the 40th Foot, in which corps he
served for many years, and was present with it
in nearly all the actions In which it was engaged
throughout the Peninsular campaigns. We
annex a record of his services from Hart*s Army
List:—** Col. Stretton served in the Peninsula
from 1812 to the end of that war in 1814, in
cluding the battle of Vlltoria, Investment of
Pampeluna, battles of the Pyrenees, at the
Heights of Roncesvalles, Linzoain, Heights
above Pampeluna, storming the French posi
tion JtOth of July, and pursuit of the enemy
until the 6th of August ; passage of the Bidas-
soa, Heights above Vera, battles of the Nlvelle
and Nive, affairs near Bayonne (1 0th to 13th
Dec), battle of Orthrs, taking the bridges over
the Ers river, and battle of Toulouse. Served
afterwards at New Orleans and the subsequent
campaign of 1 HI 5, in the Netherlands, including
the battle of Waterloo. Medal for the battle
of the Pyrenees, where he commanded the 40th
Regiment." Alter the battle of Waterloo Col.
Stretton was named to a distinguished Staff
appointment, as one of the Commandants of
Paris, which he held until the Army of Occu
pation was withdrawn. He was twice married
—first to the Hon. Catharine Jane Massey,
daughter of the late Lord Clarina, and, secondly,
to toe Hon. Ann Handcock, daughter of the
late, and sitter of the present, Viscount Castie-
maine, who survives him.

Feb. 6th, In Upper Seymour-street, Portinan-
sqoare, Lady Hulse, relict of the late Field
Marshal the Bight Hon. Sir Samuel Hulse,
G.C.H.

Feb. 6th, at Cold Harbour, Gosport, Geor
gians Margaretta Johnson, wife of Lieut. John
son, R.N., and youngest daughter of Rear-
Admiral Carter.
At Portleven, Mr. C. Ludlow, Mate, Chief

Officer of the Coast Guard at Portleven.
Feb. 9th, at Canterbury, Quartermaster Shea-

han, 6th Foot, who only arrived in this country
in January with the head-quarters from Bom.
bay. He enlisted Into the 6th In 1/93, and,
with the exception of a short period, when
Quartermaster of the late Royal African Corps,
has followed the fortunes of the regiment from
that period to the day of his death: he was
consequently present In the greater number of
the principal actions fought \n the Peninsula,
and subsequently in America.
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Feb. 9th, at Thorp Lodge, near Norwich,
Lieut.-Colonel Harvey, aged 86.

Feb. 13th, in Upper Harley-street. Lieut.-Col.
W. Bodycott Davis, of the E.I. Company'sService.

Feb. 14th, at Park-hill, Manchester, Elizabeth,
wife of Capt. Atherton, late H.M. 6th Rcgt.

Feb. 17th, at Cheltenham, aged 20* the only
remaining daughter of Capt. Fred. Robertson,
Royal Artillery.
At Thurso, Capt. Slater, R.N.
At Malta, Mr. R. Anderson, Master, R.N.

(1815).
At Paris, in his 84th year, Leonard Gillespie,

Esq., M.D., R.N., one of the oldest physicians
in the Service. As private physician to Lord
Nelson, and Physician-General to his fleet, he
had the honour of enjoying the closest intimacy
with that distinguished Admiral for many years.
At Finnoe House, near Borrisokane, at the

age of 71, Capt. John Waller, h.p. 88th Reg.,
and retired Adjutant of the City of Limerick
Militia.
At Stonehouse, Mrs, Desbrisay, relict of Maj.

Peter Desbrisay, aged 84.

At Bath, the Dowager Lady Lelghton, widow
of the late General Sir B. Leighton, Bart.
On board H.M.S. Thunderer, off Beirout,

Willoughby Gordon Macpherson.son of Lieut—
Coi. Macpherson, late of78lh Highlanders.
Mrs. Ross, relict of the late Capt. D. Rosa,

and housekeeper of the Admiralty, Somerset

House.
At Plymouth, Miss Hignian, only daughter

of Capt. H. H. Higinan, R.N.
At Malta, aged 25, Alexander Glen. of H.M.S.

Thunderer, youngest son of the late Capt. N.

Glen, R.N.
In Lower Camden.street, aged 30, Lieut. \V.

Jones, 57th Reg.
Capt. M. G. Macarthur, h.p. Royal Marines.
Thomas George Mitchell. Esq., Purser of

H.M.S. Seaflower.
On board H.M.S. Endymion, East Indies,

Lieut. James Piers, R.M.
At Moutmein, Major Serjeantson, 50ih Foot.
At Dinhom, Ludlow, aged 81, John Syer,

Esq., formerly Major, King's Drag. Gds.

Lately, Lieut. H. Smithwick, R.N. (1812).

METEOROLOGICAL REGISTER,

KEPT BY CAPTAIN W. H. SMYTH, R.N., AT CARDIFF.

JAN.

1842.

Self-Reftafn,
Thermometer. TAl 3 A.M.'

REMARKS.Mornlni

HIGH WATER.

Evening.
WIND.

i!

ii
ti ■si

<a

Time.

H. M.

Height

ru In.

Time.H.M. Height

Ft. la. {*& si

Direction.
o
Bh

h I 43-3 39-2 30-11 46-2 9 40 » 0 10 20 26 10 S.E. 3 Dark and foggy. 0.

41-4 35-7 307 44-8 10 30 26 9 10 45 20 5 E.N.E. 4 Fr. winds, overc +2.

T> 3 37-5 33-8 30-04 44-3 11 15 24 8 11 45 23 0 N.E. 4 Pr. breezes, clear, +3.

C? 4 34-8 267 30-02 39-0 0 0 0 0 0 15 22 1« N.E. 4 A splendid day. 4-4-

38-3 28-2 30-08 38-8 0 30 21 0 I 0 20 8 N. 4 Very fine weather.—3-

% e 38-5 29-4 30-10 38-7 1 35 19 6 2 IS 19 11 N.E. 3 Variable and cloudy. 0.

i 7
38-2 31-0 30-43 40-8 3 0 19 1 3 30 19 6 N.N.E. a Fine clear weath. ^-2.

h s 35-8 26'4 30-42 38-0 4 15 20 J 4 45 20 8 N.E. 2 Light winds, cldy.-j-4.

© » 32-6 27-7 30-23 37-8 5 10 » 1 5 35 22 6 N.E. 4 Fr. winds, overc. -j-3.

J 10 30-4 25-8 30-10 36-3 6 0 S3 10 6 25 24 0 S.E. 3 Hazy and overcast 0.

3 " 33-4 28J 30-00 37-8 6 35 as 0 7 5 24 10 E.N.E. 3 A fall of snow. —4.

5 1! 38-0 31-7 29-98 41-3 7 20 25 8 7 35 26 7 8. 4 Fr. breezes, fine. —2.

Jf. 13 36-7 31-5 29-78 40-2 745 20 6 8 10 26 6 B.E. 6 Fr. winds, snow. —1.

? 14 36-8 31'8 29-60 42-0 8 20 26 8 8 40 26 0 N.E. 1 Light aire and clear. 0.

h is 38-7 27-3 29-98 407 8 55 26 4 9 10 25 6 N.W. 3 Moderate & clear, -f-3.

0 16 40-6 29-7 29-78 426 9 20 25 3 9 40 23 10 W. 5 Var. winds, thaw. —S.

}) 17 42-2 31-5 30-14 43-0 10 0 23 8 10 15 22 5 W. 3 Moderate breezes. 0.

$ 18 43-2 33-4 30-23 44-6 10 50 20 8 10 45 21 0 W.N.W. 1 Lightairs, very fine. 0.

§ 19 .438 33-7 30-34 46-8 10 50 20 8 10 20 19 4 W.N.W. 2 Light winds, clear. 0

% 20 42-4 34-2 30-16 44-0 11 30 ii) 3 11 55 18 3 S.E. 3 Mod. winds, fine. .4-2.

2 21 38-3 31-5 30-08 42-0 0 0 C 0 0 35 17 10 E.S.E. g Cldy.4t overcast. +2.

h 22 42-4 32-6 29-65 40-8 1 15 17 3 1 60 18 9 &S.E. 4 Squally, with rata. —4.

©23 40-6 30-3 29-42 44-0 2 40 18 7 3 45 19 8 N.W. 3 Ft. winds 6z fine. +3.

i) 24 38-7 27-0 29-80 42-7 4 20 2! 0 4 60 23 3 N.W. 1 Frosty weather. a

S 25 41-2 32-4 2963 46-6 5 10 24 0 5 55 25 0 N.W. 4 Ft. winds, clear, -f.2.

§ 26
44 7 33-7 29-22 45-2 6 20 27 3 6 45 29 6 s. 9 A furious gale. —5.

V- 27 47-2 34-8 2976 45-0 7 16 2'.) 6 7 50 29 9 w. < Fr. breezes, cldy. -fS.

5 28 45-2 33-5 29-93 45-6 8 0 31 6 8 35 31 2 w. 3 A splendid day. -f-4.

fl 29 46-3 32-4 30-02 45-2 8 45 31 0 9 20 29 6 N.W. 2 Light winds, fine. 4-3.

©30 43-4 31-5 30-24 45-0 9 35 90 2 10 0 29 0 N.W. 1 A beautiful day. 4-2.

J 31 460 30-8 30-10 45-0 10 10 28 10 10 30 26 6 W.8.W. 4 Fr. winds, cloudy S
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ON OCEANIC SURF.

O ! Ocean ! though guardian and friend to mankind,

To the best of thy favours how many are blind !

The merchant, who cares but to live for himself,

Extols thee for floating home coffers of pelf:

The alderman pours out his thanks to his God,

Who stock'd thee with salmon, and turbot, and cod.

Notwithstanding the inundations, storms, and shipwrecks of the

globe-encompassing ocean, its vast waters are far more bountiful than

destructive, as shown in the intercourse between remote regions, the

employment afforded to many thousands of men, and the contributions

to the wants and luxuries of nations. This is rather viewing it in what

may be termed its manipulation sense, since it is independent of that

universal utility of exhalation which refreshes the atmosphere, supports

vegetable life, and aliments the str'eams of running water. So magnifi

cent a theme demands the fullest illustration ; but our present object is

only to draw attention to one of its impulsions.

Although the density and gravity of the mighty waters combine to

retain them in equilibrium, or to preserve their general level, they

nevertheless cede to comparatively slight external agencies of motion,

and are constantly agitated by winds, tides, and currents. To these

some think there may be added a general set of the sea, independent of

the other movements ; and this net, Dassie concludes to be from east to

west, inclining towards the north.

The action of the atmosphere or winds produces correspondent undu-

latory movements on the surface of the sea, which increase in rapidity

and violence with the velocity and force of this cause. Thus a moderate

breeze produces a gentle undulation in wide seas, which, moving slowly

onwards, exhausts itself and subsides tranquilly. In a storm the ocean

is furrowed by tremendous waves, each of which rolls on with furious

rapidity, until its summit arrives at an overhanging elevation, from

■which it necessarily precipitates itself by the force of gravity, and by

the acceleration it has acquired in its descent, impels forward the mass

of water immediately before it, which in its turn rises, forms a wave,

and pushes forward the water before it ; and thus a continual succession

of waves is generated. The wind acts comparatively only on the sur

face-water, penetrating to a slight depth, though proportioned to its

violence, and detaching it from the substratum, but urging it merely a

short way beyond its original position. The waving of a field of corn

more than proves this to be possible, since a gale occasions the undula

tions to run the whole length of the field, without disturbing the root of

a single stem. Professor Airy, to instance a similar theory on the pro

pagation of sound by undulations of the atmosphere, in his lecture-room

at Cambridge, in the year 1831, had an ingenious machine made, in the

form of a box two or three feet long, full of vertical rods, somewhat

resembling the keys of a pianoforte when entirely exposed to view, and

topped with balls to facilitate the perception of their motion when

quickly agitated. This was performed by their lower end being con

nected by jointed wires with toothed wheels, and thus a winch in the

side set the whole in motion. The order of their progression was

U. S. Mao., No. 161, Apbu,, 1842. 2 G
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changed at pleasure, by taking off one of the wheels, and replacing it by

another, bearing a different relation in the number of its teeth to the

rest, thus representing various sorts of undulation. The simple con

trivance of the successive rise and fall of these balls deceived the eye

to an extraordinary degree, and admirably answered the purpose of

illustration. We have also a strong instance of this visual deception in

the aquatic animalculum commonly called the wheel-insect, on account

of its apparently spinning a wheel around its head at a great rate, when

desirous of food. This semblance, however, is occasioned only by a

fringe of antennae, which the minute creature moves in quick succession

to make a little vortex, and thus draw food into its mouth.

The velocity with which the waves are propagated has been a question

of much investigation, and is still among the nautical desiderata. Ac

cording to La Grange, it will be the same as that which a heavy body

acquires in descending from a height equal to half the depth of the

water in the channel; consequently, if the depth is one foot, the

velocity of the wave will be 5,^,, feet per second of time, and, accord

ing as the depth is greater or less, the velocity will vary in an under-

doubled ratio of the depths, provided they are not too great. The late

Dr. Wollaston, whose indefatigable attention was everywhere directed,

found the velocity of the waves to be nearly sixty miles an hour near

the east coast of England. This, however, requires modification, as

any actual advance of the body of waters, except in comparatively shal

low channels, may well be questioned. In waves we know that the

form advances with great rapidity, while the substance remains rising

and falling in the same place, according to the laws of the pendulum :

but during gales, the waves certainly acquire more or less fluency, and

the fluid progresses in proportion to momentum and magnitude. It is

very doubtful to what depth the sea is agitated by the winds, as our

intercourse with the submarine regions is yet awhile rare and difficult,

though we are becoming a little better acquainted with them through

the agency of diving-bells. Thus, in the case of the Thetis frigate, lost

off Cape Frio, in South America, we learn, by Capt. Dickenson's report,

that on visiting the wreck at the base of the rocks, it was astonishing to

see, by the state of the wood and iron, what violent concussions and

strainings it had undergone, such as he had never witnessed before, and

could not have supposed possible without this ocular proof.

While we are thus at sea respecting the velocity of the waves, we are

no less uncertain of their height. The conventional and expressive

phrase of " mountains high" is rebuked by Dr. Arnott, in his valuable

Elements of Physics. " So awful is the spectacle of a storm at sea,"

says he, in a vein of no great compliment to the blue-jackets, " that it

is generally viewed through a medium which biasses the judgment ; and,

lofty as waves really are, imagination makes them loftier still. No

-waves rise higher than ten feet above the ordinary level, which, with

the ten feet that its surface afterwards descends below this, gives twenty

feet for the whole height from the bottom of any water-valley to its

summit." Now, though the ingenious Doctor deals out this so dictato-

rially that he must have had what he deemed undeniable data for such

a positive assertion, we—of our own personal knowledge—undertake to

■question his "fact," and to assure him that—in the course of our expe

rience—we have, in several gales, been satisfied that the waves were more
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than double the height he assigns them. Men-of-war, though as

nothing compared to the rolling billows, are yet of bulk and height suf

ficient to form a tolerable comparative scale when pretty close to each

other ; and we have watched two lofty ships within a mile apart. Occa

sionally these vessels were in the fullest possible view of each other, but

were often hidden during the intervention of a billow, and at times Again

became visible, as the one occupied the summit and the other the trough

of the sea. Witness, also, the shaking and becalming of lofty sails by

the height of the waves.

The mountainous waves which follow each other slowly after a storm,

and subside without breaking, are generalized by the name of swell,

■while crested foaming waves are called a sea. After a gale, if a wind

springs up in an opposite direction, the wave it creates being contrary

to the previous swell, produces what is named a cross-sea, often more

dangerous than the most bulky but regular billows.

We have considered this brief notice of waves necessary, as they

appear, at a first glance, to be obviously the cause of surf, a phenomenon

which all have witnessed, but few have studied. Indeed, the late

esteemed Secretary of the Admiralty, Marsden, observed that, when he

published his History of Sumatra, the word was not to be found in our

dictionaries. Since that, Todd has interpolated it into Johnson, and

derives it from the French surflot, the " rising of billow upon billow ;"

and though we deem the conclusion to be rather shaky, a more authentic

one does not occur in our recollection, nor in our memoranda. It has,

however, been immemoriably used by our navigators in general, to

express the peculiar action of breaking surges. In a word, surf may be

simply defined as the swell of the sea, checked and broken by the shore.

At times it rolls up a beach lazily enough, but when excited, well merits

the term of " sea-boilings," used by the " aunciente maryneres," for its

"cocklings" drive about imperiously with a giant's strength, and

Cyclopean, but not unmusical roar. To be sure there are those who

•view such phenomena with phizzes at once woe-begone and emetical—With sad soul sickening o'er the heaving wave.

But to others they are a source of freshness, enjoyment, and gladness ;

and we feel a gratification in recalling the wild strains we have heard

upon many a coast, from the North and South Atlantic to the Pacific

Ocean, and from the Lydian whispers of Sicilian shores to the Phrygian

thunders of the Coromandel coast. Often and often has it been our

delight to study and enjoy the action of the elements,

And hear the mighty waters rolling evermore.In very fine weather the surf forms but a single range along the

shore, at other times there are two, three, four, or even more swells, one

behind the other, extending half a mile into the offing ; in which case

the height and violence are mutually increased. It begins to take its

form at some distance from the place where it breaks, and augments by

degrees as it advances, until it arrives at an overhanging height, when

it is precipitated, involving itself in its fall, with a noise that may be

heard at several miles' distance, and which often, in the stillness of

night, has given the navigator sufficient notice of his danger to enable

him to escape shipwreck. Indeed, the sight of this wall of water, from

ten or twelve to twenty feet high, rolling over with impetuous fury,

2 G 2
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must ever excite mingled emotions of admiration and awe. " The force

of the surf is so extremely great," says Marsden, " that I have known it

to overset a country vessel, in such a manner that the top of the mast

, has stuck in the sand, and the lower end made its appearance through

her bottom."

Although from the first formation of the surf the water seems to have

a rapid progressive motion towards the land, yet a light body floating on

it instead of being carried on shore, drifts parallel to it if the tide is

flowing, and drives off if it is ebbing ; to the truth of which we once had

personal and rather uncomfortable experience when adrift in a boat

alone. From this condition it seems to follow, that the motion only is

propagated in the fluid ; and that the mass of water is not propelled

forward,—the only real progressive movement being produced by the

vertical fall of the crest at the moment of the waves' breaking, when

the surf spreads itself in foam to a greater or less distance, in propor

tion to the elevation from which it was precipitated, and to the acclivity

of the shore.

Though it is difficult to conceive that the waves which are to form

the surf do not owe their origin to atmospheric influence, yet there

are many evidences that the wind is not the immediate cause of the surf

itself, for it is often greatest in a calm, and least in a storm, and is also

often most violent when the wind blows off" the shore ; and the surfs are

greatest between the tropics than elsewhere, as well as more continual,

though gales of wind, except at particular periods, are scarcely known

there. " The west coast of Ireland," says Marsden, " borders a sea

nearly as extensive and much more wild than the coast of Sumatra ; and

yet there, though when it blows hard the swell on the shore is high and

dangerous, there is nothing that resembles the surfs of India." In this

difficulty of finding an efficient cause, volcanic agency has been resorted

to, and some of the elucidatory facts advanced are startling enough, as in

the instances of the sudden and tremendous surf which accompanied the

great Lisbon earthquake, recorded by the observant Mr. Michell, in the

Philosophical Transactions. But volcanic agency must necessarily be

temporary; instead of which our subject requires a long enduring

cause : we must, therefore, recur to the more frequent phenomena of

Nature for explanation. The long swell, or libration of the sea,

met with near the equator, seems to be caused by the more direct and

powerful influence of the sun and moon on this part of the ocean, by

which it is necessarily more agitated than nearer the poles, where the

action of the heavenly bodies is indirect ; besides, the equatorial region

performing its daily revolution with greater velocity, and in consequence

of its tracing a larger circle than any other portion of the globe, its waters

must be more agitated by the centrifugal force, which depriving them of

a portion of their gravity, renders them more susceptible of external

impulses. Now Marsden supposes the rising and subsiding of this swell

to be similar to the vibrations of a pendulum, and to be subject to like

laws, so that its momentum of descent at sea will reciprocate on the

adjacent particles, which in their turn rise and impel others. But when

the wave approaches a shore whose depth is not in proportion to its

volume, this wave, instead of pressing on a mass of water which would

elevate itself to an equal height beyond, and form another wave, presses

on the unyielding ground, the reaction of which forces it to precipitate

itself as we have stated.
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We confess this reasoning carries such weight with it, that we regret

it is not fully satisfactory, and that the ingenious gentleman—with whom

we talked more than once this matter over—was obliged to continue thus :

—" But there occurs to me one objection which I cannot get over, and

which a regard to truth obliges me to state. The trade-winds are remark

ably steady and uniform, and the swell generated by them is the same.

The surfs are much the reverse, seldom persevering for two days in the

same degree of violence ; often mountains high in the morning, and nearly

subsided by night. How comes an uniform cause to produce effects so

unsteady, unless by the intervention of secondary causes, whose nature

and operation we are unacquainted with?" Despite of this very formi

dable objection, we cannot but think there are not more exceptions than

are enough—on further investigation— to prove the rule.

In the absence of a sufficient known cause, it is truly desirable

to notice the various effects of wind and surf; such observations—taken

in conjunction with the known laws of physics—can alone furnish the

materials necessary for an accurate and scientific inquiry into the general

oceanic ^relations on the margin of continents, and on the coasts of

islands. A systematic accumulation of data upon these points might

prove of considerable importance to the navigator, as being in connec

tion with the periodical changes of the atmosphere, and the seemingly

capricious course of the winds. Every seaman already knows full well

that a swell setting in a contrary direction to the wind blowing at the

moment, is a certain prognostic of the wind's changing to the direction

of the swell ; but no one can set a boundary to the useful and distinct

conclusions which further inquiry may reveal. Prcemonitus, pr<emuni-

tus,—or fore-warned, fore-armed,—should ever be a sea-motto. It is but

recently that the theory of the circular and progressive motion of hurri

canes has been established as a fact, to the explanation of many remark

able circumstances observed in the West Indies, and other places, during

such visitations ; and it is certain that whirlwinds are not likely to revolve

on their own axes over the ocean, without a corresponding disturbance

of the waters.

The luminosity of the ocean seems now to be reduced to two hypo

theses, one of which ascribes it to the shining of numerous animalculx,

and the other to the light proceeding from the putrefaction of animal

substances. The azure tint of the oceanic waves is known to be owing

to the blue rays being the most refrangible, and therefore reflected in

greatest quantity by the aquatic fluid, which, by reason of its density

and depth, causes them to undergo a strong refraction ; while the various

shades from indigo to light green depend upon local causes. But there

is a connexion between these, the swell, and the weather, which requires

a much closer attention than hath been yet given, before a full conclu

sion can be justly expected.

The breaking of surf along a coast is not the only development of the

oceanic action to which we allude ; and another striking instance is

observable in the extraordinary ripples which are frequently encoun

tered in the upper parts of the Bay of Bengal, and other places. These

Tipples resemble au impetuous tide boiling and breaking in front of an

obstruction ; and yet, from the observations that have been made on

them, they appear not to have the effect of current, or in any way to

throw a ship out of her reckoning. They are most frequently met with
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in light winds or in calms, having the appearance of a dangerous shoal.

They sometimes advance against the wind, at the rate of two or three

knots per hour ; and striking against the ship, wash her with the surges.

In passing to windward they may be traced to a considerable distance,

and might prove disagreeable visitors to patamars and other small craft.

Among other phenomena of surf, that called roller) is perhaps the

most remarkable. It is well known in oceanic localities, but seems to

Jlottrish in the greatest vigour in the South Atlantic, especially at Ascen

sion, Fernando Noronha, St. Helena, and the desolate isles of Tristan.

d'Acunha. In calm weather and smooth water, a monstrous wave rolls

in from the north, which, being interrupted by the cliffs, dashes down

with terrific fury, and a stunning noise ; and it is followed by others—

vires acquirant eundo (e undo?)—to an awful grandeur, which would

occasion the destruction of every ship exposed to them. This bulky swell

rises without any apparent or hitherto detected warning, and subsides as

suddenly and entirely; but it is generally found to precurse a hard gale.

In October, 1817, an unfortunate sloop-of-war, the Julia, of sixteen

guns, was caught off the dangerous inlet at Tristan d'Acunha called

Falmouth Bay. The night had been perfectly calm ; but at two o'clock

in the morning, while still quite dark, the fatal rollers set in, and she

was driven into the bay by them. The consequence was inevitable,—the

ship struggled for a moment among the furious breakers which whitened

along the fearful shore, and was beat to pieces : fifty-five men miserably

perished, and all the destituted survivors were sorely bruised and lacer

ated in making their perilous escape. An esteemed friend of ours,

Capt. Robert Hay—the betrothed of a beautiful and amiable lady—lost

his life in this melancholy disaster. He was an officer of excellent

qualifications and great merit, who only two years before, when a Lieu

tenant, at the attack upon Algiers, had very ably fought the Albion, after

her commander, Capt. Coode, was wounded and carried below into the

cockpit. He had gained the shore, but the tremendous breakers over

whelmed him. Peace to his manes !

A modification of this heavy swell is known in the Caribbean islands

by the name of "the ground-sea," and at Jamaica it is called the

" norths." Some occidental savans attribute this also to submarine vol

canic agency, and others ascribe it to lunar influence : while neither party

denies the implication of distant gales of wind. But we have seen the

ground-sea in those parts rise, rage, and subside, during light airs, or

even calm weather ; at which times massy undulations approach, and, as

they near the land, form billows crested with foam, and impetuously

dash along the shore with loud roarings and flying spray.

The most notorious of the surfs in every-day use is that of Madras,

where we, having undergone the toils of landing sick and wounded men,

may be allowed to conduct the reader, before saying vale!

The city of Madras, though reared on an arid spot, with a brackish

stream in the rear, and a lashing surf in front, nevertheless presents a

brilliant aspect from the roads, and one, to our then youthful mind, more

correspondent to the Grecian splendour of the imagination, than any

thing we had till then met with. There was the formidable citadel

between the Black town and the Nabob of Arcot's princely grounds,

with noble buildings, spires, columns, colonnades, minarets, and porti

coes, of polished chunam ; while the dazzling sandy beach, alive with

groups of people of all colours and vestments, the tall trees, the garden
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house villas backed by the interior hills, and heightened in effect by the clear

blue sky and transparent sea, all combine to render the aspect of Madras

imposing and grand. Everything appears to display the prosperity,

wealth, and dominion of the capital of the second Presidency of our

Eastern Empire, save and except its most ill-adapted site. The circum

jacent plain is sterile, the vegetation scant, and the soil—except in the

gardens of the White inhabitants—produces little for general use. The

action of the sun upon the sand promotes excessive heat ; and the place

is likewise exposed to a burning wind, loaded with suffocating dust and

clouds of flies and mosquitoes, nor are scorpions, toads, centipedes, and

legions of ravenous ants and cockroaches, wanting. To these evils must

be added, the disadvantage of a commercial mart without a harbour,

whose coast runs in nearly a straight line, on which a raging surf breaks

in three distinct foamy ridges, each nearer to the shore than the other.

The reader may ask—What induced the occupation of so incommodious

a spot ? The answer will be, that all-pervading passion which prompted

Alexander, per contra, to destroy a city,—for it was Love! Sir Wil

liam Langhorne fixed upon the site, not for its eligibility, but because of

its contiguity to the dark-eyed object of his amorous vows, then dwelling

in the Portuguese citadel of St. Thomas, about three miles to the south

ward,—at least it is so logged in the legends of the Carnatic.

The high and dangerous surf we have mentioned induces the necessity

of using the massoolah, a very singular sort of vessel, as a means of

communication between the ships and the shore ; and it is worthy of

note that every place has the peculiar embarkation best adapted to its

locality, whence the diversity of construction in beach vessels, notwith

standing an obvious resemblance in principle.

The massoolah is a light, large, and flat-bottomed boat, without ribs,

keel, or other timber ; the broad planks of which are sewed at the edges

with kyar, or line made from the outer fibres of the cocoa-nut, and filled

in between the seams with the same material ; iron being utterly excluded

throughout the whole fabric. By this construction they are rendered

lithe and buoyant enough to meet the violent shocks which they receive

from the toppling, dashing, roaring surges they encounter; and they

yield to the percussion of the waters, so as, by diminishing the resistance,

to be thrown up high-and-dry on the beach, without breaking by the

concussion. The management of them requires great dexterity and

experience, for the crews are bred from their infancy to the perilous

calling. If the poet thought the first boatman who ventured from

Mediterranean shores had threefold armour, he must have become truly

Pindaric to express his admiration of the man who led the way through

the Coromandel surf. The massoolahs are impelled by broad elliptical

paddles ; and the tindal, or coxswain, chants a wild but not unpleasing

■ong, to the cadence of which his clashees keep time, quickening or

retarding the motion of the boat as may be necessary to evade or

encounter the stroke of the billows. Thus they approach the European

boats, which are obliged to anchor at the back of the surf at a prescribed

distance, and receive their passengers and lading. They then return,

and on entering the outer line of breakers—which on a first passing are

enough to appal a stoutish heart—the rowers simultaneously pause, and

the song is suspended ; but the instant the surf has tumbled over, a

refrain of loud yellah-yellahs bursts forth, and the most skilful and

strenuous efforts are made to meet the next surge, towards which the
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limber craft is whirled with indescribable shocks and tremors, till she is

beached.

The roassoolah is almost invariably attended by little rafts, called

catamarans, of which we shall presently speak, and should the former be

capsized, they aid in rescuing the passengers and bearing them to the

shore. This is a service which demands an almost amphibious race,

and is singularly dangerous ; for though fortunately the sharks keep

mostly to the roads, yet the surf is infested by a ravenous enemy called,

the ground-shark. The men are therefore required to be active, able,

and intrepid ; and we, who have witnessed the bold agility with which

the Sandwich islanders gambol in violent surfs also, yet cannot but pro

nounce the Madras men to be their superiors.

Such being the physical incommodation of the coast, it has been a

wise policy to patronise those who distinguish themselves by rescuing

drowning persons ; and medals are awarded to those who particularly

exert themselves in the surf. Some desperately wise sages regard

these donations as mere trumpery baubles ; we, however, differ widely

from them, and we well remember the facundity of tongue and truly

Oriental gesticulation with which one of these " Catamaran Jacks" was

displaying a decoration he had just received for having been instrumental

in saving some of the men belonging to the Java, a ship apparently

doomed. This unfortunate frigate had just been captured in Batavia

Roads, and brought to Madras, where she was commissioned into our

service ; but hardly was her pendant hoisted, when her First Lieutenant,

Purser, Boatswain, Carpenter, and three fine seamen, were drowned by

the upsetting of the massoolah they had embarked in. The ship herself

was lost, with every soul belonging to her, on her first voyage in the

British service, having run foul of the sinking Blenheim, it is supposed;

at least, neither ship was ever heard of after. The name itself is, how

ever, typical of ill luck in the seaman's ear. Another prize frigate—the

Renomm6e—was sent to sea under the name of Java, with a new com

plement, and in less than four months fell to an American of far superior

bulk and force ; and this was but the prelude of. our giving up the

island of Java itself, the noblest and most integral of all our Eastern

conquests. (

In very rough weather the whole line of the shore becomes sublimely

terrific, and the massoolahs cannot venture off. All intercourse with

the shipping would then be stopped, except for the means afforded by

that simple and singular contrivance, the catamaran. This is used by

fishermen, and consists of two or three logs of light wood lashed toge

ther, the outer ones being seven or eight feet long, by six or eight inches

diameter, with the centre piece rather longer. It is rounded off at one

end for the convenience of progression through the water, and paddled

by one and sometimes two men, squatted on their knees in apparently a

most uneasy position. The surface is flat, and of course, when the man

is duly perched, is even with the water, which continually washes over

it ; yet in this painful posture, and on so slippery a fabric, will these

men continue for hours together. It is very common for them to be

washed off the catamaran, which, unless a shark happens to be handy,

they regain by swimming, and remount with expert agility. And with

means so seemingly inadequate, do these men even convey the letters they

are charged with safe and dry through the breakers to the ships in the

roads ; the papers are usually placed in their skullcaps, enveloped with
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a kind of turban, which, with a rag round the middle, are the only arti

cles of dress required in their vocation.

Such is the surf at Madras, or rather along the whole shore of the

Carnatic ; and it is matter of note that it is frequently the heaviest in

calm weather. Hence the dreadful losses in life and property that have

befallen us; and though the outer roads are deemed good holding-

ground, they are everywhere strewed with parted anchors and fragments

of wreck. Indeed, these losses have often placed our Oriental supre

macy at stake. In the spring of 1749, part of Admiral Boscawen's

fleet was surprised at anchor off Fort St. David, when, besides the

general damage, the Pembroke, of sixty guns, with 330 of her crew, was

lost ; and the Namur, a man-of-war of the then important class of

seventy-four guns, with above 500 men. Again, on the 1st of January,

1761, Admiral Stevens was caught by a storm in Pondicherry Roads,

which in its consequences was a spring of hilarity to M. Lally, the

besieged French governor of that place. Some of the squadron cut

their cables and stood out to sea, and some, by cutting away their masts,

rode out the conflict. The Newcastle, of fifty guns, Queenborough

frigate, and Protector store-ship, were driven ashore and totally lost ;

their crews, however, were mostly saved. But the ill-fated Due

d'Aquitaine, of sixty-four guns, Capt. Sir William Hewitt, and the

Sunderland, of sixty, commanded by the Hon. James Colville, foundered

at their anchors; and their crews, amounting to 1100 men, perished,

excepting seven Europeans and as many lascars. And in 1782, Sir

Edward Hughes—after having fought four battles on this coast in eight

months without taking or losing a ship, though 297 men were killed,

and upwards of 1 1 00 wounded—was visited by a furious gale in Madras

Roads, which would have placed the French Admiral de Souffrein in

the ascendant, but that fortunately the hardest blasts of the storm blew

from off the shore. Yet it was a scene of great horror and distress;

several vessels foundered at their anchors, others drove out to sea, and

the whole shore was covered with the bodies of the dead and dying.

We have cited these instances to exemplify a moral conclusion, for the

beach-masters have since established so systematic a discipline among the

clashfes,.and created such vigilance, that, though disaster will occa

sionally happen, the loss of life in recent cases bears no proportion to

that of a former day. On the 2nd of May, 1811, Madras was visited

by a storm of such fury as to create both destruction and sorrow. Before

the commotion of the elements began, 120 ships and vessels proudly

rode at their anchors : in the morning, all these—including H.M. ships

Dover and Chichester—either bilged or foundered, and were strewed in

fragments along the shore. Fewer lives were sacrificed than could have

been expected, considering the extent of the calamity, and that numbers

of the vessels sunk at their anchors ; but neither of the men-of-war lost a

single man. It is, however, quite frightful to ponder on the extent to

which our naval means would probably have been destroyed, had this storm

come on sooner. But ten days before, the expedition had sailed for

Java, with a strong squadron of men-of-war, twelve Company's cruizers,

and sixty transports, with 12,000 soldiers on board, all of which must

have been wrecked !

How the Old Lady of Leadenhall-street would have quaked, had she

been aware of this !
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE REPORT OF THE SELECT COMMITTEE OF

THE HOUSE OF COMMONS ON ARMY AND NAVY APPOINTMENTS.

DATED AUGUST 12, 1833 AND ON THE REPORT OF THE COM

MISSIONERS FOR INQUIRING INTO NAVAL AND MILITARY PRO

MOTION, 1840.

From the satisfaction felt at the succession of a Government that

promises to consider more favourably the claims and services of old

officers, it may not be amiss to advert to some of the most important

parts of the evidence given before the Select Committee of the House

of Commons on Army and Navy Appointments, and before the Com

mission on Naval and Military Promotion. The difficulty of referring

to these Parliamentary Reports is sufficient to render them unknown to

the greater part of the officers of the Navy and Army, as well as to the

larger proportion of the public.

The liberal and generous extent of the late Brevet was hailed with

joy by both Services, as holding out a fair prospect that the merits and

services of old officers will be duly appreciated, both when actively em

ployed and in retirement.

In the first place let us refer to the observations of the Duke of

Wellington, as to the qualifications required from an officer employed :—

From the moment at which the officer enters His Majesty's Service, till

he attains the rank of General Officer, he must be prepared to serve in all

climates, in all seasons, in all situations, and under every possible difficulty

and disadvantage.

There is no peace or repose for him; excepting that some powerful party

in the state should think that his services can be dispensed with: in which

case he will be put on half-pay.

This officer has but little hope ofpromotion unless he can purchase it ; nor

of rest nor relief from his exertions, if he should obtain it, as long as he has

health and strength to serve.

When he attains the rank of a General Officer he must be qualified to fill

the post of a Governor of a province. He must manage a legislature; he

must perlbrm the most difficult and arduous functions of government which

can be entrusted to any subject, if he means to be a candidate for the situa

tion of Colonel of a regiment.

If stationed in the neighbouring part of the United Kingdom, (and even

in England,) the General Officer must take upon himself, and must be

qualified by education, prudence and other qualities, to perform the duty

of the Lord Lieutenant of a County, of several counties, to correspond with

the magistrates, to superintend and direct their exertions.

Surely men with such qualities and so employed, cannot be allowed to

believe that the Legislature is unmindful of their services; and that their

Sovereign is at this moment to be deprived of the means of rewarding those

services, which His Majesty and his predecessors have so long enjoyed.

Previous to the Report of the Select Committee there were about

thirty governments, not requiring residence, given to officers of long

service and meritorious conduct. These governments, apart from all

idea of emolument, were estimated as marks of distinction, and cherished

from their value as proofs of the approbation of the Sovereign and the

country—so much so that a full General would consider the Govern

ment of Scarborough Castle, the emolument of which is only ten-pence
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a-day, as a mark of honour. In 1792 there were three more govern

ments than in 1833, and thev were then divided only amongst 170 old

officers, whereas they were shared at the latter period by 419,—the pay

being exactly the same at both periods.

The Duke of Wellington says,—

There is nothing so easy as to give any institution an "unpopular name,

and then to run it down and abolish it. Accordingly the military govern

ments are called sinecures. The fact is, that there are many of them essen

tially necessary to the Service ; and that if these situations were abolished

to-morrow, and the obnoxious individuals who now enjoy the advantage of

the income allotted to these situations were deprived of that income, it

would be found necessary to appoint others to perform the same duties,

probably at an increased expense.

It is positively a fact that these governments, whether necessary or not

for the performance of the military service of the country, are held by those

officers of the Service who have most distinguished themselves in the late

wars, as the reward of their services. This is the case, it is believed, with

out exception.

That which is under consideration is, whether the King is to be deprived

of the power of rewarding, in the way long practised in the Service, thirty

officers, at an expense comparatively trilling, and that, instead thereof. His

Majesty should be under the necessity of seeking the sanction of Parliament

previous to his conferring such rewards.

It is needless to point out the evil consequences which would attend this

novel mode of proceeding, as well to the Army as to the King, to his ser

vants and to the constitution of the country.

The Committee of the House of Commons acknowledges that the

emoluments of these governments have rather diminished than increased

since their original formation. That the opinion of the Duke of Wel

lington, and the most distinguished military authorities, is in favour of

their continuance. That the old officers holding these distinctions are

justly entitled to the rewards of their profession by their long military

services, or their distinguished merits during a period of unparalleled

exertion, and of unexampled glory acquired to the country. Acknow

ledging all this, and in spite of the opinion of the most distinguished

Captain of this or any other age, the Committee recommends that these

governments should be abolished, that the honourable and cherished

distinction attached to them should be extinguished, and that a sum of

money, amounting to 1 8,000/., should he doled out to these old officers,

thereby creating a saving of 12,000/., the amount of the governments

being 30,000/. a-year. And wherefore ? That all sinecures should be

abolished, and no garrison appointments in future be made where no

efficient military duty is performed. Why, what are the retirements of

ambassadors, ministers, and civil official clerks, who enjoy, without

doing any efficient duty, thousands a-year ? when a full General would

consider the government of Scarborough Castle as a mark of honour,

and a testimony of his Sovereign's approbation. Surely it was not on

account of the emolument of ten-pence a- day. But this select com

mittee consisted chiefly of those who never expressed much desire to

favour the Service. Of the twenty-nine members only four were at

that time Conservatives, the remaining twenty-five either Whigs or

Radicals, including the names of Sir Henry Parnell, Mr. Morgan

O'Connell, Mr. Joseph Hume, &c.
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Let any unprejudiced person read the evidence of Sir Henry Parnell,

and judge for himself.

It is to be hoped that the Service may reasonably look forward to the

prospect that a Government with a nicer sense of the value of honour

able marks of distinction may restore these governments to their old

form, and that this important point will again be taken into considera

tion. There are now about twenty-three officers who receive annuities,

varying from 400/. to 175/., generally known by the name of good con

duct pay. Surely this is but a poor substitute for the distinction of

governor to a military garrison, forming part of the honourable and

distinguishing titles attached to a General Officer's name.

The staff-pay of an employed General Officer is now the same as it

was in 1685. No alteration has taken place for 150 years. The pay

at Blenheim and at Waterloo is precisely the same. Ihe relative value

of money renders the pay of a General worse now than at any inter

vening period.

When a General Officer has a civil government, the military pay, in

almost every case, has been taken from him, and he is not only subject

to the expenses of a civil governor, but has the military also to enter

tain. Indeed, the position of a General on the Staff is surrounded with

so many difficulties that the Government does not find it an easy matter

to induce officers properly qualified to accept of employment ; and much

more so where the situations are unhealthy—unfortunately too much

the case in our colonies.

General Officers on the Staff have great difficulty in keeping up that

sort of establishment to maintain their situation with the means at pre

sent afforded them, and the Government, therefore, might be limited in.

obtaining the best officers for the service required. Lord Fitzroy

Somerset states, as an instance, that the appointment of Lieut.-Governor

of one of the West India Islands was offered to a Major-General, with

out staff-pay, and he would not accept it on those terms, and that if he

had he would not have been able to exist on his salary. And Sir Wil-

loughby Gordon says that it is only the poverty of a General Officer

that induces him to accept a government in the West Indies, and that

he can barely exist on his allowances, and would come home as poor, or

poorer, than when he went out. He further says that there is no em

ployment, however unhealthy, that some officers would not be ready to

take at any risk,—men of the highest qualifications, who are little

better than starving.

Certainly it is unworthy of a great nation, merely because officers can

be found and prevailed on to accept of commands to save them from

starving, that men of the highest qualifications should be curtailed of

the necessary means of upholding the dignity of their station, and left

to struggle with poverty. Can anything be more unwise and impolitic

than a state of things that renders it difficult for the Government to

obtain servants the best qualified for important offices, and tending to

the result that the Government will be prevented from appointing the

most capable officers.

A Governor is expected to expend the amount allowed him by

Government. Sir George Murray was 3000/. poorer when he came

away from Ireland than when he went there. The Commander of the

Forces in Ireland has been reduced from 8/. a day to 3/. 15$. I0d.—
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one half of what he had in 1792. The military pay of the Governor of

Nova Scotia has been altogether taken away; and the Lieutenant-

General being the civil Governor, could not, as His Majesty's repre

sentative, receive those various persons in the manner in which he ought

to receive them on his military pay. Formerly the officer commanding

the troops and the civil Governor were one and the same person. It is

stated that it is convenient that one officer should hold both appoint

ments. Such was the old custom ; and the result of a separation is,

that neither the civil nor military Governor can receive as he should do,

but at the expense of his private fortune. It may, perhaps, he said that

no necessity exists for Governors to entertain. On the contrary, a

generous hospitality is of the utmost importance, as tending to promote

harmony, reconcile contending interests, and allay bad feeling. The

pay of the Commander-in-Chief in Canada has been reduced from that

of Commander of the Forces to that of Lieutenant-General on the Staff

—from 91. 9s. a day to 3/. 15*. 6d.—and he is not only expected to

receive the gentlemen of the place and the civil employes, but also the

military officers. The public service is thus deprived by the smallness

of Staff pay of General Officers being more largely employed than they

were. In short, wherever it has been possible to clip and curtail their

pay and allowances on service, there has been no want of disposition to

do so.

Sir Willoughby Gordon says in his comprehensive and excellent

evidence—

That the French General Officer can live in a way becoming his situation :

he can do on his pay what others of his class do, and what the Prefect does ;

but an English General Officer, upon the Staff, cannot return the hospita

lities that he may receive from the gentlemen of the country ; and therefore,

compared with the circumstances of the country, the General Officers are

better off in France than they are here.

From the previous habit an officer has acquired in command, he is much

better fitted than any other for the situation of Governor in the colonies ;

and when a General Officer is relieved, he is deprived of all the considera

tion to which he has been accustomed, and with scarcely any more means

to maintain himself than before he went

It does not appear at any time to have been in contemplation to admit

of an old and worn-out officer putting by anything for the evening of

his life and as a provision for his family ; but every sort of ingenious

method has been adopted to clip and curtail his slender means to the

last farthing.

One would almost suppose that the greater part of the members of

the Select Committee had not heard the evidence, were it not that some

of them contrived to discover that the Staff pay of General Officers had

undergone no change since 1 685 ; that it was the same at Minden and

Blenheim as it was at Waterloo ; whether, in some instances, the reduc

tion of the pay of General Officers serving in the colonies had not been

carried too far, so that they could not maintain the dignity of their

stations without injury to their private fortunes, and the Government

thereby limited in their means of selecting the fittest persons for the

discharge of these important trusts. Unhappily for the Service, instead

of these strong facts having had any favourable effect, the Committee seems

to regret that it cannot propose any reduction of the Staff pay of General

Officers, but it feels bound to notice the large income of the Governor of
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Gibraltar. A reduction of 12,000/. a year is made on the home garri

sons, abolishing all these gratifying distinctions, and dividing 15,000/.

a-year amongst a certain number of officers. Further, that the pay of

Colonels of regiments—no greater now than in the time of Queen Anne

—should be reduced from 600/. to 500/. a year. That the extra allow

ance of 800/. to Colonels of cavalry in India should be discontinued :

and it is hoped that the alterations recommended will be found on the

whole to have carried the principle of reduction as far as could be done,

without detriment to the efficiency of the public service, or to the just

reward of merit I

Above all, the Committee is of opinion that the Staff situations should

change holders every four or five years, whilst the honours and emolu

ments of the Army would thereby be more widely diffused and the

meritorious services more amply rewarded. The country would at the

same time gain a greater number of officers thus better qualified by

experience for situations of trust and command : and this opinion formed

in the teeth of the strongest evidence, that Government had met with

great difficulty in finding competent officers for Staff situations—so

admitted by the Committee itself, the Report expressly stating, that

" officers so employed cannot suitably maintain the dignity of their

situations ;" and in spite of the clearest testimony that dire necessity

alone is the cause of many appointments being accepted— a Staff

employment and the ruin of the poor officer being one and the same

thing. The Report also goes on humanely to recommend that the

increase of pay given to some old Generals by the injudicious Warrant

of the 8th of August, 1814, should be discontinued, although granted

by the House of Commons, giving permission to sell their unattached

commissions at the regulated price. That is, these poor old fellows

having augmented their establishment, altered their mode of living,

trusting to the Parliamentary grant, should once more fall back on their

original poverty.

However, 400/. a year has been granted as the retiring pension of all

General Officers whose services as regimental Field Officers entitle them

to it. This is very well : a veteran may contrive to exist in a cottage,

and fight his battles over again amongst his country neighbours ; but

let us hope that a generous and high-minded Government will take care

that a General Officer actively employed, who must possess the qualifi

cations so eloquently and feelingly expressed by the Duke of Wellington,

•will have the means of maintaining the dignity of his station, and that

employment in the service of his country may not expose him to the

alternative of meanness or of ruin to his private fortune. If the

Governor of a colony, or the General Officer commanding a district,

has not only to entertain the civil authorities, but also the military, why

should he not, in such a situation, have a liberal table allowance, or such

other increase to his pay, as to enable him to do so in a manner credit

able to the country and to the Service ?

It appears, by the Report of the Select Committee, that 103 persons,

at a charge of above 27,000/., were reduced between the years 1 828

and 1830. That in the opinion of Lord Fitzroy Somerset, the Sove

reign's prerogative in appointing to regiments and governments, or

giving brevets, has not been carried to anything like excess. That an

officer, after having purchased all his commissions, except having a
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military command, is placed in a similar situation when Governor of a

colony to that of a civilian whose situation has not cost him anything ;

therefore all his pay as an officer is thrown out of the scale of reward,

not probably being more than an annuity purchased with what he has

paid for his commissions.

Let us now proceed to examine what the service of the British Army

is, and whether the unparalleled hardships, of every sort and description,

which an old officer has gone through, do not entitle him to some consi

deration.

Sir Willoughby Gordon says in his evidence before the Select Com

mittee, that—

The service of the British Army, both officers and men, is unexampled in

any army that is in the world, or that ever was in it. Out of one hundred

battalions, seventy-six are always abroad ; one-third of tbe whole army con

stantly serving in tbe torrid zone ; one-fifth constantly in India for a period

of nearly twenty years. At the end of twenty-three years—the limit of a

soldier's service— tbe officer comes home, without any other reward than the

usual regimental promotion ; so that his service, when compared with that

of the soldiers, is more extensive, more varied, liable to a greater vicissitude

of climate, and to a more prolonged exile. The French army, like the rest

of the armies of Europe, compared with our service, is wholly European or

militia service: it is whether a man shall serve in one county of England or

in another. Thirty years in France does not take the wear and tear out of

a man's constitution that twenty-one years does with us.

Yet, notwithstanding all this, the French General Officer is better

off than the English General Officer ; and the French soldier, on the

whole, is much better paid than the English soldier.

In answer to a question whether the Army has any right to expect

the same continuation of rewards and promotions after a long peace as

after war, Sir Willoughby Gordon says—

I consider that all military rewards should be given in fair consideration

for military service, whether in peace or war, and in time of peace the

English Army is worked in a way that no other army ever is, or ever has

been ; and it does not appear to me that any rewards that the English

officers can now look forward to are more than ought to be apportioned to

the military service they have to perform. If you employ an army, it should

be paid according to the work done; if you' cannot afford to pay, then

you should not have an army. As to reward (says Sir Willoughby), adopt

towards the officer the same principle that you have adopted towards the

non-commissioned officer and the private—give him marks of honour and

money for length of service and distinguished conduct, and give him retire

ment for length of service and distinguished merit, combined with disability.

Reward more sparingly the junior ranks, because employment and promo

tion are always in prospect as regards them ; but give with a generous and

liberal hand to the officer worn-out and in want, disabled by ill health, his

constitution broken down in your service, and who has, in fact, given, and

most zealously given, all he had to give in the service of the Crown.

These are the sentiments of a soldier and a gentleman,—Sir Wil

loughby Gordon's evidence does honour to his head and to his heart.

Touching as his description may be of the hardships, vicissitudes, and

dangers of a British officer and soldier, it appears to have had but little

effect on the feelings of the Select Committee on Army and Navy

Appointments. Not all the strength of the Duke of Wellington s

incomparable Minute upon Military Governments—not the clear and
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able evidence of Lord Fitzroy Somerset, had any effect in diverting for

an instant all the efforts of the Committee to cut and pare away to the

last farthing. But let us hope for better times. The Service has

friends, and the generosity of Englishmen is not perhaps always to be

perverted by the calculating eloquence of Mr. Hume and such like ; the

present Secretary at War is the uncompromising soldier's friend, let him

but persevere as he has begun, and all will go well.

Much has been said on the subject of promotion by purchase. The

following extracts from the Duke of Wellington's Memorandum on

Governments might have settled that question :—

In point of fact, the promotion of the officers of the Army by purchase, is

a saving of expense to the public, and highly beneficial to the Service,

although it falls severely upon individuals.

It is not the practice of the officers at the head of the Army to refuse to

those desiring it the permission to sell their commissions which they have

purchased; and many retire and are satisfied to live upon the interest of tho

purchase money of their commissions, or upon an annuity, without other

provision or reward for their services, having possibly lost their health in

the King's service, and being no longer able to render the active and ener

getic services required from an officer of an British Army in all climates

and situations.

Neither is it the practice of the officers at the head of the Army to refuse

permission to sell their commissions to those under the rank of Colonels of

regiments, who have served for twenty years, although they have not pur

chased their commissions.

These officers would probably be bereft of all means of subsistence upon

their retirement from the Service, rendered necessary by their advanced

age, or their loss of health.

They would endeavour to remain in, (and could not be removed from

their situations in the Service,) rather than expose themselves to want.

The permission to sell their commissions to younger, more active, healthy,

and energetic, and better qualified men, relieves the Service from a burthen,

at the same time that it throws none upon the State in the shape of remune

ration, reward, or provision for men worn out by the length and arduous

nature of the services required from all British officers.

It is the promotion by purchase which brings into the Service men of for

tune and education—men who have some connexion with the interests and

fortunes of the country, besides the commissions which they hold from His

Majesty. It is this circumstance which exempts the British Army from the

character of being a "mercenary army," and has rendered its employment

for nearly a century and a half not only not inconsistent with the constitu

tional privileges of the country, but safe and beneficial.

On the other hand, an examination of the detailed operation of the system

of promotion by purchase, or the remuneration intended to be given by the

public to the officers of the Army for their service, will show that those who

purchase their commissions, which are certainly three-fourths of the whole

number, receive but little for their service, besides the honour of serving the

King.

They receive from the public an annuity, for which they have sacrificed a

capital larger than any that could be required from them, either by the

public or any annuity office, for the same annuity.

It must be admitted, that promotion by purchase accelerates the rise

of young and active men to the rank of regimental Field-officers; not

withstanding, considering the nature of our Colonial Service, too great

a proportion of the higher ranks are too old for their work.
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Promotion by merit must necessarily be by selection—

1st. For gallant conduct before tbe enemy.

2nd. Lonsr and arduous service in the colonies.

3rd. Creditable service at home.

4th. An education suited to the profession.

Lord Fitzroy Somerset is of opinion, that " tbe system of selection

under any circumstances, would lead to great abuse." It would impose

on the General Commanding an ungracious duty. He would have to

proceed on returns of the claims and services of officers ; his selection

being made even in a manner the most impartial would lead to com

parisons, and the result that in giving satisfaction to a few, he would

displease a great number.

The first source of promotion—gallant conduct in the field—would

be cut off during a long peace; and it would be hard to waive the claim

of an officer who had not had the good fortune to see brilliant service,

but who had gone through hard colonial duty to the ruin of his health. A

few opportunities might offer of selecting for merit by promotion amongst

those who have only the claim of home service, and even such cases

might be attended with hardship to the excluded person.

'However important a theoretical knowledge of the principles of war

may be, of itself it constitutes no claim : it may afford more readily an

opportunity of distinguished employment, and if united with qualities,

—the result of a mind gifted by nature to form a good officer—if an

officer possess that intelligence, activity, and zeal—the faculty of instant

judgment in difficulty and danger—his merit in that case may be

enhanced by his accomplishments.

But how many have distinguished themselves by military talents of

the highest order, whose education has been totally neglected ! and how

many have failed with the advantage of every sort of instruction I

But will, or can a selection always be made with impartiality ? Is it

not notorious, that in the Navy, where no purchasing exists, family

influence and political interest have a much more extended sway than in

the Army ?

We have the highest authority, that the present system has worked

well, an'l on the whole continues to do so. Nothing is more easy than to

theorise and to project changes that are yet to be proved beneficial; let

us rather endeavour to perfect what has been tried.

The single reason given by the Duke of Wellington, that " purchase

brings into the Service men of fortune and education, who have some con

nexion with the interest and fortunes of the country," is quite sufficient

to justify the principle, to which may be added, that were it not for

purchase, " old officers would probably be bereft of all means of sub

sistence, upon their retirement, from the Service, rendered necessary by

their advanced age and loss of health."

The following appear to be the principal military rewards—

Colonelcies of regiments.

Retired pay of 400/. a year to all General Officers qualified by their

service as Field Officers of regiments.

One hundred and twenty Generals not being Colonels of regiments,

at 1/. 5*. a day.

A division of 18,000/. a year to a certain number, in annuities varying

from 400/. to 175/.

U. S. Mao., No. 161, April, 1842. 2 H
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This was granted by the Select Committee on Army and Navy

Appointments, in lieu of the honourable titles and salaries of the

military garrisons, abolished by the Committee, by which a saving was

made of 12,000/. a year, and of which amount the officers who looked

forward to these Governments were deprived.

The Commission on Naval and Military Inquiry made the following

arrangements of full pay retirement :—

The number of Lieut.-Colonels of the Royal Marines allowed t»

retire on full pay, to be increased from four to six, to be promoted to be?

Major-Generals, and to receive 400/. a year.

That in addition to the present means of retirement to full and half

pay, four Lieut.-Colonels, and four Captains of the Royal Artillery, and

two Lieut.-Colonels, and two Captains of the Royal Engineers, should

be allowed annually to retire on full pay, to be promoted in succession

to be Major-Generals.

That eight Major-Generals of the Royal Artillery, and four of the

Royal Engineers, should be allowed ty receive 400/. a year, the selec

tion to be with the Master General; the two seniors of the Royal

Artillery, and the Senior of the Royal Engineers, to receive 50/. per

annum in addition.

That of the General Officers removed from the Royal Artillery and

Royal Engineers on full pay to wait for battalions two of the farmer,

and one of the latter, to be selected to receive 600/. a year.

That two Lieut.-Colonels of the Royal Artillery, and one of the

Royal Engineers, be allowed to retire on half pay, but not to be eligible

for further promotion.

By an Act of Parliament, the officers of the Veteran Battalions were

entitled to retired full pay on their being disbanded.

The charge for retired full pay in 1840, was 55,000/. This sum was

to be reduced to 40,000/., and uo new name placed on the list of full

pay retirement till it was so reduced. The Commission recomraends

that the sum of 40,000/. should be granted by Parliament for the full pay

retirement of the Army, independent of the 55,000/., to be apportioned as

follows :—2000/. to be divided in annuities of 100/. each, amongst

twenty Regimental Lieut.-Colonels on half pay, having the rank of

Colonel, and who have served thirty years on full pay. The remaining

38,000/. amongst twenty Iieut.- Colonels at 17.r. a day; twenty Majors

at 16*. a day; 1 15 Captains, (of whom a number, not exceeding forty-

five, might be Brevet-Majors at 13*. Id. a day), the remaining Captains

II*. 7d. a day.

In consequence of purchase, and- the facility of retiring on half-pay in

the usual way, which advantages the Royal Marines and Ordnance Corps

have not, the officers of the Army who avail themselves of full-pay

retirement are excluded from all farther promotion.

Sir Edward Blakeney proposed that " the rank of Colonel should be

one of retirement, in three classes, the first receiving 400/. a-year, the

second 300/., and the third 300/. a-year. He estimated the expense of

the proposed retirement at 104,000/. a-year." The Commission objects

to this, as " the tendency of the scheme was to deprive the officer of the

right to sell his commission, which, if he were a Lieutenant-Colonel of

Infantry, would be worth 4500/., and to give him instead, without further

hope of promotion, an annuity which, at the maximum rate, would be
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scarcely more than his purchase-money would obtain for him from the

Government-office, and, at the minimum rate, might be less than could

le purchased at the same office " Yet, in the same page, the Commis

sion proposes an arrangement that a- certain number of Field Officers

should retire on full-pay, (the maximum of whose pay was only equal

to the minimum of what was proposed by Sir Edward Blakeney,)

depriving the officer of his right to sell, excluding him from all future

£B«motion, and liable in all respects to every disadvantage of Sir

Edward's proposition, and to every remark made by the Commission on

the purchase of annuities. That is, condemning its own plan in the very

words of the objection it makes to Sir Edward Blakeney's scheme, as

being an injury to the interests of the officer, and which injury the

Commission remedies by proposing one infinitely more injurious.

Everybody knows that there is scarcely a commission sold for the

regulated price. A sum of from 6000/. to 7000/. is frequently given

for a Lieutenant Colonelcy. If. therefore, an annuity on 4500/. would

make Sir Edward Blakeney's scheme disadvantageous, how much more

so, would an annuity on 6000/. or 7000/. make the adopted plan of the

Commission. The Duke of Wellington says, in his Memorandum on

Military Governments, that he has known 6000 guineas given for a

Lieutenant-Colonelcy of Infantry.

In an arrangement for retirement, two points are to be considered,—

1st. A due regard to the interest of the old and meritorious officer

who quits.

2nd. The efficiency of the Service in replacing him.Sir Edward Blakeney proposed that " the officer who had purchased,

and served well, should be allowed, when he retired by sale, some small

annuity from the public, as a reward for his services." But this was

justly objected to, as making an invidious distinction betwixt the officer

who had purchased and the one who had not. Had Sir Edward made

no distinction, and followed out the plan, it might have answered.

The Duke of Wellington states that three •fourths of the promotion

is by purchase ; and the regulation is, that after twenty years' service

all officers have a full right to dispose of their commissions. If, there

fore, three-fourths of the promotion be by purchase, to accomplish the

important points above stated,—namely, a just remuneration to the

officer, and a due care that he is efficiently replaced,—cannot well he

effected without combining the sale of his commission with a small pen

sion from the country.

There were in 1840 162 Lieutenant Colonels and 115 Majors, betwixt

forty-five and sixty-five years of age. Many of these may be effective ;

but any zeal for the Service will not make a residence in the torrid zone

very acceptable to a man betwixt fifty and sixty-five years old, who has

had his full share of colonial service, and who hoped to have a little

health and enjoyment at the close of his life. The ages of the Generals

in the Peninsula, were, with two or three exceptions, under forty years.Suppose it necessary, during the next five years, to refresh the senior

regimental ranks by one hundred young and efficient officers, the follow

ing plan might be adopted :—

The value of the commission of a Lieutenant-Colonel and of a Major

to be each temporarily raised 1000/.,—500/. to be paid by the purchaser,

and 500/. by the country. To oreclude all private arrangement, the

2 H 2
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disposal of the commissions thus sold to be placed entirely into the

hands of the General commanding in chief, subject to the control of the

Secretary at War, who, of course, would be responsible to Parliament

that none but efficient officers were selected.

The following ages and rates are hypothetical, and may, if necessary,

be altered :—

A Lieutenant-Colonel who had attained the age of fifty-five years,

besides receiving 5500/. for his commission, should also have an annuity

of 150/. a-year,—a Major, fifty-three years of age, 4500/. for his com

mission, and an annuity of 1 30/.

They would respectively retire as follows :—

Lieutenant-Colonel.

Interest of £5500 at 4 per cent £220

Annuity , 150

£370

Major.

Interest of £4500 at 4 per cent £180

Annuity 130

£310

Suppose fifty Field Officers were required the first year, fourteen the

second, twelve the third, twelve the fourth, and twelve the fifth,—

First Year.

Public share of the extra cost of 50 Lieutenant-Colonelcies! p„r „„-
at £500 each f *"'uuu

Annuities, say {*f } 7000

£32,000

Second Year.

Public share of the cost of 14 commissions £7,000

Annuities, say j £ * ^|^|£1960 + £7000 = 8,960

£15,960

Third Year.

Public cost of 12 commissions £6,000

Annuities as above 10,640

£16,640

Fourth Year.

Public cost of commissions £6,000

Annuities 12,320

£18,320

Fifth Year.

Public cost of commissions £6,000

Annuities 14,000

£20,000

The following table is made on the supposition that this plan had

been adopted instead of full-pay retirement :—
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Period!.
Ccwt of Yearly allowance

made by the
Cummission.

Saving
Total saving.Proposed Plan. each year.

£ £ £ £

32,000 38,000 6,000

15,960 38,000 22,040

16,640 38,000 21,360

Fourth Year 18,320 38,000 19,680 . 87,080

20,000 38,000 18,000

£102,920 £190,000 £87,080

Therefore, one hundred effective Field Officers would thus be given

to the Army, one hundred worn-out men satisfactorily provided for, and

the sum of 87,080/. to provide for other ranks. This balance does not

take into calculation the annuities that would fall in by the casualties

amongst one hundred old officers in five years ; and, should it be con

sidered more advantageous to augment the proportion of Lieutenant-

Colonels and diminish the Majors, the annuities ending from casualties

would probably cover the additional expense.

This scheme having produced its effect, need not be continued, except

to a limited extent. The expense to the country would then only be the

annuities, amounting to 14,000/. a-year ; deducting which from the Par

liamentary grant of 38,000/., would leave a yearly balance of 24,000/.

to be applied to the general benefit of the Army.

Brevets do not certainly include a sufficient number of regimental

Field Officers ; and, therefore, many in active employment with their

regiments become too old for their work. The above plan might be

repeated when necessary, and would give a periodical stimulus to promo

tion, and an encouragement to look forward to a suitable retirement,

after long and arduous service, to those particularly whose advance has

been slow, and to whom it is not an object to become General Officers.None can know the pain, but from experience, that it gives to a

veteran to quit the profession, to which he has so long been attached,

to part with his old comrades, and relinquish his old and cherished

habits. As a consolation, therefore, for the necessity that obliges him

to take this step, the officer who quits should have the right conferred

on him of assuming the military title of a step of rank higher than he

had on leaving, and the privilege of wearing, on all State and dress occa

sions, the uniform of the corps he last or longest served in, or of the

Unattached ; and, as it may still be gratifying to him to be numbered

amongst those with whom he has for such a length of time associated,

a list of such as retire in this way might be inserted in the Army List.

These remarks are closed by a question,—Is it possible that a soldier,

after twenty-five years of such service as the British Army goes through,

should only be recompensed by a pension of sixpence a-day ?
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A CRUISE IN THE GULF OF CORINTH.

BY A MIDSHIPMAN.

As a swallow sitting on her frouzy nest, egg-hatching, catches the

first rays of the early sunbeam, and feels the lifespring of its warmth,

rouses herself from the sleepy cell to which she is doomed, and, throw

ing herself on the liquid air, beats her wing in ecstacy, and shrieks,

clamorous of delight at her liberty, so does a joyous youngster, escaping

from the thraldom of one of Her Majesty's ships, heat his wing ia

ecstacy, and shriek, clamorous of delight at his liberty 1—and such was

the lifespring which a few days' freedom from our ship, then lying in

the Bay of Salamis, off Athens, yielded to a Midshipman's party, j>

which I had the happiness of being included.

A large boat, carrying a great breadth of light canvas, was chosen

for the occasion. She sailed well, and had sufficient flooring to give

sleeping-room for our party of fourteen, including three men and a boy,

who were to take charge of her during our absence, and for the provi

sioning of a "crew, whose appetites, on this particular occasion, were

found to work early and late, with the constancy of the hopper-valve

of a steam-engine.

To subsidize the party, then, for three days, required a stock which

would astonish those not conversant with the victualling department of

a Midshipman's mess. A bag, containing a hundred-weight of biscuit,

another filled with "soft tack, ' some fifty pounds of salt junk and pork

in a harness-cask, filled up with corned beef, hams, &c, &.c, potatoes,

groceries, and no end of small articles necessary for the seasoning of

the half-starved sheep and fowls we expected to obtain at the Greek

villages we might quarter at, were thought barely sufficient as a stand

by, or, as our neighbours would say, " plats de resistance."

A .cask of porter, and its equal of bottled ale, were flanked bf a

third, containing wine and spirits ; nor was a breaker of rum neglected,

or the more necessary " pure element," well knowing the difficulty of

procuring it on the thirsty soil of Greece, and the unquenchable throats

of the party.

It would be impossible to describe the amusement of all hands am

board the ship, as cask after cask, case, hamper, or bag, were whipped

over the side and into the boat.

Each individual of the party being intent on his own amusement, was

seen laden with that which appeared to him the most essential to his

recreation. Sketching-boards, books, and instruments, were in requisi

tion amongst the literary and scientific characters. Our sportsmen,

gun in hand, were crossed and recrossed with belts of ammunition : and

our Nimrod issued from between decks bearing a large hunting-whip,

and boots, with spurs attached : but the laughter caused by seeing a

famed idler appear, carrying his sleeping -mat and pillow under his arm,

broke all restraint of discipline midst the youngsters, who now thronged

to the gangway, and was so nearly -endangering the liberty of the par'y,

that we deemed it prudent to shove off from the ship's side, amidst the

yet uncontrollable peals of laughter.

Sail being made, attempts were formed to put the mass of heteroge
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neous articles, pitched into the bottom of the boat, and filling her up to

the thawrts, into some sort of order. Guns, oars, pipe-sticks, maps,

and rolls of paper, exposed their ends from bags of provisions and

clothing. Cigars, wax candles, cakes of chocolate, soap, pewter-basons

and mugs, jars of preserves, canisters of gunpowder, hunting-whips,

telescopes, boots and shoes, gridirons, frying-pans, sails, grigos, nor'-

•westers, Greek caps, round Dutch cheeses, and bags of tobacco, lay in

that happy state said to resemble a Midshipman's chest, in which

" everything is on the top, and nothing at hand."

It required considerable tact to keep down the over-sensitive careful

ness of some members of the party, who considered their particular

traps more exposed to the rough handling and interminable jokeB of the

youngsters than they thought necessary, liut the wind was fair, the

sea smooth, and the gorgeous light of the Eastern sky causing all nature

to rejoice and be thankful, speedily allayed every feeling but that of

uninterrupted enjoyment and delight. Having touched off the Piraeus

of Athens, and taken on board our Greek pilot and interpreter, our

boat now danced merrily over the water, for a little bay on the island

of JEg'ma, immediately below the temple of Jupiter. Here, having

secured our boat, we landed, and proceeded in straggling parties to the

temple.

These ruins are remarkable for their comparative good state of pre

servation, owing chiefly to the material with which the columns are

formed,—the common conglomerate taken from the quarries of the

Pirseus ; and this has saved them from the hands of the spoilers of all

nations, and left them to the good care of old father Time, a deity

■whose bald brow is rarely seen covered with moss or lichen in the

glorious clime of Greece. The panoramic view from this site is

onchanting. The jEgean Sea is here seen shut in by the archipelago

of islands, extending in a belt from St. Giorgio to Tinos, showing every

rariety of form and colour as they rise in groups over the surface of

the waters. From Cape Colonna, the range, spreading to Mount

Hymettus, encloses the valley of Athens as in a crescent, out of which

rises the Acropolis, the tomb of Nicis, Areopagus, and Pnyx. The

modern town, crowned by the Parthenon,—the stately pillars of Jupiter

Olympus,—the villages dotted over the plain, midst olive-groves and

corn-fields,—the bason-harbour of the Piraus, surrounded by buildings,

and crowded with vessels,—and the ships-of-war, anchored in the

island-formed Bay of Salamis, lay mapped and extended at our feet.

Salamis, rugged as a cock's comb, presents an extraordinary effect of

broad lights and shades, over which the green fields of Eleusis are

seen at intervals, backed by the high mountains which encompass

Thebes.

From this the eye passes to the narrow strip of land lying as a dark

thread between the shining southern waters of the gulfs forming the

Isthmus of Corinth, beyond which tower the mountains bordering the

Gulf of Lepanto. Following the sinuosities of the shore and high lands

of the peninsula, this glorious panorama is completed by the craggy

mountain range dividing the island of JEg'ina. The temple stands on

the last of a low, rounded chain, branching from these ; and the fore

ground and immediate valleys being clothed in clumps of verdure, and

cultivated fields, present a scene which, for expanse, variety of graceful
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forms, and surpassing 'interest, must ever be seen with delight, and

strongly pictured on the memory.

There is an occupation to which all others yield. It is doubtless

very pretty amusement to lionize through a fiue country, or mass of

buildings ; but the maw of the human beast requires its share of grati

fication, be it a philosopher's or a Midshipman's. In this instance, no

sooner had the signal-gun from the boat affirmed that the potatoes were

boiled, than a shout arose of a most uproarious character, shaking the

temple of Jupiter to its very foundations : plans, sketches, and speci

mens, were hastily seized, and a race for the beach commenced with an

earnestness worthy of the best days of the Grecian games. " In a race

all run, but one is to be victor." Here every man's heart was in his

mouth ! Gain but the goal, and not empty praise or crowns of parsley

were to be won, but real substantial fare ; and as for the parsley, he

might find it more to his satisfaction wreathed o'er the red and white

charms of a fillet of beef.

As the day was yet young, it was considered expedient forthwith to

re-embark, and take our repast under the spreading awning of the boat;

and thus way-making, we were enabled to run down close in-shore of

the island, and get into harbour before sunset.

iEgina was famous in bygone days for its commerce and shipping.

Both have passed away ; but its port remains a monument of former

greatness. Mark it well ! Why, it is quite two cables in length, and

almost halfa one from the pbaro at the entry to the opposite side ! A

modern steam-ship would cover the area, and a manikin of a schoolboy

from her paddle-boxes might wet all that remained of the galleys

of the ancient Greeks. However, it is a snug little hole ; and having

down kellock nearly in the centre, and run a line on shore, we found it

vastly convenient. The town of iEgina was lately the seat of the Pro

visional Greek Government, and contains several buildings, in excellent

preservation, amidst the ruins of the formerly populous streets. A few

houses near the harbour are inhabited by shopkeepers and boatmen,

who carry on a small trade with the inland part of the island, which is

said to be extremely fertile.

The soil hereabouts has the curious property of producing men and

grasshoppers by the sowing of stones, teeth, &c, &c,—so say the

poets ; and our old Greek pilot, by the scattering of a few dollars,

gathered a still more bountiful harvest. From the eaves and ruins of

Mgmn arose men, bearing feathered fowl and fish, in tribute to this

worthy high-priest of Neptune, who we found had also taken possession

of a house, and stood guarding his treasures, trident in hand, in the

form of a long broom, the handle of which he was bestowing most

liberally on a pack of young whelps, whose foxy noses and sharp eyes

were too voraciously bent on the culinary process going on in the

court-yard, where pots, pans, and various earthen utensils of Greek

shape and character, were arranged along the wall under the superin

tendence of a hideous old dame, whose squalid appearance was sufficient

to repel the keenest appetite.

The evening divan held in our rather odd quarter was perfectly

Oriental, and open to all comers. In the centre stood a brazier of char

coal, coffee, cups, mugs, pipes and piles of tobacco ; whilst, squatted in

a variety of postures, were seen the gentlemanly, placid Turk,_ in his
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ample long robe and full turban,—the modern Greek officer, in tight

jacket and vest over a flowing, white, plaited petticoat or kilt, a very

■wasp of a dandy,—the Albanian soldier, in shaggy capot, dirty under

garments, and richly-embossed arms,—the smug shopkeeper of the

bazaar, in close white vests, bedizened with cotton lace, numerous

small buttons, and smart shawl,—the Captain of a kiack,—islanders, in

loose blue cotton coats and petticoat-trousers,—the priests, or scribes,

in their long black dresses and square caps,—then the Mids, and divers

wayfaring traders, Africans and Asiatics,—were all happily mixed in

social ease, chatting, smoking, hearing and telling yarns, and getting

that information and amusement which an assembly so motley is certain

to produce.

it was late ere the last guest had retired,—the best man sung his

concluding song and finished the last bottle ; yet, no sooner had day

light unbuttoned his sleepy eye, than "out or down" was vociferated

with a tone which custom renders so potent that even the sleeper me

chanically took up his bed and walked drowsily to the boat.

Sail was speedily made, the port cleared, and the process of making

coffee and performing ablution were actively going forward, when we

were called upon to notice the remains of the temple of Neptune,

situated on the south point of yEgina.

If we may be allowed to judge from the tapering slender shaft of

these pillars, this temple must be an erection of later date than that of

Jupiter ; but, unfortunately, standing near the beach, and formed of

white marble, the barbarians have left naught of this once elegant

structure but the two lone columns, fit emblems of their own mournful

spoliation.

Bidding adieu to jEgina, a few hours' hard rowing took us across to

the little harbour of Epidaurus. What an enchanting change was this!

Under a temperature of 80°, the sea reflecting the rays of the sun as

from a mirror, our weary hands lay on the burning oars, and our no less

exhausted eyes rested with indescribable satisfaction on the verdant

banks of this embowered harbour.

On rounding the inner point, what was our delight and surprise on

observing several colossal statues standing out boldly, in their marble

whiteness, above the entangled thicket !—the naked genie of Epi-

daui us !—the forgotten works of a forgotten people I And at the

lowtr end of the bay, surrounded with gardens and vineyards, arose the

pretty little church, with its Greek cross, and the newly-erected village

of wooden houses, flanked by a beautiful cove, with a shining beach

and an inner tank of fresh water, beside which grew a clump of palm-

trees, and the whole backed by a magnificent range of richly-wooded

mountains.

But for the present no time was to be lost in exploring this interest

ing spot. It was decided to mount and ride to the school and amphi

theatre of /Esculapius before dark ; and boots, spurs, and whips, were

the order of the day.

Seme folks talk of the riding at Newmarket, and there are others that

go as far as Astley's ; but of all the riding in the world, there is nothing

to be compared to a Midshipman's ! Let the beast he crosses be

spavined, broken-kneed, galled, or " a barker"—in foal or entire, 'tis

much the same—it is as certain of being brought to the post, and coming
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in to time, as the primest favourite that ever was " declared to win."

Jockey, indeed ! I should like to see " leather hreeks" matched against

a " blue jacket" on a Greek steed, a Greek saddle, and a Greek road-:

he could not bear the brunt of it ; " 'tis not in nater of any other flesh

subsisting," to ride as he rides.

We were obliged to be " up and doing." To mount our party,

required a muster of Epidaurian cavalry, which nothing but a complete

abandon of the " sinews of war" could have procured ; and if some

were lucky enough to seize on a tolerably good beast, furnished with a

high Turkish saddle; there were others less fortunate, who obtained an

animal, possessed indeed of the requisite number of legs, but equipped

with such a cradle of sticks, covered with a sheepskin, out of which hung

a pair of iron -door scrapers as stirrups, that no cne less initiated to

Grecian " ways and means," would have attempted to clear the thirty

long miles we had before us.

When every man was in his seat, divers were the matches made, and

bets taken. Our guide, well mounted, was plied with brandy, fair law

given him, and an extra dozen of drachmas offered to keep the lead.

With such a start, it is needless to add, the pace out and home was

tremendous.

Our road, for some distance, took the well-frequented path to Argos;

when turning suddenly to the right, we followed the turnings of a little

valley and stream, the banks of which were for miles one continued

wave of the rox oliander. Crossing the brook, our guide dashed up a

path cut by the passing of cattle out of the solid rock, and forming

merely a ladder from shelf to shelf, up which our wild horses bounded

with astonishing vigour and nerve. The descent winding through nar

row passes of the broken rock and stumps of trees, the animals on their

haunches, and occasionally plunging shoulder deep into holes worn by the

action of water, or trembling on an insecure stone, was most awful ;

yet it was safely passed, and the defile opening on a wide plain, the

race recommenced, to end only by the wily Greek rushing into the

arena of the amphitheatre of /Esculapiug.

On the first glance the eye caught nothing but the hill-side covered

with low bushes ; then the great regularity of the semicircle became

apparent ; and on looking more narrowly, an immense amphitheatre

arose in graduated ranges on the sight ; thirteen tiers of seats, built of

massive blocks of stone, three feet in height, four deep, and often ten m

length, afforded sitting room for 50,000 spectators, and the magnificent

width of the area uncrowded, would allow ample space for the evolutions

of a regiment of horse. Such is the enormous " amphitheatre of jliscu-

lapius," in most perfect preservation : yet neglected, and almost lost to

sight, the natural bush having grown through the interstices of the

stone, and masked the artificial structure.

There is perhaps nothing which tends to prove to the modern

observer, the exquisite taste and tact of the ancient Greeks, more than

the selection of sites they have chosen for their works. Here, as in

the stradium of Athens, nature has been called forward in her gigantic

proportions to assist the feeble hand of man, in forming those noble pro

ductions over which time itself appears to have no control.

The ruins known by the name of the " school of ./Esculapiu*," are

situated a short distance from the amphitheatre, and present a confused
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heap of white marble blocks, sharp and still bearing the marks of the

chisel, as if recently deposited and unused, and are mixed with the

-Arams and capitals of Ionic columns of good proportions ; but no

foundations remain to form a judgment on this chaos of marble, and yet

it is not the less singular the name of vEsculapius was found deeply

engraved on one of the enormous blocks.

Our return at the outset, gave rise to a ridiculous misnomer .of the

guides, which was odd enough. A youngster, on mounting his high

cage of a saddle, was " spilt." He had got from his messmates the

.awkward name of " the Giraffe ;" and as all laughed and roared,

** Giraffe ! Giraffe !" Getrupe called out the Greek y^-revum, as he

watched him " burrowing in the earth,"—a translation of name which

etuck to the youth a long time after he got out of the mud.

The race now recommenced in earnestness ; the plain was known to

each individual, and by him taken as judged best to gain the defile

through the wood. The Greek rode hard, and though closely pressed,

kept the lead, determined to win ; the little Arabs appeared fired by the

tumult, and rushed with nostrils widely distended up the tortuous path,

clearing bush, bank and stone with vigorous bounds ; but weight, youth,

and nerve soon told ; he was rode over, passed, and " nowhere," ere the

struggle and danger began— the descent of the ladder of rock. It was

frightful ; many a severe contusion was received, as horse and man

grinded against the projecting scarf or boulding-stone ; yet neither hurt,

blood, nor rent was counted, till " home'' was won and shouted by our

worthy chum Nimrod.

The laugh at the poor guide, as he came skulking in, gained him his

"backshis of drachmas," and sent him clamorous and contented to the

"wine skin."

The " Doctor and his diacylon," were now in requisition ; and whilst

he bandaged or plastered the upper limbs, the seat of honour was

rewarded by a cool application of " plantain or dock leaf." Nor was the

inward man forgotten ;—a four hours' pull, and a ride of six, had

whetted the keen edge of a Midshipman's appetite, past all reasonable

endurance ; and many and loud were the joyous exclamations as each

dish containing a wholesale allowance of pillaus of fowl, ham, pork,

beef, roasted turkeys or geese, made their appearance ; but when, to

crown all, our noble pilot and purveyor came in laden with a lamb

roasted whole, and stuffed Greek fashion, he was hailed with cheers of

<fee|(>-seated satisfaction and delight.

'Tis all fine talking of "vegetable diet," and " cruelty to animals," as

if«very tooth in a man's head was a " soft molar," and he had " soft

tack," and not ship's biscuit to try his ivories on ! but, give me a roasted

lamb (stuffed, if I can get it, with the slight " gout" of a clove of

garlic, shoved in head and tail) ; and though I'd not quarrel on the score

of a salad, or " the cucumber and onions of the Egyptians," let them

come in the form of auxiliaries and not principals, when one's about to

construe the verb hunger.

" Repletion past," the custom honoured ever since the days of the

worthy old Greek, Homer, (who served his time in a Midshipman's

mess, there is no question of doubt,) has ever been to lay your laay

length along, and recite the eventful courses of the day ; and thus hap

pily situated with pipes and coffee, and stretched on mats, carpets,
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grigos or hammocks, and assuming ihe attitude least susceptible to give

pain to the injured parts, by the easy method of exposing them, and by

smoking your neighbour's " yarn," enjoy the felicity of puffing your own,

did we conclude the labours of the day.

It required all the freshness of an Eastern morn, in all its exhilarating

lightness, to arouse a party worn out with fatigue, stiff and sore from

the unaccustomed exercise of riding, and from a fit of somnolency

unequalled since that of the famed Seven Sleepers of the Arabian

Nights ; but several such preposterously odd exclamations were uttered

at the usual signal of "out or down," that the roars of laughter which

ensued overcame the effects of the most liberal potations in honour of

the drowsy god.

Some awoke in anger, others in pain ; yet the scene within was so

excessively ridiculous, and the light without so joyously brilliant, that

but few minutes elapsed before the whole party were seen issuing out,

" all standing" in a costume rivalling the marble Epidauriau deities in

simplicity and neglect, and forthwith rushing to the water to join the

"kelpies and naiads" in the common element.

A good swim, followed by Dr. Franklin's improved method of drying

oneself by a run on the beach, are no bad incentives to breakfast, which,

being quickly despatched, we proceeded in renewed strength to explore

the hitherto neglected neighbourhood.

Perhaps there is no spot on the continent of Greece more lovely or

fertile than Epidaurus : it has an Alpine freshness about it, and a

cleanliness in the wood dwellings that resemble the chalets of a Swiss

village ; the situation, too, being the port from whence, by crossing the

Sea of jEgina from Athens you gain Argos and Napoli de Romania,

make it especially desirable as a place of transit ; and yet such has been

the desolating warfare of the Turks, that until very recently it was totally

uninhabited when the Government colonized it by a party of German

soldiers and their semi-Greek families.

Standing on a projecting point, formerly the site of a temple, but now

so overgrown with thicket, that it is impossible to penetrate further

than the base of an immense statue, the eye embraces the whole extent

of the two lovely bays, which from this bend in unequal arches, again

to be inclosed by the two outward points. The larger one is long,

deep, flat, and appears, from the richness of the soil, to have been

washed down from the mountain-side. It is planted with Indian corn,

growing amidst the vines which spread over the beach in wanton

luxuriance. The lesser bay is of a very different character; irregular in

form, and broken with reefs of rock, it affords a series of little nooks,

perfectly adapted as harbours for the passage-boats, and shallow kiacks

of Grecian commerce ; whilst the church and village are clustered in

an open space on the hill-side, backed by clearings which yield pasture

to a considerable number of cattle, and are again surrounded by the

mountains, which in many parts are clothed with wood to the edge of

the sea, and overhanging the cliffs rendering Epidaurus an immense

amphitheatre of verdure.

It is singular that our countrymen, who are buying and planting the

barren plain of Athens, should have neglected the riches of the valley

of Epidaurus ;—but still more so that the island of Crete, " possessing

the climate of heaven, with the luxuriance of the garden of Eden," and
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where you shoot woodcocks in myrtle bowers, should be left to that

nation of locusts, the Turks, who devour but plant not.

About mid-day we re-embarked, followed by the good will of the

Epidaurians, whom, man, woman, and child, had thrown off their usual

distrust, and become warm-hearted and confiding1 to the right merry

crew of English " Mids," whose jovial hosp:tality and open-handed

liberality amongst thera had caused little less astonishment than

pleasure.

'fhe breeze flowing up the Corinthian inlet, carried our boat before it

with a gentle sliding motion, that scarcely broke the surface of the

transparent water, and revealed all the treasures of the deep to sight.

Here a coral rock arose, bright and white, glistening in the sun's rays,

and apparently dangerous to pass over from its nearness—then a dark

bottomless pit made you shrink and hold your breath, as if about to be

precipitated into the abyss ; sea-weed and polypi of every ray and

colour lay flowering upon the rocks; and the dart of numerous fish,

as you approached them, gave life and spirit to this curious scene.

Many were the unsuccessful attempts made to strike or hook the scaly

prey, but we were more fortunate in taking three hawks-bill turtle by

swimming to and turning them, as they were sleeping, on the surface of

the water. The shore, along which we closely kept, presented a series

of high cliffs, worn awav by the sea into caves and inlets of considerable

depth, and affording most convenient hiding-places for the once-nume

rous piratical kiacks. At nightfall we ran into one of these, which,

barely permitting our boat to enter between the rocks, widened into a

beautiful cove with a sandy beach ; and, as it was nearly dark, we were

not a little surprised to find ourselves alongside of a kiack, and to see a

blazing fire kindled behind a projecting rock starting upon the sight as

if by magic. We were in the pirates' den !—but what of that ? did not

the fire show us we should not be supperless ? Satisfied on that material

point, we were quickly on shore, and finding our neighbours were come

from the island of Poros, and engaged in the peaceable occupation of

cutting poles for their vineyards, we forthwith sent them for firewood,

and proceeded to land the necessary articles of consumption.

A triangle was speedily rigged, and an iron cauldron suspended over

the fire, into which fowls, bacon, &c, were thrown, to concoct a glorious

stew : some of the poles were reduced, garnished, and, placed on cross

sticks, were presently turning as spits. In short, nothing was wanted

to complete the arrangement but a short period of time, during which

a pretty amusement was introduced—that of burning your fingers by

roasting and opening the small oysters which we found clinging to the

rock.

It was a strange scene to look upon : the high, dark rock, running in

a kind of ledge overhead, had been broken in by the fall of an immense

conical fragment, which, stopping one side and projecting into the water,

formed a gable end to the cavern, and partly closed it from sight. All

lay in darkness, except the cave and natural chimney, where flashes of

light and sparks from the fires revealed the group squatted on stones

within, and gave them the appearance of anything but human beings ;

but the other half of the bay was now bright in the moonlight, and

every little wave, as it broke on the beach, reflected like drops of crystal.

The great height and closeness of the mountain, which seemed as if
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within the grasp of the hand, added much to the enchantment, and

produced even a kind of awe, which the excitement of the repast and

boon companionship allayed for the moment : yet, when the evening pipe

produced its silence and meditation, I am certain the feeling was common

to every individual of the party.

It was now that the forethought of our Midshipman expedition was

brought to the proof : our boat was sufficiently large to allow the easHy-

stowed away and comfortable hammock to be slung across from gunwale

to gunwale; while the broad stern-sheets gave room on its flooring for a

lower tier, who, stretched on Smyrna rugs, and enveloped in gvigos, or

boat-cloaks, could enjoy a most enviable " calk ;" and when, above all,

a spare sail had been passed, nailed to the sides,, and supported by a

yard, well boused up between the masts, and forming a complete pent

house, nothing can be conceived more comfortable than our temporary

resting-place. Daylight the following morning found us under way,

and the sun had not risen many palms when we landed on the Isthmus

of Corinth.

Our steps were first bent to trace the canal of Xerxes, and examine

the features of a soil so celebrated for its mysterious properties and

fabulous history. The great king and his projectors were terrified by

loud thunderings and voices, and obliged to desist from completing the

work. Modern engineers, inured to the unearthly bellowings of their

machines, would answer these ground-gods thunder for thunder, and at

a rail-road pace speedily exterminate those minor deities.

From this we struck into the road which has lately been made acroa*

the isthmus to a small harbour on the Lepanto side, much frequented'

by the Venetian fishermen, and had the satisfaction to fall in with a

number of them, dragging over a large gondola, placed upon wheels,

which was to be launched by these indefatigable people on the JEgeaa

gulf. As there is no market, and, therefore, few fish to be obtained at

the Piraeus of Athens, the true traffic of these Austrio-Venetians may

greatly be questioned. On leaving them, we approached a well, sur

rounded by a considerable flock of cattle, eagerly awaiting their turn for

the necessary fluid ; and as water, pure and fresh, is a luxury not to be

neglected even by a Mid in these thirstv climes, we hastened to take our

share of the bucket, and assist the water-drawer ia her severe labour ;

and never did the ancient Greek or modern Italian artist picture to him

self such an exquisite model of feminine dignity and grace- as this

Isthmian woman. Her features were plain—her colour a healthy sun

burnt olive—the head small and rounded, the ear beautifully i>arved,

and her neck of that tapering, swan- like fulness which commands

admiration : above the middle height, her limbs were perfection—the-

arm slight, though sufficiently rounded, and the hand long and delicate.

Her Grecian costume exposed a bare foot, ankle, and mid^leg, in which

the most perfect symmetry and strength were united to loveliness and

grace : her step and every action showed a calm, natural majesty, worthy

of a queen. The sweet figure of the Venus de Mcdicis is love—the

Diana of the Louvre is a hasty beauty—but the Torso- found in trie-

baths of Constantinople, and now in Paris, can alone give some idea •£

that marvel in nature, the Isthmian water-drawer.

The time thus occupied had been taken advantage of hy onr actnre

Greek companion in making a muster of every four-legged beast «f

burthen within the isthmus ; and the Capidan di Porto, whom we had
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not noticed from the rest of the filthy barbarians of the village, now

came forward in all the glory of uniform and dress pipe, informing us

that, though we were unprovided with passports, he should permit our

Midshipman party to visit Corinth ; vet we were to consider it as a

special favour, conferred on brother officers, &c, and that his house was

at our service I Whereupon we gravely invited him to join our mess in

his own quarters ; and, amidst much laughter from the youngsters, who

smoked his brotherly civility, and' were about to show him the question,

" if he had ever been in the army," we entered the court-yard of his

residence, where the old Grecian had impounded our cattle, and, under

the plea of making a bargain with the owners, extracted divers drachmas

as " backshis " from both parties.

For many a day the Corinthian capital had not witnessed so motley

a cavalcade as now approached it—the van led by Nimrod and the

whipper-in, dressed in complete caricature, and mounted on horses

usually employed in carrying lime, and as bare as if the very hair had

been shaved from their sorry hides to add to the whitewash, were

followed by the rest of the party, astride of a lot of mules and asses, the

type of an anatomical dance of death, to which the general costume of

white linen jacket and trousers added not a little to the similitude.

Arms and ammunition were suspended over the backs of the fighting

mien, whilst the antiquarians were laden with their books and instru

ments. Nor were the minor dangers of wayfaring neglected by the

worthy disciples of Epicurus, who carried vivres and " pocket pistols'*

of awful calibre : the sleeper, amidst jokes and laughter, placed himself

on his pillow, and the more tender youths, remindful of past bruises,

multiplied cloak, grigos, and carpet rug, over the horny back of their

miserable squallets ; and when to this curious display a mangy Greek

boy was found hanging to the tail of each wretched animal, some con

ception may be formed of this Isthmian " gathering."

Yet it must not be supposed that the inward spirit of the convoy was

chilled by the outward show ; on the contrary, no sooner was the start

once made than the crack of the whip bestowed on man and beast—the

clatter, shout, laughter, and fun of the procession—became irresistibly

ludicrous. Overcome by the desire of "backshis," the sympathy of

amusement, and, above all, by competition, the half-naked Greek, still

holding by the tail, urged on his beast in the race by staff and voice,

and, recovered from his horror and amazement, eagerly betted his paras,

kicked, fought, and howled in dogged emulation.

Since the days of the Isthmian games—since the triumph of Pan or

Bacchus ascended to the Capitol—never had the echoes of Corinth

resounded to a more uproarious troop. Did a mule in mid-course come

to a sullen halt, " knock the wind clean out of a fellow's body, and

bilge in the under works," 'twas whack ! whack ! Did an ass " bring his

head to an anchor, pitch up his heels, and capsize a youngster slap over

the bows, damage his head-rails, and start every timber in his framing,"

'twas whack! whack! No stop, no "lend a hand" was thought of in

the chase—" to bring-to and assist your known friend in distress " was

impossible, when, from the motion and laughter, you had to hold on

both your own sides to keep the wind in your body. However, after

several accidents, and the Doctor swearing " he would patch up no more

lame ducks," the tumult subsided, and the pilgrimage progressed in

scientific order and attention.
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The road ascended for several miles through a poor-looking country,

bearing the marks of once having been cultivated and tenanted, but now

in utter neglect. On the side of a ravine to the left of the road, we

were led by a mass of ruins to examine what had once formed an

immense granary or wine-vault, and shortly after passed near a consi

derable village which turned out its children and dogs to hurra and yelp

at the unexpected sight. Unused to the long and heavy thong of a

hunting whip in experienced hands, these curs gave a most desirable

opportunity to Nimrod and his coagitator to practise their vocation, and

the keen biting lashes were answered by howls so sharp and lamentable

that their biped friends caught the contagion, and ran screaming with

terror to their dens. Passing onwards, we skirted the modern town of

Corinth, and keeping to the valley through the corn-fields, came upon

the ancient paved road which led immediately to the Acropolis—when

dismounting, and sending our cattle and tag-tails for refreshment, we

proceeded to labour up the ascent on foot.

The Corinthian Acropolis is built on a spur of that range of moun

tains which cover as with a net the whole face of the Grecian peninsula:

it rises boldly from the plain, and is inaccessible on all points, save

where a natural bridge of rock leads to the ravine inclosing the gateway;

and this entrance is rendered doubly secure from being flanked and

commanded by a shoulder of the fortress, and from the imposing old

gate and wall of Venetian architecture.

Many marks and some shot are still visible in the mouldering wall ;

the remains of the last siege, when the Turks erected an inefficient bat

tery on a point of rock overlooking and just within the range of a long

gun. Passing the gate, you gradually ascend the ravine, crested on

each hand by walls pierced with loopholes, and come to an inner gate

and wall, loosely constructed, to mask the interior from observation.

From this point, looking at the approaches, you no longer wonder at the

temerity of the twenty-seven Greeks, who held the Acropolis against

the wild assaults of the Pacha's followers.

The ravine now spreads on either hand, opening on to a rising valley

or amphitheatre, in which the town, or barrack, of some twenty stone

huts, is placed, forming a second barricade, and, considering the nar

rowness of the pass, perhaps more tenable to a small body of men than

any other part of the fortress. From this, by a winding-path, or broken

flight of steps, you gain the battery which encircles the upper crest of

the Acropolis, and, seated on one of the curious old Venetian guns,

obtain a bird's-eye view of the interior defences.

In face is the ravine of the gateway, flanked and commanded by the

two wings, which rise as towers of strength to protect the entry, and

are each capable of making a separate defence. The ravine divides the

mountain in unequal parts, passing into the bowl of the interior, and

branching into high cliffs, hollowed to form caves, &c, for the ammu

nition and stores of the garrison, and yielding protection from any chance

shot or bomb thrown from the neighbouring height, which is at that

beautiful distance which permits your enemy to amuse himself by throw

ing away his dropping shot.

The slopes from this base arise in a horse-shoe shape, and are clothed

with rough grass and trefoil, affording herbage for a considerable flock

of goats ; and might, with attention, be cultivated, and turned into the

means of supplying the garrison with vegetables. A good spring of
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■water, sufficient for necessary wants, completes the accessory qualifica

tions of this mountain stronghold, and, judging from the handful of men

requisite to defend the only entry, and merely watch the outward walls,

the Acropolis of Corinth may, with very great truth, be deemed impreg

nable.

The present garrison, consisting of half-a-dozen Bavarian soldiers,

gross and wretchedly dirty, and smoked into the colour of their pipe-

bowls, tenanted, with their semi-Greek families and a few mountaineers,

the village of the fortress, and appeared, by the assistance of their con

stantly-engaged cane-sticks, to lord it pretty severely over their unfortu

nate subordinates. The stolid tyranny of these men, neglected or over

looked at head-quarters, (where a complaint is at most answered by a

* Ya," and concluded in smoke,) cannot be expected for ever to be tole

rated by the lively Greeks. Accompanied by one of these Corporals

■we made the tour of the battlements, remarking several curiously-cast

Venetian brass-guns, and the astonishing strength of the position ; but

nothing "goot" or "shine" entered into the comprehension of this

Yarman, save only the red agate stones, which, upon being struck,

never failed to ignite the sacred tobacco-pipe. No words can do justice

to the splendid panorama seen from the heights of the Acropolis, imme

diately below in the valley which separates the fortress from the town

of Corinth, whose buildings and ancient temple, shadowed by the moun

tain at your back, relieve the eye from the glowing waters of the gulfs.

Onward and onward, floating in a summer-sea of light, arise the cluster-

isles of the Archipelago, encompassing Attica from the waters of the-

Negropont to the Egean. The temples of Theseus, the Propylaea, Par

thenon, and Odium of Rogilla, shine as stars of light above the deep

olive-groves of the Plain of Athens ; whilst Salamis, with its rugged

hills and verdant slope, lies circled by the waving belt which, passing

Eleusis, forms so many silvery bays, till joined by the waters of tho

Corinthian inlet. But the scene is too bright to rest upon, and the eye

turns with satisfaction to the high dark mountain frowning close before

you, breaking on one hand to the gulf of Lepanto, and on the other

receding inland, and forming one side of the long verdant valley which

opens on the Plain of Argos.

After amusing ourselves for some time, and partaking of omelets

fried in oil, to which the Spartan sauce of hunger was a necessary whet,

we sallied out, to take a hurried view of the town, once so celebrated for

the fine arts, and the excess to which its citizens had revelled in all the

luxuries of life. But, alas ! nought remains of the once elegant

Corinthian capital except a few Doric shafts, forming an angle of a

heavy unmeaning temple, and the unchangeable beauties of nature.

The modern buildings run along the ridge of the hill, making a street

of considerable length and very unequal extent, and showing as motley

a variety of houses as can be wished. By the side of a dirty mud hut

stands a tall house, with its wooden balconies flamingly painted in Ver

million ; then a tasty little Turkish cottage, of fair white, with verandah

and shutters of green ; or a high gable^end frightens its neighbour with

fresco figures of gigantic proportions : yet, upon the whole, the deep

sloping roof and substantial wooden balconies, and outer stair, give a

comfortable Oriental look to the Corinthian buildings.

The festival had drawn a considerable number of mountaineers into
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the town, who had encamped in the open street, under tents of matting ;

and as they were now enjoying their evening pipe, stretched out on

sheep-skins and grigos, and using their saddles as pillows, and their

wretched animals piquetted close to them, they formed the wildest dirty-

looking groups imaginable.

Dame Fortune, by another of her centrifugal motions, once more

sent us off in a tangent, like sparks of fire from her wheel. The

cause of this was neither more nor less than a good sporting bet,

offered by the whipper-in, that he would ride a certain jackass (twenty

minutes' start being given) against all our fresh set of horses down to

the boat. The wager was instantly taken by all hands, and the cara-

vansery eagerly thronged by those now in hot haste for another flight—

girths were tightened, bits looked to, and stirrups adjusted—and the

amusement and fun communicating to the troop of tag-tails and natives in

attendance caught them warm remembrances from the lash of the

whipper-in, as he rode out of the court-yard, mounted on his ass, amidst

the cheering and jeers of the youngsters, who declared " there were a

pair of them," (». e. asses.) However, they found to their cost they

had " caught a Tartar," and the best-mounted horseman iu the lot, when

he gave the view-halloo, and observed the distance gained, and the pace

"the ass" was moving, judged hi3 own ears pretty nearly as long as

the chase's. In short, we were all thrown out, and the whipper-in, on

his ass, was too much for us, and won by a trick worthy of the craft

and sagacity of a philosophic Midshipman. He had noticed this jack

ass wishing to pay his attentions to a fine mule, and, struck by the un

natural fact, wished to see the end of it ; but his sporting turn got the

better of his natural philosophy, and rightly judging if he mounted

Dapple, and caused a boy to ride before him on the mule, he should

take in the knowing ones, he offered the bets, made money by his

curiosity, and laughed at our egregious simplicity.

Sore and somewhat rubbed at riding six miles for our knowledge—

to be laughed at, Greeked, and lose our fair Corinthian partners, were

hardly to be borne in patience ; it was well, therefore, our guardian-

angel and pilot, the ever-watchful St. Michael,—may his shadow never

be less !—stood, napkin in hand, all ready prepared to administer to our

Midshipman appetites those creature-comforts now rendered so neces

sary in our forlorn and exhausted condition ; and amusement soon came

to our aid, on perceiving that great man, the Capidan di Porto, our

brother officer, pressed into service by St. Michael, and assisting him in

placing on the table those savoury viands, which, doubtless, as cook, he

had already licked his fingers over. And his condescension was re

warded by such heaped portions, and washed down with such exciting

liquids, that there is little question to doubt the next " Mids' " party

would find a ready passport to the heart of Greece.

Time was now called, our liberty of three days was expired, when

waving a long adieu to the bright-eyed houris of Corinth, we once more

took to our boat, there to pass the night extended on the oars, or still

less soft ribs of the water-casks.

Happy is the man who " can fold up his feet in the garment of con

tentment" in such a case; but Allah is great and merciful, and we

joined our ship, perhaps, the more satisfied at the untoward conclusion

of our Midshipman's Cruize.
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NAVAL OPERATIONS IN THE CHINA SEAS.

BY AN OFFICER OF THE NEMESIS.

Nemesis, Ningpoo, Oct. 27-30, 1841.

My letters of January 16, May 15, and June 20, of this year*, will

have informed you of our proceedings in the China Seas, from the

successful attack on the Chuenpee forts to the ransoming of Canton.

I shall now continue my narrative to the present time.

Leaving the Alligator, Hyacinth, and Royalist, to protect the vessels

and property at Hong Kong, and for such other service as they might

be required to perform, the Admiral, with the remainder of the ships of

war and the transports, weighed from the anchorage in Hong Kong

Roads, on the 21st of August last. The following day, Sunday, the

22nd, the Nemesis, having filled up with coal, took her departure, and,

in the course of the afternoon, sighted a portion of the fleet. After a

passage of three days, with fine weather, we sighted, on the afternoon

of Wednesday, the entrance to Amoy. In running in to the anchorage,

a fort on the larboard hand fired a shot at the Wellesley, which, how

ever, was not returned ; but the Nemesis was immediately hove to under

the fort to protect the transports in their passage. As the forts with

held their fire, we kept quiet. Arriving at the anchorage, an alarm-

gun was fired from each of the forts in Amoy. We anchored abreast

of the Wellesley for the night, and the next morning (26th August),

soon after daylight, the Phlegethon \ weighed and proceeded with the

Admiral and General to reconnoitre the defences, which they were

enabled to do without going within the range of the batteries, by keep

ing in the middle of the harbour, had they been fired upon, which, how

ever, was not the case. In the forenoon, the Nemesis and the Phlege

thon were employed in embarking troops from the different transports,

and continued so engaged till noon, when a movement was perceptible

among the men-of-war. The ball was commenced by the Sesostris and

Queen opening a return fire on a circular battery on the starboard

hand. The ships, as they took up their stations, were severally saluted

from the whole of the Chinese batteries, which was vigorously replied

to as soon as their guns could be brought to bear with effect. At 3h.

* See United Service Journal for June and December, 1841.

t The Phlegethon is one of the four experimental vessels (alluded to in the Num

ber of the United Service Journal for June, 1841) built in England under the orders

of the home authorities connected with the East Indies for the use of the Govern

ment of India, by whom she was despatched to China. She is the second vessel of

the kind built by Mr. John Laird, of the Birkenhead works in Cheshire, the first being

the Nemesis. The dimensions of the Phlegethon are as follow :—Length on deck,

161 feet; extreme, 168 feet; beam between the paddle-boxes, 26 feet; measure

ment, 510 tons ; light draught, 4 feet 2 inches ; and when loaded, 5 feet 6 inches.

Her armament is similar to that of the Nemesis, viz., two 32-pounder guns on

pivots,—one forward, the other abaft. She was also furnished with an ample

supply of Congreve rockets, Shrapnel shells, and other necessary ordnance stores.

Engines—condensing, by Messrs. Forrester & Co., of Liverpool, of the aggregate

power of 90 horses. The Phlegethon was taken to Calcutta by Commander Cleave-

land, R.N. , who, on resigning his charge at that place, was succeeded by his first

officer, Lieut M'Cleverty, R.N., by whom the command is still held.

2 I 2
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30m., the Phlegethon landed the troops and took possession of a small

battery with her own boats' crews. 3h. 35m.—We, in the Nemesis,

(having been delayed in receiving the storming party,) approached the

shore, opened fire on the flank of the long battery, and immediately com

menced landing the troops, which operation was continued without any

intermission of our fire. At 4h. 15m., the British flag was planted on

the wall of the long fort by our boats' crew and the advanced party of

the 18th Irish, the Captain (Hall) of the Nemesis being first over the

wall. About the same time the upper end of the fort was stormed by

the Wellesley's blue jackets and marines. The Chinese now deserted

their guns, and commenced retreating in every direction. Bv 5 o'clock

firing had ceased, and our troops were in quiet possession of the heights

near the town. The walls of the fort are immensely thick, lined with

stone withinside, and without defended by a bank of mud and elay

covered with turf. The top of the wall, and particularly the tops of

the embrasures, are protected in like manner, altogether forming a most

efficient defence from round shot, to the people inside. Weighed, and,

in getting out, struck heavily on a sunken rock, which knocked a hole in

the bottom of our craft, under the engine-room, of about three inches

lon<r. It was stopped, however, with a plug, tallow, <Src, and we pro

ceeded to the Orient transport, from which we took a party of the 55th

Regiment. Unfortunately, one of the boats in tow was carried by the

strong tide, then running, under the bows of the Sesostris, and cap

sized : five soldiers were drowned. We came to anchor for the night

near the Admiral. Next morning we landed the troops, and afterward*

proceeded, with two of the Blonde's boats, and in the company of Her

Majesty's brig Aljrerine, to look for war-junks at the back of Amoy.

Our mission proved unsuccessful. All we saw were two old forts, with

out any guns. 31st August.—We were detached to reconnoitre the

island of Quemov : destroyed a small fort with three guns, with a num

ber of gingals and matchlocks. We also discovered a fort, mounting

guns, with a large encampment, and several war-junks, near a large

tower at the mouth of a creek or river. On our return, we made a

report to the Admiral, but without any result.

I was repeatedly in the city of Amoy on duty and otherwise, and

generally had two artillerymen as a body-guard. One evening, in com

pany with the Captain and a friend, it was after eight, o'clock when we

reached the boat, passed through most of the suburbs, and along the

worst part of the town. Although it was dark, we experienced no mo

lestation from the inhabitants ; yet, bv-the-bye, I do not think they

should be trusted too implicitly. There is not much worth seeing in

this city : the streets are pretty much alike, paved with flags of granite,

not. very smooth. The houses are generally one story high, and open

in front, with a kind of cobbler's stall projecting towards the street. The

suburbs are less regularly built than the city. Towards the water there

are perfect store-houses and wharves, with here and there a jetty run

ning into the water, at which the junks discharge their cargoes. I saw,

building, in a complete drv-dock, a vessel after the European model,

with cutwater and European rudder, and of nearly two hundred tons

burthen. She had a regular main-deck, and was pierced for six or nine

guns a side, and nearly ready for launching. Thi-re was also a large

unan-of-war-junk, mounting sixteen guns on a main-deck. I should
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imagine Amoy to be a good specimen of a Chinese sea-port town, the

inhabitants of which think more of trade than the elegance of their

dwellings.

We remained at Amoy till the 5th of September, when we weighed

in company with the fleet, and proceeded out of the harbour, leaving

there, to protect the island opposite Amoy, (which is held by part of two

regiments,) H.M.S. Druid, 46, and Algerine, 10, and the armed trans

port Thomas Grenville. We anchored for the night under the lee of

the island, whence the gun was fired at us in coming in. The Phlege-

thon joined us here, and during the night, in swinging, paid us a visit,

and lovingly rubbed bends, but no material damage was done to either

Tessel. On the afternoon of the 7th September we picked up, at sea,

above a ton of wood in bundles, which I suppose to have been the cargo

of some unfortunate junk or other. On the morning of the 15th Sep

tember, a heavy squall took the head of our fore-topmast over the side,

with all its gear. In the course of the day, the wind increased, and

towards the evening we were compelled to part company with the fleet.

Anchored under the lec of one of the Black Islands. The following

day I was despatched with a party over the hill, while two boats pro

ceeded round the island, to catch some bullocks we had seen in the

morning. After a long chase over the potato-ground, (during which I

was more than once capsized, and half-smothered in the dank herbage,

and twice immersed up to my neck in ditches, owing to my taking

hedges, without attending to the old saying which advises looking

** before you leap,") we came up with the objects of our pursuit, and

captured five of them, just as the natives were going to drive them off.

We waited till the boats came round, got the bullocks in, and returned

on board ship.

September 17.—The wind continuing strong against us, and being

short of fuel, (only one day's coal on board,) the Commander decided

upon going into Shi-poo in search of wood. Accordingly, at 6h.

weighed and proceeded towards the entrance of the harbour. On the

way we caught a fishing-boat, and took the fisherman out to serve as a

pilot. The entrance to the harbour is from one hundred to one hundred

and fifty yards across, with high sloping rocks on either side. On

entering the harbour, we observed a fort on an island to starboard, with

some guns to the left, and an encampment behind. All our men were

at quarters, but, as no attack was made on us, owing perhaps to the

suddenness of our appearance, we refrained from hostilities. It was a

regular dirty morning, blowing hard in squalls, and the rain coming

down in torrents. We proceeded quietly towards the town, when a fort

to the southward opened fire upon us. We, thereupon, took up a nice

comfortable position within half-pistol-shot, and anchored with a spring.

After a few rapid rounds, we landed and took possession of the fort,

the Chinese retreating as we advanced. We found here four guns ; two

of brass, nine feet bix inches long, and four inches in the bore. We

destroyed them, by spiking, &c, as effectually as the time would allow.

We then returned on board, and, on going down to breakfast, found our

Chinese pilot—who, it appears, had ensconced himself in the gun-room

during the fight—quietly sealed at the breakfast-table, apparently quite

happy, and deliberately munching a portion of a roll. A closer investi

gation showed us that his attentions had not been confined to this
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solitary roll, but that, taking advantage of the absence of the servants,

he had bestowed his favours, with great liberality and the strictest

impartiality, upon various viands intended for our proper refection.

After breakfast, despatched the boats in search of fuel, and by 10

o'clock had received on board upwards of thirty tons of firewood. We

now observed a large body of troops advancing from the southward in

the direction of the town and fort. We weighed, and steered close in,

and dispersed them with a few doses of case and canister, causing them

a great loss. This was followed by the burning of three war-junks,

which we had previously towed to the opposite shore, and destroyed in

them fourteen guns of different sizes, with a number of matchlocks and

cutlasses, and a quantity of gunpowder. We now proceeded to the

upper end of the harbour, firing a few shots at the forts on the shore in

passing, and anchored for the people to get their dinners.

Whilst at dinner, observed a party of Chinese attempting to extin

guish the fire on board one of the war-junks: fired a few shots and

dispersed them. After dinner, weighed and proceeded to attack the

forts on the island. Our proceedings appeared to afford great pleasure

to thousands of the inhabitants, and to most of the crews of the junks,

who had turned out to see the devil-ship. No one appeared to entertain

any fear on account of his property ; in fact, a fleet of merchant junks

came in and passed close to us in beating up the harbour. The Captain

anticipated a desperate resistance at this fort, and ordered every man

that could be spared to be ready to land. We took up a position, and

opened fire with round shot and rockets, and were rather surprised at

our fire not being returned. We shoved off, and, scrambling up the

steep face of the hill, entered the fort, which proved to be completely

deserted. We found here in battery five guns, and four others to the

left of the fort : seven of them were loaded and primed. We dis

charged them, with three cheers, as a salute to the old Nemesis. These

guns were well laid; and had they been fired at us on entering the

harbour, some damage must have ensued, as the shot all fell in the

centre of the channel. After spiking the guns, knocking off the trun

nions, burning the gun-carriages, and the tents of the encampment, we

returned on board. Going out of the harbour we struck on a rock,

which jerked the rudder, so that the helmsman was canted over the

wheel, but fortunately escaped with a few bruises *.

On the 18th September, we anchored at Buffalo's Nose, (one of the

Henderson's,) in company with the Hon. Company's steamer Sesostris.

21st.—Not seeing anything of the Admiral, weighed and proceeded to

Keet's Point; and at 3h. 30m. p.m., anchored in company with the

* The Right Hen. the Earl of Auckland, G.C.B., Governor-General, &c.

Wellesley, at the Anchorage of Just-in-the-way, Sept. 25.

My Lord,—I have the honour to transmit for your Lordship's information, the

copies of two letters from Mr. Hall, commanding the Honourable Company's steam-

vessel Nemesis, reporting the destruction of a Chinese battery on the island of

Quemoy, on the 31st of August, and of three, together with three war-junks, within

the harbour of Shei-po, on the 17th instant; and I have much pleasure in adding

my commendation of the spirit of enterprise and activity which is exhibited by Mr.

Hall, his officers and crew, upon every opportunity.

I have the honour to be, my Lord, your Lordship's most obedient servant,

W. Parkjsr, Eear-Admiral.
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Hon. Company's steamer Phlegethon, and two opium vessels, Avenger

and Lyra, (the former a very pretty black brig,) off Murderer's Bay.

This is the place where Capt. Stead, of the Pestonjee Bomanjee, was

murdered a year since ; and, a week before our arrival, the First

Mate and one of the crew of the Lyra had been enticed on shore and

barbarously slaughtered in cold blood by the mandarins. In conse

quence of the latter outrage, Capt. M'Cleverty, of the Phlegethon, on

his arrival, had landed with his boats' crews and the crews of the two

brigs. They attacked and routed a body of 300 soldiers quartered in

the neighbourhood, killed several mandarins, and burned the barracks,

together with the villages where the murders had been committed. The

next morning, at daylight, I went away in the first cutter and captured

a wood-boat, which yielded us above six tons of fuel.

On the 25th September, we moved up to Just-in-the-way, and

anchored in company with the squadron. The next day, Sunday, the

26ih, the Phlegethon and ourselves proceeded towards Chusan to recon

noitre the defences. At 1 1 observed the forts on the island of Chusan,

consisting of two round detached forts to the northward of the harbour,

but apparently scarcely finished; also a long gingal fort on the top of the

hill, over Forty-ninth Point, near some beacons and a look-out place, which

they fired as an alarm when we approached. We proceeded through the

harbour. The defences inside consist of an immense battery, almost

level with the water's edge at high water-mark, I should say above two

miles in length, with above 350 embrasures, and a circular battery on

Joss-house Hill. The appearance at first sight was rather formidable.

We proceeded through the harbour, keeping over to the other shore

whenever we opened the line of forts, which began to blaze away at us

as fast as the guus could be brought to bear and be reloaded. Many of

the shot passed close to and over us, but the majority fell short. The

two little steamers kept steadily on their way in dignified silence, not

firing a gun, and at length rejoined the squadron at Just-in-the-way.

The next day it blew hard, with rain, and a great deal of sea running.

On Tuesday, in the afternoon, the weather having moderated a little, we

weighed and proceeded with the Modeste and Columbine to destroy the

forts on Forty-ninth Point. Anchored for the night at St. Helen ; and

the following morning proceeded alone to reconnoitre. Fired a few

guns at the fort on Forty-ninth Point, and at the fort on the hill, and

rejoined the Modeste and Columbine. At 6h. 40m., Modeste and

Columbine anchored ; and the Modeste opened lire at the gingal fort on

the hill with her shell-gun. The Nemesis continued varying her posi

tion, to bring her guns to bear the better, breaching the wall of the

gingal fort on the hill.

At Sh. 30m., took up a position, and commenced firing shot, shell,

carcasses, and rockets at the same*. We then weighed and proceeded

* " The rapidity of the tides in the different channels to Chusan harbour is so great

as to render large ships frequently quite unmanageable, even with the assistance of

steam-vessels ; and the chance of placing them in any precise position for action so

uncertain, that it was at once seen our object would be best effected by landing the

troops, seamen, and Marines, to the westward of the sea defences, and take them in

reverse. We found a stone work, with eight embrasures, constructed near Guard

Island, to defend the point on which we proposed to disembark the troops, but no

guns placed in it. About 1,200 yards above it, on a steep hill, was also a strongly
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to coyer the landing of the boats at Forty-ninth Point. No guns were

found in the fort when it was entered. On advancing to the edge of

the hill, looking down into the long fort, the Chinese commenced firing,

and we began to play upon a body of their troops descending the hill to

encounter our party. We then rejoined the other vessels ; and having

breached the walls of the gingal fort sufficiently, proceeded with

despatches from Capt. Eyres, of the Modeste, to the Admiral, whom we

met on his way to Chusan. Joined company, and in the afternoon pro-

reeded across the harbour with the Admiral and General on board, to

communicate with the Blonde and Jupiter, at anchor off Trumball

Island. The Chinese, of course, blazed away at us both in going and

coming, but none of the shot struck us. We found the Blonde had

been struck by a shot from the battery, which had knocked away part of

one of her quarter-deck carronades.

TOWN AND HARBOUR OF SHETPOO:

Bv JonN Gaunt, of tub Nemesis {from memory, \7th September, 1841).

 

 

1. Position of Nemesis when engaging fort

southward of town.
■2. Ditto dispersing troops on hill-side.
3. Ditto when at anohor.
4. -Ditto destroying toils on island.
5. Fort southward of the town, mounting four

guns, with small encampment at the back.
'15. Cbinwe soldiers on hilUside.

7. Town of Sheipoo,
anchor oil ditto.

R. Tort mounting five guns on the island,
y. Four guns to the left of fort.

( War-jnnks destroyed, mounting in all

j2* ) fourteen guns.

18. Old fort on hill at the entrance to sheipoo.

fortified encampment, in which a large body of Chinese were posted : Capt. Eyres

"was, therefore, detached with the Modeste, Columbine, and Nemesis, to anchor close

to the battery, and prevent its occupation, or any movement of the Chinese to

strengthen their position. This duty was, with the usual zeal of himself, Comman

der Clarke, and Mr. Hall, most effectually performed; tind a considerable breach

made by the Nemesis' guns in the wall of the fortified encampment."—Rear-Admiral

Sir Wm. Parker to Lord Auckland, 4th Oct., 1841.
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The next day, 30th September, very little was done by us. During

the day, the Chinese shifted a few guns in the long battery ; and towards

evening commenced firing at the ships over Forty^ninth Point. Some

of the shot went very close to the poop of the Wellesley, and some

struck the water close to one of the Columbine's boats, dashing the

water over the boat-keeper. We returned the fire with a few guns, and

then remained quiet for the night. This evening the howitzer-battery

on Trumball Island was completed : it mounted one 8-inch, and two 24-

pounders howitzers.

October 1.—At daylight, the Nemesis weighed, and recrossed the

harbour to the Jupiter troop-sbip, lashed alongside her, and received 100

rank and file of Madras Rifles, and about 150 dholies and camp fol

lowers ; then proceeded to the other anchorage, and received troops

from the various transports, to the amount of 600, and took boats in

tow with about the same number of men. At 7h. 25m., the howitzer-

battery on Trumball Island opened fire ; the first shell fell short, and

the second burst over the Watergate of the long battery. At 10 a.m.,

proceeded to land the troops : the Phlegethon engaged on the same

service. As we approached, we fired at the Chinese troops near the

beacons and look-out place on the hill. One of our round shot

(although we did not know it at the time,) cut a standard-bearer in naif.

The Admiral, who witnessed this from the poop of the Wellesley, is

reported to have said,—" That is what I call pretty practice*." We

then anchored, and commenced landing the troops : they advanced up

the hill, and the Chinese behaved nobly, three men in particular, two

standard-bearers, who continued waving their flags in defiance, till a

round shot from the Phlegethon put them hors de combat; and the third,

a matchlock man, after repeatedly firing on our men as they advanced

up the hill, he descended to mend his aim; and when a round shot

struck the hill above his head, he merely shook the dust off his gar

ments, deliberately continuing to fire. We had two or three wounded in

getting up the hill, and it is supposed by this very man. The troops,

as soon as they were near the top of the hill—and they were not tardy,

began to blaze away in return at the Chinese. Every point was dis

puted with our troops by the enemy ; but they were finally lieaten back;

and being driven from the gingal fort, their discomfiture was complete.

Having landed all the troops, we weighed and proceeded round a

small island off Forty-ninth Point, to shell the city of Tinghae. In our

■way thither, the Plenipotentiary and Admiral came on board, and pro

ceeded in towards Joss-house Hill. Ou our way, the long battery

opened fire, which was returned. At this period, the English Uuion

was hoisted in one part of the long battery, and gave us notice that it

was in our possession. Having anchored opposite the Joss-house

battery, now also in our possession, and landed the Plenipotentiary and

Admiral, we proceeded to prosecute our design against Tinghae. We

* " The fire from the ships and steam-vessels covering the landing party did much

execution ; it was indeed directed with such precision, that two or three individuals

fell by single cannon-shot, at a distance of 700 yards ; one of them while in the act

of waving the Chinese banners."—Official Report. Sir Wm. Parker, dated 4th

October, 1841, to Lord Auckland.
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shelled the town with good effect, and the troops entered by escalade.

The Admiral now hailed from the shore to cease firing: ceased firing

accordingly. At 5h. 30m., the Plenipotentiary and the Admiral came

on board. Weighed and proceeded to the Wellesley and Blenheim,

hauled down the Admiral's flag, and anchored for the night.

On walking over the scene of action at Forty-ninth Point, on the top

of the hill we found the bodies of the standard-bearers who had been

killed by the shot from the Phlegethon : they were shockingly mutilated.

On arriving at the look-out house and beacons, it proved that the body

of the standard-bearer our shot had struck had been removed : indeed,

the Chinese were busily employed in burying their dead. Outside the

gate of the gingal fort we found two of our 32-pound shot. Our shot

had breached the outer wall, traversed the whole length of the fort, and

knocked down some of the barracks at the opposite end. We found a

man in the joss-house sorely wounded : he excited our compassion, but

we were unable to relieve him. Great numbers of the Chinese were

killed at the back of the hill in the direction of the city. We now

descended and came round to the foot of the hill, towards the north end

of the long battery. We here found two wounded men : one of them

had cut his throat himself, and was lying On some stones, exposed to

the elements, with merely a mat to cover him : his right arm had also

been shattered by a musket-ball. We gave him some water, but the

greater part escaped through the wound in his throat.

The jiext day paid a visit to the city of Tinghae, and in our way

walked along the greater part of the long battery. The dead bodies

had all been removed, but masses of clotted blood remained to show

where the Chinese had been shot down. At the back of the platform,

for the guns were the remains of the tents, almost level with the paddy

fields behind ; and even when we saw it, the ground was a complete

swamp : so that the troops must have suffered severely during the wet

weather which had previously prevailed. There were a number of brass

guns of Chinese manufacture in the fort : they were bursting all the

iron guns. The approach to the city by the way we entered, through

the west gate, is over a low flat, with here and there a paddy field, along

causeways of stone. The city is completely surrounded by a deep and

broad moat, which is crossed by a wooden bridge. The gates are all

double, and defended by a tower with two or three guns : the gates

themselves are covered with strong plates of iron, thickly studded with

nails. The walls are, I should suppose, about twenty feet high, fourteen

feet of which is of earth, and the remainder of brick and stone ; with

loopholes for gingals and matchlocks, here and there a port for a gun,

and at intervals a square tower with flanking guns. The interior of the

city is much like Amoy. We visited the principal joss-house: there

are immense josses here—some of them above twenty feet in height.

There is also a curious piece of work, supposed to be a representation of

the Deluge : it consists of a woman standing on the head of a dolphin,

surrounded by water, whilst on either side are smaller figures of men

and women—some in the act of prayer, and some climbing up the rocks

clear of the water. The whole of the figures in the joss-house had been

newly gilded and burnished. I thought at the time that if Ducrow had

been there, it would have done his heart good to have seen them—all
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tinsel and finery. There is also a large bell, very sweet toned, measur

ing about four feet across the mouth. We walked nearly all round the

city walls along the ramparts : they appeared to me to be about five

miles in circumference.

On the 7th of October we were sent to the Modeste, when Capt.

Eyres and some of his officers came on board, and we proceeded to the

island of Poo-too (Worshipping Island), inhabited solely by priests and

the attendants of the monasteries. We anchored in a small bay, and

paid a visit to one of the numerous establishments on the island. The

people were very civil to us, treating us to tea and dried sweetmeats,

and showing us round the place. We saw an immense joss here, which

one of the seamen swore was half as big as the Wellesley I One of the

walls had a very handsome carved roof in the Chinese style, and there

was also a great deal of carved stonework about the numerous bridges

and temples, but all very old and going fast to decay. The priests

appear to be very poor, and here, a3 well as in other parts of China, are

without tails. The island is fertile, with plenty of snakes.

On the 8th of October, the Phlegethon and ourselves reconnoitred

the entrance to Ningpoo ; but although we went close enough, the

enemy did not fire at us. By-the-by, we heard this day from an opium

clipper, which had just come up, that we killed five mandarins and 100

soldiers at Sheipoo. In the afternoon of the 9th of October joined the

rest of the squadron off the mouth of the Ningpoo river. At 4 a.m. on

the morning of Sunday, the 10th of October, weighed and proceeded

alongside different transports to receive troops. At 8, took H.M.S.

Cruizer in tow, and proceeded close in-shore towards the place of land

ing; the Phlegethon being also employed in conveying troops. At

8h. 25m., cut off the Cruizer, and commenced landing troops ; the

Cruizer and ourselves firing at a body of Chinese soldiers drawn up

before the encampment. The Admiral, in the Wellesley, now took up

his position at the right of the entrance to the river, abreast of the

citadel, at which and the joss-house he commenced firing. At 9h. 40m.,

having landed all the troops and artillery, we proceeded towards the

Wellesley. On rounding the point, fired at a double-banked battery of

ten guns, which had previously fired at the Queen. The Chinese

replied warmly to our salute, and their shot (18-pounders) fell very

thick about us. We continued engaged, in crossing, with this and

another battery until we reached the Wellesley. This battery fired

remarkably well : the guns, all brass, must have been terribly over

loaded, for although their shot fell very close to us, ours at first would not

reach them—not till we fired with the full charge (5 lbs.)—but then they

did their work. The Queen, Sesostris, and Phlegethon, also, had a

set-to with this battery and another on the opposite side of the river.

The former, and another on the same side of the river, were eventually

taken by the troops, who advanced over the hills and took them in

flank. Communicated with the Admiral, and were ordered to remain

close to him. The Wellesley was hard at it : plumping shot and shells

into the citadel and joss-house in fine style. The roar of her shot was

like a continuous peal of thunder. The Modeste was also firing at the

joss-house. Shortly afterwards the Blonde came up and anchored : she

was soon followed by the Blenheim. Observing a large body of soldiers

drawn up before the long wall, we steered in that direction and fired at
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them. After the first shot, the standards, which had previously been

ostentatiously displayed, vanished from our sight ; and at the second

discharge the men ducked their heads and also disappeared. At

llh. 30m. boats were despatched from the Wellesley and Blenheim,

the Nemesis pinnace in company, with the blue-jackets and marines,

and pulled towards the citadel. At this time a small battery of four

guns was on fire. The men landed very comfortably, and on ascending

the hill, halted at the end of the battery on fire. It was well they did

so, for the minute afterwards the powder took fire and exploded : for

tunately no one was hurt. Our men then scrambled over the ruins, and

approached the wall of the citadel, which they soon scaled and crowned

with the union jack. They next advanced to the walls of the city, and

on arriving near a small battery at the foot of the hill, in the hollow, a

tremendous explosion took place which blew up an unfortunate drummer:

he afterwards died. Meantime we had been bring at a large joss-house.

lh. 50m.—The whole of the batteries—viz., the double-banked bat

tery, which had fired at us, mounting ten brass guns, a battery just

above this mounting eight brass guns, and the battery at the foot of the

citadel hill, mounting eighteen brass guns—were in possession of the

British foroes. Proceeded towards the mouth of the river, partly staked

across, and at length returned to the Admiral. At 5h. 3m. His Excel

lency Sir H. Pottinger and suite, and Admiral Sir William Parker and

suite, came on board. We then proceeded through the stakes, and

landed them at the town of Chinghae : anchored for the night. Thus

ended this day's work.

The right bank of the river was chequered with bodies, as well as the

beach and mud to the edge of the water. The next day landed on the city

aide, and first of all paid a visit to the batter}-. I was much struck with

the improvement in the Chinese guns, which were all nearly 18 or 24

pounders. There were also some brass carronades. The long guns

were mounted on pretty good carriages—much superior to any of the

Chinese carriages we had before seen, and worked moreover on pivots. I

tried to slue one, and found I could move it easily. They were mounted

on bases raised about four feet from the ground, with steps for the men

to load and prime. They were fired en barbette over the ramparts,

instead of through embrasures, and so contrived that the men were in

a great degree protected from shot. On leaving the battery, turned to

the left, and passed through a burial-ground. The mode of burial here,

and also at Chusan, is very different from that practised to the south

ward, where they sometimes burn the bodies and inclose the ashes m

urns : but here tbe bodies are exposed in wooden coffins, merely laid on

the ground, only occasionally with a slight covering.

Entering the gate of Chinghae, we passed through a long street, not

very different from those of Amoy and Tinghae, and about midway were

directed by a woman, who appeared in deep distress, to a house, in the

entry of which lay a wounded man, apparently her husband. There

were also the bodies of a man and woman who had been killed ; and on

going into an inner room, we saw, extended on a pallet, a poor woman

who had lost her leg above the knee by a round-shot that had dropped

into the city : there were two of the hospital dressers attending her.

A little higher up the street, on turning to the right, we came to the

foundry for cannon ; and I was again struck with surprise a.' the
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improvement in the Chinese guns. There were two large iron guns

nearly finished : in one of them was a kind of rasp for smoothing the

bore—quite a novelty among the Chinese, and a decided advance.

There was also a large brass pun,, finished and ready for its carriage,

together with two brass carronades, made in every respect similar to our

arm of that description :. we also noticed a gun, only a short time cast,

and not taken out of the mould: there were also plenty of shot and

shot-moulds lying about the yard. On quitting the foundry, we encoun

tered a most heart-rending sight : in a. house half ruined by our shot lay

the corse9 of four small children, from the age of one year upwards.

Thr bereaved father had made repeated attempts to drown himself, but

had been prevented by force.

The next morning the Admiral came on board, and we proceeded in

the direction of Ningpoo to reconnoitre. We left about 8 a.m. The

counlry on either side the river presents much the same appearance as

on the banks of the Canton river, although, if anything, more fertile.

At lOh. 30m. sighted the town of Ningpoo, but could not perceive any

thing like fortifications. We steamed through the suburbs, on entering

which the river branches oft" to the right, running parallel with the city.

We caught sight of two or three old iron grins, with a due proportion

of gingals and matchlocks ; but not a mandarin or soldier was visible.

We, however, got our guns ready, and slued them round, to answer any

salute that might suddenly be paid us. We proceeded through the

suburbs to a bridge of boats extending across the stream, which was the

first of the kind we had met with in China. The inhabitants appeared

in a most awful fright, and it was ludicrous to see them scamper back

wards and forwards, over the bridge, laden with their goods and chattels.

We afterwards proceeded up the right branch of the river, for about

two' miles, to the end of the city-wall. This done, we put about, and

returned down the river.

The next morning, 13th October, we proceeded to the right bank of

the river to embark troops, and by way of steadying the ship, and giving

every convenience to the soldiers to get on board, the Captain shoved

the ship's nose on one of the hards running out into the river. This,

although nothing new to us, appeared very strange to one of the Blonde's

mm, who was in a boat alongside. " D—n my eves," said Jack, " but

this is a rum go.. He shoves his ship ashore, and then pipes to break

fast." We wei e piping to breakfast at the time. One of the people of

the Wellesley paid our Captain a compliment which deserves to be

noted. Said he, " I'm blessed if that M'Cleverty, when he has been

cut here a little longer, won't be as mischievous a fellow as old Hall."

After receiving the Artillery, Engineers, and Sappers and Miners, we

proceeded up to within two miles of Ningpoo, and there anchored. At

lh. 50 m. weighed, and proceeded, in company with the Phlegethon, to

the bridge of boats. Stages were rigged out from the bows of the

vessels to the bridge,, over which the troops passed without trouble.

We also landed a party of our own small arm men. We then proceeded

a'ong the street to the principal gate, which was shut, but we soon found

ireans to open it. So in we marched with colours flying, and the band

of the lloyal Irish playing " Saint Patrick's day in the morning."

Cur next move was to the ramparts, where the troops and blue-jackets

were drawn up, " God save the Queen" played, and three- cheers given;.
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Colonel Adams, of the 18th Irish, proposed one more for Old Ireland ;

whereupon the blue-jackets, not to be outdone, gave three cheers. We

now proceeded round the ramparts, preceded by the Plenipotentiary,

the Admiral, and the General. Possession was taken of the different

gates on the way. Then, passing down the main street, possession was

also taken of the principal public buildings. After this our party quitted

the troops to return on board. By the way we encountered an immense

body of people, of all ages and either sex, loaded with bags of grain ;

and, on turning a corner, came upon the thieves in the very act of plun

dering the public granary. We immediately placed a sentinel at the

door, and entering the building found it crowded with the rabble. We

thrashed the rascals with right good will, and, having expelled them,

left a guard in charge of the granary.

In the course of the afternoon a respectably dressed Chinaman, who

was leaning over the rail of the bridge, was precipitated into the water

by the crowd. We immediately sent a boat to pick him up, which was

effected, but, unfortunately, not soon enough to save his life. He was

carried into the gunroom, and every effort to restore him proving

unavailing, his body was recommitted to the water. Next morning his

two sons came on board, and when they learned how we had disposed of

the corpse seemed much affected.

On the 14th visited Captain Anstruther's prison, and saw the cages

in which that gentleman was confined. One, the first, is three feet

square, by two feet and a half high ; the other is rather larger. The

room to which he was afterwards removed is well enough. The walls

are covered with sketches and mess-accounts. Captain Anstruther pur

posely delayed the finishing of one of the sketches near the door-way.

He used to work at it till he caught the face of Blundell, (the Chinese

letter-carrier between Ningpoo and Chusan,) and then, by splashing

water in the faces of the rabble gazing at him, cause a momentary con

fusion, which allowed him and Blundell to interchange communications

without being perceived. Afterwards visited the pagoda in the city.

There is a beautiful view of the surrounding country from the top of

this building, which is 150 or 160 feet high ; the wall at the base being

seven feet thick, and at the top near four feet. The arsenal was the

next object that attracted our notice. We found in it an extensive

assortment of arms and armour ; I mean helmets and breastpieces, some

made of wood, and some of pasteboard silvered over with paper ! There

were also some very curious specimens of matchlocks. Our researches

were very agreeably interrupted by the arrival of our first officer, Mr.

Freese, who came in great haste, with a letter that had just arrived,

announcing the promotion to the rank of Lieutenants of our Commander

and of Mr. Crouch, both of whom formed part of the arsenal party.

A hearty cheer announced our gratification, and we bowled away incon

tinently to the old craft, where numbers of the Captain's old shipmates,

who had heard of his deserved good fortune, soon arrived to offer their

congratulations*. The evening proved very wet till about midnight,

* The rank in the Royal Navy of Lieut Hall, at the time of his taking the com

mand of the Nemesis, was that of Master. His promotion to the rank of Lieutenant

is dated the 8th June, 1841, at the head of a numerous list of meritorious officers,

also promoted for their services in China.
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when it cleared off with a copious libation of champagne to the pro

moted, and three hearty cheers, that rung all over the harbour.

On the 20th October the Admiral came on board us, and we pro

ceeded, in company with the Phlegethon, and the Wellesley's boats in

tow, up the northern branch of the river beyond the city of Ningpoo.

About five the same evening we came to the town of Yu Yao. The

Admiral and suite landed in the Wellesley's boats ; and we learned from

the inhabitants that the mandarins had quitted the day before. Just

above this place our progress was stopped by the water shoaliug sud

denly, and by a stone bridge, apparently of great antiquity. We

anchored for the night; and next morning weighed, and retraced our

way down the river. The scenery here is much better than below

Ningpoo, and the country appears to be in a higher state of cultivation.

The river is very serpentine, but there is a good depth of water up to

the sudden shoal at the bridge before alluded to, and which is between

forty and fifty miles from the entrance of the river.

On shore again at Ningpoo. Visited a temple of Confucius, with a

good roof, carved and decorated in the Chinese taste with representa

tions of English landscapes. The inhabitants are beginning to reopen

their shops ; and in some of them we saw weavers at work on small

carpets or rugs. They have looms, but no shuttles, and the process

appears to be very tedious. All the shops at Tinghae (the city of

Chusan) have also been reopened, and plentiful supplies of vegetables,

bullocks, bread, &c, are to be obtained.

How tedious is inaction ! We hear there are two cities not far from

this, Hung-chow-foo (the capital of the province) and Shuppoo, the

latter a great mart for copper ; and both worth taking.

L G.

SKETCHES OF THE AUSTRIAN CAVALRY SERVICE.

BT A CI-DEVANT HUSZAR OFFICER.

It may not be uninteresting to some readers to have a description of

the mode in which the Austrian cavalry—certainly not the last in

Europe—is supplied with horses. Before entering on this subject,

however, it may be well to say a few words on the general composition

of this cavalry.

It is, like all others, divided into heavy and light : the former consists

of eight regiments of cuirassiers, and six regiments of heavy dragoons,

which are for the most part recruited in Bohemia, Upper and Lower

Austria, Moravia, and Sryria.

The horses with which this portion of the cavalry is mounted, are

also procured in the above-named provinces, where, as in all parts of

the monarchy, remounting departments, (Beschal and Remoutinungs

Departemens,) exist, which purchase the horses from the peasant, and

afterwards distribute them according to their size, and to the necessities
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of the different regiments. Of these horses so procured, the best are

probablv the Bohemian, the peasant of that country being more expert

in the management of breeding of horses, and being also a horse

fancier.

En passant, let me notice a practice of the Bohemian peasant, the

observance of which, he pretends has great influence on the hoof of his

horse. When the foal is dropped from the dam, their hoofs are exceed

ingly soft; in fact, their consistence is not much greater than that of

wax : a tew hours however of exposure to the atmosphere suffice to give

it necessary degree of hardness requisite to enable it to support the

weight of the body, without altering its form ; the Bohemian then ties

the foal's legs immediately after its birth, and forces it to remain in a

lying posture for eighteen or twenty-four hours by which time the hoof

becomes sufficiently hard.

Without entering further into this question, it may be permitted to

say, that the Bohemian horses have very good feet. Whether this be

the cause, or whether it be not rather owing to the hard dry soil of

Bnhr'mia, and the peculiar race of horses existing there, I do not pretend

to say.

io resume : there are three regiments of heavy cavalry, which form

exceptions to this rule.

The 7th Regiment of Cuirassiers having for its Colonel-en-Chef, or

Proprietaire, the Inspector-General and Director of Cavalry Remounts,

is by favour mounted altogether with horses proceeding out of the Im

perial studs, Mezbhegves, Babolna, Lippik, &c. This is a most mag

nificent regiment, and well worth the attention of those gentlemen,

whose invariable critique of foreign cavalry at the great camps of

Kalisch, Verona, Heilbronn, and Compeigne, consisted of the single

sentence :—" Do you think those fellows would stand a charge of our

Guards ?"

The 5th Regiment of Dragoons has, from accidental causes, been

for many years remounted in Transylvania. Of the horses of this

oountry I shall take more particular notice further on. The 1st Regi

ment of Dragoons is mounted chiefly with Polish horses, of which

further mention shall also be made.

The regulation price for cuirassier horses is 130 florins, and for

dragoon, 120 florins, at four years old, something less respectively than

13/. and 12/. There is no difficulty in procuring a sufficient supply of

horses at these prices. With regard to the heavy cavalry, it only

remnins to add, that all these regiments receive a certain proportion of

horses from the Imperial studs for mounting the officers and sous-officers,

with a better description of animal.

It may be well to mention here, that the cavalry officers, from second

captain downward, receive a charger each, which, when they hare ridden

it eight years, becomes their property. Officers without means have

also the privilege, on the application of the regiment in their behalf, of

getting a horse from the government at first cost, the price of which

they are allowed to pay up by small instalments, deducted monthly

from their pay.

Another regulation exists, by which the privates and sous-officer who

ride their horses for ten years, receive three ducats in gold at the end of
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the tenth year, and one ducat yearly so long as they continue to ride

the same horse after that period.

I see on some of my readers' faces smiles at these regulations ; I

reserve, however, the statement of facts which show that they are not

illusory, to a later portion of this paper, when comparing the relative

worth of the different races of horses with which the Austrian cavalry

is mounted.

The regiments of cuirassiers and dragoons consist of six squadrons

each, forming three divisions.

Each squadron consists of s—

Mounted privates . . •• •• •• 130

Dismounted do. . . ■ • • • • • 4

Dismounted officers' servants, who receive pay and clothing, but no

accoutrements .. •• ■» »

Corporals .. .. »• 12

Serjeants .. •• •• •■

Second Lieutenants . . . . • • • • 2

First Lieutenants . . . . • • ■ • 2

Second Captain . . • • • ■ • • 1

first Captain . . . . • ■ • • 1

In addition, one saddler and one smith, not mounted, on the peace

establishment, and who wear a peculiar uniform, never entering the

ranks.

The war establishment is ten mounted privates more in each squadron ;

the four dismounted privates are then transferred to the reserved squa

dron, which each regiment forms as a depot.

The light cavalry consists of seven regiments of light dragoons,

(Chevaux Legers,) twelve regiments of huszars, and four of lancers :

their strength is,—each regiment, eight squadrons, forming four divisions.

Each squadron has mounted privates 150, dismounted privates four.

In other respects the same as the heavy cavalry, with the exception of

the saddler; the light cavalry having Hungarian saddles of wood, do not

need a saddler. There are generally one or more privates in each squa

dron, who are capable of altering, fitting, and repairing the leather

work. The war establishment is also ten privates stronger, as in the

heavy cavalry.

The seven regiments of light dragoons are recruited as the heavy

cavalry : they are, however, mounted not on German or Bohemian

horses, but with the wild horses, the catching and driving of which

it is one object of this paper to give a sketch of.

The twelve regiments of huszars are national light cavalry, the Hun

garian light horse soldiers. They were originally organized to repel

the incursions of the Turks ; and the name huszar is derived from the

Hungarian words husz, twenty, and ar, pay, wages or rent, one of these

soldiers being the rent paid to the crown for the tenure of twenty

houses. They are now composed exclusively of peasants, inhabitants of

Hungary, Banat, and Transylvania ; and although composed of five

different languages and nations, that is to say, Hungarian proper,

filowak Raitz, or Illyrians of the Greek church, Wallachians, also of the

Grt°k church, Germans, colonists in Hungary, including the old Saxon

colonisia of Transylvania,—still the habits of living, and physical qua

lities, whici. render these people so peculiarly fitted for light cavalryU. S. Mao. No. 161. April, 1842. 2 K
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service, are more or less common to all. It is indeed the previous habit of

living which makes these people so fitted for light service ; and neither

the pelisse, dollmany, or csako. "Cucullus non facit monachum,"

that is to say, the dress does not make the huszar.

The huszar, or more properly speaking Hungarian costume, is on the

broad-shouldered, waistless English or Irish boor, the spindle-shanked,

narrow-chested, asthmatic-looking Frenchman, or the fair-haired, blue-

eyed, soft-looking German, nothing better than a masquerade, and

sometimes a very ridiculous one ; however, now-a-days, everything must

be huszar—even the militia.

The Hungarian peasant is more a breeder of flocks and herds, than a

tiller of the ground. The villages are few and far between : the

country consists chiefly of immense plains, covered here and there with

deep forests, where the axe has never sounded. The sheep, oxen,

swine, and horses of each village, are driven far away into these prairies,

in herds, tended by men, whose occupation this is from childhood, and

the greater part of whose lives is spent in protecting their cattle from

the attacks of robbers and wolves ; for which purpose they are, generally

speaking, mounted and armed, as well as supplied with food, consisting

generally of raw bacon, garlic, a little salt, red pepper, some bread, and

sometimes brandy. Many of these people do not eat a warm meal for

weeks together; and the traveller or sportsman in Hungary sees them

standing for hour after hour ; to lay down would be to go to sleep and

neglect his flock ; leanjng on a long hatchet, which almost all carry, and

which they can fling with the dexterity of an Indian. Let me endea

vour to sketch a csikos with his drove of half wild horses. Csiko, pro

nounced chiko, is the Hungarian for foal ; hence the name csikos,foal-

herd.

Imagine a gentle rising ground in a plain, bounded on one side by the

horizon, on whose verge may be seen here and there the spire ofa distant

village-church, the ground undulates gently on the other side, covered with

rich waving corn and maize, and terminates in a forest ofgigantic oak and

beech trees. You see a human figure standing on the highest point of the

above-mentioned eminence, a long stick, surmounted by a small hatchet,

named csakany, supports both his hands, which in their turn support his-

chin ; his figure is rather above than below the middle size, and more

wiry and clean-built than massively strong ; the feet, which are small,

are clothed in sandals, and a broad leather strap is rolled neatly round

the leg, from the ankle to the calf : his limbs are clothed in very wide-

drawers of strong linen, fringed at the bottom ; these are drawn tight

round the small waist by a running string ; the shirt reaches to within a

hand's-breadth, and leaves a broad stripe of skin visible, which is tanned

by the sun and air to the colour of Russian leather ; the shirt is satu

rated with lard to prevent vermin accumulating during the long time

that the wearer is necessarily absent from his home ; a blue waistcoat

without sleeves, braided in Hungarian fashion, covers the broad and

sinewy chest ; round his neck is tied tightly a narrowly-folded black

handkerchief ; over his shoulders is slung, by a leathern strap, his kep-

penyek, or cloak, of coarse white cloth, bound with broad red tape, the

short sleeves of which being sewed up at the ends, serve as depositor**

for his stock of provisions ; the fat of bacon has oozed through the

cloth of the right sleeve, and in the left one is contained his <3»'y store j
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id one shoulder hangs the haversack, or tornister, the origin of the

modern sabretasche ; and the brandy or wine is contained in a wooden

bottle, named csuttera, which is slung over the other ; the end of

a. short carbine, which is also slung over his shoulder, may be seen

through the cloak ; his long black hair, saturated with grease for

the same purpose as his shirt, hangs over his shoulders in long ring

lets, or is bound and plaited in one or more long queues ; and the

finely-formed features, the long Asiatic nose, the dark, somewhat

fierce, and at the same time melancholy eyes—the sharp, thin upper lip,

covered by a long moustache, which is also anointed with black grease,

and twisted into a long point. These striking and manly handsome

features, in which a tinge of romance mixed with natural shrewdness,

and almost wilriness, is blended, are surmounted by a low-crowned

extremely broad-brimmed hat of felt. To conclude the picture—his

short pipe -is stuck, with the mouthpiece downwards, into the back of

his shirt-collar, and his tobacco, contained in a leather bag, named

kosztek, which is fringed and ornamented with red braid, is stuck into

his girdle.

As he thus stands, his gaze appears almost listless, but if you observe

more closely, you soon perceive that his eye passes over his horses and

foals, which are scattered through the plain, with a quiet but all-

examining glance : suddenly he contracts his brows—follow his eye—

part of his charge, careering in wild confusion through the plain, wheel

round and snort ; a short sharp cry of agony is heard from one of the

horses : before this has reached your ear, however, the csikos has disap

peared from your side ; see how he runs up to the nearest horse, lays

hold of the mane, and, without bridle or saddle, swings himself on his

back: the horse, terrified, goes off at full speed; the csakany is now

swung round the head of the csikos ; his keppenyek, or cloak, floats

behind, and his long locks of raven hair stream in the wind. With the

csakany he at the same time urges the horse to the fullest speed, and

compels him in the direction where the whole united herd are rapidly

wheeling and charging en masse a small dark animal, which sometimes

crouches, sometimes makes sudden springs, and which the experienced

eye of the csikos has long since recoynised to be a wolf. In the mean

tune, the great shaggy white dogs, which have been standing as videttes

in the distance, join in the chase. The wolf now endeavours to escape ;

the dogs begin to press him on the one side, and the csikos directs his

horse so as to meet him. The horse is steadied for a moment; the

csakany is whirled with redoubled velocity, and in the next moment it

has split the head of the marauder. The csikos urges his horse on, and

seizing the mane with one hand, swings himself so low that he can

recover his csakany. The most difficult part of his task now remains

to be done—that is, to collect his horses, which are scattered in all

directions : this, too, is however soon accomplished. One of his horses

shows the marks of the wolf's teeth and claws in his hind quarters ; the

mode of attack of this animal being to steal up behind the horse, and,

making a sudden spring, tear a great piece of flesh out of the hind

quarters with tooth and nail.

Such is the Hungarian peasant, and with such materials are the regi

ments of huszars recruited: accustomed to fatigue, sleeplessness, hunger,

or, at most, scanty diet, constant watchfulness, and exposure to the

2 K 2
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elements, it is no wonder that he makes a good and brave soldier,

although too often prone to excess.

Enough of the men ; now let us come to the more immediate subject

of this paper, from which I have so long digressed/ It is a mistake into

which many persons, otherwise well acquainted with the 1 Austrian

cavalry, often fall, to suppose that the Hungarian national cavalry are

mounted on Hungarian horses. In former times this was the case ; but

the Hungarian peasant horse is now too small for the modern hussar,

with his brushes and pipe-clay. On the other hand, the breeders who

kept large studs, and once supplied the cavalry, have now, by the intro

duction of English blood, and by the opening of a better market at

Vienna through the increase of luxury, raised their prices so high that

the Government cannot afford to buy from them. There is one regi

ment, however, of huszars which still mounts itself with Hungarian

horses : I allude to the 3rd, stationed in the neighbourhood of Pesth, in

Hungary. The 2nd Hussars and 4th Chevaux Legers are remounted

in Transylvania, in which country there is a peculiar breed of horses.

Mr. Paget, in his work on Hungary and Transylvania, enumerates,

amongst the other wrongs which he accuses Austria of having inflicted

on Hungary and her provinces, that of an Austrian Emperor having

wilfully spoiled the breed of horses in Transylvania. Political bigotry

often distorts our vision in a remarkable degree : the facts are these.—

One of the Ferdinands, or Leopolds, I forget which, introduced a number

of Andalusian stallions into that country, and the stately pace, capability

of high school training, and docility, of the Spanish horse, are still found

in a remarkable degree amongst his descendants : they are, in fact, except

ing the Polish, the handsomest and most coveted horses in the monarchy,

and the three regiments, 5th Dragoons, 4th Chevaux Legers, and 2nd

Huszars, which are mounted with this breed, are confessedly the best-

mounted regiments in the service.

The race of horses has no doubt degenerated of late years in Transyl

vania, but chiefly in consequence of a highly injudicious mixture of

English blood : in fact, they are now between two races, as is also the

case in Ireland. Another cause has operated in deteriorating the

Transylvanian breed, which is, the great proprietors, who always breed

best, have of late years, in eonsequence of the increased value of wool,

turned their attention chiefly to sheep-farming, and immense tracts of

land, a few years since devoted to the breeding of horses, are now

covered with sheep. The Government, with the wish to encourage the

Transylvanian horse-breeder, gives a larger price for remounts there

than in any other of the provinces, and takes them at this dearer rate, a

year younger than the regulation—that is to say, at three years old

instead of four. The prices in Transylvania are, for the dragoon horse,

130 florins, chevaux legers and huszar, 120 florins, instead of 120 and

112 florins as elsewhere. The 10th Huszars, being quartered in Poland,

is mounted chiefly with Polish horses—no doubt the best and hand

somest cavalry horse in Europe.

The 11th Huszars is a Transylvanian border regiment, and the

horses, which are of a very superior description, belong to the privates :

so that the whole of the remaining light cavalry, consisting of nineteen

regiments, are mounted chiefly with wild horses, which com" from

Moldavia, Bessarabia, Red Russia, and the Ukraine. And »>w we are
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come to that part of our subject, with a more immediate view to which

this paper was commenced: the roundabout way by which we have

arrived at it was almost necessary to follow, and has, I hope, not been

very tiresome.

Commerce of every description is in the above-mentioned countries,

Wallachia, &c, for the most part in the hands of Armenians, Greeks,

and Jews. The sons of Israel, who in England confine their specula

tions in general to stock of another description, are the horse-dealers of

those countries. The extent to which they carry their tricks in horse-

dealing is almost incredible. They, however, are the contractors with

the Austrian Government, and purchase these horses in the interior of

Russia, where they are bred in the immense steppes which exist in the

interior of that empire. These horses frequently pass through the

hands of ten or twelve of these Jew dealers, each of whom in succession

catches the poor wild, and by nature very shy, animal, in order to

examine his limbs, ascertain his age, and very often affix his brand ; so

that, by the time they arrive at Kadautz, in the Bukowina, where the

chief remounting depot is, their shyness and natural dislike of mankind

are so heightened through the ill usage they have undergone, that it

becomes a rather difficult task to tame or even approach them.

As I have mentioned the tricks of the Jews, I shall relate an anecdote

which occurred to a friend of mine, an officer of another regiment, who

had a pair of very nice young carriage horses, which, by some ill treat

ment of a drunken servant, were rendered in one evening perfectly

restive. He, however, one day tried driving over to a village in the

neighbourhood where a comrade was quartered • there were several

ascents and descents on the road, and at each of these he had at least

an hour's work to get his horses to draw the carriage up hill. This

annoyed him so much, that, on arriving at the village, he sent for a

Jewish horse-dealer, and sold him the horses for a mere trifle, with the

understanding that he was to lend him a pair of horses to take his

carriage home after dinner. At the appointed hour, a little ragged

Jewish hoy came with the same horses, to the officer's no small asto

nishment and annoyance ; and, after a great deal of discussion, the

horses were allowed to be attached to the carriage, and, under the

guidance of the little Jew boy, drew it home without ever having

attempted a stop. The officer's annoyance knew no bounds ; and it

came out at last that the skin at the angles of the horses' mouths had

been slightly cut by a sharp razor or penknife, which caused the horses

so much pain when the reins were ever so slightly pulled, that they

gladly did anything the driver required of them.

As I mentioned above, the grand depot for remounts is at Radautz,

in the Bukowina: here are stationed a General Officer, Commissary-

General, Veterinaries, officers of the Remounting Department, csikoses,

&c. We shall suppose a drove of these wild horses has arrived. There

are lar$e spaces inclosed with barriers high enough to prevent the

horses jumping over, and provided with a second rail to hinder them

creeping under; for they seek every possible means of escape from their

tormentor, man. This inclosure is termed 6k61, and in the centre of it

is a strong post, about seven feet high, furnished at the top with an iron

ring which turns on a pivot. There are a succession of these 6k61s,

communicating with one another by a number of different outlets which
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can be closed at pleasure. Into one of these okols the newly-arrived

drove of wild horses is conducted, and the process of assenting them—

that is, taking them over for the Crown from the contractors—com

mences. Who can paint or even sketch this scene ? I despair of doing

it justice, and must call Byron to my aid :—

The steeds rush on in plunging pride,

But where are they the reins to guide ?

A thousand horse, and none to ride,

With flowing tail and flying mane ;

Wide nostrils never stretched with pain ;

Mouths bloodless to the bit or rein ;

And feet that iron never shod,

And flanks unscarred by spur or rod.

A thousand horse, the wild, the free,

Like waves that follow o'er the sea,

Came thickly thundering on.

Driven into the okol, the operation of catching them singly is com

menced. This is done in the following manner :— A long rope, named

arkan, is provided, one end of which being passed through the ring at

the top of the post in the centre of the okol, is held by three or four,

sometimes even more men ; the other end of the arkan is furnished

with a running noose, and at a proper distance from the end a small

piece of wood is passed through the rope, so as to prevent the noose

closing to more than a certain degree ; one of the csikoses, seizing this

noose, advances towards the horses, who, after careering through the

okol for a certain time, generally crowd together in one corner of it ; he

then throws the arkan over the head of the horse which is to be caught,

and the men at the other end of the rope pull on it so as to close it

round the animal's neck, the above-mentioned piece of wood preventing

its closing too much. And now begins a scene of plunging, kicking,

and running away at full speed, with the head and tail between the legs.

Whenever the animal allows of it the men at the end of the arkan puH

on it, and by degrees the poor wretch is forced up to the post, with his

head and forehand forcibly held up. He is then measured, and as

minutely inspected as his iong shaggy hair allows of. If approved of

the imperial brand is affixed, and the dawn of a milder era in his exist

ence has opened for him.

It is evident that it requires no small degree of judgment to separate

the animals that are fit for service from the others ; long practice, how

ever, enables the officers charged with this duty to discover with a

single glance the faults of these horses, though covered with long

shaggy hair, their manes reaching to the ground, matted together and

full of burrs, and the tail drawn under the hind-quarters, on which the

animal is squatted, like a bear, in sulky defiance of his victorious con

querors.

An old horse with a rider is then brought into the 6k61. The rider

approaches the wildfang* on the side nearest the post. A strong couple,

one end of which is fastened round the old horse's neck, is passed cau

tiously round the neck of the wildfang. The arkan is loosened, and the

wild horse suffers himself to be led or dragged, with more or less diffi

culty, in proportion to his strength, the degree of ill-treatment he has

* Wildfang, literally wildcatch.
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experienced, and his natural temper, into the 6k61 set apart for his

reception.

It sometimes happens that the horses are given over immediately,

perhaps the very same day, to the officer who has to drive them from

JRadautz to his regiment, quartered sometimes at such a distance as

Milan, Prague, or Austerlitz. If this be the case one or more of the

strongest horses are selected or pointed out by the csikoses of the Jewish

horse-dealer, round whose necks, previous to their being let loose from

the old horse, a bell is fastened ; these animals being accustomed to

follow the sound of a bell tied round the necks of some of the older and

steadier mares in their native pasturages. Two or three of these

csikoses are also generally engaged to assist in driving, three or four

marches, till the drove gets well under weigh, as it not unfrequently

happens that the horses break loose, and return to some village where

they had previously remained some time.

, The troubles of an officer conducting a drove of these horses, may

now be said to have fairly commenced. The responsibility is very

serious, as the officer is obliged to pay for any horse he may lose on the

inarch.

For a drove of 80 to 120 horses, he is accompanied by a farrier, a

corporal, and eight or nine privates at the most ; and the drove is often

two, three, or four months on the march.

In order to be able to estimate the difficulties with which one has to

eontend, it is necessary to have an idea of the country through which

the greater part of the march must be made ; an idea of the general

features has been already given. In the north of Hungary, however, and

in especial on the Polish frontier, the country is very mountainous,

the Carpathians running along this border ; for some short time you

have roads which are tolerably Macadamized : this, however, is to a

very limited extent. In general what is called a road, is merely a track

through the country, without any sort of inclosure to the right or left,

to assist one in keeping the drove of horses in a straight line, so that you

must arm your men with long whips ; and sending one to whose horse's

neck a bell is attached forwards, you place one or two more on each

flank of your column, and with the remainder close up the rear.

The towns and villages in these countries are distant from one

another, and have seldom 6k61s in which to keep the horses overnight;

the yard of an inn is sometimes employed for this purpose, but it is

often difficult to get the horses into such a yard, if it exists, especially

if it be situated in the interior of a village ; in this case you are obliged

to avail yourself of any other inclosure that may be found ; you may

sometimes find nothing of the kind to suit your purpose, and must then

have recourse to some other expedient ; a number of carts or four-

wheeled waggons are almost always to be found : these may be placed

in a square, of which one side is left open, until the horses have been

driven into it, when it may be cautiously closed ; the inner rails may be

taken off the waggons, when the hay being thrown in, they serve the

double purpose of a barrier and hay-crib. If a sufficient number of

waggons are not to be had, you can sometimes procure ladders or poles

to fill up the interstices of a line formed by such waggons as are avail

able. These contrivances are always prepared by one or more privates

sent a day's march in advance, and who, having prepared everything,
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forage, &c, by the time the drove arrives, set out then for the next

march station to perform the same duty. As you cannot at first teach

these wild horses to eat oats, they receive one and a half rations of hay

each.

Another great difficulty consists in passing rivers : in these wild

countries there are seldom bridges, properly so called, and with wild

horses, which do not allow themselves to be shipped, swimming is the

only way in which they are to be got over. In order to entice the

animals to cross the water, you send your huszar with the bell-horse

into a boat ; the drove is then forced into the water, and when once in,

they follow the bell in the boat, forming by instinct into a sort of scalene

triangle, the most acute angle of which is turned towards the stream.

The wild horse is accustomed to swimming rivers, and it is, indeed, a

magnificent sight, a drove of them crossing the broad, deep streams with

which one meets in these romantic countries.

These are the chief difficulties which you are sure of meeting ; there

are a variety of casualties which one has to expect : of these, accidents

caused by thunder and lightning are the most serious. The horse,

whether in his wild or domestic state, has a peculiar terror of thunder;

indeed, the sense of hearing seems to be peculiarly acute in this animal.It sometimes happens, then, that at the end of a day's march, when

the drove is shut up for the night in the okol, the officer with his men

are busily employed round the bivouac fire in writing despatches, cook

ing victuals, cleaning accoutrements, and the various other occupations

of the soldier, that the huszar, wearied with his exertions of the day,

must begin to make preparations to encounter a new fatigue : the sky

becomes suddenly darkened, the atmosphere oppressive, and the long,

unremitting roll of distant thunder is heard in the dark surrounding

forests : the old horses are now saddled and bridled anew, the pistols

loaded with blank cartridge, the weak points of the inclosure re-enforced,

and other dispositions made which the peculiar circumstances require.

Meanwhile, you observe that the wild horses leave off eating, and begin

to look around the horizon, stretching out their necks and shaking

their heads, as if they wished to ascertain from what quarter the danger

was likely to come. As the darkening masses of cloud and vapour

approach, all turn instinctively in the same direction, and gather into a

dense mass, the weakest and smallest animals seeking refuge in the

centre. Presently, the electric fluid flashes in immense masses through

the gloom, dazzling and half-blinding. While the claps of thunder,

becoming louder and louder, almost deafen one, an indescribable feeling

of anxiety, depending on the electric state of the atmosphere, oppresses

the bravest and calmest. In this tumult of the elements, the wild

horses, terrified to the utmost at each electric discharge, gallop at the

top of their speed, in a dense mass, round and round in their inclosure,

seeking the weakest point, when, charging this en masse, they break

through, with irresistible force, and sweep over the plain in wild career.

I cannot resist again quoting a few lines from Mazeppa :—

They stop— they wheel—they snuff the air—Gallop a moment here and there ;Approach—retire—wheel round and round—Then, plunging back with sudden bound,Headed by one black mighty steed,Who seemed the patriarch of his breed,
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With not a single speck or hair

Of white upon his shaggy hide,

They snort—they foam—neigh—swerve aside—

And backward to the forest fly,

By instinct, from a human eye.

To prevent the horses, so terrified, from breaking and dispersing, is

now the difficult task of the officer. With his handful of men to

attempt to stop them is perfectly useless. If the mass split into two or

more smaller bodies, you must endeavour, by riding at them, shouting,

and firing pistols, at the right moment, to terrify them together again ;

and, seeking rather to direct their course than stop their flight, by

degrees, as the thunder ceases, and the animals grow tired, you may

succeed in getting them back again.

Sometimes, in despite of all the means you may adopt, the drove

separates, and goes off in wild confusion, in every point of the compass.

You have then no other remedy than to seek them wherever they are

to be found, sending notice of the occurrence to all the civil and mili

tary authorities in the neighbourhood.

It happened once to myself, that, in driving a number of these

horses, I met on the road a large drove of fat swine, which are exceed

ingly savage animals. A little terrier, belonging to one of the soldiers

who accompanied me, ran barking at the pigs, who, infuriated beyond

measure, broke loose from the swine-herds, pursuing the poor little

dog, who now, in his turn terrified, bolted into the midst of my drove

of horses.

I shall never forget the scene that ensued,—the swine-herds firing

their carbines, and the huszars their pistols,—half-a-dozen horses

rolling in the mire, upset by the pigs, many of whom, in their turn,

■were prostrated. I never allowed a dog to accompany me on the

march again.

It is evident that, with such animals as these, there can be no ques

tion of a minute examination of the hoof or other parts of the body

liable to injury on the march. Lameness and other injuries, however,

occur just as often to wild as tame horses. In addition, strangles are

met with frequently, as is to be expected amongst horses of this age.

It is then necessary to make sure that the running from the nose which

appears does not proceed from glanders, or some other infective dis

ease, the more so as the seeds of such diseases often lie dormant in the

wild horse when bought from the contractor, and then break out,

infecting a whole drove, and through it the country over which it is

driven.

An instance of this kind occurred some years since, and the officer

in charge shot himself in despair at the consequences of his own negli

gence. I say negligence, because it is easy, while the drove is in

motion, by- riding on the flanks, and observing the animals singly,

■whether they go lame, seem melancholy, hang back, refuse to feed

when halted for the night, and a variety of other symptoms, to ascer

tain the necessary information, which is also rendered easier by the

presence of a farrier, who accompanies the drove for that purpose.

The ailing animal must be then caught with the arkan, and, if the

lameness proceeds from injury done to the hoof on the march, shod.

If the horse have a suspicious running from the nose, it should be

immediately separated, and left behind in quarantine of observation.
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It is not always necessary to use the arkan in catching horses. I

have seen many private huszars, and even officers, who could, single-

handed, catch and hold one of these animals. This should be avoided,

as it risks life unnecessarily, and renders the horse still more shy of

mankind.

In this way, then, are these troops of horses driven, allowing them

to halt and graze on the road-side several times in every day's march,—

seeking, by good treatment, and by never forcing them over their strength,

to make them forget the ill usage they had previously received. If the

march continues a sufficiently long time, most of them accustom them

selves to the sight of the huszar, who they begin to look upon as their

friend and benefactor. Many allow of a halter being placed on their

heads. Those who have suffered from sickness, and been cured, are

always the most gentle afterwards, and seem never to forget the care

and attention which have been bestowed on them. The horse is, indeed,

truly noble and generous, and is never vicious except from improper

treatment. If those employed in the training of horses would consider

this for a moment, we should see much less of what is called vice in

horses.

To enter now into a description of the further training of these wild

horses would extend this paper much beyond the limits I have proposed

to myself. If it should be allowed me to do so, I purpose entering, in

a future paper, more largely into this subject, with the persuasion, that,

although we have no wild horses in Great Britain, still the principles of

training are the same for all horses ; and I conceive that a more intimate

acquaintance with the character and habits of this animal in general,

and especially in the wild state, would most certainly lead to a more

rational procedure with the very valuable horses of the British Islands.

To resume : An officer who, having taken over a drove of these

wild animals, in the state in which I have attempted to describe them,

gives them up in improved condition, and divested of their wildness, to

his regiment, well deserves, and may be well proud of, the regimental

order acknowledging his services, which is published on his arrival.

This is his only—but, to a well-thinking officer, a sufficient—reward

for all his pains.

In conclusion, I shall give a rapid sketch of the different races of

horses just mentioned, comparing them with one another.

Of these decidedly the handsomest are those which come out of the

Imperial studs. They are all of more or less pure Arab blood, are

exceedingly fiery and high spirited, but, being often bred from very old

dams and sires, many of them run blind. If this does not occur, and

that they are judiciously trained, they become superb and most lasting

chargers. I have seen many which had done duty for twenty years

and upwards. The number of horses, however, from the Imperial

studs is, as before mentioned, small.

The Transylvanian horse is, as we have seen, of Spanish origin,—

has good legs and feet, rather long pasterns, finely formed shoulder

and neck, generally a ram's nose, but the head is well put on, and they

are easily bitted. This is one reason for their being such favourites, as

they all carry their heads in the same way, which is in line very strik

ing, and always improves the appearance of a troop. The back of the

Transylvanian horse is not long, but his couples are sometimes a little
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loose, and the hind-quarters not so strong in proportion as the fore

hand. They are apt to become hollow-backed after long' service : the

croup is, however, very well formed, and the tail exceedingly well set

on, which also very much increases their showy appearance in line.

Their action, too, is fine and showy, and they present themselves well.

They, however, from their build, work a little too much under them,

and do not get over so much ground as other horses. They are, how

ever, on the whole, very valuable, as they last very long when well

managed. Their growth is slow, and they do not arrive at their full

strength till their seventh year, for which reason they must be petted

till then. They repay, however, this attention well, as they serve

from fifteen to twenty and more years on the average. I saw Transyl-

vanian horses the beginning of this year (1841), that had been to

Paris in 1815 with a huszar on their backs,—one, in particular, which

was still the best and steadiest horse for young riders in his half squa

dron, without being in the least degree lazy.

The average number of ducats distributed to privates of a Transyl-

vanian regiment, who had ridden their horses' more than ten years, was

forty-five, and about two officers served out their chargers annually,—a

much greater proportion than in other regiments with which I was

acquainted. Some of these horses, so become the property of the

officer, were afterwards sold for five hundred to six hundred florins.

The Polish horse is my beau ideal for a cavalry soldier. His form is

very like that of the English horse : the hind-quarters are, however,

more in proportion to the fore-hand ; and these horses are, therefore,

more easily brought into balance, and may be turned sharp to the right

or left with facility, which is one of the greatest desiderata in the

horse of the light cavalry soldiers, the English horse, from his exces

sively strong hind-quarters, being more adapted for going straight

ahead.

A peculiarity in form of the Polish horse is his having flat ribs,

which give the appearance of high hip-bones.

These horses may be worked sooner than the Transylvanian, but do

not last so long, being more subject to diseases of the bones and sinews

of the hind-legs.

We now come to the wild Russian, Bessarabian, and Moldavian

horses, or, as the huszar calls them all, mokaner.

These horses, when four or five years old, and sufficiently civilized

to allow of their being fed and cleaned properly, have a very good

exterior. The idea one forms of them generally is—great power ; and

the defects which strike the eye most strongly are—ugiy heads, with

square, heavy jaws, and that the whole machine is too long. In one or

two years the figure changes considerably ; the whole body becomes

thinner, the hips rise, the limbs seem proportionately too strong for the

body, without being heavy, the neck loses its flesh, and becomes what

the Germans call an inverted or stag's neck, while the head sinks into

a pig's head. They are then certainly anything but handsome, but are

good to go. A line of these horses presents a singular contrast to the

Transylvanian and Polish horses. In consequence of their inverted

necks and ugly heads, it is very difficult to bit and bridle them well,

and the consequence is a want of uniformity in the carrying of their
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heads, some being star-gazers, and others borers. A large proportion

of these horses are, from previous ill-treatment, rendered difficult to

train, and many become unfit for service in training. They also

become easily broken-winded and blind, when taken into the better keep

of the cavalry horse, which consists of, for the heavy cavalry, hay, ten

pounds, for the light, eight pounds, daily, with about thirteen pounds of

oats, on the average of years, all Austrian weight and measure, which is

larger than the English.

The general impression is, that the wild horse is very expensive in

the end ; and I believe that the object of the Austrian Government of

late years in buying them in, has been to keep open a market for the

ready supply of horses, which the political position of Europe rendered

necessary,—for, be it remembered, the Austrian cavalry is, and has been

since the war, very wisely kept within ten men per squadron of the war

establishment.

Artillery, cavalry, pontonniers, mineurs, sappeurs, and pionneurs, are

branches of the service in which the best economy is to keep them

always complete and efficient.

Infantry, which is the nucleus, and, no doubt, the principal arm, can

fortunately be organized in much shorter time.

Let us bear in mind the results of economizing in the French

cavalry, which led to such an immense expenditure and embarrassment

last year.

To return to our wild horses: It is but justice to say that they

have many good qualities, which outweigh some of the evils which I

have mentioned.

The foremost of these is great power in supporting fatigue and

exposure to the weather, as well as enduring hunger and thirst, with an

appetite for forage of all kinds. These are most valuable qualities in

the field.

In conclusion, let me state, that the cavalry of the entire of Germany

was, some few years since, mounted with these horses, until of late

years, the improved breeding, in most parts of the empire, especially

Wiirtemberg and Prussia, rendered the mounting of the respective

cavalry corps with a superior description of indigenous horses an easy

matter.

Since writing the above, it has occurred to my memory, that one

regiment of Austrian Uhlans, or lancers,—the 2nd,—has a contract

with a Russian horse-dealer, who transports the horses at his risk into

Hungary, where the regiment is stationed, and delivers them up there

at head-quarters.

F. D. D.

October 12, 1841.
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CONFESSIONS OF A SPY.

COLLECTED BY AN OFFICER OF THE NAVT.

SECOND SERIES.

No. IV.

(Continued from page 241.)

" The pages of history," said my friend, " whether ancient or modern,

cannot possibly record a stronger devotion to upright principles, or a

greater attachment to sacred institutions, than were evinced and practised

by the humble but sturdy peasantry of the Bocage, when the sanguinary

vampire of revolution spread its dark wings over their hitherto tranquil

province, and sought to make the inhabitants subservient to its ferocious

longings for human blood. When the changes took place in the civil

department of their local government, they submitted, because in most

instances the seigneurs in each parish were appointed officers in the

National Guard, and most of them were chosen to act as Mayors.

They could not reconcile their minds to the levelling system; and

though they sullenly complied, yet great discontent prevailed at the acts

of humiliation which were forced upon the gentry, to whom they looked

up with veneration for counsel and protection. But it was not so much

the attacks upon the higher classes that aroused their fury—it was the

attempt to subvert and control their worship of the Deity—it was the

seizure of their priests, who would not take the oath prescribed by the

Convention, that raised their indignation and resistance, first in small

numbers, then in large masses; till urged by continued persecution, the

whole male population that were able to carry arms took the field, and

hurled destruction upon the enemies of their domestic peace. The

denounced curates were in many instances concealed in caves and hiding-

places by their flocks, who at intervals assembled together with guns,

but principally with scythes and pitchforks, in some secret nook of the

forests to hear mass.

" I was myself, at the outset of the Revolution, very much

«namoured of its principles, but my views were constitutional ; I wished

to see the monarch united to the people by bonds of mutual depen

dence and trust—I hoped to see the national institutions purified and

improved—the laws equalized to all classes—the system of exclusive-

ness destroyed, and talent and merit encouraged and rewarded. But

when I heard of the massacres at Paris—when I saw the revolutionary

emblem raised as the bloody standard of oppression, tyranny, and crime

—when I beheld mutilated limbs carried on the points of bayonets, and

exhibited with exultation by the victors as trophies of their country

men's defeat and slaughter, my heart, aye, my very soul revolted at

such spectacles of inhuman wrong and butchery. The murder of the

King completed my abhorrence and disgust; and when the unhappy

peasants simultaneously arose in insurrection without leaders, without

plan, almost without means, yet nobly defending their rights, and

avenging their wrongs, my spirit awoke as from a lethargy, and I longed

to join with them in annihilating the monsters who had unmasked
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themselves as enemies to the whole human race. It has been asserted

that the discontent and discord were caused by the disappointed priest

hood and the humbled gentry, who had ever before been treated as

feudal lords ; but it was no such thing—they rather soothed than irri

tated, and preached forbearance, lest worse evils should come upon them.

The outbreak commenced at St. Florent, on the banks of the Loire.

You have not seen St. Florent : it is a delightful spot, with its lofty

tower, from which the whole valley of the Loire is visible ; and whilst

to the north-east the river runs along between rich vineyards and undu

lating hills in fertile beauty, the south-west displays abrupt steeps of

dark granite, that stand like giant-sentinels above the rolling waters at

their base, and Nature amid magnificence assumes the wild and romantic.

The town stands upon an eminence, though there are buildings close to

the river's bank ; and the interior comprised small villages of from fifty

to two hundred inhabitants, who cultivated their gardens—for farms they

can hardly be called—and raised cattle upon shares with the proprietaires

of the soil. The people were robust and hardy—accustomed to priva

tions and inured to toil—simple in their manners, enthusiastic in their

religion, and devotedly attached to their little homes.

" The death of the King was followed by a declaration of war with

England, and, consequently, men were required to swell our armies and

to man our fleets. The number required by the Convention was three

hundred thousand ; and the demand in the Bocage stirred up the slum

bering embers of revolt. One department was to assemble at St.

Florent on the 10th of March, 1793, when the drafting was to take

place. The Republican authorities used every exertion to get the young

men together ; and to a certain extent they prevailed—for, at the

appointed time, those who had been summoned appeared to the number

of between two and three hundred, and amongst them was a youth much

esteemed for his amiable qualities and daring character : he had made a

voyage or two along the coast ; had been up the Mediterranean, and

communion with the world had rubbed off the rust of the peasant, and

given him a certain polish that exalted him in the estimation of his

companions. But Jacques Lavoisier quitted a maritime life to return

to his native village, attracted thither by the beauty of Marie Dumagny,

whom he ardently loved, and who looked upon him with affectionate

regard. Jaques, with about a dozen others, had been ordered from this

village, and on the night previous to the muster they held a secret

meeting, at which several delegates from other villages were present ;

and after talking over the matter, they resolved to place themselves

under the guidance of Jacques Lavoisier, who cautiously sounded the

depths of their resolution, without committing himself as to the future.

When they separated, the young lover sought the cottage of his mis

tress to bid her farewell : she already knew his destination, and though,

when alone she had shed tears whilst contemplating the hazards which

he must run, yet now they were together, she encouraged him in the

determination he had formed of resisting the authorities on their arbi

trary proceedings ; and though her heart shrank under painful appre

hensions of the future, she spoke boldly and energetically in the cause

of freedom, and every word made it3 due impression on the young man.

The morning came : the muster-place was a field adjacent to the town ;

and thither the authorities, with a few soldiers, some gens-d'armes, and
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two field-pieces of small calibre, repaired. The peasantry were punctual :

they stood collected together, and now, whilst sensible of their numbers

and physical powers, although unarmed, doubt and uncertainty vanished

—resolution and sinews prevailed. A few words passed from one to the

other afforded the confidence of brotherhood ; so that when the decree

of the Convention was read by the Republican Mayor, their dark lower

ing looks gave evidence that it would be no easy task to enforce com

pliance, notwithstanding the imposing array of glistening sabres and

loaded artillery. A command was then given for them to advance by

tens, but as this order was general, not an individual moved. The

Republicans were staggered and remained inactive : again the command

was issued, but it was now more definite in its terms, and more harsh in

the delivery, but still not a soul moved ; and Lavoisier, with another

young man, named Foret, belonging to a distant village, stood forth as

leaders in disobedience. A Serjeant and a party of gens-d'armes were

sent to enforce compliance and divide them into tenths. Jacques looked

at the countenances of his comrades, and finding that there were no

signs of flinching, he advanced before the rest, and warned the Serjeant

to retrograde, and not to meddle with them : the man hesitated, but was

commanded by his officer to advance ; he did so, but the fierce looks of

the young men, as they stood in one firm phalanx, determined to support

each other, rendered him somewhat nervous, and fear being communi

cated to the rest, they at last halted close to the youths, faced about,

and marched back to their comrades much quicker than they came.

The Republican commander was extremely exasperated—he struck the

men with the flat of his sword, and raved like a maniac, whilst the

retreat of the gens-d'armes gave greater boldness to the levy, and the

conduct of the officer rendered them more resolute in refusing to be

placed where they might receive similar treatment. The leader of the

Republicans next approached the youths, and harangued them in strong

language, pointing out the honour they would acquire in the defence of

their country, and the glory that awaited them in foreign conquests.

To this Jacques replied, that ' they were ready at all times to defend

their homes, and therefore would not leave them.' The commander

designated the whole body * traitors to the nation,' and was answered

with shouts—' Give us back our laws—our curates—our King!' Once

more the Republican chief essayed to address them, but he had lost all

control over his passion : he reviled them—threatened to cut them to

pieces, or to send them in fetters to execution ; but finding that they

were neither to be cajoled nor intimidated, he ordered one of the cannon

to be brought in front, and an artilleryman to stand with a kindled match

ready to fire. It was a desperate moment for the youths : they saw the

muzzle of the gun, that, if discharged, must deal death to some of them:

they clenched their fists, nerved their arms, and stood firm as a rock.

* Submit yourselves to the mercy of the Convention I' fiercely demanded

the Republican commander. ' Vive le Roi !' shouted Jacques, as he

sprang forward, and taking his red cotton handkerchief from his heady

he waved it aloft and called upon his comrades not to yield. The

Republican officer gave the signal — the match was applied to the

priming—the flash and the report followed—the grape-shot flew amongst

the insurgents, and though none were killed, yet several, amongst whom

was Jacques, fell severely wounded.
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" Lavoisier, though knocked down, sprang instantly to his feet again,

and seeing that not a moment was to be lost, he called upon his comrades

to follow him. Foret repeated the cry, ' For God and my King :' the

phalanx rushed forward, re-echoing the words ; and before the artillery

men could reload, or bring the other gun to bear, the authorities, the

gens-d'armes, and the military force, were swept away by the irresistible

attack of the young men, and forced into the town ; from which, how

ever, they hastily retreated across the Loire, on learning that the insur

gents (who were now possessed of two pieces of cannon, and arms which

the soldiers had thrown away in their flight) were advancing to renew

the assault. But Jacques became exhausted through pain and the

bleeding of his wounds : he could no longer take an active part in their

proceedings, but young Foret promptly supplied his place ; and a car

being procured, Lavoisier, with another, was conveyed to his native

Tillage, Pin-en-Mauges, where Marie was anxiously awaiting his return.

"Amongst the inhabitants of this part of the country was an individual

named Cathelineau : his occupation was that of a hawker and carrier,

which, by leading him to traverse over a wide expanse of ground, had

rendered him well known to every resident for many miles around ; and

the high character which he bore for piety, integrity, and love of liberty,

endeared him to all, and gained him the name of ' the good Cathelineau.'

This man was at his humble dwelling with his family, and whilst

engaged in kneading bread for their use, Marie stood conversing with

him on the probable results of her lover's contumacy, and trying to

draw encouragement and consolation from his discourse. Suddenly the

sounds of lamentation reached them : Marie's heart sickened ; Catheli-

neau's cheeks were flushed, but he still continued his operations. The

wailings bad come from the outermost cottages, as the car was passing

with the wounded ; and from the intelligence that was gleaned from the

drivers, alarming apprehensions were excited in the breasts of those

who had relatives and friends in the affray and were ignorant of their

fate. At length the car with its groaning burthen reached the cottage

of Cathelineau, and stopped ; for Marie had now heard that her lover

required her care, and, like a heroine worthy of the affections of a brave

young man, she at once prepared herself for the task. The hawker

stood at his kneading-trough, and listened to the recital of what had

occurred ; then, without uttering a word, he wiped his arms, put on his

coat, took down his sword, and was going out at the door, when his wife

arrested his departure by affectionately inquiring his intentions.

" ' To lead my countrymen,' was his reply. ' Julie, you have ever

been a faithful wife, a good mother ; and shall I sit down tamely till the

wolves come to tear down my home, and ravage my family ?—the moment

has arrived for exertion—we must stand forward in defence of the gifts

of our Creator, and the God of Justice will endow us with strength to

make the tyrants tremble.'

" In vain his wife remonstrated with him on the danger to which he

exposed himself. His resolves were taken ; and as the inhabitants were

assembling together round the dwelling of the wounded Lavoisier, he

went amongst them, and in energetic language—the eloquence of nature

—described the position in which they were placed by the dariiig acts

of the young men, and the certainty that the whole of that part of the

country would be subjected to republican vengeance, by way of punish

ment, unless a decided movement was made to avert the evil.
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" ' If you remain passive within your habitations,' said he, ' you will

soon hear the crackling of the flames that will reduce them to ashes.

If you continue tamely submissive it will not save you from destruction

—fathers, brothers, sons will be torn away from their ruined and perish

ing families, to expire beneath the axe of the guillotine, or, what is

worse to a noble mind, to fight in an unholy and wicked cause. Rouse

yourselves then, my friends ! It would be better to take weapons in our

hands, and risk our lives, with the prospect of victory, than to yield—

aye, basely yield—ourselves a trembling prey to living torments, and a

death of shame. God will aid those who help themselves. Courage,

my friends ! let us arm and march against the common enemy—our

countrvmen will join us. The first blow has been struck ; it must be

followed up without a moment's loss of time. The mangled bodies of

your friends, and the sanctity of your homes, call loudly upon you—the

murder of your king, and the pollution of your altars, demand a terrible

retribution.'

" In the course of one half-hour about twenty young men appeared in

arms. They hastened to the chapel, and, kneeling before the emblem

of man's redemption, offered up their prayers to the Deity, and then

commenced their march for the village of La Poiteviniere, where

Cathelineau repeated his exhortations, and was quickly joined by the

male villagers, all eager to redress their wrongs. The force headed by

Foret, at St. Florent, after obtaining a complete victory, and pillaging

the municipality, separated, and were returning straggling to their

homes, flushed with success, and desperate as to the uncertain future.

Numbers hearing that Cathelineau had raised a band promptly joined

him ; and everywhere during his progress the peasants united them

selves under his command. Armed with such weapons as they could

collect—scythe-blades—pitchforks—iron-bars—a few rusty swords—and

some fowling-pieces, whilst many had nothing more than sticks—the

insurgent band attacked and beat a republican detachment at the village

of Jallais, taking from them a cannon, and supplying themselves with

arms and ammunition. They then proceeded to Chemille, and in a few

hours defeated a strong republican force, capturing three cannons, and

increasing their strength. The gallant Foret had returned from St.

Florent to his home in the village of Chauzo, ignorant of the insurrec

tion under Cathelineau, and probably desirous of remaining at peace.

But the prominent part he had taken at the drafting had singled him

out as a fitting object for retaliatory example, and a party of gens-d'armes

were sent to apprehend him. A friend, however, gave him timely

notice of their approach, and, with his musket in his hand, he retreated

towards the church. They pursued—he fired—and one of his enemies

bit the dust ; the others halted to assist their wounded comrade, whom

they did not dare to leave. Foret rang the alarm-bell, gathered the

villagers together, drove out the gens d'armes, and then raised the

standard of revolt. The young men of the neighbouring villages imme

diately flocked to him, and the next day he joined Cathelineau with a

troop of between one hundred and two hundred men. They took the

largest town in the country, Chollet, from a garrison of five hundred

republicans, with several pieces of cannon, and obtained a plentiful

supply of the sinews of war. Having effected these objects the pea

santry disbanded, and returned to their villages; but the system ofU. S. Mao., No. 161, April, 1842. " 2 L
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drafting being persisted in, they again rose, an army was collected in

a very short space of time, composed of about ten thousand men, and

the good Cathelineau—the humble pedlar—was appointed Commander-

in-Chief, whilst several of the old noblesse attached to royalty served

under him. Such, my friend, was the outbreak of the war in Li

Vendee, which is now drawing to a close, as all parties seem desirous

of conciliation and peace."

" Is Cathelineau still living ? " demanded I ; for I had not heard his

name mentioned at Paris, and it excited my surprise.

" He is not," replied my informant. " After beating the republican

General Santerre, (whom I well remember a brewer in the Fauxbourg

St. Antoine at Paris, and who commanded the troops round the scaffold

at the execution of the King,) he died at Chatillon of his wounds. I

saw him more than once in my travels upon business. He was about

live-and-thirty years of age, but looked rather older. His manners were

singularly unassuming and diffident, and he constantly wore the coarse

dress of a peasant, though always neat and clean, and the only mark of

distinction was a white sash, to denote his rank. He had strongly-

marked features ; and much of his spare time was engaged in devotional

exercises."

" And Lavoisier," inquired I, desirous of gaining every particle of

information that I could, "did he recover from his wounds?"

" No ! " returned the wine-merchant. " He lingered for some time

in great suffering, and then expired. What became of Marie was for

some time a matter of considerable doubt ; for after the death of her

lover she suddenly disappeared from the village, and it was not till about

the middle of the follow ing September that her dead body was found, in

the dress of the Vendeean cavalry, after the battle of Thouars : and then

it was ascertained that she had joined the division of General Bonchamp,

as a private soldier, and had acted with great bravery and courage in

several engagements, till a musket-ball passing through her heart put

an end to her career. It was evident by her wounds that she had fought

■with great determination and gallantry. Poor Marie ! she merited a

better fate ; and so did many thousands who fell in these sanguinary

conflicts : for none were spared when once the terrible legions of Thnr-

reau spread fire, and devastation, and slaughter amongst the villages of

the Bocage, urging even women and children to take up the musket,

and revenge themselves upon their merciless and remorseless foes. No

sooner were the Royalists defeated at one point, and despatches for

warded to Paris that they were annihilated, and the war at an end, thant

a few days would again see them in martial array, achieving the most

splendid conquests, and driving disciplined troops before them in nil

-directions. Several times they might have marched to Paris without

obstruction, and here the assistance of the English would have been

invaluable ; but none was sent until it was too late. In order the more

effectually to crush the insurgents, fictitious amnesties were proclaimed

in the villages, assuring the inhabitants that they should suffer no

violence if they would remain : and, relying upon this pledge, they

fancied themselves secure, till the infernal columns surrounded them,

and every man, woman, and child was put to death. Some escaped to

Nantes, which had been assaulted by the Royalists, who were defeated

tfhrough want of judgment in the assailants, and the treachery of those
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■who bad promised aid from within. Another cause was, that when the

Republicans were partly driven out of the town by the Vendeeans, and

■were hastily retreating, or rather running away, by the road to Vannes,

a strong detachment of Royalists, with artillery, opposed their passage,

and forced them back again. This rendered them desperate ; and though

the Royalists got possession of the suburbs, they were compelled to

■withdraw. The contest was certainly most arduous and bloody—the

insurgents, besides a long march, had been engaged nine or ten hours at

the town of Niort, between Nantes and Angers, and the attack on

Nantes lasted some sixteen hours ; so that the Royalists were com

pletely worn out with fatigue and hunger. Cathelineau commanded the

insurgents, and it was whilst cheering his men on that a musket-ball

pierced his breast, and which soon afterwards caused his death. I must

acknowledge that my earnest wishes were in favour of the insurgents,

bat I was compelled, out of regard for the safety of my family and pro

perty, to fight against them. This was the case with hundreds of others

—the slightest wavering or deviation would have consigned the whole of

us to destruction ; for even to be suspected was then inevitable con

demnation. There were, however, great numbers who assisted the

efforts of the Royalists ; and the moment the latter had withdrawn, their

families, relations, and even acquaintances were thrust into prison :

•whilst those who were taken with weapons in their hands were at once

consigned to execution. From this period commenced the horrible

reign of blood in this devoted city ; for commissioners were appointed

by the Convention at Paris to come down and sit as a tribunal to ' purify'

the place—that is, to destroy all and every one who was supposed to be

inimical to republicanism. This was a wide stretch; for, generally

speaking, the inhabitants of Nantes were Constitutionalists, and though

they took no part whatever in the devastating struggles of the times—

though their conduct might be wholly peaceable, and their character

unimpeachable, yet nothing availed to save them from being denounced,

their property confiscated to the state, and themselves consigned to

death. Nor did the Republicans or the pretenders on either side escape

free; for wherever there was a prospect of extorting money, either by

compulsion or loan, it was immediately practised. Throughout the

Bocage a system of extermination had been adopted, and everything,-

hedges, trees, churches, houses, all were either destroyed by fire or

razed to the ground ; disease and famine completed what the sword and

cannon had left unfinished. Against the Vendeeans the most deadly

and bitter animosity prevailed throughout the army under Canclaux,

who held the command when the Royalists attacked this place ; but they

subsequently had their revenge, as Kleber, with the wreck of his troops,

was driven back here by Charette, after an immense loss. I speak

■with entire confidence to you, my friend, as I believe we share the same

sentiments and feelings. And now I come more immediately to the

scenes near my own home.

" The wretched fugitives, driven from the devastated towns and vil

lages, strove to find shelter in the city and immediate neighbourhood of

Nantes, and whilst a similarity of principle acted upon some, a generous

humanity prompted more to conceal and render them assistance. But

the Republican agents were too busy and too cunning not to detect the

Royalists in their hiding-places ; and this was principally effected by

if, 2 L 2
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means of the shopkeepers, -who were nearly one and all Republicans.

Generally acquainted with the extent and number in a family, any-

increased demand upon them for essentials awakened suspicion—they

assembled together to compare their calculations, and were the most viru

lent in their denunciations against the Royalists. It was these who formed

a revolutionary society somewhat akin to the most sanguinary clubs at

Paris, with whom they corresponded. It was principally through their

intervention that a commissioner was sent down ; for they asserted that

* wherever a Vendeean remained alive there would be the nucleus of

future rebellion.' They censured the clemency of the authorities, who

•were desirous of adhering to the amnesty, and not only threatened them

with vengeance, but, being backed by the military, not unfrequently

proceeded to violence. Robespierre was at this time the Dictator, who

might be said in a great measure to rule the destinies of the French,

and through his counsel or direction a wretch was selected to come to

Nantes, armed with the full powers of judge, jury, and executioner.

This was Jean Baptiste Carrier. Sprung from obscure origin, he

entered with avidity into the revolution, and, almost destitute of talent,

his principal recommendation to the Convention was his murderous and

bloody propensities.

" I well remember his arrival with his emissaries. The popular

societies gave him a triumphal entry, and seemed to sniff the blood of

victims. They conducted him to his hotel, and with the frantic noise

of demons they formed a corps of assassins and murderers, calling

themselves the ' Company of Marat.' And here, my friend, in my own

warehouse, where they stood carousing, I heard them swear never to

rest satisfied till they had extirpated every relic of aristocracy, even if

it was an infant in the womb. And, without my being able to prevent

it,—for my interference had nearly cost me my life,—some of their

party arrested an unhappy girl, of loose character, in a state of half-

intoxication, who had formerly been a domestic in the establishment of

an eminent Royalist, but, giving way to excess, was discharged, and

reduced to a life of shame. Some thoughtless, perhaps designing,

young men, who knew something of her history, induced her to exclaim,

'Vive le Roi!—A has la Republique!' She was instantly seized, but

escaping, by leaving a principal portion of her dress behind, the lights

of the warehouse attracted her attention, and she rushed in, imploring

protection.

" ' We can grant it,' said one of the party ; ' we are all brigands and

aristocrats here.'

" The unfortunate creature, deluded by the man's words, and her

senses bewildered by the liquor she had swallowed, delightedly reite

rated her former cry, ' Vive, vive le Roi!—A bas la Republique!'

" A savage and exulting shout rose from the assembled monsters,

who tore from her the remainder of her clothes, and she stood exposed

in a state of nudity, whilst they plied her further with wine. I remon

strated with them, and endeavoured to get the poor wretch away ; but,

with the infatuation attendant upon inebriety, she insisted upon remain

ing with her ' good friends,' as she styled the monsters, who shortly

afterwards turned her into the street, and urged her with the points of

their knives and bayonets to run. This she was incapable of doing ;

but they forced her onwards, the blood streaming from punctures in
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every part of her body. It would have been charitable to have given

her the final coup ; but this they refrained from, apparently delighted

in merely mangling her flesh, and prolonging her misery. They were

joined in their inhuman pastime by a butcher's lad, with a ferocious dog,

which they hallooed on ; and the animal, true to its nature, sprang upon

her, lacerating and tearing wherever he fixed his teeth. Pain and

affright had nearly sobered her, terror lent her strength, and she bounded

away from them with fleetness, whilst they followed, shouting, ' A

brigand !—a brigand !—death to the brigands !' Knives flew like darts

at her ; some sticking in the fleshy parts. The dog was eager in the

chase, and soon overtook the unhappy fugitive, whom he brought to the

ground. Men, women, and even children, rushed upon the fallen

woman, and she was literally cut and hacked to pieces. One of her

limbs was brought back to my warehouse, and the muscles were still

quivering. The authorities deemed it proper to take cognizance of the

affair, and waited upon Carrier next day, but the monster ridiculed their

assumptions of humanity— threatened them with the guillotine, and

declared that he would consider every one an enemy to the republic who

pleaded in favour of a brigand. He, however, established a tribunal of

his creatures : a sort of trial was instituted, but it was a mere mockery.

" There were now between four thousand and five thousand prisoners

in the jails and places of confinement, and one of his first acts was to

clear the prisons, in order to make room for others. A spot was

selected on the bank of the river, and a deep trench made : here he

caused those who surrendered under the amnesty to be drawn up in

double files, secured together with cords, and their hands manacled.

I saw them march to the ground, and having been marked out as a

suspected person, was compelled, together with several other merchants,

to witness the whole proceedings, in order to deter us from aiding or

abetting the fugitives. The number, as far as I could calculate, was

about one hundred and eighty individuals, of both sexes and of all ages,

and who, I have reason to believe, were in a great measure ignorant of the

fate which awaited them. Nor did I at first understand the nature of

the spectacle in which I was forced to take a part. We—that is, the

merchants, many of whom were wealthy men—were placed upon one of

the banks of the trench, where a full view might be commanded, and an

escort, or guard, had charge of us, to watch our movements, listen to

our conversation, and report upon what they should observe.

" I saw the captives, fastened two and two, enter the trench : there

was old age, tottering with imbecility—middle life, replete with energy

and strength—youth, in its springing vigour—and childhood, in its

innocence and helplessness : there were deformity and beauty—symptoms

of gaunt hunger and the roseate bloom of health—decrepit old women,

matrons, and mothers, and young girls, many of whom were extremely

lovely. Slowly they were led into the trench, and immediately the

entrance was closed by troops of horse artillery, who unlimbered their

guns, with the muzzles pointed towards the defenceless victims ; and

then the whole truth flashed upon their minds. Wild and piercing

shrieks arose : the banks were instantly mounted by gens-d'armes and

the company of Marat, with sabres and poniards, who responded to their

screams and moans with ' Vive la Republique!'—' Mort aux Brigands !'

Some of the captives fell to the ground, others covered their eyes with
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their hands and stood the mute figures of despair ; groups were embrac

ing and clinging to each other, whilst in several places the line seemed

to be swaying from side to side.

" All this occupied but a very short space of time : the smoke curled

above the bright flash of the guns, and the case shot whizzed and

whistled through the air, and the mangled fragments of human bodies

flew in all directions, whilst nearly the whole had been levelled with the

ground. In some instances, the rope which held the prisoners was

dissevered, and though severely wounded, many of them were liberated

sufficiently to enable them to try to escape. Another sweeping dis

charge came, and more victims were added to those already sacrificed :

arms and legs, and heads, and writhing bodies, were strewed along the

trench—a most revolting and sickening sight. Still there were many who

were able to run or crawl up to the sides, where the inhuman butchers-

stood ready to receive and cut them down with their sabres. One

pretty little girl, with large blue eyes and light hair, which curled ia

natural ringlets down her shoulders, ran towards the place where we

were standing, and we opened our ranks to afford her a sanctuary- We

were instantly assailed with curses and blows : the terrified child, who-

appeared to have sustained no injury from the shot, was dragged forth

by her tresses; but, clinging with desperate grasp round the knees of a

Republican, her head was drawn back, and a villain, by a stroke of his

sabre upon the wrists, severed one hand entirely away, and so disabled

the other that she was forced to relinquish her hold. But still her cries

and appeals, as she imploringly held up the bleeding stump of her ana

to excite compassion, were most heart-rending, and even some of the

revolutionary wolves seemed moved to pity. But this did not last much

longer than I am narrating the occurrence: a stout gigantic fellow

raised his sword—the heavy crashing weapon cleft the skull down to the

collar-bone, and she fell to the ground a hideous mangled corpse ; he

then raised the body by a leg and an arm and flung it into the trench.

Nor was this a solitary instance, for wherever an attempt was made to

get away, it was only running upon the sabres of the guards, who cut

them down without mercy, amidst shouts of ' Vive la Republique !' to

which the expiring Royalists would feebly respond ' Vive le Roi !—Nous

allons a Paradis !' Never, never, my friend, shall I forget that dreadful

scene, nor the appealing looks and cries of that poor child. No doubt,

some exclamations of indignation escaped me, but whether they were

reported or not I never knew.

" For several days these wholesale murders were continued, but I

thank my God I was never forced to witness any other. The people

who suffered were not natives of the town—they were in a great mea

sure strangers, whose homes in the villages had been destroyed, and

who, trusting to the promises held out to them, had sought shelter from

persecution. There were also many wounded, and widows and children,

from the insurgent forces ; for, deprived of their habitations, wives and

families had no other resource but to join their husbands in the field,

and this was one cause of great incumbrance to the movements of the

Vendeean army, especially in their retreats. Such was the case when

they crossed the Loire at St. Florent, with nearly a hundred thousand

souls, more than half of whom were the aged and women and children.

No form of accusation or trial was used to these unfortunates : it was
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enough that some minion of the infernal band that was scouring the

country denounced them, or that they surrendered in the expectation of

being treated mercifully—all shared the same fate, and were massacred

by discharges of artillery and the sword. Numbers of the hellish legion

frequented my warehouses, and I did not dare to refuse them anything

they asked c my best wines and brandy were constantly at their disposal

without payment, for nothing would have been more easy than to fabri

cate an accusation, and consign me to the scaffold : even the reputation

I had of being rich frequently caused me to tremble for my life. On

one occasion, 1 ventured to appear before Carrier : my wife's cousin, a

young man of some address, had been seized near Savenay, whilst

travelling on business lor me. To enable him to pass more easily

amongst the numerous wandering bands, he had disguised his person in

Tery humble attire, but relaining his fine linen beneath his coarse. This

fact became known to some of the Republican emissaries: he was

seized, and the truth being made manifest, it was supposed that they

had captured a Vendeean Chief, and he was sent in irons to Nantes. Once

in prison, and no opportunity was afforded of openly communicating with

friends; so that, but f'ora feeling of gratitude in one of the National Guards,

to whom I had rendered considerable service in a time of peril, nothing

could have saved him. This man had formed part of the escort when

he was brought into the city, and be took means to inform me indirectly

ofthe circumstance. Fortunately I knew the gaoler, who had some time

previous kept a wine-shop at Chollet, and with whom 1 had had dealings.

I therefore hastened to the prison, and requested an interview, which

was granted. The man behaved extremely civil. I freely communi

cated to him the cause of my visit, and he consented to my seeing the

prisoner, himself conducting me to the particular spot where he was

confined. In passing along the arched passages I observed that most

of the doors of the cells were open to admit of a free circulation of air,

as I was informed disease had broken out, and threatened to deprive the

executioner of his office,—in fact, had, in many instances, already super

seded him. My conductor did not hurry me, but, presuming on old

acquaintance, spoke freely of the unhappy captives, and permitted me to

look into their cells. They were crowded almost to suffocation, and

almost every face betrayed fixed, unutterable despair. Numbers were

in the last stage of existence, and their haggard looks, hollow cheeks,

and sunken eyes, gave fearful proofs of the sufferings they endured ;

yet, when we stood at the entrance of their miserable dungeons, so as to

obstruct the light, they shrank back, and huddled together under the

distressing apprehension that they were about to be summoned to exe

cution. Alas ! the hand of the destroyer was already upon them, and in

many life would not have held out to the place of the guillotine. There

■were women, too, groaning in the pains of childbirth ; but no lenity was

shown,—no place of accouchement set apart. They were crammed in

promiscuous confusion with the other prisoners, who alone rendered

them assistance. It was truly a lamentable sight ; and yet, as if to

afford a striking contrast, young children were fearlessly and joyously

playing about the yard and corridors, thinking nothing, and pro

bably knowing nothing, of the fate that awaited them. It was appal

ling to hear the merry laugh of childhood in such a receptacle for

human wretchedness, especially when the conviction arose that all were
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like lambs appointed for the slaughter. I found my relative, whose

faculties were almost subdued by the peril of his situation, and the horrors

he had witnessed. He gave me an account of his capture ; and, having

gained sufficient information, I resolved to wait upon the Chief Com

missioner. But this was no easy task to accomplish, for he declined, or

rather refused, to admit any one to his presence who was supposed to

come as a pleader for a captive relation or friend. Here, however, some

of his infamous subordinates, who had drank freely of my wine, stood

my advocates, and I gained access to his presence. The room was large

and elegant, but the furniture of the most simple kind. A sentry stood

at the door with an axe in his hand, the blade resting on his shoulder.

Carrier was seated at a table, sideways, with his arm resting upon it.

His age appeared to be about five-and-thirty. He had prominent cheek

bones, rather flabby in the fleshy coverings. His features were harsh

and stern, and strongly indicative of violent passions. At the first

glance, when his face was in repose, his look was somewhat idiotic ; but

the moment excitement came, there was a red fierceness in the bright

flashing of his eyes, and an out-pouring of abusive and threatening rage

from his tongue, as characterized him more of the bloody-minded fanatic

or madman, than the offensive fool. His shirt collar was thrown open,

without any band or neckerchief, displaying his throat and chest to the

buttoning-up of a light- coloured wpistcoat with large flaps. His capa

cious coat was blue, his pantaloons a kind of buff wash-leather, with top-

boots, and his crimson sash was bound round his waist over all, with a

pistol stuck on each side. His hair was black, long, and dirty, as if it

seldom had felt a comb ; and his manners were vulgar and repulsive.

Two or three National Guards, with some of his own immediate gang,

were in the room, and one sat writing at the table.

" I explained the cause of my appearance, upon which he arose sud

denly, and, clenching his fist, commanded me to depart. I again

entreated a hearing, but, clapping his hands together—I suppose as a

signal—two hideous-looking fellows stood forward. * A la guillotine !'

exclaimed he, pointing to me; but the man who acted as his second

drew him aside, and entered into explanations. Both at first were

rather vehement, but in a few minutes they became more calm, and

Carrier, addressing me, made a sort of rude apology, saying, that * his

zeal for the Republic, and the strict injunctions of the Convention,

urged him to an ardent and active exercise of his important duties:

their enemies were as subtle and dangerous as vipers, and required the

hand of the exterminator to deprive them of the power of doing mischief.'

An order was made out for the release of my wife's cousin, and in a

short time he was free ; but he seldom liked to speak of the atrocities

he witnessed in the prison, as the mention of them brought an aguish

shuddering over his whole frame, and a sickness over his heart, that

made him ill for hours.

" I have already said the shootings were perpetrated principally upon

the Vendeeans without trial— the Royalists of the city underwent an

ordeal before a revolutionary tribunal, composed of the vilest characters

of the Marat legion, any member of which was empowered to arrest

whoever he chose. The prisoners were merely questioned as to their

name and occupation ; evidence of guilt was considered unnecessary,

and they were sent to the guillotine sometimes within an hour after their
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seizure. It may readily be conjectured that no one willingly acted con

trary to the wishes of these miscreants so as to incur their displeasure ;

but even this was not always required to insure destruction. Carrier

seemed to have an instinctive longing for the shedding of human blood,

and many were sent to the scaffold to provoke the mirth of the mur

derers, by seeing how surprised they would look at being seized in the

public street, and placed beneath the axe of the guillotine.

" After the defeat of the Royalists at Mans and Savenay, the number

of prisoners increased, and then began the terrible drownings in the

Loire. Whether this mode of getting rid of his victims was suggested

by any one to Carrier, or arose from his own fiendish mind, I cannot

take upon myself to decide ; but from what I gathered from his satellites, I

am induced to believe that it originated with an ecclesiastic under the

new order of things. The curates of the Bocage were supposed to have

instigated the peasantry to revolt; and when the villages were destroyed,

a great number of them refused to quit the ruins of the sacred edifices

in which they had been accustomed to worship. About eighty or

ninety of them were thrown into different prisons, and the question

arose, ' What was to be done with them,' as the public execution of so

many sacred characters might render the populace furious. A priest,

who had vainly endeavoured to undermine their integrity, advised their

expulsion from the neighbourhood ; and at a particular period they were

collected together, and under pretext of removing them they were

embarked in a large boat that left the city; and when at some distance

she sank, and every one of them was drowned. I do not think Carrier

intended this, for he would not have condescended to subterfuge or con

cealment, and he would just as soon have despatched them with the

poinard ; but the mode of destruction opened to his view a readier and

more quiet method of getting rid of the captives, and then the terrible

noyades began. It may naturally be supposed, that the lawless villains

who perpetrated such enormities, were not insensible to the fascinations

of beauty ; and in hundreds of instances, the only alternative was an

abandonment of chastity and honour, or a loss of life. The dread of a

violent death to most, triumphed over human weakness, though many

joyously preferred to die rather than sacrifice their virtue*. Thus, the

guillotine was in continual requisition for the citizens, as it not unfre-

quently happened that a whole family was involved in the decision to

which a young female would come; and vast numbers who had taken no

part whatever in the agitation of the times, were consigned to the

scaffold solely through one of their number having excited the lawless

lasciviousness of a member of Marat's legion, many of whom were

felons released from the galleys, and all the most disreputable characters.

It would be impossible, my friend, to describe the state of alarm and

consternation that pervaded every mind. You must have seen much of

it at Paris; but the magnitude of that city swallowed up individual

cases, which in a community like ours became fully known as soon as

perpetrated. It was dangerous for two persons to be speaking together

in the street ; even commercial transactions, by showing the resources

* Here the details are of a nature, that render them UDfit to meet the public eye,

and therefore are suppressed ; in other parts much has been abridged from the same

cause.—The Naval Offices.
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of merchants, might excite the avarice of some wTctch—perhaps the

very man you were dealing with—and your death be determined upon,

in order to seize your property. Sham insurrections were got up as a.

pretence for denunciation—the drums rolled ' to arms'—the victims

were led to the trenches—the thundering of the cannon and rattling of

the musketry resounded through the city, and told of sanguinary

slaughter. Thus was the day filled with terrors, though there were

monsters ferocious enough to make it a festivity; and indeed, the fre

quency of the massacres almost deadened the feelings of humanity. If

a stranger entered the house, or a knock was heard at the door, the

greatest fear prevailed ; society was utterly disjointed, and no one could

calculate beyond a moment on his safety. If these things destroyed the

peace of the day, how much more did those dreadful noyades break in

upon the stillness of the night. The shrieks of the victims, mingled

with the shouts of their destroyers, could be distinctly heard; and then

came a silence that was more startling still, for it announced that the

unfortunates had been launched into eternity ; and many a dear con

nexion—many a valued companion, would be seen no more. The

unhappy Vendeeans had left a number of young children, and there

were not wanting charitable and benevolent persons to take charge of

and adopt them ; but several hundreds of all ages, from infancy to

twelve or thirteen, were confined in the prisons.

" The want of confidence amongst dealers—the devastation committed

amongst the farms and villages, caused a dearth of food, and famine was

superadded to disease. The authorities waited upon Carrier, to consult

as to the best mode of procuring provisions. He drove them out with

his drawn sword, venting upon them a torrent of abuse, and exclaiming,

' There are too many mouths—I must reduce the number.' That night

between three hundred and four hundred of the Vendeean children were

carried out on the Loire, and sunk in the boats ; so that for several days

the dead bodies of these innocents covered the banks of the river, or

were seen floating in the stream. I myself beheld this horrible sight,—

for it was impossible to pass along the quay, or to cross the bridge, with

out seeing it,—and the carrion birds, attracted to the different spots

where the bodies lodged, were tearing the tender flesh with their beaks,

and even the dogs, become ravenous with hunger, were banquetting

npon the dead. From this time it was deemed an act of contumacy to

protect or secrete a Vendeean child. Orders were issued that they

should be delivered up. The hellish legion made domiciliary visits in

search of them ; for Carrier had sworn to extirpate them, as he would

' young vipers : ' and he carried his oath into full effect. Still the cry

continued for bread, and, hunger rendering men desperate, the Com

missioner's ears were assailed with reiterated demands for food, and

when this occurred the number of victims was increased. ' I cannot

enforce supply,' he would say, ' but I can diminish the number of con

sumers;' consequently, on one occasion, nearly one hundred and fifty

women, who were employed in making up linen, and attending upon the

wounded Republican soldiers, were assembled together and drowned in

the boats. They were chiefly peasants, though, no doubt, there were

persons of a higher order disguised amongst them ; and, from the occu

pation in which they were engaged, they had cherished hopes that the

bitterness of death had passed away. They had no previous intimation
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of their fate, but were hurried off in one short hour to a terrible end.

The aged, the infirm, the helpless, all who could not labour, shared a

similar death, and, eventually, between three and four hundred females of

loose morals were added to the catalogue—amongst these were some of

the finest women of the province. Not one had committed any political

offence ; but there was an animosity engendered against them from cer

tain causes, which led to their dissolution, though the avowed reason

was that they were dissolute, depraved, aud useless, and consumed food

that was wanted for better members of society. The most vindictive

mode of punishment, and that which caused the greatest horror, was

the exposing of a male and female on the bridge, or on the quay, bound

face to face, in a state of nudity, and after remaining thus for a period

according with the directions of the chief, or the caprice of the guards,

they were hurled together into the current, and sunk to the bottom.

One couple I was very intimate with—the young man belonged to a

respectable family, and acted as a commercial clerk ; the lady was the

daughter of a mercer, whoso shop is only a few paces from hence.

They were mutually attached to each other, and would have been united

but for the troubles of the times. One of Carrier's satellites went to

the shop to demand some goods, and saw her. His passions were

inflamed by her innocence and beauty, and overtures were made of sub

mission to his will or the guillotine. The proposal was rejected with

disdain ; and her lover coming in at the time, he struck the villain, and

forcibly ejected him from the place. They were aware of their doom if

they remained, and therefore endeavoured to conceal themselves; in

which they were partially successful,—but learning that the parents

had been taken, and were threatened with death unless they surrendered,

they at once voluntarily resigned themselves, were conducted to the-

quay, stripped to the skin, corded back to back, and, after an hour's

exposure to the rude gaze and ribald jests of their tormentors, were

thrust with the points of bayonets into the river. The parents were

released, and still reside in the same place; but the deep traces of

mental anguish will never be erased from their woe-stricken features.

Such, my friend, were some of the effects of revolutionary principles in

Nantes."

I have before remarked that these communications were not made at

one and the same time—they were the subject of repeated conversations

at different intervals, and at different places, but I have narrated them

connectedly together, as the dialogue was not necessary to the state

ments ; and I have omitted much that was circumlocutory in detail.
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REMINISCENCES OF A LIGHT DRAGOON.

No. XV.

[Continued from page 227.]

HOME.—REJOIN MY REGIMENT.—REJOICINGS FOR PEACE. COUNTRY QUARTERS.

FRESH ALARMS.—CAMPAIGN IN THE LOW COUNTRIES.

Our first march carried us to Colchester, a distance of twenty miles,

which—I can scarcely tell why—tried my powers of endurance severely.

The second day we reached Romford, and on the third I found myself

in my mother's arms. I had written from Harwich, to acquaint her of

my safety, and to announce the time when she might expect to see me ;

and I was welcomed, in consequence, not by her alone, but by as many

of our friends and relatives as she could get together. A very happy

day was that, as were two others which succeeded it, during which the

corporal was our guest, and by every member of the family treated

with great kindness ; and then, having bidden them all farewell, I set

out for Hampton Court, where a detachment from the 11th was on

duty, and to the officer commanding which I reported myself. Mr.

Gould was an old acquaintance, who welcomed me back to the corps

with great kindness ; and I spent a day or two with the detachment

very much to my own satisfaction, and not, I am inclined to think, dis

agreeably to others.

I joined my regiment at Hounslow, where, to my inexpressible

delight, I found the man who, in former years, used to be my comrade.

The greeting was on both sides the more hearty, that in our own troop

there was not one in ten whom I could recognise. Indeed, I do not

think that out of the five hundred men, from whom the fortune of war

had separated me three years previously, one hundred continued to wear

the uniform of the 1 1th Light Dragoons. Among the officers, likewise,

great changes had occurred, though of them a considerable portion

remained. Yet they all received me as if I had had some personal

claim upon their attentions, and gave me every indulgence which I could

reasonably desire. I was here equipped in new clothing,—I got afresh

charger assigned me,—and, in due time, found myself once more engaged

in the common routine of military life.

At the period of which I now speak England was rejoicing, in all her

towns and villages, over the restoration of peace. In London, the

Prince Regent kept open house for the monarchs and great warriors of

Europe ; whilst, at Windsor, Queen Charlotte feasted the poor on the

fat of the land. As I happened to be present at one of these noble

festivals,—for noble they certainly were, at least, in design,—it may

not, perhaps, prove altogether uninteresting to the reader, if I treat

him to a description of what passed under my own observation.

Having spent so much time in private service, I became, as was to be

expected, a sort of marked man in the corps, and soon found that among

the officers there was a sort of competition as to which should get me.

It ended in my joining my fortunes to that of a young Lieutenant, who,

possessing a handsome income, and being besides a man of family, was.
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during- this season of universal juhilee, permitted to do pretty much as

he liked. Him I accompanied to Windsor ; and, as he was much more

in the metropolis than present with the corps, my time became to a

great degree my own property. It happened, one day, that I strolled,

in my fustian undress, into the old guard-room of the castle, where

tables were spread for two thousand persons at the least. They

literally groaned under a profusion of choice morsels, such as haunches

and saddles of mutton, sirloins of beef, fillets of veal, hams and tongues,

rounds, barons, and I know not all what,—with vegetables, salads,

bread, and plum-pudding in proportion. I was amazingly struck, as

may easily be conceived ; and, having formed a strong wish to become

a sharer in the festivities, I laid myself out—as the result proved, not

unsuccessfully—to carry my point.

There were a variety of little offices or closets, adjoining the guard

room, in which women busily employed themselves in working tickets

for the favoured individuals who were to be admitted to the dinner.

Into one of these I wandered, just, as it happened, when the lady on

duty had expended her entire stock save one, and of that one I was

immediately rendered the possessor. I stuck it in my hat forthwith,—

the men carried the badges there, the women and children on the breasts

of their robes,—and soon found myself seated at a table, which accom

modated, besides myself, fifty-nine diners. I came, however, under

circumstances far more unfavourable than those around me ; for they,

one and all, brought with them their knives, forks, and drinking-cups,

—whereas, I, not having so much as read any of the hand-bills which

set forth the programme of the day's entertainment, sat down, pro

foundly ignorant that any such precautionary measures had been requi

site. This was a source to me partly of vexation, partly of extreme

amusement. The vexation arose from the natural pressure of appetite,

■which I was not without apprehension I might find myself unable to

appease ; the amusement was furnished by the behaviour of my next

neighbour, who seemed determined to make the most of the opportunity

that was presented to him. The individual in question followed the

respectable calling of an itinerant fiddler. Many a penny I had given

the rogue ; yet he was dressed on this occasion so smartly, that I knew

him not, at least till after his excessive predilection for number one

induced me to scan him closely. But that was the least of it.

We had all been seated perhaps a couple of minutesf—every eye being-

turned keenly towards the vi -nds, that spoke to more senses than one ; and

my musical neighbour had sneered at my lack of preparation, and more

than insinuated that I had no business where I was, when a flourish oftrum

pets announced the approach of royalty, and we all stood up to welcome

the Queen and the courtly corteye that attended her. She walked,

followed by her train, along the several tables, the company greeting

her with repeated cheers, and then, after expressing at each a hope that

we would do justice to the cheer provided, she withdrew. Then fol

lowed the " Roast Beef of Old England," from a band that was

appointed to attend ; and then such an onslaught as in modern times

has rarely, in any one given spot of earth, been witnessed. For my

own part, having neither knife, nor fork, nor cup, I felt for a brief space

as if I were destined to be a mere spectator. But my cross-grained

fiddler supplied me with an opportunity of playing my own part in the

game, and I did not fail to take advantage of it.
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" I wish you would cut me a good slice of that fillet of veal," said he.

"It is too far for me to reach, and lies handy to you."

" Rv all means," was my reply, " but you must lend me your knife

and fork."

He did so ; and I very coolly helped myself, taking care to cut up the

morsel into pieces, and keep all ready for consumption by the hand. I

shall never forget the rage of my right-hand neighbour while this pro

cess was going on ; neither did the enormous extent to which I pro

ceeded to help him quite allay it. And by-and-bye, when he gave me

his jug, that I might fill it with beer for his use, and I, instead of hand

ing it back, drank out of it, and drank to his health, I really thought

the minstrel would have gone mad. Nevertheless, in the end, he and I

became excellent friends. I plied him, especially with strong beer, to

such a degree that he did not know whether his head or his heels were

uppermost ; and if he did not die of absolute repletion, the fault was

neither mine, who loaded his trencher, nor his, who most voraciously

cleared it.

If the progress of the dinner astonished as well as amused me, much

more amusing, as well as astonishing, was the scene with which it ter

minated. The Queen, it appeared, had given orders that not a frag

ment of that enormous feast should fall to the share of any others than,

those who partook in it ; and the consequence was that, on a second

roll of the drums, such a scramble began as I have never witnessed,

«ither before or since. The women, having provided themselves with

capacious aprons, came for the most part best off in that melee. They

swept whole joints—with puddings, potatoes, and Lord knows all what

besides—into their laps, while the men hastened to stuff their pouches

to an extent which was truly marvellous. Among others, my musical

neighbour used his best exertions to possess himself of a plentiful share ;

but the strong beer had so effectually filled his stomach, and clouded

his brain, that in attempting to stretch across, the table, for something

which excited his cupidity, the equilibrium failed, and he rolled on the

floor, smashing into a confused mass all that he had previously gathered,

and mixing the whole with fragments of his quart jug, which, somehow

or another, had found its way into a wallet that hung by his side. I

plead guilty to the charge of having tossed him, with my foot, twice or

thrice through the mess, and then, amid shouts of laughter, I escaped,

not knowing which to admire the most, the hospitality of my royal

mistress, or the strange uses to which by her uncouth guests it had been,

turned. Before I conclude this story I may as well state that I met my

fiddler, a day or two afterwards, plying his trade in his every-day attire,

and at his usual corners. We had a little bandying of half-angry, half-

jocular words, which I cut short by tossing him a penny ; and I do not

know that we ever met afterwards.

Our next move was to Hampton Court and Twickenham, where simi

lar scenes were repeated —oxen being roasted whole, and all who chose

partaking in them ; but I need not pause to relate the effect which they

produced upon myself. It will be more to the purpose if I state, that

being so near London, I found frequent opportunities both of entertain

ing my relatives at the quarters of the regiment, and of visiting them in

their own homes ; during the latter of which occurrences an adventure

once befel me, which, as it was rather a curious one, may be deserving
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of a brief notice. I had supped at the house of one of my aunts, and

having rather overstaid my time, (for I was for duty at Whitehall on

the following morning,) I was hurrying through Piccadilly, in order to

reach my quarters, when at the corner of a street I was startled by the

sound of fire-arms, accompanied by a noise as of the smashing of glass.

A man passed me at the same moment, running, and holding up the

skirts of a long surtout, and almost immediately afterwards a second

appeared, with a stream of blood flowing from his mouth. He made

towards me, put a hand on each of my shoulders, and endeavouring

vainly to articulate, deluged me in a moment with gore. There was a

lamp close to us, by the light of which I could distinguish that he was

a mere youth ; but I had no time to do more, for instantly a voice

shouted " Watch," and the wounded man, as if alarmed, hurried away,

and endeavoured to mount the box of a hackney-coach which drove

furiously past. The coachman, however, repulsed him, and he stag

gered across the street, marking his progress by the sanguine tide which

flowed from him. And now the watch began to assemble, who, seeing

me covered with blood, demanded whether I were not wounded, while

the same voice which had summoned them desired to be informed

whether any one were shot. I answered in the affirmative, and, point

ing to the track, desired the guardians of the night to follow it up ; for

I was not the wounded man, as they would find if they made good use

of their senses. Away they ran in pursuit, whereupon I, not caring to

get further involved in the business, took to my heels, and reached my

quarters without molestation. But the issue of the adventure was the

most extraordinary of all. Being on guard next day, at Whitehall, a

young man happened to pass the Horse-Guards, whom I instantly

recognised as the individual whom I had seen the night before fleeing

with his hands upon his pockets. I stopped him, charged him with the

fact, and was answered by a frank confession, accompanied, however,

with an earnest entreaty that I would not betray. It appeared that he

was the son of a respectable innkeeper—that he had fallen into bad

company, and been persuaded to assist that night in a burglary at the

shop of a linen-draper. But the linen-draper, either because it was his

wont, or having got some intimation of the design, was on the look-out

to defeat it, and fired a pistol just as the leading burglar was removing

the shutter, and about to cut a pane in the window. I did not disclose

■what I knew to any one ; for the father of the young delinquent was an

acquaintance of my own, and I am happy to say that the promises of

amendment which he gave, were never broken. But his companion,

I afterwards discovered, did not live to have his moral principle put to

the test. He died of the wound which the linen-draper inflicted, and

•was buried, 1 cannot tell where, but very quietly, by his associates.

W« remained in the neighbourhood of London about six months, at

the termination of which period we marched to Canterbury, where, and

at Deal, the back- pay was given to such of our men as had been, like

myself, prisoners of war. Of this the Jews first, and ultimately the

publicans, reaped the principal benefit,—for, next to a sailor, a soldier

is, of all living men, the least regardful of his money. But other work

than this was already cut out for us, and Buonaparte's unexpected

return from Elba sent us to the place where we were destined to per

form it. I never shall forget the effect which the intelligence had upon
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us. It reached us one morning, and in two hours after came the rout

to march for Dover, where transports lay to receive us ; and by four

o'clock on the following afternoon we were busily engaged swimming

our horses ashore, towards the beach at Ostend.

It was about eight o'clock on a summer's evening when our disem

barkation was effected. The process had been tedious, inasmuch as the

transports were too heavily laden to approach within half-a-mile of the

beach ; and to swim horses through so wide a waste of waters is an

operation that occupies a good deal of time. Nevertheless the regi

ment formed up as soon as circumstances would allow, and began its

march the same evening to Nieuport. It was now that I found mv

knowledge of the German language greatly avail me. Being sent, with

a comrade, to quarter in a farm-house about a mile beyond the town, I

so entirely won the hearts of the family, by speaking so as to be under

stood, that they vied with one another in their eagerness to make us

comfortable ; and themselves undertaking to clean and fodder the horses,

they kept us—no reluctant guests—all night at the supper-table. But

this was not the only piece of good fortune that befel me, which I was

justified in attributing to my long residence in the Count's family. I

was instantly promoted to the office of billet-master for the corps ; and,

besides obtaining temporary rank as a serjeant, I came in for sundry

perquisites, such as the French had taught the Belgians to pay as often

as orders were issued for the supply of bread, or meat, or wine, to

bodies of troops upon the march.

From Nieuport we proceeded to Bruges, where we halted an entire

day, of which I made the best use, by visiting as many of the sights of

the place as the opportunities at my command would allow. Our next

point was Ghent, a noble city, where we witnessed the entrance of Louis

XVIII., for the second time a fugitive from Paris. But as he came

without parade, so during the whole of his sojourn there we heard little

of him, except that he was a regular attendant at mass. Meanwhile

fresh regiments were continually arriving, and we were in consequence-

carried, in the breast of the living tide, first to Merbeck and ultimately

to Goyek. We were at this latter place on the 29th of May, when the

Duke of Wellington reviewed the whole of his cavalry, and a finer

military spectacle was never, I venture to assert, submitted to the

admiring gaze of the Netherlanders. Unless my memory deceive me,

twenty regiments formed in two lines that day, flanked and supported

by a force of horse-artillery, such as all Europe besides could not

match ; and as the horses were in admirable condition, and the men

young, healthy, and well-appointed, it is very little to be wondered at if

both men and officers experienced but one feeling—an earnest desire to

be led against the enemy, and a perfect assurance of success.

We were well supplied both with forage and provisions ; yet, some

how or another, money was scarce—for no pay had been issued since

we quitted England, and some corps were full three months in arrear.

Now a soldier cannot get on—at least jn a civilized country, without a

little silver in his purse. His allowance of grog or wine by no means

contents him ; and he cannot hear the sound of the pipe and tabor without

desiring to dance. As usually happens in like cases, we were immedi

ately put to our shifts ; and the following was the expedient on which

we lighted—for a season with marvellous success. There are two coins
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used in this city, of which the dies are precisely alike ; though the one,

having a slight intermixture of silver with the copper, passes current for

about three pence-halfpenny—whereas the other is valued at half-a-

farthing. Some ingenious fellow among us discovered, that by rubbing

the latter with mercurial ointment it assumed at once the appearance of

the former ; and many a pint of gin, I grieve to say, was paid for with

the half-farthing. I can offer no justification of a procedure which was

certainly dishonest—unless, indeed, the exorbitancy of the prices de

manded from us can be received as such. But I know that we laughed

very heartily when the trick began to be discovered ; and were the more

free of our mirth that the very same day we quitted Merberk, never to

return to it again.

No. XIV.

SIGNS OF COMING STRIFE—SUDDEN ROUTE—THE FIELD OF QUATRE BRAS—

BATTLE OF WATERLOO.

'- . .- All this while we were in profound ignorance as to the state of things,

both in France or elsewhere. We knew, indeed, that Buonaparte had

made a triumphant entrance into Paris ; and we heard from various

quarters that the armies of the Northern Powers were moving. But

how soon a struggle might be expected, or whether it would first occur

with ourselves, was a point which we had no means to determine. We

were thus circumstanced, my troop occupying quarters in a village called

Vione, when, on the morning of the 16th of June, the alarm was sud

denly given. We had mustered for field-exercise, ourselves in undress,

and the saddles strapped—as the expression is when we ride them with

out cloaks or valises—when an orderly dragoon was observed approach

ing at speed, and making straight for the officer in command. He was

the bearer of intelligence that the French, on the previous day, had

attacked and defeated the Prussians at Ligne ; and that Napoleon, with

the bulk of his army, was in full march to attack the positions of the

English. In an instant we received the word to gallop horses, pack up,

and accoutre ; and in an incredibly short space of time the whole regi

ment mustered beside its alarm-post, in every respect prepared for

- action. Let me not forget to mention that, like an old soldier as I was,

I took care not to move without a stock of provisions for myself as well

as for my charger. All the men carried their nose-bags filled with corn,

and a supply of hay behind them, sufficient for four-and-twenty hours ;

but the young hands forgot that men, as well as horses, are little fit for

work when they are starving. I had a lump of bacon and a loaf of

bread in my haversack ; of which not many hours elapsed ere I expe

rienced the great benefit.

The line being formed, and wheeled into column by threes, we set

forward at a good round trot ; and, after compassing about fourteen

miles, heard what the excessive heat of the weather induced us to believe

was a rolling of thunder at a distance. Another half-hour's progress,

however, set that notion aside ; for then we could distinguish the smoke

as it curled over the woods of Quatre Bras, and were no longer at a

loss to tell that artillery was firing sharply. These sights and sounds

had no tendency to repress our ardour ; we gave the jaded horses the

spur, and kept them on the trot till full five-and-twenty miles were com.
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passed. It would have been both cruel and useless to urge them further

without a rest ; so we dismounted and loosened girths without feeding.

But the halt was not prolonged bevond the interval which wns absolutely

necessary, and in a quarter of an hour we were once more in the saddle.

And now, as we drew nearer to the scene of action, the evidences of

deadly strife multiplied upon us. The cannonade became louder, and

mixed with it was the short sharp rattle of musketry ; while, by-and-bye,

a quantity of waggons, laden with ammunition, and stores of every sort,

were passed in one of the small towns. Finally, groups of persons

were seen approaching, whom, on our nearing one another, we recog

nized to be the wounded, some of which appeared to be suffering much,

though all bore themselves nobly under their pain. Poor fellows, they

drew to one side that, we might pass, and cheered lustily. " Push on,

push on," was their cry, " you are very much wanted ; for there is no

cavalry up." And we did push on as fast as our now jaded animals

would go ; but all our efforts failed to bring us to the field in time to-

take part in the action.

We had ridden, I conceive, about forty miles, and the sun was long

set, when the red flashes of musketry and cannon greeted us. " Halt!"

was the word given ; "cut away forage, and draw swords." The hay

was cut loose ; our swords flashed in the air ; and at the signal, " Quick

trot," awav we went again. But, as I have already said, we did not

reach the field till the firing had ceased. We formed line, however ;

and riding over numbers of the dead, if not of the dying, approached

our own troops, which lay upon their arms ; whence in a few minutes

we received orders to fall back, and to picket our horses for the night

in a place that was convenient for them.

Throughout the whole of that night there was a dropping fire of mus

ketry kept up in the woods to the right and left of our bivouac. The

outposts of infantry chose to skirmish instead of sleep, and we were in

consequence kept constantly on the alert. But this was not the only,

nor, perhaps, the greatest grievance to which our position subjected us.

The horses had not tasted water since the march began, and the dark

ness was such as, combined with the extreme weariness, hindered our

men in general from going in search of it. Again the habits of the old

soldier prevailed with me ; and knowing that on the efficiency of my

horse my own depended, I resolved, at all hazards, to fetch him some-

water. Accordingly I proposed to my comrade that we should steal*

away together ; and he consented the more readily on mv putting him in

mind that the very same process which won refreshment for our chargers-

might insure a good supper for ourselves; and that the most zealous

martinet would never blame us, if in seeking for the one we should

chance to stumble on the other.

Armed each with a pistol, and carrying a sack and leathern bucket in

our hands, my comrade and I stole from the bivouac; and having pre

viously noticed a village about a mile distant, we made directly for it-.

We entered, and found the stillness of the grave ; but, by-and-by*

observing a light in the window of one of the houses, I knocked at the

door, and we were admitted. My astonishment maybe conceived, when-

the first object that met my gaze, was a French Grenadier, fully-

accoutred, and seated in the chimney corner. It was no time for hesi

tation, so I cocked my pistol ; when up he rose, welcomed us with pen
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feet self-possession; and pointing to his knee, informed us that he was

-wounded. Perceiving that he spoke the truth, I desired him to- sit

down again, adding an assurance that he had nothing to fear ; and he,

coolly taking me at my word, and smoking his pipe, I next addressed

myself to the master of the house. It was to no purpose, however,

that I demanded food and drink. The French, he replied, had taken

everything from him; which was not exactly the case; for my com

panion, having instituted a search in the cellar, soon returned, bringing

with him part of a ham, a loaf of bread, and some butter. With these

we judged it expedient to be content; so, wishing both our host and the

wounded man a good night, we passed the threshold, and hurried back

to the camp.

Before reaching the lines, we fortunately came upon a ditch full of

water, in which we filled our buckets, greatly to the satisfaction of our

weary chargers. Our horses were not, however, the only animals

which benefited by this discovery. Having informed the rest where the

water lay, they also provided enough for the wants of themselves and

their cattle; and the night in consequence passed more agreeably than

either by man or beast had been anticipated. But as far as the means

of satisfying other wants of nature were affected, I and my comrade stood,

I believe, alone. We made a hearty supper of our ham and bread, and

regretted only that it was impossible to share the morsel with others.

Day dawned at length, and exhibited to us some strange spectacles,

calculated as well to raise the spirits as to depress them. We could

now observe that the whole surface of the country over which yester

day's fighting had occurred, was covered with the slain ; while in our

rear and on either flank, a prodigious force of cavalry and light artillery

which had arrived during the night, was in position. The latter made a

brave show, especially in the eyes of our gallant infantry, who, few in

number, had sustained repeated shocks from the enemy's horse, and

uniformly repulsed them. But it soon appeared, that let the decisive

battle occur when it might, we were not on this ground to measure our

selves again with the enemy. By degrees the infantry began to march

to the rear. The cavalry and artillery stood fast to cover them, when

they, in their turn slowly withdrew, as if reluctant to yield a foot of

land without fighting for it. Strange to say, the enemy did not appear

for some time, to be aware of what was going on in our ranks. The

infantry was well to the rear, so were the heavy cavalry, ere they made a

movement in pursuit ; indeed, it must have been full three o'clock in the

afternoon ere we found ourselves under the necessity of throwing out

skirmishers, so as to check the advance, which was then pushed with

excessive ardour.

There was a good deal of carabine practice, and prancing here and.

there, for about half an hour, at the close of which, the artillery began

on both sides to open ; while a mass of black clouds, which had been

gathered all the day, broke at the concussion, and the rain descended in

torrents. It is curious to observe how, even in such warfare as this, a

heavy fall of rain operates as a sedative on animal courage. The

skirmishing ceased as if by common consent; and the fighting was con

fined to an occasional dash of one of the leading squadrons against)

ours, which covered the rear ; when sword cuts were exchanged, and

men and horses went down, as well from among us, as from among the

2 M 2
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assailants. Once in particular we had rather a sharp bout of it, for the

enemy contrived, I know not how, to interpose between the plain on

which we were moving, and a narrow road that led out of it, and no

alternative remained except to cut our way through them. We rode at

them with loosened reins, and soon opened a way for ourselves, cutting

to pieces, among others, a French General, and leaving not above half a

dozen of our own men behind.

We halted that night behind the crest of the rising ground which

is still pointed out to the curious traveller as the Duke of Wellington's

position on the great day of Waterloo. The rain, which fell in torrents,

and had done so for hours ere our arrival, soon reduced the face of the

country to a state of swamp ; and as our bivouac was formed in a

ploughed field, the comparative comforts of our situation require no

poet's art to describe them. At every step which you took, you sank to

the knees, and your foot, when you dragged it to the surface again,

came loaded with some twenty pounds of clay. Moreover, fuel with

which to make fires, was wanting; till in despair some of us ran to a

village about a mile in the rear, and came back laden with various

articles of furniture, the whole of which were committed to the flames.

Then again as to food—if I except a single biscuit and a glass of spirits

—none had been served out since daybreak, and none came throughout

the whole of that dreary night, either to officers or to men. I cannot

say that our martial ardour was such as to render us either insensible of,

or indifferent to, the desacjremens of our situation ; yet I am bound to

record, that we sustained them with wonderful equanimity, comforted

by the knowledge that the night, which was short, would soon pass away,

and that the morrow would in some shape or another, obviate the neces

sity of passing many more in a similar manner.

Before the morning broke, we were in our saddles ; and immediately

the horizon put on the hue of coming day, we shifted our ground to the

brow of the hill, and there watered our horses. That done, we dis

mounted ; and removing the remnant of our fuel to the new parade

ground, we again lighted fires, and dried as well as we could, both our

cloihes and accoutrements. The Commissary, however, was slow in

making his appearance ; so, entertaining serious misgivings both as to

my own powers of endurance, and those of my steed, which had been

tried well nigh to the uttermost, I determined, let come what might, to

find a breakfast for both. I looked round, and saw in the rear a village,

to which straggling parties of the Foot Guards were continually passing.

I ran thither, but looked about vainly, in every house, for those things

of which I was in want. At last, just as 1 had come to the conclusion

that further search would be useless, and that I had best return, I

entered an apartment, where, in the middle of the floor, sat a solitary

Yorkshireman, with a brown jar between his legs. He laughed, begged

me to come in, and offered to share with me what he had : it was bread

and sour cream, out of which both he and I contrived to make a capital

breakfast. After which, I mounted by a trap-ladder to a loft, where, to

my great delight, stores both of oats and peas were deposited. I filled

my handkerchief, which was a large one; and having contrived, over

and above, to get possession of half a dozen of canteens of beer, I ran

back, well pleased with the results of my adventure, to the front. My

gallant steed fared well ; and he repaid me for the care I took of him

by the pliability and vigour of his movements throughout the day.
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When I reached the ground, my companions were all busily engaged

rubbing down their horses and cleaning their accoutrements. I took

care to feed my charger first, and then groomed him ; nor had I finished

buckling up the neatly rolled cloak, when a gun was discharged from

some point near us, and, in an instant, the whole face of affairs under

went a change. Drums beat, trumpets brayed, while salvoes of artillery

from either side told of a battle begun ; and, while we mounted and

closed our ranks, peal after peal of musketry warned us that ere long

their consistency would be tried. By-and-by an order arrived to take

ground to the right, where we enrolled ourselves in brigade with the

12th and 16th; and, forming close columns of regiments, waited till

the moment should arrive when to us, also, the honour should be

awarded of striking a few blows for Old England and victory.

The place where we were directed to execute this formation chanced

to be particularly favourable for obtaining a view over the whole field of

battle, as well as the over-night positions of the two armies. And never

have these eyes of mine rested on a more imposing scene than, for a

brief space, was spread out before them. As far as the eye could reach

I beheld endless columns of the French—the infantry in front interlaced,

as it were, with artillery ; while in the rear were masses of cavalry, in

comparison with which, as far as numbers go, we appeared as nothing.

Then, again, on our side, I beheld horse, foot, and guns, all in admi

rable order, hidden in some degree to the enemy by the swell of the

ground, yet all, as their attitudes denoted, thoroughly on the alert :

while, both on our side and that of the French, Staff officers in groups,

and orderlies one by one, were galloping hither and thither, as if they

had been the veritable messengers of fate. But the vision was like that

which the sleeper obtains when, for a moment, the gates of Fairy-land

are opened before him. From the hundreds of cannon, which sent forth

death on each side, such a cloud of smoke arose as soon rendered

objects indistinct; and when the musketry began to play, every living

and dead thing on the earth's surface was shrouded under a canopy of

grey mist.

It were idle in one filling the humble situation which I did to attempt

anything like the description of a great battle, especially such a battle

as that of Waterloo. From the instant that the firing became general,

all was to me dark and obscure beyond the distance of a few hundred

yards from the spot on which I stood ; indeed, it was only by the cease

less roar, or the whistling of shot and shell around me, that I knew at

times that I and those near me were playing a part in the grave game

of life and death. For the cavalry, unlike the infantry, come into play

only by fits and starts, and they have patiently to sustain the fury of a

cannonade, to which they can offer no resistance, and out of the range

of which they are not permitted to move. Neither was the brigade

to which I belonged left long in ignorance touching both the peril and

extreme discomfort of this species of inaction. For the Frtnch, per

ceiving us, opened upon our columns a battery of howitzers and light

mortars, one shell from which falling into the very centre of the 16th,

created terrible havoc. But as if to hinder us from getting unsteady, an

Aide-de-camp rode up at this moment, and two squadrons, one from the

122th, another from our regiment, were ordered to drive back some

lancers which had threatened certain of our guns. We went at them
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■with (rood will, but not, perhaps, with perfect judgment. We did not

consider that, when the ground is soft and heavy, a charge down hill is,

of all operations to which cavalry can be put, the most unsafe ; and the

consequence was, that, rushing over the ridge at speed, very many of

our horses came down, and we lost all order. The results need hardly

be stated. The squadron of the 12th, which led, was almost cut to

pieces, and we, with difficulty and in great disorder, recovered the

brigade.

i nis was not satisfactory, yet we believed that we could account for

it, and finding ourselves again in our proper places, we desired nothing

more than a repetition of the experiment. But, during the remainder

of the day, little else fell to our share than to sustain, as we best might,

the heavy fire of cannon which the enemy continued to direct against

lis. At each discharge, men and horses went down ; yet we suffered

less than a regiment of Nassau hussars, which, keeping ground m our

rear, served to catch every ball that passed over us. Nor was it the

least disagreeable attendant on our position, that we stood exactly on

such a spot as enabled us to behold the last struggles of the wounded,

whose strength sufficed only to carry them a few yards to the rear.

There was a long sort of ditch, or drain, some way behind us, towards

which these poor fellows betook themselves by scores ; and ere three

hours had passed, it was absolutely choked up with the bodies of those

who lay down there only that they might die. Then, again, the wounded

horses, of which multitudes wandered all over the field, troubled us.

They would come back, some with broken legs, others trailing after them

their entrails, which the round-shot had knocked out, and forcing them

selves between our files, seem to solicit the aid which no one had time

to afford, and which, if afforded, would have been useless.

We were beginning to get tired of this state of thingB, when an order

reached us to form line and move off to the left. " Now then," thought

we, " a charge is before us ;" but it was not so. A square of Brunswick

Infantry had, it, appeared, begun to waver, and, as a failure on that point

might have proved fatal, we were brought up to stop it if we could. We

drew our swords, cheered, made our horses prance, and the desired «nd

was gained. The Brunswickers perceiving that there was support at

hand, took up their arms, which some of them had thrown away, and

they throughout the remainder of the action behaved with all the gal-

lantrv for which their countrymen have in every age and country been

remarkable.

Having effected this object, we were directed to fall back, and to dis

mount, thai, our horses might in some measure recruit their strength.

Many wounded men passed us while thus resting ; but of the case of

only one I shall make mention, because it struck me, even at the moment,

as being a remarkable one. ' An infantry soldier approached, and asked

me for a cup of water. I saw that he was wounded ; and, recol

lecting that a canteen of beer was at my back, out of which 1 ha/1 been

too much engaged to drink myself, I handed it to him and desired hhn

to quench his thirst without scruple. The poor fellow drank, thanked

me heartily, told me that almost all his regiment—the 28th—was

destroyed; and then, lifting himself from my horse, on which lie had

bfen leaning, tottered towards the rear. I watched him, and saw that

he had not gone twelve yards when he fell. Almost immediately
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afterwards his limbs gave a convulsive stretch, and he was a corpse. I

went up to him, and saw where the fatal ball had taken its course, just

above the hip-bone. Yet he seemed to die easily ; and his voice, not

three minutes ere the soul quitted the body, gave scarcely the smallest

sign of weakness.

By this time the dusk was closing fast ; and, as the battle continued

to rage with unabated fury, the magnificence of the scene received

from minute to minute, a perpetual increase to its intensity. Over the

surface of the ground shells, with their burning fuses, rolled, bursting

here and there with terrible effect. From the mouths of the cannon

fire seemed to be poured, while the ceaseless glare of the musketry, as

the opposing lines fought muzzle to muzzle, was terrific. By degrees,

.however, the sounds and sight of fire-arms began to be distinguishable

Twhere neither had before been observed ; and the rumour ran from

rank to rank among us, that the Prussians were come, and had fallen

upon the right and rear of the enemy. Moreover, that the news was

not without foundation, was soon apparent, from the altered state of

things both near us and far away. Our infantry, which up to this mo

ment had fought in squares, formed all at once into line. There was a

heart-stirring cheer begun, 1 know not where, but very soon audible

over the whole of our front ; and we, too, were ordered to leap into the

saddle and move forward. How can I pretend to describe what followed !

On we went at a gallop, dashing past the weary yet gallant footmen,

and, shouting as we went, drove fiercely and without check up to the

very muzzles of a hostile battery. A furious discharge of grape met

us, and thinned our ranks. Before it man and horse went down ; but

the survivors, never pulling bridle or pausing to look back, scattered

the gunners to the winds, and the cannon were our own. Just at this

moment, Serjeant Emmet of the 11th, whom I covered, received a shot

in the groin, which made him reel in his saddle, from which he would

have fallen, had I not caught him ; while at the same time a ball struck

me on the knee, the bone of which was saved by the interposition of my

unrolled cloak. For in the morning I had not found time to pack it in

its place ; and it hung before me in loose folds, through most of which

the bullet made its way, terribly bruising, yet not disabling, the limb.

I was glad to save my Serjeant, for he was a good and a brave man.

Yet I own that I felt bitter mortification when the tide of war swept past

us, and I felt myself cut off from sharing in the general triumph. Ac

cordingly, perceiving a Corporal near, I called him to lend his assist-

•ance, and no sooner saw him seize the Serjeant by the other arm, than

I loosed my hold. " One whole man," thought I, " is enough to take

care of a wounded one;" and then I plyed my spurs unto my horse's

sides, and flew to the front. But by this time it was too dark to distin

guish one corps from another. I therefore attached myself to the first

body of horse which I overtook, and in three minutes found myself in

the middle of the enemy.

There was a momentary check, during which the men demanded one

of another, what regiment this was. 1 do not know how the discovery

of their own absolute intermingling might have operated, had not an

officer called aloud, " Never mind your regiments, men, but follow me."

In an instant I sprang to his side, and, seeing a mass of infantry close

upon us, who, by the blaze of the musketry, we at once recognised to be
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French, he shouted out " Charge ! " and nobly led the way. We rushed

on : the enemy fired, and eight of our number fell, amorg whom was our

gallant leader. A musket-ball pierced his heart : he sprang out of his

saddle, and fell dead to the ground.

Another check was the consequence, and almost instinctively wc

recoiled : neither, indeed, was the movement inopportune, for the impetu

osity of a mere handful of men had carried them into the middle of a

retreating column, and their destruction, had they lingered there, must

have been inevitable. For myself, having gazed hastily round, and

noticed that the field was thickly studded with dung-heaps, I scoured off

in search of my own regiment, with which, when it had halted, a good

way off, I succeeded in coming up. But 1 was determined, so soon as a

halt should occur, to return to the spot, and find the body of the slain ;

and, some hours afterwards, when the word was passed to dismount and

rest, I carried my resolution into force.

HISTORICAL DETAILS RELATIVE TO THE MILITARY FORCE OF GREAT

BRITAIN, FROM THE EARLIEST PERIODS TO THE PRESENT TIME.

BY HENRY MARSHALL, ESQ..,

DEPUTY INSPECTOR-GENERAL OF ARMY HOSPITALS.

[Concluded from page 375.]

9. Pensioning of Soldiers—Rewarding them for past services.—I

am greatly disposed to think that permanent pensions should be limited

to men who have been wounded and disabled before the enemy, and

men who have completed a specified period of service ; and that condi

tional or temporary pensions only should be awarded to men who are

discharged in consequence of being deemed unfit for service, and who

have not served the number of years which would entitle them to a

permanent annuity. One great desideratum in the pensioning of sol

diers is to excite a willingness—a disposition to serve; and to obtain

this there does not appear to be a more rational scheme than for the

nation to measure its rewards by length of service, and, by no other

standard whatever, except for injuries received in action. Under these

circumstances, a soldier's pension may be considered as part of his con

tract. According to this plan, military pensions would be arranged

under two classes, the first comprehending two subdivisions, namely :—

Class I.—Permanent Pensions.

1st Subdivision.Disabilities received in action—1st Degree, or severest grade of injuries.

>, „ „ 2nd Degree.

i, » i, 3rd Degree.

2nd Subdivision.

Length of Service—(say 15 years' service).
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Class II.—Temporary Pensions.

Dilabilities contracted during the performance of Military Duty, undo yearn'

tervice. (Temporary pensions to be granted, in duration and amount accocdiog

to length of service and degree of disability.)

According to this scheme, a soldier may be permitted to have the

option of claiming and obtaining his discharge after ten years' service,

and, under suitable regulations, at any subsequent period. Alter eleven

years' service, he should have a claim of right to receive his discharge

and a gratuity of 5/.; and, from eleven to fifteen years, a free discharge

and a gratuity of 5/. for each year's service between these periods.

After fifteen years' service, a soldier to receive an annuity for life of 4d.

a day,—

t. d. i. d.

After 16 years' service 0 4$ After 19 years' service 0 8f

„ 17 „ „ 0 5* „ . 20 „ „ 0 10

,. 18 „ „ 0 7 „ 21 „ „ 10

There are some excellent practical remarks upon this subject in the

United Service Journal (February, 1835). It does not come within

my plan to fill up the details of this scheme, which professes to be

merely a suggestion, capable of being modified and extended into a

practical system.

Under the impression that a comparative statement of the pay and

pensions of seamen in the Royal Navy and in the Army will be consi

dered interesting, I shall subjoin a brief notice of the emoluments of

common seamen in Her Majesty's Naval Service, as also the rewards

and pensions for length of service and wounds to which they are

entitled.

The crew of a ship, exclusive of the commissioned ranks, consists

of petty officers, able seamen, ordinary seamen, landsmen, boys,

and marines. In time of peace, they are entered voluntarily; and,

by an Act passed in 1835, a man is allowed to enlist in the Navy

for a period not exceeding five years, after which he is entitled to

his discharge, and to be sent home if abroad, unless the commanding

officer should consider his departure to be detrimental to the Service.

Such officer is then empowered to detain the man six months longer, or

until the emergency shall cease ; in which case the man is entitled, dur

ing such extra service, to receive a higher rate of pay. At the end of

his time of service, a seaman may re-enlist for a like period as before.

During war, recourse is usually had to pressing men. Landsmen, who

have not served two years at sea, are exempted from the press. To

preserve order, the Captain or commander of every ship or vessel is

authorised to inflict corporal punishment on any seaman, marine, or

boy, tweuty-four hours after an offence is committed, by warrant under

his hand.

The following abstract shows the daily allowance of provisions to

every person in the fleet at sea, and for which no charge is made by

Government :—

Seaman's Ration.

Salt beef Jib. 1 I Salt pork }lb.

and V alternately i and

Flour.... lib. J I Peas i pint.
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Biscuits, lib. ; spirits, J pint; or wine, 1 pint.

Cocoa, lax.; tea. |oz. : sugar, ljoz.

Weekly.—Vinegar, J pint ; oatmeal, § pint,

lib. of raisins, or Jib. of currants, or Jib. of suet, may be received in lien of flour,

by which means a seaman may have pudding materials in lieu of part of his

flour.

The ration of the seaman is not only ample for three excellent meals

a day, but these meals may be varied in no small degree according to

the option of individuals.

Soldier's Ration.

Temperate Climates. Tropical Climate*.

lib. of bread, or Jib. biscuit. The same as in temperate climates,

lib. of fresh or salt beef or pork. except that on two days of the week the

issue of salt pork is reduced to 12oz.,

and the soldier receives, in lieu of the

remaining 4oz., a daily issue of—

ljoz. of cocoa,

Xlfyi. sugar,

4 lb. rice, or

j pint peas.

The ration of a soldier, which costs a soldier 6d., will, with the requi

site vegetables for soup, &c, tea or coffee, and sugar—all of which he

must purchase—only furnish him with two comparatively scanty meals

daily. .

Pay of Seamen (per month of 28 days).

£ s. d.

Able seaman 1 14 0

Ordinary seaman 1 6 0

Landsman 1 3 0

Pay of Soldiers (daily).

*. i.

Under 7 years' service 1 1

Under 14 years' ,, 1 2Above 14 years' ,, 1 3

or from 16s. 4<f. to 21*. per month of

28 days, after paying for the daily ration.

Consequently the able seaman's pay is more than double that of a sol

dier. As to clothing, a soldier receives, gratis, a cap every two years,

and a coat, with a pair of trousers, and a pair of boots, annually. He

is, however, liable to numerous stoppages, to purchase the other articles

of clothing he requires, &c, &c,—by which means the surplus of his

daily pay is sometimes reduced to la. or 2d. a day.

Scale of Pensions in the T>Iavy.

There are about 2700 pensioners in Greenwich Hospital, who are amply provided

for.

Out-Pensioners.1st Class of Pensions—Length of Service.—After 21 years' service, reckoning from

the age of twenty, from lOd. to Is. 2d. a day.

2nd Class—Wounds received in Action.—From 6d, to 2s. a day.

3rd Class—Disabilities contracted in the Service after 14 years' service in the

Navy.—Prom 6d. to yd. a day.

4th Class—Disabilities contracted under 14 years' service.—From 3rf. to 6d. a day.

An outline of the relative condition of seamen in Her.Majes:y's Navy

and soldiers in the Army is subjoined :—
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Seamen.

1. Seamen may enlist for any period

under 5 years.

2. Seamen are usually employed in

comparatively healthy climates,—the an

nual ratio of mortality during peace, in

three important stations, namely, the

South American station, West India and

North American station, and the Medi

terranean and Peninsula station, being

10-9 per 1000.

3. A seaman may save a large portion

of his pay, he having no provisions to

purchase.

4. A seaman in the Navy is practising

his profession, and consequently improv

ing himself in his craft.

5. Seamen have a claim of right to be

discharged, after serving 21 years, and to

receive a pension of from 10o\ to 1*. 2d.

a day.

6. A seaman, if discharged as dis

abled for the Navy, after 14 and under

21 years' service, is entitled to receive

an annuity of from 6d. to 9d. a day.

7. Seamen who are discharged as dis

abled, but who have not served 14 years,

are entitled to a permanent annuity of

from id. to 6d. a day.

8. An order was lately issned, whereby

a seaman who has a pension is, if he be

employed in the Navy, allowed to draw

hid pension in addition to his pay.

Soldiers.

1. Soldiers are all enlisted for unli

mited service—for life.

2. The mortality in the Array is, as

has been stated, about .17 per 1000,

being more than three times the morta

lity in the Navy.

II3. A soldier, having to pay for hisprovisions, and a considerable portion of

his clothing, is unable to save much, if

any of his pay.

4. Soldiers seldom or never practise

their trades, and, as may be supposed,

they lose their skill as artisans,—they

become annually less fitted for earning a

livelihood in civil life.

5. A soldier may be discharged by

indulgence, at his own request, after 21

years' service, but he is not then entitled

to a pension ; after 25 years' service,

and discharged at his own request, he

may receive 6d. a day.

6. A soldier, if discharged as disabled,

after 14 and under 21 years' service, and

if he be unable to work, may be awarded

an annuity of from fid. to 8rf. a day.

7. A soldier who is discharged as dis

abled for the Army, under 21 years'

service, may be awarded a temporary

pension of lid, a day, for a period extend

ing from one month to five years.

8. When a pensioner re-enlists in the

Army, he forfeits all right to r pension

while he is serving.

It is obvious, therefore, that there are substantial Teasons for the

popular preference of the Navy,—a preference which appears to have

prevailed sixty or seventy years ago, when Dr. Adam Smith published

his work on the Wealth of Nations. " Recruits," says he, " figure to

themselves, in their youthful fancies, a thousand occasions of acquiring

honour and distinction, which never occur. These romantic hopes

make the whole price of their blood. Their pay is less than that of

common labourers ; and in actual service their fatigues are much

greater. The son of a creditable labourer or artificer, may go to sea

with his father's consent; but if he enlists, it is always without it.

Other people see some chance of his making something by the one

trade, nobody but himself sees any of his making anything by the

other."

To meliorate the condition of soldiers,—to exalt their moral and

intellectual character,—to promote their well-being and respectability,

without lessening their efficiency as military servants of the State, hare

been my principal objects in the preceding pages. I have suggested,

that soldiers belonging to infantry corps should be enlisted so as to give
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them a claim of right to be discharged, should they wish to leave the

Army, after a service of ten years ; and considering the nature of the duties

of the British Army and the very small number of men who are tit for the

arduous duties of the service after having reached forty years of age,

1 am decidedly of opinion, that a man who has served twenty-one years

should be entitled to an annuity of one shilling a day for life. If

abroad, and should the commanding officer conceive the departure of a

man who had completed ten years detrimental to the Service, such

officer might be empowered to detain the man six months longer, or

until the emergency shall cease, in which case the man should be

entitled to receive an increase of pay. Under similar circumstances, in

the Navy, when a seaman is detained beyond the period of his enlist

ment, he becomes entitled, during such extra service, to receive an

increase of pay amounting to one-fourth of that which he receives

according to his rating. With respect to the propriety and expediency

of granting men the right of leaving the Army with a pension adequate

to procure the means of subsistence, after twenty-one years' service, I

have to observe, that I believe the great majority of experienced military

and medical officers concur in the opinion, that although a soldier's

constitution may be good, and his health not unsound, the vigour of his

active strength has passed away by the age of forty, and that he is in

general incapable of performing the active duties of a soldier of the

line. This conclusion is amply supported by the statistical reports of

the Army, by which it appears that not above two or three per cent, of

the troops on foreign service have served more than twenty-one years.

I am also of opinion, that no man who has served twenty-one years,

should receive a smaller annuity than one shilling a day. Provided

that no permanent annuity be granted under fifteen years' service, the

rewards for long service should be liberal ; and after twenty-one years,

the allowance should be capable of supporting a man. The more

striking the honourable example of an old soldier enjoying his pension,

the more likely is he to contribute, by his example, to spread a military

feeling in his neighbourhood. But to repay the retired soldier by a

pulsion inadequate for his sustenance, must have the effect of consign

ing him to the workhouse, and of sinking him and the Army in the

estimation of the working class of the population, destroying all military

fetling, and weakening, whilst the soldier is serving, those important

aids to discipline, the cheerfulness and satisfaction which the prospect of

a pension, after a definite period, inspires. Hope is essential to happi

ness, and happiness promotes good morals, together with that concen

tration of all military virtues—obedience.

There is another subject connected with the well-being of soldiers,

and ultimately with the good of the Service, which deserves considera

tion, namely, the comfortless condition of the barracks. " Much of the

dissatisfaction of soldiers," says Sir Henry Hardinge, " and their dis

position to desert or marry, is caused by the want of agreeable occupa

tion in barracks." The unemployed time which a soldier spends in.

barracks, is the cause of many irregularities and offences. " He is fre

quently not allowed to mend his shoes or smoke his pipe in his barrack-

room, on the plea of ensuring cleanliness, very prejudicial to his real

comfort." " Too many soldiers are crowded together in one barrack-

room ; the rooms should be capable of receiving only ten or twelve men,
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instead of sixty or seventy." " Thus the soldiers frequently live in

restless misery ; four or five blackguards destroy the comfort which the

rest would have in quiet occupation."— Evidence on Military Punish

ments. When the rooms are small and the men selected, a sort of

harmony and pood fellowship follows, which tends to keep the men in

barracks, and out of the pot-house. Some of the barrack-rooms in this

country have no fire even in winter ; and they all want many of the

conveniences which are considered indispensable in very ordinary

dwellings.

Much more attention should also be paid to the furnishing of so'diers

with the means of' ablution in barracks. For want of all convenie ice of

this kind, soldiers frequently wash their hands and face by filling a small

tin with water at. the pump, from which a man takes a mouthful, which

is squirted out into his hands, and subsequently applied to the face.

With such a want of artificial means of ablution, how can it be expected

that soldiers should acquire habits of tidiness and cleanliness? There is

another subject which deserves consideration, namely, the condition of

the soldiers' wives. When females receive the sanction of commanding

officers to reside in barracks, decency demands that some conveniences

should be specially provided for them. In many respects, the condition

of females in barracks is deplorable ; and although it would be difficult

to render it comfortable, it might, without much trouble or expense, be

greatly meliorated.

Greater attention might also be paid, with advantage, to the diet of

soldiers. Due care has for a lone time been directed to their wants, in

as far as the providing of breakfast and dinner is concerned. With

respect to the dinner, it may be observed, that in this country the meal

is commonly excellent in quility and abundant in quantity ; but it is

unvarying—the same kind of articles, cooked in the same manner, from

the 1st of January to the 31st of December—

Que le vent souffle au nord, ou qu'il souffle au midi,

C'est toujours du bouilli, mais jamais du roti.

This might be altered with advantage both to the health and enjoyment

of the soldier ; and I would suggest that it should be rendered impera

tive to furnish soldiers with an eveninsr meal. Old officers may recollect

the time when no care was taken to furnish soldiers even with breakfast.

At the present time the dinnerhour isusuallwiboutone o'clock ; afterwhich

no arrangement is commonly made to furnish the men with any article of

food till breakfast next morning, being a period of about nineteen hours.

I am aware that some commanding officers have, with the consent of

fhe men, sanctioned the appropriation of a portion of their surplus pav

to furnish a cup of coffee, with a little bread, as a supper ; but I would

have the measure made compulsory. The advantage of an evening

meal, even as regards the discipline of a corps, is of much importance :

it helps to keep the men together, and to prevent their lounging about

the canteen or pot-house, where, if they get a little spirits when their

stomach is empty, they arc very liable to become intoxicated.

I attribute many of the offences of soldiers to want of comfort in bar

racks and want of hope of being discharged after a specified period. An

eminent authoress, remarking upon the horrors of the French Revolu

tion, thus accounts for the cruelties committed :—" 0:i pent trouver la

cause dans l'absence de bonheur qui conduit a l'absence de moralite."
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The happiness of a soldier is, it is hoped, not completely incompatible

with his duties : why then continue the slavish system of binding him

for life? Allow him a prospect of freedom, and you. make him

better. A talented, amiable, arid upright judge (Sir William Jones),

has observed, " That substantial freedom is both the parent and

daughter of virtue, and that virtue is the only source of public and

private felicity. I shall go through life," says he, " with a persuasion

that this opinion is both just and rational." " Teach the soldier," says

Major James, (Military Dictionary, Article ' Soldier,') " to believe that

he has an interest in your cause, pity his weaknesses, cherish his good

and noble qualities, instil into his breast principles of honour and recti

tude * * * Dissertation upon dissertation has been written about

the pirouettes of the body ; but not a word has yet been said upon the

moral discipline of the mind, which certainly must be the essential part,

so long as man is a creature composed of body and soul." " We would

endeavour," he adds, " to elevate and not to depress the soldier's mind :

we would treat him as a humble friend, and not as a slave." Make it

his interest to be steady and well-behaved, encourage him to cultivate

his mind as if he were destined, at some future time, to fill a higher

situation than he now occupies, and I feel confident he will become

better.

To effect, in some measure, these desirable objects, it is presumed the

measures suggested in the foregoing pages would materially contribute.

In particular, the pensions of soldiers for long service should be greatly

increased ; for whatever glory may be awarded to veteran soldiers, is

found, of itself, to be very unsubstantial fare,—" especially since experi

ence teaches us," says Bruce, " that soldiers are not so perfectly

chameleons as to subsist upon mere air,—glory commonly proving but a

very cold inducement to excite men to run the many risks, and undergo

" In the 23rd of Henry tjjje Eighth, 1532, at a general muster in

London, were first taken the names of all men within this city and

liberties only, (which reach not far without the walls,) from the age of

sixteen to sixty, also the number of all harnesses, and of all sorts of

weapons for war ; then they drew out of these only such able men as

had white harness, and caused them all to appear in white coats, white

breeches, and white caps and feathers ; and because notice was given

that the king himself would see them muster, they all prepared to appear

as splendidly as they could : and to that end, the Lord Mayor, Alder

men, Recorder, and Sheriffs, and all who had been Sheriffs, had all

white harness, and over that coats of black velvet, with the arms of the

city embroidered thereon, each one a great gold chain, and mounted on

a goodly horse, with rich trappings, on their heads velvet caps, in then-

hands battle-axes gilt ; each Alderman and the Recorder had four hal

berdiers, in white silk or else buff coats, waiting on them, with gilt

halberds ; and the Lord Mayor had sixteen tall men appareled in white

the various fatigues of war.'

Appendix I.

Specimen ofa Military Muster in the olden times.
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satin doublets, caps and feathers, chains of gold, and other gorgeous

attire, with long gilt halberds, following his lordship at a distance ; but

next to him he had four footmen in white satin, then two pages clothed

in crimson velvet and cloth of gold, riding on gallant horses richly fur

nished, one of them carrying the Lord Mayor's helmet, and the other

his pole-axe, both richly gilt and adorned. Most of the citizens of any

quality or office were in white satin or white silk coats, with chains of

gold, and some with rich jewels. What was the number then of men-

in-arms, was not recorded : but that may be guessed at by what follows :

—They mustered in Mile-end-Fields ; and before nine of the clock in

the morning, began to march, entering at Aldgate, in excellent order

down to Westminster, where the King and Court stood to view them

passing by ; thence they marched about St. James's Park, so through

Holborn, up to Leaden Hall, and there disbanded immediately; and yet

this was not done till five of the clock in the evening, which was eight

hours' continued march."—AnglieB Notilia, or the Present S'ate of

England, by Edward Chamberlayne, LL.D., R.S.S. London, 1676.

APPENDIX II.Regiment of Foot—Pay and Deductions—1757.

Rank.

Subsistence. Pay.
Poundage.

Hos
pital. Agency.

War
rants.

Arrears.

Day. Year. Day. Year.

«. d. J! s. d. «. d. 4 t. d. at s. d. l. d. JS ». d. £s. d. £ s. d.

Colonel and Capt.. 18 0 328 10 0 24 0 438 0 0 21 18 10 24 0 3 13 0 3 0 0 79 15 Of

Lt.-Col. and Capt. 13 0 237 S 0 17 0 310 5 0 15 10 3 17 0 2 11 8} 1 14 052 7 0J

MajorandC.pt... 11 6 209 17 6 15 0 273 15 0 13 13 t 15 0 2 3 7J 1 10 645 12 74

7 6 136 17 6 10 0 182 10 0 9 2 8 10 0 1 10 5 1 0 033 9 7

3 6 63 17 6 4 8 85 3 4 4 5
■2

4 8 0 14 2.JJ 0 9 416 2 5li

3 0 54 15 0 3.8 66 18 4 3 6 11 3 8 0 11 1& 0 7 4 7 14 3i

5 0 91 5 0 6 8 121 13 4 6 1 8 6 8 1 0 31J 0 13 4 22 6 4l)

3 0 54 15 0 4 0 73 0 0 3 13 0 4 0 0 12 2 0 8 013 7 10

Quartermaster . . . 3 6 63 17 6 4 8 85 34 4 6 2 4 8
0 14 2.J1 0 9 4 16 2 6J3

3 0 54 16 0 4 0 78 0 0 8 18- 0 4 0 0 12 2 0 8 013 7 10'

Surgeon's Mate . . 2 0 36 10 0 2 6 45 12 6 2 6 Hi 2 6 0 7 74 0 5 0 6 I 8j±

1 6 18 5 0 1 6 27 7 6 1 7 1 6 0 4 6J 17 0 0|

Corporal! 0 8' 12 8 4 1 0 18 5 0 0 18 8. 1 0 0 3 0) .. ,4 18 4«

0 8 12 3 4 1 0 18 5 0 0 18 8 1 0 0 3 01 4 19 44

Private Men « 0 6 9 2 6 0 8 12 8 4 0 12 2 0 8 0 2 13 .. 2 5 iif

^t{a££

* Col. Clothing lost by Deserters, Ms. 8d.— Ditto Captain, I0«.—Agent, 5i.—Widows, VM.Ad.
t Net Ott-reckonings of a Regiment of 700 Private Men, 2173/. 0«. \\d.

i Nelt Off-reckonings.
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APPENDIX III.
Return showing the Strength of the Regular Armv, Including India, Auomkntations, Reduc

tions, in each Year, from 1814 to3isl March, 1839. both inclusive; the Number of Chrlsra
Pensioners, and the Charoe thereof; the Increasb and Decrease in the Number; the
Number of Men to whom permanent or temporary Pensions were granted} and the Number

of permanent Pension-* taken off the List.
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FOREIGN MISCELLANY.

RUSSIA.

POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT.

We derive the subsequent information from a Memoir "On the Present

State of the Post Office Department in the Empire of Russia," by M. Von

Kiipper, who is at the head of the Statistical Committee of the Imperial

Academy of Arts and Sciences. " No state," says the writer, "whether in

Europe or out of it, can adduce so cheap a rate of postage as Russia, so far

as the transmission of letters within her own borders is in question. The

Imperial ukase of the 18th December, 1838, directs that there shall be

charged for every letter weighing one ounce and under, or a parcel not

exceeding one pound in weight, 5 kopecks (about 2grf.) ; if the distance be

not beyond 300 versts (200 miles), 10 kopecks, (or about 5$d.) ; if above

300, and not above 800 versts (200—533) miles), 15 kopecks, (orabout 7|rf.);

if above 800, and not exceeding 1100 versts, (533—733 miles) and 20

kopecks (or about lOjjrf.) if exceeding 1100 versts. The great reduction

which took place under the ukase referred to, proved however a great gain

to the post office revenue ; for the net income which the year 1839 yielded,

gave an increase of 6,182,165 roubles banco, or about 16,170/. sterling. At

the beginning of the year 1840, the number of head offices amounted to

644 for the whole empire, inclusive of Finland and Poland, the two central

boards being at St. Petersburg and Moscow. The Russian Government has

four post offices in foreign parts, namely, at Constantinople, Jassy, Bucharest,

and Giurgevo. At this period there were, in the whole empire, 3087 post-

masterships for supplying travellers and the public mails and letter con

veyancers with changes of horses ; exclusive of seven in the more remote

garts of Archangel and other provinces, where reindeers are substituted for

orses ; and forty-five in the northern districts of Siberia, where the con

veyance is performed by dogs. The number of persons employed under the

post office, was 6424, of whom there were 2147 postillions and couriers on

foot. In the year 1839, there were forwarded within the borders of the

empire, 14,788,280 packets, letters, and other written documents on account

of the government, charitable institutions, and public banks, (establishments

of credit), and 6,514,291 on account of private individuals. The corres

pondence of the government with foreign parts amounted to 366,501, and

that of private individuals, 791,646 letters. The total numbers, under both

heads, were 22,460,718. Besides these, the four foreign post offices

despatched 25,382 letters. Between the years 1832 and 1839, the gross

value of the monies and money orders ? (brief paquete) transmitted by the

government and private individuals from one town to another, through the

medium of the post office, has averaged altogether 730,658,437 roubles

banco annually, about 33,489,000/.

POPULATION, ETC., OF ST. PETERSBURG.

According to the returns published by the Director ofthe Police, the number

of inhabitants at the close of last year (1841) was 455,823, namely, males,

303,232; and females, 152,591. The increase, as compared with the year

1840, had amounted to 11,379. The number of houses was 8665, inclusive

of 3275 of stone, and 5390 of wood. The religious edifices included 46 of

the established Greek worship, 1 Greek monastery, and 190 private chapels,

12 churches, and 9 private chapels for other persuasions. The Crown pos

sessed 10 palaces, and 482 other buildings. There were 6 asylums for

children, 8 establishments in which meals are provided for the indigent, 19

military schools, 3 academies devoted to the Arts and Sciences, 1 university,

10 educational establishments, 4 public schools, 51 other places for educa

tion, and 79 private academies for boarders and scholars. Of hospitals,

U.S. Mao., No. 161, April, 1842. 2 N
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there were 7 for the puhlic generally, and 8 for the military, besides 93

infirmaries, dispensaries, &c, belonging to various institutions, and attached

to regiments. The public libraries were 41 in number, of which 28 were

the property of the Government, and 13 of private individuals. The Crown

had 35 printing and lithographic establishments, and private persons, 36.

ASIATIC TRADE.

The empire has at the present moment a commercial intercourse with

Persia, Turkey in Asia, and the minor states of Central Asia, Khiva. Bok

hara, and Khokand. And from those marts other eastern countries import

Russian products. But the extent of this intercourse is much thwarted by

competition with other European articles, more particularly English; still,

an increased impulse has been given to it by the rapid improvement of

Russian manufactures of late years, and they are much more in demand

among Asiatics: for though scarcely inferior in quality to the English, they

can be sold at infinitely lower prices. The staple depSts are at Astrachan,

on the Caspian, and the frontiers of Orenburg and Siberia. The export* to

Asia in 1840, were much greater than they had ever been before: they

amounted to 12.652,955 roubles bo. (about 318,6807. sterling): the imports

on the other hand, were to the extent, of 24,125,332 roubles, or about

1,105,750/. The former consist chiefly of woollens, cottons, silks, and linens,

manufactures of leather, metals, and utensils of metal ; the latter of raw

and spun cottons, silk goods, shawls, and muslins, which are much im

request among the Russians, as well as the Asiatics, who are settled in the

eastern and southerly provinces of Russia in Europe.

STEAM NAVIGATION ON THE TOLGA.

Although an isolated steam-boat was licensed to navigate the Volga in

1817, no spirit of enterprise was roused until the year 1837. The line

between Nishegorod and Astrachan now employs nine steamers, whose

engines vary from 69 to 97 horse power. They not only convey passengers

and goods, but act as tug-boats, and draw after them a barge containing

wood as fuel for the machines. The length of the voyage from Nishegorod

to Astrachan is between twelve and fourteen days, including their stay at

Casan and Saratnf. But they are from twentv-five to twenty-eight days on

the return voyage : the current of the stream and violent winds impeding

their progress. The passage money is from 80 to 120 roubles—73s. to

5/. 10s.—for the vovane to Astrachan. but about 50 per cent, dearer for-that

from Astrachan to Nishegorod. and the passengers feed themselves. During

the last two years, a new description of passage vessels, worked by machines

driven by horses, has been introduced. The steam-boats are private pro

perty, and all of them are manufactured by engineering establishments in

the province of Vladimir. Their cost is from 45.000 to 75,000 roubles, or

from about 2065/. to 3430/. The iron boats, which are coming into use.

cost from 100,000 to 120.000 roubles, or from about 4585/. to 5500/. ; they

are dearer, it is true, but are much more durable than vessels of timber,

more Hat-bottomed, and draw less water.

BATTLE OF SMOLENSKO.

A handsome obelisk has been erected on the parade-ground, immediately

facing the King's Bastion, in commemoration of the severe conflict whieh

took place at Smolensko on the 5th of August, 1812. The site selected was

the principal scene of the contest. The obelisk, which is in the mixed

Byzantine and Gothic stvle, is of cast iron, and resembles the obelisk whieh

marks the field nf Borodino; with the addition, however, of its being orna

mented with eagles with outspread wings. The height of the monument,

including the mound on which it stands, is about 81 feet, and the circum

ference of the pediment is about 42- The latter presents a plan of the

battle, as well as the following inscriptions:—"On the 5th of August, 1812,
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Smolensko was defended by 62 battalions, 8 squadrons, and 144 cannon-

The defenders of Smolensko were Rajeffsky and Docturoff: the Comraan-

dirs-in-Chief, Barclai de Tolly and Bagration. The battle of Smolensko

was fought on the 4th and 5th of August, 1812. Loss of the enemy—

1 General killed and 2 Generals wounded, with about 20,000 combatants.

Loss of the Russians—2 Generals killed and 1 wounded, with about 9600>

combatants. The enemy attacked on the 5th of August with 1 1 1 battalions^

28 squadrons, and 300 cannon."

GERMANY.

Hanover.

The Cabinet Ministers of the kingdom are nt present Barons Von Falcke,

Von Lfitken, and Von Scheie, besides Dr. Klenze, as adjunct in judicial

matters. The King employs the English Consuls and Vice-Consuls in the-

great commercial towns as his agents. The corps of officers is much more

numerous, in proportion to the strength of the army, than in most other

services, at least the German. Those in active employ comprise 6 Lieut.-

Generals, 12 Major-Generals, 9 Colonels, 22 Lieut.-Colonels, 35 Majors, 3S

Captains of Cavalry, 3 Captains of Gendarmerie, 1 10 of Infantry, 3 of Engi

neers, and 19 of Artillery ; there are altogether 141 First-Lieutenants, and

221 Second-Lieutenants, 20 Quartermasters, and 49 Surgeons and Assist.-

Surgeons, &c. At the time of the last census, the population of the king

dom amounted to 1,722,107, and the number of houses to 246,053. These

were the respective numbers on the 1st of July, 1839.

GERMAN NAVY.

M. Welcker, in a recent debate in the Baden" legislature, insisted upon

the indispensable necessity "of establishing a German naval power," in order

that foreign nations might be debarred from crushing the rise and develope-

rnent of the national energies in their infancy. Germany was once possessed

of such a power—a power to which Britaiu hail been tributary—which had

setup and dethroned kings in Denmark, and hud carried its ascendency

even into the East. This power had been annihilated, partly through the

jealousy entertained by the aristocracy against the growing influence of the

commercial marts, whose affluence they regarded with great apprehension.

Such a power was necessary for the purpose of maintaining the connexion

between the wide and far-spread colonies which the Germans had founded

and their mother country. To effect such an object as this, which involved

safety to German colonists and protection to them in their enterprises, it

was incumbent upon the several Governments to unite together; nothing-,

indeed, could be expected from any isolated exertions. And the Commer

cial Confederation was bound to place itself at the head of such an union,

and enter into treaties with foreign Powers." Another member, M. Christ,

supported this proposal strenuously, and expressed his anxious wish that

the German Powers would give their earnest attention to so important a

subject.

SARDINIA.

The Navy is composed at present of the following vessels: 5 frigates of

sixty guns, 1 brig of twenty (besides another of the like description on the

stocks), 2 corvettes, 4 schooners, 12 gun-boats, a steamer of 200 horse power,

armed with mortar guns, and 2 smaller steam-boats. Those on active ser

vice are a frigate cruising in the Mediterranean, and another in the South

American seas, a corvette, and the 4 schooners, which are employed on the

home service. The corps of officers consists of 3 Admirals and 90 Captains-

and Lieutenants, besides 265 inferior officers ( ! ). For the purpose of man

ning the fleet, the Government maintains a standing corps of seamen to the

number of H00.

2 N 2
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GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE UNITED SERVICE MAGAZINE.

The Monarch.

Mr. Editor,—I beg to avail myself of your space in order to thank your

correspondent, N., for his corrections in reference to my paper on the

Monarch, published in your January Number.

The reason he assigns for the Monarch's remaining on the West India

station had escaped my scrutiny, and I feel obliged for the information his

letter affords.

That Mr. Rainy was the Master of the Monarch in Rodney's action I am

so far convinced of, having gained the fact from the muster-book, but it is,

no doubt, also correct that Mr. Riches brought the ship home.

With reference to the substitution of " Robert.'' for " Henry" Lawrie, I

cannot so readily admit myself to be wrong. The name, like that of Mr.

Rainy, was taken from the ship's muster-book, and the fame of the late Sir

Robert Lawrie (and there is no other Robert Lawrie on the list for 1793.)

would have been too fresh in my memory to have permitted my accidentally

copying " Henry." I am further confirmed in my opinion by Marshall,

who, in his biography of that distinguished officer, makes no mention of his

having served in Rodney's fleet, a point of too much consequence to have

been omitted.

My principal object being to keep alive old associations and elicit truth,

I shall at all times feel flattered and thankful for friendly corrections.

I remain, Sir, your obedient servant,

Joseph Allen. ,

Greenwich Hospital, March 4, 1S42.

■The Battle of Camperdown.

Mr. Editor,—Having observed in your valuable Journal of this month,

under the head of " England's Wooden Walls," page 335, that the tidings

of the Dutch fleet having put to sea were conveyed to Admiral Duncan by

the Black Joke armed lugger, I beg leave to correct the error, which, no

doubt, the author of that admirable article has been inadvertently led into,

by stating that the Black Joke was not employed in the North Sea at the

time of the Battle of Camperdown, and that trie first information and intel

ligence which reached Admiral Duncan of the Dutch fleet being at sea was

given by me. being then in the command of H.M. armed cutter Active, the

particulars of which I had the honour to forward to you in March, 1840.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant, 1

Dover, March 9, 1842. J. Hamilton.

Fire Arms of the British Troops.

Mr. Editor,—There has been much prejudice among some writers

against our present musket, who have evinced, however, but little practical

knowledge of its real qualities. Most of them condemn it as too heavv for

the soldier, and some as utterly useless ; in which they overlook the fact of

its being exactly the same in pattern and quality (except having a stronger

lock) as that which in the sturdy hands of our soldiers worked with such

glorious effect in the bloody fields of the Peninsula. But, in utter oblivion

of^his, those persons propose their various and somewhat conflicting expe

dients for making the musket lighter; and a well-known gallant officer

would have us deprive it of the bayonet, because armies do not join in

general conflict with that weapon.
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I certainly agree with him that no considerable bodies of men ever fight

with the bayonet ; but that is not from anything faulty in the weapon, but

owing to human nature altogether. People will always take to the arms

that are most bandy and convenient to them at the time. It is far more

natural in nearing an opponent, to watch the favourable moment to take a

shot at him, than to wait the chance of a bayonet encounter, when, from

men dropping to the right and left of him, he may come to find himself

opposed to odds ! If A, moreover, has fired ineffectually, when pretty near

his adversary, B, he is not very likely to stand, when he may reasonably

apprehend that B has not merely his bayonet to receive him with, but his

musket loaded besides. This, it is easy to conceive, is the general impulse

which people act under in modern warfare ; and as long as armies carry fire

arms they never will come to the naked steel, whether it be sword or bayonet

—cavalry or infantry—except when tbere is no alternative.

In eases of emergency, however,—as the discussions formerly on this

subject showed,—small parties have resorted to the bayonet with prompti

tude and effect ; so have individuals : and against the sudden irruptions of

cavalry infantry regularly form squares lor their defence, with musketry and

the bayonet combined,—which at Waterloo, besides being effectual for that

purpose, was almost the total destruction of the cavalry that assailed them.

But for the confidence of the soldiers in the bayonet and musket together

that mode of defence could hardly have been attempted, and with no other

weapon would it have answered the purpose. Would the gallant officer,

then, have those men, or parties, sacrificed in such cases of extremity—and,

indeed, the whole army exposed to defeat for want of the bayonet when

needed ? I am persuaded, too, that, but for the bayonet as a stand-by,

soldiers would never act with the requisite beldness and confidence in them

selves, but would be liable to panic at every step. If these considerations,

however, are not enough for us, there is the authority of Napoleon, who pro

nounced the musket and bayonet, as a weapon, to be perfect ; and there is

this strong fact in favour of that great soldier' s testimony—that it has kept

its ground, almost unchanged, for some century and a half, with every

prospect of its continuing to do so, zig-zag shape and all ; which seems to

be no less an essential than the bayonet itself is.

With respect to the complaint against the weight of the musket, if it were

found to be too heavy for the soldier to carry effectually, or to incapacitate

him for any long-sustained exertion, there would be sjme reason in it : but

when has anything of this kind been heard of? Even in the hot climate of

India they have, without any difficulty on that score, marched from eighteen

to twenty-five miles in a day, and given battle after it with the most glorious

results,—as witness Assaye, Laswarry, &c. &c. ; and in Europe have they

not, in the late wars in France and the Peninsula—

From mora till evening fought,

And sheathed their swords tor lack of argument.

Can we forget the Pyrenees for this, and Garis ? of which we had more

than one account in your Journal not very long since. The slender-fiamed

native soldiers of India, moreover, carry the very same arms; and did so not

only on the occasions above mentioned as to India, but on others of still

longer marching and endurance, without a word uttered against the weight

of the musket ; and could such arms as they carry with sufficient ease, tax

at all the strength of the stout-built British soldier? It is clear, therefore,

whatever people's fancies or theories may urge, that there is at least no

necessity for making the musket lighter than it is.

Those, however, who would do it—retaining the present bore, should

remember that the musket recoils rather too much already ; and if made

lighter, it would have that recoil increased in proportion, so as to be a serious

drawback perhaps on the efficiency both of man and weapon. As to adopt

ing the plan of a smaller bore for this purpose, which others call for, that
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-would be losing us the advantage of the large-sized ball, which is generally

supposed to have sped most effectually for us in all our wars, and contri

buted especially to that "murderous fire," so universally ascribed to the

British musketry ; and which no doubt has saved our men far harder

labours than they would have had to undergo of a very different kind. And

all that the reduction of windage could effect in this way, would not lighten

what a soldier has to carry, hardly a single ounce.

The scientific writer, indeed, who recommends the plan on this account, as

well as for the advantage of giving the ball a straighter direction, thinks

that it will lighten the piece very materially; but he seems to me to calcu

late on a much greater reduction of windage than would be found practi

cable. For my own part, 1 doubt whether it will admit of being reduced at

all. The ball does not generally slip down the barrel without the aid of the

ramrod; and if even but a little tighter, it might at particular times require

an exertion to drive it down, that would be very detrimental, if not fatal.

Our musket, I know, indeed, is found much fault with, for not throwing the

ball with any great exactness; but the fact is, its chief purpose is for the

use of numbers against numbers, in close order, when aiming at individual

men is neither practicable nor requisite, and the main point therefore, rapid

and steady firing under circumstances of crowded ranks—perhaps moving,

and under a heavy fire ; all which especially require a quick and easy

-method of loading, and consequently with cartridge and its loose fitting ball,

which of itself is rather incompatible with good marksmanship, but being

essential for the real business of war, any decrease of windage that should

at all effect this facility in loading, would turn out to be most seriously dis

advantageous.

But to return to my subject. A lighter mus"ket has been made latterly

with the same bore as the ordinary one ; but I have heard of no trial given

it to test its fitness foi actual service, for which, therefore, we will perhaps

have to wait till experience shall clearly demonstrate this; but a similar

one—shorter and stouter however—has been for some years in use with some

of the Native Light Corps in India, which, with the ordinary charge of

powder, however, recoils severely: it will therefore not answer but with a

diminished charge ; and in that way indeed, these light arms will do' at

short distances. But what is wanted, I believe, is a fire-arm that will be

effective at every practicable range, which experience does not allow us to

look to in any piece lighter than the present, of the same construction, with

out the loss of advantages that more than balance the desired convenience.

Construct it however with a chamber, and then, I believe, a smaller

charge of powder would suffice, and consequently a smaller weight of

musket barrel, though not much, I apprehend, or it would hardly stand the

rough work of actual service. Why, indeed, the chamber should have been

so long excluded from the European musket, it is not easy to say; the

clumsiest Asiatic matchlock and gingal are all chambered, and have been

so from very early times ;—and the fruits are a length of range, and an

unerring direction of the ball from both pieces, (proving the great attention

•paid to the exactness of the bore and sights even in the coarsest-made fire

arms), well known to our troops in that quarter. Our objections to the

chamber related, I believe, originally to their getting clogged, and to the

plan of loading with cartridge, to which it was supposed to be unsuited;

but however this might have been the case at the time, I certainly see no

obstacle to the adoption of it in the state these things are at the present day.

Unless, therefore, there should be some more valid objections to the chamber

that I am not aware of, I trust, Mr. Editor, that the omission will not be

long unrectified ; but that by your influential recommendation, the British

soldier will soon be indebted to your Journal for the important advantage of

a chambered musket !

But though I see nothing practically objectionable in the weight of the

present musket, yet it certainly has one fault, little noticed, which though,
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perhaps not difficult to remedy, and easily enough obviated in the first

instance, is of the utmost consequence to its efficiency—that fault is in the

lock ; the springs of which, tor some years past, have been not only of bad

workmanship, but, contrary to all just principles, made with such a powerful

action as neither Hint nor the best hammer can stand. The consequence of

which is, the latter gets deeply cut into, and soon becomes almost useless,

and the whole piece rendered unserviceable long before its time, besides

being constantly missing tire, and most uncertain for a great part of the

time that it is in use. As to actual service, 1 doubt whether a great portion

of them would go off at all after a lew days' firing. Those of the Indian

Army (with which the Queen's troops are generally armed in India) are

still worse in this respect, and have gut the further defect—peculiar to them,

I believe—of a long disproportioned hammer, reaching too high above the

flint to be struck at the true balance-line, and consequently not to be driven

fairly up by it. except when in the very finest smooth-going order, such as

can seldom be the case in active service. In aggravation of the evil, the

flint is usually fixed in with lead as tight as it can be screwed; leather is,

perhaps, preferable generally ; but if lead is used, the Unit should be screwed

no tighter than is just sufficient to keep it in its place. To these defective

locks, accordingly, it was owing, 1 suspect, that our musketry in China

lately was so completely silenced by the rain, and the company of the 37th

Native Infantry brought into such jeopardy. They were providentially saved

in their situation of danger through their steadiness in keeping the thou

sands at bay that surrounded them, till the alertness of our gallant marines

brought them with their percussion arms " to the rescue." But had it ter

minated otherwise, and Lieut. Hadfield and his gallant little party been cut

on", what a new spirit of exertion would it not have infused into the Chinese !

And with their countless multitudes, what a turn might it not have given

to the whole character and prospects of the war !—all owing, perhaps, to a

little inattention in the construction of our musket-locks !

But whether right or not in this conjecture as to the source of the danger

incurred on this occasion, the delect is evident, and the necessity of applying

a remedy to it urgent. The Hint lock, Indeed, may be considered as out of

date, and not worth, therefore, taking any trouble about; but it may be

doubted whether they cau e\er be made into efficient percussion locks; and

as from the remaining supply of arms on bund, and the great extent of our

foreign possessions, it will be some years yet belbre they are entirely discon

tinued, it may be well worth our while to turn them to the best account.

The best way of doing this, perhaps, would be to have all the tlint-lock arms

now at home—Queen's and Company's—repaired in a way to be determined

by a board of soienlifio and practically -experienced officers, and then sent

abroad for the service of those places where they are not likely to have per

cussion arms opposed to them—along with an adequate number of armourers,

who, by a proper arrangement of the local authorities and their local means,

might at once put the whole quantity of arms in the different arsenals, as

well as in use, in the most perlect stale of efficiency for service.

At all events, it is absolutely necessary that the kind of arms put into the

hands of our soldiers should no lunger be negligently looked to, but be

insured to be at all times of the most effective and unfailing kind. We all

know the effect that a thorough confidence in his arms has in giving spirit

to the soldier, and what a damper to him is the reverse. With uur present

indifferent arms, indeed, our men will, by the force of discipline, when in a

body, advance against anything—each trusting that, if his own arms fail

him, another's will not. On such occasions, therefore, the mischief does not

tell, and is therefore not thought of; but let a man be placed in a situation

where he must trust to his own arms only, and the effect will be evident

enough : in those cases, nine out of ten, perhaps, will avoid the thing if pos

sible ; but if they must stand to it, it will be under the feeling that their
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arms are likely to prove faithless—their life in that case the sacrifice, and

Bkill and courage all alike useless. How few there are who would rise

above such a disheartening situation to meet it boldly and promptly with

the courage arising from despair! That this has been the cause of many

brave men thus sacrificed, I have no doubt; and is it not to be supposed

that the disasters of our troops on some occasions, and the apparent ques

tionable conduct of others of them, has been entirely owing to their trustless

arms? This, from many circumstances, I am convinced has been the case

in repeated instances ; but now we trust it is to be so no longer, and that

hereafter, as far as arms can contribute to it, nothing shall be wanting that

can animate courage and inspire confidence in the soldier: for which pur

pose, however, there can be no security but in having everything as to the

pattern, and every other effective quality in our arms, to be determined on

by a competent board, composed of the most practically-experienced and

scientific persons to be found in the Army and the country, who shall after

wards lay down rules for the construction of every part of them, and like

wise for securing them the adequate proof and examination which each

must undergo before it receives the stamp of fitness for admission into the

armouries for the public service. By some such means only, and by a system

which shall insure a rigid survey of every weapon under adequate responsi

bility, can we have effective arms now, or prevent a falling off in their

quality hereafter. I am, &c,

COROMANDEL.

Promotion by Purchase.

Mr. Editor,—In the article on promotion by purchase in your January

Number, will you allow me to observe, there appears te be a fallacy in the

premises which vitiates a great part of the conclusions. In enumerating the

death vacancies, for the purpose of estimating the probable length of time

which would be requireil for promotion to take place if there was no pur

chase, the number of' officers who actually died " in harness" is only calculated

on. Now, it is clear, that many die shortly after selling out, who, had they

not sold, would have afforded more opportunities of promotion to non-

purchasers. Had conclusions been drawn from the non-purchasing corps—

the Ordnance and Marines—I am of opinion the result would have been

somewhat different, and more consonant to what would really be the case if

no purchase existed.

I do not advert to the fallacy above mentioned because I am adverse to

purchase in the Army, for I am not so, nor desirous of its abolition,—it has

its advantages,—but for the sake of pointing out what I conceive to be an

error. In purchase, an evil which requires especial correction is the irregu

larity and diversity of the period at which promotion is at present attainable

by such means ; in many instances being too short, and in others too long ;

which diversity is still more glaring when the cases of purchasers and non-

purchasers are contrasted,—five years' apprenticeship being too little, and

twenty-five or thirty years' too long : none will deny that a middle line of

probation would be better. The system of purchase being confined to par

ticular corps, occasions much of this diversity. In some, from accidental

circumstances, the regulated period is scarcely passed, when promotion can

be obtained ; whilst in others, officers are obliged to wait for many years

before an opportunity offers. This irregularity might be in some measure

advantageously obviated, if promotion by purchase, as recommended in a

former communication, was to take place by seniority, on respective stations,

instead of respective regiments ; and in unhealthy stations promotion thus

earlier obtained would prove a reward for encountering the perils and priva

tions of foreign service.The observations on the subject of merit promotions, and the difficulties
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which would attend the measure, have much apparent reasonableness ; but

they are surely over-estimated, and by no means insuperable. One of the

chief difficulties is supposed to be in the standard of merit required ; but the

object to be attained by instituting an examination should rather be to

ascertain the instances in which want of merit existed, and to prevent the

promotion of incompetent persons. As to the impracticability of insti

tuting sufficient military examinations, has it been found impracticable

in the Navy, where Midshipmen and Masters must undergo the ordeal

to promotion, as likewise medical officers in both Services ? A Central Board,

with power to delegate the duty to qualified officers on distant stations, when

the candidate could not appear before the Central Board, but subject to its

revisal on the first opportunity, would enable the measure to be carried out.

I do not dissent in regard to the general high character, education, and

merit of the body of Army officers at present; but, notwithstanding, the

necessity of such a measure as is proposed is perhaps greater than some are

willing to allow. At all events, the general preparation which all officers

looking forward to promotion would have to make, whether by purchase or

otherwise, would be productive of the best consequences; nor is there any

reason to apprehend, that reading up or cramming for examination, in which,

officers at home would possess an advantage over their brethren on service,

would ensure success to mere book-worms. Zealous students would find the

means everywhere. In practical matters officers on service would have a

decided advantage, and any additional claim it might give without doubt

would meet with due consideration and reward.

I observe that a service graduated scale of prices for officers wishing to

purchase has lately been suggested in the Naval and Military Gazette. It

is worthy of attention, and 1 hope will neither be overlooked nor forgotten.

Yours, &c,

8th March, 1842. Lamda.

*t* There is no doubt that the mortality among officers in the Army, as

shown by the tables in the January Number of this Journal, is somewhat

less than the amount which actually occurs, owing to the privilege officers

possess of selling out ; but the difference is not sufficient to alter the argu

ment in the slightest degree ; as, on a careful investigation, extended over

many years, it appeared that the proportion who died within twelve months

after the sale of their commissions did not exceed more than a tenth part of

the total mortality. As a proof of this, we subjoin the deaths among the

Artillery and Engineer officers, during a period of twenty years :—

Table, showing the Mortality among the Engineers and Artillery Officers, serving on Foreign
buttons, during a period of twenty years, from 1818 to 1837 Inclusive.

ARTILLERY. ENGINEERS. ARTILLERY. ENGINEERS.

Strength. Deaths. Strength. Deaths. Strength. Deaths. Strength. Deaths.

1618 1<W 2 (15 1 1829 Ill 3 90 2
1819 102 4 til 2 1830 lift 4 85 2
law 99 1 «2 1 1831 110 4 86 3
1821 104 1 67 1 1832 110 80 2
1822 99 2 69 1 1833 107 2 74

'i1824 1 1834 Uti1823 94
*3 &6.
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183ft

3 79
104 3 119 1 78 3

1825 103 3 W 1 183li 124 3 86 1
1826 120 1 74 1 1837 123 1 84 3
1>W7 112 80 1irw

'-

31Thus, out of an aggregate strength of 2188, or an average strength of

109, there died 42 of the Artillery officers in 20 years,,being very nearly in

the ratio of 20 per thousand annually.

1828 107 4 84 Total 2188 42 1453

While out of an aggregate strength of J 453, or an average strength of 73,



there died 31 Engineer officers in 20 years, being in tbe ratio of 21 per

thousand annually.

In the line, during the same period, the mortality among officers serving

abroad, as shown by an abstract published in this Journal tor June, 1835,

was about 22 per 1000,—a sufficient proof that the privilege of selling out

did not materially affect the results.

In truth, nothing shows better the impracticability of keeping corps effec

tive by promotion without purchase than the limited number of vacancies

which have become disposable by death in these two corps in so long a period.

What has been pointed out by " Lamda" was no error, but merely a con

tingency not worth taking into account in the calculation. The great

mass of deaths which take place among our officers occurs from acute dis

ease, which is too rapid in its operation to admit of arrangements for selling

out, however anxious, the party may be to do so.

There can be no question that any measure tending to equalize the course

of promotion would in one respect be a great advantage to the Army ; but

there is this objection to it, and a very weighty one, too, that no one could

then expect, however fortunate, to obtain the rank of Lieutenant-Colonel till

after twenty years' service at least, in which case we never could have a

General under sixty. At present a very few officers—some with large for

tunes, others with little or none—run up rapidly to the highest regimental

grade; and it is from these, and these only, that we can expect, according

to the present course of promotion, to have General officers of an effective

age. Seniority at respective stations, instead of seniority in regiments*

would never answer, as the rule for promotion ; because, if a corps had been

a great number of years in a very healthy station, its subalterns would always

be the seniors there, and would carry away the promotion from a corps which

had perhaps recently arrived, after much severe suffering from an unhealthy

station. Take, for instance, the case of a corps coming from the West Indies

to, America,) and compare it with another which had been serving for ten

or twelve years at the latter station : how would the officers of the former

like to be superseded in every vacancy which occurred in their corps, merely

because, in consequence of their having served in an unhealthy climate, the

survivors happened to be junior to those who had the better luck of serving

a healthy one ? Officers in such corps would fur many years be quite hope

less of promotion.

The difficulty of examinations, and their inefficiency as a test of merit,

considering the varied circumstances under which the British Army is serv

ing, must always prove insuperable objections to regulating promotion by

any such means. Those who hold a contrary opinion have, we fear, seen

little of colonial service, particularly in remote stations in India, where books

of any kind are always difficult to be procured, and particularly those of a

scientific nature. At some field stations the whole library of a cantonment

does not amount to a dozen volumes; for where officers are liable to be

moved about at a moment's warning, it is not to be supposed they can carry

much baggage with them, especially when a couple of bullock trunks must

contain the whole of the worldly goods and effects they are permitted tot

tako with them. And, forsooth, are the claims of such men to promotion,

whose science has been acquired not from mere books, but from experience,

to be passed over, because they may not be perfect masters of the technicali

ties of the military art? As to the examination of Midshipmen being the

test of their eligibility for promotion, that does not bear at all on the question.

Wherever the Midshipman goes, he carries with him tbe means of perfecting;

himself in his art : he has instructors on board. And, after all, the questions

which are put to him are little more than if an officer was questioned on the

best mode of exercising and managing his company or battalion,—a species of

examination to which we have not the slightest objection, because we are per

fectly confident that there is scarcely one officer in a hundred who would not

be able to give the requisite answer long before he was eligible for promotion.
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In fact, the present regulation, that every subaltern must be able to drill a

company, and every Captain to drill the battalion, is tantamount to this, and

appears all that can fairly be asked from officers who, from the peculiar nature

of our colonial service, may never have the opportunity of carrying their mili

tary acquirements further.—Ed.

Cumple/nent of the new Ten-gun Brigs.

Mr. Editor,—The beneficial and necessary increase made to the com

plements of our ships-ol'-war by the present Admiralty has, with the excep

tion of one class, rendered them most effective- That exception is the 1 0-

gun brig- to be commanded by Commanders; and I feel assured, it is only

necessary to call their Lordships' attention to the fact, to create a remedy.

Permit me, therefore, to do so through the medium of your excellent Journal.

The present 10-gun brigs of 375 tons, not only in tonnage, but in weight

of spars, &c approximate more to the old t8 than the old 10-gun brigs, the

complements of which vessels were 117 and 75, now to be 1.30 and 80,—the

increase to the new 10-gun brig of 135 tons larger being only 5 !—which 5

only provides for the additional idlers in the new complements of Midship

men's cook, steward, musician, &c,—the present large brig and brigantine.

Lieutenants' commands, of 340 tons, being, in fact, the more efficient of the

two, as the following extracts from the establishments will show :—

Ranki and Ratings.
Sloops,

U0 Men.
Sloops,
HO Men.

Brigs and Brigantines,
70 Men.

1 1 m

3 2 1

1 1 1 2ndMr.

1 1

1 1

2 2

1 . , 1

3 3

2 2

1 I 1

Volunteers First Class . . 2 1

Clerk 1 r

Master-at-Arms „ . . . . l

* *

Carpenter's Mate, crew, and 1 A 3*t

1 1 ...

1 1 1

1 . , 1

1 1 ..

] 1 1

1 1

Commander's Steward and Cook

1 1 1

2Gunroom ditto

2 2

2Midshipman's ditto

2

2 2 2

8 6 4

20 12 10

Total Idlers, Marines, and "1

Total working Blue-Jackets

68

130

50

80

34

70

62 30 44
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Leaving of working petty officers, seamen, and first-class boys, in the 16-gun

brig of 420 tons more than double that of the brig of 375 tons, and to the

brig or brigantine of 340 tons 14 more than the latter, and only 18 less than

the large brig. Hence, supposing a vessel of |each class on the African

station to make two captures each, and to supply them with the smallest

possible prize crews of 8 men and first-class boys each, the commander's

vessel of 375 tons would have but 14 men and first-class boys left ; scarcely

enough for the helm and lead ; unable to man- her boats to cut out any

slaver, and equally so to man a third prize, this allowing all her crew to be

in health, a rare occurrence on that station, where, probably from having no

Assistant-Surgeon, and their confined space, the Admiralty do not purpose

sending them : good in time of peace,—but, in a war, how much more

serious might be the result, with only 3 guns less on a broadside, of the

same calibre, and 50 men less to fight them, and that with spars very nearly

as heavy : their smallest complement should be 100, being 30 less than the

16,—the difference of tonnage 45.

March 7, 1842. A Captain, R.N. <

Captain Norton'* Inventions.

Mr. Editor,—Wooden fuzes are liable to split from many causes, such

as the driving the composition, the concussion from the discharge of the gun,

mortar, thereby becoming inefficient and dangerous. The split or Haw is

not discernible to the eye. To prevent such defects, I bind the fuze round

with a slip of calico cloth, put on with a strong waterproof glue. This bind

ing will render the fuze perfectly efficient and safe, although there may be

latent cracks or flaws in the fuze. A model is deposited in the United

Service Institution.

I am yours, &c

John Norton, late Capt. 34th Regt.

*.* We have inspected Capt. Norton's swathed fuze, and consider the

application simple and efficient ; also his safety plug for stopping vessels

containing percussion powder, which we likewise think well of. It appears

also, that, under instructions from Admiral Sir George Cockburn, experi

ments took place on Southsea Common, the 3rd inst., with Capt. Norton's

concussion shells, discharged from an 8-inch mortar, at a range of 500 yards.

Six shells were fired with a perfectly satisfactory result. Capt. H. Stevens,

Royal M. Artillery, directed the practice. These experiments were prepa

ratory to others that are to take place on board the Excellent, with the 8 and

10-inch guns at horizontal ranges, under the direction of Capt. Sir Thomas

Hastings, R.N., when the season of practice arrives.,
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CORRESPONDENCE FROM THE PRINCIPAL PORTS AND STATIONS.

Portsmouth, March 21, 1842.

Mr. Editor,—The late visit of Her Majesty and H.R.H. Prince Albert

to Portsmouth has been as good for some of the officers of the Navy as a

brush wiih the enemy. The following promotions have taken, place in

consequence:—

Four Commanders have been made Post, viz.

Blow, Woodthorpe,

Hay, Hallowes.

Ten Lieutenants have been made Commanders, viz.

Wellington, Caffin, Hertzell, Grey,

Grteme, Blair, Bouverie, Thomas,

And twelve Mates made Lieutenants, viz.

Griffiths, Seymour, Carrol, Willcox,

Cooper, Lloyd, Palmer, Franklin,

Young, Mould, Aldrick, Horton.

Such an unexpected boon may not occur again for years. From all accounts

this Royal visit was merely one of chance, and the inhabitants are

indebted to the Rev. Archdeacon Wilberforce for suggesting it ; that highly

respectable Divine having assured the Royal party, when at Brighton, that

they could not fail being gratified with visiting the first arsenal in England,

and recommended the trip. It was no sooner'proposed than orders were given

for preparations to be made ; and, as half the country knows, Her Majesty

and the Royal party came here on Monday the 28th February, and quitted

the next dav. The inspection ofHer Majesty's ship Queen was one of the

most delightful sights they ever saw. The magnitude of everything on

board attracted the attention of the foreign Princes in a most surprising

degree; and their admiration and astonishment at the stupendous size

of the ship, her masts, yards, guns, cables, anchors, &c, &c, was very

remarkable. The enthusiasm which prevailed among the crew when

Her Majesty and Prince Albert walked round the decks, and tasted

the grog and soup, and when their healths were drunk, and the crew

cheered, caused a sensation beyond description, and had a visible effect

on all present. Such a demonstration of loyalty, in a confined space,

was never witnessed before. Upon the whole, notwithstanding the rather

unfavourable state of the weather, the Royal party contrived to see many

interesting sights, and departed much gratified with the visit.

Most of the men-of-war have quitted. Vice-Admiral Sir E. Owen has

gone to the Mediterranean in H.M.S. Queen, 1 10, to assume the command

of the squadron. As this is the first trial the ship has had, her constructor,

the Surveyor of the Navy, has gone to Malta in her. to judge and report on

her sailing qualities. The Formidable, 84, went with her, and will probably

keep together until they arrive at Malta.

Rear-Admiral Sir Thomas Cochrane has gone to India in H.M.S. Vindic

tive. That ship completed her refit by the 1st instant, but the weather

delayed the ship in port until the 15th, when she put to sea. The British

squadron in India and China will, in the course of the present year, consist of

the following ships of the line, frigates, and brigs, exclusive of a number of

steam-vessels, of light draught of water, in the pay and employ of the Hon.

East India Company, and some heavily armed transports. The ships now

out, and those on their passage, and under orders, are the

f Capt. P. Richards—Flag-ship of the Com-

Cornwallis . . . . . . 72 < mander in Chief, Vice-Admiral Sir Win.

I Parker, K.C.B.

Brock,

St. John.
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Capt. Bruce—Flag-ship of Rear-J

m 1 In command.

Sir Thomas Cochrane, C.B., the

>• *• • • / 2 »» T. Maitland, C.B.

72 i» Sir T. Herbert, K.C.B.

50 ■it J. T. Nicolas, C.B.

44 jt the Hon. F. Grey.

44 it H. Smith, C.B. '

42 j» Charles Hope.

42 H T. Bourchier, C.B.

36 Jt H. D. Chads, C.B.

2G ft Sir E. Home, Bart.

26 > t Nias, C.B.

.. 26 tt Lord Geo. Paulet.

. . 26 »• A. L. Kuper.

■ . • . . . 26 1 1 S. Pritchard.

.. 2018

18 »t the Hon. H. Keppel.

„ R. B. Watson.

M . . . . 18 „ T. K. Sullivan.

18 „ Tyndall.

16 „ W, Smith (i).

16 „ W. Nevill.

.. *• . « 16 „ P. Justice.

18 ., Goldsmith.

. . *. ..16 C. Bell.

16 „ Hon. F. Hastings.

16 Sir Wro. Danmel.

16 K. Sharp.

.. 16 „ Pearse.

16 „ Morshead.

16 „ E. A. Troubridge-

E. P. Halsted.1616

Lieut. Maitland.

10 Commander Hunter.

Agincourt

Wellesley

Blenheim

Vindictive

Endymion

Druid

Thalia . .

Blonde

Cambrian

North Star

Herald . .

Carysfort

Calliope ..

Alligator

Dido

Nimrod

Modeste ..

Favorite

Pylades

Siren

Serpent ..

Pelican

Hyacinth

Hazard

Harlequin

Ringdove

Scylla . .

Cruizer

Columbine

Clio..

Childers ..

Algerine

Camelion

Sulphur and Starling, surveying-vessels

Driver (second-class steam-frigate)

Geyser do. do.

Belleisle, troop-ship

Apollo do.

Jupiter do. .. .. .-

Sapphire do.

Rattlesnake do.

Minden, hospital-ship

In addition to the foregoing the Resistance and Crocodile have been ordered

to be fitted as troop-ships, and will sail with detachments in about three

months' time. They are to take out the 10th Regiment.

The following ships are ordered home from the Mediterranean to be paid

off. and may be hourly expected :—Ganges, 84 ; Benbow, 72 ; Gorgon, first-

class steam-frigate,—she has arrived here, and is to be inspected ; Daphne,

IB; Wasp, 16.

There is a general expectation that the two new ships, Collingwood and

Vengeance—the first an 80-gun ship, the other an 84—will both be put in com

mission in a month's time. The Neptune. 120, is under inspection, and the

elevation of the ports of every ship in ordinary in the port is ordered to be

taken.

The Alfred, 50, with the broad pendant of Commodore Purvis, is at Spit-

head waiting to be paid : when that is done, she is to go to the Brazils as

Commodore.

The works going on in the dockyard consist of the erection of a building

and machinery, to repair the engines, boilers, and all matters connected with

 

C»pt. Beleher, CJS.

Commander Harmer.

„ Carpenter.

Capt. Kingcome.

Mr. Fulton,

,, Cole,

Capt.
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steam-vessels, and thus obviate the necessity of sending steamers to Wool

wich when they require repair,— serious delay, expense, and inconvenience

always occurring by so doing. Some of the building slips to the north of

the dockyard are to be enlarged, and one new one built.

The ships on the stocks are, the Prince Albert, 90, Royal Frederick, 110,

and Firebrand, first class steam-frigate, (she will be like Cyclops and Gor

gon) : these vessels are on the slips, which have been recently repaired.

The Frolic, 16, an experimental brie, constructed on a plan of Capt. Hendry,

R.N., is on a slip near the north corner, and will be ready for launching in

two months. So soon as she is off the stocks, the contractors will begin,

their work.

The new regulation of the Admiralty, permitting twentv-four commissionedofficers to reside in the Naval College at Portsmouth, for the purpose ofavailing themselves of the studies going on there, will not fail to answer theobject proposed, viz., to have a number of scientific officers in the Service,and on an emergency to be able to obtain one at a few hours' notice, readyto go on any duty that may occur. The Bee, a steam-vessel of limited power,is to be attached to the College, and may be expected at Portsmouth in a fewweeks. She has Messrs. Maudslay's engines and machinery on board, anda grant of about £1000 was voted tor her last year. The officers that areappointed to the College are

Capts. Newall and Nott.

Commanders J 1>nnc*n' EUicombe, Gneme,

l Harris, Dacres, Caffin.

It is probable the number of Lieutenants allowed will never be complete, as

very few young officers of that rank are allowed to be on half-pay, the Admi

ralty making a point to employ them so soon as they are promoted. The

subjects studied at the College are Mathematics, Steam, Gunnery, Fortifica

tion ; Practical Gunnery on board the Excellent, and Practical Steam in the

Bee. In addition to the foregoing there are in the College Lieuts. Davis.

Schomberg, Barnard, Roberts, and Kennedy, of the Royal Marines, who are

qualifying themselves for the Artillery companies of that corps.

P.

Plymouth, March 21, 1S42.

Mr. Editor,—The weather has been very obstructive of late, (as it

generally is at this season of the year.) to the progress of ships fitting at this

port ; and adverse winds have prevented, for nearly a fortnight, the depar

ture of the Minden hospital-ship for China, where, it is to be feared, her

services may be much wanted. She went down into the Sound on the 26th

ult., but was unable to attempt to go to sea until the 12th of this month.

She came back, however, on the following day, and remained until the lflth,

when the Lightning steamer towed her about seven miles beyond the Eddy-

stone, and there led her to pursue her own course.

The Agincourt, 72, commissioned on the 1 9th ult. by Capt. W. Bruce, for

the Hag of Rear-Admiral Sir Thomas Cochrane, was taken into dook on the

25th ult., and turned out again on the 1st inst., having had her copper

examined. The Admiral will take his passage out to China on board the

Vindictive, (Capt. Toup Nicolas,) as the Agincourt will not be ready to sail

for at least another month. She is reported to be out of the hands of the

dockyard by the 1st of April; but, although the ship is manning quickly,

and the rigging and fittings appear to be going on rapidly, and with great

regularity, many causes are likely to deter her until about the beginning of

May.

The affairs of India and China seem to be the chief objects of our opera

tions at this port at present. Two troop-ships have very recently been com

missioned, the Resistance frigate, 42, on the 6th inst., by CommanderCharles

G. E. Patey, and the Crocodile, 28, on the 16th inst., by Mr. Thomas Elton,
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Master Commanding. The former of these is ready for the reception of

troops ; and it is thought that the 10th Regiment will embark on board her

for China; the latter will be fitted with the least possible delay; but the

time of completion is at present uncertain. She was undocked on the 23rd

ult., after having undergone a considerable repair.

1 The Wolverine, 16, Commander Johnson, bound for China, came into the

Sound on the 26lh ult., owing to contrary winds ; she remained here a few

days, and proceeded to her destination on the 5th of this month.

The Tyrian packet, Lieut.-Com. Griffon, arrived on the 1st of the month

from Falmouth, and came immediately into harbour, to be paid off, which

took place on the 12th inst. Another packet, the Seagull, Lieut.-Com.

Parsons, was paid off on Tuesday last (15th inst.); and the Alert packet,

Lieut.-Com. Jennings, is ordered to be paid off as she arrives at this port.

The only foreign arrival (excepting packets) during the month is that of the

Heela steamer, Lieut.-Com. J. B. Cragg. She arrived on the 15th from the

West Indies, having left Antigua on the 14th ult. Her rudder being badly

sprung, she remained here a day or two, while it was being temporarily

repaired, and then sailed for Portsmouth with a party of seamen, after which

she was to proceed to Woolwich, to be paid off. She landed the West India

mail immediately on her arrival, and forwarded it to London. The Light

ning steamer, Lieut.-Com. Pearce, arrived on the 14th from Woolwich, with

astronomical'and other instruments for the Fly surveying-vessel. She sailed

again on the 17th for Woolwich, calling at Portsmouth for a party of

marines recently paid off from the Winchester, whom she is to convey to the

Chatham division. The Driver steamer, Commander Harmer, arrived from

Portsmouth, on her way to China, on the 14th inst, and was instantly taken

into dock, in consequence, it was said, of some defect in the blow-off pipe.

The necessary repairs having been attended to, she was undocked on the

following day, and proceeded to sea on the 16th.

The Philomel brig will be launched at the dockyard on the 28th instant,

and will be forthwith fitted out as a surveying vessel. Commander Sullivan

has been appointed to her, and the plan of internal fitting will be in accord

ance with his suggestions.

The America, 52 (razee), now lying alongside one of the jetties, is being

fitted with Capt. Couch's " patent solid safety channels,'* upon which it will

now perhaps be more easy to form a correct opinion than by any models,

drawings, or descriptions.

It is said to be in contemplation to establish a store at this and other

naval arsenals, in which seamen paid off from the Navy may, if they choose,

deposit their beds and bedding, instead of being obliged to take them to

their homes, however distant. This arrangement will save the expense of

carriage, or perhaps the total loss, of many seamen's " traps," too often

sacrificed for want of a suitable depository.

The commissioned ships at this port are the Caledonia, 120, Capt. Eden ;

San Josef, 104, Capt. Burgoyne; Agincourt, 72, Capt. H. W. Bruce; the

Fly, 18, Capt. P. Blackwood; Resistance troop-ship. Commander Charles

Patey ; Crocodile troop-ship, Master-Commanding Mr. Thos. Elton ; Scylla,

16, Commander R. Sharpe; and Bramble (tender to the Fly), Master-Corn.

R. Yule. The ships at the jetties are the Resistance, Crocodile, Agincourt,

and America.

The ships in dock are the Bellona, fitting for a receiving-ship ; the Impla

cable, 74, undergoing a slight repair; and the Wolf, 18, which will be ready

for commissioning, if wanted, by the end of April.

D.

P.S.—The Vindictive, 52. Capt. Toup Nicolas, with Rear-Admiral Sir

Thomas Cochrane on board, was in sight this morning, and expected to

come into port, but she passed down Channel. The Volcano and Albau

steamers also arrived this morning.
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Milford Haven, March 17, 1842.

Mr. Editor,—On the 18th ultimo, the Avon steamer arrived from Ply

mouth ; and having taken in coals at Hobbs, proceeded, with the Pigmy mail

steam-packet, Lieut. Autridge, R.N., Commander, in tow, to Liverpool.

Same day the Aid lighter arrived from Portsmouth, with the furniture of

the new Superintendent, Sir William Owen Pell, on board. 20th.—

Rochester lighter arrived with stores for the dockyard. 22nd.—The Avon

steamer returned from Liverpool; and being supplied with coals, pro

ceeded to Waterford for the Advice steam packet, where she had been

detained several days with defective boilers. 24th.—The Avon, with the

Advice in tow, returned from Waterford. She is to assist in the duties of

the station during the repairs of the Pigmy and Advice. This being the

anniversary of the surrender of a small French force which landed at Fish

guard, in this county, forty-five years ago, the Castlemartin Yeomanry

Cavalry, as is the custom of the corps, commemorated the event by dining

together. Thecorps, then under command ofthe late Lord Cawdor, was present

at that interesting event. Major Bowling, Commandant, took the chair at

dinner, and Capt. Leach acted as croupier. The dinner was excellent, the wines

good—the punch superbe ; and in fact, the meeting altogether went off with

the greatest eclat. Thiseffectivebody should certainly be called the "Prince of

Wales' Yeomanry,'' a title they well deserve, being the only one of the kind in

the kingdom that ever faced a foreign enemy.—26th. Capt. Ford, late in

command of the Marine detachment at Pembroke, left to-day for Portsmouth

head-quarters, having been relieved by Major Whylock.—27th. Tho Fros-

pero mail steam-packet, having carried away the main shaft of her engine

while on passage, it blowing at the time quite a gale, she was towed into

this port by the Troubadour, a private steamer, plying between Liverpool

and Bristol, which vessel happened fortunately to be passing at the time,

and in consequence of signals of distress, bore up to her rescue.—On the

1st inst. the foundation-stone of the new fortified barracks at Pembroke

Dock was laid, amidst the cheers of officers and men employed on that

undertaking. The whole of the workmen were regaled on the occasion with

a plentiful supply of bread and cheese and ale. This barrack, which will

be ready for occupation some time in the year 1843, is intended for a

Marine force, in order to take them out of the present temporary, wet, [and

unwholesome quarters in which they are now pent up, to the great injury of

their healths and privation of comforts.—6th. A new steam-packet, called

the Frederica Arsiduco, intended to ply between Trieste and Venice, put in

here on passage, and ran up to Hobbs' Point for coals, where, on account of

the tempestuous state of the weather, she still remains.—7th. The Tortoise

dockyard lighter arrived with stores for that establishment.—8tb. The Devon

put in.—16th. Devon sailed.

The following is a correct list of the ships building and ordered at Pem

broke Royal Dockyard up to the 1st of the present month :—

Building.

Guns.

Lion 80

Centurion . . . . . . 80

Superb 80

Sybil 36

Helena .. .. .. .. 16

Vulture . . . . large steamer.

Spiteful .. .. .. small ditto.

Ordered.

Gum.

Victoria 110

Algiers 110

Colossus 80

Juno . . . . . . 26

Liberty 18

Squirrel . . . . . . 18

Mariuer . . . . . . 10

Martin 10

Janus . . . . , . large steamer.

Inflexible ., .. small ditto.

Of these, three are to be launched this year, viz., the Superb, Vulture, and

Spiteful,—the latter on the 24th of the present month. Perhaps a fourth

may be sent off,—the Helena. G.

U. S. Mao., No. 161, April, 1840. 2 O
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Corfu, Jan. 10, 1S42.

Mr. Editor,—Since I last wrote you, there have been some changes in

the distribution of the garrisons of these islands. The 5th Fusiliers and 38th

Foot are now the occupants of the citadel of Corfu. Two companies 42nd

Royal Highlanders hold Vido; the 5th have been replaced by the 42nd at

Cephalonia, and the 97th have relieved the 38th at Zante and the four

smaller islands. These changes were completed early in December. The

half-yearly inspections are over, but commanding officers continue to divert

themselves and their " enfans cheris" with bi-weekly passages of arms on

the Esplanade. We awoke on the morning of 2nd December to see the

Medea from Malta lying in the harbour, and every yacht gaily jdecked with

flags. The news that " a Prince was born " spread like wildfire. It was a

day of glorious sunshine : all the world was abroad, and by noon the whole

garrison was under arms, pouring forth a feu de j'oie, and stunning huzzas,

which were responded to by the thunder of a royal salute from the great

guns. The much-canvassed subject of a Brevet—that " crambe repetita "

—was again dished up, and hopes and fears continued to agitate the

expectants, until another arrival from England exhibited a list of promo

tions, which was pretty generally declared to be satisfactory. The following

evening (the Palace of St. Michael and St. George was a blaze of light

without, and a scene of revelry within, to commemorate the auspicious event.

Nor has the garrison been backward in availing itself of so happy an occa

sion for feasting, flirting, drinking, and dancing. The mess-rooms of the

Royal Artillery and of the two regiments in garrison were thrown open for

two hundred guests ; some of the party, thinking it a pity to bring so plea

sant an entertainment to an abrupt or premature conclusion, remained until

the breakfast hour on the following morning.

On 24th December, the Cyclops steam-frigate arrived from Trieste, having

on board His Excellency Sir Stratford Canning, on route to Constantinople,

vid Athens, &c. The Ambassador was the guest of our Lord High Com

missioner for four days, to which period his stay at Corfu was extended

owing to the unfavourable state of the weather.

Christmas here bears little resemblance to your season of festivity at

home, except in the usual disagreeable accompaniments of wind, rain, and

cold. The Greeks, still adhering to the old style, our festival passes by

unheeded save by ourselves. This year, however, the season has been

marked by some occurrences which, painful enough at the time, might still

have brought more unpleasant consequences, but for the prompt and ener

getic measures which were adopted. On 24th December, during the per

formance of service in the church of San Spiridion, the patron saint of this

island, an American missionary, who had been residing here for some

months, and holding forth against the errors of the Greek Church, took it

into his head that a convenient opportunity now presented itself for promul

gating his doctrines. In the imprudent excess of his zeal, he intruded

himself into the church, and commenced distributing tracts. The congre

gation, not appreciating this ill-timed liberality, tore up the tracts, and threw

them in the face of the donor, who was fain to flee and seek refuge in his

house, whither he was followed by a mob. Some of the more daring of his

pursuers entered the house where the missionary lodged,' and destroyed the

furniture, books, and papers, which latter were soon wafted about the street

in minute atoms. The misguided missionary only escaped the fate of his

tracts by concealment—in the chimney, it is said.

The gathering of the mob, and the work of destruction, had not, ofcourse,

been unobserved by those in authority, and the military were immediately

in requisition. A party of these soon cleared the street, and taking post at

either end of it, cut off all communication. Soon after a picquet came down,

under escort of which the man of tracts issued from his dwelling looking
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more dead than alive, and was conducted to the citadel for refuge and pro

tection. No sooner did he make his appearance than he was saluted with

yells and shouts from the assembled canaille; stones likewise were thrown,

several of which struck the military, who, however, with bayonets at the

charge, moved steadily forward. A very short time elapsed before the

cause of the disturbance was quietly provided with a free passage to Patias,

and here it was hoped the matter was at an end.

Such, however, did not prove to be altogether the case. It would appear

that a certain irritation, or restlessness, the result of this Smeute, continued

to pervade the idlers and mischief-makers amongst the lower orders of the

inhabitants, and they unfortunately selected the military as the objects on

which to vent their ill humour; thus identifying with the offending party

those to whom nothing could be imputed but the having performed an

unpleasant duty, which was unexpectedly demanded of them, with irre

proachable mildness and forbearance. It happened on this occasion, as on

too many others, that injury and suffering fell where they were least

deserved. The wanton spirit of destruction seeks but an object for its fury,

reckless whether the victim be guilty or innocent. Thus it came to pass

that an unoffending soldier of the 5th Fusiliers was stabbed whilst standing

at the door of a wine-shop, by a villain who approached unnoticed, plunged

a butcher's knife into the side of his victim, and escaped, leaving the weapon

in the wound. In the mean time, mischief was in the wind in other quarters.

On the one hand, the soldiers' sticks and fists made intimate acquaintance

with Greek heads and shoulders, whilst the inhabitants retaliated with

knives and stones. In one street, a small picquet, which, according to ordi

nary practice, was patrolling towards dusk to collect any stragglers or

drunken men who might be found in wine-shops, was mobbed and pelted

with stones—rendering it at length imperative on the Corporal to hasten to

the nearest guard for assistance. The Serjeant of this (Waterport Guard),

sent a party of a Corporal and eight men to extricate the picquet. These on

on arriving at the scene of action found the crowd increasing : they were

assailed by showers of stones, the Corporal was knocked down, and, as a

climax, several shots were fired from the upper windows of the adjacent

houses. The commander no longer hesitated to cause his men to load,

desiring that one-half of the party (four men) should return the fire from

the houses, whilst the other four remained loaded. The people, uninjured

by the fire at the windows, probably fancied that it was merely a harmless

demonstration. They continued their attack, and pressed in on the military,

until the latter fired a volley amongst them. One individual fell dead, and

no sooner was the death wound (a shot through the head) observed by one

or two of the canaille, than a panic spread through them, and they precipi

tately took to flight. Strong picquets, under the garrison Captain and

Subaltern of the day, now arrived from the citadel, the streets were vigi

lantly patrolled, prisoners secured, and tranquillity restored. The wounded

soldier of the 5th Fusiliers survived but a few hours. There were numerous

admissions into hospital with contusions and stabs, but no more cases have

proved fatal. <The immediate result of this unpleasant collision, of which twenty-five

years of British occupation of these islands affords no parallel, was the con

finement to barracks of the whole garrison, and a proclamation by the Lord

High Commissioner, deprecating the past, and promising protection to the

peaceably disposed. Any assemblage of persons in the streets was strictly

prohibited. Tavern-keepers and publicans were forbidden to keep their

shops open after sunset ; other tradesmen were enjoined to close their ware

houses at an early hour; and, finally, a threat was held out of the substitu

tion of martial for civil law, in the event of any further riotous demonstrations

on the part of the citizens-

After this, perfect tranquillity reigned ; and in a few days the Commander

of the Forces relaxed some of the restrictions imposed upon the military.

2 0 2
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In a garrison order addressed to the troops, the gallant General appealed to

the discipline and character of those he commanded,—an appeal which his

experience of the British Army enabled him to place every reliance on.

This confidence was not misplaced; his expectations of the efficacy of the

course he adopted were fully realized. The garrison was restored to the

enjoyment of its usual privileges, and not an act of disorder, or an attempt

at retaliation, has been heard of. Perfect harmony appears to exist between

the military and the townspeople ; and the only feeling seems to be one of

regret, that the slightest interruption to it should ever have occurred.

A court of inquiry, composed of threo of the superior officers of the

garrison, has been sitting to sift and investigate this matter fully ; and on

the other hand, the civil authorities have been taking cognizance of the

affair. I regret to say, that no clue has yet been obtained to the assassin of

the soldier of the 5th.

The naval force on this station has been curtailed. Vernon sailed hence

at the end of November ; and Weazle was ordered to Malta, leaving us

without any wooden walls, until Savage, 1 0-gun brig, arrived to take care

of us. She in 'her turn has just been replaced by Wasp, 16, who brought

sailing orders for her predecessor to proceed to the coast of Syria.

TO READERS AND CORRESPONDENTS.

Much confusion, as well S3 discredit to this Periodical, having arisen from the simi

larity of the title assumed by a scurrilous and unprincipled Weekly Newspaper, (the

United Service Gazette,) it has been found necessary, in order, as far as possible, to

prevent future mistake, to modify the name of this Work by a simple transposition of

its double Title, so as to make a broader distinction between it and a print with

which, it ought to be needless to say, The United Service Magazine can have no

sympathy or connexion. We have, therefore, to request that our Correspondents

will be particular in addressing their communications in conformity with the Title

this Publication will henceforward bear—namely : The United Service Maga

zine, and Naval and Militar* Journal.

" An Old Campaigner" inquires why we discontinued the Histories of Regiments,

which might serve as appropriate pendants to the Histories of Ships, now in progress

in our pages, under the head of ' ' Wooden Walls." The truth is, that those interest

ing narratives were reluctantly suspended in favour of the proposed series of " Regi

mental Records," to be compiled by Mr. Cannon, of the Adjutant-General's Office.

After several years of patient expectation, this project is at length felt to be a failure ;

the few specimens doled out at long intervals, being meagre and monotonous, and,

as they proceed, utterly deficient in that individuality ond spirit which should dis

tinguish the annals of corps varying, like the individuals composing them, in dis

tinctive services and characteristics : a family likeness pervades all. In truth, more

cannot well be expected from Mr. Cannon, whose time must be fully occupied by

his proper duties, and who, being largely paid by the public, cannot stand greatly in

need of perquisites, derived from such contributions to professional literature and

information as his slight leisure may permit him to supply. We therefore propose

resuming our Records of Regiments, with illustrations if practicable, and request

that materials for that purpose may be transmitted to us by our Regimental friends.

The Memorandum of Commander P. shall appear next month with his last com

munication, received too late for our present Number.

A domestic loss which calls us to a distance must plead our apology for omissions

this month.
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EDITOR'S PORTFOLIO;

OR,

NAVAL AND MILITARY REGISTER*

AFFAIRS AT HOME AND ABROAD.

There are few of the community, of whatever class or degree, who

have not deplored an event, which we, in the discharge of a painful

duty, record with heartfelt grief, namely, the tragic death of the Earl of

Munster. We do not now propose to enter into any details of this

dismal catastrophe, which we advert to even thus slightly, with deep

repugnance ; for in that departed spirit society has lost an ornament,

the Military Profession a thorough soldier, his associates an invaluable

and unchanging friend, while his family have suffered an irreparable

bereavement. Lord Munster was a scholar too, and literature will miss

in his person one of its most ardent and influential cultivators. On a

future occasion we hope to do justice to the career of one who, in every

sense of the word, was a Nobleman.

In another part of our present Number, (see " Observations on the

Naval and Military Commissions,") it was briefly observed,—" None

can know the pain, but from experience, that it gives to a veteran to

quit the profession, to which he has so long been attached, to part with

his old comrades, and relinquish his old and cherished habits. As a

consolation, therefore, for the necessity that obliges him to take this

step, the officer who quits should have the righ£ conferred on him

of assuming the military title of a step of rank higher than he had on

leaving, and the privilege of wearing, on all State and dress occasions,

the uniform of the corps he last or longest served in, or of the Unat

tached ; and, as it may still be gratifying to him to be numbered amongst

those with whom he has for such a length of time associated, a list of

such as retire in this way might be inserted in the Army List."

As the safety-valve of all reasonable grievances, we lay before

Authority the complaints, on the above score, of a host of gallant vete

rans, whom wounds, advancing age, domestic or other pressing circum

stances, have constrained to retire from a Service to which they were

attached by all the ties above mentioned, yet who are debarred from

wearing the uniform of a profession in which their best years were

passed, and their best blood may have been shed, with distinction. In

the remarks which we now offer, concurrent with the very natural wishes

of the complainants, we beg it to be understood that we are not, nor are

they, insisting on a right, which, as British subjects exempt from mili

tary controul, they may assume, but simply advocating a principle which

it would be gracious as well as just to confirm in all proper cases, beyond

the narrow qualification of Colonel or C.B., to which the privilege is

confined. We are not aware of any rational objection to a retired officer

of meritorious service, and on that ground only, being authorised to wear

an uniform to which he has done credit, while in activity, the more espe
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cially when we see the indulgence so preposterously lavished on Deputy

Lieutenants and other civilians. We know officers of high worth

and distinction, severely wounded too, who, from various controlling

causes, retired from the Army perhaps after thirty or forty years'

unremitting service, who cannot bring themselves to go to Court, though

it may be their interest as well as duty to present themselves to their

Sovereign, from the repugnance they feel to the bagwig and brown coat

in which they must disguise all traces of the soldier ; while Deputy

Lieutenants, Yeomanry officers, and courtlings, flutter round them

in all the pomp and circumstance of glorious war ! Say, Gentlemen

in Authority, how would ye feel yourselves under such a privation ?

If this argument tells, as it ought to do, we may hope redress for a

grievance felt, perhaps, more than one of graver aspect.

The accounts from India, beyond a certain point, remain without con

firmation. It would, therefore, be worse than idle to speculate on

rumours and criticize shadows—a practice leading only to error and

injustice. Whatever our opinions may be, and we are inclined to believe

the worst, there is nothing of despondency in the conclusions we are

disposed to draw with regard to affairs in that mighty empire ; on the

contrary, in full concurrence with the cheering spirit exhibited in Par

liament on the occasion of our local and temporary reverses, we rely con

fidently on that inherent elasticity which ever renders the rebound of

Britain even more formidable and effectual than her onslaught.

The military arrangements consequent on the news from India are as

follow:—The 20th, 23rd, 45th, 71st, 97th, and 2nd Battalion Rifle

Brigade, are to form the Experimental Battalions, and be augmented to

1200 men each by volunteers, at a bounty of 1/. 1*. The 10th, 29th,

78th, 84th, 86th, and 25th, (from the Cape,) are to proceed direct to

India—their establishments to be completed from 800 to 1000 men.

All the Queen's Infantry Regts. actually on the Company's Establish

ment to be also made up, from 976 to 1000, by volunteers, at 1/. 10*.,

being an addition of only 24 men to each, or 480 in all.

The following corps have since been added to the foregoing,—viz., the

12th, 42nd, and 91st, to the first or experimental class, the 58th, 61st, and,

we believe, a battalion of the 60th Rifles, to those ordered to complete the

Indian establishment The object of the experimental regiments is under

stood to be to facilitate relief by doubling the strength of corps, whereby

a single regiment supplies the place of two, with the same staff, &c. ; and,

if the experiment prove successful, ultimately to dispense with the present

dep6t system. They are selected, as occupying stations where they are least

likely to be detached or broken, as Bermuda, Canada, the Mauritius, &c.

The depots, of course, will join the service companies, leaving two com

panies of sixty men each at home. The battalion abroad will then consist

of ten companies, each 108, or 1080 men, and will form two disposable

wings of 540 men each. The convenience and economy of this plan are

obvious. It is understood that the two company depots of the experi

mental regiments will be formed into a provisional battalion, like that at

Chatham, and we have heard Colonel Custance, of the 10th named as

likely to command it. The rest of the Army will complete their numbers

to 800, and not drop to 740, as proposed. From 5000 to 6000 men will

be required by recruitment. The Secretary at War is indefatigable.
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A certain " Field Officer," of " rickety " fame, besides being a very

great writer and tactician, as every one knows, is a perfect Proteus, as

every body does not know. Like Napoleon, whom the F. O. looks down

upon as a crass Boeotian, playing his last stake on the soil of La Belle

France, he is everywhere and nowhere. As " Peter Shallow," he plunges

out of his depth, and is cruelly mauled for his pains ; then he is himself

again, an " illustrious author," strangling truisms, or chasing chimeras ;—

anon we find him an unmistakable " Field Officer," playing the very

deuce with our " presumptuous" selves and this " bright periodical," on

which he turns round, like the spoiled child in the fable, and bites his

Alma Mater ! Now, as naughty boys would deserve to be whipt for

such conduct, so shall we inflict a little chastisement on the naughty

" Field Officer."

In our opening Number for the present year, there appeared, as our

readers are aware,two articles on " The British Army," and on " Promotion

by Purchase," designed to offer practical views, freed from extravagance

or partiality, on those vexed questione, which were treated on their merits

with a studied avoidance of personality, and no further presumptive

reference to individual doctrines than was essential to the argument.

These Articles, conceived for the true interests, and expressing the

general feeling of the Service, it appears have had their intended effect

—whereat the " Field Officer," alias " Peter Shallow," who is the

sweetest tempered, as he is the most "illustrious" author alive, if you

will only give him his head, waxes wroth, and, still tactical in his ire,

contrives a masqued battery, en cremaillire, or zig-zag, to squib him

self, and throw dirt at us.

The aforesaid "Letter,"—which, by the way, is a clumsy jumble of

" We and I," of letter and leader, not over creditable to the tactics of

the Confederates—launches into a strain of vituperation, on the most

approved models of Billingsgate and Jack Sheppard, quite worthy of the

channel * resorted to by its polished writer—himself a martyr to that

exquisite sensibility which

Dies of a rose {joke t) in aromatic pain.

Evidently infected by his society, the " Field Officer" empties upon us

the vials of his wrath, flinging in our teeth hard names strung as thick

as onions, and as sweet. It brings tears in our eyes (not the onions)

to think " what miseries must have been his lot, and how bitterly so

refined a writer must have smarted, to have forced him on the use of

them," like the French in the case of a certain unmentionable word

{vide Sentimental Journey). It is not, however, sufficient that we are

lectured as very foolish and abominable fellows, but, " with a pompous

affectation of zeal," we are also threatened with a " new Journal in the

field, now left open by our total incapacity." This is heart-breaking.

But the unkindest cut is the jeopardy to which our />er.?ona£ interests

are, in the F. O.'s imagination, doomed, by the extinction of our

" bright Periodical." Unfortunately for our gallant extinguisher, and

luckily for ourselves, "these bitter or hateful feelings" are not likely,

* We hope it is unnecessary to declare, that we never read nor see the Print in

question, ( United Service Gazette,) from which, choice morsels, like the epistle

of the " Field Officer," are occasionally cut out and sent to us by friends, more

curious than ourselves in watching the game of thimblerig in print.
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under the actual circumstances, to be gratified. Whether the pink of

" intellectual Journals" (this) sink or swim, flourish or decay,—whether

it survive a month or a century,—is, in a worldly sense, a matter of

supreme indifference to the party who, as an honourable, and, he hopes,

not useless, occupation, chooses to conduct it,

Nullius addictus jurare in verba magistri,

and happens to enjoy a certain " glorious privilege," the possession of

which might have saved the "illustrious author" a world of words

and worry, and spared the natives an over-dose of astonishment.

Coraggio ! however, even under Shallow's threat : and if he will under

take to preside over the "new Journal," pen and pike in hand, we predict

a verdict, after the first month, of " Died by the visitation of Tactics."

This brings us to the inuendo of " gratitude."

For many years the " Field Officer " was, on his own seeking, a frequent,

and, by his own confession, a flattered contributor to this Magazine, and,

from first to last, was treated by ourselves with a courtesy and attention

equally cordial and unvaried, often, in truth, to our extreme inconvenience,

and the disappointment of other contributors. He was not then the fine

writer for which he has latterly set up, as many an hour's labour on

his unwashed manuscripts reminds us. How many reams of paper, in

shreds and patches, and mazes of ink, have we not had to revise,

retrench, and compose into a presentable whole, while the writer mused,

some hundred miles off, of glory—and of gain. We had unfeigned

pleasure in ministering to his pleaded necessities, by procuring liberal

remuneration for his writings,—many of which were sound and spirited,

others prosy and pragmatical, but all more or less overlaid by a conceited

and overbearing tone, obstinacy taking the place of decision, with which

it is often confounded. From many of his doctrines we utterly dissented,

admitting them, however, without pledging ourselves, for the sake

of argument, and in justice to a professional contributor, who had

a right to put forth his opinions. Such was the case with his article on

Promotion by Purchase, from which, however, we struck out many

passages, leaving the rest, like his other papers, to receive judgment

abroad. Well, they did receive judgment, and, as a natural consequence,

opinions differed, especially on the Bayonet Question, and replies poured

in upon us, the most apt and unobjectionable of which we, in common

fairness, inserted, omitting, as usual, whatever could be reasonably con

strued into offence ; but the infallible author could brook no difference

from his dicta, and irony was " poison" to his pride—so he sulked and

quarrelled with his bread and butter, like a froward child, although, out

of mercy to his nerves, we stopped the controversy, to the great chagrin

of many practical correspondents, even from abroad, whose communi

cations remained unpublished. It is a striking fact that out of a great

mass of letters addressed to us on the subject of the Bayonet, we recol

lect but one, by "a Civilian," which concurred with the " Field Officer."

We need scarcely add that it has been the unvarying practice of this

Periodical to " cultivate harmony " and repress dissension in the Ser

vices to which it is devoted, while affording a medium for useful and

temperate discussion. Has it been so in other quarters ?

We were ever ready, as far as our humble aid was useful, to assist

his views, in publication or otherwise, even to a hankering, at one

time expressed by the gallant tactician, after the trade of Dugald

Dalgetty. Thus, then, to sum up—the "Field Officer" was treated
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with marked and undeviating regard and consideration, received unspar

ing assistance in his compositions, was amply remunerated, trained as a

writer, and drawn from obscurity into whatever note he enjoys, through

the instrumentality of this Periodical. Unfortunately, this sort of noto

riety is apt to turn the heads of " weak and pompous men," who are

just the sort of "silly people" to mistake themselves and misapply

epithets. Let a balance be struck, and it will doubtless be found that

" gratitude must be added to the qualities which distinguish " the lumi

nary of " Tactics."

We touch upon these matters with reluctance, but cannot suffer

{he "Field Officer," under a vindictive feeling of " wounded vanity,"

to puff himself, either directly or in disguise, at our expense.

But we are wasting more time and space than we can well spare on

these extravagances, and must be brief. The " Field-Officer" not hav

ing advanced a shadow of opposing argument on the mooted questions,

we have nothing to grapple with or reply to, unless it be a sly cachin-

nation, startling from so grave a signor, regarding matrimony. Now,

touching '* the sagacious writer" who hawks his charms in the " matri

monial market," we wager a maravedi that the dowered Dulcineas of

Cheltenham or Auld Reekie could settle the point in a twinkling.

Presuming not to vie in literary pretension with the " illustrious

author," who, with a modest periphrasis, takes the chair as his own

indisputable right, yet not liking to be overshadowed at all points, we

would venture to question his competence to succeed Gustavus Adol-

phus or the Great Frederick in or de re militari. Let us put a prac

tical case. We will take a newly-raised regiment, of which the Senior

Captain might be also a Brevet Major—no longer in his "hot youth"

—and from position and experience naturally expected to set an

example of discipline and duty to the junior officers and men, brought

together from different quarters, raw in their business, and especially

needing good guidance and training—let us suppose that the aforesaid

Senior Captain, having a pair of favourite unmentionables of a sky-blue

tint, from which the regulation colour differed toto ceelo, should turn a

deaf ear to the voice of authority, expressed after a due term of forbear

ance, and nailing his sky-blues to the seat of honour, on the principle,

no doubt, that a true soldado never surrenders his colours, and opining

that Authority is always a " dunce," should stand a court-martial and

its consequences rather than conform to the simplest rules of the

Service I

Who would not stare if Atticus were he ?

Quaere—What amount of " blood and bones" might be safely confided

to the charge of a tactician of this order?

In sober sadness, we sincerely pity the " Field Officer;"—to be the dupe

and tool, and ultimately the butt, of the foulest system ofliterary imposture,

of lying, evil-speaking, and slandering, of brutal and cowardly personality,

that ever disgraced the press and insulted the Service, is, Heaven

knows, punishment sufficient for a gentleman—but we cannot separate

him from the quarter with which he has wilfully allied himself, and

henceforward must treat him in conformity with the maxim—noscitur a

sociis. If the " Field Officer " calculated on our habitual contempt of

scurrilities hurtful only to their wretched authors, we must remind him

that it is one thing to despise a blackguard and his congenial accom

plices, and another to tolerate the more inexcusable malice of an officer
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who, from motives anything but magnanimous, does not blush to lend

himself to the purposes, and link his fair name with the infamy, of such

parties .

We cannot omit bestowing a passing word, all that we can now offer,

on Mr. M. C. Wyatt's Model of the Wellington Equestrian Statue, which

is completed in plaster, and offers a grand specimen of lofty conception

and truth of execution. The nobility of the subject is fully met by a

corresponding design ; and, if we are not much mistaken, this colossal

memorial of surpassing greatness, when hewn into its final form, will bp

classed amongst the masterpieces of the present or any other age.

The provisional appointments made by Capt. Trotter in the vessels

composing the Niger Expedition, as stated in our last Number, have

been confirmed in all cases eligible for promotion ; and Mr. James Fair-

holme, of the Albert, the only remaining Mate of the Expedition, has

also been promoted to Lieutenant.

The following communication, from the West Indies, has reached us

at the eleventh hour ; but being of importance, we give it here, rather

than delay it a month, being, however, obliged to displace other matter

to make room for it.

ON THE MORTALITY AMONG THE TROOPS DURING THE YEAR

1841, IN THE WINDWARD AND LEEWARD ISLANDS AND

COLONIES.

BY AN OLD CONTRIBUTOR.

For some time past few subjects have engrossed more acutely the minds

of the authorities at home, or received greater personal attention or deeper

reflection from the authority abroad, than the mortality among the troops

in the Windward and Leeward Islands and Colonies.

The firat have had extensive and accurate tables calculated, plans sug

gested and carried into operation, regarding the diet and comfort of the

men,—a constant investigation as to what would be the most judicious and

effectual measure of diminishing, if not conquering, the scourge of the

tropics—yellow fever—and a rotation system adopted, dividing a portion of

the evils of the Service among the many, and not as hitherto among the

unlucky few, retaining our troops for a brief sojourn of three years in that

fatal climate, whose soil has been fattened by countless corses of the British

soldiery.

The last, by unwearied and patient exertion—by a personal observation of

every colony and corps—by a minute examination of documents and returns

for several past years, has been able to afford clear and valuable grounds to

work on—to bring forth information hitherto dormant, and by energetic

and judicious measures to check in the very midst of his career the arch

enemy of the white man—fever.

It is not my province or purpose, to dwell at length on this subject, or

enter into a minute detail of matter, which has been probed by a more

skilful hand, and elucidated by a more experienced head and abler pen

than mine—if not publicly, at least officially—but to present a few tables,

showing the strength of the forces, and the mortality among them during

the last year, in the Windward and Leeward command, in the different

months, colonies, and regiments.

During the year 1841, the mortality among the troops, although severe
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in some instances, and in particular regiments, still taken generally, was by

no means of an appalling nature ; and perhaps a better period could not be

selected for testing the climate with reference to the health of the troops in

the West India command, than 1841 ; for during that time, four seasoned

regiments left it for Canada, four regiments arrived in it from Gibraltar and

Malta; and two regiments, each of two years' service, remained in it; but

as an old Spanish author quaintly observes, " Figures and numbers, albeit

though crooked arguments, are far more plain and convincing than the

sagest aphorisms of the most learned doctors, or the profoundest syllogisms

of the most able divines." So acting upon this advice, proceed I at once to

present in round numbers the strength of the forces, and the mortality among

them in the different months during the year 1841 :—

Table I.

Jfontlu. Strength. Deaths.
Decimal

Per Centage. Strength. Deaths.
Decimal

Per Centagc.

3322 16
•4817

992 4 •4035

February .... 3484 13
•3732 988 4 ■4049

3494 16
•4579

986 1 •1015

3988 15
•3762 968 3 •3099

3880 9
•2321

966 2 •2071

3868 10
•2586

962 5 •5198

July 3739 22
•5884

956 2 •2093

3805 26
•6829

953 3 •3148

September .... 3731 46 1-2329 950 3
•3157

3700 21
•5676 941 2 •2126

November .... 3631 45 1-2394 941

December .... 3596 35
•9734

937 5 •5336

Total 274 34

The average strength of the Europeans was 3520, the average monthly

mortality 7"4643, the general average 7'6242, or 7 5-8ths per cent. The

average strength of the Africans was 962, the annual or general average

mortality 3*5335, or rather more than 3 4-8ths per cent, not quite 5-8ths.

By this table it will be seen, that the mortality in the first half year was not

very great ; but towards the close ofthe season, as indeed might be expected,

the deaths increased rapidly, and in one colony threatened to annihilate the

detachment quartered in it.

The following table shows the average strength of the troops, and their

mortality in the different colonies during the year 1841 :—

Table II.

EUROPEANS. AFRICANS.

Average
Strength. Deaths. Per Cent.

Average
Strength. Deaths. Per Cent.

441 8 1-8141 41 5 121952

Barbadoes ....

5 2632British Guiana.

1400 74 5-2858 38 2

1-9842Dominica ....

604 44 7-2848 252 5

199 56 28 1409 103 8 7-8641

224 7 31295 85 1 11765

St. Kitt's 220 12 5-4546 84 1 11905

St. Lucia .... 180 6 3-3334 87 3 3-4483

St. Vincent . . 271 16 5-9041 73 2 2-7398

76 25 32-8948 101 2 1-9802

278 26 9-3257 105 5 4-7621

274 34
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S^The stations fatal to the European'troops, appear to have been,—Tobago,

Dominica, Trinidad, British Guiana, and latterly, to one regiment, Barba-

does. But so singularly Vacillating is the disease, and so very uncertain

when the pestilence may stalk abroad and make his attack, that in Tobago,

where the detachment of the 81st Regiment lost so many men during the

months of May and June, from the 20th of September to the 31st of De

cember the hospital had never more than two patients at the same time ;

and in St. Lucia—by no means a favourite colony—for many weeks the

hospital was vacant.

Table HI.

From the 1st of January to the 30th of April, 1841,—a period of four months,— the

Mortality among the following Corps was :—

Strength. Deaths. Per Cent.

463 10 2-1599

528 6 1-1364

482 4
•8299

541 10 1-8485

Total 2014 30

From the 1st of May to the 31st December, among the following :—

Strength. Deaths. Per Cent.

C30 42 6-6667

601 12 1-9967

586 10 1-7066

602 63 10-4652

2419 127

From the 1st January to the 31st December, 1841 :—

Strength. Deaths. Per Cent.

289 14 4-8444

565 54 9-5576

561 49 8-7345

1415 117

It will be readily perceived, that the 33rd and 92nd Regiments suffered

in a greater proportion than the 52nd or 81st Regiments, inasmuch as

their period of service in the tropics was as eight is to twelve months.

From May until the close of October, the 33rd Regiment was compara

tively healthy, having lost only 17 men during this period; hut early in

November, the germs of disease commenced to develope themselves ; and

before the 31st of December, the regiment had buried 42 men, chiefly from

yellow fever. The first measure adopted by the Lieutenant-General Com

manding the Forces, was to cause the grenadier company—among which

the disease seemed principally to exist—to be encamped on the Savannah,

thus gaining two very desirable and essential points, a removal from the

heated rooms to a clear and open space—a consequent diminishing of the

numbers in barracks, and a proportionate degree of comfort and salubrity of

atmosphere to the inmates remaining in them ; but that nothing might be
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left undone, or no stone unturned, the General directed a house to be taken

in the vicinity of the garrison, into which u second company was moved,

rendering thereby the soldiers considerably below the number generally

crammed into barracks. Still, although this checked partially, it by no

means turned the current of the pestilence—far from it—with persevering

and unerring aim death marked his victims ;—the old and the young—the

veteran and the recruit—the weak and the hale—the intemperate and the

sober, were alike hurried from life ; and health and hope to the hospital, and

from thence, in a few fleeting hours, to their last silent homes. Panic, if

such a word can ba found in the vocabulary of an Englishman's heart, com

menced to exercise a baneful intluence over the men; indisposition came,

and death they thought must follow. The sick ward was but the prelude

to the grave ; and the patient took a lost farewell of his comrade, with that

most dangerous of all tropical evils,—a. depression of the spirits—a total

abandonment of existence—a firm conviction that by no earthly skill could

he be saved.

But General Maister was not the man to sit tamely down, and witness the

soldiers confided to his care swept away, day after day, or lavish time in vain

regrets or futile lamentations, without making a final and gallant stand to

stem the tide of the pestilence. Having consulted with the medical

officers, he resolved to remove the entire regiment from the garrison. An

order was issued accordingly; and within thirty-six hours the whole of the

33rd, those in hospital of course excepted, were under canvass on Sun Hill,

—a position peculiarly well adapted for the purpose required.

Sun Hill, distant about six miles from St. Ann's, rises at first by a

gradual, and subsequently rapid and abrupt, ascent, to 750 feet above the

level of the sea. Composed of coral and limestone rocks, it is always dry

and healthy, even after the heaviest rains; and placed in the centre of a

highly-cultivated quarter of the island, it commands an ever-varying view

of fertile sugar estates, interspersed with country seats ; the sea, the ship

ping, and Bridgetown, in the distance, forming a bold framework to the

picture. Open to the bracing breezes of the highlands, without being

exposed to sudden chills from ravines or gulleys, the atmosphere is cool and

temperate during the warmest part of the day : and although it may seem

incredible, it is not the less true, that twenty-four hours effected a wonder

ful improvement in the minds and health of the men. The occupation of

pitching their tents—the arranging of the encampment—the makeshifts for

cooking their victuals—nay, the very desagrimem, if any, operated so

powerfully, that the following day, the soldiers, who had marched up languid

and in low spirits, devoured their food with a gout and appetite which had

long been strangers to them. Improvement gradually progressed, until,

except a cold or catarrh, not a solitary case of sickness remained; and the

33rd Foot marched into garrison, and embarked for their respective destina

tions—viz., St. Vincent, St. Lucia, and Dominica— in as healthy and

efficient condition as the day they landed in the West Indies.

The total number lost by the 33rd Regiment, from May to 31st of Decem

ber, was 42—of which 7 died between the 11th of May and the 26th of

August; 9 from the 27th of August to the 8th of November; and from the

10th of November to the 31st of December, 26—24 of the last being cases

of yellow fever, the other complaints were chietiy dysentery, and 1 suicide.

It may be as well to observe in this place, as a singular anomaly, that the

47th Regiment, of nearly an equal strength with the 33rd, quartered in the

same garrison, subject to the same duties, exposed to the same vicissitudes

of climate, and temptation to excess, and eating the same description of

rations, buried, in the same space of time as recorded of the 33rd, only 12

men: thus, the one lost at an average 6*667 percent., and the other at the

rate of T9967 per cent.

For the first period of 1841, the 52nd Regiment lost comparatively but

few men; in September the yellow fever exhibited symptoms of attack ; and
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by the 30th of November, the regiment had buried 49 men. As soon as

the prevalence of the disease was known to the Lieutenant-Genera], he

directed that the 52nd should be detached through British Guiana. Ac

cordingly, the head-quarters removed to Berbice, one company to Mahaica,

and the remainder were left in George-town ; but although beneficial results

in some measure attended the change of quarters, still not sufficient in

extent to satisfy General Maister's desire. Meanwhile, three officers having

fallen victims to the scourge, he resolved to remove two companies to Bar-

badoes.

To this judicious and humane measure there"was one local barrier—a

quarantine, or rather a libel on quarantine, on all vessels from the extensive

colony of British Guiana to Barbadoes. Some wiseacre having discovered

a solitary case of small-pox in the former, it was feared it might spread the

complaint in the latter place, and give the island doctors—what many of

them very much require—a little practice and a supply of lymph: a ban

was, therefore, placed on all intercourse with Demerara—beneficial in the

effect of checking trade, shackling emigration from Barbadoes—" hinc ills

lachrymee"— and putting sundry fees into the pouch of an antiquated

zoophyte harbour-master. Not satisfied with this, the sapient conservatives

of the people's health discovered a new mode of imposing double quarantine

—and an idea was hatched in their brains, which never occurred to any

legislative body, from the days of Moses the Lawgiver to Sir Robert Peel's

present Ministry—vessels coming from Berbice, bringing a clean bill of

health, were placed in quarantine because they had not called at Demerara,

and taken a fresh departure and sanatory testimonial from the last port ;

and, " wisy warsy," vessels from Demerara were placed in quarantine on

arrival at Barbadoes, because they had not gone to Berbice-town, one hun

dred miles out of their course, to fetch a docket of the salubrity of its

climate : so that a ship from Leith ought to call in at Liverpool, to have a

double certificate ; or, starting from London, touch at every port from Green

wich to the Land's End to insure its not conveying small-pox, or any other

complaint, to Little England.

But, awful as were the barriers of the bilious flag, they made but a

faint, a very faint, impression on the nerves of the General, who having

brought from the executive authorities some trifling semblance of arrange

ment in their quarantine laws—some feeble apology to bolster up their

gagging act, and ask for a lazaretto—they kindly imposed upon his shoulders

—if I may be permitted to coin a word—the quarantining of his own troops.

A steamer was forthwith despatched—two companies of the 52nd brought

up, landed at Barbadoes, and marched, untouching and untouched, to the

site of the Naval Hospital, where tents had been already pitched for them,

and a cordon of sentinels posted, so as to prevent any communication

between the men in quod and the inhabitants of the colony. Exposed to

the bracing air from the broad Atlantic—invigorated in health, cheered in

spirits—the incubus of disease taken away from their minds, and death no

longer visiting their comrades, the men lost soon the ague and debility con

sequent upon their Demerara attacks: they became different beings; and

when the remaining companies were brought up to head-quarters, the corps

had lost little of the appearance and discipline which distinguished it when

the 52nd first landed at Barbadoes.

The total number buried by the 52nd, in the year,' was 54—of which 11

died between the 1st of January and 31st of July, and the remainder

between the 1st of August and 31st of December.

The 81st Regiment suffered chiefly in one company quartered in Tobago

—a colony at all times treacherous in its effects upon the constitutions

of Europeans. In June, a small detachment buried 9 men ; but as no

time was to be lost, Lieut.-Col. Mills at once adopted the measure of

removing the white troops to MontpeUier—an elevated position—encamped
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them, and caused the duties of the garrison to be carried on by the 1st

West India Regiment. The judicious and prompt arrangements of this old

and experienced officer were attended with the happiest results—health and

spirits were restored to the men; disease vanished; the hospital became

vacant—the doctors post a sinecure; and in the three following months but

two Europeans of the garrison died. In the mean time, the head-quarters

buried at Trinidad 21 men in five months. Still, considering it is not

always the climate which proves fatal to our soldiers, but that curse of the

British Army, drunkenness, superinducing disease, the mortality among

the 81st cannot be called considerable.

From the 1st of January to the 31st of December, the 81st lost 49 men,

at Trinidad, Grenada, and Tobago.

The 92nd Highlanders, on arriving in the West Indies, were quartered at

St. Vincent, St Lucia, and Dominica. At the two first stations they lost

16 men, but at the last 47. The mortality commenced in July, and in

creased gradually, until by the end of November 42 were buried out of 189.

In the month of September alone 2 1 were consigned to the grave. Of 7

subalterns at the garrison of Morne Bruce, alive and well in June, 5 died

before November; and so rapid and gigantic were the strides of death, that

in 14 months the detachment would have been annihilated. An experienced

and skilful Staff-Surgeon was despatched to this unhappy and luckless

colony, and he at once recommended that the men should be encamped

without delay on a hill above Morne Bruce, which had formerly on many

occasions been used for that purpose. But will it be credited, although the

Highlanders were perishing 3 and 4 a-day, and rotting in the barracks, the

proprietors of the land would neither rent, sell, nor lend a portion of it ; nor

could a spot sufficiently large be procured to pitch the tents.

The report of this liberal conduct reached the General on the 25th of

November, and, with his usual decision, he at once applied to the senior

naval officer for transport. In the evening a steamer was despatched, and

before the third day had elapsed the entire of the 92nd detachment, 1 sick

excepted, were disembarked at Barbaboes. Once there, under canvas, the

usual consequences took place—energy and life superseded despondency

and death—fever fled—and in the ensuing two months but 1 casualty

occurred.

The 92nd Highlanders lost, from May until the 3 1st of December, a total

of 63 men, of which 47 died at Dominica within three months, 1 1 at St.

Vincent, and 5 at St. Lucia.

The cases of mortality in the 38th, 52nd, 81st, and 92nd Regiments prove

clearly that removal from barracks to encampment, change of position, or

from one colony to another, are the most effectual measures that can be

adopted to check, nay, "break the neck" of yellow fever. Hence it may be

fairly inferred, that although the climate, combined, no doubt, with other

causes, tends to lessen the lives of Europeans in the tropics, still no small

share of blame may be truly attached to the accommodation provided for

the soldiers, either as to locality, extent of room, construction of the build

ings, or comforts provided for the men—a simple proof of which is this fact,

that when fever devastated the troops at several of the stations, sickness

prevailed to no great extent among the civilians.

It is to be lamented that in constructing barracks throughout the West

Indies greater attention has not been paid to the localities, the nature and

climate of the different colonies, and to the mode in which the native inha

bitants build their houses, and less to making the plans, rules, and regula

tions calculated for England—the prim uniformity of four stone walls—that

architectural apple-pie order, applicable to the tropics.

To obviate these evils, the selecting of sites, and arrangements for con

structing the barracks, ought to be entirely under the jurisdiction of the

General Officers commanding on foreign stations. The Engineers could
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receive their instructions from them, submit plans and suggestions for

approval, and, if deemed necessary, the principal medical officers might be

referred to. As to the salubrity of the situations selected, especially in

the West Indies, the Staff-Surgeons are more likely to be acquainted, and

more competent to judge and give an opinion with regard to the locale of

the Colonies, than the Engineers,—many of the former having passed a

great portion of their lives, from Assistant-Surgeons to Inspectors of Hos

pitals, in the tropics ; whereas the latter frequently come fresh from Eng

land or some foreign station, full of theories, and ignorant, except through

the medium of books, of the West India climate and its natural concomi

tants, and but too often endeavouring to apply the measures suited for

the frigid to the torrid zone.

Two great desiderata are required for the Windward and Leeward

Islands and Colonies. The first, to furnish each station with a complete

camp equipage, proportionate to the number of troops quartered in it ; so

that when fever or any epidemic made demonstrations of attack the soldiers

could be removed without delay from their barracks, and put under canvas

on permanent encamping ground, selected for its situation and salubrity,

and, since the Dominica planters have taught us a lesson, solely the pro

perty of Government. Furthermore, for a month or six weeks during the

healthy or dry season of the year, whether sickness exhibited itself or not,

the troops ought to be encamped, which would answer many useful pur

poses, accustom them to this very necessary branch of their duty, afford a

change of scene and occupation for their minds, an open and different

atmosphere, and, though last not least, leave the barracks vacant, to be

painted, whitewashed, fumigated, and aired ; all of which essential—truly

essential measures towards preserving health, can now be only carried into

effect partially at distant periods of time, and when the buildings are

crowded with the soldiers.

The second—Ample and efficient means of transport for removing the

troops from one station to another : two steamers—or, at least, one capable

of conveying an entire regiment, ought to be placed solely and wholly under

the orders of the General Officer commanding, free from naval interference

and mail-boat duties. Thus the changing of regiments from one colony to

another could be effected with celerity, certainty, and satisfaction, without

encroaching upon the Navy and converting the men-of-war into transports,

and also admit of invalids being sent on a cruise, and restored to health, so as

to obviate the necessity of their returning to Europe. Nor need any cheese

paring calculator, or political economy barker, assert the expenses would

be prodigious ! ! 1 for, waiving this,—that no sum of money ought to be

placed in competition with the lives of those gallant fellows who leave home

and kindred, and in many instances every tie which endears man to exist

ence, to encounter a pestiferous climate and a melancholy exile—waiving all

this I say, the sum of money required to support a steamer, for the pur

poses set forth, would be considerably less than what it costs—even with the

most rigid economy—to convey the General Officer and his Staff on the

necessary tours of inspection, and to furnish transport by various opportu

nities for invalids to England, as authorized in the circular dated " Horse

Guards, 6th Novemver, 1840 :" setting aside the cost of bringing drafts to

fill up the vacancies in the service companies, by death or invaliding, which,

in the ratio of their improved state of health, would require a fewer number

of men from the depots.

It is a question beyond douht, that when the Government army-vessel,

the Duke of York, was employed constantly in cruising among the islands,

many officers, by taking a sea-trip for a month, so far recovered their health

as to obviate what otherwise must have followed—a medical board and

return to Europe. And surely, when all in authority seem anxious to

ameliorate the condition of the soldier and to render bis service in the
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tropics as little noxious ami fatal as possible, the foregoing simple circum

stance ought not to he overlooked, or the matter of pounds, shillings, and

pence, placed in the balance with the health, the happiness, nay, the very

existence, of the British soldier.

A SUBMARINE VOLCANO.

London, March, ] 842.

Mr. Editor,—If you think the inclosed communication of sufficient inte

rest for insertion in your Magazine, it is at your service. I am induced to

send it to you, as, from the circumstance of a submarine volcano being laid

down in some charts and not in others, the fact I imagined might be

doubtful.

I am, &c, Thos. H. Mason, Commander.

In the ship Neptune from China to England, at 5h. a.m., Feb. 5, 1842,

in lat. 0° 57* S., and long. 20° 47' W., a tremulous motion, similar to that

of a vessel passing over a coral reef, was felt by all on board, causing both

crew and passengers to hasten upon deck, imagining that the vessel had

struck something; it lasted nearly a minute, and was accompanied by a

loud rumbling noise. Twenty-eight days afterwards, we communicated

with the ship Harrison from India : a similar shock had been felt by those

on board, at the same hour, 0° 30' S., and 21° 55' W. In one of Noni's

charts, Krusenstern's submarine volcano is laid down not far from these

positions. T. H. M.

Navy Estimates for the Year 1842-43.

Sums required to meet the Expenses which may be incurred in the Naval Depart

ment.—Wages to Seamen and Marines, 1,442,300/.; victuals for the same, 791,593/.;

Admiralty Office, 121,449/.; office for the registry of merchant seamen, 2980/.;

scientific branch, 36,358/.; Her Majesty's establishments at home, 125,002/.; the

same abroad, 23,176/.; wages to artificers, &c, employed at home, 567,027/.; wages

to artificers, ice, employed abroad, 38,530/.; naval stores, &c, 1,310,093/.; new

works, &c, 194,496/.; medicines and medical stores, 32,500/.; miscellaneous ser

vices, 49,300/.; making the total for the effective service, 4,734,804/. The items

for non-effective service are as follow, viz., half-pay to officers of the Navy and

Royal Marines, 716,799/.; military pensions and allowances, 504,157/.; and civil

pensions and allowances, 178,492/.

Beside these there are the sums required for the conveyance of troops, the convict

service, and the Post-office department.

The gross total estimates for the year amount to 6,921,587/., but the total sum

required to be voted only amounts to 6,739,318/. The last vote for the financial

year 1841-42 amounted to 6,614,157/.

Obonance Estimates for the Year 1842-43.

The Estimates of the Office of Ordnance, including Barracks, Surveys of the

United Kingdom, Commissariat, and Military and Civil Superannuation for the

year 1842-43, altogether amount to 2,184,549/.; but only 2,084,549/. will have to

be voted.

The amount voted for the year 1841-42 was 2,143,547/.

U. S. Mac, No. 161, April, 1842.
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Abstract of the ESTIMATES for EKrKCTlvE Abmv Services for 365 Days, from 1st April, 1842,

to 31«t March, 1843.

SERVICES. Horses. Officers.
All

Ranks.
Charge.

i r„„.„. / In the U. Kingdom and Colonies. .Land Forces { Ea8t Indies • £3,644.637
871,657
172,425
82,467
18,4*0
15,606
82,458

Boyal Military Asylum and Hibernian School . . 6511

2805
4575
1233

95,628
26,940

Deduct the Numbers of Horses and Men of Regis,
in Indlu, aud the Charge defrayed by the East
India Company

4.887,700

871,6576511

9316

2805

5808

1233

122^68

26,940

4575 95,628 4,016,043

87,083

.. .. 3,928^61

War-Office, Feb. 8, 1842. H. Hakdinge.

Abstract of the Estimates of Non-Effective Army Services for 365 days, from 1st April1842, to 31st March, 1843.

Numbers Appro Amount

SERVICES. of Officers Charge. priation to be
and Men. in Aid. Provided.

£ £ £

15,281 15,281

219 98,000 &l,0OO

385 66,000 66,000

Half-pay and Military Allowances 4,299 477,618 8,618 472,O0»
58,433..501 58,433

'334 141,493Widows* Pensions . . 141,817
Compassionate Allowances, Bounty Warrants, and

120,500 120,500

In-Pensioners of Chelsea and Kilmainham Hospi.
tals (746) ; and Out-Pensioners of Chelsea Hos

pital (74,709) 75,456 1,259,104 7,690 1,251,415

41,455 455 41,000

Numbers and Charge to 31st March, 1843 . . 80,859 2,278.208 14,087
14,087

Amount to be provided to 31st March, 184S „ 2,264,121 2,264,121

2,264,121General Total of Effective and Non-Effective Army

3,928,961

6,193,082

r MiHOBANDUH.—By the Act 4 George IV., c. 71, a sum of .-tffiO.OUO per annum is paid into Her

Majesty's Exchequer by the East India Company, on Account of the Charge for Retiring Pay and
Pensions, and other Expenses of that nature, arising in respect of Her Majesty's Forces serving in
India. This sum is applied towards the General Expenses of the State.War-Office, Feb. 8,,1842.

11 . Hardimoe.

1841-2. 1842-3.
£ £
121,121 122,568

Ilncrease 1,447
'Charges (with Non-Effective) 6,158,253 6,193,082

(Increase
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Mkmorandl'M.—The Regimental Establishments are stated as they at present exist. It Is,
Tiowever, intended to augment six regiments of infantry, from 10 companies of 800 rank and file to
12 companies of 1200 rank and file. This will add the following officers, uou.commissioned
officers, and rank and tile, to the Establishment of the Army, Tlx. :—

12 Captains, 12 Lieutenants, and 12 Ensigns .. .. 36 Officers.
12 Colour Serjeants, ft) Serjeants, and 36 Drummers . . 108 Non-commissioned Officers.
60 Corporals and 2340 Privates 2400' Rank and File.

2544

Of these officers, one-half will be taken from the half pay, the other half Mill be promotions la
the regiments.
The charge for the pay, contingent allowance, agency, and clothing of the above officers and

men, after making an allowance tor the half pay saved, will be 63,103/.
But as recruiting will be suspended until 50 other regiments shall be reduced, by volunteering

and by casualties, from 800 to 740 rank and file each, the prospective charge for the pay and cloth
ing of the 3000 men so to be reduced will be applied in aid of the charge of the augmentation of
the six regiments.

Memorandum.

Admiralty, 11th Oct., 1841.

It is the direction of my Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty, that in each of

Her Majesty's ships, commissioned after the date hereof, bearing in their comple

ments one or more Volunteers of the First Class, only onefresh entry into the Ser

vice shall be made ; but the remainder shall be selected, where there are more than

one, by the respective Captains and Commanding Officers, from young gentlemen

who have already been in the Service, and submitted for the approbation of their

Lordships. Ships now in commission are not to be allowed any fresh entry of

Volunteers into the Service. By command of their Lordships,

John Barrow.

Memorandum.

Admiralty, 17th Dec, 1841.

The Mates of the Royal Navy taking rank on the Navy List according to their

first Warrants as such :—The Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty are pleased to

direct, that in cases of a Midshipman having completed the required time to entitle

him to pass for a Lieutenancy, when the ship to which he belongs shall happen to be

detached so as to prevent his obtaining at the moment an examination according to

the established Regulations, the Captain or Commander of the said ship or vessel

in which such Midshipman may be serving, with the Senior Lieutenant or second

officer, and the Master or Second Master (according to the class of ship and the

rank of officers on board of her,) assisted by the Naval Instructor, if there be one on

board, may proceed to examine such Midshipman as to his qualifications to perform

the duties of a Lieutenant of Her Majesty's Navy ; and if they find him to be in

their opinions duly qualified, they are to give him a certificate to that effect, dated

on the day of such examination, and the Captain may forthwith give him an acting

order as Mate ; and if on the first opportunity that shall afterwards offer for his

being re-examined, according to the established Regulations, he passes successfully,

his rank as Mate shall be enrolled according to the date of his first provisional cer

tificate above ordered. By command of their Lordships,

Sidnet Herbert.

CIRCULARS.

(Memorandum.) Horse Guards, July 19, 1841.

The Secretary at War having drawn the General Commanding in Chief's notice to

the frequent applications received from regiments and depots, respecting the expense

of providing camp colours, pendulums, and pace sticks, his Lordship deemed it right

to institute inquiry in regard to the practice pursued by corps generally in providing

these articles. From the reports which have been received, it is found that great

discrepancy exists, not only in the number, form, and description, but in the prices

2 P 2
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of the several articles. Lord Hill, considering it desirable that a degree of uni

formity should, as far as practicable, be established on this point throughout the

Service, has been pleased to approve of the arrangement laid down in the accompa

nying statement being adopted by regiments, and the provision of these articles is,

in future, to be regulated accordingly. The Secretary at War has concurred in the

General Commanding in Chiefs proposal, that such articles, not exceeding the pro

portion or the estimated price, as specified in the statement, shall be provided out

of the allowance for postage and stationery. By command of the Right Hon. the

General Commanding in Chief,

John Macdonald, Adjutant-General.

Statement referred to in the Circular Memorandum, showing the required proportion

of Camp Colours and Pace Sticks for a Regiment, as also the manner in which

they are to be provided.

Length

of Time

to Last.

Numbers

of Articles

required.

Articles. Price. Out of what Fund to be paid.

». d. Years.

10

1 0 by Captains of companies ;

5 out of pottage and stationery

allowance.

Postage and stationery allowance.

Ditto.

Ditto.

Pace Stick* 7 6

A Camp Colour t

Saluting Colour f

Adjutant's Aidf

5 0

5 0

2 0

f Cons

< as

I str

5

5

5dered unn

a charge a

ing being

8

1

4ecessary, ai

gainst the

leemed suffi

Time, Preceptor,

and Pendulum.

id cannot, therefore, be admitted

iind mentioned, a plummet and

cient.

• One for each company. Four for Drill Serjeant and his Aids ; one for the

Serjeant-Major.

t The bunting to be renewed when required. The camp colours, in respect to

size, are to be conformable to regulations (p. 19.) The saluting colour to be an

ordinary camp colour, to be distinguished only from the other camp colours by a

traverse red cross ; when the facings are red, by a transverse blue cross. The aids

to be thirty-three inches in the pole, including the bunting, which is to be of the same

size as that of the camp colour. The aids to be carried in the hand, and, when

elevated, placed in the muzzle of the firelock.

John Macdonald, Adjutant-General.

Horse Guards, July 26, 1841.

The General Commanding in Chief is authorized by Her Majesty's Government

to announce to the Officers of the Army, that free grants of lands continue to be

issued to them in the province of Nova Scotia, upon the terms and conditions

specified in the General Order, dated 16th April, 1840. By command of the

Right Hon. General Lord Hill, Com. in Chief.

John Macdonald, Adjutant-General.

Horse Guards, July 28, 1841.

Lord Hill directs the attention of the Officers of the Army to a great irregularity

which often occurs on the trial of soldiers for maiming themselves, viz., that of

receiving evidence as to previous convictions and character after the court has

acquitted the prisoner of the charge upon which he has been brought to trial ; an

irregularity equally repugnant to justice and to reason, and which his Lordship there

fore desires may, in future, be avoided by Courts-Martial. When a soldier is found

guilty of having maimed himself, it becomes the duty of the court to receive evidence

under the above heads, as in ordinary cases, for its own guidance in affixing punish
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ment ; but it is clearly a perversion of justice, and of the intent of the Mutiny Act

and of the Articles of War, for a prisoner, maimed by accident, and consequently

prcnounced by the court not guilty, to have all his former transgressions and offences

raked up and recorded against him, however good and exemplary his conduct may have

been for a long series of years since the commission of them. By command of the

Right Hon. Gen. Lord Hill, Com..in-Chief.

John Macdonald, Adjutant-General.

Horse Guards, July 29, 1841.

Medical Staff Officers are, when attached to regiments or depots on home service,

entitled to military servants while thus employed, as in the case of Regimental

Mtdical Officers, instead of the regulated allowance of one shilling per day, which

the former receive when not provided with servants from the ranks of the Army.

By command of the

Right Hon. Gen. Lord Hill, Com.-in-Chief.

John Macdonald, Adjutant-General.

Royal Canadian Rifle Regiment.

general order.

Head Quarters, Montreal, 4th March, 1841.

The Commander of the Forces has received an intimation, that Non-commissioned

officers and men belonging to regiments in British North America will be allowed to

volunteer for a regiment to be styled the " Royal Canadian Regiment," on the fol

lowing conditions, instead of those published in General Orders, dated Montreal, 28th

September, 1840 :—

1 . This regiment will be subject to the regulation and discipline of the Service, in

like manner as are at present all other battalions of the Army.

2. The services of this regiment will not be extended beyond the Continent of

North America, and the adjacent British Possessions and Islands.

3. The officers of the Royal Canadian Regiment will receive the same rates of pay

as c fficers of corresponding rank in the Infantry of the line.

4. The Non-commissioned officers, and Private soldiers, will receive the same pay

as is now granted to the Non-commissioned officers and soldiers of her Majesty's

Foct Guards, and will be entitled to additional pay for length of service, or to good-

conduct pay, after fourteen, twenty-one, and twenty-eight years' service, in addition

to the ordinary pay of the Foot Guards.

5. No soldier will be permitted to volunteer into the Royal Canadian Regiment

who shall not have served fifteen years in the Army, and whose character is not

declared by his commanding officer, in his own hand-writing, to be at least " Good."

6. After Twenty-Jive years' actual service in the Army, of which at least Ten

yerrs must have been in the Royal Canadian Regiment, the soldier will be

entitled to his discharge, with pension, according to existing regulations, upon the

cor dition of being obliged to serve, if called upon, in a veteran battalion, or as

Militia;—free discharges from this battalion, under Twenty-five years' service, will

be prohibited altogether, except in special circumstances.

7. East and West India Service being allowed to reckon for men enlisted before

the warrant of November, 1829,—as three years for two, in claiming additional pay,

and good-conduct pay,—though not in claiming pension, it will also be allowed to

reckon in making up the Fifteen years' qualification, for volunteering to the Royal

Cf nadian Regiment, but will not be allowed to reckon as part of the actual service

•of Twenty-five years required for discharge.
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8. Such Non-commissioned officers as may be permitted to volunteer will be

allowed to hold the rank they had attained, with the Guards' pay allotted to them,

but the same proportion of Non-commissioned officers to the number of men, as

exists in regiments of the line, will be observed in permitting Non-commissioned

officers to volunteer into the Royal Canadian Regiment, and the proportion of women

and their children permitted to receive rations at the public expense will be extended

for this battalion from fir to twelve for every hundred men.

As the number of Serjeants and Corporals who will be received in the Royal

Canadian Regiment is restricted, the names of the candidates will be inserted in the

Nominal List, in the order in which officers commanding regiments may consider

them entitled to priority of selection.

The same course will be observed with the married men, whose names will follow

each other, and to whom the restriction as to the number of women, and their chil

dren, to receive rations in the Royal Canadian Regiment, is to be clearly explained.

9. The soldiers will be allowed every opportunity for profitably employing their

leisure time in agricultural labour, or in handicraft, when not engaged in the per

formance of military duty ;—regulations for this purpose to be made from time to

time by the Commanding Officer of the battalion, tubject to the approval of the

Commander of the Forces in Canada.

10. It is proposed to station this regiment on frontier posts, except in such cases

as the exigencies of the service may require a different arrangement.

11. Officers commanding regiments will fully explain to the Non-commissioned

officers and soldiers the advantages they will derive from the several provisions of

this order, and will, without delay, enrol the names, and forward to the Deputy

Adjutant-General, in duplicate, a return, according to the following form, of every

individual eligible from the specified length of service and character, who may be

disposed to volunteer for the Royal Canadian Regiment upon these condition*.

Name. Age. Service.

1841.

Character and Remarks.

12. Any man who has accepted free discharge with a gratuity after fifteen years'

service, may, if deemed eligible from character, and found fit for the service, be per

mitted to enter, and be attested for the Royal Canadian Regiment, and may be

allowed to reckon his former service, upon the condition that he shall not receive

any additional pay for length of service, or good-conduct pay, until the amount of

gratuity, paid to him on his discharge, shall have been saved. Officers commanding

stations will, on the 31st instant, forward, in duplicate, to the Deputy Adjutant-

General, a return of candidates of this description, according to the above-mentioned

form, (the character to be extracted from their parchment certificates,) accompanied

by a declaration of their fitness for service, signed by a military medical officer.

This return will also show whether each candidate is married or unmarried, and the

number of children.

It is to be clearly explained to these men, that candidates only who are found per

fectly eligible will eventually be received, and as the number of women to receive

rations is restricted, the grant of this indulgence to their wives and children will be

on a very limited scale.

John Eden, Deputy Adjutant.GeneraL,
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STATIONS OF THE BRITISH ARMY ON 1ST APRIL, 1842.

[Where two places are mentioned, the last-named is that at which the Dep6t of the

1st Life Guards—Regent'* Park.
2nd do.—Hyde Park.Royal Horse Guards—Windsor.

1st Dragoon Guards—Canada; York.2nd do.—Sheffield.3rd do.—Nottingham.4th do.—Dundalk.

Mh do.—Cahh*.
6th do.—Newbridge.7th do.—Ballincollig.1st Dragoons—Leeds.2nd do.—Brighton.3rd do.—Bengal ; Maidstone.4th do.—Bombay ; Maidstone.

6th do.—Birmingham.7th Hussars—Canada; York.8th do.—Manchester.

9th Lancers—On march to Canterbury for Ind.10th Hussars—Dublin.

1 1 th Hussars—Hounslow.12th Lancers—Dublin.13th Light Dragoons—Ipswich.14th do.—Bombay ; Maidstone.15th Hussars—Madras; Maidstone.

I6th Lancers—Bengal; Maidstone.17th do.—Piershill.

Grenadier Guards [1st bat.]—Wellington Bar.
Do. [2nd battalion]—Canada.
Do. [3rd battalion]—St. Georgefs Barracks.

Coldstream Guards [1st batt.]—The Tower.
Do. [2nd battalion]—Canada.
Sc. Fusilier Guards [1st batt.]—St. John's Wd.
J>o. [2nd battalion]—Portman Barracks.
1st Foot [1st batt.]—Gibraltar:
Do. [2nd battalion] Canada ;
2nd do.—Bombay; Chatham.
3rd do.—Bengal; Chatham.
4th do.—Madras ; Tilbury Fort.
5th do.—Cephalonia*; Athlone.
6th do.—Canterbury.—A wing at 1
7th do.—Gibraltar -, Dover.
8th do.—Cork.
9th do.—Bengal; Chatham.
10th do.—Winchester, for I
11th do.—Newport.
12th do.—Mauritius t
13th do.—Bengal ; Chatham.
14th do.—Canada , Newry.
L5th do.—Woolwich.
16th do.—Winchester.
17th do.—Bombay; Chatham.
18th do.—China; Chatham.
19th do.—Malta; Brighton.
20th do.—Bermuda; Fermoy.
2lst do.—Bengal; Canterbury.
22nd do.—Bombay; Chatham.
23rd do.—Canada; Manchester.
24th do.—Devonport.
25th do.—Cape of G. Hope, for India ; 1

35th do.—Mauritius ; Carlow.
36th do.—New Brunswick; Cashel.
37th do.—Templemore.
38th do.—Corfu ; Hull.

0

40th Foot—Bombay ; Chathar
41st do.—Bombay, Chatham.
42nd do.—Cephalonia; Aberdeen.
43rd do.—Canada; Lon "
-14th fio.—Bene/al;
45th do.—Dublin.
46th do.—Gibraltar; Clonmel.
47th do.—Demerara; Birr.
48th do.—Gibraltar; Guernsey.
49th do.—China . Canterbury.
50th do.—Bengal; Chatham.
51st do.—New South Wales; Chatham*
52nd do.—Barbadoes ; Longford.
53rd do.—Edinburgh.
54th do.—Belfast.
55th do.—China ; Canterbury.
56th do.—Canada; Armagh.
57th do.—Madras ; Chatham.
58th do.—Dublin.
59th do.—Trinidad; Jersey.
60th do. [1st batt.]—Bolton.
Do. [2d bt.] Jamaica; Dublin.
61st do.—Newcastle-on-Tyne.

62nd do.—Bengal ; Chatham.
63rd do.—Madras;
64th do.—America;
65th do.—Plymouth,
66th do.—Manchester.
67th do.—Canada; Temple
68th do.—Canada; Chester.
69th do.—New Brunswick ; 1
70th do.—Canada; Youghal.
71st do.—Canada; Stirling.
72nd do.—Windsor.
73rd do.—GoRport.
74th do.—Canada; Limerick.
75th do.—Cape of Good Hope; 1
76th do.— Hulifax, N. Scotia; P
77th do.—Corfu ; Sbeerness.
78th do.—Dublin, for Canterbury and 1
79th do.—Gibraltar; Paisley.
80th do.—New South Wales; i

81st do —Antigua; Kilkenny.
S2nddo.—Jamaica; Boyle.
83rd do.—Canada; Athlone.
84th do.—Limerick, for India.
85th do.—Canada; Clare Cattle.
86th do.—Cork, for India; Spike Island.
87th do.—Mauritius; Hull.
88th do.—Malta; Castlebar.
89th do.—Canada; Drogheda.
90th do.—Ceylon ; Birr.
91st do.—Cape and St. Helena-, Naas.
92nd do.—Barbadoes; Fort George.
93rd do.—Canada; Dundee.
94tbdo.—Bombay; Chatham.
95th do.—Ceylon; C
96th do.—N. S. Wa
97th do.—Zante ; I

27th do.—Cape of Good Hope; Galway. 99th do.—I
28th do.—New South Wales ; Chatham. Rifle Brig.29th do.—Belfast, for Weedon and India. Do. [2nd b30th do.—Halifax, N. Scotia; MuUingar. 1st West Ii

99th do.—Chatham, for New South
. [lstbatt.]—Mi "

3rd
Ceylon Rifle Regiment—Ceylon,
Royal Canadian Rifle "
Cape Mounted '
Royal Newfoundland

foundland.
Royal Malta Fencible
St. H

 

* Misprinted Copenhagen last month.

This Document being prepared exclusively for the IT. S. Magazine, we request that, when used,,

its source may be acknowledged.
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STATIONS OF THE ROYAL NAVY IN COMMISSION, 1ST APRIL, 1842,

With the Years when Built, and Dates of Commission of the Officers in Command.

Acorn, 16, 1838, Cm. Adams,(».) 1837,C.of G. H.
ActKon, 1831. Cpt. Russell, 1836, South Am.
Adder, l,st.,M.-Cm. J. Hammond, (act.) Pemb.
Adrice, 1, St., Lt.-Com. A. Darby, 1828, Pemb.
-Mna, 6, 1824, Com. J. Willson, 1815, Sheern.
Agincourt, 72, 1817, Cant. Bruce, 1821, Plym.
Algle, 24, 1801, Cpt. Lord C.E. Paget, 1839, Med.
Alban, l,st.,1826, Maat.J. Klng,(act.) pt. serv.
Albert, it., 184U, Capt. Trotter, 1835, disc. ser.
Alecto, St., 1839, Lt..Cm. Hoseason, 1826, Med.
Alfred, 50, 1811, Capt. J. B.Purvis,1809, Ports.
Algerine, 10, 1829, Com. Maitland, 1841, China.
Alligator, 26, 1821, Capt. Pritchard (act.) China.
Andromache,28, 1832, Capt. R. L. Baynes, C.B.,

1828, Cape ofGood Hope.
Apollo.tr. 1805, Com. C. Frederick, 1829, China.
Ardent, st. 1841, Com. Russell, (6) 1840, S.Amer.
Ariel, it. Mast. Luke Smlthitt, (act.) Dover.
Arrow, 10, sch., 1823, Lt.-Cora. W. Robinson,

1837, Cape of Good Hope.
Asp, 1, st. Lt.-Cm. V.J. Oke, 1825,Portpatrlck.
Astrwa, 6, 1810, Captain A. Elllce, 1831, Sup. ofPackets, Falmouth.

Avon, St., 1825, Lt.-Com. Jenkln, 1829, Woolw.
Basilisk, 6, 1824, Lt. J. C. GUI, 1812, S. Am.
Beacon,8, sur.ves.,1823, Com. T. Graves, 1841,

Mediterranean.
Besgle.lO.sur.v., 1820, Com. J.L. Stokes (act.)

1837, Australia.
Beaver, st. Lt.-Com. R. Mudge, 1815, Dover.
Belleisle, 72, 1819, tr. sh., Capt. J. Klngcome,

1838, China.
Belvidera.S8, Cpt. Hon. G. Grey,1834, Medlter.
Benton-, 72, 1813, Cpt. Stewart, C.B., 1817, Med.
Bittern. 16, 1840. Com. Hon. B. C. F. P. Cary,

18S5, Cape of Good Hope.
Black Eagle, 2, St., 1831, Woolwich.
Blazer, St., 1834, West Indies.
Blenheim, 72, 1813, Capt. Sir T. Herbert,

K.C.B., 1822, China.
Blonde, 42, 1819, Ct. Bourchier.CB., 1827. China
Bonetta,3, 1836, Cm. F.W.Au«en,1830,C.ofAf.
Brisk, 3, 1819, Lt.-Cm. G. Sprigg, 1.-.;'.'. S. Am.
Britomart, 10, 1820, Com. Stan ley,1831. Austral.
Buzzard,3, 1834, Lt.-Cm. Levinge, 1839, C. ofAf.
Calcutta, 84, 1831, Capt. Sir S. Roberts, Km..

C.B., 1815, Mediterranean.
Caledonia, 120, 1808, Admiral Sir G. Moore,

G.C.B., G.C.M.G.,Capt. Eden, 1827, Plym.
Calliope. 28, 1837, Cpt. A.L. Kuper,1822,China.
Cambrian,36, 184l,Cpt.Chads,C.B.,1826,China.
Cambridge,78, 1817. Capt. Barnard, 1817, Med.
Cameleon, 10,1814, Lt.-Cm. Hunter, 1828.E.I.

Camperdown, 104, 1820, Vice-Admiral Sir Edw.
Brace, K.C.B., K.C.H.; Capt. F. Brace,
1827, Sheerness.

Carron, 2, st. v., tender to Illustrious, Bermuda.
Carysfort, 26, 1836, Capt. Lord Geo. Pauiet, 1833,

Portsmouth.
Ceylon, 2, 1810, rec. sh., Lieut. W. R. Mends,

1835, Malta.
Champion, 18, 1824, Cm. R. Byron, 1836,8. Am.
Charon, st. Sec. Mas. Rutter, (act.) 1837, Dov.
Charybdis, 3, 1831, Lt.-Cm. M. De Courcy, 1838,

West Indies.
Chllders, 16, 1827, Com. Halsted, IRK, China.
Cleopatra, 26, 1835, Capt. Wyvlll, 1832, W. Ind.
Clio, 16, 1807, Com. Troubridge (act.), E. Ind.
-Cockatrice, 6, 1832, Lt.-Cm. J. Oienham, 1826,

South America..
Columbine, 16, 1826, Cm.Morshead, 1841,China.
Comus, 18, 1828, Capt. Nepean, 1828, W. Ind.
Cornw Bills, 72, 1813, Vice Admiral Sir W. Parker,

K.C.B., Capt. P. Richards, 1828, China.
Crane, 1839, Lt.-Com. J. Hill, (a.) 1810, Falm.
Crescent, rec. sh. 1810, Lt.-Com. M. DoneUan,1808, Ulo Janeiro..

Crocodile, 1825, tr.-sh. M. Com. Elaon, 1824,
Plymouth.

Cruiser, 16, 1828, Com. J. Pearce, 1841, China.
Cuckoo, st. Lieut.-Com. A. Parks, 1816, Weym.
Curacoa, 24, 1809, Cpt. J. Jones. 1828, S.Amer.
Curlew, 10, 1830, Lt.-Cm. Ross, 1839, S. Aaier.
Cyclops, st., 1839, Cpt. Austin,C.B.,1838,Med.
Cygnet, 6, 1840, Lt.-Cm. Wilson, 1824, C. of Af.
Daphne, IB, 1838, Capt. Dalling, 1828, Med.
Dasher, st. Mas.-Com. R. White, (act.) Weym.
Devastation, St., 1841, Cm. Gordon, (art.) Med.
Dido, 18, 1836. Capt. Hn.H . Keppel,1837, Chin*
Dolphin, 3,1838,Cm.E.Littlehales,1828,C.ofAf.
Doterel, st. Mas.-Com. J. Grey (act.) Holyhead.
Dover, st.. Mast. E. Lyne, (act.) Dover.
Driver, s., 1840, Com. Harmer, 1837, E. Indies.
Druid, 44, 1825, Capt. H. Smith, (a) 1829, China.
Dublin, 50, 1812, Rear-Admiral R. Thomas,

Capt. J. J. Tucker, 1838, South America.
Electra, 18, 1837, Com. A. Darley.1827, W. Ind.
Emerald, ten. to Rl. George yacht, 1820, Sec.

Mast. G. Allen, Portamouth.
Endymion, 38, 1 797, Capt. the Hon. F. W. Grey,

1828, East Indies.
Erebus,dis.sh.l826,Cpt.J.C. Ross, 1834, pt.sr.
Excellent, 1810, Cpt. SlrT. Hastings, Kt., 1830,

Portsmouth.
Fair Rosamond, 2, Lt.-Com. Bulman, I828.N.A.
Fantome,16, 1839, Com. Haymes, 1815, S.Am.
Favourite, 18, 1829, Cm. Sulivan, 1S40, E. Ind.
Fawn, 3, Lt.-Cm. J. Foote, 1835, Cape of G. H.
Fearless, st. v. Capt. F. Bullock, 1838, Woolw.
Ferret, 6, 1840, Com. J. Oake,1827,C.of Africa.
Firefly, 2, at. 1832, Lt.-Cm. Winniett, 1821, W.I.
Flamer,6. St. 1831, Lt.-Cm.Robson, 1830, W. I.
Fly, 18, 1831, Capt. F. P. Blackwood, 1838, Pun.
Formidable, 84, 1825, Cpt. Sir C. Sulivan, Bart.

1814, Portsmouth.
Ganges, 84, 1821,Cpt. Reynolds.C.B., 1812,Med.
Geyser, 6, St., 1841, Cm. Carpenter, 1827, Porta.
Gleaner, 2, st.1839, Lt.-Cm. Jcayes, 1825, W. I.
Gorgon, 6, at., 1838, Capt. W. H. Henderson,

C.B., 1838, Woolwich.
Grecian, 16, 1837. Cm.W.Smyth, 1837.C.G. H.
Growler, 6, St., 1841, Com.Buckle, 1836, Forts.
Harlequin, 16, 1836, Com. Hon. G. F. Hastings,

1838, China.
Hazard, 18, 1837, Com. C. Bell, 1830. E. Ind.
Hecate, 4,st. 1840, Cm. J. H. Ward, 1838, Med.
Hecla, l,st., 1839, Lt.-Com. Cragg, 1828, Wool.
Herald, 26, 1823, Capt. J. Nins, 1835, China.
Heroine, 6, 1841, Lt.-Cm. Stewart, 1815.C. ofAf.
Hornet, 6, 1831, Lt.-Com. Miller, 1837, W. I.
Howe, 1 20, 1 81 5, Rear-Ad.Sir F. Mason, K.C.B.,

Capt. R. Smart.K.H., 1837, Med.
Hyacinth, 18, 1829, Com. G. Goldsmith, 1841,

China.Hydra, st., 1838, Com. Murray, 1840, N. Amer.

Illustrious, 72, 1803, Vice-Admiral Sir C. Adam.K.C.B., Capt.J. E. Erskine,1838,N. Am.

Impregnable, 104, 1810, Capt. T. Forrest, C.B.,
1809, Mediterranean.

Inconstant, 36, 1836, Capt. Mlchell, 1830,Med.
Indus, 84, 1839, Cpt. Sir J.Stirling, Knt., 1818,

Mediterranean.
Iris, 26, 1840, Cpt. W. Tucker, 1840, C. of Afr.
Isis, 44, 1819, Capt. Sir J. Marshall, Knt.,

K.C.H., 1814, South America.
Jaseur, 16, 1813, Com. W. A. WiUis,1835,Med.
Jasper, st., Mas.-Com. E. Rose, 1823, Pemb.
Jupiter, 38, tr.sh., 1813, Mas.-Com. R. Fulton,

1814, China.
Kile, 2, St., Lieut.-Com. Gooch, 1827, Woolw.
Lark, 4,sur. v., 1830, Lieut.-Com.T. Smith,(i>

1833, West Indies.
Larue, 18, 1829, Cpt. P.J. Blake, 1841, China.
Lightning, 2, St., 1823, Lt.-Com. Pearce, 1831Woolwich.
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Lily, IS, 1837, Cm. G. Baker, 1822, C. of G. H.
Lizard, 3,st. ,1840, Com. Estcourt, 1841. Medlt.
Locust, 3, it. 1840, Lt.-Cm. J. Lunn, 1829, Med.
Lucifer, 2, at. 1824, Cpt. Beechey, 1827, Surrey.
Lynx, 3,1833, Lt.-Com. Buralem, 1838, Lisbon.
Madagascar, 44, Capt. Foot*, 1827, C. of Africa.
Magiclenne, 24, 1812, Capt. Warren, 1839, Med.
Magnificent, 4, 1806, Receiving-ship, Jamaica.
Magpie, 4, cut. 1830, Lt.-Cm. Brock, 1827, Med.
Malabar, 72, 1818, Capt. Sir G. R. Sartorius,

Knt., 1814, Mediterranean.
Mastiff, 6, aur. v. 1813, Mas.-Com. G. Thomas,

1808, Orkney Islands.
Medea, 4, St., 1833, Com. Warden, 1838, Med.
Medina, 2, st.,1840, Mas.-Com. Smithett,(act.)

Liverpool.
Medusa, 2, at. 1839. Lt.-Cm. Ftaillppa, 1815, Llv.
Mercury, tender, Sec. Maat.J. Scarlett, Ports.
Merlin, 2, at. 1839, Lt.-Com. E. Keane, 1816,

Liverpool.
Meteor, 2, st. 1824, Com. Slater. 1837, Woolwich
Mlnden, 1810, Capt. Qiiin, 1837, China.
Modeste, 18, 1837, Cm. Wataon, 1841, C.B , Ch.
Monarch, 84, 1832, Cpt. Chambers, 1812, Med.
Monkey, 1, St. Sec. Mas. Saunders, (act.) Chat.
Nautilus, 10, 1830, Lt.-Com. Paulson, 1822,

tender to Royal George, Portsmouth.
Niagara, 20, 1812, rapt. Sandom, 1825, Lks. Can.
Nightingale, 6, 1814, Lt.-Cm, John Barnes (a.)

1813, Plymouth.
Nlmrod,20, 1828, Com. Glasse, 1838, China.
North Star, 26, 1824, Capt. Sir J. E. Home, Bt.

1837. China.
Ocean, 80, 1806, Cpt.-Sup. Fisher, 1814, Sheern.
Otter, at. v., Lt.-Com. Jones, 1814, Holyhead.
Pantaloon, 10, 1831, Lieut. Lapidge, 1824, C. Af.
Partridge, 10, 1829, Lieut.-Com. J. T. Nott,

1810, South America.
Pearl, 20, 1828, Cm. Stonford, 1830, So. America.
Pelican, 16, 1812, Com. Justice, (6) 1824, China.
Pelorus, Com. Chambers, 1841, Port Essington.
Persian, 16, 1839, Com. Eden, 1836, C. of Af.
Phcenlx, 4, St., 1 832, Com. Richardson, (t.j 1839,

Mediterranean.
Pickle, 2, 1827, Lt.-Cm. Montreaor, 1835, W. I.
Pigmy, I, at. v., Lieut.-Com. C. Autridge, 1816,

Pembroke.
Pike, 1, St. Lieut.-Com. Day, 181)8, Portpatrick.
Pilot, 16, 1838, Com. Ramsay, 1837, W. Indiea.
Pique. 36, 1834, Capt. Forbes, 1819, N. Amer.
Pluto, at., 1801, Com. Blount, 1841, Coast of A
Poictlers, 72, 1809, Cpt. Sup. W. H. Shlreff,

1809, Chatham.
Polyphemus, 1, St., 1840, Lt.-Com. J. Evans,(6.)

1826, Mediterranean.
President, 60, 1829, Rear-Adm. C. B. H. Ross,

C.B. Capt. W. Broughton, 1831, S. Am.
Prometheus, 1, at. 1839, Lleut.-Cm. Spark, 1812,

Mediterranean.
Prompt, sch., Assist.- Surgeon W, M'Dermott,

(act.) Coaat of Africa.
Prospero, I, St., 1829, IJeut.-Com.

Pembroke.
Pyladea, 18. 1824, Com.Tlndal, 1841, China.
Queen, 110, 1839, V.-Ad. Sir E. W. C. R Owen,

K.C.B., G.C.H., Capt. G. F. Rich, 1823,
Portsmouth.

Racehorse. 18, 1830, Capt. J. C. Fltigerald, 1841,

West Indiea.
Racer, 16, 1833, Com. T. "Harvey, 1840, W. I.
Rapid, 10, 1829, Lt.-Com. Earle, 18I3.C. of Af.

Rattlesnake, tr. ah., 1822, Maater-Com. James

Spreut, China.
Raven, 4, 1829, Lt.-Com. Shells. 1814. pt. serv.
Redwing, St., 1834, Com. Bevis, 1829. Liverpool.
Resistance, 1805, tr. sh.. Cm. Patey, 1840, Plym.
Revenge, 76, 1805, Capt. Hon. W. Waldegrave,

(a) C.B., 1811, Sheerneae.
Rhadamanthus, 2, St., Maat.-Com. Laen, 1812,

Mediterranean.
Ringdove, 16, 1833, Com. Sir W. Darnell, Knt.,

1826, Portsmouth.
Rodney, 92, 1833, Capt. U.Maunscll, C.B., 1812,

Rolls, 10, 1829, Com. C. Hall, 1841, C. of Af.
Romney, depot, 1815, Lt.-Cm. J. O. Bathurst,

1838, (act.) Havanah.
Rose, 18, 1821, Capt. P. Christie, 1841, S. Am.
Rover, 18, 1832, Com.C. Keele.1821. W. Ind.
Royal George, yacht, 1817, Captain Lord A.

Fltzclurenie, 1821, Portsmouth.
Royal Sovereign, 1804, Capt Sup. Sir Watkln

O. Pell. Knt., 1813, Pembroke.
San Josef, 1 10,1783, Rear.Ad. Sir Samuel Pym,

K.C.B.,Capt. Burgoyne, 1815, Plymouth.
Sapphire, tr. sh., 1827, Mas. Com. G. H. Cole,

1812, China.
Sappho, 16, 1833, Com. E. I. Parrey, 1830, W. I.
Savage, 10, 1830, Lt.-Cm. Bowker, 1815, Plym.
Scout, 18, 1832, Com. Hon. J. R. Dnunmond,

1838. Mediterranean.
Scylla, 18, 1809, Com. R. Sharpe, 1820, Plym.
Seafloiver, 6, cult., 1830, Com. N. Robiliard,

1841, Portsmouth.
Serpent, 16, 1832, Com. W.NevlU, 1825, China.
Shearwater, 2, St. vessel, Com. J. Washington,

1K13, Woolwich.
Siren, 16, 1841, Com. W. Smith, (6) 1826, China.
Skylark, 4, 1826, Lt.-Com. J. A. Wright, 1813,

Chatham.
Snake, 16, 1832, sloop, Commander Hon. W. B.

Devereux, 1836, Mediterranean.
Snipe, 2, cult., 1828, Lieut.-Com. G. Raymond,

1815, Coast of Ireland.
Soudan, 1, st. ves., 1840, Com. B. Allen, 1838,

Niger Expedition.
Southampton, 50, 1820, Rr..Ad. Sir E. D. King,

Knt., K.C.H., Capt.T. Ogle, 1838, Cape of
Good Hope.

Sparrow, 6, 1828, Lieut.-Com. Tyssen, 1832,
South America.

Spartan, 26, 1841, Capt. the Hon. C.GJ.B.El
liot, 1841, West Indies.

Speedy, 2. 1828, Lleul.-Com. Beaufoy, 1821,

Chatham .
Spitfire, 2, St., 1834, Lt.-Com. Trlngham, 1826,

West Indies.
Sprightly, 1, st., Mas. Moon (act.), Holyhead.
Spy, 3, 1841, Lt.-Com. Potbury, 1823, Plymouth.
St. Vincent, 120, 1815, Adm. Sir E. Codring-

ton, G.C.B.. C.G., M.G., Capt. H. J. Cod-
rlngton, C.B., 1836, Portsmouth.

Starling, 1829, Com. H. Kellett, 1841, China.
Stromboii, 6, st. 1840, Com. W. Louis, 1838,

Mediterranean.
Styx, 6, st., 1841, Capt. Vidal, 1825. Woolwich.

Sulphur, 8, 1826, Capt. E. Belcher, C.B., 1841,
China.

Swallow, 1, st. Mast. R. Sherlock (act.), Dover
Talbot, 26, 1824, Capt. R. F. Stopford, 1840,

Mediterranean.
Tartarus, 2, st., 1KU, Com. Smith, 1841, W.Ind.
Termagant, 3, 1837, Lt.-Com. H. F. Seagram,

1833, Coast of Africa.
Terror, 10, 1813, Capt. Crosier, 1841, par. serv.
Thalia. 42, 1830, Capt. C. Hope, 1826, East Ind.
Thunder, 6, sur. v. 1829, Com. E. Burnett, 1838,

West Indies.
Thunderer, 84, 1831, Cpt. Pring, 1815, Mediter.
Tortoise, 18, st. sh., Maat.-Com. Wood, 1813,

N. S. Wales.
Tweed, 20, 1813, Com. Douglas, 1827, N. Am.
Urgent, 2, st. Mas. J. Emerson, 1810, Liver.
Vanguard, 80, 1836, Capt. Sir D. Dunn, K.C.H.,

1814, Mediterranean.
Vernon,50, 1832, Capt. Walpole, 1819, Medlt.
Vestal. 26, 1833, Capt Parker, 1838, W. Indies.
Vesuvius, 6, st., 1840, Com. E. Ommanney, 1840,

Mediterranean.
Victor, 16, 1814, Com. C. C. Otway, 1839, North

America.
Victory, 104, 1 765, Capt. W.W.Henderson, K . H.

1838, Portsmouth.
Vindictive, 50, 1813, Capt. J. T. Nicolas, C.B.,

K.H.. 1815, Portsmouth.
Viper, 6, Lt.-Com. J. Carter, 1815, S. America.
Vixen, 6, at. ves., Com. H. Boyea, 1815, E. Ind.
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Capt. Sir W. Dickson, Bart,
'est Indies.

Volcano,' 2, St., 1836, Lieut.-Com. C.J. Feather.
stone, 1825, particular service.

Wanderer, 16, 1835, Com. G. H. Seymour,
1841, Cape of Good Hope.

Warspite, 50, 1807, Capt. Lord John Hay, C.B.,

1818, North America.
Wasp, 16, 1812, Com. Hon. H. A. Murray, 1838,

Mediterranean.
Waterwitch, 10, 1832, Lt.. Com. H. J. Matson,

1835, Cape of Good Hope.
Weasle, 10, 1822, Com. Win.

1841, Mediterranean.

Wellesley, 72, 1815, Capt. T. Maltland, C.B,

1837, East Indies.
Widgeon, 1, at., Lt.-Com. Scriven, 1822, Dover.
Witberforce, 3, st. Com. W. Allen, 1836, Niger

Expedition.
Wildfire, 1, st. Lt-Cm.CA. Fetch, 1828,Weym.
William and Mary, yacht, 1807, Captain Sir

F. Collier, Km, C.B, K.C.H., 1808, Wool.

Winchester, 62, 1822, ""
J. Percy, Capt. C. Edc

Wizard, 10, 1830, Lieut.-Com. J. B. i

1821, South America.
Wolverine, 16, 1836, Cam. Johnson, 1821, China
Zephyr, 1, st, Lieut.-Com. Jas. Small, 1825,

Holyhead.

HER MAJESTY'S PACKET BRIGS AT FALMOUTH :-

Alert, Lt.-Com. Ed. Jennings. Lyra, Lleat.-Com. E. Collier. Pigeon, Lient.-Com.T. Ja
Crane, Ueut.-Com. J. Hill, («.) Magnet, Lieut.-Com S. Griffith. Ranger, Lt.-Com. J. H. Turner.
Delight, Lieut.-Com. W. Lory. Pandora, Lt.-Com. R. W. Innes Star, Lieut.-Com. Creser.

, Lt.Coro. E. Herrick. Penguin, Lt.-Com. W. Luce. — ■

. W. Crooke.

PROMOTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

ROYAL NAVY.

DOWNING-STREET, Feb. 24.

The Queen has been graciously pleased to
nominate and appoint Admirals the Hon. Sir
John Talbot, Sir Robert Barlow.and Sir Henry
Digby, Knights Commanders of the Most Hon.
Military Order of the Bath, to be I'
Cross of the said Order.

Promotions contingent on Her Majesty's late
visit to Portsmouth :—

Alfred, the Admiralty flag-ship on that
occasion.

Commander J. B. Woodthorpe (1838) to be
Captain.

Lieut. George J. Hirttell (1831), First Lieut.,
and James St. John (1808), Flag do, to be
Commanders.

Mates R. D. Aldiich (1839) and Rob. Willcox

_ (1839), to be Lieutenants.

St. Vincent, bearing the flag of the Co
in Chief.

Commander John Hallowes (1837) t
when he has served his time.

Lieuta. Frederick Blair (1839), First, and C. C.
Grey (1839), Flag, to be Commanders.

Mates H. L. Griffith (1833), A. Young (1834),
E. J. L. Cooper (1835), and W. Horton (1839),

to be Lieutenants.

Quesx, flag-ship of Vice-Admiral Sir Edward
Owen.

Commander J. B. P. Hay (1839) to be Captain.
Lieuto. A. J. Graeme (1822), Flag, Caffin (1838),
Gunnery, and H. J. WilUngton, to be Com.
manders.

Mates John Franklin (1836), William Mould
(1834), and E. A. T. Lloyd (1841), to be Lleu-

1. T. I

 

Black Eaole.
Commander J. A. Blow (1826) to be Captain.
Lieuts.T. S. Brock (1827) and W. J. C. Clifford

(1838) to be Commanders.
Mates E. J. Voules (1827) and F. B. P. Seymour

(1840) to be Lieutenants.

Assistant-Surgeons Joseph Caldwell (1838), of
' J. D Burns (1835), late

PROMOTIONS.

Commander—Thomas Fisher, of
Lieutenant*—T. Molttsworth,

Elliot, and J. Hamilton..

APPOINTMENTS.

Rear-Admiral—The Hon. Joscellne Percy to
Winchester, to proceed as the Commander iu
Chief to the Cape of Good Hope.

Contains—H. W. Bruce (1821) to Agincourt,
Charles Eden (1841) to Winchester.
Commander*—H. Lyster(1841) to Agincourt.

Chas. G. E. Patey (1840) to Resistance. Win.
Kelly (1831) to Winchester. G. H. Seymour
(1841) to Wanderer. W. H. Kitchen (1827) to
Queen. N. James C. Dunn (1814) to the Ordi
nary at Sheerness. J. A. Blow (1826), fur pro
motion, to Black Eagle. John Paget (182/) to
Magnificent. E. B. Tinting (1841) to Camper,
down.

Lieutenants—A. J. Graeme (1822) to Qneen*
vice Boyle, promoted. . David EUlott (1839), in
Queen, to Ringdove. T. L. Gooch (1827) to
command Kile. F. A. Campbell (1837) to
Cornwallis, and to take passage in Driver. W.
C. CafBn (1841) to Scylla, vice Giles. James
Rawstone, F. P. Egerton (1836), T. M'Gregor
(1838), F. C. O'l). Whipple (1840), J. A.
Paynter (1841), and A. Lavie (1830), to Agin
court. J. W. L. Shiels (1814), to Raven, as
Lieut-Commander. Edw. Little (1837), to
Vindictive, vice Leary, to Victory. R. O'Brien
(1838) to Illustrious. J. Moore (1841) to Queen,
vice Oliver. H. St. J. Georges (1818), In St.
Vincent, to Queen, additional. R. D. Aldricb
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(1841) to Ringdove. W. C. Aldham (1822)
from Jaseur, John M'Neil Boyd (1841) from St.
Vincent, J. T. P. Wainwrlght (1840), W. E. A.
Gordon (1841), and G. B. B. Collier (1841), to
Winchester. J. H.Cockburn (1840) and R. 1).
Aldrich (1841), additional, to Winchester. K.
Malone (1809) to be one of the Lieutenants of
Plymouth Hospital, vice Jeans deceased. John
C. Snell '1841), additional, lor service in the
Mediterranean, to Queen. W. H. Leaver (1815)
to Jaseur. D. P. Dumaresq (1841) to Isis. J.
M. R. Ioce (1841) to Fly. J. F. Slight (1841)
to Resistance. John Cotnpton (1838) to Rose.
Frederick Cannon (1882) to Camperdown. H.
St. J. Georges (1838) to Resistance. John T.
Paulson (1822) to Royal George yacht, for ser
vice In Nautilus, vice Thomas, promoted. G.
O. Phillips (18.18), from Queen, and Henry
Lloyd (1841), to Ringdove, M. Couolly(184l) to
Calcutta. J. J. Robinson (1834) to be Flag.
Lieutenant to Sir E. Owen, vice Wellington,
promoted. C. B. Hamilton (1840) to be Flag-
Lieutenant to Rear-Admiral Percy. T. C.
Woodman (1830) to Queen, vice Robinson
Henry Temple (1841) to Queen, vice Hamilton.— Oliver to Queen, vice Gneme, promoted.

T. H. Chriatian(1839) from Excellent to Queen.
Poole Gubbins (1841) to Scylla. Colin C. A.
Kane to Royal William, tor rank. T. S.
Brock (1827), and W. J. C. Clifford (1838), on
promotion, to Black Eagle. J. B. Kinsman
(1841) to Scylla. S. Morrtsh (1841), for rank,
to Royal William. George Pigot (1841), vice
Gennys,—W. C. Nowell (1828), vice Leary,
superseded,—F. S McGregor (1838), vice Lavie,
— and R. O'Brien (1838), vice Williams, to
Vindictive. H. F. Elliot (1841) to Caryafort.
R. D. Fowler (1837) to Formidable. R. T.
Bedford (1841), of Vanguard, to Queen. W.R.
Smith (1841; and W. G. J. Cunningham (1841)
to Alfred. A.M.Noad(183S)toIsis. W.T.Bell,
airs (1819) to be Admiralty Agent to Her Ma
jesty's W. India steam.packets. F.G. Lelgb to
Cornwallis, to take passage in Driver. E.
Keane (1815) to command Merlin. James St.
John (1808), for promotion, as Admiralty Lieu
tenant to Alfred. P. H. Somerville (1840),
additional, to Caledonia. Edward Little (18.17)
to Scylla. James B. Kinsman (1841) to Wol
verine. R. B. B.. McLeod (1841 ) to Vanguard,
vice Bedford, to Queen.
Masters—J. Brown to Winchester. J. Brown

ing (1819) to Aglncourt. T. Elson (1824), of
Victory, to command Crocodile tr.-ship. John
Huntley (1320) to Resistance. William Miller
(181.1), of Victory, to be Master of the Fleet in
the Mediterranean.
Mates—Charles Bromley (1841) and James

Simpson (1839) to Driver. M. Lowther (18.18),
J. C. Bailey (1840), Geo. Kerr (1837), W. W.
Tomer (1840), Thos. Miller (1839), John Reid
(1836), W. H. Haewell (1838), and A. F. Kayn.
stem (1837), to Aglncourt. Geo. H. Richards
te Caledonia. W. E. Fisher (18-18) from Ganges
to Howe. F. J. Hornby (1841) and James York
Patterson to Magnificent. John Wilson (1837)
to Queen. John J. O. F. Carmlchael (1841) to
Winchester. George Durbln (1H39) lo Alfred.
John Townshend (1836) to Agincourt. E. J.
Poules, for promotion, to the Black Kagie. P.
F. Shortland (18.14) to Excellent. C. J. Austen
(1840) to Agincourt. 8. Apthorp (1836) to
Alecto. W.W. Rees (1838) to St. Vinceut. H.
G. Williams (1840) to Vindictive. W. B. G.
Johnson (1839), In Wolverine, to Ringdove. F.
B. P. Seymour (1840) to Royal George. G. K.
E. Wright (1H37) to Avon. Hen. B. Hankey
(1839) to Aglncourt. H. R. Foote, in Win.
Chester, to Madagascar.

Second Masters—Robert Fuller to Kite. S.
Johns to Agincourt. J. S. Wilkinson to Queen.
S. Baggs to Emerald tender.

Midshipmen—Edward Nicholls to Lightning,
vice Collier, promoted. S. T. Skerrovv to Ver
non. Hon. F. Pellew, from Ganges to Rodney.
F. Woolcombe, from Ganges to Snake. J.
Christie, from Ganges to Monarch. C. M.

Shiply to Thunderer. J. A. Sandford to Carys-
fort. Percy and Hornby to Winchester.

Volunteers First Class—Henry Hawkins to
Ringdove. F. Symonds, from Ganges to Im
pregnable. W. Robinson, from Ganges to
Rodney. J. J. Hornby to Magnificent. G. D.
Gordon to Isis. H. Raby to Monarch. J. F.
Ormond and John W. Pike to Jaseur. J. B.
Lethbridge and — Shewell to Winchester.
Richard Horner to Magicienne. F. W. Haydoa
to Impregnable. J. Jerdan, in Queen, to Vin
dictive. G. G. Osborne, W.Burdon, and R. B.
Pearse, to Winchester.
Surgeons—J. W. Reid (1823) to Agincourt.

H. Jamseon (1830) to Winchester. W. H. B.
Jones, M.D., Surgeon Superintendent to the
Elphlnatone convict-ship. Il.fi. K. Page (1841)

to Resistance.
Assistant. Surgeons—J. Brown to St. Vincent.

G. Sliey to Ringdove. R.M. Isbell (1M36) and
R. Anderson (1838) to Agincourt. T. M. Cas-
tello, from St. Vincent to Driver. J. Reid (183H)
to Lucifer. J. King (1840) to Kite. Gerald
Yeo (acting additional) to Caledonia. C. G.
Campbell to Scylla. A. Anderson (1830) to
Romney. P. Hudson, from Champion to Dol-
Shiti. James J. Martin to Queen, vice Mackey.
laurlce T. West (18.18) to Winchester. W. C.

Hancock, M.D. (1840), to Resistance.
Chaplains—Rev. John Edwards to Vernon.

Rev. w. S. Parish to Agincourt. Rev. E. A.
Morgan (1841) to Vindictive. Rev. H. W.
Steel to Winchester. Rev. J. Campbell to Bel-
vldera.
Pursers—Jos. E. Key (1830) to Resistance.

S. Wauland (1807) to Agincourt. W. B. Far.
ror (1841) to Ringdove, vice Fisher. J. G.
M'Lean (1814) to Winchester.
XaoaJ Instructor— John Charles Bond t>

Winchester.

Clerks—G. A. Stewart (In charge) to Kite.
Charles Saunders (in charge) to Fearless, vice
Robertson. F. H. Spry (late Powerful) addi
tional to Implacable. W. Gibson, of Impreg
nable, to be Acting Purser of Vesuvius, vice
Clarke, invalided. — Fauquier, from Ganges
to Impregnable. Sidney Spark, from Rear- Ad.
Mason's Office, to Belvidera. W. H. Richards)
to Geyser. J. W. Sadler to Ringdove. John
Hunter to Formidable. C. E. Coleman to
Queen. J. Funter (additional) to Formidable.
— Mitchell to Vindictive. C. Barnes to Queen.

James Roberts to Winchester.
Secretary—Commander E. T. Crouch (1821)

to be Secretary to Vice-Admiral Sir E. Brace.
K.C.B., vice T. Woodman, Esq., who having
completed twelve years' actual service as Secre
tary, la entitled to 12s. per diem.

ROYAL MARINES.

Admiralty, March 15.— G. S. Dunbar,
Gent., and J. Manger, Gent., to be Sec. Lieut*.

COAST GUARD.

Lieutenants—John Powell Branch (1841) and
Daniel Young (1822) to be Chief Officers.
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ARMY.

WAR-OFFICE, Feb. 8.

Royal Regt. of Horse Guards—Cornet John
Follexfen Pownnll Wade Bastard to be Lieut,
by purch., vice Maynard, who retires ; Lord
Alexander Francis Charles Gordon Lennox to
l.e Cornet by purch., vice Bastard.
8th Light Drags.—Lieut. George J. Huband

to LeCapt. by purch., vice Meason,who retires;
Cornet Alexander Cruickshank Lindsay to be
Lieut, by purch., vice Huband ; Alfred Haffen-
den, Gent., to be Cornet by purch., v. Lindsay.

16th Light Drags.—Surgeon John Harcourt,
from 44th Foot, to be Surg., vice White, pro
moted on the Staff; Asslst.-Surg. Sam. Carrie,
M.D., from 3rd Foot, to be Assist.- Surg., vice
Hoes, promoted in 44th Foot.

1st Foot—Lieut. Alexander Gordon to be
Adjutant, vice M'Court, who resigns the Adju
tancy only.
3rd—John Ashton Bostock, M.D., to be

Assist.-Surg., vice Carrie, appointed to 16th
Light Drags.
27th—Ens. James Thring Coxe to be Lieut,

by purch., vice Skeflington, who retires ; Hon.
Frederick Bcauchamp Pakenham to be Ensign
by purch., vice Coxe.

43rd—Granville Levison Proby, Gent., to be
Ensign by purch., vice Woodford, whose ap
pointment has been cancelled.
44th—Asslst.-Surg. Murdoch John Maclaine

Ross, from 16th Light Drags,, to be Surgeon,
rice Harcourt, appointed to 16th Light Drags.

54th—Major George Hall, from h.p. Unatt.,
to be Major, vice William Beetham, who exch.,
receiving the difference; Capt. Richard Tyrrell
Robert Pattoun to be Major by purch., vice
Hall who retires; Lieut. George Fred. Long
to be Capt. by p. vice Pattoun ; Ens G. Poulett
to be Lieut, by purch., vice Long; Edward
Collingwood, Gent., to be Ensign by purch.,
vice Poulett.

65th—Henry Ferdinand Turner, Gent., to be
Ensign without purch., vice Macdonnell, whose
appointment has been cancelled.
88th—Paymaster Charles Roberts, from 59th

Foot, to be Paymaster, vice Hay, dec.
Staff— Lieut. John O'Neill, from h.p.

Unatt., to be Staff- Adjutant at Edinburgh,
(repaying the difference) vice William O'Neill,
promoted.
Hospital Staff—To be Staff-Surgeons of

tie Second Class—Assist.-Surg. James Shlels,
M.D., from 36th Foot; Assist.-Surg. Denis
Joseph Magrath, M.D., from 33rd Foot; Asstst.-
Surg. Michael Nugent, from the Staff ; Assist.-
£urg. Thomas Fox, M.D., from 7th Dragoon
Guards.

Brevet—Major George Hall, 54th Foot, to
be Lieut.-Col. in the Army.

Huntingdonshire Militia— R. H. Tlllard,
Gent., to be Ensign.

WAR.OFFICE, Feb. 11.

1st Drag. Guards— Lieut. R. O. Travers,
from 35th Foot, to be Lieut., vice Maunsell,
appointed to 34th Foot.
4th Light Drags.—Lieut. G. C. Dalbiac to be

Paymaster, vice Heyman, deceased.
15th Light Drags.—Cornet H. Brett to be

Lieut, by purch., vice Sleuart, whose promo
tion has been cancelled.

1st Foot—Ensign C. Bioadley to be Quarter
master, vice Imlach, promoted in the St.
Helena Regt.
6tb—Capt. C. A. Brooke, from 95th Foot, to

be Capt., vice Allen, who exchanges.

34th—Lieut. J. B. Maunsell, from 1st Drag.
Guards, to be Lieut., vice Glubb, appointed to'
34th Foot.
35th—Lieut. F. P. Glubb, from &4tb Foot, to

be Lieut., vice Travers, appointed to 1st Drag.
Guards.

46th—Ensign J. M. Nooth to be Lieut, by
purch., vice Brome, who retires ; Ensign G.
Sharpe, from 57th Foot, to be Ensign, vice
Nooth.
48th—Paymaster J. M. Pennington, from,

h.p. 5th Foot, to be Paymaster, vice Hartley,
appointed to 8th Foot.

57th—Capt. J. Brown to be Major without
purch., vice Aubin, who retires upon full-pay;
Lieut. G. Edwards to be Capt. vice Brown ;
Lieut. W. H. Ridge, from 1st West India Regt.,
to be Lieut., vice Edwards ; Ensign R. Hunt to
be Lieut, vice Jones, deceased; Serjeant. Major
Sbarpe, from 46th Foot, to be Ensign, vice
Hunt ; R. A. Croker, Gent., to be Ensign by
purch., vice Sharpe, appointed to 46th Foot.
95th— Capt. C. D. Allen, from 6th Foot, to

be Capt. vice Brooke, who exchanges.
1st Went India Regiment-*-Capt. A. Judge,

from half pay, 11th Foot, to be Capt., vice H.
Downie, who exchanges, receiving the differ
ence; Lieut. P. P. Trotman to be Capt. by
purch., vice Judge, who retires ; Ensign H. St.
John Clements to be Lieut, without purch., vice
Ridge, appointed to 57th Foot; Ensign W.
Steevens to be Lieut, by purch., vice Trotman ;
G. Burrell, Gent, to be Ensign, vice Clements.

Cape Mounted Riflemen—Colour-Serjeant
W. Harvey to be Ensign without purch., vice
Van Ryneveld, who resigns.
Unatt.—Lieut. Fred. Ostheyden, from Ceylon

Rifle Regt., to be Capt. without purchase.
Brevet.—Capt. A. Judge, West India Regt.,

to be Major in the Army, Jan. 10, 1837, Capt.
A. J. Hadfield, 37th Madras Native Infantry,
to be Major in the Army, in the East Indies
only.
2nd Regiment of Bucks Yeomanry Cavalry—

C. Talbot, Gent., to be Lieut., Aug. 11, 1839;
F. Barlett, Gent., to be Cornet, Aug. 11, 1839 ;
R. C. Walford, Gent., to be Cornet, Nov. 19,
1839; W. Watts, jun., Gent., to be Cornet,
Dec. 3, 1839; J. Denne, Gent., to be Surg.,
Oct. 13, 1840; C. Talbot, Esq., to be Capt.,
April 16, 1K41 ; J. Gerrard, Gent., to be Cornet,
June 15, 1841.

WHITEHALL, Feb. 15.

The Queen has been pleased to grant unto
Joseph Orchard, Esq., Lieut.-Col. Com. 1st
European Regt. Light Infantry, In the service
of the E.I. Company, Bengal Establishment,
permission that he may accept and wear the
insignia of the third class of the order of the
Doorane*e empire, which H.M. Shah Sooja-ooU
Moolk, King of Afghanistan, hath conferred
upon him in testimony of his approbation ofhis
services in Candahar, Cabool, and at the cap
ture of Ghuxnee.

1st Devon Regiment of Yeomanry Cavalry—
T. Rosser, Gent., to be Adjutant, vice Mac
artney.
South Devon Militia—Sir W. P. Carew, Bart.,

to be Capt. ; Sir J. T. B. Duckworth, Bart., to
be do. ; C. H.S. Hayne, Gent., to be Lieut. ;
J. B. Y. Buller, Gent., to be Ensign; J. W.
Dickenson, Gent., to be ditto.
North Devon Yeomanry Cavalry—M. Cooke,

Esq., to be Capt.; E. G. Cann, Gent., to be
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Lieut. ; T. Bridget, Gent., to be Comet > J. N.

Vowler, Gent., to be ditto.

WAR-OFFICE, Feb. 18.

■ 7th Dragoon Guards—Auiatant-Surgeon D.

Affleck, from 95th Foot, to be Assist.-Surgeon,
vice Fox, promoted to be Staff Surgeon of the

2nd Class.
4th Light Dragoons—Regt. Serjeant.Major

T. Tarlctun to be Quartermaster, rice Croad,

deceased.
13th Light Dragoons—Ensign C. W. Dom-

Tllle, from 29th Foot, to be Cornet, vice Lott,

who exchanges.
16th Light Dragoons—W. B. L. Sleigh, from

16th Light Dragoons, to be Cornet, rice Steuart,

deceased.
3rd Foot—Lieut. H. Blair to be Adjutant,

rice Desborough, who resigns the Adjutancy

only.
26th—Lieut. G. W. M. Lorett, from 86th

Foot, to be Lieut., rice Phlpps, who exchanges.

29th—Cornet G. A. F. Lott, from 13th Light
Dragoons, to be Ensign, rice Domville, who
exchanges.
33rd—Assist..Surgeon A Mackintosh, M.D.,

from the Staff, to be Assist.-Snrgeon, vice Ma-
grath, promoted to be Second Class Staff Surg.

66th—Lieut. H. B. Barclay to be Captain by
purch., rice Walmesley, who retires; Ensign
G. W. Patey to be Lieut, by purch, rice Bar
clay; F. M. Ramsay, Gent., to be Ensign by
purch., rice Patey.
72nd—Capt. C. W. Gore, from 86th Foot, to

be Capt., rice Rattray, who exchanges.
86th—Capt. W. Rattray, from 72nd Foot, to

be Capt., rice Gore, who exchanges ; Lieut. H.
B. Phlpps, from 26th Foot, to be Lieut., rice
Lorett, who exchanges.
96th—Assist..Surgeon H. G. Gordon, M.D.,

from the Staff, to be Asslst.-Surg.,rlce Affleck,
appointed to 7th Dragoon Guards.
99th—Capt. R. F. Shawe, from h.p. Unatt.,

to be Capt., rice Brevet-Major J. P. Westropp,
who exchanges, receiving the difference; Lieut.
T. Cassan to be Capt. by purch., rice Shawe,
who retires ; Ensign F. Montgomerle to be
Lieut, by purch., rice Cassan ; E. W. Isdell,
Gent., to be Ensign by purch., rice Montgo
merle.

1st West India Regiment—C. Grey, Gent., to
be Ensign by purch., rice Steerens, promoted.
Brbtet.—Capt. R. F. Shawe, 99th Foot, to

be Major in the Army, Nor. 23.
Memorandum.—The date of thecommission

of Ensign Sharpe, 57th Foot, la the 12th, and
not the Uth, Feb., 1842, as stated In the Gazette
of Uth Inst.

DOWNING-STREET, Feb. 24.

The Queen has been pleased to appoint Lt.-
Col. Hugh Henry Rose to be a Companion of
the Bath.

WAR-OFFICE, Feb. 25.

8th Light Drags.—Asslst.-Surg. I. A. Blake,
from 8th Foot, to be Asslst.-Surg., rice Gaulter,
promoted to be Staff Surg, of the Sec. Class.
32nd Foot— Capt. J. Salmond, from h.p.

Unatt., to be Capt., rice E. O. Broadly, who
exchanges ; Lieut. W. Case to be Capt. by
purch., rice Salmond, who retires; Ensign w.
Bellingham to be Lieut, by purch., rice Case;
F. T. Stanuell, Gent., to be Ensign by purch.,
rice Bellingham.
49th—Lieut. A. Mackenxle, from h.p. 30th

Foot, to be Lieut, (repaying the difference),
rice Gibbons, promoted ; Ensign C. Faunt to
be Lieut, by purch,, rice Mackenzie, who ret.;

R. Thompson, Gent., to be Ensign'by purch.,
rice Faunt.
2nd West India Regt.—Ensign J. Hill to be

Lieut, without purch., vice J. B. Davidson, whs
retires upon h.p.
3rd West India Regt.—Ensign T. Mowbray

to be Lieut, without purch., rice J. R. Max.
well, who retires upon h.p.
Hostital Staff—Assist.-Surg. T. C. Gaul

ter, M.D., from 8th Light Drags., to be Staff
Surg, of the Sec. Class, rice W. Smith, ap
pointed to St. Helena Regt.
Mzm.—The commission of the under-men

tioned officer has been cancelled from the
date, Inclustre, set against his name, he baring
accepted a commuted allowance for his half
pay. Paym. J. Mackay, h.p. 60th Regt.

WHITEHALL, Feb. 24.The Queen has been pleased to grant unto

Hugh Massey Wheeler, Esq., Lieut.-Col. Com
manding the 48th Regt. N.I., In the service of
the East India Company, on the Bengal Esta
blishment, and C.B., permission that he may
accept and wear the Insignia of the second
class of the Order of the Dooranee Empire,
which His Majesty the Shah Soojah-ool-Moolk,
King of Afghanistan, hath been pleased to
confer upon him. In testimony of His Majesty's
approbation of the services from time to time
rendered by him during the campaign in Af
ghanistan.

South Salopian Yeomanry Cavalry— The
Hon. Edward James Herbert, commonly called
Lord Viscount CIIre, to be Lieut., vice Smythe,
dec. ; Heriah Botfleld, Esq., M.P., to be Comet,
rice Viscount Clire, promoted.

WAR-OFFICE, March 4.

7th Drag. Guards—Capt. Sir H. Darell. Bart.,
from 18th Foot, to be Capt., rice Kennedy, who
exchanges.

9th Light Dregs.—Lieut. N. T. Williams,
from 64th Foot, to be Lieut., vice Jenney, who
exchanges.

15th Light Drags.—H. Bernard, Gent., to be
Cornet by purch., rice Brett, promoted.
6th Foot—Quartet-mast.-Scrj. G. W. Rafferty

to be Quartermaster, rice Sheahan, dec.
18th — Capt. J. Clark Kennedy, from 7th

Dragoon Guards, to be Capt., rice Sir H. Darell,
who exchanges.
31st—Lieut. G. F.White to be Capt. without

purch., rice Bray, promoted In 39th Foot ; Ens.
G. F. Moore to be Lieut., rice White, Nor. 9 ;
W. Bernard, Gent., to be Ensign, rice Moore.
37th—Ensign T. M. Keogh to be Lieut, by

purch., rice Lawrence, who retires ; W. B. C. S.
Wandesforde, Gent., to be Ensign by purch.,,
rice Keogh.
39th—Brer-Major E. W. Bray, from 31 st

Foot, to be Major by purch., rice Bernard,
deceased, Nor. 9.
46th—B. Menzles, Gent., to be Ensign with

out purch., vice Blgland, deceased.
49th—Ensign G. Weir to be Lieut, by purch.,

rice Faunt, whose promotion has been can
celled Feb. 25.
60th—Lieut. J. F. Jones, 6th Foot, to be

Lieut., rice G. H. Courtenay, who retires on

h.p. 6th Foot.
64th—Lieut. A. H. Jenney, from 9th Light

Drags., to be Lieut., rice Williams, who exch.
66th—Ensign B. Langton to be Lieut., vice

Trick, who retires; F. W. Astley, Gent., to be
Ensign by purch., vice Langton.
68th— Lieut. J, M. Napier to be Capt. by

purch., rice William, who retires ; Eos. P. C. S
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to be
i, promoted ;
Pint Lieut.,

Grant to be Lieut, by purch., vice Napier; theHon. H. L. Noel to be Ensign by purch., vice

Grant.
71st—A. C Parker, Gent., to be I

out purch, vice Uniaeke, dec.
Rifle Brigade—Lieut. G. H.

Capt. without purch., vice Wan
Sec. Lieut. P. R. Elrington to be

vice Wilkins, Nov. 23.
Brevet— Major C. A. Bayley, h.p. Unatt.,

Commandant of the Island of Goto, to have
the local rank of Lieut.-Col. in the J'

Edinburgh Regt. of Militia—Walter Francis,
Duke of Buccleuch, to be Colonel, vice the
Marquis of Lothian, dec. Jan. 6.
Royal Gloucestershire Regt. of Yeomanry

Cavalry—P. Godsal, Gent., to be Lieut., vice
Neeld, resigned.

WAR-OFFICE, March 11.
4th Drag. Guards—Lieut. G. H. Eliot to be

Capt. by purch., vice Place, who retires j Cornet
B. Forster to be Lieut, by purch., vice Eliot;
M. Blake, Gent., to be Cornet by purch., vice

Forster.
1st Foot—A. W. Gordon, Gent., to be Ensign

by purch., vice Lloyd, who retires.
Uth—W. C. Trevor, Gent., to be Ensign by

purch., vice Bruce, appointed to Rifle Brigade.
16th—E. Flood, Gent., to be Ensign, vice

Semple, who retires.
33rd—Ensign J. E. Colllngs to he Lieut,

without purch., vice Plunkett, deceased ; R.
Lacy, Gent., to be Ensign without purch., vice

Colllngs.
40th—Capt. J. Stopfordtobe Majorby purch.,

vice Boscawen. who retires ; Lieut. John Mar
tin Bladen Neill to be Capt. by purch., vice
Stopford ; Ensign J. A. Macgowan to be Lieut,
by purch., vice Neill ; F. Nelson, Gent., to be
Ensign by purch., vice Macgowan ; Lieut. T.
L. K. Nelson to be Adjutant, vice Neill, pro

moted.
COth—Lieut. F. R. Palmer to be Capt. by

Surch., vice Bagot, promoted ; Sec. Lieut. A.
fosley to be First Lieut, by purch., vice Palmer ;

H. L. Bruyeres, Gent., to be Sec. Lieut, by
purch., vice Mosley.
67th—R. H. Wood, Gent., to be Ensign by

purch, vice Tuthill, who retires.
77th—R. Edwards, Gent., to be Ensign by

purch., vice Warrington, who retires.
Rifle Brigade—Ensign H. S. B. Bruce, from

Uth Foot, to be Sec. Lieut, without purch.,
vice Elrington, promoted.
2nd West India Regt.—Cornet W. Hamilton,

from h.p. 8th Dragoons, to be Ensign, repaying
the difference, vice Hill, promoted; C. C.
Rookes, Gent., to be Ensign by purch., vice
Willinmson, who retires.

St. Helena Regt.—Ensign D. D. Wemyss,
from 78th Foot, to be Lieut, without purch. j
Lieut. W, F.Macbean to be Adjutant.

 

Foot, to be Major
Hospital Staff-

from 14th Light Dragoons, to
of the Second Class.—To be A<
to the Forces: T. Guy, M.D., Jan. 28) R~
M'Wharrie, M.D.; W. A. Tongue. Gent.
Brevet—Major F. Farrant, Capt. 3rd Bombay

Light Cavalry, to have the local rank of Lieut.-
Col. on a particular service in Persia.
Mem.—Major James William Henry Walch.

h.p. Unatt., has been allowed to retire from the
Army, with the sale of his commission, he
being about to become a settler in Van Diemen'a
Land, March 11, 1842.

OFFICE OF ORDNANCE. March 8.
Corps of Royal Engineers—Sec. Capt. and

Brev. Lieut.-Col. G. C. Du Plat to be Capt.;
Sec. Capt. T. Budgen to be Capt., vice Walpote.
deceased; First Lieut. E. T. Lloyd to be Sec
Capt., vice Budgen, Feb. 23.

Berwickshire, Linlithgowshire, Hadshire, and Peeblesshire Militia—W. Hay, j

to be Colonel, vice the Earl of Home,
Feb. 7.

WAR-OFFICE, March 18.
1st Life Guards—Capt. J. O'Meara, from h.p.

3rd Drag. Guards, to be Capt., vice Brev.-Major
E. C. Fletcher, who exchanges; Lieut. G.
Rushout to be Capt. by purch., vice O'Meara,
who retires ; Cornet and Sub-Lieut. J. T.
Clifton to be Lieut, by purch., vice Rushout .
H. S. Chichester Lord Ternpiemore to be Cornet
and Sub- Lieut, by purch., vice Clifton.

17th Light Drags.—Cornet W. O.Hammond
to be Lieut, by purch., vice the Earl of Cassilis,
who retires ; Alfred Crawshay, Gent., to be
Cornet by purch., vice Hammond.

1st Foot — W. J. BampSeld, Gent., to be
Ensign without purch., vice Broadley, ap
pointed Quartermaster.

11th—Capt. S. Norris, from 34th Foot, to be
Capt., vice Lee, who exchanges.
12th—Lieut. F. J. Kempt to be Capt. by

purch., vice Walhouse, who retires ; Ensign J.
Marcon to be Lieut, by purch., vice Kempt ; R.
Atkinson, Gent., to be Ensign by purch., vice
Marcon.
34th—Capt. Lee, from 1 1th Foot, to be Capt.,

vice Norris, who exchanges.
63rd—Ensign J. Hardie to be Lieut, without

purch., vice Leatham, appointed to 88th Foot;
C. J. Parke, Gent., to be Ensign, vice Hardie.

78th—Sen-Major J. M. Hewson to be En "
without purch., vice Wemyss, pre
Helena Regt.
88th—Lieut. J. B. Leatham, from «3rd Foot,

to be Lieut., vice Adams, deceased.
Meou—The date of Army rank of Lieut. John

Gaggin Cox, 2nd West India Regt., is
Dec., 1839, but that In his regt. is to i
at present, viz., 8th Aug., 1840.

BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS.

BIRTHS.
Nov. 20th, 1841, at Fort Pedie, Cape of Good

Hope, the Lady of Collls Delmege, Esq., M.D.,
27th Regt., of a son.
Dec. 1st, at St. Kitts, the Lady of E. J.

M'Mahon, Esq., Dep. Assist. Com.-Gen., of a
daughter.

Feb. 13th, 1842,at Portloe, Veryan,the Lady
of Lieut. J. F. Baker, R.N., of a son.

Feb. 15th, at Bury, near Gosport, the Lady
of Commander Chatiewood, ofa son.
Feb. 20th, at Norham, the wife of Alexander

S. Allen, Esq., M.D., Surgeon, R.N., of a
daughter.

Feb. 21st, at Sudbrooke Hall, the Lady of
Col. Allix, late ofthe Grenadier Guards, of a son.

Feb. 21st, at Floore. Northamptonshire, the
Lady of Capt. B. Moffat, 54th Regt., of a son.

Feb. 23rd, in Dublin, the Lady ofCapt. Evans,
74th Regt., of a son and heir.

Feb. 25th, at Southsea, the Lady of Capt.
Pearce, R.M., of a son.

Feb. 25th, at the Royal Marine Barracks,
Stonehouse,the Lady of Lt. J. Holland.of a son.
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Feb. 27th, at Drogheda, the Lady of Capt.

Laye, late 25th Regt., of a son.
Feb. 28th, at Brompton, Chatham, the Lady

of ("apt. Valiant, 40th Rest., of a daughter.

March 4th, at the Cedars, Putney, the Lady
of Lieut.-Col. G. Hutchinson, Bengal Eng.,

of a son.
March 4th, the Lady of Charles Pope, Esq.,

H.M.8. Illustrious, of a daughter.
March Rth, at Myddelton-square, the Lady of

Dr. Robert BHen, Surgeon, R.N., of a son,

stiH born.
March 10th, at Clarence House, near Gilling-

ham, Kent, the Lady of Capt. Fry, retired full-
pay, late of the 63rd Regt., of a daughter.
March 12th, at Brixton hill, the Lady of

Capt. Taynton, Madras Army, of a son.
March 13th, In Eaton-square, the Lady of

Major-General D'Oyly, of a daughter.

The Lady of Lieut. M. Caaaan, 84th Regt., of

a daughter.
At Templemore, the Ladyof G. Home, Esq.,

Surg. 47th Regt., of a daughter.
At Spring Grove, Jersey, the Lady of Major

A. Forbes, late 79th Highlanders, of a son.
At Manchester, the Lady of Frederick Smythe,

Esq., 66th Regt., of a daughter.

MARRIAGES.
Dec. 18th, 1841, at the Cape ofGood Hope, T.

J. Fead, Esq., youngest son of Col. George Fead,
C.B., late of Grenadier Guards, Kith" grandson
of the late Gen. Fead, R.A., to Pauline Jane
Barnes, youngest daughter of Captain J. L.
White, of Theresa-place, Middlesex, and grand
daughter of the late General John White, of

. Bengal.
Jan . 1 8th , 1 842, at Montreal,the Rev. F. Broom,

officiating Chaplain to the Forces, to Catherine,
daughter of Lieut.-CoL Napier, Secretory for
Indian affairs.
Jan. 20th, at Bombay, Lieut. A. Nepean

Aitchlson, Second in Command Guxerat Irre
gular Horse, eldest son of Major-General A.
Aitchlson. formerly Adjutant-General, and late
Military Auditor General at Bombay, to France*
Matilda, only daughter of the Hon. James
Pariah, late Senior Member of Council, and
Acting Governor of that Presidency.

Feb. 17th, at Florence, Lieut. H. D. Story,
R.N., to Marion Baring, daughter of G. Baring,

22nd, at Fdinbtirgh, L. Brickenden,
Esq., Capt. 71st Light Infantry, to Roblna,
youngest daughter of the late H.Gordon, Esq.,

of Manar. Aberdeenshire.
Feb. 24th, at Cheltenham. A. H Hamilton,

Esq., of Klllyleagh Castle. Down, Lieut. In ftth
Dragoon Guards, to Catherine Ann, only
daughter of the Rev. G. Caldwell, of Chelten

ham.
March 9th, at Weymouth, Lieut. James

Bengal Light Cavalry, to Jean.

at.
March 9th, at Parsonstown, Capt. Sutton,

47th Regt., son of the late Admiral Sutton, to
Mary Ogden, second daughter of Major-Gen.

T. Evans, C.B.
March 10th, at Kensington, Victoria Conroy,

the youngest daughter of Sir John Conroy,
Bart., to Capt. Hanmer, Royal Horae Guards,
brother to Sir John Hanmer, Bart.
March I5tn, at Charlton, Kent, John Charles,

third son of James Tempter, Esq., of B ridport,
to Hannah Frances, eldest daughi
Admiral Sir J. A. Gordon, K.C.B.

C. D. Stee. Esq., Surgeon, R.N., to Mary,
daughter of vV. Farmer, Esq., of Tudor-street,

New Bridge-street.
At Charlton. B. RlVy, Esq.. Capt., 48th Regt.,

to Joanna, relict of W. Home, Esq., and
daughter of the late P. Garland, Esq.
On the passage to St. Helena, Jane, youngest

daughter of Col. Trelawney, U.A., Governor of

,ter of Rear. Lieutenants

that Island, to
40th Regt.

DEATHS.
Nov. 8th, 1841, at Poonamalee, West Indies,

Major Bernard. 39th Foot.
Nov. 20th, on the Coast of Africa, on the

passage from the Mauritius to the Cape of Good
Hone, Thos. KIdd, Esq., Surg, of H.M.S. Lily.
Dec. 4th, in Bengal, Col. Skinner, C.B.,

E.I.C.S.

Dec. 16th, at Antigua, Paymaster Roberts,
59th Foot.

Dec. 22nd, at Calaba, Bombay, Lieut, and
Quartermaster Croad, 4th Dragoons.

Dec. 29th, at Bristol, Capt. C. Price, h.p.,
35th Foot.
Jan. 1842, Paymaster Hancome, h.p., 4th

Foot.
Jan. 5th, Lieut. Smykath, h.p., York Light

Infantry.
Jan. 6th, Lieut. Melmann, h.p., Artillery,

German Legion. *
Jan. 11th, Lieut. Markham, h.p. 83rd Foot.

Jan. 21st, at Barbadoes, Lieut. Plunkett, 33rd
Foot.
Jan. 22nd, at Marseilles, Cornet Stewart, 15th

Dragoons.
Jan. 23rd, on board the Java, Ensign Big-

land, 46th Foot.
Jan. 26th, Lieut. A. Jones, late 1st Royal

Veteran Battalion.
Feb. 8th, Paymaster Wells, 10th Dragoons.
Feb. 10th, at Malta, on his return to Eng

land, Capt. E. W. Cartwright, 23rd Bombay

Native Infantry.
Feb. 13th, Quartermaster Harris, late of 14th

Foot.
Feb. 20th, at Innerwick lodge, Edinburgh,

Major-General Alexander Mark Kerr Hamilton.
Feb. 21st, In her 87th year, Mrs. Unnston,

relict of the late Capt. James Unnston, of the
Honourable E. I. Company's Maritime Service
and of the Grange, Cbigwell, Essex.

Feb. 23rd, at Bowness, Westmoreland, the
Hon. Elisabeth Carpenter, widow of Capt. the
Hon. C. Carpenter, R.N.

Feb. 23rd, at York-buildings, Regent's-park.
In his 69th year. David Wood, M.D., late St.iff
Surgeon to the Forces.

Feb. 24th, at Greenwich Hospital, on which
establishment he was retired, Capt. Daniel
Woodriff, C.B., R.N., at an advanced age,
baving been made a Lieut. In 1780. This gal
lant old officer will be remembered for bis
courageous defence of the Calcutta, of 50 guns,
in 1805, against a fresh squadron of five sail-of-
the- line, three frigates and two brigs, by which
he preserved a valuable East India convoy he
bad under his charge. He leaves two sons In
the Naval Service, one a Commander, and the
other a Lieutenant.

Feb, 25th, at Dover, Rebecca, the wife of
Rear- Admiral Coffin, in her 67th year.

Feb. 26th, at Ballyworkan Cottage, Porta-
down, Lieut. Richard Croas, late 59th Regt.

Feb. 28th, at Dover, aged 22 years, Florinda
Fanny, wife of Capt. Catesby Paget, Royal
Fusi leers.
March 1st, at the house of Admiral Sir G.

Martin, Berkeley-square, Lady Martin.
March 2nd, at the Royal Naval Hospital,

Stonehouae, Lieut. John Jeans, aged 65 years.
This old and deserving officer was one of the

s of the Audacious, of 74 guns, at
the battle of the Nile, and distinguished him
self by his teal and activity In many occasions
during the last French war, on one of which he
received the public thanks of the C
in-Chief In the Mediterranean.

March 1st, at Dorchester, Mr. H, Plowman,
Surgeon, R.N., aged 63.
March 2nd, Lady Lelth. widow of the late

Major-General Sir G. Leith,Bart.
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March 4th, at Sudhrook Hall, :
Mary Catherine Elizabeth, wife of
Alllx, late of the Grenadier Guards.
March 4th, at Smaley Lodge, Herts, the In

fant ton of Lieut.-Col. Hankey.
March 5th, at Bolton, Quartermaster Water-

, 1st Battalion 60th Foot, pulling on his

March 7th, at No. 5, Gordon-place, Tavis-
tock-sq uure, Martha, widow of the late Lieut. .

Gen. Walsh, aged 74.
March 12th, at Southampton, Lleut.-General

Shrapnel.
March 12th, at Jersey, Eliza Margaret, the

wife of Edward Kent Strathearn Butler, Esq.,
formerly Lieut.- Col. 35th Regt., and daughter
of the late Sir Thomas Le Breton.
March 13th, at her residence. In Bandon.aged

74, Elita, relict of the late Jonathan Clerke, Esq.,
M.D. Three sons of this respected lady are in
the Service,—Major Shadwell Clerke, K.H. ;
Colonel St. J. A. Clerke, K.H.j and Capt. W.
J. Clerke, of the 77th Regt.
March 15th, at Alverstoke, Hants, aged one

year and six months, Sidney North, son of
Capt. Charles Frederick Parkinson, 73rd Regt.
March 20th, at his house in Upper Belgrave-

, Major-General the Earl of Munster.
At Ferry-bank, Arklow, Joseph Mills, Esq.,

Lieut., R.N., Commanding the Coast Guard.

Lately, Captain S. Popham, R.N., (1815) *

aged 62.
Suddenly, at Dover, Capt. Wm. Boxer, R.N.
At Glendore, E. Hart, Esq., late Captain

92nd Highlanders.
At Park-lane, Southsea, Major Mitchell, on

the retired list of the Royal Marine Corps.
At Gloucester, aged 76 years, Mrs. Du Ver-

net, widow of Lleut.-Col. Du Vernet, R.E.
On hoard H.M.S. Actseon, S. America, Mr.

I. B. Hutchlogs, Purser, aged 49.
At Plancoat, Brittany. Lieut. Wakeman Ed

wards, K.N.
In Dublin, St. John Blacker, Lieut. -Col.,

E.I.C. Service.
At Kilroe, Galway, Timothy Hanly, Esq.,

at the advanced age of 102 years, the last of the
Irish Volunteers of 1782.
From the effects of fever, on board H.M.S.

Iris, on the Coast of Africa, Wm. Vernon
Dickenson, second son of General Sir W.

Anson, in his 23rd year.
In the East Indies, Ensign Edward Halswel),

6th Regt. Bombay Native Infantry, the eldejt.
son of Edmund Haliwell, Esq., of Gore Lodge,
Old Brompton. He fell a victim to some of the
prowling assassins who have Infested the neigh
bourhood of our camps, while sketching in a
mountain gorge, near Seebee, in Upper Scinde.
He was in the 20th year of his age.

METEOROLOGICAL REGISTER,

KEPT BY CAPTAIN W. H. SMYTH, R.N., AT CARDIFF.
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46-7 S5-2 30-16 47-2 10 45 26 4 11 5 25 4 W.N.W. f Fine weather, hazy. 0.

52-6 39-0 30-17 49-6 11 20 23 • 11 40 20 9 W.8.W. 8 Overcast weather. —2.

49-2 40-2 30-16 49-0 0 0 0 0 0 5 19 10 SUM. 1 Fine weather. 0.

46-5 40-2 30-30 48-6 0 20 18 0 1 0 17 3 S.E. 2 Hazy, but fine. 0.

43-2 30-6 30-20 44-2 2 0 16 8 2 40 16 11 N.E. 8 Mod. breezes, fine. +2.

35-6 30-9 30-02 41-4 3 30 18 8 4 15 19 8 N.E. 4 Very fine weather. 0.

32-0 28-7 29-73 41-8 4 40 11 3 5 15 21 8 N.E. 8 Falls of snow. —*.

35-2 30-6 29-76 41-0 5 35 23 8 6 4 24 0 E.N.E. 8 Fresh winds & fine. 0.

414) 31-3 29.72 40-8 6 20 25 6 6 40 25 8 8.E. I Moderate wcather.-J.

41-3 35-2 29-88 47-2 6 55 26 4 7 18 26 6 E.N.E. 8 Beautiful day. —4.

46-2 41-0 29-80 50-0 7 40 28 0 7 50 26 8 B.8.W. 4 Fresh winds, hazy. 0.

51-9 40-2 29-92 50-8 8 0 27 0 8 10 27 8 8.&W. , 5 Squally weather. +2.

J5-2 36 '4 3049 49-0 8 30 27 0 8 50 2ti 6 a 8 Fr. winds, fine. +2.

48-4 36-2 30-38 48-3 9 10 25 7 9 20 20 (i aw. S Fine clear weath. +2.

51-8 38-2 30-40 50-2 9 25 20 > 9 45 24 3 W. 4 Moderate weather.—1.

50-2 40-3 30-45 50« 9 55 24 0 10 15 23 8 N.E. 8 Overcast weather. —1.

48-4 41-2 30-32 48-6 10 20 22 7 10 30 21 8 S. 8 Fr. breezes, cloudy. 0.

42-3 40-2 30-30 45-0 11 0 10 8 11 15 19 0 N.E. 8 Light winds, hazy. -)-a

460 30-2 30-28 44-3 11 30 18 7 11 55 17 0 S.E. 8 Foggy weather. 0.

43-2 34-1 30-07 44-8 0 0 S 8 1 5 17 8 8.W. * Light airs, and fine. 0.

46'1 37-0 29-70 47-5 1 40 17 6 2 50 IS • W.N.W. 8 A stdy. fr. breeze. —3.

46-6 30-3 29-70 46-7 320 21) 8 4 20 23 8 N. 1 Very fine weath. -(-4.

45-8 350 29 39 47-5 4 50 25 0 5 25 26 6 S.8.E. 6 Hard gusts ofwind 0.

44-6 35-2 29-12 46-3 5 50 29 0 6 10 29 7 8. a Moderate weather. 0.

64 0 34-3 29-30 48-5 6 25 30 8 7 30 31 0 aE. 8 Squally, but flno. -f-2.

51-8 32-2 29-33 47* 7 45 33 2 8 5 32 7 w. 4 Fresh breezes.

33-9 33-0 29-30 46-0 8 25 34 9 845 33 8 s. 8 H. galea, high tide. 0.

£6-2 367;j 29-60 49-0 9 10 31 6 9 30 81 9 W.8.W. 4 Squally, with rain, a

' ' *H*'^SnBS
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Hall, Com. W., his services in the Ne

mesis steamer, 427, 428, 486, 494Hanover, organization of the army of this

kingdom, 247, 547Herbert, Capt., R.N., his distinguished

services in the Chinese rivers, 414,

424Highlanders, the 72nd Regt., colours

presented at Windsor by His Grace

the Duke of Wellington to, 409Historical Yarns and Shakings. By a

Tar of the Old School; Nos. I., II.,

69, 346Hood, Sir Samuel, his valour in the

fight between Count de Grasse and Sir

Sir G. Rodney, 94

Horses of Hungary, Transvlvania, and

Poland, 429-508

Hungarians, and a wolf-hunt, described,

498. Troop of wild horses in the Bu-

kowina, 501

Hunter, W. P., Esq., his "Expedition

to Syria," noticed, 264

Hurricane, gallantry of officers and men

of the cutter Mercury, in a, 385

India, attacks by the Afghans, Gbilzees,

and other Eastern tribes upon the

Anglo-Indian forces, 430, 438. See

the Despatches.
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Ireland, a March and Detachment in,

(concluded,) 209

Jager and Rifle Corps in foreign services.

By F. D. D., 251

Jamaica, sickness ofthe Military force at,

112, 570Jellalabad, occupied by Major-General

Sir R. Sale, 435

Josephine, the Empress (Madame Beau-

harnois,) 232

Jesse, Capt., his Notes of a Half-pay in

search of Health, reviewed, 263

King, Lieut. Edward, his death inaction,

433

Lavoisier, Jacques, and Marie Dumagny,

510. Their deaths, 514

Lucia, account of the island of St. , 1 85

Lyra, affair of the brig ; and punishment

of the Chinese, 429

M'Cleverly, Lieut. James, R.N., destroys

the Chinese town of Ko-kew-so, and a

village, in retaliation for certain per

fidious conduct, 429, 483, ».

Magnetism, Telluric, 289

Marine architecture, a chapter on, 346

Marines, Royal, promotions, 138, 444

Marmont, Marshal, defeated at Sala

manca, 150

Marriages, 142, 286, 446, 591

Marshall, Henry, Esq., Deputy I. 6. of

Army Hospitals, on the Military Force

of Great Britain (continuation), 47,

178, 361, (conc/B*ion,)536

Martinique, conquest and subsequent

cession to the French of the island, 19 1

Memoirs of General and Flag Officersrecently deceased, 387

Mercury, H.M.'s cutter, in a hurricanein the Bristol Channel, 385

Merit, a cause of military promotion, 255

Meteorological Register. By Capt. W,H. Smyth, R.N., 144, 288, 448, 592

Milford Haven and Pembroke, naval in

telligence from, 112r262, 402, 561

Military Force of Great Britain. By H.

Marshall, Esq., (continued), 47, 178,

361, 536

Monarch, the, line-of-battle-ship ; Nos.

I, 2. By J. Allen, Esq., 57, 335,548

Monteath, Colonel, his charge upon the

Atfghan and other insurgents, 432,

435. His sortie from Jellalabad, 437

Munster, Earl of, his lamentable death,

565

Muskets, a comparison of English and

French, 158. On British, 548

Nantes, city of, its misfortunes, 515,524

Napoleon Bonaparte, 232. His wound

during the sortie of General O'Hara

from Toulon, 109. Lord Byron's

Ode on his downfall, 106

Narrien, John, Esq., F.R.S., testimonial

from his military pupils, 125

Naval College at Portsmouth, 559

Navy in Commission, Stations of the

Royal: 1st Jan., 1842, 135 ; 1st Feb.,

280 ; 1st March, 441 ; 1st April, 584

, Estimates for the Royal Navy, for

1842-43, 577

Promotions and Appointments,

137, 282, 409, 443, 567

Observations upon Naval Courts-

martial and Articles of War, 299

Improved state of Naval Disci

pline, as evidenced by the record of the

loss of the Wager. Capt. Cheap, 161

, Complement of the new Ten-gun

Brigs, 555

, Memoranda, by the Board of

Admiralty, 579

Nelson's appointment to the Captain, a

74, on the retirement of Capt. John

Samuel Smith, 257

Niger, river, and Western Africa, la

mentable' result of the Expedition to

the, 267, 407. Officers deceased, 408

Ningpo, city of, surrendered by the

Chinese, 412, 414, 422, 483

Norton, Capt J., on the safe transport

of powder, See., of increased explosive

power, 249. On swathed fuzes, 556

Oceanic Surf, on, 449

Officer's Death-bed ; by the Authoressof " Recollections of an Old Soldier,"381

Oldfield, Capt., his services in Afghan

istan, Sec, 432, 438, &c.

Ordnance Estimates for 1842-43, 577

Orthes, defeat of Soultat, 151

Parker, Rear-Admiral Sir William, his

Despatches, 274, 282, 412

Passages in the Life of a Sailor, No. IX.,

84Pay of soldiers and seamen, 538, 543Peninsular War, the, under Sir J. Moore

and Sir A. Wellesley, 148—152Pensions, soldiers', 536-—Sailors', 538Phlegethon, steamer, 483Plymouth, naval intelligence from our

correspondent at, 110, 260, 401, 559Poetry :—On the Birth of the Prince of

Wales ; by J. W. W., 83Portsmouth, naval and military corre

spondence from, 109, 258, 396, 557Pottinger, Sir Henry, proclamations, &c,

by his Excellency, 277Promotion, on military, 270
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Promotion by purchase, 31,254,552,567

Promotions and appointments :—Royal

Navy, 137, 282, 409, 443, 557, 586 ;

the British Army, 138, 283, 444, 588 ;

the Royal Marines, 138, 444, 587; the

Coast Guard, 283, 444, 587

, Appointments and Promotions, in

1833 and 1840, Parliamentary Re

ports, &c., 458

Prussia, King of, his visit to England,

259, 265, 405, 409

Pyrenees, battles of the, described, 151

Quatre Bras, action of, 529

Quintant and Polymeter, the pocket ; by

the Rev. Fred. Glover, noticed, 403

Queen, of 110 guns, sailing of the, 109,

259

Rations in the Royal Navy, 537. Of

soldiers, 538

Readers and Correspondents, to, 116,

264, 404, 564

Reminiscences of a Light Dragoon, Nos.

XIII., XIV., XV., 218, 325, 524

Reviews and Critical Notices, 114, 263,

403

Rhein Lied, of Nicolas Becker ; with a

translation into English, contributed

by Von Thai, 245

Rodney's Fleet, anecdotes of, 93

Rowley, Admiral Sir Josias, Memoir of,

387

Russia, army of, &c., 263, 545

Sailors, British, anecdotes of, 95—100

Sale, Major-Gen. Sir Robert, attack upon

his force in Aflghanistan, 430, 433

Schlimbach, M., of the Prussian Artil

lery, asserts the superiority of British

firing as the cause of victory, 154-159

Signals, Code of, for the mercantile navy,

by Lieut. B. I. Walker, noticed, 114

Slaver, the ; from the note-book of an

officer employed in the suppression of

the Slave-trade, 375

Soldiers, rices and virtues of, considered,

178. Schedule of their offences, 180.

Pay, rations, pensions, &c. of, 536

Sovereignty of the Seas, the ; a Salute

for 1842, 1

Soult, Marshal, defeated by Wellington

at the Pyrenees, 151 ; at Toulouse,

152 ; and by Beresford, at Albuera, 150

Spy, Confessions of a. Collected by an

Officer of the Navy. Second Series,

No. III., IV., 228, 509

Surf, Oceanic, history of disasters caused

by 449

Syracuse, antiquities of, 92

Talavera, remark of M. Jomini on this

action, 149

Tallien and Madame Fontenay, 231

Tecumseh, N. American warrior, speech

of, 200

Telluric Magnetism, on, 289

Thai, M. Von, his communication nf

the national song of the RAein Lied

of Nicolas Becker, 245

Tinghae, visit to the city of, 490

Tower of London, conflagration of the

Armoury, Sec., at the j with the Gene

ral Orders regarding it, 120

United Service Club, affairs and trans

actions of the, 266

Vendee, la, and le Morbihan, during the

insurrection, 236, The Bocage, and

the Loire river, 509, 510. Victories

of the Royalist Charette, 515. Mas

sacre, 517

Victoria, Petition to Queen, from the

undecorated officers of the late war,

267. Ceremony of the Christening of

the Heir-Apparent, 265. Royal Visit

to Portsmouth, &c, 557

Vindictive, of 50 guns, sailing of the,

259. Court-martial on Capt. J. Toup

Nicolas, C.B., and his acquittal, 400

Vimiero, affair of, 148

Vittoria, details of the action at, 5 1 1

Volcano, a submarine, reported, 577

Wager, the wreck of the ; showing the

improved state of naval discipline, 161

Wales, on the birth of the Prince of.

By J. W. W., 83. King of Prussia a

Sponsor at the Royal Christening, 265

Waterloo, Battle of, 153, 161, 533

Wellington, Field-Marshal the Duke of,

narrative of his victories, 148-155.

Beneficial result of his confidence in

his soldiers, 160. Presentation of

colours by the Duke at Windsor, 265,

409. His address to Col. Arbuthnot

and the 72nd Highlanders, 410

West Indies:—Historical account of St.

Lucia, Martinique, and Dominica, 185.

Mortality among the troops, in 1841,

in the Islands, 570

Willoughby, Capt Sir Nesbit James,

R.N., wounded in the attack on the

Dardanelles, 87

Windsor Castle, the, much damaged in

the return of tlie British fleet through

the Dardanelles, 90

London : Printed by Harhison and Co., St. Martin's Lane.











 



 


